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THE LOST WORLD.

Being an account of the recent amazing adventures of Professor

George E. Challenger, Lord John Roxton, Professor Summer-lee,

and Mr. E. D. Malone of the "Daily Gazette."

BY

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated by Harry Rountree.

SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST THREE INSTALMENTS.

EDWARD MAI.ONE is sent by his paper, ihe Daily Gazette, to interview 1'rofessor Challenger, the

famous zoologist, who, alxnit two years before, tiad made a journey to an unexplored region of South

America. On his return the Professor had announced some extraordinary discoveries, but, being met with

incredulity in certain quarters, had declined to discuss the matter further. Professor Challenger, who is a

man of immense mental and physical strength, with a bellowing voice and an overbearing, insolent manner,

yet with a certain grim sense of humour, gives Malone, in confidence, some account of his journey to

" Tlie Lost World," a region where the condilicns of prehistoric life still exist. He also shows him

certain specimens, documents, etc., in corroboration of his story. The Professor attends a lecture the

same evening, and, amid considerable npmar, repeats his statements regarding his discoveries. Finding he

is still disbelieved, he invites the audience to appoint a committee to test his story in person. Those

chosen are Professor Sunnnerlee, one of the most sceptical of Challenger's opponents, Lord John Roxton,

a well-known sportsman, and Edward Malone, representing the Daily Gazette. On arriving in South

America, they are unexpectedly joined by Professor Challenger, who takes charge of the expedition. They

reach the scene of Challenger's alleged discoveriesâ��an enormous and apparently inaccessible plateauâ��and at

length devise a means of reaching its summit, only to find, on gaining it, that their retreat has been cut off

through the treachery of two half-breeds accompanying the expedition.

THE

CHAPTER X.

MOST WONDERFUL THINGS HAVE

HAPPENED."

HE most wonderful things have

happened and are continually

happening to us. All the paper

that I possess consists of five

old note-books and a lot of

scraps, and I have only the

one stylographic pencil; but

so long as I can move my hand I will continue

to set down our experiences and impressions,

for, since we are the only men of the whole

human race to see such things, it is of enor-

Vol. *liÂ». â��t Copyright, 1913, by Arthur Connn Doyle.

mous importance that I should record them

whilst they are fresh in my memory and before

that fate which seems to be constantly

impending does actually overtake us. Whether

Zambo can at last take these letters to the

river, or whether I shall myself in some

miraculous way carry them back with me,

or, finally, whether some daring explorer,

coming upon our tracks, with the advantage,

perhaps, of a perfected monoplane, should

find this bundle of manuscript, in any case

I can see that what I am writing is destined

to immortality as a classic of true adventure,

On the morning after our being trapped upon
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the plateau by the villainous Gomez we began

a new stage in our experiences. The first

incident in it was not such as to give me a

very favourable opinion of the place to which

we had wandered. As I roused myself from

a short nap after day had dawned, my eyes

fell upon a most singular appearance upon my

"CHALLKXGF.R SPRANG IN1O TI1K AIR BU.LOWING

FRANTICALLY AT HIS COAT AND SHIRT TO

own leg. My trouser had slipped up, exposing

a few inches of my skin above my sock. On

this there rested a large, purplish grape.

Astonished at the sight, 1 leaned forward to

pick it off, when, to my horror, it burst between

my finger and thumb, squirting blood in

every direction. My cry of disgust had

brought the two professors to my side.

" Most interesting," said Summerlee.

bending over my shin. " An enormous

blood-tick, as yet, I believe, unclassified."

"The first-fruits of our labours," said

Challenger, in his booming, pedantic fashion.

" We cannot do less than call it Ixodes Maloni.

The very small inconvenience of being bitten,

my young friend,

cannot, I am

sure, weigh with

you as against

the glorious privi-

lege of having

your name in-

scribed in the

deathless roll of

zoology. Un-

happily you have

crushed this fine

specimen at the

moment of satia-

tion."

" Filthy ver-

min ! " I cried.

Professor Chal-

lenger raised his

great eyebrows

in protest, and

placed a sooth-

ing paw upon

my shoulder.

" You should

cultivate the

scientific eye and

the detached

scientific mind,"

said he. "To a

man of philo-

sophic tempera-

ment like myself

the blood - tick,

with its lanret-

1 i k e proboscis

and its distend-

ing stomach, is as

beautiful a work

of Nature as the

peacock or, for

that matter, the

aurora borealis.

It pains me to

hear you speak of it in so unappreciative a

fashion. No doubt, with due diligence, \vn

can secure some other specimen."

" There can be no doubt of that," said

Summerlee, grimly, " for one has just

disappeared behind your shirt-collar."

Challenger sprang into the air bellowing

like a bull, and tore frantically at his coat

I IKK A BULL, AM) TORK

GET THKM OFF."
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and shirt to get them off. Summerlee and

I laughed so that we could hardly help him.

At last we exposed that monstrous torso

(fifty-four inches, by the tailor's tape). His

body was all matted with black hair, out of

which jungle we picked the wandering tick

before it had bitten him. But the bushes

round were full of the horrible pests, and

it was clear that we must shift our camp.

But first of all it was necessary to make

our arrangements with the faithful negro,

who appeared presently on the pinnacle with

a number of tins of cocoa and biscuits, which

he tossed over to us. Of the stores which

remained below he was ordered to retain as

much as would keep him for two months.

The Indians were to have the remainder as a

reward for their services and as payment for

taking our letters back to the Amazon. Some

hours later we saw them in single file far out

upon the plain, each with a bundle on his

head, making their way back along the path

we had come. Zambo occupied our little

tent at the base of the pinnacle, and there he

remained, our one link with the world below.

And now \ve had to decide upon our imme-

diate movements. We shifted our position

from among the tick-laden bushes until we

came to a small clearing thickly surrounded

by trees upon all sides. There were some

flat slabs of rock in the centre, with an excel-

lent well close by. and there we sat in cleanly

comfort while we made our first plans for the

invasion of this new country/ Birds were

calling among the foliageâ��especially one with

a peculiar whooping cry which was new to

usâ��but beyond these sounds there were no

signs of life.

Our first care was to make some sort of

list of our own stores, so that we might know

what we had to rely upon. What with the

things we had ourselves brought up and those

which Zambo had sent across on the rope,

we were fairly well supplied. Most important

of all, in view of the clangers which might

surround us, we had our four rifles and

one thousand three hundred rounds, also a

shot-gun, but not more than a hundred and

fifty medium pellet cartridges. In the matter

of provisions we had enough to last for several

weeks, with a sufficiency of tobacco and a

few scientific implements, including a large

telescope and a good field-glass. All these

things we collected together in the clearing,

and, as a first precaution, we cut down with

our hatchet and knives a number of thorny

bushes, wrhich we piled round in a circle some

fifteen yards in diameter. This was to be our

headquarters for the timeâ��our place of refuge

against sudden danger and the guard-house

for our stores. Fort Challenger, we called it.

It was midday before we had made our-

selves secure, but the heat was not oppressive,

and the general character of the plateau, both

in its temperature and in its vegetation, was

almost temperate. The beech, the oak, and

even the birch were to be found among the

tangle of trees which girt us in. One huge

gingko-tree, topping arl the others, shot its

great limbs and maidenhair foliage over the

fort which we had constructed. In its shade

we continued our discussion, while Lord

Roxton, who had quickly taken command in

the hour of action, gave us his views.

" So long as neither man nor beast has seen

or heard us, we are safe," said he. " From

the time they know we are here our troubles

begin. There are no signs that they have

found us out as yet. So our game surely is

to lie low for a time and spy out the land.

We want to have a good look at our neigh-

bours before we get on visitin' terms."

" But we must advance," I ventured to

remark.

" By all means, sonny my boy ! We will

advance. But with common sense. We

must never go so far that we can't get back

to our base. Above all, we must never,

unless it is life or death, fire off our guns." â�¢

" But you fired yesterday." said Summerlee.

" Well, it couldn't be helped. However,

the wind was strong and blew outwards. It

is not likely that the sound could have

travelled far into the plateau. By the way,

what shall we call this place ? I suppose it

is up to us to give it a name ? "

There were several suggestions, more or

less happy, but Challenger's was final.

" It can only have one name," said he.

" It is called after the pioneer who discovered

it. It is Maple White Land."

Maple White Land it became, and so it is

named in that chart which has become my

special task. So it will, I trust, appear in

the atlas of the future.

The peaceful penetration of Maple White

Land was the pressing subject before us.

We had the evidence of our own eyes that

the place was inhabited by some unknown

creatures, and there was that of Maple White's

sketch - book to show that more dreadful

and more dangerous monsters might still

appear. That there might also prove to be

human occupants and that they were of a

malevolent character was suggested by the

skeleton impaled upon the bamboos, which

could not have got there had it not been

dropped from above. Our situation, stranded
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without possibility of escape in such a land,

was clearly full of danger, and our reasons

endorsed every measure of caution which Lord

Roxton's experience could suggest. Yet it

was surely impossible that we should halt on

the edge of this world of mystery when our

very souls were tingling with impatience to

push forward and to pluck the heart from it.

We therefore blocked the entrance to our

zareba by filling it up with several thorny

bushes, and left our little camp with the stores

entirely surrounded by this protecting hedge.

We then slowly and cautiously set forth into

the unknown, following the course of the little

stream which flowed from our spring, as it

should always serve us as a guide on our

return.

Hardly had we started when we came across

signs that there were indeed wonders awaiting

us. After a few hundreds of yards of thick

forest, containing many trees which were

quite unknown to me, but which Summerlee,

who was the botanist of the party, recognized

as forms of conifera and of cycadaceous plants

which have long passed away in the world

below, we entered a region where the stream

widened out and formed a considerable bog.

High reeds of a peculiar type grew thickly

before us, which were pronounced to be

equisetacea, or mare's-tails, with tree-ferns

scattered amongst them, all of them swaying

in a brisk wind. Suddenly Lord Roxton,

who was walking first, halted with uplifted

hand.

" Look at this! " said he. " By George,

this must be the trail of the father of all

birds ! "

An enormous three-toed track was im-

printed in the soft mud before us. The

creature, whatever it was, had crossed the

swamp and had passed on into the forest.

We all stopped to examine that monstrous

spoor. If it were indeed a birdâ��and what

animal could leave such a mark ?â��its foot

was so much larger than an ostrich's that its

height upon the same scale must be enormous.

Lord Roxton looked eagerly round him and

slipped two cartridges into his elephant-gun.

" I'll stake my good name as a shikarree,"

said he, " that the track is a fresh one. The

creature has not passed ten minutes. Look

how the water is still oozing into that deeper

print! By Jove! See, here is the mark of

a little one ! "

Sure enough, smaller tracks of the same

general form were running parallel to the large

ones.

" But what do you make of this ? '' cried

Professor Summerlee, triumphantly, pointing

to what looked like the huge print of a five-

fingered human hand appearing among the

three-toed marks.

" Wealden!" cried Challenger, in an

ecstasy. " I've seen them in the Wealden

clay. It is a creature walking erect upon

three-toed feet, and occasionally putting one

of its five-fingered fore-paws upon the ground.

Not a bird, my dear Roxtonâ��not a bird."

" A beast ? "

" No ; a reptileâ��a dinosaur. Nothing else

could have left such a track. They puzzled

a worthy Sussex doctor some ninety years

ago; but who in the world could have hoped

â��hopedâ��to have seen a sight like that ? "

His words died away into a whisper, and

we all stood in motionless amazement.

Following the tracks, we had left the morass

and passed through a screen of brushwood

and trees. Beyond was an open glade, and

in this were five of the most extraordinary-

creatures that I have ever seen. Crouching

down among the bushes, we observed them

at our leisure.

There were, as I say, five of them, two

being adults and three young ones. In size

they were enormous. Even the babies were

as big as elephants, while the two large ones

were far beyond all creatures I have ever seen.

They had slate-coloured skin, which was

scaled like a lizard's and shimmered where

the sun shone upon it. All five were sitting

up, balancing themselves upon their broad,

powerful tails and their huge three-toed hind-

feet, while with their small five-fingered front-

feet they pulled down the branches upon which

they browsed. I do not know that I can bring

their appearance home to you better than by

saying that they looked like monstrous

kangaroos, twenty feet in length, and with

skins like black crocodiles.

I do not know how long we stayed motion-

less gazing at this marvellous spectacle. A

strong wind blew towards us and we were

well concealed, so there was no chance of

discovery. From time to time the little ones

played round their parents in unwieldy

gambols, the great beasts bounding into the

air and falling with dull thuds upon the earth.

The strength of the parents seemed to be

limitless, for one of them, having some diffi-

culty in reaching a bunch of foliage which

grew upon a considerable-sized tree, put his

fore-legs round the trunk and tore it down

as if it had been a sapling. The action

seemed, as I thought, to show not only the

great development of its muscles, but also

the small one of its brain, for the whole weight

came crashing down upon the top of it, and
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it uttered a series of shrill yelps to show that,

big as it was, there was a limit to what it

could endure. The incident made it think,

apparently, that the neighbourhood -was

dangerous, for it slowly lurched off through

the wood, followed by its mate and its three

enormous infants. We saw the shimmering,

slatey gleam of their skins between the tree-

trunks, and their heads undulating high above

the brushwood. Then they vanished from

our sight.

I looked at my comrades. Lord Roxton

was standing at gaze with his finger on the

trigger of his elephant-gun, his eager hunter's

soul shining from his fierce eyes. What would

he not give for one such head to place between

the two crossed oars above the mantelpiece

in his snuggery at the Albany! And yet his

reason held him in, for all our exploration of

the wonders of this unknown land depended

upon our presence being concealed from -its

inhabitants. The two professors were in

silent ecstasy. In their excitement they had

unconsciously seized each other by the hand,

and stoocllike two little children in the presence

of a marvel, Challenger's cheeks bunched up

into a seraphic smile, and Summcrlee's sar-

donic face softening for the moment into

wonder and reverence.

" Nunc dimittis I " he cried at last. " What

will they say in England of this ? "

" My dear Summerlec, I will tell you with

great confidence exactly what they will say

in England," said Challenger. " They will say

that you are an infernal liar and a scientific

charlatan, exactly as you and others said

of me."

" In the face of photographs ? "

" Faked, Summerlee ! Clumsily faked ! "

" In the face of specimens ? "

" Ah, there we may have them ! Malone

and his filthy Fleet Street crew may be all

yelping our praises yet. August the twenty-

secondâ��the day we saw five live iguanodons

in a glade of Maple White Land. Put it down

in your diary, my young friend, and send it

to your rag."

" And be ready to get the toe-end of the

editorial boot in return," said Lord Roxton.

" Things look a bit different from the latitude

of London, young fellah my lad. There's

many a man who never tells his adventures,

for he can't hope to be believed. Who's to

blame them ? For this will seem a bit of a

dream to ourselves in a month or two. What

did you say they were ? "

" Iguanodons," said Summerlee. " You'll

find their footmarks all over the Hastings

sands, in Kent, and in Sussex. The South of

England was alive with them when there

was plenty of good lush green-stuff to keep

them going. Conditions have changed, and

the beasts died. Here it seems that the

conditions have not changed, and the beasts

have lived."

" If ever we get out of this alive, I must

have a head with me," said Lord Roxton.

" Lord, how some of that Somaliland-Uganda

crowd would turn a beautiful pea-green if

they saw it ! I don't know what you chaps

think, but it strikes me that we are on mighty

thin ice all this time."

I had the same feeling of mystery and

danger around us. In the gloom of the trees

there seemed a constant menace, and as we

looked up into their shadowy foliage vague

terrors crept into one's heart. It is true that

these monstrous creatures which we had seen

were lumbering, inoffensive brutes which were

unlikely to hurt anyone, but in this world of

wonders what other survivals might there not

beâ��what fierce, active horrors ready to pounce

upon us from their lair among the rocks or

brushwood ? I knew little of prehistoric life,

but I had a clear remembrance of one book

which I had read in which it spoke of creatures

who would live upon our lions and tigers as a

cat lives upon mice. What if these also were

to be found in the woods of Maple White

Land!

It was destined that on this very morning

â��our first in the new countryâ��we were to

find out what strange hazards lay around us.

It was a loathsome adventure, and one of

which I hate to think. If, as Lord Roxton

said, the glade of the iguanodons will remain

with us as a dream, then surely the swamp

of the pterodactyls will for ever be our

nightmare. Let me set down exactly what

occurred.

We passed very slowly through the woods,

partly because Lord Roxton acted as scout

before he would let us advance, and partly

because at every second step one or other of

our professors would fall, with a cry of wonder,

before some flower or insect which presented

him with a new type. We may have travelled

two or three miles in all, keeping to the right

of the line of the stream, when we came upon

a considerable opening in the trees. A belt

of brushwood led up to a tangle of rocksâ��the

whole plateau was strewn with boulders, V'e

were walking slowly towards these rocks,

among bushes which reached over our waists,

when we became aware of a strange low

gabbling and whistling sound, which filled the

air with a constant clamour and appeared to

come from some spot immediately before us.
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"CHALLENGER FELL, AND AS i STOOFKD TO PICK HIM UP i WAS AGAIN STRUCK FROM BEHIND

AND DROPPED ON THE TOP OF HIM."

Lord Roxton held up his hand as a signal

for us to stop, and he made his way swiftly,

stooping and running, to the line of rocks.

We saw him peep over them and give a gesture

of amazement. Then ho stood staring as if

forgetting us, so utterly entranced was he by

what he saw. Finally he waved us to come

on, holding up his hand as a signal for caution.
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His whole bearing made me feel that some-

thing wonderful but dangerous lay before us.

Creeping to his side, we looked over the

rocks. The place into which we gazed was

a pit, and may, in the early days, have been

one of the smaller volcanic blow-holes of the

plateau. It was bowl-shaped, and at the

bottom, some hundreds of yards from where

we lay, were pools of green-scummed, stagnant

water, fringed with bullrushes. It was a

weird place in itself, but its occupants made

it seem like a scene from the Seven Circles of

Dante. The place was a rookery of ptero-

dactyls. There were hundreds of them con-

gregated within view. All the bottom area

round the water-edge was alive with their

young ones, and with hideous mothers brood-

ing upon their leathery, yellowish eggs.

From this crawling, flapping mass of obscene

reptilian life came the shocking clamour

which filled the air and the mephitic, horrible,

musty odour which turned us sick. But above,

perched each upon its own stone, tall, grey,

and withered, more like dead and dried

specimens than actual living creatures, sat the

horrible males, absolutely motionless save for

the rolling of their red eyes or an occasional

snap of their rat-trap beaks as a dragon-fly

went past them. Their huge, membranous

wings were closed by folding their fore-arms,

so that they sat like gigantic old women,

wrapped in hideous web-coloured shawls, and

with their ferocious heads protruding above

them. Large and small, not less than a

thousand of these filthy creatures lay in the

hollow before us.

Our professors would gladly have stayed

there all day, so entranced were they by this

opportunity of studying the life of a pre-

historic age. They pointed out the fish and

dead birds lying about among the rocks as

proving the nature of the food of these

creatures, and 1 heard them congratulating

each other on having cleared up the point

why the bones of this flying dragon are found

in such great numbers in certain well-

defined areas, as in the Cambridge

Green-sand, since it was now seen

that, like penguins, they lived in

gregarious fashion.

Finally, however, Challenger, bent

upon proving some point which

Summerlee had contested, thrust his

head over the rock and nearly brought

destruction upon us all. In an instant

the nearest male gave a shrill. whistling

cry, and flapped its twenty-foot span of

leathery wings as it soared up into the

air. The femalesand young ones huddled

together beside the water, while thewhole circle

of sentinels rose one after the other and sailed

off into the sky. It was a wonderful sight

to see at least a hundred creatures of such

enormous size and hideous appearance all

swooping like swallows with swift, shearing

wing-strokes above us ; but soon we realized

that it was not one on which we could afford

to linger. At first the great brutes flew round

in a huge ring, as if to make sure what the

exact extent of the danger might be. Then

the flight grew lower and the circle narrower,

until they were whizzing round and round us.

the dry, rustling flap of their huge slate-

coloured wings filling the air with a volume

of sound that made me think of Hendon

aerodrome upon a race day.

" Make for the wood and keep together,"

cried Lord Roxton, clubbing his rifle. " The

brutes mean mischief."

The moment we attempted to retreat the

circle closed in upon us, until the tips of the

wings of those nearest to us nearly touched

our faces. We beat at them with the stocks

of our guns, but there was nothing solid or

vulnerable to strike. Then suddenly out of

the whizzing, slate-coloured circle a long neck

shot out, and a fierce beak made a thrust at

us. Another and another followed. Sum-

merlee gave a cry and put his hand to his

face, from which the blood was streaming.

I felt a prod at the back of my neck, and

turned dizzy with the shock. Challenger fell,

and as I stooped to pick him up I was again

struck from behind and dropped on the top

" of him. At the same instant I heard the

crash of Lord Roxton's elephant-gun, and,

looking up, saw one of the creatures with a

broken wing struggling upon the ground,

spitting and gurgling at us with a wide-

opened beak and blood-shot, goggled eyes,

like some devil in a mediaeval picture.

Its comrades had flown higher at the

sudden sound, and were circling above our

heads.
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" Now ! " cried Lord Roxton. " Now, for

our lives ! "

We staggered through the brushwood, and

even as we reached the trees the harpies were

on us again. Summerlee was knocked down,'

but we tore him up and rushed among the

trunks. Once there we were safe, for those

huge wings had no space for their sweep

beneath the branches. As we limped home-

wards, sadly mauled and discomfited, we saw

them for a long time flying at a great height

against the deep blue sky above our heads,

soaring round and round, no bigger than wood-

pigeons, with their eyes, no doubt, still

following our progress. At last, however, as

we reached the thicker woods they gave up

the chase, and we saw them no more.

" A most interesting and convincing experi-

ence/' said Challenger, as we halted beside

the brook and he bathed a swollen knee.

" We are exceptionally well informed,

Summerlee, as to the habits of the enraged

pterodactyl."

Summerlee was wiping the blood from a

cut in his forehead, while I was tying up a

nasty stab in the muscle of the neck. Lord

Roxton had the shoulder of his coat torn

away, but the creature's teeth had only

grazed the flesh.

" It is worth noting," Challenger con-

tinued, " that our young friend has received

an undoubted stab, while Lord Roxton's

coat could only have been torn by a bite. In

my own case, I was beaten about the head

by their wings, so we have had a remarkable

exhibition of their various methods of offence."

" It has been touch and go for our lives,"

said Lord Roxton, gravely, " and I could not

think of a more rotten sort of death than to

be outed by such filthy vermin. I was sorry

to fire my rifle, but, by Jove! there was no

great choice."

" We should not be here if you hadn't,"

said I, with conviction.

" It may do no harm," said he. " Among

these woods there must be many loud cracks

from splitting or falling trees which would be

just like the sound of a gun. But now, if

you are of my opinion, we have had thrills

enough for one day, and had best get back

to the surgical box at the camp for some

carbolic. Who knows what venom these

beasts may have in their hideous jaws ? "

But surely no men ever had just such a day

since the world began. Some fresh surprise

was ever in store for us. When, following

the course of our brook, we at last reached

our glade and saw the thorny barricade of

our camp, we thought that our adventures

were at an end. But we had something

more to think of before we could rest. The

gate of Fort Challenger had been untouched,

the walls were unbroken, and yet it had been

visited by some strange and powerful creature

in our absence. No foot-mark showed a trace

of its nature, and only the overhanging branch

of the enormous gingko tree suggested how

it might have come and gone ; but of its

malevolent strength there was ample evidence

in the condition of our stores. They were

strewn at random all over the ground, and

one tin of meat had been crushed into pieces

so as to extract the contents. A case of

cartridges had been shattered into match-

wood, and one of the brass shells lay shredded

into pieces beside it. Again the feeling of

vague horror came upon our souls, and we

gazed round with frightened eyes at the dark

shadows which lay around us, in all of which

some fearsome shape might be lurking. How

good it was when we were hailed by the voice

of Zambo, and, going to the edge of the

plateau, saw him sitting grinning at us upon

the top of the opposite pinnacle.

" All well, Massa Challenger, all well ! "

he cried. " Me stay here. No fear. You

always find me when you want."

His honest black face, and the immense

view before us, which carried us half-way

back to the affluent of the Amazon, helped

us to remember that we really were upon this

earth in the twentieth century, and had not

by some magic been conveyed to some raw

planet in its earliest and wildest state. How

difficult it was to realize that the violet line

upon the far horizon was well advanced to

that great river upon which huge steamers

ran, and folk talked of the small affairs of

life, while we, marooned among the creatures

of a bygone age, could but gaze towards it and

yearn for all that it meant!

One other memory remains with me of this

wonderful day, and with it I will close this

letter. The two professors, their tempers

aggravated no doubt by their injuries, had

fallen out as to whether our assailants were

of the genus pterodactylus or dimorphodon,

and high words had ensued. To avoid their

wrangling I moved some little way apart,

and was seated smoking upon the trunk of a

fallen tree, when Lord Roxton strolled over

in my direction.

" I say, Malone," said he, " do you remem-

ber that place where those beasts were ? "

" Very clearly."

" A sort of volcanic pit, was it not ? "

" Exactly," said I.

" Did you notice the soil ? "
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" Rocks."

" But round the waterâ��where the reeds

were ? "

" It was a bluish soil. It looked like clay."

" Exactly. A volcanic tube full of blue

clay."

" What of that ? " I asked.

" Oh, nothing, nothing," said he, and

strolled back to where the voices of the con-

tending men of science rose in a prolonged

duet, the high, strident note of Summerlee

rising and falling to the sonorous bass of

Challenger. I should have thought no more

of Lord Roxton's remark were it not that

once again that night I heard him mutter to

himself: " Blue clayâ��clay in a volcan'c

tube ! " They were the last words I heard

before I dropped into an exhausted sleep.

CHAPTER XI.

" FOR ONCE I WAS THE HERO."

LORD ROXTON was right when he thought

that some specially toxic quality might lie

in the bite of the horrible creatures which had

attacked us. On the morning after our first

adventure upon the plateau, both Summerlee

and I were in great pain and fever, while

Challenger's knee was so bruised that he could

hardly limp. We kept to our camp all day,

therefore, Lord Roxton busying himself, with

such help as we could give him, in raising the

height and thickness of the thorny walls

which were our only defence. I remember

that during the whole long day I was haunted

by the feeling that we were closely observed,

though by whom or whence I could give no

guess.

So strong was the impression that I told

Professor Challenger of it, who put it down to

the cerebral excitement caused by my fever.

Again and again I glanced round swiftly, with

the conviction that I was about to see some-

thing, but only to meet the dark tangle of

our hedge or the solemn and cavernous gloom

of the great trees which arched above our

heads. And yet the feeling grew ever stronger

in my own mind that something observant

and something malevolent was at our very

elbow. I thought of the Indian superstition

Â°f the Curupuriâ��the dreadful lurking spirit

of the woodsâ��and I could have imagined

that his terrible presence haunted those who

had invaded his most remote and sacred

retreat.

That night (our third in Maple White Land)

we had an experience which left a fearful

impression upon our minds, and made us

thankful that Lord Roxton had worked so

hard in making our retreat impregnable. We

were all sleeping round our dying fire when we

were arousedâ��or, rather, I should say, shot

out of our slumbersâ��by a succession of the

most frightful cries and screams to which I

have ever listened. I know no sound to

which I could compare this amazing tumult,

which seemed to come from some spot within

a few hundred yards of our camp. It was as

ear-splitting as any whistle of a railway-

engine ; but whereas the whistle is a clear,

mechanical, sharp-edged sound, this was far

deeper in volume and vibrant with the utter-

most strain of agony and horror. We clapped

our hands to our ears to shut out that nerve-

shaking appeal. A cold sweat broke out over

my body, and my heart turned sick at the

misery of it. All the woes of tortured life,

all its stupendous indictment of high heaven,

its innumerable sorrows, seemed to be centred

and condensed into that one dreadful,

agonized cry. And then, under this high-

pitched, ringing sound there was another,

more intermittent, a low. deep-chested laugh,

a growling, throaty gurgle of merriment which

formed a grotesque accompaniment to the

shriek with which it was blended. For three

or four minutes on end the fearsome duet

continued, while all the foliage rustled with

the rising of startled birds. Then it shut off

as suddenly as it began. For a long time we

sat in horrified silence. Then Lord Roxton

threw a bundle of twigs upon the fire, and their

red glare lit up the intent faces of my com-

panions and flickered over the great boughs

above our heads.

" What was it ? " I whispered.

" We shall know in the morning," said Lord

Roxton. " It was close to usâ��not farther

than the glade."

" We have been privileged to overhear a

prehistoric tragedy, the sort of drama which

occurred among the reeds upon the border of

some Jurassic lagoon, when the greater dragon

pinned the lesser among the slime," said

Challenger, with more solemnity than I had

ever heard in his voice. " It was surely well

for man that he came late in the order of

creation. There were powers abroad in

earlier days which no courage and no

mechanism of his could have met. What

could his sling, his throwing-stick, or his

arrow avail him against such forces as have

been loose to-night ? Even with a modern

rifle it would be all odds on the monster."

" I think 1 should back my little friend," said

Lord Roxton, caressing his Express. " But

the beast would certainly have a good sporting

chance."

Summerlee raised his hand.
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" Hush ! " he cried. " Surely I hear some-

thing ? "

From the utter silence there emerged a

deep, regular pat-pat. It was the tread of

some animalâ��the rhythm of soft but heavy

pads placed cautiously upon the ground. It

stole slowly round the camp, and then halted

near our gateway. There was a low, sibilant

rise and fallâ��the breathing of the creature.

Only our feeble hedge separated us from this

horror of the night. Each of us had seized

his rifle, and Lord Roxton had pulled out a

small bush to make an embrasure in the

hedge.

" By George ! " he whispered. " I think

I can see it! "

I stooped and peered over his shoulder

through the gap. Yes, I could see it, too.

In the deep shadow of the tree there was a

deeper shadow yet, black, inchoate, vagueâ��

a crouching form full of savage vigour and

menace. It was no higher than a horse, but

the dim outline suggested vast bulk and

strength. That hissing pant, as regular and

full-volumed as the exhaust of an engine,

spoke of a monstrous organism. Once, as it

moved, I thought I saw the glint of two

terrible, greenish eyes. There was an uneasy

rustling, as if it were crawling slowly forwards.

" I believe it is going to spring ! " said I,

cocking my rifle.

" Don't fire ! Don't fire ! " whispered Lord

Roxton. " The crash of a gun in this silent

night would be heard for miles. Keep it as

a last card."

" If it gets over the hedge we're done,"

said Summerlee, and his voice crackled into

a nervous laugh as he spoke.

" No, it must not get over," cried Lord

Roxton ; " but hold your fire to the last.

Perhaps I can make something of the fellow.

I'll chance it, anyhow."

It was as brave an act as ever I saw a man

do. He stooped to the fire, picked up a

blazing branch, and slipped in an instant

through a sallyport which he had made in

our gateway. The thing moved forward

with a dreadful snarl. Lord Roxton never

hesitated, but, running towards it with a

quick, light step, he dashed the flaming wood

into the brute's face. For one moment I

had a vision of a horrible mask like a giant

toad's, of a warty, leprous skin, and of a loose

mouth all beslobbered with fresh blood.

The next, there was a crash in the under-

wood and our dreadful visitor was gone.

" I thought he wouldn't face the fire," said

Lord Roxton, laughing; as he came back and

threw his branch among the faggots.

" You should not have taken such a risk ! "

we all cried.

" There was nothin' else to be done. If

he had got among us we should have shot

each other in tryin' to down him. On the

other hand, if we had fired through the hedge

and wounded him he would soon have been

on the top of usâ��to say nothin' of giving

ourselves away. On the whole, I think that

we are jolly well out of it. What was he,

then ? "

Our learned men looked at each other with

some hesitation.

" Personally, I am unable to classify the

creature with any certainty," said Summerlee,

lighting his pipe from the fire.

" In refusing to commit yourself you are

but showing a proper scientific reserve," said

Challenger, with massive condescension. " I

am not myself prepared to go farther than to

say in general terms that we have almost

certainly been in contact to-night with some

form of carnivorous dinosaur. I have already

expressed my anticipation that something of

the sort might exist upon this plateau."

" We have to bear in mind," remarked

Summerlee, " that there are many prehistoric

forms which have never come down to us.

It would be rash to suppose that we can give

a name to all that we are likely to meet."

" Exactly. A rough classification may be

the best that we can attempt. To-morrow some

further evidence may help us to an identifica-

tion. Meantime we can only renew our

interrupted slumbers."

" But not without a sentinel," said Lord

Roxton, with decision. " We can't afford

to take chances in a country like this. Two-

hour spells in the future, for each of us."

" Then I'll just finish my pipe in starting

the first one," said Professor Summerlee ;

and from that time onwards we never trusted

ourselves again without a watchman.

(To be continued.}
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[In [he following article, specially written and illustra-

ted for " The Strand Magazine." Mr. Stuart Morrison,
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Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, tells of many faults

which, in his opinion, are the most prevalent of the

day among golfers of both sexes. Mr. Stuart Morrison's
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views on the most prevalent golfing faults of the day,

and his suggestions as to how these can be best avoided,

should therefore prove of unusual interest.]

NDOUBTEDLY the most

common daily question the

average golfer puts to himself

is, " Why do I keep on

making so many mistakes

when I play ? " 'Within the

past few years golfers of both

sexes have propounded this conundrum to

me, not hundreds, but literally thousands

of times, and my reply invariably has been,

" Because you wilfully overlook the fact that

golf is essentially a game where all the move-

ments must be natural, easy, and rhythmic."

As the old golfing song says :â��

It's nae in the arms, the hekl, or the leg.

If they work nae thegither you're no worth a peg."

The reason why you perpetrate so many

faults, therefore, is simply because you over-

look this truism. If, therefore, you will only

bear in mind at all times that there is far less

physical difficulty in playing a stroke in the

straight and orthodox way than in adopting

the various faulty actions which are so plenti-

ful, your game will improve fifty per cent.

after a few weeks.

Now, I admit at once that almost every

enthusiastic golfer has his or her own particular

individual " style." This point, however, has

really little or nothing to do with the question,

" Why do golfers make so many mistakes ? "

For, no matter how good or how bad the said

I. A VERY

FAULTY GRIP.

2. THE CORRECT

GRIP FOR THE LEFT

HAND.

" style " may be.

there are certain fun-

damental actions that

must never be forgot-

ten. On the other

handâ��and, if possible,

in a greater degreeâ��there

are numerous actions

known as " faults " which

make the playing of even

respectable golf a sheer

impossibility.

Few people worry more

than enthusiastic golfers

who find their game on the down grade.

It is not only to themselves, but to their

friends that they put the same dear old

question, " How is it that I seem to get worse

instead of better every time I go round ? "

It is to these unhappy mortals that I hope I

may be the means of bringing more than a

little relief by pointing out what a lengthy

experience of the game has taught me are

the most prevalent golfing errors of the day.

In the first place, let me say that, by some
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strange mental aberration, the

average golfer would seem to

have but a very hazy notion as

to what is the correct "grip,''

or way of holding his club. I

have seen many golfersâ��some

of them quite good playersâ��

whose handicap never lessens,

and who never improve after

they have reached a certain

stage of proficiency, because of

their faulty grip.

One of the most common of

these " grip " faults that players

of both sexes seem to take a

special delight in perpetrating

is holding the club too much in

the palms of the hands, as well

as keeping the hands too

much underneath the

shaft of the club (Fig. i).

These mistakes, I would

point out, are particularly

injurious, in that they are

guaranteed to prevent

the necessary free action

of the wrists.

The first thing is to

allow the club-head to

find its own lie fair and square

on the ground immediately be-

hind the ball, with the face of

the club exactly at right angles

to the line of flight desired.

Take the left hand first (Fig. 2).

The shaft should be held in the

fingers, the hand being well over

the shaft, so that the first three

knuckles are visible. The club,

too, should be held more tightly

with the left than with the right

hand, and on no account should

the grip be loosened throughout

any part of the stroke. So much

for the left hand. Now let me

turn to the correct grip for both

hands (Fig. 3). The first knuckle

on the back of the right hand

should be just visible, and the

V formed by the thumb and first

finger on each hand should be

in a line with the eye of the

player. This point, I would

mention, is absolutelyessen-

tial to allow free play to

the wrists. Then, again, the

two hands should be as close

to one another as is con-

veniently possible, or, as I

4. A FAULTY STANCE.

5- THE CORRECT STANCE.

once heard a well - known pro-

fessional put it, " Make one big

hand of the two"; for in golf

the player's object is not to give

the ball "a good hard knock"

â��but rather to impart to it the

character of a blow which the

mischievous schoolboy flicks

with his forefinger a pillule of

blotting-paper at a friend across

the schoolroom.

After having acquired a good

grip, let us pass to the 'stance.

A correct stance is absolutely

essential to the player of good

golf. And yet I note, day after

day, that really keen golfers wil-

fully persist in adopting a stance

so utterly wrong that, on

the rare occasion when

they do happen to hit a

decent ball, it is nothing

more or less than an

egregious fluke!

Let us glance at the

photograph (Fig. 4) of "A

faulty stance" on this

page, and try to answer the

question, " What mistakes

is the player making ? " Well,

in the first place, the feet are

placed much too far apart for

ease and comfort â�� and, golf

being a game of perfectly easy

and natural movements, ease

and comfort are a sine qua non.

Again, the toes are turned out

too much. His legs are held too

stiff and too straight, and he is

adopting far too pronounced a

stoop.

Now turn for a moment to the

photograph of " The correct

stance " (Fig. 5) and compare it

with that of the faulty one, and

you will see at once how much

more sensible and helpful is the

one than the other. In the

first the player is obviously

uncomfortable, and in an utterly-

hopeless position for swinging his

club to the best advantage.

In the other, however, his

poise is both easy and natural.

His feet are not so far apart

as to interfere with his natural

balance; he is standing

well up to the ball with the

knees slightly bent, and there
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is no suggestion of stiffness any-

where. To realize the advantages

of the correct over the incorrect

stance, all you have to do is to study

each photograph for a few seconds,

and then pose after the manner of

the player in each position. You

cannot then fail to appreciate to the

full how highly valuable to the golfer

is the correct stance, and how

6. A FAULTY

BACKWARD

SWINGâ��SWAY

INC. THB

BODY.

surely a faulty stance will entail a disastrous

catastrophe.

Now let me turn to " the mystic swing.".

The faults which can be, and are. perpetrated

â��especially in the backward part of the

swingâ��are almost as numerous as grains of

sand on the sea-shore. I confess I often

wonder why, for a correct swing is so essen-

tially a natural movement that there seems

but little reason why the plavers should

Vol. xliv.â��2.

CORRECT POSITION FOR THF.

BACKWARD SWINO.

wilfully go out of their

way to turn it into an

unnatural one.

Let me try and explain

some of the faults com-

monly made in the back-

ward swing by aid of

the photographs. First

and foremost comes that

of " swaying the body"

(Fig. 6). Throughout the

whole process of the

swing, and until the ball

has been actually hit, the

head should be kept quite

still and in the same posi-

tion. The body should

turn on the hips,

and not be

swayed from

side to side, and

the head should

move neither to

the right nor to

the left of the

centre line (Figs.

6 and 7), drawn

to show where

the head was at

the beginning of the stroke.

By comparing Fig. 6 with

Fig. 7. where the same line

is drawn to

e m p h a s ize

this import-

ant point,

you will see

at once the

value of the

above re-

in the latter

photograph the head of

the player is in exactly

the same position as when

the ball was first ad-

dressed. The left arm is

straightâ��without being

stiff â�� the right elbow

kept down, a firm grip

with the left hand, left

wrist well underneath

the shaft of the club, left

knee slightly bent in-

wards, and the left heel

mark.
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g. LETTING THK CLUB

GO BACK TOO FAR.

slightly raised

from the

ground. The

weight of the

body is poised

mainly on the

right leg at

the top of the

s wi ng , and,

most import-

ant of all,

there is no un-

due tension

any muscle or

joint from

start to finish.

In one word, Fig. 7 shows the cor-

rect position of the backward swing.

Before leaving the all - important

" swing," however, let me illustrate

some further faults of the backward

swing. Thus, compare Fig. 8 with

Fig. 7. What are the faults shown

in the former ? They are many. The

left arm is bent too much and the left

wrist is too high; the whole position

of the arms, in fine, is so cramped

an easy swing is rendered practically im-

possible, for to have assumed the position

there shown the club-head must necessarily

have been jerked back from the ball almost

straight up instead of with an even sweeping

movement, with the club-head kept close to

the ground for as long as possible while being

taken back. I would here mention, too, that

the left wrist must always be under the shaft

at the top of the swing, and not over, as shown

in Fig. 8.

Still another very prevalent mistake made

by golfers of both sexes (especially the fair

one) is that of over-swinging,or letting the club

go back too far (Fig. 9). This is a fault

which inevitably tends to make the player

lose control of the club, and also adds to the

difficulty of hitting the ball cleanly. Players

should at all times bear in mind that the club-head

has to come to the same spot from which it started,

or perhaps I should say within an eighth of an inch

of the same spot, for which reason it is obvious that

the more the club is over-swung the more difficult

it becomes to hit the ball as it should be hit.

So much for the backward swing. Let me now

pass along to the " follow through " and " finish of

the swing," correctness of

manipulation of which is

equally important. The

most common faults in the

average golfer in the follow

through are keeping the

arms too much bent and

drawing the hands in, thus

finishing " round the

neck." as illustrated in the

photograph (Fig. 10).

Other mistakes, which, by

the way, are as infectious

as the measles, are letting

the bodv fall awav back-

wards and away from the

ball, thus causing an un-

naturally cramped posi-

tion which cannot fail to

have a disastrous effect

on the stroke.

To illustrate the differ-

10. A FAULTY " FOLLOW

THROUGH."

that

ence between the

correct and the

incorrect finish

to the swing, I

would ask you

to compare the

position of the

players in Figs.

10 and n. In

the former he is

" all wrong," in

the latter, how-

ever, he is "all

right." His arms

are well out,

hands high up,

and the weight

of the body is

thrown on the

II. CORRECT FINISH TO THR

UPWARD SWING.
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left leg. Note, too, the position of the left

wrist, which should always be well under the

shaft, and also glance at the grip of the left

hand, which is just as taut as at the

beginning of the stroke. Fig. n

I would commend golfers to study

with most particular care, for it

illustrates a really fine finish, of

which any first-class player might feel proud.

Hitherto I have been dealing with the most

common mistakes made with wooden clubs.

Now let us consider the prevalent errors with

iron clubs, for, although it is in every sense of

the word true that the wooden clubs play a

very important part in the game, it is equally

true that the

game of golf is

never won solely

by the driver.

It will be un-

necessary, how-

ever, to go into

the correct mani-

pulation of the

iron clubs with so

much detail, for

practically all

the remarks I have al-

ready made apply with

equal force to playing

with iron clubs. Iwoulr;

lay stress on the fact,

however, that, while the

grip should be the same,

the swing should not be

so pronounced ; the left

arm, too, should be ke^>t

straighter with an iron

than with a wooden club.

Fig. No. 12 em-

phasizes all these

points, the posi-

tion here shown -, ^

being in every

respect correct.

To a certain

extentexperience

has taught me

that the golfer of

average ability

generally makes

similar mistakes

with iron as with wooden clubs. Thus, in

Fig. 13, which illustrates a faulty finish with

the iron, I would recommend the reader to

note the fact that the arms are bent and

drawn in too closely towards the body, a

mistake which must inevitably lead to a bad

finish to an altogether rotten shot.

To realize at a

glance the correct

finish of a stroke

with the iron,

you should care-

fully study Fig.

14, which shows

the player doing

everything right

instead of most

things wrong. In

this photograph

carefully note

that the player

has the arms and

hands well away

from the body, in

direct contrast to

the position

shown in

F ' S â�¢ T 3 â�¢

Note, too,

the position

of the club

as it comes

12. A POSITION IN KVI.RY RK-

SPECT CORRECT WITH TIIK IRON.

14. CORRECT FINISH OF A

STROKE WITH THE IRON.

behind the

head, high

above the

left shoul-

der, so that

it would

have to tra-

vel many

inches from

its normal

course to

touch the

shoulder at

all.

While writing

on the subject of

the swing, I feel

bound to say that

have noted that

cine of the most

owerful reasons

why so many

players lapse into

faulty swings lies

in the fact that

they are too eager

to hit the ball ;

this, in golfing

parlance, is

known as" press-

i ng." I n fine,

their over-zea-

lousness leads
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IS-

INCORRECT POSITION FOR PLAYING

A MASH1K SHOT.

them to forget that the secret of

golf lies in an easy swing and a

sweep through, and not in a

spiteful blow. I feel sure, there-

fore, that faulty swings would not

be nearly so common if only players

would permit the swing to work

itself out rather than to hurry it.

There is one point, however, that

is quite essential to accuracy, and

that is that the player should have

his eye fixed on the ball from the

moment the club has started on

the backward swing until he hears

the ball struck.

And now let me touch upon the

mashie. So far as play with the

mashie is concerned, in the back-

ward swing a straight left

arm is necessary, and no

action should come from

the elbow. The arm should

never rise above the hori-

â�¢zontal when a shot is being

made, and the player, too,

should take special care to

stand more facing the line

of direction for this club.

If these rules were only borne in mind, some

of the egregious mistakes I am now going to

touch upon would never be made.

What are these mistakes ? Fig. 15 shows

the faulty manner in

which many players

attempt to handle this

difficult club. First

and foremost the grip

shown in the illustra-

tion is all wrong; in

that both wrists are

working against each other. The

face of the club, too, is turned in

instead of being allowed to find its

proper position, which it will do of

its own accord if permitted to rest

undisturbed on its " sole " on the

ground.

Still another extremely prevalent

" mashie error " is to take the line of

flight from the top edge of the club-

head. This, I would point out, is ;

very bad mistakeâ��though withal

extremely common â��

for it is the bottom

edge of the club that

must be considered in

this respect, and kept

at right angles to the

iine of flight desired. 16. INCORRECT POSITION FOR PUTTING.

Finally we come to the club that

wins and loses more holes than

almost all the others put together.

I refer to the putter. An enor-

mous number of putting faults are

traceable to two simple causesâ��

viz., cramped position and stoop-

ing over the ball, as illustrated in

Fig. 16. In this positionâ��which is

a very common one-â��it is practi-

cally impossible to give the free

movement necessary for such a

delicate stroke. I am convinced

that if the average player would

only stand well up to the ball, keep

the feet close together, the knees

quite still throughout the stroke,

and the eye in a perpendicular line

over the ball, he would

soon find a great improve-

ment in his putting.

I need hardly say that

the eye must be kept fixed

on the ball throughout the

whole of the stroke. Above

all things, players should

avoid thatlittleinvoluntary

movement of bending the

right knee towards the hole at the moment

of impact. It is a very common fault, and

tends to make one miss short putts which go

to the right of the hole.

And now I think I

have touched upon the

main faults which cause

so many golfers to be-

moan the fact, day after

day, that, instead of

improving with con-

stant practice, they

get worse and worse. It

is strange, but true, that

by some strange unani-

mity in the working of

their minds, half-a-

dozen golfers who have

been teaching them-

selves the game will

acquire almost precisely

the same faults.'

I have, therefore,

carefully set forth these

said faults in a form

which I trust â�� and

thinkâ��will make this

article of more than

average value to those

who will devote a few

minutes to its study.
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Exil
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By P. G. WODEHOUSE.

Illustrated by W. R. S. Stott.

HE clock struck fiveâ��briskly,

as if time were money. Ruth

Warden got up from her desk

and, having put on her hat,

emerged into the outer office

where M. Gandinot received

visitors. M. Gandinot, the

ugliest man in Roville-sur-Mer, presided over

the local mont-de-pitU, and Ruth served him,

from ten to five, as a sort of secretary-clerk.

Her duties, if monotonous, were simple.

They consisted of sitting, detached and

invisible, behind a ground-glass screen, and

entering details of loans in a fat book. She

was kept busy as a rule, for Roville possesses

two casinos, each offering the attraction of

petits chevaux, and just round the corner is

Monte Carlo. Very brisk was the business

done by M. Gandinot, the pawnbroker, and

very frequent were the pitying shakes of the

head and clicks of the tongue of M. Gandinot,

the man ; for in his unofficial capacity Ruth's

employer had a gentle soul, and winced at

the evidences of tragedy which presented

themselves before his official eyes.

He blinked up at Ruth as she appeared,

and Ruth, as she looked at him, was conscious,

as usual, of a lightening of the depression

which, nowadays, seemed to have settled

permanently upon her. The peculiar quality

of M. Gandinot's extraordinary countenance

was that it induced mirthâ��not mocking

laughter, but a kind of smiling happiness.

It possessed that indefinable quality which

characterizes the Billiken, due, perhaps, to

the unquenchable optimism . which shone

through the irregular features; for-.M.

Gandinol, despite his calling, believed in his

fellow-man.

" You are going, mademoiselle ? "

As Ruth was wearing her hat and making

for. the door, and as she always left at this

hour, a purist might have.-considered the

question superfluous ; but M. Gandinot was

a man who seized every opportunity of prac-

tising his English.

" You will not wait for the good papa who

calls so regularly for you ? "

" I think I won't to-day, M. Gandinot. I

want to get out into the air. I have rather

a headache. Will you tell my father I have

gone to the Promenade ? "

M. Gandinot sighed as the door closed

behind her. Ruth's depression had not

escaped his notice. He was sorry for her.

And not without cause, for Fate had not

dealt too kindly with Ruth.

It would have amazed Mr. Eugene Warden,

that genial old gentleman, if, on one of those

occasions of manly emotion when he was in

the habit of observing that he had been

nobody's enemy but his own, somebody had

hinted that he had spoiled his daughter's life.

Such a thought had never entered his head.

He was one of those delightful, irresponsible,

erratic persons whose heads thoughts of this

kind do not enter, and who are about as

deadly to those whose lives are bound up with

theirs as a Upas tree.

In the memory of his oldest acquaintance.

Ruth's father had never done anything but

drift amiably through life. There had been

a time when he had done his drifting in

London, feeding cheerfully from the hand of

a long-suffering brother-in-law. But though

blood, as he was wont to remark while

negotiating his periodical loans, is thicker

than water, a brother-in-law's affection has

its limits. A day came when Mr. Warden

observed with pain that his relative responded

less nimbly to the touch. And a little while

later the other delivered his ultimatum.

Mr. Warden was to leave England, and stay

away from England, to behave as if England

no longer existed on the map, and a small

but sufficient allowance would be made to

him. If he declined to do this, not another

penny of the speaker's money would he

receive. He could choose.

He chose. He left England, Ruth with

him. They settled in Roville, that haven of

the exile who lives upon remittances.
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Ruth's connection with the mont-de-pi&tt

had come about almost automatically. Very

soon after their arrival it became evident

that, to a man of Mr. Warden's nature, resi-

dent a stone's-throw distant from two casinos,

the small allowance was not likely to go very

far. Even if Ruth had not wished to work,

circumstances would have compelled her.

As it was, she longed for something to occupy

her, and, the vacancy at the mont-de-pitti

occurring, she had snatched at it. There was

a certain fitness in her working there. Busi-

ness transactions with that useful institution

had always been conducted by her, it being

Mr. Warden's theory that Woman can extract

in these crises just that extra franc or two

which is denied to the mere male. Through

constantly going round, running across,

stepping over, and popping down to the niont-

de-pitt& she had established almost a legal

claim on any post that might be vacant there.

And under M. Gandinot's banner she had

served ever since.

Five minutes' walk took her to the Prome-

nade des Anglais, that apparently endless

thoroughfare which is Roville's pride. The

evening was fine and warm. The sun shone

gaily on the white-walled houses, the bright

Gardens, and the two gleaming casinos. But

Ruth walked listlessly, blind to the glitter of

it all.

Visitors who go to Roville for a few weeks

in the winter are apt to speak of the place, on

their return, in a manner that conveys the

impression that it is a Paradise on earth, with

gambling facilities thrown in. But, then,

they are visitors. Their sojourn comes to an

end. Ruth's did not.

A voice spoke her name. She turned, and

saw her father, dapper as ever, standing

beside her.

" What an evening, my dear !" said Mr.

Warden. " What an evening! Smell the

sea !"

Mr. Warden appeared to be in high spirits.

He hummed a tune and twirled his cane.

He chirruped frequently to Bill, the companion

of his walks abroad, a wiry fox-terrier of a

demeanour, like his master's, both jaunty and

slightly disreputable. An air of gaiety

pervaded his bearing.

" I called in at the mont-de-piitt, but you

had gone. Gandinot told me you had come

here. What an ugly fellow that Gandinot

is ! But a -good sort. I like him. I had a

chat with him."

The high spirits were explained. Ruth

knew her father. She guessed, correctly, that

M. Gandinot, kindest of pawnbrokers, had

obliged, in his unofficial capacity, with a

trifling loan.

" Gandinot ought to go on the stage," went

on Mr. Warden, pursuing his theme. " With

that face he would make his fortune. You

can't help laughing when you see it. One

of these days "

He broke off. Stirring things had begun to

occur in the neighbourhood of his ankles,

where Bill, the fox-terrier, had encountered

an acquaintance, and, to the accompaniment

of a loud, gargling noise, was endeavouring

to bite his head off. The acquaintance, a

gentleman of uncertain breed, equally willing,

was chewing Bill's paw with the gusto of a

gourmet. An Irish terrier, with no personal

bias towards either side, was dancing round

and attacking each in turn as he came upper-

most. And two poodles leaped madly in and

out of the mette, barking encouragement.

It takes a better man than Mr. Warden to

break up a gathering of this kind. The old

gentleman was bewildered. He added his

voice to the babel, and twice smote Bill

grievously with his cane with blows intended

for the acquaintance, but beyond that he

effected nothing. It seemed probable that

the engagement would last till the combatants

had consumed each other, after the fashion

of the Kilkenny cats, when there suddenly-

appeared from nowhere a young man in grey.

The world is divided into those who can

stop dog-fights and those who cannot. The

young man in grey belonged to the former

class. Within a minute from his entrance

on the scene the poodles and the Irish terrier

had vanished ; the dog of doubtful breed was

moving off up the hill, yelping, with the

dispatch of one who remembers an important

appointment, and Bill, miraculously calmed,

was seated in the centre of the Promenade,

licking honourable wounds.

Mr. Warden was disposed to effervesce with

gratitude. The scene had shaken him, and

there had been moments when he had given

his ankles up for lost.

" Don't mention it," said the young man.

" I enjoy arbitrating in these little disputes.

Dogs seem to like me and trust my judgment.

I consider myself a sort of honorary dog."

" Well, I am bound to say, Mr. ? "

" Vinceâ��George Vince."

" My name is Warden. My daughter."

Ruth inclined her head, and was conscious

of a pair of very penetrating brown eyes

looking eagerly into hers in a manner which

she thoroughly resented. She was not used

to the other sex meeting her gaze and holding
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it as if confident of a friendly welcome. She

made up her mind in that instant that this

was a young man who required suppression.

" I've seen you several times out here since

I arrived, Miss Warden," said Mr. Vince.

" Four in all," he added, precisely.

" Really ? " said Ruth.

" I think, my dear " he said.

" Going to have a dash at the petits

chevaux t " inquired Mr. Vince. " I was there

just now. I have an infallible system."

Mr. Warden started like a war-horse at the

sound of the trumpet.

" Only it's infallible the wrong way," went

"THE WORLD is DIVIDED INTO THOSE WHO CAN STOP DOG-FIGHTS AND THOSE WHO CANNOT.

THE YOUNG MAN IN GREY BELONGED TO THE FORMER CLASS."

She looked away. Her attitude seemed to

suggest that she had finished with him, and

would be obliged if somebody would come

and sweep him up.

As they approached the casino restlessness

crept into Mr. Warden's manner. At the door

he stopped and looked at Ruth.

on the young man. " Well, I wish you luck.

I'll see Miss Warden home."

" Please don't trouble," said Ruth, in

the haughty manner which had frequently

withered unfortunate fellow-exiles in their

tracks.

It had no such effect on Mr. Vince.
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" I shall like it," he said.

Ruth set her teeth. She would see whether

he would like it.

They left Mr. Warden, who shot in at the

casino door like a homing rabbit, and walked

on in silence, which lasted till Ruth, suddenly

becoming aware that her companion's eyes

were fixed on her face, turned her head, to

meet a gaze of complete, not to say loving,

admiration. She flushed. She was accus-

tomed to being looked at admiringly, but

about this particular look there was a subtle

quality that distinguished it from the ordinary

â��something proprietorial.

Mr. Vince appeared to be a young man who

wasted no time on conventional conversation-

openings.

" Do you believe in affinities, Miss

Warden ? " he said.

" No," said Ruth.

" You will before we've done," said Mr.

Vince, confidently. " Why did you try to

snub me just now ? "

" Did I ? "

" You mustn't again. It hurts me. I'm

a sensitive man. Diffident. Shy. Miss

Warden, will you marry me ? "

Ruth had determined that nothing should

shake her from her icy detachment, but this

did. She stopped with a gasp, and stared at

him.

Mr. Vince reassured her.

" I don't expect you to say ' Yes.' That

was just a beginningâ��the shot fired across

the bows by way of warning. In you, Miss

Warden, I have found my affinity. Have

you ever considered this matter of affinities ?

Affinities are theâ��the Wait a moment."

He paused, reflecting.

" I " began Ruth.

" 'Sh !" said the young man, holding up

his hand.

Ruth's eyes flashed. She was not used to

having " 'Sh !" said to her by young men,

and she resented it.

" I've got it," he declared, with relief. " I

knew I should, but these good things take time.

Affinities are the zero on the roulette-board of

life. Just as we select a number on which to

stake our money, so do we select a type of

girl whom we think we should like to marry.

And just as zero pops up instead of the number,

so does our affinity come along and upset all

our preconceived notions on the type of girl

we should like to marry."

" I " began Ruth again.

" The analogy is in the rough at present.

I haven't had time to condense and polish it.

But you see the idea. Take my case, for

instance. When I saw you a couple of days

ago I knew in an instant that you were my

affinity. But for years I had been looking

for a woman almost your exact opposite.

You are dark. Three days ago I couldn't

have imagined myself marrying anyone who

was not fair. Your eyes are grey. Three

days ago my preference for blue eyes was a

byword. You have a shocking temper.

Three days ago "

" Mr. Vince ! "

" There ! " said that philosopher, com-

placently. " You stamped. The gentle,

blue-eyed blonde whom I was looking for

three days ago would have drooped timidly.

Three days ago my passion for timid droopers

amounted to an obsession."

Ruth did not reply. It was useless to

bandy words with one who gave such clear

evidence of being something out of the common

run of word-bandiers. No verbal attack

could crush this extraordinary young man.

' She walked on, all silence and stony profile,

uncomfortably conscious that her companion

was in no way abashed by the former and was

regarding the latter with that frank admira-

tion which had made itself so obnoxious to

her before, until they reached their destina-

tion. Mr. Vince, meanwhile, chatted cheer-

fully, and pointed out objects of interest by

the wayside.

At the door Ruth permitted herself a word

of farewell.

" Good-bye," she said.

" Till to-morrow evening," said Mr. Vince.

" I shall be coming to dinner."

Mr. Warden ambled home, very happy and

contented, two hours later, with half a franc

in his pocket, this comparative wealth being

due to the fact that the minimum stake per-

mitted by the Roville casino is just double

that sum. He was sorry not to have won,

but his mind was too full of rosy dreams to

permit of remorse. It was the estimable old

gentleman's dearest wish that his daughter

should marry some rich, open-handed man

who would keep him in affluence for the re-

remainder of his days, and to that end he was

in the habit of introducing to her notice any

such that came his way. There was no

question of coercing Ruth. He was too

tender-hearted for that. Besides, he couldn't.

Ruth was not the sort of girl who is readily

coerced. He contented himself with giving

her the opportunity to inspect his exhibits.

Roville is a sociable place, and it was not

unusual for him to make friends at the casino

and to bring them home, when made, for a

cigar. Up to the present, he was bound to
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admit, his efforts had not been particularly

successful. Ruth, he reflected sadly, was a

curious girl. She did not show her best side

to these visitors. There was no encourage-

ment in her manner. She was apt to frighten

the unfortunate exhibits. But of this young

man Vince he had brighter hopes. He was rich.

That was proved by the very handsome way

in which he had behaved in the matter of a

Ruth did not fall asleep so easily. The

episode had disturbed her. A new element

had entered her life, and one that gave promise

of producing strange by-products.

When, on the following evening, Ruth

returned from the stroll on the Promenade

which she always took after leaving the mont-

de-pittl, with a feeling of irritation towards

"THE SKETCH WAS A CARICATURE OF HERSELF."

small loan when, looking in at the casino

after parting from Ruth, he had found Mr.

Warden in sore straits for want of a little

capital to back a brand-new system which he

had conceived through closely observing the

run of the play. He was also obviously

attracted by Ruth. And, as he was remark-

ably presentableâ��indeed, quite an unusually

good-looking young manâ��there seemed no

reason why Ruth should not be equally

attracted by him. The world looked good to

Mr. Warden as he fell asleep that night.

things in general, this feeling was not dimin-

ished by the sight of Mr. Vince, very much at

his ease, standing against the mantelpiece

of the tiny parlour.

" How do you do ? " he said. " By an

extraordinary coincidence I happened to be

hanging about outside this house just now,

when your father came along and invited me

in to dinner. Have you ever thought much

about coincidences, Miss Warden ? To my

mind, they may be described as the zero on

the roulette-board of life."
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He regarded her fondly.

" For a shy man, conscious that the girl

he loves is inspecting him closely and making

up her mind about him," he proceeded,

" these unexpected meetings are very trying

ordeals. You must not form your judgment

of me too hastily. You see me now, nervous,

embarrassed, tongue-tied. But I am not

always like this. Beneath this crust of

diffidence there is sterling stuff, Miss Warden.

People who know me have spoken of me as a

little ray of sunâ��*- But here is your father."

Mr. Warden was more than usually dis-

appointed with Ruth during dinner. It was

the same old story. So far from making

herself pleasant to this attractive stranger,

she seemed positively to dislike him. She

was barely civil to him. With a sigh Mr.

Warden told himself that he did not under-

stand Ruth, and the rosy dreams he had

formed began to fade.

Ruth's ideas on the subject of Mr. Vincc

as the days went by were chaotic. Though

she told herself that she thoroughly objected

to him. he had nevertheless begun to have an

undeniable attraction for her. In what this

attraction consisted she could not say. When

she tried to analyze it, she came to the con-

clusion that it was due to the fact that he

was the only element in her life that made

for excitement. Since his advent the days

had certainly passed more swiftly for her.

The dead-level of monotony had been broken.

There was a certain fascination in exerting

herself to suppress him, which increased daily

as each attempt failed.

Mr. Vince put this feeling into words for

her. He had a maddening habit of discussing

the progress of his courtship in the manner

of an impartial lecturer.

" I am making headway," he observed.

" The fact that we cannot meet without your

endeavouring to plant a temperamental left

jab on my spiritual solar plexus encourages

me to think that you are beginning at last

to understand that we are affinities. To

persons of spirit like ourselves the only happy

marriage is that which is based on a firm

foundation of almost incessant quarrelling.

The most beautiful line ii) English poetry, to

my mind, is, ' We fell out, my wife and I.'

You would be wretched with a husband who

didn't like you to quarrel with him. The

position of affairs now is that I have become

necessary to you. If I went out of your life

now I should leave an aching void. You

would still have that beautiful punch of

yours, and there would be nobody to exercise

it on. You would pine away. From now

en matters should, I think, move rapidly.

During the course of the next week I shall

endeavour to propitiate you with gifts. Here

is the first of them."

He took a piece of paper from his pocket

and handed it to her. It was a pencil-sketch,

rough and unfinished, but wonderfully clever.

Even Ruth could appreciate thatâ��and she

was a prejudiced observer, for the sketch was

a caricature of herself. It represented her,

drawn up to her full height, with enormous,

scornful eyes and curling lips, and the artist

had managed to combine an excellent likeness

while accentuating everything that was

marked in what she knew had come to be her

normal expression of scorn and discontent.

" 1 didn't know you were an artist, Mr.

Vince," she said, handing it back.

" A poor amateur. Nothing more. You

may keep it."

" I have not the slightest wish to keep it."

" You haven't ? "

" It is not in the least clever, and it is very

impertinent of you to show it to me. The

drawing is not funny. It is simply rude."

" A little more," said Mr. Vince, " and I

shall begin to think you don't like it. Are

you fond of chocolates ? "

Ruth did not answer.

" I am sending you some to-morrow."

" I shall return them."

" Then I shall send some more, and some

fruit. Gifts ! " soliloquized Mr. Vince. " Gifts !

That is the secret. Keep sending gifts. If

men would only stick to gifts and quarrelling,

there would be fewer bachelors."

On the morrow, as promised, the chocolates

arrived, many pounds of them in a lordly box.

The bludgeoning of fate had not wholly

scotched in Ruth a human weakness for

sweets, and it was with a distinct effort that

she wrapped the box up again and returned

it to the sender. She went off to her work at

the mont-de-pihi with the glow of satisfaction

which comes to those who exhibit an iron will

in trying circumstances.

And at the mont-d,e-pittt there occurred a

surprising incident.

Surprising incidents, as Mr: Vince would

have said, are the zero on the roulette-board

of life. They pop up disturbingly when least

expected, confusing the mind and altering

preconceived opinions. And this was a very

surprising incident indeed.

Ruth, as has been stated, sat during her

hours of work behind a ground-glass screen,

unseen and unseeing. To her the patrons of

the 'establishment were mere disembodied

voicesâ��wheedling voices, pathetic voices,
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voices that protested, voices that hectored,

voices that whined, moaned, broke, appealed

to the saints, and in various other ways

endeavoured to instil into M. Gandinot more

spacious and princely views on the subject

of advancing money on property pledged.

She was sitting behind her screen this morning,

scribbling idly on the blotting-pad, for there

so interminable, so hideously sordid, as this

one.

RoundÂ«and round its miserable centreâ��a

silver cigarette-caseâ��the dreary argument

circled. The young man pleaded ; M. Gan-

dinot, adamant in his official role, was

immovable.

Ruth could bear it no longer. She pressed

"RUTH COULD BEAR IT NO LONGER. SHE PRESSED HER HANDS OVER HER BURNING EARS,

AND THE VOICES CEASED TO TROUBLE HER."

had been a lull in the business, when the door

opened, and the polite " Bon jour, monsieur,"

of M. Gandinot announced the arrival of

another unfortunate.

And then, shaking her like an electric

shock, came a voice that she knewâ��the

pleasant voice of Mr. Vince.

The dialogues that took place on the other

side of the screen were often protracted and

always sordid, but none had seemed to Ruth

her hands over her burning ears, and the

voices ceased to trouble her.

And with the silence came thought, and a

blaze of understanding that flashed upon her

and made all things clear. She understood

now why she had closed her ears.

Poverty is an acid which reacts differently

on differing natures. It had reduced Mr.

Eugene Warden's self-respect to a minimum.

Ruth's it had reared up to "an abnormal
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growth. Her pride had become a weed that

ran riot in her soul, darkening it and choking

finer emotions. Perhaps it was her father's

naive stratagems for the enmeshing of a

wealthy husband that had produced in her at

last a morbid antipathy to the idea of playing

beggar-maid to any man's King Cophetua.

The state of mind is intelligible. The

Cophetua legend has never been told from

the beggar-maid's point of view, and there

must have been moments when, if a woman

of spirit, she resented that monarch's some-

what condescending attitude, and felt that,

secure in his wealth and magnificence, he had

taken her grateful acquiescence very much for

granted.

This, she saw now, was what had prejudiced

her against George Vince. She had assumed

that he was rich. He had conveyed the

impression of being rich. And she had been

on the defensive against him accordingly.

Now, for the first time, she seemed to know

him. A barrier had been broken down. The

royal robes had proved tinsel, and no longer

disguised the man she loved.

A touch on her arm aroused her. M.

Gandinot was standing by her side. Terms,

apparently, had been agreed upon and the

interview concluded, for in his hand was a

silver cigarette-case.

" Dreaming, mademoiselle ? I could not

make you hear. The more I call to you, the

more you did not answer. It is necessary to

enter this loan."

He recited the details and Ruth entered

them in her ledger. This done, M. Gandinot,

doffing his official self, sighed.

" It is a place of much sorrow, mademoiselle,

this office. How he would not take no for

answer, that young man, recently departed.

A fellow-countryman of yours, mademoiselle.

You would say, ' What does this young man,

so well-dressed, in a mont-de-piit( ? ' But I

know better, I, Gandinot. You have an

expression, you Englishâ��I heard it in Paris

at a cafe, and inquired its meaningâ��when

you say of a man that he swanks. How

many young men have I seen here, admirably

dressedâ��rich, you would say. No, no. The

mont-de-pittt permits no secrets. To swank,

mademoiselle, what is it ? To deceive the

world, yes. But not the mont - de - pittt.

Ye.sterday also, when you had departed, was

he here, that young man. Yet here he is

once more to-day. He spends his money

quickly, alas ! that poor young swanker.''

When Ruth returned home that evening

she found her father in the sitting-room,

smoking a cigarette. He greeted her with

effusion, but with some uneasinessâ��for the

old gentleman had nerved himself to a delicate

task. He had made up his mind to-night to

speak seriously to Ruth on the subject of her

unsatisfactory behaviour to Mr. Vince, The

more he saw of that young man the more

positive was he that this was the human gold-

mine for which he had been searching all

these weary years. Accordingly, he threw

away his cigarette, kissed Ruth on the fore-

head, and began to speak.

It had long been Mr. Warden's opinion

that, if his daughter had a fault, it was a

tendency towards a quite unnecessary and

highly inconvenient frankness. She had not

that easy tact which he would have liked a

daughter of his to possess. She would not

evade, ignore, agree not to see. She was at

times painfully blunt.

This happened now. He was warming to

his subject when she interrupted him with a

question.

" What makes you think Mr. Vince is rich,

father ? " she asked.

Mr. Warden was embarrassed. The sub-

ject of Mr. Vince's opulence had not entered

into his discourse. He had carefully avoided

it. The fact that he was thinking of it and

that Ruth knew that he was thinking of it,

and that he knew that Ruth knew, had nothing

to do with the case. The question was not

in order, and it embarrassed him.

" Iâ��whyâ��I don'tâ��I never said he was

rich, my dear. I have no doubt that he has

ample '

'' He is quite poor."

Mr. Warden's jaw fell slightly.

" Poor ? But, my dear, that's absurd ! "

he cried. " Why, only this evening "

He broke off abruptly, but it was too late.

" Father, you've been borrowing money

from him ! "

Mr. Warden drew in his breath, preparatory

to an indignant denial, but he altered his

mind and remained silent. As a borrower of

money he had every quality but one. He could

not conceal his operations from his daughter.

He had come to look on her perspicacity in

this matter as a sort of second sight. It had

frequently gone far to spoiling for him the

triumph of success.

" And he has to pawn things to live ! " Her

voice trembled. " He was at the mont-de-

â�¢piktt to-day. And yesterday too. I heard

him. He was arguing with M. Gandinotâ��

haggling "

Her voice broke. She was sobbing help-

lessly. The memory of it was too raw and

vivid.
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1 MR. VINCE REMOVED THE HAND THAT WAS PATTING RUTH'S SHOULDER AND WAVED IT

REASSURINGLY AT HIM."

Mr. Warden stood motionless. Many

emotions raced through his mind, but chief

among them the thought that this revelation

had come at a very fortunate time. An

exceedingly lucky escape, he felt. He was

aware, also, of a certain measure of indigna-

tion against this deceitful young man who had

fraudulently imitated a gold-mine with what

might have been disastrous results.

The door opened and Jeanne, the maid-of-

all-work, announced Mr. Vince.

He entered the room briskly.

" Good evening !" he said. " I have

brought you some more chocolates, Miss

Warden, and some fruit. Great Scot!

What's the matter ? "

He stopped, but only for an instant. The

next he had darted across the room, and,

before the horrified eyes of Mr. Warden, was

holding Ruth in his arms. She clung to him.

Bill, the fox-terrier, over whom Mr. Vince

had happened to stumble, was the first to

speak. Almost simultaneously Mr. W'arden

joined in, and there was a striking similarity

between the two voices, for Mr. Warden,

searching for words, emitted as a preliminary

to them a sort of passionate yelp.

Mr. Vince removed the hand that was

patting Ruth's shoulder and waved it

reassuringly at him.

" It's all right," he said.

" All right ! All right I "

" Affinities," explained Mr. Vince over his

shoulder. " Two hearts that beat as one.
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We're going to be married. What's the matter,

dear ? Don't you worry; you're all right."

" I refuse ! " shouted Mr. Warden. " I

absolutely refuse."

Mr. Vince lowered Ruth gently into a

chair and, holding her hand, inspected the

fermenting old gentleman gravely.

" You refuse ? " he said. " Why, I thought

you liked me."

Mr. Warden's frenzy had cooled. It had

been something foreign to his nature. He

regretted it. These things had to be managed

with restraint.

" My personal likes and dislikes," he said,

" have nothing to do with the matter, Mr.

Vince. They are beside the point. I have

my daughter to consider. I cannot allow

her to marry a man without a penny."

" Quite right," said Mr. Vince, approvingly.

" Don't have anything to do with the fellow.

If he tries to butt in, send for the police."

Mr. Warden hesitated. He had always

been a little ashamed of Ruth's occupation.

But necessity compelled.

" Mr. Vince, my daughter is employed at

the mont - de - pitli, and was a witness to all

that took place this afternoon."

Mr. Vince was genuinely agitated. He

looked at Ruth, his face full of concern.

" You don't mean to say that you have been

slaving away in that stuffy Great Scot !

I'll have you out of that quick. You mustn't

go there again."

He stooped and kissed her.

" Perhaps you had better let me explain,"

he said. " Explanations, I always think, are

the zero on the roulette-board of life. They're

always somewhere about, waiting to pop up.

Have you ever heard of Vince's Stores, Mr.

Warden ? Perhaps they are since your time.

Well, my father is the proprietor. One of our

specialities is children's toys, but we haven't

picked a real winner for years, and my father

when I last saw him seemed

so distressed about it that

I said I'd see if I couldn't

whack out an idea for

something. Something on

the lines of the Billiken,

only better, was what he

felt he needed. I'm not

used to brain work, and

after a spell of it I felt I

wanted a rest. I came

here to recuperate, and

the very first morning I

got the inspiration. You

may have noticed that the

manager of the mont-de-

pittt here isn't strong on conventional good

looks. I saw him at the casino, and the thing

flashed on me. He thinks his name's

Gandinot, but it isn't. It's Uncle Zip, the

Hump-Curer, the Man Who Makes You

Smile."

He pressed Ruth's hand affectionately.

" I lost track of him, and it was only the

day before yesterday that I discovered who

he was and where he was to be found. Well,

you can't go to a man and ask him to pose as

a model for Uncle Zip. the Hump-Curer. The

only way to get sittings was to approach him

in the way of business. So I collected what

property I had and waded in. That's the

whole story. Do I pass ? "

Mr. Warden's frosty demeanour had gradu-

ally thawed during this recital, and now the

sun of his smile shone out warmly. He gripped

Mr. Vince's hand with every evidence of

esteem, and after that he did not seem to

know what to do. Eventually he did what

was certainly the best thing, by passing gently

from the room. On his face, as he went, was

a look such as Moses might have worn on the

summit of Pisgah.

It was some twenty minutes later that Ruth

made a remark.

" I want, you to promise me something,"

she said. " Promise that you won't go on

with that Uncle Zip drawing. I know it

means ever so much money, but it might hurt

poor M. Gandinot's feelings, and he has been

very kind to me."

"That settles it," said Mr. Vince. " It's

hard on the children of Great Britain,

but say no more. No Uncle Zip for

them."

Ruth looked at him, almost with awe.

" You really won't go on with it ? In

spite of all the money you would make ?

Are you always going to do just what I

ask you, no matter what

it costs you ? "

He nodded sadly.

" You have sketched

out in a few words the

whole policy of my

married life. I feel an

awful fraud. And I had

encouraged you to look

forward to years of in-

cessant quarrelling. Do

you think you can

manage without it ? I'm

afraid it's going to be

shockingly dull for you,"

said Mr. Vince. recretfullv.
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Fie. I.â��The anatomy of a tweet

pea Bower.

sweet-

j peas spend quite an

exciting time with

the seed specialists'

catalogues during the

early months of the

year. The descrip-

new varieties are so

tions of the

daintily served that they not only

provide enthralling reading, but still

more enthralling anticipations as

their names are placed upon the

order-list.

For example let us quote from a

well-known catalogue : " The ex-

quisite sweet - pea we now offer

is a lovely Spencer form of Venus. It is

of splendid size, delightfully crinkled and

fluted, and is absolutely distinct. It is indis-

pensable ... for decoration, especially in

artificial light." Another example: " The

flowers are truly magnificent and of immense

size. The standard is unusually large and

bold, pronouncedly waved, yet standing bold

and erect. The colour is a most charming

soft, clear, rich lavender, which is enlivened

by a very faint sheen of rose-pink." So one

novelty wanes in the presence of another until

at last the order-list is complete.

The purchaser thenceforth laysout his " fairy-

land," and, when his seeds are all beneath

the soil, in imagination he prefigures results,

picturing here a blaze of rich scarlet, there a

veritable shower of huge snowflakes, yonder a

bush of bright orange, thrown into contrast

by a group of lovely mauve-blues, which are

further accompanied with neighbours of deli-

cate coral pink and pale primrose hues. If the

work has been well done,

more often than not the

anticipations are real-

ized, and the grower

finds himself glowing with

pride in the actuality

of what was once but a

dreamland of colour and

charming forms.

In spite of all this,

however, he may have

entirely missed the real

romance of his pea-

flower products. His

interests have probably

been so completely ab-

sorbed in such matters as

form, size, colour, etc.,

that, maybe, he has

never given a single

thought to the ftmver

itself.

He continually reads

in his catalogue of

flowers with a rose-pink

standard and cream-flushed wings and keel,

and similar colour variations of standard,

wings, and keel, but the question of why a

pea-flower has a standard (large back petal),

wings (two side petals in front of the standard),

and keel (attached pair of petals covered by

the wings) possibly never enters his mind.

Nevertheless, a little attention in that direc-

tion will open up entirely new fields of romance

in pea-flower life. Indeed, pea-flowers, and

Fig. 2.â��The seed-pod of the iweel-pea,

with remnants of the flower at its bate.
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Fig. 3. â�� Flowers

of the broom ready

for the bee to vieit

them.

the plants on which

they grow, constitute

some of the most mar-

vellous structures in

the vegetable world.

In Fig. i I have

shown a dissected

sweet-pea flower, and

it is seen to consist of

five petals, the upper-

most and largest being

the " standard," the

two side ones the

" wings," and the lower

pair the " keel." Im-

mediately below the

keel pair of petals is

seen the central portion

of the flower, which is

made up of ten yellow-

headed stamens (which

produce the fertilizing

pollen - dust), nine of

which are united in

their lower part to form

a sheath and the upper

one of which is free.

The sheathing base of

the nine stamens en-

closes a miniature seed-

pod with an elongated apex, which is

seen pointing upwards. In the left-

hand corner of the illustration one of

these miniature seed-pods from an-

other flower is shown with the

stamens removed, and in the right-

hand corner appears the removed

sheath of nine stamens, and also the

odd one.

Later on the little seed-pod develops

into a large one, as shown in Fig. 2,

where the petals are seen shrivelled

up and the stamen sheath burst open;

but before that occurs many curious

things have to happen.

Now, if my reader will attempt to

cut a sweet - pea flower into equal

halves, it will be found that this can

only be accomplished by a median cut.

If the same experiment is made with

a buttercup, an anemone, or some

similar round flower, halves can lie cut

in any direction. Whenever a flower

can only be halved in one direction,

as the pea-flower, it may be taken for

granted that it has locked its doors

against the visits of certain insects

and invites only special guests. On

the other hand, those flowers with open

cup-like blooms, as the buttercup,

entertain winged insects indiscrimi-

natelyâ��they keep open house, as it

were. In other words, all pea-flowers

are contrivances to produce, with the

aid of special insects, certain mechani-

cal effects which will transfer the ferti-

lizing pollen to the stigma, or apex of

the seed-pod, thus ensuring for the

plant fertile seed.

The particular insects for which the

pea - flower mechanism is adapted are

bees. The coloured petals are the

sign-boards to attract the eyes of these

thirsty insects, and to intimate to them

that sweet nectar is there obtainable.

The sweet perfume given out by the

flower floats in the air and guides the

bee to the sign-boards ; and so it is

lured to the flower.

Then, the moment it

alights, the floral

machinery is set in

motion.

Full directions are

given to it how to act.

The broad "standard "

petal at the top or

back of the flower

serves as a stop-barrier,

whereby the bee learns

that it can get no

farther in that direc-

tion (see central flower

of Fig. 3). Then

it is led to alight

upon the " wings," for

they are arranged in

such a manner that

their smooth surface

will receive the bee

only in one position.

The wings, however,

are provided with pro-

jections (Fig. i) which

coincide with indenta-

tions in the keel petals,

and the moment the

bee alights these in-

dentations interlock

with those of the keel,

and the weight of the

insect then lowers

both wings and keel

together.

Before the flower is

fully opened the swol-

len heads of the sta-

mens discharge their

FiÂ«. 4.â��The broom flowers shown in

Fig. 3. after they have been visited by

the bee. The weight of the insect causes

the coiled stamens to suddenly spring out

and dust its body with pollen, which it

conveys to the next flower it visits.
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stage it has become viscid, the pollen-grains

readily adhere, and so the transference of

pollen from one flower to the stigma of the

other is effected by the agency of the bee.

It will be seen that each flower has its

mechanism so contrived as to ensure that its

stigma will receive pollen from another flower.

The stamens mature and their pollen is dis-

tributed by the visiting bees, then the stigma

ripens ready to receive pollen in return from

neighbouring flowers. Cross - fertilization is

thus effected, and a good seed-stock ensured.

The details of the floral structure are very

marvellous. We

have already seen

that nine stamens

are united and the

upper one free. If

we observe the bee

at work, the func-

tion of that free

stamen becomes

Fie. 5.â��The flowering item of the laburnum it at fir<l

upright ai ihnwn on the right. Later on. it is suspended

below the branch as shown in the example on the

left. This change of position causes the flowers to be

placed upside-down, andâ��

fertilizing pollen-dust, which accumu-

lates at the end of the keel. Con-

sequently, when the bee presses down

the wings and keel the elongated apex

of the seed-pod pushes out, bringing

with it some of the mass of pollen-

dust, which is pressed against the

hairy breast of the bee while it

searches for the nectar. When the

bee departs the various organs resume

their normal position again. Any of

my readers can readily imitate the

effect produced by the bee by carefully

pressing on the wings of a sweet-pea

flower with finger and thumb.

When the insect departs it carries

with it, adhering to the hairs of

body, many thousands of fertilizing pollen-

grains, and it may be that the next flower it

visits is an older oneâ��i.e., one that has been

opened for several daysâ��in which case its

pollen may all have been dispersed owing to the

visits of earlier bees. On such aflower, then, the

pollen-laden bee alights, the stigma, or apex

of the seed-pod, at once protruding from the

keel and coming into contact with the mass

of pollen carried by the insect. In this manner

the stigma gets dusted over, and as at this

VoL xlir.â��3

Fig. 6.â��as they can only receive the bee

when upright, each flower as it develops

twists half round on its little stalk to

correct its position. Those buds on the

lower part of the stem are jecn to be

turning round, while thoie above have

attained their correct position.

its

clear. It is re-

moved so that a

passage may be

left for the in-

sertion of the

bee's tongue into

the tube of the

flower when

reaching the

honey. It hap-

pens, too, that

there are some

Fig. 7.â��The laburnum flowers in the

upper part are ready to receive the

bee, but the lowest and youngest buds

are turning into their proper position.
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pea-flowers which do not produce honey, and

in those species the ten stamens are united

in one ring, no space being left for the bee's

proboscis to enter.

In watching sweet - pea flowers it will

be observed that the bees seldom visit

them. As a matter of fact, the sweet-

pea is a monstrosity of cultivationâ��an

exaggerated form of flowerâ��and consequently

the bees have not kept pace with it; they

much prefer the natural pea-flowers of the

wild peas and vetches, the broom, the

laburnum, etc., all of which are constructed

on, more or less, the same principle as the

sweet-pea; indeed, in these natural pea-

flowers can we best observe their relationship

with insects.

In Fig. 3 some flowers of broom are shown

just at the stage when they are ready for

pollination. In Fig. 4 these same flowers are

seen after the bee has visited them. In this

case, when the flower first opens, the pollen

is simply pushed out much after the manner

of the sweet-pea flower previously described,

but when the flower is a day or two old five

long, roiled stamens and a stigma mature,

these being held in a state of tension, like

watch-springs. Then, when the bee alights on

the wings of the flower its weight causes the

release of these stamens and a veritable explo-

sion takes place, the bee getting a cloud of

pollen-dust showered upon it. The long

stigma then spirally incurves, eventually

bringing its receptive surface into position to

receive pollen brought by a bee from another

flower.

The wings and keel of the mature broom-

flower do not spring back into position again

after the bee has once released the long

stamens, but remain open, as shown in the

photograph. The experiment of releasing

the stamens may be readily performed with

the fingers, and the explosion of pollen which

greets the visiting bee will then be observed.

If the mechanism of a pea-flower is to carry

out its functions it must be correctly placed.

For example, if a sweet-pea or broom flower

was placed upside-down and a bee alighted

upon the "wings," its weight would pull the

wrong way, and the floral mechanism could

not act. It so happens, however, that some

pea-flowers do develop with their standard

below and their keel above, or, in other words,

they grow upside-downâ��the laburnum is a

familiar example.

There are good reasons for supposing that

at one period in the laburnum's history its

flowers were not hung in pendent racemes

below the branches (Fig. 7), but were borne

erect. Indeed, even now the flower-sialk in

its early stages is held upright above the

branch (Fig. 5), and then slowly droops until

it becomes pendent.

This change of position of the flowering

stem necessarily changed the position of the

flowers, causing them to be placed upside-

down, or as they appear in Fig. 7 when

the photograph is viewed inverted. It is,

therefore, extremely interesting to observe

how the laburnum has overcome this diffi-

culty, which is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The photograph shows that each flower,

before it opens, twists half round on its little

stalk, thus bringing the standard to the top

and the keel to the base. The lower and

younger flowers are seen to have their keels

upturned ; but as the time of pollination

draws near each flower attains the correct

position to receive its insect guests. In Fig. 7

the raceme of blossoms shows the fully-

developed upper flowers in perfect order,

while the lower ones have yet to fall into line.

Amongst pea-flower plants we find numerous

instances of such devices in overcoming diffi-

culties so that their flowers may be pollinated.

In Fig. 8 is a common wild vetch which has

a curious method of protecting its flowers

from the visits of antsâ��which are honey-

thieves, stealing the honey without convey-

ing pollen to the stigmas.

It will be observed that each leaf consists

of numerous leaflets and some climbing ten-

drils. Also, at the base of each leaf, where it

is attached to the main stem, two small

scales (which the botanist terms " stipules ")

bearing black spots appear.

It was during a very hot day of last summer,

while working with a camera at a quiet spot

overlooking the Menai Strait, that I fully

realized the meaning of these scales and their

dark-coloured spots. I was lying flat on the

ground amidst some tall grasses resting, and

amongst these grasses some of these common

vetch plants were growing. As I looked up

amongst the grass and vetch stems from below

I observed that from each of the little scales

at the base of the vetch leaves there was sus-

pended a globule of liquid. On tasting the

liquid I found that it was sweet. After that

discovery I watched very patiently for more

than an hour, and then the expected happened

â��an ant climbed the stem.

It travelled quickly up until it reached the

base of the first leaf, when it was suddenly

stopped by the two scales. Then it dis-

covered the globules of nectar which were

oozing from the dark-coloured spots, and

these it promptly licked up. By this time it
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Fig. 8.â��The wild vetch, which

beguiles uitB into wasting their

time amongst its leaves to that

they shall not steal the nectar

from its flowers.

Rf. 9.â��The scale* at the base of the leaves where the nectar

tor the ants is secreted, slightly enlarged.

Fig. 10.â��The ant comes

tip the stem and findi

the nectar at the leaf-

scales.

Fig. II. - Another

beguiled ant - To

secure this photograph,

and (hat shown in

Fig. 10. the writer had

his camera in position,

and was watching from

10 a.m. until 4pm

ig. 12.â��An enlarged view of the ant shown in Fig. IIâ��It is

shown just in the act of sipping the nectar from the leaf Kale*.
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had been diverted from travelling up the

main stem and continued its course up the

central axis of the leaf, but at the first leaflet

it came to it stopped and travelled com-

pletely round its edge, then it went on to the

next leaflet and did likewise, and so on round

all the leaflets. Evidently it expected to

find more nectar.

After it had spent about twelve minutes

All these floral

Fig. 13.â��The broom seed-pods, photographed at

9 a.m. on a hot day.

on this leaf and had investigated every

leaflet, even including the tendrils at

the apex, it worked its way down again.

When it reached the base of the leaf

the scales again momentarily occupied

its attentionâ��but that was sufficient;

it had apparently quite forgotten

its original intention of travelling

up the stem to the flowers, for it

now made its wav down the stem

Such was the wild vetch's device to

reserve the nectar of its purple flowers for

the bees which assist in its fertilization.

It was seldom that an ant passed the

first leaf on the stem, and I never saw

one get beyond the second, so effectually

were the flowers protected. That these

honey - glands of the leaves have a re-

lationship with the floral structures is con-

clusively proved by the fact that they

secrete their honey only while the flowers

are blooming.

mechanical devices of

the pea - flowers,

and the complex

details which

ensure their safe

working, are the

means towards the

production of a seed-

pod in which the

destiny of their

future race is con-

tained. Even the

seed-pods themselves

are marvellous con-

trivances. A broom-

clad heath in late

July or August be-

comes almost a

battlefield of burst-

ing shell and shot,

for the seed - pods,

drying in the scorch-

ing sun (Fig. 13), are

continually explod-

ing as the tension

of their valves be-

comes too great to

withstand (Fig. 14).

The incessant pop-

pings on all sides

are quite audible,

and after each one

there is a mo-

mentary bombard-

ment of seeds for

several yards. In

Fig. 14.â��The broom seed - podf

shown in Fig. 13 at 3 p.m.â��Each

pod is now empty, and the seeds

have been projected toconsiderable

distances owing to the sudden

bursting of the pods and the twist-

ing of the valves.

that manner the

to the ground.

The greater part of the following day was

spent in obtaining the two pictures shown in

Figs. 10 and n, and which I think I may

claim to be unique photographs.

offspring of the

plant find unoccupied spaces in which

to grow and live ; so efficiently has

the floral mechanism completed its

work.
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three â�� " the malady of

twenty-three," as it has

been called by some

psychologists. Then,

when Dreyss's strange

boy ceased to sing and

began to mope under the

trees and commune with

the dogs, his father

Jacques, the French-

Canadian trapper and

lumberman, had taken

him to his brother Michel,

a baker at Quebec.

Young Jules Dreyss

detested the trade, and

after a year he took what

money he had earned and

ran off to Toronto, which

was less sleepy and less

French than Quebec.

Here, in time, he added an

" n " to the name of his

former trade and became

a " banker." That, at

least, is what he called

himself. He was, in truth,

only a clerk, although a

very responsible clerk,

who had charge of all the

mortgage matters in the

Provincial Bank of Charle-

roy at Toronto. Large

sums were handled by

him, and always after they

had passed through his

slim, brown fingers they

were checked by the

saturnine and suspicious

manager of the bank,

Achille Pierre Latour.

who always found

them correct. For this,

and because of his fine,

defiantly frank counten-

.ance and honest brown

HE black and terrible pine

forests around Lac du Loup

had been his home until he

fell into a murky melancholy

at the age

of twenty-

eyes, he became one of the most trusted

employes of the bank. There was but one

thing about him that was a little dubious.

This was his beautiful, untrained tenor voice

'THE STRANGB BOY CEASKU TO SING AND BKGAN TO MOPE UNDER

THE TREES."
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and his hair, which he wore longer than his

bald or bullet-headed fellow-clerks deemed

proper. At times, too, Manager Latour

saw a strange, far-off dreaminess creep into

Jules's eyesâ��a very questionable quality in a

bank clerk.

Seven weeks ago Jules had borrowed a

certain sum from the funds in his charge. It

was his intention to devote it to some tempting

speculation which he regarded with sanguine

and imaginative eyes, to make a goodly profit,

and then restore the original sum. The money

was lostâ��and yet he had done no more with

the bank's money than the bank did with that

of the depositors. For some weeks he had

been able to conceal the shortage. But now

the devils of discovery arose before him and

he knew all must soon come to light. So the

night before, yielding to another temptationâ��

and a long-cherished dreamâ��he had taken

fifty thousand dollars in Canadian bills of

various denominations. Then he had gone

to his boarding-house, packed a few trifles in

his bag, slung it about his shoulder with a

strap, and caught the evening train for

Niagara Falls Centre, Ontario. Here it

would be an easy matter to pass over to the

United States. There was a bridge there.

When he reached the Canadian side of the

falls it was something past ten o'clock. The

month was June, and there was a broad,

copper-coloured moon. He resolved to wait

until the moon had set, then cross the gorge to

New York. He heard the eternal roar of the

cataracts going up into the night. Masses of

vapour climbed into the air above the trees.

He had never seen Niagara Falls. Now at

last he was close to them, and, as their deep

and troubled voice came up from the pro-

founds, something stirred in him as it were

with wings. The train drew out and still he

stood there, rooted to the platform. Then

slowly he made his way down the hill, toward

the voice that was calling him. As he ap-

proached the levels between the houses

fronting the gorge, the vision of the falls

burst upon him. He stared in awe and

fascination at the colossal walls of white,

collapsing waters, divided by an island.

Their beautiful, powdery plunging went on

for ever and for everâ��and their thundering

and their smoking. Then the walks that

border the bluffs of Victoria Park lured him

along. He entered one of the little stone

kiosks near the brink of the cliff and leaned

over the parapet. He gave little thought

to the bag whose strap ran across his left

shoulderâ��nor to the fifty thousand dollars in

crisp Canadian notes. Here was a wonder-

world such as had filled his dreamsâ��majestic,

full of beauty and power. Before this

panorama of water he understood Nero's joy

before his panorama of fire. Just as Nero

had played, he would have loved to sing. It

was like a glorious portal to the new life he

was to leadâ��an overture to his career.

The spectral days and haunted nights in

the wolf-infested pinewoods with his parents

and brothers, the year's slavery in the flour-

dusted cellar, sweating before the hot ovens

of his uncle Michel, the dull routine of the

bank with his vulgar, soulless associatesâ��

all that lay in the past. He was free at last,

like the triumphant, shouting waters. Why,

he was more than freeâ��he was richâ��with that

fifty thousand dollars in his bag ! He pic-

tured the fury of the black-haired, satanic

Achille Pierre Latour â�� and found pleasure

in the picture. Yes, but that the stark

grandeur of the place and time was too great,

he would certainly have sung.

It had always been his one ambition to

become a professional opera-singer. The

gloomy timber tract, the baker's basement,

the brass and marble of the bank were all as

stepping-stones. Even that disastrous specu-

lation of last April was intended only to pro-

vide him liberty and means to perfect his

_ singing. During his five years' career as a

bank clerk he had attended every Grand

Opera performance given in Toronto. This

bright world of music, passion, and romance

had begun to crowd out the realities of life

to himâ��as Manager Latour had observed.

A teacher in Toronto had told him that his

voice must be trainedâ��either in Paris or

Berlin. The virile and heroic operas of

Wagner attracted him most. He was in

love, above all things, with " Lohengrin."

As most youths of any imagination are seized,

sooner or later, with a passion to act Hamlet.

so Jules Dreyss longed to act the glorious

knight Lohengrin, with his silver armour,

white plumes, and golden locks. To be

drawn down a miraculous river in a fairy boat

by a crowned and stately swan, the while he

poured thrilling, golden cadences into the

hearts of rapt audiencesâ��that had become

Jules's very summit of human joy and glory.

He had even chosen the name that he would

make famous. Dreyss was too short and

harsh. Thenceforth he would call himself

Leo Arnim, a name that was musical and

romantic. He had found it in a book of

German poetry. At first he had chosen

Vergalini as a surname, but this, being

Italian, would not have been proper for a

Wagnerian tenor. He would also let his hair
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grow a little longer now. When the moon

had set he would cross over to the United

States. There the net of the law had larger

meshes than in Canada. From that moment

Jules Dreyss would be dead and Leo Arnim

would begin to live.

The moon was now low on the horizon, the

tops of trees were splotching its livid face.

Soon the world of water, foam, and mist

grew darker, and the sky was left to the stars.

Then Jules Dreyss walked towards the upper

steel-arch bridge that spanned the stupendous

gorge. The bridge was brightly lighted and

lay like a broad, smooth path before him. It

linked Canada and the United States together.

It was the path from his old existence to his

new life.

At the little stone lodge from which flew

the Union Jack he bought his toll-ticket and

made his way along the footwalk. The mist

from the American falls came drifting over

him ; the iron struts and rods of the bridge

were dripping. Below, far below, the wide

river boiled and threshed.

At the American end of the bridge the

Stars and Stripes were flying. There would

be Customs officers there. He carried his

overcoat on his arm in such a way as to

conceal the small bag that nestled at his side.

He passed the stone watch-tower. A man-

with a gold-braided cap and a grey moustache

sat near a window in which there was a slide.

" Ticket ! " he called sharply, as Dreyss

walked past. At the same time he gave him

a sharp glance, appeared satisfied, and settled

back again.

Leo Arnim felt the earth of New York

crunching under his feet and was glad. He

made his way up Falls Street and asked for

the railway station. It was now past twelve

o'clock.

" When does the next train leave for New

York ? " he asked the clerk at the ticket-

office.

" Three thirty-five," said the sleepy youth.

" Thank you," said Leo Arnim.

There was little use in going to an hotel just

for a few hours. He would survey the falls

and the park, listen a little longer to the deep

voice of the cataract chanting its anthem to

the stars. So he made his way back to the

bridge, turned to the left, and reached Pros-

pect Point, on the brink of the American falls.

He leaned against the iron railing and glanced

down at the black, writhing waterâ��it looked

like polished steel and onyx in the starshine.

It was a world of huge profounds, darkness,

and thunder. It fascinated him, the churn-

ing, foam-flaked stream, the stunning roll

and bellowing of the lofty floods that fell and

smothered the floods in the deeps.

Then he walked through the park along the

banks of the rapids, and saw the hounded,

careering waves lashing themselves white,

hissing and leaping before their terrible

plunge. There was a bridge that led across

the stream to Green Island, thence to Goat

Island. The islands were full of a magic

nocturnal charm. The stone bridge, however,

was closed by a heavy timber which stretched

across it. From this hung two red lanterns.

The roadway of the bridge was under

repair â�� at present it was covered with

heavy planks. But Arnim, formerly Jules

Dreyss, was not to be barred from visiting

the magic islands by a mere piece of timber.

He slipped under the barrier and began to

walk over the rough, mortar-caked planks.

Near the middle of the bridge he stepped on a

board which tilted and suddenly gave beneath

him. He clawed and flung about to save

himself, fell, and caught with convulsive

fingers and broken nails to the slanting flange

of an I-beam which was to support the

concrete slabs of the new road-bed. He felt

the cold presence of the water beneath himâ��

like the breath of some hungry, living monster.

He heard it swirl and rush ; then, as his

fingers slipped on their scant hold, he plunged

downward with a terrible yell. The terrorized

instinct of life flashed out in one thought

across his soul: " I am falling in a dream! "

But when his body struck the water he

knew it was the reality of death. Then, in the

white blaze that went up in his brain, the

outer world flared high and withered into

blackness. His flesh, fighting against the

cold, strangling water, flung visions and sensa-

tions like lightnings into his memoryâ��a fall

into Lac du Loup when he was sixteen and

the slow, dim death that came upon him then.

The water tore and spun him from under the

bridge. Less than a quarter of a mile below,

the river flung itself over the precipice into

the abyss forming the American falls.

Midway between bridge and brink were the

rapids made by the boulders in the river-

bottom. Here the waves broke and foamed

with the fury of maniacs.

Jules Dreyss was seized by giant hands

and whirled under and over. He felt the

cold push and tug of the interlacing currents.

He caught a swift glimpse of the skies through

his half-blinded eyes. Then the lamps along

the river-walks whirled by like a troop of

white and yellow stars. There was a dark,

chaotic vision of tree-shapes and houses

beyond the treesâ��glimpses of a world that
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was already lost. He made a frantic effort

to swim, and buried his face and arms in the

clashing water. The strap of his bag entangled

his arm. A dark, puffed-up thing floated by

himâ��his overcoat. Every second swept him

nearer and nearer to the horror of the falls.

He thought of the hideous plunge into the

deeps, of being dashed upon the brutal

boulders hundreds of feet below, with all the

mass of the river crushing and flooding out his

little spark of life. As he swept on, struggling

impotently, he felt a sudden jar. Something

caught him on the breast with a shock, and

slid on beneath his body. His face scraped

along a surface that was cold, slimy, and hard.

He flung out his arms and grasped some stiff

and scrubby growth. His downward dash

was instantly arrested, and his head lifted

clear of the racing water.

He had been swept on to a small rock. It

lay low in the water, and at times a crest of

foam broke over and almost covered it. The

top was rough and full of cracks. From these

grew wisps of coarse grass. He clutched

this grass with cold and rigid fingers.

Slowly he wormed his way higher on the

rock. With infinite care, trembling in every

fibre, he crouched down on the cold, wet

surface. But for this rock he would have been

swept over the fallsâ��bruised and ground in

that terrible mill of boulders and falling rivers.

His broken body would even now be tossing

along the mad, thundering stretches of the

Whirlpool Rapids, that boiled into moun-

tains of foam. He had read of what became

of the bodies that were swept over the falls.

They were always found drifting round and

round in the enormous yellow whirlpool below

the great rapids. Round and round they

went, in a slow, steady, remorseless dance

with mangled tree-trunks stripped of their

bark, with dead sticks and flotsam, in that

calm but terrible cauldron which the river

had hollowed for itself out of the Canadian

shore.

He had escaped the falls, but he was a

prisoner of the river. He knew it would be

difficult to rescue him. He looked towards

the bank, and saw several black figures strol-

ling along the street beyond the trees of the

park. He shouted, but his voice was drowned

in the deep mutter of the rapids and falls.

They would discover him to-morrow. He

would be rescued then. He would also be

arrested. There would be extradition papers

between Canada and this country. He would

be taken back to Toronto. But all that was

better than to be floating lifeless in the swirl

of the greater whirlpool. He had read of a

young American poet who had rhymed himself

out of jail. Might he not prove as successful,

and sing himself out ?

He shivered with the cold and the hand

which Death had just laid on him. It would

be at least four hours before dawn. The dark

silhouettes of the people on the bank vanished

one after another ; some of the street lights

went out. He sat there, his leather bag with

the fifty thousand dollars between his drawn-

up knees, his eyes fixed on the white cloud-

masses that came wallowing up endlessly

from the boiling depths. They took on

monstrous shapes and forms and faces. They

reminded him of the cloud scene in " The

Valkyrie." And then the abysmal voice of

the cataract ! He had never heard such a

voice. It was as if all the voices of the earth

were calling to the heavens. It also called to

something within himâ��deep, as it were, to

deep. All night long he listened to its throb-

bing, watery thunder. It filled all the uni-

verse and shook the stars â�� and more than

thatâ��his soul.

When the town of Niagara Falls awoke the

next morning it found the air charged with

the thrilling news that there was a man on the

little rock in the river. And presently the

excitement was lashed to boiling-point when

it became known that he was also a thief of

formidable figure. Soon the walks and lawns

along the bank, the bridge, and the slopes

of Green Island were packed deep with

thousands of people. A hundred different

plans were now proposed by the public

officials on the bridge for rescuing the young

man op the rock.

Leo Arnim, formerly Jules Dreyss, saw the

crowds assemble. The sight, at first, was not

displeasing to him. Never had he been the

point of interest, the central figure for so

many other fellow - creatures before. They

were all gazing at him, wondering about him.

He was exalted by his terrible plight into

something grand and romantic. From three

sides ten thousand eyes watched his every

move and look. He could see the crowds

thronging the terraces and escarpments of

Victoria Park on the Canadian side. There

were little clusters of folk on the house-tops.

Two mighty nations were regarding him and

only himâ��a little figure on his tiny stage in

the midst of the threshing torrents. Never-

theless, he hoped that they would rescue him

soon. He could make nothing of all their

shouting and gesticulating.

The sun was well up now and began to

warm his stiffened limbs. He stood up on

his rockâ��this attitude was far more dignified.
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It was reminiscent of Monte Cristo after his

escape from the Chateau d'If. The wind

flung his long locks about his white forehead.

But the racing of the river, which braided

itself like thick emerald streamers flecked

with foam, made him dizzy, so he sat down

again and crossed his legs like a Turk or a

tailor. His head was beginning to feel very

queer. Everything in the world was taking

on strange aspects and proportions. They

were dragging a boat alongside the granite

Above the tumult of the cataract young

Arnim heard a groan go up from the lips of the

watching multitude. A devastating fear

suddenly took hold of him. He began to

make wild, imploring gestures. The crowds

became agitated, waved hands; men ran

hither and thither.

Leo, formerly Jules, suddenly became aware

of a man with a red face and still redder

moustache, who stood in the centre of the

bridge and waved a white paper. This

"BESIDE HIM, TO ARNIM'S SUDDEN HORROR, STOOD A LEAN, DARK MAN, WITH A GOATEB

AND MEPHISTOPHELEAN FEATURES."

bridge. From the bridge a long rope attached

to the boat was being paid out by dozens of

willing hands. Leaping and careering the

boat came towards him. Half-way between

the rock and the bridge an uprearing swirl

caught and turned it over. A cry went up.

The boat was drawn back, bottom up, and

righted once more. Again the rope was paid

out. This time the boat came closer, only to

be pitched violently against a sharp tusk of

stone which was scarcely visible above the

surface of the water. This tore a hole in the

thin wood bottomâ��the boat filled and sank.

person made frantic, threatening gestures.

Leo recognized him as a detective of the

Toronto Police, who sometimes had dealings

with the bank. Beside him, to Arnim's

sudden horror, stood a lean, dark man, with

a goatee and Mephistophelean features. He

wore a silk hat and a frock-coat. Jules

Dreyss knew him all too wellâ��Jules Dreyss,

for now he no longer felt himself as Leo Arnim,

VVagnerian tenor. When he looked into that

face he was again only Jules Dreyss, a bank-

clerk, thief, absconder, a wretched human

atom caught relentlessly between the hostile
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forces of man and Nature. . The man in

the top-hat was none other than Achille

Pierre Latour, the cold-hearted, aristocratic

manager of the Provincial Bank of Charleroy.

His clerks were fond of likening him to a block

of ice in a steel vault. Behind this pair were

several men in blue uniforms and brass

buttonsâ��American police officials.

From his rock Jules could see the cold,

stony glitter of Latour's black eyes. The

external world grew still more distorted to his

visionâ��as though it were a painted scene in

wind. The thousands of focused eyes, the swirl-

ing water, and hypnotic roaring of the falls

had cast a hideous spell over him. Latour's

malignant eyesâ��like a sharpshooter's from

a distance â�� bored through him. They

appeared to swell and then shrink again, like

a snake's ; they became hot, glowing planets

of agate, surrounded by a dusky, iridescent

haze. The dark and devilish visage scowled

at him, until at last he saw almost nothing

but Latour and the man with the paperâ��

a warrant, no doubt, for his arrest and extra-

dition. He now underwent the sensations

of a rat in a trapâ��watched by giants. He

felt that all mankind was pitted against him,

as if he were about to be drowned in his cage

or torn to shreds by the teeth of the waters

that ravened about him.

He took off the strap that held the little

handbag at his side. At this simple man-

ceuvre the apoplectic official on the bridge

danced wildly about and waved his document

more frantically than ever. Even the sinister

and dignified Latour showed signs of

distress. A sudden inspiration came to

Dreyss. Rat, prisoner, fugitive that he was,

he still had power over themâ��he, the unknown

singer, had power over all these people, over

the law and the worldâ��with the world's own

dirt, with the world's own money ! It was

his armour and his arms. Defiantly now

Jules Dreyss stood up, the foam licking at

his shoes. Carefully he opened the bag and

took out the roll of bank-notes. He stripped

off the rubber bands and the damp paper

wrapper, which fluttered heavily away.

Then he waved the green and yellow notes

in the air. He made a motion as if to throw

them into the water. A roar greeted this

gestureâ��a gesture which seemed to paralyse

the police official and the bank manager.

The world was not only being turned upside

down in Jules's phantasmal brain, but inside

out as well. He now felt himself, not as a

mite, but a monarch. His rock became a

throne. He could dictate terms. They were

shouting to him from the bridge. He shouted

back, and made lordly, expressive motions

with the fluttering notes.

" Promise to let me go-o-o !â��or I'll throw

the money a-wa-a-ay ! I'll throw it

a-wa-a-ay ! Promise to let me go ! "

He did not know whether they heard him,

but his vast audience was thrown into pro-

digious excitement. The two men in the

group on the bridge became frantic. They

bellowed until their eyes started forth like

those of crabs. They made convulsive,

beseeching, threatening signs. It was the

money they cared for, thought Jules Dreyss,

and not his life, the dogs ! It was like look-

ing right into the black and cruel heart of the

worldâ��the wolfish heart he hoped to charm

with his singing., -Some cosmic ray broke in

upon him, some glimpse of the truth behind

the truth. His past years and the dim years

of the future telescoped upon each other, and

met with a clash in his brain.

" Throw that â�� pa-a-a-per â�� into â�� the

ri-i-i-ver ! " he sang out in his clearest tones

to the Canadian detective, " or I'llâ��throwâ��

the money a-wa-a-ay ! "

He made another splendid and reckless

gesture with the fifty thousand dollars in

Dominion notes. One of the bills escaped

his fingers, sailed high into the air, and then

blew towards the left bank. It flew closely

over the heads of the crowd assembled there.

A thousand open hands stretched out to seize

it. It fluttered a little, then dived. Imme-

diately there was a tangled mass of fighting,

clamouring humanity, struggling crazily for

the bill. All eyes were turned away from

Jules.

This incident seemed to convert the two

chief personages on the bridge into frenzied

automata. The detective shook his fist, his

mouth opened and shut with unheard howls.

He waved the thick, long warrant like a club.

It struck, by chance, against the arm of

Achille Pierre Latour, who was also

gesticulating in demoniacal fury, though with

more grace. The paper fell into the river.

Jules, smiling triumphantly, saw it bobbing

and tossing towards him. As it neared he

attempted to reach it, but it swept by and

went charging down the rapids. He had

scored against the law as he fanciedâ��the

minion of the law had given up the warrant

at his threatâ��his terms were accepted. He

felt remarkably light-hearted, even light-

headed, now. The world had shrunk back

and become very small, but he, in turn, had

grown, and now towered in his triumph over

a multitude of slaves and pygmies.

They were preparing to send another
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" HE WAVED THE BANK-NOTES ABOVE HIS HEAD AND STRUCK A PICTURKSQUE ATTITUDE.-
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boat down stream to him. It came

plunging stern-first, white and shining, as the

rope was paid out. It struck sharply against

the rock. He seized the sunwale, steadied

the boat, then stood irresolute for a space.

" Get in ! Get in ! " He heard a roar go

up that overwhelmed Niagara's.

He stepped in and remained standing. In

his hand he still held the notes, now dried

crisply by the sun and wind. A hundred arms

were pulling him slowly toward the bridge.

The crowds in the park walks, on Green

Island, and in Canada across the gorge

cheered and yelled. Women waved hand-

kerchiefs and parasols, men their hats. They

made black, swaying masses, splashed with

colour, and dotted with countless pale,

excited facesâ��like some mighty theatre

au'dience gone mad with joy. His little boat

became a barge of state, and he some vic-

torious hero of romance. The entire scene

was but the setting for some great pageant

and drama. Flames of exultation devoured

him ; all his year-long hunger for glory was

being satisfied ; he was entering upon his

career of song as a conqueror ! He longed to

singâ��to sing Lohengrin's song to his beloved

swan !

As the boat was drawn nearer and nearer

to the bridge he could look up into the black,

glowering eyes of the satanic Latour and

the flushed face of the Canadian detective.

Jules Dreyss raised his handsome head with

its wind-blown locks and looked at the pair

with a sort of debonair defiance. The boat

was now only some sixty feet from the bridge.

Suddenly loud cries, shrieks from women,

curses, and groans went up. Jules felt the

boat suddenly arrest itself. The rope that

had been attached to it sprang forward like

a snake, then dropped into the water. The

ring-bolt and staple fixed in the bow had

given way under the pull of fifty hands against

the opposing force of the currents. Jules

gazed for a moment, somewhat stupidly, at

the holes left by the staple. Then suddenly,

like the staple, something gave way in his

brain. He laughed merrily. The revolving

stage of the fantastic world once more rumbled

into the queerest disproportion and exaggera-

tion. But to him it was a world that was

beautiful and golden.

He showed his fine teeth and laughed aloud

into the horrified, receding faces on the bridge.

He waved the bank-notes above his head and

struck a picturesque attitude. And then he

began to sing. His sweet tenor voice rose

clear and high above the thunderous accom-

paniment of the falls. He was singing the

" Swan Song " from " Lohengrin "â��and he

did not know it was to be his own swan song.

For now he was no longer Jules Dreyss, but

once more Leo Arnim, and this was his first

public performance. He was the knight

Lohengrin in his coat of silver mail; he was

being borne down the Rhine in his shallop by

a swanâ��by many swans, for everywhere they

rustled white about him. He flung out his

hand like a king bestowing largess. The bank-

notes scattered into the air like a thick flock

of birds and whirled downward toward the

fallsâ��for the wind had changed. He stood

and looked backward as the little boat shot

stern-first down the rapids. By the opening

and shutting of his lips they saw that he was

still singing. The unknowing heart of the

thunderstruck crowds was filled with a sudden

pity, but also with an impetuous impulse of

admiration for the " defaulting criminal " who

was going singing to his death. They cheered

him desperately, hysterically, as he swept

toward the grandeur of his doom â�� just as

they had cheered him as he was being drawn

back to life, to the world, and twenty years'

imprisonment. Had they but known it, they

might have spared him their pity, for in the

nature of things it was not likely that any one

of them would ever leave the world in such a

state of ecstasy and glory. It is not given to

all to enter into such felicity ere they enter

into eternityâ��nor to be mad with a beatific

dream. The little boat approached the brink.

The people turned away their faces. When

they looked again there were only the eternal

volumes of white mist ascending, for ever

ascending like phantoms from the deeps.

They found him where the human sacrifices

to the falls are always foundâ��in the enormous

yellow whirlpool against the Canadian shore.

But for a bruise or two, he was singularly

unmutilated. There was a strange smile on

his lips. The wrecked boat was drifting round

and round with him in that slow, steady,

remorseless dance. There was an overcoat,

too, and a few Bank of the Dominion notes of

large denominations. The other notes went

farther and brought sudden wealth and joy

to the hearts of boatmen, farmers, and

hunters along both shores of Lake Ontario.

In the circling waters the Canadian detective

also found his warrantâ��a large outspread

sheet of thick bond-paper, with printing.

The pale blue ink in which Jules Dreyss's

name had been written was quite washed off.

There had been no need for extradition ; the

cataract had accomplished that in its own

direct and deliberate way.
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Musical-Comedy Recollections

ana Reflections.

By GERTIE MILLAR.

MADE my first London ap-

pearance at the Gaiety as Cora

Bellamy in " The Toreador,"

and even now I have a vivid

recollection of what my feel-

ings were when I appeared at

rehearsals to sing " Keep Off

the Grass," which, if I may say so in due

humility, was my first musical success in town.

Someone has said that " few women look

like themselves in public." Whether or no

this be true, I most sincerely hope that they

do not look like themselves in the final few

hours of a musical-comedy rehearsal which

has, perhaps, commenced as early as ten

o'clock in the morning, and has lasted until

the small hours of the following day, leaving

the whole company thoroughly nervy and

irritable with themselvesâ��and everyone else.

In such trying circumstances, even the

most angelic lady principalâ��who is at other

times and in all circumstances the very

personification of politenessâ��is apt to find

it a by no means difficult matter to lose her

picture-postcard smile. Still, bearing in mind

their never-failing sense of justice, I am quite

sure that the good fairies must invariably

pardon any slight display of irritability on a

musical-comedy actress's part; for, frankly,

the ordeal is a particularly trying one, as I

have found out myself on many an occasion.

A large percentage of the general public,

however, seemingly believe that, of the

various branches of dramatic art, playing in

musical comedy is the easiest, and that no

special apprenticeship is necessary. Unfortu-

nately this is not the case, and, so far as I am

personally concerned, before I first " arrived "

in London I fulfilled many provincial engage-

ments in pantomime and musical comedy,

making my dtbut at Manchester as the girl-

babe in " The Babes in the Wood."

I am perfectly sure you do not want to hear

that, after appearing in " The Toreador," I

joined the cast of " The Orchid," and so on

and so forth. You can find all that out from

any book of theatrical reference. Let me,

therefore, touch on matter of a more intimate

and interesting kind. It seems curious to

intrude a note of pathos in my random

reflections on musical comedy ; yet, curiously

enough, one of the most pathetic incidents I

have ever heard of took place when I was

appearing in a certain musical comedy some

few years ago.

As most people probably know, actresses

are frequently the recipients of letters from

people they have never met, but who are,

nevertheless, kind enough to appear to take

an interest in their careers. At one time and

another I have been fortunate enough to meet

â��only through the postâ��quite a number of

these correspondents, one of whom was a

private in the Army, who used to send me

literally stacks of my own picture-postcards

to sign.

When the war broke out in South Africa

he wrote to me saying that he had been

ordered out to the front. " I expect at times

it'll be pretty dull on the voyage over and

before the fighting begins," he said, " so I was

wondering, miss, whether you could spare

some old musical-comedy scores to help us

Tommies while away a dull hour or two." Of

course I gladly complied with his request,

and in posting to the troopship several scores

of the most popular musical comedies of

recent years I added a few lines to wish him

a safe and speedy return home.

Some two months afterwards I received a

postcard from him, written in hospital. " I

shall never forget your kindness," it ran, " in

wishing me good luck when I left for the front.

I am afraid, however, my luck has not been

very good, for I am seriously wounded

with three bullets in my right thigh. So
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GERTIE MILLAR AND ROBERT EVETT IN "A WALTZ DREAM."
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I know this will be

the last Christmas I

shall ever see ; but

I would like you to

know that, as I lie

here, I am feeling

the happier for your

great kindness to

me. Good-bye, Miss

Millar, and thank

you a thousand times

for the interest you

have taken in me."

Hurriedly scrawled

across the bottom of

the postcard was a

footnote from the

hospital nurse :

" Private suc-

cumbed to his

IN "THE QUAKER GIRL.1

/'Aoto. KUa Martin.

wounds two days

after he wrote this,

but I promised him

before he died I

would, at all costs,

see it was posted."

A pathetic little

story, eh ?

The contents of

a musical-comedy

actress's mail-bags

in these days are

sometimes weirdly

strange and won-

derful. Quite fre-

quently correspon-

dents appear to

regard themselves

as entitled to

criticize not only
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an actress's ability on the

stage, but also her per-

sonal appearance, her

mode of dress, her manner

of doing her hair, and so

on. Thus, in looking

through a shoal of letters,

I came across the follow-

ing gratuitous criticisms,

written by scribes of

whose very existence I

was hitherto unaware :â��

" I thought you were

the most beautiful woman

in the world when I saw

your photo, taken with a

group of little Pierrots;

but now I have seen you

taken as," etc.

And this cheery message

of peace and goodwill :

" Dear Miss Millar,â��Why

on earth don't you always

part your hair in the same

way ? I really do dislike

not knowing how to expect to see your

hair done next." Now, I ask you, how can

one possibly please everybody ?

But still, there are compensa-

tions, and real, solid, genuine

compensations, to make up for

this kind of letter, which, after

all, is probably meant in the

kindliest, friendliest way, though,

maybe, one could understand

better the motive

with which epistles

of this kind are

written if corre-

spondents expressed

themselves dif-

ferently.

As an example of

t h e compensatory

letter, let me quote

a charming little

note that I received

not long ago from a

little girl friend. At

the present time,

indeed, among my

most valued and

sessions are letters
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â��generally misspelt, by the by â�� from juvenile friends.

Can you possibly imagine anything altogether more sweet

and charming than this little note ?

" DEAR Miss MILLOR,â��I am ritin this leter to you becos,

altho I have scene three theatre peaces from begining to

end, yet never once did I not go home awflc tired untill I

saw you. Plese deer bewtiful Miss Millor do rite me a leter

the very minit you get this becos I do so want to know if

I could ever become an actress like you. I am only sevin

years old, so you musent expect me to spell, and I haven t

told mother I'm ritin becos she is so pertickler about

stewpid things like speling, which don't mattir, do they ?

I bort your pickter out of my own money, and kis it

every nite before I go to bed."

IN "OUR MISS GIBBS:

Pluto. Foultkain ,(â�¢ Bavftrll.

IN

"THE GIRLS

OF GOTTENBERG.

"THE QUAKER GIRL.'

I'lwto. Rita
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Whenever I receive kindly com-

munications of this kind, no

matter how hard 1 may have

been working, I always feel like

a pawnbrokerâ��never too tired to

take an interest in things.

IN "OUR Miss

GIBBS."

Pkoto. Rita Mania.

while now, to re-

duce it to anything

like order, it fre-

quently takes me

several hours a day.

So far as the

general public are

concerned, it must

surely be ancient

news to remark that

almost every

'' failure " in other

walks of life ima-

gines that he or she

has onlv to obtain

IN "THE GIRLS OF GOTTENBERCi.

F.mMam .1 BanfeU.

IN "THE QUAKER GIRL."

PluAo. Rita Martin.

By the way, I sometimes wonder

whether the genius whose imagination

soared so high as to invent picture-

postcards ever realizes to what a

colossal extent he has increased the

day's work of the modern musical-

comedy actress? Perhaps he does not

care, for most of us can bear, with

some philosophy, burdens put on

other people. Still, the fact remains

that before picture - postcards were

invented I could deal with my day's

correspondence in a very few minutes,
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an engagement on the stage to score an instant

and triumphant success. However, I think

this curious, but none the less very prevalent,

notion applies more strongly to musical

comedy than to any other branch of

the dramatic art, for, frankly, within

the past few years I must have re-

ceived letters from literally thousands

of men and women, young and oldâ��

and sometimes mere childrenâ��begging

and praying me to use my influence

with various managers to obtain

engagements for them in musical

comedy. Some of these communica-

tions are pathetic; others merely-

amusing. The pathetic hurt most.

They have hurt me many a time more

than I care to say, for, naturally, one

is absolutely powerless to help these

people who write in good faith, and

whoâ��this is a curious

trait in human natureâ��

because they are kind

enough to take an inte-

rest in one, immediately

imbue the object of

their interest with all

the virtues and nearly

all the graces.

Let me quote one or

two extracts from the

pathetic class of corre-

spondent : " I am con-

sidered a good - looking

girl, and have studied

singing for years. Some

months ago my parents

lost all, and now my

home is the Embank-

ment, or a shelter when

I have a few coppers.

Surely, miss, you could

get me something, how-

ever small, in musical

comedy. If you do

this for me, miss, I

by reason of its obvious sincerity and almost

despairing note of anxiety to do something ?

â��anything, rather than starveâ��and think,

which is, perhaps, the worse of two evils. I

\

IN

'OUR MISS GIBBS.'

Phola Rita Jforlin.

will remember you in my prayers to my

dying day."

Doesn't that bring a lump to your throat,

,

i :>

: i

â�¢ f

IN FANCY DRESS.

Photo. Rita ilartia.

know it made me feel perfectly

wretched. And yet how could one

help ? To obtain theatrical en-

gagements for the writer was

obviously beyond my power, and

what else one was able to do

can really have proved of little

practical value in the long run, for

life is long â�� and casual assistance

not lasting enough.'

Happily, however, on" the whole, the

humorous letters outnumber the pathetic.
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Let me give you a few extracts from the

former. A drayman writes : " I'm considered

one of the funniest fellows in the yard, and

sometimes when I cracks my jokes you can

almost hear the horses laugh. The Gaiety is

the place for me, miss, and I relies on your

kind 'art to get me there.''

Domestic servants almost to a girl seem

to imagine that the stage

and not below stairs

should have been their

preordained destiny in life.

At least, this extract,

which I take at random,

suggests this : " My mis-

tress has a dress like yew

wears in 'The

Quaker Girl,' miss.

I slipped it on on

the quiet the other

afternoon when she

was shopping, and

Elenâ��she's the cook

â��says I looked just

like yewâ��only a bit

more graceful, it

you'll excuse my say-

ing wot the cook

said. My wages is

sixteen pounds a

year. Foranotherfour

pounds I'd willingly

take up the stage pro-

fessional. Will yew help me to do this, miss ?

I could call at the theatre any Thursday

eveningâ��that's my night outâ��between six

and ten o'clock for a personal interview, so

as you could see wot I was really like, because

perhaps you won't believe wot the cook

said. But it's true, miss, on my word."

I have often been asked what particular

qualifications I consider

are essential to success in

musical comedy. Well,

frankly, the question is

not an easy one to answer

with conviction. Of

course, experience is an

asset of very great value

indeed ; but, somehow or

other, I am inclined to

think that that in-

describable quality,

personality, figures

at the top of the list

of real secrets of

success in musical

comedy.

Many people, I

know, set a higher

value on beauty

than personality, so

far as musical pro-

ductions are con-

cerned ; but

my own view

is that

beauty with-

out person-

ality will

never win

lasting suc-

cess. Beauty

may win an

IN

"THE QUAKER

GIRL."

l'll"l::. Kiln II,1,1,,I

â�¢-

PfeXOJ

IN "THE QUAKER GIRL."
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ephemeral success for a musical - comedy

actress, but, unless it is allied with personality,

that success is not likely to last very long.

In America this indefinable characteristic,

personality, is usually described as " personal

magnetism "â��and the description, I think,

is a thoroughly apt one, for so long as that

magnetism is there the public will surely

overlook many shortcomings, and will, indeed,

sometimes even forgive failure.

Writing of musical comedy reminds me that

I have often wondered why the general public

regard it as a frivolous calling. For, as a

matter of fact, it is nothing of the sort, and I

am not exaggerating when I say that most

experienced musical-comedy artistes take their

profession every whit as seriously as do

followers of the " heavier" branches of

dramatic art. Indeed, as a class, musical-

comedy artistes at work are very serious folk

indeed, though now and again incidents crop

up in the theatreâ��unrehearsed incidentsâ��

of so startling a kind as to break down the

gravity of even the most serious - minded

comedian.

For instance, a certain happening occurred

during the run of a Gaiety play, not long ago,

which produced a laugh when mirth was least

expected. In one scene Mr. Edmund Payne

had to mount a real live camel, which, I

believe, was brought every evening from the

Agricultural Hall to the stage-door, where it

waited every night until the cue was given

for the noble beast to be taken on the stage

in a scene which represented a desert.

So long as the weather was good all was

well, but one evening during the camel's

wait at the stage-door a heavy snowstorm

came on, and, thinking that the four-legged

actor might be feeling a little uncomfortable,

a message was sent out to ask how he was

faring. The reply came back that he was

never better in his life, and was quite warmly

clad in a thick white tarpaulin rug, which his

attendant had put on to ward off the cold.

Unfortunately, however, when the camel

appeared on the stage, to the uproarious

amusement of the audience, the white rug

turned out to be composed, not of tarpaulin,

but of thick snow, and thus when the animal

had been " acting " for a few minutes the

heated atmosphere on the stage caused the

snow to melt, with the result that great blocks

of snow were deposited all over the floorâ��or

rather, I should say, all over the desert. A

snow-clad camel in the broiling, sulphurous

desert is something of a curiosity, even in

these sensational days.

Since I first appeared at the Gaiety Theatre

I have so often played in productions in

which Mr. Edmund Payne has been the lead-

ing comedian that I should like to tell you of

an amusing story that very popular individual

relates against himself. Between Mr. George

Grossmith, junior, and Mr. Payne there has

always been friendly rivalry in the matter of

gagging, and one night, some years ago, the

latter succeeded in getting in such a satis-

factory last word that Mr. Grossmith seem-

ingly decided there and then " to get his own

back."

Accordingly, later in the evening, when

Mr. Payne was off the stage, Mr. Grossmith

crept up to his dressing-room and, imitating

the call - boy in a wonderfully realistic

manner, he gave Mr. Payne his cue. the while

telling him to dress as quickly as possible, as

they were waiting for him on the stage.

Naturally, the idea of a practical joke being

played never occurred to Mr. Payne for an

instant, and he accordingly bolted clown the

stairs, and was delivering himself of his next

line before he awoke to the fact that he was

intruding upon a passionate love scene.

At the crucial moment Mr. Grossmith then

peeped round the side of the scenery and,

beckoning with his finger, called out, in a

voice which must have been clearly audible

to all in front of the house, just one single

monosyllableâ��" Payne ! "

" But," said the latter to me, " the amount

of pained surprise and deep sorrow at my

untoward appearance â�¢ which he managed to

compress into that one word can be better

imagined than described." Of course, the

audience roared with laughter, for the advent

of a comedian in the middle of a passionate

love scene is not apt to stimulate a lover's

" amorousness." Still, a little friendly

humour of this sort introduced into the theatre

now and again is a splendid antidote to any

monotony that one may feel at having to

play the same part for months and monthsâ��

and sometimes years.
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XI.â��" 8, Elm Groveâ��Back Entrance.

HIS story is, in many respects,

such a strange one that it is

not easy to know how to set

it downâ��whether to tell it

backwards, or to commence

at the beginning. It is on

that account that I preface it

with a remark that when, one afternoon, I

was at the Arnolds', and the parlourmaid

came into the room with a tea-tray in her

hands, at the sight of her I was so startled

that I nearly dropped the pastel I was holding.

But the story did not begin there. It

began when I was returning from spending an

evening with some friends at Blackheath. I

came back by the Greenwich tram ; I believe

it was the last tram. It was most dreadful

weather. I had the vehicle to myself until it

was boarded by two men whom I should have

described as of distinctly suspicious appear-

ance. They sat in perfect silence till one of

them rose to get off, when the other said to

him, in tones which were inaudible to me :â��

" Now, don't you make any mistakeâ��

8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance. Got it right ? "

" Of course I've got it right. What do

you take me for ? Think that in my position

I'm likely to make a mess of a thing like

that ? "

The speaker had a large, square bag, made

of what was apparently a piece of old red

carpet. It seemed to be full of something

which was so heavy that it was all he could

do to carry it. The car stopped. He got off ;

the other man remained. He was a square-

faced, dark-visaged person ; his cloth cap was

pulled close down over his head. As was

the case with the man who had just departed,

there was nothing to screen his lips, so that

to me the words which they had uttered had

been obvious.

Presently the car stopped again; a police-

man got in. At sight of him the man started.

If it had been possible, he would undoubtedly

have got off ; but it was too late. The police-

man shook, as well as he could, the rain off his

cape, then entered and took his seat. He

looked about him. He saw the black-visaged

man, and the man saw him ; plainly they

knew each other. The man looked murder;

the policeman grinned.

" So it's you," he said. " I didn't know

you were out."

The man replied with a sort of venomous

fury.

" Who asked you what you knew ? You

mind your own affairs, and don't you talk to

me when you're not wanted to. That's not

your duty. You do your duty and leave me

alone."

" All right, Chippy; no harm intended.

I hope you'll keep out longer this time than

you did last."

The man made no reply. I wondered what

had been the meaning of that reference to

8, Elm Grove, back entrance, and what had

been the contents of that bag. I should rather

have liked to ask a question or two. The car

stopped in the Westminster Bridge Road.

The three of us descended. I should probably

have forgotten the incident had it not been

for something which happened not many days
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afterwards, which brought it all back to my

memory with a rush.

I was standing in Piccadilly, waiting for

an omnibus. A shabby, unpleasant-looking

individual was standing not very far from me.

Suddenly someone came hurrying across the

road. He was an undersized youth, whose

attire was in the last stage of decay. Appa-

rently he wore no shirt; his coat was

buttoned up to the neck, the collar turned

up. He kept his hands in his jacket pockets

as if he were unwilling to expose them to the

air. I had a feeling that in one of those

pockets there might be something about whose

safety he was anxious. He went straight to

the unpleasant-looking gentleman. The man's

lips formed themselves into a question:â��

" Got it ? "

The youth nodded, casting quick glances

behind him and on either side. The man

went on :â��

" Then I told you what to do with it. If

I was you, the sooner the better. Remember

what I said ? 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance.

Don't you make any mistake."

The youth passed into an entry which leads

into Jermyn Street, and was gone before I

had realized where I had encountered that

unpleasant-looking person's words before.

" 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance "â��that was

what the black-visaged man had said in that

Greenwich tramcar to bis companion, who got

out carrying the heavy carpet-bag.

I daresay it was a fortnight afterwards

that I was at Waterloo Station. There had

been a race-meeting down the line. The race-

goers were returning ; a cheap train was in.

I drew away from the horde of men who all

at once crowded the platform. As I looked

about me I noticed a man in a fawn-coloured

overcoat go up to a short and sturdy person,

who. with his legs wide apart and his hat

cocked on the back of his head, immediately

accosted him. I saw quite distinctly what he

said :â��

" Halloa, George ! I've been waiting for

you. What luck ? "

The other replied. He had had no luck ; he

had not been within ten miles of a winner ;

he had come back stony-broke. The other

looked at himâ��he had a toothpick between

his lips, which he shifted from side to side.

" Then it's about time we did something,

ain't it. George ? As far as coin goes, I'm

about where you are. How about the girl ?

We're ready for her."

" She comes out of Holloway Prison

to-morrow morning at eight sharp, and I'm

going to be there to meet her."

" I suppose she'll be all right ? "

" You bet she will ; I'll see to that. She

does what I tell her, orâ��she'll be sorry ; she

will."

" Are you going to marry her, George ? "

" Marry her ? Me ? Me marry her ? She

won't dare to ask me."

" Suppose she cuts up rough ? Girls do

sometimes, you know."

" Yes, and so do men. That girl cares for

meâ��I'll show you how she cares for me before

we've done with her." The speaker smiled

â��a thin, horrible smile. " She'll do just as

I tell her without so much as a whimper."

" She comes out to-morrow morning ?

Perhaps she'd better stay inside.''

" They won't keep her ; not this time they

won't. I shouldn't wonder if next time she

makes more of a stay. When a woman's

been really useful to you it's just as well to

have her for once in a while out of your way."

" But this one's very young, ain't she ? "

" All the better ; you can work them easier

when they're youngâ��and when they're young

they are so fond of you, that makes it easier

still."

The two men grinned, and I could have

struck them for it. The man who had been

racing stood closer up to the other and showed

him something which was in his overcoat

pocket. What it was I could not see ; but I

saw him say, in tones which were clearly

meant to reach the other only :â��

" I've got a little something hereâ��out of a

lady's bag."

" Seems to me you're always fond of the

ladies, George. I suppose it's another case

of 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance ? " Again

the two men grinned.

The pair moved off to the refreshment-

room. I had been a spectator of one of those

strange scenes of which I see more than 1 like.

And again there had been that reference to

" 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance." I could

guess at what was the nature of the something

which the fellow had in his overcoat pocket;

but what stuck in my mindâ��what hurt me

mostâ��were their allusions to the girl who, the

next morning, was coming out of Holloway

Prison. To what a fate she seemed to be

coming ! As the short man had hinted, she

. had much better stay inside. The fellow in

the overcoat was, to a superficial eye, not

bad looking. His features were fairly regular;

he had a tiny moustache ; but, apart from

the fact that he had those whity-blue eyes

which I, sometimes perhaps unjustly, asso-

ciate with cruelty and treachery, there was

in his whole expression a something mean,
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underhand, cunning, which would have made

me, had I stood near him in a crowd, look

after my belongings very carefully. The

idea that he was going to get a young girl into

his hands at the moment she was coming out

of the jail to which she had been sent for what

probably was her first offence â�� this was an

idea which I found it very hard to digest.

The result was that at an early hour the

next morning I set forth on a quixotic errand.

Before eight o'clock I was outside the gates

of Holloway Jail.

Early though it was. I was not the first

arrival. Perhaps a dozen people were there

before meâ��such specimens of humanity !

There was nothing to be seen of the man in

the fawn overcoat. While I was glad enough

that he was not there, in his absence what

was I to doâ��when the discharged prisoners

began to come out ? I decided to await

events.

The prison clock had struck eight some

minutes when the great gate which fronted

us swung backâ��and a procession came out.

Such a procession ! Probably chance had it

that a number of sentences should terminate

together ; I should say that more than twenty

persons emerged through the gates. I presume

that they were liberated at such a matutinal

hour in order that they might re-enter the

world before people were up and about to

observe from whence they came ; yet, early

though it was, nearly without exception each

prisoner was met by someone at the gate.

For those who had no personal friend there

was a Salvation Army lass and a bearded

individual who bore the insignia of that great

organization. A slight, grey-headed man in

tweeds, who had a notebook in his hand, was,

I took it, a representative of some society.

I kept my eye on the gate. No one at all

resembling the person 1 sought had so far

appeared. Then, at the tail of the procession,

she came ; I knew her in a moment. Just

then there appearedâ��I could hardly have

said from whereâ��the man in the fawn-

coloured overcoat. He was dressed precisely

as he had been on the previous afternoon.

He lifted his hat to the girl, took her

hand, and kissed her before us all ; and all

at once she was in his arms, crying as if her

heart was breaking.

It was a delicate situationâ��by me wholly

unexpected. I could hardly interfere in such

a tender meeting. On what grounds ?

Because of something I had not heard but

seen the man say the previous afternoon ? If

I proffered such a reason I might be laughed

to scorn ; I might have misjudged him ; I

might have got the thing all wrong. How

she cried ! How tenderly he soothed her !

He led her to a taxi-cab, which was standing

by the kerb at a little distance. As they

entered and the cab drove off I recognized

what a wild-goose errand I had come upon.

The procession ceased ; the gates reclosed ;

prisoners and their friends went their several

ways. I moved off, with the feeling strong

upon me that I might just as well have stayed

away. I went so slowly that the others, who

went with brisker steps, before I had gone

any distance, were out of sight. Just as the

last of them had vanished round a corner,

round that same corner there came a woman

runningâ��a matronly woman, in a state of

what, to me, seemed frenzied agitation. When

she got to me she stopped, her breath failing

her.

" Have theyâ��have they come out ? " she

gasped.

" Do you mean the prisonersâ��from the

jail ? "

" Of course I do. What eke would I

mean ? " She spoke like a person from the

country, setting her old-fashioned bonnet

straight with trembling hands. " I meant to

have been here before, and I ought to have

been, only my train was late. Do you know

if they've come out, young woman ? "

" Some minutes ago. They've all of them

gone their different ways."

" Thenâ��my daughterâ��has she come out ? "

In her voice there was a note of anguish

and of terror. Her agitation increased. An

idea occurred to me.

" Was your daughter a slight, dark-haired

young woman, with big brown eyes ? "

" That's my Mary, miss. Did you see her,

miss? If she's out, where is she ? She knew

I was coming. She might have guessed my

train was late. Where has she gone ? "

" If she's the young woman I suppose, she

was met by a slightly-built man with very light

blue eyes, who took her away with him in a

taxi-cab."

The woman shriekedâ��positively shriekedâ��

out there in the open street. I have seldom

been more startled.

" You don't mean to say she's gone with

him ? She can'tâ��she can't! Not when she

knew that her mother was coming to meet

her and take her home ! I'm her mother,

and I tell you she's my girl."

Before we parted I had heard her story,

and the story of her daughter's downfall.

A painful one it was, though I am afraid it

is one which is only too common. The poor

old lady was nearly broken-hearted. I saw
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her to the railway-station, into the train which

was to take her back homeâ��alone. I pro-

mised that I would make all the inquiries that

could be made, and, though I was occupied

with very many matters, I did my best.

But more than three months passed, and I

prison whom her mother had been too late

to meet. It was not surprising that I nearly

dropped the pastel I was holding. Which

brings me to the real beginning of my tale.

Mrs. Arnold's drawing-room is a charming

room : in the best sense of the word, ;.

'ALL AT ONCE SHE WAS IN HIS ARMS, CRYING A3 IF HER HKART WAS BREAKING.''

learned nothing of the whereabouts of her

erring daughter, until that afternoon when I

was at the Arnolds' and that parlourmaid

<ame into the room with the tea on a tray.

She was the young woman I had seen that

morning emerge from the gates of the

feminine roomâ��delicate, refined, delightful.

Amy Arnold had had her portrait done by a

fashionable pastellist. It had just come

home ; I had been looking at it when tea

appeared. That parlourmaid struck such a

jarring note; she, as it were, projected me
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into another world. Those doubtful characters

on the Greenwich tram, the young thief in

Piccadilly, the pair of rascals at Waterloo, the

scene at the Holloway Prison gate, that

dreadful procession with the girl at the tail,

the despairing mother who had lost her

childâ��all these things came back to me in a

series of discordant notes as the parlourmaid

put down the tea-tray.

It was undoubtedly the girl; her uniform

made a difference, but there was no mistaking

her. I doubted if she had noticed me, or

what an effect her entrance had had on me.

When she had left the room I hardly knew

what to say. They continued to speak of the

pastel; my thoughts were with the maid.

As I thanked Amy for the cup of tea she gave

me I asked if the servant who had brought

it in was not a fresh one.

' " Do you mean Jane ? " she asked.

" Is her name Jane ? " I inquired.

" Janeâ��or, to give her her full style and

title, Jane Stamp. I suppose she has been

with us about six weeks."

" Nearly two months," chimed in her

mother ; " and a very nice girl she is, and a

good servant. She is quite refined for a

servant, yet not a bit above her place.

Don't you think she's pleasant looking ? "

" I think she looks pale."

" She is pale. I fancy she has troubles of

her own. I have suspected her, more tha n

once, of crying."

" Where did you get her from ? "

" Through an advertisement. I got tired

of the creatures they sent me from the

registry offices, so I tried an advertisement

in the Post. She was the result."

" Did you have a character with her ? "

" Of course I had a character." Mrs.

Arnold opened her eyes as if I had suggested

something utterly monstrous. " Does she

look to you like a girl who hasn't a character ?

She was three years in her last place ; she

only left it just before she came to me."

" Where was her last place ? "

" She was with some people named Reynolds

who had a flat near the Marble Archâ��gA,

Waterman Mansions."

" Did you see Mrs. Reynolds ? "

" Of course I saw her. Do you suppose

that I should be satisfied with a written

character ? My dear Judith, what are you

thinking about ? I called one afternoon.

She ,;as rather a florid-looking person, but

the character she gave Jane was excellent.

She only parted with her because they were

giving up the flat. I have found that some-

times servants don't come up to the characters

I have had with them, but I am venturing to

hope that I've found a jewel at last."

We returned to the subject of the pastel.

Amy thought that the artist had given her a

little too much colour ; but while we talked

my thoughts were with the parlourmaid. I

was wondering what I ought to do. I knew

that her name was not Jane Stampâ��nor Jane

anything; I knew that she had not been

three years in her last place, nor, at any time,

with people named Reynolds. I knew, in

short, a great many things about her which

would have surprised Mrs. Arnold not a little.

The question I had to answer wasâ��was it

my duty to tell her what those things were ?

That would mean instant dismissal for Jane

Stamp. No mistress would keep her in her

house after such a revelation. And that

would mean scmething of which I did not

care to think for the maid.

I went away from Mrs. Arnold's leaving

these questions unanswered. I admit that

I was desirous of avoiding the responsibility

of arriving at a too hasty decision. A few

hours could make no difference; I wculd

employ them in making certain investiga-

tions of my own.

The first thing I did when I reached home

was to get out a directory. I looked up the

Elm Groves ; as I had expected, there were

plenty of them ; there seemec! to be Elm

Groves in all parts of London. One at New

Cross attracted my attention. My know-

ledge of that locality was not very exact,

but I took it that that tramcar had been

some'./here about New Cross when that man

with the carpet-bag got out. So far as I

could judge, there might be an Elm Grove

within quite a short distance of where he had

alightedâ��and No. 8. at the time that direc-

tory went to press, was empty. It might

have become occupied since then. At any

rate, I thought I would go and seeâ��and I

went, by the Greenwich tramcar.

When we had gone some little distance I

asked the conductor if he knew of any Elm

Grove in that district. He did not; but

there were persons who had heard my ques-

tion who were able to supply me with the

information I required. I received the most

precise directions from more than one cf my

fellow-passengers as to how I was to reach

Elm Grove; but it did not prove an easy

place to find.

Elm Grove was one of those surprises which

one often encounters in suburban London.

It was a relic of the past; a street of old-

fashioned, solidly-built houses, each standing

in its own garden. There seemed to be about
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a dozen on either side. I came to No. 8â��

there was nothing to show that it was to let.

A person came out of what I took to be No. 10,

whom I addressed.

" Can you tell me," I asked, " if this house

is to let ? "

" That's more than I can tell you," he

replied ; " and, so far as I know, more than

anyone else can tell you, either. I have been

here going on for five years, and it was like

that when I came, and it's like it still. I

believe that some of the rooms are furnished,

and I have heard that people have been seen

going in and out. Between ourselves, round

about here that house is looked on as a bit of

a mystery."

He went his way and left me thinking.

The front gate was locked. Remembering

that there had been some mention of a back

entrance, I went to the end of the road and

turned to the right, and presently came upon

a sort of narrow lane, which I proceeded to

explore. These were evidently the back doors

to the houses in Elm Grove. Clearly some of

them were never used ; one or two were

hoarded up. Then I came to a door which

did show signs of occasional usage. It was

not easy to determine the number to which

it belonged, but I tried the handle. It

yielded, and the door was open. Trusting

that my boldness might have no serious

result, I passed through, to find myself in a

garden which was a mere wilderness of weeds.

It was only after momentary inspection that

I perceived that there was a sort of pathway,

one which I fancied had been lately used.

Pursuing my way along this apology for a

path, I found that it led to what had probably

once been a solidly-constructed outhouse, but

which was now nothing but a ramshackle

ghed. The door, which hung on a single

hinge, looked as if, were it moved in either

direction, it might fall off. I looked to see

what might be on the other side of that door.

The shed was littered with all sorts of dis-

carded rubbish, mostly so buried under a

wealth of dust and dirt and cobwebs that it

was not easy to guess what they might once

have been.

There was one exception to this state of

dust and dirt, and that instantly caught my

eye. In the corner stood what might have

Ix'en a huge corn-bin ; it was painted a dark

green, and was covered by a lid which seemed

to be still intact. On the lid was an old pack-

ing-case. That green-painted bin would have

been all the better for another coat of paint,

but in other respects it was in such a good

state of preservation that it piqued my

curiosity. I removed that packing-case and

found that in the lid there was an aperture

something like the slit in a post-office letter-

box, only on a slightly more generous scale.

It almost looked as if that packing-case had

been meant to conceal its presence. I had

shut the garden-gate as I had entered. As

I was wondering what that slit might mean

I heard the gate softly opened and closed.

There was a quantity of rubbish at the

other end of the shed. Bolting towards it,

I used it, so far as the thing was possible,

as a cover, crouching down behind it.

Steps were approaching. I did not know

how much of me was visible, but I did not

dare to risk the noise which would result

from an attempt to alter my position.

Someone came quickly into the shedâ��a

decently-dressed boy of perhaps thirteen or

fourteen years of age, not at all the sort of

person I had expected to see. He had a good-

sized leather bag in his hand. Going straight

to the bin in the corner, taking a key out of

his pocket, he slipped it into a lock which I

had not noticed, and part of the front came â�¢

away in the shape of a doorâ��of sufficient

size to enable him to thrust his entire body

into the bin. When he came out again his

hands were filled with a number of different-

sized packages, done up, for the most part, in

the rudest fashionâ��some in pocket-hand-

kerchiefs, some in grimy rags, some in scraps

of newspaper. One or two were secured in

grimy-coloured sheets of brown paper, but

generally they were innocent of string or of

anything which could secure whatever they

contained.

The boy made no attempt to examine them.

He quickly counted themâ��I could see his lips

moving as he did so; nine he made the

number. He dropped them into his leather

bag, which he shut with a snap, re-locked the

door of the bin, and passed out of the shed

as quickly as he had come in, without once

glancing in my direction.

So soon as I heard the garden-gate open and

shut again, regardless of the state I was in,

making the best of my way through the

nettles and the thistles, I was after him.

When I reached the entry he was already

turning the corner. I quickened my pace,

determined, if possible, to see where that

bag was going ; but it proved not to be pos-

sible, for when I caught sight of him again

he was getting into a taxi which stood waiting

by the pavement. I believe I would have

boarded that cab if I had had a chance, and

made -a snatch at that leather bag, but before

I had an opportunity to do anything the
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vehicle had passed from sight, and I was

left lamenting. Pursuit was out of the ques-

tion. The only means of locomotion seemed

to be the tramcar, and by that I returned to

Westminster Bridge.

My rooms were at the bottom of Sloane

Street; Mrs. Arnold's house was in an old-

fashioned square within five minutes' walk.

My impulse, when I arrived home, was to

go round to her at once and warn her against

At what to me was an early hour I went to

bed. However, going to bed I found was

one thing ; going to sleep was another. That

night, for what I have since thought must

really have been some occult reason, I could

not sleep. I had to thinkâ��and when, in

bed, one starts to think, it is nearly always

fatal.. As the minutes slipped by I became

conscious of what I cannot but call an

extraordinary obsessionâ��it seemed to me

Jane Stamp. But for two or

three reasons I did nothing

of the kind. I was dirty,

tired, and hungry, and it was

dinner-time, and also I was

in rather a mystified frame of mind.

I felt that when I had washed and

changed and had something to eat,

I might be able to look at the

position with clearer eyes.

After dinner I decided that I would

do nothingâ��at any rate, until the

morning. I had half a mind to

get on to the telephone and talk

to them at Scotland Yard about " 8, Elm

Groveâ��back entrance." I had very little

doubt about the meaning of that bin in

the corner of the shed, and as to the con-

tents of the parcels which the boy had taken

out of it. The bin, I fancied, represented an

ingenious system of dealing with stolen goods.

I wondered how many of them were scattered

over London. Who were the enterprising

persons who had their contents cleared, as

if they had been pillar-boxes, at stated

intervals ?

PART OF THE FRONT CAME AWAY IN THB SHAPE

OF A UOOR."

was calling to me at Mrs.

course, the feeling was a

that someone

Arnold's. Of

ridiculous one, but there it was. Worseâ��it

became stronger and stronger. At last,

getting out of bed, switching on a light,

donning a dressing-gown, I went into the

sitting-room to read. But the feeling followed

me thereâ��it was really too absurd.

Then something curious happenedâ��I

thought so then, I think so now. I daresay

it will read like nonsense written down in

cold blood, but the actual thing was inde-
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scribable. All at once it was borne in on to

me that my presence was needed at Mrs.

Arnold's houseâ��that something was happen-

ing which made it necessary that I should be

there. I put away the book which I was

reading ; I returned to my bedroom, dressed

myself, and went out into the street.

I had glanced at the time while dressing,

and noticed that it was after two. It was

not a pleasant nightâ��or rather morning.

The air was filled with a hazy dampness; it

did not exactly rain, but everything was

wet. So far as I was able to judge, not a

soul was in sight; nor was there anywhere a

sound. I walked round to Mrs. Arnold's

without seeing a creature on the way. So

soon as I had gained the street the poignant

feeling that someone stood in need of my

instant help had passed away. Its going

was quite a relief; while it lasted it had

seemed to press upon some nerve in my brain.

I stepped out quickly, but when I came to

Tedworth Square I slackened my pace.

I cannot explain the motives which

prompted me that night; I can only say

that directly I reached the square something

told me that, if it were possible, it was of the

first importance that I should not allow my

movements to reveal my presence.

When I was close to Mrs. Arnold's I paused

â��if only because my ears were so wide open

that I became conscious of a sound. Two

voices were speakingâ��in what was little

more than a whisper. Soft though their

utterance was, I knew that they were angryâ��

that one of the speakers was more angry than

the other. The voices came from the garden ;

the gate was open. I wished I could have

seen the speakers; it was impossible to

hear. Suddenly one of the voices was

raisedâ��not much, but just enough to enable

me, with my wide-open ears, to catch what

was said.

" I tell you she says that she won't open.

How the something do you think I'm going

to make her ? If I could get hold of her it

would be dead easy, but how do you suppose

I'm going to get at her when she's the other

side of the window ? "

The second voice was audibleâ��I fancy

expostulating with the other for speaking so

loud. I slipped through the ooen gate on

to the grassâ��Mrs. Arnold's old-fashioned

house is detached and has quite a garden in

front. A sudden idea had come to me. I

guessed at the identity of those two speakers,

and at what they were doing there. They

were so absorbed in what they were saying,

and I was so noiseless, that I saw them long

before they saw meâ��a tallish man and a

shorter one, carrying on an animated discus-

sion beneath their breath.

The shorter man seemed all at once to lose

control over his temper ; he slightly raised

his voice. I strained my ears.

" If she won't, she won't, there's an end of

itâ��I'm off. No wild-cat games for meâ��

that wasn't in the bargain. Her letting us

into the house and putting everything ready

is one thing ; what you are after is quite

anotherâ��and not for me. It wouldn't be

for you if your monkey wasn't up."

The other man blazed out: " By Heaven,

I'll kill her ! "

" Yes, I daresay you'd like toâ��and expect

me to take a hand in that. No, thank you,

not for me. There'd be trouble if we were

found here, and as we've already been here

longer than I like, or bargained for, I'll say

good night. You'd better come along with

me."

" As she won't let me into the crib, as she

swore she would, I'll get in without her;

and if I once have my hands on her

throat "

He left his sentence unfinished. The other

continued to remonstrate. Both were speaking

louder than perhaps they knew.

" Now, don't you be a fool. You don't

want to get into trouble, do you ? The idea

was to get her into trouble and keep out of

it ourselves. You'll be able to get hold of

her before very long and give her all the hand-

ling she needs. Now you come along with

me. What's that ? "

I had been standing under the shadow of

a tree ; unconsciously I had touched one of

the lower branches. Both men spun round.

" Look!" exclaimed the shorter man.

" There's someone there."

He stood not on the order of his going ; he

went at once, before he had really finished

speaking, and so quickly that in the same

instant, as it seemed, he was through the gate

and out of sight. The other hesitated, then

he would have followed ; but that I would

not have. The tale which the girl's mother

had told me, the facts with which I was myself

acquainted, the threat which I had just

heard him utter against his miserable dupe,

the conviction which I had that it was his

set purpose to use her for his own horrible

ends, to ruin her body and soul, and then to

cast her aside, caring nothing if she spent

years of her life in jail to pay for his misdeeds

â��I say that these things rose up within me,

so that when he tried to follow his shorter

friend I would not let him.
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I rushed out of my hiding-place and caught

him by the coatâ��he still wore that fawn

overcoat, and I yelled with the full force of a

healthy, vigorous pair of lungs :â��

" Police ! Police ! Help ! Murder !

Thieves !"

1 I RUSHED OUT OF MY HIDING-PLACE AND CAUGHT HIM BY

TUB COAT."

It was perhaps not the most dignified

course I could have taken, but there was no

time to consider. I did the only thing

which, on the spur of the moment, it seemed

to me I could doâ��I yelled and I stuck to him.

For some seconds he let me hold him without

making the slightest effort to break away;

whether it was because he was dazed by the

suddenness of my attack, or amazed at the

penetrative quality of my voice, I cannot

say.

" It's a woman ! " he ejaculated, as if that

great truth had only just burst on him.

" Stop that noise and

let go of my coat, orâ��

you'll be sorry ! "

I remembered that

those were the words

he had used on the

platform at Waterloo

to illustrate what would

happen to his unfortu-

nate victim if she dared

to call her soul her own,

and the memory in-

flamed me.

" Oh, no, I sha'n't

be sorry," I told him.

" I shall be glad. It is

you who will be sorry.

Police! Help!

Thieves ! "

Loudly I yelled

again. He tried to

shake me off; then,

finding that it was not

so easy, he caught me

by the wrist. As he

did so I heard the

window open in the

house behind him, and

a woman's voice cried

out:â��

" George, don't hurt

her ! Go, George, go

-go ! "

The last repetition

of the word " go " rose

through the air like a

trumpet, or rather like

a frenzied shriek. The

woman's whole force

was in the injunction

the word conveyed. He

released one of my

wrists, put his hand

into his overcoat

pocket, swung roundâ��

I was for the moment

stunned by the unexpected report of a pistol.

Before I had even the dimmest suspicion of

his intention, he had dragged a revolver out

of his pocket and fired at the shrieking

woman at the window. Just one queer

sound came from her, then all was still.

" I said I would give you something for
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yourself," he remarked, speaking to the place

where the woman had been, as coolly as if

he were making some commonplace observa-

tion, " and that's it. I don't think you'll

want any more."

" You've killed her ! " I screamed. " You

murderous villain, you've killed her ! "

I tried to grip him by the throat. Had I

been cooler I might have done it and held him

fast; I might at least have been upon my

guard. But I was in such a storm of rage

that I neglected the most simple precautions.

He was not the kind of man with whom, at

such a moment, it was safe to do that. He

swung suddenly back towards me and struck

with the muzzle of his pistol at my forehead.

Down I went, and, to use a famous phrase,

the further proceedings interested me no more.

Nearly all the rest of the story was in most

of the papers. What my screams and shouts

had begun the report of his pistol finished ;

the whole neighbourhood had been alarmed.

So soon as he had felled me, before he could

even attempt to escape, the police were on

him. It was the girl who had called herself

Jane Stamp who appeared at the window,

and, aiming perhaps better than he knew,

he shot her dead. She probably never spoke

a word after his bullet struck her. For her

it was perhaps as well. It is easy to be

optimistic, and even sentimental, if you have

no actual experience of the hard facts of

life ; if you have, it is difficult to see what

promise of happiness life could have held for

a woman who had begun as she had done.

They hanged him. At the last moment

strength had been given the girl to refuse to

play the despicable part he had planned.

She was to have let him into her mistress's

house. It contained many valuables. She

was so to arrange matters that they would

be placed within easy reach. She was even

to drug, not only Mrs. Arnold and her

daughter, but also her fellow-servants.

While they were drugged the house was to

have been ransacked. But the girl refused,

after all, to carry out the programme he had

planned, or even to admit him into the house

â��and for that he shot her. The first time I

ever appeared in a witness-box was to give

evidence against him. The judge compli-

mented me on what he called the courage

which I had shown; I congratulated myself

on having been the means of bringing such a

wretch to justice.

As to " 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance," I

told that story to certain officials at Scotland

Yard. That same afternoon the messenger

was trapped as he was dropping the contents

of the bin into his leather bag. There was

nothing on him to show who he was or whence

he came. Even when they questioned him

he told them, with unnecessary plainness,

what would happen to them before they got

anything out of himâ��so they got something

out of the driver of the taxi-cab instead.

The lad tried to give a warning whistle, but

even as his lips were shaped to whistle a hand

was clapped across his mouth. The vehicle

was waiting, as before, by the pavement.

Instead of the small boy, two adults went up

to the driver, in whom one of them instantly

recognized an old acquaintance.

They induced him to talk. To begin with,

they made him drive to Scotland Yard.

There it was made plain to him that unless he

supplied certain information he would find

himself in an extremely unpleasant position.

So plain was this made to him that, after

what was really only natural hesitation, he

supplied it. He placed the police on the track

of one of the greatest combinations for deal-

ing with stolen goods which the criminal

world has ever seen.

As is so often the case in these cosmopolitan

days, the heads of the business were abroad.

To begin with, the police had to content them-

selves with the tails. As I had surmised,

" 8, Elm Groveâ��back entrance," was only

one of a dozen branches in all the different

parts of town ; so that when a man stole,

let us say, a watch, he had only to go to the

nearest, attaching to it his name or pseudo-

nym, and within a very short space of time

there would come to him, at an address

which was previously arranged, its value

in cash.

Thief and receiver never saw each other.

On the face of it there was nothing to show

that the thing was stolen ; while the person

who had " found " it never knew who had

rewarded him for his ingenuity. The busi-

ness had gone on for years ; it might have

gone on for years longer had not those two

men had the misfortune to have me as a

fellow-passenger on the Greenwich tramcar.
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Illustrated by M. Percy.

ITTING lazily one hot after-

noon on the bank of the Nile,

shaded by the motionless sail

of the boat moored alongside,

I became interested in the

movements of a little colony

of ants. They were of the

large black species so common to Egypt, each

ant averaging half an inch in length, and their

ceaseless activity was very impressive. I

tried to envisage the situation by imagining

myself just one of themâ��that is to say, a

six-foot antâ��and then mentally enlarging my

own world in proportion, say a hundred and

fifty times its normal size. But I first bent

down again and tried to get the ant's point

of view, as it were, to properly gauge the

height of this speck of dirtâ��to the ant a

tolerably large mound of earthâ��to realize the

dimension of that twig â�� to the ant a balk of

timberâ��the size of the tiny blade of grass

before meâ��to the ant, say, a large plantain-

leafâ��and thus to look out with the ant's

eyes on to his immediate surroundings. How

huge his world to him ! How puny to me !

How immense the distance between his

estimate of me and mine of him ! Yet we

are both inhabitants of the same planet.

These and other thoughts were floating

VoL xliv.-6.

through my mind, when it occurred to me

that if I wished to make comparisons I might

as well consider a smaller organism than the

ant, and the microbe immediately suggested

itself to me. Here, then, we had a living

creature far more distantly removed from the

antâ��in point of sizeâ��than the ant was from

man. The next thought was quite a comfort-

ing one, and amply repaid the labour of trying

to think " ant thoughts." It was thisâ��a

man must be just as much of an enigma,

just as utterly unrealizable and immeasurable

to a microbe as the Higher Intelligence (what-

ever it be) is to man. Therefore I would try

to compare man and his powers with a

microbe, and see if, perchance, I could thus

manage to place man somewhere advan-

tageously in the scale of the universe, because,

looking at some of the gigantic things about

usâ��the appalling distances of the stars, the

stupendous dimensions of some of the other

worlds, for instanceâ��we seem to shrink back

from the immensity of it all, wondering what-

ever it can mean. In other words, I thought

I saw my way to working out a progressive

scale from some of the smallest to some of

the greatest things we know, and then noting

exactly where man came in that scale.

We begin the scale, therefore, by imagining
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ourselves microbesâ��it is a useful lesson for

our self-conceit ! I am a microbe, and of

no mean repute, for my stature is such that

four thousand of us; standing upon one

another's shoulders, would tower to the

respectable altitude of one inch !

Now, we have to consider things incon-

ceivably small and things appallingly immense.

Therefore at the outset let us endeavour to

stretch our imaginationâ��give it rein and force

it to expand. Can we

realize an object one-four-

thousandth part of an inch

long ? Of course not; it

is merely an abstract idea

to most of us. But let us

try to 'devise a method to

help us along the road

towards realization.

Take a well-marked rule,

if possible one showing the

inch divided into quarters,

each quarter subdivided into tenthsâ��it., our

rule is subdivided into fortieths of an inch,

and the lines are so-close together as to quickly

tire the eye that tries to count them. Never-

theless, our microbe friend is so small that a

company a hundred strong, end on, would

just reach from line to line on our rule.

A cubic inch may not appear vast to the

unthinking mind, but the microbe must

surely have a very different conception of it,

since one cubic inch represents space enough

to accommodate 64.000,000,000 of the special

genus we have just tried to bring before the

mind's eye. Few people on this planet of a

paltry 25,000 miles' circumference realize

even the figure of 1,000,000, but it may again

help towards realization to reflect that a total

of 64,000,000,000 represents the entire popu-

lation of the earth just fifty times over !

Perhaps, after all, we have mentally over-

leapt ourselves, and in the leap failed to

notice how much ground we have covered.

Let us therefore take a more moderate jump

â��viz., from the microbe to our old friend the

half-inch ant that we saw so actively engaged

on the Nile bank. You might easily walk

over him and not feel the jar as you passed ;

yet he is simply gigantic compared with the

microbe, two thousand of which, placed end

on, would be required to equal the length

of the ant.

We have hitherto been trying to convert

ourselves into mental microscopes. Let us

now endeavour to become mental telescopes.

To help us in this, I suggest that we shall

picture to ourselves a being as much larger

than a six-foot man as the latter is than the

ilmiiiiiilmiMilil

AN INCH DIVIDED INTO FORTY

EQUAL PARTS, EACH OK WHICH

WOULD PROVIDE SUFKICIENT SPACB

FOR A HUNDRED MICROBES STAND-

ING IN LINE.

microbe we have been considering. Prepare

therefore for a mighty mental leap.

Our " Superman " is a terrific being three

hundred and fifty miles high ! Why not ?

Is not man just about that proportionate

stature to the microbe ? If we are to gauge

mentally the awful depths of stellar space

and walk round the universe, which is the

little outing I propose, we must have a man

worthy of the task. But we have first to

measure up Superman,

otherwise our final estimate

of the universe will be

misleading.

Superman's length is such

that if he unfortunately

tripped over the Scilly Isles

and fell across England his

knees would stand a good

chance of being scratched

on the ridge of the Mendip

Hills, whilst his nose would

splash into the mouth of the Humber ; by

gripping the Isle of Man with his left hand,

however, and the east coast of Kentâ��which

would be just within his reachâ��with his

right, he would be able to save himself from

slipping farther into the North Seaâ��not that

this would be the least inconvenience to him,

as the depth of the North Sea is trifling, and

would not even cover the sole of his boot!

Are we beginning to realize the dimensions

of Superman ? Let us go a little farther. The

pupil of his eye would be a thousand yards

across, and the approximate distance between

the two pupils would be twelve miles, or the

outer width of the Wash. The length of his

little finger would be fifteen miles, and the

nail of the same about two and a half miles.

Truly a magnificent specimen of Super-

humanity ! A moment, though. He would

have a healthy appetite and need substantial

teeth. I find by my tape measure that the

two front teeth of the upper set are rather

more than two miles in length and, say, a

mile and a half broad. Never mind the rest

of the set.

He evidently did fall across England, after

all, as I observe he bestirs himself, and the

Mendips appear to have grazed his knee-cap

â��a huge circle thirty miles in circumference.

Behold he walks ! Now, my friends, let us

watch him closely and try our utmost to

realize what a man three hundred and fifty

miles high would look like, for he is about to

walk abroadâ��a short constitutional round

the solar system as a preliminary to a journey

to the remote depths of space, and this solely

for the purpose of enabling us to exercise our
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the Isle of Wight, across France,

and down through Italy to Mount

Etna, where he pauses a moment

to glance round to the right at a

tiny protuberance called Gibraltar.

Another seven steps and his heel

squashes the entire city of Cairo

as flat as a sheet of notepaper.

"HIS KNEES WOULD STAND A r.OOD CHANCE OK BEING SCRATCHED ON THE RIDGE OF THE MENDIP

HILLS, WHILST HIS NOSE WOULD SPLASH INTO THE MOUTH OF THE HUMBER."

puny minds and think somewhat outside

our usual mental orbit.

It is evident that Superman i finds this

planet unpleasantly circumscribed, as he has

just taken, in his one-hundred-and-fifty-mile

stride (note that!), eight steps, starting from

He is, of course, blissfully unconscious of the

fact that in that last step he has squelched

more than 800,000 human microbes, so takes

another thirty-three steps straight down

Africa, which brings him to Cape Town.

Yes; the vast continent of Africa, which
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human microbes are endeavouring to connect

up by a" 5,ooo-mile railway, and which it

would take an express train travelling at

sixty miles an hour three and a half days to

traverse north and south, is not half a minute's

walk for our colossal friend, so he looks

farther afield.

I hope we are really beginning to realize

walks round itâ��a matter of only forty-three

stepsâ��and immediately starts off towards

Mars. Meantime his stature (to our unas-

sisted vision) has dwindled to about the size

of an ordinary man half a mile distant.

From the brisk manner in which Superman

now starts off, it is evident to us he has at

last found a journey worthy of his powers of

ON THIS HEEL-MARK STOOD THE CITY OF CAIRO.

his size, as we must now follow him off this

planet to our nearest neighbour, the moon,

for even the entire circumference of the earth

only represents to him a short jaunt of about

one hundred and sixty-six steps, and he

requires nothing less than the free realms of

space adequately to display his walking

powers.

Halloa ! there he goes, walking on air, so

light-heartedly does he set out upon his

journey ! Watch him striding off. How he

dwindles, for all his gigantic proportions !

Mark, however, that the first step takes him

one hundred and fifty miles, and the next

ten displace 1,500. Little wonder, then,

that he diminishes. We take out our watches

to time him. Is it possible he reaches the

moon in a paltry 1,600 steps, and has taken

only a quarter of an hour to accomplish it ?

Truly space is nothing to him. But, so far

as we can make out, he does not think the

moon much of a place to visit, as he just

locomotion. It is a little interval of 48,000,000

miles that he sets out to traverse. From

now onwards we lose count of his steps and

have to rely for this data upon his wireless

messages announcing progress. It must suf-

fice, therefore, that we record the time he

takes to reach Mars. Assuming that he pro-

gresses at the rate of a hundred steps to

the minute, this displaces him to the extent

of 15,000 miles each minute. He continues

steadily on his way, and after the lapse of

one hour we receive a wireless announcing

that he has taken 6,000 steps, so that he is

now 900,000 miles beyond the moon and

1,140,000 from the earth.

Another hour slowly passes, yet every

single minute our Superman is moving for-

ward at a terrific velocity. His second

message announces the accomplishment of a

further 6,oop steps, representing a distance

from us equal to 2,040,000 miles. It is now

dark and we retire indoors, leaving our
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gigantic friend to pursue his lonely way

through the boundless realms of space. We

do not again get into wireless communication

with him until the next afternoon, or just

twenty hours after his last message was

received, when he announces that he has taken

another 120,000 steps, and a few minutes

ago passed his twenty-millionth milestone.

A heavy thunderstorm (doubtless caused by

the rapid passage through space of our Super-

man) now forces us indoors again, to our

infinite regret, as we wished to inquire by

wireless how our traveller was faring, and it

is not until another twenty-four hours have

elapsed that we again hear from him, by

which time he has walked another 144,000

steps, so that he is now about 42,000,000

miles off, and going strong. Ah, another

He is therefore rapidly coming up to the parent

planet, and another six or seven hours' walk-

ing brings him to the surface of Mars. He

evidently does not feel at all tired after his

little journey of 48,000,000 miles, as he

immediately starts to walk round, the planet,

which he accomplishes in eighty-four steps

and in under one minute, as we see through

our telescopes.

Having followed his progress so farâ��

namely, over what may be termed the first

stage of his journey outwardsâ��we must

pause a while and try to grasp how far and

how fast he has travelledâ��the better to

realize presently the appalling distances with

which we are concerned in this article.

We said our Superman's stride measures

one hundred and fifty miles and that he takes

"THE ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE EARTH ONLY REPRESENTS TO HIM A

SHORT JAUNT."

wireless! " Can just discern ahead of me a

small object about the size of an orange."

This must be Deimos, one of the two tiny

satellites of Mars, each about twenty miles

in diameterâ��verily but an orange to him !

a hundred steps in the minute. Let us try

to force our brain to realize the terrific speed

and vast distance this represents. Place

your watch to your ear. It ticks probably

five times to the second (mine does, anyway).
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Our Superman's velocity is such that he covers

fifty miles with each tick of your watch.

Now, you will find you cannot even repeat

" Fifty, fifty, fifty, fifty " with every tick of

the watchâ��the watch outstrips your tongue.

Therefore, with the watch still to your ear,

repeat the word " hun-dred " with every two

Jupiter, and the time required is just under

sixteen days. No great feat, of course, for

our Brobdingnagian friend, and well worth

the trouble, for Jupiter is a beautiful world

attended by four moons.

But what is old Brob so interested in now ?

Ah, yes, he has his eye on another lovely

"HE JUST WALKS ROUND THE MOON, AND IMMEDIATELY STARTS OFF TOWARDS MARS."

ticks of the watch and try to imagine our

colossal man striding out into space and

covering one hundred miles with every two

ticks. Only in proportion to your power of

realizing this will be your ability to realize

the distance between the earth and Marsâ��

namely, 480,000 of such intervals of one

hundred miles.

Meanwhile, Superman has refreshed himself,

though he found precious little to drink on

Marsâ��a few narrow, trickling canals at most ;

therefore we had better watch him start on

his second stage outwards, to Jupiter, a

world more compatible with the size and

dignity of Superman and Titanic compared

with the earth, measuring as it does 256,000

miles round the Equator. Compare this with

our paltry circumference of 25,000 miles !

Superman now has a journey of about

343,000,000 miles to make, and, as he will

be too busy to wire us, we will simply compute

the number of steps and the time he takes.

Bearing in mind the ticking of the watch,

let us try and realize that Superman requires

to take 2,286,666 of those gigantic steps of

his to cover the distance between Mars and

sphere, scintillating in the distance, verily

the most exquisitely beautiful object in the

heavensâ��Saturn, with its mysterious rings

and no fewer than eight attendant moons.

This planet is hardly less in girth than the

mighty Jupiter, and its distance of 886,000,000

miles from the sun is such that as long a

period as twenty-nine and a half years is

required to enable it to swing once round the

sun. He reaches it in a little matter of

2,763,333 steps (we appear to require the

recurring decimal), and it takes him just over

eighteen days. He has now been walking

steadily for rather more than thirty-six days,

covering 15,000 miles during each minute of

same. This is, however, but a preliminary

canter. He now sets out for Uranusâ��another

span of 868,000,000 miles, which represents

5,786,666 of those tremendous steps, and takes

him the best part of forty days to accomplish.

The four moons of Uranus naturally interest

him, though the planet itself is only 33,000

miles in diameter.

The last lap ! He starts off for our outer-

most known planet, the far-distant Neptune,

discovered first by the power of mathematics,
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and-afterwards by the power of the telescope

â��a veritable triumph of mind over matter.

It is a walk of just about 1.000,000,000 miles

â��a respectable step even for Superman.

Still, he has already left Uranus, we notice,

so he is evidently determined to get there

without delay. Now for a little more arith-

metic. One hundred and fifty divided into

1,000,000,000 equals 6,666,666, which is the

number of steps, therefore, that our untiring

friend has to take in order to reach Neptune.

This figure is just about equal to the popula-

tion of London, and each person represents,

in the present instance, one hundred and fifty

lineal miles of space ! If Superman maintains

his pace of a hundred steps per minute, he

covers the vast abyss between Uranus and

Neptune in about forty-six days. Behold him

thenâ��if your mental vision is equal to the

taskâ��triumphantly standing on Neptune,

2,660,000,000 miles away from us, after a

walk of just over one hundred and twenty-

three days, during the whole of which time

he was projecting his huge bulk through

space at the appalling velocity of fifty miles

per each tick of a watch !

Thus far we have been traversing the

solar system, stepping lightly from planet to

planet, until we have reached the outermost

known milestone, as it were, of our own little

family. The total length of the journey,

from sun to Neptune, is close upon

2,750,000,000 miles. This is really such a

diabolical distance that even light, travelling

at the almost unthinkable velocity of 186.000

miles per second, takes four hours six minutes

to traverse it. Observe, further, that 186,000

miles represents exactly seven and a half

times the circumference of the earth.

How does this little family compare with

the stellar universe surrounding it ? Up to

the present we have been talking glibly of

millions. We now have to try and think

coherently in billions, so bewilderingly

immense is even the known stellar universe.

Astronomers are obliged to use a base-line

of 184,000,000 miles in order to measure the

distance of even those stars that are suffi-

ciently near to be capable of measurement.

A base-line of 184,000,000 miles is long enough,

surely ; yet some stars are so distant that even

when viewed from the opposite ends of this

immense base-lineâ��namely, the width of the

earth's orbitâ��they show no apparent dis-

placement in the sky. Hence it is that we

know such stars cannot be nearer than a

specific distanceâ��namely, 20,000,000,000,000

miles. We thus begin to think in billions.

Let us now try to gauge that figure of

twenty million times one million. The sun is

so gigantic that even if the moon were removed

to twice its present distance from the earth,

and we imagined our earth to be the centre

of the sun, the outer surface of the sun would

then nearly reach the moon. Again, well over

a hundred of our earths placed side by side

would be required in order to reach across the

diameter of the sun. Yet again, if you draw

a circle one foot in diameter, and another

slightly less than one-eighth of an inch in

diameter, you will have before you the

approximate proportion of the sun and

earth.

We will now begin measuring the distance

between the sun and the nearest star to it,

using our sun (with his diameter of 868.000

miles) as our foot-rule. We find it would

require 23,000.000 of our suns placed side by

side to reach the nearest star ! By the way,

I wonder what our Superman would think of

such a journey. We seem to have let him

escape, so engrossed are we in our figures.

Aha ! Come along, Mr. Brob. What about

a little walk of 20,000,000.000,000 miles ? It

took you a hundred and twenty-three days,

progressing at the rate of 15,000 miles a

minute, to journey from the earth to Neptune,

a matter of 2.660,000,000 miles. What do

you say to a jaunt to sixty-one Cygni, and

how long do you think it would take you ?

He replies that any schoolboy of twelve could

give the correct answerâ��viz., just over

twenty-five centuries, but that he declines to

budge another inch to-day !
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The Lore and Legend

or Japanese Fire-Flies.

By MOCK JOYA.

Illustrated by Yosliio Markino.

N Japan fire-flies are more than

mere beetles. They are

Cupid's light to guide lovers,

souls of ancient soldiers, the

devil's snare to tempt wan-

derers to death. In their

light of magic gold with a

tint of emerald-green, the Japanese see stars

of hope, sorrows of broken hearts, the ever-

lasting spirits of warriors, but most of all the

joys of love and lovers.

Whenever they see the glimmering faint

green light of fire-flies hovering over the

stream running into the darkness of night

the Japanese dream of love and loving hearts.

The light of fire-flies is the guide of lovers

going along the narrow paths through the rice-

field on dark nights to meet their sweethearts.

Kawairashi-sa ya

Hotaru no mushi wa

Shinobu nawate ni

Hi wo tomosu.

(When I go stealingly along the rice-field

to meet my sweetheart, the fire-flies kindle

a bright light and guide me through the

dangerous narrow path.)

The Japanese fire-flies are much larger and

give brighter and more steady light than

those seen in Europe or America. In old

days many poor Japanese students, unable

to buy candles, were wont to gather fire-flies in

a bag and read their books by their light. The

Hotaru-kago (fire-fly cage), made of fine laces,

placed on the veranda or hung among the

trees in the garden, gives almost as bright a

light as the large stone lantern, but much

more quaint and dreamy.

Fire - flies are plentiful everywhere in

Japan. They are not at all afraid of human

beings, and will often alight upon the

dress, and even on the hair or hands. It

is not seldom that fire-flies fly into one's

pockets or sleeves.

During the daytime fire-flies sleep under

the shelter of grasses near streams or ponds.

In this state they are terribly ugly. But

as soon as the sun sinks beyond the

western hills and the evening darkness

begins to gather they wake from slumber

and light their tiny gleam of greenish-

yellow. At first they are timid, and will not

venture from their hiding-place until it is
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utterly dark. But some of the more brave

and restless attempt to fly from their day-

shelter before it is quite dark, and show their

faint light under the deep shadow of great

trees or under the cover of the low stone

bridges over the stream.

Hotaru bi ya

Mada kureyaranu

Hashi no uri.

(Under the bridge fire-flies are sparkling,

although it is not yet dark.)

When the evening mist covers the water

and the trees and grasses, dark and cool, a

single glimmering fire-fly flying over the water

lures others to join it, and presently half-a-

dozen, a dozen, and then twenty lights gather

round the first light. Then they are every-

where, aloft in the air, floating upon the

faintly-glimmering flow of water, and playing

among the tall grasses, which seem almost

transparent where the fire - flies gather

thickest.

Once in a while many millions of white

lights form a great mass and fly about in a

body, illuminating a vast space, extending

many hundred yards. The mass of fire-flies

travels many miles and their flight can be

perceived from leagues away. If they meet

another squadron of fire-flies from another

section they rush and mingle into one. It is

a battle between two armies of fire-flies.

When they mingle many drop dead into the

water, as the heroes of the great struggle.

Along the Uji River there are many fire-fly

battles, and crowds of spectators assemble

there to witness the beautiful sight. Over the

river millions of fire-flies gather and prepare

for the coming battle. They march across

the river, over the forest, and back again to

the river, waiting for the arrival of their

enemy. The manoeuvre is most wonderful ;

not a single fire-fly fails to move in perfect

order, as if under a commanding general.

Soon the invaders are seen, flying in a mass

of bright yellow, while the home army

advances to meet the enemy. The two great

masses of light make a headlong charge, and

for a fÂ«w minutes there is a chaotic struggle

in the air, while the wounded and dead drop

fa-,t into the water, which is brightly illumi-

ni'cd by the reflection of the fighting light

above. When one army vanquishes the other

they slowly return to their own river, still in

perfect line and order. It is the march of

triumph home.

It is said that the spirits of the Genji and

Heike families, who were enemies many

centuries ago, are still fighting out their

battles in the form of fire-flies, and onlookers

call one body of fire-flies Genji and the other

Heike, and take the keenest interest in the

outcome of the battle.

Of all the quaint and beautiful customs of

Japan the most charming and poetic is

Holaru-gari (fire-fly-hunting), to which there

is nothing similar in the whole world. The

fire-fly hunt is one of the three great picnics

of Japan which have been in fashion for many

centuriesâ��the cherry-flower picnic, the fire-

fly hunt, and the maple-leaves picnic. These

picnics used to be very important social

affairs in old Japan, and even nobles and lords

had their picnics as their principal social

functions. Of these three picnics, the fire-fly

hunt stands out in its peculiar charm and

beauty, and, with legends and traditions of

many centuries' standing, it is regarded with

more honour than any other kind of amuse-

ment in Japan.

The evening of the fire-fly hunt is invariably

dark and moonless, as the moon is believed

to protect them from capture. The fact is,

it is hard to catch fire-flies when the moon is

shining, as her light obliterates the tiny

glimmering. When a pursuer is chasing a

fire-fly among the dark shadow of big trees, if

it suddenly emerges into the white light of

the moon he at once loses the track of his

prey and is unable to follow it.

Owarete wa

Tsiikini kakururu

Hotaru kana.

(When they are closely chased, the

cunning fire-flics hide in moonlight.)

The fire-fly-hunting party sometimes num-

bers over fifty people, but generally not more

than fifteen to twenty, while even a small

gathering of five or six makes an ideal

party.

The march to the stream or pond where

the fire-flies abound is the merriest part of

the picnic, and in the early evening the gay

laughter of many parties is heard along the

country roads. While walking to the scene

of hunting they sing the " Fire-fly Hunting-

Song " :-

Hotaru koi, Hotaru koi,

Ando no hikari wo choito mite koi.

(Come, fire-fly, come, fire-fly, to the light

of the lantern.)

From every direction the song will be heard

as the party nears its destination.

The bank of the stream is already illumi-

nated by the flying lights of innumerable

fire-flies. The greenish-yellow light makes the

colour of the water of the darkest green, but

the leaves and drooping branches of the

willows look much lighter than they seem in
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"THE DENSE FIRE-FLIES SHED THEIR

LIGHT ON BOTH SIDES OF THE LEAVES."

'MILLIONS: OF FIRE-FLIES PREPARE FOR THE BATTLE.

the daytime, as the dense fire-flies shed their

yellow light on both sides of the leaves.

From time to time the fire-flies fly down to

the water to take a drink, making a small dimple

on the smooth, glimmering surface.

The party dissolves in twos and threes, and in

a few minutes is scattered all along the willow-

covered banks, while the fire-fly hunting-song is

heard clearly in every direction.

When they see a fire-fly near, they raise their

fan or bamboo branch and strike swiftly. The

fire-fly drops to the ground, and while still stunned

it is picked up and dropped into the lace bag,

which is soon filled with a glimmering multitude.

Although thousands of tiny lights are flying every-

where, it is quite dark, and one could hardly tell

who is at his elbow. Sometimes, taking this

advantage, some speak things they would not dare

to whisper in the broad light of day.

Kureyo Hotaru . '

Mono yu kao no

Miyuru hodo.

(0 fire-flies, gather here to show the face

of one who says these things to me.)

As the night advances the light of the fire-

flies seems to become brighter and the distant

singing of other fire-fly-hunting parties up the

stream becomes clearer and more mysterious1.

Yono fukuru

Hodo oldnaru

Hotaru kana.

(The light of fire-fly grows brighter ever

as the night grows deeper.)

Thus the time passes away and the party catches

enough fire-flies, and they call to each other to

prepare for the trip home. They march again

through the dew-covered rice-fields, the darkness

lighted only by the gleam that issues from the

bags of fire-flies.

.
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"THEY RAISE THEIR FANS AND STRIKE SWIFTLY."

Chochin no

Kiyete, totoki,

Hotaru kana.

(Now that the lantern light has gone out,

how precious is the light of the fire-flies!)

The story of Asagao is the most famous love-story

of Japan. It tells of fire-flies as the guides of love.

The street-singers who walk the street with the Sha-

misfn sing this story during the season of the fire-flies.

It was a dark summer evening, moonless and

windless, years and years ago, and along the river

of Uji innumerable fire-flies hovered, shedding their

greenish-yellow light upon the dark-green pine

trees and cool, smooth water. Many richly-deco-

rated pleasure-boats swarmed on the river, and in

one of these sat Asagao, the beauty of all the Kyoto

neighbourhood. Under the dull, soft light of the

lanterns Asagao looked most beautiful, and while

she sat gazing dreamily at the fire-flies and the

silvery flow of cool water a boat passed hers.

When she raised her dewy eyes she saw Asojiro.

the strongest and handsomest of the Samurai

warriors of the time. The boats passed each other,

grazing their sides, and Asagao kept her beautiful

eyes on the handsome and manly figure of Asojiro,

who was captivated by the beauty of Asagao.

They fell in love at first sight, and they wrote love-

messages on their fans and exchanged them before

their boats parted.

Next day Asagao started discreet inquiries as to

the youth of the fairy evening, but all in vain. The

hero of the boat left the country to fight for his lord.

Kvery morning she hoped to receive news of her

lover, but nothing was heard of him for many

months. Asagao dreamed and wept. No longer

did she enjoy the Court and social life in which hhc

had used to delight; no more could she wait

patiently for her love to return. In the hope of

finding consolation in the search for Asojiro, she

"SOMK SPEAK THINGS THEY WOULD NOT

DARE TO WHISPF.R IN TI1K BROAD LIGHT

OF DAY."
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"HK ORDERED HIS BOATMAN TO PUT THI

BOAT IN THE WAV OF THE FLOATING

LIGHTS."

"THEY WROTE I.OVE-MESSAGES ON THEIR FANS."

became a travelling Koto-player and wandered

eastward, playing the Koto for wayside travellers

and lodgers at country inns.

Many a fire-fly season came and went, but she

remained true to her love and continued on her

quest for. Asojiro. She led the monotonous and

tedious life of a Koto-player at inns and in the

streets, and was barely able to keep herself alive.

Years passed. She became old and wrinkled ; she

was an old, stooping beggar. Her eyes grew weak

with constant tears, and she became blind.

One summer evening she was playing her Koto

at a small inn near Oi-gawa. It was a moonless

night, and children were shouting after fire-flies

around the inn, and, although it was far from the

Uji River, she dreamed of the past and sang about

the fire-flies of the summer evenings when youths

and maidens floated on the river under the glow of

the fire-flies' light. One of the guests at the inn was

her old lover Asojiro. He recognized the beautiful

Asagao in the wrinkled, blind woman, and her

presence and song carried him back to the few

seconds of his heart's delight when they exchanged

their love-message on the Uji River many years

ago. Tears ran down his cheeks, but he wept

silently, so that she could not recognize him, and,

calling the blind woman to him, asked her to tell

him how she became an outcast, wandering Koto-

player. Asagao then took up her Koto and sang

the story of her love, her years of wandering and of

constancy, and as she finished the song she dropped

her head and sobbed, not knowing that she had,

after many years' wandering, found her old lover

and was singing her love-song in his ears.

Asojiro stretched out his hands and was about

to reveal his identity, but his sorrow overcame him,

and he could not bear to see her sufferings. He

hurried away from the inn, leaving a bag of money

and a message for the blind woman. When the
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"SHE BECAME A TRAVELLING KOTO-PLAYER."

maid gave these to Asagao and the note was read to

her she realized that it was to Asojiro himself that

she had sung her song of love and wandering. As

soon as she had dried her eyes and recovered from

the surprise, she strapped her Koto on her back

and hurried after Asojiro.

To every traveller she met she asked whether he

had seen a man travelling fast, giving the descrip-

tion of Asojiro as best she could, and thus she

followed him all day. At night she reached a ferry

across the Oi-gawa just as the man she loved and

followed was being carried over. The next boat

would not leave until many hours later, and she

knew that she could not follow her love if he had so

many hours' start. Despairing, but determined

to follow him. she waded out to the river, calling on

the fire-flies to guide her sightless eyes as they had

guided her to her love many years ago on the Uji

River. Deeper and deeper she went into -the water,

praying Buddha to help her to cross the river safely

and in time to catch Asojiro, and calling to the fire-

flies to guide her once more to love and life.

Asojiro, looking back from his boat, saw a great

column of winking light slowly floating down the

dark, roaring river with the current. At first glance

he thought it was nothing but a mass of fire-flies,

but there was something that lured him and kept

him looking back at the faint light on the water,

and at last he ordered his boatmen to put the boat

in the way of the floating lights. And when he

came up to the floating column of lights he found

Asagao floating, drowned, with tens of thousands

of fire-flies flying over her upturned wrinkled face,

which was once the most beautiful in the Kyoto

Court.

Asojiro took her body up into his boat and

c-arried it to the other shore, the fire-flies still follow-

ing the boats and shedding their faint greenish light

upon the white face of Asagao.

" HE FOUND ASAC.AO FLOATING, DROWNED,

WITH TENS OK THOUSANDS OF FIRE-TUBS

FLYING OVER HER UPTURNED FACE."
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By EDWARD CECIL.

Illustrated by Alec Ball.

N one of the famous thorough-

fares of London there lives

to-day a man who spends his

life stuffing birds. He has

long since handed over the

animals to a younger pair of

hands. But he cannot give

up work. For work has become a habit with

him, partly because he is that sort of man,

and partly because, like many another, he

has had his troubles to bury. So he still

keeps for himself the lighter workâ��the birds.

Probably when David Miall dies his little

old-fashioned shop will disappear. People

will send their birds and animals elsewhere to

be stuffed. The big stores, doubtless, have

their skilled taxidermists ; and people who

now employ Miall, and whose fathers very

likely employed him also, will get used in

time to receiving typewritten letters signed

by managing directors, thanking them for

their valued custom, in place of the short

notes or postcards in a crabbed handwriting,

very difficult to decipher, which Miall now

sends his customers.

To describe him quickly one must use a

method of caricature.

On a shelf near the big north window

beneath which is the table at which he works,

at the corner of the shelf, catching the light,

stands and has stood for many years Miall's

companion in many solitary working hours

â��a singularly human-looking monkey. Once

a woman's pet, it had come to Miall for pre-

servation. But the owner dying before the

commission was executed, the stuffed animal

had remained in Miall's possession.

It stood there, with its wrinkled, wizened

face, its oddly peering eyes, its thin, delicate,

miniature hands, and its stooping shoulders,

a strange caricature of a human being in old

age, and Miall often looked at it and reflected

that he had never stuffed anything better.

Did he ever reflect that, had it been clothed, it

would have resembled the man who had

preserved it ? Yet, strange as it may seem

to say so, for ten years, from the sixtieth

to the seventieth year of his life, Miall

had been growing more and more like it.

He had dried up. Some men do. They

seem to shrink within themselves. Their

flesh diminishes and their skin grows loose

and wrinkles. It was thus with Miall.

Always a small man. he grew smaller. His

eyes became peering as his sight slowly

failed. Yet they were left the most living

part of his face. His delicate, long-fingered

hands also grew very thin. Then the stoop

of his shoulders increased, and the stuffed

thing on the shelf was just a caricature of the

old man who, hour after hour, worked in the

clear light from the large north window at

that big table covered with its litter of knives

and scalpels, scissors and pliers, paint-pots

and varnish-pots, skins and feathers.

Thus it will be seen what manner of man

Miall was in appearance. There is one

qualification to make. It has been said

that for ten years he had been growing more

and more like that strange human ape of his.

That is not so any longer. The peering, rest-

less look has now receded from his face, to

make room for something better. Happi-

ness and repose have crept into it. It is a

different faceâ��the face of a different man.

A change came over Miall's life in that seven-

tieth year of his age. Since then he has

become more human, less " dried up " in

mind and body.

Two things remain to be told about him,

before Mr. Martindale is introduced. The

first testifies to the man's absorption in his

work. Once every month he took a day's

holiday. He went somewhere in the country

to watch birds. He always considered his

work needed this. Certainly his stuffed birds

were more and more life-like as his knowledge

of bird-life increased. He soon ceased to be

merely a taxidermist. He learned from

actual observation the habits, the nests, the

life histories of birds. You see, he had no

home life, no boon companions, no demands

on his time, no schemes for the future. His

work had to be made to fill his life and occupy

his thoughts. Otherwise, perhaps, thoughts

best buried might arise. So he expanded
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his work with first-hand study of Nature.

The other thing which must be told because

it explains so much is this. Miall was

definitely a religious man. He is still. But

not in the same way. On Sundays, twice a

day, it was his regular

habit to put on a black

frock-coat and go out

to his place of wor-

ship. This much may

be said about the sect

to which Miall belonged : it has pretty strict,

old-fashioned views of right and wrong. It

does not favour compromises and excuses.

It does not try to make the unpalatable

palatable. It draws its lines clear and strong,

and it makes men and

women rather hard. But

it does give them something

definite, and it must be

admitted that they go to

that church and sing and

pray as if they mean what

they are saying, despite the

"THE OLD MAN, HOUR AFTER HOUR, WORKED IN

THE CLEAR LIGHT AT THE BIG TABLE COVERED

WITH ITS LITTER OF KNIVES AND SCALPELS,

SCISSORS AND PLIERS, PAINT-POTS AND VARNISH-

POTS, SKINS AND FEATHERS."
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fact that they and their views have got rather

out of fashion. And if it be said that a hard

religion is without comfort, how is it that

Sunday by Sunday Miall drew comfort from

his public worship ? He certainly did.

We come to the

evening of an April

day in that year

in which Miall was

seventy. It was,

indeed, the day on

which he reached

threescore years

and ten. But,

through living

much alone, he

had forgotten

that it was his

birthday.

All the same,

that evening

David Miall was

in a sort of twitter

of excitement. He

was expecting a

visitor. All that

April day he had

been looking for-

ward to that visit

" at about six

o'clock." The note

he had received

put it like that,

a little vaguely.

" Why could he

not have said

six?" Miall had

reflected. " I

should not have

expected him to

be punctual to the

minute. I don't

go out much."

The note was

written on the

note-paper of the

Travellers' Hotel,

and it was signed

" Henry Martindale." Mr. Martindale had

been an exceedingly good customer for some

years. That evening a box stood beside the

work-table, and on it Miall had written in

chalk, " Mr. Martindale's Heron."

That heron was the cause of the visit.

" A trifle eccentric and fussy, this Martin-

dale," thought Miall, as he made spasmodic

efforts to tidy his room. " As if I had never

made a fire-screen of a heron before ! Why,

"ON SUNDAYS, TWICE A DAY, IT WAS HIS REGULAR IIAKIT

TO PUT ON A BLACK FROCK-COAT AND GO OUT TO HIS

PLACE OF WORSHIP."

one might almost say that is what a heron is

made for, from my point of view, just as an

owl naturally makes a fan ! "

He smiled at his own humour.

It seemed as if the old man was well pleased

with himself that

evening. What

had made him so ?

Could it have

been the prospect

of seeing for the

first .time this

Martindale, whom

hitherto he had

only known

through the post ?

Hardly that. His

cheques had been

enough to see, and

they had always

come promptly.

Surely, however,

there was quite a

simple explana-

tion for that sense

of satisfaction

which the old man

f el t ? He was

going to have a

visitor, possibly a

visitor who would

take an interest in

his work and stay

for an hour or so

and talk. That

was all. For one

evening his loneli-

ness was going to

be broken.

Punctually at

six, a pleasant sur-

prise after that

vagueness about

the time, Martin-

dale came.

Miall's first im-

pression of him

was unfavourable.

He had hoped for

a man like himself, a man careless about his

clothes, a man with the appearance of a

student, the sort of man who might be summed

up, as to his appearance, as " untidy but

interesting."

Instead of this, Martindale was well dressed

and well groomed. He wore a silk hat and a

black overcoat with a velvet collar. Beneath

this there proved to be a fashionably-cut

morning-coat. There was a sort of West-end
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air about him, and. though the man seemed

to be in the second decade of middle ageâ��

although it turned out afterwards that he

looked older than he wasâ��his beard and

moustache were very carefully trimmed.

His manner also. Mia'll thought, was rather

unnecessarily polite.

" I want to make quite sure, Mr. Miall,"

he explained, taking off his overcoat, at

Miall's request, as there was a good fire

burning and the room was warmâ��" I want

to make quite sure that the fire-screen is done

exactly as I want it."

" Yours is quite an ordinary commission,"

said Miall. " A heron naturally makes a

fire-screen, just as an owl makes a fan. I

have done a score of such withinâ��well,

recent years."

" And perhaps a hundred. Mr. Miall, in

your time ? "

It was said very pleasantlyâ��a tribute, in

the way it was said, to lifelong work. The

old man, sensitive enough as well as shrewd,

was pleased.

" Yes," he said ; " I've stuffed birds and

animals for fifty years. But now only birds."

Mr. Martindale seemed very interested in

the taxidermist. Striving not to show it, he

was taking stock of him carefully.

" I am glad to meet you, Mr. Miall. The

work you have done for me has besn splendid.

Everyone says it is life-like. But I want this

heron of mine done in rather a special way,

like one I have seen. That's why I'm here."

" Yes ? "

" And I want the shade of grey in the

plumage of the bird very carefully graded in

the screen. I have tried to draw what I mean."

He took a paper from his pocket-book and

Miall inspected it. It proved lo be a rough

sketch of the conventional heron fire-screen.

The old man checked his smile and entered

into the spirit of the thing.

" What you want, Mr. Martindale," he

said, " is the usual thing, only better. For

instance, the wing feathers of a heron go

from nearly black in the long ones to pearl-

grey in the short ones. You do not want a

black feather put against a light-grey one.

You want them graded skilfully."

" Exactly. Yet I don't want it to appear

stiff and formal,"

Thus for a time they discussed the matter.

It did not seem that Mr. Martindale was

in a hurry. When the nominal object of his

visit was exhausted he looked round the room

with interest.

" So you have been stuffing birds all your

life, Mr.' Miall ? "

" Yes ; birds and animals.'1

" I am glad to have had this talk about the

fire-screen. It is better than writing, eh ? "

Thus they slipped into natural easy talk.

And easily enough Miall became com-

municative about himself. He fetched a

bottle of whisky and two glasses from a cup-

board in the corner of the room.

'' It is kind of you. sir, to stay and talk to

an old man." he said.

Martindale turned his face away lest it

should betray him, and poked the fire.

" It is very interesting," he said, lamely.

It was soon evident that the old taxidermist

was very lonely. Also that he had not been

very lucky in life. His wife had died young.

His son had not done well in the world.

These were the two gaunt facts which were

the keynotes to a life which Martindale

quickly saw contained memories best buried.

" You lead a lonely life, Mr. Miall ? " said

Martindale, renewing the talk after a pause.

" Yes ; but it has compensations. It has

few expenses, and that is a great thing with

rates and taxes going up and up and up."

" I know. Living is getting dearer daily."

" And the fashion for stuffed birds and

animals going down and down and down.

Why. once, sir, it was the natural thing for

anyone who lost a pet to employ a taxi-

dermist. Now it is the exception."

" Do yon keep more than the one assistant

who does the animals ? "

" Not regularly. You see, I work long

hours. I like lo be kept busy."

" A little judicious advertising would help

you." Martindale suggested. " All sorts of

people take to the country life nowadays,

and country houses generally have their

stuffed birds sooner or later."

Miall shook his head.

" I have enough to go on with," he said.

" A few good customers, such as you, Mr.

Martindale, keep me going."

" But you don't want to let the business

languish for want of a little enterprise.'1

" I have no one to come after me," said

Miall.

These words startled Martindale. They

were said as if the old man had a great regret

hidden away in his heart, even though it

might be something which had to be accepted.

He said them much as an Arab might say

" Kismet."

Martindale did not hear them unmoved.

" Isn't it rather risky, Mr. Miall, your

living here alone ? You might be taken ill.

I suppose you feel old age creeping on ? "

Miall looked at him sharply and very keenly.
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" That is a curious question to ask me, Mr.

Mar'Jndale.'' he said, rather stiffly, after his

previous easy discussion of his work and lifeâ��

"a curiously intimate sort of question.'

I'ive minutes later the easy, pleasant talk-

between old David Miall and his visitor had

given place to a feeling of constraint, which

both felt. Miall was now suspicious. Who

was this Martindale ? Why did he evince

such an intimate interest in his Welfare ?

What was the real object of his visit ? Was

the making of the fire-screen the true reason

of his coming, and the doubt about its -being

so purely imaginary ?

On his side Martindale had come to the

moment' for making the true object of his

visit known. Should he bluntly disclose it,

or. profiting by what he had already learnt,

should he merely bring the talk to'an end in

a natural way. and let things remain as they

were ?

It had grown late now â�� eight o'clock.

The quietness of evening had' become -per-

ceptible. Occasionally the rumble of traffic

along the big thoroughfare penetrated to

that back room, but otherwise there was

little sound of the noisy, busy, active world

outside. A church bell near at hand had rung

for five minutes > and then stopped. The

assistant had knocked at the door, opened it,

announced that he had closed the shop,

and, putting the key of the shop-door on its

nail in the wall by the door, had gone home.

So Miall and his visitor were quite alone,

without fear of being disturbed.

And still Martindale hesitated. He was

a little afraid. He had no definite ground

for expecting that he would be successful.

Better to say nothing than fail.

After a few minutes, however, without

preamble, he slipped a ring off the little finger

of his left hand and handed it across to Miall.

" Have you seen that ring before ? " he

asked.

The old man got up and went to the gas.

He adjusted his spectacles and examined the

ring. He must have recognized it long before

he admitted doing so.

" Yes," he said, at last. " It belonged to

my wife, and she gave it to my son. The

name in it is the name of her father, the hair

is his hair, and the date that of his death.

How did it come into your possession, Mr.

Martindale ? "

" It was given me."

" By my son, I suppose. In what circum-

stances ? Do you bring me the news that

he is dead ? "

" No, I do not bring you that news. It

was not given me by your son, but by my

mother."

" I do not understand you, Mr. Mar'Jndale,"

said Miall, trembling. " Please be more

explicit."

" It is quite simple. I am not Henry

Martindale. That is the name I have gone

under tor twenty years. My name is Robert

Miall."

â�¢ ThB old taxidermist took a step nearer.

" Yes," he said, ai length ; " I see it now.

I might have suspected, but I didn't. I .

don't doubt you. I know you now."

He did not show any pleasure.

'Then, after a time, he smiled.

â�¢ His son. knowing that, though recognized,

he was not going to have an easy path towards

forgiveness, if he were going to be forgiven

at all, challenged that smile.

' " What amuses you in my appearance,

father ? " he asked.

, " Nothing. You . are most fashionably

and correctly dressed. I was only wonder-

ing whether your "convict's clothes fitted you

as well as those you are. now wearing."

It. was most cruelly spoken.

Robert Miall Hushed.

â�¢ Yet it is easily possible to understand why

old David Miall spoke so bitterly. His life,

taken as a whole, had not been successful in

securing happiness. Maybe he himself was

to blame. - But not entirely.. The death of

his wife was something he had taken very

hardly. The disgrace his son had brought

upon him had struck him'as a further blow.

He had stiffened himself under it and had

written" his son off as dead, fortifying himself

by the hard self-righteousness which he culled

from his religion, and had decided that whether

that son of his still lived or not he, David

Miall, was childless. And now that son, an

ex-convict, stood before him.

" Ah," he said, " I think I unders.and ihe

glossy silk hat, the West-end clothes, and

the gold cigarette-case. You want to feel

quite sure that you have got away from the

past. Your clothes give you a sense of

security, don't they ? Sometimes, perhaps,

something reminds you of what you once

were. You look at yourself in the glass,

perhaps, or you pull out your gold cigarette-

case, and then you feel at once that the other

thing is quite safely buried. Isn't it so ? "

It was an extraordinarily shrewd' piece of

observation on the old man's part, and it

went home.

But Robert Miall had not expected an easy
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task. He had not forgotten what kind of

man his father was.

" Whether what you say is true or not,"

he said, quietly, " I hope you will hear what

1 have got to say."

The old man had expected a different sort

of answer, a sudden flash of anger or, at least,

a quick denial. He saw, however, that his

son did no', trouble to quarrel over words,

bitter or inaccurate though they might be.

And he was impressed.

" Yes," he said. " I will listen to you if

afterwards you will also listen to what I have

to say."

Robert Miall's story of himself, which was

obviously true in detail as well as in substance,

took a little time in the telling. It was t'hc
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story of a man who had redeemed a mistake

successfully. When a young man of twenty-

four he had embezzled some money. He had

been found out and was tried and sentenced

to three years' penal servitude. When he

Hot out of prison he was told that one hundred

pounds was his if he consented never to see

his father again. He had given that promise

and emigrated with his capi'.al. The rest of

the story could be told in three wordsâ��he

had prospered. Hut he had done more. He

had learnt his lesson when in prison. He had

lived the twenty years of his liberty since

his release in absolute rectitude. And that

night he was a man of character and morc.1

strength as well as a man of means. When

the story of his life had been rapidly told, he

explained why he had sent so many birds and

animals to be stuffed.

" I wanted to help you, and to pay back

the hundred pounds,'" he said. " I thought

you might be needing it, but would not take

it if I sent it you in so much hard cash. That

is why I made myself just a good customer

to you. under the name I have gone by in my

new life. Then, after a time, I could not

resist a certain longing to see you, and I

arranged to-night's visit under the excuse of

the fire-screen. I wanted to find out how it

was with you, how you were, and I wanted also

to find out something about myself. I did

not know whether I should want to disclose

my identity when I saw you. I wanted to

be able to go away again if I found I did not

want to reveal my identity. I felt that I

might not feel enough affection to care whether

you forgave me or not. Well, I have found

out that I do care. That is why I have told

you who I am."

There was silence between them when

Robert Miall had told his story.

" And you are comfortably off ? " asked

his father at last.

" Yes, rich."

The old man nodded.

" And you thought you would like to bribe

me to forgive you for disgracing me ? "

" No. I thought I was in a position to

help you if you needed help."

" Of course, that is your way of putting it."

" No. It is quite a different thing."

The old taxidermist shrugged his shoulders.

" I am too old to argue," he said.

" Yes. You are seventy to-day."

He started. He had not remembered his

birthday. But, of course, it was so, the

sixteenth of April.

" You see I remember," his son remarked,

understanding that only he had done so.

" Yes. What of that ? "

" You are not quite alone in the world."

" But,afterall. you haven't really Changed,"

said old Miall,pursuing his own line of thought;

" you are just the same in essentials as you

were when you disgraced me. Why couldn't

you have come to me honestly ? You have

got to know what I ihink and feel by a. dodge,

a sharp but inexcusable dodge. All that

nonsense about your heron, what was it but

a tissue of lies with a mean motive ? You

embezzled money to get rich in a hurry when

you were a young man, and now. when you

are middle-aged, you make up all this deceit!

Why. you are just the same as ever. I can't

forgive you. Wrong is wrong, and no amount

of sentiment will make it right. You dis-

graced me years ago. Now you have played

me a trick."

The obstinate old man, who for years had

been telling himself over and over again that

he was quite right in considering himself

childless, even if his son were alive in some

hole or corner on the earth's surface, wa;

simply telling himself now the same old

story. His thin, old hands clenched as his

anger rose. He was merely justifying him-

self, and twisting the plain common sense of

the position into an absurd distortion of the

truth. The younger man saw this and

waited. He had still an argument to bring

to bear.

It was a little later when Robert Miall took

out from his pocket-book a half-sheet of

note-paper, folded, worn at the folds, and

yellowed by age. He handed it to his

father.

" Do you recognize your handwriting ? "

he asked.

How it all flooded back, swamping old

Miall's thoughts with the waters of recollec-

tion ! Forty-five years ago ! London was

very different then. There were many small

shops in the great thoroughfare then, not

only Miall's as now, left as a relic of former

days, squeezed in between a draper's pala'inl

shop to the right, a handsome emporium to

the left, and stared at from across the road

by a stationer's and fancy goods establish-

ment which had three separate entrances.

Forty-five years ago it was all very different,

and young David Miall had just inherited the

shop from his father and started business.

Also he had been married more than a year,

for men married earlier in those days than'they

do now, and were perhaps the happier.

David Miall had married when he was twenty-

three.
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And out of that now distant lime, on that

April night of his seventieth birthday, there

was one episode brought up vividly to old

David Miall's memory.

How well he remembered the scene now

it was recalled ! How well he remembered

writing what was written on that half-sheet

of paper now again in his hand! How well

he remembered laughing as he wrote it !

" Never mind," said his girl-wife ; " it will

do no harm."

It had all happened in that very room.

It was their living-room then. The work

had been done in those days at the back of

the shop and in the shed in the yard.

It was late one winter evening. There was

a bassinette by the side of the fire. Young

Mrs. Miall had a foot resting lightly on one

of the rockers. She was carefully stitching

round the button-holes of some tiny article

of clothing. And in the bassinette their

little boy, just a year old, was sleeping.

" Write it down, David," she said. " I

know what you are. Then I shall have it in

writing."

He had treated it as a joke.

". Haven't I promised ? " heasked. " Isn't

that good enough ? "

But she, in earnest, had insisted.

" No; let me have it in writing. Then I

can keep you to it."

How pretty she had looked there in the

lamplight, its glow on the rounded profile of

her face, the young mother tenderly anxious

about her little son !

So to please her he had written it down ;

and now, afler forty-five years, he read it

again.

How the scene lived !

How the atmosphere of those old days

returned !

How curious that his girl-wife had divined

so accurately the hard strain in his character,

and taken, in such an unusual, girlish way,

her precautions for that little son of hers

who, though all that was mercifully hidden

from her and, indeed, never known by her,

was to become a convict!

" I, David Miall." ran the yellowed writing,

" do hereby faithfully promise that if ever

my son Robert Miall does serious wrong, I

will forgive him the first time. Signed by

me this 6th day of February, 186=;. David

Miall. Witness, Emily Mial'l."

So ran the paper.

And, after he had signed it, she had put

down her work, clasped her arms round his

neck, and kissed him.

" You will be kind to him, won't you,

Dave ? " she had said. " He is such a dear

little boy."

Just a young mother's usual fear in those

days when, it must be admitted, fathers

were perhaps, as a rule, harsher than they

are to-day.

" There you have it in writing," he had said.

She had taken the paper, folded it, kept it,

and. perhaps, given it to her son when she

gave him his grandfather's memorial ring.

" Oh, but this is fantastic," grumbled old

David Miall now, as he brushed his reverie

away and fidgeted with the folded paper,

before handing it back. " I had forgotten

about this. It is the sort of thing a woman

persuades a man to do, and he does it to

please her. It is not to be taken seriously

and used against his better judgment."

" A lot of things women do are ' fantastic," "

said Robert, quietly. " But sometimes they

turn out to be good."

" Yes."

" At any rate, I hold you to your bond."

The old man looked up sharply. Was his

son really serious ? It seemed that he was.

What a silly business it was, and yet how

shrewdly it cut down into ceriain well-

cherished memories ! Yes, well-cherished,

but his, and his only.

He smiled incredulously.

" But I did forgive you, many times, when

you were a boy," objected the old man.

" ' Serious wrong ' is what the paper says,"

his son replied.

" Well, it was ' serious wrong,' I grant you

that."

" Then I claim your forgiveness."

" \Yhat if I can't give it ? A man can't

forgive to order."

" No. But you can forgive me. You can

see plainly enough, if you wipe the prejudice

from your eyes, that I deserve forgiveness.

And you are too old and lonely not to

accept my affectionâ��and make sure of it.

Think how I have shown that I have thought

of you in my prosperity."

Old David Miall had no answer ready.

" Are you so rich that you think you can

even buy my forgiveness ? " he asked at last.

" No. It must be given. And I believe it

will be given. If not to-night, sooner or later."

He got up and put on his overcoat. He

drew on his gloves, look up his hat, and

smoothed the nap.

" Aren't you going to let me out ? " he

asked.

But old Miall, gazing into the fire, had fallen

again into his reverie. Once again he saw

the bassinette beside that hearth, his wife
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sewing in the lamplight, himself in the act of

writing that promise of his to forgive their

little son his first serious fault. Once again

it was 1865 and not 1910 ; once again life

was in front of him, not behind him.

In the silence a church clock struck eleven.

" Aren't you going to let me out ? " Robert

asked. " It is getting late."

But immediately he had spoken he stepped

forward. He saw a change in his father.

The old man was trembling.

There was a tear on his wrinkled cheek.

" Never mind," he said. " I am an old

man. Don't go."

" I don't want to go," said his son, un-

steadily.

And from that moment dates David Miall's

new attitude towards life. He is to-day a

man whoso thoughts are happy and contented.



Artists' Views on Ladies' Hats.

How are ladies' hats regarded by artists ?â��that is to say, what is their

merit, not as creations of fashion, but as things of beauty ? That is the

interesting question which it is the object of the following article to solve.

A number of photographs, displaying the most recent styles in ladies'

headgear, were submitted to a number of eminent artists, and their opinion

was asked as to which of these they would select as the most artistic. Our

lady readers will be gratified to find that the same hat so often wins

approval both from the votary of fashion and the artist. We hope to

follow this article next month by another treating, from the same point

of view, the still more interesting subject of ladies' dress.

Sir JAMES L1XTON, P.R.I.

JLL the photographs I have

before me strike me as being

so charming that I find it

no easy matter to make a

definite selection without

being unfair to some of the

, pretty wearers who must

perforce be left out. As, however, â�¢ the

question of my personal preference is put

direct to me. I think, after mature consider-

ation, that I must choose Nos. 2, 7, 9, 6,

and 3, in the order named. I select No. 2

first by reason of its artistically-simple design,

and also on account of its complete suitability

to the face and dress the designer has had to,

so to speak, complete. Were I selecting a

model to paint wearing a modern hat, I am

inclined to think that my choice would prob-

ably fall upon the sitter in photograph No. 7,

for the piquant French face, framed by the

severe shape of the hat and balanced by the

tilt on to the shoulders, makes a strong appeal

to the " artist ", in me. To receive impartial

judgment, it strikes me that a hat must be

seen unworn in a shop window, where it

stands on its merits alone, because, when

placed on the head of a pretty wearer, one is

apt te look at the face first and, obtaining a

pleasing impression in that respect, to feel

favourably disposed to the said wearer's hat

â��result: no matter what the hat may really

be like, its merits are exaggerated in favour

solely from the " reflected glory " of the face

it adorns. Do any other impressions occur

to me about the remaining photographs ?

Yes; I consider that No. 6 possesses an

appealing charm of originality, though I

cannot help thinking that such a style is not

likely to prove particularly serviceable.

while it would also require most careful

dressing not to make it look out of place.

Photograph No. 5 must also be mentioned

by reason of the fact that it is somewhat

unorthodox, and I should say that a hat of

this type would be suitable to wear at some

special function, such as, shall we say, Oaks

Day, when a somewhat bizarre effect is, I

understand, not regarded as out of place.

Photograph No. 9 I like as a town hat of

serviceable design, and I give it preference

over photograph No. 8, which, although

it curries out the same idea, nevertheless

does not do so quite so effectively. Of the

rest, photograph No. 3 pleases me most as

a pretty picture-hat eminently well suited

to wearers possessed of a graceful, slender

figure.

Mr. WILLIAM LLEWELLYN, A.R.A.

Whenever possible, it seems to me

that a hat should be so constructed as to

follow the lines of the wearer's head. Also

I consider that every effort should be made

to emphasize and make the most of the good

points of the wearer's face ; which, perhaps,

is really only another way of saying that there

should be but little overbalancing trimming

used at the back of a hat made for a wearer

with small and rounded features. Also it

strikes me that it would be an exceedingly easy

matter to " over-weight " the front of a hat

constructed for the type of face which can,

perhaps, best be described as of the Jewish

order. Of the photographs shown in this

article, I feel bound to say that those which I

like best are Nos. i, 2, 6, and 4. Indeed,

between these I find it hard to make a choice.

No. i, for example, is a type that I imagine

will always be popular and smart, as it well

illustrates an excellent example of a picture-

hat. Then, again, No. z is both original and

artistic, and if I were compelled to pick one

photograph alone I think that this would have

my vote, although I feel disposed to put in a

mild saving clause to photograph No. 4, which
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is both tasteful and

smart. No. 5. too,

is assuredly most

striking, though I

feel that the outline

is too broken to be

really artistic, and

also that extremes

of fashion such as

this would appear

to suggest should

be treated with a

mild measure .of

caution â�� certainly

from the point of

viewof the ordinary

wearer.

Mr. GEORGE

1IEXRY. A.R.A.

Of the many

really charming

fashions shown in

this extremely in-

teresting article,

my personal prefer-

enceâ��in the order

namedâ��is for Nos,
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2 and 3. al-

though several

of the other

i 11 u s trations

are refresh-

ingly artistic.

However, were

1 to be asked

to choose a

model in mod-

ern dress, I

think I should

select one of

the hats al-

ready men-

tioned for her

to wear, although perhaps this may be

rather a risky thing to do, for, after all, a

sitter with intelligence, and with no exag-

gerated ideas of her beauty or lack of that

desirable quality, should actually be the best

by Scknevltr.

judge of which particular style cf

hat is most suited to her particular

type of face. In selecting a hat. in

my humble opinion, a woman should

always take a cold, dispassionate

survey of her features and select

accordingly. For instance, a woman

with very big features will assured!}'

not look her best in a tiny toque.

On the other hand, a woman with

small features would probably fina

that the tiny hat which might make

her sister look grotesque would suit

her admirably. With regard to the

photographs shown in this article,

I think on the whole that they are

all possessed of distinct artistic merit,

although I feel bound to say that

photograph No. 5 seems to illustrate

rather an oulrt type of fashion.

Mr. BY AM SHAW.

As far as the illustrations shown

in this article are concerned. I have

a decided preference, in the order

named, for Xos. 4. 2. i, and 8. I

may say that I should like No. 4 s'.ill

more were the feather entirely re-

moved from it, or, as an alternative,

were it to droop over from back to

front, thus balancing the head, as does the

wing in No. 2. If memory serves me. it was

Du Maurier who once said " that he had

never drawn a single ugly line in his life,''

and when an artist is choosing a hat for a
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sitter it is far from an unwise policy for him

to bear this in mind, for although, perhaps,

at a first glance he

may not quite like

a certain hat, he is

more than likely to

alter his opinion

Prom n

ft

From a Photograph by SfhtteidfT.

when once he becomes

interested in his repro-

duction on canvas.

Generally speaking, I

some limes wonder why

women as a sex fre-

quently overlook the

fact that a poise of the

head or a difference in

the angle of wearing a

hat may make a whole

world of difference in the effect pro-

ducedâ��at least this is my opinion, but

perhaps it is hardly treading on safe

ground for a mere man to pass judg-

ment on such an all-important matter

as " hat-selecting."

Mr. HAROLD SPEED.

As I understand the " hat question."

the ideal aim of a hat should be to

express some sort of individuality on

behalf of the wearer, and it should

also tone in with the lines of the

wearer's face. In these all-important

respects photograph No. i seems to

be particularly successful, as the edge

of the brim follows the line of the brows,

while the broken line of the feather above

the brim does not, in any way, detract from

the regularity of the wearer's features. Do

I think that modern taste in head-gear has

improved ? On the whole I should say that

it has, although not a few Englishwomen

would still seem to have an unfortunate

knack for wearing a hat at exactly the

opposite angle for which it was intended. In

saying this I should like to point out that

it is far from my wish to cast

even the most shadowy of reflec-

tions upon the taste of English-

women in general, but merely to

point out that, although modern

head-gear, from an artistic point

of view, has in many respects

recently greatly improved, there

still remain a small minority of

women who apparently select

their head - gear in a decidedly

haphazard " It

may or may not

suit me, but I'll

wear it all the

same " manner.

Mr. C. H. SHAN-

NON. A.R.A.

Unlike many

people who ere

wont to declare

that modern

From a ffcotoptVpA by
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fashions in hats are, as

a rule, anything but

artistic creations, I

must confess that I

have a decided liking

for present-day fashions

in hats, always provided

that they are not so

constructed as to com-

pletely obscure the

features of the wearer.

Of the various perfectly

charming photographs

shown in this article I

have a leaning towards

No. 5, for there is a

fantastic " something "

about the design that

makes a strong appeal

to me. I need scarcely

point out that a hat of

this type would assur-

edly not suit every

member of the fair sex,

but as I view the

matter, so long as the wearer has a type

of head suited to this style, as in the present

case, the effect would always be distinctly

attractive. To judge a hat looking at it from

one point of view only is obviously a difficult

matter, but with regard to the other photo-

styles shown in this

article, which should

prove something of an

education to those

women who are some-

times prone to form

the idea that because

a hat is fashionable they

simply must wear itâ��

utterly regardless of

the fact that no par-

ticular style of hat can

possibly suit every style

of face. No ; although

naturally a pretty hat

is a great ''showing-off "

aid to beauty, the par-

ticular type of face of

the wearer should, I

consider, be the first

consideration, for which

reason it seems to me

that great discrimina-

tion should be shown

by women when select-

ing hats. In the illustrations in this article

it seems to me that this discrimination has

been observed in a most pleasing manner.

Mr. OSWALD BIRLEY.

As I understand I am bound to select one

a /'.'.'â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢,"/.â�¢ by StMnfulcr.

graphs, as a personal expression of opinion, photograph in particular as my favourite

I should say that Nos.

7, 3, and i can be

justifiably regarded as

"safe" designs, inas-

much as it strikes me

that they are particu-

larly well suited to

" crown " several differ-

ent types of face. There

are, in my opinion, cer-

tain phases of fashions

that can only be accu-

rately described as

"hideous," but, luckily,

fashions of this sort

seldom last for long.

Fortunately for those

who possess a sense of

the artistic, the popular

fashions in vogue at

the present time are re-

markably tasteful, and

as an example of the

truth of this I need only

refer readers of THE

STRAND MAGAZINE to

the exceedingly pretty

From (l PlUlctntli by SckuMtr.

from the various artistic

designs shown. I feel

disposed to give my

vote to photograph No.

4, although I cannot

help feeling that the

towering leather sug-

gests somewhat of an

overbalancing effect

which, in my opinion,

rather detracts from its

charms. Photographs

Nos. 2 and i also im-

press me as being par-

ticularly pleasing, and,

speaking purely as an

artist, I feel that both

subjects would make

interesting pictures to

paint. Am I of the

opinion that modern

fashions in head-gear

are. as you express it,

" on the up grade " ?

On the whole. I think

yes. for it seems to me

that the present - day
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fashion in hats i:; dis-

tinctly artistic,though

â�� and here, again,

purely from an artist's

point of viewâ��I can-

not help thinking that

the most paintable

hats I ever remember

having seen were,

paradoxically enough,

not hats at all, but

the bonnets of the

Early Victorian

period. My reason for

this choice lies in the

fact that the lines of

the design strike me

as framing the face in

a particularly attrac-

tive manner, and also

following the lines of

the head in the crown

in a way which serves

to show off the

wearer's features to

the best possible ad-

vantage. Of the

many sitters I have painted wearing hats

I do not think I remember a "hat effect''

which has appealed to me . more than

that in my portrait of Mrs. Prescott Decie

(No. 10), in which the feathers, you will note,

fall in a graceful curve over the shap. of the

head from back to front. Obviously this

particular form of

head - gear is better

suited to country

ra her than town

wear; but all the

same I cannot help

feeling that the motive

of the design is most

commendable.

Mr. HARRINGTON

MANN.

Speaking purely

from an artistic point

of view, I must give

my vote to photo-

graph No. 2, although

I feel bound to men-

tion that the hat there

shown is certainly not

one which could be

worn by everybody,

and I might add that

I should like it better

if the left wing did

10.â��Mr. Oswald Birley's portrait of Mrs. Prescott

Decie. in which the feathers fall in a graceful curve

over the shape of the head from back to front.

11.â��A portrait by Mr. Harrington Mann, in which the

wings in the hat droop over, while they faithfully

follow the line of the head.

not come quite so high

up. In my portrait

of a well-known sitter

which is here repro-

duced (Xo. n) you

will notice that the

wings in the hat droop

over, the while they

faithfully follow the

line of the head, which,

largely on account of

the artistic shape of

the crown, gives a

symmetrical form to

the w'hole face which

is certainly most at-

tractive. Generally

speaking, in my opin-

ion modern fashions

in head-gear are ex-

ceedingly smart, and

lend themselves par-

ticularly well to

artistic treatment,

although I have

remarked that there

still exist certain

shapej in hats which tend to hide the

wearer's features. Photographs Nos. i and

4 both seem to me particularly attractive,

the design shown in No. i being in every-

way well suited for a plain and simple

costume, while No. 4 strikes me as being a

suitable hat for those occasions when the

wearer's dress is of a

more elaborate cha-

racter. Englishwomen

have, I think, recently

made decided steps in

the matter of tasteful

dressing, and can most

certainly now compete

with theirsistersof any

nationality in smart-

ness in this respect.

Mr. ALFRED

DRURY, A.R.A.

Of the many excel-

lent designs here

shown, I unhesitat-

ingly select No. i as

being the most artistic

in every respect and

from every point of

view. This hat strikes

me as having been

obviously designed by

a real artist at his
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or her work. Note, for example, the skilful

manner in which the lines of the face

are followed and emphasized. N'ote. too,

the artistic upward curl of the brim on the

right, thus balancing the droop on the'left.

The falling feather also serves to relieve any

tendency that might exist towards hardness

of lines, besides acting as an ornamental

adjunct, while at the same time it also pre-

sents a striking colour contrast which does

not in any way clash with the general effect

of the wearer's dress. Turning my attention

to the other phonographs, I consider that

No. 6 is also excellent, in that it shows a

commendable touch of

originality of design, the

ribbon under the chin

being a distinctly happy

thought, framing the face

as it does without in the

slightest degree tending

to hide its beauty. The

dainty bunch of fruit.

too. strikes me as appear-

ing to be placed inexactly

the correct position.

Photograph No. 3 also

makes a distinct appeal

to me. the arrangement

of the ruffle at the throat

lending valuable aid to

the general appearance of

the hat. I feel sure that

if women will carefully

study the general effect

produced in these illus-

trations they will surely

learn something really

worth knowing anent the

art of hat - selecting,

which, it seems to me,

must necessarily be far more difficult than

many people might imagine, for there is but

little doubt in my mind that many women

do not make the most of their facesâ��that is

to say, do not show them off to the best

advantage, for the all-important reason that

they are always apt to give preference to the

" latest thing.'' regardless of whether the

particular fashion at the moment is really

suited to their own particular style of face.

Mr. WALTER CRAXE.

As far as fashions in hats are concerned, I

am certainly not a laudator temporis acti. for

1 consider that the majority of modern designs

possess a distinctly greater artistic merit than

12.â��The central figure of ihis picture, by Mr.

Walter Crane, is wearing a hat the lines of

which were designed to follow those of the lily.

old-time fashions. Indeed, the only fault I

have to find with them is that almost as soon

as a charming new design comes in vogue

those who are responsible for designing the

fashions would usually seem to regard it as

absolutely necessary to alter it out of all

recognition. However. I take it that it is the

busines's of people who supply these dainty

articles to create a demand for new ideas as

soon as they possibly can, although, by the

same token. I think that there exist certain

natural lines and designs which should be per-

mitted to endure for all time. The central

figure of my picture here shown (No. 12) is

wearing a hat the lines of

which were designed to

follow those of the lily in

the picture, and although

I do not pretend to

suggest that this re-

â�¢"-=â�¢ presents the modern,

or, indeed, any par-

ticular type of fashion,

the shape could. 1 think,

be made to adapt modern

dress in an absolutely

suitable manner. Of the

photographs shown in the

article. I must give No. i

preference, although Nos.

7.2. and 3 also appeal to

me as being quite in good

taste and particularly

well suited to the style

of face of the various

wearers. As a lover of

colour. I must confess to

having a decided liking

for a bright splash of

colour in a hat, always

providing, of course, that

colour tones in with the general colour

effect of the wearer's costume. I may say,

too. that from an artistic point of view-

designers of hats would. I think, at all times

be well advised to keep to certain natural

lines, and not to strive too much for ultra-

fashionable effects. After all, what possible

merit is there in the latest thing out in hats if

it lacks be'auty ?,

It will be seen that of the ten artists

whose.opinions are quoted, four have selected

hat Nr>. 2 as being the most artistic, while

No. i has gained the favour of three. No. 4

is the first choice of two artists, and one has

given his vote in favour of No. 5.
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THERE is an

ancient game

or competition

with which certain of

our readers may be

acquainted, though we

think it will be quite

new to the great majo-

rity of them. It con-

sists of trying to see

who can make the

best picture by using

only a limited number

of straight lines. By

the best picture, of

course, is meant that

which produces the

most striking effect

with the very limited

means at the artist's

command. The idea of the following article

is, we think, new and interestingâ��namely.

to give an example of such a game as it might

be played by a company of experts. In other

NAPOLEON'S FIRST VIEW OF MOSCOW."

By

words, we have asked

a number of black-

and-white artists to

send us drawings done

without using more

than twenty - one

straight lines. The

examples we have re-

ceived are reproduced

on this and the fol-

lowing pages, and the

reader may be left to

form his own opinion

as to which artist has

displayed the greatest

skill and ingenuity in

the combination of

his twenty-one

straight lines.

Perhaps it is not

until the reader has played the game himself.

and has become acquainted by practical

experience with the difficulties imposed by

the strictness of its rules, that he will be fullv

' Bull.

" EVE."

By W. Hulk Robinioo.

"THE I.EPII>OPTERIST.:

By W. Heath Robinion.
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"THE DYING DUCK."

By J. A. Shepherd.

qualified to appreciate the merit of the

examples which are here set before him. For

instance, if he studies these examples with

any degree of care he can hardly fail to

learn the value of economy of line. Let us

Took at " The Lepidopterist." a delighted

butterfly hunter who is about to capture a

rare specimen in his net. Especially worthy

of notice is his hat, which is brought into

necessary to draw attention

to the rare power and

humour expressed in the two

designs by Mr. W. Heath

Robinson. There is, especi-

ally, something quite irre-

sistible in the remarkable

composition which he has

entitled " Eve."

Almost as expressive, too,

is Mr. Leete's cat " meaow-

ing," which would certainly

stand an excellent chance

of obtaining the prize, if one

were on offer in the present

case ; though he might be

run close by Mr. H. M.

r.ateman, whose two designs,

" The Glad Eye " and " The

Looking - Glass," are also

full of humorous touches.

Most of the other designs

have their own characteristic

merits, which stand out clearly on examina-

tion, but do not call for particular mention.

Mr. Harry Rountree. whose striking design

is the last of those reproduced, requires a

A PORTRAIT.

By John HÂ«Mll.

being with a single stroke, without which

stroke the gentleman in question would have

been hatless and would have displayed only

the remarkable pointed head with which

Nature had endowed him. It is scarcely

" MEAOW ! "

By Alfred Leete.
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word or two of ex-

planation to himself.

He.has assumed that

a straight line may

be of any thickness,

and so has been able

to reproduce masses

of solid black, which

give his productions

a character of their

own. We are obliged

to say. however, that

this seems to us to

. be forcing the rules

of the game some-

what farther than

was intended. Of

course, a line can be

of any length, and

correspondingly of

any shortness, so that

it is quite allowable

to reduce it, if re-

quired, to the size of

a mere dot. But to

make use of lines so

thick as to produce

the effect of cubes

and oblongs gives an

artist opportunities which are beyond the

reach of those who are limited to the ern-

plpyment of thin linesâ��to such lines, in

shorl, r.s might be fairly used as outlines.

A

"THE GLAD EYK."

By H. M. Bateman.

" THE LOOKING-GLASS."

"To see hersel' as ithers see her."

By H. M. Barman.

But Mr. Rountree's ingenuity, whether his

methods be allowable or not, is certainly

most remarkable.

In conclusion, we invite any of our readers

who wish to try their skill at this new

pastime to send us the best of their attempts.

If any attain to a sufficiently high standard

we shall be pleased to publish them and to

pay for any which are so used.

" ST. EUPHENESTA FED BY THK RAVENS."

By Harry Rounlree.



Xiplofts Professor.

By C. H. BOVILL.

Illustrated by A. Morrow.

IPLOFT has many qualities

which endear him to his

friends â�� the most lovable,

perhaps, being the possession

of an income of about twenty

thousand pounds per annumâ��

but he is not an intellectual

giant. In point of fact, he is one of our

leading asses.

Tiploft spends most of his time and a great

deal too much of his money in messing about

with something which he describes vaguely

as The Occult. Ghosts, for instance, amuse

Tiploft very much indeed. He also enjoys

gazing into crystals (which, so far as he is

concerned, remain vexingly opaque); but

he is perhaps happiest when, as one of a doleful

company gathered round a table in a darkened

room, he is making ungentlemanly attempts

to disturb the peaceful seclusion of his family

mausoleum.

Knowing his peculiarity, we were not in

the least surprised when one day at the club

Tiploft announced that he was taking lessons

in hypnotism. An indulgent smile was the

only comment that most of us had to offer ;

and I feel sure that if Haines had not been in

the room the matter would simply have been

allowed to drop. Unfortunately. Haines

labours tinder the pleasing impression that

an inscrutable Providence has created Tiploft

to no other end than to provide Henry Haines

with amusement; consequently, he wanted

to know all about these hypnotic lessons.

" From whom are you having them, Tip ? "

he inquired, with an air of the greatest

interest.

" From a Professor, of course." answered

Tiploft, as if that were the only possible way

in which the mystic art could be acquired.

" Professor Gosh.''

He fired the name at us with much the same

air as a medical student might say that he

had been studying surgery under Sir Frederick

Treves, and seemed quite surprised that no

one appeared to be particularly impressed.

He explained that Professor Gosh was the

most skilful hypnotist in Asiaâ��probably in

Vo) Â»Iir.-7.

the world ; a man whose services could only

be secured at a very large outlay. Further

cross-examination revealed that for six lessons

(in which proficiency was guaranteed) Tiploft

was being charged a hundred pounds.

" Whew ! " whistled Haines. " That's

pretty stiff, Tippy. About top price in that

line, I should say. Where did you come across

this gentleman who knows how to open his

mouth so wide ? "

" It was rather curious how we met,"

replied Tiploft. " The Professor is a bit of a

numismatist, and, hearing that I had a pretty

good collection " (Tiploft collects every-

thing, from stamps to bits of the ropes with

which famous murderers have been hanged),

" he called one day and requested permission

to see it. While I was showing him round

we got into conversation, and I found him a

most interesting character. Somehow the

talk got round to hypnotism, and he interested

me so much in his description of its marvels

that I decided to take some lessons."

" And how are you getting on ? " asked

Haines, with a wink to the rest of us.

" First-rate ! " answered Tiploft, enthusi-

astically. " The Professor declares that he

has never had such a pupil. Why. though

I've still got another lesson to come, he says

I know nearly as much as he does already."

" That's good," said Haines. " That's

splendid. Now, suppose you give us. an

exhibition of your powers by hypnotizing

one of usâ��me, for instance ? "

" Oh, no, I couldn't do that," objected

Tiploft, gravely. " Not with a pal, you

know. It wouldn't do. Why, if one of you

fellows were to get under my influence he

might lose his individuality altogether. It

would become merged in mineâ��probably

for ever."

This was a possibility calculated to make

even the most reckless pause. Haines with-

drew his candidature with the utmost

dispatch.

" At the same time, Tippy," he remarked,

" if you don't exert your power, how can

you be sure you've got it ? "
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"But I do exert it!" insisted Tiploft.

" The Professor brings a medium with him

for me to practise on. He says it's wonderful

the control I have got over this chap's mind.

I can make him do practically anything."

Tiploft seemed distinctly nettled at the

outburst of laughter excited by this artless

speech.

" I know, I know ! " he snorted, angrily.

" You think I'm the sort of Juggins anybody

can take in."

We did ; and told him so.

" Well, you're all wrongâ��as usual. Sur-

prising as it may seem, it actually did occur

to me that the medium I've been using might

be a confederate of the Professor. It may

interest you to know that the Professorâ��

whom I believe to be a man of the highest

integrityâ��himself suggested that before I

hand over his fee I should test my powers on

some subject who was above suspicion."

" Bluff, sheer bluff on the part of your old

Professor," was Haines's emphatic comment.

" The Professor did not suggest that my

subject should be taken from the ranks of the

legal profession," retorted Tiploft, crisply;

and Haines had to look down his nose, belong-

ing, as he does, to a much-respected firm of

family solicitors.

" To obviate all possibility of fraud," Tip-

loft went on, " the Professor is coming to my

house to-morrow night after dinner, and we

are going out into the road to get hold of the

first passer-by."

" And the first passer-by will probably-

hand you out a thick ear," was Haines's

prophecy. " Do you suppose people have

nothing to do but to go into your house and

be made fools of ? "

" I dare say we shall find someone who

will take it on," said Tiploft, optimistically.

" Particularly if I show a quid or two as a

persuader."

Tiploft, who had at first been rather grati-

fied by the amount of interest he had excited,

began to get a little alarmed at the number

of applications he received for permission to

be present at what promised to be a unique

occasion.

" I can't have the whole club there," he

protested. " It would disturb me, and I

shouldn't be able to concentrate my mind.

Besides, some of you would be sure to rot."

Finally it was agreed that a sub-committee

of two, consisting of Haines and myself,

should attend at Tiploft's house on the follow-

ing evening and see that he was not being

defrauded.

It was an excellent dinner that Tiploft

provided to fortify us against the task that

lay before us, and Haines and I enjoyed it

very much. We were concerned, however,

to observe that our host ate hardly anything.

We thought he was ill. but he explained that

it was only part of the game. Hypnotism, it

seems, makes somewhat exacting demands

upon its votaries. They dare not touch

anything which is at all calculated to impair

the clarity of the Mind. Tiploft always said.

" Mind " like thatâ��with a capital " M "â��

now.

The interval between the end of dinner

and the somewhat late hour at which the

Professor was expected to make his appear-

ance we filled in with examining Tiploft's

art and other treasures. We were astonished

at their variety and value. It was not sur-

prising to learn that his house had been the

Mecca of the criminal world for years past.

All the leading lights of the profession had

tried their skill upon it, so far without

receiving any reward (beyond penal servitude)

for their exertions. Almost as interesting as its

contents was the extraordinarily complicated

arrangement of burglar-traps by which the

house was guarded. One could not open a

window to let in some fresh air without

evoking an uproar that would have made

the concluding portion of 'â�¢' 1812 " inaudible.

Small wonder that the Napoleons of crime

had found their Moscow here.

It was past eleven before the celebrated

Professor Gosh arrived. Haines and I were

just a little disappointed in the Professor.

He was not the hypnotist of our dreams.

Instead of the tall, commanding person, with

piercing black eyes, whom we had expected

to see, there stood before us a fat little

Hindu half-caste, who blinked obsequiously

at the world from behind a pair of cheap

spectacles. For one so eminent in his pro-

fession he displayed, too, quite a lamentable

want of care in the matter of personal appear-

ance. Some years ago he had evidently

come to the conclusion that ablutions, in a

person of his complexion, were a waste of

time; while his clothesâ��an ingenious com-

bination of morning and evening costume,

consisting of a long frock-coat worn over an

evening waistcoat and trousersâ��had certainly

never been cleaned with anything but Monkey

Brand soap. Altogether, the Professor was,

perhaps, the most completely frowzy person

I have ever seen. However, he seemed per-

fectly pleased with himself, and, in curiously-

clipped accents, told us affably that he was

" veree pleased to make the acquaintance of

anee friends of his friend, Mr. Tiploft."
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" I am afraid, Professor, that you've left

things rather late," said Tiploft, whose

attitude, towards his instructor was one of

marked deference. " We shall never be able

to find a. subject at this time of night. Every-

body will be in bed."

" Oh, no, my dear sir, not at all ! " was the

Professor's cheerful reply. " I have met

several people as I came along. We shall

jcertainlee be able to find somebodee."

He declined the refreshment which Tiploft

offered, and proposed that we should at once

go out in search of our man.

It was not a nice night. An obnoxious

drizzle was falling when we got outside the

front-door, and the road was as empty as a

musical comedy.

We waited for some time in the rain, but

not a soul came in sight. Haines began to

yawn, and the- Professor shivered noisilyâ��

less, I fancy, from cold than from nervousness.

He was out for his hundred pounds, and the

prospect of a postponement of payment

appeared to give him a good deal of concern.

After ten minutes of fruitless watching,

Haines suggested that we should give it up.

" It's much too late/' he growled. " If

we wait here all night we sha'n't see anybody

but a bobby, and I expect it's a criminal

offence to try to hypnoti/e himâ��interfering

wiih a constable in the execution of his duty,

or something of that sort. Let's go in."

Tiploft seemed not at all disposed to object

to the abandonment of his exhibition, but

the Professor would not hear of it.

" Why don't they come ? " I heard him

muttering angrily to himself, as he looked at

his watch. " They " I took to be a reference

to humanity at large.

As he spoke we saw in the distance the

figures of two men hurrying towards us. The

Professor gave a sigh of relief as he caught

sight of them.

" What have we there ? " he cried, pointing

eagerly to the two men, who, when they came

under the light of a street-lamp, we could see

belonged apparently to the artisan class.

" Oho ! Two working chappies. The very

thing. Offer them a trifle. Mr. Tiploft. I am

sure they will be very pleased to oblige."

A less obliging-looking couple than they

proved to be, when they came up to us. I

have rarely seen. The Professor, however,

seemed to find them quite satisfactory, and

went towards them at once.

" Good evening, misters," he said, politely.

" Excuse me, I have a friend here who wishes

you to do something for him."

Their sole reply was to treat the Professor

to a prolonged survey, at the end of which

one of them was able to announce to his mate

that they were in the presence of a coloured

person not suffering from anremia. The

reception of this piece of acute diagnosis was

none too favourable, the mate's only com-

mentary upon it being that if what the un-

ansc-mic nigger's friend wanted done for him

was a bash on the nose, he had come to the

right shop. This did not look altogether

hopeful, but the Professor seemed in no wise

discouraged.

'' Oho ! You are funee gentlemen ! " he

cried, jocosely. " My friend will like you.

He is veree rich," added the Professor.

This last announcement certainly had the

effect of softening somewhat the uncompro-

mising attitude of the two sons of toil.

" What's yer rich friend want done ? "

asked one of them, cauiiously, after a pause

for consideration. Tiploft came forward from

the shadow of the garden gate.

" What I want," he said, " is one of you

men to come into my house for half an hour

and assist me in a little hypnotic experiment.

There'll be a couple of sovereigns for the man

who comes."

The men apparently understood well

enough what was meant by a couple of sove-

reigns, and their faces quite brightened ; but

what a little hypno'ic experiment might be

baffled them clearly. The Professorâ��accus-

tomed, no doubt, to such difficulties in the

course of his callingâ��came to the rescue with

a singularly lucid explanation. When they

at last comprehended what would be required

of them the men backed away apprehensively,

and stood in the middle of the roadâ��well out

of Tiploft's danger-zone. There the Professor

joined them, and for five minutes or more

brought all his powers of persuasion to bear

upon them. What he said exactly we could

not hear ; but apparently it was of a reassur-

ing nature, for presently the men came back

to the gate and announced their willingness

to take on the contract for a fiver apiece.

Tiploft demurred at this.

" I don't mind paying one of you a fiver,"

he said. " But I don't want you both.

You'd better toss up to decide which of you it's

to be."

" You go, Bill," said the smaller of the two.

" You been in foreign parts. I "aven't."

After some hesitation, Bill, fortified, no

doubt, by his cosmopolitan experience, said

that he was prepared to earn the five pounds.

" But Joeâ��my mate 'ereâ��'as got to come

along too," he stipulated. " Just to see that

I don't come to no 'arm, you know ; and to
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"'GOOD EVENING, MISTERS,' HE SAIL>, I'OLITELY. 'EXCUSE ME, I HAVE

A FRIEND HERE WHO WISHES YOU TO DO SOMETHING FOR HIM.'"

look after the five pun while you're puttin'

me to sleep. See ? "

There did not seem to be any great objec-

tion to this proposal ; so, accompanied by

the two men, we re-entered the house. Tip-

loft had sent his servants to bed earlier in the

evening on the ground that they were super-

stitious creatures, who would probably give

notice if they saw their master indulging in

practices which savoured of the supernatural;

so that we had no fear of being interrupted.

It was past midnight

before Tiploft was ready

to commence operations

in earnest, and I am

sure it was only our firm

conviction that we were

about to see him make

an unmitigated ass of

himself that kept Haines

and myself awake.

Certainly the prelimi-

naries were rich with

promise. Figure to your-

self the burly mechanic

posted under the chan-

delier in the middle of

the room and blinking

owlishly at Tiploft; his

mate a few feet away,

viewing the whole pro-

ceedings with the

gravest suspicion, and

holding himself ready

to spring to his friend's

rescue at the slightest

hint of foul play; the

Professor, greasy with

anxiety for his hundred

pounds; and, lastly,

Tiploft himself, waving

his hands about incom-

prehensibly, and con-

centrating upon his

victim a glare so in-

tensely baleful that it

was small wonder the

poor fellow shrank be-

fore it.

Owing, no doubt, to

excitement, it was some

time before Tiploft

succeeded in what I

believe is known techni-

cally as getting his

subject under ; but at

last we saw the nervous-

ness fade out of Bill's

eyes (which, by order,

he kept fixed on a disc Tiploft revolved before

him), and in its place came a curious glazed

look. At the same time the man's breath-

ing ceased to be a series of agitated

grunts, and became as regular as if he were

asleep.

" Now, what would you like him to do ? "

asked Tiploft, turning to Haines and myself

with a triumphant what-do-you-think-of-that

sort of air.

" Make him believe he's a kangaroo/'
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suggested Haines, who has a preference for

noisy humour.

Tiploft said something, and the next thing

we saw was Bill hopping about the room with

what, in the circumstances, was quite a

creditable representation of a kangaroo's

method of locomotion. To such a point of

realism, indeed, did he carry his performance

that he finally succeeded in putting both his

feet through a valuable old glass-and-gold

fire-screen, for which Tiploft had given an

unconscionable price only the week before ;

and on disentangling himself from the wreck-

age he picked up an equally precious Sevres

vase, which he proceeded to stuff under his

waistcoat.

" Hi ! What the devil are you doing ? "

shouted Tiploft, alarmed for the safety of his

prize.

" I'm a-puttin' my young inter my pouch,

o' course," was Bill's answer, given in a

slightly aggrieved tone, as if he were surprised

at being asked a question to which the reply

was so obvious.

" That's not your young you're putting

in your pouch," said Tiploft. '' That's a

snake."

A more unfortunate suggestion could hardly

have been made. With every manifestation

of terror the deluded medium tore the noxious

reptile from its hiding-place and dashed it

to the ground. Tiploft's face as he contem-

plated the fragments of his vase was a study.

He was evidently in the throes of a severe

inward struggle between the pride of the

successful experimentalist and the agony of

the stricken collector.

" Better turn him on to some cheaper

imitations, Tippy," gurgled the unfeeling

Haines. " Kangaroos seem to be rather

expensive pets."

At my suggestion the obedient Bill was

transformed into a dog. in which character

he unfortunately took Haines for a burglar

and bit him severely in the leg ; whereupon

Haines, whose appreciation of jokes at his

own expense is far from keen, gave him a

very hard kick indeed. Bill's companion

was up in arms at once.

" 'Ereâ��stow that ! " he shouted. " You

said my mate wasn't to come to no 'arm, and

there you've been and give him a kick that's

broke his ribs, I lay ! " He bent solicitously

over his friend. Hill promptly licked his

hand, with a wonderful imitation of canine

fondness, and then lay on his back and howled

dismally.

" Thereâ��you see 'e's 'urt bad ! " said Joe,

hastily removing his hand from the neighbour-

hood of his friend's mouth. " It's 'igh time

you gen'elmen stopped this foolishness."

" Yes," growled Haines, nursing his injured

leg. " Bring the brute to, Tiploft, and pack

him off, or you'll be having someone badly

hurt."

" Yes; and if you call my mate a brute,

you'll be the someone ! " said Joe, threaten-

ingly. " I ain't goin' to stand 'ere and let

pore ole Bill be abused when he ain't able

to defend hisself."

There was a grateful movement from that

part of pore ole Bill's anatomy where a

tail would have been had he really been the

dog he imagined himself to be, and he made

a spirited though unsuccessful attempt to

lick his friend's hand again. The sense of

the meeting seemed distinctly to be in favour

of abandoning the proceedings; but the

Professor, who had hitherto been watching

them in anxious silence, raised an objec-

tion.

" Excuse mee, Mister Tiploft, and other

misters," he said, suavely, " but this is a

veree important matter for mee. Mister T.

is under obligation to pay me a hundred

pounds when he is proficient in the mysterees

of hypnotism. Is the demonstration which he

has already given sufficient evidence of his

proficiency, or will something further be

required ? "

I was all for continuing the examination,

but Haines, who seemed to be in an ill-humour,

said that he had seen enough of the foolishness

to last him for a lifetime, and must decline

absolutely to be a party to any more of it.

" Veree well, then." said the Professor,

looking at Tiploft suggestively ; " only one

thing remains to be done before we bring

this interesting and instructive stance to an

end."

Tiploft went over to an escritoire and took

from it an envelope, which he handed to the

Professor.

" I suppose that's what you mean ? " he

said. " You'd better count it while I'm

bringing this blighter to again."

He stood over the prostrate Bill, who was

still lying on his back and emitting dog-like

howls at intervals, and made some passes over

his face. Then he blew on the man's eyes and

asked him where he was.

For sole reply Bill raised himself from his

supine position, and, getting once more on

all fours, made a circuit of the room, growling

ferociously. Haines clambered on to the back

of a sofa as he approached.

" Chuck it, Tiploft! " he shouted, angrily.

" I warn youâ��if you let that dangerous
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lunatic come

near me again

â��I shall kick

his brains

out! " â�¢

Some i n-

stinct must

have told the

dangerous

lunatic, un-

conscious as he

was, that there

was peril in

Raines's lifted

foot, for he

turned away

from the neigh-

bourhood of

the sofa and

came over on

all fours to

where I was

standing. To

see the way in

which he

snuffed at my

boots (growl-

ing horribly

all the time)

gave one a

most instruc-

tive insight

into the mar-

vellous mi-

metic powers

which can be

conveyed by

hypnotic sug-

gestion. I

should have

been very glad of the opportunity to make

a prolonged investigation of the phenomena

of the subject, but I felt that I ought not

to be selfish.

" This is really most interesting, Tiploft,"

I said. " I could watch it all night; but it's

getting late, I'm afraid, and Haines has a long

way to go home. Perhaps, after all, you had

better bring your subject back to his senses."

Tiploftâ��who, I noticed for the first time,

was beginning to wear a distinctly harassed

lookâ��said that that was precisely what he

was trying to do ; only, when a couple of

fools kept jawing, it was difficult for him to

maintain that concentration of mind which

was so essential. He bent again over the

medium and repeated the mysterious passes

and the blowing on the eyes which we had

already witnessed.

" You're all right now," he said, reassur-

ingly. " Sit up."

Apparently Bill was not yet quite clear

of the " influence," for, though he sat up

obediently enough, he did it, not like a

man, but like a dog which is " begging."

Tiploft looked painfully nonplussed.

"Oh, I'm getting so sick of this!"

wailed Haines, after another five minutes

had passed without anything happening

which could be interpreted as a return

to consciousness on the part of the unfor-

tunate medium. " Why can't you leave

the man alone and let us all go home ? "

"HAINES CLAMBERED ON TO THE BACK OF A SOFA AS HE ADVANCED."

Tiploft, wiping away the perspiration which

was hanging in beads on his forehead, was

forced to confess something had gone amiss.

" I don't seem able to get the fellow

unstuck," he said, plaintively.

" Wotcher mean ? " asked Bill's mate, in

tones whichwere husky with alarm. " Cantcher

get ole Bill out of his trance ? "

Tiploft turned in despair to the Professor

and asked if he could do anything.

" I will try," said the Professor, with a

gesture which implied that the prospects of

success were remote in the extreme. " But

I am veree much afraid that it will not be

anee use. You see, the medium is under

your influence, and it is doubtful whether he

will attend to anything I say."

Bill didn't. Though the Professor made

all the signs over him which Tiploft had
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employed, and a good many more which,

presumably, are known only to the inner circle

of hypnotists, his efforts met with absolutely

no success whatever. Bill remained obsti-

nately and hopelessly a dog.

" Mr. Tiploft's will is so strong," said the

Professor, with an admiring look at his pupil,

" I can do nothing with the man. There is

only one possible way in which I could get

any influence over the poor fellow now."

We begged him to let us hear it with the

least possible delay.

" Mr. Tiploft must fall asleep, or in some

other way become unconscious," was the

Professor's portentous announcement. " So

that he loses his will-power, you know."

We didn't in the least know, but we all

looked at each other significantly, as murh as

to say that we had had the same idea ourselves,

but hadn't liked to mention it.

" I don't think I could fall asleep," said

Tiploft, doubtfully. " At least, it would take

some time."

" Then we'll have

to make yer uncon-

scious," said Bill's

mate, with great

decision, picking up

the poker as he

spoke. " It wouldn't

take no time to do

that"

" Stop ! " cried

the Professor. " If

you two gentlemens

could take Mr. Tip-

loft far awayâ��to

some room at the

top of the house,

sayâ��and tell him a

lot of veree funnee

stories for an hour

or two, that might

help us."

"How?" de-

manded Tiploft,

guardedly. "I

know all their

alleged funny

stories by heart,

and I can't imagine

them helping any-

body to anything."

"It would dis-

tract your mind."

explained the Pro-

fessor.

"Oh, yes, I

should get distrac-

ted soon enough," agreed Tiploft,offensively;

" but what is the good of that ? "

" It would weaken that enormous will-

power of yours and give me a chance," replied

the Professor. " The concentration of your

mind would not be so intense if you were

laughing veree heartilee."

" Yes, but I shouldn't be laughing very

heartily," objected the pessimistic Tiploft, as

we led him towards the door.

" Do, please, try, Mr. T., sir," pleaded the

Professor, anxiously. " We really must do

something, or it will be a very serious matter

for all concerned."

As we went upstairs we could hear the

deluded Bill giving vent to dismal howls.

Apparently the poor dog had a premonition

that some evil fate lay in store for his

master.

The conclusion at which Haines and I

arrived after a good hour of unremitting

effort was that Tiploft had deceived us about

his ancestry. There must have been a strain

"'YOU ARE ALL RIGHT NOW,' HE SAII>, REASSURINGLY. ' SIT L'P."1
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"'THEN WE'LL HAVE TO MAKE YER UNCONSCIOUS,' SAID BILL'S MATE, WITH GREAT DECISION,

PICKING UP THE POKER AS HE SPOKE."

of Scotch about him somewhere. He denied

it with some emphasis, but on no other

hypothesis could his total incapacity to appre-

ciate the subtleties of humorous anecdote be

explained. We told him short stories ; we

told him long stories; we even told him

broad stories. But for all the effect we had

upon his risible faculties, we might as well have

been trying to entertain a tombstone. The

funnier we becameâ��and I wasn't in my worst

form, while Haines, spurred by the exigencies

of the situation, verged at times upon positive

brillianceâ��the more settled grew Tiploft's

melancholy. There he sat, on the edge of

a chair, listening to us, the picture of

dejection.

At last, to our indignation, we discovered

that he had fallen asleep.

" Devilish ungrateful; but, at all events,

it's something," said Haines, as he mopped

his forehead. " Don't you remember, the

Professor suggested at first that we should

try to get him asleep ? "

I did remember. My memory, just

at the moment, was in a highly-trained

condition.

" Let us go downstairs," I suggested,

" and see how our swarthy friend is getting

on."

We were rather surprised, on opening the

drawing-room door, to find the place in dark-

ness. We switched on the light. There was

nobody in the room. The Professor, the

medium, and his mate had disappeared.

So had every portable article of any value

in the room.
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How Humorists and Caricaturists Have Laughed at Its Misuse.

By WILLIAM S. WALSH.

ALARMING.

HAIRDRESSER : " They say, sir, the cholera's in the Aair, sir !"

Gent, (very uneasy) : *' Indeed ! Ahem ! Then I hope you are very particular about the brushes vou use ? "

Hairdresser : " Oh ! I see you don't ^understand me, sir. I don't mean the 'air of the 'ed, but the //air
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T is a curious fact that the

misuse of the letter " h " by

a certain class of Englishmen

â��now so fertile a subject of

remark and ridicule not only

among aliens, but among

educated Englishmen alsoâ��

was unknown or unnoted until comparatively

recent times. There is no allusion to the

" h" difficulty by those dramatists and

humorists of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries who find ample occasion for laughter

in the provincialisms of boors and clowns

among their own countrymen, the respective

brogues of the Irish, the Scotch, and the

Welsh, or the broken English of Frenchmen

and Hollanders.

More curious still, English writers on lan-

guage have, until recently, paid little atten-

tion to this trait of English speech. For the

trait is peculiarly English, or rather South

British. The Lowland Scotch, as English in

blood as the people of England themselves,

and speaking an ancient and important

English dialect, are entirely free from any

incapacity to manage the aspirate. So are

the English people of Irish birth, and so are

all men and women of English blood and

American birthâ��New Englanders, Virginians,

and the like.

" Yet it so pervades England," says

Richard Grant White, " that it might be

regarded as the normal form of English

speech, but for the fact that it is entirely

absent from the speech of those who speak

the best English, and is to them a cause of

aversion and an occasion of ridicule."

He offers two explanations for this pheno-

menon. The sudden outbreak of ridicule

provoked by the dropping and adding of the

" h " about the beginning of the nineteenth

century seemed to Mr. White an indication

that the habit had been formed or had come

into vogue with the lower classes during the
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counselâ��a very worthy and recent

recruit from the " other branch "â��

who persistently, throughout his

address to the jury, spoke of " halter "

as " 'alter." " Is -this a criminal

court ? " the judge asked the clerk of

the arraigns. He was assured it was.

" Oh, it's all right; but I thought

I had strayed into an ecclesiastical

inquiry."

Only a few years ago there died in

London a serjeant-at-law bearing the

name of Channel!, who, for some

reason, was always at fault in this

particular. A brilliant scholar, he

spoke excellent English save for that

one difficulty. One day in the

Admiralty Court, before Mr. Justice

Cresswell, a case was being tried,

with Serjeant Channel! on one side

and Sir Frederic Thesiger on the

other. Every time the former

mentioned the vessel he called it the

AN INCURABLE.

MAMMA : " Algernon, you great silly goose, 1 am

ashamed of you 1 To get into such a state al>out

that odious little MLss Griggs 1 Why, she was

dropping her ' h's ' all over the room ! "

Algernon: " Was she? I only wish I'd known

it ; Id have picked 'em up--and kept 'em ! "

Reproduced by the tptfial pÂ«rmw*wm of the Proprietor*

of "Punch."

eighteenth century, or that, having

until that time prevailed among all

classes, it was dropped and stigma-

tized as vulgar by the upper classes

about the end of that century.

Whatever be the truth, it is certain

that up to the middle of the nine-

teenth century the habit found

occasional survivals even among the

members of the educated classes

in London. Mr. Thomas Adolphus

Trollope, who, for a large part of his

life, was an intimate friend and a

neighbour of Walter Savage Landor's,

declares that that purist in written

English was careless with his " h V

in daily speech.

From a social point of view, the

Bar in London, as indeed in every

other great city, is looked upon as

the leading profession. Vet even in

its ranks we are told there are found

scattered about in unbeautiful pro-

fusion a few individuals whose lives

are so many tussles with the letter

" h." There is a classic story of a

"USING LANGUAGE.1

THE SOIMRE : " Well, Smith, I want your advice. Hadn't we better let

them have their way this time? '*

Smith : " No, no, sir; stick to your rights ! What / say \", 'Give such

people a hinch and they'll take a fall' â�� if you'll pardon my usin'such

strong language !"

tl by the ipccial permission of thf Proprietor* of " Ptintk."
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Ellen; every time Thesiger mentioned her

he called her the Helen. At last the judge,

with quaint gravity, said : " Stop ! What

was the name of the ship ? I have it on my

notes the Ellen and the Helen. Which is

it ? " The members of the Bar grinned ;

the judge looked very grave. " Oh, my lud,"

said Thesiger, in his blandest and most

fastidious manner, " the ship was christened

the Helen, but she lost her ' h' in the chops of

the Channell."

Sir Henry Lucy recalls an eminent barrister

in the House of Commons who, unfortunately,

was not very particular about the letter " h."

In one speech he more than once repeated

his astonishment that the gentleman to whom

late, hurried, and breathless, announced his

vote for " Gladâ��no, noâ��I mean 'Ardy."

Henry Smith claimed the vote for Gladstone.

" Why," said the Vice-Chancellor, " he only

pronounced the first syllable of Mr. Gladstone's

name." " Yes, sir ; but he did not pronounce

the first letter of Mr. Hardy's."

A member of the London County Council

was regretting the lack of art sense displayed

by his fellows when they placed an open

space at the disposal of the people. He pleaded

eloquently for fountains, gold-fish in orna-

mental basins, lions and unicorns in stucco,

and emerald-green garden-seats.

" Why," said he, in a splendid peroration,

" we want something homely and country-

POOR LETTKR ' H."

Tour CONTRACTOR (who has been paid a shilling per man, and sees his way to a little extra profit) : " Now, Icok 'en

two ' H's' I The public don't want yer, nor / don't, nor nobody don't; so jist drop them hoards, and then 'ook it !"

Ktvnductd 6Â» the ifcctul ixmiiuum o/ Ou PrupriOart at ".

he waÂ» replying " should harrogate to

himself" certain qualities. The member, in

his answer, described the distinguished lawyer

as " the honourable member for Harrogate."

Not a lawyer indeed, but still a man of

culture and intelligence and a distinguished

entomologist, was J. 0. Westwood. He

never succeeded in pronouncing the letter

" h." He once asked his friend Mansel who

was St. Bee ? . Remembering his peculiarity,

Mansel replied that he was a near kinsman

of St. 'Ives.

At an electoral contest between Mr. Glad-

stone and Mr. Hardy, Westwood, coming in

likeâ��a little arbour here and there. If a

foreigner came to this country and asked to

see one, we've never an arbour worth showing

to show him."

Then up and spake another member, who,

prior to attaining the height of his civic

ambitions, had been a petty officer in the

Navy.

" Oh, we 'aven't, 'aven't we ? And wot

about Portsmouth 'Arbour ? "

The London School Board has had members

quite as erudite as those of the County

Council. One of them, a retired linen-draper,

visited a school one day with the intention
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of putting the

fifth standard

through their

facings in the

geography of

Europe.

He began:

" What is the

capital of '01-

land ? "

"Capital

'H,'" was the

crushing re-

joinder from the

smart boy of the

class. The ex-

linen-draper did

not pursue his

geographical in-

quiries further.

A competitive

examination was

lately held for

the purpose of

appointing f i t

persons to some

of the Govern-

ment offices in

England. One of

the candidates

inad v er tently

spelled the word

" Venice " with

two " n's "â��

thus: "Vennice."

The examinerâ��a clever man, but not always

a correct speakerâ��sternly inquired : " Do

you not know, sir, there is but one ' hen '

in ' Venice ' ? ''

" Then eggs must be very scarce there ! "

was the ready reply.

The candidate passed.

In the days when packet-ships ran between

New York and London a youthful passenger

asked the English mate of the Christiana

what there was in the leather tubing around

the gunwales of the lifeboats.

" Hair, sir," he answered.

" Is there anything peculiarly buoyant

about hair ? " asked the American youth.

" If you don't know that, you don't

know much," replied the mate, with a look

of contempt, as he moved to another part of

the ship.

The youth was humiliated, and a few days

later asked the captain why hair was so buoy-

ant in water. That authority replied that

he didn't know that it was, and inquired why

the youth thought it was so.

SUl'EKIOR EDUCATION.

PAGE H"V (lo J carries) : " Where shall 1 put this 'ere dish of ammonds? "

Jeames (with dignity) : " I'm surprised, Harthur, that at your hage you

'aven't learnt 'ow to peruounce the har in harmonds !''

Reproduced by the epfcial , â�¢ ntiuion of the Proprietor* oj " Punch."

"Why, sir,

your mate told,

me that there

was hair in the

tubes of the life-

boats to make

them float when

capsized."

" Ah ! " an-

swered the cap-

tain, laughing.

"He's a Cock-

ney ; he means

air."

And who does

not remember

the famous

Punch picture,

in which, in reply

to a question re-

garding his

charge, a Cock-

ney groom re-

plies : " It's not

the 'unting that

'urts the 'orse,

sir; it's the

'ammer, 'ammer,

'ammer on the

'ard 'igh road."

George Lacy

Hillier. English

bicycle and

tricycle cham-

pion in the days

of the high wheel and hard tyre, used to tell

an amusing story about his trainer.

It appears that the trainer would at times

get on Hillier's nerves by calling him Mr.

'Illier. One day, in exasperation, Hillier

said to him, " Why do you always call me

Mr. 'Illier ? It is not my name, you

know'."

The trainer stood back in astonishment, and

replied, " Well, if a haich and a hi and a hel

and a hel and a hi and a he and a har don't

spell 'Illier, I'd like to know what it do

spell ! "

Someone asked a suburban doctor how his

wife got on with her new London cook.

" Oh, pretty well,'' he replied. " She will

do better when they understand one another.

The other morning the cook asked what was

to be done with the mortal remains of two

boiled fowls which had been but slightly

attacked the day before.

" ' Heat them for dinner,' said my wife.

" I came home at six, hungry and wet, and

was put down to cold boiled beef, so I growled.
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BETHNAL GREEN.

J . K- . â�¢! i : " ' Ary Scheflfer !' Hignorant fellers, these foreigners, Bill! Spells "Enery without the haitch !"

Reproduced bit tke gptciai ptnnittion of the Proprietor! of " Punch.'1

My wife got in a fuss, sent for the cook, and

demanded her fricassee. There was none.

" ' What have you done with those cold

boiled fowls, then ? '

" ' We 'ad 'em hin the kitchen, has you

told me, mum.'

" ' I told you ! That I never did.'

" ' Yes, mum; you told me to heat 'em,

and we het 'em.' "

Leveson-Gower tells how the representa-

tive of Spain at the Court of St. James's dined

with his family on one occasion, and how a

servant then and there beat all records in the

art of misplacing the letter " h." Flinging

the door open, he announced :â��

" The Spanish Ham "â��making a percep-

tible pause before he added, " bassador."

The author declares that he never will

forget the effect produced. " Edmund Yates

and Corney Grain, who were of the party

and talking together at the moment, bolted

into the small dining-room and behaved

certainly as well as the circumstances per-

mitted. My wife had the profoundest

difficulty to control her laughter and accord

a proper reception to our guest, who was, of

course, innocent of the abuse of his dis-

tinction."

Lawrence Hutton used to tell of an inci-

dent which occurred when he was in London

with John Fiske. Fiske himself would often

use the story in his lectures apropos of certain

eccentric linguistic matters which he wanted

to illustrate.

" We had gone together one morning,"

Hutton would say, " to get our letters. For

me there was none. I gave my name care-

fully, but there was nothing. I felt sure that

there must be some correspondence for me,

and was inspired to ask the Cockney clerk

if he were looking under ' H.' Immediately

a great mass of mail matter was produced.

It seems he had been searching in vain for

Hutton in the box of' U.' "

For years after that John Fiske, in writing

to his friend, always dropped the initial " H,"

and persistently called him " 'Utton."

Speaking on a motion for adjournment to

consider Mr. Gladstone's intentions with

regard to the future of the Home Rule Bill,

Lord Randolph Churchill made a playful use

of the letter " h" with great effect. He

remarked, "We are being jockeyed," and

concluded with a protest against the Prime

Minister's attempt to " hocus " the House of

Commons. Sir William Harcourt, in reply,

rebuked these expressions. " This, sir," he

said, â�¢' is the language of the Derby." " No,"

retorted Lord Randolph, across the table;

" it is the language of the Hoax." And it

took Sir William some time to recover the

attention of the House.



PERPLEXITIES,

By Henry E. DuJeney.

no coins other than the three mentioned ? A ching-

chang is worth exactly twopence and four-fifteenths

of a ching-chang.

96.â��THE WIZARD'S CATS.

A WIZARD placed ten cats inside a magic circle, as

shown in our illustration, and Hypnotized them so that

they should remain stationary during his pleasure.

lie then proposed to draw three circles inside the large

one so that no cat could approach another, cat without

crossing a magic circle. Try to draw the three circles

so that every cat has its own enclosure and cannot

reach another cat without crossing a line.

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

91.â��INSPECTING A MINE.

STARTING from C, the inspector must travel 36 fur-

longs. Here is one route: C to H, M, R, S, R, Q. P,

K, F, K, L, G, F, A, B, C, B, G/H, I, D, C, D, E. J,

0, J, I, N, 0, T, S, N, M, L, Q. If he starts from B

he need only travel 35 furlongs, but a start from A

will require a journey of 38 furlongs. In fact, a start

from B, D, Q, or S requires 35, from C, R, F, K, J, or

O requires 36, and a start from any other point takes

38 furlongs. But you cannot end a journey where

you like if you want the shortest route. For example,

if you start at B, you must end at Q or S; if you start

at C you must again end at Q or S; and if

you start at F you must end at B or D.

92.â�� THE LETTER BLOCK

PUZZLE.

94.â��RIGHT AND LEFT PUZZLE.

HERE is quite a simple little puzzle, the point in

which lies in the reader's imagining difficulties that do

not really exist. Arrange twenty-five counters in the

order shown in the illustration. It is required to get

them into proper numerical orderâ��that is, i, 2, 3, 4, 5

in the top row, from left to right, 6 to 10 in the second

row, and so on. This is to be done by taking up one

counter in each hand and exchanging the original

position of the one in the right hand with that in the

left. Continue this until all are in their proper places.

What is the smallest number of such exchanges that is

necessary ? As 8 is already in its place, and you can

place one counter correctly at every exchange, you may

hastily conclude that it needs twenty-four exchanges.

But this is not the case.

95.â��CHINESE MONEY.

THE Chinese are a curious people, and have strange

inverted ways of doing things. It is said that they use

a saw with an upward pressure instead of a downward

one, that they plane a deal board by pulling the tool

towards them instead of pushing it, and that in build-

ing a house they first construct the roof and, having

raised that into position, proceed to work downwards.

In money the currency of the country consists of taels

of fluctuating value. The tael became thinner and

thinner until 2,000 of them piled together made less

than three inches in height. The common cash con-

sists of brass coins of varying thicknesses, with a round,

square, or triangular hole in the centre, as in our illus-

tration. These are strung on wires like buttons.

Supposing that eleven coins with round holes are worth

fifteen ching-changs, that eleven with square holes are

worth sixteen ching-changs, and that eleven with tri-

angular holes are worth seventeen ching-changs, how

can a Chinaman give me change for half a crown, using

THIS puzzle can be solved in 23 movesâ��

the fewest possible. Move the blocks in

the following order: A, B, F, E, C, A,

B, F, E, C, A, B, D, H, G, A, B. D,

H, G, D, E, F.

93.â��A CHAIN PUZZLE.

To open and rejoin a link costs threepence. There-

fore, to join the nine pieces into an endless chain would

cost 2s. 3d.; whereas a new chain would cost 2s. 2d.

But if we break up the piece of eight links, these eight

will join together the remaining eight pieces at a cost

of 2s. But there is a subtle way of even improving on

this. Break up the two pieces containing three and

four links respectively, and these seven will join

together the remaining seven pieces at a cost of only

is. 9d.



Illustrated by

H. R. Millar.

N olden time, in a certain

kingdom far across the seas

and behind high mountains,

there lived a Czar and his

Queen. The Czar had lived

long in the world and had

become old. He had three

sons, Princes, all of them young, brave, and

unmarried. During the long days they flew

about on their fiery, beautiful horses, like

bright hawks under the blue sky. All three

were handsome and clever, but the hand-

somest and cleverest was the youngest, and

he was Prince Ivan.

Copyright, 1912,

A STORY

FOR

CHILDREN.

Re-told from the

Russian by

Post Wheeler.

One day the Czar summoned his three sons

to his presence and said : " My dear children,

you have now arrived at man's estate, and it

is time for you to think of marriage. I

desire you to select maidens to be loving wives

to you and to be dutiful daughters-in-law.

Take, therefore, your bows and arrows which

have been hardened in the fire. Go into the

untrodden field wherein no one is permitted

to hunt, draw your bows tight, and shoot in

different directions, and in whatsoever Courts

your arrows fall, there demand your future

wives. The maid who finds an arrow shall

be the bride of him who shot it."

by Post Wheeler.
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So the Princes made arrows, hardened them

in the fire, and, going into the untrodden

field, shot them in different directions, the

eldest brother to the east, the second to the

west, while the youngest, Prince Ivan, drew

his bow with all his strength and shot his

arrow straight before him.

On making search the eldest brother found

that his arrow had fallen in the courtyard of

a nobleman, where it lay before the tower in

which were the apartments of the maidens.

The second brother's arrow had fallen in the

courtyard of a rich merchant who traded

with foreign countries, and pierced a window

at which the merchant's daughterâ��a lovely

girlâ��was standing. But the arrow of Prince

Ivan could not be found at all.

Ivan searched in deep sorrow and grief.

For two whole days he wandered in the woods

and fields, and on the third day he came by

chance to a boggy swamp, where the black

soil gave way under the foot, and in the middle

of the swamp he came upon a frog which held

in her mouth the arrow he had shot.

When he saw this he turned to run away,

leaving his arrow behind him, but the frog

cried : " Kwa ! Kwa ! Prince Ivan, come

to me and take your arrow. If you will not

take me for your wife, you will never get

out of this marsh."

Ivan was greatly surprised to hear the frog

speak, and was at a loss to know what to do.

But at last he took the arrow, picked up the

frog, put her in a fold of his coat, and went

sadly home.

When he arrived at the palace and told his

story his brothers jeered at him, and the two

beautiful maidens whom they were to marry

laughed at him also, so that he went weeping

to the Czar and said : " How can I ever take

this frog to wifeâ��a little thing that says

' Kwa ! Kwa !' :

But the Czar made answer: " Take her,

for such was my Royal word, and such is your

fate ! " And though Prince Ivan wept a long

time, there was no further word to be said.

So the sons of the Czar were marriedâ��the

eldest to the nobleman's daughter ; the second

to the daughter of the merchant; and the

youngest, Prince Ivan, was married to the

frog. When the day came he went to the

palace in a closed carriage, and the frog was

carried on a golden dish.

So they lived for some time, and Prince

Ivan treated the frog with gentleness and

kindness, till a day came when the Czar

summoned his three sons before him and

said: " Dear children, now that you are

wedded, I am minded to try the skill of my

daughters-in-law in the arts of housewifery.

Take from my storeroom, therefore, each of

you, a piece of linen cloth, and his wife shall

make of it a shirt which he shall bring to me

to-morrow morning."

The two elder brothers took the linen to

their wives, who at once called together their

maid-servants and nurses, and all set to work

busily to cut the stuff and to sew it. And as

they worked they laughed to think of Prince

Ivan, saying : " What will his little quacker

make for him to bring to the Czar to-morrow? "

But Prince Ivan went home looking as if he

had swallowed a needle. " How can my little

frog-wife make a shirt ? " he thoughtâ��" she

who only creeps on the floor and croaks ! "

And his bright head hung down lower than

his shoulders.

When she saw him, however, the frog

spoke. " Kwa ! Kwa! Prince Ivan, why

are you so downcast ? Have you heard a

hard word from your father ? "

" How can I fail to be downcast ? "

answered Ivan. " My father has ordered that

you should sew a shirt out of this linen for

him to-morrow."

" Do not worry," said the frog, " and have

no fear. Go to bed and rest. There is more

wisdom in the morning than in the evening."

\Vhen Prince Ivan had lain himself down

to sleep she called servants and bade them

cut the linen he had brought into small

pieces. When they were gone she took the

pieces in her mouth, hopped to the window,

and threw them out, saying :â��

" Winds ! Winds ! Fly abroad with these

linen shreds and sew me a shirt for the Czar,

my father-in-law ! "

And before one could tell it, back into the

room flew a shirt all stitched and finished.

Next morning, when Prince Ivan awoke,

the frog presented him with a shirt. " There

it is," she said. " Take it to your father and

see if it pleases him."

Ivan was greatly rejoiced, and, putting the

shirt under his coat, set out to the palace,

where his two elder brothers had already

arrived.

First of all the eldest brother presented

his shirt to his father. The Czar took it,

examined it, and said : " This is sewn in the

common way; it is fit only to be worn in a

poor man's hut! " He took the shirt which

' the second son had brought, and said : " This

is sewn somewhat better than the other, and

is perhaps good enough for me to wear when

I go to my bath." But when he took the

shirt that Prince Ivan presented him, he

examined it with delight, for no single seam
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could be seen in

it. He could not

admire it enough,

and gave orders

that it should be

given him to wear

only on the great

holidays.

Ivan went home

happy, but his

two brothers said

to one another:

" We need not

laugh at Ivan's

wife; she is not

really a frog, but

a witch."

A second time

the Czar sum-

moned his three

sons, and saiH:

" My dear chil-

dren, I wish to

taste bread baked

by the hands of

my daughters-in-

law. Bring me

to-morrow morn-

ing, therefore,

each of you a loaf

of soft white

bread."

Prince Ivan

returned home

looking as if he

had eaten some-

thing without

salt,and his bright

head hung lower

than his shoulders;

and when the frog

saw him she said :

" Kwa ! Kwa !

Kworax ! Prince

Ivan, why are

you so sad ? "

" Why should

I not be sad ? " answered Ivan. " The

Czar my father has bidden that you shall

bake him for to-morrow a loaf of soft white

bread."

" Do not mourn, Prince Ivan," said the

frog. " Be not sad for nothing. Go to bed

and sleep in comfort. The morning is wiser

than the evening."

When he was asleep she ordered servants

to bring a pastry-pot, put flour and cold

water into it, and make a paste. This she

bade thÂ«m put into the cold oven, and when

Vol. xliv.â�� 8.

' 'DO NOT WORRY,' SAID THE FROG, 'AND HAVE NO KEAR. GO TO BKI) AND

KEST. THERE IS MORE WISDOM IN THE MORNING THAN IN THE EVENING.'"

they were gone she hopped before the oven-

door and said :â��

Bread, Bread ! Be baked !

Clean, white, and soft as snow !

Instantly the oven-door flew open and the

loaf rolled out, cooked crisp and white.

Now the two Princesses, the wives of the

other brothers, hated the frog because of the

shirt she had made, and when they heard the

command of the Czar, the wife of the eldest

brother sent a little black slave-girl to spy on

the frog and see what she would do. The
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black girl hid herself where she could watch,

and went and told her mistress what the frog

had done. Then the two Princesses tried to

imitate the frog. They dissolved their flour

in cold water, poured the paste into cold

ovens, and repeated over and over again :â��

Bread, Bread ! lie Naked !

Clean, while, and soft as snow !

But the ovens remained cold, and the paste

would not hake.

Seeing this, in anger they pave the poor

wrapped in a towel, and the brothers came also

with theirs.

The Czar cut the loaf of the eldest son and

tasted it. " Such bread," he said, " could be

eaten only by a starving man.'" and he sent it

to the kitchen, that it might be given to the

beggars. He tasted that of the second son,

and said : " Give this to my hounds."' When

Prince Ivan unwrapped his loaf, however, all

exclaimed in admiration ; for it was so

splendid that it would be impossible to make

"ONK HAL) HEK LOAK BURNED ON ONE SIDE AND THE OTHER TOOK HERS OUT UNDER-BAKED.

slave-girl a cruel beating, ordered more flour,

made paste with hot water, and heated the

ovens. Hut the spilled paste had flowed all

about and clogged the flues and made them

useless, so that one had her loaf burned on"

one side and the other took hers out under-

baked.

In the morning, when Prince Ivan woke, the

frog sent him to the palace with his bread

one like itâ��it could only be told of in tales.

It was adorned with all kinds of cunning

designs, and on its sides were wrought the

Czar's cities with their high walls and gates.

The Czar tasted it and sent it away, saying :

" Put this on my table on Easter Sunday,

when we shall have Royal visitors."

So Ivan was greatly delighted.

" Now, my dear children," said their father,
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" your wives, my daughters-in-law, have done

what I bade them do. Bring them to-morrow,

therefore, to the palace to dine, in order that

I may congratulate them in person."

The two elder brothers went home to their

wives, saying to one another: " Now he

must bring his frog-wife with him to the Royal

audience for all to see." But Prince Ivan

went home weeping, and his bright head

hung down lower than his shoulders.

When he reached home the frog was sitting

at the door. " Kwa ! Kwa ! Kworax ! " she

said. " Prince Ivan, why do you weep? "

" Why should I not weep ? " he answered.

" You have sewn the shirt, and you have

baked the bread, but after all you are but a

frog, and to-morrow the Czar my father com-

mands that I shall bring you to the palace.

How can I show you to the people as my

wife?"

" Weep no more," the frog said. " Go to

bed and sleep. There is more wisdom in the

morning than in the evening."

The next day, when Ivan awoke, she said :

" Pay no heed to what others think. The

Czar thy father was pleased with his shirt

and his bread; maybe he will be pleased

also with his daughter - in - law when I

come. Go to the palace, and I will

come after you in an hour. Make your

respects to the Czar, and, when you hear a

rumbling and a knocking, say : ' Here comes

my poor little frog in her little basket!' "

So Ivan drove away to the palace somewhat

cheered by her words.

When he was out of sight the frog went

to the window and called : " Winds ! Winds !

Bring for me at once a rich carriage of state,

with white horses, footmen, outriders, and

runners."

Instantly a horn blew, and horsemen rame

galloping up the street, followed by six milk-

white horses drawing a golden coach. As for

herself, she threw off the skin of a frog, and

was transformed into a maiden, so beautiful

that she could not be described.

Meanwhile, at the palace the company were

assembled, the two elder brothers with their

lovely brides, attired in silks and laden with

shining jewels. And they all laughed at

l^rince Ivan, standing alone, saying : " Where

is your wife the Princess ? Why did you not

bring her in a kitchen-cloth ? And are you

certain you chose the greatest beauty of the

swamp ? "

But while they jeered at poor Ivan, sud-

denly there came a great rumbling and

shouting. The Czar supposed some King or

Prince was arriving to visit him, but Ivan

said : " Be not disturbed, father. It is only

my poor little frog coining in her little

basket."

Nevertheless, everybody ran to the palace

windows, and they saw riders galloping, and

a golden coach, drawn by six milk-white

horses, flew up to the entrance, and out of it

came a lovely maidenâ��such a beauty as to

make the sun and moon ashamed when she

looked at them. She came to Prince Ivan,

and he took her hand and led her to the Czar

his father, and the Czar himself seated her

at the Royal table to dine.

As all began to feast and make merry, the

wives of the elder sons whispered between

themselves and said : " It is as we have

thought. She is in truth a witch. Let us

watch carefully, and, whatever she does, let

us be careful to do likewise."

So, watching, they saw that the frog-wife

did not drink the dreys of her wine-cup, but

poured them in her left sleeve, and that the

bones of the roast swan she put in her right

sleeve, and they did the same.

When they rose from the table the musicians

began to play, and the Czar led out Ivan's

beautiful wife to dance. This she did with

exceeding grace, and as she danced she waved

her left sleeve, and at one end of the banquet-

hall a lake appeared. She waved her right

sleeve, and swans and geese appeared swim-

ming on it. The Czar and his guests were

astonished, and could not sufficiently praise

her cleverness. When she finished dancing

the lake and the fowls upon it disappeared.

Then the wives of the elder sons began to

dance. They waved their left sleeves, and

all the guests were splashed with the wine-

dregs ; they waved their right sleeves, and

the bones flew right and left, and one nearly

put out one of the Czar's eyes. At this the

Czar was angry, and straightway ordered them

out of the palace, so that they went home in

shame and dishonour.

Now, seeing what a beautiful creature his

little frog-wife had become, Ivan thought to

himself: " What if she should turn back into

a frog again ! " And while they were dancing

he hastened home, searched till he found the

froc-skin, and threw it into the fire.

His wife, arriving, ran to search for the

skin, and when she could not find it guessed

what he had done.

She immediately began weeping and said :

" Alas, alas ! Ivan, that you could not have

patience even for a little while ! Now you

have lost me for ever, unless you can find me

beyond three times nine lands, in the thirtieth

kingdom, in the empire that lies under the
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sun. Know that I am the Fairy Wassilissa

the Wise." When she had said this she turned

into a blue dove and flew out of the window.

Ivan wept till his tears were like a river ;

then he said a prayer, and, bidding the

Czar his father and the Queen his mother

farewell, went whither his eyes looked in

search of his lost wife.

He travelled through thrice nine lands,

asking everyone he met where he could find

Wassilissa the Wise ; but none could answer

till he reached the empire that lies under the

sun, and there, in the thirtieth kingdom, he

met an old grey-beard, to whom he told his

story and asked his question.

" Well do I know of Wassi-

lissa the \Vise," answered the

old man. " She is a powerful

fairy whose father, in a fit of

anger, turned her into a frog for

three years. The time was

almost up, and had you not

burned her frog-skin she would

be with vou now. I cannot tell
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"THEY SAW THAT THE BONES OF THE ROAST SWAN SHE

PUT IN HER RIGHT SLEEVE."

you where she is, but take this magic ball,

which will roll wherever you command it,

and follow it."

Ivan thanked the old grey-beard, threw

the ball he gave him on the ground, and at

his command it straightway began to roll.

It rolled a short way and it rolled a long way,

it rolled across a pebbly plain and into a

drear and dreadful forest, and in the middle

of the forest he came to a miserable little

hut that stood on hen's legs and turned

continually round and round: And Ivan

said to it :â��

Little hut ! little hut !

Stand ihe wav thy mother placed thee,

With thy back to the wood and thy front to me !

And immediately the hut turned about,

facing him, and stood still.

Ivan climbed up one of its hen's legs and

entered the door, and there he saw the oldest

of the Baba-Yaga. the bony-legged grand-

mother of all the witches, lying on a corner
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of the stove on nine bricks, with one lip on

the shelf, her nose (which was as long as the

Perevitzky Bridge) thrust up the chimney,

and her huge iron mortar in the corner.

" Ah ! " she cried, gnashing her teeth.

" who is this comes to me ? Until now I

have neither seen with my eyes nor heard

with my ears the spirit of any Russian ; but

to-day it is a Russian who enters my house !

Well, Prince Ivan, came you hither from your

own wish, or because you were compelled ? ''

" Enough by my own will and twice as'

much by force," answered Prince Ivan.

'' But for shame, that you have not offered

frog to a lizard, and from a lizard to a snake,

and last of all she will transform herself into

an arrow. Take the arrow and break it into

three pieces, and she will be yours for ever !

But take heed when you have hold of her

not to let her go.''

The Baba-Yaga concealed the Prince behind

the stove, and scarcely was he hidden when

in flew Wassitissa the Wise. Ivan crept

up noiselessly behind her and seized her by

the head. She instantly turned into a great

green frog, and he laughed with joy to see

her in the form he knew so well. When she

turned into a lizard, however, the cold touch

" HE CAME TO A MISERABLE U'lTLE HUT THAT STOOD O\ HEN'S LEGS AXD TURNED

CONT1MTA1 l.V ROUND AND ROUND."

me anything to eat and to drink, and pre-

pared me a bath ! "

Then the Baba-Yaga, being pleased with

his spirit, gave him food and drink and made

ready a bath for him ; and when he had

refreshed himself he related to her the whole

affair just as it had been. And when she

learned that Wassilissa the Wise was in truth

his wife, she said : " I will indeed render

you this service, not for love of you, but

because I hate her father. The fairy flies

across this forest every day, bringing messages

for her father, and stops in my house to rest.

Remain here, and as soon as she enters seize

her by the head. When she feels herself

caught she will turn into a frog, and from a

of the creature was so loathsome that he

almost let go his hold. At last she turned

into an arrow, and this he immediately

snatched and broke into three pieces.

At the same moment the lovely Wassi-

lissa, in her true maiden shape, appeared

and threw herself into his arms. " Now,

Prince Ivan/' she said. " I give myself up to

your will ! ''

The Baba-Yaga gave them for a present

a white mare which could fly like the wind,

and on the fourth day it set them down safe

and sound at the Czar's palace.

He received them with joy and thankful-

ness and gave a great feast, and after that

he made Prince Ivan Czar in his stead.
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SLOW DOWN'

65 MILES.

\\AHE1M I. M. W

THE TELEPHONE AS NURSEMAID.

THE POWER OF SARCASM.

THE residents of one of the small California towns

near Los Angeles were annoyed at the constant

speeding of motor drivers over the good roads of that

section, and so, after losing several chickens and dogs

under the wheels of passing cars, they made a protest

by erecting a sarcastically-worded signboard, reading,

" Slow down to 65 miles." Many a driver who would

disregard the ordinary caution to run at the legal rate

of twenty miles an hour is forced to grin at the humour

of this appeal, and proceeds at a more reasonable

speed.â��Mr. C. L. Edholm, 4,624, Figueroa Street, Los

Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.

THE DUCK AS A BILL-BOARD.

BY equipping a little

boy's pet duck

with a bright red over-

coat, on which appears

the name of hi< t rm, a

Los Angeles business

man has created a

brand-new advertising

idea that attracts much

attention. The duck is

trained to follow the

little boy without a

chain, and, as it prome-

nades down Broadway,

usually draws a crowd.

The jeweller declares

thai it has bnm^ht him

much business.

AT Platte Fougere Lighthouse Station, Guernsey,

the baby is put out on the common to sleep in

the open air. In the pram is a cigar-box containing a

telephone transmitter and a clock. Wires running to

the house enable t'ue busy mother to listen for baby's

cry at intervals of work, or continuously if seated at

the table. The ticking of the clock indicates that the

transmitter is working properly.â��Mr. E. 0. Catford,

Platte Fougere Lighthouse, Guernsey.
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HOW TENNYSON SPENT HIS POCKET-MONEY.

MANY years ago a friend of the writer's made a

pilgrimage to Tennyson's birthplace, Somersby,

and, among other spots of interest, visited the little

village shop. 'I lie old woman who kept it at the time

when the poet's father was rector of Somersby was

still behind the counter, and was induced, for a shilling,

to hand over her old day-book, recording the Tennyson

family's dealings with her. The following is a facsimile

of one of the pages :â��

The pages do not appear to give the year of the trans-

actions, but towards the end of the ledger there are

numerous entries to the Tennyson family's account of

" tar," which, the old woman explained, was bought

to be used as a disinfectant during the illness of the

poet's father. Now, we know from " Tennyson : A

Memoir" that the father died in 1831, "after an illness of

about a month's continuance," so that the ledger would

doubtless record the transactions of two or three years

previous to this event. Hence, since Tennyson was

born in 1809, he would probably be eighteen or nine-

teen years old at the time when these entries were made

to his account. Apart from a miscast in the first " Bill

delivered," their total amounts to 155. <;Jd., of which

some izs. 6d. was expended almost entirely upon cake ;

so that, though Tennyson has always had the reputa-

tion of having been fond of smoking, at this period of

his life, at any rate, he appears to have been fonder

still of cake. But what about this early predilection for

tobacco in face of a statement in the recent work,

" Tennyson and His Friends," that " The doctor (the

poet's father) was a very tall, dark man, very strict with

his boys, to whom he was schoolmaster as well as

parent"?â��Mr. VV.T. Webb, Minsmere,Dunwich,Suffolk.

TYPEWRITTEN PORTRAIT OF HIS MAJESTY.

S you have on several occasions published ty;>t-

written pictures in your " Curiosities " pages, 1

thought that possibly the enclosed portrait would prove

of interest, as it is "drawn" entirely on an Oliver type-

writer, and I am vain enough to believe that anyone

would know whom it is intended to represent.â��Mr.

R. J. Brothers, Woodcote, Ashford, Kent.

A LIFE GOVERNED BY THE STARS.

THERE lives in Jaora a man (Pandit Hira Lai)

who professes

astrology, and who has,

in order to appease the

stars, been daily chang-

ing his dress and food

for the la^t twelve years

according to the par-

ticular star recogni/.ed

or declared to be ruling

over the planetary

system that day. For

instance, on Monday,

which is Moon-day, this

man would dress up in

white, top to bottom,

and eat only such food-

stuffs as are whiteâ��say,

milk, rice, etc. On

Tuesday the man would

dress up in red (being

the day of Mars) and

take jaggery, golden

wheat, and like sub-

stances. On Wednes-

day the turn is for the

green; on Thursday,

yellow; on Friday, all

colours ; on Saturday,

black; and on Sunday,

red again.â��Mr. Sri Ram, B.A., Jaora, Central India,





" HE WAS AT MY VERY HEELS. I WAS LOST."

(See page 134.)
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THE LOST WORLD.

Being an account of the recent amazing adventures of Professor

George E. Challenger, Lord John Roxton, Professor Summerlee,

and Mr. E. D. Malone of the " Daily Gazette."

BY

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated by Harry Rountree.

SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST FOUR INSTALMENTS.

EDWARD MALONE is sent by his paper, the Daily Gazelle, to interview 1'rofessor Challenger, the

famous zoologist, who, about two years before, liad made a journey lo an unexplored region uf South

America. On his return the Professor had announced some extraordinary discoveries, but, being met with

incredulity in certain quarters, had declined to discuss the mailer further. Professor Challenger, who is a

man of immense mental and physical strength, with a bellowing voice and an overlwaring, insolent manner,

yet with a certain grim sense of humour, gives Malone, in confidence, some account of his journey to

"The Lost World," a region where the conditions of prehistoric life still exist. He also shows him.

certain specimens, documents, etc., in corroboration of his story. The Professor attends a lecture the

same evening, and, amid considerable uproar, repeats his statements regarding his discoveries. Finding he

is still disbelieved, he invites the audience to appoint a committee to test his story in person. Those

chosen are Professor Summerlee, one of the most sceptical of Challenger's opponents, Lord John Roxton,

a well-known sportsman, and Edward Malone, representing the Daily Gazette. On arriving in South

America they are unexpectedly joined by I'rofessor Challenger, who takes charge of the expedition. Tl.jy

reach the scene of Challenger's alleged discoveriesâ��an enormous and apparently inaccessible plateauâ��and at

length devise a means of reaching its summit, only to find, on gaining it, that their retreat has been cut off

through the treachery of two half-breeds accompanying the expedition. Almost at once they meet with a

series of adventures confirming part, at least, of Professor Challenger's statements, which the reader will

find still further justified by the even more exciting scenes described in the following chapters.

CHAPTER XI. (continued).

the morning it was not

long before we discovered

the source of the hideous

uproar which had aroused us

in the night. The iguanodon

glade was the scene of a

horrible butchery. From the

pools of blood and the enormous lumps of

flesh scattered in every direction over the

green sward we imagined at first that a

Vol. xliv.â�� 9. Copyright, 1912, by

number of animals had been killed, but on

examining the remains more closely we dis-

covered that all this carnage came from one

of these unwieldy monsters, which had been

literally torn to pieces by some creature not

larger, perhaps, but far more ferocious, than

itself.

Our two professors sat in absorbed argu-

ment, examining piece after piece, which

showed the marks of savage teeth and of

enormous claws.

Arthur Conan Doyle.
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" Our judgment must still be in abeyance/'

said Professor Challenger, with a huge slab

of whitish-coloured flesh across his knee.

" The indications would be consistent with

the presence of a sabre-toothed tiger, such

as are still found among the breccia of our

caverns, but the creature actually seen was

undoubtedly of a larger and more reptilian

character. Personally, I should pronounce

for allosaurus."

" Or megalosaurus," said Summcrlec.

" Exactly. Any one of the larger car-

nivorous dinosaurs would meet the case.

Among them are to be found all the most

terrible types of animal life that have ever

cursed the earth or blessed a museum." He

laughed sonorously at his own conceit, for,

though he had little sense of humour, the

crudest pleasantry from his own lips moved

him always to roars of appreciation.

" The less noise the better,'' said Lord

Roxton, curtly. " We don't know who or

what may be near us. If this fellah comes

back for his breakfast and catches us here,

we won't have so much to laugh at. By the

way, what is this mark upon the iguanodon's

hide ? "

On the dull, scaly, slate-coloured skin,

somewhere above the shoulder, there was a

singular black circle of some substance which

looked like asphalt. None of us could suggest

what it meant, though Summerlee was of

opinion that he had seen something similar

upon one of the young ones two days before.

Challenger said nothing, but looked pompous

and puffy, as if he could if he would, so that

finally Lord Roxton asked his opinion direct.

" If your lordship will graciously permit

me to open my mouth, I shall be happy to

express my sentiments," said he, with

elaborate sarcasm. " I am not in the habit

of being taken to task in the fashion which

seems to be customary with your lordship.

I was not aware that it was necessary to ask

your permission before smiling at a harmless

pleasantry."

It was not until he had received his apology

that our touchy friend would suffer himself

to be appeased. When at last his ruffled

feelings were at ease, he addressed us at

some length from his seat upon a fallen tree,

speaking, as his habit was, as if he were

imparting most precious information to a

class of a thousand.

" With regard to the marking," said he,

" I am inclined to agree with my friend and

colleague, Professor Summerlee, that the

stains are from asphalt. As this plateau is,

in its very nature, highly volcanic, and as

asphalt is a substance which one associates

with Plutonic forces, I cannot doubt that it

exists in the free liquid state, and that the

creatures may have come in contact with it.

A much more important problem is the

question as to the existence of the carnivorous

monster which has left its traces in this glade.

We know roughly that this plateau is not

larger than an average English county.

Within this confined space a certain number

of creatures, mostly types which have passed

away in the world below, have lived together

for innumerable years. Now, it is very

clear to me that in so long a period one would

have expected that the carnivorous creatures,

multiplying unchecked, would have exhausted

their food supply and have been compelled

to cither modify their flesh-eating habits or die

of hunger. This we see has not been so. We

can only imagine, therefore, that the ba'ance

of Nature is preserved by some check which

limits the numbers of these ferocious creatures.

One of the many interesting problems, there-

fore, which await our solution is to discover

what that check may be, and how it operates.

I venture to trust that we may have some

future opportunity for the closer study of the

carnivorous dinosaurs."

" And I venture to trust we may not," I

observed.

The professor only raised his great eyebrows,

as the schoolmaster meets the irrelevant

observation of the naughty boy.

" Perhaps Professor Summerlee may have

an observation to make," he said, and the

two savants ascended together into some

rarefied scientific atmosphere where the

possibilities of a modification of the birth-

rate were weighed against the decline of the

food supply as a check in the struggle for

existence.

That morning we mapped out a small

portion of the plateau, avoiding the swamp of

the pterodactyls, and keeping to the east of

our brook instead of to the west. In that

direction the country was still thickly wooded,

with so much undergrowth that our progress

was very slow.

I have dwelt up to now upon the terrors

of Maple White Land, but there was another

side to the subject, for all that morning we

wandered among lovely flowersâ��mostly, as

I observed, white or yellow in colour, these

being, as our professors explained, the primi-

tive flower-shades. In many places the

ground was absolutely covered with them,

and as we walked ankle-deep on that wonderful

yielding carpet, the scent was almost intoxi-

cating in its sweetness and intensity. The
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homely English bee buzzed everywhere

around us. Many of the trees under which

we passed had their branches bowed down

with fruit, some of which were of familiar sorts,

while other varieties were new. By observing

which of them were pecked by the birds, we

avoided all danger of poison, and added a

delicious variety to our food reserve. In the

jungle which we traversed were numerous

hard-trodden paths made by the wild beasts,

and in the more marshy places we saw a

profusion of strange footmarks, including

miny of the iguanodon. Once in a grove we

observed several of these great creatures

grazing, and Lord Roxton, with his glass, was

able to report that they also were spotted

with asphalt, though in a different place to

the one which we had examined in the morn-

ing. What this phenomenon meant we could

not imagine.

We saw many small animals, such as

porcupines, a scaly ant-eater, and a wild pig,

piebald in colour and with long, curved lusks.

Once, through a break in the trees, we saw a

clear shoulder of green hill some distance

away, and across this a large dun-coloured

animal was travelling at a considerable pace.

It passed so swiftly that we were unable to

say what it was ; but if it were a deer, as was

claimed by Lord Roxton, it must have been

as large as those monstrous Irish elk which

are still dug up from time to time in the bogs

of my native land.

Ever since the mysterious visit which h:~.d

been paid to our camp, we always re'urned

to it with some misgivings. However, on

this occasion we found everything in order.

That evening we had a grand discussion upon

our present situation and future plans, which

I must describe at some length, as it led to a

new departure by which we were enabled to

gain a more complete knowledge of Maple

White Land than might have come in many

weeks of exploring. It was Summerlee who

opened the debate. All day he had been

querulous in manner, and now some remark

of Lord Roxton's as to what we should do

on the morrow brought all his bitterness to

a head.

" What we ought to be doing to-day,

to-morrow, and all the time," said he, " is

rinding some way out of the trap into which

we have fallen. You are all turning your

brains towards getting into this country. I

say that we should be scheming how to get

out of it."

" I am surprised, sir," boomed Challenger,

stroking his majestic beard, " that any man

of science should commit himself to so ignoble

a sentiment. You are in a land which offers

such an inducement to the ambitious naturalist

as none ever has since the world began, and

you suggest leaving it before we have acquired

more than the most superficial knowledge of

it or of its contents. I expected better things

of you, Professor Summerlee."

" You must remember," said Summerlee,

sourly, " that I have a large class in London

who are at present at the mercy of an

extremely inefficient locum tencns. This makes

my situation different from yours, Professor

Challenger, since, so far as I know, you have

never been entrusted with any responsible

educational work."

" Ouite so," said Challenger. " I have felt

it to be a sacrilege to divert a brain which is

capable of the highest original research to any

lesser object. That is why I have sternly set

my face against any proffered scholastic

appointment."

" For example ? " asked Summerlee, with

a sneer ; but Lord Roxton hastened to change

the conversation.

" I must say," said he, " that I think it

would be a mighty poor thing to go back to

London before I know a great deal more of

this place than I do at present."

" I could never dare to walk in'.o the back

office of my paper and face old McArdle,"

said I. (You will excuse the frankness of this

report, will you not, sir ?) " He'd never

forgive me for leaving such unexhausted

copy behind me. Besides, so far as I can

see, it is not worth discussing, since we can't

get down, even if we wanted."

" Our young friend makes up for many

obvious mental lacuna; by some measure of

primitive common sense," remarked Chal-

lenger. " The interests of his deplorable

profession are immaterial to us, but, as he

observes, we cannot get down in any case,

so it is a waste of energy to discuss it."

" It is a waste of energy to do anything

else," growled Summerlee, from behind his

pipe. " Let me remind you that we came

here upon a perfectly definite mission,

entrusted to us at the meeting of the Zoolo-

gical Institute in London. That mission was

to test the truth of Professor Challenger's

statements. Those statements, as I am bound

to admit, we are now in a position to endorse.

Our ostensible work is therefore done. As

to the detail which remains to be worked out

upon this plateau, it is so enormous that only

a large expedition, with a very special equip-

ment, could hope to cope with it. Should we

attempt to do so ourselves, the only possible

result must be that we shall never return
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with the important contribution to science

which we have already gained. Professor

Challenger has devised means for getting us

on to this plateau when it appeared to be

inaccessible ; I think that we should now call

upon him to use the same ingenuity in getting

us back to the world from which we came."

I confess that as Summerlee stated his

view it struck me as altogether reasonable.

Even Challenger was affected by the con-

sideration that his enemies would never

stand confuted if the confirmation of his

statements should never reach those who had

doubted them.

" The problem of the descent is at first

sight a formidable one," said he, " and yet I

cannot doubt that the intellect can solve it.

I am prepared to agree with our colleague

that a protracted stay in Maple White Land

is at present inadvisable, and that the ques-

tion of our return will soon have to be faced.

I absolutely refuse to leave, however, until

we have made at least a superficial examina-

tion of this country, and are able to take back

with us something in the nature of a chart."

Professor Summerlee gave a snort of

impatience.

" We have spent two long days in explora-

tion," said he, " and we are no wiser as to

the actual geography of the place than when

we started. It is clear that it is all thickly

wooded, and it would take months to

penetrate it and to learn the relations of one

part to another. If there were some central

peak it would be different, but it all slopes

downwards so far as we can see. The farther

we go the less likely it is that we will get any

general view."

It was at that moment that I had my

inspiration. My eyes chanced to light upon

the enormous gnarled trunk of the gingko

tree which cast its huge branches over us.

Surely, if its bole exceeded that of all others,

its height must do the same. If the rim of

the plateau was indeed the highest point,

then why should this mighty tree not prove

to be a watch-tower which commanded the

whole country ? Now, ever since I ran wild

as a lad in Ireland I have been a bold and

skilled tree-climber. My comrades might

be my masters on the rocks, but I knew that

I would be supreme among those branches.

Could I only get my legs on to the lowest of

the giant off-shoots, then it would be strange

indeed if I could not make my way to the

top. My comrades were delighted at my

idea.

" Our young friend," said Challenger,

bunching up the red apples of his cheeks,

" is capable of acrobatic exertions which

would be impossible to a man of a more solid,

though possibly of a more commanding,

appearance. I applaud his .resolution."

" By George, young fellah, you've put

your hand on it ! " said Lord Roxton, clap-

ping me on the back. " How we never came

to think of it before I can't imagine ! There's

not more than an hour of daylight left,

but if you take your notebook you may be

able to get some rough sketch of the place.

If we put these three ammunition cases

under the branch, I will soon hoist you on

to it."

He stood on the boxes while I faced the

trunk, and was gently raising me when

Challenger sprang forward and gave me such

a thrust with his huge hand that he fairly

shot me into the tree. With both arms

clasping the branch, I scrambled hard with

my feet until I had worked, first my body,

and then my knees, on to it. There were

three excellent off-shoots, like huge rungs of

a ladder, above my head, and a tangle of con-

venient branches beyond, so that I clambered

onwards with such speed that I soon lost

sight of the ground and had nothing but

foliage beneath me. Now and then I encoun-

tered a check, and once I had to shin up a

creeper for eight or ten feet, but I made

excellent progress, and the booming of

Challenger's voice seemed to be a great dis-

tance beneath me. The tree was, however,

enormous, and, looking upwards, I could see

no thinning of the leaves above my head.

There was some thick, bush-like clump which

seemed to be a parasite upon a branch up

which I was swarming. I leaned my head

round it in order to see what was beyond, and

I nearly fell out of the tree in my surprise

and horror at what I saw.

A face was gazing into mineâ��at the dis-

tance of only a foot or two. The creature

that owned it had been crouching behind the

parasite, and had looked round it at the same

instant that I did. It was a human faceâ��

or at least it was far more human than any

monkey's that I have ever seen. It was long,

whitish, and blotched with pimples, the nose

flattened, and the lower jaw projecting, with

a bristle of coarse whiskers round the chin.

The eyes, which were under thick and heavy

brows, were bestial and ferocious, and as it

opened its mouth to snarl what sounded like

a curse at me, I observed that it had curved,

sharp canine teeth. For an instant I read

hatred and menace in the evil eyes. Then,

as quick as a flash, came an expression of

overpowering fear. There was a crash of
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broken boughs as it dived wildly down into

the tangle of green. I caught a glimpse of a

hairy body like that of a reddish pig, and

appearance of this ape-man that I hesitated

whether I should not climb down again and

tell my experience to my companions. But
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then it was gone amid a swirl of leaves and I was already so far up the great tree that it

branches.

" What's the matter ?

shouted Roxton

seemed a humiliation to return

having carried out my mission.

without

"IT WAS A HUMAN FACK.â��OR AT LEAST IT WAS FAR MOKE HUMAN THAN ANY MO.NKEY's

THAT I HAVE EVER SEEN."

from below,

you ?"

" Did vou see it ? "

Anything wrong with

cried, with my arms

After a long pause, therefore, to recover

my breath and my courage, I continued my

ascent. Once I put my weight upon a rotten

round the branch and all my nerves tingling, branch and swung for a few seconds by my

" We heard a row as if your foot had

slipped. What was it ? "

I was so shocked at the sudden and strange me, and I was aware, from the wind upon my

hands, but in the main it was all easy climb-

mg- Gradually the leaves thinned around
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face, that I had topped all the trees of the

forest. I was determined, however, not to

look about me before I had readied the very

highest point, so I scrambled on until I had

got so far that the topmost branch was bend-

ing beneath my weight. There I settled into

a convenient fork and, balancing myself

securely, I found myself looking down at a

most wonderful panorama of this strange

country in which we found ourselves.

The sun was just above the western sky-

line, and the evening was a particularly

bright and clear one, so that the whole extent

of the plateau was visible beneath me. It

was, as seen from this height, of an oval con-

tour, with a breadth of about thirty miles and

a width of twenty. Its general shape was

that of a shallow funnel, all the sides sloping

down to a considerable lake in the centre.

This lake may have been ten miles in circum-

ference, and lay very green and beautiful in

the evening light, with a thick fringe of reeds

at its edges, and with its surface broken by

several yellow sandbanks, which gleamed

golden in the mellow sunshine. A number of

long dark objects which were too large for

alligators and too long for canoes lay upon

the edges of these patches- of sand. With

my glass I could clearly see that they were

alive, but what their nature might be I could

not imagine.

From the side of the plateau on which we

were, slopes of woodland, with occasional

glades, stretched down for five or six miles

to the central lake. I could see at my very

feet the glade of the iguanodons, and farther

off was a round opening in the trees which

marked the swamp of the pterodactyls. On

the side facing me, however, the plateau

presented a very different aspect. There the

basalt cliffs of the outside were reproduced

upon the inside, forming an escarpment about

two hundred feet high, with a woody slope

beneath it. Along the base of these red

cliffs, some distance above the ground, I

could sec a number of dark holes through the

glass, which I conjectured to be the mouths

of caves. At the opening of one of these

something white was shimmering, but I was

unable to make out what it was. I sat

charting the country until the sun had set

and it was so dark that I could no longer

distinguish details. Then I climbed down to

my companions waiting for me so eagerly

at the bottom of the great tree. For once I

was the hero of the expedition. Alone I had

thought of it, and alone I had done it; and

here was the chart which would save us a

month's blind groping among unknown

dangers. Each of them shook me solemnly

by the hand. But before they discussed the

details of my map I had to tell them of my

encounter with the ape-man among the

branches.

" He has been there all the time,"

said I.

" How do you know that ? " asked Lord

Roxton.

" Because I have never been without that

feeling that something malevolent w:as watch-

ing us. I mentioned it to you, Professor

Challenger."

" Our young friend certainly said something

of the kind. He is also the one among us

who is endowed with that Celtic temperament

which would make him sensitive to such

-" began

impressions.

" The whole theory of telepathy-

Sumrnerlee, filling his pipe.

" Is too vast to be now discussed," said

Challenger, with decision. " Tell me, now,"

he added, with the air of a bishop addressing

a Sunday-school, " did you happen to observe

whether the creature could cross its thumb

over its palm ? "

" No, indeed."

" Had it a tail ? "

" No."

" Was the foot prehensile ? "

" I do-not think it could have made off so

fast among the branches if it could not get a

grip with its feet."

" In South America there are, if my memory

serves meâ��you will check the observation.

Professor Summerleeâ��some thirty-six species

of monkeys, but the anthropoid ape is

unknown. It is clear, however, that he

exists in this country, and that he is not the

hairy, gorilla-like variety, which is never seen

out of Africa or -the East." (I was inclined

to interpolate, as I looked at him, that I had

seen his first cousin in Kensington.) " This

is a whiskered and colourless type, the latter

characteristic pointing to the fact that he

spends his days in arboreal seclusion. The

question which we have to face is whether

he approaches more closely to the ape or the

man. In the latter case, he may well

approximate to what the vulgar have called

the ' missing link.' The solution of this

problem is our immediate duty."

" It is nothing of the sort," said Summerlee.

abruptly. " Now that, through the intel-

ligence and activity of Mr. Malone " (I cannot

help quoting the words), " we have got our

chart, our one and only immediate duty is

to get ourselves safe and sound out of this

awful place."
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â�¢'The flesh-pots of civilization," groaned

Challenger.

" The ink-pots of civilization, sir. It is

our task to put on record what we have seen,

and to leave the further exploration to others.

You all agreed as much before Mr. Malone

got us the chart."

" Well," said Challenger, " I admit that

my mind will be more at ease when I am

assured that the result of our expedition has

drawn out in its relative place. Challenger's

pencil hovered over the great blank which

marked the lake.

" What shall we call it ? " he asked.

" Why should you not take the chance of

perpetuating your own name ? " said Sum-

merlee, with his usual touch of acidity.

" I trust, sir, that my name will have other

and more personal claims upon posterity," said

Challenger, severely. " Any ignoramus can

Of
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been conveyed to our friends. How we are

to get down from this place I have not as yet

an idea. I have never yet encountered any

problem, however, which my inventive brain

was unable to solve, and I promise you that

to-morrow I will turn my attention to the

question of our descent."

And so the matter was allowed to rest.

But that evening, by the light of the fire and

of a single candle, the first map of the lost

world was elaborated. Every detail which I

had roughly noted from my watch-tower was

hand down his worthless memory by imposing

it upon a mountain or a river. I need no such

monument."

Summerlee, with a twisted smile, was about

to make some fresh assault when Lord Roxton

hastened to intervene.

" It's up to you, young fellah, to name the

lake," said he. " You saw it first, and, by

George, if you choose to put ' Lake Malone '

on it, no one has a better right."

" By all means. Let our young friend give

it a name," said Challenger.
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" Then," said I, blushing, I dare say, as I

said it, " let it be named Lake Gladys."

" Don't you think the Central Lake would

be more descriptive ? " remarked Summerlee.

" I should prefer Lake Gladys."

Challenger looked at me sympathetically,

and shook his great head in mock disapproval.

" Boys will be boys," said he. " Lake Gladys

let it'be."

CHAPTER XII.

" IT WAS DREADFUL IN THE FOREST."

I HAVE saidâ��or perhaps I have not said, for

my memory plays me sad tricks these days

â�¢â��that I glowed with pride when three such

men as my comrades thanked me for having

saved, or at least greatly helped, the situa-

tion. As the youngster of the party, not

merely in years, but in experience, character,

knowledge, and all that goes to make a man,

I had been overshadowed from the first.

And now I was coming into my own. I

warmed at the thought. Alas ! for the pride

which goes before a fall! That little glow

of self-satisfaction, that added measure of

self-confidence, were to lead me on that very

night to the most dreadful experience of my

life, ending with a shock which turns my

heart sick when I think of it.

It came about in this way. I had been

unduly excited by the adventure of the tree,

and sleep seemed to be impossible. Summer-

lee was on guard, sitting hunched over our

small fire, a quaint, angular figure, his rifle

across his knees and his pointed, goat-like

beard wagging vith each weary nod of his

head. Lord Roxton lay silent, wrapped in

the South American poncho which he wore,

while Challenger snored with a roll and rattle

which reverberated through the woods.

The full moon was shining brightly, and the

air was crisply cold. What a night for a

walk ! And then suddenly came the thought,

" Why not ? " Suppose I stole softly away,

suppose I made my way down to the central

lake, suppose I was back at breakfast with

some record of the placeâ��would I not in

that case be thought an even more worthy

associate ? Then, if Summerlee carried the

day and some means of escape were found,

we should return to London with first-hand

knowledge of the central mystery of the

plateau, to which I alone, of all men, would

have penetrated. I thought of Gladys, with

her " There are heroisms all round us." I

seemed to hear her voice as she said it.

I thought also of McArdle. What a three-

column article for the paper! What a

foundation for a career! A correspondent-

ship in the next great war might be within

my reach. I clutched at a gunâ��my pockets

were full of cartridgesâ��and, parting the

thorn bushes at the gate of our zareba, I

quickly slipped out. My last glance showed

me the unconscious Summerlee, most futile

of sentinels, still nodding away like a queer

mechanical toy in front of the smouldering

fire.

I had not gone a hundred yards before I

deeply repented my rashness. I may have

said somewhere in this chronicle that I am

too imaginative to be a really courageous

man, but that I have an overpowering fear of

seeming afraid. This was the power which

now carried me onwards. I simply could not

slink back with nothing done. Even if my

comrades should not have missed me, and

should never know of my weakness, there

would still remain some intolerable self-

shame in my own soul. And yet I shuddered

at the position in which I found myself, and

would have given all I possessed at that

moment to have been honourably free of the

whole business.

It was dreadful in the forest. The trees

grew so thickly and their foliage spread so

widely that I could see nothing of the moon-

light save that here and there the high branches

made a tangled filigree against the starry

sky. As the eyes became more used to the

obscurity one learned that there were different

degrees of darkness among the treesâ��that

some were dimly visible, while between

and among them there were coal-black

shadowed patches, like the mouths of caves,

from which I shrank in horror as I passed.

I thought of the despairing yell of the tor-

tured iguanodonâ��that dreadful cry which

had echoed through the woods. I thought,

too, of the glimpse I had in the light of Lord

Roxton's torch of that bloated, warty, blood-

slavering muzzle. Even now I was on its

hunting-ground. At any instant it might

spring upon me from the shadowsâ��this

nameless and horrible monster. I stopped,

and, picking a cartridge from my pocket, I

opened the breech of my gun. As I touched

the lever my heart leaped within me. It

was the shot-gun, not the rifle, which I had

taken !

Again the impulse to return swept over

me. Here, surely, was a most excellent

reason for my failureâ��one for which no one

would think the less of me. But again the

foolish pride fought against that very word.

I could notâ��must notâ��fail. After all, my

rifle would probably have been as useless as

a shot-gun against such dangers as I might
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meet. If I were to go back to camp to change

my weapon I could hardly expect to enter

and to leave again without being seen. In

that case there would be explanations, and

my attempt would no longer be all my own.

After a little hesitation, then, I screwed up

my courage and continued upon my way,

my useless gun under my arm.

The darkness of the forest had been alarm-

ing, but even worse was the white, still flood

of moonlight in the open glade of the iguano-

dons. Hid among the bushes, I looked out

at it. None of the great brutes were in sight.

Perhaps the tragedy which had befallen one

of them had driven them from their feeding-

ground. In the misty, silvery night I could

see no sign of any living thing. Taking

courage, therefore, I slipped rapidly across

it, and among the jungle on the farther side I

picked up once again the brook which was

my guide. It was a cheery companion,

gurgling and chuckling as it ran, like the dear

old trout-stream in the West Country where

I have fished at night in my boyhood. So

long as I followed it down I must come to the

lake, and so long as I followed it back I must

come to the camp. Often I had to lose sight

of it on account of the tangled brushwood,

but I was always within earshot of its tinkle

and splash.

As one descended the slope the woods

became thinner, and bushes, with occasional

high trees, took the place of the forest. I

could make good progress, therefore, and I

could see without being seen. I passed close

to the pterodactyl swamp, and as I did so,

with a dry, crisp, leathery rattle of wings, one

of these great creaturesâ��it was twenty feet

at least from tip to tipâ��rose up from some-

where near me and soared into the air. As it

passed across the face of the moon the light

shone clearly through the membranous wings,

and it looked like a flying skeleton against the

white, tropical radiance. I crouched low

among the bushes, for I knew from past

experience that with a single cry the creature

could bring a hundred of its loathsome mates

about my ears. It was not until it had

settled again that I dared to steal onwards

upon my journey.

The night had been exceedingly still, but as

I advanced I became conscious of a low,

rumbling sound, a continuous murmur, some-

where in front of me. This grew louder as I

proceeded, until at last it was clearly quite

close to me. When I stood still the sound

was constant, so that it seemed to come from

some stationary cause. It was like a boiling

kettle or the bubbling of some great pot.

Soon I came upon the source of it, for in the

centre of a small clearing I found a lakeâ��or

a pool, rather, for it was not larger than the

basin of the Trafalgar Square fountainâ��of

some black, pitch-like stuff, the surface of

which rose and fell in great blisters of bursting

gas. The air above it was shimmering with

heat, and the ground round was so hot that

I could hardly bear to lay my hand on it.

It was clear that the great volcanic outburst

which had raised this strange plateau so many

years ago had not yet entirely spent its forces.

Blackened rocks and mounds of lava I had

already seen everywhere peeping out from

amid the luxuriant vegetation which draped

them, but this asphali. pool in the jungle was

the first sign that we had of actual existing

activity on the slopes of the ancient crater.

I had no time to examine it further, for I had

need to hurry if I were to be back in camp

by the morning.

It was a fearsome walk, and one which will

be with me so long as memory holds. In the

great moonlit clearings 1 slunk along among

the shadows on the margin. In the jungle I

crept forward, stopping with a beating heart

whenever I heard, as I often did, the crash

of breaking branches as some wild beast went

past. Now and then great shadows loomed

up for an instant and were goneâ��great, silent

shadows which seemed to prowl upon padded

feet. How often I stopped with the intention

of returning, and yet every time my pride

conquered my fear, and sent me on again

until my object should be attained.

At last (my watch showed that it was one

in the morning) I saw the gleam of water

amid the openings of the jungle, and ten

minutes later I was among the reeds upon the

borders of the central lake. I was exceed-

ingly dry, so I lay down and took a long

draught of its waters, which were fresh and

cold. There was a broad pathway with many

tracks upon it at the spot which I had found,

so that it was clearly one of the drinking-

places of the animals. Close to the water's

edge there was a huge isolated block of lava.

Up this I climbed, and, lying on the top, I had

an excellent view in every direction.

The first thing which I saw filled me with

amazement. When I described the view from

the summit of the great tree, I said that on

the farther cliff I could see a number of dark

spots, which appeared to be the mouths of

caves. Now, as I looked up at the same

cliffs, I saw discs of light in every direction,

ruddy, clearly-defined patches, like the port-

holes of a liner in the darkness. For a moment

I thought it was the lava-glow from some
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volcanic action ; but this could not be so.

Any volcanic action would surely be down in

the hollow, and not high among the rocks.

What, then, was the alternative ? It was

wonderful, and yet it must surely be. These

ruddy spots must be the reflection of fires

within the cavesâ��fires which could only be

lit by the hand of man. There were human

beings, then, upon the plateau. How

gloriously my expedition was justified !

Here was news indeed for us to bear back

with us to London !

For a long time I lay and watched these

red, quivering blotches of light. I suppose

they were ten miles off from me, yet even at

that distance one could observe how, from

time to time, they twinkled or were obscured

as someone passed before them. What

would I not have given to be able to crawl

up to them, to peep in, and to take back some

word to my comrades as to the appearance

and character of the race who lived in so

strange a place ! It was out of the question

for the moment, and yet surely we could not

leave the plateau until we had some definite

knowledge upon the point.

Lake Gladysâ��my own lakeâ��lay like a

sheet of quicksilver before me, with a reflected

moon shining brightly in the centre of it.

It was shallow, for in many places I saw low

sandbanks protruding above the water.

Everywhere upon the still surface I could see

signs of life, sometimes mere rings and ripples

in the water, sometimes the gleam of a great

silver-sided fish in the air, sometimes the

arched, slate-coloured back of some passing

monster. Once upon a yellow sandbank I

saw a creature like a huge swan, with a

clumsy body and a high, flexible neck,

shuffling about upon the margin. Presently

it plunged in, and for some time I could see

the arclicd neck and darting head undulating

over the water. Then it dived, and I saw it

no more.

My attention was soon drawn away from

these distant sights and brought back to

what was going on at my very feet. Two

creatures like large armadillos had come

down to the drinking-place, and were squatting

at the edge of the water, their long, flexible

tongues like red ribbons shooting in and

out as they lapped. A huge deer, with

branching horns, a magnificent creature

which carried itself like a king, came

down with its doe and two fawns and

drank beside the armadillos. No such deer

exist anyw'-.ere else upon earth, for the moose

_or elks which I have seen would hardly

- reached its shoulder. Presently it gave

a warning snort, and was off with its family

among the reeds, while the armadillos also

scuttled for shelter. A new-comer, a most

monstrous animal, was coming down the path.

For a moment I wondered where I could

have seen that ungainly shape, that arched

back with triangular fringes along it, that

strange, bird-like head held close to the

ground. Then it came back to me. It was

the stegosaurusâ��the very creature which

Maple White had preserved in his sketch-

book, and which had been the first object

that arrested the attention of ( hallenger !

There he wasâ��perhaps the very specimen

which the American artist had encountered.

The ground shook beneath his tremendous

weight, and his gulpings of water resounded

through the still night. For five minutes

he was so close to my rock that by stretching

out my hand I could have touched the

hideous waving hackles upon his back. Then

he lumbered away and was lost among the

boulders.

Looking at my watch, I saw that it was

half-past two o'clock, and high time, there-

fore, that I started upon my homeward

journey. There was no difficulty about the

direction in which I should return, for all

along I had kept the little brook upon my

left, and it opened into the central lake

within a stone's-throw of the boulder upon

which I had been lying. I set off, therefore,

in high spirits, for I felt that I had done good

work and was bringing back a fine budget

of news for my companions. Foremost of

all. of course, were the sight of the fiery caves

and the certainty that some troglodytic race

inhabited them. But besides that I could

speak from experience of the central lake. I

could testify that it was full of strange

creatures, and I had seen several land forms

of primaeval life which we had not before

encountered. I reflected as I walked that

few men in the world could have spent a

stranger night or added more to human

knowledge in the course of it.

I was plodding up the slope, turning these

thoughts over in my mind, and had reached

a point which may have been half-way to

home, when my mind was brought back to

my own position by a strange noise behind

me. It was something between a snore and

a growl, low, deep, and exceedingly menacing.

Some strange creature was evidently near me,

but nothing could be seen, so I hastened more

rapidly upon my way. I had traversed half

a mile or so when suddenly the sound was

repeated, still behind me, but louder and

more menacing than before. My heart
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"THEN HE LUMBERED AWAY AND WAS LOST AMONG THK BOULDERS."

stood still within me as it flashed across me

that the beast, whatever it was, must surely

be after me. My skin grew cold and my hair

rose at the thought. That these monsters

should tear each other to pieces was part of

the strange struggle for existence, but that

they should turn upon modern man, that

they should deliberately track and hunt down

the predominant human, was a staggering

and fearsome thought. I remembered the

blood-beslobbered face which we had seen in

the glare of Lord Roxton's torch, like some

horrible vision from the deepest circle of

Dante's hell. With my knees shaking beneath

me, I stood and glared with starting eyes

down the moonlit path which lay behind me.

All was quiet as in a dream landscape. Silver

clearings and the black patches of the bushes
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â�¢â��nothing else could I see. Then from out

of the silence, imminent and threatening,

there came once more that low, throaty

croaking, far louder and closer than before.

There could no longer be a doubt. Some-

thing was on my trail, and was closing in

upon me every minute.

I stood like a man paralyzed, still staring

at the ground which I had traversed. Then

suddenly I saw it. 1'here was movement

among the bushes at the far end of the clear-

ing which I had just traversed. A great

dark shadow disengaged itself and hopped out

into the clear moonlight. I say " hopped "

advisedly, for the beast moved like a

kangaroo, springing along in an erect position

upon its powerful hind-legs, while its front

ones were held bent in front of it. It was of

enormous size and power, like an erect ele-

phant, but its movements, in spite of its

bulk, were exceedingly alert. For a moment,

as I saw its shape, I hoped that it was an

iguanodon, which I knew to be harmless,

but, ignorant as I was, I soon saw that this

was a very different creature. Instead of

the gentle, deer-shaped head of the great

three-toed leaf-eater, this beast had a broad,

squat, toad-like face like that which had

alarmed us in our camp. His ferocious cry

and the horrible energy of his pursuit both

assured me that this was surely one of the

great flesh-eating dinosaurs, the most terrible

beasts which have ever walked this earth.

As the huge brute loped along it dropped

forward upon its fore-paws and brought its

nose to the ground every twenty yards or so.

It was smelling out my trail. Sometimes,

for an instant, it was at fault. Then it would

catch it up again and come bounding swiftly

along the path I had taken.

Even now when I think of that nightmare

the sweat breaks out upon my brow. What

could I do ? My useless fowling-piece was

in my hand. What help could I get from that ?

I looked desperately round for some rock or

tree, but I was in a bushy jungle with nothing

higher than a sapling within sight, while I

knew that the creature behind me coufd tear

down an ordinary tree as though it were a

reed. My only possible chance lay in flight.

I could not move swiftly over the rough,

broken ground, but as I looked round me in

despair I saw a well-marked, hard-beaten path

which ran across in front of me. We had

seen several of the sort, the runs of various

wild beasts, during our expeditions. Along

this I could perhaps hold my own, for I was

a fast runner and in excellent condition.

Flinging away my useless gun, I set myself to

do such a half-mile as I have never done before

or since. My limbs ached, my chest heaved,

I felt that my throat would burst for want

of air, and yet with that horror behind me I

ran and I ran and ran. At last I paused,

hardly able to move. For a moment I

thought that I had thrown him off. The

path lay still behind me. And then suddenly,

with a crashing and a rending, a thudding of

giant feet and a panting of monster lungs,

the beast was upon me once more. He was

at my very heels. I was lost.

Madman that I was to linger so long before

I fled ! Up to then he had hunted by scent,

and his movement was slow. But he had

actually seen me as I started to run. From

then onwards he had hunted by sight, for

the path showed him where I had gone.

Now, as he came round the curve, he was

springing in great bounds. The moonlight

shone upon his huge projecting eyes, the row

of enormous teeth in his open mouth, and the

gleaming fringe of claws upon his short,

powerful forearms. With a scream of terror

I turned and rushed wildly down the path.

Behind me the thick, gasping breathing of the

creature sounded louder and louder. His

heavy footfall was beside me. Every instant

I expected to feel his grip upon my back.

And then suddenly there came a crashâ��I

was falling through space, and everything

beyond was darkness and rest.

As I emerged from my unconsciousnessâ��

which could not, I think, have lasted more

than a few minutesâ��I was aware of a most

dreadful and penetrating smell. Putting

out my hand in the darkness I came upon

something which felt like a huge lump of

meat, while my other hand closed upon a

large bone. Up above me there was a circle

of starlit sky, which showed me that I was

lying at the bottom of a deep pit. Slowly I

staggered to my feet and felt myself all over.

I was stiff and sore from head to foot, but

there was no limb which would not move, no

joint which would not bend. As the circum-

stances of my fall came back into my con-

fused brain, I looked up in terror, expecting

to see that dreadful head silhouetted against

the paling sky. There was no sign of the

monster, however, nor could I hear any sound

from above. I began to walk slowly round,

therefore, feeling in every direction to find

out what this strange place could be into

which I had been so opportunely precipitated.

It was, as I have said, a pit, with sharply-

sloping walls and a level bottom about twenty

feet across. This bottom was littered with

great gobbets of flesh, most of which was in
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the last state of putridity. The atmosphere

was poisonous and horrible. After tripping

and stumbling over these lumps of decay, I

came suddenly against something hard, and

I found that an upright post was firmly fixed

in the centre of the hollow. It was so high

that I could not reach the top of it with my

hand, and it appeared to be covered with

grease.

Suddenly I remembered that I had a tin

box of wax-vestas in my pocket. Striking

one of them, I was able at last to form some

opinion of this place into which I had fallen.

There could be no question as to its nature.

It was a trapâ��made by the hand of man.

The post in the centre, some nine feet long,

was sharpened at the upper end, and was

black with the stale blood of the creatures

who had been impaled upon it. The remains

scattered about were fragments of the victims,

which had been cut away in order to clear the

stake for the next who might blunder in. I

â�¢remembered that Challenger had declared that

man could not exist upon the plateau, since

with his feeble weapons he could not hold

his own against the monsters who roamed

over it. But now it was clear enough how

it could be done. In their narrow-mouthed

caves the natives, whoever they might be,

had refuges into which the huge saurians

could not penetrate, while with their developed

brains they were capable of setting such traps,

covered with branches, across the paths

which marked the run of the animals as would

destroy them in spite of all their strength

and activity. Man was always the master.

The sloping wall of the pit was not difficult

for an active man to climb, but 1 hesitated

long before I trusted myself within reach of

the dreadful creature which had so nearly

destroyed me. How did I know that he was

not lurking in the nearest clump of bushes,

waiting for my reappearance ? I took heart,

however, as I recalled a conversation between

Challenger and Summerlee upon the habits of

the great saurians. Both were agreed that

the monsters were practically brainless, that

there was no room for reason in their tiny

cranial cavities, and that if they have dis-

appeared from the rest of the world it was

assuredly on account of their own stupidity,

which made it impossible for them to adapt

themselves to changing conditions.

To lie in wait for me now would mean that

the creature had appreciated what had hap-

pened to me, and this in turn would argue

some power connecting cause and effect.

Surely it was more likely that a brainless

creature, acting solely by vague predatory

instinct, would give up the chase when I

disappeared, and, after a pause of astonish-

ment, would wander away in search of some

other prey ? I clambered to the edge of the

pit and looked over. The stars were fading,

the sky was whitening, and the cold wind of

morning blew pleasantly upon my face. I

could see or hear 'nothing of my enemy.

Slowly I climbed out and sat for a while

upon the ground, ready to spring back into

my refuge if any danger should appear. Then,

reassured by the absolute stillness and by the

growing light, I took my courage in both

hands and stole back along the path which I

had come. Some distance down it I picked

up my gun, and shortly afterwards struck the

brook which was my guide. So, with many a

frightened backward glance, I made for home.

And suddenly there came something to

remind me of my absent companions. In the

clear, still morning air there sounded far away

the sharp, hard note of a single rifle-shot. I

paused and listened, but there was nothing

more. For a moment I was shocked at the

thought that some sudden danger might have

befallen them. But then a simpler and more

natural explanation came to my mind. It

was now broad daylight. No doubt my

absence had been noticed. They had imagined

that I was lost in the woods, and had fired

this shot to guide me home. It is true that

we had made a strict resolution against firing.

but if it seemed to them that I might be in

danger they would not hesitate. It was for

me now to hurry on as fast as possible; and

so to reassure them.

I was weary and spent, so my progress was

not so fast as I wished ; but at last I came

into regions which I knew. There was the

swamp of the pterodactyls upon my left;

there in front of me was the glade of the

iguanodons. Now I was in the last belt of

trees which separated me from Fort C hallenger.

I raised my voice in a cheery shout to allay

their fears. No answering greeting came back

to me. My heart sank at that ominous still-

ness. I quickened my pace into a run.

The zareba rose before me, even as I had left

it, but the gate was open. I rushed in. In

the cold morning light it was a fearful sight

which met my eyes. Our effects were scat-

tered in wild confusion over the ground; my

comrades had disappeared, and close to the

smouldering ashes of our fire the grass was

stained crimson with a hideous pool of blood.

I was so stunned by this sudden shock

that for a time I must have nearly lost my

reason. I have a vague recollection, as one

remembers a bad dream, of rushing about
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" MY COMRADES HAD DISAPPEARED."

through the woods all round the empty camp,

calling wildly for my companions. No answer

came back from the silent shadows. The

horrible thought that I might never see them

again, that I noight find myself abandoned

all alone in that dreadful place, with no pos-

sible way of descending into the world below,

that I might live and die in that nightmare

country, drove me to desperation. I could

have torn my hair and beaten my head in

my despair. Only now did I realize how I

had learned to lean upon my companions,

upon the serene self-confidence of Challenger,

and upon the masterful, humorous coolness

of Lord Roxton. Without them I was like

a child in the dark, helpless and powerless.

I did not know which way to turn or what I

should do first.

VoL xliv.-W.

(To be continued.)
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Tke figures quoted in the following novel article have been

specially obtained, as far as possible, from official sources.

LONDON (ROYAL BXCHANGE)â��500,000 PERSONS iv\ss IN A HAY.

from a rhotooraph by dm. Acwiiei, IJtL

week

HE most

crowded spot

in the world

for five and a

half days of

is that small

tract of territory, covering

one acre, hounded by the

Royal Exchange, the

Rank, and the Mansion

House in the City of Lon-

don. It is a veritable

human ganglion. If you

\vere to stretch an invisible

thread north and south across this space

you would find that in the course of each day

no fewer than 500,000 persons passed and

repasscd, together with 50,000 vehicles. And

the busiest corner of all in this busy acre is

immediately outside the Mansion House, for

rather more than half the traffic crossing our

imaginary boundaries passes that way. The

results of a traffic census taken by the City

police show that on an average day some

30,000 vehicles pass this particular corner,

whilst the pedestrian traffic is well over

250,000, and these figures are constantly

increasing. Thus the totals at which we
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have already arrived for the whole of this

space are probably well within the mark,

and. no doubt, on extra busy days are often

exceeded.

And to realize to the full the remarkable

BERLIN (FRIEDRICHSTRASSE)â��

300,000 I'KRSONS PASS DURING A DAY.

i/iA by Topical f'rtu Agency.

nature of these statistics we have to remember

that the working day in the City is a com-

paratively short one, much shorter than at

some of the other busy spots of the world,

and that the great bulk of this traffic passes

astonishing result that the total number of

foot-passengers entering that small, circum-

scribed area amounts to no fewer than 45,000

or 50,000 per hour during the busiest part

of the day. Here is the busiest spot in the

\ (nit I;KAKKN)â��ABOIT

PASS DAILV.

Pntm a fkotoyraph bg Topical I*rtiH Avency.

during the limited period of about ten hours.

Particularly is this the case with the pedes-

trian traffic, and we are confronted with the
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world's greatest city; the

tide of human life, which

used to flow highest in

Cheapside or Fleet Street

or at Charing Cross, has

long since reached its

diurnal high-water mark

total figures would probably approach closely

to those of the Bank, although, since it is

extended over a longer portion of the day, the

hourly average would not be anything like

so great, and the congestion is therefore

usually much less. " Piccadilly Circus,"

said a Scotland Yard official to the writer,

"is an extremely busy spot. A traffic count

taken some few years ago at the end of Picca-

dilly, just where it enters the Circus, resulted

in a total of 16,140 vehicles and 68,640 foot-

passengers merely between the hours of 8 a.m.

and 8 p.m. Between 8 p.m. and midnight

Piccadilly Circus is as busy as at any period of

the day, so that the full figures for the twenty-

four hours must be largely in excess of this.

Then there is the almost equally heavy traffic

entering the Circus from Regent Street, as well

as that from Shaftesbury Avenue and the Hay-

ST. PElKKSBl'Ki: (VLADIMIRSKY I'KOMT.KI.iâ�� M-.AKI.V 31X3,000 l'KKs"NS J'AsS IN A

/â�¢'nmi n Photograph by] 1 ' \\. [i'ndfrteovl J- I'lideruwl.

in front of the residence market

of the City's chief magis- indeed,

trate. be the

But the solitude of the is not u

City ;it night suggests an because

important handicap, and gestion

there are other places in traffic

London for which the spread

MI that the total must be very large

Si ill larger, in all probability, would

figures (or Hyde Park Corner. This

-uallv looked upon as a very busy spot,

there is such a wide area that all con-

is avoided, but the volume of vehicular

is certainly large, and, moreover, is

over practically the whole of the
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PARIS (PLACE UE L'OPERA) â�� 450,000 PERSONS PASS IN A DAY.

/Vom a PfarioprapA fry ffeiintern:

twenty-four hours. No sooner has the after-

theatre traffic ceased than a steady stream of

market carts begins to pour in towards

Covent Garden, and this brings up the day's

total considerably. The same thing applies to

the Marble Arch and Regent Circus, where

the traffic, both vehicular and pedestrian, is a

trifle heavier than at Piccadilly Circus."

It is, at first sight, strange to find that the

finest and broadest streets are usually not the

most used. The explanation is, of course,

to be found in the fact that the most hand-

some streets are the most modern, and people

all over the world are inclined to stick to

the more inconvenient, but more familiar,

thoroughfares which have been used for

JAPAN (O-DORI STREET)â��ABOUT 300,000 PASS is A DAY.

from a PMoprop* 6Â» Vnitncood &
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generations. Frequently,

also, the finest streets

are occupied by Govern-

ment offices and official

buildings. An example

of this is to be found in

the famous Unter den

Linden, the Piccadilly

and Bond Street of Ber-

lin, a noble thorough-

fare, 197 feet wide. The

greatest traffic is to be

found not here, however,

but in the Friedrich-

strasse, which runs at

An exception is provided in the case of St.

Petersburg, for here wp find the vastest

crowds surging through the broadest and

principal thoroughfare, the Prospekt Nevsky,

which is nearly three miles long. Near the

Vladimirsky Prospekt the pedestrian traffic

is densest, frequently approaching 30,000 per

hour, with a daily total of nearly 300,000.

These figures are the same as for Berlin's

busiest spot, but, whereas the narrow

Friedrichstrasse is frequently overcrowded,

the capacity of the Prospekt Nevsky is rarely

taxed to anything like its full amount. On

occasions, owing to its great width, as

many as 80,000 pedestrians have passed

MADRID (PUERTO DE.L SOL)â��350,000 PERSONS PASS IN A DAY.

From a PkotitQraph by To^icttl I'rett Agency.

right angles to the Unter den Linden and is

considerably less than half as wide. At

some points, near the junction of these two

thoroughfares, the traffic is particularly

heavy, especially during the afternoon and

evening. During this part of the day the

traffic of pedestrians attains to 30,000 per

hour, and the total for the day amounts to

some 300,000.

Again, in Vienna, the most popular street

is not the Ringstrasse, one of the finest streets

in the world, which encircles the kernel of the

city, but the Graben, in the heart of the busi-

ness portion of Vienna. Here the number of

foot-passengers amounts to 275,000 daily.

and repassed within an

hour.

The busiest centre of

Parisian life is the small

space in front of the Opera

House, where both pedes-

trian and vehicular

activity extend far into

the night. According to

the police figures, the

Place de 1'Opera, at its

junction with the Boule-

vards, is traversed by

63,000 vehicles and

450,000 pedestrians daily.
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At certain hours of the evening both foot-

ways of the Boulevards are occupied by a

dense moving mass, progressing, however, at a

pace scarcely more than half that of the

London crowd at the Bank of England,

which is declared to average four miles an

hour, and frequently is almost on the run,

whereas the only hurrying figures in the

Paris crowd are the newsboys.

It is said that since the establishment of

the underground railway in Paris the ten-

dency is for the numbers to diminish, or at

least to remain stationary. The same result

was anticipated in London when the under-

ground electric railways were first introduced.

When the Central London Railway was opened

numbers remaining on

the surface. On the con-

trary, the pedestrians

have increased in num-

bers, and the omnibuses,

which it was thought

would be reduced almost

to vanishing point in the

principal streets, have

increased and multiplied

in the most unexpected

manner. Whatever may

be the case in Paris, the

Londoner is fond of

travelling and is quick

to avail himself of the

CHICAGO (STATE 5TBKT) â�� NEARLY 400,00

>Vwm a fkotoytaiA by Topical /^ress .I

IN A DAY.

it was expected to clear

half the traffic out of

Oxford Street and greatly

relieve the congestion

which frequently occurred

there. The actual result

has been precisely the

reverse, not only in Ox-

ford Street, but all over

London. Paradoxical as

it may seem, the fact that

millions of passengers now

travel underground has

not caused the least

diminution in the

increased facilities for getting from place to

place.

But it is not only on this side of the world

that crowded streets are to be found. One of

the most densely-peopled spots in the world

is O-dori Street, Tokio. The long thoroughfare

known as Ginza, which runs from near the

Shimhashi railway station to Spectacles

Bridge, is made up of several streets with

different names, some wide and modern,

some old-fashioned and narrow, and if the

earth were suddenly to gape open wide in

that portion known as O-dori Street, at any

hour of the day, there is no other thoroughfare

in the Japanese city where the results to
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human life would be more

fatal. For here the tide

of human life runs the

highest. But 0-dori

Street is extremely

narrow, so that the den-

sity of the crowd does

not make the daily figures

much above the 300,000

mark. At the pointshown

in the photograph the

throng about the open-

air bazaar is densest.

Unlike most of the other

important cities of the

world, this thickly-popu-

lated commercial district

neighbouring Calle Mayor are never deserted

at any hour of the twenty-four. Conse-

quently the daily average of 350,000 persons

does not indicate a crowd of any very great

density, considering the space to be covered,

at any portion of the day.

But it is to America that one naturally turns

for big figures to rival those of London.

Chicago boasts a human ganglion in State

Street, where nearly 400,000 people pass and

repass on foot during the day. In New York

the figures approach those of London, and

largely exceed it if we count the actual

number of persons on foot and in vehicles

alike. For in Broadway, at the junction

with Herald Square, it is stated that 700,000

pass daily. But this includes the passengers

NtW YORK (BROADWAY)â��NEARLY SOO,OOO PERSONS 1'ASS

t'nrn a PhaloyrtiiJt III] LIAILY. lUndtn

of Tokio is situated out-

side the city walls.

A very different type

of crowd is that to be seen

every day in the Puerto

del Sol, in Madrid. It is

the junction of no fewer

than ten of the main

streets of the city,and the

place of most pedestrian

and vehicular traffic. It

is capable of containing

crowds of enormous

magnitude; but the

Puerto del Sol and the

by tram-car, the foot-

passengers alone being

well under 500,000.

All these crowds are

different one from

another, for national character shows up

strongly in a crowd. It has been remarked

that you can pack a British crowd closer

within a specified area for a longer time than

a French or Italian crowd. It is, perhaps,

something of this sort which explains the

wonderful success of the London policeman

in handling complicated traffic, which has

made him in this respect, as in many others,

a model for the police of the whole world.
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By ARTHUR MORRISON.

Illustrated by Alfred Leete.

ORE than once already 1 have

said that Snorkey Timms was

not a person of any constitu-

tional honesty, except in an

oblique and cranky way to-

ward such of his intimates

as trusted the honour he

never claimed to possess. Perhaps his chief

personal characteristic was a dislike of the

particular form of violence called work ; and

no argument could change his views.

It ain't that I've never tried work, he

said, sucking with much enjoyment at his

pipe, just filled from my pouchâ��his taste in

tobacco was almost his only creditable

characteristic â�� you mustn't

suppose that. I've tried it

right enough, thovigh not often,

bein' only 'uman, as you might

say. It may pay some, but I

don't seem to be that sort.

Born different, I s'pose. Why,

the hardest work- I ever didâ��

my word, it was a drive, too!

â��I lost money over â�� lost it.

An' after workin' like two 'orses

all night, too ! Fair makes me

shudder when I remember it.

Somebody had been a-

preachin' about honesty to me,

I s'pose, like what you do

sometimes. So I took on a job

as a book - maker's minder â��

you know what that is, o'

course. You just 'ang about

your bloke's pitch on the

course, an" if anybody gets makin' a dis-

pute with him, or claimin' what your

bloke don't mean to pay, or what not, why

you just give 'im a push in the jore. O'

course, you get it back sometimes, but that's

what you're paid for. Choppy Byles was my

blokeâ��he was a nut, and no mistake. There

wasn't nothing that Choppy Byles wasn't up

to. He was up to such a lot o' things that

he kep' two minders reg'larâ��and he wanted

'em, too, I can tell ye. We could 'a' done

with a few more to 'elp us most times, could

me and Jerry Stagg, the other minder. Both

of us had either one eye or the other black,

permanent, while the flat-racin' season was

10'

"BOTH OF us HAD EITHBR

ONE EYE OR THE OTHER

BLACK, PERMANENT, WHILE

THE FLAT-RACIN' SEASON

WAS ON."

on ; an" once we went 'ome from Alexander's

Park with about three-quarters of a weskit

between us an' nothing else on us but bruises.

But Choppy Byles, he was all right, and a

mile away 'fore the row got into its swing ;

he 'ad quite a payin' afternoon.

Chipstead Spring Meeting and Felby races

is within a few days of each other, and not

more'n twenty mile apartâ��as o' course you

know, like any other educated feller. About

'alf-way between them two towns is a little

place called Nuthatch, and the year I'm

a-speakin' of Mr. Choppy Byles and us two,

Jerry Stagg and me, we stayed at Nuthatch

over the day or two between the two meetin's ;

I dunno why, unless there was

somebody in London as Choppy

Byles didn't want to see afore

he'd made a bit at Felby.

Me and Jerry Stagg, we

thought we was in for a nice

little day or two's holiday in

the country. But Mr. Choppy

Byles didn't take no holidays

â��he was out for business all

the time. He'd race two ear-

wigs over a cabbage-leaf and

bet pennies on it with the

green-grocer's boy, rather than

miss a chance. And as luck

would have it, we found the

people at Nuthatch quite a

sportin' lot; in fact, we didn't

give 'em full credit till we come

away; and then we was ready

to swear they 'atched 'arder

nuts at Nuthatch than any place forty times

its size.

It was a rest-an'-be-thankful sort o' place

to look at, though, and as comfortable and

cosy a pub to stay at as ever I see. It 'ud

convert any teetotaller to look at it, would

the Fox and 'Ounds. We got there in the

evenin' after Chipstead, an' sat in the parlour

a-talkin' to the Nuthatchers an' doin' our

best to astonish the natives. And all through

the conversation, whatever was said, there

was our bloke, Mr. Choppy Byles, feelin'

round and hintin' to find if he couldn't get a

bet on with somebody about any 61' thing.

At last he got on to runnin', an' it turns out the
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Nuthatchers had got a chap they fancied

could run a good mile.

That was enough for Choppy Byles. He

was on it. The runnin' chap's name was

Dobbinâ��Jarge Dobbin they called 'imâ��an'

it didn't seem to stand to reason that a chap

with a name like that could run a fast mile.

What was more, Choppy Byles's memory was

wonderful, and, follerin' the Sheffield 'andi-

caps rcg'lar, he knew the name o' pretty well

everything on two legs that could raise a

toddle, and the name o' Jarge Dobbin wasn't

one of 'em. But he always wanted the best

bargain he could make, did Choppy ; so he

began comin' the innocent kid.

" 'E must be a wonderful runner," he said,

" this here Dobbin. I s'pose 'e could run a

mile in four minutes quite easy ? "

" Why, no," says the Nuthatcher as was

pion, not yet. But he'd run a mile on the

road in five minutes."

" That seems rather slow for sich a very

fine runner," says Choppy.

" Well, I think he could beat that," says

Gosling ; and a whole lot o' the others there

said they was sure he could.

" Ah ! " says Choppy. " Sich a man as him

ought. You don't seem to be stickin' up for

your pal half enough. I expect you'd be glad

to bet big odds he'd do it in four minutes an'

three-quarters ? "

" Why, yes," says one chap in the crowd,

" I would." An' some o' the others says

" 'Ear, 'ear ! " But Gosling, he sat con-

siderin'. He was a fat, jolly-lookin' feller,

but very thoughtful, with sharp little eyes. .

" I wouldn't bet very big odds," he says,

presently. " But I'd give a bit of odds he'd

do itâ��say between the forty-fourth

and forty-fifth milestones along the

main London road here."

"'WHAT ODDS?' ASKS CHOPPY, SNAPPIN1 HIM UP QUICK. 'TWO TO ONE?'"

talkin' mostâ��chap called Goslingâ��" nobody

could do that. The best as was ever done in

the world was nearly thirteen seconds more'n

that."

" Was it ? " says Choppy, lettin' on to be

surprised. " Well, o' course, I dunno nothin'

about them things. I only seemed to 'ave a

sort of idea that four minutes would be pretty

quick. I s'pose he'd do it all right in four

minutes and a 'alf ? "

" No," says Gosling ; " that's champion-

ship time, too. Jarge Dobbin ain't a cham-

" What odds ? " asks Choppy, snappin'

him up quirk. " Two to one ? "

" Why, no," says Gosling, in his slow

way; "not sich odds as them. Five to

four."

Choppy 'aggled a bit. but he couldn't get

the odds no longer. So it was fettled and

put down in writin' that jarge Dobbin was

to run from the forty-fourth lo the forty-fifth

milestone, next day, in four minutes forty-five

seconds, if he could, the stakes bein' five quid

to four on his doin' it. An' as soon as that
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was fixed Choppy Bylcs began offerin' side

bets all round.

" Not in my "ouse," says the landlord. " I

can't 'ave no bettin' 'ere. I've got my licence

to think of. You'll 'ave to go outside if that's

your game."

So everybody got up an' went out. Jist

as we came tumblin' out into the lane Choppy

gives me a drive in the ribs and whispers.,

" 'Ere's your chance to make a bit for your-

self. Take the odds, same as me, an' tell

Jerry Stagg."

What his game was o' course I didn't know,

but it was pretty clear there was something

up his sleeveâ��it was the sort o' sleeve there's

allus something up, was Choppy's. Well, I

told you the Xuthatchers were a sportin' lot,

but it would ha' surprised you to see the little

crowd out there under the stars in that peaceful

village a-backin' and a-layin' that evenin'.

Choppy Byles, he took every bet he could get,

givin' evens when there was no more odds to

be got, an' then offerin' odds againstâ��any-

thing to pile it up. Jerry Stagg an' me, we got

our little bit on soon and stopped ; and sooner

or later all the others stopped too, and went

'ome. It was the sort o' place where they go

to bed in the middle o' the evenin'.

The back door o' the Fox and 'Ounds was

left on the latch all night for the potman to

come in in the mornin'. Choppy found that

out by tcllin' the landlord he'd take a evenin'

stroll, and might be in late. So Choppy gave

us the tip and went out for his stroll ; and

when everybody else was in bed we went out

very quiet by the back way, and found

Choppy waitin' for us.

" Come along," says he. " Don't make

no row, and don't waste time ; there's a job

o' work for you two."

" Work ? " says we ; an' I could 'ear Jerry

Stagg shudderin' in the dark.

" Yes," says Choppy, " and you'll 'ave to

do it smart if you want to win them bets you've

made."

" 'Ow's that ? " says I.

" Why," says he, " we're goin' to shove one

o' them milestones a bit further along the road.

We might win with 'em where they are, but

it's always best to make sure."

Quite a genius, you see, was Choppy Byles

â��a genius out an' out. How many *ud 'a'

thought o' sich a move as that ? Not one in

a million.

" But won't they spot it ? " says Jerry, a

bit doubtful.

"Not if we do it careful," says Choppy.

" And, besides, what odds if they do ? \Ye ain't

takin' np witnesses, and it's down plain

enough, in black an' white. Between the

forty-fourth and forty-fifth milestones, it

says, an' nothing about 'ow far apart they're

to be. Nobody can't get over that. What's

more, that chap Gosling, I believe he knows

something about them .milestone*. What

for should he pick on them two and na others ?

And it was him as put it down on the paper,

rememberâ��not a mile, but between them

stones. It struck me mighty odd at the

time. It's a short mile, that's what that is,

an' he knows it. There's lots of 'em like that

about the country, where they put the motor

traps. So we shall only be putting the mistake

right, or thereabouts, and doin' the nation a

favour, as well as takin' it out o' that dis-

honest sharp, Gosling. Come .along. That

won't be a short mile to-morrow mornin',

whatever else it is."

The village was mostly scattered about a

lane leadin' out o' the main road, you under-

stand, so up the lane we goes. It was a

windy night and very darkâ��just as suited us.

When we come out on the main road we

looks up an' down in the dark for two or three

minutes 'fore we spotted there was a mile-

stone right opposyte the end o' the lane. So

across the road we went, and began strikin'

matches to read what was on it.

I began, but arter about fifteen matches

had blown out before I could see anything

more than it was a milestone, Choppy Byles

lost his temper and had a go himself. We

stood round, Jerry and me, and spread our

coats while Choppy knelt down and struck

more matches, talkin' about 'em that pretty

all the while I wonder the milestone didn't

catch fire itself. It was a worn old thing p.nd

not easy to make out, but presently Choppy

persuaded a match to keep alight'a bit, and

then he jumped up.

" That's one of 'cm," he says ; " number

forty-five. But it's right opposite the end o'

the lane and everybody'll remember that.

P'r'aps forty-four's in a easier place. Let's

seeâ��that'll be this way." So we starts off

walkin' to the right.

We hadn't gone much more'n half-way

when we came to the church, with the grave-

yard round it.

" Just the place we want," says Choppy.

" There's sure to be a shed with spades and

things in it. I was rather lookin' for a farm

shed."

So we went gropin' about round the church,

and, sure enough, we found a shed all right,

with no lock on the door and a whole lot o'

shovels and picks and what not in it, and a

wheelbarrerâ��one o' them wide,, flat sort as
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" WE SPRKAD OUR COATS WHILE

CHOI'PY KNELT DOWN AND STRUCK

MORE MATCHES."

navvies use. It looked as though Choppy

Byles's usual luck was in.

We shoved a crcwbar and a

couple o* shovels and picks on

the barrer, and Jerry Stagg had

just started wheelin' it down the

path to the gate when we got one

o' the biggest frights I ever had

in my life. We very near ran into

a man standing in the gateway.

" Ullo!" says the man.

" What's all this ? "

" 'Sh ! " Choppy whispers to

us. " Not a w:ord ! " and he

shoved in front.

" Good evenin'! " says he to

the chap. " We thought you'd

ha' been in bed, or we'd ha' come

round. We just wanted to borrow

â��hire, that isâ��the barrer and

shovels for a hour or two, to bury

aâ��a dawg."

" Well," says the chap," you've

come out a rum time to bury a

dawg."

" Why, yes," says Choppy,

" we 'ave left it a bit late; but we wanted to

keep it very privateâ��not 'avin' a licence for

the dawg, you see. Now, what should you

think might be a fair charge for us borrowin'

these things for a couple of hours, strictly

private, to bury a dawg ? "

" Well," says the chap, " it'll come a bit

dear. That there Christian wheelbarrer

an' things out of a churchyard oughtn't

properly to be used to bury a dawg at all

â��specially a dawg with no licence. There's

the strain on my conscience to consider,"

he says. "Say a quid."

" Bit 'igh, ain't it ? " Choppy says, with

his hand in his pocket. He was always a

dreadful 'ard 'un to part, was Choppy.

" I told you it 'ud come a bit 'igh,"

says the chap ; " specially if it's got to

be kep' private. A quid."

So, seein' there was no help

for it, Choppy lugged out the

money and 'anded over. " Mind,"

he says, " this is slrict Q. T.â��

between ourselves. We'll be

careful to put the things back

again."

" I don't care whether you do

or not," says the chap, turnin'

out o' the gate and chucklin'

all over. " They ain't my

things. I only took a look in

as I went along ! "

I'd almost 'a' give another

quid to see Choppy's face just then, but

I could guess it. We shoved out into the

"'BIT 'IGH, AIN'T IT?' CHOPPY SAYS, WITH HIS

HAND IN HIS POCKET."
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road, and I could hear Choppy'.; rage almost

bustin' out through his ears and nose. " If it

wasn't for givin' away the show," he said,

presently, as we went along the road. " we'd

have it back out of him. Never mindâ��I'll

get it all back to-morrow. Keep your eyes

a-goin' for that milestone."

It wanted watchin' for in the dark, for

there was a lot o' big trees along the hedge

just thereabout, which made it darker than

ever. Pretty soon we spotted it, however,

right in against the bank, with long grass and

thistles and what not all round it. The trees

sheltered us a bit more here, so we didn't

have to waste so many matchesj and there

was the "44

miles " all right

and plain

enough. So we

set to work.

A strange voice says, all of a sudden:

" Look 'ereâ��I'm sharin' in that! "

Jerry Stagg fell over his spade, and I sat

down whop. Choppy Byles spun round with

a jump, and there in the road was a chap

standin' watchin' us.

" I've bin sittin' over 'Ome Chips 'arf the

night workin' out that clue/' says the chap,

" and now I come along and find you diggin'

on the very spot. I reckon I share in that

treasure."

This was the time when the buried-treasure

rage was on, as you'll remember. All sorts

o' papers buried money all over the shop, and

parties was a-diggin' and pokin' about every-

where after it. We was relieved

A STRANGE VOICE SAYS, ALL OF A

SUDDEN : ' LOOK 'EREâ��I'M SHARIN'

IN THAT ! ' "

Me and Jerry did the diggin' and Choppy

Byles did the lookin' outâ��just the department

he would choose. It was a sight easier than

our job, anyhow, for that ground was very

near as hard as the milestone itself. We dug

pretty hard for a bit, and then Jerry took hold

o' the top o' the stone and gave it a shove.

It stood like a rock. " My wig ! " says Jerry.

" I wonder 'ow far it goes down ? "

We went at it again, and the more we dug

the 'arder the ground got. I never had sich

work ; and I was just slackin' off a bit for a

rest when we had another startler.

the chap wasn't up to our game, but it was

a bit awkward.

" What rot!" says Choppy. " We're

buryin' a dawg ! "

" Dawg be blowed !" says the chap.

" Show me your dawg ! "

" Certainly not," Choppy says, very decided.

" It's a private dawg. You've done the clue

wrong, that's what it is. Go back and do

it again, careful."

" I have done it careful," says the chap ;

" and now I'll stop here and see if I'm wrong

or not."
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" No," says Choppy Byles, gettin' nasty,

" you won't stop here, not when you come to

think of it you won't. When we go out

bury in' dawgs, private dawgs, we want to be

let alone, see ? And there's three of us, with

shovels. No, when you come to think of it,

this is what you'll think," says Choppy,

speakin' more friendly, and gettin' nearer to

the chap, with his hand in his pocket again ;

" this is what you'll think. You'll think to

yourself, ' 'Ere's three genelmen buryin' a

dawg, a private dawg, what they're very

grieved over. // I was right about that there

treasure,' you'll think, ' why, they're there

first anyhow, an' there's three of 'em with

shovels and other things just as 'ard, and I'd

better not make 'cm angry,' you'l! think.

' I'd better take a friendly quid what they

offer me and go a\vay, and write to the editor

of 'Owe Chips for a consolation prize.' That's

what you'll think if you're a reasonable chap,

as knows what's best and safest."

" Well," says the chap, steppin' back a bit

and speakin' milder, " I am a-thinkin'

something o' the sort, since you put it that

way. Only I'm, a-thinkin' the friendly quid

ought to be two."

Choppy was a hard parter in general, but

prompt when it paid. " Here y'are," he

snapped out ; " two quidâ��take 'em and hook

it, 'fore^ I change my mind."

So the chap took the two quid and went off

along the road. We listened to hear his foot-

steps dyin' away, and then Choppy grabs a

pick himself.

" We'll get this over quick," he says,

" before any more 'Ome Chippers comes

along. Them papers is a public noosance,

upsettin" people's minds like this. But keep

a look-out in that there hole, in case that

feller's right."

I don't like thinkin' about the job we had.

Nobody ain't got any right to ask me to

work again for the rest o' my life after what

I did that night. That milestone was like

them icebergs you read aboutâ��about ten

times as much down below as up above. And

the groundâ��well, you'd ha' sworn we'd

found a iron mine, all solid metal. Choppy

dropped his pick soon and put in all his

energy stimulatin' Jerry and me, and gropin'

about in the dirt for any odd thing 'Ome Chips

might ha' put there.

Well, we did it at last. That is, we got

the milestone a-lollin' over sideways in a big

hole, and we began sich a fight to get it on

the wheelbarrer as we'd never gone through

beforeâ��not even at Alexander's Park. Jerry

and me was down the hole heavin' most

desprit at the bottom of the stone, and Choppy

Byles was haulin' at the top to pull the thing

into the barrer, and the chorus was enough

to roast the little birds a-sleepin' on the trees

overhead. Our tempers was none the better

for all this, and before we got the stone fair

on the barrer we nearly had a fight among

ourselves. I'd ha' sworn I 'card Choppy

laughin' at us, but he said it was Jerry, an'

Jerry said it was us two, and we never properly

settled it. But we did get the stone on the

barrer at last, filled in the hole, and started

off along the road.

It was a pretty straight bit o' road, with

trees along the side all very much the same,

so it looked as though we could stretch out

that mile a good bit without makin' the

change look very noticeable. So we went

along lookin' for a place as looked as much

as possible like the one we took it from,

when something else 'appened.

â�¢. I never see sich a country road as that one

was that night ; it was like the Strand, pretty

near, barrin' the lights an' the evenin' papers.

We was just steadyin'up tolook at whatseemed

a good place when we heard footsteps.

" What shall we do ? " I says.

" Stand still," whispers Choppy. " P'r'aps

he won't notice. Get in front o' the barrer."

â�¢ Then we heard the footsteps again, and

they was all over the road at once; rand the

next minute the chap comes in among us like

a Catherine-wheel, and bang over the wheel-

barrer we was tryin' to hide.

" Whash this ?" says the new chap,

turnin' over very unsteady on the milestone.

" What they leave whcelbarrers about in

public road for people tummle over for, eh ?

Wheelbarrers an'â��an' tombstones ! I say,

there's a tombstone on thfshyer barrer !

D'y'ear ? Tombstone. What you want

tombstone on barrer middle o' night for ? "

An' with that he lifts up and sits in the barrer

talkin' to us by and large.

" I know what you think," says he; " you

think I'm drunk. That's my legs ; they're

shockin', but I'm allri'â��sober as judge. Now,

what about tombstone ? "

" It's all right, old chap," says Choppy,

tryin' to haul him up. " It's for a dawg we're

buryin'."

The chap sat and wagged his head and

chuckled. " Dawg ? " he said. " Dawg ?

You don't seem.believe I'm sober. 1 know

what you've done. You've bin an" boned

thishyer tombstone out o' the churchyard

'long there, to makeâ��makeâ��here, I say,

what you goin/ to make out o' that tomb-

stone ?"
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" You get up, old feller, and come along o'

me," says Choppy, " and I'll tell you all about

it. I got a drink for you a little further up

the roadâ��in a flask. It's a beautiful night

for a walk ; come alonijâ��the drink ain't very

far off."

We never knew Choppy had got his flask

with him, or it 'ud 'a' been empty long before

this, with what we'd gone through. But we

got the chap up somehow between

us, and him and Choppy went stag-

gerin' off along the road the way

we'd come.

Choppy was gone a most rabun

culous long

time, and me

and Jerry

pretty well fell

asleep on the

milestone -wait-

in' -for him.

When he came

at last he was

spittin' and

snarlin' with

rage like an old

tom-cat.

"That there

drunken tyke's

been and lost

my flask," he

said. " Swigged

it empty and

then dropped it

in the ditch or

somewhereâ��he

didn't know.

I've bin grop-

in' all over the road and ditch and burnt all

my matches, and had to give it up. But he's

fast asleep an' safe enough, up against a stile.

These here Nuthatch people owe me a bit

more over this ; but I'll have it all out of 'em

to-morrow. We'll shove this milestone on a

bit further still. But spread your coats over

it, in case we meet somebody else in this

here busy thoroughfare."

So Jerry and me put our coats over it and

started off once more. We didn't go far this

timeâ��about fifty or sixty yards. We'd

made it a pretty long mile by now, and there

was a sort o' place here that seemed a good

deal like the one the milestone came from, so

we stopped. And here we found the first bit

o' reasonable luck since we left the church-

yard shed ; the ground seemed pretty soft.

So we whanged in with the picks and

shovels, and soon had a pretty tidy hole.

The boss took a hand quite serious this time,

"D'Y'EAR? TOMBSTONE. WHAT you WANT TOMBSTONE ON

MARKER MIDDLE O1 NIGHT FOR?"

for he was gettin' nervous. Not that he was

much good. If you get three men as ain't

used to it all a-diggin' one hole together on a

dark night, you'll find they get a bit tangled

up, one way and another. Jerry and me

both resigned our appointments several

times in that hole, and it was only business

considerations as prevented a fight.

Now, we was diggin' this hole just at the

foot of the bank

by the road-

side, and there

was a hedge

atop of the

bank. We'd got

the hole, as we

thought, pretty

near deep

enough, and

was just a-stop-

pin' to say so,

when there

came a most

terrifyin' voice

from over the

top o' the

hedge.

" Oo â�� oo â��

oo! " says the

voice. " It's

murder ! No-

thing but

murder ! "

We looked

up, and there

was a mon-

strous sort

of ragged head

lookin' down at us from the hedge.

" You've woke me up," says the head,

" with your horrid language. I may be

obliged by circumstances to sleep agin a

hedge, but I've got my feelin's. You've got

a corpse in that there barrer, covered over

with coats, and you're a-buryin' of it. f

ain't goin' to stand and see that done, not

free of charge, I ain't. I may be a tramp,

but I've got my feelin's ! "

Here was another fine go. To think we

should ha' picked on the very spot where this

tramp was dossin' ! But Choppy spoke up

again.

" 'S-sh ! " he said. " We're very sorry we

disturbed youâ��didn't know you was there.

Do you read 'Onu: Chips ? "

" Read what 1" says the head.

" 'Ome Chips. The best and most 'olesome

family paper in the world. Full of excitin'

but moral stories, interestin' puzzles, and
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"Â«OO â�� OO â��OO!' SAYS

THE VOICE. 'IT'S

MURDER!'"

instructive articles by Aunt

Eliza. One penny weekly.

We're advcrtisin' it."

" Are you ? " says the tramp.

" Well, I'm a nervous chap and always

carry a police whistle. I'll blow it 'ard

and advertise 'Ome Chips a little more."

" No," says Choppy, very hasty, " don't

do that. We don't advertise that wayâ��any-

body can blow a whistle."

" / can." says the trarnp. " You hear

me !" And he shoved the whistle in his

mouth.

" Stow it ! " says Choppy, scramblin' up

the bank. " Don't do a silly thing like that.

You see, we're out buryin' treasure."

" All right, I don't mind that," says the

chap in the hedge. " Bury it quick, so's T

can come an' dig it up. Or give it me now,

and save trouble."

" That ain't likely." says Choppy. " You

don't seem to understand liter'y work. We

sha'n't bury no treasure here now. when you've

spotted the place; not likely, is it ? But

we'll give you five bob to go and sleep some-

where else."

" Why ? " asks the tramp. " I ain't doin'

no "arm, and it's a very nice hedge. No, I

don't believe this treasure yarn. My theory's

murder. It's a habit I don't 'old with, is

murder. I never allow a murder under two

quid ; and this whistle's a very loud 'un.

Don't you get no nearerâ��I'm nervous."

Choppy Byles looked up at the tramp and

down at us, helpless. Then he pulled out the

money and handed it over. The tramp was

off in a jiffy ; and presently we could hear him

whistlin' a little tune a long way off. I

believe he did that to give us another scare.

" Two more this peaceful village owes me,"

says Choppy. " Just till to-morrow."

So we tumbled that milestone into the hole,

holus-bolus, and shovelled in the earth quick

and stamped it down. There was a rare lot

there was no room for, but we kicked it about

among the long grass and made it pretty tidy.

And then we went home. We put the things

back all right in the churchyard shed, and we

crawled very quiet into the Fox and 'Ounds (

not very long afore the potman.

In the mornin', after breakfast, Choppy

Byles says to the landlord, in a casual sort o'

way, " I s'pose you're goin' to see the runnin'

match this afternoon ? "

"Why, yes," says the landlord. "I did

think o' goin' over after dinner."

" Where is it ? " asks Choppy, inno-

cent as putty. " I don't know my

way about here."

" Well," the landlord says, takin'

him to the window, " you see

the church right away there to

the right ? "

" Yes," says Choppy.

" Well, the forty-fourth

milestone's a little

way beyond that,

along the road,

and the forty-

fifth's further

on still."

" Further on

still?" says

Choppy, with a sort

o' fall in his voice.

" Further on still ? "

" Why, yes, o' course,''

says the landlord. " A mile (

further on. It would be,

wouldn't it ? "

Choppy Byles looked round at

me and Jerry Stagg with a face like a

paper kite.

" What's this mean ? " he gasped, as soon

as the landlord was out o' the room.

" I'll go along the lane and see," says Jerry.

And we both went with him.

We came out at the end o' the lane, and

there was the first milestone we'd seen,

straight in front of us. We took a look round

and went across. It was the forty-third!

The forty-third !

The figures was worn, and not particular

clear, and the three was one o' them with the

flat top and a corner instead of a curl; very

much like a five on a pitch-dark night with a

match in a wind ; but a three all the same.

The three of us stood a-blinkin' at each

other over that milestone, as it come to us
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that we'd gone and made the mile a

lump shorter instead of longer ! And

such a lump !

" Look out ! "

says Jerry, very

sudden. " There's

Gosling comin' up

the lane with

another chap. Get

behind the hedge! "

There was a gate

close by, and we

nipped in like

winkin'andstooped

behind the hedge.

It was Gosling, sure

enough, with a pal,

talkin'andlaughin'

like anything. He

seemed to have a

lot to say, but

we only heard 'one

bit, and that was

enough.

" Five quid and

a silver

flask," says

Gosling,

"not to

mention a

night's fun. But

that'll be nothing to

the afternoon's!"

We three just sat

down behind that

hedge and looked at

each other like wax-

works. We saw a

whole new picture-

show of that awful

night in two seconds,

us workin' and them

peepin' and laughin'.

Then says Choppy Byles,

" My bag's in the bedroom

at the Fox and 'Ounds.

Cheaper to leave it there.

Foller the railway line.

We'll hoof it."

So we did.

" ' FIVE QUID AND A SILVER FI.ASK,' SAYS GOSLINO,

'NOT TO MENTION A NIGHT'S FUN.'"

" U'E I.OOKRD UP, AND THERE WAS A MONSTROUS SORT OK RAGGED HEAD t.OOKIN1 DOWN AT US."

Vol. x!!v.-t1.



Test-Match Cricket.

Some Contrasts and Comparisons.

By J. 13. l~IOj3l3S. Illustrated ty C. Grave.

CRICKET has struck its roots

\_s deep into the heart of Empire,

and wherever the game is

played it is the same in spirit, but

in detail very different. Wickets,

for instance, present a problem of

never-failing interest and variety.

At home we get wickets of all sorts,

but in no circumstances do we

ever behold in Eng-

Tbe Problem land anything like

of Wickets, some I have seen

on tour. Take

the wicket at Johannesburg, for

exampleâ��a matting pitch stretched

in the middle of a playing-ground

completely devoid of grass. Not a

blade is visible, nothing but the hard,

red earth, over which the ball zips

and skips like a thing of life. If you

are fielding at Johannesburg and one

gets past you, it is a shocking waste

of energy to run after the ball if it

has been anything like hit. In other

parts of South Africa you may find

a matting pitch with grass out-field-

ing, and at Cape Town the matting

pitch is laid on grass. Here we

have something utterly foreign to

first-class cricket in England. A

ball never rears up or does unex-

pected things on a matting pitch,

but I should say that as a rule it

comes a little higher to the bat.

They are fast, too, those matting

pitches, often a good bit faster than

even what is called a fast wicket at

home. The bowler has plenty of

scope on them, as the surface holds

quite well enough to enable a break-

ing ball to get in its bite and come

twisting off the pitch in a way which

gives full value for every atom of

spin. But the leather does nothing

more or less than this on a matting

pitchâ��there are none of those little

accidental effects which at times

surprise both batsrnan and bowler

on a turf wicket. All this makes a

difference, so much that it takes

some time to get used to matting

after grass, or vice versa. This

difference tells with the best of

playersâ��Aubrey Faulkner, for ex-

C. A. F.ulkner. George Hint. F. R. Foster.

A TRIO OK "ALL-ROUNDERS."

ample. In any part of the globe he

would be worth a prominent place

in a world's eleven, but on a South

African pitch I should write him

down as die best all-rounder now

living.

Mention of all-

All-round round cricketers

Cricketers. reminds me that,

although often

used, the adjective " great" is, I

think, hardly the correct word to

apply to this stamp of player. A

man may be a great batsman or a

great bowler, and I have seen just

a few who might fairly be called both.

But I have yet to behold a cricketer

who is truly great at batting, bowl-

ing, and fieldingâ��he may be " great"

at one or two, but at the third he is

never more than the thoroughly

capable exponent whose work lacks

the distinctive touch which tells

of cricket greatness. Yet the all-

rounder is not in the least discounted

by this limitation, and will always

remain the most useful cricketer to

form the backbone of any team. In

fact, the supreme artist in but one

department of the game can only

merit a place in Test cricket in Eng-

land if he is an extraordinary bowler.

Such a trundler, gifted with that

spin, length, and bit of " devil "

which no training and application

can supply, is always likely to spring

from nowhere, and find himself skit-

ting out a team in Test-match
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cricket with dramatic effect. And

when he does appear he is sure to be

played, even if he can scarcely hold

a bat and his fielding would hardly

be good enough for ordinary

Saturday-afternoon cricket.

This, however, marks the limit of

the specialist in our very best

cricket. There are so many really

tip-top batsmen that shaky fielding

cannot be overlooked to give a man

a chance who might make a century

in any cricket. The wicket-keeper

"BLY1HK COULD WRHK A FINE

BOOK ABOUT 'BALLS BAISMKN

DO NOT LIKE.' "

is an exception, of course, but even

he is expected nowadays to be more

or less handy with the bat, to be

" all - round at least to the ex-

tent of making a useful stand at a

pinch.

Yes, the all-round player is the

man, and when he is really first-

class what a power he is ! Take

Aubrey Faulkner, one of the first

three bats in the world, in my

opinion. Suppose he gets out for

a duck, as the very best have done

times ever since the stone age of

cricket. Well, he is quite likely to

get good wickets at rummage-sale

prices with those insidious googhes

of his, especially as he puts them up

quite fast for the class of ball. And

what an ideal cricket tcmi>erament

he has, to be sure ! F. R. Foster is

another of the all-round brigade, and

we must not forget George Hirst,

Frank Tarrant, and Warwick Arm-

strong in this connection. And

" there are others," plenty of them,

but there is no need to write more

â�¢8

on the importance and value of

the all-round performer.

The mind turns naturally from

George Hirst to tlie gentle art of mak-

ing a ball swerve during its flight

through the air, and I may state

at once that in this particular

line in the trun-

â�� dling department

rTe' the Yorkshireman

serves up some

wonderful samples. I should say

he makes a ball swerve more than

any other bowler. A couple of feet

is nothing at all extraordinary when

George is on the warpath, and I

think I have seen him do a good deal

more than that at times. Un-

doubtedly he can make a ball swerve

at will, but only in one direction.

A. E. Relf is the only bowler I know

who can make a ball swerve either

way to any extent, although

J. W. H. T. Douglas does the same

sort of thing on his day.

Swerving a ball is quite an art by

itself, and you want the right day

and the right ball for it. The ball

should be quite new; very few

bowlers can swerve enough to be

worth mentioning with an old ball,

and it must be held in such a manner

that two fingers lie straight over

the seam. Then it is delivered with a

sort of pushing action, so that rotary

movement of any kind is reduced

to an absolute minimum, and as the

ball swings through the air in a dead,

lifeless manner it- is sure to turn

during its flight, if the day is favour-

able. If there is any wind, it should

be in the direction you wish the ball

to swing, but you want a dense,

dull atmosphere to bowl the swerving

ball to perfection. On a bright,

clear day even the cleverest

" swervers " cannot do a great deal.

The rarefied atmosphere defeats their

best efforts, and they are compara-

tively powerless when the air is dry

and thin. In Australia and South

Africa, for example, where the weather

is normally hot and dry, except for

two or three overs when the ball is

absolutely new, it is no use attempt-

ing to make a ball swing in the air.

In Australia, at any rate, this is

rather a pity, as the Australian

wickets are so perfect that the bowler

is entitled to what adventitious aid

swerve can give him.

A typical Australian pitch is so

hard and true that

Australian it is next to im-

Pitches. possible to make

a ball break on it,

and even a real master of the art

of finger-spin can only turn the

leather a mere shade instead of

making it " do things " as it would

on an English wicket. This undeni-

ably favours (lie batsman, and in

spite of the shimmering heat haze

and occasional dust-storms, I should

say that a really first-class bat in

Australia, once he became accus-

tomed to the new conditions, would

find run-getting nearly twice as

easy as it is at home. Still, the

glossy brown pitch, set in a field of

green, so smooth and shiny that

small boys might make a capital

slide on it, is something one cannot

get used to in half an hour. When,

however, it is understood and appre-

ciated, the batsman is always on

top unless rain comes. This changes

everything, for when the clouds do

break in the Antipodes it rains with

a vengeance. The ground dries very

quickly, but if there has been wet

enough to affect the pitch, wickets

are cheap enough, and a bowler like

Colin Blythe would be master of the

situation no matter who was batting.

But I am writing of something when

I mention Blythe on a wicket after

his own heart, as the famous left-

hander is easily the best slow bowler

I have ever seen. He does indeed

" bowl with his head," and is con-

tinually devising fresh traps full of

guile for the discomfiture of the man

behind the willow. Every ball he

bowls is a study. His brain is work-

ing all the time, scheming and plan-

ning to send the batsman back to

the pavilion. A kind of cricket

Mephistopheles I call him, always

tempting the batsman to hit the

very ball he ought to treat with

respect, and working out cunning

plots to find in quick time the weak

spot of any bats-

Balls the man- ' have an

Batsman "lea that Blythe

could write a fine

Does Not LIKe. book about ..Ba],s

Batsmen Do Not

Like " and illustrate it with plenty

of examples from first-class cricket

of the day. What he does not know

concerning the ball which is no friend

"THE BALL WHICH IS NO FRIEND

TO ANY BATSMAN."

to any batsman you care to name is

not worth knowing. He has so

studied the peculiarities of batsmen

in first-class cricket that he must
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have duly entered and indexed in

a fairly large ledger all the chinks in

our armour.

There are always two balls at

least which a batsman does not like.

One is the first, which may be any-

thing, and the other the last, which

you know so little of that it knocks

your middle stump out. Some-

times you get the two in one fell

swoopâ��that you like least of all.

The last ball causes plenty of con-

troversy. Very few men can really

tell exactly what the one did which

removed the bails or uprooted the

"YOU HAVE TO ALMOST CLIMB INTO

THK AIR TO GET ON TOP OF IT."

sticks. Back in the pavilion it is

funny to hear their statement of

what the fatal ball did, for in nine

cases out of ten it is quite erroneous.

" That was a good one which bowled

me. Came right across from six

inches outside the off stump," is

quite a common remark in the

circumstances. Now, you who have

been watching at the other end of

the pitcn know very well that it did

nothing of the kind, but that it was

a simple good-length one, which got

outside the bat in a totally incom-

prehensible manner. But if you

are wise you will not say soâ��if you

do you will not be believed. You

had far better agree with the victim,

and if you care to add a couple of

inches to the break as a salve to his

feelings, so much the better for your

future relations.

No one likes a yorker, especially one

on the leg stump early in the innings,

before the eye has got accustomed

to correctly gauging the flight of

the little red imp. A really good

yorker is about

" Y k " t'ie ^est tmnS to

'"' serve up to a man

who is the least

bit shaky at beginning,

and quite a number of

trundlers make a regular

practice of trying to bowl

it, sometimes as the very

first ball. George Thomp-

son is the most capable

exponent of the yorker

I have batted against. I

suppose the most disliked

ball of all is the one

which, pitching a good

length, and which in the

ordinary way you could

play forward to and

smother or force away

with ease, rears up sud-

denly, or " stands on

end," as we say, and

which you have to

almost climb into the air

to get on top of. If, in

addition, it goes away a

little, it is even more

deadly, and you are

lucky indeed if it does

not snick the edge of the

bat and make its way "GOO<

straight into the eager

hands o f the slips.

Hitch, of the Surrey team, and

Buckenham, of Essex, bowl this

one at times, as, indeed, does almost

every really fast bowler, but N. A.

Kriox at his best used to bowl it

more frequently than anyone else I

have ever seen.

Googlie bowling

is not exactly

Googlles. ,oved> and my

attempt to define

the googlie is best expressed in a

phrase which might have originated

in the Emerald Isle. " A leg break

that comes from the off" is my

description of a googlie, or, to be

more precise, it is a ball bowled with

a leg-break action which comes in

from the off. A complete turn of

the hand at the instant of delivery

accounts for the googlie, and when

the ball is bowled as it should be

the batsman ought not to be able

to tell until the ball pitches which

way it will break, or even if it will

break at all. I have only faced

four googlie bowlers who baffle me

in this mannerâ��namely, Dr. E. V.

Hordern, Aubrey Faulkner, A. E.

Vogler, and J. VV. Hearne. I can

generally tell what the others are

putting on the ball. The two

\

LIB BOWLING IS NOT EXACTLY

LOVED."

South Africans are marvellously

adept at concealing the true cussed-

ness of their particular brand of

googlie. The Australian is just as

good, or, rather, bad, from the

batsman's point of view, and he is

something more besides, for of all

the googlie bowlers I have ever seen

Dr. E. V. Hordern keeps the best

length. Every ball he bowled

needed careful watching, even on

perfect wickets, " down under," and

I should not care to say what he

might do on English pitches which

gave him more scope. R. O.

Schwarz is scarcely what I should

call a true googlie bowler, because

he does not bowl the leg break, but

he can make a ball turn tremen-

dously, as I dare say many of our

batsmen will have discovered by

the time these lines appear in print.

He can almost make a ball hum as

" R. O. SCHWARZ CAN MAKE A BALL TORN

TREMENDOUSLY."

'â�¢J
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"THK BALL SWERVES AWAY AND

SPINS OFF HIS FINGER-TIPS."

it flies from the pitchâ��I should say

no other trundler can get quite so

much " stuff " on a ballâ��and as he

keeps an unimpeachable length, he

is one of those remarkable bowlers

who may do almost anything on

his day.

The art of playing the googlie

is, in my opinion, a matter of ex-

tremes. You must either go right

forward and smother the ball on

the pitch, or else wait for the

break, keep your

The Art of fyc fixe(1 "n the'

Playing ball until the last

possible fraction

the Googli*. Â£ timej and p]ay

back as far as you

dare. From this it will be seen that

everything depends on quick and

accurate judgment of length, on

deciding without the least hesitation

whether you will go ripht forward

and play the ball, so that it does not

matter what spin it may carry, or

stay at home, use your feet, and

bring the middle of the bat smack

on the leather when you can sec

everything the ball is doing. The

fatal thing is to be caught between

two mindsâ��a remark which applies

to every ball, googlie or not, but

which is much more likely to happen

when the batsman is playing a

googlie.

Which, to my rrind, accounts for

the strength of this form of attack.

The googlie, more than any other

ball, is apt to make the batsman

think of two things at once, some-

times perhaps three or four tilings

at once, and before he has made up

his mind what he will do he is either

out or the howler has had hard luck.

"He who hesitates is lost" every

time to the googlie bowler, but the

man who acts with decision has the

googlie man more than half beaten

before he takes his guard against

him.

Ho much for playing the googlie ;

scoring off it is quite another matter.

The " hit out or get out " policy is

not the least use. If you try to

knock a googlie bowler off he will

be much obliged

The Strain of to >rÂ°u- Be con-

Bowling Real tent to put as much

willow as you

Googlies. ran jn Ae 'way

of the good ones,

and those which are just a little

faulty tap with care for a. single or

a couple. Depend upon it the

strain of bowling real googlies must

tell, and when the stuff begins to

lose its twist ami length then is the

lime to lay on the wood with a

vengeance, for there is no easier

bowling to flog than the tired googlie.

But, although googlie bowling is

full of dangerous points for the

batsman, I do not believe the googlie

man has in his whole repertoire

the most deadly ball a batsman

has to fear. I think the most diffi-

cult ball a batsman has to play is

the one which swings on to you,

pitches on the leg stick, and in some

mysterious way straightens itself.

This, in my opinion, is absolutely

the hardest ball a batsman has to

contend with. " Razor " Smith

bowls it as often and as well as any

bowler I have seen. Although this

one which swings in and straightens

is in a class by itself, on account of

the final action of the ball, yet the

ball that runs away after it pitches

is always a terror to play. It is so

easy to " edge " one of this sort into

the hands of the ever-watchful slips.

If you do put a ball up anywhere

I hope it will not fall within reach of

Kenneth Hutchings, for as sure as

you do your place at the wicket will

know you no more for that inning?.

What the Kent amateur misses in

the way of catches would not give a

batsman a real " life " once in

twenty years, and I shall put him

down at once as quite the safest

catch I know anything about, in all

positions. The fine art of catching

is hardly made the most of in

English cricket, and is but little

understood by the genera! public.

If a ball is skied and an unfortunate

fieldsman misses the catch, how

often is it remembered that he has

missed the hardest catch in the game ~t

It is always a miss-hit which puts a

ball right up in the air, so goodness

only knows how many different

sorts of spin the ball may have on it

as it flies from the bat. Up, up it

goes, and then, if there is any wind

about, that gets to work and makes

the ball curl as it descends. Quite

likely it will give a final twist just

before it reaches the fieldsman's

hands ; he makes a quick grab, but

the elusive object swerves away,

spins off his finger-tips, falls to the

ground, and the catch is missed.

Then [woplc say, " Oh, he could sei

the ball all the time." Yet if a ball

comes tremendously hard and fairly

straight at a man â�� the kind of

catch no first-class cricketer in good

trim is entitled

The Fine Art to miss, he gets

of Catching, plenty of sympathy

if he drops what

is called a " hot one." And what

showers of praise are bestowed on

the slip fieldsman who throws him-

self at the flying ball and with out-

stretched arm brings off a wonderful

one-handed catch ! I admit this

is very smart and clever, but

not quite the cricket miracle it is

written up to be. There is a good

deal of luck connected with this

extraordinary snap-catching in the

slips. If the ball hits the fieldsman's

hands smack in the middle the shock

of impact brings his fingers right

round the leather, and the catch

cannot be dropped. But if the

'A WONDERFUL ONE-HANDED CATCH."
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'SENDS THE OFF STUMP CART-WHEELING PAST THE WICKET -

KEKPER."

whizzing ball strikes the fingers

anywhere near the tips, or either

side of the hand, away it goes, per-

haps for four.

Sharp work in the slips and fast

bowling go together, as W. Brearley

must be well aware. I should

say he is the best fast bowler

in present-day cricket, as he puts

up that unplayable

Some Great one oftener than

Bowlers. any other trundler

of his type. The

ball I mean is pitched a perfect

length, comes along like lightning,

does just a little after it pitches,

makes the batsman shape to do all

sorts of things at once, beats him

easily while he is shoving his bat

forward in an " iffing " sort of way,

and sends the off stump cart-wheel-

ing past the wicket-';eeper like an

acrobat. Such a baA is fair value

for the wicket of any batsman, and

as W. Brearley seems to have more of

that sort up his sleeve than any other

bowler, he enters a class by himself

on that account. For sheer pace,

however, Hitch is quite as speedy,

" BKKARLEY SEEMS TO HAVE MORF.

OF THAT SORT UP HIS SLK.EVE

THAN ANY OTHER BOWLER."

and gets in a real " snorter" at

times with dire effect. J. W.

MacLaren, the fast bowler of the

present Australian team, is not so

fast as Cotter, and Cotter is not so

speedy as he'used to be, to say nothing

of his arm having dropped a little.

The new man played against us in

the last Test Match in Australia

is built on bigger lines than

Cotter, but seems to lack that little

bit of extra pace which makes all

the difference in Test cricket.

Another type of fast bowler is the

man who does not do anything very

swift while the ball is in the air,

but makes it nip off the pitch like

a flash. F. R. Foster did this with

wonderful effect in Australia. His

bowling could not be called fast in

the ordinary way, but he made the

ball zip off the

Foster. pitch as quickly as

Barnes. ^ a rea' ^ast bowler

had delivered

it. All the time he was swinging

them away to leg in a manner which

was simply marvellous, so it is not

to be wondered that the best bats

in Australia did not like him a little

bit.

Sid Barnes, the greatest orthodox

bowler in the world, is at once brought

to mind by the mention of Foster's

name. The pair were irresistible,

but Barnes was the backbone of the

attack. His steady, clever work

provided such an, admirable con-

trast to the dashing brilliancy of

Foster that between them they

always had the batsmen in trouble.

What makes Barnes such a grand

bowler is not only his high action

and the beautiful accuracy of his

length, but also the puzzling manner

in which he breaks a ball either way

at will. Then he " flights " a ball

so admirably. By this I mean he

makes a ball come up much slower

than one would think from his pace

and action at the moment of delivery.

And as he mixes this quality up with

his break with consummate judg-

ment, and keeps such a lengthâ��

what a length !â��he must be written

down as a bowler whom it is impos-

sible to praise too highly.

Turning to batting, we find that

the perfect Australian wickets have

produced a school of correct and

polished batsmen, players who take

no liberties with the bowling, but

are always willing to wait for the

right ball to hit. The same preva-

lence of ideal batting conditions

has given us Victor Trumper, the

" champagne of cricket." He is the

most perfect batsman in his scoring

methods I have ever seen. He makes

every orthodox

Some Great stroke quite after

Batsmen. the best models,

and in addition he

has several strokes of his own which

it is quite hopeless for other batsmen

to attempt. The way in which he

hits a good-length ball round to

the leg boundary where there are

no fieldsmen is enough to break

the heart of any bowler, and

" BARNES, THE GREATEST ORTHO-

DOX BOWLER IN THE WORLD "

this is only one of his characteristic

shots. He is a past-master of every

method of scoring four off a ball

most batsmen would be content to

play with care, and has more strokes

of this type at his command than

any other cricketer.

Syd Gregory, captain of the present

team, is not such a batsman of moods

as Victor Trumper. He is a dogged

bat, who has topped the averages

in Test cricket for Australia. For

a man of his inches he hits tremen-

dously hard, and his cut just behind

point I should select as the best of

his many excellent strokes. Warren

Bardsley is the team's representa-

tive of that school of the great left-

handed batsmen Australia seems to

specialize in producing. Excep-

tionally strong on the leg side, he
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takes toll in that direction of every

ball which offers a scoring chance,

and when in the right vein has a

happy knack of running up big

scores in quick successionâ��as those

who saw him make 130 and 136

during that memorable Test Match

at the Oval in 1909 will bear witness.

He seems to have

Memorable a liking for certain

Test Match, grounds â�� Leyton

and the Oval in

particular. Roy Minnett, who

played against us in each of the five

Tests " down under," is a bat of

the punishing type, and a bowler of

no mean calibre into the bargain.

He hits with tremendous force, and

is decidedly the kind of batsman who

scatters the spectators near the

boundary when he makes up his

mind to hit a ball. Others in the

i*->f*B

Plodders.

"SYD GREGORY HITS TREMEN-

DOUSLY HARD."

a question of enterprise, of striking

the happy mean between rash hit-

ting and over-caution. The latter

tendency is most likely to predomi-

nate in men new to Test cricket, in

spite of the fact that ultra-steady

batsman before he has made up his

mind that the time has arrived to

take the least risk. The bat who

likes to spend a

couple of hours or '

so in playing him-

self in before set-

ting about the bowling in earnest

is not only flying in the face of for-

tune, but, in modern high-class

cricket, is also a constant source of

encouragement to a bowler. The

truncllcr thinks he has his man

afraid of him, and keeps on giving

of his very best. Bowlers of to-day

refuse to have the edge worn off

their attack by the steady plodder,

but they are always to be knocked

off by a hitter. " When the hitter

comes off," I hear the critics exclaim,

and I admit that in the best of

cricket the man who tries to knock

"THE KIND OF BATSMAN WHO SCATTERS THE SPECTATORS NKAR TUB BOUNDARY.

team who might be mentioned have

plenty of runs in them, and if only

some of the new men let themselves

go I shall not be in the least sur-

prised to see more than one batting

reputation made during the tour.

But, in my opinion, it will be largely

batting is absolutely fatal if it inter-

feres with the natural style of a man,

and always seems to me a leaning in

the wrong direction in every case,

except that of the born stone-waller.

The fortune of the game is always

likely to upset the most careful

the cover off the ball is usually back

in the pavilion far too soon to suit

the crowd.

" Playing for keep " is all very

well in its place, and is sometimes the

only possible game. But there is

no denying the obvious fact that all

â�¢THE MAN WHO TRIES TO KNOCK THE COVER is USUALLY BACK IN THE PAVILION FAR TOO SOON

OFF 1HK BALLâ�� TO SUIT THE CROWD."
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the while a man is at the wicket he

has two main chancesâ��one to get

runs, the other to get out. If he

treats run-getting as something that

G. L. JESSOP, "THE UNORTHODOXY

OF CRICKET."

batsman are going to do in given

circumstances, but what the ball

will do, and frequently he has to

make up his mind on tie last point

The Good

WIcKet-

Keeper.

can wait for half-volleys and full

tosses, he is not only unattractive

to watch, but is also unsound in the

highest cricket sense of the word.

Time is against him all the while he

is pottering about strictly on the

defensive,and there

Pottering is quite enough

About. ,, luck in cricket,

quite enough

" glorious uncertainty " to make it

unwise to neglect every possible

chance of scoring.

But there is a mean in all things,

and the man who scores at a fairly

good pace is the best to my way

of thinking, and, within reasonable

limits, the faster he scores the

better he plays.

Beyond a certain limit, however,

fast scoring brings us to the un-

orthodoxy of genius, to such

batsmen as Kenneth Uutchings

and G. L. Jessop. Having

dared to bracket these two, I

suppose I had better define

what I mean by an "unortho-

dox " bat. Well, imagine two

balls bowled by the same man

at exactly the same pace and

alighting on exactly the same

spot, and imagine a batsman

hitting each for four in totally

different directions, and you

have my notion of an un-

orthodox bat. Either G. L.

Jessop or Kenneth Hutchings

would do this, and therefore I

call them both " unorthodox,"

with the added comment that

the Gloucester skipper would be

more likely to hit both balls

for six.

C. B. Fry hits a ball with very

great force, but always all along

the ground in the most approved style.

It is astonishing the power he gets

into these strokes. In fact, he hits

so hard before the wicket that when

I have been in with him I have

always kept a wary eye on his bat

when backing up

â��it would be a

very serious matter

to stop a straight

drive from the bat of C. B. Fry with

any portion of your anatomy, and I

am not at all anxious to make the

experiment. I think of all the great

batsmen of to-day, C. B. Fry must

take first place. He has reduced

batting to an exact science, and

seems to have worked out with a

mathematical formula the right

stroke to bring to bear on every

possible ball which can be bowled

against him. He is a made cricketer,

if ever there was one, and has schooled

himself to become a far finer bat

than many who possess more natural

aptitude for the game. Ever watch-

ful and alert, he makes fewer really

bad strokes than any other batsman

I have ever set eyes on, and he is the

most distinguished member of that

extremely select circle of great bats-

men who are quite at home with

those first few overs which spoil the

averages of so many. There is a

masterful domination about his

batting which appears to take the

bowling in charge, so to speak, and,

taking him all round, I do not know

where to look for a living batsman

quite the equal of C. B. Fry.

A good wicket-keeper must have

the eye of a hawk, be as agile as a

cat, and as hard as nails, or else " Mr.

Extras " may easily be top scorer.

Your first-class wicket-keeper must

be born to his job. He must have

the faculty of intuition very largely

developedâ��intuition which will tell

him not only what the bowler and

"THE \V1CKKT-KKEPER HAS TO MAKE Ul-

HIS MIND WHILST THE LEATHER IS HIDDEN

FROM HIM BY THE BATSMAN."

" C. B. FRY HAS REDUCED BATTING

TO AN EXACT SCIENCE."

whilst the leather is hidden from

him by the batsman. Imagine a

fieldsman being expected to make

a catch with another man bang in

the line of sight until the last moment,

and you will understand what I

mean. As this is

the case, it is

fortunate that Eng-

land is extremely

well off for

keepers just now.

Strudwick and Smith are as good as

anyone need be to keep wicket for

England, which is saying a great

deal. Neither of them is as good

a bat as Gregor McGregor and Dick

Lilley were, but they are each more

than average " tail-enders." Smith

is eminently safe and beautifully

consistent, whilst Strudwick is

given to bringing off marvellous

acrobatic catches which para-

lyze the batsman and delight

the crowd. Carkeek, the keeper

of the present Australian team,

is goodâ��a Blackham only ap-

pears once in a century. It is

a thousand pities that Percy

Sherwell, who skippered the

South Africans last trip, could

not make the journey here. I

am told by those who should

know that his work in Australia

occasionally verged on the

miraculous. He is a fine bat,

a splendid captain, and I should

say the best wicket-keeper in

the world when it comes to

taking the elusive googlie.

I regret that my article con-

cludes with notes on fielding.

for this department of cricket

should never be placed last. In

Australia the fieldsman's art

is cultivated to a greater
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Fielding.

pitch of perfection than it is in the

Old Country. I am speaking now

of the general level, not of excep-

tional fieldsmen, who are more born

than made. Such a cover-point as

Syd Gregory or G. L. Jessop, for

instance, is more

gifted than trained,

and I should say

the same of Gordon

White, the South African. David

Denton in the long field or at deep

third man is another great fields-

man, and the daring work of Hitch

on the leg side is something to marvel

at. Vernon Ransford is the world's

champion out-field, in my opinion.

To see him pick up and return a ball

in one action when running at top

speed is a treat to behold. He does

it so accu-

rately, too,

always return-

ing the ball

either with a

'THE DARING WORK OF HITCH ON THE

TO MARVEL AT."

LEG SIDE IS SOMETHING

mid-on you can never tell how the

ball will come at you, or how hard

it will come. Many grand bats

depend more on smashing than

placing when hitting to the on, and

batsmen are trying to steal a short

run.

Before laying down my pen 1

should like to say a little concerning

a subject which was much discussed

not so very long ago. At the time

in question we heard a great deal

about the alleged decadence of

England as a cricketing power. In

this connection so many people

seem to forget that in cricket, as in

all other things, there is an ebb and

flow of talent. Sometimes the gods

are more kind to our Colonial kins-

men than to our-

selves, but in due

course the swing

of the pendulum

comes our way,

and we are on top

again for the time being. This, to my

mind, is the best way to regard the

see-saw of form in Imperial cricket,

and is at any rate far better than

blaming selection committees, writ-

ing doleful diatribes about " deca-

dence," and hinting darkly that

it is affecting other cherished

national institutions besides our

cricket.

The Swing

of the

Pendulum.

"SFRUDWICK IS GIVEN TO BRI>GING OFF MARVELLOUS

ACROBATIC CATCHES."

catch straight into the hands of

the wicket-keeper or bowler, or else

a skimming long hop which comes

in like a flash of lightning. Pretty

work, and as effective as it is

spectacular.

My readers may be surprised to

learn that I con-

sider mid-on to be

the hardest place

in the field to fill.

Many captains

think the post the

one and only spot for the fielding

" rabbit " of their team. This is not

my opinion, not by along way, for at

Mld-on

Hardest

the fieldsman who has to operate

against this sort of thing should be

as quick as they make them and

as daring as he is nimble. He

must be able to catch anything,

from the lofty skier which does

not reach his hands until the

batsmen have nearly completed

their second run, to the terrific

drive which would knock a hole

Place.

in him if he failed to get hold of

the ball. Altogether no place for a

duffer, but just the spot where a " A TF.RRIFIC DRIVE WHICH WOULD

fieldsman of the highest class is KNOCK A HOLE IN HIM IF HE

wanted, especially one who can return FAILF.D TO GET HOLD OF THE

a ball like lightning when the BALL."



JANET'S TROUSSEAU

By LOUISE JORDAN MILN.

Illustrated by H. M. Brock, R.I.

TIE governess stood at the

schoolroom window and

looked disconsolately out into

the April rain, and wished

that something would happen

â��anything, almostâ��to break

her drab monotony.

She had been wishing so for thirty years,

ever since she satâ��a discontented little girl

of fiveâ��and hemmed coarse dusters for a

Spartan grandmother. And nothing ever

had happened. Life had been one long,

grey grind.

Womanhood had slowly changed the pupil-

teacher into the timid nursery governess,

who, with the years, had seared (rather than

grown) into Miss Ridley, the governess.

She was earning sixty pounds -a year now

â��and a comfortable " home." Mrs. Arm-

strong was kind, if preoccupied and rather

indifferent. The children might have been

very much worse. And so she was duly

grateful to fate. She counted her blessings

often, and made the most of them, in her

naturally sunny little mind.

Such few holidays as she was unable to

fill with temporary engagements she spent

at Bosham, lodging in a tiny grey cottage

that overhung the salt seaâ��and it was her

avarice-dream one day to own its fellow and

live her last years there, with one liny maid

(an orphan girl, to whom she'd be kind) and

a good dog or two. She hated cats.

But to-day she was frankly miserable. The

touch of spring in the April air was madden-

ing. The wine of life ran red, and new growth

was teeming everywhereâ��except for her.

Janet sighed despondently and turned

back to her big work-basket.

She thought that perhaps she had a touch

of malaria or of some obscure spring malady

â��though she had never had a day's illness in

her life. Or perhaps she was feeling dull and

foolish, in sympathy with the general reaction

and blight that had fallen upon the entire

establishment since the last wedding.

For the Limes had recently suffered an

epidemic of marriage. Alice and Maude, the

twin daughters, had had a double wedding in

January. In February Mrs. Armstrong's maid

had married the butler and gone with him

to preside over a lodging-house at East-

bourne. In March Frank, the eldest son, had

married. And only last week Caroline, Mr.

Armstrong's niece and ward, had been

married to a neighbouring squire.

Two of the servants were off on a well-

earned holiday. The housekeeper had taken

to her bed with influenza. Tomâ��the second

sonâ��had gone back to his regiment. And

Mr. Armstrong had carried off his wife and

the two little girlsâ��Janet's chargesâ��to sun-

shine and Brighton. The governess was all

alone, except for the depleted and fatigued

staff of servants.

Servants were her heaviest cross alwaysâ��

an experience not unique among governesses.

She was afraid of them, and despised them

heartily. Both of which facts they fully

realizedâ��and punished.

And, to fill her cup of petty bitterness,

Mrs. Armstrong's pet Angora (a savage brute

whom the governess disliked more than she

did all the servants) had the influenza too,

and. in the housekeeper's absence from the

helm, had been impertinently thrust into the

schoolroom and upon Miss Ridley's unwilling

care.

Philip le Bel sneezed. Miss Ridley wiped

her eyes. Then, ashamed and self-condemn-

ing, she seized a long, striped golf-stocking

and fell vigorously to darning it.

She was decidedly hungry before Tompkins

came. But Tompkins did comeâ��and less

than half an hour late.

Of all the servants in the large establish-

ment this maid was the least considerate to

the governess, and least liked by her. She

was an ungainly, sour-faced creature of about

Janet's own age. The governess never spoke

to the maid if it could be avoided, and the

servant still less spoke voluntarily to Janet.

Tompkins put down the tea-tray, but, to

Miss Ridley's surprise, she did not go. Janet

looked up, and Tompkins began to arrange

the tea service a little more attractively. Janet

noticed that the woman looked bright and

happy, and wondered at the transformation.
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" The cake is extra nice, miss," said

Tompkins, " and the toast is very hot."

Miss Ridley was speechless with surprise.

" Can I do anything else for you, miss ? "

" No, thank you, Tompkins," said the

amazed lady.

" I've given notice, miss. I'm going to

be married."

Miss Ridley gasped. Tompkinsâ��plain,

unattractive, old-maidish Tompkinsâ��a bride !

What next ?

" Indeed, I hope you'll be very happy,

Tompkins."

" Thank you kindly, miss. I'm sure I

hope so. And I know it will be my fault if

I'm not." And when the girl had closed the

door Miss Ridley

almost thought she

her.rd a suppressed

humming go with

Tompkins down the

hall.

She got up and

went to the window

for a moment. The

rain had ceased and

the sunset was very

beautiful. How f.esh

and sweet it all

looked! And, secure

in the family's

absence and the

housekeeper's ill-

ness, Anne, the

youngest and pret-

tiest housemaid, a

girl still in her

'teens, was saunter-

ing down a garden

path with the good-

looking groom. The

very servants found

their share of life's

blessing. But none

for her 1

She shook herself

and marched back

resolutely to her tea. She ate and drankâ��

and it did her good. Tompkins had brought

her creamâ��rich, yellow cream. Then she

went to the departed twins' old dressing-

room. Brave with ever}' luxury, necessity,

and absurdity of twin lavish trousseaux,

they had bestowed a large collection of old

clothes upon Janet, bidding her do anything

she liked with them.

She wondered what use she could make of

the dainty, half-worn things. It was an

inflexible rule of Mrs. Armstrong's mlnage

that no garment that had been worn by a

member of the family should ever be given

to a servantâ��and it was quite out of the

question that Janet should take any of them

for her own use. She was far too proud for

that. In fact, the idea never crossed her

mind.

How pretty they wereâ��some of them !

She got up and put the litter of delicate

apparel away. She'd go through it to-morrow,

perhaps. She could not to-night.

" I'VE GIVEN NOTICE, MISS. I'M

GOING TO BE MARRIF.D."

Heaven knew she coveted from no woman,

but a sudden, sharp wish had come clearly

out of the indefinite dark of her discontent,

her strange, pathetic malady, born of the

spring and the multiple wooings and

weddings. It was thisâ��she wished that in

all this world there were some one manâ��

not young, or handsome, or rich, or learned,

but leal and strongâ��to desire her and care

for her; to take her from the drudgery and

the monotony.

Then she flushed furiously and called her-
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self a " vulgar goose," and stuffed the sisters'

dainty gowns ruthlessly into wardrobe and

drawer.

She had had lovers of a tepid sort in her

younger days. But one, whom she had only

liked, had been too poor, too nearly invalid ;

one she had not even liked.

She was thinking of them both as she went

back to her mending. And she thought of

Tompkins with the new comeliness on her

face, the new kindness in her eyes, the new

softness in her voice. Ah ! she had it !

She would beg Mrs. Armstrong to relaxâ��just

this onceâ��her rigid rule, and allow her to

give the plainer of the twin brides' dis-

carded raiment to Tompkins.

Tompkins was in the schoolroom when the

governess opened the door. The tea-tray-

had disappeared, and the maid was putting

all tidy.

" I brought a letter up to you, miss," the

servant said. " And shall I take the cat

away ? "

" Please do." said Janet, really gratefully.

" Good night, miss/' said the maid, grasping

the wheezing basket in both arms. " It's

my night out. James will bring your supper.

I hope it's good news, miss."

Janet sat and gazed at her letter, rather

dazed. She turned the envelope over. The

handwriting and the firm name on the back

told her equally littleâ��nothing. Nor did

the postmark tell her more. She knew no

one in London, W.C.

The letter was briefâ��but she had to read

it more than twice before she half understood

it. Then the lonely woman leaned back

trembling against the huge mending basket

and let the slow, silent tears have their gentle

way with her,

Messrs. Grant and Slaughterâ��so they

wroteâ��regretted to inform her that her

cousin, Andrew Wilsonâ��whom she had

particularly dislikedâ��was deceased ; they

begged to inform her that he had died intes-

tate ; and they were pleased to have the

honour of informing her that her share of

their late client's estate was about two thou-

sand pounds ; they awaited her commands ;

and they were her obedient servants.

" Good news " ! She thought no news had

ever been half so good.

But after a few days she began to wonder

if it were so very good, after all. She was

afraid to face life aloneâ��just yet. After

much feverish thought and counter-thought

she concluded that for the present, at least,

she would leave life as it was. After all,

two thousand pounds was not much. She

would let it grow a bit. Eighty pounds a

year was little enough for her to live on in her

old age. Even with the income of her careful

savings added, the little cottage would need

to be tiny indeed, and the mistress's economy

minute.

Her decision once reached, she felt her old,

sunny self again, and moved about the empty

rooms with many a smile and soft snatch of

song. There was a fly, of course, in her

ointmentâ��a big, black, buzzing one; it was

the necessity of seeing Messrs. Grant and

Slaughter. In the absence of her pupils her

time was all her own. So she chose a bright

and genial day and made an early start for

her two hours' journey to London.

Emboldened by her new wealth, she wore

her best dress and took in her purse a five-

pound note and some change.

She never remembered much of that

journey to Euston. No one came into her

carriage, and she soon was lost in a deep

thicket of dreams. At Euston she took a

hansom. She looked longingly at a taxi-

cab ; but, really, she didn't dare.

It had seemed to her, when she had dressed

that morning, that she would have looked

very well indeed had it not been for her hat.

The soft grey gown was fresh, and no dis-

credit to anyone. Her gloves and boots were

perfect, for her hands and her feet were

beautiful, and she was very vain of them.

But the wretched hat spoilt everything.

Looking into her own glass in the early morn-

ing light, she had been ashamed of the poor

old thing. Looking at it now, in the hansom's

tiny mirror, it was positively impossible.

She pushed up the little trap-door and

changed her destination to Bond Street. She

was very frightened at the great milliner's.

But she fell into kind hands and well trained.

And she spent three guineas on a hat!

The hat was immensely becoming, and

under it the gentle face of the excited little

woman glowed like a rose.

The servants of the great solicitors were as

well trained as the servants of the great

milliner, and at Essex Street Janet fell into

deft and practised hands that soon put her at

ease. The clerk who had her matter in charge,

or, at least, who attended to her, told her that

his name was Smith, and added that there

were several Smiths in the firm's employ, but

that he was William Smith, should she be

good enough to need him again.

The estate had not yet been quite settled.

But up to two thousand pounds Messrs.

Grant and Slaughter would be very pleased

to honour Miss Ridlev's drafts. Her inherit-
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ance could not well fall under twenty-three

hundred pounds, and might possibly reach

two or even three hundred more. He,

William Smith, put it down at very nearly

exactly twenty-five hundred. And there

were a few knick-knacksâ��pictures, clocks,

books, etc.â��that must be amicably divided

among the heirs or sold to the highest bidder.

" Please attend to it all for me, and do just

as you think best. I do not understand such

things in the least," said Janet, impulsively.

a man of success, and my lines of life have

stayed in humble places. But we were great

friends thirty years ago, and even now we

lunch together sometimes. I do not know his

family. I live very quietly, of course, at

Highgate, with an invalid sister."

" That settles it," said Janet, firmly.

" You are to take charge of my little matter,

if you kindly will."

Smith bowed. " Our firm will be pleased

and honoured," with old-fashioned and elabo-

'" PLEASE ATTEND TO IT ALL FOR MB, AN'I) DO JUST AS YOU THINK

BEST. I DO NOT UNDERSTAND SUCH THINGS,' SAID JANET."

William Smith smiled, a wonderful, kindly

smile that lit the dull little room with friendli-

ness, and made his somewhat ovine face

fairly handsome.

" We shall be delighted to do that, madam,

of course, if you so instruct usâ��and honoured.

But would you not rather have outside advice ?

We already represent several of the other

heirs."

" I usually know whom to trust," said the

woman, shyly but firmly, " and I should not

know whom else to get."

" Mr. Armstrong would doubtless advise

you as to another firm. I noticed that it was

at his country home that I addressed you."

" You know Mr. Armstrongâ��Mr. Neville

Armstrong ? "

" I was his fag at St. Paul's. He has been

rate courtesy. " And I shall be delighted to

give your instructions my best attention,

madamâ��my very best attention."

Janet thanked him and went away.

On her return she did not mention her

inheritance to anyone. She was too shy.

And she feared that her employers might

feel, as she did, the grotesqueness of so rich

a woman working.

The lawyer's clerk kept his word well. He

secured all he honestly could to Miss Ridley.

And in a few weeks Janet found herself the

actual possessor of twenty-four hundred and

seventy-six pounds eleven shillings and four-

pence, and an old-fashioned but exquisite

set of seed pearls that had belonged to the

dead man's mother.

Before her fortune was finally collected
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and adjusted it had been necessary for Janet

to make several journeys to London. She

surprised herself even more than she did Mrs.

Armstrong by the ease and intrepidity with

which she asked for a day's freedom. But

William Smith was less deliberate than lawyers

are apt to be, and now there was no further

need of Miss Ridley in Essex Street.

Beyond the three-guinea hat, she had as

yet bought nothing for herself. But with

tact as infinite as it was needless she had

found out what Tompkins most needed and

had supplied it. even making some trifles with

her own hands, marking and arranging with

lingering, beneficent fingers.

Tompkins, dumb with gratitude and sur-

prise, took the governess's bounty and

departed with scarcely a word. But Miss

Ridley hardly noticed it. Her pleasure had

been in the doing, and her life had long

accustomed her to a paucity of thanks.

But she soon felt as occupationless as

Othello (it was probably her sole point of

resemblance to the Moor), and began fidgeting

for some other self-indulgence.

She sat by the open window one warm

evening, listening to a nightingale that often

sang on such nights in the old beech tree.

Her ready tears welled gently as the liquid

loveliness of the song and the queenly per-

fume from the bloom-heavy rose-trees swept

her senses, as skilful fingers sweep a harp.

She shook herself impatiently, for she had

liltle patience with her own sentimentalities.

To-morrow she would settle down to a course

of stiff, solid reading, and lead once more a

sensible life.

" You are a moon-struck old maid ! " she

told herself, disgustedly.

Then she slipped again to musing. She

wondered if Tompkins were reasonably

happy. " At all events," she thought, softly,

" she had a nice outfit. Oh ! how I wonder

how it feels to have a trousseau !"

It was at that precise moment that the

impish inspiration seized her. And, as ill

luck, or good, would have it, it was at that

precise moment that Mrs. Armstrong opened

the door and came in.

If Janet had taken a moment to think she

would never have done it. But the school-

room lights were not lit, and, before she

thought, the words were out, her bridges

burnt.

" Mrs. Armstrong," she said to that

astonished lady, " I believe it isn't legal to

give notice after noon, but, as you're here,

perhaps you'll let me tell you now that I

must leave you " (her voice broke a little)

" whenâ��when you can conveniently let me

go. I don't want to put you out. I don't

want to hurry you, either. And I shall feel

leaving my girls very much indeed. But

the fact isâ��I am going to be married."

" Well, I never ! " The words were not

as congratulatory or as deft as each woman

could have wished, nor was the gasp with

which Mrs. Armstrong sank into the chair

from which Janet had just risen. And the

speaker, who was a kind woman, realized it

in a moment, and made all possible amends.

She drew the governess on to an adjacent

chair and flooded her with questions and

confusion.

Janet answered as little and as vaguely as

she could. But Mrs. Armstrong would not

be denied, and in fifteen minutes Janet, who,

since her confirmation, had never told even

a white fib, had told thirty-one black lies ;

and. pushed to the wall, had. in her panic,

seized upon the first masculine cognomen

that her attendant sub-consciousness handed

up, and announced that she was about to

become Mrs. William Smith.

It was not until the next day that she

reali/.cd that she had given the name of an

actual man, and of a man whom she actually

knew. Her remorse and confusion were

abject. She thought of telling Mrs. Armstrong

everything, but she simply could not screw

her courage to that sticking-point.

Everyone was very kind. Everyone was

interested. Mrs. Armstrong arbitrarily cut

the children's lessons down to a fragment,

and pressed day after day of leisure for the

nuptial shopping upon the bride-elect.

It was a wonderful trousseau. Three hun-

dred pounds she spent on it, and another

hundred went for the diamond ring she now

wore; for Janet was marrying wellâ��an old

acquaintance who had made money in

Queensland, or inherited it from there. She

spoke with embarrassed vagueness. She

might have married him fifteen years ago, if

she had cared to. And Mrs. Armstrong

wondered much, and did the handsome thing

in solid silver forks, each engraved with a

striking " J. S." Wedding presents began

pouring in upon her. That was her major

trouble. She could not refuse them, and so

she resolved to return their full value sooner

or later, even if it beggared her. In truth

everyone had liked the gentle creature,

and everyone was genuinely glad that the

autumnal love-story, of which she said so

little, looked so glowing.

The night before she left the Limes Mrs.

Armstrong herself helped with the packing,
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and every maid in the house made some

excuse to proffer assistance. The next morn-

ing Janet drove to the station, pink-cheeked,

bright-eyed, triumphant. She had six boxes

and a luxurious impedimenta of bags and

rugs. Mrs. Armstrong stood on the station

platform until the train pulled Londonward.

And Janet was left alone with her lie, her

trousseau, her dismay, and her unplanned

future.

He went on quickly: " You are here more

pleasantly. I am very glad. Armstrong

mentioned one day that the lady who had

educated his daughters had just married, and

to a gentleman of my full name. I thought

it a pleasant coincidence ; but, of course, I

did not mention that I had had the pleasure

of meeting Miss Ridleyâ��as I remembered

how particularly you wished that the Arm-

strongs should not know of your inheritance."

Still the woman was dumbâ��and he saw

that she was cruelly embarrassed.

Mystified, and a little embarrassed now him-

self, he continued his monologue. " I trust

"THE NEXT MORNING JANKT UROVE TO THE STATION, PINK-CHEEKEO, BRIGHT-KYKD, TRIUMPHANT."

Six weeks laterâ��it was mid-Novemberâ��â�¢

the head clerk of Messrs. Grant and Slaughter,

dressed in deep black, was strolling aimlessly

beside the sea in a tiny Mediterranean town.

" What on earth ! " he said, with sudden

animation and active amazement, and quick-

ened his pace. " I thought I could not be

mistaken." he said, tritely, to the woman he

overtook, a trim, slow-moving figure in unmis-

takable Scotch tweed. " How do you do,

Mrs. Smith ? "

Janet wheeled round in panic.

" Oh ! " was all she said.

" Yes," he admitted, " it is the last place

on earth to meet London friends in. I have

just come from Rome, where I was sent to

see an important client. My errand finished,

I had a month's holiday granted me. I

came here because I was here once, on a walk-

ing tour, with my father, man)', many years

ago, and I thought I'd like to recall old days

if I could. I am all alone now. My sister

died two weeks before I left England."

Janet tried to say something, but her voice

would not come.

you will permit me to know my lucky name-

sake, and have the pleasure of congratulating

him in person."

Janet shrank against a motherly oleander

tree, then burst into tears.

Mr. Smith felt greatly relieved. He could

not, in the least, imagine what this woman's

trouble was, but he was cordially glad to

see her " cry it out."

His eyes fell upon her hands. Both were

bare and ringless. He pursed his lips, as if

to whistle, but emitted no soundâ��a well-

established trick of his cloth. Soâ��the man

had jilted her at the last, or the lovers had

quarrelled. But, no, Armstrong had distinctly

spoken of the marriage as having taken place.

Janet had buried her face against the old

oleander's trunkâ��but her sobs were ceasing.

She turned a stilled face to him, as defiant

as it was pitiful. " Plucky, after all," was

his mental comment. " That mouse of a

woman is going to do or say something heroic

now. You never know that typeâ��never."

" Yes," said Janet, abruptly, in answer to

his offer of help, " you can be of service.
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You can listen to me." The lawyer bowed

his head. To listen was a large part of his

craft, and a part in which he had had life-long

training. " And when you have heard, you

will have no further wish to serve me."

" I think you are mistaken," he said,

gravely. " But let us sit down."

He meant to hear it all, if he heard any.

And he thrust her gently down on to a natural

seat on the oleander's twisted roots, and sat

down himself.

" Now," he said.

And she began, eagerly : " When I begged

near whom I cared to live, to whom I could

look for some companionship, if I were to

give up my occupation as a governess."

" I know," said the man, slowly. " I was

thinking, as I walked along here, just before

I saw you, that I was the loneliest creature

on earth. I loved my sister very tenderly.

I gave up all other ties or friendships to be

the more with her. She needed me, and I

wanted nothing but her. She was like you,"

he said, impulsively ; " you reminded me of

her the first day you came to Essex Street.

She lacked your fine health of course, but

:

"JANET HAD BURIED HER FACE AGA1NT THE OLD OLEANDER'S TRUNK."

you to be very careful not to mention my

money to the Armstrongsâ��to Mr. Armstrong

â��I had no object but the one I gave you.

I felt that I must go on teaching, because I'd

be too lonely doing nothing, and there was

nothing else I could do. And I felt that I'd

be more comfortable teaching if I went on

just as I was, and said nothing about the

slight change in my circumstances. I think

I was ashamed to own to Mrs. Armstrong

that I hadn't a friend or a relative on earth

you were very like in several waysâ��very like.

I miss her terriblyâ��terribly. But I wonder,

if I could have known how horribly lonely

I'd have been after she went, if I should have

had the courage to abstain from all other

interestsâ��all other ties. But that's idle

thinking. It's too late now."

Janet went on quickly, afraid to lose her

courage.

" I was tired of being called an old maidâ��

of being called one, not in the least of being
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one. I'd been one so long," she added, with

unconscious pathos, " that I was so used to it,

that I couldn't possibly have liked anything

elseâ��endured anything else."

" I wonder ? " he said, musingly. He had

guessed her secret nowâ��in part.

" 1 told Mrs. Armstrong that I was going

to be marriedâ��just to see her astonishmentâ��

yes, and the servants'." She was determined

to tell the stark, abject truth now. She

would make her humiliation complete. That

much medicine she could give her soul. She

went on rapidly, relentlessly. And William

Smith listened to her with a welling heart

and eyes on the far horizon.

" I think, perhaps. I had a brain-storm, or

some queer, old-maid's dementia. I took

four hundred and fifty pounds of the money,

you remember ? "

Smith nodded kindly.

" I bought a trousseau. I spent three

hundred pounds on clothes."

" No ! " gasped Smith. To him this sum

â��in relation to apparelâ��seemed Homeric.

" Three hundred pounds. And I spent

another hundred for an engagement-ring."

The man's thin lips twitched, but his eyes

were misted.

" And I took fifty for my wedding trip. I

had to pay all the expenses, you see, because

there was no husbandâ��not the sign of one.

No one ever wanted to marry me." She

had forgotten the two pale suitors of her

youth, honestly forgotten. " And there was

no one I ever wanted to marry. I was lying

from beginning to end."

" I don't see the harm," he said, gently.

" Neither did Iâ��then. But afterwards I

did. They began giving me wedding presents."

The lawyer laughed.

" Oh, don't! " she cried. " Don't you see

the horror of it ? I am a thiefâ��a common

thief. I tried to confessâ��again and again.

But I couldn't. So I went on with it to the

end. And I must have nearly a hundred

pounds' worth of stolen goods. I can't eat,

I can't sleep. If only 1 could get clear of

that! "

" We'll find a way," he said, gravely.

" That has been the hardest thing to bear

â��that and the utter loneliness. But it isn't

half as hard to speak of as something else is.

1 mean the name."

" My dear lady," he said, imperatively,

" the name is very honoured. I wish I had a

more individual claim on it, that I might the

more feel that something of mine had been of

service to you."

" How good you are ! " Janet said, brokenly.

" Of course, I did not think of the name being

your name."

" Of course not. I quite understand."

Each was very redâ��at this pointâ��but

neither looked even towards the other.

" Mrs. Armstrong cornered me. She would

know his name, then and there. And I

couldn't think. I had to say somethingâ��

and I said the' first thing I thought of. I

said "

" William Smith." he finished for her,

softly, and with a whimsical smile. He

would have laughed, but he was too kind.

" I wish I could tell you how ashamed I

am."

" You have nothing to be ashamed ofâ��

nothing," he said, roughly. " Put that out

of your head. And you are not to hide and

shrink. We are not going to have it. Hear

my plan.. I still have three weeks of my

holiday left. I shall spend them here. And

we will put our heads together. Two heads

are better than one, you know, especially

when one of them is a lawyer's head. We'll

find a way to put all right, never fear."

" How good you are ! But do you think

I'll allow it ? "

" You will have to. Do you imagine that

you are the only lonely person in the world ?

I want to stay here and help you. I

have no place else to go. My sister's death

has left me desolate and friendless. I can't

go back to Essex Street before my leave is up.

I should be ashamed to. Yes," he said, in em-

phatic answer to her swift look; " we are in the

same boat. I understand it all, because I've

felt it all. Do you "think it's only a woman's

soul that cries out for home and family, and

is ashamed, as well as sorrowful, for having

neither ? You trusted me before, about your

money. Trust me now, for these few weeks.

We will take our hard-earned holidayâ��and

enjoy it. And find a much better way out

of your perfectly harmless little device than

exile. Trust me."

He held out his hand, and she laid hers

in it.

Vol. .liv.-IZ



Twelve-Object Pictures.

A PUZZLE FOR ARTISTS.

have entitled this article

" A Puzzle for Artists," and

a puzzle it may well be called.

It consists in bringing into

one picture a stated number

of objects as incongruous and

diverse as possibleâ��so much

so that at first sight it might well be thought

that the task was an utter impossibility.

Herewith is the problem which we set

before a number of eminent black-and-white

artists:â��

Can you construct a picture from the

following list of objects, introducing every

item but nothing else except by way of back-

ground, and at the same time making your

picture tell a coherent story ?

1. A Flying Machine.

2. An Egyptian Mummy.

3. A Pretty Girl.

THE ATTEMPTKD ABDUCTION OF THK DUCHESS '"â��MR. H. M. BROCKS SOLUTION.

4. A Swell.

5. A copy of THE STRAND MAGAZINE.

6. A Dog.

7. Sherlock Holmes.

8. A Shadow.

9. A Hospital Nurse.

10. A Cow.

n. A Barrel-organ.

12. A Beggar with a Wooden Leg.

The following are the results we have

received, and we think our readers will agree

that Our artists have succeeded in displaying

remarkable skill and ingenuity with the

materials at their command.

Our first solution comes from Mr. H. M.

Brock, R.I., who has entitled his drawing

" The Attempted Abduction of the Duchess."

His plot is, briefly, as follows : The swell has

abducted the pretty girl, otherwise the

Duchess, and has had her conveyed to a

lonely spot on the

coast, hidden in-

side the mummy-

case. The aero-

plane is at hand

to take the girl

across the water,

and it will be

seen that the

swell, although,

doubtless, a vil-

lain of the deep-

est dye, has at

least some con-

sideration for the

welfare of his

captive, for he has

brought the hos-

pital nurse with

him in case of

needâ��a necessary

precaution, for

the girl's journey

in the mummv-

case appears to

have disagreed

with her. This

dastardly plot,
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however, is, it is quite clear, doomed to

failure, for Sherlock Holmes is hot on the

trail, taking cover behind the cow. Also

what appears to be a wandering one-legged

beggar with a barrel - organ is really a

Scotland Yard detective in disguise, busily

engaged in taking notes. Finally, the

purchased the mummy, neatly wrapped up

in brown paper, as an ornament for the home

â��and what more natural ? The pity of it

is that Mr. Leete has introduced a messenger-

boy to carry the mummy, a character not on

the list supplied him, but his working out

of the problem is in many ways so good that

"THE MYSTERY OF THK LOST LEFT LEG," BY MR. A. LKETE.

shadow is that of a policeman guided to the

spot by the dog, who has scented from afar

a copy of THE STRAND MAGAZINE, dropped

by the conspirators. This is a capital solu-

tion of the problem ; Mr. Brock has not only

introduced every item on the list, but he has

given each one a plausible part in the working

out of his plot. In one respect only he is

open to criticism, for he has given us only

a mummy-case, instead of a mummy.

Mr. Alfred Leete has only used the

cow and the aeroplane as minor details in

his otherwise extremely entertaining and

ingenious picture ; they do not come into

the plot, and neither does the organ. This

artist's central figure is the wooden-legged

beggar, placarded " Blind and paralised,"

and accompanied by the dog, but his

blindness is only assumed for business

purposes, for, as will be seen, he is deep in

the pages of THE STRAND MAGAZINE. The

girl and the swell have caught him " off

duty," and are evidently highly amused.

These young people have, seemingly, deve-

loped into a newly-married couple and have

he may be forgiven. His beggar is really a

most fraudulent person ; his wooden leg is a

sham, and he has thrust his real one through

a hole artfully contrived in the fence. On

the other side of the fence Sherlock Holmes,

having been fetched by the hospital nurse,

whose professional instincts were doubtless

aroused by the sight, is wrestling with the

problem of " The Mystery of the Lost Left

Leg." The shadow, Dr. Watson, looks on

approvingly.

The aeroplane and the cow are the most

prominent features in Mr. Starr Wood's

masterpiece, representing a racecourse scene,

which he has entitled " Aeroplane v. Cow

â��a race meeting of the future, only to be

seen in the Strand." The race is evidently

a handicap, for the aeroplane is winning by a

short plane only. A very solemn-looking

Sherlock Holmes holds the tape, and Mr.

Wood has cleverly disposed of the difficult

problem of the mummy by making it the

first prize. The girl and the swell play the

parts of spectators, but are seemingly more

intent on their own affairs than in the result
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has the hospital

nurse in the shape

of a waxwork

figure of Florence

Nightingale.

Holmes is also a

waxwork and has

a dual personality,

as he is disguised

as the wooden-

legged beggar; he

also plays the

organ and holds,

appropriatel y

enough, the copy

of THE STRAND

MAGAZINE. An-

other exhibit is

theflyingmachine,

probably the first

ever made, as,

also, is the dog,

whichhasacquired

three and a half

tails in order to

qualify him as a freak, and for a like reason

the cow has developed six horns. The re-

maining item, the shadow, is the proprietor

of the museum, seen through the window,

exhorting the populace to step up and see

the finest show on earth. Here once more is

MK. STAkK WOOD CALLS HIS EFFORT " AEROPLANE V. COWâ��A RACK MEETING

OF THE FUTURE, ONLY TO BE SEKN IN THE STRAND."

of the contest; and this, of course, is a

weak point in his composition, as the puzzle

is only partially solved. The wooden-legged

beggar plays the barrel-organ, but apparently

with faint hope of pecuniary gain. The

hospital nurse is seen admonishing the dog,

which, with no

little acrobatic

skill, is balancing

a copy of THE

STRAND MAGA-

ZINE on its nose.

And, finally, the

shadow is appa-

rently that of a

gentleman who is

inspecting the

prizeâ��possibly he

is the owner of the

aeroplane.

Mr. Harry

Rountree breaks

entirely new

ground, having

put all the items

on the list in an

American Dime

Museum. The

swell is escorting

the pretty girl

round the show.

The mummy has

become one of the

exhibits, and so

MR. HARRY ROUNTREE HAS PLACED ALL THE ITEMS IN THE LIST IN AN

AMERICAN DIME MUSEUM.
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a complete solutionâ��per-

haps the most plausible of

the whole ingenious series.

Mr. Rene Bull, with an

Egyptian background, has

pictured the swell and the

pretty girl in the act of

stealing the mummy from its native land.

Operating from the aeroplane, they have

successfully hooked it by means of an

anchor at the end of a rope, dropping a

copy of THE STRAND MAGAZINE in their

haste. The swinging mummy has

knocked over the one-legged beggar, an

Egyptian one this time, with his organ,

and the daring thieves would, appa-

rently, have got clean away but for the

prompt action of Sherlock Holmes, who

has dashed up and opened fire with a

revolver. Holmes, we are glad to see,

has, with his keen eye for detail, taken

the precaution to bring the hospital nurse,

in case he wings his man. The cow and

the dog are obviously seriously disturbed

at what is taking place, as is also the

shadow, which represents a native holding

up his hands in pious horror at the

desecration of the land of his forefather^.

This composition is extremely clever and

amusing. Its defect lies in the fact that

the cow and the dog are not essential to

"SHERLOCK HOLUES TRACKING A THIBF TO HAMPSTKAU HEATH," I.Y

MR. FRKI) BENNETT.

MR. RENfe BULL'S

SOLUTION.

it. and seem to be

there by accident.

The following is

Mr. Fred Ben-

nett's explanation

of his picture. The

mummy has been

stolen by the swell,

who has used the

cow as a means of

carrying off his ill-

gotten gains.

Sherlock Holmes

sets out to dis-

cover the thief,

and has tracked

him to Hampstead

Heath on the aero-

plane and there

denounced him.

This has caused

the pretty girl,

who is betrothed

to the swell, to
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faint, thus requir-

ing the services

of the hospital

nurse. The dog is

also upset by what

is going on, and

barks furiously,

while the beggar

again plays the

organ.The shadow

is that of an in-

terestedspectator,

who comes on the

scene with THE

STRAND MAGA-

ZINE in his hand.

Mr. George

Morrow, in ex-

planation of his

rendering of the

subject, has sup-

plied the follow-

"AN EXCITING OCCURRENCE AT UULLCASTER," BY MR. GEORGE MORROW.

ing alleged newspaper

paragraph : " A few days

ago a cow, frightened by

an aeroplane, ran amok in

the principal street of

Dullcaster; several persons

were slightly injured. Mr.

Sherlock Holmes witnessed

the occurrence from a shop

where he was making some

investigations." This, of

course, makes everything

perfectly clearâ��the cow in

its wild career has tossed

the wooden-legged beggar,

who has been playing the

organ, and has knocked

down the mummy, exposed

for sale in the doorway of

an old curiosity shop, at

the clearance-sale price of

I2S. nÂ£d. The swell, the

girl, the dog, and the hos-

pital nurse form the panic-

stricken crowd, one of

whom has dropped the copy

of THE STRAND MAGAZINE.

Sherlock Holmes comes to

the door of the shop to see

what the row is about,

and the shadow is that of

a policeman intent on the

arrest of the cow. This is

a complete solution, as all

the objects come naturally

into the picture.

Mr. H. M. Bateman has

'T1IK PLOT IN THE MUSEUM," BY MR. H. M. BATliMAN.
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given us a characteristically ingenious solution.

His theme is " The Plot in the Museum." The

swell and the hospital nurse are the " villains

of the piece," and they are met in the museum

to mature their nefarious plans. The nurse

hands her accomplice a bottle of poison, but

there is danger in the airâ��the pretty girl is

sitting close by, with the copy of THE STRAND

MAGAZINE in her hands,

and may detect their

dark deed. Fortunately,

at the critical moment,

the aeroplane appears

at the window and dis-

tracts her gaze, while at

the same time the beg-

gar, playing the organ

(these two items appear

to be almost insepar-

able), also helps to at-

tract her attention.

Everything appears to

favour the conspirators,

but they have reckoned

without Sherlock

Holmes, who is round

the corner and has over-

heard everything. The

cow and the mummy

figure as museum ex-

hibits, and the dog

stands tearfully at the

door of the building

gazing woefully at a

placard that forbids his

entrance, while a men-

acing shadow descends

on him in the shape of

a vigilant attendant.

This is in every point

a complete solution.

Mr. W. Heath Robin-

son, past master in the

realms of humorous art,

has evolved a delight-

fully fantastic blending

of the various items.

He has given us an

Egyptian setting where-

in Sherlock Holmes

has carried off the pretty girl under, or

rather above, the eyes of her fiamt, the

swell. Holmes has abducted the lady by

means of the aeroplane, and flourishes the

copy of THE STRAND MAGAZINE in his

disengaged hand. The distracted lover

has given chase, and for want of a swifter

steed has enlisted the services of the cow. In

his mad career he has frightened the dog out

of its wits and knocked over the wooden-

legged beggar who was playing the organ,

whereat the hospital nurse arrives hurriedly

to render first aid. The shadow is that of a

policeman hot-foot on the scene, while the

UNUSUAL BEHAVIOUR OK SHERLOCK HOLMES, BY MR. W. HEATH ROBINSON.

mummy, disturbed from his rest by the advent

of the aeroplane, bursts excitedly through

the apex of a convenient pyramid, thus com-

pleting all the necessary items on the list.

A most ingenious composition, which, perhaps,

errs a little on the side of the fantastic.
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The Experiences or a Lip-Reader.

By RICHARD MARSH.

Illustrated ty J. R. Skelton.

XII.â��Mandragora.

HAD returned from week-

ending with a friend, and was

having lunch at the railway-

station dining-room before

returning to my work. The

place was crowded with that

miscellaneous assemblage

which is the peculiarity of such places. Just

as the waiter had brought me what I ordered

two men, coming hurriedly in, took the only

vacant seats in sightâ��at a little table next

to mine. Something in their appearance

attracted my attention. They were of

different ages. One was about thirty, tall,

dark, square-faced ; the other was possibly

nearly twice that age, a little, white-haired

man, who looked as if his health was failing.

What caught my attention chiefly was that he

seemed to be in such a curious state of ner-

vousness ; watching him gave one the jumps.

At last his companion commented on itâ��

they were sitting sideways to me, so that I

could see both their faces.

" If I were you, Hutton, I should take

something for it."

It was the first time either had spoken ;

perhaps it was the unexpectedness of the

remark which caused the elder man to give

a sort of lurch in his chair. He looked as if,

for a moment, he did not grasp the other's

meaning ; then he sighed.

" Ah, Walker, I wish I could take something

for it; butâ��who can minister to a mind

diseased ? Mandragora would have no effect

on me."

An unpleasant look came upon the other's

face as he said :â��

" I wish you wouldn't talk such nonsense.

What do you suppose is the good of it ? "

" There is no good in itâ��that's the worst

of it; there'll never be any good in anything

any moreâ��we've murdered goodness. You're

a different type of man from me."

" Thank Heaven ! " The speaker took a

long drink from his glass.

" For one thing, I am nearer the grave than

you are ; perhaps that's why I'm so much

more disposed than you to think of what's

beyond it. I never thought that I should go

to the Judgment Seat with such a crime to

answer for. I don't know what I shall say

when I get there."

" If you don't stop talking like that, taking

up that pose, you and I will quarrel."

" I'm not afraid of that, Walker : I'm

inclined to wish that you and I had quarrelled

before. Rather Dartmoor with Young than

torment with you."

" Hutton, I can't think what's come to

you ; you used not to be this kind of man.

You'll worry yourself into actual illness if

you don't look out."

" I'm a sick man alreadyâ��sick unto death."

Although they were unaware of the fact,

I had become more absorbed in their conversa-

tion than in my lunch. I thought, as he said

that, how he looked it. There was a quality

in the coming shadow which seemed to be

upon his face which went to my heart. His

companion went on :â��

" Of course, if it pleases you to feel like

that, I can't help it, can I ? Only let me

give you a tip. Y'ou played a trick on George

Young; don't you try to play a second on

me. It won't benefit you to go to the

Judgment Seat with two crimes to answer for."

" That's true. Don't I know it ? That's

what holds me in bonds. I'd have made a

clean breast of things before this if I were

the only one who would have to suffer."

The younger man regarded his companion

fixedly, a savage something coming into the

expression on his face.

" Hutton, we did this thing together, but

the first suggestion came from you. If I

thought that because of any sophistical

nonsense, or because your digestion was out

of order, you were meditating putting me

where we put him, I'm not sure that I wouldn't

kill you."
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" I wish you would kill me, Tom ; if it

weren't that you'd have to pay the penalty,

I'd say do it at once. I dare not determine my

own life, butâ��God forgive me for saying soâ��

if someone would do it for me I'd be grateful."

His sincerity seemed to impress his younger

companion, who looked at him as if seeking

words with which to answer; then, as if

rinding none, he summoned the waiter, paid

their joint bill, and rose from his chair.

They went out. They had got through

their lunch in a very few minutes. Since

their entry I had barely touched mine. I

eieher for love or money. It seemed that

every house in the place was crammed to the

roof. When I had received the same answer

for about the twentieth time, I asked the

fly-man, who was taking me from one likely

house to another, if there was still another he

could think of.

" I can't say, miss, that there isâ��at least,

there is a cottage in the fields about half a

mile along the shore in which you might

find accommodation ; but I can't say that I

know much in its favour."

There was something in his tone which,

ordinarily, might have prompted me

to ask him what he meant ; but there

was my box, and there was I, and

neither of us wanted to go back to

town. I told him to drive me to

'IF YOU DON'T STOP TALKING LIKE THAT

YOU AND I WILL QUARRBL."

had, before I knew it, become a confidante

in a tragedy in circumstances which had

deprived me of the little appetite I had had.

I sat with that old man's face in front of me

long after they had gone.

For days afterwards I kept asking myself

what was the nature of the tragedy which

made that old gentleman so willing that his

companion should kill him.

In the late summer of that year I went

to a seaside town, which I will call East-

hampton. I believed it to be an obscure

hamlet, until on getting there I found it

impossible to rent a bed and sitting-room,

that cottage. It turned out to have just

the accommodation I was looking for, and

to be quite a charming cottage in itself. It

was not overburdened with furniture, but

there was all I needed, and the rooms were

spotlessly clean. Then I liked the landlady ;

she was quite a pretty woman, possibly not

more than twenty-six years old. She told

me she had one child, a girl of six, and kept

no servant, but did all the work herself.

I was never in more comfortable quarters.

I had been threatened by one of those nervous

collapses which do come to me when I have

been overworked, and rest, comfort, and fresh
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air were the three things of which I had need.

T found them all three at Laurel Cottage.

And my landlady was a most charming

person ; no make-believe lady, but a very

real one. She was very reticent. She told

me that her name was Mrs. Vinton, and that

she was a widow; her husband had been

dead three years. Since she was practically

my sole companion, I saw a good deal of her.

Mine being the only sitting-room the house

contained, I asked her to share it with meâ��

she and her little girl.

I never met a woman who had a finer gift

of silence. She would sit for hours and say

nothing. Not because she had nothing to

talk about; she was not only a highly-

educatcd woman, but she had seen a great

deal of the world. What cause she had for

silence I could not tell.

One evening, as I was going to my room

to change my blouse for dinner, the door of

the bedroom which she shared with her small

child was wide open. She was putting the

maid to bed. The child, kneeling at her

mother's knee, was about to say her prayers,

and the mother, bending over, said to

her:â��

" I want you, Nellie, to pray for papa

to-night very specially indeed; it's his

birthday."

Tears fell from her eyes on to the child's

fair hair. I had left my walking shoes

downstairs and was moving very quietly;

I suppose that was why she had not heard

me come.

The very next day something else occurred.

I made another intrusion on her confidenceâ��

I protest, quite unwillingly. It was when I

was passing the kitchen-window, which, like

the bedroom-door on the previous evening,

was wide open. I could not help seeing that

Mrs. Vinton was on her knees beside the

kitchen-table, that she had a photograph in

her hands, that tears were streaming down

her cheeks, and that her lips were forming

words.

" My dear, my dear ! May the Lord God

bless and keep you, and send you back to

me before my heart is quite broken."

Plainly there was a skeleton in this lady's

cupboard. Why did she say her husband was

dead, if she prayed the Lord God to send him

back to her ? It struck me that if he were

to come back to her before her heart was

broken he would have to be pretty quick.

That some secret grief was eating into her

soul was pretty clear.

It was the following evening, after dinner.

We were at my sitting-room window, looking

out across the wheat-field which divided us

from the sea. Although she had done her

best to hide it. I felt pretty certain that

she had been crying nearly all day long.

" If you are not careful, Mrs. Vinton, you

will make yourself ill."

With this remark I broke a silence which

was becoming almost painful. She started,

and her cheeks were flushed.

" Why do you say that ? " she asked, with

startled eyes.

" Because it is so obvious. I wonder if

you'll forgive me if I say something ? Do you

know that each of us has been keeping a

secret from the other ? "

" What do you mean ? " Her surprise

seemed to increase.

" The secret I have kept from you is that

I have the gift of seeing what people say

by merely watching their lips, even if they

are speaking to themselves."

" I don't understand. How can you pos-

sibly do that ? " Her eyes seemed to grow

larger; they were very pretty eyes.

" The secret you have been keeping from

me is that your husband is still alive."

I had done it then. She got off her chair

with quite a jump.

" Miss Lee ! "

I thought she was going to say things to

meâ��pointed things ; she would have been

quite justified. What she actually did was

to collapse in a sort of heap on to the floor,

pillow her head on the seat of the chair on

which she had been sitting, and burst into

tears. It was my turn to be startled.

Kneeling beside her on the floor, I put my

hands on her shoulders, whispering :â��

" I am so sorry to have intruded on your

sufferings, but I could not help it. I would

not have said a word about it, only I felt you

were in such trouble, and I thought that I

might help."

She stood up, the tears still streaming down

her cheeks.

" I am ashamed of myself, Miss Lee. I

have been ashamed ever since I told you I

was a widow, and afraid because I knew you

would find out. I suppose someone has been

telling you something ? "

" Not a word ; all I know you have told

me yourself."

I explained to her how that was. Her tears

ceased to fall; the expression on her face

was like a note of exclamation.

" You see, it is because of this gift I have

of reading people's most secret thoughtsâ��

sometimes, as in your case, even against my

willâ��that I thought I might be of some little
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help to you. That gift of mine has been of

help to people now and then."

" I don't see how you can be of help to me.

It's quite true, as you say, that my husband

is alive; but he might as well be dead,

because he's in prison."

She said it with what I dare say she meant

to be an air of defiance ; but even as she

spoke she shuddered, and she

put her hands up to her face.

" I beg your pardon, Mrs.

Vinton ; I did not guess it was

that way. Please forgive me.

Still, perhaps I can be of help

to you."

" My husband was sentenced

to fourteen years' penal servi-

tude ; he has served three.

" Do you think people will come and lodge

with me when they know who I am ? They

whisper all sorts of things about me in

Easthampton, I know. I don't suppose

anyone knows the whole truth about me. I

have done my best to hide it, but even as it

is they shun me as if I were the plague."

I was at a loss for things to say, the situation

"SHE PILLOWED HKR HEAD ON THE CHAIR AND

BURST INTO TEARS."

In those circumstances I don't see what

help you, a perfect stranger, can be to me.

I had a little money whenâ��when it hap-

pened, but it is nearly all gone. I thought

to make a little by letting lodgings, but 1

have not made enough to pay the rent even

of this cottage."

" I might at least be able to send you some

lodgers."

being one for which I was so utterly

unprepared. Presently she gave me

unlooked - for help, while inflicting on

me what was very like a snub.

" This is a subject. Miss Lee, on

which you have forced my confidence

â��I am not sure quite fairly. Whether

you go or stay, on one point there

must be no misunderstanding: it is a

subject on which you must never speak to

me again. But before quitting it for ever,

I should like to make myself clear to you on

one matter : the jury found him guilty, the

judge sent him to prison for fourteen years,

the world thinks that punishment well

meritedâ��but I know that my husband is

innocent."
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She turned to leave the room, but something

made it impossible for me to let her go.

" Mrs. Vinton ! One moment, please !

Don't you see that if your husband is innocent

that is just the point on which I might be

able to help you ? "

Again her manner was not encouraging.

" Help me ? You ? How can you help

me ? You will have to work a miracle to

restore my husband to his former place

among his fellow-men. Yet I tell you he is

innocent."

" Even miracles may be worked. You say

that he is innocent. I have sufficient con-

fidence in your judgment, Mrs. Vinton "

" My name is not Vinton; nor is my

husband'sâ��his name is George Young." I

suppose it was because I started that she

added : " Now you will probably adopt a

different tone ; in common with all the world,

you held my husband to be guilty."

" I know nothing either of your husband's

innocence or guilt. Nearly four years ago I

left England for a long tour round the world.

Your husband's trial must have taken place

while I was away. If there was an account

of it in any of the few English papers I saw

during my absence I never read it."

" I saw you start when I said my husband's

name was George Young. If you did not

know it, why start as if you did ? "

Her tone was suspicious, even resentful.

" You have heard how the mouse helped

the lion," I said. " I honestly think it is

within the range of possibility that I may

be able to help you. You saj; your husband's

name is George Young. Tell me about him.

With what was he charged ? "

Abandoning her intention of quitting the

room, she had sunk upon a chair. Her words

limped a little.

" My husband was managing clerk to a

firm of solicitors. He was about to be made

a partner when it was discovered that, among

other things, a large number of securities

which had been entrusted to his principals for

safe keeping were missing. They were very

fond of George, and for his sake as well as

their own they did their best to try to conceal

the facts in hope of restitution. There was a

trust fund of rather more than twenty

thousand pounds, of which they were

custodians ; when the trustees wanted the

money it was gone. They charged George

with taking it. Other charges were made

against him in the course of the trial, but it

was on that charge that he was found guilty

and sentenced to fourteen years' penal

servitude."

The story, told thus baldly, did not sound

very lucid, but my thoughts were travelling

in a direction of their own ; they were in

that railway refreshment-room in which two

men "were lunching at a little table next .to

mine.

" What was the name of the firm by which

your husband was employed ? "

" Hutton, Hutton, and Walker. Young

Mr. Hutton had died some time before the

discoveries were made. The firm consisted

of old Mr. Hutton. the senior partner, and

Mr. Walker."

" Was his name Thomas Walker, and did

Mr. Hutton sometimes call him Tom ? "

" You know the firmâ��or do you know

Tom Walker ? His name was Tom. I was

almost engaged to him once, and should have

been quite if George had notâ��well, you

know."

A faint flush tinged her white cheeks. I

wondered if that had had anything to do

with the position Mr. Walker had taken up.

" Is Mr. Hutton a little man, all a bundle

of nerves ? "

" His nerves were strong enough before the

trouble began ; he was a very able man.

His health broke down after it was over;

he grew old all of a sudden. Now he is ill

and, I believe, unhappyâ��at least, he says so.

It seems to â�¢ have been almost as great a

trouble to him as to me. Once he found out

where I was and came to see me ; he was so

changed that I hardly knew him. I cannot

help thinking that he has my movements

watched, because when I came here I not

only concealed my address, but I changed

my name. Yet the other day he wrote to

me a curious, rambling letter, parts of which

almost suggested that he was in his second

childhood. He is at Torquay, and hints that

he does not expect to leave it again alive."

" What is his address at Torquay ? It is

just possible that I may go and see him.''

When she had given me old Mr. Hutton's

address at Torquay, and had gone to bed

that night, I was convinced that something

like a gleam of hope had come into her life,

the responsibility for which lay on me.

I went to Torquay the very next day, and

a tedious journey it was. On arrival I put

up at an hotel on the Strand, dined, spent a

very dull evening, and went to bed. The

next morning, when, waking up, I remembered

where I was and what I was there for, I asked

myself what on earth I was to do. However,

I dressed and had breakfast, then went into

the public gardens on the other side of the

road, armed with a book and a newspaper.
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'I WATCHED, SO

SAID

FAR AS I COULI1, WHAT WAS BKING

BETWEEN THE TWO."

After I had had enough of

reading I began to walk

about. There were not many

people in the gardens. There

was an elderly woman alone

on one seat, who was cer-

tainly an old maid, and a

very old lady alone on the

next, who looked as if she

never could have been

young, and on the third

there was an old gentle-

man

I stopped as I was ap-

proaching that old gentle-

man, suddenly conscious of

a little catching of the

breath. I had seen that old

gentleman beforeâ��once ; it

was to see him a second

time that I was there. He

sat back in his seat, with his

eyes closed ; but not even

the most unobservant could

have supposed that he slept

-â��there was a look upon his

face which no sleeper ever

has. He looked to me like

a very sick man indeedâ��

smaller than when I had

seen him first, as if he had

lost both flesh and vitality.

I was wondering whether

or not to address him, and

what method of address to

employ, when I had another

little shock of surprise. Some-

one else had entered the gardensâ��

a tall, upstanding, quite young

man. It was the square-faced man

who had sat with the other at the

adjoining table. He struck me as

being the kind of man who does

observe. I had an uncomfortable

feeling that he had noticed me on

what was likely to prove that

momentous occasion. He eyed me

as we passed each other, as if my

face was not entirely unfamiliar,

as if he were asking himself where

he had seen it before.

He went one way, I the other.

I had no doubt that he was

making for the old man on the

seat. Turning into a side-path

upon the left, I turned again into

another narrower path which ran

parallel with the broad one I had

left. I retraced my steps along it.
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Between the intervening shrubs and trees I

could see the seats on the broader walk.

When I came abreast of the one on which

the old man had been sitting he was talking

to the new-comer. A clump of rhododendrons

was between us, high enough, unless particular

search was made for a suspected presence, to

serve as a screen. Standing as far back as

I could without losing sight of the two men's

faces, I made it serve as a screen for me, and

I watched, so far as I could, what was being

said between the two.

The younger man came up while the elder

still had his eyes closed. He stood for a

moment observing him, then he greeted him.

" Good morning."

The old man opened his eyes, looking up at

him as if he were not quite sure who he was ;

then he said :â��

" It will never be a good morning to me

againâ��neverâ��never ! "

The other smiled ironically.

" Isn't that rather a strong thing to say

on a morning like this, when the sun's in a

cloudless sky ? "

" Nor will there be any sun again for meâ��

ever ; for me there is only outer darkness."

I could see from the look on the younger

man's face that he sneered.

" Aren't you slightly melodramatic ? Didn't

you sleep well ? "

" I have not slept well since the day on

which George Young went to jail ; his going

murdered sleep. All night I lie in agony."

" You were saying the other day how you

longed for something to give you sleep ; here

is something."

The speaker took out of a waistcoat-pocket

a small blue phial, offering it to the old man

on his open palm. The old man looked at the

phial, and then up at the face of the person

who offered it.

" What is it ? "

'' Mandragora."

" Will it give me sleep ? "

" If you choose, sleep which will know no

waking."

The two men exchanged looksâ��such strange

ones ; then the elder took with tremulous

fingers the phial off the other's palm. Then,

when he had got it, he shut his eyes again.

The younger, without another word, left the

gardens.

I waited. If I could help it I was not

going to lose sight of the phial which was in

the old man's hand. Presently an empty

bath-chair came down the walk. The chair-

man, assisting the old man to enter, began

to draw him away. I followed. They

stopped at what I recognized to be the house

in Belgrave Road which Mrs. Young had

given me as Mr. Button's address. The old

man entered the house leaning on the chair-

man's arm. I walked up the road, then back

again.

Twenty minutes had elapsed since the old

man entered. It was one of those lodging-

houses in which the hall-door proper is never

closed in the daytime. Turning the handle,

I passed into the hall. I had noticed that

the bath-chairman had led the old gentleman

into a room on the left. . After momentary

hesitation I turned the handle of that room

and, without any sort of ceremony, passed in.

It was, as I had expected,a sitting-room. There

was a big arm-chair on one side. On this,

propped up by cushions, was the old man. I

perceived in an instant that my intuition

had not been at fault, that I was only just in

time. He had a small blue phial in his hand ;

the cork was out; he was in the very act

of raising it to his lips. I crossed the room,

and it was in my hand almost before he knew

it. There was no label on the phial, but one

sniff at its contents was enough to tell me

what it was.

" Do you imagine, Mr. Hutton. that by

committing suicide you'll escape the con-

sequences of crime ? That when you stand

before the Judgment Seat you'll be able to

excuse yourself by pleading that you mur-

dered yourself because you had murdered

another ? "

He stared at me as if I were some super-

natural visitant; his jaw dropped open, his

head fell back, he was one great tremble. I

went on :â��

" When you allowed George Young to be

sent to prison for the crime of which you were

guilty, you practically committed murder ;

you slew the better part of him, his character

and reputationâ��to say nothing of the

unceasing torture which you propose to inflict

on him for fourteen long years. Conscience

has you by the throat; God punishes in this

world as well as the next. Do you think this

will save you from the wrath to come ? "

I alluded to the phial. He stammered out

a question :â��

" Who are you ? "

" I am the voitfe of the avenging angel,

calling you to account for the evil you have

done and still would do. You foolish old

man ! Are you so ignorant as not to knov.

that only through repentance comes forgive-

ness ? Repent â�� there is still time â�� and

God's infinite mercy will give you peace at

last."
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He gasped ; I thought every moment he

would collapse.

" If I only thought it ! If I only could

believe it ! "

" Surely your own common sense must tell

you that there is at least more chance that

way than this ? " I held out the phial.

" I do not know who you are, where you

come from, what you want with me ; butâ��if

I only could believe that by doing what you

sayâ��I could be at peace again with God and

man !"

He did believe before I had done with him,

or, if his faith was not so perfect as it might

have been, he did as I wished. He made a

complete confession of the whole painful

business. I wrote down every word he said.

Then I read over to him what I had written ;

the landlady was called in, and in her presence

and mine he signed it.

When I was alone again with Mr. Hutton

I was struck by what I have noticed on other

occasionsâ��that there is some truth in the

saying that " open confession is good for the

soul." Confession had done him goodâ��

visible and obvious good ; he owned as much.

His tongue once unloosed, he became

positively loquacious. He told me many

things about himself which enabled me to

understand the situation better than the bare

outlines of the formal confession he had just

now made.

His son had been the thief, his only child.

When detection threatened, to escape punish-

ment he had poisoned himself. How he had

obtained the poison remained a mystery.

And not only so, the tragedy had been handled

in such a fashion as to make it appear that

George Young had been to blame for it. At

the trial certain evidence was produced that

made it seem that he had been Young's

victim ; that he was of such a sensitive

nature that, rather than face what must be

the result of George Young's villainy, he

preferred to die. As I heard this part of the

tale I thought of the phial which had been

given to the old man, and I drew my own

conclusion.

When I left Mr. Hutton I returned to my

hotel, to find a telegram awaiting me. It was

in answer to one I had sent while I had been

following that bath-chair. I smiled as I read

it; I glanced at the clockâ��and I thought I

saw my campaign finished. I had learnt

from Mr. Hutton where Mr. Thomas Walker

was staying ; he was in a house in the higher

part of the town, which belonged to a relative

of his, and of which, in his relative's absence,

he'was, with the exception of some sort of

servant, the only occupant. About a quarter

to four, at which time the London express

reaches Torquay, I went to call at Mr. Thomas

Walker's, leaving at my hotel a note for a

person whom I told them I presently expected.

The address the old man had given me was

Tormohan, Ilsham Road. Any idea I might

have had of introducing myself to Mr. Walker

as I had done to Mr. Hutton vanished directly

I saw what kind of place Tormohan was. It

was shut off from the main road on which it

stood by a high wall. Admission was gained

by a gate which opened on what was pre-

sumably some sort of passage. The way to

get that gate to open was to pull at the old-

fashioned bell which hung beside it. I pulled :

when nothing particular happened I pulled

again. I pulled four times before the door

was opened a few inches, and the square-

faced man looked through the opening.

Rather an odd dialogue took place, which I

commenced:â��

" Mr. Thomas Walker ? "

" Who are you ? What do you want ? "

" I wish to see you on very important

business, and my name is Judith Lee."

" Haven't I seen you somewhere before ? "

" It is possible ; but I think I shall be able

to satisfy you when you have allowed me to

enter."

He opened the door just wide enough to

allow me to enter, and I went in ; the moment

I was in he closed it. We were, as I had

expected, in a sort of passage covered with a

glass roof. He led the way to the house ; I

followed. We passed through another door,

which this time was opened by turning a

handle. We went into a dark hall, and then

into a room at the back which was shadowed

by a big tree, which grew nearly up to the

window. When we were in the room he eyed

me with what I felt were inquiring glances.

" Did I understand you to say that you are

Miss Lee ? On what business, which is of

such great importance, do you wish to see

me ? I should have told you, if you had not

said your business was so very important,

that I was alone in the house ; the woman

who acts as servant is out, which explains

why you were kept waiting at the door and

why I answered your ring myself."

The thought of the innocent man, despair-

ing, desperate with a sense of wrong, wearing

his life out within the prison walls, which must

seem to him like some hideous, mocking,

unending nightmare, and of the woman, young,

pretty, gentle, delicate, refined, with her white

face, hopeless eyes, broken heart, longing with

a longing which she knew never would be
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gratified for the beloved husband of whom

she had been so foully and cruelly bereftâ��

these rose before me, moving me to sudden

rage, so that I broke into language which

amazed Mr. Thomas Walker.

" The business which has brought me here

is to tell you that you are a contemptible,

cowardly, murderous scoundrel, and that the

hour is struck in which your sins are going

to find you out. That, in the first place."

He stared as if he wondered if I were mad ;

then he smiled oddly.

" That, in the first place. And in the

second ? "

" In the second, I am going to enter into

details, by way of recalling certain facts to

your recollection." Then I jumped at my

fences without stopping to consider what was

on the other side. " How many years ago

is it since -you began to incite young Frank

Hutton to rob his father ? "

At that he did change countenance ; I had

found a safe landing on the other side of the

fence.

" What on earth are you talking about ?

Who are you, and what do you want with

me ? "

" You taught Frank Hutton to be a thief;

in a small way at the beginning, on a large

scale later on. You shared his ill-gotten

spoils ; yet, when detection threatened, you

so played upon his fears that you induced

him to commit suicide, in order to escape the

consequences of what were more your misdeeds

than his. Did you, a lawyer, forget that

when A assists B in committing suicide A

is guilty of murder ? When you put the

poison within Frank Hutton's reach, knowing

perfectly well the use he was about to make

of it, you committed murder ; for that murder

the law is presently going to call you to

account,."

The way in which he looked at me ! I

already began to suspect that his fingers were

itching to take me by the throat. He rnerely

said :â��

" Is that so ? May I ask from what quarter

you have acquired the facts on which you base

your rather surprising observations ? "

The feeling was growing momentarily

stronger in me that this man was one of those

unspeakable creatures who are dangers to

whoever they are brought in contact with.

" Not content with destroying young Frank

Hutton, soul and body, to cover your own

offences, you proceeded to wreck his father's

happiness and to lead him into crime. You

lied to him about his son ; you were so

skilful as to be able to make him believe that

his boy was the sole offender, and then,

pretending that it was your desire to spare

him shame, you put it into his head to lay

the burden upon an innocent man. You

were so skilful as to make it seem that the

suggestion came from himself and not from

you. You unutterable thing ! "

This time when I paused he said nothing.

I was aware that he was all the more dangerous

on that account.

" You made black seem white ; you manu-

factured false evidence ; you lied, and lied,

and liedâ��and George Young was sentenced

to fourteen years' penal servitude. Thief,

murderer, liar, you have succeeded in doing

that ! I have no doubt you hoped that you

were safe at last, you short-sighted fool !

The mills of God grind slowly, but they grind

exceeding fineâ��your sort they grind to

powder. You are already being slipped

between the stones ; your course has run."

The grimace which distorted his face was

rather a grin than a smile as he asked :â��

" In the name of all that's marvellous,

from what mad-house have you been per-

mitted to escape ? "

" When you planned that grand coup,

putting the onus of all your guilt upon an

innocent man and shutting him up for

fourteen awful years, you overlooked one

small point: that all men are not devils, that

to some is given the saving grace of repenting

their sins. And so poor a judge of character

are you that you were unaware that your own

partner, your first victim's unhappy father,

was one of them. From the moment he

sinned he began to repent."

He interrupted me, speaking, for the first

time, savagely.

" Have you been talking to old Hutton ?

Has he been coaching you in this tissue of

nonsc-nse ? "

As before, I left his questions unanswered ;

I simply went on.

" Fortunately for himself, your partner was

one of those who cannot know happiness

unless his conscience is clear and he is at

peace with God. Better be whipped in this

world than through all eternity. You had

his son in your mind. By inciting him to

self-murder you believed yourself to have

escaped one dancer. You hoped, by inducing

the father to imitate his son, you would escape

another. To-dayâ��only a very little while

agoâ��you murdered him."

His skin became livid, his lips trembled,

words stuck in his throat, fear touched his

heart.

" Whatâ��what do vou mean ? "
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I believe he meant to say more, but

could not. He shrank back from me as

if in physical terror. I gave him no

quarter. I held out my right hand, palm

uppermost. On it was the small blue

phial.

" Do you recognize that ? "

He looked at it as if it were some

dreadful thing; again he stammered his

question :â��

" Whatâ��what do you mean ? "

"This morn-

ing I saw you

give that phial

to your part-

ner, Michael

Hutton. He

has long had it

in his mind to

escape from

the weight of

remorse which

has made life

intolerable to

him, as you are

well aware. I

saw you give

him this phial

a few hours

ago in the

public-gardens.

He said to you,

"HE HAD ME BY TUB THROAT BEFORE I HAD EVEN REALIZED THAT DANGER THREATKNPD."

Vol. Â»liv.-t3.
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' What is it ? ' You replied, ' Mandragora.'

He asked,' Will it give me sleep ? ' You said,

' If you choose, sleep which will know no

waking.' You let him take the phial between

his shaking fingers, and you walked off,

knowing that you had left death behind you."

There was a momentary silence ; he cast

shifty glances round him, as if he sought on

every side some way of escape, finding none.

Presently he asked, moistening his parched

lips with the tip of his tongue before he was

able to pronounce his words :â��

" Isâ��is old Hutton dead ? "

" Do not imagine that that will profit you.

He made complete confession. The whole

story is set down in black and white, signed

by his own hand. This phial will avail you

nothing."

Suddenly I realized that he was eyeing the

tiny glass bottle with a new expression in his

glance.

" I don't believe it's empty." He said it

almost as if he were speaking to himself.

He drew closer. " I don't believe the contents

have been touched."

He made a sudden grab at the phial; I

withdrew it just in the nick of time. There

was the sound of an unmusical bell.

" Who is that ? " he asked.

I said: " Had you not better go to the

door and see ? "

He looked at me. I suppose he saw some-

thing on my face which set his own thoughts

travelling.

" Is it someone for you ? "

" It is someone for youâ��at last! "

" Is that so ? Someone for meâ��at last."

He stopped ; there was silence. The bell

rang again. I was just about to suggest

again that he should go and see who was at

the outer door whenâ��he leaped at me. And

I was unprepared. He had me by the throat

before I had even realized that danger

threatened. I was to blame; I ought to

have been on my guard. As it was, so swift

were his movements, so strong his grip, that

I was already finding it hard to breathe before

1 had a chance to pull myself together.

I am a woman, but no weakling. I have

always felt it my duty to keep my body

in proper condition, trying to learn all that

physical culture can teach me. I only recently

had been having lessons in jiu-jitsu-â��the

Japanese art of self-defence. I had been

diligently practising a trick which was intended

to be used when a frontal attack was made

upon the throat. His preoccupation, his

insensate rage, his unpreparedness, which

\vns even greater than mine had beenâ��these

things were on my side. Even as, I dare say,

he was thinking that I was already as good

as done for, I tried that trick. His fingers

released my throat, and he was on the floor

without, I fancy, understanding how he got

there. I doubt if there ever was a more

amazed man. When he began to realize what

had happened he gasped up at meâ��he was

still on the floor : " Youâ��you "

While he was still endeavouring to find

adjectives sufficiently strong to fit the occasion

the inspector for whose attendance I had

telegraphed to Scotland Yard came into the

room. In the note I had left at the hotel

I told him to follow me at once, and if he was

not able to obtain instant admission to the

house, then he was to use means of his own

to get in quickly. I had had a premonition

that I might have trouble with Mr. Thomas

Walker. The inspector had some skeleton-

keys in his pocket which had once been part

of a skilful burglar's outfit; when there came

no answer to his ringing he promptly opened

the front-door with them.

Mr. Thomas Walker understood what the

new-comer's presence meant; he needed no

explanation. In the struggle 1 had dropped

the blue phial, a fact which he realized quicker

than I did. Before I knew it had fallen he,

still on the floor, had snatched it, had the cork

out, was putting the bottle to his lips.

" Stop him ! " I cried. " It's poison ! "

I cried too late ; before we could reach

him he had emptied the phial. He was dead,

as quickly as if he had been struck by light-

ning. The phial had contained sufficient

cyanide of potassium to kill fifty men. The

death he had meant for his partner was his

instead.

The following morning I returned to^Â£ast-

hampton. I had told myself, more than

once, what a foolish person I was to meddle

in such unpleasant matters, which were no

concern of mine ; but when I explained to

Mrs. Young what had happened, and saw

the look which came upon her face as she

listened and began to understand, I was not

so sure that I had been foolish after all.

Representations were made to the autho-

rities. Michael Hutton's confession was placed

before them, together with certain facts which

came to light when examination was made

of Thomas Walker's papers. George Young

was pardonedâ��for what he had never done.

Old Mr. Hutton was arrested ; he died before

the magistrate's examination was concluded.

It was found that he had made a will by which

all he possessed was left to the man he had

so cruelly injured.



Artists' Opinions on Ladies' Dress,

The photographs in this article, numbered 1 to 6, were submitted to certain

well-known portrait painters, whose opinion was asked as to how these

dresses appeal to the artistic eye, and which of them they would prefer to

paint. They were also asked to state whether, in their opinion, the artist

of the present day has the same opportunities with regard to the costumes

of his sitters as the great portrait painters of the past, some of whose

works are given for purposes of comparison. Our lady readers will

be pleased to find that, on the whole, the dresses of to-day compare

favourably with those of any former period.

KLKONORA L>E TOLKDOâ��BY

BRONZING.

>yom a fkotoprnj* 'Â» Alinari.

Mr.

H. DE T. GLAZE-

BROOK.

USKIN held

the opinion

that no por-

trait was

reallyworth

painting

unless the sitter was beauti-

fully dressed. And with this

dictum I am rather inclined

to agree, for, although the

styles generally worn to-

day may not be quite so

gorgeous as those of mediae-

val times, it is my per-

sonal opinion that artists

of to-day have equal oppor-

tunities of making beauti-

ful pictures in modern

"LA BKLLA"â�� BY TITIAN.

MARIANA OK AUbTRIAâ��BY VELAZQUKZ.

>VvÂ»i a

dress with painters of days

gone by.

Past a doubt some of the

old Court painters pro-

duced wonderfully effective

dresses in their portraits,

but as the very nature of

their " positions " practi-

cally compelled them to

natter their Royal sitters

â�� and to flatter them more

than a little â�� it occurs to

me that they probably felt

that they must allow their

artistic talent a particu-

larly free hand when deal-

ing with the sitter's dress

as well as her face.

As far as I am personally

concerned, I have no par-

ticular choice of period,
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and I would as lief paint modern costume

portraits as those of any other time, for

I believe in painting what one seos around

one every day.

Of the many pretty dresses here shown, I

should prefer to paint Nos. i, 2, and 3, in the

order named. In dealing with No. i, I may,

perhaps, be allowed to state that I should

also like the model to

have red hair and a

complexion suggesting

paleness, for the simple

reason that too dark a

type of sitter would, I

think, probably clash

somewhat with the style

of the dress and coat

shown in that illustration.

Photograph No. 2 sug-

gests a charming gown

for a young girl, and

this picture and photo-

graph No. 3 are obvi-

ously designed for two

opposite types of wearer.

In conclusion, I should

like to say that the illus-

trations as a whole all

appeal to me as being in

excellent taste and, from

an artist point of view,

extremely picturesque.

PRINCESS MARIA I.UISE DE TASSISâ��

BY VAN DYCK.

From a Photograph btt Hanfittaengl.

Mr. J. LAVERY, A.R.A.

As an expression of personal opinion, I feel

quite convinced that old-time artists would

undoubtedly have produced pictures of equal

merit to those which helped to gain them their

reputation had they been set to paint subjects

dressed in fashions that are the vogue to-day,

for modern dress most certainly possesses

many attractive " fea-

tures " from an artist's

point of view, and, in

addition, presents oppor-

tunities for artistic treat-

ment that have been

equalled by few periods

of fashion.

Were I to dress a

model in modern fashion

I should ask for nothing

better than some of the

styles depicted in the

attractive photographs

shown in this article, of

which Nos. i, 2, 3, and 4

strike me as being par-

ticularly pleasing. No.

3 is certainly a most

" pain table " dress, as I

know by experience,'for

quite recently I received

sittings in Paris from a

lady who wore a gown

TUB HON. MRS. GRAHAMâ��BY OAINSBOROUGH.

Prvm a Photograph by Hatrfitaetwl.

MARQUISE Dli POMPADOURâ��BY BOUCHER.

From a rhotoyraph by IIaii_Mnf>igl.
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similar in almost every detail

to that shown there, and,

curiously enough, I selected

that costume as being most

likely to make an effective

dress for me to deal with on

canvas.

Apart from what I might

almost call personal associa-

tions with the costume shown

in photograph No. 3, I really

think that Nos. 2 and i should

have preference over this style.

Of the two I am inclined to

think that I should prefer to

paint the latter, for the cloak

produces some graceful lines

that frame the gorgeous mate-

rial of the dress in a most

appealing manner.

As a final expression of

opinion, may I add that I con-

sider that the lot of a portrait

painter would be a more en-

viable one than it is were all

his sitters to select costumes

as artistic and pleasing as those

shown in this article, which

cannot fail, I think, to prove

of very great interest to women

who study the dress question,

and what woman does not ?

Mr. WILLIAM ORPEN,

A.R.A.

I am inclined to think that

present-day fashions offer op-

portunities at least equal for

artistic treatment to those of

any time, and I have no

manner of doubt that the

genius of the old masters would

have shown itself as thoroughly

capable of dealing with modern

styles as it dealt with the par-

ticular fashions in vogue when

they painted their masterpieces.

As a matter of personal in-

clination, I should ask for no-

thing better than to be called

upon to paint some such sub-

jects as are shown in the illus-

trations put before me. Were

I to have to dress

a model in modern

costume I might

say, too, that I

should certainly go

to the heads of
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some well - known

fashionable firms to

select a suitable

design, for the

originators of such

designs are in every

respect really clever

" artists " in their

own particular walk

of life, and thus I

should feel quite

prepared to " stand

on " the judgment

of such specialists.

Which costume

appeals to me

most ? On the

whole, I feel dis-

posed to select

photograph No. i,

for the graceful line

of the cloak adds

greatly to the effect

of the picture as a

whole, while its soft

folds offer still

further scope for

artistic treatment.

I feel bound to say,

however, that, on

the whole, all the

other styles shown

in the photographs

also strike me as

being in excellent

taste, though in

dealing with such

styles as those

shown in photo-

graphs Nos. 4, 6,

f a sh i o r.-piate.

Photographs Nos.

3 and 2 bo Ji lend

themselves to the

painter's art, and

really I have seldom

seen a collection of

dresses more suited

to help a portrait

painter to give of

his best work.

Mr. G. SPENCER

WATSON.

The nuery as to

whether artists of

the present day

have opportunities

equal to those of

the past, I am in-

clined to answer in

the affirmative.

The dresses shown

in photographs

Nos. i, 2, and 3

strike me as being

particularly well

suited to the wear-

ers, though, speak-

ing purely as an

artist, I should in

each case prefer to

have seen the sub-

jects seated, for the

general effect in

and 5 particular care would

have to be taken if the models

were standing â�� which they

should not be â�� not to make

the picture too much like a

/â�¢Voma I'hal^raph by fietttlineer.
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each picture would then have

been rendered " softer."

It seems to me that the

chief trouble in dealing with

fashions in dress of long years

ago largely lies in the fact

that we present-day mortals

only know them through the

eyes of artists who depicted

them on canvas in their own

day. And so, actually, how

can one form any definite

opinion that the general mass

of the people in their time

were in any way more pictur-

esquely dressed than are we

to-day ? To form any really

sound opinion on such a sub-

ject, I am sure "it is necessary

to see the depicted dresses

worn by living flesh and

blood.

However, as we are used

to modern costume, and as

women to-day seem to possess

the knowledge of how to wear

their clothes to the best

advantage, and would prob-

ably fail utterly if called

upon to exhibit the styles of

the past to equal advantage,

I cannot help thinking that

a present-day artist has at

least equal chances with the

masters of old.

Mr. RICHARD JACK.

I scarcely think that pre-

sent-day fashions are as pic-

turesque as those of most

other periods, although I feel

bound to state that the photo-

graphs here shown are in

every respect quite charming.

The old fashions, which in-

cluded frills and ruffles, were,

perhaps, more pronounced in

character than

are the various

fashions of to-

day, but they

could, I think,

bemore readily

adapted to the

individual

wearer. To-

day, unfortu-

nately, there

would seem to

be a too-faith-

ful and slavish

following by

the majority

of wearers of

some particu-

lar phase of

dress which is,

as a matter of

actual fact,

probably only really suitable to

certain types of faces and figures.

" \Yhat will suit one woman in

every way will almost make a Guy

Fawkes of another." is an up-to-date

version of an old-time saying which
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the fair sex as a whole,

I think, might certainly

always bear in mindâ��

with advantage to

themselves.

For example,

take photo-

graph No. 2

and imagine

for an instant

the costume

there shown

being worn

by a big and

generously-

developed

woman! The

result would

most cer-

tainly be far

from pleas-

ing, and yet it is

an undoubted

fact that many

such women

would not hesi-

tate for a single

instant to dress

themselves in

such a style after

seeing this pic-

ture, in which

obviously the

dress suits a

slightly - built

wearer to per-

fection.

Of the styles

here shown I

should personally

prefer to paint

No. i, which

strikes me as

being particu-

larly attractive,

in that the whole

effect does not

appear too obvi-

ously to belong

to any particular

period. I must

also have a good

word to sayabout

photographs Nos.

3 and 2, for both

strike me as

being likely to

make attractive

features, al-

fnm a Photograph by Schneider.

though, by the same

token, I should like

both photographs more

were the models seated.

If only

women of to-

day would

think intelli-

gently for

t h e m s e Ives

before choos-

ing their

dresses, and

would have a

care to avoid

u n s u i t a ble

extremes in

.styles, I have

little doubt

that present-

day fashions

would be as "ail-

roundly " artistic

as any other

period. I fear,

however, that

the opinion of

an artist on such

a subject as this

will carry but

little weight with

women when

they find them-

selves confronted

with the dictum

of the head of a

fashionable

dressmaking

firm.

Mr. F. CADO-

GAN-COWPER.

A.R.A.

My personal

opinion is that

modern dress is

far too meaning-

less to be really

artistic â�� I am

speaking, of

course, from the

strictest defini-

tion of the word

â��and I cannot

help thinking

that it would be

necessary to go

back at least

'hirty or forty
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years to trace any s:heme of

costume which could justly

be said to have had any

really sound foundation of

idea in its conception.

In the ^Middle Ages

the materials used in

dress fabrication

were far fewerâ��and

probably consider-

ably finei â�� than

is now the case,

and dresses, too,

were built up

by the blending

of merely one

or two mate-

rials into a har-

monious whole,

the main

motive1 of

which was

worked out to

result in grace-

ful, flowing

lines. To-day,

however, the

general run of

dress makers

seem prepared

to crowd silk â�¢

upon srilk and

larc upon serge

w i t h o u t â��

0 s t e n s i blyâ��

having any par-

ticular reason

for so doing.

Still. I feel that

modern dress

could probably be

made quite artistic,

though this result

could perhaps only

bs attained by follow-

1 ig a fixed idea which

is certainly not usually

a common policy these

days, for when a dress has a

frill here, a bow there, and some

extra trimming somewhere else,

without there being any apparent

reason for these additions to appear

in the scheme at all, the result

seems to me to be doomed to failure

from an artistic point of view.

It will be seen, therefore, that, in

my humble opinion, artists of the past

held better opportunities for dealing

with contemporary women's

dress than do those of to-day,

though I still feÂ«l con-

siderable doubt as to

which period in his-

tory presented the

best opportunity for

immortalizing dress

on canvas.

To select from

the photographs

placed before me,

I would add

that, were I to

choose a modern

dress to paint

from, my selec-

tion would fall

upon photo-

graph No. 2,

for the simple

reason that

here we have

a simple and

tasteful dress,

the sleeves

and trimming

of which are

in strict har-

mony with the

remaining

effects of the

costume.

Photograph

No. i also

strikes me as

possessing not

a few good

points, and is, in

my opinion, by

far the most at-

tractive of the

gowns shown in

the various illustra-

tions.

Mr. J. H. F. BACON,

A.R.A.

In dealing with dress

in its various periods it

is difficult indeed to

come to any satisfactory

conclusion as to which

particular style presents,

or has presented, the

lust opportunities to

contemporary artists.

My own experience alone

goes to prove this, for
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a PJwtvgratth In Sclineidsr,

some years ago

I should most

certainly have

considered that

the dresses

worn about the

year 1840 were

certainly not

" too attrac-

tive," and yet,

when it so hap-

pened that I

came to dress

a pretty model

in this style, I

remember the

thought cross-

ing my mind,

" Well, now, I

do not wonder

for an instant

that men ran

off with girls

in those days

when their par-

ents failed to

regard them in

thejightof eli-

gible suitors,"

for the effect

â�¢ struck me as

being particu-

larly alluring.

As far as old-

time masters

are concerned,

I can only say

that it seems

to me that if

an artist has

the necessary

" touch " to

produce a great

picture, he

could do so in

almost any

period, though

I must add

that I have a

personal feeling

that certain

types of mod-

ern fashion

lend themselves

as readily to

artistic repro-

duction on can-

vas as those of

any other kind.
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To give my opinion on the various illustra-

tions I find myself confronted with, I may say

that photographs Xos. i, 2, and 3 strike me as

beingvery,very charmingâ��I select them in the

order namedâ��and I may add that I feel that

it would be hard indeed to find a more

" pain table " effect than that suggested by the

style shown in the first of these illustrations.

For a young girl, " a woman in chrysalis

form," photograph No. 2 is charmingly simple.

I feel bound to add, however, that the fashion

there shown could only possibly be worn to

the best advantage by a girl with a figure as

willowy and graceful as that of the wearer of

the dress shown in the photograph. " So

many women, so many fashions in dress," is

a trite saying which many members of the

fair sex all too frequently overlook.

Mr. BY AM SHAW.

Speaking strictly from an artistic point of

view, I do not think that any one particular

period of dress can be said to claim any real

advantage over any other period. Thus,

artists of the past were probably of the

opinion that the fashions of the particular

period in which they happened to live were

perfectly hideousâ��I am thinking at the

moment mainly of the mid-Victorian period

â��and yet, all the same, even in these so-called

advanced days a large section of the public

have, seemingly, a decided weakness for

crinolines ; indeed, recent precedent would

suggest that a crinoline play has only to be

produced to prove an instantaneous success.

As I view the matter, it occurs to me that

it is quite probable that the dresses of to-day-

possess the advantage of giving a better idea

of the figure of the wearer than those of most

other times, and, this being so, it is obviously

merely a question of the artist possessing the

requisite art to enable him to produce a

really artistic picture of a wearer garbed in

any style of fashion.

Confining my attention to the dresses shown

here, I may say that I prefer photograph No. 5

to any of the others, although most of them

possess distinct merit. In my opinion the-

actual type of dress worn does not make a

great deal of difference to a picture, always

providing that the artist takes an artistic view

of things.

Mr. ELLIS ROBERTS.

It is my decided opinion that the leading

artists of any period would be successful with

modern dress, for surely it would be bordering

on treason to suggest that men possessed of

the genius of Van Dyck, Romney, or Reynolds,

to cite a few well-known name-,, could fail to

produce beautiful effects on canvas, no matter

how greatly their artistic inclinations might be

hampered by the particular style of costume

selected by their sitters.

Personally, I prefer to paint modern dress

in preference to any other period, although

I must confess to sometimes experiencing

no small amount of difficulty in dealing to

the best advantage with tight and straight-

hanging skirts, which I frequently find can

only be made " paintable " by the addition

of artistic drapery of some kind.

To turn to the exceedingly attractive photo-

graphs shown in this article, I feel bound to

say at once that No. i appeals to me as pro-

viding the most paintable and artistic dress.

Thus, the cloak is certainly a most welcome

addition from the standpoint of an artist, and

were some such drapery added to photograph

No. 2 to relieve the extreme " deadness "

between the waist and knee, I should have

the greatest difficulty in choosing between

the two pictures.

Naturally, I do not mean that a fur evening

cloak should be added to a summer dress.

All I wish to point out is that if the wearer

in photograph No. 2 had happened to be

seated, and also to have had, say, a long scarf

drawn across her knees, the effect would

prove of great assistance to an artist

endeavouring to show off the sitter to the best

advantage.

Let me hasten to add that f make no doubt

that all the other dresses shown in the illus-

trations are excellentâ��in their own wayâ��'-

as dresses, but all the same, from a portrait

painter's point of view, photograph No. 4 and

photograph No. 2 must be put on one side

owing to the obvious difficulty of dealing

with the long, straight lines extending from

the waist downwards. Again, No. 6 must be

ruled out of order on account of the effect of

the dress being so markedly " slit up " into

three distinct sections that it seems to me

that the eye of the beholder would almost

inevitably be attracted at once to the pattern

on the lowest portion of the skirt, with the

result that the face, which, after all, is the

principal feature of the portrait, would not

improbably be largely overlooked, in which

caseâ��well, really, an artist might just as well

paint a lay figure.

As fair as the other photographs are con-

cerned, No. 3 appeals to me as possessing

many good points, and if I had to " place the

first three " this picture would occupy third

place on my list, though here, again, I should

prefer to paint the wearer sitting down.



The Marriage Plate

By "OUIDA."

Illustrated by ^iVarwiCK Reynolds.

The following story possesses an interest apart from its own. It was written

by "Ouida" many years ago, but for some reason or other was never

published. The manuscript remained in the hands of a friend, who has

now placed it at our disposal. It is a most characteristic story, which

exhibits all "Ouida's" well-known powers of'description, and also the

passionate love of animals which is so often conspicuous in her writings.

This little story might be called a companion to " A Dog of Flanders."

T was a very old plate, old as

the hills, or so the people

thought; one of those round

plates with a circular well in

the centre to hold sweetmeats,

which were called marriage

plales in the old time, and

were painted for brave bridal festivities by

Maestri Giorgio and Orazio Fcntana and all

their lesser brother artists. It was curiously

painted in polychrome, like most of these

plates, with a scriptural theme, the nuptials

of Rebecca and of Isaac; all the personages

were in sixteenth-century garb, and the whole

was brilliant with those iridescent hues, those

rejections as of mother-of-pearl and of gold,

of which these early artists had the mastery,

and a motto ran round its outer rim in black

letters, and the bridegroom offered to his

bride a shield emblazoned with many gorgeous

quarterings and the coronet of a duke.

It hung framed in a round, worm-eaten bit

of wood on a rusty nail amongst the dried

herbs and the kitchen ware in the house of

Giudetta Bernaceo, and it was an article of

faith with Giudetta and all her kith and kin

that it must never be touched or woe would

come ; dust all round they might, but touch

it never. That it brought good luck hanging

there, and would bring evil if removed, they

believed as devoutly as they did in their

priest and their saint. Giudetta would

cross herself sometimes when she looked

at the plate as if it were a -pitta. It brings

good fortune, she would always say. She

was over eighty years of age. " I have

lived to bring up 'Faello," she would

say, and think all mercies of Heaven com-

prised in that phrase. 'Faello (Raffaelle)

was her great-grandson, the only male left of

her stock, though a tribe of his little sisters

had clustered round the soup-pot and grown

up with himâ��rosy, vigorous little maidens,

strong as donkeys, and useful indoors and

out, as Tuscan country girls always are from

their infancy.

'Faello was now a youth of eighteen, hand-

some and robust, honest and brave, and the

obedient right hand of his great-grandmother.

Their cottage stood on a wind-swept, hill just

underneath Impruneta; their sole wealth was

two mules and a cart, and their means of liveli-

hood came from carrying to and from the city

the earthen vases and pots for which

Impruneta is famous.

'Fadlo was a, proud, silent boy. serious

and steady, and loved his grandmother, his

young sisters, and his dog Pastore.

Perhaps in his heart he put Pastore first.

Pastore was one of the beautiful, tractile

sheep-dogs of the country, dogs that would

adorn a palace and might lie on a queen's

robes, dogs that are the very bean ideal of

their raceâ��brave, gentle, generous, and full

of grace.

Whatever the season, one of the mules and

'Faello and Pastore went down the long,

stony, steep hill every day together. For it

was only so they could keep the soup-pot full

and the wolf from the door. The wolf was

terribly near sometimes, especially when the

fresh grist-tax came, and the hand of the State
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thought

snatched at the bread

of the poorest poor.

But the wolf never

came quite in. " It

is the blessed marriage

plate," said Giudetta.

" It is the mules and

me," thought 'Faello,

and then was afraid the

thought was wicked,

for he was a rever-

efttial and dutiful lad.

A handsome lad, too,

as Giudetta

proudly, when

she looked

at him in

his clean

saint's - day

shirt with a

flower behind

his ear and

the sun in his

large brown

eyes and on

his gleaming

auburn locks.

Then, one

day, old Giu-

detta died

almost sud-

denly, as the

very old do.

like the low

flame of a

lamp that is

spent. She

was sitting on her settle

by the fire at Cippo

(Christmastide).and fell

back never to rise again.

As 'Faello caught her

and the terrified chil-

dren clustered round

she lifted her trembling

ringer to the wall where

the marriageplatehuns.

" Never move it,"

she muttered; " never

move it. Promise."

" I promise," mur-

mured 'Faello, para-

lyzed with the awe of

that strange look which

he saw on her fare, and

which yet he did not

know was death.

Giudetta nodded

her head, and her

'NEVER MOVE IT,' SHB MUTTBRED; 'NEVER MOVE IT. PROMISE.'
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hands clasped and moved feebly about her

rosary of wooden beads. Then she opened

her eyes with effort and struggled to speak.

" Unless the dear God were to wish it,"

she said. She was afraid to seem to wish

what God did not. And that moment, as

'Facllo kissed her, she died: one of the

innumerable, simple, cleanly, honest, toil-

some lives of pain and love that are swept

away like the dead leaves by the winds in

autumn.

'Faello was eighteen on the morrow. He

had been born on Christ's day. All night

long he sobbed in his rough bed. The next

night the body was borne up the hill to its

grave, the children bearing the torches that

blew about in the chill, windy air and shed

their red gleam on the snow.

On the morrow he rose and harnessed the

mute. The poor have no time for the luxury

of grief. Without the brave old lady's

spirit in his home, 'Faello felt lost.

The little there was he and his sisters

inherited. The cottage they rented, but the

things in it, the cart and the mules, were their

own. Candida and Venia, the two elder

girls, were old enough to keep things as they

had been.

Pastorc loved them all with that infinite

forgiving tenderness of which dogs and a few

women are capable. They were good to him.

He very often, indeed, had not enough to eat,

but then they themselves had not either.

They were very gentle with him, and he lived

in the house as one of them, seeing his brethren

beaten, kicked, starved, chained, and left

out in the bitter snowstorms of the winter

nights. Pastore thought his home was

heaven.

And 'Faello loved him with a great love.

Whenever he had had a holiday in any of the

nine years since Pastore first had come to

him, a round ball of white wool three months

old, Pastore had been his playmate and com-

rade in preference to any other.

And there was a maidenâ��just the last

month or twoâ��who had looked at him as he

passed her, not furtively, as did the others,

but openly, yet sweetly, with clear blue eyes

that made him think of the Madonnas in the

King's galleries down in the city. He had

never spoken to her, or would have thought

of speaking to her. She was the daughter

of one of the master potters whose huge red

amphorae he bore down into Florence, and she

had but lately come from a convent, where

she had been reared and taught delicate

handiworks. She was as far removed from

him as if she had been a noble's daughter;

still he loved to think of herâ��as he thought

of the saints. That was all.

Once she had patted Pastore. 'Faello had

kissed Pastore where her hand had rested, and

then had colouredâ��foolishly.

Now, in this sweet spring weather, when

these sweet blue eyes glanced at him one day

and ever afterwards he saw them in the blue

of the sky above and the blue of the gentians

down by the brook, a sore trouble fell upon

him. One of his mules died, and a little later

the other broke its leg and had to be slain on

the road. It was almost as great a loss to

'Faello as if his own feet had been hewn off ;

without his mules his power of working was

gone. He had no money to buy another.

He had to hire a mule, but the day's hire

almost swallowed up the day's wage. The

soup-pot was almost empty, or only simmered

with a few herbs and a little parsley in the

water. 'Faello himself only ate bread, and

as little of that as he could, that he might not

send Paslore starving to bed.

One dayâ��a saint's day, when he was at

homeâ��a man came by, and, asking for a

draught of drink, said, " I think you have a

curious old plate. May I see it ? "

" Surely," said 'Faello, and pointed at it

on the wall.

The man was about to take it down, but

'Faello stopped him. " You must not do it.

We never touch it."

" Never touch it ? " said the man, not

comprehending, and got leave to light a

lamp-wick and look at it. " It is odd and old.

I will give you five francs for it," he said, as

he blew the light out.

'Faello answered, " It is not to be sold."

" Nonsense ! " said the man. " It is of no

use hanging there. Say ten."

'Faello shook his head. The man slowly

bid twenty, twenty-five, thirty, forty, and so

on, till, in half an hour's time, he reached two

hundred francs. " Two hundred francs ! "

'Faello shivered. It would buy a mule.

But he still shook his head and answered, " It

is not to be sold."

The man flung himself out of the door in a

fury and fume. He was a wicked dealer

from the city, and had recognized the plate

as old Gubbio ware of the finest.

" The wooden-headed young madman ! "

said the dealer, with a curse. " What can he

want with a marriage plate on his wall ?

May an apoplexy take him ! "

But no apoplexy took 'Faello, although he

went down through the dust in the torrid

heats of the summer every day and only lived

on a lump of bread and an onion ; even wine
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"PASTORE JUMPED ON HIM AS THEY WENT FORTH TO THEIR LABOUR."

he could not afford, for the autumn's vintage

had been a bad one.

One day in hot August he rose as usual and

went and got out his cart as the first tinge of

rose blushed in the east above the opposite

mountains. Pastore jumped on him as they

went forth to their labour ; hungry, both of

them, for they never ate till midday, and then

not one-half that either needed. .'Faello went

to the potter's yard and found an unusually

large load awaiting him there. There had

come a great order for flower-pots, large and

small, from a nursery garden down in .the city.

There was also another errand. The foreman

gave him a little packet, sealed. " It is all

notes," he said ; " you are to pay them into

the bank. The master knows you are honest,

so he is not afraid to trust you. Pay them in

as soon as you get to the town and have

delivered the pots."
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'Faello coloured with pleasure. It was

the first kindly word or recognition of his

honesty that Ser Baldassare had ever given

himâ��and the potter was Dea's father.

With a lighter heart than he had known for

days and months, 'Faello cracked his whip

in the air and started off beside his mule,

Pastore running forward as his habit was, a

big, snowy, curly form bounding about in

the soft light of the daybreak. 'Faello felt

happy. It seemed almost like being nearer

Dea to think that her father would trust

him with the money that all Impruneta was

aware that the potter loved better, as some

said, than his very soul itself.

The sun rose in all its glory, and the golden

light of it spread itself over all the vastness

of Valdemo ; the chimes of the Certosa rang

for the fiist mass ; 'Faello fell on his knees in

the dust by a wayside cross, said a prayer,

and rose almost happy.

Pastore. pausing as he prayed, leaped on

him when he rose. 'Faello kissed him.

" It is nothing to be honest," said 'Faello

to his dog ; " but, oh, dear ! Pastore, it

seems such a great thing when people trust

you because you are." Pastore trotted

onward, waving the white plume of his tail,

perhaps thinking that dogs are always honest,

but do not get very much credit or comfort

for it from those they serve.

As the day was fully up they reached the

town, empty, silent, Jfull of long shadows,

with the fragrance as of a garden in it every-

where, from the bunches of carnations and

roses and wallflowers piled at all the street

corners, waiting for the buyers that would

come out a little later.

'Faello and Pastore stopped a moment to

drink a draught of water at the big bronze

trough at the end of the street, and then took

their cartload across the city to the place of

its destination. By the time the vases were

all unloaded it was eleven o'clock ; both dog

and youth felt sore pangs of hunger. " We

will pay the money in and then eat, Pastore,"

said 'Faello, and went leisurely with his

emptied cart back again through the town

to the bank he had been bidden to seek. He

left Pastore on guard as usual at the head of

the mule and entered the glass doors of the

bank. They made him wait some time up on

a second floor, shut up in a dose little room;

they were busy, for it was a market day, and

they kept him nigh three-quarters of an hour

while they wrote out the receipt for the notes

he had brought. 'Faello felt the time very

long ; it was suffocatingly hot in this shut-up

room, hotter than in the streets, and he was

very hungry, and felt sorry for poor Pastore

sitting down on the scorching stones with an

empty stomach in the blazing sun. Still he

was not uneasy ; the cart and mule were

safe, for no one would touch either with

Pastore there on guard.

When at last they told him he might go,

and gave him the receipt for Ser Baldassare,

it was full noon ; and an August noon in the

streets is good neither for man nor beast.

He hurried lightly down the stairs and ran

out, joyous to be free ; but at the threshold

he stopped stupidly and stared up the street,

and down. Pastore was not there ; neither

was the mule nor the cart.

He thought he must be dreaming ; the

hot air made him blind and dizzy. Then he

put his hand to his mouth and shouted the

dog's name again and again and again.

A shoeblack who was dozing near, in a little

niche where some shade was, wakened by

the noise, came and shook him by the arm.

" Do not yell like that, boy ; they will take

you up too. They lassoed your dog half an

hour ago."

" What! " said 'Faello, with a shriek that

seemed to him to rend his very life out with

it.

The shoeblack nodded. " They lassoed

him. You know the lawâ��no dogs loose in

the street. They came up behind him. and

pouf !â��the thing was round his neck and he

throttled and on his back before you could

whistle. They do it always, you know.

Don't look like that. He was alive when they

hauled him in the barrow."

" And the cartâ��the mule ? " stammered

'Faello.

" Oh, somebody walked off with them

once the dog was gone. I saw it all, but it

was no business of mine. Why, how you

look ! "

The voice of 'Faello rang down the empti-

ness of the street in a piteous scream.

" Pastore! Pastore! My dog! my

friend ! my brother ! Oh, the fiends ! "

" Quiet ! " said the shoeblack. " If you

call names they will arrest you. They took

my boy up the other day for wrestling a bit

to save his dog. Don't make a noise, but

run; they won't have killed him yet, most

likely, though he was half strangled as it was,

poor brute ! Run ! "

The man told him where to go, and 'Faello

ran, with bare, trembling feet, on the burning

stones. The loss of his mule and his cart

he had forgotten. He tore through the city

like a madman. It was the intense, dry,

pitiless heat of the August midday, which
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drives all creatures within doors, and the

whole town was as quiet as a graveyard, and

all the shutters were closed as for a death.

The scorching rays beat on his bare neck and

the sweltering pavement blistered his bare

feet, but he took no heed. He only thought

of his lost friend.

When at length he came to the place which

the shoeblack had bidden him seek he looked

like a mad dog himself; his eyes were blood-

shot, his tongue parched, his lips covered

with thin white foam. He beat on the doors

with both hands.

" My dog ! my dog ! I am come for my

dog!"

The doors opened slowly ; an official, angry

and stern, looked out, and asked how he dared

invade their rest like that. A barefooted

boy, dusty and ragged, is never a creature

that commends itself to the law.

" You stole my dogâ��you strangled him ! "

cried 'Faello, beside himself. " They say he

is here. I will see him, or I will kill youâ��

everyone ! Let me in ! let me in ! I am

come for my dog ! "

" Get out, fool, or I will give you to the

guards/' said the Jack-in-office, and kicked

his foot off the sill and shut the doors again.

'Fuello beat on them with all his might.

" Thieves L assassins ! stranglers ! Let

me inâ��let me in ! What right have you to

touch my dog ? He was doing his duty ; he

was guarding my cart. You murder him,

and the cart is stolen. Listen ! listen !

listen ! I love him better than myself. He

hungers with me and plays with me, and we

are brothers. How dare you touch him ?

You lassoed him ! Oh, dear God ! to think

of it! Oh, my dog ! my dog ! Listen ! I

will do any work you like for you if you will

just let me see my dog ! You shall put me

in prison if you will only let me take his place

and will send him home to the children. Will

you ? Will you ? Do you hear ? "

But his cries were only echoed dully back

by the closed door and the dead wallâ��

emblems of the human cowardice and the

human injustice that make a hell of earth

for earth's dumb creatures.

He beat at the wood and the stone, and

wept to it and prayed to it and cursed it, and

then stood dumb and stupid, the sun beating

down on his head.

" What shall I do ? " he muttered. " Oh,

dear St. Rocco, you love dogsâ��help Pastore !

Help him ! help him ! "

Then all grew dark and he fell down, and

the vertical rays beating on him seemed to

dart like fire through his brain.

When he woke again to the light of day he

had been drawn into the shade of an archway

and the shoeblack was bending over him.

" I thought I would follow you. I am

glad I did." said the shoeblack. " Are you

better ? It was the sun. Cover your throat

from the rays. You look stupid "

" The dog ! " muttered 'Faello, between his

dry lips, and staggered up on to his feet.

" You should have come and asked humbly.

They would have let you in then. What is

the use of calling them names ? They are

too strong for us. They are the right side of

the door and we are the wrong. Only that

it is noon and not a guard about they would

have put you in prison for all those words.

Oh. yes ; a blacksmith that 1 know, he is in

for three weeks because he helped a fine black

dog to slip out of the lasso. He had never

set eyes on the beast before, but he felt sorry.

Oh, yes ; these are fine times : this is the

freedom, you know, we old fellows fought

for. Lord ! the fools we were to fire a shot !

Every bullet then brings us a tax now. Fine

times ! Wait a bit, you, here; keep in the

shade ; you look blind still, boy. I know

your dog. I will go see if he be alive there."

'Faello leaned his back against the archway

and waited ; his brain seemed all on fire and

spinning like a woman's wheel. If he had

been shown then the men who had taken his

dog he would have leapt on them and killed

them. Petty laws breed great crimes. Few

rulers remember that.

After moments that seemed to him years

the shoeblack returned.

" He is alive," he said, quickly, " but he

looks bad and they have muzzled him. They

think him dangerous. They will kill him at

night if he be not bought backâ��poor brute ! "

'Faello moaned aloud.

."They want five-and-Uventy francs for

contravention, and five-and-twenty more

because he bit them before the rope was quite

tight. You will not get him back for less."

" And I have not fifty centimes upon

earth !" 'Faello's head fell on his chest

and he sobbed bitterly.

The shoeblack shrugged his shoulders and

stood silent. " It is freedom," he said at

last. " It is what we fought for, we wise-

acres ! "

'Faello did not hear him. Every muscle

and nerve of his body quivered.

His dog would die for want of fifty francs !

" Can't you get the money, since you take

it so to heart ? " said the shoeblack. Then

he lowered his voice and added : " They

want to kill him. That is. he's a fine big dog.
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A surgeon has had his eye on him some time ;

the surgeon means to get him, to cut him up

alive, or burn him to death after gouging

out his eyes. They think to find God in that

wayâ��these gentlemen."

'Faello gave one shrill, weak cry, like a

wounded hare's ; then, fleet as the hare, he

wrenched himself out of the man's grasp and

tore once more across the wide, white waste

of the sun-parched streets and squares.

The strength of lions seemed to have flowed

back into his veins. " The devils ! oh, the

devils ! " he moaned as he flew.

He had no clear-shaped thought of what

to do, but he said to himself that he would

have the fifty francs that day if he seized the

silver off a church altar or dashed his hand

through a goldsmith's window. He would

try all honest ways-first, but if they failedâ��

he would go to the galleys himself sooner than

let Pastore go to the torture.

Suddenly a hope flashed across him.

Would Ser Baldassare lend it ? He had not

touched bit or drop since the previous night,

his clothes were wet with sweat as with water,

he saw the blinding dust of the road through

dizzy eye~, the nerves of his temples were

beating like sledge-hammers, but he held on

straight along the way he knew so well that

he could have traversed it blindfold, with

that strength of desperation which sustains

the panting Stan; and the jaded fox as they

race before the hunters.

How he returned he never could tell; he

ran and walked, ran and walked alternately,

as a sleep-walker might in a droam ; but, go

as fast as he would, it was four by the clock

when he reached Impruneta and staggered

into the yard of the master potter.

Could he see Ser Baldassare ?

He had never in all his life asked such a

thing before.

" He has lost the money," thought the

foreman, and ran and called Ser Baldassare

as he never would have done for any other

woe.

" You scoundrel ! you have lost the money !

To the Pretura you shall go ! " cried the

potter, rushing out with a face of purple.

'Faello put his hand in his belt and pulled

out the banker's receipt. The potter snatched

at it suspiciously, read, and, satisfied,

grumbled angrily: " Why had he been

frightened all for nothing ? "

'Faello, with a few gasped words, told his

tale, the great tears rolling down his cheeks

and stifling his voice, and ended with a piteous

prayer to be lent the fifty francs.

" Oh, dear master," he moaned, as he sank

en his knees in the dust, " if it were anything

for myself I would not dare to pray for it.

But it is for Pastoreâ��the innocent soul, the

dear, tender, honest, loyal thing that loves

me as my sisters never can. Oh. dear master,

Pastore is nine years old. All these years he

has guarded your vases in the town, summer

and winter, waiting for me, and will you let

him be tortured to death when you can save

him ? Oh, master, master ! I will work

every night, every feast day, every holiday,

till 1 have made the money up to you. The

saints will not be angry ; they will know very

well why I do it. Oh, hear me. prayâ��lend

me the money and I will slave for you. do the

mule's work as well as my ownâ��anything,

anything, anything ! They will torture him

to-night if you do not ! "

He paused suddenly, his great eyes, swim-

ming and agonized, fastened on the face of

his employer, hanging breathless on the

answer of the mute lips as for his own sen-

tence of life or death.

Ser Baldassare pursed his mouth and was

silent. Then he smiled a little.

" There are plenty of dogs ; you can get

another. No ; I cannot give a lad like you

such a sum."

'Faello, without a word, rose to his feet,

staggered a little, and went out of the yard.

" A likely story ! " said the foreman, with

a sneer. " The boy has been drinking in

Florence."

'Faello, staggering still, went out of the

gates into the road. The heat had lessened

somewhat with the passing of noon, but hot,

sickly vapours were in the air ; the cloudless

sky was of a pallid, unnatural hue ; not a

leaf moved or a bird sang in the parched

trees ; there was only the noisy, monotonous

hum of the tree-crickets that never ceased,

and was like the din of machine wheels.

'Faello stood still and looked up with his

smarting, bloodshot eyes at the pale heavens.

He was a pious, tender, God-fearing lad, but

as he stood there he doubted God. He

might have done some desperate thing, for

the Law, perhaps, makes more criminals than

it cures, but at that moment a hand touched

his, and, starting and looking down, he saw

Dea.

" I have only five francs, but pray take

these," she murmured, as she slid the money

towards his fingers. " Tell meâ��could you

not sell that plate they call a marriage plate ? "

'Faello drew a shuddering sigh. So deep

was his misery, so utterly was his heart with

his imprisoned and martyred dumb friend,

that the presence and touch even of Dea
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could produce no animation in him. He was

in the absolute abstraction of an overwhelm-

ing grief.

" The marriage plate ! " he echoed. " But

I promisedâ��I promised."

" But she said ' unless God were to wish

it.' Your sisters told me so. God would

wish it. now," murmured the girl; then,

aright. He dropped down a moment on a

wayside stone and covered his face and tried

to think.

Yesâ��surely God would wish it ! Surely

God would desire him to save the life of an

honest, innocent, loving creature from the

most fiendish torments of man rather than

desire him to keep the mere empty form of a.

'IN ANOTHER MOMENT, WEEPING AND LAUGHING, HE HELD 1'ASTOKK AGAINST HIS BREAST.

hearing a step, fled away back to her father's

house.

'Faello stood alone, her little five-franc

note curled in the palm of his hand.

" God would wish it now ! "

He muttered the words to himself again

and again. Oh, if he could but be sure !

He tried to think and see whether this were

but a temptation assailing him, or whether

the voice of Dea had been as the voice of

Heaven.

He prayed in dumb, inarticulate fashion,

as Pastore himself might have prayed, to

have light shed on him to see his path

soulless promise! Surely the dead A-ould

wish it, too !

She saw him nowâ��that 'Faello believed

as he believed that the sun shone upon him.

She would not be angered ; she would not

think it disobedience ; she had said " unless

God were to wish it." And God must wish

it now ; God, who had made Pastore, and

must have some little love for him. some little

heed.

'Faello rose to his feet. His face was white

as the dust beneath him, but his resolve was

taken.

" I shall do right; God must wish it," he
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said in his heart, and f;lt in a dull, vague way

that if God did not, His service had little

worth in it and little truth.

Then he went straight to his home, seized

the marriage plate from the place where it

had hung for a century, and carried it with

him into the open air. At any other time a

terrible fear would have haunted him touch-

ing that sacred thing, but now all his mind

and heart and soul were with the doomed

dog ; he had room for no other remembrance.

Yet, as he passed the threshold, he uncovered

his head and crossed himself.

" Nonna miaâ��you are not angry, nor God

either ? The saints send me that I be in

time ! "

How he reached Florence he never knew.

Showing the plate to a man who had a fleet

horse, he was taken in as fast as the wind

would have blown, but he had no conscious-

ness of what he did or how he went.

He made his way straight to the dealer and

laid the marriage plate down before him.

" Here it is," he muttered ; " give me your

hundred francs."

" Is the boy honest ? " murmured the

person who all the while held the plate.

" Quite. The plate is his own."

The other drew out a hundred francs in

gold and looked curiously at 'Faello. 'Faello

snatched them and flew as a swallow flies,

straight through the town to the dog prison.

Again he beat on the doors and shouted aloud,

but this time the door unclosed and let him

enter, for this time he cried, " Let me in ! I

bring the money ! " It is the " Open Sesame "

of the world.

In another moment, weeping and laughing,

he held Pastore against his breast and bathed

with his happy tears the dog's wounds.

'Faello was carried home by the shoeblack.

He lay insensible, and Pastore lay on the

straw of the cart at his feet, and on the pallet

of his bed at night.

It was many weeks before he was well again.

The sun had stricken him.

When he could rise at last the great heat

had passed ; the earth was moist and green,

the \voods rejoiced, and the vines were heavy

with purpling grapes. He stood at his door

"TWO YKAKS LATER HB MARKlliU DKAâ��

A person standing near stretched out his

hand and took the plate before the dealer

could.

" I will have it; but it is worth much

more, surely. Wait awhile "

" Not a moment! The hundred francs ! "

and held the dog's head against him and

thought how lovely life was.

" We shall have to work very hard, Pastore,"

he murmured. " The cart is stolen ; there's

the stolen mule, too, to pay for ; the medicine

will have cost a great deal, and the children
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must owe to the baker. Never mind. We

are together. I am young, and it will soon

be all right again. Oh, my dogâ��my dear

dog ! "

And then, with a sudden blush, he thought

of Deaâ��Dea, whose little five-franc note he

had unconsciously kept clasped in his hand

all the while, so that it had come home with

him and throughout his illness could not any

way be loosened out of his grasp.

At that moment there approached him the

stranger who had bought his marriage plate.

The stranger greeted him with courtesy and

gentleness, and had brought the plate back

with him.

" You sold this for a necessity ? "

" Yes."

" Have you any idea of its value ? "

" I thought it of none."

The stranger smiled, and, turning the back

of the plate, showed him four letters, placed

thus :â��

V

0 F

F

and a date : 1538.

" It is the work of Orazio Fontana, of Castel

Durante," he said. " The name tells you

nothing ? Well, he was a great man, the

greatest of all the pottery painters of Urbino

in a long-past time. The plate is worth

fifteen hundred francs. I am not a dealer.

I bring you the sum that is just. For the

rest, I have heard your story. I am a

foreigner, but I am very attached to your

country, and I have estates close by here. I

will find you a good post ; you will live on

them, and Pastore shall have no need to risk

his life in the city."

'Faello listened, stupefied. Misfortunes he

could understand, but this

When the truth in all its ecstasy broke in

at last on him his face shone like the light of

the morning.

" God did wish it ! " he cried aloud.

Two years later he married Dea, and

Pastore headed the wedding procession.

AND PASTORE HEADED THE WEDDING PROCESSION
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By EDWARD PRICE BELL.

Illustrated by Steven Spurrier.

UNCH hour in the roundhouse.

Hammers and files and

lathes were still.

All over the vast building,

with its tenanted locomotive

stalls radiating from a turn-

table like gigantic spokes, the

workers were munching their thick ham-

sandwiches and hard-boiled eggs. Seated

singly or in groupsâ��in smudgy overalls, bare-

headed, elbows on their knees, mostly silentâ��

they ate reflectively.

Under their feet were black, oily floors;

above their heads an unbroken gloom of

settled locomotive smoke. So begrimed were

the windows that only a subdued light

entered from the sunlit world without.

Here and there stood copper oil-cans, tins of

axle-grease, greasy benches. On the surface

of the water in the pits under the engines

appeared filmy, greenish layers of diffused

oil. The floor was littered with greasy waste.

From afar sounded the puff and bump and

screech of switching operations in the yards.

In that segment of the circle devoted to

passenger engines there was a window of a

different sortâ��wide, lofty, spotless. Through

it broke a flood of light, vividly relieving a

huge passenger locomotive with " No. 6 " on

its brass number-plates. Long, lean, and

towering was this monster, stripped to split

and cheat the wind. Pilot, head-lamp,

smoke-stack, steam-dome, safety-valves, cab,

the great double driving-wheels, every bar

and rod, every bit of brass, was polished until

it shoneâ��such grooming as skilled valets

might give to a fastidious monarch.

At a little distance from this locomotive

there was a solitary manâ��silent, busy, with

fine fair hair, blue eyes, a fresh complexion,

and the face and manner of a bov. It was a

raw-boned figure, the body long, the chest

deep, the hands bigâ��a lumbering conforma-

tion, with the atmosphere of the country

heavy about it. Before the man, stretched

on rude frames, were two canvases, each sup-

ported on a step-ladder. One, apparently

quite finished, was a picture in oils of" No. 6."

The other, just growing into form and expres-

sion under the brush of the artist, was like-

wise a painting of the great locomotive : but,

whereas the former represented the engine

as it stood motionless in the roundhouse, the

latter showed it speeding through a grey

night, with a hill-and-valley landscape, trees,

andâ��round a gentle curve aheadâ��an old-

fashioned covered wooden bridge spanning

a river.

Suddenly, at the sound of a deep breath,

the flaxen-haired artist, who had been sunk

in his mysteries of light and shade, of tone

and colour, turned abruptly. Near at hand,

gazing at the twin canvases, stood a bulky

man, with a heavy, bearded face and broad,

furrowed brow. His hat was in his hand, and

he had been mopping his massive counte-

nance with a dotted silk handkerchief. His

hair was a dense, unparted mat of neutral-

hued curls. His eyes, blue as those of the

painter, looked strangely bright and beautiful

in their narrowing boundaries of wrinkles

and bushy brows.

" I call that great work ! " averred he.

The artist was speechless. In the first

place, he had been not a little startled, and. in

the second place, he well knew, andâ��like tens

of thousands of his fellowsâ��stood in unreason-

ing awe of this bulky man with the curly hair

and the blue eyes and the powerful face.

Kerlew Crawford was the man's name:

" Curly " Crawford, or, more often, " Old

Curly," was what his army of employe's was
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wont to call him â�� when he was not in

evidence.

" Old Curly " was no less a person than the

president, of the road. He had risen from

the duties of an engine-wiper. A homespun

genius who never had lost his primitive

quality, of all the officials of the company he

was the most masterly, the most tireless, and

the most ubiquitous. From end to end of

the system there was scarcely a man who did

not know him by sight, and thousands of

them had felt the pressure of his capacious

hand.

" How do you happen to be here ? " asked

" Old Curly."

" I'm here every day that my engine's in

the roundhouse," replied the blond painter.

" Your engine ? You're an employe of

the company ? "

" Yes, sir; I'm the fireman on No. 6."

" Old Curly's " wrinkles and brows con-

tracted until his eyes were barely visible.

" Then you're only an amateur painter ? "

" BEFORE THE MAN, STRETCHED ON RUDE FRAMES, WERE TWO CANVASES.
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" That's all, sir."

" What's your name ? "

" Byersâ��button Byers."

" Byers ? I knew a man named Byers.

He died under his engine at the collision of

Cedar Curve."

" He was my father, sir."

" No ! " cried " Old Curly," gutturally,

staring at the young man, his face grave and

retrospective. " Yes," assented he, finally,

" you look like Byersâ��the best engine-man

we ever had in the service. If I had studied

your face a little I should have known you.

I shall never forget your father's strong,

humorous mouth. Poor fellow ! He could

have jumped if he had chosen toâ��like the

fireman."

" Old Curly's" eyes went back to

the unfinished likeness of the loco-

motive.

" Not lines/' commented he, " but life.

Observe that smoke breaking back hori-

zontally from her truncated stack. Note

those flying wheels and that angry furnace-

flare streaming into the dark. One can feel

her breathe, see her oscillate, hear her drivers

thundering on the road ! Do you know,

boy "â��turning to the painterâ��" / had a

son, and he was an artist, too. He died last

year of pneumonia, going so quickly that,

though I came by non-stop special from the

other end of the line, he was dead when I got

home. My boy could draw wonderfully;

but I do not think he ever would have been

able to paint as you paint. Where do you

come from ? "

" I was born in the hills behind Ball's

Bridge."

" Indeed ! Is your mother living ? "

" Yes, sir."

. " Do you live with her ? "

" Oh, yesâ��when at home."

" Where ? "

" Of course you know the big grey flour-

mill at Ball's Bridge ? "

" Certainly."

" Perhaps you recall a small green frame-

house on the rise across the river from the

bridge ? "

" I doâ��distinctly."

" Mother and I live there."

" Dear me ! " muttered " Old Curly,"

reflectively. " Over and over again I've

hunted in those woods, and fished and boated

and swum in those waters. Scores of times

I've passed within a stone's-throw of your

door. One night, on a fishing jaunt, I slept

in the grey mill. I doubt if there's a lovelier

spot on earth than that at Ball's Bridge.

Tell me, boy ; have you ever attended a

school of art ? "

" No, sir."

" Have you ever thought of doing so ? "

" Oh, yesâ��many timesâ��but "

The whistle blew, the clatter of the round-

house was resumed, and Button Byers started

rapidly to put away his brushes and paints.

Someone appeared with an urgent call for

the president, and, when the artist-fireman

lifted his eyes, he saw " Old Curly " hastening

away through the maze of shining loco-

motives and grease-smudged men.

Night had fallen at Ball's Bridgeâ��night,

after a rare and happy day to Jennie Byers,

mother of Dutton Byers, artist-fireman.

From her weekly trip to market with her

butter and eggs she had returned with enough

money to bring her ten-years' savings up to a

point fixed long before. Silver coin, as little

by little she had earned it, she had changed

into bank-notes, to be carefully laid away

between the lids of her big Bible. For Mrs.

Byers, trim and modern though she looked,

was an old-fashioned womanâ��a \voman who

deemed the holy Bible a perfectly safe

depository for the fruits of honest toil.

With a sir"iularly deep and sweet smile,

Mrs. Byers Ciused the huge book, restored it

to its high shelf in a corner of the room, and

returned to her lamp-lit centre table.

" Now," mused she, " for the great sur-

prise. I'll tell Dutton when he comes home

to-morrow."

Life tinted her cheeks as it had not tinted

them for many a month before. Her figure,

plainly garbed, was very slender, her face

firm and delicate, her eyes a darker, finer

blue than those of her boy. Individuality,

thought, faith, work, self-denial, the critical

and judicial temperament, a nature deeply

tinged with pride, the power of swift resent-

ment, yetâ��for that which was pure, beautiful,

just-â��the power of an infinite responseâ��all

these seemed eloquently to speak in this

widowed mother of a gifted son.

Ten years' savings ! .

At long last her boy should quit the rail-

way. What grief, what fear, had beset her

heart when he took up that calling !

" Sooner or later, Dutton," she had declared,

" everybody who works on the railway is

killed or crippled."

" Oh, no, mother ; only an occasional man.

Our tiny tract of clay here won't support us.

You've done much more than enough for me.

I must go to work. I'll keep on with my

painting; possibly some day my pictures
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will sell. Then I'll come back and spend the

happy years with youâ��you to whom I owe

everything, you who always seem more to me

than my very soul. Mark you, mother !

My mind's made up that you and I, while life

lasts, shall keep intact the golden link of our

comradeship at Ball's Bridge."

Now her boy should quit the road ! Now,

meagre though the total of her savings, her

boy should have his chance !

Peering up through the dim light towards

the mantelpiece, Mrs. Byers noted that the

hour-hand of her little rosewood clock was

nearing ten. Ten o'clock, or just about ten,

was when Button's train, night after night,

shot like a meteor through Ball's Bridge.

Button always greeted his mother as he

passed, inheriting the custom from his father.

In bygone days, not only a slender, anxious

woman, but a wonder-thrilled little boy,

watched for the passing of the train. As the

locomotive neared Ball's Bridge the furnace

door would be flung wide, the red glare would

beat for a moment in a grizzled, smiling face,

and a brawny hand would signal across the

dark. The grizzled face had disappeared

from the red glare now, making way for a

ruddy young visage under a crown of flaxen

hair. But Mrs. Byers did not see the young

face only ; behind itâ��more vividly, she often

thought, than of yoreâ��she nightly saw the

grizzled face, too.

Turning down the lamp, Mrs. Byers crossed

the room to the open door, stepped out, and

stood bare-headed and without a wrap in the

soft breath of the summer night. At the top

of the knoll, close by, stood a thick-trunkcd

beech. The lonely woman took her stand

beside it. The grass beneath her feet was

dry and crisp. The leaves of the big beech,

and of all the trees about, had been curled

and browned by the sun. Below lay the river,

widened and deepened into a great mill-pond,

its bottom a majestic concavity of stars.

Spanning the light and shadow-glorified

water, sombre and romantic, stretched Ball's

Bridge, a sturdy and picturesque survival of

the ante-steel age. On the other side of it,

vague and tall, loomed the grey mill, its giant

water-wheel idle, its falls making sonorous

music in the stillness of the night.

Ineffably sweet was it all to Jennie Byers.

The grass, the leaves, the ripples and star-

glints in the river, the melodious tumult of

the falls, brought the happiest years of her

life rushing back on her. Here she had loved

a stout-hearted man. Here she had found

the artist in her boy. Again the lusty lad

was sitting by her side, pondering the sky

and the water, following the flight of birds,

repeatedly catching for her.aspects of beauty

she had not discerned.

What a strange, wild boy altogether !

Tiring of watching and talking, he would

spring into the woods, bound about like a

frightened roebuck, and finally come back,

laughing and glowing, with broken twigs in

his hair and deep scratches on his face.

Then, throwing off his clothes and mounting

the pier, he would flash with a clean-cut " zip "

into the deep water. The mother's heart

would leap into her mouth ; but, gradually,

as the boy floated and swam, on his breast,

on his back, turning and diving and treading,

she would lose her dread in sheer delight at

the spirit and splendour of his athletics.

On a sudden Mrs. Byers was startled out of

her reverie by the thought that it must be

considerably past ten.

What had happened to Button's train ?

" Nothing," she told herself. " It has

been late before."

Quietly observing the dim figure of the

mill, with the spray of the tuneful falls about

its base, Mrs. Byers slowly had her attention

fixed by an odd, flickering light. At first it

showed for barely an instant; she took

it to be the gleam of a fire-fly. But, coming

again, it grew brighter, and was less unstable.

The area of illumination increased. Wer^.

workers within assembling with lanterns ?

The dark mass of the building became broken

by luminous squares. Across the water,

running straight to Jennie Byers's eye,

wavered a band of red-shot light. Through

the windows burst on the view the rough

inner timbers of the mill. The spray from

the falls, mounting and spreading, glistened

like a jewelled vestment. Two distinct roars

nowâ��that of the falling water, and that of

some new, fierce force, gathering scope and

power like a rising tempest.

Wildly, numbly, Mrs. Byers stared about

her.

Everything had taken on a weird and

beautiful aspect. Trees, hills, water, the

very airâ��ruby !

For a brief space, on that lonely hill-top,

dead silence.

Then a choking sob, a heart-stricken cry,

and among the roots of the big beech lay a

motionless figure.

Button Byers had stoked the spacious

furnace of " No. 6," banged shut the thick

steel door, and was standing in the middle of

the cab, shovel in hand.

Seriously delayed by a freight-wreck, the
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night express was whipping the

maximum time - schedule to a

sorry tatter.

Glide and hiss and blaze. " No.

6 " pierced the tunnels and black

ravines like a shooting star.

" Dutton ! " suddenly shouted

the driver, without removing his

eyes from the track. " Do you

notice an unusual flare above the

trees beyond the curve ? "

Looking intently for a moment,

Dutton turned, dropped his shovel,

and sprang on the high-heaped

coal in the tender. Well above

the top of the cab, standing firm

lest the wind shrieking over the

locomotive hurl him into space,

the young man shaded his eyes

with both hands and studied the

phenomenon with knitted brows.

" Blessed if I know what to

make of it," said he, jumping

back to the driver's side.

" Looks like the glow of a city,"

suggested the driver.

" Yes ; but it can't be. We're

only nearing Ball's Bridge."

Less than a minute later " No.

6" rounded the curve and set

herself on the straight flight to

the river. Simultaneously, with a kind of

cataleptic movement, the driver's hands fell

heavily on his levers. Bump and lurch and

shriek ! The locomotive gave the sensation

of resistlessly toppling forward. The train

seemed to be doubling up on itself. Ear-

splitting noises burst from sliding wheels and

crashing bumpers. Beams and panels sounded

as if they were parting and shivering. Coal

streamed from the tender-top in a galling

fusillade. Dust, sweeping up from the right

of way, poured into the engine-cab. So

thick became the airâ��thick with earth-dust

and coal-dustâ��that the two men peered

through it painfully, like distressed wanderers

in a mountain blizzard. Lurid streaks cleft

the dusk. Was it an earthquake, a volcano ?

Only a flash of time was required to reveal,

beyond the possibility of illusion, that Ball's

Bridge, from end to end, was a leaping length

of flame !

Dutton Byers sprang to his window.

Leaning far out, he beheld, not only the

blazing bridge, but, off to the right, sketched

in fire, the crumbling frame of the mill, with

blackened grass-spaces between, dotted with

glowing tufts of turf,

" Jump ! " shoutecj the driver.

The spectacle seemed to weave about the

young man an unbreakable spell.

" Jump ! " came that deep cry again.

Not a muscle moved. The older man

stared at his companion in a puzzled, pitying

way.

" Dutton, aren't you going to jump ? "

Not a word, not a sign.

The driver leapt forward, seized the fireman

by the shoulders, and strove to drag him from

his place. The long, stalwart body was

immovable.

" Dutton "â��the driver's voice broke into

an agonized trebleâ��" we've done everything

humanly possible. Jump ! "

Mayhap a voice was speaking to the young

man out of a compelling moment in the past.

Mayhap, in this crisis of his destiny, his

intellect, his will, was firm-held by a memory-

replica of that other crisis at Cedar Curve,

when another man from Ball's Bridge had

not known how to quit his post. At all

events, fast there in his straitened window,

for him there appeared to be nothing in the

great world but those gleaming parallels.

He was clinging to the.m as a storm-smitten

mariner clings to his courseâ��as foresight

and faith, deep-based in character, cling to
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'NO. 6' SHOT INTO THE FItRV CAVITY OF BALI.'s BKIDGK!'

eternal principles in scorn of temporal

vicissitudes and menace.

"Jump!"

It was the driver's last desperate appeal.

An outward-flashing shadow, and he was

gone. Then, and not until then, did Dutton

Byers move. With a profound shock it came

home to him that he was aloneâ��that every-

thing hung on him. The sense of responsi-

bility made him dizzy. The thought of that

long string of carriages laden with human life

was like a crushing weight. For a second he

gripped his head despairingly between both

hands. Then he struck out savagely, as one

beating off phantom adversaries. The effort

seemed to steady his faculties. His eyes.lost

their pained hazeâ��became lit by definite

purpose. Scarcely more swiftly works the

electric spark than worked Dutton Byers

when he had conquered that sharp onset of

weakness and despair. One leap, and he was

across the cab and had seized the driver's

levers. The air-brakes let go, the throttle

swung wide, and with a mighty roar " No. 6 "

shot into the fiery cavity of Ball's Bridge !

The gambler's chance ?

Not this to Dutton Byers ; mere obedience

to that fundamental of his nature which

could accept defeat only after the last con-

â�¢fceivable blow were dealt in vain for victory.

Huddling close in his seat, eyes and lips

hard-shut, hands tight on the levers, unflinch-

ingly he awaited the issue. Flames rushed

against the glass before and beside him.

Lambent fire, curling in as the cab sped past,

singed his eyebrows and hair, cracked his

hands and Face, ignited his mechanic's jacket.

Everything seemed to reel and sway. Dutton's

fancy rang with the crash of timbers. Partly

opening his eyes, he saw telegraph wires

writhing, falling, and breaking to pieces before

the flying smoke-stack. The beech-tops

on the bluff were incandescent towers. Fire-

brands, dropping and hissing, sent shafts of

water hurtling into the air. Blue and black

smoke rose in a dense fog, blinding the eyes,

stinging the nostrils and throat, oppressing

the lungs. Surely an hour, an age, was

passing ! Why not, in mercy, the great

plunge ?

And then came the great plungeâ��not into

the water, but into a wonderful world of rela-

tive stillness and coolness. The awful din

fled away with the suddenness of shadows
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surprised by the sun. The fire was no longer

rushing against the glass, no longer curling

into the cab, no longer searching out Button

Byers's ultimate powers of endurance. The

young man, rising from his levers, glanced

exclaimed " Old Curly," bringing all the

expressive kindliness of his face to bear on

the pinched features of Jennie Byers. " I'll

stay only a minute or so. Just called to see

youâ��you and that fair-haired boy of yours

"BLUE AND BLACK SMOKE ROSE IN A DENSE FOG, BLINDING THE EYES."

quickly from side to side. On the left echoed

the sombrous woods. On the right slept the

starlit valley. Button Byers looked back.

He blinked his burning eyes and looked again.

Then he put the brakes hard on.

Every carriage had cleared the fire.

The train was safe !

Sunshine on the trees and flowers.

" So delighted to see you're going on well ! "

who staggered the world at Ball's Bridge.

By the way, did you hear of the Button Byers

Fund ? It's mounting into thousands ; looks

like it would never stop going up. And,

whatever it comes to, I intend to double it.

My artist boy, you may know, Mrs. Byers,

died. Great and peculiar will be my joy in

doing what I can to help your artist boy to

the top of his profession. No ! Bon't thank

me. Bon't say a word ! And don't cry ! "



LEGAL WIT.

By MEMBERS OF THE BENCH AND BAR.

Illustrated by Geo. Morrow.

HERE are those who contend

that we have no legal wits of

to-day; who sigh for the

days when the Bench and

Bar were enlivened by the

merry quips of Sir Frank

Lockwood, Montagu

Williams's sly jests, and the more ponderous

humour of Serjeant Ballantine. Even Mr.

Justice Darling," the sprightly Ariel of King's

Bench," as he has been termed, whose levity,

it has been whispered, does not always com-

mend itself to his brother judgesâ��not to

mention a certain section of the public who

consider that mirth and the law should be as

far as the poles apartâ��has actually stated in

his delightful book, " Scintillse Juris " :â��

" It is a common error to suppose that our

law has no sense of humour, because, for the

most part, the judges who expound it have

none."

" For the most part" ! If Mr. Justice

Darling includes

himself in the in-

dictment he must

assuredly suffer

severely from the

bump of uncon-

scious humour,

an affliction borne

with much resig-

nation by the

irrepressible Mr.

P1 o w d e n, who

plaintively says,

in his autobio-

graphy, " Grain

or Chaff ? " :â��

" Often I have

sat on the Bench

suffering from a

violent headache

or an attack of

neuralgia, in a

most melancholy

frame of mind.

and have been

amazed, when I

opened my news-

paper the follow-

" IF YOU REALLY WISH TO BB COMPLETELY IDLE, PKOBARI.Y

FOR THE REST OF ^Ol'R NATURAL L1FR, YOU HAD BKTIER

BB A BARRISTER."

ing morning, to find some of^my remarks

headed, ' More Funny Plowdenisms.' "

Referring again fora moment to Mr. Justice

Darling, it is interesting to note that he entered

upon his profession as light-heartedly as he

has continued to follow it.

" When I was young," he says, " I was very

idle, and my guardian asked me what I was

going to do to earn my living. I think he

gave me the selection of several unpleasant

waysâ��all ways seemed unpleasant. I knew

nothing about them, and so I said : ' Oh,

very well, I'll be a solicitor'; and I began

to be a solicitor, but it appeared to me after

a short time that I might not be so idle as I

wished. I made the acquaintance of a few

other people, who said to me, ' If you really

wish to be completely idle, probably for the

rest of your natural life, you had better be a

barrister.' And so I became one, and I can

assure you that for several yearsâ��indeed, for

many yearsâ��I realized the height of my

ambition."

This item from

Mr. Justice Dar-

ling's remini-

scences recalls a

story told by Lord

Loreburn c o n-

cerning his choice

of a career.

" When I was

leaving Oxford,"

says his lordship,

" Jowett, who was

then Master of

Balliol, politely

asked what path

I had decided to

follow. ' I think

of going to the

Bar,' I replied.

' You will do no

good at the Barâ��

good morning,'

was the discon-

certing reply.

Years later I

visited Oxford,

met Jowett, and
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"YOU WILL DO NO r.oon AT THE BARâ��GOOD

MORNING."

had a long ^hat. No reference was made to

the unfortunate prophecy until we were part-

ing. Then, as if an afterthought had occurred

to him, the famous master said, ' By the way,

Mr. Reid, I told you you would

do no good at the Bar. I beg

your pardonâ��good morning.' "

By the way, it was Sir Rufus

Isaacs who once gave the follow-

ing as the royal road to the

Woolsack:â��

" There are but three things

essential to success at the Bar.

The first is high animal spirits ;

the second is high animal spirits ;

and the third is high animal

spirits. If, in addition, a young

man will take the trouble to read

a little law, I do not think that

it will impede his profession."

Here is a story Lord Coleridge

is rather fond of telling against

himself. He was addressing a

large audience of 'Varsity men at

Oxford, when he used the phrase,

" We must remember not merely

the beauty of the individual col-

leges, but the beauty of Oxford

as a whole. And what a whole it

is ! " " Hear, hear ! " yelled the

'Varsity men. " Yes ; what a hole ! " they

groaned. " What a beastly hole ! " Then it

dawned upon Lord Coleridge that this was a

thing he might have expressed otherwise.

And it is only a short time ago that Lord

Alverstone, speaking of the portrait of him-

self painted by the Hon. John Collier,

remarked that the pleasure of being painted

by such a distinguished artist was not without

its alloy.

" The other day," he continued, " a friend

of mine, looking at this portrait, said : ' Do

you think you would like to be as wise as

Collier has made you look ? ' 'I should,' I

replied. ' Well, you can't,' said the friend."

Here is another story which Lord Alver-

stone tells against himself with immense

gusto. When he was only Richard Webster

he was acting, on one occasion, as junior to

Sir Douglas Straight, the late editor of the

Pall Mall Gazette. The defendant, for whom

they appeared, was a very irascible old gentle-

man. Sir Douglas Straight was called away

during a portion of the proceedings, and the

conduct of the case was consequently left

for a time in the hands of his junior. The

next morning a note arrived from their client

saying, " For Heaven's sake let us have no

more of Webster's melancholy performances."

Another of his stories concerns a little loan

which he once made to a needy friend. He

lent the latter a sovereign, and then bet

another friend that he would one day get his

DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE AS WISE AS COLLIER

HAS MADE YOU LOOK?"
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money back. The second friend was very

doubtful, however, and took the bet with

alacrity. Some time afterwards Lord Alver-

stone met the latter gentleman, who sarcasti-

cally inquired : " Well, have you received the

money from poor R yet ? " " No,"

replied his lordship ; " and I shall not press

him, for I have received a letter from him

which is worth the money." The letter read

as follows: " As the date has arrived when the

Â£i has to be repaid, please find a postal order

for that amount, for I'm hanged if I can.â��

Yours," etc.

One of the wits of the Bench is undoubtedly

Judge Rentoul, who takes such a pessimistic

view of the legal profession that he has placed

the average earnings of barristers at the

English Bar at the low figure of two pounds

three shillings per week. And yet barristers

are held in higher esteem than M.P.'s, if one

may judge from this story, which Judge

Rentoul tells of an occasion when he was

presented with an address

setting forth his services

to local government.

" I noticed," he says,

" that in the address ' M.P.'

appeared in very small let-

ters, while underneath, in

very large letters, were the

words, ' barrister - at - law.'

When I pointed this out to

the artist the latter replied:

' I know what I'm about.

I did that purposely. Any

duffer can be a member of

Parliament, biu it requires

a very clever man to become a barrister.' "

It is Judge Rentoul, too, who tells the

story, apropos of the peculiar acoustic

properties of the new Old Bailey, that when,

on one occasion, he sentenced a prisoner to

six months' hard labour, the echo of his words

came from the back of the court so distinctly

that the prisoner turned to the warder â�¢Â»! his

side and said, anxiously, " Are these yere

two sentences to run concurrently ? "

Judge Avory has been accused of never

making a joke. This, however, is scarcely

correct, for on one occasion the counsel

opposed to him in a certain case quoted a

text from the book of Job to emphasize a

point.

" I do not think that such evidence is

admissible," said Mr. Avory, gravely," seeing

that you cannot put Job in the witness-box."

How the worthy judge came to throw over

politics is thus related in his own words. " I

defended," he "said, " a large number of

strikersâ��at Maidstone, I think it wasâ��who

had fallen foul of the law, and they all got off.

Within three days of the verdict I was invited

to stand as the Radical candidate for that

part.

" A few months later I prosecuted a number

of Socialists and extreme Radicals who had

created a disturbance in the vestry hall in the

same district. The men were convicted, and

within a few days I was invited to stand as

the Conservative candidate.

"I considered the two offers, and decided

to refuse to have anything more to do with

politics."

And the Bench still chuckles when it

recalls the story of the witness who proved

too good for Judge Avory. " Let me see,"

he said to a witness for the other side, " you

have been convicted before, haven't you ? "

" Yes, sir," answered the man, " but it was

due to the incapacity of my counsel rather

than to any fault on my part." " It always

YOU WERE MY COUNSEL ON THAT OCCASION ! "

is," said Mr. Avory, with a grim smile, " and

you have my sincere sympathy." " And I

deserve it," retorted the man, " seeing that

you were my counsel on that occasion !"

First briefs, quaint witnesses, and sport

and recreation naturally furnish some of the

best stories told by legal luminaries. As

becomes good and ardent fellow-fishermen,

for instance, Mr. Justice Bucknill and Mr.

Justice Bargrave Deane have some good

yarns to tell. Pride of place, perhaps, should

be given to that related by the latter at the

Hotel Cecil one night to a convivial gathering

of members of the British Sea Anglers'

Society. The story was one of the Spey, and

came from Mr. Justice Deane's keeper, a very

keen fisherman, but an equally keen Sabba-

tarian, whose previous master let his fishing

to a gentleman o'f the Jewish persuasion.

One day, after a succession of bad days, this

gentleman said to the keeper: " Munro, I

don't see why we should not fish to-morrow."
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"FISHING FROM THE SIDE OF A STF.EP BANK, HE SUDDENLY

LOST HIS BALANCE AND FKU. IN."

The morrow was Sunday, and Munro told him

it was very unfortunate to fish on the Sabbath,

and that something always happened.

The ardent angler, however, said he was

not afraid, and so they went

out fishing. Presently they

came to a deep pool, and the

angler, fishing from the side

of a steep bank, suddenly lost

his balance and fell in. "I

don't know what it was," he

said, after Munro had pulled

him out, " but I was feeling

quite all right when some-

thing seemed to impel me

forward into the water."

" He was quite right,"

Munro told the judge on the

quiet. " Something did impel

him forward ; he was impelled

by me." Moral: Do not try

fishing in Scotland on a

Sunday.

" I have been a fisherman

all my life," says Mr. Justice

Deane, " and my first real

acquaintance with Mr. Justice

Bucknill was as a fisherman.

We happened to meet un-

intentionally at Plymouth.

We awoke one morning to

find our yachts side by side,

and we agreed to go out and

have a day's fishing off the Eddy-

stone. We had a roughish time of

it, but it was one of those happy-

days that serve to cement a friend-

ship once it has begun."

And it is Mr. Justice Bucknill who

tells this fishing story. " I am a

born poacher," he says. " Once,

when shooting in North Wales with

a member of the Chancery Bar, I

divested myself of coat and vest and

showed my friend how to ' tickle '

trout in a wayside stream. My

movements were watched by a local

lad who accompanied us on our

shoot, and the following year, visit-

ing the neighbourhood, I inquired for

the boy. I was told : ' He is in prison

for " tickling " trout. He saw you

do it last year. He has been doing

it himself since, and they caught

him.' "

Mr. Justice Eve's penchant for

caravanning and holiday-making in

remote corners of the country is

well known to many people, and

his experiences have been varied and unique.

Once he was tricked of twopence. " I visited

a fair," he says, " and went to see a mer-

maid, which was represented to be half-lady

"l DIVESTED MYSELF OF COAT AND VEST AND SHOWED MY FKIENI)

HOW TO 'TICKLE' TROUT IN A WAYSIDE STREAM."
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and half-fish. The

thing I saw was

stuffed, with the head

of a monkey and the

tail of a fish. I had

paid twopence, and

felt so angry that I

was inclined to smash

it."

There is a tale told

in the Temple that

when Mr. Justice Eve

took silk, in 1895, he

circulated the usual

notice of his inten-

tions to his seniors,

according to the

etiquette of the Bar,

and from one of them

received the following

reply :â��

" My Dear Eve,â��Whether you wear silk

or fig-leaf I do not care.â��A. DAM."

One gets a very good illustration of the wit

of Mr. Justice Eve, however, from a speech

which he made at the Savage Club on the

occasion of the annual dinner in December

of last year. He proposed the toast of the

club, and confessed that in preparation for

his task he had " studied certain works on the

habits and customs of savages, from which I

gathered that it was the custom among certain

tribes that captives taken in war were kept

for a time and fattened for barter. When

the fattening process was complete the

' fattee ' was led round the tents of the tribe

and would-be purchasers chalked on his body

the particular joints they would desire. Let

us suppose a state of politics in which such

a custom was found prevailing.

" With what alacrity the Suffragists, if

they could catch

him, would chalk

out the Prime

Minister. How

much of Mr. John

Redmond would

be left for the

second day's

soup if Mr. Healy

and Mr. O'Brien

had a cut at him

on the first day ?

I believe there

are some persons

here who would

not be averse

from a state of

things which

VoL xliv.â��15.

'THE THING I SAW WAS STUFKKD, WITH THE HEAD

OF A MONKEY AND THE TAIL OF A FISH."

1 IF YOU KAT THREP. OF THEM AND AIN'T SICK IN FIVE

MINUTBS, I'LL LOSE MB BLOOMIN'' CASE!"

would give them the

opportunity of be-

speaking a nice

brisket, with plenty

of crackling, from the

pachydermatous hide

of the Great Spoliator

of our domestic ser-

vants. They might

prefer a chunk off

the ' cheek ' of a col-

league who has

recently gone to sea,

or a luscious steak

or a whole round of

prime-fed Scotch beef

from the redundant

quarters of the

Modern Napoleon. I

cannot imagine that

anybody who has not

cultivated a depraved appetite for drumsticks

and scrag-ends of neck of mutton could

anticipate with any gastronomic pleasure the

dismemberment of the senior member for the

City of London (Mr. Balfour), or the carving

up of the member for the University of

Oxford " (Lord Hugh Cecil).

And it was at a dinner some time ago of

the Law Students' Debating Society that Sir

Rufus Isaacs, who, like his redoubtable oppo-

nent in many cases, Sir Edward Carson, just

" drifted " to the Bar, told an amusing anec-

dote of one of his early briefs. His client, a

fruit merchant, was being sued by a coster-

monger, who alleged that certain figs he had

purchased were unfit for human food. The

costermonger, who appeared in person, did

not take kindly to the process of cross-

examination to which Mr. Isaacs subjected

him. " Look you 'ere, guv'nor," said the

exasperated

suitor, turning

to Mr. Isaacs,

" some of these

'ere figs is in

Court; if you

eat three of

them an' ain't

sick in five

minutes, I'll lose

me bloom in'

case!" The

judgecalled upon

Mr. Isaacs to

make the experi-

ment, but the

learned gentle-

man declined
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"THE SORT OF HORSE IT WAS CAN BE IMAGINED.

to risk his professional reputation in so

unusual a manner, and suggested that his

client should undergo the ordeal. " What

will happen," whispered the fruit merchant,

" if I don't eat those figs ? " Counsel inti-

mated that he would lose his case. " Well,"

was the reply, " I would rather do that than

eat those figs."

This recalls the following story, told by

Mr. Marshall Hall, of a County Court action

in ^hich he took part. " I remember many

years ago being taken down to a County

Court. I looked at the brief and found that

the whole amount to be sued for was six

pounds, while my own fee was more than five

times that sum, and I could not make the

matter out. It was an action for trespassâ��

seizing a horse in execution, and the sort of

horse it was can be imaginedâ��and in the end

I won. The case took the whole day. Then,

when it was all over, I heard that there was a

bet of five hundred pounds depending on the

result of the case. The parties were all horsy

people, and they knew they would get a fair

run for their money, and they used me for

the purpose of a gamble."

One, perhaps, should refer to Mr. Justice

Lawrance, who

retired at the

beginning of

1912, after serv-

ing as a judge

of the King's

Bench Division

for twenty - two

years, as a

sarcastic rather

than a humorous

judge, although

on one occasion

he astounded

the Court by

'â�¢'LET HER BE SWORN,' SAID THE JUDGK. 'SHE KNOWS

MORE THAN I DO.' "

innocently asking, in a

case in which a barmaid,

suing for breach of pro-

mise, said her acquaint-

anceship with the defend-

ant began by his coming

in and asking for " a

Scotch," "What's a

Scotch ? " while trying to

look as grave as another

judge who once asked,

"Who is Dan Leno ? "

Concerning his suavity,

however, many stories

are related of Judge Law-

rance, but the following

must suffice. He was once passing sen-

tence on a man, and in the course of

his preliminary remarks he referred to

him as " a professional burglar." The

prisoner raised loud protests from the dock.

" Here," he exclaimed ; " I dunno wot you

mean by callin' me a professional burglar.

I've only done it once before, an' I've been

nabbed both times."

Mr. Justice Lawrance beamed upon him.

" Oh, I did not mean to say," he re-

marked, in his most suave manner, " that

you had been very successful in your pro-

fession."

Mr. Justice Channell has a pretty turn

of wit which on occasions is inclined to

startle witnesses. Once, in reply to a

question, a witness indignantly retorted

that he had been " wedded to truth from

infancy."

" That may be," said Sir Arthur; " but the

question is, how long have you been

divorced ? "

Another time a little girl was before him,

and he proceeded to ascertain whether she

knew the nature of an oath. The child

replied that she would go to heaven if she told

the truth, but

would go to the

other place if she

told lies.

"Are you

sure of that, my

dear ? ." said the

judge.

" Yes, my lord,

quite sure."

" Let her be

sworn," said the

judge; "she

knows more than

I do."



Disentangling Old Percy.

By P. G. WODEHOUSE.

Illustrated by Alfred Leete.

OESN'T some poet or philo-

sopher fellow say that it's

when our intentions are best

that we always make the

most poisonous bloomers ?

I can't put my hand on the

passage, but you'll find it in

Shakespeare or somewhere, I'm pretty certain.

Anyhow, it's always that way with me.

And the affair of Percy Craye is a case in

point.

I had dined with Percy (a dear old pal of

mine) one night at the Bank of Englandâ��

he's in the Guards, and it was his turn to be

on hand there and prevent any blighter

trying to slide in and help himselfâ��and as

he was seeing me out he said, " Reggie, old

top " (my name's Reggie Pepper)â��" Reggie,

old top, I'm rather worried."

" Are you, Percy, old pal ? " I said.

" Yes, Reggie, old fellow," he said, " I am.

It's like this. The Booles have asked me down

to their place for the week-end, and I don't

know whether to go or not. You see, they

have family prayers at half-past eight sharp,

and besides that there's a frightful risk of

music after dinner. On the other hand, young

Roderick Boole thinks he can play piquet."

" I should go." I said.

'' But I'm not sure Roderick's going to be

there this time."

It was a pretty tricky problem, and I

didn't wonder poor old Percy had looked pale

and fagged at dinner.

Then I had the idea which really started

all the trouble.

" Why don't you consult a palmist ? " I

said.

" That's not a bad idea," said Percy.

" Go and see Dorothea in Bond Street.

She's a wonder. She'll settle it for you in a

second. She'll see from your lines that you are

thinking of making a journey, and she'll either

tell you to fizz ahead, which will mean that

Roderick will be there, or else to keep away

because she sees disaster."

" You seem well up in this sort of thing."

" I've been to a good many of them.

You'll like Dorothea."

" What did you say her name wasâ��

Dorothea ? What do I do ? Do I just walk

in ? Sha'n't I feel a fearful ass ? How much

do I give her ? "

" A guinea. You'd better write and make

an appointment."

" All right," said Percy. " But I know I

shall look a frightful fool."

You would hardly believe the trouble it

took to bring him to the scratch. In the end

I took him round myself and left him there,

and about a week later I ran into him between

the acts at the Gaiety. The old boy was

beaming.

" Reggie," he said, " you did me the best

turn anyone's ever done me, sending me to

Mrs. Darrell."

" Mrs. Darrell ? "

" You knowâ��Dorothea. Her real name's

Darrell. She's a widow. Her husband was

in a line regiment, and left her without a

penny. It's a frightfully pathetic story.

Haven't time to tell you now. My boy, she's

a marvel. She had hardly looked at my hand

when she said,' You will prosper in any venture

you undertake.' And next day, by Jove, I

popped down to the Booles and separated

young Roderick from fourteen pounds seven

and six. She's a wonderful woman. Did

you ever see just that shade of hair ? "

" I didn't notice her hair."

He gaped at me in a sort of petrified

astonishment.

" Youâ��didn'tâ��noticeâ��herâ��hair ? " he

gasped.

Just then the bell rang, and I had to nip

back to my stall.

I can't fix the dates exactly, but it must have

been about three weeks after this that I got a

telegram, " Call Eaton Square immediately.â��

FLORENCE CRAYE."

She needn't have signed her name. I

should have known who it was from by the

wording. Ever since I was a kid Percy's

sister Florence has oppressed me to the most

fearful extent. Not that I'm the only one.

Her brothers live in terror of her, I know.

Especially Lord Weeting. He's never been

able to get away from her, and'it's absolutely
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broken his spirit. He's a mild, hopeless sort

of ass, who spends all his time at Weeting

and has never been known to come to London.

He's writing a history of the family or

something, I believe.

You see, events have conspired, so to speak,

to let Florence do pretty much as she likes

with them. The family affairs have got

themselves into a bit of a muddle. Originally

there was Percy's father, Lord Worplesdon ;

Percy's elder brother Edwin, who's Lord

Weeting; Florence, and Percy. Lady Wor-

plesdon has been dead some years. Then

came the smash. It happened through Lord

Worplesdon. Most people, if you ask them,

will tell you that he is bang off his rocker,

and I'm not sure they're not right. At any

rate, one morning he came down to breakfast,

lifted the first cover on the sideboard, said,

in a despairing sort of way, " Eggs ! Eggs !

Eggs ! Curse all eggs ! " and walked out of

the room. Nobody thought much of it till

return, and that all communications were to

be addressed to his solicitors.

And from that day none of them had seen

him. He wrote occasionally, generally from

Paris, and that was all.

Well, directly news of this got about down

swooped a series of aunts to grab the helm.

They didn't stay long. Florence had them

out, one after the other, in no time. If any

lingering doubt remained in their minds,

don't you know, as to who was going to be

boss at Weeting, it wasn't her fault. Since

then she has run the show.

I went to Eaton Square. It was one of

the aunts' houses. There was no sign of the

aunt when I calledâ��she had probably climbed

a tree and pulled it up after herâ��but Florence

was in the drawing-room.

She is a tall woman with what, I believe,

is called " a presence." Her eyes are bright

and black, and have a way of getting right

inside you, don't you know, and running up

and down your spine.

She has a deep voice. She

is about ten years older

than Percy's brother

Edwin, who is six years

older than Percy.

" Good afternoon," she

said. " Sit down."

I poured myself into a

chair.

" Reginald," she said,

" what is this I hear about

" 'YOUâ��DIDN'Tâ��NOTICEâ��HERâ��HAIR?" HE RASPED.

about an hour afterwards, when they found

that he had packed a portmanteau, left the

house, and caught the train to London.

Next day they got a letter from him, saying

that he was off to the Continent, never to

Percy ? "

I said I didn't know.

" He says that you in-

troduced him."

" Eh ? "

" To this womanâ��this

Mrs. Darrell."

" Mrs. Darrell ? "

My memory's pretty

rocky, and the name con-

veyed nothing to me.

She pulled out a letter.

" Yes," she said ;" Mrs.

Dorothy Darrell."

" Great Scot! Doro-

thea ! "

Her eyes resumed their

spine-drill.

" Who is she ? "

" Only a palmist."

" Only a palmist ! " Her voice abso-

lutely boomed. " Well, my brother Percy

is engaged to be married to her."

" Many happy returns of the day," I said.

I don't know why I said it. It wasn't
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what I meant to say. I'm not sure I meant

to say anything.

She glared at me. By this time I was pure

jelly. I simply flowed about the chair.

" You are facetious, Reginald," she said.

" HE LIFTED THK FIRST COVER ON THE SIDEBOARD

AND SAID, IN A DESPAIRING SORT OF WAY, ' EGGS !

EGGS ! EGGS ! CURSE ALL EGGS !' "

" No, no, no ! " I shouted. " It slipped

out. I wouldn't be facetious for worlds."

" I am glad. It is no laughing matter.

Have you any suggestions ? "

" Suggestions ? "

" You don't imagine it can be allowed to

go on ? The engagement must be broken,

of course. But how ? "

" Why don't you tell him he mustn't ? "

" I shall naturally express my strong

disapproval, but it may not be effective.

When out of the reach of my personal influ-

ence my wretched brother is self-willed to a

degree."

I saw what she meant. Good old Percy

wasn't going to have those eyes patrolling

his spine if he knew it. He meant to keep

away and conduct this business by letter.

There was going to be no personal interview

with sister, if he had to dodge about London

like a snipe.

We sat for a long time without speaking.

Then I became rather subtle. I had a brain-

wave and saw my way to making things

right for Percy and at the same time squaring

myself with Florence. After all, I thought,

the old boy couldn't keep away from the

ancestral for the rest of his life. He

would have to go to Weeting sooner or

later. And my scheme made it pleasant

and easy for him.

" I'll tell you what I should do if I were

you," I said. " I'm not sure I didn't

read some book or see some play some-

where or other where they tried it on,

and it worked all right. Chap got engaged

to a girl and the family didn't like it, but,

instead of cutting up rough, they pre-

tended they didn't object, and had the

chap and the girl down to stay with

them. And then, after the chap had seen

the girl with the home-circle as a back-

ground, don't you know, he came to the

conclusion that the shot wasn't on the

board, and broke off the engagement."

It seemed to strike her.

" I hardly expected so sensible a sug-

gestion from you, Reginald," she said.

" It is a very good plan. It shows' that

you really have a definite substratum of

intelligence; and it is all the more

deplorable that you should idle your way

through the world as you do, when you

might be performing some really useful

work."

That was Florence all over. Even

when she patted you on the head she did

it with her knuckles.

" I will invite them down next week,"

she went on. " You had better come, too."

" It's awfully kind of you, but the fact

is "

" Next Wednesday. Take the three forty-

seven."

I met Percy next day. He was looking

happy but puzzled, like a man who has found

a sixpence in the street and is wondering if

there's a string tied to it. I congratulated

him on his engagement.

" Reggie," he said, " a pretty rum thing

has happened. I feel as if I'd trodden on the

last step when it wasn't there. I've Just had

a letter from my sister Florence asking me

to bring Dorothy to Weeting on Wednesday.

Florence doesn't seem to mind the idea of

the engagement a bit; and I'd expected that

I'd have to put myself under police pro-

tection. I believe there's a catch some-

where."

I tapped him on the breast-bone.
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" There is, Percy, old lovely," I said, " and

I'll tell you what it is. I saw her yesterday,

and I can give you the straight tip. She

thinks that if you see Mrs. Darrell mingling

with the home-circle, you'll see flaws in her

which you don't see

when you don't see

her mingling with the

home-circle, don't you

see. Do you see now?"

He laughedâ��heroic-

ally, don't you know.

" I'm afraid she'll

be disappointed. Love

like mine is not de-

pendent on environ-

ment."

Which wasn't bad,

I thought, if it was

his own.

I said good - bye to

him and toddled

along, rather pleased

with myself. It

seemed to me that I

had handled his

affairs in a pretty

masterly manner for

a chap who's sup-

posed to be one of

the biggest chumps in

London.

Well, of course, the

thing was an absolute

frost, as I ought to

have guessed it would

be. Whatever could

have induced me to

think that a fellow

like poor old Percy

stood a dog's chance

against a determined

female like his sister

Florence I can't

imagine. It was like

expecting a rabbit to put up a show with

a python. From the very start there was

only one possible end to the thing. To a

woman like Florence, who had trained herself

as tough as whalebone by years of scrapping

with her father and occasional by-battles

with aunts, it was as easy as killing rats with

a stick.

I was sorry for Mrs. Darrell. She was a

really good sort, and, as a matter of fact,

just the kind of wife who would have done old

Percy a bit of good. And on her own ground

I shouldn't wonder if she might not have made

" SHE SAID, WITH A SORT OF JERK, ' I'M GOING

BACK TO LONDON TO-MORROW, MR. PEPPKR.'"

a fight for it. But at Weeting, with the

family portraits glaring at her from every

wall, and a general atmosphere of chilly-

disapproval which would have taken the heart

out of anyone who hadn't been brought up

to it from childhood,

she hadn't an earthly.

Especially as poor old

Percy was just like so

much putty in Flo-

rence's hands when

he couldn't get away

from her. Yor could

see the sawdust

trickling out of Love's

Young Dream in a

steady flow.

I took Mrs. Darrell

for a walk one after-

noon, to see if I

couldn't cheer her up

a bit; but it wasn't

much good. She

hardly spoke a word

till we were on our

way home. Then she

said, with a sort of

jerk :â��

" I'm going back to

London to - morrow,

Mr. Pepper."

I suppose. I ought

to have pretended to

be surprised, but I

couldn't work it.

" I'm afraid you've

had a rotten time,"

I said. " I'm awfully

sorry."

She laughed.

" Thank you," she

said. " It's nice of

you to be sympathetic

instead of tactful.

You're rather a dear,

Mr. Pepper."

I hadn't any remarks to make. I whacked

at a nettle with my stick.

" I shall break off my engagement after

dinner, so that Percy can have a good night's

rest. I'm afraid he has been brooding on the

future a good deal. It will be a great relief

to him."

" Oh, no," I said.

" Oh, yes. I know exactly how he feels.

He thought he could carry me off, but he

finds he overestimated his powers. He has

remembered that he is a Weeting. I imagine

that the fact has been pointed out to him."
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" If you ask my opinion," I saidâ��I was

feeling pretty sore about itâ��" that blighted

blighter Florence is an absolute blighter."

" My dear Mr. Pepper, I wouldn't have

dreamt of asking your opinion on such a

delicate subject. But I'm glad to have it.

Thank you very much. Do I strike you as a

vindictive woman, Mr. Pepper ? "

" I don't think you do," I said.

" By nature I don't think I am. But I'm

feeling a little vindictive just at present."

She stopped suddenly.

" I don't know why I'm boring you like

this, Mr. Pepper," she said. " For goodness'

sake, let's be cheerful. Say something

bright."

I was going to have a dash at it, but she

collared the conversation and talked all the

rest of the way. She seemed to have cheered

up a whole lot.

She left next day. I gather she pushed

Percy as per schedule, for the old boy looked

distinctly brighter, and Florence wore an

off-duty expression and was quite decently

civil. Mrs. Darrell bore up all right. She

avoided Percy, of course, and put in most of

the time talking to Edwin. He evidently

appreciated it, for I had never seen him look

so nearly happy before.

I popped back to London directly after-

wards, and I hadn't been there much more

than a week when a most remarkably rum

thing happened. Turning in at the Empire

for half an hour one evening, whom should I

meet but brother Edwin, quite fairly festive,

with a fat cigar in his mouth.

" Halloa, Reggie ! " he said. " What-ho,

my lad ! "

" What are you doing here ? " I said.

" I had to come up to London to look up a

life of Hilary de Whyttange at the British

Museum. I believe the old buffer was a sort

of connection."

" This isn't the British Museum."

" I was beginning to suspect as much.

The difference is subtle, but well marked."

It struck me that there was another differ-

ence that was subtle but well marked, and

that was the difference between the Edwin

I'd left messing about over his family history

a week before and the jovial buck who was

blowing smoke in my face now.

" As a matter of fact," he said, " the

British Museum would be all the better for a

little of this sort of thing. It's too conserva-

tive. That's what's the trouble with the

Hritish Museum. What's the matter with

having a ballet and a few performing dogs in

the reading-room ? It would brighten the

place up and attract custom. Reggie, you're

looking fatigued. There's a place at the end

of that corridor expressly designed for supply-

ing first-aid to the fatigued. Let me lead you

to it."

I'm not given to thinking much as a rule,

but I couldn't help pondering a bit over this

meeting with Edwin. It's hard to make you

see the remarkableness of the whole thing,

for, of course, if you look at it in one way,

there's nothing so frightfully rackety in

smoking a cigar and drinking a whisky and

soda. But then you have never seen Edwin.

There are degrees in everything, don't you

know. For Edwin to behave as he did with

me that night was simply nothing more nor

less than a frightful outburst, and it disturbed

me. Not that I cared what Edwin did, as a

rule, but I couldn't help feeling a sort of

what-d'vou-call-it ? â�� a presentiment â�� that

somehow, in some way I didn't understand,

I was mixed up in it, or was soon going to

be. I think the whole fearful family had

got on my nerves to such an extent that

the mere sight of any of them made me

jumpy.

And, by Jove, I was perfectly right, don't

you know. In a day or two along came the

usual telegram from Florence, telling me to

come to Eaton Square.

I was getting about full up with Eaton

Square, and-1 made up my mind I wouldn't

go near the place. But of course I did.

When it came to the point I simply hadn't

the common manly courage to keep away.

Florence was there in the drawing-room

as before.

" Reginald," she said, " I think I shall go

raving mad."

This struck me as a jolly happy solution

of everybody's troubles, but I felt it was too

good to be true.

" Over a week ago," she went on, " my

brother Edwin came up to London to consult

a book in the British Museum. I anticipated

that this would occupy perhaps an afternoon,

and was expecting him back by an early train

next day. He did not arrive. He sent an

incoherent telegram. But even then I sus-

pected nothing." She paused. " Yesterday

morning," she said, " I had a letter from my

aunt Augusta."

She paused again. She seemed to think

I ought to be impressed.

" Very jolly," I said.

Her eyes tied a bow-knot in my spine.

" Jolly ! Let me read you her letter. No,

I will tell you its contents. Aunt Augusta
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had. seen Edwin lunching at the Savoy with

a creature."

" A what ? "

" My aunt described her. Her hair was

of a curious dull-bronze tint."

" Your aunt's ? "

" The woman's. It was then that I began

to suspect. How many women

with dull - bronze hair does

Edwin know ? "

" Great Scot! Why ask

me ? "

I had got used to being

treated as a sort of " Hey,

Bill ! " by Florence, but I was

hanged if I was going to be

expected to be an encyclo-

paedia as well.

"One," she said. "That

appalling Darrell woman."

She drew a deep breath.

" Yesterday evening," she

said, " I saw them together

in a taximeter cab. They were

obviously on their way to some

theatre."

She fixed me with her eye.

" Reginald," she said, " you

must go and see her the first

thing to-morrow."

" What! " I cried. " Me ?

Why ? Why me ? "

" Because you are respon-

sible for the whole affair. You

introduced Percy to her. You

suggested that she should come

to Weeting. Go to her to-

morrow and ascertain her

intentions."

" But "

" The very first thing."

" But wouldn't it be better to

collar Edwin and pump him ? "

" I have made every endeavour to see

Edwin, but he deliberately avoids me. His

answers to my telegrams are wilfully evasive."

There was no doubt that Edwin had effected

a thorough bolt. He was having quite the

holiday. Two weeks in sunny London,

what ? And from what I'd seen of him, he

seemed to be thriving on it. I didn't wonder

Florence had got rather anxious. She'd

have been more anxious if she had seen him

when I did. He'd got a sort of " London is

so bracing " look about him which meant a

whole lot of trouble before he trotted back to

the fcld.

Well, I started off to interview Mrs. Darrell,

and, believe me, I didn't half like the prospect.

"ALONG CAME THE USUAL

TELEGRAM FROM FLORENCE,

TELLING ME TO COME TO

EATON SQUARE."

I think they ought to train the District

Messengers to do this sort of thing.

I found her alone. The rush-hour of

clients hadn't begun.

" How do you do, Mr. Pepper ? " she said.

" How nice of you to call."

Very friendly, and all that. It made the

situation dashed difficult for

a chap, if you see what I

mean.

" I say, you know," I said.

" What about it, don't you

know ? "

" I certainly don't," she

said. " What ought I to know

about what ? "

" Well, about Edwinâ��Lord

Weeting," I said. " How do

we go ? "

She smiled.

" Oh ! So you're an am-

bassador. Mr. Pepper ? "

" I feel more like a bally

ass. But as a matter of fact

I did come to see if I could

find out how things were

running. What's going to

happen ? "

" Are you consulting me

professionally ? If so, you

must show me your hand. Or

perhaps you would rather I

showed you mine ? "

It was rather subtle, but I

got on to it after a bit.

" Yes," I said, " I wish you

would."

" Very well. Do you re-

member a conversation we

had, Mr. Pepper, my last

afternoon at Weeting ?

We came to the conclu-

that I was rather a

sion

vindictive woman."

" By Jove ! You're ragging old Edwin so

as to score off Florence ? "

She flushed a little.

" How very direct you are, Mr. Pepper!

How do you know I'm not very fond of Lord

Weeting ? At any rate, I'm very sorry for

him."

" He's such a chump."

" But he's improving every day. Have

you seen him ? You must notice the

difference ? "

" There is a difference."

" He only wanted taking out of himself,

I think he found Lady Florence's influence a

little oppressive sometimes."
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"No. But, I say," I said, " are you going

to marry him ? "

" I'm only a palmist. I don't pretend to

be a clairvoyante. A marriage may be

indicated in Lord Weeting's hand, but I

couldn't say without looking at it."

" But, look here, I shall have to tell Lady

Florence something definite, or she won't

give me a moment's peace."

" Tell her Lord VVeeling is of age. Surely

that's definite enough ? "

And I couldn't get any more out of her.

I went back to Florence and reported. She

got pretty excited about it.

" Oh, if I were a man ! " she said.

I didn't see how that would have helped.

I said so.

" I'd go straight to Edwin and drag him

away. He is staying at his club. If I were

a man I could go in and find him -"

" Not if you weren't a member," I said.

" And tell him what I thought of his

conduct. As I'm only a woman, I have to

wait in the hall while a deceitful small boy

pretends to go

and look for

him."

It had never

struck me be-

fore what a

jolly sound in-

stitution a club

was. Only a few

days back I'd

been thinking

that the sub-

scription to

mine was a bit

steep. But now

I saw that the

place earned

every penny of

the money.

" Have you

no influence

with him, Regi-

nald ? "

I said I didn't

think I had.

She called me

something. In-

vertebrate, or

s o m e t hing. I

didn't catch it.

" Then there's

only one thing

to do. You must find my father and

tell him all. Perhaps yoi. may rouse him

to a sense of what is right. You may

make him remember that he has duties as

a parent."

I thought it far more likely that I should

make him remember that he had a foot. I

hadn't a very vivid recollection of Lord

Worplesdon. I was quite a kid when he

made his great speech on the egg question

and legged it for the Continent; but what I

did recollect didn't encourage me to go and

chat with him about the duties of a parent.

As I remembered him, he was a rather large

man with elephantiasis of the temper. I

distinctly recalled one occasion when I was

spending my summer holidays at Weeting

and he found me trying to shave old Percy,

then a kid of fourteen, with his razor^

" I shouldn't

be able to find

him," I said.

"You can

get his address

from his solicf-

tors."

"'WHAT!' i CKIED. 'ME? WHY? WHY MK?'"

" He may be at the North Pole."

" Then you must go to the North Pole."

" But, I say "
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" Reginald ! "

" Oh, all right."

I knew just what would happen. Parbury.

Parbury, Parbury, and Stevens, the solicitors,

simply looked at me as if I had been caught

stealing milk-cans. At least, Stevens did.

And the three Parburys would have done it,

toa, only they had been dead a good time.

Finally, after drinking me in for about a

It was the same club where Edwin was

hiding from Florence. I pointed this out to

her.

" There's no need for me to butt in, after

all," I said. " He'll meet Edwin there, and

they can fight it out in the smoking-room.

You've only to drop him a line explaining

the facts."

" I shall certainly communicate with him

"I GOT A LETTER FROM HER. I TORE IT UP. I DIDN'T RKAD IT."

qjarter of an hour, Stevens said that if I

desired to address a communication to his

lordship care of this office, it would be duly

forwarded. Good morning. Good morning.

Anything further ? No, thanks. Good

morning. Good morning.

I handed the glad news on to Florence

and left her to do what she liked about it.

She went down and interviewed Stevens. I

suppose he'd had experience of her. At any

rate, he didn't argue. He yielded up the

addres? in level time. Lord Worplesdon was

in Paris, but was to arrive in London that

night, and would doubtless be at his club.

in writing, but nevertheless you must see

him. I cannot explain everything in a

letter."

" But doesn't it strike you that he may think

it pretty bad gallâ��impertinence, don't you

knowâ��for a comparative stranger like me to

be tackling a delicate family- affair like this ? "

" You will explain that you are acting for

me."

" It wouldn't be better if old Percy sallied

along instead ? "

" I wish you to go, Reginald."

Well, of course, it was all right, don't you

know, but I was losing a stone a day over
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the business. I was getting so light that I

felt that, when Lord Worplesdon kicked me,

I should just soar up to the ceiling like an

air-balloon.

The club was one of those large clubs that

look like prisons. I used to go there to lunch

with my uncle, the one who left me his money,

and I always hated the place. It was one

of those clubs that are all red leather and

hushed whispers.

I'm bound to say, though, there wasn't

much hushed whispering when I started my

interview with Lord Worplesdon. His voice

was one of my childhood's recollections.

He was most extraordinarily like Florence.

" I came about Edwin, Lord Worplesdon,"

I said.

" Who ? "

" Edwin. Your son."

" What about him ? "

" Florence told me to see you."

" Who ? "

" Florence. Your daughter."

" What about her ? "

All this comedy duo business, mind you,

as if we were bellowing at each other across

the street. All round the room you could

see old gentlemen shooting out of their chairs

like rockets and dashing off at a gallop to

write to the committee about it. Thousands

of waiters had appeared from nowhere, and

He had just the same eyes. I felt boneless

from the start.

" Good morning," I said.

" What ? " he said. " Speak up. Don't

mumble."

I hadn't known he was deaf. The last

time we'd had any conversationâ��on the

subject of razorsâ��he had done all the talking.

This seemed to me to put the lid on it.

" I only said ' Good morning,' " I shouted.

" Good what ? Speak up. I believe you're

sucking sweets. Oh, good morning ? I

remember you now. You're the boy who

spoiled my razor."

I didn't half like this re-opening of old

v.-ounds. I hurried on.

were hanging about dusting table-legs. If

ever a business wanted to be discussed

privately, this seemed to me to be it. And

it was just about as private as a conversation

through megaphones in Piccadilly Circus.

" Didn't she write to you ? "

" I got a letter from her. I tore it up. I

didn't read it."

Jolly, what ? I began to understand what

a shipwrecked Johnny must feel when he finds

there's something gone wrong with the life-

belt.

I thought I might as well get to the point

and get it over.

" Edwin's going to marry a palmist," I

said.
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" Who the devil's Harry ? "

"Not Harry. Marry. He's going to marry

a palmist."

About four hundred waiters noticed a

speck of dust on an ash-tray at the table next

to ours, and swooped down on it.

" Edwin is going to marry a palmist ? "

" Yes."

" She must be mad. Hasn't she seen

Edwin ? "

And just then who should stroll in but

Edwin himself. I sighted him and gave him

a hail.

He curveted up to us. It was amazing,

the way the fellow had altered. He looked

like a two-year-old. Flower in his button-

hole, and a six-inch grin,

and all that. Lord

Worplesdon seemed sur-

prised, too. I didn't wonder.

The Edwin he remembered

was a pretty different kind

of a chap.

" Halloa, dad !" he said.

" Fancy meeting you here !

Have a cigarette ? "

He shoved out his case.

Lord Worplesdon helped

himself in a sort of dazed

way.

" You are Edwin ? " he

said, slowly.

I began to sidle out.

They didn't notice me.

They had moved to a

settee, and Edwin seemed

to be telling his father a

funny story. At least, he

was talking and grinning,

and Lord Worplesdon was

making a noise like distant

thunder, which I supposed

was his way of chuckling.

I slid out and left them.

Some days later Percy

called on me. The old boy

was looking scared.

"Reggie," he said, "what

do doctors call it when you

think you see things when

you don't ? Hal-something.

I've got it, whatever it is.

It's sometimes caused by overwork. But it

can't be that with me, because I've not been

doing any work. You don't think my brain's

going or any bally rot like that, do you ? "

" What do you mean ? What's been

happening ? "

" It's like being haunted. I read a story

" EDWIN WAS WEARING A FALSE

NOSE AND DANCINO ALL BY

HIMSELF IN THE MIDDLE OF

THE FLOOR."

somewhere of a fellow who kept thinking he

saw a battleship bearing down on him. I've

got it, too. Four times in the last three days

I could have sworn I saw my father and

Edwin. I saw them as plainly as I see you.

And, of course, Edwin's at Weeting and

father's on the Continent somewhere. Do

you think it's some sort of a warning ? Do

you think I'm going to die ? "

" It's all right, old man," I said. " As a

matter of fact, they are both in London just

now."

" You don't mean that ? Great Scot, what

a relief ! But, Reggie, old top, it couldn't

have been them really. The last time was

at Covent Garden, and the chap I mistook for

Edwin was wearing a false

nose and dancing all by

himself in the middle of

the floor."

I admitted it was pretty

queer.

I was away for a few days

after that in the country.

When I got back I found

a pile of telegrams waiting

for me. They were all'

from Florence, and they all

wanted me to go to Eaton

Square. The last of the

batch, which had arrived

that morning, was so jolly

peremptory that I felt as

if something had bitten me

when I read it.

For a moment I admit I

hung back. Then I rallied.

There are times in a man's

life when he has got to

show a bit of the old bull-

dog British pluck, don't you

know, if he wants to pre-

serve his self-respect. I did

then. My bag was still un-

packed. I told my man to

put it on a cab. And in

about two ticks I was bowl-

ing off to Charing Cross. I

left for France by the night

boat.

About three weeks later

I fetched up at Nice. You

can't walk far at Nice without bumping into

a Casino. The one I hit my first evening was

the Casino Municipale, in the Place Massena.

It looked more or less of a Home from

Home, so I strolled in. There was quite a

crowd round the boule-tables, and I squashed

in. And when I'd worked through into the
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front rank I hap-

pened to look

down the table,

and there was

Edwin, with a

green Tyrolese

hat hanging over

one ear,clutching

out for a lot of

five-franc pieces

which the

croupier was

steering towards

him at the end

of a rake.

I was feeling

lonely, for I knew

no one in the

place, so I edged

round in his

direction.

Plalf-way there

I heard my name

called, and there

was Mrs. Darrell.

I saw the

whole thing in a

flash. Lord

Worplesdon

hadn't done a

thing to prevent

"EDWIN WAS CLUTCHING OUT FOR A LOT OP FIVE-FRANC PIECES WHICH THB

CROUPIER WAS STEERING TOWARDS HIM AT THE END OF A RAKE."

it, and the marriage

had taken place.

And here they were

on their honeymoon.

I wondered what

Florence was thinking of it.

" Well, well, here we all are," I said. " I've

just seen Edwin. He seems to be winning."

" Dear boy ! " she said. " He does enjoy

it so. I think he gets so much more out of

life than he used to, don't you ? "

" Rather ! May I wish you happiness ? "

" Thank you so much, Mr. Pepper. I sent

you a piece of the cake, but I suppose you

never got it."

" Lord Worplesdon didn't make any

objections, then ? "

" On the contrary. He was more in favour

of the marriage than anyone."

" And I'll tell you why," I said. " I'm

rather a chump, you know, but I observe

things. I bet he was grateful to you for taking

Edwin in hand and making him human."

" Why, you're wonderful, Mr. Pepper.

That is exactly what he said himself. It was

that that first made us friends."

" Andâ��erâ��Florence ? "

She sighed.

" I'm afraid Florence has taken the thing

a little badly. But I hope to win her over

in time. I want all my children to love

me."

" All your what ? "

" I think of them as my children, you see,

Mr. Pepper. I adopted them as my own

when I married their father. Did you

think I had married Edwin ? What a funny

mistake ! I am very fond of Edwin, but not

in that way. No; I married Lord Worplesdon.

We left him at our villa to-night, as he had

some letters to get off. You must come and

see us, Mr. Pepper. I- always feel that it

was you who brought us together, you know.

I wonder if you will be seeing Florence when

you get back ? Will you give her my very

best love ? "



A STORY FOR CHILDREN.

T certainly was a hot day.

Rupert sat on a stone, swing-

ing his feet slowly backwards

and forwards in a large pool

that joined the sea by a deep

channel, but at last he grew

tired of this, and, with a

mighty yawn, sighed.

" It's awfully hot. I wish I were a fish

and could swim down to the bottom of the

sea. It is sure to be cool there."

" So it is," agreed a voice. " As cool as

an iceberg."

Rupert looked up in astonishment, for he

had not seen any children playing near him.

But was that a child sitting on the opposite

side of the pool, smiling at him ?

He sat staring at him, and then suddenly

exclaimed : " Oh, I say, where are your

feet ? "

" Haven't any, and don't want any,

either," said the other, with a laugh. " I'm

a merbaby."

" A what ? "

" A merbaby, of course I I shall be a mer-

man when I grow up."

" You are just like me to the waist, and

then you are like a fish's tail," said Rupert.

" What's your name ? Mine is Rupert."

" Seafoam," was the answer ; " Foam for

short. I know your name quite well. I've

often seen you and the other land-babies

playing on the shore and paddling in the water

But didn't you say you wanted to go down to

the bottom of the sea ? If you do, I'll take

you."

" Will you really ? " cried Rupert. " That

will be fine."

" Come along then," and Seafoam slipped

into the water and began to swim along the

channel that led from the pool to the open

sea.

Rupert followed on the sand and wished

with all his heart that he, too, could have a

lovely green tail that turned all kinds of

colours when it caught the sunshine.

" Here we are," said Seafoam, when they

were at the edge of the water. " Walk into

the sea with me. Now take hold of my hand

tightâ��you won't drown, as you are with a

merbaby. Ready I One, two, three â��

dive!"'

Down they both went, down to the bottom

of the sea, and Rupert found himself sitting

on the hard yellow sand under the water.

" We shall just have time to see the King

on his way to the palaco, if we swim to that

rock over there," remarked the merbaby.
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Illustrated by H. R. Millar.

" Have you a King down here ? " asked

Rupert.

" Oh, yes. We call him ' His Majesty the

King of the Merfolk.' "

" Perhaps he wouldn't like to see me,"

objected the boy.

" The King is my uncle," said Foam, " and

always welcomes my guests. Come on ! "

So they rose to the surface of the water

and made for the rocky islet far out in the

sea.

On coming closer to the isle Rupert saw

that the rocks were covered with merbabies

of all sizes, who were standing on the tips of

their tails viewing the King's approach.

The two swimmers climbed up the rocks and

turned to watch the King. Rupert thought

he looked like a grown-up merbaby, but he

had a very long beard, which waved about

in the water, and on his head he wore a golden

crown. A beautiful mantle of fine purple

seaweed, decorated with large pearls, hung

from his shoulders and trailed away behind

him. As he came nearer the rock he saw

Rupert with Seafoam by his side.

" Ha ! Seafoam, whom have you there ? "

demanded the King.

"May it please your Majesty," said Foam,

" DOWN THEY BOTH WENT, DOWN TO THB

BOTTOM OF THE SEA."

" this is a land-baby I heard wishing to go

down to the bottom of the sea."

" Were you not afraid to come here ? "

asked the King, turning to Rupert.

" No, sire," answered Rupert, holding

himself very stiffly, and saluting as his father
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" THE ROCK

WAS COVERED

WITH MER-

BABIES OF ALL

SIZES."

had shown

him. Then

he added,

politely, " I

hope you will

let me stay

here, for it's jolly."

" I am very pleased

to see you," said the

King, kindly. " You

must go to the palace

and see my little son.

Seafoam, take your

friend to the Prince

Merbaby, and see

that he enjoys him-

self. What is his

name ? "

" Rupert, sire,"

said Foam ; and then

the King, with his bodyguard of sword-fish,

swam on.

" Who is the Prince Merbaby ? " asked

Rupert, as they plunged into the water again.

" He is the King's youngest son, and, of

course, my cousin. But now he can't swim."

" How's that ? "

" Well, it was this way," explained Sea-

foam, as they swam along. " One day

not long ago the Prince Merbaby was

playing in the mud at the bottom of

the sea. He didn't look where he was

going, and banged right into an electric

fish which was nearly buried in the mud.

The electric fish was in so bad a temper

at being disturbed that it gave the Prince

Merbaby's tail such a severe shock that

he couldn't move it the least little bit, but

could only scream with pain. It was like

sticking fish-bones into him. We had to

carry him home, and now he lies still all day

â��can't swim or do anything."

" Can't the doctors cure him ? "

" No," returned Foam ; " the King's

doctor, the Court Physician, can't, but he

says the Weird Witch can."

" Who's she ? "

" Hush ! " whispered Seafoam. " All the

merbabies swim away home if they only hear

her name, she's so dreadful, and so very fond

of doing people harm."

By this time a beautiful white coral palace

rose before them, and, on entering it, Foam

'THB KING WITH HIS BODYGUARD OF SWORD-FISH."
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"RUPERT CLIMBED ON THE WHY I.B 3 BACK.

led his companion to the Prince Merbaby's

room.

On a red coral couch, lined with mother-

of-pearl and padded with golden sponges, lay a sad-

looking little creature, with a rug of red seaweed thrown

over his poor little tail. Rupert looked down at him

very pityingly.

" I'm awfully sorry for you," he began, without

waiting for Foam to introduce him.

" Thank you; I am very sorry for myself, I can tell

you ! " answered the Prince.

" This is my friend Rupert," said Seafoam. " I

found him on the shore and he wanted to come here,

so I brought him. Then we met the King, and His

Majesty told me to bring him here."

" I'm tired to death of lying on this couch," yawned

the Prince.

" I should think so ! " declared Rupert, and

at once did his best to make the invalid a little

more cheerful.

During supper Rupert was seized by a fine idea.

" I say," he burst out, " if you'll tell me where

the Weird Witch lives, I'll go and get that cure

for your tail ! "

" Thank you very much," said the Prince Mer-

baby ; " but you may get killed if you even go

near her."

" No fear ! " laughed Rupert. " Let's ask the

King."

So the King and Queen were consulted, and the

end of it all was that the Court Physician made

Rupert a lovely green tail, which fitted him so

perfectly that nobody

could dream of thinking

he was not a real, live

merbaby. Rupert was

immensely pleased with

his new possession, and

felt sure he would deceive

the Weird Witch in his

new disguise. So,, with

the good wishes of the

whole Court ringing in

his ears, he set out.

Vol. *liv.-16.

"SUkE ENOUGH, THERE WERE THE CUTTLEFISH.'*
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Outside the palace gates Rupert

met the Court Physician, who at

once gave him the directions for

his journey. A great whale was

floating on the water near him;

and Rupert, obeying orders,

climbed on his back.

" Now, my dear young friend," said the

Court Physician, " listen carefully to what I

am going to say. This whale will take you

almost as far as the Witch's cavern and will

wait for your return. But beware ! Three

horrible cuttlefish guard the entrance to the

cavern, and if they once catch you they will

never let you go, even if you chop them into

pieces. When they see you coming they will

throw out a black liquid to conceal their

movements, but if you dash in after them

you will easily find the old Witch. Remember

that you are a merbabyâ��to herâ��and keep

your eye on the cuttlefish. Now, my dear

young friend, good speed ! "

The whale swam on steadily until, on the

morning of the third day, Rupert woke up to

find his strange steed floating on the water

in front of some huge cliffs. A black hole

yawned just above the sea, and Rupert

guessed that this must be the cave of the

Weird Witch. The whale was a creature of

very few words, so he merely remarked :â��

" Journey's ended. Straight ahead, and

be here at the third sunset from now."

Rupert dropped into the sea and swam

towards the cave. Sure enough, there were

the cuttlefish, three frightful objects with

their feet or arms, Rupert was not positive

which, growing out of their head. As soon

as they saw a stranger they disappeared

under cover of an inky cloud, and Rupert,

rushing after them, the next instant found

himself facing the Weird Witch.

On the ground sat the ugliest-looking

creature he had ever seenâ��the Weird Witch

herself. She was a very old mermaid, with

green hair like tangled seaweed, and green

eyes that glared like the eyes of an angry cat.

Her face was as wrinkled as a cockle-shell.

and her voice sounded like

the rattling of a crab's

claws. She glared at

Rupert with a wicked

little green eye as she

demanded :â��

" What do you want ? "

" The cure for the Prince

Merbaby's t> il," answered

Rupert.

The Weird Witch stared

at him with the other eye,

which looked greener and

more wicked.

" Who are you ? " she

went on.

" Cliff, a merbaby,"

said Rupert, giving an-

other name.

" Can't I see you are a

merbaby ? " snapped the

Witch.

Rupert chuckled inside

of him to think he had so

far deceived her.

" Well," growled the

witch, " I'll give you the

cure if you perform three

tasks for me. If you fail

in one you lose the

remedy."

RUPERT FOUND HIMSELh' FACING THE WEIRD WITCH."
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is the

asked

mer-

said

"By

'RUPERT SNATCHED THE

FISH AWAY."

" What

first one ?'

the new

baby.

" This,'

the hag.

sunset you must

bring me a whole

starfish. If one

arm be missing

your labour is

vain. Now go!"

And he went

gladly.

Out in the open sea the charms in his tail

led him to a starfish floating on the water,

with its arms trailing after it like serpents.

" Hurrah ! " cried Rupert, and seized one

arm. But behold ! no sooner did his hand

touch it than the starfish began flinging off

its arms from its body in a most reckless

manner, until not one arm was left. Rupert

looked at the armless body in blank amaze-

ment.

" How ever am I to get a whole starfish if

it throws away its arms when I take hold of

it ? " he exclaimed, and swam sadly on until

his attention was attracted by a shoal of

flying-fish who were being chased by a troop

of dolphins. He noticed one flying-fish

especially, who was making a valiant effort

to escape ; but just as it sprang out of the

water to flee from the jaws of a dolphin a huge

seagull swooped down to seize it.

" Two to one isn't fair ! " cried Rupert,

and snatched the fish away from them.

Immediately a beautiful mermaid appeared

before him. Her golden hair was yards long,

and flowed away behind her like a streak of

sunshine. She smiled on Rupert most be-

witchingly, who, speechless with amazement,

just looked at her.

" I must thank you very much for breaking

the spell," she said, " and so enabling me to

resume my natural shape. The Weird Witch

turned me into a flying-fish because I refused

to give her my

hair. She said

that I should re-

main a fish until

__ a mortal saved

me from death.

But you are a

merbaby, after

all, so how ever

has the spell been broken ? "

" That's all right," returned Rupert. " I

suppose I can tell you. I really am a mortal,

but I am trying to earn the cure for the Prince

Merbaby's tail. So, to deceive the Witch,

the Court. Physician has dressed me up like

this. But I can't catch a whole starfish for

her, and that is my first task."

" Tell me all about it," said Coralie, the

mermaid.

So Rupert told her everything, and

Coralie promised to help him. Following

her directions, Rupert went to a little island

where he found a stream of fresh water, and,

filling a huge shell to the brim, he swam

carefully back to his companion.

" Now," said she, " if we can plunge a

starfish into this fresh water it will be killed

before it has time to throw away its arms."

Coralie was right, for before long they had

a magnificent starfish in the shell, safe and

sound, dead, but whole.

The Weird \Vitch was very disappointed

when Rupert brought her the starfish. She

counted the arms to see if they were all there,

and then popped it into a pot hanging over

the fire.

" Come to-morrow to learn your second

task," she said, and Rupert lost no time in

rejoining Coralie, who showed him a snug

place in the rocks in which to pass the night.

Next morning Rupert returned to the

cave.

" The starfish is stewing in the pot for the

cure," said the old hag. " It must be stirred

with the black feather from the head of the

King of the Seagulls. Go and get it ! "

" With pleasure ! " answered Rupert, and

he straightway went to Coralie and told her

his second task.

" That is very easily done," said Coralie,

and blew three shrill blasts on a conch shell.

In a short time the King of the Seagulls

alighted on the rock beside them, and, on

hearing what was required, at once gave

Rupert the black feather.

Back again to the cave went Rupert. The

Witch took the feather and harshly bade him

to be sure to present himself at trie cave the

next morning.
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The third day came, and for the third and

last time Rupert asked the Witch to appoint

him his task. .

She laughed mockingly.

" I am going to prove your devotion to the

Prinrc Merbaby," said she, sneeringly. " One

thing yet remains to complete the cure, and

that isâ��the end of your tail ! "

Rupert sat. down on the floor of the cave

and curled his tail round within reach. The

Weird Witch gave him a knife, and watched

him in displeased surprise as he hacked off

the end of his tail without the slightest sign

of pain. After a minute or two he handed

her the piece of tail. She looked at it

curiously, but the charms in it prevented her

from discovering that it was not real. So

she added it to the contents of the pot, stirred

it about vigorously, and then poured the

magic cure into a bottle and gave it to

Rupert.

" Much obliged. Good afternoon ! " said

Rupert.

The loss of the end of his tail made it rather

hard for him to swim, but at length he man-

aged to reach the open sea, well out of reach

of the cave and its owner.

The Weird Witch had followed him to the

mouth of the cave, for she was certain that

the injury to his tail would kill him, or at

least prevent him

from arriving at his

goal. Besides, the

end of his tail was

not really needed.

She had only asked

for it out of her

wickedness of the

heart, in order to

kill the " mer-

baby."

Rupert turned

round and looked at

her. Then, slipping

"A BEAUTIFUL MERMAID

APPEARED BKFORE HIM."

off the remains

of his tail, he

flung it in the

direction of

the cavern,

shouting:â��

" A present

from Cliff, the

me rba by!"

and kicked up

his two feet in

the air.

As for the Witch, she threw herself about

in such a rage that she fell into the clutches

of her cuttlefish, who promptly ate her up.

At sunset the whale appeared, and Coralie

and Rupert reached the palace on the third

morning, and at once made their way to the

Prince Merbaby, who was the first to see

them enter the room.

" Oh, Rupert! " he called. " Have you

brought me the cure ? "

The boy rushed forward and emptied the

contents of the bottle over the poor little tail.

The effect was wonderful. Up sprang the

little Prince and hugged Rupert for joy,

until Rupert cried :â��

" Here, that's enough, old fellow ! You'll

choke me ! "

Then the King and Queen came up and

BEFORE LONG THEY HAD A MAGNIFICENT STARFISH IN THE SHELL.
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thanked the land-baby for his brave deed.

Rupert declared that it was all owing to

Coralie, and that without her he could have

done nothing to win the cure. At this the

King told Rupert that Coralie had been going

to marry his eldest son long since, only the

marriage had been stopped by the Weird

Witch changing the mermaid into a flying-fish.

The wedding of the Prince and Coralie took

place that very day, and no one enjoyed the

festivities more than the Prince Merbaby, as

he went about with Rupert and Seafoam.

And then, as the twilight was falling, the

Princess Coralie sang to them. Rupert could

never remember what she sang, but the baby

ripples rocked to the music of her song, and

a delicious feeling stole over the boy and he

seemed to be floating away on the billows to

some strange, wonderful country, when

Suddenly he came to himself. Where was

he ? He looked round drowsily, and to his

great surprise he found he was sitting on the

very stone near which he had first seen

Seafoam. But not a single merbaby was in

sight, and, after waiting awhile, he went home.

Rupert often went down to the sea to try

and find his friends again. He called them by

their names, and sometimes he thought he

could hear their voices in the shells on the

shore. Or now and again he

fancied he saw their faces peep-

ing through the manes of the

white horses as they came

charging up the beach. But

never did he forget his

adventures in the Land

of the Merbabies.
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97.â�� STEPPING-STONES.

THE illustration represents

eight stepping-stones across a

certain stream. The puzzle is

to start from the lower bank and

land twice on the upper bank

(stopping there), having returned

once to the lower bank. But

you must be careful to use each

stepping-stone the same number

of times. In how few steps can

you make th.e crossing ? Make

the steps with two fingers on the

diagram, and you will see what

a very simple matter it is. Yet

it is more than likely that you

will at first take a great many

more steps than are necessary.

I found that the village maidens

who use these stepping-stones

were quite familiar with the little

trick, which always perplexes the

innocent tourist.

Solutions to Last MontK's Puzzles.

94.â��RIGHT AND LEFT PUZZLE.

98.â��CONCERNING WHEELS.

THERE are some curious facts concerning the move-

ments of wheels that are apt to perplex the novice.

For example: when a railway train is travelling from

London to C'rewc certain parts of the train at any given

moment are actually moving from Crewe towards

London. Can you indicate those parts? It seems

absurd that parts of the same train can at any time

travel in opposite directions, but such is the case.

In the accompanying illus-

tration we have two wheels.

The lower one is supposed

to be fixed and the upper

one running round it in

the direction of the arrows.

Now, how many times does

the upper wheel turn on its

own axis in making a com-

plete revolution of the

other wheel ? Do not be

g in a hurry with your answer,

J, or you are almost certain

to be wrong. Experiment

with two pennies on the

table and the correct answer

will surprise you, when you

succeed in seeing it.

99.â��SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION.

IF we number six cards i, 2, 4, 5, 7, and S, and

arrange them on the table in this order :â��

I 4 2 8 57

we can demonstrate that in order to multiply by 3 all

that is necessary is to remove the i to the other end of

the row, and the thing is done. The answer is 428571.

Can you find a number that, when multiplied by 3 and

divided by 2, the answer will be the same as if we

removed the first catd (which in this case is to be a 3)

from the beginning of the row to the end ?

MAKE the exchanges of pairs as follows : (1-7, 7-20,

20-16, 16-11, 11-2, 2-24), (3-10, 10-23, 23-14, 14-18,

18-5), (4-i9. '9-9. 9~"). (6-12. 12-15. 15-13. 13-25).

(17-21). The counters are now all correctly arranged

in 19 exchanges. The numbers within a pair of

brackets represent a complete cycle, all being put in

their proper places. Write out the numbers in their

original order and beneath the<n in their required order,

thus :â��

7 24 10 19 3 12 20 8 22 etc.

123456789 etc.

Then the construction of the cycles is obvious, for i in

the bottom row is exchanged with the 7 above it, then

this 7 with the 20 above it, and so on until the cycle

completes itself when we come to 24 under I.

95.â��CHINESE MONEY.

As a ching-chang is worth twopence and four-

fifteenths of a ching-chang, the remaining ele\4n-

fifteenths of a ching-chang must be worth twopence.

Therefore eleven ching-changs are worth exactly

thirty pence, or half a crown. Now, the exchange

must be made with seven round-holed coins and one

square-holed coin. Thus it will be seen that 7 round-

holed coins are worth seven-elevenths of 15 ching-

changs, and i square-holed coin is worth one-eleventh

of 16 ching-changs. That is, 77 rounds equal 105

ching-changs and 11 squares equal 16 ching-changs.

Therefore 77 rounds added to u squares equal 121

ching-changs ; or 7 rounds and i square equal n ching-

changs, or its equivalent, half a crown. This is more

simple in practice than it looks here.

THE WIZARD'S CATS.

THE illustration requires no explanation. It shows

clearly how the three circles may be drawn so that

every cat has a separate enclosure, and cannot approach

another cat without crossing a line.
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\We shall be glad to receive Contributions to this section, and to pay for such as are acceptea.]

he " presents his compliments and regrets being

unable to find space for the enclosed contribution."

But that there is more than one way of saying the same

thing is proved by the accompanying rejection-slip

received from a magazine editor in the United States.

Who, after reading this appeal, could help starting in

to collect pictures of Black Bill ?â��Mrs. A. Mills,

5, King Edward Road, Romford, Essex.

AN EXTRAORDINARY ACCIDENT.

THIS one-gallon jar contained ginger-beer which

had been partly consumed and the jar left

standing on the floor of the hall. During the nighf

UP-TO-DATE SIGN-POST.

THIS very elaborate sign-post has just been erected

at Bromley, on the main London and Hastings

road. It will be seen that, in addition to the unusual

wording on the three arms, each is adorned with a

well-executed model appertaining either to the aero-

plane or motor industry, while a- larger model is fixed

to the top of the post.â��Mr. F. O'R. Macnamara, 31,

Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent.

DO YOU KNOW BLACK BILL?

MANY of your readers no doubt know the type of

rejection-form used, with very little variation,

by almost every English and American editor, in which

HE STUCK TO IT!

The individual on the right IM Black Bill Bellamy â��

the greatest expert with the lariat in all the cow country.

Bui couldn't throw a rope around a wooden post

when he first came into the country. But he ttuck at it 1

REMEMBER THIS :â��A "rejection-slip" is NOT a

â�¢lap in the face. Not by your calloused Finger-Tips! It is

an office necessity because so many of you folks are trying

to put salt on our tail.

We want you to come againâ��and againâ��and again-â��and again. Repeat thirty

times, if necessary, until relievedâ��of a manuscript. We're watching you. Don't get

huffy or discouraged.

Start In to collect pictures of Black But; some day they'll come in handy when

you paper your den 1

the household were

aroused by a loud

report, and upon in-

vestigation it was

found that the bottom

of the jar was blown

out, and the remainder

forced a distance of ten

feet upwards and, as

seen in the photograph,

firmly embedded in the

plaster and laths of the

ceiling. Part of the

contents can be seen on

the ceiling and frieze

at the side of the jar.

This singular accident

occurred at the house

of Mr. Tyler, 36, Cold-

harbour Lane, S.E.â��

Mr. George Turner, 28,

Coldharbour Lane,

Denmark Hill, S.E.
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PORTRAIT IN A ROSE.

' I ''HE rose shown in the accompanying photograph

X began to assume the likeness of a child's face

as soon as the bud opened, and as the bloom unfolded

so the likeness grew. When at last the rose was fully

L

AN OCTOPUS - RETRIEVER.

\ FISHERMAN in Crete has evolved the following

Af\ plan for recovering articles dropped over with

the refuse from the ships in Suda Bay. '1 he water being

absolutely clear, lie scans the bottom with his water-

glass (the cylindrical-shaped object in the boat), and

when he sees a plate or other article he takes from the

bottom of the boat an octopus attached to a line,

which he drops down just over the object. When the

octopus is right over it the fisherman at the top jerks

the line, which makes the octopus cling at once to

the thing nearest it, which in this case is the plate.

Then the plate and octopus arc pulled to the surface

in the manner shown in the photograph.â��Rev. W. K.

Knight-Adkin, Chaplain R.N., H.M.S. Lancaster.

j. ' '

WONDERFl'L STONE-CARVING.

WHEN visiting an invalid stonemason recently, I

happened to be shown a specimen of his work,

which I thought so interesting that I am sending

you a photograph of it. It consists of twenty rings

upon one ring, the whole of which have been carved

from a solid piece of Portland stone. The smaller set

of rings have been taken out of the larger, and all were

then mounted upon a small stone slab, as shown.â��

Mr. George H. Smith, 26, Grosvenor Road, Portland,

Dorset.â��Photograph by J. S. Coombe.

out, it presented a really remarkable image of a child's

face with its mouth open, as the picture shows.â��â�¢

Lumsden's Photo Bureau, 304, High Holborn, W.C.

A TRAINED STARLING.

THOSE of your readers who are interested in the

study of Nature may possibly derive some amuse-

ment from this photograph. Last year some starlings

built in our chimneys, and during alterations to the

house the workmen disturbed the birds. I took one

of them, and after feeding it for some weeks it gradu-

ally began to recognize me, and eventually answered

to the name of Ticka. I have now taught it to sit

down, and on the word of command to hold out a

claw for food. It will also pick out the ace or one of

the picture cards from a few cards arranged in front of

it. My friends are very interested in the bird, and I

wondered if any of your readers knew of a similar

case of bird training.â��N. W. N., Tollbridge.
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"THEN WITH A FRIGHTFUL HEAVE THEY SHOT THE POOR WRETCH

â�¢;. OVER THE PRECIl'ICE."

(See page 250.;
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THE LOST WORLD.

Being an account of the recent amazing adventures or Professor

George E. Challenger, Lord John Roxton, Professor Summerlee,

and Mr. E. D. Malone of the " Daily Gazette."

BY

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated by Harry Rountree.

SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST FIVE INSTALMENTS.

EDWARD MALONE is sent by his paper, the Daily Gazette, to interview Professor Challenger, the

famous zoologist, who, about two years before, liad made a journey to an unexplored region of South

America. On his return the Professor had announced some extraordinary discoveries, but, being met with

incredulity in certain quarters, had declined to discuss the matter further. Professor Challenger, who is a

man of immense mental and physical strength, with a bellowing voice and an overbearing, insolent manner,

yet wilh a certain grim sense of humour, gives Malone, in confidence, some account of his journey to

" The Lost World," a region where the conditions of prehistoric life still exist. He also shows him

certain specimens, documents, etc., in corroboration of his story. The Professor attends a lecture the

same evening, and, amid considerable uproar, repeats his statements regarding his discoveries. Finding he

is still disbelieved, he invites the audience to appoint a committee to test his story in person. Those

chosen are Professor Summerlee, one of the most sceptical of Challenger's opponents, Lord John Roxton,

a well-known sportsman, and Kdward Malone, representing the Daily Gazette. On arriving in South

America they are unexpectedly joined by Professor Challenger, who takes charge of the expedition. They

reach the scene of Challenger's alleged discoveriesâ��an enormous and apparently inaccessible plateauâ��and at

length devise a means of reaching its summit, only to find, on gaining it, that their retreat has been cut off

through the treachery of two half-breeds accompanying the expedition. Almost at once they meet with a

series of adventures confirming part, at least, of Professor Challenger's statements, which the reader will

6nd still further justified by the even more exciting scenes described in the following chapters.

CHAPTER XII. (continued).

FTER a period during which

I sat in bewilderment, I set

myself totryand discover what

sudden misfortune could have

befallen my companions. The

whole disorderedappearanceof

the camp showed that there

had been some sort of attack, and the rifle-shot

nodoubt marked the timewhen it had occurred.

That there should have been only one shot

showed that it had been all over in an instant.

The rifles still lay upon the ground, and one of

themâ��Lord John Roxton'sâ��had the empty

Vol. xliv.â��17. Copyright, 1911, by

cartridge in the breech. The blankets of

Challenger and of Summerlee beside the fire

suggested that they had been asleep at the

time. The cases of ammunition and of food

were scattered about in a wild litter, together

with our unfortunate cameras and plate-

carriers, but none of them were missing. On

the other hand, all the exposed provisions

â��and I remembered that, there were a con-

siderable quantity of themâ��were gone. They

were animals, then, and not natives, who had

made the inroad, for surely the latter would

have left nothing behind.

But if animals, or some single terrible

Arthur Conan Doyle,
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animal, then what had become of my com-

rades ? A ferocious beast would surely have

destroyed them and left their remains. It is

true that there was that one hideous pool of

blood, which told of violence. Such a mon-

ster as had pursued me during the night could

have carried away a victim as easily as a cat

would a mouse. In that case the others would

have followed in pursuit. But then they would

assuredly have taken their rifles with them.

The more I tried to think it out with my

confused and weary brain, the less could I

find any plausible explanation. I searched

round in the forest, but could see no tracks

which would help me to a conclusion. Once I

lost myself, and it was only by good luck,

and after an hour of wandering, that I found

the camp once more.

Suddenly a thought came to me and brought

some little comfort to my heart. I was not

absolutely alone in the world. Down at the

bottom of the cliff, and within call of me, was

waiting the faithful Zambo. I went to the

edge of the plateau and looked over. Sure

enough, he was squatting among his blankets

beside his fire in his little camp. But, to my

amazement, a second man was seated in front

of him. For an instant my heart leaped for

joy as I thought that one of my comrades

had made his way safely down. But a second

glance dispelled the hope. The rising sun

shone red upon the man's skin. He was an

Indian. I shouted loudly and waved my

handkerchief. Presently Zambo looked up,

waved his hand, and turned to ascend the

pinnacle. In a short time he was standing

close to me, and listening with deep distress

to the story which I told him.

" Devil got them for sure, Massa Malone,"

said he. " You got into the devil's country,

sah, and he take you all to himself. You take

advice, Massa Malone, and come down quick,

else he get you as well."

" How can I come down, Zambo ? "

" You get creepers from trees, Massa Malone.

Throw them over here. I make fast to this

stump, and so you have bridge."

" We have thought of that. There are no

creepers here which could bear us."

" Send for ropes, Massa Malone."

" Who can I send, and where ? "

" Send to Indian villages, sah. Plenty

hide-rope in Indian village. Indian down

below ; send him."

" Who is he ? "

" One of our Indians. Other ones beat

him and take away his pay. He come back

to us. Ready now to take letter, bring rope

â��anything."

To take a letter ! Why not ? Perhaps he

might bring help ; but, in any case, he would

ensure that our lives were not spent for

nothing, and that news of all that we had

won for science should reach our friends at

home. I had two completed letters already

waiting. I would spend the day in writing a

third, which would bring my experiences

absolutely up to date. The Indian could

bear this back to the world. I ordered

Zambo, therefore, to come again in the evening,

and I spent my miserable and lonely day in

recording my own adventures of the night

before. I also drew up a note to be given to

any white merchant or captain of a steam-

boat whom the Indian could find, imploring

them to see that ropes were sent to us, since

our lives must depend upon it. These docu-

ments I threw to Zambo in the evening, and

also my purse, which contained three English

sovereigns. These were to be given to the

Indian, and he was promised twice as much

if he returned with the ropes.

So now you will understand, my dear Mr.

McArdle, how this communication reaches

you, and you will also know the truth in case

you never hear again from your unfortunate

correspondent. To-night I am too weary and

too depressed to make my plans. To-morrow

I must think out some way by which I shall

keep in touch with this camp, and yet search

round for any traces of my unhappy friends.

CHAPTER XIII.

" A SIGHT WHICH I SHALL NEVER FORGET."

JUST as the sun was setting upon that

melancholy night I saw the lonely figure of

the Indian upon the vast plain beneath me,

and I watched him, our one faint hope of

salvation, until he disappeared in the rising

mists of evening which lay, rose-tinted from

the setting sun, between the far-off river

and me.

It was quite dark when I turned back

to our stricken camp, and my last vision

as I went was the red gleam of Zambo's

fire, the one point of light in the wide world

below, as was his faithful presence in my

own shadowed soul. And yet I felt happier

than I had done since this crushing blow had

fallen upon me, for it was good to think that

the world would know what we had done,

so that at the worst our names should not

perish with our bodies, but should go down

to posterity associated with the result of our

labours.

It was an awesome thing to sleep in that

ill-fated camp, and yet it was even more

unnerving to do so in the jungle. One or
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the other it must be. Prudence, on the one

hand, warned me that I should remain on

guard, but exhausted nature, on the other,

declared that I should do nothing of the kind.

I climbed up on to a limb of the great gingko

tree, but there was no secure perch on its

rounded surface, and I should certainly have

fallen off and broken my neck the moment

I began to doze. I got down, therefore, and

pondered over what I should do. Finally

I closed the door of the zareba, lit three

separate fires in a triangle, and, having eaten

a hearty supper, dropped off into a profound

sleep, from which I had a strange and most

welcome awakening. In the early morning,

just as day was breaking, a hand was laid

upon my arm, and, starting up with all my

nerves in a tingle and my hand feeling for a

rifle. I gave a cry of joy as in the cold grey

light I saw Lord John Roxton kneeling

beside me.

It was heâ��and yet it was not he. I had

left him calm in his bearing, correct in his

person, prim in his dress. Now he was pale

and wild-eyed, gasping as he breathed like

one who has run far and fast. His gaunt face

was scratched and bloody, his clothes were

hanging in rags, and his hat was gone. I

stared in amazement, but he gave me no

chance for questions. He was grabbing at

our stores all the time he spoke.

" Quick, young fellah ! Quick ! " he cried.

" Every moment counts. Get the rifles,

both of them. I have the other two. Now

all the cartridges you can gather. Fill up

your pockets. Now some food ! Half-a-

dozcn tins will do. That's all right ! Don't

wait to talk or think. Get a move on, or we

are done ! "

Still half awake, and unable to imagine

what it all might mean, I found myself hurry-

ing madly after him through the wood, a

rifle under each arm and a pile of various

stores in my hands. He dodged in and out

through the thickest of the scrub until he

came to a dense clump of brushwood. Into

this he rushed, regardless of thorns, and

threw himself into the heart of it, pulling

me down by his side.

" There ! " he panted. " I think we are

safe here. They'll make for the camp as

sure as fate. It will be their first idea. But

this should puzzle 'em."

" What is it all ? " I asked, when I had got

my breath. " Where are the Professors ?

And who is it that is after us ? "

" The ape-men," he cried. " My word,

what brutes ! Don't raise your voice, for

they have long earsâ��sharp eyes, too, but no

power of scent so far as I could judge, so i

don't think they can sniff us out. Where

have you been, young fellah ? You were

well out of it."

In a few sentences I whispered what I had

done and seen.

" Pretty bad," said he, when he had heard

of the dinosaur and the pit. " It isn't quite

the place for a rest-cureâ��what ? But 1 had

no idea what its possibilities were until those

devils got hold of us. The man-eatin'

Papuans had me once, but they are Chester-

fields compared to this crowd."

" How did it happen ? " I asked.

" It was in the early mornin'. Our learned

friends were just stirrin'. Hadn't even begun

to argue yet. Suddenly il rained apes. They

came down as thick as apples out of a tree.

They had been assemblin' in the dark, I

suppose, until that great tree over our heads

was heavy with them. I shot one of them

through the belly, but before we knew where

we were they had us spread-eagled on our

backs. I call them apes, but they carried

sticks and stones in their hands and jabbered

talk to each other, and ended up by tyin' our

hands with creepers, so they are ahead of any

beast that I have seen in my wanderin's. Ape-

menâ��that's what they areâ��Missin' Links,

and I wish they had stayed missin'. They

carried off their wounded comradeâ��he was

bleedin' like a pigâ��and then they sat round

us, and if ever I saw frozen murder it was in

their faces. They were big fellows, as big

as a man, and a deal stronger. Curious

glassy grey eyes they have, under red tufts,

and they just sat and gloated and gloated.

Challenger is no chicken, but even he was

cowed. He managed to struggle on to his

feet and yelled out at them to have done with

it and get it over. I think he had gone a bit

off his head at the suddenness of it, for he

raged and cursed at them like a lunatic. If

they had been a row of his beloved Pressmen

he could not have slanged them worse."

" Well, what did they do ?" I was

enthralled by the strange story which my

companion was whispering into my ear, while

all the time his keen eyes were shooting in

every direction and his hand gra-sping his

cocked rifle.

" I thought it was the end of us, but

instead of that it started them on a new line.

They all jabbered and chattered together.

Then one of them stood out beside Challenger.

You'll smile, young fellah, but 'pon my word

they might have been kinsmen. I couldn't

have believed it if I hadn't seen it with my

own eyes. This old ape-manâ��he was their
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chiefâ��was a sort of red Challenger, with

every one of our friend's beauty points, only

just a trifle more so. He had the short body,

the big shoulders, the round chest, no neck,

a great, ruddy frill of a beard, the tufted eye-

brows, the ' What-do-you-want-hang-you ? '

look about the eyes, and the whole catalogue.

When the ape-man stood by Challenger and

put his paw on his shoulder, the thing was

complete. Summerlee was a bit hysterical,

and he laughed till he cried. The ape-men

laughed tooâ��or at least they set up the devil

of a cacklin'â��and then they set to work

to drag us off through the forest. They

wouldn't touch the guns and thingsâ��thought

them dangerous, I expectâ��but they carried

away all our loose food. Summerlee and I

got some rough handlin' on the wayâ��there's

my skin and my clothes to prove itâ��for they

took us a bee-line through the brambles, and

their own hides are like leather. But

Challenger was all right. Four of them

carried him shoulder high, and he went like

a Roman Emperor. What's that ? "

It was a strange clicking noise in the

distance, not unlike castanets.

" There they go ! " said my companion,

slipping cartridges into the second double-

barrelled Express. " Load them all up,

young fellah my lad, for we're not going to

be taken alive, and don't you think it!

That's the row they make when they are

excited. By George ! they'll have something

to excite them if they put us up. The Last

Stand of the Greys won't be in it. ' With

their rifles grasped in their stiffened hands,

'mid a ring of the dead and dyin',' as some

fathead sings. Can you hear them now ? "

" Very far away."

" That little lot will do no good, but I

expect their search-parties are all over the

wood. Well, I was tellin' you my tale of

woe. They got us soon to this town of

theirsâ��about a thousand huts of branches

and leaves in a great grove of trees near the

edge of the cliff. It's three or four miles from

here. The filthy beasts fingered me all over,

and I feel as if I should never be clean again.

They tied us upâ��the fellow who handled me

could tie like a bos'nâ��and there we lay

with our toes up, beneath a tree, while a

great brute stood guard over us with a club

in his hand. When I say ' we' I mean

Summerlee and myself. Old Challenger was

up a tree eatin' pines and havin' the time of

his life. I'm bound to say that he managed

to get some fruit to us, and with his own

hands he loosened our bonds. If you'd seen

him sittin' up in that tree hob-nobbin' with

his twin-brother, and singin', in that rollin'

bass of his, ' Ring out, wild bells/ 'cause

music of any kind seemed to put 'em in a

good humour, you'd have smiled ; but we

weren't in much mood for laughin', as you

can guess. They were inclined, within limits,

to let him do what he liked, but they drew

the line pretty sharply at us. It was a mighty

consolation to us all to know that you were

runnin' loose and had the archives in your

keepin'.

" Well, now, young fellah, I'll tell you

what will surprise you. You say you saw

signs of men and fires, traps, and the like.

Well, we have seen the natives themselves.

Poor devils they were, down-faced little

chaps, and had enough to make them so.

It seems that the humans hold one side of

this plateauâ��over yonder, where you saw

the cavesâ��and the ape-men hold this side,

and there is war between them all the

time. That's the situation, so far as I could

follow it. Well, yesterday the ape-men got

hold of a dozen of the humans and brought

them in as prisoners. You never heard

such a jabberin' and shriekin' in your life.

The men were little red fellows, and had been

bitten and clawed so that they could hardly

walk. The ape-men put two of them to

death there and thenâ��fairly pulled the arm

off one of themâ��it was perfectly beastly.

Plucky little chaps they are, and hardly gave

a squeak. But it turned us absolutely sick.

Summerlee fainted, and even Challenger had

as much as he could stand. I think they

have cleared, don't you ? "

We listened intently, but nothing save the

calling of the birds broke the deep peace of

the forest. Lord John went on with his story.

" I think you have had the escape of your

life, young fellah my lad. It was catchin'

those Indians that put you clean out of their

heads, else they would have been back to the

camp for you as sure as fate and gathered

you in. Of course, as you said, they have

been watchin' us from the beginnin' out of

that tree, and they knew perfectly well that

we were one short. However, they could

think only of this new haul, so it was I and

not a bunch of apes that dropped in on you

in the morning. Well, we had a horrid

business afterwards. My word ! what a night-

mare the whole thing is ! You remember

that great bristle of sharp canes down below

where we found the skeleton of the American ?

Well, that is just under ape-town, and that's

the jumpin'-off place of their prisoners. I

expect there's heaps of skeletons there if we

looked for 'em. They have a sort of clear
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"THE APB-MAN STOOD BY CHALLENGER AND PUT HIS PAW ON HIS SHOULDER."
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parade-ground on the top, and they make a

proper ceremony about it. One by one the

poor devils have to jump, and the game is to

see whether they are merely dashed to pieces

or whether they get skewered on the canes.

They took us out to see it, and the whole

tribe lined up on the edge. Four of the

Indians jumped, and the ranes went through

'em like knitting-needles through a pat of

butter. No wonder we found that poor

Yankee's skeleton with the canes growing

between his ribs. It was horribleâ��but it was

doocedly interesting too. We were all

fascinated to see them take the dive, even

when we thought it would be our turn next

on the spring-board.

" Well, it wasn't. They kept six of the

Indians up for to-dayâ��that's how I under-

stood itâ��but I fancy we were to be the

star parts in the show. Challenger might

get off, but Summerlee and I were marked

down. Their language is more than half

signs, and it was not hard to follow them.

So I thought it was time we made a break

for it. I had been plottin' it out a bit, and

had one or two things clear in my mind. It

was all on me, for Summerlee was useless and

Challenger not much better. The only time

they got together they fell out because they

couldn't agree upon the scientific classifica-

tion of these red-headed devils that had got

hold of us. One said it was the dryopithecus

of Javaâ��the other said it was pithecan-

thropus. Madness, I call itâ��what ? But,

as I say, I had thought out one or two points

that were helpful. One was that these brutes

could not run as fast as a man in the open.

They have short, bandy legs, you see, and

heavy bodies. Even Challenger could give

a few yards in a hundred to the best of them,

and you or I would be a perfect Shrubb.

Another point was that they knew nothin'

about guns. I don't believe they ever

understood how the fellow I shot came by

his hurt. If we could get at our guns there

was no sayin' what we could do.

" So I broke away early this mornin', gave

my guard a kick in the tummy that laid him

out, and sprinted for the camp. There I

got you and the guns, and here we are."

" But the Professors !" I cried, in conster-

nation.

" Well, we must just go back and fetch 'em.

I couldn't bring 'em with me. Challenger

was up the tree, and Summerlee was not fit

for the effort. The only chance was to get

the guns and try a rescue. Of course, they

may scupper them at once, in revenge. I

don't think they would touch Challenger,

though I wouldn't answer for Summerlee.

They would have had him in any case. Of

that I am certain. So I haven't made

matters any worse by boltin'. But we are in

honour bound to go back and have them out

or see it through with them. So you can

make up your soul, young fellah my lad, for

it will be one way or the other before evenin'."

I have tried to imitate here Lord John's

jerky talk, his short, strong sentences, the half-

humorous, half-reckless tone that ran through

it all. Rut he was a born leader. As danger

thickened his jaunty manner would increase,

his speech become more racy, his cold eyes

glitter into ardent life, and his Don Quixote

moustache bristle with joyous excitement.

His love of danger, his intense appreciation

of the drama of an adventureâ��all the more

intense for being held tightly inâ��his con-

sistent view that every peril in life is a form

of sport, a fierce game betwixt you and Fate,

with Death as a forfeit, made him a wonderful

companion at such hours. If it were not for

our fears as to the fate of our companions it

would have been a positive joy to throw myself

with such a man into such an affair. We

were rising from our brushwood hiding-place

when suddenly I felt his grip upon my arm.

" By George ! " he whispered. " Here they

come ! "

From where we lay we could look down a

brown aisle, arched with green, formed by

the trunks and branches. Along this a party

of the ape-men were passing. They went in

single file, with bent legs and rounded backs,

their hands occasionally touching the ground,

their heads turning to left and right as they

trotted along. Their crouching gait took

away from their height, but I should put them

at five feet or so, with long arms and enor-

mous chests. Many of them carried sticks,

and at the distance they looked like a line of

very hairy and deformed human beings.

For a moment I caught this clear glimpse of

them. Then they were lost among the

bushes.

" Not this time," said Lord John, who

had caught up his rifle. " Our best chance

is to lie quiet until they have given up the

search. Then we shall see whether we can't

get back to their town and hit 'em where it

hurts most. Give 'em an hour and we'll

march."

We filled in the time by opening one of our

food tins and making sure of our breakfast.

My companion had had nothing but some

fruit since the morning before, and ate like a

starving man. Then at last, our pockets

bulging with cartridges and a rifle in each
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hand, we started oft upon our mission of

rescue. Before leaving it, we carefully marked

our little hiding-place among the brushwood

and its bearing to Fort Challenger, that we

might find it again if we needed it. We

slunk through the bushes in silence until we

came to the very edg*e of the cliff, close to the

old camp. There we halted, and Lord John

Roxton gave me some idea of his plans.

" So long as we are among the thick trees

these swine are our masters," said he. " They

can see us and we cannot see them. But in

the open it is different. There we can move

faster than they. So we must stick to the

open all we can. The edge of the plateau

has fewer large trees than farther inland.

So that's our line of advance. Go slowly,

keep your eyes open and your rifle ready.

Above all, never let them get you prisoner

while there is a cartridge leftâ��that's my last

word to you, young fellah."

When we reached the edge of the cliff I

looked over and saw our good old black

Zambo sitting smoking on a rock below us.

I would have given a great deal to have hailed

him and told him how we were placed, but it

was too dangerous lest we should be heard.

The woods seemed to be full of the ape-men ;

again and again we heard their curious click-

ing chatter. At such times we plunged into

the nearest clump of bushes and lay still until

the sound had passed away. Our advance,

therefore, was very slow, and two hours at

least must have passed before I saw by

Lord John's cautious movements that we

must be close to our destination. He

motioned to me to lie still, and he crawled for-

ward himself. In a minute he was back

again, his face quivering with eagerness.

" Come ! " said he. " Come quick ! I

hope to the Lord we are not too late

already ! "

I found myself shaking with nervous

excitement as I scrambled forward and lay

down beside him, looking out through the

bushes at a clearing which stretched before us.

It was a sight which I shall never forget

until my dying dayâ��so weird, so impossible,

that I do not know how I am to make you

realize it, or how in a few years I shall bring

myself to believe in it, if I live to sit once more

on a lounge in the Savage Club and look out

on the drab solidity of the Embankment. I

know that it will seem then to be some wild

nightmareâ��some delirium of fever. Yet I

will set it down now, while it is still fresh in

my memory, and one at leastâ��the man who

lay in the damp grasses by my sideâ��will

know if I have lied.

Vn|. xljv, â��18.

A wide, open space lay before usâ��some

hundreds of yards acrossâ��all green turf and

low bracken, growing to the very edge of the

cliff. Round this clearing there was a semi-

circle of trees with curious huts built of

foliage piled one above the other among the

branches. A rookery, with every. nest a

little house, would best convey the idea.

The openings of these huts and the branches

of the trees were thronged with a dense mob

of ape-people, whom, from their size, I took

to be the females and infants of the tribe.

They formed the background of the picture,

and were all looking out with eager interest

at the same scene which fascinated and

bewildered us.

In the open, and near the edge of the cliff,

there had assembled a crowd.xif some hundred

of these shaggy, red-haired creatures, many of

them of immense size, and all of them horrible

to look upon. There was a certain discipline

among them, for none of them attempted to

break the line which had been formed. In

front there stood a small group of Indians,

little, clean-limbed red fellows, whose skins

glowed like polished bronze in the strong

sunlight. A tall, thin white man was standing

beside them, his head bowed, his arms folded,

his whole attitude expressive of his horror

and dejection. There was no mistaking the

angular form of Professor Summerlee.

In front of and around this dejected group

of prisoners were several ape-men, who

watched them closely and made all escape

impossible. Then, right cut from all the

others, and close to the edge of the cliff, were

two figures so strange, and under other

circumstances so ludicrous, that they absorbed

my attention. The one was our comrade,

Professor Challenger. The remains of his

coat still hung in strips from his shoulders,

but his shirt had been all torn out, and his

great beard merged itself in the black tangle

which covered his mighty chest. He had

lost his hat, and his hair, which had grown

long in our wanderings, was flying in wild

disorder. A single day seemed to have

changed him from the highest product of

modern civilization to the most desperate

savage in South America. Reside him stood

his master, the king of the ape-men. In all

things he was, as Lord John had said, the

very image of our Professor, save that his

colouring was red instead of black. The

same short, broad figure, the same heavy

shoulders, the same forward hang of the

arms, the same bristling beard merging itself

in the hairy chest. Only above the eyebrows,

where the sloping forehead and low, curved
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skull of the ape-man were in sharp contrast

to the broad brow and magnificent cranium

of the European, could one see any marked

difference. At every other point the king

was an absurd parody of the Professor.

All this, which takes me so long to describe,

impressed itself upon me in a few seconds.

Then we had very different things to think of,

for an active drama was in progress. Two

of the ape-men had seized one of the Indians

out of the group and dragged him forward to

the edge of the cliff. The king raised his hand

a; a signal. They caught the man up by his

lej and arm and swung him three times back-

wards and forwards with tremendous violence.

Then with a frightful heave they shot the

poor wretch over the precipice. With such

force did they throw him that he curved high

in the air before beginning to drop. As he

vanished from sight the whole assembly,

except the guards, rushed forward to the edge

of the precipice, and there .was a long pause

of absolute silence, broken by a mad yell of

delight. They sprang about, tossing their

13ng. hairy arms in the air and howling with

exultation. Then they fell back from the

edge, formed themselves again into line, and

waited for the next victim.

This time it was Summerlee. Two of his

guards caught him by the wrists and pulled

him brutally to the front. His thin figure

and long limbs struggled and fluttered like a

chicken being dragged from a coop. Challenger

had turned to the king and waved his hands

frantically before him. He was begging,

pleading, imploring, for his comrade's life.

The ape-man pushed him roughly aside and

shook his head. It was the last conscious

movement he was to make upon earth.

Lord John's rifle cracked, and the king

sank down, a tangled, red, sprawling thing,

upon the ground.

" Shoot into the thick of them ! Shoot,

sonny, shoot! " cried my companion.

There are strange red depths in the soul

of the most commonplace man. I am tender-

hearted by nature, and have found my eyes

moist many a time over the scream of a

wounded hare ; yet the blood-lust was on me

now. I found myself on my feet emptying

one magazine, then the other, clicking open

the breech to reload, snapping it to again,

while cheering and yelling with pure ferocity

and joy of slaughter as I did so. With our

four guns the two of us made a horrible

havoc. Both the guards who held Summerlee

were down, and he was staggering about like

a drunken man in his amazement, unable to

that he was a free man. The dense

mob of ape-men ran about in bewilderment,

marvelling whence this storm of death was

coming or what it might mean. They

waved, gesticulated, screamed, and tripped

up over those who had fallen. Then, with a

sudden impulse, they all rushed in a how-ling

crowd to the trees for shelter, leaving the

ground behind them spotted with their

stricken comrades. The prisoners were left

for the moment standing alone in the middle

of the clearing.

Challenger's quick brain had grasped the

situation. He seized the bewildered Sum-

merlee by the arm and they both ran towards

us. Two of their guards bounded after them

and fell to two bullets from Lord John.

We ran forward into the open to meet our

friends and pressed a loaded rifle into the

hands of each. But Summerlee was at the

end of his strength. He could hardly totter.

Already the ape-men were recovering from

their panic. They were coming through the

brushwood and threatening to cut us off.

Challenger and I ran Summerlee along, one

at each of his elbows, while Lord John

covered our retreat, firing again and again

as savage heads snarled at us out of the

bushes. For a mile or more the chattering

brutes were at our very heels. Then the

pursuit slackened, for they learned our power

and would no longer face that unerring rifle.

When we had at last reached the camp, we

looked back and found ourselves alone.

So it seemed to usâ��and yet we were mis-

taken. We had hardly closed the thorn-

bush door of our zareba, clasped each other's

hands, and thrown ourselves panting upon

the ground beside our spring, when we heard

a patter of feet and then a gentle, plaintive

crying from outside our entrance. Lord

John rushed forward, rifle in hand, and

threw it open. There, prostrate upon their

faces, lay the little red figures of the four

surviving Indians, trembling with fear of us

and yet imploring our protection. With an

expressive sweep of his hands one of them

pointed to the woods around them and indi-

cated that they were full of danger. Then,

darting forward, he threw his arms round

Lord John Roxton's legs and rested his face

upon them.

" By George ! " cried our peer, pulling at

his moustache in great' perplexity. " I sayâ��

what the dooce are we to do with these people ?

Get up, little chappie, and take your face off

my boots."

Summerlee was sitting up and stuffing

some tobacco into his old briar.

" We've got to see them safe," said he.
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HE SEIZED THE BEWILDERED SUMMIRLEE BY THE ARM."
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" You've pulled us all out of the jaws of

death. My word ! it was a good bit of work ! "

" Admirable ! " cried Challenger. " Admir-

able ! Not only we as individuals, but

European science collectively, owe you a

deep debt of gratitude for what you have done.

I do not hesitate to say that the disappear-

ance of Professor Summerlee and myself

would have left an

appreciable gap in

modern zoological his-

tory. Our young friend

here and you have

done most excellently

well."

He beamed at us

with the old paternal

smile, but European

science would have

been somewhat

amazed could they

have seen their chosen

child, the hope of the

future, with his

tangled, unkempt

head, his bare chest,

and his tattered

clothes. He had one

of the meat tins be-

tween his knees, and

sat with a large piece

of cold Australian

mutton between his

fingers. The Indian

looked up

at him, and

then,with a

little yelp,

cringed to

the ground

and clung

to Lord

John's leg.

" Don't

you be

scared, my

b o n n i e

boy," said

the peer,

patting the

matted head in front of him. " He can't

stick your appearance, Challenger, and, by

George ! I don't wonder. All right, little

chap, he's only a human, just the same as

the rest of us."

'' Really, sir ! " cried the Professor.

" Well, it's lucky for you, Challenger, that

you are a little out of the ordinary. If you

hadn't been so like the king â�¢"

HE THRKVV HIS ARMS ROUND LORD JOHN ROXTONS

I.ECS AND RESTKD HIS FACE UPON THEM."

" Upon my word, Lord John Roxton, you

allow yourself great latitude."

" Well, it's a fact."

" I beg, sir, that you will change the

subject. Your remarks are irrelevant and

unintelligible. The question before us is,

what are we to do with these Indians ? The

obvious thing is to escort them home, if we

knew where their home

was."

" There is no difficulty

about that," said I.

" They live in the caves

on the other side of the

Central Lake."

" Our young friend

here knows where they

live. I gather that it

is some distance."

"A good

twenty

miles," said

I.

Summer-

lee gave a

groan.

" I for one

could never

get there.

Surely I hear

those brutes

Still howling

upon our

track."

As he

spoke, from

the dark re-

cesses of the

woods we

heard, far

away, the

gibbering cry of the ape-

men. The Indians once

more set up a feeble wail

of fear.

" We must move, and

move quick ! " said Lord

John Roxton. " You help

Summerlee, young fellah.

These Indians will carry

then, come along, before they

stores. Now,

can see us."

In less than half an hour we had reached

our brushwood retreat and concealed our-

selves. All day we heard the excited calling

of the ape-men in the direction of our old

camp, but none of them came our way, and

the tired fugitives, red and white, had a long,

deep sleep. I was dozing myself in the evening
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when someone plucked my sleeve, and I found

Challenger kneeling beside me.

" You keep a diary of these events, and you

expect eventually to publish it, Mr. Malone ? "

said he, with solemnity.

" I am only here as a Press reporter," I

answered.

" Exactly. You may have heard some

rather fatuous remarks of Lord John Roxton's

which seemed to imply that there was some

â��some resemblance "

" Yes, I heard them."

" I need not say that any publicity given

to such an ideaâ��any levity in your narrative

of what occurredâ��would be exceedingly

offensive to me."

" I will keep well within the truth."

" Lord John's observations are frequently

exceedingly fanciful, and he is capable of

attributing the most absurd reasons to the

respect which is always shown by the most

undeveloped races to dignity and character.

You follow my meaning ? "

" Entirely."

" 1 leave the matter to your discretion."

Then, after a long pause, he added : " That

king of the ape-men was really a creature

of great distinctionâ��a most remarkably

handsome and intelligent personality. Did it

not strike you ? "

" A most remarkable creature," said I.

And the Professor, much eased in his mind,

settled down to his slumber once more.

CHAPTER XIV.

" THOSE WERE THE REAL CONQUESTS."

WE had imagined that our pursuers, the

ape-men, knew nothing of our brushwood

hiding-place, but we were soon to find out

our mistake. There was no sound in the

woods, not a leaf moved upon the trees, and

all was peace around us ; but we should have

been warned by our first experience how

cunningly and how patiently these creatures

can watch and wait until their chance comes.

Whatever fate may be mine through life, I

am very sure that I shall never be nearer

death than I was that morning. But I will

tell you the thing in its due order.

We all awoke exhausted after the terrific

emotions and scanty food of yesterday.

Summerlee was still so weak that it was an

effort for him to stand ; but the old man was

full of a sort of surly courage which would

never admit defeat. A council was held, and

it was agreed that we should wait quietly

for an hour or two where we were, have our

much-needed breakfast, and then make our

way across the plateau and round the Central

Lake to the caves where my observations had

shown that the Indians lived. We relied

upon the fact that we could count upon the

good word of those whom we had rescued

to ensure a warm welcome from their fellows.

Then, with our mission accomplished and

possessing a fuller knowledge of the secrets

of Maple White Land, we should turn our

whole thoughts to the vital problem of our

escape and return. Even Challenger was

ready to admit that we should then have done

all for which we had come, and that our first

duty from that time onwards was to carry-

back to civilization the amazing discoveries

we had made.

We were able now to take a more leisurely

view of the Indians whom we had rescued.

They were small men, wiry, active, and well

built, with lank black hair tied up in a bunch

behind their heads with a leathern thong,

and leathern also were their loin-cloths.

Their faces were hairless, well formed and

good-humoured. The lobes of their ears,

hanging ragged and bloody, showed that they

had been pierced for some ornaments which

their captors had torn out. Their speech,

though unintelligible to us, was fluent among

themselves, and, as they pointed to each

other and uttered the word " Accala " many

limes over, we gathered that this was the

name of their nation. Occasionally, with

faces which were convulsed with fear and

hatred, they shook their clenched hands at

the woods round and cried, " Doda ! Doda ! "

which was surely theif term for their enemies.

" What do you make of them, Challenger ? "

asked Lord John. " One thing is very

clear to me, and that is that the little chap

with the front of his head shaved is a chief

among them."

It was indeed evident that this man stood

apart from the others, and that they never

ventured to address him without every sign

of deep respect. He seemed to be the youngest

of them all, and yet so proud and high was his

spirit that upon Challenger laying his great

hand upon his head he started like a spurred

horse, and, with a quick flash of his dark

eyes, moved farther away from the Professor.

Then, placing his hand upon his breast and

holding himself with great dignity, he uttered

the word " Maretas" several times. The

Professor, unabashed, seized the nearest

Indian by the shoulder and proceeded to

lecture upon him as if he were a potted speci-

men in a classroom.

" The type of these people," said he, in his

sonorous fashion, " whether judged by cranial

capacity, facial angle, or any other test,
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cannot he1 regarded as a low one ; on the

contrary, we must place it as considerably

higher in the scale than many South

American tribes which I can mention. On

no possible supposition can we explain the

evolution of such a race in this place. For

that matter, so great a gap separates these

ape-men from the primitive animals which

have survived upon this plateau that it is

inadmissible to think that they could have

developed where we find them."

" Then where the dooce did they drop

from ? " asked Lord John Roxton.

" A question which will no doubt be eagerly

discussed in every scientific society in Europe

and America," the Professor answered. " My

own reading of the situation, for what it is

worth "â��he inflated his chest enormously

and looked insolently around him at the

wordsâ��" is that evolution has advanced

under the peculiar conditions of this country

up to the vertebrate stage, the old types sur-

viving and living on in company with the

newer ones. Thus we find such modern

creatures as the tapirâ��an animal with quite

a respectable length of pedigreeâ��the great

deer, and the ant-eater in the companionship

of reptilian forms of Jurassic type. So much

is clear. And now come the ape-man and

the Indian. What is the scientific mind to

think of their presence ? I can only account

for it by an invasion from outside. It is

probable that there existed an anthropoid

ape in South America, who in past ages found

his way to this place, and that he developed

into the creatures we have seen, some of

which "â��here he looked hard at meâ��" were

of an appearance and shape which, if it had

been accompanied by corresponding intelli-

gence, would, I do not hesitate to say, have

reflected credit upon any living race. As to

the Indians, I cannot doubt that they are

more recent immigrants from below. Under

the stress of famine or of conquest they have

made their way up here. Faced by ferocious

creatures which they had never before seen,

they took refuge in the caves which our young

friend has described, but they have no doubt

had a bitter fight to hold their own against

wild beasts, and especially against the ape-

men, who would regard them as intruders

and wage a merciless war upon them with a

cunning which the larger beasts would lack.

Hence the fact that their numbers appear to

be limited. Well, gentlemen, have I read you

the riddle aright; or is there any point which

you would query ? "

Professor Summerlee for once was too

depressed to argue, though he shook his head

violently as a token of general disagreement.

Lord John merely scratched his scanty locks,

with the remark that he couldn't put up a

fight, as he wasn't in the same weight or class.

For my own part I performed my usual role

of bringing things down to a strictly prosaic

and practical level by the remark that one

of the Indians was missing.

" He has gone to fetch some water," said

Lord John. " We fitted him up with an

empty beef-tin, and he is off."

" To the old camp ? " I asked.

" No; to the brook. It's among the trees

there. It can't be more than a couple of

hundred yards. But the beggar is certainly

taking his time."

" I'll go and look after him," said I. I

picked up my rifle and strolled in the direc-

tion of the brook, leaving my friends to lay

out the scanty breakfast. It may seem to

you rash that even for so short a distance I

should quit the shelter of our friendly thicket;

but you will remember that we were many

miles from ape-town, that so far as we knew

the creatures had not discovered our retreat,

and that, in any case, with a rifle in my hands

I had no fear of them. I had not yet learned

their cunning or their strength.

I could hear the murmur of our brook

somewhere ahead of me, but there was a

tangle of trees and brushwood between me

and it. I was making my way through this

at a point which was just out of sight of my

companions, when, under one of the trees, I

noticed something red huddled among the

bushes. As I approached it I was shocked

to see that it was the dead body of the missing

Indian. He lay upon his side, his limbs

drawn up, and his head screwed round at a

most unnatural angle, so that he seemed to

be looking straight over his own shoulder. I

gave a cry to warn my friends that some-

thing was amiss, and, running forwards, I

stooped over the body. Surely my guardian

angel was very near me then, for some

instinct of fear, or it may have been some

faint rustle of leaves, made me glance upwards.

Out of the thick green foliage which hung

low over my head two long, muscular arms,

covered with reddish hair, were slowly

descending. Another instant and the great

stealthy hands would have been round my

throat. 1 sprang backwards, but, quick as

I was, those hands were quicker still. Through

my sudden spring they missed a fatal grip,

but one of them caught the back of my neck,

and the other one my face. I threw my hands

up to protect my throat, and the next moment

the huge paw had slid down my face and
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"I FELT AN INTOLERABLE PRESSURE FORCING MY HEAD HACK."

closed over them. I was lifted lightly from

the ground, and I felt an intolerable pressure

forcing my head back and back until the

strain upon the cervical spine was more than

I could bear. My senses swam, but I still

tore at the hand and forced it out from my

chin. Looking up, I saw a frightful face,

with cold, inexorable light-blue eyes looking

down into mine. There was something

hypnotic in those terrible eyes. I could

struggle no longer. As the creature felt me

grow limp in his grasp two white canines

gleamed for a moment in an atrocious

smile at each side of the vile mouth, and

the grip tightened still more upon my chin,

forcing it always upwards and back. A

thin, opal-tinted mist formed before my eyes

and little silvery bells tinkled in my ears.

Dully and far off I heard the crack of a rifle,

and was feebly aware of the shock as I was

dropped to the earth, where I lay without

sense or motion.

(To be (ontinued.)



A Nignt Adventure on

the Funffingerspitze.

A Pioneer-of-the-Year Climt Up

trie Most Difficult of tlie Dolomites.
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HE Tyrol, that rugged land of

mountain warfare, has lost

much of its lust for battle.

But far above its vine-clad

valleys and crag - uplifted

castles, hoary with grim

memories of hurtling

slaughter, there rises a region of em-

battled spires where the joy of

victory may yet be tasted. The

battle is not with dukes and their

legions, but with those solemn

sentinels of the silences, the

towering peaks of the Dolo-

mites. These rocky giants,

with their defences of gloomy

precipice, icy slope, and

storm-swept ridge, still

challenge man to the fray.

Health and strength are

some of the reward.'

they offer if ap-

proached with due

prudence and skil-

UP INTO THE

11AUMF.N SCHARTF.

IN THE FttNFFIN-

r.KRSPITZR â�� CI.IMB-
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ful assault; other-

wise they may

take a relent-

less revenge.

Of ulI these wonderful

mountains, undoubt-

edly by far the most at-

tractive for attack are the

central towers that cluster

around Marmolata, the snow-

crowned king of the Dolo-

mites. Of these the Grohmann-

spitze, the Fiinffingerspitze, and

the Langkofel are the most im-

pressive. Well may they be called

" the three Graces," for truly they

grace the head of that most beautiful

Tyrolese valley, the Fassathal. More-

over, the Grohmannspitze, as Faith, up-

holds the simile well, for the man who

climbs its shattered face trusts more to

faith than to secure abiding-places for hand

or foot. " Hope springs eternal " with the

climber of the Funffingerspitze, to Englishmen

the best known and most famous of the Dolo-

mites, for, however steep and threatening its

beetling cliffs, the rock-; are firm and trustworthy.

As to the Langkofelspitze, charity is mainly re-

.> ""/ quired; only the guides know the most engrossing

By route of ascent, and the reward they ask is as high as

the peak itself. And in this case the greatest of these is
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not charity, but

hope ; in other

words, the Funffin-

gerspitze is the best

of the three to

climb. There are

few to equal it in

all the Alps.

It was this repu-

tation that brought

us, last Midsummer

Day, up to the little

half-way hut on

the Sella Joch,

where aspirants to

the heights usually

spend the night.

Our plans were not

bruited abroad, for

in the Dolomites

the Fiinfnnger-

spitze occupies

much the same

standing as does

the Matterhorn at

Zermatt. Its first

ascent marks the

openingof thehigh-

climbing season,

and each year there

is usually some

keen competition

for the honours of

premier conquest.

Thus, imagine

our chagrin when,

waked by the

morning sunshine,

we learned that a

party of three

Austrians had

come up furtively

the previous night,

and were now high

up on our moun-

tain. Unfortu-

nately, the young

native who had

agreed to act as our guide had not yet

arrived. He had some devotional service

to attend at five o'clock in the morning, and

we did not expect to be able to start before

the late hour of nine a.m. Wherefore arose

our many adventures.

In due course we were under way, and

under heavy loads withal, for an old comrade

in the way of a large camera was with us.

We were anxious to show this most important

member of the party the wonders of the upper

VoL xliÂ».-18.
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rocks of the Fiinffingerspitze. Old Sol

smiled warmly down upon us as we trudged

across lofty pastures where every step seemed

sacrilege. Now came flowers of a hundred hues,

and, anon, wide beds of delicately beautiful

little gentians gleamed like " the heavens

upbreaking through the earth." Then higher

and higher we trudged, up rough, rocky slopes,

until gaunt precipices closed down upon us

all around. The outlook behind, over peaks

of a thousand forms, was glorious, but the
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nearer foreground somewhat

marred the prospect; the sun-

steeped snow-slopes showed tell-

tale footsteps of those in front,

who must surely rob us of the

pleasures of first conquest.

We soon now learnt some-

thing of the topography of

the Funffingerspitze. From

this side its five fingers

seemed imperfectly deve-

loped ; they rose almost

as one solid tower, over

two thousand feet high.

To the right of this the

sharp lower peak of

the thumb, or Dan-

men, was unmistak-

able, whilst between

the two the deep)

gap of the Daumen

Scharte was obvi-

ously the weak

spot in the moun-

tain's defences.

A deep gully,

mild - looking

in contrast

with the

fearsome

surrounding

bastions,

rose direct

to the

Scharte and, despite its steep,

snow-filled recesses, suggested

easy upward travelling. The

terrific icicle-hung rift of the

Schmitt Kamin, springing

straight to the summit on

the left, recalled the loss of

Norman-Neruda and the

many other tragedies of

this desperate Dolomite.

Even as we gazed a

taste of its dangers was

vouchsafed us. There

was a clatter of falling

stones in the great

gully below the

Scharte, and down

flung the relentless

mountain artillery

upon us. But the

warning was

a m p le . W e

dashed to the

welcome

"shadow of a

great rock in

aweary land"

and heard the

f ragm e n t s

crashing

down the

gully. But

more we

heard of

IN THE SHADOW OF THE HUGK WALLS OF THE KUNFFINGLKSriT7.Il.

l(Vow! a Photograph by Q P. Abraham, Ktlwick.
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greater portent. Excited

voices came from high up

in the snowy recesses.

Our guide laughed loudly,

and jodelled his delight

above the crash of the

now subsiding avalanche.

The Austrians had mis-

taken the route, and were

attempting the impossible

feat of climbing direct up

the gully to the Daumen

Scharte. After all, they

were more than likely

to be beaten in the

race to the summit.

Yet we were in their

power, for it was neces-

sary to cross the stone-

swept couloir to reach the

huge buttress on its right-

hand side, up which we

must climb to the Scharte.

Serious work now lay

ahead, and the four of us

tied together on one long

rope. After warning calls

to those far overhead to

desist from movement

until we had passed the

danger zone, I started

across the steep, icy

slope, hewing footsteps

in its frozen surface. It

was an unnerving pro-

ceeding. Those above

either failed or refusedâ��

let us hope the former

â��to understand our in-

structions, and every now

and again small stones

came whizzing past with

ominous hum. At last

a larger mass, visible by

its size, necessitated a

sudden " ducking " of

the head, and my deli-

cate balance was dis-

turbed almost to the

point of falling. More-

over, at the same moment

a small pebble carried

away a portion of the rim

of my hat. Then the gully

became a veritable babel.

Impolite English, French,

and German personalities

stirred the solitudes; the

former prevailed when we

SOON WE WERK STRUGGLING UP THE

RECESSES OF THE INTRODUCTORY CHIMNEY."

From a Pkotoffrapit hy Q. P. Abraham, Kttmck.

understood that the others

were coming down, and

wished us to wait to allow

them to go first; this

meant more than an

hour's delay. Further

parley seemed impossible,

but in calmer mood our

guide explained matters,

and whilst this progressed

my feverish efforts to

secure cover on the other

side of the gully were suc-

cessful. Then one by

one, steadied by the rope,

the others fairly galloped

across the icy gulf.

A hundred-foot chim-

ney, deeply cut into the

body-rock of our peak,

now rose vertically over-

head. The real work of

the day was about to

begin, and the snowy shelf

on which we stood

assumed the appearance

of a store for cast - off

clothing and old boots.

Spare garments were dis-

carded and friendly old

hob - nailers exchanged

for the rope-soled boots

or scarpetti, which give

such a wonderful grip on

the smooth, metal - like

surface of Dolomite rock.

As the party consisted of

four somewhat experi-

enced cragsmen, we

climbed on two separate

ropes, the guide leading

one, and the other, of

which my brother, laden

with the heavy camera,

formed the " tail-piece,"

was in my charge. Soon

we were struggling up the

recesses of the introduc-

tory chimney, now in its

gloomy, frozen interior,

anon spanning its outer

edges Colossus-like, where

large rocks blocked the

direct route up the crack.

Nearly a hundred feet

above the start impend-

ing icicle-hung boulders,

jutting outwards over-

head, forbade direct
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assault, so a way was made to the right, out on to

the face of the cliff, along narrow, sloping ledges,

where the rope-soled boots proved grateful and com-

forting. It was a typical Dolomite traverse, with

perpendicularity above and below. But the almost

level, straight, and narrow way soon led around airy

corners to a small rock gully where loose matter

abounded, and loose tongues also, when one of the

party tested the consistency of skulls and tempers by

dislodging some fragments on the heads of those

below. However, the sunny crest of the buttress

once attained, these excitements were forgotten. Now

was the time to enjoy our mountain sport to the full.

Great grey slabs rose ahead magnificently; above

them the tip of the " thumb " peeped persuasively, as

though beckoning us ever upwards to the joy of the

heights. The Austrians were now below; they had

given up the attempt. With hearts full of hope and

hands full of hand-holds, we mounted steadily, yet

every now and again doubts assailed our professional

friend.

Like a shower of diamonds, icy fragments fell

continuously through mid-air from the huge pre-

cipice on our left. The upper reaches of the peak

were evidently heavily iced. The sunless hun-

dred-foot rock-wall above the Daumen Scharle

was to be the crux of the climb. Could it be

climbed under such conditions? Only the

previous day an old and famous guide had

declared it impossible.

In due course the ever-steepening rocks

forced us away to the left, and soon a

bulging series of ledges suggested a

traverse, as it were across the ball of

the thumb, into the Daumen Scharte.

Ice and snow-masked rocks caused

many exciting moments ere we gained

the well-known gap. We expected

comfort here, but the reverse

obtained. A cutting north wind

swept through the opening, and I

have unpleasant memories of naught

to sit upon but a sharp, narrow ridge

of hard, icy snow. My left foot over-

hung the thousand-foot depths of the

great gully, my right dangled airily

over still more profound abysses on

the other side of our mountain;

behind rose the pinnacle of the Dau-

men ; in front, the terrific icy wall

up which we must go summitwards.

For over an hour alternate hope and

despair assailed us, whilst the guide

clung and climbed up this mauvais

pas. 'Twas a fine entertainment, but

one which we were scarcely in a posi-

tion to enjoy, for a slight slip on his

part would have precipitated matters

too effectually. Anyhow, imitating

IT WAS A TYPICAL DOLOMITE TRAVERSE, WITH PERPEN-

DICULARITY ABOVE AND BELOW."

From a Pliotograiilt f>Â» O. P. Abraham,
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the remarkable example of a cele-

brated guide, we arranged plans for

distributing our falling selves down

each side of the Scharte should

collapse occur. Heated arguments

as to whether the rope would stand

the strain kept us warm, but fortu-

nately the test was not necessitated.

One at least of us was so frozen to

the icy seat that nether garments

and climber would have been

difficult to separate. However,

doubts instead of climbers were

finally dissipated. The plucky

young guide found a safe ledge

a hundred feet above us, and

one by one my companions

climbed carefully up to his

side, whilst the heavy camera,

on the end of the two joined

ropes, made light of the

ascent. But now a serious

mistake was evident. I was

left alone in the Scharte,

and every effort to throw

the loose end of the rope

down to me proved futile.

The wind carried it far

out of reach. At last

some fragments of rock

were discovered and tied

on the end, but these

f-< jJF invariably worked loose

and fell over into space.

The last of all, a big

piece of angular Dolo-

mite, very nearly

caused me to join its

mad flight. It loosed

itself from the end of

the rope, and by a

hair's breadth

missed the

single human

head left in

the Daumen

Scharte.

This ended

the rope-

throwing

perform-

ance.

An hour

of precious

time had

gone. I had

ON THE WALL ABOVE THE DAUMEN Cither tO

SCHARTE. climb the

bt Q. P. 4troAam, Amfc*. iry wall nil-

roped or all must return defeated. The former

plan was adopted. 'Twere unwise to expand on

the sensations of that lonely journey up one

of the most desperate places in the Alps, the

while anxious friends peered nervously down

upon every movement. The ascent was not

made more comfortable by the excited dis-

approval of our guide. It seemed that we

were repeating the escapade of a previous

party. In that case the horror-stricken men

above saw their comrade make a false stepâ��

alas ! his last in this world, for he fell in one

fearful bound for nearly a thousand feet.

However, our climb up the Funffingerspitze

ended more happily. After joining hands we

renewed the order of ascent on two separate

ropes, and again sunny rocks greeted us.

Then onward and upward we climbed, now

impressed and compressed also by some

narrow crack whose bottom overhung the

abyss, now pushed cruelly backward by some

impending rock, where the smallest of hand-

holds barely checked the greedy grip of gravi-

tation. If variety is charming, we bore

charmed lives. One place especially thrust

itself into my memory and anatomy. This

was a painful stomach-traverse along a sharp

knife-edge of granite, with the feet dangling

helplessly on either side. The sensation of

being cut in two was discomforting. This

ridge led up to an overhanging nose of

Wellingtonian aspect. Below this we crept

along a narrow groove, and finally gained a

deep chimney filled with blue-black ice. An

hour's hard work with the ice-axe served to

carve an icy staircase up its steep, interior,

and we emerged in the last gap below the

summit.

Half an hour later, after an interesting

struggle up slippery rocks where every step

was an adventure, the tip of the Funffinger-

spitze was underfoot. After such a severe

battle our elation was well in keeping with

the lofty situation ; but to prevent the height

going lo our heads as well as our feet, the

guide quickly lowered our high spirits.

Amid much excitement we gathered that it

was actually half-past six; there was every

probability of our having to sleep out some-

where on the great cliff. Thoughts of an

" all-night sitting " on some exposed ledge

suggested the " closure " when the wonders

of that evening outlook from the grandest of

the Dolomites bade fair to cause delay.

There was just time to notice the frozen

heights of the Ortler, fifty miles away, gleam-

ing in the track of the westering sun, to glance

around, adown and afar, on peaks, precipices,

and pinnacles, arranged in that wild con-
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fusion which only pertains in the Dolomites.

Then " In unler I In unter ! Kommen sie

nur I "* were the hoarse cries of our anxious

guide; and swiftly, but surely, we clambered

down those huge rocks.

To save precious time the long rope was

flung over into the first gap, and one by one

we slid and slithered down to the top of the

ice-chimney. It

pleasure thus

to the strength

rope. How

this small con-

the world pre-

sent and the

world to

come ! To

struggle for

holds on the

was a doubtful

to consign oneself

of an Alpine Club

feeble seemed

nection between

We released one end of the rope and hauled

with a will on the other until it came down to

us. Somewhat the same method was used

in the ice-chimney, and also during the descent

into the Daumen Scharte, the latter being

quite impossible under such conditions with-

out this safeguard.

It was now almost dark. There had been

scant appreciation of the glories of a Dolomite

sunset, and only the rosy gleam lingered on

the loftiest snows of Marmolata. The hard,

cold, steely

upwards with

grey of night spread

sullen suddenness

when once the but-

tress below the

Scharte was

reached.

Despite the

dangers of the

u n d ertaking,

Prom o PKatayriiph by}

ON THE TOP OF THE FUNFFINGERSI'lTZE.

IG. P. Abraham, Ketirict.

adjacent rock was the only diversion.

The narrow landing-place below lay fright-

fully out of the line of descent, and there

was an unpleasant tendency to realize that

a falling body would miss this and hurtle

through space to the base of the mountain,

two thousand feet below. However, at last

the fingers found hold on the less impending

rocks and a landing could be negotiated on

the narrow apex of the ridge. Then came the

eerie descent of the last man. All the rope

was brought into use and hitched around an

outstanding little pinnacle above the trying

section. On the rope thus doubled he swung

and clambered downwards, like a spider on a

wall, until his feet came within reach of our

upstretched hands. All were safe again.

* " Downwards I Downwards I Come most quickly I"

for every hand and foot hold had now to be

groped for deliberately, there was no sense of

peril. A strange calm, of which we mortals

seemed a part, pervaded the imperturbable

solitudes, which, if solemn and subduing at

midday, are doubly so at midnight. The

heavy silence seemed but deepened by the

distant voice of streams plunging valley-

wards from mountain fastnesses full of dark-

ness and awe. The great peaks bending

around as if to listen induced that soothing

sense of companionship with their mysterious

vastness which only the true climber can know

amidst the struggles and joys of his sport.

'Tis a knowledge which goes to the very root

of a man's being; it keeps " the heart from

fainting, the soul from sleep."

Like ghosts we moved noiselessly down-
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DESCENDING FROM BELOW THK TOP OF THE

FtfNFFINUERSPITZE â�� THE GUIDE IS SKKN

NEGOTIATING A VERTICAL SECTION.

tnm* rAofetrraj* &Â» O. P AUratom. Kttvidt.

wards one by one; no jarring sound

of nailed boots was heard on the

rocks. The concentration of effort

led to whispers only being exchanged.

Some of us blessed that instinctive

memory for hand and foot holds

retained from their use during the

ascent. There was small chance of

missing the way down the restricted

front of the buttress, but the dis-

covery of the lower traverse into the

chimney was a different matter.

Several lonely excursions were made

by the leaders along likely ledges, but in

vain. It seemed that the fair record

of our long climbing career was to be

spoilt. We must spend the night out on

the rocks. I have recollections of feeling

my way delicately across the gloomy pre-

cipice. All would go well for a yard or

two, then ledges vanished, hands and feet

groped vainly through holdless nothing-

ness, and a disheartening return was neces-

sary. But at last the instinct of the guide

prevailed; he discovered some familiar

stones that marked the start of the traverse.

The top of the final chimney was gained in utter

blacknessâ��even darkness which might be felt and

heard also, for a voluble Englishman's head came in

painful contact with one of the impending boulders.

And now faint shouts were wafted up to us from the

hut on the Sella Joch. Those far below were anxious

for our safety. Someone suggested that the London

morning papers might give the scaring newsâ��" Three

Englishmen Lost on the Funffingerspitze." The

thought caused us to shout in unison with all the reso-

nance of absolute emptiness. For six hours we had

tasted nothing but a few raisins.

However, the worst was over. After the others

had descended I fixed a doubled rope around a

boulder that was firmly jammed in the walls of the

chimney and swung trustfully down into " the

depths of Avernus." It was the last adventure.

What mattered the sudden slip of tired fingers on

the icy rope when only a few feet above those

below ? The few bruises received from the sudden

precipitancy of my descent were honourable

scars. Victory was ours despite the grim resist-

ance held out by the grandest of the Dolomites.

Boots were donned, luggage hastily collected,

and two hours later we were disturbing the slum-

bers of those in the hut on the Sella Joch. Their

welcome was genuine and, for hungry men,

painful in its profusion. Before retiring to an

unsettled rest a last glimpse was vouchsafed us

of the Funffingerspitze tipped with the glory of

the rising moon. Next morning mists hid its

magnificence ; we were homeward bound, and

bade farewell with light hearts.
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OMEBODY has defined a hero

as a person who never knows

when he is beaten. Mr. Bod-

kin was a hero of this sort.

Retiring baffled from bear

and elephantâ��no, not retir-

ing, for, as you will remember,

it was the bear who retired, also the elephant,

although the latter did carry Mr. Bodkin with

him for some distanceâ��let us say, rather,

undaunted, though not unmoved, by his

adventures with bear and elephant, Mr.

Bodkin came up smiling to struggle with a

lion.

Nothing could abate his zoological enthu-

siasm, and his adventure with the elephant,

seen through a few days' perspective, assumed

something of the

air of a gallant ex-

ploit, calculated

to give him con-

fidence for even

nobler flights. He

felt, in short, that,

having distingui-

shed himself with

a bear and an

elephant, he was

fully qualified to

tackle a lion.

Not an extreme

lion, of course, to

begin with; no-

thing wild or bad-

tempered, as a

start, but a lion

warranted quiet in

or out of harness

â��the sort of lion

that might be

advertised as suit-

able for a lady, if

ladies indulged

their fancies in Mr.

Bodkin's way. Such

lions Mr. Bodkin

had seen jumping

through hoops at

circuses with the

'HERE IN THK DARKEST CORNER, PUSHED AWAY AS

THOUGH IN DEFAULT OF A LUMBER-ROOM, WAS THE LION."

docility of sheep, and a very similar type

of agility.

The large manager of Walker's Circus head-

quarters, having made two such profitable

deals with Mr. Bodkin as the sale and the

repurchase of Dr. Johnson the elephant, was

not the person to lose sight of so eligible a

customer. He could do no direct business,

it is true ; the difference between the figures

of the Johnsonian sale and repurchase was

too great even for Mr. Bodkin's enthusiasm

to overlook. But he made himself sure of a

commission from any other menagerie to

whom Mr. Bodkin might become a victim.

And Mr. Bodkin took to frequenting mena-

geries.

But there was now a certain subconscious

caution to temper

hisenthusiasm.and

Mr. Bodkin hesita-

ted over several

lions andâ��passed

on. There -was

something about

each that sugges-

ted a possibility of

trouble. It seemed

to be a peculiarity

of lions. But at

last the desired

animal was dis-

coveredâ��the ideal

lion for domestic

use.

It was in the

obscurest corner of

an obscure mena-

gerie at Mitcham

Fair. The mena-

gerie was housed

in a fit-up booth,

perilously built of

creaking boards

and flapping can-

vas, and filled with

cages made to fit

their occupants,

much as a packing-

case is made to fit
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the goods it encloses. Here in the darkest

corner, pushed away as though in default of

a lumber-room, was the lion.

Mr. Bodkin felt instinctively that this was

a lion you could trust. It was long past all

the frivolities of youth, and so completely

provided with bunions that it could be relied

on not to spring at anything. It could never

creep unobserved on its hapless prey, because

it creaked so very loudly and forlornly at the

joints, from which the stuffing seemed ready

to break out at any moment. Mr. Bodkin

remembered Androcles, and was therefore

much attracted by the bunions.

It was certainly not a very handsome lion

in its present condition ; but a little touching-

up might do wonders ; a bottle of hair-

restorer, reflected Mr. Bodkin, and a little

seccotine judiciously applied, would make it

look a new lion to the inexpert, and scarcely

more than shop-soiled even to the connoisseur

in lions.

The proprietor was quite willing to sell â��

almost indecently eager, in fact. He offered

a large discount for cash in advance, doubtless

regarding the discount in the light of a heavy

premium of insurance on a precarious life.

And he readily agreed to " throw a cage in "

and see to the delivery of the goods himself.

The perfect harmlessness of the King of

Beasts he readily guaranteed, under any

penalty that Mr. Bodkin cared to name ;

offering the warranty of his solemn davy and

s'elp '"is bob â�� an argument that there w"

no refuting, even if it had not been backed,

as it was, by the thrusting of his arm between

the bars of the cage. At this the lion merely

shrank a little and gazed reproachfully ; and

indeed the cage was crowded enough already,

without the arm. But it was easy enough

to see that the arm was quite safe, and not

the most ravenous hunger would have tempted

that lion to help himself to a finger. It was

a bun-and-milk sort of lion, plainly ; and one

that would hesitate to attack even a bun if it

contained a fierce-looking currant.

Mr. Bodkin waited impatien;lv for the

arrival of his new acquisition, walking about

the house with expectant importance and

looking out of windows. A lion â�� to be sole

proprietor of a lion â�� that was a prospect that

made his chest swell and his face broaden

wiih delight. Such a safe lion, too. Mr.

Bodkin would be a hero on the easiest and

cheapest possible terms.

He was not quite yet a sufficient hero to

tell Mrs. Bodkin. He had tried the experi-

ment in the case of the elephant, and his

success was far from conspicuous. He relied

Vol.

-20.

this time on the very obvious inoffensiveness

of the lion to disarm the lady's opposition.

To say, now, that a lion was coming home

would have been to send Mrs. Bodkin off to

her sister's at Tunbridge Wells by the next

train ; to show her the lionâ��this lionâ��when

it arrived would be less disturbing to the

nerves. But Mr. Bodkin's own nerves were

somewhat troubled by the prospect. Mrs.

B. was no judge of lions, and she might not

perceive the " points" of this particular

safety lion. It had points, of courseâ��several

of them, on his back, you might safely have

hung your hat on.

There was another matter which somewhat

troubled Mr. Bodkin as he retired to rest

on the night before the lion was expected.

The showman had agreed to " throw a cage

in." but had not specified which cage. The

cage that held the lion on Mr. Bodkin's

visit was certainly in keeping with its contents

â��a bit feeble in the joints and needful of

glueâ��but otherwise had few recommenda-

tions ; and the showman, as a prudent

economist, would scarcely send a different

cage unless he could find a worse one. Mr.

Bodkin tried to remember what the padlock

was like, and failed ; and, immersed in

confused and uneasy calculations as to what

might happen, and what the bill might be, if

the cage fell apart on the journey, he dropped

into a troubled slumber.

Long before the fixed and traditional

breakfast-time of the Bodkin household Mr.

Bodkin found himself up and dressed and

despcrat;)y composing various forms and

sentences which he judged might be suitable

to lead up to an introduction between Mrs.

Bodkin and the lion. None that he could

invent seemed to promise any brilliant success.

and breakfast arri%red while the agonies of

composition were at their height. And then

the lion did it all himself.

Mr. Bodkin and Mrs. Bodkin sat at opposite

ends of the breakfast-table, as usual, and,

also as usual, the very small house-dog sat

at each end alternately, speculating saga-

ciously in scraps. The morning was fine and

warm, and the window behind Mrs. B. was

wide open ; and presently through that open

window floated sounds that made Mr. Bodkin's

heart beat quicker. There was the opening

of gates by the stable-yard, rumblings,

thumps, and haulingsâ��also loud growls. Mr.

Bodkin entrenched himself deep behind his

newspaper.

" We haven't ordered any coals," said Mrs.

B. " That must be the dustman."

The noises ceased, and a van was heard to
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depart noisily. Then came a few minutes of

silence, and thenâ��the lion ! The lion itself

suddenly appeared at the open window,

gazing in on the back of the unconscious

Mrs. Bodkin !

Down went Mr. Bodkin's newspaper, and

up went such hair as remained on the surface

of his head. His

worst fears of that

cage and that padlock

were realized. Mrs.

Bodkin, startled,

turned about and

faced the new-comer.

Admirable woman !

She did not faint or

scream, or even fall

under the table. She

stood up boldly, shook

her apron threaten-

ingly in the lion's face,

stamped, and said :

" Hoosh ! "

The lion, hurt and

surprised, turned and

bundled feebly off;

the small dog barked

angrily, and the lion,

outside, trembled,and

increased his pace as

well as his bunions

permitted. Mr. Bod-

kin, in his confusion,

discovered that he

was standing on his

chair, armed with the

bread - knife and the

toast-rack.

" Great, ugly, neg-

lected-looking brute,"

commented Mrs. Bod-

kin. " He'll be break-

ing down the gera-

niums. Whose is it ?

I didn't know any-

body about here had

such a big dog."

" It'sâ��it's a lion."

murmured Mr. Bod-

kin, apologetically,

getting down from

the chair. " Just

a lion I bought cheap."

" A what ? Aâ�� Oo-wow!" And

Mrs. Bodkin did all she had neglected to do

before. She fainted on the spot, screamed,

and fell under the table, all simultaneously.

The introduction thus happily effected;

Mr. Bodkin recovered his presence of mind

and called for help. Then he took a peep

through the window and felt some return of

courage ; for he perceived that the unhappy

lion had fallen into the misfortune of a differ-

ence with the household cat. The cat's

breakfast lay on a plate near the scullery-

door, and the disturbed and indignant

breakfaster, with

arched back and dis-

tended tail, was

fiercely defending her

meal, while the king

of beasts humbly

sheered off with his

tail between his legs,

a flea in his ear, and

all the other decora-

tions proper to

defeated feebleness.

Mr. Bodkin observed

all this with growing

confidence, and he

reflected once more

on the bunions, the

creaking joints, and

the groggy corners,

ganing courage there-

with. That lion had

somehow escaped

from his cage, and

must be put back

with proper heroism.

After all, it was a

safety lion; so Mr.

Bodkin gallantly

seized his hat and

made flank move-

ments, tacks, dodges,

and twists towards

an inspection of the

cage.

It grew clear that

his high opinion of the

showman's sense of

prudence and

economy was fully

justified. No cage is

immortal, and this

cage and the padlock

were ending their

earthly careers in

company. It seemed

that, when that showman " threw in " the cage,

he must have thrown it a little too hard and

cracked it badly. Splits and cracks smiled and

winked at Mr. Bodkin ; and yet it seemed

to him, after all, that, fitted with a proper

padlock, it might hold a lion of sortsâ��a

dead sort, or the sort that had come in it

THE LION ITSELF SUDDENLY APPEARED AT THE

OPEN WINDOW."
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â��and a bright idea struck Mr. Bodkin.

There was a door at each endâ��one bolted

still, the other unpadlocked. If both ends

were opened wide, reflected Mr. Bodkin, it

might be possible for an active hero like

himself to impri-

son the lion by

stratagem. Some-

thing attractive

and eatable,

attached to a

string, might be

dragged before

the truant's nose,

and thence to the

cage and into it.

The kingof beasts

would follow,and

his agile pro-

prietor, leaving

the bait in the

cage, would

emerge from the

farther end and

bolt the door be-

hind him ; then.

while the prize engaged the attention of the

quadruped, the biped, hastening to the door

of entrance with a new padlock, would

make all finally secure.

This, plan formed, Mr. Bodkin began to

reconnoitre. The new lion, affronted by

Mrs. Bodkin, startled by the dog. and repulsed

by the cat, was now forlornly wandering

along a garden path, apprehensive of further

hostility, surveying the flower-beds, and

"THE KING OF BKASTS HUMBLY SHEERED OFF.

long siege ; the gardener's presence of mind

was testified by a total absence of body, for

he was not to be seen at all. Mr. Bodkin

sidled toward the house. The kitchen was

descried, but many clamorous female voices

were audible up-

stairs; for there

the cook, the

parlour - maid,

and both house-

maids were busy

reviving Mrs.

Bodkin and

giving her notice

at the same time.

Mr. Bodkin

made for the

larder and there

seized a ham. In

a kitchen drawer

was a ball of

string, and with

trembling hands

he tied the ham

by the shank and

carried out his

line and bait to the scene of action. The

lion, in mild bewilderment, was standing in a

bed of hydrangeas and gazing reproachfully

at a rose-bush which had pricked his nose.

Mr. Bodkin, from the shelter of a monkey-

puzzle tree, gently slung the ham among the

hydrangeas. The lion, beginning to-be inte-

rested, sniffed at it cautiously and seemed

pleased to find it was not prickly. Mr.

Bodkin recreated some little distance, paying

"THK HAM GAMBOLLED UF.NTLY BEFORE THE MONARCH OF THE DEBUT."

apparently contemplating a conversion to

vegetarianism. Mr. Bodkin, dodging and

peeping through a hedge, realized that his

household forces were scattered. The boot-

boy had taken refuge up a tree, with much

presence of mind selecting the only one with

apples on it, being thus provisioned for a

out the string as he went, and then gently

tugged the ham out of the hydrangeas. The

lion, feeling naturally friendly toward the

only moving thing in that place that had not

terrified him, followed, and continued to

follow, as Mr. Bodkin retreated toward? the

cage. The ham gambolled gently before the
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monarch of the desert, and the monarch,

sadly impeded by bunions, made a shift to

frisk with it as a kitten frisks with a ball.

The smell was attractive, too, and it was just

beginning to dawn on the leonine intelligence

that something about the article might be

eatable, when Mr. Bodkin arrived at the door

of the cage and bolted in.

He drew the ham cautiously after him,

and then, with a pang of horror, realized that

add the wiliness of the serpent to the harm-

lessness of the dove ; or perhaps wasn't so

very harmless after all. Mr. Bodkin could

not resist a suspicion that the lion's demeanour

was changing. Was it jealousy at seeing its

cage usurped by an intruder, rivalry in the

matter of the ham, perplexity at the state

of affairs in general, or a mixture of all three ?

Whatever it was, Mr. Bodkin thought he

plainly detected on the leonine countenance

'MR. BODKIN ARRIVED AT THE DOOR OF THE CAGE AND BOLTED IN."

he had forgotten the necessary new padlock.

Here was a terrible state of affairs !

Moreover, the lion wouldn't work as desired.

Instead of coming in at one end of the cage, it

ambled up to the front of the bars, there sat

down, and regarded Mr. Bodkin.

It was stalemate. Mr. Bodkin couldn't

determine which end to run out at till the

lion had made up his mind to go in at the

other. This was a little alarmingâ��it sug-

gested the possibility that the brute might

a solemn wink. Now, everybody who has

had the experience of sitting, with a ham on

a string, in a cage wi^h^both ends open and

the rightful lion winking at him from the

other side of the bars, will confirm me when

I say that the situation is embarrassing, and

even a little trying to the nerves. I call on

any such person to contradict me, if he dare.

Mr. Bodkin's calmness was not what it was j

he even felt himself losing confidence in the

bunions.
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"If SAT DOWN AND KKGAKDKH MR. BODKIN."

ing his best half-way up the

street. Running his fastest.

Mr. Bodkin, somewhat im-

peded by the ham, to which

the cat and dog were now

clinging desperately, gradu-

ally overtook his quarry,

amid the howls and plaudits

of an enthusiastic populace.

Presently he was able to

catch at the tail, which in-

stantly came off in his hand.

That was one of the places

that ought to have been

repaired. Redoubling his

efforts, he sprang forward

and seized the mane, where

now several more sparrows

were fighting for the best

pickings. As he seized it a

cloud of moths and dust flew

out, and the lion, driven

to bay at last, turned with

uplifted paw and dealt him

a terrific box in the ear.

"Let go my hair.

Samuel!" shrieked the lion.

" Are you mad ? " And

then came another box in

the ear that woke Mr.

But help came when least expec-

ted. The most impudent creature

in the animal creationâ��a London

sparrowâ��chanced to be building its

nest in the eaves of Mr. Fodkin's

house, and running short of material.

Peeping over the gutter, it espied a

large bunch of just what was wanted

â��the lion's mane. For a London

sparrow to see is to seize, and

instantly the shameless blackguard

pounced on the defenceless head

beneath him , tugging and clawing

violently. The poor lion, assailed

from this wholly unexpected quarter,

broke down utterly, and, with a

despairing howl, shambled for the

nearest gate, which at that moment

was being opened by the butcher's

boy. The butcher's boy, regardless

of glory, skipped aside, and Mr.

Bodkin, encouraged by the example

cf the sparrow and suddenly rein-

forced by the cat and the house-dog,

dashed after his disappearing pro-

perty, dragging the ham with him.

Emerging from the gate, he per-

ceived the lion hobbling and stagger-

'THE POOR LION, WITH A DKSPAIRING HOWL, SHAMKU-.!>

KOK T1IK SKARKST GATK."
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Bodkin completely. " Let go my hair ! "

repeated Mrs: Bodkin, rescuing her tresses

and the entangled night-cap from her

husband's frantic clutch.

Mr. Bodkin sat up in bed and apologized

incoherently.

" But drive off those sparrows," he recom-

mended, vaguely. " They'll spoil that new

plait you bought yesterday."

" Sparrows ? " queried Mrs. Bodkin,

savagely. " What are you dreaming about

" PRESENTLY HE WAS ABLE TO CATCH AT THE TAIL, WHICH INSTANTLY

CAME OFF IN HIS HAND."

now ? Nothing but animals. Don't tell me

you are going to keep sparrows ! "

Now, here, in the dead of the night, was

Mr. Bodkin's opportunity to mention the

coming lion; but he passed it over. Mrs. B.

was in much too bad a temper. He tried to

sleep again and to dream about something

else.

In the morning things occurred most

extraordinarily as they had done in the dream.

Mr. and Mrs. Bodkin sat at opposite ends of

the table, and the house-dog speculated

between them. Mr. Bodkin entrenched him-

self deep behind his newspaper and cogitated

desperately about the introduction of the

lion. The morning was fine and warm, and

the window was wide open behind Mrs. B.

And presently, as they sat, Mr. Bodkin

became aware of the very sounds of which

he had dreamed. There was the opening of

the gates by the stable-yard, rumblings,

thumps, and haulings.

" I wonder if that's the dustman ? " said

Mrs. B. " We haven't

ordered any coals."

The noises in the stable-

yard ceased, and a van

rattled off in the side

street. Plainly the men

had done their delivery

with extraordinary quiet-

ness and dispatch. One

would have expected

them to wait for a tip.

Was it because of that

cage ? Mr. Bodkin found

himself staring wildly at

the window, in mortal

apprehension of the lion

appearing as he had

done in the dream. But

nothing happened, and

all was quiet.

He rose and peeped

through the window.

Nothing unusual was

visible. He sat in his

chair once more, but

was far too excited to

wait till breakfast was

over; so, after a

moment or two of

agonized suspense, he

sneaked quietly out

and made for the stable-

yard.

There stood the cage, or something that

seemed to be it, covered with much sacking

and canvas. Mr. Bodkin approached

gingerly, aware of a certain smell that he

could not clearly identify, though he

would never have called it a perfume. He

pulled aside a loose flap of the canvas

and saw.

The lion was dead !

Mr. Bodkin has no present intention of

buying another lion, but if ever he does he

will not pay in advance.
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Heading by W. E. Wigfull.

[The following article is an attempt, it is believed for the first time, to estimate the value of the pictures in

our national collections. We are greatly indebted to the officials of the various galleries for their courteous

assistance in compiling these figures.]

THE idea of painted canvas representing

wealthâ��and wealth readily negotiable

in most of the markets of the world,

and constantly increasing at a high ratioâ��

is one that never occurred to our ancestors.

But now, it may safely bo said, ninety-nine

per cent, of the canvases of what are called

the Old Masters are known to and appraised

by the experts of London, Paris, Berlin, and

New York. When you go to the National

Gallery, or any public

collection, and gaze at

any of the masterpieces,

not merely of Rem-

brandt or Raphael,

Rubens or Velazquez,

but of the works of

lesser-known painters as

well, you are looking

at commodities having

a more or less fixed

value. Prices fluctuate,

of course, but on the

whole their tendency is

to become greatly en-

hanced, chiefly as the

result of the enormous

American demand.

Put. then, into pounds, shillings, and

pence, what is the value of the nation's

collection of pictures at the present time ?

How much money has John Bull invested

in pictures, and what sort of profit should

he be able to realize on his investment were

he ',i> ili-.post1 of his collection?
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It may be said, at the outset, that this is a

subject which no one appears to have inquired

into. Strange as it may appear, not even

your professed expert, much less a member

of Parliament, even if he happen to occupy

the Treasury Bench, has any idea of the money

value to-day of the pictures bought with the

nation's money. Yet it is a subject always

considered in the case of a private collectorâ��

what he has spent, and whether he has got

good value for his money.

To begin with the English National Gallery,

John Bull has. with an occasional lapse of

judgment, proved himself an excellent man of

business. The collection was founded in

1824 by the purchase, for the sum of Â£57.000,

of the famous Angerstein collection of thirty-

eight pictures. At that time there was a

great outcry on the part of certain ill-

informed legislators at taking so much of the

nation's money for such a purpose. It was

proved that these thirty-eight canvases had

cost their owner only Â£22,000. To-day their

value, computed on the basis of prices

obtained within the past five years for similar

works, is at least Â£287,000 ! After the pur-

chase of the Angerstein pictures, and up to

1855, a selection of works were added to the

collection by means of special grants from

the Government. Then came the establish-

ment of a Board of Trustees, and a subsidy

of Â£5.000 annually voted for the purchase of

paintings. Occasionally, where the annual

grant has not l>een sufficient for the purchase

en bloc of some important collection, the

Treasury has come to the rescue with a

special grant in aid, as in the case ci the Peel

collection in 1871, the Longford Castle

pictures, and others. Lord Curzon recently

suggested that the annual grant should be

raised to Â£25,000; but generally speaking the

Trustees have only Â£5,000 a year of the

nation's money to invest. Happily, how-

ever, there have always been other resources,

or there would not be over two thousand

canvases now hanging in the galleries in

Trafalgar Square, of which the nation is so

justly proud.

Chief amongst these resources are the

munificent bequests of which the Gallery is

the recipient from time to timeâ��bequests

both of pictures and of money. Gifts and

bequests of pictures began virtually from

the commencement. Sir George Beaumont

handed over sixteen valuable works, then

appraised at Â£28,000 and now worth con-

siderably over Â£100,000; then came the

bequest of the Rev. William Holwell-Carr of

thirty-five pictures, for which he had paid

nearly Â£40.000. and which would now fetch

three times that sum. The last important

bequestâ��that of Mr. Wynn-Ellis in 1876, of

ninety-four picturesâ��is worth well over a

quarter of a million to-day. But of still

greater value is the Turner collection of a

hundred and five works in oil and an immense

number of sketches, which, if disposed of

piecemeal, would have no difficulty in making

well over half a million sterling.

Roughly speaking, the nation spent Â£100.000

(including its purchase of the Angerstein

collection) on the National Gallery up to

1853. From 1853 to 1896 it spent Â£461,621.

In the last sixteen years it has invested

another Â£100.000. Altogether, the sum of

Â£662,000 represents what the British tax-

payer has paid for art, so far as the National

Gallery is concerned.

But is that all the money that has passed

through the hands of the Director and his

Trustees ? By no means. There are the

pecuniary bequests, such as those of T. D.

Lewis of Â£10,000, of Francis Clarke of Â£23.000.

and of Colonel Temple-West of Â£100.000.

which supply an annual sum as interest for

the purchase of pictures. Small as the sum

is. it is surprising what results have been

achieved through it, as we will see in a

moment.

We . must regard, then, for our purpose,

the National Gallery authorities, not merely

as connoisseurs and custodians of art, but

as a firm of enterprising picture-dealers whose

business it is to make good bargains for the

nation. They sometimes sell as well as buy,

there being, happily, a provision enabling

them to dispose of pictures " unfit for the

collection or not required."

Let us glance at some of their leading

bargains. One of the earliest is Raphael's

" Vision of a Knight," which, after changing

hands at Â£350 and Â£600, was sold to the

Gallery for Â£1,050. If this canvas, small

and slight as it is, were handed over to Messrs.

Agnew or Messrs. Colnaghi to-morrow they

would have no difficulty in obtaining Â£10.000

for it. It is, therefore, a good investment.

It seems strange, when one reflects, that this

little faded, shabby canvas should be equal

in value to a magnificent building of brick

and stone which has taken many months to

build. Another Raphael was not quite so

good a bargain, for the " Ansidei Madonna "

cost Â£70,000 in 1885â��yet for a sister

" Madonna " Mr. Pierpont Morgan in 190;

paid Â£100,000, and the former would, of

course, quickly find a purchaser at this price.

For Rubens's " Triumph of Caesar" the
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THK VKNKTIAN ROOM, NATIONAL GAL1.KKY.

EVERY PICTURE IN THIS GALLERY IS OF VVORI.D-WIDK FAME.

Gallery paid its owner, Samuel Rogers,

Â£1,102 los.; any expert in Europe would

now price this picture at Â£15,00x5. Again, in

the Gallery hangs a splendid Velazquez,

" Philip IV. Hunting," for which Â£2.200 was

paid, and another, " The Adoration/' which

cost Â£2,050. Neither of these canvases could

now be bought for Â£10,000.

One of the rarest of all the Old Masters is

Jan Van Eyck, just as his " Arnolfini " is one

of the rarest of all pictures. There are many

estimates of its value ; but it would probably

fetch Â£50,000. The Gallery authorities paid

just Â£630, which was regarded as a scandal

at the time, because its former owner,

General Hay, had bought it for Â£80.

Tintoretto's " Origin of the Milky Way "

is another canvas which would be cheap at

Â£20,000. It cost the Gallery Â£2,500. Another

Tintoretto, " Christ Washing the Feet of His

Djsciples," was bought, however, for Â£157 ios.,

one-tenth of its present value. For Botti-

celli's most beautiful " Madonna" Â£331 was

paid ; for another, Â£159 us. 6d.

Here are a few other bargains in picture-

buying :â��

Paid. Present

The Lombardi-Baldi Collection value.

(1857) (30 pictures) ^7>Â°oo Â£180,000

Veronese's "Adoration of the

Mag'" 1,977 7,500

Filippino Lippi " Madonna" ... 627 3,5Â°Â°

Rembrandt Portrait ... ... 430 3,5<JO

Latterly high prices have ruled, but even

then, considering the market, there have

been some notable bargains. Thus, the pair

of Van Dycks bought for Â£25,000 in 1900

could readily be sold to-morrow for double

the money, while the trio from Longford

Castleâ��Holbein's " Ambassadors," the

Velazquez, and the Moroniâ��for which Â£55,000

was paid, would be considered cheap to-day

for Â£100,000. An instance of official thrift

is shown in the expenditure of the Lewis

bequest. The income from this fund yields

only a paltry Â£246 a year, and it requires

considerable skill and knowledge to make

this go very far. Yet a really splendid

collection has been acquired from this source

alone in less than half a century. There s

a Frans Hals, for which Â£105 was paid, which

any Bond Street dealer would be glad to pay

Â£10,000 for, and there is a wonderful Mabuse.

" Portrait of a Young Lady as a Magdalen,"

for which one collector declared he would

gladly have given Â£5,000. Perhaps this same

Mabuse is the greatest bargain in the whole

collection. One day, a few years ago, a young

man came to see the Director carrying the

canvas under his arm. It was thick with

dirt, but the Director's keen eye detected

a work of rare merit.

" What do you ask for this ? " he said.

" Thirty pounds," was the reply.

Recognizing that this demand was far too

modest, the official endeavoured to suggest

its value, but his hint was thrown away upon

the visitor, who began to suspect that the

Gallery did not wish to purchase his canvas.

He was told to leave the picture, with the

price, and call again. After* the deal was

completed some endeavour was made to pro-

cure a further sum for the seller ; but such a

precedent was dangerous to establish, and

was vetoed.

Altogether, the pictures at the National

Gallery would bear a modern evaluation of

Â£6.000,000 sterling; but if gradually and

prudently brought into the market they would

fetch a much larger sum. Estimated on the

scale of recent sales of Old Masters, they

might easily produce Â£8.000,000.

It must be remembered, however, that

the mere fact of a picture hanging in the

National Gallery gives it a cachet, and would

produce an artificial price. World-wide

celebrity enhances the price. Thus, suppose

the Treasury wished to raise money by the

sale of such a well-known picture as Rubens's
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" Chapeau de Faille/' it would probably fetch

not less than Â£75,000.

The next in point of value is the Wallace

collection, upon which the Marquess of

Hertford and Sir Richard Wallace are said

to have spent about Â£600,000, two-thirds of

this for pictures, and which is now worth

between three and four millions. It is a

collection enormously rich in celebrated

works, so that here, again, fancy prices would

prevail. For example, there is Frans Hals's

" Laughing Cavalier," for which Lord Hert-

ford paid what was then considered the

startling sum of Â£2,000. Mr. Frick or Mr.

Pierpont Morgan would gladly give ten times

this sum for such a picture. But taking

picture by picture and comparing them with

at the Tate Gallery is considered it will be

realized that Â£500,000 is no extravagant

estimate of the value of the Turner collection.

Then there is the Chantrey bequest, on

which Â£80,338 has been expended, the original

Tate collection, and numerous bequests and

donations, and altogether the collections at

the National Gallery of British Art may safely

be said to be worth between Â£750,000 and

Â£800,000. Probably, if they could be

judiciously disposed of, they would realize

something nearer a million.

The public collections outside London

include the Scottish and Irish National

Galleries and various municipal collections.

The Scottish collection at Edinburgh has been

roughly estimated by a well-known art

those sold publicly or privately during

the past twenty years, there are quite

two and a half millions' worth of pictures

at Hertford House.

Then comes the National Gallery of

British Artâ��the Tate Gallery. About

two-thirds of the total value of the pic-

tures in this collection is accounted for

by the Turner bequest, which consists

of the enormous total of no fewer than

nineteen thousand three hundred and

thirty-one drawings and sketches. The

water-colour drawings alone amount to no

small sum, and some idea of their value may

be obtained from the fact that the Turner

loan collections, which are included in the

above total and consist of only three hundred

water-colours, are insured for Â£17,700. But

the water-colours fade into insignificance

financially beside !.Â«; Turner oil-paintings,

of which one hundred and forty-three are

exhibited at the Tate Gallery. There are at

least a dozen picture-dealers in London alone

ready to give Â£2,000 at any moment for even

THE LAKC.E ROOM AT TUB WAI.I.ACE GALLKKY.

THIS GALLERY CONTAINS PICTURES WORTH SOME TWO

AND A HALF MILLIONS.

authority to be worth about three-quarters

of a million. This gallery contains a con-

siderable proportion of exceptionally fine

works, and in the opinion of many who are

able to judge, the estimate just given is a

very conservative one.

The same art expert has estimated tht

Irish national collection at Â£250.000; but in

the opinior of Sir Walter Armstrong, tht-

Keeper of the Dublin Gallery, this valuation

is probably somewhat excessive, " for thi

collection consists largely," he writes, " o

a small Turner oil-painting, and when the exceptionally good examples of men no

enormous size of some of the canvases hung in the first flight. That was inevitable
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considering the slenderness of our budget."

Some wonderfully good bargains have been

secured for the Irish collection. To mention

only two, there is a Hals which cost Â£30 and is

worth at present prices, says Sir Walter

Armstrong, from Â£7.000 to Â£10,000, and a

Rembrandt which was purchased for 485

guineas and which would now fetch Â£10,000.

The most valuable of the provincial collec-

tions is that at the Glasgow Art Galleries.

In addition to many valuable gifts, some

handsome bargains have been secured by

the Glasgow Corporation. " The pictures

which have been bought for the collection,"

said Mr. James Paton, the Superintendent,

" are but an insignificant portion of the whole ;

but the prices paid for these are no measure of

their present commercial value. For instance,

we paid Â£1,000 for Whistler's ' Carlyle,' but

what would an American collector give for

it at this moment ? I am sure we could get

Â£25,000 for it at the very least, and probably

double that sum. Again, a few years ago I

bought a Raeburn portrait for Â£120; now

it would bring at the very least ten times

that amount. On the other hand, about

twenty years ago there was bequeathed to

us a picture by John Linnell, for which the

testator paid Â£6,000, but I question if, at

this day, it would realize at auction more

than Â£600. Indeed, the commercial value

of pictures varies from day to day, more even

than rubber stocks ! "

As Mr. Paton also pointed out, there are at

Glasgow many world-famous pictures to the

competition for which no limit could be

assigned, and the present total must be a very

handsome one. In fact, there is good reason

for believing that the Glasgow collection

would at auction yield well up to a million

sterling.

The people of Liverpool have shown them-

selves to be enthusiastic art-lovers and, at

the same time, shrewd men of business, for

they have gathered together, at the Walker

Art Gallery, a very fine collection of pictures

entirely out of the profits of the annual

autumn exhibition, the Corporation not

havingâ��at least for some forty yearsâ��made

any grant for that purpose. Well over

Â£140,000 has been expended, but this sum

is far below the present value of the collec-

tion. " I have little doubt," writes the

Curator, Mr. Rimbault Dibdin, " that very

remarkable increases would be recorded if

we brought to the hammer such pictures as

' Dante's Dream ' by Rossetti, ' Dante and

Beatrice' by Henry Holiday, ' An Idyll'

by Maurice Greiffenhagen, ' Summer Night'

by Albert Moore, or ' Ruth and Naomi' by

Calderon.

" We have, on various occasions, bought

pictures by rising men at prices far below

those commanded by them soon after. An

instance that occurs to me is that, a few

years ago, we bought a picture by Arnesby

Brown for something like one-fourth of the

amount paid for his picture in this year's

Royal Academy Exhibition by the Aberdeen

Gallery."

But Liverpool certainly missed one excel-

lent bargain by declining, a month or so ago,

the offer of Holman Hunt's " Lux Mundi,"

which was eagerly snapped up by Manchester

for the merely nominal sum of Â£350. This

brings the sum expended by Manchester to

something over Â£130,000, which is not very

far behind Liverpool's total, and in both cases

the proceeds of a sale would yield a handsome

profit on the outlay.

The Birmingham collection of pictures is

valued at Â£140,000, and is remarkable for

the fact that none of the pictures has ever

been purchased, the whole of the contents

of the Birmingham Art Gallery being due to

the generosity of the residents.

If ,ve allow the value of public collections

outside London to be Â£3,000,000, we arrive

at a total of Â£14,000,000 sterling as the value

of John Bull's picture gallery.

A MEW IN TUB TATE GALLERY, SHOWING SOME \\ORLD-FAMOUS PICl'UKBS BY THE PKE-KAl'HAEI.ITE

BROTHERHOOD.



The Fly or Destiny.

A RIVERSIDE IDYLL.

By CLAUDE E. BENSON.

Illustrated by H. M. Brock, R.I.
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HE call of the wild was on

Frances Mordaunt, though

she did not know it. She

was Southern-bred, and had

lived all her life's sunny

morning in the soft, gracious

land of low, rolling hills, of

meadows and green, flower-decked

hedges, of peaceful streams, the land of the

spacious, lawn-like parks and stately seats of

England. It was her first visit to the

Land of brown heath and shaggy wood,

Land of Ihe mountain and the flood,

and the spell had fallen on her and bewitched

her very being with its power and joy. What

mattered it that, in place of smooth metalled

gradients, the roads were at all angles, mo..,

of them severe, where macadam was unknown;

that the low hills were mighty mountains,

savage with crags and ravaged by storm and

winter; that for the peaceful meadows were

acres of russet bracken and purple heather,

intersected by endless walls of unhewn stone;

for the smooth, shining river a headlong,

brown, foaming torrent ? The storied castles

of the Scots lairds, however, she was beginning

to regard as legendary.

She had been up with the sun that morning

and watched " the vapours round the moun-

tain curl'd melt into morn." She had par-

taken of a breakfast of cakes such as she had

never tasted, of salmon which would have

made Lucullus jealous, and, amid the cautions

and bright farewells of her parents, had started

for a ramble by the riverside.

On she went, springing " from crystal step

to crystal step of the bright air," laughing

and singing in the sheer joy of living, till all

at once, on crossing a rough mountain road,

she came on an object which made her think

socialistic thoughts, wholly unworthy of a

scion of her ancient race. Very soon these

thoughts found expression in words :

" Tyrant ! " (angrily) " Vandal ! " (contemp-

tuously) and " Brute ! " (tearfully).

On all sides were mountains and moorlands ;

on her right was a wild and lovely glen

through which dashed a river ; at her feet

was a headlong burn that plunged downward

into the ravine ; in front of her a tasteful

rustic bridge crossing the stream, with a

rough wooden gate, and on the gate, plainly

but not ostentatiously inscribed, the offending

words : " No public pathway."

The trouble was not past remedy. Imme-

diately to the right, spanning the ravine with

a single arch, was a stone packbridge, designed

to harmonize with its wild surroundings, and,

incidentally or designedly, impossible for

motor traffic, leading to an even more

romantic path, plainly discernible along the

mountain side, above the river-bed.

Frances, however, had unfortunately in-

herited that impatience of opposition which

had characterized many of her ancestors.

After the first flush of angry disappointment

her pretty face set, and with a defiant motion

she pushed back the gate and stepped

resolutely through it. Forthwith she found

herself in a narrow avenue of yew trees, that

obviously owed their trimness to the hand of

man, and a few steps farther on she came

to a lofty iron gate, on which was written

the tyrannical word " PRIVATE ! "

Frances was not wholly without conscience

in such matters. She would assuredly have

refrained from opening the gate of a stranger's

garden and tramping wantonly on his flower-

beds ; she might even have hesitated to

trespass on a grouse moor â�� a far more

expensive luxury than a garden. But here

there was neither garden nor game ; nothing

but a silly river-bank. She laid violent hands

on the gate and shook it vigorously.

To her surprise, the firm, impregnable bar

rattled in her grasp. A little inspection

showed that it was loose in its socket, and a

half-hearted experiment revealed that it slid

easily through the holes in the uprights.

With rapidly diminishing resolution she ran

back the bar, leaving a gap in the ironwork

amply sufficient for the passage of a much

larger body than her own slender form, and

after a short struggle she stood on the

forbidden ground.

As soon as her object was attained she
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began to feel a little frightened and not a

little ashamed of herself. That she had

acted illegally she knew, but that knowledge

sat lightly on her. There was. however, the

unpleasant conviction, which conscience

refused to let pass, that her conduct had

been, not perhaps unladylike, but unworthy

of herself and her race. Moreover, she was

quite, quite certain that she had behaved

very foolishly.

She had, in fact, done what she had no

right to doâ��what, indeed, she had been

specially cautioned not to do. The landlord

of the little Highland hotel where she was

stopping had specially warned her to be wary

in her wanderings. The laird who owned the

property round about, though combining all

the virtues befitting a head of the clan of

Muir (of which, incidentally, mine host was

a member), was merciless to trespassers and

all their kind. Besides which he was, so

Frances gathered from the landlord, gay.

Supposing he found her there ! As she was

a lady, of course, he could not punish her ;

but that made her transgression worse. He

would, however, conduct her, or have her

(the ignominy of it !) conducted, off his land.

And, worst of all, he was reported " gay."

What if he should be loathsomely attentive !

What if he should ask her to pay toll for being

on his ground !

She had made up her mind to retreat, when

all at once she realized that she was tiredâ��

not physically, but from emotions and

apprehensions. She laid herself stealthily

down among the bracken and tried to rest,

listening the while intently and shrinking at

every sound. She "was an imaginative girl

always, but now her imagination began to

play the tyrant with her. She was soon

conjuring up a castle like that of Giant

Despair, inhabited by a fearsome, ruthless

ogre, who swooped down and carried off

innocent, defenceless maidens like herself, till

at last she was more than a little frightened.

Ere long there came a change. She gradu-

ally became aware of a soft, musical, unceasing

voice talking to her. She could not dis-

tinguish the words, but the sound was very

soothing, and seemed to bid her banish her

disquietude. It was a new voice to her, and

very tender, a voice familiar to every moun-

tain lover, the voice of the hillside beck.

By and by a great peace seemed to over-

shadow her, as the kind spirit of the everlasting

hills bent over the poor, tired child on his

bosom and caressed her to sleep.

Her thoughts passed almost insensibly from

waking to sleep, and became coloured and

etherealized with the delicate atmosphere of

the dream country. The rugged mountains

became gentle, graceful slopes, whose sun-

bright summits mingled with the sky, the

harsh rushing of the river the resonant chorus

of deep voices, the soft talking of the brook the

distant choiring of golden harps. Far away

was a castle, radiant with light that shone

through its crystal walls. She knew it was

the dwelling of some beingâ��not the half-

playfully dreaded ogre of her fancy, but some

knightly spirit who would carry her off and

take her liberty from her. She knew she was

powerless to move, and lay helpless to his

hand, yet she was not afraid.

She was startled back into wakefulness by

the sound of human voices close at handâ��

the sound of a farewell, laughing, but charged

with the dreaded name of Muir.

The surmise was barely conscious. One

apprehension dominated her being : she was

within earshot of the laird, the tyrannical

libertine, the ogre of the place. At any

moment she might be discovered. She held

her breath. The music of the brook, the

rushing of the river, the soft harmonies of

the breeze, were obtrusive as she strained her

ears for the possible sound of footsteps. She

waited and waited, but, save for the quick

intake of her breath, there was nothing to

denote she was not alone with Nature. After

a while she took courage and sat up. No

living thing was in sight. On every side was

a miniature forest of bracken, and before and

above her the rugged face of the mountain.

Very stealthily she rose first to her knees,

then to her feet, prepared to execute a retreat

with haste and safety, if not with dignity.

She looked apprehensively round. As she

did so, above the bank, a short distance down

the river, something flashed into sight. So

small, so pretty, and withal so bright was it,

like the dart of a kingfisher, that it caught her

attention and held it. Was it a kingfisher ?

Or a butterfly ? No, for the latter it was too

swift in motion ; it had sprung into sight,

just flickered for a moment, and darted away

again, and it had not seemed quite like a

kingfisher ; she was familiar with them. She

hesitated between prudence and curiosity,

and " the woman that deliberates is lost."

As she waited it flashed into tantalizing and

unrecognizable presence again. This time it

seemed somewhat more distant. At the sight

prudence changed instantaneously to impru-

dence; she moved, walked, and finally ran in

the tempting direction. After a few yards she

found herself at the edge of a steep, shrub-

covered bank, falling away to the shingle that
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lined the water's edge. Farther away was a

large man in grey tweeds, who seemed to be

watching the stream intently. Even as she

Ske loJT i\e.r b

S\r\a ihÂ«. next moment

the foot of the slope when an anxious voice

was heard saying :â��

" Oh, I am so sorry ! I do hope you are

not hurt! "

She looked up in a dazed, frightened manner.

halted he turned his shoulder swiftly towards

her, at the same time sweeping back a long,

flexib . wand.

There was a dash of spray, something stung

her smartly on the neck, and then a sharp

shock, a jerk at her hair that pulled her

violently forward. She lost her balance, and

the next moment was roiling down the bank,

clutching at the shrubs to save herself.

Somehow the paramount idea in her mind was

that the ogre of her imagination had seized

her by the hair, and was hauling her to his

dungeon.

She was conscious of a cry of dismay and

the crash of hastening feet during her fall,

and scarcely had she come to a standstill at

The big man in grey

was standing over her,

looking down on her

with a kind, grave ke

that for a moment

soothed her fears.

" Indeed," she saul,

" it was my fault, I an

sure ; and I am only

a little shaken." Then,

with a sudden return

of agitation : " But I

am trespassing. I must

goâ��I must go ! "

She struggled to her

feet, and immediately

the whole scenery spun

round. She clutched

wildly at the nearest

thing â�� a strong grey arm.

which was already catching

her. Very quietly she felt

herself laid down on the bank

again.

" You are a great deal more

than a little shaken." said the

man, gently, " and you must

rest a bit. Just wait till I gtt

you clear."

She felt his fingers playing

near her hair, which frightened

her dreadfully, and heard

him mutter under his breath, " Bother'.''

â��which reassured her. The soliloquy went

on. " By Jove ! How the brute has fixed

itself. Only thing to do is to cast off the

gut." The fingers were busy again. ' There!

I say, how you have tied yourself up! " He

began waving an arm in circles round her

head, disentangling, as he did so, foot on

foot of nasty, wet, slimy cord, in which she

was enmeshed.

" You have had a nasty shake-up," be

went on, speaking in his natural voice, " and

you must rest a bit. Only this place is hor-

ridly uncomfortable. Can you walk ? Of

course you can'tâ��over this rough-and-tumble

stuff. Just put your hand on my shoulderâ��so."
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She obeyed,

yet so gentle.

His manner was so masterful,

The next moment she was

lifted like a feather and borne easily

over the uneven surface. If this was

being carried off by an ogre, Frances

whispered to herself in confidence, she

rather liked it.

" Now," said the stranger, as he set

her down on a bank of soft heather,

" I know you want to lie down, but I

must ask you to sit up for a little."

His fingers began playing round her head

again, and immediately there came a sharp

prick, which made her utter a little

involuntary " Oh ! "

" I am so sorry. I do hope I did not hurt

you." The ogre's voice was wonderfully kind.

" I shall have to take off your hat. Now,

don't move ; I can manage." He drew out

the hat-pins as he spoke and drove them

recklessly home into various parts of his

waistcoat. " That's all right." He put the

hat on the ground. " Now "â��taking off his

coat and making a cushion of itâ��

" just lean your head back on that

and rest whilst I try and repair the

mischief."

Frances assented with a contented

little sigh. She made a wonder-

fully pretty picture, leaning back

with her fair head on the rough

pillow. If she could have read ex-

pressions, she would have seen that

this was the opinion of the big man.

Something much warmer than

sympathy was in his eyes.

" How good you are to

me ! " she murmured.

" Who could help

Then, checking himself after

the style of one who has

blundered : " You had a

nasty fall, and you were so

dreadfully frightened about

â��about trespassing. It isn't

such a very terrible offence,

you know."

She smiled.

" Perhaps not; but I hear

the laird, Mr. Muir, is such a

very dreadful man Oh ! "

She looked at him and

flushed scarlet.
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" My name is Murray Erskine," he replied,

reassuringly, understanding.

" And mine Frances Mordaunt," she

interrupted, hurriedly.

She realized that this man, though not the

dreaded ogre, must be a friend of his, and,

with great rapidity and fluency, tried to keep

the conversation to herself. He listened in

polite silence, albeit the fact that she was

staying with her parents at the Muir Hotel

awakened a semi-flashing interest in his eyes,

till the inevitable pause came. Then he

aggravatingly brought the conversation back

to the point of departure.

"But why is Muir so dreadful ? " he asked.

" And who told you so ? "

" I don't think you ought to ask who told

me," she returned ; " but I have heard he is

terribly harsh to trespassersâ��and poachers

â��and trippers."

Erskine smiled.

" Yes, he is a bit heavy-handed, I daresay ;

but I think you might credit him with

some discrimination. Now, to an innocent

little trespasser like yourself you might,

1 think, have assumed that he would be

courteous ? "

" That's just what it is. I was afraid he

might be too courteous. I hear he is gay."

She emphasized the word with a solemnity

befitting the suggestion of a particularly

black factor on the Newgate Calendar.

Erskine looked at her with real surprise,

not unmixed with amusement.

" I don't think anyone would accuse Muir

of that awful failing," he said. " Are you

quite sure of the word ? "

" Quite ; and our landlâ��my informant

used it in such a contradictory manner

But what are you doing ? "

Erskine had seated himself on the bank

with her hat between his knees, and was

working at it with frowning brows.

" Trying to repair the mischief," he replied,

brightly. " But please go on. How in a

contradictory manner ? "

" Oh, he saidâ��let me seeâ��that Mr. Muir

was gay and harsh at one time, and guy and

generous at another."

A look of amusement again sparkled on

Erskine's face.

" Are you quite sure he said ' gay and

generous ' ? "

" No ; he said ' gay, generous,' butâ��

Erskine interrupted her with a laugh.

" My dear lady/' he said, " I see now.

Naturally you are unacquainted with our

uncouth Northern dialect. ' Gey 'â��g-e-yâ��

is the vernacular here for ' very'; so you see

what a bogey you have been conjuring up.

Butâ��here we are at last."

He put down her hat as he spoke and held

up in his finger and thumb the bright,

attractive object that had beguiled a daughter

of Eve to her downfall.

" Oh, how pretty ! " exclaimed Frances.

" What is it ? "

" A fly. Genus, salmon ; species, Durham

Ranger "â��handing it to her. " You see,"

he went on, disconnectedly, " I was casting

rather high so as to clear the bank ; it's

impossible to ' spey' effectually in that

slack water "â��pointing to a smooth, oily-

looking band between the shingle and the

torrentâ��" and just as I was casting you

came to the edge, and, as ill-luck would have

it, got hooked in the hat, lost your balance,

and came tumbling down. It is extremely

fortunate you were not more hurt. I should

never have forgiven myself."

He looked at her gravely. Frances, how-

ever, was not interested in perils suffered or

escaped, or even in potential remorse.

Scarcely had he finished when she struck in,

eagerly :â��

" Oh, are you catching salmon ? Do let

me see you catch one. I should so love to."

There was a gleam of humour in the niiu..i's

grey eyes.

" I will certainly do my best to oblige you."

he said, " but I am afraid I can make no

promises. It's always more or less a matter

of chance."

He left her, and somehow she felt lonely.

After some minutes of incomprehensible

solicitude over rod and line he returned.

" It's lucky," he resumed, " that the gut

did not ca.ch you in the face, or it would have

stung you up properly."

" But it did," she said, pitifully, turning

her head to one side and showing a bright

red mark on the white skin of her neck. " At

least, I think it did."

Erskine inspected the mark.

" Poor neck ! " he said, sympathetically,

and it is to be feared that somewhere in his

manly mind there arose a desire to revert

to the practices of the nursery and kiss the

place to make it well. " It must have hurt!

And now, Miss Mordaunt, may I have th;r

fly ? I think it the best for the day."

She handed hir.. the glittering lure (she

had been holding it for the past five minutes

without looking at it), and watched with

admiration how quickly and deftly he attached

it to the gut.

" That's all right," he said. " Now to work.

Wish me a tight line, Miss Morduunt."
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" A tight line," she replied, in ready

ignorance, " and mind, catch a salmon." And,

having thus asserted her position as the

Compleat Angler, she settled herself to watch.

Meanwhile, Erskine, incited to effort by

technicality and solecism, had reached the

water's edge. Twice and thrice, to her sur-

prise, he beat the water close to the bank,

with a violence, she thought, sufficient to

frighten any fish within a mile, and then,

poising himself, he began to cast. Frances

knew nothing of such fishingâ��she could not

recognize that the fly entered the water like

oil and fished every inch of the wayâ��but she

was fascinated with the grace with which

the man wielded that cumbrous rod and the

precision and seeming ease with whichâ��he

was putting out five-and-thirty yards every

timeâ��he directed that unwieldy length of line.

Again and again he cast. Frances was

becoming impatient. AH at once his body

braced itself. For a moment the rod was

rigid; the next it curved; there

sharp, whirring

sound, and, far

away where the

line entered the

water, a tiny,

rapidly - moving

line of spray, like

the foam at the

bow of a miniature

motor-boat. In an

instant the fall,

shakiness, and

sundry aching re-

miniscences were

forgotten. She

sprang down the

shingle.

"Have you

really caught one ?

How splendid! Do

pull him out."

He gave a light

laugh, but his voice

had no laughter in

it ; it was even a

little hard.

" It will be all

I can do, if not

more, to land him.

He is very lightly

hooked; he took it on the surface. But, my

dear young lady, I must ask you not to talk."

Frances' obeyed without expostulation or

resentment, though not without surprise.

Whatever embargo he laid on other people's

tongues, Erskine evidently considered his

VoL Â»!iv.â�� 21

own privileged. He kept on an almost

incessant flow of explanation and comment.

" You see, you can't expect to kill him under

a minute a poundâ�� - Ah ! " A silver body

flashed into the air and struck with a broad,

spade - like tail. Simultaneously Erskine

deliberately but swiftly moved his rod-point.

" Trying to break me. Not less than a

minute, and generally double that allowance
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is not too much. This one is fourteen pounds

â��ah, would you ?â��if an ounce ; up to every

trick. Got the line round him, and he's very

lightly hooked, andâ��â�� Great Scot! "

His one-sided conversation ceased as he

manceuvred with bent brows and eyes intent.

At length the fish, weary of its efforts, came

towards him with a last desperate rush, and,

failing in that, went to the bottom of the slack

water and sulked. The conversation com-

menced again.

" If I could only get in. command ! You

see, Miss Mordaunt, he has a bit the advantage

of me. If I could only get up on the bank ! "

Frances looked round. To her surprise

they had travelled some little distance down

the stream, and the fringe of brushwood that

lined the foot of the shrub-covered slope had

given way to a shallow scarp of rock.

" If I had a gillie," Erskinc continued, " I'd

get him to just hold the rod whilst I

scrambled up there ; but "

" But couldn't I hold it for you ? I'd do

just whatever you told me."

He looked at her admiringly. Her face

was flushed and eager, her eyes were shining.

" It's awfully kind of you," he replied,

enthusiastically. " I know I can trust you,

from those last words. Come ! "

Very quietly and steadily he walked back-

wards up the shingle, letting out line as he

went. With almost exaggerated stealthiness

he passed the rod to her. Then caution

changed to wild activity, and in one breathless,

scrambling moment he was up the rocky

scarp. After another stealthy interval the

rod was again in his grasp. All the time the

unsuspecting salmon had not moved.

Neither did he show any disposition to do

so. He was too lightly hooked to admit of

any attempt at bullying, and the game

threatened to resolve itself into one of patience.

Frances wanted to know if she could do

anything.

" I wonderâ��but I don't see how you could

be expected toâ��I wonder whether you could

pitch a stone anywhere near him ? It's

asking a good deal of a woman. I don't

mean to be discourteous, but they can't

throw, can they ? "

Frances's reply was a light laugh. Had

she not had two brothers cricket Blues, and

had she not played with them from her

youth up ? Without a word she picked up

a stone and walked to the water.

" Whereabouts ? " she cried.

He shouted elaborate instructions, adjuring

her, above all things, to be careful of the line.

" All right. I'll just Job it on to him so J "

That stone must have been directed by the

Huntress Goddess. Its effect was immediate ;

the upshot, at the end of a lively five minutes,

symptoms of exhaustion on the part of the

fish. Erskine's voice was raised in lamenta-

tion. Frances affected solicitude.

" What's the matter ? " she asked.

" The matter is that I'm worse off than

ever," he replied, ruefully. "I'm here and

he's there, and how I'm to get down these

rocks to gaff him without losing him, I

don't know."

" Very well. Why should not I gaff him

for you ? "

She spoke with a complete ignorance of

the nature of her offer, but full of confidence

in herself after her recent exploits.

Her ardour was rather damped at the sight

of the formidable steel hook, and was sup-

planted by depression when she learned all

she was expected to do with it. She was to

crawl out on to a spot of rocks and wait there

till he brought the salmon to her, to remain

as rigid as a statue, to put in the steel with a

quick, steady draw, on no account to flurry,

on no account whatever to touch the line,

and to be sure to keep a tight hold.

As soon as she was in position Erskine

dexterously brought the fish to her. It was

almost within reach when one of those

accidents occurred against which no fore-

sight can guard. The salmon touched on a

submerged shelf of rock just below the surface.

for a moment the line slackened, and in that

moment the hook, which had already worked

a large hole, dropped harmless from the fish's

mouth. There was a cry of dismay from

Erskine and a shriek of excitement from

Frances. What she did, why she did it, how

she did it, she never knew. She flung herself

forward at full length, and just reached the

salmon as it was sliding off into deep water.

Even then she remembered her instructions,

and it was a quick, steady pull that sent

the steel home. She was conscious of a drag

on her arm, a desperate struggle to avoid

falling into the river, and she was lying on her

side with her hand and wrist under water,

holding on to the shaft of the gaff as if her

life depended on it.

There was the crash of a heavy body on

the loose stones, a hurry of flying feet, and

Erskine was bending over her with her arm

in one hand and the gaff in the other.

As soon as they were on the shingle again

he shook hands with her warmlyâ��had he

had his way he would have embraced her.

even if she had been a bearded gillie.

" Mjss Mordaunt," he cried, enthusiastically,
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" as a French friend of mine would say,

you are a ' brique.' The best gillie in

Scotland could not have done it better.

It was splendid."

Her colour brightened at his praise

and at the realization that a certain

inner pride was not unjustifiable.

" I'm so glad I did not bungle it,"

she answered, warmly.

" Bungle it! " He was kneeling by

the salmon, tying it up head and tail.

His cheek was no less flushed than

hers, but she did not know it, neither

did he.

" Now," he said, as he stood up,

" it's home."

" What ? " asked Frances, deep

disappointment. " Aren't you going

to fish any more ? "

He shook his head.

" No," he said ;

" the river is rising,

and I might as well

throw my cap into

the water as a fly."

They walked back

for her hat, which

had been left neg-

lected and forgot-

ten, he discoursing

the while salmon-

lore, to which she

listened with great

interest but little

comprehension. At

length they reached

her former resting-

place.

" I'll have your

salmon sent up to

your hotel this after-

noon," he began;

but Frances would

have none of it.

A pretty argument

ensued as to which

of them the capture

of the salmon was

due, till Frances, in

a moment of inspiration, routed him by point-

ing out that she had no angling licence.

Whereupon he evilly sought subterfuge in

anxiety for her comfort.

" I'm afraid you must cut short your

ramble," he broke in, looking critically at

the sky, " and hurry home, '.I you want to

keep a dry jacket. Come, I will show you

a near way off the grounds."

Rod in one hand and her arm in the other,

Holding

to

frB

if Ker life depended on \.t

he steadied her up the steep bank, and then

guided her quickly to the gale of her trespass.

There he took a key from his pocket and

unlocked it. Frances watched him with

mingled amusement and confusion.

" I have a confession to make," she said,

hesitatingly. " I came in this way. See ! "

She ran the sliding bar back as she spoke.

" Oh, I do hope you are not angry," she ended,

noticing his face darken.
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" On the contrary, I am extremely obliged.

You have exposed an exceedingly clever

poaching dodge. This is the work of a

notorious poacher. He has baffled us again

and again, but this time we shall lay him by

the heels."

" But you can't punish him. It would not

be just."

He looked at her in tolerant surprise.

" No, it would not. You have not punished

me for trespassing, and therefore you cannot

punish him this time, anyhow."

" But," he expostulated, rather abashed

before this feminine logic, " you were an

innocent trespasser, not a deliberate poacher."

" How can you say that," she laughed,

" when you have just seen me take a salmon

out of the river without a licence ? Moreover,

you owe it to me to let him off as a penalty."

Again he looked a question.

" Yes, a penalty for unconfesscd deceit.

Why did you call yourself Murray Erskine,

Mr. Muir ? "

He coloured and stammered.

" Oh," she went on, " I assure you you have

given yourself away half-a-dozen times. But

why did you do it ? "

" My name is Murray Erskine Muir," he

replied ; " but you seemed to consider the

Muir part of me such an ogre that I had to

dissemble in case the princess should run

away. To show I am forgiven," he went on,

apparently not noticing his gallant gaucherie,

but feeling hot all over, " may I come up this

evening and pay my respects to your people ? "

She nodded a bright assent and held out

her hand.

" We shall be so glad to see you. And now,

good-bye, and mind, you are not to punish

the poacher."

Muir called and went, leaving a most

favourable impression. The next morning

his motor came round, with a note putting it

at the service of the Mordaunts, as being pre-

ferable to the public chars-a-bancs. Frances

was delighted with the scenery, the air, the

country, and seemed to enjoy every moment

of every day. Only one change was notice-

able. She forsook golf, at which she was

expert, and developed an extraordinary

interest in anglingâ��because the Royal

Family fished !

Muir was kindness itself. He lent her his

sister's rod ; he gave her the run of his water ;

he sometimes coached her himself. The

world went very well thenâ��till one sunless

day he was summoned away for a season.

With his departure Frances's interest in

angling abated. She took her rod to the

stream, indeed, and chartered a gillie. But

her casting waned in energy daily, and the

gillie's hours of duty shortened rapidly.

On the morning of the fourth day she

abandoned angling and dismissed the gillie

after half an hour. She wanted to be alore,

and she wanted someone to talk to. Nature

is sweet and patient and receptive of confi-

dence, but Frances needed some more tangible

flesh-and-blood confidant. Such not being

forthcoming, she had equipped her wallet

with a quire of paper and a fountain-pen, in

addition to provisions.

She had to select a spot to sit on, and the

most suitable appeared to her the place from

which she had first sighted the fly of destiny.

Then, producing pen and paper, she pro-

ceeded to unbosom herself to her dearest

friend, whom she had already acquainted

with the ogre adventure.

" My dearest darling," she beganâ��the form

of address was unusual, but she felt she must

call someone " darling." " I must tell some-

one. I must tell you. I am in love with

the ogre. I am, indeed, head over heels and

fathoms deep. I could kiss the ground he

treads on, only he is so often walking about

over greasy rocks that it would be so nasty

for my poor lips "

She had forgotten blotting-paper, and was

fain to let the ink dry. Rashly she laid the

sheet beside her, and immediately a sprightly

gust caught it and wafted it high in the air.

out of reach of her despairing clutches, and

so, in downward, wavering flight, over the

edge of the bank.

Recklessly leaving pen and paper she

descended nastily by a short cut (shown her

by the gillie), ran along the edge, and rounded

the bend below the bank. There on the

shingle, within six paces of her, was Muir

himself, and he was holding her letter to his

lips.

She gave a little, plaintive cry and put

up her hands to her face. Muir very gently

yet confidently took them down. She turned

her head away, trembling.

" Do you know, dear love," he began, very

earnestly, " I would kiss whatever ground

you tread on ? "

She turned her face to him.

" You need not do that," she said.
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1. - The en-raft comiiti of from one hundred and fifty to three, hundred eggi glued together in the form of a little boat. Here it il

Â»een magnified about two hundred times in area.

T was in the early morning,

just before daylight, and if

you possessed a keen sense

of hearing you would have

heard the female gnat as she

neared the surface of the

water. She came through

the air at a rapid pace, piping a shrill note as

she travelled, her high-pitched buzzing note

heralding her coming. The sound approached

somewhat like the shrill whistle of an express

train in miniature, rushing quickly upon the

ear from the distance. Indeed, those of my

readers who have visited mosquito countries

will know the sound quite well, for the British

gnat is nothing more than a mosquito.

The gnat in question, however, had no

bloodthirsty intentions ; her mission was

purely in the future interests of her race, and

as she terminated her flight she daintily

alighted upon the surface-film of the water,

her feet merely indenting it without actually

being wetted. Then, holding to a floating

particle of vegetation by her fore-legs, and

blown about the water surface by occasional

puffs of wind, she commenced to deposit her

eggs, and by the time daylight had well

appeared she held between her hind pair of

legs a neat little boat-shaped object which

consisted of about three hundred eggs, each

of which had been deposited separately and

then glued to the mass with a secretion that

was impervious to water.

It is somewhat remarkable that the gnat

appears always to select the early morning

hours for egg-depositing. I have carefully-

examined an enclosed area of water for

several evenings in succession, and again at

midnight, and never succeeded in finding an

egg-raft at those times. The same enclosed

area always provided several by daylight

the following morning.

The moment the egg-raft is formed the

gnat's maternal duties terminate ; she has

done everything that is needful for the well-

being of her offspring, and at once leaves the

water for the air again. In Fig. i an enlarged

view of an egg-raft is shown as seen from

above when floating, and it will be observed

that it is shaped "like a tiny boat, being con-

cave above. Also it is an unsinkable boat,

immediately righting itself if suddenly sub-

merged, and appearing quite dry on its upper

surface. It is necessary that the developing

larva within the egg should have a good

supply of air, and the pointed ends of the
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eggs are consequently arranged so closely

together at the surface that the water cannot

penetrate between them; the moment

the raft is submerged they entangle an air-

bubble which refuses the water, the bubble

bursting again when it reaches the surface,

leaving the eggs quite dry.

Our purpose now is to observe what hap-

pens to this extraordinary little barque and

its inmates, for it carries within its structure

from one hundred and fifty to three hundred

living organisms, each of which, under

favourable conditions, is destined to become

a winged gnat or mosquito. These happen-

ings 1 propose not only to describe, but also

to illustrate by means of a set of photographs

which I think I may claim to be a unique

achievement of the camera.

Between four and five o'clock on an autumn

morning four egg-rafts were constructed in

the manner previously described, and left to

their fate floating on the surface of the water.

Exactly twenty-eight hours later the eggs

commenced to hatch their larvae.

Now, the young larva of the gnat, unlike

its parent, has no desire to rise into the air;

its ambition in life is to become a merry

" diver " in the watery depths ; and the egg-

raft is beautifully adapted to meet its require-

ments. We have already observed that it

is unsinkable, and that it immediately rights

itself at the water's surface, and the moment

the young larva appears it becomes obvious

how very necessary are those arrange-

ments.

Each larva emerges from the submerged

part of the egg ; indeed, it pushes open a

little lid at the base and drops into the water.

It is, therefore, very necessary that the egg-

raft should not capsize. Although the young

larva commences life below water, yet it is an

air-breather, and it has continually to ascend

to the surface to take in a fresh supply,

which it absorbs through a tube at the tail-

end of its body. When resting it remains at

the surface with this tube in contact with the

atmosphere.

In Fig. 2 the four egg-rafts are shown with

their larvae just commencing to emerge, and

a little crowd of about one hundred of them is

seen together with a few others just emerging

from the eggs. It should be remembered

that the photographs show them enlarged

to four times their natural size. Eight to

twelve of the egg-rafts placed end1 to end

would extend only about one inch, so that

the larvse themselves are very minute. Even

at their earliest stage a good supply of air is

very necessary for them, and, as the photo-

graph shows, they are all crowded at the

surface taking in their supplies.

Six hours later more than one thousand

larvae swarmed at the surface of the water,

while many others were plunging and wriggling

about in the depths below (Fig. 3). The

rapidity of their growth was marvellous, and

those which had emerged only six hours

before were conspicuous by their compara-

tively large size. One only had to approach

the surface of the water to cause every one

of them instantly to " dive" below, for.

although they are suspended head down-

wards, they are nevertheless keenly alert;

even a shadow falling on the surface of the

water was sufficient to cause many of them

to disappear. Just how they are able to

recognize danger so readily in this upside-

down attitude is a difficult point to decide.

Their rate of growth can best be appreciated

by seeing them again when four days old.

In Figs. 4 and 5 several of them are shown at

this stage and in their feeding attitude, with

their lone; respiratory tubes at their tail-ends

flush with the surface-film of the water.

They take up all kinds of curious positions

as they remain suspended near the surface,

and I use the word " suspended " advisedly,

for the body of the larva is necessarily heavier

than water, otherwise it could not remain in

a vertical position, but would behave like a

floating stick. I have previously referred to

the larva as a " diver," but, as a matter of

fact, when it apparently " plunges " below

(Fig. 6), all it really does is to sink like a

stone. Consequently, too, when it rises to

the surface you see it wriggling its body and

lashing the water with its rudder-like tail at

the base of its respiratory tube.

It then becomes a problem how the larva,

by merely poking out the tip of its breathing-

tube, can float in a vertical position. A peep

at the tip of the breathing-tube with a

magnifying lens at once explains the mystery.

When the larva rises to the surface the tip

of the tube which pushes through the surface-

film is sharp and pointed, but the moment

it reaches the air its end opens with five tiny

flaps, which spread out and form a little cup

which rests on the surface-film, acting as a

kind of float, and it is against the pull of this

that the larva is able to suspend its weight.

It should be noted that when the larva is

half-grown its head is comparatively large

(Figs. 4 and 5), but at the end of ten days

(Fig. 7) that part of its anatomy immediately

beneath its head has become largest. If we

think for a moment of the perfect gnat, we

shall remember that the greatest bulk of its
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anatomy is

that part

2.â��Four egg-raflÂ» floating on the surface of the water with

the young gnat larva; juit commencing to emerge from (hem

into the water. Note. â�� Thii and the remaining photo-

graphs are magnified four timei their natural size.

.- v .^s.Â£

'

mouth. Although the larva can feed to

full growth in ten days, yet when the water

in which it finds itself

is clean, and food is

consequently scarce, it

can remain in that

state for a much longer

period. Some larvae I

experimented with by

keeping in a test-tube

of water from which

they had more or less

exhausted the living

material remained as

larvae for a little over

two months, and even

then successfully com-

pleted their develop-

ment.

It had not, how-

ever, been a season of

famine with our larvae,

and early on the

eleventh day from

when they emerged

from the egg some

wonderful things hap-

4.â�� Four days later the minute larva; had grown immensely,

and poked their tails out at the surface of the water to breathe.

3.â��Six hours later nearly a thou-

sand larvae had emerged and were

crowding at the surface of, or

plunging about in, the water.

Those that emerged six hours

before had grown quite large

compared with tiros rjuil appear-

next to its head, to

which its wings and

legs are attached. We

are therefore able to

see the gnat form

developing in this

active larva, which

apparently no more

resembles a gnat than

a fish does a bird.

If food has been

abundant, at the end

of ten days the larva

becomes full-fed. It

really never appears to

eat anything through-

nut trio tÂ«.n rlo.-c nl ',< a 5.â��While resting, they take up all sorli of curious attitudes near the surface

put trie ten days ol Us â��, th<. wsler,., ,hown in lhil aod |he prevlouj ph,,,^,^.

larval period, but that

is due to the fact that its food is too small to

be visible to our unaided eye. fls mouth is

provided on each side with brushes of hairs

which continually expand and contract,

creating currents in the water whereby tiny

animalcules and particles of organic material

are entrapped, and then conveyed to the

pened. Accompanying the larvae which came to

the surface to breathe were some quaint objects

with what appeared like a huge head and

little or no body (Fig. 8), and these organisms

were quite as active as the larvae themselves.

Moreover, there were some ghost-like larvae
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â�¢with only heads and breathing-tubes

transparent bodies (Fig. 8). What

these strange attend-

ants, and whence had

they come ?

The problem was soon

solved, for one of the

larvae that was resting

at the surface suddenly

performed a quick -

change act. It wriggled

its body for a moment

and then slipped off its

skin, the latter at once

producing one of the

mysterious ghost - like

larvae. The photograph

Fig. 9 shoWS it Caught

in the act with its cast-

off garment still adher-

ing to its tail. The

marvellous feature of

the matter was, how-

ever, that the larva had

not only moulted its

skin, but had entirely

changed its form; in-

deed, it had become

and like the larva, is an

were air - breather, and

6.-The moment

cJ3Â»=

8.â��On the eleventh day they moult their skins

ar.d change into active pupa?, or chrysalids.

9 â��Here full-grown larvae are seen ready to moult their skins, one of

which has just changed into the pupal stage, and is seen with its

larval ikm just slipping off. Some empty skins and some fully-

developed pupae are also seen

7.â��On the tenth day tkt In*

are full-grown.

also has to come to

the surface for respi-

ratory purposes, but

it no longer breathes

through a tube at the

end of its tail. The

latter organ is nov

provided with a pair

of paddles, and re-

mains below water for

locomotive purposes,

while the back of the

pupa is pushed out

at the surface (its

head being doubled

under), and bears on

its fore-part a pair

of trumpet - shaped

tubes, and these are

the breathing organs.

As I have previ-

ouslv remarked, the

one of the curious objects that appeared

to be all head and little or no body.

What had really happened was that the

larva had changed into a pupa or chrysalisâ��

the next stage of its development. The pupa,

pupas are as active

as the larvae themselves, diving (now in

the strict sense of the word, for the pupa

floats at the surface, and has to use its

paddles to get beneath) the moment it

becomes alarmed, and floating to the surf.ue
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again to breathe.

Why these extra-

ordinary changes

in its anatomy

have been effected

10. â�� On the fourteenth day the

active pupa iiiddenly ilraishtenl out

near the surface ot the water and

hunti iti skin. Then the head of

the gnat

is not at first very obvi-

ous, for it leads almost

exactly the same kind

of life in the pupa stage

as it does in that of the

larva, excepting that it

does not feed â�� indeed,

its mouth parts are

being converted into the

formidable lancets of a

not last for more than from three to four

days, and at the end of that time the gnat

within the pupa-skin has matured. Its deli-

cate wings, beautifully clothed with scales,

its six long legs, slender body, and a head

bearing a pair of com-

pound eyes, consisting of

several thousand lenses,

and a long sucking pro-

boscis combined with

what is probably the

neatest set of surgical

instruments the world

has ever seen, have by

some mysterious means

all been evolved within

the form of the wriggling,

larva and the active

pupa, and now at the

end of only two weeks

the opportune moment has arrived when

II. slowly rises into the air, iti long legs and (rail

wings bring drawn out of

12. ill pupa-iltin at the same time.

mosquito, and for the moment, therefore,

are not available.

And now we have to witness some still

more rapid and remarkable developments.

If the weather is warm the pupa stage may

just protruding,

secret is revealed.

these marvellous organs

are all to be put into

use, and the strange

organism whose deve-

lopment we have

watched is suddenly to

leave its aquatic sur-

roundings and become

a creature of aerial life.

Just how this aston-

ishing transformation is

to take place is not very

apparent as we watch

the ugly pupa resting at

the surface of the water,

with its breathing-horns

Presently, however, the

A pupa suddenly unbends

Vol. *liv.-22.

its body until it assumes a horizontal position

â��and at that moment the gnat commences

to emerge.
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That portion of the pupa near to where

the breathing - horns are attached slowly

protrudes above the surface of the water,

and the skin then cracks and through the

opening a rounded mass appears (Fig. 10)

and slowly rises into the air. As it ascends

we realize that it is the thorax, or middle

.portion, of the gnat which, with head bent

down, is by

â�¢â�¢â�¢^:?-i*'^Vr$.:2), muscular

effort Pushins

i t self up-

war d s and

free, being delicately placed on the surface-

film while its second and third pairs are

withdrawn (Fig. 12). Then its wet wings

shake out their folds, and a moment later

it is able to extricate its latter parts (Fig. 13).

Holding to the empty pupa-skin, which

now serves it as a boat, the gnat carefully

plumes its wings and arranges its newly-

acquired limbs, getting every part into

working order much as an airman pre-

pares his aeroplane before his flight; but

in this case the machine is the airman, and

it makes its own adjustments.

Eventually all is

ready, and, after rest-

ing for a short time

until it is courageous

enough to trust its

weight to its gauzy

and iridescent organs

of flight, it gives itself

a good push off (Fig.

14) from the canoe

which was once a

living part of itself,

and soars into the

air. How, in the brief

period of its aquatic

13.â��In about one minute it delicately steps on to the surface

61m of the water and wriggles round until its body i

withdrawn.

leaving its pupa-skin

behind.

In less than one

minute we see its head,

feelers, and proboscis

separatefrom the body,

and its long legs being

withdrawn from their

sheaths in the pupa-

skin (Fig. n). To ex-

tricate its encumbered

legs it has to rise almost

into a perpendicular

position, and that is

the most critical period

in the whole of its

development, for a

sudden puff of wind may then cause it

to overbalance ; in which case all is

lost, for, should it get submerged at this

stage, it is almost certain prey for a hungry-

stickleback, the larva of a water-beetle, or

some other aquatic denizen, many of which

are ever patiently watching from below for

such accidents to occur.

All has gone well, however; no untoward

accident has happened, and its fore-legs are

14-â��A minute later still, it is free, and is trimming its wings ready for flight

in the air.

life, it acquired the knowledge that it

possessed the power to launch out into space

so fearlessly is a secret which only it and

mother Nature know.

In such manner the gnatâ��or, if you prefer

it, the mosquitoâ��left its watery surroundings

to seek a mate in the atmosphere above.

Perhaps, too, it soared away to use those

lancing and blood-sucking instruments which

were so beautifully arranged in its proboscis.
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PART I.

CHAPTER I.

LL great issues have small

beginnings. The eating of an

apple in the Garden of Eden

was insignificant business

enough, but it has disagreed

with us ever since, and little

short of a catastrophe has

been the result.

From the moment the door opened and the

carter's men brought the cash desk into Mr.

Mangles's shop it might with justice be said

that the problem of Mr. Mangles's life began.

Now, a cash desk one way or another should

mean but little in any man's existence.

When, however, there comes with it the first

inception of a new idea it is a different matter

indeed.

Mrs. Mangles had been on a visit to London.

Once before she had been there when a child,

remembering little or nothing of the great

streets or the magnificent houses. This

second visit had been as new and strange to

her as though she had entered its gates for

the first time. Intending to return in a fort-

night, she had stayed two months. The whole

work of the grocer's shop was heaped upon

Mr. Mangles's shoulders. He had to attend

to the booksâ��such books as were keptâ��see

to the till, and serve the customers over the

counter. It was no good leaving these

matters to the boy. He was a good boy, no

doubt ; but he was a fool. Sophia, his sister,

was of no greater service. She made all

the jam, all the potted meats they sold in the

shop ; but if it came to attending to customers

she suffered sadly from confusion.

It was a serious matter, then, as the days

went by and still Mrs. Mangles stayed on in

London. Her husband wrote urgent letters

to her, begging her to return. She replied

that, as this was possibly the only oppor-

tunity she would have for some years of

seeing the great Metropolisâ��the use of this

word was her ownâ��she thought it would be

folly not to take advantage of it. Her letters

concluded with allusions to the theatres and

the crowds She spoke of a new hat bought

in a stores where their grocer's shop, if placed

within it, would look scarcely bigger than a

cash desk.

This remark doubtless was the foundation

of the first seed in her mind. By the time

she had returned to Morton St. Abbots she

saw with new eyes the little old-fashioned

grocer's shop, with its well-worn counter,

its many-paned windows dressed with a

jumble of sweet-bottles, packets, and the

three large black coffee canisters with gold

letteringâ��attractive or not, according to

your tasteâ��and then the canker of civilization

had firmly struck its roots into the deepest

corners of her soul.

Upon her return she had stood for a moment

in the shop, looking about her ; at the wall

of drawers behind the counter, some with

their wooden knobs broken, all showing signs

of age where the paint had been rubbed off

them and the names they boreâ��chicory,

coffee, salt, pepper, and the likeâ��obliterated

in some cases nearly altogether. There was

no marble slab for the butter or the cheese.

Certainly the board on which they lay and

were served was spotlessly clean. The fool

of a boy scrubbed it every morning. But

once you have seen marble in such use, wood

is a poor substitute in appearance. Mrs.

Mangles lifted her eyes to heaven when she

realized the terrible need of civilization in

Morton St. Abbots.
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" You'll have to change all this, Samuel,"

she had remarked.

He looked about the shop which for four

generations of his family had remained

untouched, the counter over which father

and son, father and son had served all their

generations of customers for nearly 'one

hundred and fifty years, and in his eyes

there was a look of complete amazement.

" Change ! All what ? " said he.

" All this," she replied, and she had con-

veyed the entire premises with a gesture.

" That old counterâ��those dirty old shelves.

The window wants dressing properly, and,

Samuel "â��she took his arm in suddenly-

assured confidenceâ��" I'll tell you something

that would make the shop splendidâ��they

have them in all the stores in London."

He was too bewildered as yet to oppose her,

and in this bewilderment he just inquired

what it was.

" A cash desk," said she. " It could stand

there. A cash desk in mahogany, like they

have in the stores. It 'ud make us right up-

to-date then. I know they think we're old-

fashioned here. People go up to London

more than they used. Besides, I've been think-

ing while I was away that it ain't quite nice

for me to have to come into the shop, even

though it is only to see to the till. People

like Mrs. Nainsmith don't think much of you

if they see you working in the shop."

A full month went by before Mr. Mangles

gave way in any one particular. To alter

the shop in which he had served for so many

years, in which three generations had served

before him, to take away the old counter on

which all their initials were carved just by

the till drawer and to replace it with a new

mahogany counter, was to him such sacrilege

as if it had been suggested that he should break

open the alms-box in the church. In that old

counter there were a thousand recollections.

Even the gash in the wood where, according

to history, his great-grandfather had cut off

the top of his thumb had sacredly been pre-

served. He never handled a knife in close

proximity to that spot without a thought of

it. But, being of such wisdom as had brought

the business to its prosperity, he had made

no allusions to sentiment.

" What profit should I get out of the

business this year," he had said, " if I go and

throw money away like that ? "

" You'll get it back next year," she had

replied, " and double. Morton St. Abbots is

bigger than it was. Unless you look out you'll

have someone more advanced steppin' in an'

takin' all your trade from you."

" I sha'n't get it back." he returned, " if

I'm going to spend all that money on a

mahogany counter, a marble slab, new

shelves, and a new window. The profits

don't allow for it."

" Well, why don't you sell some of those

jams and things that the travellers come round

with ? You'd get a bigger profit on them."

" You know what they're made of," said he.

" Well, what's that matter ? People eat

'em, and they don't know no better."

He had looked at her with a straight eye.

Blasphemy is not only contempt of God.

"Sophie's made the jams and the potted

meats ever since I've had the shop," he

replied. " We've always made them our-

selves ; that's how the business has been

made, and no one dares to come in and touch

us. Look at that man Williams, who set up

in the High Street three years ago. He

thought he was going to take the trade away,

but he couldn't. He shut up in six months.

No; this business is going on as it's always

gone onâ��as my great-grandfather started it.

I'm going to have nothing to do with the

sort of trade people are doing to-day."

" There's no need to call it a trade, is

there ? " said she. " We're in businessâ��

that's what we are. Mercers, the iron-

monger, and people like that, they're in trade.

But we sell wines, so we must be in business."

" Invalid claret and koko, that's all I

stock."

" Well, koko's a wineâ��I 'ad some once,

and it made me feel quite funny, so I know

it's a wine."

" All rightâ��we're in business, if you like,"

he agreed, smiling ; " and we're in business

to make our living. I'm not going to throw

that living away on mahogany counters or

cash desks."

" It needn't be real mahogany," she per-

sisted. " They make these things up won-

derful real in London."

He took no notice of that.

" Well, now, who," said he, " would sit in

the cash desk ? If you don't like taking

money over the counter, you won't care to

sit stuffed up in a cash desk."

" Noâ��of course I shouldn't; but I know

the very girl for it."

" Who ? "

" Gladys Penfoldâ��she had a job as cashier

in London. Silly little fool's come back to

Morton St. Abbots again."

" Why, I thought she was doing so well."

" So she was-â��in Harker's stores. Says

she couldn't stand the bustle and the noiseâ��

smell of the motor buses gave her 'eadachesâ��
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'eadaches ! I think it's lovely ridin' on a

motor, even if it is a bus. And as for the

smellâ��you don't mind it when you get used

to it. Some people says

it's 'ealthy. Well, she's

the girl for you. She'll

take next to nothin' to

get a job in St. Abbots.

Mrs. Mercer was in the

train with me from

Layton, and she told

me so."

This then was the

one concession he made

to all her revolutionary

schemes. Grainger,

the carpenter in St.

Abbots, made a cash

desk out of deal and

stained it with mahog-

any staining procured

at Mercer's the iron-

mongers. Its entry

into the Mangles's shop

was the first introduc-

tion to that new order

of thingsâ��the spirit of false ostentation

which has played such havoc with our trade

through the whole country-side.

Doubtless Mr. Mangles would not even have

consented to this, but the sentiment of his

nature was aroused

when he interviewed

Gladys Penfold. It

may indeed be true

that we are a nation

of shopkeepers, so

long as the shutters

arc down, the shop-

door open to cus-

tomers. But the

moment it strikes the

hourof closing and the

boy comes out to put

those shutters up, we

become a nation of

sentimentalists with

as true a sentiment

in some as it is false

in others.

When he heard that

Gladys Penfold had

left London because

she did not like the

men with whom she

was thrown in con-

tact, because she missed the country in the

spring and longed for it in summer, because

the methods of business in the great city were

LITTI.K BOYS, WILD-EYED. PEERED

THROUGH THE WINDOWS."

such that she must lie to customers to retain

their custom, then Mr. Mangles decided upon

the cash desk, and purely out of sentiment.

Without being really

conscious of it, he felt

deeply in sympathy

with this pale, tired girl

who had set her face

to the world and, after

such struggle as he

could but dimly

imagine, had turned

back admitting her

defeat. Mrs. Mangles

had had no sympa'.hy

with her. In the whole

of Morton St. Abbots

there was scarcely one

to approve her choice.

" So what will you

do," he had asked, " if

you can't get any work

in the town ? "

They called it the

town.

She had frowned in

distress at the thought.

" I suppose I shall have to go back," said

she. " They can't afford to keep me at

home."

It was then, against his business judgment,

that he decided on

the cash desk.

By the time that

Grainger, the carpen-

ter, had hammered

in the last nail secur-

ing it to the floor

Mr. Templett, the

stone - mason and

undertaker, opened

the door of the shop

and, with all eyes on

the new instalment,

asked for a halfpenny

box of matches.

CHAPTER II.

JUST as religion is the

voice of a nation's

sense of what is

beautiful, so trade is

the index of a

nation's integrity.

We are none too rich

in a sense of beauty

to-day, and all the while the spirit of com-

petition is robbing us of our integrity.

Not many weeks after Mrs. Mangles'?

" GLADYS TENFOLD."
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return from London, when the cash desk had

taken its place in the new order of things and

little boys, wide-eyed, no longer peered

through the windows to see. Miss Penfold

seated in her cage, the bell of the shop-door

rang one day, and there entered a gentleman

upon the premises of Mr. Mangles's grocery

business in the High Street, Morton St.

Abbots. Mrs. Mangles, regarding him through

the little square lace-curtained window per-

mitting one to see from the parlour into the

shop, declared him to be a gentleman because

he wore a frock coat and a silk hat.

" You may take my word for it, Samuel,"

said she, " he's come from Londonâ��that's

the way gentlemen dress there. Aristocratic,

I call it."

In curiosity, if only to hear what the gentle-

man wanted to buy, she followed her husband

into the shop. She little anticipated what

the gentleman did want to buy, for he wanted

to buy the whole premises.

" Good morning, Mr. Mangles," he said,

affably, when they entered, and he spoke as

though he had known the little grocer all

his life.

Mr. Mangles repeated the salutation,

adding "sir" as he bowed. Then he stood

in his customary attitude when waiting for

a customer's orders, both hands on the counter,

his body slightly inclined towards the person

to whom he was speaking. Mrs. Mangles

assumed occupation with the now-discarded

till, and, from the cash desk where, for the past

half-hour, she had had nothing to do but knit.

Miss Penfold occasionally turned her eyes in

their direction.

" I've come from London, Mr. Mangles,"

the gentleman began, in the same affable

voice, and Mrs. Mangles looked up with a

smile of self-congratulation. Had she not

said as much ?

" And," he continued, " I represent a firm

known as the Cosmopolitan Stores. No

doubt you've heard of us. We have a branch

at Layton, about ten miles from

here. We've branches all over the

kingdom."

" I've heard of the Cosmopolitan

Stores," said Mr. Mangles. " I

don't approve of them."

" Samuel! " exclaimed his wife.

" I don't," said he.

" I'm sorry to hear that," said

the gentleman. " My name is

Eustaceâ��Mr. Henry Eustace ; here

is my card. I am employed by the

firm in developing the business.

How is it you don't approve of

us?"

Mr. Mangles changed his attitude

from that of attending to a customer

to one of addressing an equal.

" I don't approve of capitalists

stealing the business of the smaller

tradesman," he replied.

" Oh, don't put it that way,"

remarked Mr. Eustace. " Stealing's

an ugly word."

" It's an ugly tiling to do,"

replied the grocer.

Mr. Eustace tried to frame a suit-

able answer. He took off his silk

hat and brushed it with his sleeve. Then

he put it back on his head. No answer was

forthcoming.

" Well," he said, at last, " the Cosmopolitan

Stores pay good prices for the places they

buy up. It don't look much like stealin'.

does it ? "

" My husband's rather "ot on this subject,"

interposed Mrs. Mangles, with an endeavour

to appease. " He ought to go to London and

see what splendid places the stores is there.

Harker's is nearly as big as the whole of St.

Abbotsâ��you could lose yerself in it, which

is more than you could do in St. Abbots.

This young lady at the cash desk, she used

to be in Harker'sâ��found it didn't agree with

'er 'ealth. I'm all for the stores. I want my
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rusband to change this place a bitâ��make it

more up-to-date. People wouldn't go to

Layton then for their groceries."

" Oh, they do go to Layton, do they ? "

said Mr. Eustace, with a smile that sorely

irritated Mr. Mangles. " To our stores, of

course."

" Only the ones that don't know/' retorted

the little gracer. " Only the ones that come

fresh to St. Abbots. But they soon give it

up and come here. None of the gentry

living in the neighbourhood goes anywhere

else but to me. They've had my father

serving them, and his father before him. On

that very stool you're resting your foot on "

â��Mr. Eustace looked down at his footâ��" the

last Lord Morton used to sit and talk of a

morning to my grand-

father."

Mr. Eustace removed his

fool.

" The people round here

know that they get what

they ask forâ��they get jam

that's not been through

the hocus - pocus business

how jams are made now.

They get pure sugar, pure

coffee, pure tea. There's

a man in London has sup-

plied us with tea for sixty

years. He's one of the old

sort â�� so are we. If a

traveller comes in here and

tells me he's got a jam

that'll give me a halfpenny

more profit on a one-pound

pot than any other put on

the market, then I tells him

I'll 'ave nothing to do with it. ' Why,

I supply it to the Cosmopolitan Stores,'

he says. ' That only makes it worse,'

says I."

Mr. Eustace threw out his chest.

" Do you mean to say we stock inferior

jams ? " he demanded.

" I do," said Mr. Mangles ; " jams made up

to weight with cheap marrowsâ��turnips

sometimesâ��all coloured and sweetened and

messed up to look like the real thing. But

it's no more the real thing than I'm a bishop.

What makes people nowadays be so weak

about their digestion, spending money on

doctors and physicking their insides ? Why,

it's the cheap foods you've been poisoning

'em with for the last twenty or thirty years.

They can't eat proper food nowâ��not even

if they could get it. I don't put boracic acid

in my things to make 'em keep."

" Oh ! " said Mr. Eustace. " Then what

do you do, I should like to know ? "

"' I sell 'em."

" Reallyâ��you're very fortunate. Then it's

your customers who find they won't keep ? "

" That's it," said Mr. Mangles.

" And what do they do then ? "

" They come back for some more."

Mr. Eustace smiled. He felt he had got

the best of it.

" What I sell never does keep," continued

Mr. Mangles. " People eat it."

Miss Penfold returned to her knitting,

hiding her smile in a dropped stitch. Even

Mr. Eustace laughed. It was all that

remained to him to do ; besides which, he

was above all things a man of business.

" MANOLES'S COMPETITOR."

" Well, jokin' apart," he saidâ��a phrase

he ever used when he had been insultedâ��

" are you going to listen to the offer I've got

to make you ? "

" What offer ? " asked Mr. Mangles.

" Is it an offer for the business ? " exclaimed

his wife, eagerly.

" That's it," replied Mr. Eustace. " We

believe there's a business to be worked up

here in Morton St Abbots, and we're ready

to give you two thousand pounds for the good-

will of the whole concernâ��premises, stock,

lock, and barrel. Can't call that stealin',

can you ?"

" Samuel !" exclaimed Mrs. Mangles,

" Two thousand ! " Suddenly recovering her-

self, she added, " But we ought to get more

than that."

Half consciously, the little grocer's finger

was tracing out on the counter the mark
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where his great-grandfather had cut off the

top of his thumb. He looked steadily before

him into the eyes of the stores man.

" If you were to offer fifty thousand," he

said, " I shouldn't take it."

' Easy to say that when you aren't offered

it," replied Mr. Eustace. " But, seriously

spcakin', isn't two thou' enough for you ? "

That intimate acquaintance with thousands

thrilled Mrs. Mangles. She admired a man

who could talk like that. As for her hus-

band, she could not believe him serious.

'' Oh, no, that's not enough for us," she

interposed. " The business is worth more

than that, seeing the years it's taken to build

up and all."

There was a look of infinite reproach in

Mr. Mangles's eyes as he regarded his wife.

He knew he stood alone.

" Well, will you name your figure ? " Mr.

Eustace requested. " My orders are not to

go above two thou', but I dessay the firm

wouldn't mind another hundred."

Miss Penfold held the knitting-needles

tightly in her fingers as she listened, and, out

of the corner of her eyes, Mrs. Mangles

became aware of her attention.

" Hadn't we better come into the parlour

and talk this over properly ?" said she.

" P'r'aps Mr. Eustace 'ud like a cup of

tea."

" There's no need to go into no pSrlour,"

said Mr. Mangles. " Nothin' on this earth

'ud induce me to sell my business, and if I did

I'd sooner cut off me hand on this counter

than let it go to the thieving capitalist."

" If you mean us," said Mr. Eustace,

reddening, " you'll be sorry for those words,

Mr. Mangles. We sha'n't give you a dog's

chance. We're going to open here whether

we buy your business or not, and if you think

you can fight against cheap prices, a smart-

lookin' shop, and a decent window, you're

mistaken. We shall sell below you till you

have to give in. Then, when your business

is failin' and all your friends see you're going

under, you'll be sorry you didn't take the two

thou' I've just offered you. A cool two thou'.

Good day to youâ��if you think better of it

and 'ud like to change your mind, you'll find

my address on the card I gave you. Good

day."

The expression upon Mrs. Mangles's face

_as the door closed behind him was as that of

one wakened to reality from an enchanting

dream. As she looked at her husband, the

whole expression changed.

" You fool, Samuel ! " she said. " That's

the best chance you'll ever have in this life.

Think what we could have done with itâ��two

thousand ! More ! We could have gone to

Londonâ��we could have set up there in

Shepherd's Bush or Kilburnâ��a nice little

shop that 'ud give us a bigger turn-over'n

we have here. But you're going to write to

him, aren't you ? "

Mr. Mangles turned and looked at her

" Is money everything to you ? " he asked,

quietly.

" As much to me as 'tis to everybody," she

retorted. " D'you mean to say you're not

going to write ? "

" I'm not," he replied. " If my father

were alive to see me sell this business it would

have broken his heart."

" Well, what's your father got to do with

it ? " she demanded.

" No more than that I'm his son," he replied.

" And it don't make me any less his son

because he's dead."

" But d'you mean to say I'm married to a

man as never wants to improve himself if he

gets the opportunity ? "

Mr. Mangles shut the till and swept some

sugar off the counter into his hand.

" How should I improve myself by a larger

turnover in Kilburn or Shepherd's Bush ? "

he asked. " You could buy yourself a new

dress and I could buy a new hat, and we could

both pretend to be something better than we

were, and what improvement would that be ?

Should I be a better man in Kilburn than

what I am in Morton St. Abbots ? Should

I be a churchwarden in the parish church

and be respected as 1 am here ? "

She looked at him, and her eyes glittered

with that contempt for his provincial ideas

of respectabilityâ��a contempt which you learn

so quickly in a big cityâ��which Mrs. Mangles

had picked up so swiftly in London.

It is easy to learn the emptiness of these

signs of respectability. Many a respected

provincial has been known to hand round

the plate in church on Sunday and depart

with his neighbour's wife on the following

day. It would seem to prove that handing

round the plate is an hypocrisy. But it is

not. In the country it is one of the true

symbols of respectability. Men have been

known to sin as much shielding themselves

with the symbol of the Crown. That does

not make the Crown hypocrisy. But you

learn much of pessimism, much of hypocrisy

and sordid realities when you come to cities

to school. In those few weeks in London

Mrs. Mangles had learnt much of the modem

lesson it has to teach.

When her husband spoke of his respect-
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ability in Morton St. Abbots she looked the

full measure of her contempt.

" I'd sooner be on noddin' acquaintance

with someone better'n myself in London than

have the respect of all St. Abbots/' said she.

" Why, the people here are that old-fashioned

that it's a waste of time to speak to them.

Half of them have never seen a play acted in

a theatre in their lives."

" I've never seen one myself," replied Mr.

Mangles.

" No ; you'd talk more sense if you had,"

she retorted. " If people in London heard

you saying you was a churchwarden in Sc.

Abbots they'd laugh in your face, and likely

as not they'd never have heard of St. Abbots

in their livesâ��not unless they'd motored

this way, seeing there's no station."

She meant this last thrust to be bitter.

And bitter it was indeed. She departed into

the parlour, leaving the little grocer standing

by the till.

" I suppose we are behind the times," said

he, in an undertone. " I suppose it is foolish

to think that handin' the plate means any-

thing these days when no one believes any-

thing. But my father handed the plate.

He said if I was a straight and honest man I

might do the same one dayâ��and now "

He stopped. Someone had come appa-

rently out of nowhere and was leaning over

the counter. He looked up. It was Miss

Penfold. His hands had taken up their

accustomed position on the counter before

he realized who it was.

" Mr. Mangles," said she.

He waited.

'â�¢ Iâ��I'm so glad."

" Glad of what ? " he asked.

" That you're not going to sell the shop

to the stores. They'd pull down all those

cupboards at the back. They'd put up an

imitation mahogany counter."

" Where do they get their tea from ? " said

he.

" Their tea's horrid," said she.

" There's no one can beat my tea," said he.

" We've always got it from the same place."

He went on impulse to a canister and

emptied some into a bag. " Take that home,"

said he, " and tell me if the stores ever sell

tea like that."

CHAPTER III.

WERE it not for this everlasting law of change,

life, it seems, would be a simple matter. No

doubt it would be too simple. We should be

unable to find our way for the very straight-

ness of the road. So perhaps it is that

conditions must eternally alter, reversing the

complete order of things that one may learn

the same lesson remaining ever the same

down the long path of the ages. Religions

rise and fall, nations conquer and are

destroyed, laws are fashioned and made, but

the same lesson continues, that man and

woman must work honestly and in all cheerful-

ness until the daylight dies and the night

comes when they may rest.

It would seem, too, that this is a lesson

easily forgotten ; wherefore a change must

come over the face of things, and even those

by whom the lesson is still remembered are

swept into the advancing tide because of

those who work with cheerfulness no more.

In that little shop in the High Street of

Morton St. Abbots there was as cheerful a

worker as you could wish to findâ��and as

honest. But the tide of capitalism was

sweeping over the country-side, and he must

be caught in the wash of its waves. He must

learn again that which he still remembered ;

if not through his own trade, then by the

hands of some capitalist even nearer to his

life than that.

Some weeks later there came to the shop,

inquiring for Mrs. Mangles, a gentleman

enveloped in all the air of mystery. As she

passed behind the counter to attend to him

he bowed and raised his hat. She bowed as

wellâ��expectantly, suspiciously.

" Mrs. Mangles, I believe ? " said he.

" That's right," she replied. " What of

it?"

" You were, before you married, a daughter

of Police-constable Dawdle, of Layton, about

ten miles from here. Your name was Emily

Dawdle."

" That's right," she repeated. " But may

I ask how you come to know all about it ?

I don't mind tellin' you that it isn't everyone

knows that I was a daughter of a police-

constableâ��people are so snobby nowadays,

they wouldn't know you if they thought you

had small beginnings. Mrs. Mercer, the

ironmonger's wife, she's always reminding

me that her father was a tailor. So I don't

know how you come to know of it, but I

don't want it spoken about."

" I don't think you'll find it matters very

much," said the gentleman, smiling, " when

you hear what I have to tell you. Might I

come into the house for a moment ? "

" Certainly," said she ; " come into the

parlour. I'm afraid it's a bit untidyâ��I've

just been mending some of my husband's

clothes. I've got the cloth over the piano, too,

to keep the dust off it, but you won't notice
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that. I don't mind hidin' it really, 'cos it's

one of them old pianos â�� spinets, they called

into the shop and attended to his customers.

He may have wondered what it could be that

'em. I'm always wanting my husband to the gentleman had to tell her. It occupied

sell it and get a little cottage â�� but he won't his thoughts at moments when there was no

"THE DOOR OPENED AND SHE APPEARED BEHIND THK COUNTER.

part with it. Been in the family

Her one to be served. But this was very seldom.

A grocer's shop in a small town, if it holds the

monopoly, is continually vibrating with the

voice died into a distant murmur as she led

the way into the parlour.

During her absence Mr. Mangles came sound of that bell which jangles loudly to the
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opening of the door. And to the cheerful

worker that must be a glad sound, as cheerful

to him ,'LS to the muffin-man is that sudden

noise of the opening window as he passes

down the silent street.

In time Mr. Mangles had almost forgotten

that his wife was engaged in the parlour,

when presently the door opened and she

appeared behind the counter with startled

eyes and lips parted as she breathed quickly

in her emotion.

" What's the matter ? " he asked. " What's

happened ? Aren't you well ? "

" You remember Dick ? " she said.

" Dick who ? " he asked.

" Dickâ��Dickâ��my brother Dick, of course.

Went to Canada fifteen years agoâ��ran away."

" Well ? " said he.

" Well, he's deadâ��his wife's deadâ��she

died before himâ��two months agoâ��he'd got

no children, so he made out his will to me.

Now he's dead, and I'm to have four thousand

pounds a yearâ��four thousand poundsâ��a

yearâ��a year ! " For some reason or other

there flashed across her mind the memory

of Mr. Eustace, the stores man. " Four

thou'," she added ; " four thou' a year ! "

Mr. Mangles looked at his wife in silence ;

looked at her as though in that moment she

had become some strange being beyond the

power of his comprehension. Indeed, with

such a fortune, beside those hard-earned

profits which for so many years she had

shared with him, she was a different

being. He wondered confusedly what a man

should do in the circumstances. With still

greater confusion of mind he tried to judge

what was the position of a man in such a

c.ise. Vaguely and wholly without selfish-

ness it flashed across his thoughts that the

stores would have no power against them

now. It was not altogether a pleasant

thought. " It'll be her money," he said to

himself.

And all these things passed through his

inind as they stood in that silence and looked

at each other.

" Well, you haven't got much to say," she

remarked, at last. " Don't you see all it'll

do for us ? ''

Here again he thought of their battle with

lue stores. It even occurred to him that

that was what she must mean.

" It wouldn't want much out of four thou-

sand, would it ? " said he.

" How do you mean, it wouldn't want

much ? " she inquired. " Much what for ? ''

There was a note in her voice that was new

lo his ears. He hesitated before he replied.

" To keep back those stores people.'' he

said at last, and spoke timidly from sudden

uncertainty of mind. " To put up a fight

against them so that they'll be smashed if

they try to sell under us."

She looked into his face and laughed.

" What are you thinking about ? " said

she. " D'you think we're going to stay on

here in the shop ? Four thousand a year

and keepin' a grocer's shop in Morton St.

Abbots ! You haven't got hold of it yetâ��

don't believe I have myself. It's four thou-

sand a yearâ��a year ! As long as I live, four

thousand a year ! How much is that a week ? "

He tried to think how much it was. The

figures whirled in his mind.

" Eighty pounds a week, isn't it ? " he

said, at length.

It sounded bewildering, but she was coming

to believe it more quickly than he.

" Nearly as much as you make in profits

in a whole year," she declared. " And you

talk about keepin' on the shop ! "

" Well, what are you going to do ? " he

inquired ; and now he was coming to the

understanding of the power which so sud-

denly had been given into her hands. " What

are you going to do ? " he repeated.

" Do ? " She picked a biscuit out of a

tin and put it in her mouth. In some subtle

way it conveyed to him more clearly than

any words the sudden independence she had

found. " Do ? Wellâ��no more grocer's wife

for me. Not with four thousand a year. No

more grocer's wife, thank you."

She went back into the parlour. The

gentleman w-as writing a letter to his firmâ��

a firm of solicitors in London. She was going

to consult him, she said.

" I'm taking a bottle of wine for him," she

added. " You can charge it to me, if you

like."

Mr. Mangles remained in silence by the

pile of biscuit tins. For one moment his

hand strayed down into the open tin. He

took a biscuit out, then slowly put it back.

It was a bad habit that, of eating one's own

stock. His father had always warned him

of it when he was a boy. It was a bad habit

which insidiously grew on one. In time it

even did away with an appreciable percentage

of the profits. He replaced the lid upon the

tin.

What had she meant by " no more grocer's

wife " ? He looked about him round the

shop. It scarcely seemed as though it

belonged to him. With half of one year's

income she could afford to buy the place out

of his hands. His love of it was not one whit
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diminished. But suddenly, it all seemed,

what was the good ? What was the good ?

As she had pointed out, his yearly profits,

hardly striven for, were but little more than

her income in a week. Instead of being

overjoyed at her fortune, it had brought

with it, to his mind, a sense of dread. She

had said, " No more grocer's wife." He did

not quite understand what she had meant by

that; but it made him wish to know how he

stood. He felt that he was standing alone.

And then, as these thoughts crossed his mind,

he caught sight of Miss Penfold's eyes, watch-

ing him from the cash desk. He called her

to him.

" I hope," said he, timidlyâ��" I hope you're

quite satisfied with your work ? "

" I can never thank you enough, Mr.

Mangles," she said; " never thank you

enough for the situation."

" Then you propose to stay on ? "

" \\hy, yes, of course. Has anything

happened ?"

He nodded his head. Then he told her.

CHAPTER IV.

THERE is nothing so wonderful, after all, in

the report that amongst the black people and

over the limitless tracks of a wild continent

news flies as though by magic. That evening

the neighbourhood of Morton St. Abbots,

even so far as Layton, knew every detail of

the fortune left to Mrs. Mangles. By the

next day they had it in London. Accounts

may 'have differed. The various sums com-

puted to be the amount of the.fortune were

extraordinarily diverse. They spoke of hun-

dreds and then thousands with an utter dis-

regard for accuracy. Everyone had had it

first-hand from Mrs. Mangles herself; but

no one agreed when it came to a question of

the money involved.

The shop was besieged by customers

making small purchases in order to hear the

details of this astounding visitation of good

fortune. To one and all of them Mr. Mangles

replied that Mrs. Mangles had not got the

money yet.

" I expect it's all right," he said ; " but

even lawyers make mistakes."

There had come even to be a hope in the

deepest heart of the little grocer that perhaps

there might be some mistake after all. He

did not know why he hoped for it; but before

the colossal proportions of his wife's fortune

he stood in unaccountable dread. It was a

power stronger than the Cosmopolitan Stores,

and beneath the weight of it he seemed to

have a premonition that he would be broken.

With Mrs. Mangles, receiving her many

visitors in the parlour, prominent amongst

whom was Mrs. Mercer, the ironmonger's

wife, there was no doubt at all about the

matter. In prospect, she was spending her

money rapidly already. A hat she had

bought in London was presented, somewhat

tactlessly, to Mrs. Mercer, who had admired

it in the train all the way from Layton on the

day of her return from the Metropolis.

" I don't want it, my dear," she said.

" You're quite welcome to it. Besides, I

could hardly wear a thing like that now,

could I ? " '

It had been a severe struggle in Mrs.

Mercer's mind between acceptance and refusal.

As she told the ironmonger later, it was not

as if she had asked for it.

" I'd have refused it point blunt," said he,

with a mixture of metaphor arising, no doubt,

from the trade in which he dealt.

" I would have," she replied, ingenuouslyâ��

" I would have, if I hadn't liked it so much.

Suits me better than herâ��don't it ? "

In putting it on for his inspection she forgot

her loss of dignity.

And this was not the only omission of tact

on the part of Mrs. Mangles. She was tactless

all round. The sudden possession of wealth

seemed to develop in her a thoughtlessness

for the feelings of others which amounted

almost to the spirit of bullying. She found

herself with a powerful weapon, placed of a

sudden in her hands, and, with no respect of

persons, she wielded it for the mere joy of

knowing that it was hers. So powerful a

weapon was it, moreover, that one and all

took the blows with submissive humility.

Even Mr. Mangles was subdued. He found

himself face to face with that modern

incubus, the capitalist, and he was bowed

down.

The vicarage was amongst other places

where the news penetrated that very evening.

At dinner the maid relieved herself of the

weight that lay on her mind. During the

second courseâ��for Mrs. Naismith was always

particular that they should be called coursesâ��â�¢

she broke through the reserve expected from

domestics at the vicarage and told all she

knew.

" Please, ma'am," she said, falteringly,

" I don't know if you've heardâ��but Mrs.

Mangles has come into a fortune."

Mrs. Naismith looked up reprovingly, then

coldly inquired how much.

" Some thousands of pounds a year,

ma'am."

This was a different matter. Even Mrs.
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Kenderdine, her sister, visiting her from

London, who had many friends making two

thousand a year, some even a little more,

looked up with interest. Only the vicar

continued quietly with his meal.

" You must mean hundreds, Minnie,"

replied Mrs. Naismith. "Two or three hun-

dred pounds, I suppose, altogether. These

things get terribly exaggerated in a village

like ours."

" No, ma'am ; I'm quite sure it's thou-

sandsâ��three or fourâ��and every year."

" Three or four thousand a year ! "â�¢ ex-

claimed Mrs. Kenderdine. " How extra-

ordinarily fortunate ! Why, that's not being

badly off in London. I wish we had as much.

What Mrs. Mangles is it ? "

" There's only one, my dear," replied her

sister. " The grocer's wife."

" What! The little provision man down

in the High Street ? "

" I think he'd prefer it if you called him a

grocer," suggested the vicar, kindly. " He's

quite a superior man. I always think him

far superior to his wife."

" You won't be able to do that now, my

dear," replied Mrs. Naismith. " If she's got

four thousand a year she'll be superior to

anyone in St. Abbots."

Much as he deplored this supervaluation

of money, the vicar said nothing. He never

reproved his wife before the servants. If a

domestic was present when she expressed

these views upon the worth of riches and it

seemed too late to speak of it after, then he

referred to it in his prayers at night.

" But, of course," Mrs. Naismith continued,

" there's some ridiculous mistake. Fancy a

woman like that having four thousand a

year!" She caught her husband's eye.

Minnie was still present. " I don't mean

but what she's a very nice woman."

" Well, ma'am, I don't think there is any

mistake," Minnie repeated. " Woodhouse

was in the shop when the solicitor man from

London was there, and then later he heard it

from Mrs. Mangles herself."

As soon as Minnie had retired, catching a

glance from Mrs. Naismith's eye which indi-

cated that she had said quite enough, Mrs.

Kenderdine looked across at her sister.

" What sort of a woman is Mrs. Mangles

really ? " she inquired.

" Oh, my dearâ��odious ; only I couldn't

say so before Minnie."

" It wouldn't have been kind," said the

vicar. He would have liked to say that it

would not have been true.

" Perhaps it's as well you didn't," said

Mrs. Kenderdine. " It would have come to

her ears, and I suppose she's got to be reckoned

with now. I wonder what she'll do with all

that money ? What a waste! Even a

quarter of it, for instance, would mean such

a difference to people like ourselves. What

d'you think she'll do with it ? "

" Oh, probably buy a house in the neigh-

bourhood and we shall all have to call on her.

The Nevilles won't like it. They have nearly

four thousand a year themselves. I don't

suppose they really will call. How can you,

on a person who's been the wife of your

grocer ? "

" Well, I'm sure," said the vicar, " that a

sterling little man like Mangles will be able

to fill any position. He's the old type of

English tradesman, and a great many of them

are received in society now."

" He might be able to fill it in a way,"

retorted his wife. " But it's all too sudden.

He hasn't worked his way up to it. He's not

educated."

" Is she educated at all ? " inquired Mrs.

Kenderdine.

" She ? No, my dear; she's terrible.

Drops her g'sâ��says ' laughin' ' and 'talkin','

and things like that."

" Well, everybody drops their g's in town

now," remarked Mrs. Kenderdine.

" Oh, I know ; but they have a proper way

of doing it. Even then I don't like it. We

ought to make ourselves as distinct from

the lower classes as possible. Certainly in

speech."

" What's she like otherwise ? " Mrs. Kender-

dine persisted. " Is she young ? "

" Oh, about thirty-two. But I tell you, my

dear, she's impossible."

" It takes a lot to be impossible," said Mrs.

Kenderdine, wisely, " with four thousand a

year."

They discussed the grocer and his wife for

the rest of the meal, but only when the ladies

were alone afterwards in the drawing-room

did they really say what they thought. The

idea was Mrs. Kenderdine's. Keen though

the eye of Mrs. Naismith was to the financial

point of view, it needed such a mind as her

sister's, living in London in the hive of the

money-making world, to seize the moment

in a financial situation.

" Now," said she, as soon as Minnie had

closed the door and they were alone with

their coffee, " you know what'll happen to

Mrs. Mangles, don't you ? "

" What ? " inquired her sister.

" Well, some scheming people will get hold

of her and, under the pretence of putting
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benefits in her way, will just live on her money

â��absolutely live on it."

The whole vista spread before Mrs.

Naismith's mind from that moment, but she

assumed entire ignorance of it all.

" What sort of people ? " she asked,

guardedly. " People about here, do you

mean ? Surely nobody would be so under-

hand as all that! "

" I don't know that it would be particu-

larly underhand if she was fool enough to

spend her money that way. I should call it

clever more than underhand. But I think

it's your duty to see that she doesn't get into

people's hands like that."

" But how can I stop it, my dear ? I can

only advise her; I suppose it's my duty to

do that. She's in the parish, of course. He's

one of Harry's churchwardens."

" The only thing you can do," replied Mrs.

Kenderdine, " is to get her into the right

hands. Do you think she could be educated

and made presentable ? "

Now Mrs. Naismith saw more clearly still,

and still more carefully preserved her assump-

tion of innocence.

" So far as anybody can be educated

nowadays," she replied, " I suppose she

could. She wouldn't know what on earth

to do at a dinner-party, but I suppose she

could be taught. Why did you ask ? "

" Well, you see, I don't suppose it's a bit

of good her staying here. As you say, the

Nevilles would not call on her. She'd still

be the grocer's wife as long as she lived. He

might even insist on keeping on his shop.

She ought to get away from Morton St.

Abbots, and I should think London's by far

the best place for her to go to. You can

conceal anything in London except poverty."

" But who would look after her in

London ? " asked Mrs. Naismith.

" I don't know. I wouldn't mind doing it

myself if I thought I could be any help. She

and her husband could come and dine with

us when we were alone, just to see how things

were done. 1 should advise her getting a

very capable man-servant, who would be a

great help to her. She could easily afford a

house in Onslow Gardens, and keep it going

very well, too. There's no reason why she

shouldn't have a motor-car, and I'm sure, my

dear, she'd be delighted, if ever you came

up to town, to put you up. T expect she'd

do you very well, too. Don't you see what I

mean ? If -she got into the wrong hands,

they'd probably expect some ridiculous

remuneration for their trouble. I shouldn't

expect anything."

In the long silence that followed both of

them thought conscientiously of the various

benefits which might accrue to them from

such a scheme. After a while Mrs. Naismith

rose and placed her coffee-cup on the mantel-

piece.

" We'll go and see her to-morrow," said

she. " It never does to let these things

drag on. Everyone's heard about it by now."

As Mrs. Kenderdine went up to bed that

night she looked back over the banisters

towards her sister.

"Tancy!" said she. "Four thousandâ��

a year ! Isn't it wicked ? "

CHAPTER V.

THE vicar's wife and Mrs. Kenderdine called

as arranged. They did not stay in the shop.

The hospitality of the grocer's parlour was

offered them. Mr. Mangles attended behind

the counter as usual.

As they passed out again Mrs. Naismith

stopped a moment to offer him her congratu-

lations. He leant with his hands on the

counter and looked searchingly in her eyes.

Until he knew a fellow-creature unworthy

of his trust it was his custom to believe the

best in them. She was the vicar's wife, and

he almost loved the vicar.

" Do you believe, Mrs. Naismith," he

asked, " that all these riches are good for

people like us ? I don't say that hypocriti-

cally, though I suppose it sounds like it. But

when a man's earning his way, what is the

good for him suddenly to- come into the

possession of a great lump of money like

that ? I've figured it out, and the capital

must be about eighty thousand pounds.

What I mean is, wouldn't it have better been

divided amongst those who have nothing,

rather than being given to those as has

enough already ? "

Mrs. Naismith laughed softly.

" You oughtn't to be preaching Socialism

in Morton St. Abbots," said she. " But,

then, it's easy to have socialistic ideas with

other people's money, isn't it, Mangles ? "

" How do you mean, ma'am, with other

people's money ? "

" Well, it's Mrs. Mangles's money, isn't

it ? " said she, and with a gentle smile, which

she knew was becoming to a vicar's wife who

has found it necessary to reprove a parishioner,

she went out.

" Evidently thinks it's his own already,"

said she as soon as they were in the street.

"Isn't that just like a man? Really, Elsie,

a thing like that almost makes me sympathize

with the Suffrage movement."
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" You needn't worry, my dear," replied

Mrs. Kenderdine. " He won't touch a penny

of it. She won't let him. There's no need

for the Suffrage when you've got women like

Mrs. Mangles. Why should a woman like

that want a vote ? After all, a vote's only

a cipher, and she's got a husband, hasn't

she ? "

These two good ladies were npt the only

callers on Mrs. Mangles that morning. It is

to their credit, however, that they were the

firct. Soon after them came a young gentle-

man who laid his card upon the counter

before Mr. Mangles's -eyes and briefly asked

if Mrs. Mangles was at home.

The grocer read upon the card that this was

Mr. Wimperis, of a well-known London paper.

" May I ask what you want ? " he said,

uncertainlyâ��uncertainly because in this, his

first acquaintance with the Press, he was not

quite sure whether they expected to be treated

as gentlemen. From the appearance and

manner of Mr. Wimperis, it seemed so very

difficult to decide.

" I've come to interview her," said he

briefly, " for my paoer."
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" Interview her ? "

" Yes."

" What exactlyâ��does that mean ? "

" Well, we heard last night that she has

been left a fortune of eighty thousand pounds.

Is that right ? '

" Yes; I understand it is about that sum."

" Well, naturally, she's an interesting

person, isn't she ? The public would like to

hear about her."

" But she's the same person," said Mr.

.Mangles, ingenuously, " as she was the day

before yesterday. Nobody wanted to hear

about her then."

" Exactly. But now she's got four thou-

sand a year, hasn't she ? "

" Well, if it's the money you want to see,"

replied Mr. Mangles, simply, " I'm afraid

you'll be disappointed. She doesn't begin

to get it till next month."

Mr. Wimperis looked annoyed.

" Well, may I see the lady for a few

moments ? " said he. " I've not got much

time. I've got to get back to the office at

half-past four this afternoon, and I should

like to ask her a few questions."

" Certainly," replied the little grocer,

amiably; he was now assured that he need

not call him " sir." " Won't you come into

the parlour ? "

He sat there and listened while the inter-

view took place. It is in Klrange ways that

men sometimes learn their fate. For in the

answers to those few questions which the

gentleman of the Press so briefly put to her

Mr. Mangles heard the future which lay

before him.

Mr. Wimperis began abruptly and in a

bur,:::ess-like fashion directly his name and

profession had been introduced. Eighty

thousand pounds seemed nothing to him.

He sat with a notebook before him, coldly

reporting her replies in magic shorthand.

" Who left you the money ? " he began.

" A brother of mine," she replied, affably;

" Richard Dawdle, his name was. He went

out to Canada when I was quite a girl. I

was the only girl, you know. Quite a pet

they made of meâ��well, you can imagine."

Mr. Wimperis cut her short.

" How did he mc.he his money ?" he

inquired.

" Well, tellin' you really, I don't know.

He was always clever with his hands, Dick

was. I remember his makin' a doll's house for

meâ��of course, he was always fond of me.

Well, as I said, I was the favourite, bein' the

only girl. They all made a fuss of me."

" Four thousand a year, isn't it ? " inter-

rupted the Press gentleman again.

" Yes. Of course, it's a deal of money to

come into sudden, isn't it ? But I suppose I

shall get used to it. I've always felt I'd like

to be well off."

Sick at heart and half in wonder, Mr.

Mangles listened to it all.

" Then I suppose you'll give up the grocery

business ? " she was asked. Mr. Manxes

half rose to his feet. His wife ignored the

movement.

" Oh, yes," she replied, readily. " Least-

ways, I don't know what Mr. Mangles is going

to do. I suppose his place is by meâ��it'll be

a comfortable place, too, won't it, with four

thousand a year ? But I've just been talkin'

it all over with Mrs. Naismith, our vicar's

wife, and her sister, Mrs. Kenderdine, who

lives in London. They advise me to go to

London, and Mrs. Kenderdine is goin' to

look after me in a sort of way; introduce me

to nice people and all that sort of thing, you

know. Of course I shall get used to it. But

it'll seem strange at first, won't it"â��she

cast her eyes about their little parlourâ��" after

this ? "

Mr. Wimperis turned in his chair.

" Then I suppose you'll sell the business,

Mr. Mangles ? " said he.

" Oh, he's had a very good offer," Mrs.

Mangles informed him. quickly. " You re-

remember that man from London, Samuel,

Two thousand he was offered for it. Quite a

nice little sum. It'll be useful to him."

" I shall never sell the business," replied

Mr. Mangles. " My father and grandfa'Jier

and great-grandfather had it before rae. The

name of Mangles has been over the window

for over a hundred years, and it shall never

be altered, not so long as I live."

" Does that mean you're not comin' to

London ? " inquired his wife, in her new tone

of voice.

" It means I'm not going to sell my busi-

ness," said he, and from force of habit rose and

left them, as the shop-bell rang its cracked

and tinkling note.

(To be concluded)
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LORD HAWKE.

The Lay of the Lobster.

OR downright fun some of my

cricketing tours in America

would be hard to beat. While

in New York on one occasion

I caught a chill, and was

unable to play for the next

day or two. The reporters

at once stated that I was laid up through

eating too much lobster salad, and someone

sent me the following :â��-

THE LAY OF THE LOBSTER AND THE LORD.

There was once a lobster in New York,

They made him into salad;

His lordship ate, alus! too much,

It made him very malade.

to the conveyance which they had hired

came in for a good deal of adverse criticism.

" I say, driver," at last remarked the captain

of the team, " you've got a whip ; just touch

'em up a bit. At this rate we shall never

reach our destination."

The driver explained that he had never

had occasion to drive that particular pair of

horses before. " As you remark," he added,

" I've got a whip, but I don't like to take the

risk o' using it."

" I see," was the grim rejoinder ; " you're

afraid of knocking 'cm down, eh ? Very well.

Here's sixpence for you. That ought to cover

the damage if you do knock 'em down. Now,

then, hammer awav."

LORD HAWKE'S STORY:â��"DEMON WOODS TAKRS A FKW FANCY STEPS LIKE A SKIRT-DANCER, AND KICKS

OUT LIKK A GEORGIA MULE BEFORK LETTING THE BALL GO."

Their criticism of Sammy Woods was very

tickling. " After Demon Woods arrived the

Staten Islanders were mowed, down like

wheat before a sickle. He is a big, brawny

fellow ; but nobody knows where he has got

his speed from unless it /nay come from the

bottom of his pockets. During the over he

thrusts his hands deep into his flannels, and

only withdraws them to field a ball. In

bowling he takes a few fancy steps like a

skirt-dancer, and kicks out like a Georgia

mule before letting the ball go."

On another occasion, while the members of

a cricket team were journeying to fulfil an

engagement, the sorrv pair of horses attached

vS. xIiv.-23.

C. CRAHAME - WHITE.

The Monoplane Hunt.

To the ordinary individual there might

appear little that is humorous in aviation; it

would seem, rather, to be a grim and grisly

business, with sudden death always at the

pilot's elbow. But the dangers of airmanship

are ridiculously exaggerated, and there is, as

a matter of fact, much that is amusing in

what I might call everyday aviation, and

particularly in regard to the operation of

a flying-school.

And now as to the most amusing incident

I can think of. Well, here it is.

A pupil, after landing at my Hendon
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GRAHAME-WHITE'S STORY:â��"THE MONOPLANE â��

aerodrome one evening at the end of a Might

on a monoplane, jumped out of the machine

before it had stopped running along the

ground. Stumbling, he not only let go of the

machine, but accidentally touched the engine-

switch and accelerated the motor to a high

rate of speed.

The result was that the monoplane darted

away like a.big, angry bird ; and, as though

rejoicing in its new-found freedom, it ran this

way and that about the aerodrome, its motor

humming defiance.

With confident mien, some of the mechanics

hurried out to catch the runaway ; but they

had not reckoned upon the ridiculously

eccentric actions of the machine.

Soon we who were watching were convulsed

with mirth. Whirling hither and thither

under the im-

pulse of its pro-

peller, but with-

out the power

actually to rise,

the monoplane

seemed instinct

with the desire

toelude pursuit.

Buzzing away

across the aero-

drome, it led

the mechanics

a fatiguing

chase. Then,

suddenly wheel-

ing round, it

plunged at

them, and scat-

tered them

with the fear

of its spinning

propeller.

Again they

chased it; again

the machine,

as though a

thing alive, wheeled round and made a

vicious dart at them. This time one man

managed to grip its tail, but he was shaken

off and fell flat on his back.

Perspiring freely, and with many terse

remarks to express their annoyance, the

mechanics again took up their weary pursuit.

Meanwhile, quite characteristically, unfeeling

onlookers merely laughed.

Up and down, to and fro, the men ran and

dodged and slipped and fell, their furious,

unavailing shouts and cries mingling with the

spiteful splutter of the monoplane's engine.

At length, having laughed at the ludicrous

spectacle until we could laugh no more, some

of us who were standing by the sheds made a

move to join in the game.

But the machine seemed possessed. It

wrenched itself

away from the

grip of several

pairs of eager

hands, and then

hopped and

floundered to

some other

cornet of the

aerodrome. One

or two of the

pursuers sat on

the ground,

quite exhaus-

ted. Others

were laughing

too much to

pursue effectu-

ally. And still

the monoplane

buzzed at large.

Finally, when

we were all

weak from run-

ning or laugh-

ing, I managed

to get hold of a

B. HOBBS'S STORY :â��"THE OTHER FKLLOW LOOKED ON

WITH HUNGRY EYES."
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â�� HUNT Vi\S THE FUNNIEST SIGHT YOU COUI.D IMAGINE.

wing-tip. The monoplane whirled round and

round furiously, but I was able to hold on.

And then a mechanic ran in and switched off

the motor. At once the machine stopped its

absurd gyrations. But while it lasted the

monoplane hunt was the funniest sight you

could imagine.

J. B. HOBBS.

The Mean Professional.

I REMEMBER on one occasion a certain team

finishing up at Lord's at half-past six one

evening, and having to open the next morning

at Manchester, necessitating a railway journey

the same night.

As there was no time for the men to get

anything to eat before leaving London, and

there were no restaurant-carriages on the

train, it was decided that a luncheon-basket

would have to serve each man. Now, one

professional on that side was awfully mean,

and he openly avowed that he wasn't going

to pay for a basket.

" A pork-pie will do

for me all right.'' And

he proceeded to fetch

one. In the mean-

while, the captain had

luncheon - baskets,

with half a bottle of

wine in each, put in

the professionals' com-

partment, paying for

them himself, a fact

of which all but the

man who had gone

for the pie were well

aware.

The train started,

and one of the players

told the mean one

that they had secured

baskets for all, pur-

posely omitting the

information that they

from the captain. ''

I've got all I want here,

w. G. GRACE'S STORY :â��" i STRUCK WITH

OF MY OUTSIDK BATS.''

were a present

don't want one.

said he.

" Very well," said the other, " we must

divide it between us."

And they did, although the other fellow

looked on with hungry eyes. When all had

been demolished the captain walked in from

the adjoining compartment and asked them

if everything were satisfactory.

" Splendid, sir," replied the pros., " and

thank you very much. It was very kind of

you." '

The other fellow immediately wanted an

explanation of the gratitude, and when he

was told he nearly went raving mad.

W, G. GRACE.

Cricket Under Difficulties.

THE following story may be a chestnut to

some readers, but it amused me greatly.

A cricketer who was to go in sixth on his

side, seeing that the

preceding batsmen

were making prolonged

stands, betook himselt

to the refreshment tent.

Suddenly wickets began

to fall, and his captain,

in hunting up the man

to tell him to prepare

to bat, found him in

a state bordering on

intoxication.

" I am afraid," said

the batsman, " that I

can't do much good.

I am sure I shall see

three balls."

" Never mind," said

the captain ; " smack

at the middle one."

The batsman sur-

vived one over, and

was then bowled bv
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" PLUM '' WARNER'S STORY :â�� " BRAYVO, MASSA

PELHAM ! I TAUGHT YOU TO BAT, SAH."

a straight one. As he walked back to the

pavilion his captain went out to meet him,

and imperiously asked why his advice hadn't

been taken.

" I did exactly what you told me,"

replied the batsman. " I struck at the

middle ball, but in a moment of indiscretion

I struck with one of my outside bats."

GEORGE HIRST.

New Use for

Toffee.

PROBABLY some

readers of THE

STRAND MAGAZINE

are aware that

I have had certain

investments in a

toffee factory,

and it was this

fact which led to

the following

amusing incident.

During a match

at Bramall Lane

some time ago a

strong wind kept

blowing the bails

off when I was

batting. " Stick

'em on with your

toffee, Garge ! "

yelled one of the

crowd.

"PLUM" WARNER.

" The Man Who Taught Me Cricket."

I WAS once touring with Lord Haw

team in Trinidad, and there scored the

century ever made in the island". At

conclusion a nigger, who had bowled to

as a youngster, came rushing up, shouting

" Brayvo, Massa Pelham ! I taught you

bat, sah. You play well. sah. I proud ob

you."

FRANK MITCHELL

(Captain of South African Cricketers.)

" My Niggers."

I DO not think my reminiscences contain

a more amusing incident than the following.

A lady friend wrote to ask my wife and myself

to stay at her house for the Worcester matdi

in May last. The invitation was accepted,

and in a subsequent letter she said : " Bruce

(the young son) amused me to-day when I

told him you were* coming to stay with us.

by asking if Mr. Mitchell would bring his

niggers with him when he came."

NAT GOULD.

" My Lucky Day."

IN my early days I came a " cropper " in

Sydney. In other words, I severed my con-

nection with a couple of papers for which I

had been working, and then found I could

not get another berth. I tried all sorts of

devices to get on another paper, but could

only get a few special articles to write. I

then learned something of what the feeling

must be of a man who really wants work aad

' cannot get it. At last

the turn of the tide

came. I was offered

the editorship of the

Bathurst Times, and

took it. Then came

the deluge. A few days

before leaving Sydney

NAT GOULD'S STORY :â��" 'PEARLSHELL !' I YELLED."
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for Bathurst I was in Phalert's Hotel, when

the proprietor came to me and said :â��â�¢

" You're just the man I wanted to see. I

have a wire from A , in Brisbane, sending

thirty pounds he wishes you to invest at the

races for him to-day."

" Very well; I'll do my best," I said, and

added : " My luck's in."

The money was handed over to me, and I

went to Randwick. I am writing entirely from

memory, but it was the day Lamond won the

Metropolitan Stakes. An extraordinary thing

happened. It has never occurred since; I

don't suppose it ever will again. I backed

every winner in five

races !

Timbrel, I Ijelieve,

won the first race at

a fair price; Sloth

won a selling race. I

backed them both.

Then I backed

Lamond, which won

comfortably, and put

a couple of pounds

on Pearlshell, at ten

to one, which won

the next raceâ��the

Oaksâ��although an-

other horse, Volley,

was the favourite.

I remember the scene

to this day. They

came dashing down

the straght, the light

blue and white of the

Hon. James White's

colours showing up

conspicuously on

Volley, and Tom

Hales riding easily.

" The favourite's

won," I thought.

But it was not all

over. For once in a

wayâ��a very rare occurrenceâ��Tom Hales

seemed to be caught napping; probably he

was a trifle over-confident. At any rate,

Mic O'Brien came down on him with a swoop

on Pearlshell, and before we knew where we

were thev were racing neck and neck.

" Pearlshell ! " I. yelled. I remember that

shout as well as if I uttered it as I write, for

there is nothing like backing a winner, at a

{rood price, to beat a hot favourite, to make

the memory clear years afterwards. It was a

finish, desperate, close, between two con-

summate horsemen, and O'Brien got Pearl-

shell up and won.

SIR THOMAS UPTON'S STORY:â��''TKLL ME, MOX,

HOW LONG HAS THIS THING BBEN GOING ON?''

And after that I backed the first and second

of the fifth race. My pockets were crammed

with money, and, needless to say, the pro-

prietor of Phalert's was astounded when I

doled out A 's share.

Then I went home, and found my wife

upstairs with a lady friend packing up for

Bathurst.

" Look here ! How's this ? " I said, as I

emptied a heap of gold on to the bed.

" Whose is it ? " she asked.

" Ours. I've won it â�� backed every

winner ! "

W;hat a day that was ! I have often given

it as an instance of

how luck may change

in a few hours. Next

morning we went up

the Blue Mountains

to Bathurst.

SIR THOMAS LIPTON.

" Ma Conscience I "

THIS story of a

Scotchman who went

to a race meeting for

the first time in his

life is not without its

humour. The old

man's friends per-

suaded him to risk

sixpence on a horseâ��

a forty to one chance.

With much trepi-

dation the Scotchman

handed out the six-

pence, and, strange to

relate, the horse won.

When the bookmaker

handed out a sover-

eign and sixpence to

Sandy the latter could

not believe his own

eyes.

'' Do you mean to

tell me I get all this for my saxpence ? "

he asked.

" You do," replied the bookmaker.

" Ma conscience ! " exclaimed Sandy. " Tell

me, mon, how long has this thing been going

on ? "

LORD LONSDALE.

The Novice.

I WAS once initiating a dtbutante at a race

meeting into the mysteries of betting, and

concluded a lengthy explanation as follows :â��

" So, you see, if the horse starts at fifteen

to one, you get fifteen pounds; if at ten to

one, ten pounds, and so on."
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" Oh, yes. I understand perfectly/' said

the pretty novice. " But what do I get if

the horse starts at one o'clock exactly ? "

LORD ALVERSTONE.

Told in Court.

MY fondness for athletics was once brought

up as " evidence against " me by a man in

the dock.

" I knows yer," said the prisoner, " and

many's the time I've given yer a hand when

ye've been stepping it round the track like a

greyhound. So let's down lightly, like a

good cove as yer are.'"

CHARLES JARROTT.

" Half-Time. "

Two of my friends, while on a motor tour,

put up at a country inn. When they inquired

about accommodation the landlord burst

forth into a paean of praise.

" Beautiful large feather bed. Plenty of

room for the two of you, and big enough for

three. This way, gentlemen."

The travellers went up to their room and

inspected the famous feather bed, which did

not look very inviting. However, there was

no choice, so they turned in. At about two

in the morning one gave the other a violent

nudge and said :â��

" Get up ; it's half-time."

" Half-time ? What are you talking about ?

This isn't a Cup-tie."

" No," said the wakeful one ; " but it's my

turn to sleep on that feather."

LORD CHARLES BERESFORD.

A Mixed Bag.

ONE of the best stories 1 ever heard was

about a fellow who was very fond of shoot-

LORD CHARLES BERESFORD'S STORY:â��"THE FIRST

BIRD I EVER SHOT WAS A SQUIRREL."

ing. He

ever shot

said

CHARLES JARROTT'S STORY :â��" THK TWO TRAVIU.LERS

INSPECTED THE FAMOUS FEATHER BED."

The first bird I

was a squirrel, and the first

time I hit him I missed him altogether,

and the next time I hit him I hit him

m the same place, and after that I took

a stone and dropped him from the tree,

and he fell into the water and was

drowned. And that was the first bird

I ever shot."

MELBOURNE INMAN.

The Movable Spot.

I CAME across something really

unique in the way of rules in an hotel

at Newara - Eliya, where I was once

booked to play when touring in India.

In the billiard - room, immediately

opposite the table, where everyone

could see it. hung a card bearing

the following announcement:â��

For first cut IOO rupees.

Second cut 50 rupees.

Third cut 20 rupees.

Any subsequent cut Io rupees.
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Judging from

the appearance

of the cloth, I

should think

that table must

have been a veri-

table gold-mine

to its proprietor,

if he collected all

the fines. Evi-

dently his motto

was, " Cut and

come again."

On another

occasion, while

staying at Wel-

lington, New

Zealand, I was

invited to play

at the Tararua

Club, Pahiatua.

The table itself,

I found, wasn't

at all bad ; but

when I looked

at it closely I

noticed that the

billiard spot was

at least three inches too far to one side.

I had become fairly hardened to trying

conditions by this time, but to attempt to

play with the red ball inches out of its

recognized position was more than I dared do.

"What's the matter with that spot?" I

asked. " It isn't

right, is it ? "

The man ad-

dressed squinted

at the spot.

" Seems sorter

crooked," he

agreed, slowly;

" but the fac' of

the matter is that

we change the

position of that

yere spot once a

week. Otherwise

it'd work a hole

in the cloth!"

That beat me.

I fled for the

hotel and sought

out the gentle-

man who had in-

vited me to come

there. He listened

to my tale of woe,

and then, asking

MELBOURNE INMAN's STORY :â��" CUT AND COME

AGAIN."

me to wait for a

moment, dis-

appeared. I don't

know whether

they balloted or

not, but the spot

was moved in'.o

its right place,

and the situation,

so far as I was

concerned,saved.

H. W.

STEVENSON.

False Billiards.

ONE summer,

on the west coast

of Ireland, an-

other man and I

were overtaken

by a storm, and

had to go into a

tavern for shel-

ter. The rain fell

steadily. We had

three or four lorg

hours before us.

Time began

to hang heavily on our hands.

" Landlord," said I, " do you happen to

have a billiard-table ? " " Sure," said the

landlord. "Sure. Just step this way."

He proudly threw open the door of a dark,

stuffy room. We saw an antiquated table with

a patched cloth,

and in the corner

was a rack of

crooked cues.

" Any balls ? "

said I.

" Sure," said

the landlord, and

he unlocked a

closet and set on

the table three

white balls, all

alikeâ��there was

no spot, you

know.

"But, see

here," I remon-

strated, " how do

you tell these

balls apart ? "

" Oh, that's all

right," said he.

" You soon get

to know 'em by

their shape."

H. STEVENSON'S STORY :â��"YOU SOON GET TO KNOW

'EM BY THEIR SHAPE."
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'M the happiest man in the

world," said Mr. Farrer, in

accents of dreamy tender-

ness.

Miss Ward sighed. " Wait

till father comes in," she

said.

Mr. Farrer peered through the plants

which formed a welcome screen to the window

and listened with some uneasiness. He was

waiting for the firm, springy step that should

herald the approach of ex-Sergeant-Major

Ward. A squeeze of Miss Ward's hand

renewed his courage.

" Perhaps I had better light the lamp,"

said the girl, after a long pause. " I wonder

where mother's got to ? "

" She's on my side, at any rate," said Mr.

Farrer.

"Poor mother!" said the girl. "She

daren't call her soul her own. I expect she's

sitting in her bedroom with the door shut.

She hates unpleasantness. And there's sure

to be some."

" So do I," said the young man, with a

slight shiver. " But why should there be

any ? He doesn't want you to keep single

all your life, does he ? "

" He'd like me to marry a soldier," said

Miss Ward. " He says that the young men

Copyright, 1912,

of the present day are too soft. The only

thing he thinks about is courage and strength."

She rose and, placing the lamp on the table,

removed the chimney, and then sought round

the room for the matches. Mr. Farrer, who

had two boxes in his pocket, helped her.

They found a box at last on the mantel-

piece, and Mr. Farrer steadied her by placing

one arm round her waist while she lit the

lamp. A sudden exclamation from outside

reminded them that the blind was not yet

drawn, and they sprang apart in dismay as a

grizzled and upright old warrior burst into

the room and confronted them.

" Pull that blind down!" he roared.

" Not you," he continued, as Mr. Farrer

hastened to help. " What do you mean by

touching my blind ? What do you mean by

embracing my daughter ? Eh ? Why don't

you answer ? "

" Weâ��we are going to be married," said

Mr. Farrer, trying to speak boldly.

The sergeant-major drew himself up, and

the young man gazed in dismay at a chest

which seemed as though it would never cease

expanding.

" Married ! " exclaimed the sergeant-major,

with a grim laugh. " Married to a little tame

bunny-rabbit! Not if I know it. Where's your

mother ? " he demanded, turning to the girl.

by W. W. Jacobs.
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" Upstairs," was the reply.

Her father raised his voice, and a nervous

reply came from above. A minute later

Mrs. Ward, pale of cheek, entered the room.

" Here's fine goings-on ! " said the sergeant-

major, sharply. " I go for a little walk, and

when I come back thisâ��this infernal cock-

roach has got its arm round my daughter's

waist. Why don't you look after her ? Do

you know anything about it ? "

His wife shook her head.

" Five feet four and about thirty round the

chest, and wants to marry my daughter ! "

said the sergeant-major, with a sneer. " Eh ?

What's that ? What did you say ? What ? "

" I said that's a pretty good size for a cock-

roach," murmured Mr. Farrer, defiantly.

" Besides, size isn't everything. If it was,

you'd be a general instead of only a sergeant-

major."

" You get out of my house," said the other,

as soon as he could get his breath. " Go on !

Sharp with it."

" I'm going," said the mortified Mr. Farrer.

" I'm sorry if I was rude. I came on purpose

to see you to-night. Berthaâ��Miss Ward, I

meanâ��told me your ideas, but I couldn't

believe her. I said you'd got more common

sense than to object to a man just because he

wasn't a soldier."

" I want a man for a son-in-law," said the

other. " I don't say he's got to be a

soldier."

" Just so," said Mr. Farrer. " You're a

man, ain't you ? Well, I'll do anything that

you'll do."'

" Phh I " said the sergeant-major. " I've

done my little lot. I've been in action four

times, and wounded in three places. That's

my tally."

" The colonel said once that my husband

doesn't know what fear is," said Mrs. Ward,

timidly. " He's afraid of nothing."

" Except ghosts." remarked her daughter,

softly.

" Hold your tongue, miss," said her father,

twisting his moustache. " No sensible man

is afraid of what doesn't exist."

" A lot of people believe they do, though,"

said Mr. Fairer, breaking in. " I heard the

other night that old Smith's ghost has been

seen again swinging from the apple tree.

Three people have seen it."

" Rubbish ! " said the sergeant-major.

" Maybe." said the young man ; " but I'll

bet you, Mr. Ward, for all your courage,

that you won't go up there alone at twelve

o'clock one night to see."

" I thought I ordered you out of my house

just now," said the sergeant-major, glaring

at him.

" Going into action," said Mr. Farrer,

pausing at the door, " is one thingâ��you have

to obey orders and you can't help yourself;

but going to a lonely cottage two miles off to

see the ghost of a man that hanged himself

is another."

" Do you mean to say I'm afraid ? "

blustered the other.

Mr. Farrer shook his head. " I don't say

anything," he remarked ; " but even a cock-

roach does a bit of thinking sometimes."

" Perhaps you'd like to go," said the

sergeant-major.

" I don't mind," said the young man ; " and

perhaps you'll think a little better of me, Mr.

Ward. If I do what you're afraid to do "

Mrs. Ward and her daughter flung them-

selves hastily between the sergeant-major

and his intended sacrifice. Mr. Farrer. pale

but determined, stood his ground.

" I'll dare you to go up and spend a night

there alone," he said.

" I'll dare you," said the incensed warrior,

weakly.

" All right; I'll spend Wednesday night

there," said Mr. Farrer, ''and I'll come round

on Thursday and let you know how I got on."

" I dare say," said the other ; " but I don't

want you here, and, what's more, I won't have

you. You can go to Smith's cottage on

Wednesday at twelve o'clock if you like, and

I'll go up any time between twelve and three

and make sure you're there. D'ye understand ?

I'll show you whether I'm afraid or not."

" There's no reason for you to be afraid,"

said Mr. Farrer. " I shall be there to protect

you. That's very different to being there

alone, as I shall be. But, of course, you can

go up the next night by yourself, and wait

for me, if you like. If you like to prove your

courage, I mean."

" When I want to be ordered about," said

the sergeant-major, in a magnificent voice,

" I'll let you know. Now go, before I do any-

thing I might be sorry for afterwards."

He stood at the door, erect as a ramrod.

and watched the young man up the road.

His conversation at the supper-table that

night related almost entirely to puppy-dogs

and the best way of training them.

He kept a close eye upon his daughter for

the next day or two, but human nature has

its limits. He tried to sleep one afternoon

in his easy-chair with one eye open, but the

exquisite silence maintained by Miss Ward

was too much for it. A hum of perfect content

arose from the feature below, and five minutes
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later Miss Ward was speeding in search of

Mr. Farrer.

" I had to come, Ted," she said, breathlessly,

" because to-morrow's Wednesday. I've got

something to tell you, but I don't know whether

I ought to."

"Tell me and let me decide," said Mr.

Farrer, tenderly.

" All right," said Mr. Farrer again.

" You're an angel for coming to tell me."

" Father would call me something else, I

expect," said Miss Ward, with a smile.

" Good-bye. I want to get back before he

wakes up."

She was back in her chair, listening to her

father's slumbers,half an hour before he awoke.

! Â£ |j . .

Â»v

"MRS. WARD AND HER DAUGHTER FI.UNG THRMSEI.VES HASTILY BETWEEN HIE SBRGRANT-

MAJOR AND HIS INTENDED SACRIFICE."

" Iâ��I'm so afraid you might be frightened,"

said the girl. " I won't tell you, but I'll give

you a hint. If you see anything awful, don't

be frightened."

Mr. Farrer stroked her hand. "The only thing

I'm afraid of is your father," he said, softly.

" Oh !" said the girl, clasping her hands

together. " You have guessed it."

" Guessed it? " said Mr. Farrer.

Miss Ward nodded. " I happened to pass

his door this morning," she said, in a low-

voice. " It was open a little way, and he

was standing up and measuring one of mother's

nightgowns against his chest. I couldn't

think what he was doing it for at first."

Mr. Farrer whistled and his face hardened.

" That's not fair play," he said at last.

" All right; I'll be ready for him."

" He doesn't like to be put in the wrong,"

said Miss Ward. " He wants to prove that

you haven't got any courage. He'd be dis-

appointed if he found you had."

" I'm making up for to-morrow night," he

said, opening his eyes suddenly.

His daughter nodded.

" Shows strength of will," continued the

sergeant-major, amiably. " Wellington could

go to sleep at any time by just willing it. I'm

the same way ; I can go to sleep at five

minutes' notice."

" It's a very useful gift," said Miss Ward,

piously, " very."

Mr. Ward had two naps the next day. He

awoke from the second at twelve-thirty a.m.,

and in a somewhat disagreeable frame of

mind rose and stretched himself. The house

was very still. He took a small brown-paper

parcel from behind the sofa and, extinguish-

ing the lamp, put on his cap and opened the

front door.

If the house was quiet, the litth street

seemed dead. He closed the door softly and

stepped into the darkness. In terms which

would have been understood by " our army
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in Flanders" he execrated the forefathers,

the name, and the upbringing of Mr. Edward

Farrer.

Not a soul in the streets ; not a light in a

â�¢.vindow. He left the little town behind,

passed the last isolated house on the road, and

walked into the greater blackness of a road

between tall hedges. He had put on canvas

shoes with rubber soles, for the better surprise

of Mr. Farrer, and his own progress seemed

to partake of a ghostly nature. Every ghost

story he had ever heard or read crowded into

his memory. For the first time in his experi-

ence even the idea of the company of Mr.

Farrer seemed better than no company at all.

The night was so dark that he nearly missed

the turning that led to the cottage. For the

first few yards he had almost to feel his way ;

then, with a greater yearning than ever for

the society of Mr. Farrer, he straightened his

back and marched swiftly and noiselessly

towards the cottage.

It was a small, tumble-down place, set well

back in an overgrown garden. The sergeant-

major came to a halt just before reaching the

gate, and, hidden by the hedge, unfastened

his parcel and shook out his wife's best night-

gown.

He got it over his head with some difficulty,

and. with his arms in the sleeves, tried in vain

to get his big hands through the small, lace-

trimmed wristbands. Despite his utmost

efforts he could only get two or three fingers

through, and after a vain search for his cap,

which had fallen off in the struggle, he made

his way to the gate and stood there waiting.

It was at this moment that the thought

occurred to him that Mr. Farrer might have

failed to keep the appointment.

His knees trembled slightly and he listened

anxiously for any sound from the house. He

rattled the gate and, standing with white

arms outstretched, waited. Nothing hap-

pened. He shook it again, and then, pulling

himself together, opened it and slipped into

the garden. As he did so a large bough which

lay in the centre of the footpath thoughtfully

drew on one side to let him pass.

Mr. Ward stopped suddenly and, with his

gaze fixed on the bough, watched it glide over

the grass until it was swallowed up in the

darkness. His own ideas of frightening Mr.

Farrer were forgotten, and in a dry, choking

voice he called loudly upon the name of that

gentleman.

He called two or three times, with no

response, and then; in a state of panic, backed

slowly towards the gate with his eyes fixed

on the house. A loud crash sounded from

somewhere inside, the door was flung violently

open, and a gruesome figure in white hopped

out and squatted on the step.

"THB SERGKANT-MAJOR 3KNT HIS STEPS TOWARDS HOME."
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''FATHER!' SAID MISS WARD.

It was evident to Sergeant-Major Ward that

Mr. Farrer was not there, and that no useful

purpose could be served by remaining. It

was clear that the young man's courage had

failed him, and, with grey head erect, elbows

working like the sails of a windmill, and the

ends of the nightgown streaming behind him,

the sergeant-major bent his steps towards

home.

He dropped into a walk after a time and

looked carefully over his shoulder. So far

as he could see he was alone, but the silence

and loneliness were oppressive. He looked

again, and, without stopping to inquire

whether his eyes had deceived him, broke into

a run again. Alternately walking and run-

ning, he got back to the town, and walked

swiftly along the streets to his house. Police-

Constable Burgess, who was approaching from

the other direction, reached it at almost

the same moment, and, turning on his

lantern, stood gaping with astonishment.

" Anything wrong ? " he demanded.

" Wrong?"

panted the ser-

geant-major, try-

ing to put a little

surprise and

dignity into his

voice. " No."

" I thought it

was a lady walking

in her sleep at

first," said the

constable. " A tall

lady."

The sergeant-

major suddenly

became conscious

of the nightgown.

" I've beenâ�� for

a little walk," he

said, still breath-

ing hard. " I felt

a bit chillyâ��so I

â��put this on."

"Suits you,

too," said the con-

s table, stiffly.

" But you Army

men always was a

bit dressy. Now

if / put that on I

should look

ridikerlous."

The door opened

before Mr. Ward

could reply, and

revealed, in the

light of a bedroom candb, the astonished

countenances of his wife and daughter.

" George 1" exclaimed Mrs. Ward.

" Father I " said Miss Ward.

The sergeant-major tottered in and, gain-

ing the front room, flung himself into his arm-

chair. A stiff glass of whisky and water.

handed him by his daughter, was swallowed

at a gulp.

" Did you go ?" inquired Mrs. Ward.

clasping her hands.

The sergeant-major, fully conscious of the

suspicions aroused by his disordered appear-

ance, rallied his faculties. " Not likely."

he said, with a short laugh. " After I pot

outside I knew it was no good going

there to look for that young snippet.

He'd no more think of going there than

he would of flying. I walked a little way
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down the road â�� for exercise â�� and then

strolled back."

" Butâ��my nightgown ? " said the wonder-

ing Mrs. Ward.

" Put it on to frighten the constable," said

her husband.

He stood up and allowed her to help him

pull it off. His face was flushed and his hair

tousled, but the bright fierceness of his eye

was unquenched. In submissive silence she

followed him to bed.

He was up late next morning, and made

but a poor breakfast. His after-dinner nap

was disturbed, and tea was over before he

had regained his wonted calm. An hour

later the arrival of a dignified and reproachful

Mr. Farrer set him blazing again.

" I have come to see you about last night,"

said Mr. Farrer, before the other could speak.

" A joke's a joke, but when you said you

would come I naturally expected you would

keep your word."

" Keep my word ? " repeated the sergeant-

major, almost choking with wrath.

" I stayed there in that lonely cottage from

twelve to three, as per agreement, waiting

for you," said Mr. Farrer.

" You were not there," shouted the ser-

geant-major.

" How do you know ? " inquired the other.

The sergeant-major looked round help-

lessly at his wife and daughter.

" Prove it," said Mr. Farrer, pushing his

advantage. " You questioned my courage, and

I stayed there three hours. Where were you ? "

" You were not there," said the sergeant-

major. " I know. You can't bluff me.

You were afraid."

" I was there, and I'll swear it," said Mr.

Farrer. " Still, there's no harm done. I'll

go there again to-night, and I'll dare you to

come for me."

" Dare ? " said the sergeant-major, choking.

" Dare ? "

" Dare," repeated the other ; " and if you

don't come this time I'll spread it all over

Marcham. To-morrow night you can go

there and wait for me. If you see what I

sawâ��â��"

" Oh, Ted !" said Miss Ward, with a shiver.

" Saw ? " said the sergeant-major, starting.

" Nothing harmful," said Mr. Farrer,

calmly. " As a matter of fact, it was very

interesting."

" What was ? " demanded the sergeant-

major.

" It sounds rather silly, as a matter of fact,"

said Mr. Farrer, slowly. " Still, I did see a

broken bough moving about the garden."

Mr. Ward regarded him open-mouthed.

" Anything else ? " he inquired, in a husky

voice.

" A figure in white," said Mr. Farrer, " with

long waving arms, hopping about like a frog.

I don't suppose you believe me, but if you

come to-night perhaps you'll see it yourself.

It's very interesting."

" Werâ��weren't you frightened ? " inquired

the staring Mrs. Ward.

Mr. Farrer shook his head. " It would

take more than that to frighten me," he said,

simply. " I should be ashamed of myself to

be afraid of a poor thing like that. It couldn't

do me any harm."

" Did you see its face ? " inquired Mrs.

Ward, nervously.

Mr. Farrer shook his head.

" What sort of a body had it got ? " said

her daughter.

" So far as I could see, very good," said Mr.

Farrer. " Very good figureâ��not tall, but

well made."

An incredible suspicion that had been

forming in the sergeant-major's mind began

to take shape. " Did you see anything else ? "

he asked, sharply.

" One more," said Mr. Farrer, regarding

him pleasantly. " One I call the Running

Ghost."

" Run " began the sergeant-major, and

stopped suddenly.

" It came in at the front gate," pursued

Mr. Farrer. " A tall, well-knit figure of

martial bearingâ��much about your height,

Mr. Wardâ��with a beautiful filmy white robe

down to its knees "

He broke off in mild surprise, and stood

gazing at Miss Ward, who, with her hand-

kerchief to her mouth, was rocking helplessly

in her chair.

" Knees," he repeated, quietly. " It came

slowly down the path, and half-way to the

house it stopped, and in a frightened sort of

voice called out my name. I was surprised,

naturally, but before I could get to itâ��to

reassure it "

" That'll do," said the sergeant-major,

rising hastily and drawing himself up to his

full height.

" You asked me," said Mr. Farrer, in an

aggrieved voice.

" I know I did," said the sergeant-major,

breathing heavily. " I know I did; but if

I sit here listening to any more of your

lies I shall be ill. The best thing you

can do is to take that giggling girl out and

give her a breath of fresh air. I have done

with her."



" YOt> CAN (1ET TO YOUR ROOM â��

The New Electric Hotel,

An Interview \Vitn the Projector.

By FREDERIC LEES.

EDISON once pre-

dicted that in fifty

years' time, by

reason of the " law

of least effort/'

electricity would enter into

the household and almost

do away with servants. By

a number of very ingenious

applications of electric force

he showed, in his own

home, how the revolution

would be accomplished.

The turning of a switch on

his desk resulted in the

warming of his study ; the

touching of a button in the

drawing-room set in motion

the electric fans which

cooled the air in summer.

Doors, worked by an in-

visible mechanism, silently

opened and shut; windows

were closed or blinds were

drawn apparently without

the intervention of hands.

Loud-speaking telephones,

cleverly hidden in the walls,

informed the great inventor

that visitors were waiting

to see him, or that his

dinnerâ��cooked, of course,

by electricityâ��was served.

And so on. Barely twenty

years of the eminent

pioneer's half a century

have gone by since he pointed the way that

progress would take, yet his prophecy is about

to be realized. More and more, in the United

States, has the Electric Fairy been summoned

to the hotel and the home, to lighten labour

and make life more beautiful; whilst here

in Europe inventors have taken up Edison's

lesson with such determination that we by

no means lag behind the New World. The

employment of electricity is visible every-

whereâ��in our streets, in our large shops, in

our restaurants, and in many of our up-to-date

homes. It is evident to every thinking man

and woman that we are on the eve of the

Great Revolution.

The man who has shown most perspicacity

among us, who has done most to prove to us

that the moment has come when electricity

should be universally employed in the house-

hold, is a Frenchman named Georgia Knap.

A native of Troves, in the Department of the

Aube, and a lover of mechanical science, he

began, some years ago, to show the inhabitants

of that quiet provincial town some of the

wonders of the electrical age. Finding that

his field was too limited, he transferred his

energies to Paris, and soon, in the very heart

of the city of light, astonished the Parisians

with the multitudinous electrical inventions

which sprang from his fertile brain. La Maison

Electrique, on the Boulevard des Italiens, has

been visited by hundreds of thousands of

people. Eminent scientists have been there

and come away delighted ; well-known

architects have visited it, and been so struck

with the ingenuity of certain appliances that
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they have immediately invited M. Knap to

collaborate with them in the planning of

city flats and country houses ; hotel pro-

prietors have looked with enthusiasm on his

electric cookers, dish-washers, potato-peelers,

wash-tubs, etc., and before they left placed

large orders in his hands. But M. Knap is

not the man to stand still, however great his

success may be, and he has now entered on

another stage of his career. He has come to

the conclusion that the logical outcome of

his efforts is the grouping together of his

numerous inventionsâ��the old ones which

caused such a sensa-

tion some years ago,

and the new ones

which he holds in

reserve to astonish us

still more, and the

building of a huge

hotel, the Electra

Feria, the hotel of the

future, where electri-

city will, so far as is

possible, do away with

manual labour.

I conversed with

this modern magician

in the laboratory ad-

joining his Parisian

establishment. On all

sides were the things

which indicated the

life of a worker and

searcher â�� batteries,

coils, working models,

etc. His desk was

strewn with plans,

specifications, and

photographs. It was

evident that M. Knap

was occupied at that

very moment with his

gigantic project.

" I see that the

Electra Feria Hotel

is still uppermost in

BLBCTUC LIFT IN KITCHEN, WHICH BKARS THh

DISHKS TO THE 1)1 NINO-TABLE AI1OVE.

from a I'},,.', ,j,", !.

your mind, M. Knap," I began, after pre-

liminary greetings had been exchanged.

" When may I hope to book a room there ? "

" By the time you pay us your next visit,

which will be in about six months' time, 1

expect," replied the inventor. " M. Danger

â��he's my architect, you knowâ��hopes to

find a suitable site within the next week, and,

as I've got a good deal of the capital together,

there is no reason why we should not begin

building long before the summer is over.

Once we have started, the place will be

rapidly completed, for everything is already

worked out in detail,

and most of the

machinery is ready

for being dropped into

position, as it were."

" But will not the

introduction of all

this labour - saving

machinery play havoc

with the workers, who

already find it ex-

tremely difficult to

get employment ? "

"Not so. You

mustn't imagine that

my hotel will be with-

out a personnel. No;

the hotels of the future

will still have to keep

large staffs of ser-

vants, though un-

doubtedly they will

be smaller than those

now employed. As

to those who are

' thrown out of work,'

this will be merely a

momentary evil; they

will find some other

work to do, and work,

possibly, much less

fatiguing and more

pleasant. The Hotel

Feria Electra, then,
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE DINING-ROOM, SHOWING THE LIFTS IN THE CENTRE OF THE TABLES, AND

THE LAMP-SUPPORTS, WHICH CONTAIN A TELEPHONE TO THE KITCHEN.

Prom a Photograph.

will have its manager and staff. Only, most

of the subordinate workers will be invisible

to the occupants. There will be a silence and

an air of privacy about the building which

thousands who thoroughly dislike the bustle

of some of our present hotels will highly

appreciate. But let me give you some idea

of the life of a person who comes to live in

the hotel of the future, from the time of his

or her arrival to the moment of his or her

departure, and endeavour to illustrate my

remarks with photographs and drawings of

some of the apparatus we are going to use.

The manager, as he sits in his office, will

be a very omniscient person indeed. He will

have no need to move from his room to know

what is going on in the servants' department;

he will have an earâ��an electrical earâ��for

everything it is essential for him to know.

Later, too, when Professor Branly has solved

the problem of vision at a distance, he will

have-his eye upon everybody it is necessary

he should see.

' " We will pass over such minor electric

GENERAL VIEW OF THE KITCHKN, WHERE THE DISHES ARE PLACED ON THE LIFTS.

From a Photograph.
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cms as my patent ever-moving doormat,

removes the dust from the person's

ts; we will pass over the well-known

dectric lift, or moving staircase, which

Barries him or her to the floor where his or

room is situated. On reaching the right

you can get to your room either by

Iking along the corridor or by stepping on

1 the moving sidewalk. But all these things

â�¢ banal nowadays. The surprises come

diately a voice, issuing from the chandelier,

where one of my loud-speaking telephones is

hidden, asks what monsieur desires. Without

going to the trouble of seizing a telephone and

speaking into a receiver, he gives his orders.

Every word he says, though it is spoken in

quite an ordinary tone, is heard by the in-

visible servant. First of all, he wishes the

shutters to be opened and the blinds drawn.

All such things are controlled from the

IN A PRIVATE DINING-ROOMâ��AS WELL AS THE LIFT, IT IS FURNISHED WITH A LITTLE RAILWAV

FOR PASSING ROUND THE DISHES. [LanrenaJt Co.. Parti

vhen you enter into occupation of your suite

)f rooms.

" Every room is in direct communication

rith the pantry, which is situated in the

>asement. This photograph here shows

rou the general aspect. Around this com-

bined kitchen and pantry you see the

ilectric cookers and the various switch-

wards controlling the electric currents. But

ie apparatus to which I would specially draw

Four attention are the electric liftsâ��I cannot

Jnnk of a better word for themâ��which are

placed on the numerous little tables seen here

Â«id there. What happens ? An occupant in

me of the rooms desires breakfast. He rings

I bell placed near his bed-head, and imme-

Vol. iliv.â��24

servants' quarters. The room he finds too

hot; its heat must be modified. Then he

will be glad to have his morning coffee and

rolls, his newspaper, and his correspondence.

No sooner said than doneâ��that is to say, in

five or six minutes his wishes are attended to.

How does he receive his breakfast, etc. ?

Through the door, to which it is carried by a

servant ? No, no. I have changed all that.

It comes to him through the top of the little

bedside table which is to the right of his bed.

This table is in communication with one of

the lifts in the kitchen below. All the

servant has got to do is to place the petit

dtjeuncr on the round tray of the lift and turn

on the electric current. On the tray and its
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contents

reaching the

top of the

table, the

top opens

automati-

cally, and

the tray,

secured by

a catch,

forms the

top of the

piece of fur-

niture. The

reverse of

thishappens

when the

occupant of the room has finished

his meal. He touches a button; and

immediately the tray and its con-

tents descend to the office (see page

324)-

" There is another feature about

this room in the Hotel Feria Electra

which I have forgotten to mention.

Should the occupant wish to know

the hour at any time of the night

or early morning, he touches a but-

ton, and the time is flashed in large,

luminous figures on the ceiling (see

page 323). But I will not weary you

with such minor details. Suffice it

to say that in multitudinous ways I

shall make the life of each visitor to

my hotel easy and agreeable, and

all this thanks to the Electric Fairy.

" I will now ask you to accompany

me into the private dining-room of

one of my guests. Here is a photo-

graph (see page 321) which will serve

to illustrate such a room. The table

is again in direct communication

with the kitchen, but it is a much

more complicated affair than the

table di nuil. It is provided, as you

will observe, with a little railway

which runs right round, and on the

rails of which the tray and its

contents can travel. You will notice

that the gentleman on the left of

the picture (we will suppose, for

argument's sake, that he is the

occupant of one of my suites of

rooms, and that he is entertaining

two visitors to tea) has his hand on

a number of little electric buttons.

These control the movements of the

tray and the teapot. When he wishes

to send these round the table he

THIS SKETCH SHOWS EXACTLY HOW THE

LIFT PERFORMS IIS WORK.

presses one

of the but-

tons, and he

can make

them stop

just where

he wishes.

In this way

each guest

is served

and without

the aid of a

single ser-

vant. You

ask me what

particular

advantage

there is in this. Well, first of

all, the electric table supplies the

needs of those who sit around it

much more expeditiously than

servants could. There is no

undue waiting between the

courses. The diners, more-

over, do not experience the in-

convenience of a waiter leaning

over their shoulders. Have not

you yourself been annoyed by

these attendants ? Besides,

there is the question of privacy.

Nothing, to my mind, is more

genatit than the presence of

servants around a dinner-table.

I always have the feeling that

everything I say will be repeated

to the femmc de chainbre or the

parlourmaid. By means of a

very simple appliance I can pre-

vent anything that is said

during a meal being caught by

the receiver of

the loud-speak-

ing telephone.

"Ah, here is

a drawing "â��

taking up

another of the

documentslying

on his deskâ��

" which rightly

comes after that

of the private

dining-room. It

represents the

restaurant of

the Hotel

Feria Electra

(see page 320).

This restaurant.
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which is devoid of a single 'waiter, is served in

a similar manner to the dining-room; the

dishes appear in the centre of each of the

little tablesâ��those for two or four diners.

The waiter is communicated with in the

following manner. A decorative bronze motif,

with a curved neck and one yard high, is

placed at the corner of each table and

supports the electric lamp and shade. Inside

this shade there is also an electrophone

and a microphone. An electric button is

within reach of your hand. You ring.

Suddenly you hear the waiter's voice issuing

from the lamp-shade and asking what you

desire. You give your order in a fairly loud

tone, and within five minutes the top of your

table opens and the dish appears. As soon

as you have finished you touch the electric

button, order the dirty plates to be removed,

and they at once disappear from view.

" There is no doubt that very great rapidity

will be attained in the service at my electric

restaurant. Nobody could be fonder of a

leisurely meal than myself especially when

I am with friends ; but I do like promptitude

in the serving of the dishes. Once more I

would draw your attention to the special

arrangement of the kitchens and office, for

here we have the secret of the rapidity and

punctuality of my staff of servants. The

tables are placed every five yards, and the

lifts, which will be some forty-five in number,

will attend to the needs of about a hundred

and eighty diners. One waiter will be able

to attend to, say, three or four lifts. Great

economy in labour will thus be attained.

" As regards payment, each client, whose

boulon d'apfiel corresponds with a number,

receives a ticket or slip of paper, on which

the price of his meal is marked. He can pay

either at the desk on leaving the restaurant,

or place his money

on the tray and

send it down

below.

"There will be

large tables for

banquets and

family dinners,

modelled on the

lines of the electric

tables in the pri-

vate dining-rooms.

But I shall intro-

duce a slight modi-

fication. A peri-

scope will enable

the butler in the

office to see all

'BY TOUCHING A BUTTON, TIIK TIME IS FLASHED IN LARGE LUMINOUS

LETTKKS ON THB CEILING."
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that is going on and

to direct the dishes

towards each diner.

" And now I must

tell you something

about the electric

winter garden, which

I intend shall be an

important annexe of

the hotel. This will

be a veritable Eden,

far surpassing the

wonders of which we

read in the tales of

' The Thousand and

One Nights' or in

those of Jules Verne.

It will be forty yards

long and thirty-five

yards broad, and in

the depth of winter

will be filled with the

most delicate hot-

house and exotic

flowers. Gigantic

tropical plants will

rise here and there

from amidst the ver-

dure of the lawns, and

rippling streams will

fill the air with their

music. A number of

grottoes surround this'

winter garden. Here

youwill be able to dine

or take tea, and, as

in the restaurant, you

will be attended to

electrically. By means

of a special lighting

you will have the illu-

sion of a garden seen

either in moonlight or

in sunlight. There will

also be an invisible

electric orchestra,

which, at certain

hours of the day, will

play classical and

modern music.

" M. Danger and I

have devoted con-

siderable attention to

the question of the

warming and cooling

of the hotel. Without

going into tedious

technical details, I

may say that the

'BREAKFAST COMES THROUGH THE TOP

OF THB LITTLE BEDSIDE TABLE."

occupants will

be able to ob-

tain warmth in

winter and

coolness in

summer, and

by simply turn-

ing a switch.

" If my col-

laborator were

here at this

moment he

would be able

to tell you

much concern-

ing the archi-

tecture of the

Hotel Feria

Electra.Letme

briefly explain

that ever y-

thing has been

carefully

worked out and is marked on the plans. There

will be galleries (sixty centimetres broad) between

the bedrooms for the reception of the electric

wires, hot and cold water pipes, and the apparatus

which warms or cools the rooms. You will readily

understand how easy it will be to inspect the

canalizations without disturbing the occupants of

the hotel. Danger of fire will also be avoided, for

all canalizations are enclosed in fireproof boxes.

1 here are no wires hidden under mouldings ; no

naked wires, as in the ordinary hotel.

" Despite the special electric machinery with

which the Hotel Feria Electra will be fitted up,

there will be nothing in the exterior aspect of the

building to indicate that it

is out of the ordinary. Its

architecture will be

simple and in the best of

taste.

" I am convinced that the

Hotel Feria Electra will mark

a fresh epoch in hotel con-

struction. Once more Parisâ��

the City of Lightâ��will have

led the way. London will, I

trust, follow her example.

Would that the two cities of

the entente cordiale could

simultaneously witness the

inauguration of electric

hotels!"

It was with these words

that our interview came to

an end, and that I left M.

Knap to continue his multi-

tudinous labours.



Tne Joyous Adventures

or Aristiae Pujol.

By WILLIAM J. LOCKE.

Illustrated by Alec Ball.

viiâ��The Adventure of the Fickle Goddess.

IRISTIDE was in clover. For

the first, and up to now, as I

write, the only, time in his

life he realized the gorgeous

visions of pallid years. He

was leading the existence of

the amazing rich. He could

drink champagne ; he could dine lavishly

at the Casino restaurants or at Nikola's,

prince of restaurateurs, among the opulent

and the fair; he could clothe himself

in attractive raiment; he could also dis-

tribute five-franc pieces to lame beggars.

And why not, when he was drawing wealth

out of an inexhaustible fount ? The process

was so simple, so sure. All you had to do

was to believe in the cards on which you â�¢

staked your money. If you knew you were

going to win, you won. Npthing could be

easier.

He had drifted into Aix-les-Bains from

Geneva, with a couple of louis in his pocket

forlornly jingling the tale of his entire fortune.

As this was before the days when you had to

exhibit certificates of baptism, marriage,

sanity, and bank-balance before being allowed

to enter the baccarat rooms, Aristide paid

bis two francs and made a bee-line for the

tables. I am afraid Aristide was a gambler.

He was never so happy as when taking

chances. Before the night was over he had

converted his two louis into fifty. The next

day they became five hundred. By the end

of a week his garments were wadded with

hank-notes whose value amounted to a sum

so stupendous as to be beyond need of com-

putation. He was a celebrity in the place

and people nudged each other as he passed

by. And Aristide passed by with a swagger,

his head high and the end of his pointed beard

sticking joyously up in the air.

We see him one August morning, in the

plenitude of his success, lounging in a wicker

chair on the shady lawn. of the Hotel de

1'Europe. He wore white buckskin shoesâ��

I begin with these as they were the first point

of his person to attract the notice of the

onlookerâ��lilac silk socks, a white flannel

suit with a zigzag black stripe, a violet tie

secured by a sapphire and diamond pin, and

a rakish Panama hat. On his knees lay the

Matin ; the fingers of his left hand held a

fragrant corona ; his right hand was uplifted

in a'gesture, for he was talking. He was

talking to a couple of ladies who sat near by,

one a mild-looking English woman of fifty,

dressed in black, the other, her daughter, a

beautiful girl of twenty-four. That Aristide

should fly to feminine charms like moth to

candle was a law of his being ; that he should

lie, with shrivelled wings, at Miss Errington's

feet was the obvious result. Her charms

were of the winsome kind to which he was

most susceptible. She had an oval face, a

little mouth like crumpled rose-petals (so

Aristide himself described it), a complexion

the mingling of ivory and peach-blossom

(Aristide again), a straight little nose, appeal-

ing eyes of the deepest blue veiled by sweep-

ing lashes, and fascinating flurfmess of dark

hair over a pure brow. She had a graceful

figure, and the slender foot below her white

piqui skirt was at once the envy and admira-

tion of Aix-les-Bains.

Aristide talked. The ladies listened, with

obvious amusement. In the easy hotel way

he had fallen into their acquaintance. As

the man of wealth, the careless player who

took five hundred louis banks at the table

with the five-louis minimum and cleared out

the punt, he felt it necessary to explain

himself.

Copyright, 1912, by William J. I.ocke, in the United States of America.
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" What perfect English you speak !" Miss

Errington remarked, when he had finished

his harangue and had put the corona between

his lips. Her voice was a soft contralto.

" I have mixed much in English society

since I was a child," replied Aristide, in his

grandest manner. " Fortune has made me

know many of your county families and

members of Parliament."

Miss Errington laughed.

" Our M.P.'s are rather a mixed lot,

M. Pujol."

Now, there's our

Lussigny, for in-

in Republican France,

friend, the Comte de

stance "

A frown momentarily darkened the cloud-

less brow of Aristide Pujol. He did not like

the Comte de Lussigny.

" With M. de Lussigny," he interposed, " it

is a matter of prejudice, not of principle."

" And with you ? "

" The reasoned philosophy of a lifetime,

mademoiselle," answered Aristide.

He turned to Mrs. Errington.

"HE WAS TALKING TO A COUPLE OF LADIES WHO SAT NEAR BY."

" To me an English member of Parliament

is a high-bred Conservative. I do not recog-

nize the others," said Aristide.

" Unfortunately we have to recognize

them," said the elder lady, with a smile.

" Not socially, madame. They exist as

mechanical factors of the legislative machine,

but that is all." He swelled as if the blood of

the Montmorencys and the Colignys boiled in

his veins. " We do not ask them into our

drawing-rooms. We do not allow them to

marry our daughters. We only salute them

with cold politeness when we pass them in

the street."

" It's astonishing," said Miss Errington,

" how strongly the aristocratic principle exists

" How long have you known M. de

Lussigny, madame ? "

She looked at her daughter.

" It was in Monte Carlo the winter before

last, wasn't it, Betty ? Since then we have

met him frequently in England and Paris.

We came across him, just lately, at Trouville.

I think he's charming, don't you ? "

" He's a great gambler," said Aristide.

Betty Errington laughed again.

" But so are you. So is mamma. So am

I, in my poor little way."

" We gamble for amusement," said Aristide,

loftily.

" I'm sure I don't," cried Miss Betty, with

merry eyesâ��and she looked adorable. " When
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I put my despised five-franc piece down on

the table I want desperately to win, and when

the horrid croupier rakes it up I want to hit

him. Oh, I want to hit him hard ! "

" And when you win ? "

" I'm afraid I don't think of the croupier

at all," said Miss Betty.

Her mother smiled indulgently and ex-

changed a glance with Aristide. This pleased

him ; there was an agreeable little touch of

intimacy in it. It confirmed friendly relations

with the mother. What were his designs as

regards the daughter he did not know. They

were not evil, certainly. For all his Southern

blood, Latin traditions, and devil-may-care

upbringing, Aristide, though perhaps not

reaching our divinely set and therefore

unique English standard of morality, was a

decent soul; further, partly through his

pedagogic sojourn among them, and partly

through his childish adoration of the frank,

fair-cheeked Northern goddesses talking the

quick, clear speech, who passed him by when

he was a hunted little devil of a chasseur

in the Marseilles cajt, he had acquired a

peculiarly imaginative reverence for English

girls. Aristide made the most respectful love

in the world to Betty Errington, because he

could not help himself. " Tonnerre de Dieu I"

he cried when, from my Britannic point of

view, I talked to him on the subject. " You

English whom I try to understand and can

never understand are so funny ! It would

have been insulting to Miss Betty Errington

â��liens !â��a purple hyacinth of spring, that

was what she wasâ��not to have made love

to her. Lave to a pretty woman is like a

shower of rain to hyacinths. It jxisscs, it

goes. Another one comes. Qu'imporle 1 But

the shower is necessary. Ah, sacrt gredin,

when will you comprehend ? "

All this to make as clear as an Englishman,

in the confidence of a changeling child of

Provence, can hope to do, the attitude of

Aristide Pujol towards the sweet and innocent

Betty Errington.

" I'm afraid I don't think of the croupier

at all," said Betty.

" Do you think of no one who brings you

good fortune ? " asked Aristide. He threw

the Matin on the grass, and, doubling himself

up in his chair, regarded her earnestly.

" Last night you put five louis into my

bank "

" And I won forty. I could have hugged

you."

" Why didn't you ? Ah "â��his arm spread

wide and highâ��" what I have lost ! "

" Betty I " cried Mrs. Errington.

" Alas, madame," said Aristide, " that is

the despair of our artificial civilization. It

prohibits so much spontaneous expression of

emotion."

" You'll forgive me, M. Pujol," said Mrs.

Errington, dryly, " but I think our artificial

civilization has its advantages."

" If you will forgive me, in your turn,

madame," said Aristide, " I sec a doubtful

one advancing."

A man approached the group and, with

profuse gestures, took off a straw hat, which

he thrust under his right arm, exposing an

amazingly flat head on which the closely-

cropped hair stood brush-fashion upright. He

had an insignificant, pale face, to which a

specious individuality was given by a mous-

tache with ends waxed up to the eyes and by

a monocle with a tortoiseshell rim. He was

dressed in what was yesterday a fairly white

flannel suit.

" Madameâ��mademoiselle ! " He shook

hands with charming grace. " Monsieur ! "

He bowed stiffly. Aristide doffed his Panama

hat with adequate ceremony. " May I be

permitted to join you ? "

" With pleasure, M. de Lussigny," said

Mrs. Errington.

M. de Lussigny brought up a chair and sat

down.

" Whnt time did you get to bed last night ? "

asked Betty Errington. She spoke excellently

pure French, and so did her mother.

" Soon after we parted, mademoiselle;

quite early for me, but late for you. And

you look this morning as if you had gone to

bed at sundown and got up at dawn."

Miss Betty's glance, responsive to the

compliment, filled Aristide with wrath.

What right had the Comte de Lussigny, a

fellow who consorted with Brazilian rasla-

quoueres and perfumed Levantine nonde-

scripts, to win such a glance from Betty

Errington ?

" If mademoiselle can look so fresh," said

he, " in the artificial atmosphere of Aix,

what is there of adorable that she must not

resemble in the innocence of her Somerset-

shire home ? "

" You cannot imagine it, monsieur," said

the Count; " but I have had the privilege

to see it."

" I hope M. Pujol will visit us also in

our country home when we get back," said

Mrs. Errington, with intent to pacificate.

" It is modest, but it is old-world, and has

been in our family for hundreds of years."

" Ah, these old English homes ! " said

Aristide.
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" Would you care to hear about it ? "

" I should," said he.

He drew his chair courteously a foot or

two nearer that of the mild lady ; M. de

Lussigny took instant advantage of the move

to establish himself close to Miss Betty.

Presently Mrs. Errington consulted a

watch. It was nearing lunch-time. Aristide

took her a pace or two aside.

" My dear Mrs. Errington," said he, in

English. " I do not wish to be indiscreetâ��

but you come from your quiet home in

Somerset and your beautiful daughter is so

young and inexperienced, and I am a man of

the world who has mingled in all the society

of Europeâ��may I warn you against admit-

ting the Comle de Lussigny too far into your

intimacy ? "

She turned an anxious face. "M.Pujol,

is there anything against the Count ? "

Aristide executed the large and expressive

shrug of the Southerner.

" I play high at the tables for my amuse-

mentâ��I know the principal players, people

of high standing. Among them M. de

Lussigny's reputation is not spotless."

" You alarm me very much," said Mrs.

Errington, troubled.

" I only put you on your guard," said

Aristide.

The others, who had risen and followed,

caught them up. At the entrance to the

hotel the ladies left, the men elaborately

saluting. The latter, alone, looked at each

ether.

" Monsieur!"

" Monsieur ! "

Each man raised his hat, turned on his

heel, and went his way. Aristide betook

himself to the caji on the Place Carnot, on

the side of the square facing the white

Etablissement des Bains, with the stern sense

of having done his duty. It was monstrous

that this English damask rose should fall a

prey to so detestable a person as the Comte

de Lussigny. He suspected him of dis-

graceful things. If only he had proof!

Fortune, ever favouring him, stood at his

elbow. She guided him straight to a table

in the front row of the terrace, where sat a

black-haired, hard-featured, though comely

youth deep in thought, in front of an un-

touched glass of beer.

The young man was another hotel acquaint-

ance, one Eugene Miller, of Atlanta, Georgia,

a curious compound of shrewdness and sim-

plicity, to whom Aristide had taken a fancy.

Ho w~.s twenty-eight, and ran a colossal boot

factory in partnership with another youth,

and had a consuming passion for stained-

glass windows. From books he knew every

square foot of old stained glass in Europe.

But he had crossed the Atlantic for the first

time only six weeks before, and, having in-

dulged his craving immoderately, had rested

for a span at Aix-les-Bains to recover from

aesthetic indigestion. He had quite recently

come across the Comte de Lussigny. Hence

the depth of thought in which Aristide dis-

covered him. Now, the fact that North is

North and South is South, and that never

these twain shall meet, is a proposition all

too little considered. I hold the theory

that the Northerners of all nations have a

common characteristic and the Southerners

of all nations have a common characteristic,

and that it is this common characteristic

in each case that makes North seek and

understand North, and South seek and

understand South. I will not go further

into the general proposition ; but as a

particular instance I will slate that the

American of the South and the Frenchman

of the South found themselves in essential

sympathy.

" I used rather to look down upon Europe

as a place where people knew nothing at all."

said Eugene Miller. " We're sort of trained

to think it's an extinct volcano, but it isn't.

It's alive. I wish the whole population of

Atlanta. Georgia, would come over and just

see. There's a lot to be learned. I thought

I knew how to take care of myself, but this

tortoiseshell-eyed Count taught me last night

that I couldn't. He cleaned me out of

twenty-five hundred dollars."

" How ? " asked Aristide, sharply.

" Ecarte."

Aristide brought his hand down with a

bang on the table and uttered anathemas in

French and Provencal entirely unintelligible

to Eugene Miller j but the youth knew by

instinct that they were useful, soul-destroying

curses, and he felt comforted.

" Ecarte! You played e'carte with

Lussigny ? But, my young friend, do you

know anything of dearie ? "

" Of course," said Miller. " I used to play

it as a child with my sisters."

" Eh bien, don't play ecarte' any more."

" I must," said Miller.

" Comment I "

" I must. I've fixed it up to get my

revenge this afternoonâ��in my sitting-room

at the hotel."

" But it's imbecile ! "

The sweep of Aristide's arm produced

prismatic chaos among a trayful of drinks
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which the waiter was bringing to a family

party at the next table.

" It's imbecile ! " he cried, as soon as order

was apologetically and pecuniarily restored.

" You are a little mutton going to have its

wool taken off."

"I've fixed it up," said Miller. "I've

never gone back on an engagement yet in

" Le roi" said the Count, turning up the

king.

The Count won the vole, or all five tricks,

and swept the stakes towards him. Then

Fortune quickly and firmly deserted Mr.

Miller. The Count, besides being an amazingly

fine player, held amazingly fine hands. The

pile of folded notes in front of him rose higher

>y own country, and I'm not going to begin

bis side."

Aristide argued, but Eugene Miller's sole

oncession was that Aristide should be present

t the encounter, and, backing his hand,

bould have the power (given by the rules of

be French game) to guide his play.

The Count looked rather black when he

wind Aristide Pujol in Miller's sitting-room,

le could not, however, refuse him admittance

o the game. The three sat down, Aristide

iv Miller's side, so that he could overlook the

and and indicate, by pointing, the cards that

t was advisable to play. The game began.

:ortune favoured Mr. Eugene Miller. The

Count's brow grew blacker.

" Y'ou are bringing your own luck to our

riend, M. Pujol," said he, dealing the cards.

" He needs it," said Aristide.

VoL xliv.-25.

i

I

"YOU CHEAT, MONSIEURâ��YOU CHEAT!"

and higher. Aristide tugged at his beard in

agitation. Suddenly, as the Count dealt a

king as trump card, he sprang to his feet,

knocking over the chair behind him.

" You cheat, monsieurâ��you cheat ! "

" Monsieur ! " cried the outraged dealer.

" What has he done ? " asked" Miller.

. " He has been palming kings and neutraliz-

ing the cut. I've been watching. Now I
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catch him ! " cried Aristide, in great excite-

ment. " Ah, sale voleur ! Maintenant je

vous tiens I"

" Monsieur," said the Comte de Lussigny,

with dignity, stuffing his winnings into his

jacket-pocket, " you insult me. It is an

infamy. Two of my friends will call upon

you."

" And M. Miller and I will kick them over

Mont Revard, monsieur."

" You cannot treat gens d'honneur in such

a way, monsieur." He turned to Miller and

said, haughtily, in his imperfect English,

" Did you see the cheat, you ? "

" I can't say that I did," replied the young

man. " On the other hand, that torch-

light procession of kings doesn't seem exactly

natural."

" But you did not see anything ! Bon 1"

" But I saw. Isn't that enough, hein ? "

shouted Aristide, brandishing his fingers in

the Count's face. " You come here and think

there's nothing easier than to cheat young

foreigners who don't know the rules of ccarte.

You come here and think you can carry off

rich young English misses. Ah, sale escroc !

You never thought you would have to reckon

with me, Aristide Pujol. You call yourself

the Comte de Lussigny. Bah ! I know

you "â��he didn't, but that doesn't matter ;

" your dossier is in the hands of the Prefect

of Police. 1 am going to get that dossier.

M. Lcpine is my intimate friend. Every

autumn we shoot together. Aha ! You send

me your two galley-birds, and see what I do

to them."

The Comte de Lussigny twirled the tips of

his moustache almost to his forehead and

caught up his hat.

" My friends shall be officers in the uniform

of the French army," he said, by the door.

" And mine shall be two gendarmes,"

retorted Aristide. " Norn de Dieu I" he

cried, after the other had left the room.

" We let him take the money ! "

" That's of no consequence. He didn't get

away with much, anyway," said young Miller.

" But he would have if you hadn't been here.

If ever I can do you a return service, just

ask."

Aristide went out to look for the Erringtons,

but they were not to be found. It was only

late in the afternoon that he met Mrs.

Errington in the hall of the hotel. He

dragged her into a corner, and in his impulsive

fashion told her everything. She listened

white-faced, in great distress.

" My daughter's engaged to him. I've

only just learned," she faltered.

" Engaged ? Sucre bleu I Ah, le goujat t "

For the second he was desperately, furiously,

jealously in love with Betty Errington. " Ah,

le sale type I Voyons ! This engagement must

be broken off. At once ! You are her

mother."

Mrs. Errington twisted a handkerchief

between helpless fingers. " Betty is infatu-

ated. She won't believe it." She regarded

him piteously. " Oh, M. Pujol, what can I

do ? You see, she has an independent fortune

and is over twenty-one. I am powerless."

" I will meet his two friends," exclaimed

Aristide, magnificently, " and I will kill him !

Voila!"

" Oh, a duel! No ! How awful ! " cried

the mild lady, horror-stricken.

He thrust his cane dramatically through a

sheet of a newspaper, which he had caught

from a table.

" I will run him through the body like

that "â��Aristide had never handled a foil in

his lifeâ��" and when he is dead your beautiful

daughter will thank me for having saved her

from such an execrable, fellow."

" But you mustn't fight. It would be too

dreadful. Is there no other way ? "

" You must consult first with your

daughter," said Aristide.

He dined in the hotel with Eugene Miller.

Neither the Erringtons nor the Comte dc

Lussigny were anywhere to be seen. Aftet

dinner, however, he found the elder lady

waiting for him in the hall. They walked

out into the quiet of the garden. She had

been too upset to dine, she explained, having

had a terrible scene with Betty. Nothing

but absolute proofs of her lover's iniquity

would satisfy her. The world was full of

slanderous tongues ; the noblest and purest

did not escape. For herself, she had never

been comfortable with the Comte de

Lussigny. She had noticed, too, that he

had always avoided the best French people

in hotels. She would give anything to save

her daughter. She wept.

" And the unhappy girl has written him

compromising letters," she lamented.

" They must be got back."

" But'how ? Oh, M. Pujol, do you think

he would take money for them ? "

" A scoundrel like that would take money

for his dead mother's shroud," said Aristide.

" A thousand pounds ? "

She looked very haggard and helpless

beneath the dim blue arc-lights. Aristide's

heart went out to her.

" That is much money, chere madame,"

said he.
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"ARISTIDE SUPERBLY GATHERED UP HIS NOTES AND GOLD."

''I am fairlv well off." said Mrs. Errington. Lussigny, but a common adventurer, I stake

Aristide reflected. At the offer of a smaller my reputation that he w>ll accept."

"Hi the Count would possibly bluff. But to They walked along for a few moments in

'knight of industry, as he knew the Count silence. After a while she halted and laid

"be a certain thousand pounds would be a her hand on his sleeve.

Peat'temptation. " M- Pujol, I have never been faced with

"Madame " said he, "if you offer him a such a thing before. Will you undertake for

'Kisand pounds for the letters and a written me this delicate and difficult business ? "

Session that he is not the Comte de " Madame," said he, " my whole life is at
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the service of yourself and your most exquisite

daughter."

She pressed his hand. " Thank Heaven,

I've got a friend in this dreadful place ! " she

said, brokenly. " Let me go in." And when

they reached the lounge she said, " Wait for

me here."

She entered the lift. Aristide waited.

Presently the lift descended and she emerged

with a slip of paper in her hand.

" Here is a bearer cheque, M. Pujol, for a

thousand pounds. Get the letters and the

confession if you can, and a mother's blessing

will go with you."

Aristide, athirst with love, living drama,

and unholy hatred of the Comte de Lussigny,

cocked his hat at an engaging angle on

his head and swaggered into the Villa des

Fleurs. As he passed the plebeian crowd

round the pelits-chevaux tableâ��these were

the days of little horses, and not the modern

equivalent of la bouleâ��he threw a louis on the

square marked 5, waited for the croupier to

push him his winnings, seven louis and his

stake, on the little white horse, and walked

into the baccarat room. A bank was being

called for thirty louis at the end table.

" Quarante," said Aristide.

" Ajuge a quarante louis," cried the croupier,

no one bidding higher.

Aristide took the banker's seat and put

down his forty louis. Looking round the

long table, he saw the Comte de Lussigny

sitting in the punt. The two men glared at

each other defiantly. Someone went" banco."

Aristide won. The fact of his holding the

bank attracted a crowd round the table.

The regular game began. Aristide won, lost,

won again. Now, it must be explained,

without going into the details of the game,

that the hand against the bank is played by

the members of the punt in turn.

Suddenly, before dealing the cards, Aristide

asked : " A qui la main ? "

" C'est a monsieur," said the croupier,

indicating Lussigny.

" II y a line suite," said Aristide, signifying,

as was his right, that he would retire from the

bank with his winnings. " The face of that

gentleman does not please me."

There was a hush at the humming table.

The Count grew dead white and looked at

his finger-nails. Aristide superbly gathered

up his notes and gold and, tossing a couple

of louis to the croupiers, left the table,

followed by all eyes. It was one of the thrill-

ing moments of Aristide's life. He had taken

the stage, commanded the situation. He

had publicly offered the Comte de Lussigny

the most deadly insult, and the Comte de

Lussigny sat down beneath it like a

lamb. Aristide swaggered slowly through the

crowded room twirling his moustache, and

went into the cool of the moonlit, deserted

garden beyond, where he 'vailed gleefully.

He had a Puckish knowledge of human nature.

After a decent interval, and during the absorb-

ing interest of the newly-constituted bank.

the Comte de Lussigny slipped unnoticed

from the table and went in search of Aristide.

He found him smoking a large corona and

lounging in one wicker chair, with his feet on

another, beside a very large whisky and soda.

" Ah, it's you ! " said he, without moving.

" Yes, monsieur," said the Count, furiously.

" I haven't yet had the pleasure of kicking

your friends over Mont Revard," said Aristide.

" Look here, man petit, this has got to

finish," cried the Count.

" Parfaiteinent 1 I should like nothing

better than to finish. Hut let us finish like

well-bred people," said Aristide, insolently.

" We don't want the whole Casino as wit-

nesses. You'll find a chair over there.

Bring it up."

He was enjoying himself immensely. The

Count glared at him,, turned, and banged a

chair over by the side of the table.

" Why do you insult me like this ? "

" Because," said Aristide, " I've talked

by telephone this evening with my good friend

M. Lepine, Prefect of Police of Paris."

" You lie," said the Count.

" Vous verrez. In the meantime, perhaps

we might have a little conversation. Will

you have a whisky-and-soda ? It is one of

my English habits."

" No," said the Count, emphatically.

" You permit me, then ? " He drank a

great draught. " You are wrong. It helps

to give me the phlegme brilannique. Eh biert,

let us talk."

He talked. He put before the Count the

situation of the beautiful Miss Errington.

He conducted the scene like the friend of the

family whose astuteness he had admired as a

boy in the melodramas that found their way

to Marseilles.

" Look!" said he at last, having vainly

offered from one hundred to eight hundred

pounds for poor Betty Errington's compro-

mising lettersâ��" look !" He drew the cheque

from his note-case. " Here are twenty-five

thousand francs. The signature is that of

the charming Mme. Errington herself. The

letters, and a little signed word, just a little

word. ' Mademoiselle, I am a chevalier

d'industrie. I have a wife and five children.
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I am not worthy of you. I give you back your

promise.' Just that. And twenty-five thou-

sand francs, man ami"

" Never in life !" exclaimed the Count,

rising. " You continue to insult me."

Aristide for the first time abandoned his

lazy attitude and jumped to his feet.

" And I'll continue to insult you, canaille

that you are, all through that room," he

cried, with a swift-flung gesture towards the

brilliant doorway. " I swear to you I'll make

a scandal that you won't survive."

" I admit nothing," said the Count. " But

you are a gambler, and so am I. I will play

you for those documents against twenty-five

thousand francs."

" Eh ? " said Aristide, staggered for the

moment.

The Comte de Lussigny repeated his

proposition.

" Bon I " said Aristide. " Tres ban. C'est

enlendu. C'est fait."

If Beelzebub had arisen and offered to play

beggar-my-neighbour for his soul, Aristide

would have agreed ; especially after the large

whisky-and-soda and the Mumm Cordon

Rouge and the Napoleon brandy which

Eugene Miller had insisted on his drinking

at dinner.

" I have a large room at the hotel," said

he.

" I will join you," said the Count. " Mon-

sieur "â��he took off his hat very politelyâ��

" go first. I will be there in three minutes."

Arisiidu trod on air during the ten minutes'

walk to the Hotel de I'Europc. At the

bureau he ordered a couple of packs of cards

and a supply of drinks, and went to his

palatial room on the ground floor. In a few

moments the Comte de Lussigny appeared.

Aristide offered him a two-franc corona,

which was graciously accepted. Then he

tore the wrapping off one of the packs of cards

and shuffled.

" Monsieur," said he, still shuffling, " I

should like to deal two hands at ecarte'. It

signifies nothing. It is an experiment. Will

you cut ? "

" Volontiers," said the Count.

Aristide took up the pack, dealt three cards

to the Count, three cards to himself, two cards

to the Count, two to himself, and turned up

the king of hearts as the eleventh card.

" Monsieur," said he, " expose your hand,

and I will expose mine."

Hoth men threw their hands face uppermost

on the table. Aristide's was full of trumps,

the Count's of valueless cards.

He looked at his adversary with a roguish,

triumphant smile. The Count looked at him

darkly.

" The ordinary card-player does not know

how to deal like that," he said, with sinister

significance.

" But I am not ordinary in anything, my

dear sir," laughed Aristide, in his large

boastfulness. " If I were, do you think I

would have agreed to your absurd proposal ?

Voyons, I only wanted to show you that in

dealing cards I am your equal. Now, the

letters " The Count threw a small

packet on the table. " You will permit me ?

I do not wish to read them. I verify only.

Good," said he. " And the confession ? "

" What you like," said the Count, coldly.

Aristide scribbled a few lines devastating

to the character of a Hyrcanian tiger, and

handed the paper and fountain-pen to the

Count.

" Will you sign ? "

The Count glanced at the words and signed.

" Voila," said Aristide, laying Mrs. Erring-

ton's cheque beside the documents. " Now

let us play. The best of three games ? "

" Good," said the Count. " But you will

excuse me, monsieur, if I claim to play for

ready money. The cheque will take five days

to negotiate, and if I lose I shall evidently

have to leave Aix to-morrow morning."

" That's reasonable," said Aristide.

He drew out his fat note-case and counted

twenty-five one-thousand-franc notes on to

the table: And then began the most exciting

game of cards he had ever played. In the

first place, he was playing with another

person's money for a fantastic stake, a girl's

honour and happiness. Secondly, he was

pitted against a master of ecarte'. And thirdly,

he knew that his adversary would cheat if he

could, and that his adversary suspected him

of fraudulent designs. So, as they played,

each man, craning his head forward, looked at

the other man's fingers with fierce intensity.

Aristide lost the first game. He wiped the

sweat from his forehead. In the second

game he won the vole in one hand. The

third and final game began. They played

slowly, carefully, with keen, quick eyes.

Their breathing came hard. The Count's

lips, parted beneath his uptwisted moustache,

showed his teeth like a cat's. Aristide lost

sense of all outer things in the thrill of the

encounter. They snarled the stereotyped

phrases necessary for the conduct of the game.

At last the points stood at four for Aristide

and three for his adversary. It was Aristide's

deal. Before turning up the eleventh card

he paused for the fraction of a second. If
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it was the king, he had won. He flicked it

neatly face upward. It was not the king.

" J'en donne."

" Non. Le roi."

The Count played and marked the king.

Aristide had no trumps. The game was lost.

He sat back white, while the Count,

smiling, gathered up the bank-notes.

" And now, M. Pujol," said he, impudently,

" I am willing to sell you this rubbish for

the cheque."

Aristide jumped to his feet. " Never ! "

he cried. Madness seized him. Regardless

of the fact that he had nothing like another

thousand pounds left wherewith to repay

Mrs. Errington if he lost, he shouted : " I

will play again for it. Not ccarte. One cut

of the cards. Ace lowest."

" All right," said the Count.

" Begin, you."

Aristide watched his hand as he cut. He

cut an eight. Aristide gave a little gasp of

joy and cut quickly. He held up a knave

and laughed aloud. Then he stopped short,

as he saw the Count about to pounce on

the documents and the cheque. He made

a swift movement and grabbed them first,

the other man's hand on his.

" Canaille ! "

He dashed his free hand into the adven-

turer's face. The man staggered back.

Aristide pocketed the precious papers. The

Count scowled at him for an undecided

second, and then bolted from the room.

" Whew ! " said Aristide, sinking into his

chair and wiping his face. " That was a

narrow escape."

He looked at his watch. It was only ten

o'clock. It had seemed as if his game with

Lussigny had lasted for hours.

On the following morning, as soon as he

was dressed, he learned from the concierge

that the Comte de Lussigny had left for Paris

by the early train.

" Good," said Aristide.

A little later Mrs. Errington met him in

the lounge, and accompanied him to the lawn

where they had sat the day before.

" I have no words to thank you, M. Pujol,"

she said, with tears in her eyes. " I have

heard how you shamed him at the tables.

It was brave of you."

" It was nothing." He shrugged his

shoulders as if he were in the habit of doing

deeds like that every day of his life. " And

your exquisite daughter, madame ? "

" Poor Betty! She is prostrate. She

says she will never hold up her head again.

Her heart is broken."

" It is young and will be mended," said

Aristide.

She smiled sadly. " It will be a question

of time. But she is grateful to you, M. Pujol.

She realizes from what a terrible fate you

have saved her." She sighed. There was a

brief silence.

" After this," she continued, " a further

stay in Aix would be too painful. We have

decided to take the Savoy express this even-

ing and get back to our quiet home in

Somerset."

" Ah, madame," said Aristide, earnestly.

" And shall I not have the pleasure of seeing

the charming Miss Betty again ? "

" You will come and stay with us in Sep-

tember. Let me see ! The fifteenth. Wi y

not fix a date ? You have my address .-1

No ? Will you write it down ?" She

dictated : " Wrotesly Manor, Burnholme,

Somerset. There I'll try to show you how

grateful I am."

She extended her hand. He bowed over

it and kissed it, in his French way, and

departed a very happy man.

The Erringtons left that evening. Aristide

waylaid them, as they were entering the

hotel omnibus, with a preposterous bouquet

of flowers, which he presented to Betty,

whose pretty face was hidden by a motor-

veil. He bowed, laid his hand on his heart,

and said : " Adieu, mademoiselle."

" No," she said, in a low voice, but most

graciously; "an revoir, M. Pujol."

For the next few days Aix seemed to be

tame and colourless. In an inexplicable

fashion, too, it had become unprofitable.

Aristide no longer knew that he was going to

win ; and he did not win. He lost consider-

ably. So much so, that on the morning

when he was to draw the cash for the cheque

at the Credit Lyonnais, he had only fifty

pounds and some odd silver left. Aristide.

looking at the remainder rather ruefully,

made a great resolution. He would gamble

no more. Already he was richer than he had

ever been in his life. He would leave Aix.

Tiens! Why should he not go to his good

friends the Bocardons at Nimes, taking

with him a gold chain for Bocardon and a

pair of earrings for the adorable Zette ?

Then he would look about him. He would

use the thousand pounds as a stepping-stone

to legitimate fortune. Then he would visit

the Erringtons in England, and if the beautiful

Miss Betty smiled on himâ��why, after all,

sacrt bleu, he was an honest man, without a

feather on his conscience.

So, jauntily swinging his cane, he marched
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into the office of

the Credit Lyon-

nais. went into the

inner room, and

explained his busi-

ness.

"Ah, your

cheque, monsieur,

that we were to

collect. I am sorry.

It has come back

from the London

bankers."

"How come

bark ? "

" It has not been

honoured. See,

m o n s ieur. ' Not

known. No ac-

count.'" The

cashier pointed to

the grim words

across the cheque.

"Comprcnds

pas." faltered Aris-

tide.

" It means that

the p e r s o n who

gave you the

cheque has no ac-

rount at this

bank."

Aristide took

the cheque and

looked at it in a

dazed way.

"Then I do

not get my twenty-five thousand francs?"

"Evidently not," said the cashier.

Aristide stood for a while stunned. What

did it mean ? His thousand pounds could not

be lost. It was impossible. There was some

mistake. It was an evil dream. With a heavy

weight on the top of his head he went out of

the Credit Lyonnais and mechanically crossed

the little street separating the bank from the

caff on the Place Carnot. There he sat

stupidly and wondered. Yes, it was some

mistake. Mrs. Errington, in her agitation,

must have used the wrong cheque-book. But

even rich English people do not carry about

with them a circulating-library assortment of

cheque-books. It was incomprehensible.

And, meanwhile, his thousand pounds

The little square blazed before him in the

August sunshine. Opposite flashed the white

mass of the Etablissement des Bains. There

was the old Roman Arch of Titus, grey and

venerable. There were the trees of the

ARISTIDE TOOK THE CHEQUE AND LOOKED AT IT IN A DAZED WAY."

gardens in riotous greenery. There on the

right, marking eleven on its black face,

was the clock of the Comptoir National.

It was Aixâ��familiar Aix; not a land of

dreams. And there, coming rapidly across

from the Comptoir National, was the well-

knit figure of the young man from Atlanta.

Eugene Miller, in a fine frenzy, threw

himself into a chair beside Aristide.

" See here ! Can you understand this ? "

He thrust into his hand a pink strip of

paper. It was a cheque for a hundred

pounds, made payable to Eugene Miller.

Esq., signed by Mary Errington, and marked

" Not known. No account."

" Tonnerre de Dieu!" cried Aristide.

" How did you get this ? "

" How did I get it ? I cashed it for herâ��

the day she went away. She said urgent

affairs summoned her from Aixâ��no time to

wire for fundsâ��wanted to pay her hotel

billâ��and she gave me the address of her old
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English home in Somerset, and invited me to

come there in September. Fifteenth of

September. Said that you were coming.

And now I've got a bad cheque. I guess I

can't wander about this country alone. I

need blinkers and harness and a man with a

whip."

He went on indignantly. Aristide com-

posed his face into an expression of parental

interest, but within him there was shivering

and sickening upheaval. He saw it all, the

whole mocking drama .

He, Aristide Pujol, was the most sweetly,

the most completely swindled man in France.

The Comte de Lussigny, the mild and gentle

Mrs. Errington, and the beautiful Betty were

in league together and had exquisitely plotted.

They had conspired, as soon as he had accused

the Count of cheating. The rascal must have

gone straight to them from Miller's room.

No wonder that Lussigny, when insulted at

the tables, had sat like a tame rabbit and had

sought him in the garden. No wonder he

had accepted the accusation of adventurer.

No wonder he had refused to play for the

cheque which he knew to be valueless. But

why, thought Aristide, did he not at once

consent to sell the papers on the stipulation

that he should be paid in notes ? Aristide

found an answer. He wanted to get every-

thing for nothing, afraid of the use that

Aristide might make of a damning confession,

and also relying for success on his manipula-

tion of the cards. Finally, he had desired

to get hold of a dangerous cheque. In that

he had been foiled. But the trio had got away

with his thousand poundsâ��his wonderful

thousand pounds. He reflected, still keeping

an attentive eye on young Eugene Miller and

interjecting a sympathetic word, that after

he had paid his hotel bill he would be as poor

on quitting Aix-les-Bains as he was when he

had entered it.

" But I have my clothesâ��such clothes as

I've never had in my life," thought Aristide.

" And a diamond and sapphire tie-pin and

a gold watch, and all sorts of other things.

Trim de I'air, I'm still rich."

" I don't care a cent for the hundred

pounds," the young man went on. " Our

factory turns out seven hundred and sixty-

seven million pairs of boots per annum."

(Aristide, not I, is responsible for the

statistics.) " But I have a feeling that in

this hoary country I'm just a little toddling

child. And I hate itâ��I do, sir. I want a

nurse to take me round."

Aristide flashed the lightning of his wit upon

the young man from Atlanta, Georgia.

" You do, my dear young friend. I'll be

your nurse, at a weekly salaryâ��say, a hun-

dred francsâ��it doesn't matter. We will not

quarrel."

Eugene Miller was startled.

" Yes," said Aristide, with a convincing

flourish, " I'll clear robbers and sirens and

harpies from your path. I'll show you things

in Europeâ��from Tromso to Cap Spartivento

â��that you never dreamed of. I'll lead you

to every stained-glass window in the world.

I know them all."

" But, Mr. Pujol," said the somewhat

bewildered Georgian, " I thought you were

a man of fortune."

" I am more than a man. I am a soldier.

I am a soldier of Fortune. The fickle goddess

has for the moment deserted me. But I am

loyal. I have for all worldly goods two

hundred and fifty dollars, with which I shall

honourably pay my hotel bill. I say I am

a soldier of Fortune, but "â��he slapped his

chestâ��" I am the only honourable one on

the Continent of Europe."

The young man fixed upon him the hard

blue eyes, not of the enthusiast for stained-

glass windows, but of the senior partner in

the boot factory of Atlanta, Georgia.

" I believe you," said he. " It's a deal.

Shake."

" And now," said Aristide, after having

shaken hands, " come and lunch with me at

Nikola's for the last time."

He rose, stretched out both arms in a wide

gesture, and smiled with his irresistible

Ancient Mariner's eyes at the young man.

" We lunch. We eat ambrosia. Then we

go out together and see the wonderful world

through the glass-blood of saints and martyrs

and apostles and the good Father Abraham

and Louis Quatorze. }'icns, man chcr ami !

It is the dream of my life."

Practically penniless and absolutely dis-

illusioned, the amazing man was radiantly

happy.
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The Experiment or

Stephen Glask, Ironmonger,

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM.

Illustrated by A. C. Mickael.

TR AUSTEN MALCOLM was

sitting in the middle of the

public seal, his legs crossed,

his attention entirely en-

grossed hy the small volume

of poems which he held be-

tween his shapely and well-

manicured fingers. He had the air, perhaps

justifiable, of being perfectly satisfied with

himself and his surroundings. He was

dressed in all respects as a country gentleman

of studious tastes should be. From the tips

of his polished brown shoes to the slightly

rakish angle of his Homburg hat, he was

entirely satisfactory. His air of patronizing

the seat upon which he had ensconced him-

self was also, perhaps, in order, as it was he

who had presented it to the town.

At his feetâ��he was sitting on the summit

of a considerable hill, crowned by a planta-

tion of fir treesâ��was an old-world market

town, a picturesque medley of greystone

buildings, red-tiled, melodious., without a

single modern discordancy. Beyond, yellow

cornfields and green meadows rolled away

in billowy undulations to a line of low hills

fading into a blue mist. It was not a land-

scape, perhaps, to excite rapture, but it was

typical English country, serene, well-ordered,

peaceful.

Up the hill, a little breathless, climbed

Stephen Glask. a young man of somewhat

pleasant appearance, humbly dressed, as

fitted his station, but carrying himself with

a certain not unbecoming ease. After a

moment's survey of the view, he sank with

a brief exclamation of content upon one

end of the seat occupied by Sir Austen

Malcolm. There were other vacant seats

not far awayâ��and the baronet was obliged

to uncross his knees. He turned and glanced

at the new-comer. Sir Austen was, without

doubt, as his appearance indicated, the great

man of the neighbourhood; but he was a

reasonable person, and his glance was not
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one of annoyance. It was not, however,

altogether free from a certain mild surprise ;

he was accustomed to a great deal of respect

from the townspeople. He was perhaps

satisfied to observe that this intruder was a

stranger to him.

" Quite a climb up here, isn't it ? " the

new-comer began, affably.

The voice was pleasant enough, but its

affability seemed to Sir Austen Malcolm a

little uncalled-for. He answered, without

removing his eyes from the pages of his

book:â��

" It is certainly a considerable ascent."

The young man very properly remained

silent. The affair might reasonably have

ended there. A slight liberty had been

taken and a slight rebuke administered. Sir

Austen should have gone on with his reading

and the young man, after a few moments'

uncomfortable reflection, should have passed

on his way. As a matter of fact, however,

things turned out differently. Sir Austen

Malcolm, after a vain effort to return to his

former train of thought, glanced a little

irritably towards his interrupter. Entirely

unabashed, the young man smiled blandly

at him.

" Awfully good of you to give these seals,"

he remarked, in a conversational manner.

" You know who I am, then ? " Sir Austen

inquired, dryly.

The young man's eyes twinkled.

" Doesn't everyone in Faringdon know Sir

Austen Malcolm by sight ? " he answered.

" You have the advantage of me, sir," Sir

Austen declared, with some slight emphasis

on the last word.

" Naturally," the young man admitted,

briskly. " I have only been here a week or

so, and you have been up at Oxford most of

that time, haven't you ? My name is

Stephen Glask. I bought old Johnson's

ironmongery business, you know. Bad egg,

I am afraid, unless things alter,"

Phillips Oppcnbcin).
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Sir Austen dropped his eyeglass and polished

it for a moment. It was quite absurd, of

course, but he was conscious of a feeling of

positive toleration towards this young man,

for which he was entirely unable to account.

" Johnson, I am afraid, neglected his busi-

ness sadly," he said. " He unfortunately

developed bad habits towards the close of his

career."

" Drank a bit, you mean ? " Stephen Glask

r3marked. "Poor old chap! I don't wonder

at it. You all of you bought your things

from the Stores, sent to London for your

cartridges, and got your petrol from Swindon.

Glad I've met you, Sir Austen. I am a local

man now, and I want some of your trade,

please."

Sir Austen stiffened a little.

" My chauffeur buys his own petrol/' he

said, " and my cartridges are specially filled

for me by my gunmaker. As to domestic

articles, my sister keeps house for me."

" I'll call in and see her," Stephen Glask

declared, promptly.

Sir Austen opened his lipsâ��and closed

them again. Why should Eve be deprived

of an encounter with this extraordinary

young man ? It would certainly amuse her.

It might also be good for the young man !

Sir Austen resumed his reading without

remark. Mr. Stephen Glask, however, had

not finished with him.

" Poor stuff, that," he pronounced, nodding

his head towards the volume which his com-

panion was perusing.

The latter stared at the young man, this

time in real surprise.

"A poetaster," he remarked, with faint

satire, " as well as a specialist in hardware ? "

Mr. Stephen Glask was unabashed.

" I've read those verses, if that's what you

mean," he answered; "and you'll think

the same as I do of them when you've finished.

There are a few pretty thoughtsâ��the snow-

storm in the cherry orchard, for instance ;

but most of the things are too florid, and the

fellow hasn't a single original metre. It's

the music of Swinburne and Keats to an

inferior and uninspired settingâ��vide the

Atheneeum."

" You find time to read the Athena im ? "

Sir Austen inquired, slowly.

" And the Ironmonger's Weekly Record,"

Stephen Glask admitted, cheerfully. " I

have a catholic taste in literature. Good

afternoon, Sir Austen. I wish you'd speak

to your chauffeur about the petrol. I'll call

in and see your sister myself about the other

things."

Mr. Stephen Glask strolled off, not by any

means an unpleasant figure to watch, although

his blue serge suit was ready-made, his boots

thick, and his cap shabby. He was certainly

a most original young man, and an exceed-

ingly difficult one to put in his place. As he

disappeared Sir Austen suddenly smiled ; his

eyes positively twinkled.

" I would give," he murmured to himself,

" a great deal to be at home when he calls on

Eve."

Sir Austen returned to his very delightful

home about an hour later. He passed up the

beautifully kept avenue, lined with handsome

shrubs, and adorned with a wonderful border

of scarlet geraniums, entered the long, white-

stone house through some open French

windows, looked in vain into one or two of

the charmingly furnished rooms, and finally

made his way out again into the gardens.

Attracted by the sound of voices, he crossed

the tennis-lawn and turned into the paddock.

Here he came to a sudden and stupefied

standstill. Eve, with her sleeves rolled up

and a mashie in her hand, was obviously

receiving a golf lesson fromâ��Mr. Stephen

Glask !

" Look out. Sir Austen ! " the latter ex-

claimed, pleasantly. " We're approaching on

to the lawn there, and you're just in the line."

Sir Austen stepped mechanically out of the

way. He was too surprised to make any

remark.

" Lucky thing I happened to call in just

now," the young man continued, with satis-

faction. " I chanced upon Miss Malcolm just

as she was developing the very worst possible

fault in golf. Now, a little more over the

ball, please," he went on, devoting his

attention to his pupil. " Wrists quite stiff,

and the heel of the club well on the ground.

Learn this stroke and shorten your swing a

little, and you'll be a scratch player in a

month. Now, then."

The young ladyâ��she was exceedingly

good-looking, and much younger than her

brother, of whom as yet she had scarcely

taken any notice at allâ��gave herself up once

more to her task. Her instructor, who

greeted her efforts with only a moderate

amount of approval, finally took the club

from her hand and himself played a few

masterly shots. Sir Austen, who was begin-

ning to recover himself, joined them.

" Apparently," he said, dryly, " you are a

young man of many accomplishments."

" Oh, I like to understand something about

the things I sell," Mr. Stephen Glask answered,

carelessly. " We used to get through a lot
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of golf clubs at my last place. I am so glad

to find there's some sort of a course here. I

can get the agenpy for Merlon's clubsâ��best

irons in the worldâ��and I shall order a mashie

down purposely for Miss Malcolm, if she'll

allow me.''

most anxious to procure things locally when

possible."

The butler opened the paddock gate and

walked towards them. Like everything else

associated with the Malcolms, he was a most

correct and dignified appendage.

"HE FINALLY TOOK THE CLU3 FROM HER HAND AND HIMSELF PLAYED A FKW MASTERLY

SHOTS."

" I should love you to ! " the young lady

exclaimed, eagerly. " You seem to know

exactly what I want, Mr.â��Mr. "

" Glaskâ��G-1-a-s-k," her visitor interrupted.

" The name's being painted up to-day. And

you won't forget the other things you've

promised to buy from me, Miss Malcolm ? "

The girl smiled at him in a somewhat

puzzled manner.

" Certainly not, Mr. Glask," she assured

him, stiffening slightly. " I will speak to the

housekeeper. I am sureâ��we are always

" Tea is served, miss," he announced.

They all turned together towards the house.

The young man, who had lingered for a

moment to pick up the golf-balls, walked

between them. His ready-made clothes and

many other slight evidences of his station

were there, but never in this world did any

young man seem so unconscious of them.

On their way out they had to pass the tea-

table. Stephen Glask was obviously hot

with his exertions. Sir Austen glanced

stealthily at his sister, and found his sister
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stealthily watching him. Sir Austen coughed.

The slight smile which had flickered for a.

moment at the corners of his lips vanished.

He spoke with perfect gravity.

" You must let my sister give you a cup

of tea after your exertions, Mr. Glask," he

said.

" Yes, please do stop," she begged. " It

is so hot this afternoon."

The young man acccp'.ed the suggestion

without hesitation. Further, he accepted it

quite naturally and as a matter of course.

He sat in a wicker chair between the brother

and sister, and consumed bread and butter

with an appetite which he took no pains to

conceal.

" Rather scamped my luncheon to-day,"

he remarked. " I was busy opening some

casesâ��a new sort of lamp, Miss Malcolm.

I hope you'll let me show you when you

come in. Do you mind if I have some more

tea ? "

Then, without any warning, the vicar's wife

descended upon them. Mrs. Randale was

stout and middle-aged. Her complexion was

florid, and she wore a pince-nez which seemed

always balanced on the extreme tip of a

rubicund nose. She greeted Austen Malcolm

and his sister with the easy familiarity of old

acquaintance. It was just about this time

that a long-dormant sense of humour in the

former leaped permanently into life.

"And who," the new-comer asked, smiling

graciously, " is our young visitor ? We see

so few strangers in Faringdon."

" This is Mr. Glaskâ��Mrs. Randale, our

vicar's wife," Eve hastened to explain.

" Mr. Glask cannot properly be termed a

stranger. He has come to live in Faringdon."

Mrs. Randale's features exhibited the

liveliest interest. She also seemed a trifle

puzzled.

" To live here ! " she repeated. " How

delightful ! But whose house have you

taken, Mr. Glask ? Curiously enough, the

name seems familiar."

" Have you been in the town this morning,

Mrs. Randale ? " the young man asked.

" Iâ��yes, I have been in the town," Mrs.

Randale admitted.

" That's it, then," Stephen Glask declared,

helping himself once more to bread and butter.

" I bought old Johnson's ironmongery busi-

ness, you know. You very likely saw them

painting the name up."

Mrs. Randale was not used to shocks;

neither had she any idea how to deal with

situations. Consequently she stared at this

cheerful young man with her mouth open,

and she looked neither agreeable nor a

lady.

" Why, you're the new ironmonger ! " she-

exclaimed.

The young man smiled genially.

" And I do hope," he begged, " that you are

going to be kinder to me than you were lo

poor old Johnson. I may as well teJl you at

once that I shall expect your custom, Mrs.

Randale. Miss Malcolm has promised me

hers."

At this precise moment Sir Austen strolled

away, with a muttered excuse about fetching

some matches. Eve always insisted, however,

that she heard his chuckle as he went, and

loved him for it. Mrs. Randale was still

unable to cope with the situation.

" I leave such matters with my husband,

Mr.â��erâ��Glask," she said. " By the by," she

added, as the thought struck her, " you arc.

of course, a member of the Church of England ?

I do not remember to have seen you in church."

" To tell you the truth," Stephen Gla^k

explained, agreeably, " I haven't been any-

where yet. I've scarcely been in the place

three weeks, you know. Mr. Wills, the

Wesleyan minister, has just ordered a cook-

ing-range from me, so I did think of looking

in there next Sunday night. I've got that

order, though, so I don't know that I

need bother. Call me Church of England,

if it makes any difference, Mrs. Randale. 1

am all for business."

Eve's face had temporarily disappeared

behind the shelter of an illustrated paper

which she had picked up from the lawn. She

had met the young ironmonger's eye, and

there was something tliere which was cer-

tainly most out of place.

" I am afraid that I can make no promises,

Mr. Glask," Mrs. Randale said", stiffly. " We

deal with the members of our congregation

so far as possible, but we prefer to believe

that it is their religious impulses, and not

their self-interest, which brings them to

worship."

"Capital!" Stephen Glask declared.

" Good sentence, that. You're quite right,

Mrs. Randale. We'll leave my church-going

alone for a time. It will pay you to patroni/e

me apart from that. I want you just to

notice my prices, and the way I'm going to

cut oilâ��especially kitchen oil. I'll guarantee

to save you two shillings a week before you

know where you are. You'll excuse me now,

Miss Malcolm, won't you ? I must hurry

along, or there will be no one to close the shop.

Good afternoon, ladies ! "

The young man took an easy and not
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ungraceful leave. Mrs. Randale stared after " Austen found him on a seat on the hill. He

him blankly. tried to sell him petrol and cartridges and

" Eve ! " she exclaimed. " Why on earth household things. Austen told him I kept

â��what on earthâ��your brother, too ! Sir house, so he called in here and stayed to give

Austenâ��the most exclusive man I ever met! me a golf lesson."

" FOR A QUARTER OF AN HOUR F.VE WAS OVF.RWHRLMF.D WITH A SHEBR FLOOD

OF KI.OQUF.NCE."

For goodness' sake explain! Has Austen Mrs. Randale became very severe indeed.

turned Socialist ? " " My dear Eve," she said, firmly, " Austen

Eve was wiping her eyes. ought to be ashamed of himself! No wonder

" I don't know " she murmured, weaklv. the lower orders forget themselves ! Austen,

VoL ,liÂ».-27.
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too, of all men ; the most punctilious, the

most aristocratic person. He ought to be

ashamed of himself ! "

" He is good-looking, though, isn't he ? "

Eve faltered, still wiping her eyes.

" Who ? Austen ? "

" No, the ironmonger ! "

Stephen Glask pushed his assistant out of

the way. He had seen the pony-cart stop

outside, and he was behind the counter, ready

to greet Eve, when she entered.

" Good morning, Miss Malcolm ! " he

exclaimed, heartily. " I am glad to see you.

I thought you'd be coming in one morning."

Eve looked at him steadfastly. She wore

a fresh white linen dress, a charming straw

hat wreathed with flowers, and white buck-

skin driving-gloves. Her shoes and stockings

were, as usual, perfection. She looked

exactly what she was â�� a thoroughbred

young Englishwoman with an unusual knack

for wearing her clothes ; a trifle spoilt, a

trifle supercilious. The young man behind

the counter was wearing the same ready-

made suit of clothes, his hair was tumbled,

for he had been in the cellars, and there was

a smut upon his cheek. She fully meant,

when she came in, that he should be abashed,

and she was a young woman of resolution.

Nevertheless, although she looked at him for

several seconds with uplifted eyebrows, she

failed. He returned her gaze with bland and

pleasant interest. She turned away, biting

her lip.

" I want some kilt-hen lamps," she said ;

" a saucepan, if you have the sort we use ;

and a few other oddments. I should like,

too, to compare your prices for oil."

For a quarter of an hour Eve was over-

whelmed with a sheer flood of eloquence. At

last the young man paused for lack of breath.

His assistant, a son of his predecessor, was

listening, rapt in admiration.

" I seem to have bought a lot of things,"

Eve remarked.

" You have bought just what you wanted,

and you have given no more for anything

than you would have done at the Stores,"

the young man replied, with conviction.

" Don't you bother any further. I'll see

that you get the things all right. And you

shall have the full cash discount if I get the

money within a month."

" I pay all the household bills on Monday

mornings," Eve explained.

" Quite satisfactory," Stephen Glask de-

clared. " Going to the cricket match to-

morrow, Miss Malcolm ? "

She looked at him in precisely the manner

in which she was accustomed to look at

Simpkins the grocerâ��only it didn't seem to

produce in the least the same effect.

" I always go to the cricket matches," she

answered, coldly.

The young man nodded.

" They've asked me to play," he remarked.

" Are you any good ? " she inquired, a

little eagerly.

He smiled at her confidently.

" I am fairly useful," he replied. " I very

nearly went in for being a pro."

She abandoned for a moment the attitude

which she had thought well to assume.

" Then do play ! " she begged. " We want

to beat Fairford. They are horribly stuck-

up about their cricket, and the two Sinfclnirs

always play for them."

"What, Charlie Sinclair? The one who

played for Hampshire ? "

Eve stiffened again.

" It is Lord Riverstone's second son," she

answered, " who always gets the runs."

" We'll see about that," Stephen Glask

declared. " Supposing I promise you that

for every run he gets I get a dozen "

" Well ? "

He looked steadily into her eyes. Eve felt

her cheeks burn, and snatched up her gloves

from the counter. " Good morning, Mr.

Glask," she said. " Please see that the things

are delivered to-day."

" And thanks ever so much for the order,

Miss Malcolm," the young man replied,

briskly. " Hope to see you again soon. If

I play in the cricket match I promise you I'll

do my best.''

Eve and her brother exchanged stealthy

glancesâ��then they laughed. Sir Austen

seldom laughed. Just now he was laughing

long and heartily. The young ironmonger

had bowled Sinclair with the last ball of his

first over, and, though he had asked to be

taken off almost immediately afterwards, he

had gone in first for Faringdon and had carried

his bat for a faultless century. He was now

walking round the ground with Evelyn

Randale, the vicar's daughter, and it was

evidently no fault of hers that they were on

their way towards the pavilion.

" I don't know what we shall do with your

young ironmonger," Sir Austen declared. " I

expect we shall end by asking him to dinner."

" My young ironmonger, indeed ! " Eve

retorted, indignantly. " I like that! Who

found him first, I wonder, and sent him to

the house ? "
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" I never told him to give you golf lessons,"

Sir Austen protested. " I simply sent him

to acquaint you with the price of oil."

" He's sold me more than we can use for

three months," Eve murmured, weakly;

" told me the price was certain to go up."

Once more their eyes met, and once more

they laughed. Then Stephen Glask strolled

up to them.

" I kept my word, you see, Miss Malcolm,"

he-remarked.

" I noticed it," she admitted. " Why

didn't you go on bowling ? "

" All rabbits except Sinclair," he explained,

easily. " You see, as I told you, I nearly

became a cricket pro. instead of an iron-

monger. By the by, there's a matter about

one of those safety lamps, Miss Malcolm, I

should like to explain to you. It's a question-

of wick."

Sir Austen turned away. His sister hesi-

tated for a moment, but finally remained.

" A question of wick ? " she repeated,

demurely.

He looked at her with a smile which she

was beginning to find delightful.

" After all, need we bother about that ? "

he begged. " I am a privileged person for

this one afternoon. Even Mrs. Randale has

shaken hands with me ! Couldn't we sit

down for a little time over there ? "

She glanced toward the seat. It was in a

shady spot and had an air of seclusion about

it. Really, the whole thing was too absurd !

Lady Riverstone was watching, and Austen,

and

" Oh, I suppose so," she answered, " if you

want to. I don't know that anything much

matters."

Austen Malcolm and his sister dined

le'e-d-tett that night. Dinner was a meal

served at Faringdon House with some

formality. The round table, small though

it was, glittered with fruit and flowers and

glass. Eve wore always a low-necked dress,

and her brother seldom descended to the

informality of a dinner-jacket. The butler

was assisted by a footman and the trimmest of

parlour-maids. Nothing was scamped or

done hurriedly. The Malcolms, a county

family of real antiquity, believed in themselves

and in the things which they represented.

Even Austen, with his Fellowship at Oxford,

his long and leisurely travels across the world,

believed in Faringdon House and the things

which it represented. No Malcolm had ever

committed a real indiscretion.

Dinner was concluded with the service of

coffee. The servants left the room. Through

the open windows brother and sister looked

out over a grey-terraced front, across flower-

bordered lawns, to a lake and wood beyond.

The night was warm, and the moon was

shining from behind the trees. Austen lit a

cigarette and broke the silence, which had

been a little unduly prolonged.

" With reference, my dear Eve," he began,

looking fixedly at the end of his cigarette,

" to this young ironmonger. You will not

mind discussing him with me for a moment

or two ? "

Sir Austen carefully avoided looking at his

sister, but for all that he was somehow- con-

scious of the deep flush which had stolen

into her cheeks. She bent over her finger-

bowl. Her eyes were very bright. She was

perhaps angry.

" The fault, of course," he continued, " was

entirely mine. 1 have been sometimes accused

. by my critics of being deficient in a sense of

humour. The coming of this young man has

justified me to myself. lie really was

irresistible. He criticized the volume of

poems which I was reading, and tried to

secure my custom for petrol in the same

breath. He put me in such a position that

I was compelled to offer him hospitality here,

and a few moments later he was trying to

sell crockery to Mrs. Randaleâ��Mrs. Randale,

of all persons ! In all my life, Eve, I have

never known anything so completely and

absolutely humorous."

She suddenly looked up at him.

" But is it funny, after all ? " she demanded.

" Why is it funny ? Why should we conclude,

because he is a tradesman, thatâ��that there

is humour in being forced into recognizing

himâ��for a timeâ��as an equal ? He talks as

though his education were equal to ours "

" And he has a price-list of saucepans in

his pocket," Sir Austen interrupted, " which

he is perfectly willing to discuss with anyone

likely to become a customer, at any moment."

Eve sighed. Her own lips were beginning

to quiver.

" He certainly does seem interested in hh

business," she admitted.

" He is one of the over-developed products

of our modern system of education," Sir

Austen remarked, didactically. " He repre-

sents just a foretaste of the difficulties with

which the next generation will have to

grapple. I really think, for his own sake, it

would be kinderâ��you understand me, I am

sure, Eveâ��if we were to abandon, both of us,

thatâ��shall I say ?â��spirit of latitudinarianism

with which we have regarded this young man.
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To put the

matter plainly,

I think it

would be

better if he

were kept in

his place."

Eve was

looking out of

the window.

Her face was

expression-

less.

" I have no

doubt that

you are right,"

she said,

calmly.

"By the

by,"SirAus'.en

continued,

" Hensham is

coming down

to-morrow for

the week-end.

You will be

glad to see

him ? "

"Of course,"

she answered.

She flitted

away into the

gardens, a

few minutes

later, and Sir

Austen went

to his study.

She passed

through the

rose- gardens

to the laurelled

walk border-

ing the path

which led to

the hill, and

at the end of

it Stephen

G1 a s k was

waiting.

She h e s i-

tated when she

saw him, and glanced half-fearfully towards

the house. He vaulted lightly over the

iron railing, however, and she had no time

to retreat. She looked at him for a moment.

She was half - fluttered, half - frightened.

She was frightened because she had come,

frightened because she had wanted so much

to come.

" ' I THINK,' HE SAID, SOFTLY

THING THAT 1C

"Mr.Glask,"

she protested,

" you mustn't

come in hereâ��

you mustn't,

really. If my

brother were

to see you he

would be

terribly

angry."

S t e p h e n

Glask looked

puzzled.

"But why?"

he asked. "" I

have been

to your house

before as his

guest. Why

should I not

be here now ?

I want to talk

to you. I

have s o m e-

thing to sayâ��

indeed I have

something to

say."

Once more

she looked

nervously be-

ll i n d. 'The

figure of the

young man

stood out so

boldly in the

soft, clear twi-

light. He

seemed to

have no idea

of conceal-

mentâ��he did

not even lower

his voice.

There were

two alterna-

tives before

her. One was

to pick up her

skirts, turn

towards the house, and run; the other to

take that little turning to the left and walk

with this rash intruder along the laurel-

bordered walk. She hesitated ; so once did

her great namesake.

" Please come!" he begged, suddenly lower-

ing his voice. " Won't you ? "

She forgot altogether that she was a

, ' THAT YOU ARK THE SWF.KTEST

VER BREATHED.' "
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Malcolm. She felt curiously weakâ��and she

went. They passed down the sheltered walk,

between the rose-bushes and the drooping

lilac-blossom. She was ashamed and fright-

ened and happy. His attitude was not in

the least correct. He was leaning over so

that his lips almost touched her hair.

" I think," he said, softly, " that you are

the sweetest thing that ever breathed."

His fingers clasped hers.

" You mustn't! " she murmured. " Oh,

please don't! Iâ��I trusted you."

He released her at once.

" But I love you," he whispered. " Don't

you know that ? "

For a moment, she was angryâ��angry with

Fate, herself, and him.

" You must not talk like that," she declared.

" You ought to- know that you must not. It

is wrong of you."

" Because I am an ironmonger ? " he asked,

with a slight twitching at the corner of his

lips.

" Yes ! " she answered, fiercely. " Be-

cause â�� oh! how dare you be an iron-

monger !"

He laughed outright. This time she was

really angry. She slipped along a dark path,

and before he could pursue her she was on

the lawn, the centre of a little halo of light

streaming out from the house. For more

than an hour Stephen Glask remained linger-

ing in the shadows.

Hut Eve did not return.

Hensham arrived on the following evening,

and at dinner-time they talked about books.

hi.hi , way he was a very important personâ��

editor of a well-known review and reader to

a great firm of publishers.

" Enderby's the man my people are going

for just now," he remarked, as the little

party of three lingered over their fruit and

wine. " Of course, theirs is the commercial

point of view, but I must say that for once I

am with them. I find his novels the most

interesting fiction of the day."

Sir Austen nodded approvingly.

" Endcrby writes excellent English," he

pronounced. " His stories, too, are wonder-

fully lifelike."

" That's because he's so thorough,"

Hensham continued, cracking a walnut. " A

month or so ago we had a tremendous dis-

cussion on the effect of a sense of humour

upon instinctive and hereditary snobbery.

Enderby had a theory of his own, and lie

was so keen upon it that he has buried

himself somewhere in a small country

town, turned himself into a tradesmanâ��an

ironmonger, I believe â�� to make experi-

ments. That's going in'.o the thing

thoroughly, isn't it ? "

There was a brief but very intense silence.

The brother and sister sat looking at one

another.

" Does Mr. Enderbyâ��play cricket ? " Eve

asked, calmly.

" Rather ! " Hensham replied. " He played

for the 'Varsity and for Middlesex. 1 really

wonder in what part of the world he's

hidden himself. We sha'n't hear a line

from him till he turns up with his new

novel."

Eve rose slowly from the table and made

her way through the Trench windows and

across the shadowed lawn to the laurel

walk. At the end of it Stephen Glask was

waiting. He stepped forward to meet her

eagerly.

" So you've come, after all ! " he exclaimed.

" I am to be forgiven, then ? "

She gave him her fingers and smiled sweetly

into his face.

" I have come to the conclusion," she said,

" that it is snobbish to keep you out of sight

because you are an ironmonger. You can

come and sit down with my brother and his

guest and drink port with them. Then it

you have anything to say, later onâ�� well, he

can listen."

Stephen Glask moved forward readily

enough, but he was puzzled.

" I hope Sir Austen won't be rude to me,"

he ventured, with obviously affected uneasi-

ness.

Eve drew a little closer to him.

" It depends," she said, demurely, " upon

the effect which his sense of humour may

have upon his inherited and instinctive

snobbery."
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loo.â��ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON.

HERE is a little puzzle on a reduced chessboard

of forty-nine squares. St. George wishes to kill the

Dragon. Killing dragons was a well-known pastime

of his, and, being a knight, it was only natural that he

should desire to |>erform the feat in a series of knight's

moves. Can you show how, starting from that

central square, he may visit once, and only once,

every square of the board in a chain of chess knight's

moves, and end by capturing the Dragon on his last

move ? Of course a variety of different ways are open

to him, so try to discover a route that forms some

pretty design when you have marked each successive

leap by a straight line from square to square.

loi.â��AN EASY SQUARE PUZZLE.

IF you take a rectan-

gular piece of cardboard,

twice as long as it is broad,

and cut it in half diagon-

ally, you will get two of

the pieces shown in the

illustration. The puzzle is

with five such pieces of

equal size to form a square.

One of the pieces may be

cut in two, but the others

must be used intact.

102.â��THE

THE illustration is

resembling the British

flag, the Union Jack. It

is not possible to draw

the whole of it without

lifting the pencil from

the paper or going over

the same line twice.

The puzzle is to find

out just hffU' much of the

drawing it is possible

to make without lifting

yÂ«ur ]>encil or going

twice over the same

line. Take your pencil

and see what is the

best you can do.

UNION JACK,

a rough sketch

somewhat

Solutions to Last Month a Puzzles.

97.â��STEPPING STONES.

NUMBER the stepping stones i to 8 in regular order

Then proceed as follows : I, (bank), i, 2, 3, (2),

3. 4, 5, (4). 5. 6. 7, (6), 7. 8, bank, (8), bank. The

steps in brackets are taken in a backward direction.

It will thus be seen that by returning to the bank

after the first step, and then always going three steps

forward for one step backward, we perform the

required feat in nineteen steps.

98.â��CONCERNING WHEELS.

IF you mark a point A on the circumference of a

wheel that runs on the surface ol a level road, like an

ordinary cart-wheel, the curve described by that point

will be a common cycloid, as in Fig. i. But if you

mark a point B on the circumference of the flange of a

railway-wheel, the curve will be a curtate cycloid, as

in Fig. 2, terminating in nodes. Now, if we consider

one of these nodes or loops we shall see that " at any

given moment " certai n points at the bottom of the

loop must be moving in the opposite direction tp the

train. As there is an infinite number of such points

on the flange's circumference, there must be an infinite

number of these loops being described while the train

is in motion. In fact, at any given moment, certain

points on the flanges are always moving in a direction

opposite to that in which the train is going. In the

case of the two wheels, the wheel that runs round

the stationary one makes two revolutions round its

own centre. As both wheels are of the same size, it

is obvious that if at the start we mark a point on the

circumference of the upper wheel, at the very top,

this point will be in contact with the lower wheel

at its lowest part when half the

journey has been made. Therefore this

point is again at the top of the moving

wheel, and one revolution has been

made. Consequently there are two such

revolutions in the complete journey.

99.â��SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION.

THE required number is

3,529,411,764,705,882, which may be

multiplied by 3 and divided by 2 by the

simple expedient of removing the 3 from

one end of the row to the other. If you

want a longer number you can increase

this one to any extent by repeating the

sixteen figures in the same order.
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Re-tola from tlie Russian by

Post Wheeler.

A STORY FOR CHILDREN.

IllustrateJ ty H. R. Millar.

N old times, when the world

was full of wizards and forest

monsters, and when the rivers

ran with sweet milk, there

lived a Czar named Bel-

Belianin with his Queen

and their three sons, Alexe,

Dimitry, and Peter.

One day the Queen, who had gone out

to walk, failed to return to the palace, and,

though search was made, no trace could be

found of her. Then Czar Bel-Belianin called

together his Ministers and officers, his sages,

his grandees, and councillors, and asked their'

advice, and when they had deliberated for

three weeks the eldest among them came

before him and said :â��

" Your Majesty ! It is clear that the

Queen has been spirited away by Kastchey,

the most powerful of all the wizards. While

his own realm and castle is beyond three

times nine lands, he possesses rnany strong-

holds in other kingdoms, and it has long

been known that his most splendid palaces

are upon the tops of the highest, most

inaccessible mountains in the next kingdom

to your own. It is, however, hopeless to war'

against him, for his palaces are surrounded

by enchantment, and Kastchey himself can-

not lie killed by mortal means, since he

carries his life not in his body, but in a secret

place that is known only to himself."

Copyright, 191?.

The Czar was deeply saddened by, this

speech. He sent for his three sons. " My

dear sons," he said, " you know how the loss

of your mother oppresses my heart and soul,

and I am minded now to send one of you

forth in search of her. You, therefore, Alexe,

who are my eldest, take my fatherly blessing,

with as much gold and as many troops as

you require, and try your fortune in the quest.

If you succeed you shall inherit my

kingdom."

So, boasting much, Prince Alexe took

from the treasury a full purse, and, with fifty

thousand soldiers, armed with iron lances,

set out from the capital. He rode a month,

and two and three, until he had passed

beyond the borders of his father's kingdom,

but no one had heard of the lost Queen or

of the strongholds of Kastchey the Wizard.

At length he came, through fen and morass,

to a desert land where only earth and sky

were to be seen, and the sand was as hot as

cinder-cakes, and here his host vanished one

by one till but ten remained. Beyond the

desert was a forest, and on the skirt of the

forest, in a patch of wild hemp and bramble,

he came upon an old greybeard, a yard tall,

sitting on a stone.

" Health to you, grandfather ! " said Prince

Alexe.

" Health to you, Prince ! " replied the

old man. " Where does God carry you ? "

by Po<t Whaler.
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" I seek the stronghold of Kastchey the

Wizard," answered Prince Alexe. " who has

stolen away my mother."

" You are on the right track," said the

other, " but you will not be able to reach it."

" Why not ? " asked the Prince.

" Because," said the greybeard, " there are

three broad rivers between, over which you

must be ferried, and the price asked is a great

one."

Prince Alexe threw the old man a piece

of gold. " I have gold and to spare," he said,

haughtily, and, spurring forward, rode on to

the first of the three rivers.

There waited on its bank a ferryman

covered with scales of copper like tortoise,

with a head like a cask, and so huge of stature

that the horses which carried the Prince's

ten men snorted with terror, and, turning,

galloped away with their riders. The Prince

approached trembling, and asked : " Ferry-

man, will you ferry me over ? "

" If you pay me my price," answered the

ferryman.

" And what is your price ? " asked the

Prince.

" I will bring you back for nothing," said

the other ; " but for carrying you across I

shall strike off your right hand."

Prince Alexe saw the sharp sword girded

at the ferryman's side, and his huge head

drooped lower than his broad shoulders.

" Of small use to myself should I be without

my good right hand." he thought. " Yet, if

I succeed, I shall be Czar, and a kingdom is

worth the price."

So he bade the other take him across, and

on the farther side the ferryman drew his

sword and struck off his right hand, and,

bemoaning its loss, the Prince spurred on

alone. He rode until he came to the second

river, and on its bank waited a ferryman as

tall as a fir tree, armoured with plates of

silver, and of such a countenance that

Prince Alexe's heart fainted for very fear,

and, turning, he struck spurs to his steed

and rode back the way he had come to his

own kingdom.

Then Czar Bel-Belianin, having heard his

story, embraced him and wept over him, and,

summoning his second son, said : " My dear

son Dimitry, take my blessing, with gold and

troops as much and many as you will, and

go forth and try. And if you succeed, you

shall have my kingdom after me."

And Dimitry, vowing he would do better

than his brother, took a knapsack full of gold

and a hundred thousand soldiers and set out.

He, too, came at length to the desert of hot

sand, and here his men vanished till there

were left but a score.

But when they saw the gigantic ferry-

man, with his frame covered with copper

armour, the horses his twenty men rode,

stricken with terror, galloped away, and the

Prince approached him trembling. He,

too, was ferried over at the cost of his right

hand, and, lamenting its loss, rode on alone

to the second river. And there, though the

fierce aspect of the ferryman made his horse

sweat and his own heart shake, he approached

and asked : " Ferryman, will you ferry me

over ? "

" If you will pay my price," answered

the ferryman.

" And what is your price ? " asked the

Prince.

" I will bring you back for nothing," said

the other ; " but for ferrying you over I

shall strike off your left foot."

The Prince's bright head hung lower

than his stalwart shoulders. " I have already

given my right hand," he thought, " and a

foot is not so much more when a kingdom is

the reward." So he bade the other carry

him over, and when they had crossed the

ferryman drew his sword and struck off his

lefe foot, and Prince Dimitry rode on.

He went till he came to the third river,

and on its bank he saw a ferryman as tall

as a tower, with legs like buttresses, clad all

in golden armour, and with a face so fierce

and terrible that the Prince's courage died

within him. So he turned his horse about

and in mortal fear spurred back the way he

had come to his own kingdom.

Czar Bel-Belianin kissed him and grieved

over him, and then, sending for his youngest

son, bade him also take what he required

and go and search.

" I have need of neither gold nor army,

father," said Prince Peter. " Give me only a

horse of my own choosing and a sword fit

for a hero."

His father bade him choose the best blade

from his armoury and the finest steed in his

stables. Prince Peter went to the armoury

accordingly, and tested the blades for a month

till he had picked the keenest and the

strongest; then he bade the stable grooms

collect all the Czar's stud-horses and drive

them to the sea, and watched to see what

they would do. One swam far out and began

to wrestle with the waves till the water

boiled and dashed against the shore as in a

tempest, and him Prince Peter chose. He

took his father's blessing, girded on the

keen sword, and, mounting the horse, set out.
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He rode for one

month and for

ihree. He passed

the quagmire and

the fiery desert,

and at the edge of

the forest, in the

plot of wild hemp

and briar, met the

little old man sit-

ting on a stone.

He told him of

his errand,and the

greybeard said:

" You have a keen

sword and the

horse of a hero,

but all the same

you will not get

to Kastchey."

"Why not?"

asked the

Prince.

" Because.'

replied the

other, " you

must first pass

three rivers.

At each river is a ferry,

and the price each ferry-

man asks is a great one,

for the first will strike

off your right hand, the

second your left foot,

and the third your

head."

"Well," answered

Prince Peter, " a man

can die but once !" And he

thanked him and made to

ride on, but the old man

stopped him.

" You are both brave and

courteous too," he said,

" and perchance you may

cross the three rivers. If you

do, ride straight on till you

reach a high mountain; on

whose top are the four

palaces of Kastchey. At the base of the

mountain is a cave with an iron door. Enter

it and you will find four iron claws. Bind

these to your hands and feet, and it may be

you will be able to reach the top."

The Prince bade the old man farewell, rode

to the first river, and demanded to be ferried

over.

" Will you pay me my price ? " asked thi

huge ferryman,

vol. xii*'.-aa

" Time enough to

talk of price when you

have done me your

service," said the

Prince, and rode his

horse into the boat.

So they crossed, and

when they came to the

other side he asked :

" What is there to

pay ?"

" Stretch forth your

right hand," said the

ferryman, and drew

his sword.

" Nay," answered

Prince Peter. "I

need my hand my-

self." And he whipped

out his own blade and

smote the ferryman

such a blow that the

steel pierced through

the copper armour and

killed him.- He fell

with a crash into the

water, and the Prince,

pulling the boat high

up on the shore, rode

on to the second river.

There the like hap-

pened. \Vhen the

gigantic ferryman bade

him stretch forth his

'â�¢ UK bAW A FERRYMAN

AS TAIL AS A TOWKK,

<IA1i ALL IN GOLDEN

ARMOUR, AND WITH A

KACK HKKi'h AND TERRIBLE."
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left foot, the Prince, drawing sword, sprang

upon him before his blade had left its

scabbard and smote him with a blow that

shore through the silver plates of his armour

and killed him. Then the Prince secured

the boat and rode on to the third river. And

on its bank stood a wild man, as tall as a

giant and as thick as a hay-stack, with a

shield, helmet, and breastplate all of gold,

and with an oak club in his hand.

Prince Peter, however, was not daunted,

nor did his horse show fear. He rode aboard

and bade the giant ferry him over, and when

they were come to the

other side he asked :

" What is there to pay ? "

"Stretch out your

neck," said the ferryman,

" that I may strike off

your head."

But even as he lifted

his huge oak club the

Prince sprang in under

his shield and smote him

such a blow with his

tested sword

that the point

pierced the

gold breast-

plate and

killed him.

till he came upon the iron door, and entered

the cave. Here he found the four iron claws,

and, binding them to his hands and feet,

began to climb the mountain. For a whole

month he climbed, higher and higher, and

finally he reached the top, which was so high

that from it one could see the whole world,

with all its countries, spread out as if on

the palm of the hand. Here he took off his

iron claws, thanked God, and, after resting

three days, went straight before him.

He came at length to a vast palace,

wealthy and magnificent, which blazed like

.Zl

"HE KKI.L WITH A CRASH INIO THE WATER."

Prince Peter fastened the boat and rode

on, and presently he came to a mountain so

high that its top was propped against the

sky, and he could scarcely lift his eyes to its

summit. He turned out his good horse to

graze on the wheat in the open field, searched

fire in the sunlight, for it

was built entirely of gold.

It was unguarded, so he

entered and explored it, and

in its inmost chamber he

found a damsel sitting on

a golden divan, making

lace upon a golden pillow,

and both the shuttle and

the thread were of pure gold. The damsel

was of such beauty that it could not be

described, and Prince Peter could not look

at her enough.

" Health to you, beautiful maiden ! " he

said.
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" Health to you,

Prince ! " she replied.

" But how came you

hither ? By your own

â�¢wVU, or by force ? "

" By mine own

will," he answered.

" I seek my mother,

who has been stolen

away from my father's

kingdom by Kast-

chev. Can you tell

me where she is ? "

" I can," she re-

joined. " I, too, was

stolen from my

father's kingdom by

the wizard, who visits

me here once each

month. But your

mother he keeps in

his fourth palace,

which is built of pearl,

and thither you must

go. But, I implore

you, if you overcome

and slay the monster,

remember me and

take me with you out

into the world."

" Sooner than leave

you here to Kast-

chey would I

give mine own

life I " he an-

swered. " Never

fear that I could

ever forget you!"

\

UK FOUND A DAMSEL SITTING ON A I-iIVAN MAKING LACE.

" Hearken, now," she said. " When you

come to the last of the wizard's palaces, you

will see that it lies in a garden which is sur-

rounded like a wall by an enormous serpent

co\1ed with its tail in its mouth. .Take this

bundle of herbs, and when you come into

tho open field about

the palace, choose a

spot whence the wind

blows from you

toward the serpent,

and there build a fire

and throw some of

the herb into the

flame. Mind that you

do not use it all, and

that you stand behind

the wind. The smoke

will cause the serpent

to fall asleep, and you

may then climb over

its bodvand enter the

palace."

Prince Peter bade

her farewell and set

out, and when he had

travelled a day he

came to a palace which

rose dazzling white

from the midst of a

green garden, and all

about the garden lay

roiled a huge snake, a

living scaly wall. He

went into the open

field, built a fire, and

threw upon it some

sprigs of the herbs,

and from it arose a

great volume of smoke

which the wind drove

toward the serpent,

causing it to

fall asleep. He

then climbed

over it and

entered the

palace of pearl.

He passed

through room

after room till

he came to the

inmost of all,

and there he

saw his mother

sitting on a

high pearl

throne, dressed

in a robe of

brocade sewn with seed pearls, and wearing

a Queen's pearly crown.

When she saw him she ran to him and,

embracing him, fell to weeping. " How have

you found me here," she cried, "my brave

and beloved son ? For I. your mother, am in
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the power of this mighty wizard, who comes

to me every day. You will strive to over-

come him, yet is he strong in his enchant-

ments, while you are but an untried youth,

so that I greatly fear for you ! "

" The wind does not blow for ever," said

the Prince, and he comforted his mother,

and they kissed and caressed one another,

when there rose a roaring of.wind so that all

the crystal windows rattled. " Kastchey is

coming," she said. " Hide quickly beneath

my mantle ! "

He concealed himself, and scarce had he

done so when the wizard entered, green-eyed

and hairy, with a bared sword in" one hand,

and a nose curved like a scimitar.' He

hastened to the Queen and began to pet

Next day, as they sat together, there came

again the so'und of the howling wind, and

' a second time she concealed the Prince

beneath_her mantle, when the wizard entered

and began to fondle her as before. Presently

he saw the broom, and asked : " Why, you

dearest of women, have you sewn a common

s broom with jewels ? "

and fondle her. " Have you been lonely,

light of mine^eyes ? " he asked.

" Yes," she answered. " You travel far

and have many enemies, and I fear for

your life."

" No fear of that," he said. " My life I

carry not in my body, but in another place."

" Where is that place ? " she asked.

" It is in the broom that stands beside the

door," he answered ; " but now I am tired

and I would sleep."

He laid his head on the Queen's knees

and slept, while the Prince lay hidden,

and when he woke he bade her farewell till

the morrow, and departed in a whirlwind

from the palace.

Then the Queen went and fetched the

broom, and, bringing a quantity of precious

stones, bade Prince Peter sew them all

about it. This he did, when she returned it

to its place, and they spent the afternoon in

conversation.

THE WIND DROVE THE SMOKE

TOWARDS THE SERPENT, CAUSING

IT TO FALL ASLEEP."

" Because," she replied, " you told me

that in it was contained your life, and your

life is more precious to me than many

jewels ! "

Then he embraced her more tenderly, and

said he : "I did but tell you that to try you.

Now, however, I am assured that you truly

love me. Know that my life is not con-

cealed in the broom, but is in an egg.

The egg is in a duck, and the duck is in a

hare, and the hare nests in a great hollow

log that floats in a pond in a forest of

the island of Bouyan." Having thus spoken,

Kastchey put his head on the Queen's knees

and slept, and soon, awaking, bade her

farewell and departed.

Then Prince Peter came from his con-

cealment, and his mother said : " This time,

my dear son, Kastchey has told truly wherein

his wicked life lies. Only when you have

found the egg can you overcome him. Go,

therefore, with God, for here your life is in

danger every moment."

So he embraced her, and burning in the

garden some of the herb which the maiden

of the golden palace had given him, climbed

over the serpent and went his way.

After travelling for some considerable

time without stopping, he found his iron

claws and began to climb down the mountain.

At the end of a month he reached its foot,
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left the iron claws in the cave, found his horse

grazing in the open field, and set out for the

island of Bouyan.

He rode a long way and he rode a short

way, and at length he came to the sea. On

the sand, gasping out its life, lay a stranded

fish, and, pitying its plight, the Prince

dismounted, picked it up, and threw it

into the water. Then, remounting his good

horse, he spurred it into the water, and it

began to swim to the island of Bouyan. It

swam one day, it swam two, and on the third

it reached the island, and leaving his steed

to rest, Prince Peter went straight to the

forest.

He had scarce entered it when he came upon

a great bear, whose paw was caught beneath

a fallen tree. Drawing his sword, he cut the

creature loose and went on ; and presently

he saw an otter fast in a snare. He released

the otter, and a little farther on he found

a hawk struggling in a tangle of vines. He

freed the hawk also, and, pressing on, soon

came to the pond.

In the middle of it floated a great branchless

log, but it was beyond his reach. While he

wondered what he should do, a heavy rain

began to fall and the water of the pond rose.

He climbed a tree, and when the log floated

nzar he secured it. When the rain ceased

and the water fell, he attacked the log with

his sword, but so huge was it that he could

not cut it through. Suddenly, while he

laboured, the bear he had befriended rushed

from the wood and tore the log asunder with

its great paws. Out of the log leaped a hare,

but the otter he had released sprang from the

thicket, pursued the hare, and caught it and

tore it to pieces. From the hare flew a duck,

but the hawk he had freed darted after it

into the sky and seized it. The duck there-

upon laid an egg, and the egg fell into the

sea; but while the Prince was bemoaning

its loss with tears there came swimming

to the shore the fish whose life he had

saved, bringing the egg in its mouth. Then

Prince Peter put the egg in his belt,

mounted his horse, which swam back -with

him across the ocean, and, having rested,

set out again for the mountain of

Kaslchey.

The telling is easy, but the labour was hard.

Whether he rode a week or a month, he came

at length to the mountain, left his horse to

graze on the meadow, and, binding the iron

claws to his hands and feet, climbed to the

summit and hastened to the palace of pearl.

Again he burned some of the drowsy herb,

climbed over the serpent, entered, and

embraced his mother and showed her the

eR?-

Before long there arose the sound of the

whistling wind, and in came Kastchey. He

ground his teeth when he saw the Prince,

and would have rushed at once upon him ;

but Prince Peter squeezed the egg in his

hand, ever so slightly, and as he did so the

fierce light grew dim in the wizard's eyes.

The Prince tossed the egg from the right

hand to the left, and Kastchey was hurled

violently from one corner of the room to the

other. With a last effort the wicked wizard

strove to reach his enemy with his sword,

but Prince Peter threw the egg on the
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"THF. PRTVCE TOSSED THE EGG FROM THE RIGHT

KASTCHGY WAS HURLED VIOLENTLY FROM ONE

floor. It broke, and instantly Kastchey fell

down dead, and the serpent that coiled about

the garden vanished.

The Prince made a great pyre, burned the

body of the wizard to ashes, and scattered

the ashes to the winds. Then with his mother

he set out on their return.. The lovely daritsel

of the gold palace met them with joy, and

the Prince kissed her, and they plighted their

troth that moment.

When they came to the brink of the steep

descent,; Prince Peter found his iron claws

once more, donned them, and, tearing into

strips the outer robes of the maiden, twisted

a rope by means of which, as he climbed,

he lowered her, with his mother, down the

mountain. When thev reached the level

ground he caught his good steed,

set his mother upon it, and they

set out for the kingdom of his

father.

When they drew near to the

capital the Prince

sent in advance a

swift messenger to

the Czar with this

message:" Father!

I, your son Peter,

am returning

home, bringing

with me mymother

the Queen, and my

own bride to be, a

maiden as lovely

as the stars.

Come out to meet

us." â�¢

The Czar, hear-

ing the message,

could not believe his ears.- He mounted

and rode out of the capital at the head of

all his Ministers and officers and his army,

and when he saw that it was indeed true

and that his well-beloved Queen was alive,

his joy knew no bounds. He ordered the

musicians to play their instruments and

the drummers to beat their drums, and,

bringing them to the palace, decreed a great

festival, whose splendour made the whole

kingdom wonder.

When the feastings were ended Prince

Peter wedded the lovely damsel of the golden

palace. And soon after Czar Bel-Belianin

laid down his sceptre. Peter ruled the king-

dom after him, and his life was long and

his reign glorious.

HAND TO THE I.KKT, AND

CORNER TO ANOTHER."
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CHAPTER XIV. (continued).

AWOKE to find myself on my

back upon the grass in our

lair within the thicket. Some-

one had brought the water

from the brook and Lord John

Roxton was sprinkling my

head with it, while Challenger

and Summerlee were propping me up, with

concern in their faces. For a moment I had

a glimpse of the human spirits behind their

scientific masks. It was really the shock rather

than any injury which had prostrated me,

and in half an hour, in spite of aching head

and stiff neck, I was sitting up and ready for

anything.

" But you've had the escape of your life,

young fellah my lad," said Lord John.

" When I heard your cry and ran forward,

and saw your head twisted half off and your

Stohwassers kickin' in the air, I thought we

were one short. I missed the beast in my

flurry, but he dropped you all right and was

off like a streak. By George ! I wish I rftd

fifty men with rifles. I'd clear out the whole

infernal gang of them, and leave this country

a bit cleaner than we found it."

It was clear now that the ape-men had in

some way marked us down, and that we were

Vol. iliv.-29. Copyright, 7913, by

watched on every side. We had not so much

to fear from them during the day, but they

would be very likely to rush us by night, so the

sooner we got away from their neighbourhood

the better. On three sides of us was absolute

forest, and there we might find ourselves in

an ambush. But on the fourth sideâ��that

which sloped down in the direction of the

lakeâ��there was only low scrub with scattered

trees and occasional open glades. It was, in

fact, the route which I had myself taken in

my solitary journey, and it led us straight

for the Indian caves. This, then, must for

every reason be our road.

One great regret we had, and that was to

leave our old camp behind us, not only for

the sake of the stores which remained there,

but even more because we were losing touch

with Zambo, our link with the outside world.

However, we had a fair supply of cartridges

and all our puns, so, for a time at least, we

could look after ourselves, and we hoped soon

to have a chance of returning and restoring

our communications with the negro. He had

faithfully promised to stay where he was, and

we had not a doubt that he would be as good

as his word.

It was in the early afternoon that we

started upon our journey. The young chief

Arthur Conan Doyle.
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walked at our head as our guide, but refused

indignantly to carry any burden. Behind

him came the two surviving Indians with

our scanty possessions upon their backs.

We four white men walked in the rear,

with rifles loaded and ready. As we started

there broke from the thick, silent woods

behind us a sudden great ululation of the ape-

men, which may have been a cheer of triumph

at our departure or a jeer of contempt at our

flight. Looking back, we saw only the dense

screen of trees, but that long-drawn yell told

us how many of our enemies lurked among

them. We saw no sign of pursuit, however,

and soon we had got into more open country

and beyond their power.

As I tramped along, the rearmost of the

four, I could not help smiling at the appear-

ance of my three companions in front. Was this

the luxurious Lord John Roxton who had sat

that evening in the Albany amidst his Persian

rugs and his pictures in the pink radiance of

the tinted lights ? And was this the imposing

Professor who had swelled behind the great

mahogany desk in his massive study at

Enmore Park ? And, finally, could this be

the austere and prim figure which had risen

before the meeting at the Zoological Institute ?

No three tramps that one could have met in

a Surrey lane could have looked more hope-

less and bedraggled. We had, it is true, been

only a week or so upon the top of the plateau,

but our spare clothing was in our camp below,

and the one week had been a severe one upon

us allâ��though least to me, who had not to

endure the handling of the ape-men. My

three friends had all lost their hats and had

now bound handkerchiefs round their heads,

their clothes hung in ribbons about them,

and their unshaven, grimy faces were hardly

to be recognized. 13oth Summerlee and

Challenger were limping heavily, while I

still dragged my feet from weakness after the

shock of the morning, and my neck was as

stiff as a board from the murderous grip that

had held it. We were indeed a sorry crew,

and I did not wonder to sec our Indian com-

panions glance back at us occasionally with

horror and amazement on their faces.

In the late afternoon we reached the margin

of the lake, and as we emerged from the bush

and saw the sheet of water stretching before

us our native friends set up a shrill cry of joy,

and pointed eagerly in front of them. It was

indeed a wonderful sight which lay before

us. Sweeping over the glassy surface was a

great flotilla of canoes coming straight for

the shore upon which we stood. They were

some miles out when first we saw them, but

they shot forward with great swiftness, and

were soon so near that the rowers could dis-

tinguish our persons. Instantly a thunderous

shout of delight burst from them, and we saw

them rise from their seats, waving their

paddles and spears madly in the air. Then,

bending to their work once more, they flew

across the intervening water, beached their

boats upon the sloping sand, and rushed up to

us, prostrating themselves with loud cries of

greeting before the young chief. Finally

one of them, an elderly man with a necklace

and bracelet of great lustrous glass beads,

and the skin of some beautiful mottled amber-

coloured animal slung over his shoulders,

ran forward and embraced most tenderly the

youth whom we had saved. He then looked

at us and asked some questions, after which

he stepped up with much dignity and em-

braced us also each in turn. Then, at his

order, the whole tribe lay down upon the

ground before us in homage. Personally, I

felt shy and uncomfortable at this obsequious

adoration, and I read the same feeling in the

faces of Roxton and Summerlee ; but C hal-

lenger expanded like a flower in the sun.

" They may be undeveloped types," said

he, stroking his beard and looking round at

them. " but their deportment in the presence

of their superiors might be a lesson to some

of our more advanced Europeans. Strange

how correct are the instincts of the natural

man ! "

It was clear that the natives had come out

upon the warpath, for every man carried his

spear, a long bamboo tipped with bone, his

bow and arrows, and some sort of club or

stone battle-axe slung at his side. Their

dark, angry glances at the woods from which

we had come, and the frequent repetition of

the word " Doda," made it clear enough that

this was a rescue party who had set forth to

save or revenge the old chief's son, for such

we gathered that the youth must be. A

council was now held by the whole tribe,

squatting in a circle, whilst we sat near on a

slab of basalt and watched their proceedings.

Two or three warriors spoke, and finally

our young friend made a spirited harangue

with such eloquent features and gestures that

we could understand it all as clearly as if we

had known his language.

" What is the use of returning ? " he said.

" SÂ«oner or later the thing must be done.

Your comrades have been murdered. What

if I have returned safe ? These others have

been done to death. There is no safety for

any of us. We are assembled now and ready."

Then he pointed to us. " These strange men
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are our friends. They are great fighters, and

they hate the ape-men even as we do. They

command "â��here he pointed up to heavenâ��

" the thunder and the lightning. When shall

we have such a chance again ? Let us go

forward and either die now or live for the

future in safety. How else shall we go back

unashamed to our women ? "

The little red warriors hung upon the words

of the speaker, and when he had finished they

burst into a roar of applause, waving their

rude weapons in the air. The old chief

stepped forward to us and asked us some

question, pointing at the same time to the

woods. Roxton made a sign to him that

he should wait for an answer, and then he

turned to us.

" Well, it's up to you to say what you will

do," said he. " For my part, I have a score

to settle with these monkey-folk, and if it

ends by wipin' them off the face of the earth,

I don't see that the earth need fret about it.

I'm goin' with our little red pals, and I mean

to see them through the scrap. What do

you say, young fellah ? "

" Of course I will come."

" And you, Challenger ? "

" I will assuredly co-operate."

" And you, Summerlee ? "

" We seem to be drifting very far from the

objects of this expedition, Lord John. I

assure you that I little thought, when I left

my professorial chair in London, that it was

for the purpose of heading a raid of savages

upon a colony of anthropoid apes."

" To such base uses do we come," said

Roxton, smiling. " But we are up against

it, so what's the decision ? "

" It seems a most questionable step," said

Summerlee, argumentative to the last; " but

if you are all going I hardly see how I can

remain behind."

"Then it is settled," said Roxton, and,

turning to the chief, he nodded and slapped

his rifle.

The old fellow clasped our hands each in

turn, while his men cheered louder than ever.

It was too late to advance that night, so the

Indians settled down into a rude bivouac.

On all sides their fires began to glimmer and

smoke. Some of them who had disappeared

into the jungle came back presently, driving

a young iguanodon before them. Like the

others, it had a daub of asphalt upon its

shoulder, and it was only when we saw one

of the natives step forward with the air of an

owner and give his consent to the beast's

slaughter that we understood at last that these

great creatures were as much private property

as a herd of cattle, and that these symbols

which had so perplexed us were nothing more

than the marks of the owner. Helpless,

torpid, and vegetarian, with great limbs but

a minute brain, they could be rounded up and

driven by a child. In a few minutes the huge

beast had been cut up, and slabs of him were

hanging over a dozen camp-fires, together

with great scaly ganoid fish which had been

speared in the lake.

Summerlee had lain down and slept upon the

sand, but we others roamed round the edge of

the water, seeking to learn something more

of this strange country. Twice we found pits

of blue clay, such as we had already seen in

the swamp of the pterodactyls. These were

old volcanic vents, and for some reason excited

the greatest interest in Roxton. What

attracted Challenger, on the other hand, was

a bubbling, gurgling mud geyser, where some

strange gas formed great bursting bubbles

upon the surface. He thrust a hollow reed

into it, and cried out with delight like a

schoolboy when he was able, on touching it

with a lighted match, to cause a sharp explo-

sion and a blue flame at the far end of the

tube. Still more pleased was he when,

inverting a leathern pouch over the end of the

reed, and so filling it with the gas, he was able

to send it soaring swiftly up into the air.

" An inflammable gas, and one markedly

lighter than the atmosphere. I should say-

beyond doubt that it contained a considerable

proportion of free hydrogen, or even of some

lighter gas unknown to our science. The

resources of G. E. C. are not yet exhausted,

my young friend. I may yet show you how

a great mind moulds all nature to its use."

He swelled with some secret purpose, but

would say no more.

There was nothing we could see upon

the shore which seemed to me so wonderful

as the great sheet of water before us. Our

numbers and our noise had frightened all

living creatures away, and, save for a few

pterodactyls, which soared high above our

heads while they waited for the carrion, all

was still around the camp. But it was

different out upon the waters of the Central

Lake, rose-tinted by the setting sun. It

boiled and heaved with strange life. Great

slate-coloured backs and high serrated dorsal

fins shot up with a fringe of silver foam, and

then rolled down into the depths again. The

sandbanks far out were spotted with uncouth

crawling forms, huge turtles, strange saurians,

and one great flat creature like an enormous

writhing, palpitating mat of black, greasy

leather, which flopped its way slowly to
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the lake. Here and there high serpent-

heads projected out of the water, cutting

swiftly through it with a little horseshoe of

foam in front, and a long, swirling wake

behind, rising and falling in graceful, swan-

like undulations as they went. It was not

until one of these creatures wriggled on to a

sandbank within a few hundred yards of us,

and exposed a barrel-shaped body and huge

flippers behind the long serpent neck, that

Challenger and Summerlce, who had joined

us, broke out into their duet of wonder and

admiration.

" Plesiosaurus ! A fresh - water plesio-

saurus ! " cried Summerlce. " That I should

have lived to see such a sight! We are

blessed, my dear Challenger, above all

zoologists since the world began ! "
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It was not until the night had fallen, and the

fires of our savage allies glowed red in the

shadows, that our two men of science could

be dragged away from the fascinations of

that primeval lake. Even in the darkness,

as we lay upon the strand, we heard from time

to time the snort and plunge of the huge

creatures who lived therein.

At earliest dawn our camp was astir, and

an hour later we had started upon our memor-

able expedition. Often in my dreams have

I thought that I might live to be a war

correspondent. In what wildest one could

I have conceived the nature of the campaign

which it should be my lot to report ? Here,

then, is my first despatch from a field of

battle.

Our numbers had been reinforced during

the night by a fresh batch of natives from the

caves, and we may have been four or five hun-

dred strong when we made our advance. A

fringe of scouts were thrown out in front, and

behind them the whole force in a solid column

made their way up the long slope of the bush

country until we were near the edge of the

forest. Here they spread out into a thin,

straggling line of spearmen and bowmen.

Roxton and Challenger took their position

upon the right flank, while Summerlee and I

were on the left. It was a host of the Stone

Age that we were accompanying to battleâ��

we with the last word of the gunsmith's art

from St. James's Street and the Strand.

We had not long to wait for our enemy. A

wild, shrill clamour rose from the edge of the

wood, and suddenly a body of ape-men rushed

out with clubs and stones and made for the

centre of the Indian line. It was a valiant

move but a foolish one, for the great bandy-

legged creatures were slow of foot, while their

opponents were as active as cats. It was

horrible to see the fierce brutes, with foaming

mouths and glaring eyes, rushing and grasp-

ing, but for ever missing their elusive enemies,

while arrow after arrow buried itself in their

hides. One great fellow ran past me roaring

with pain, with a dozen darts sticking from

his chest and ribs. In mercy I put a bullet

through his skull and he fell sprawling among

the aloes. But this was the only shot fired,

for the attack had been on the centre of the

line, and the Indians there had needed no

help of ours in repulsing it. Of all the ape-

men who had rushed out into the open, I do

not think that one got back to cover.

But the matter was more deadly when we

came among the trees. For an hour or more

after we entered the wood there was a des[>e-

rate struggle, in which for a time we hardly

held our own. Springing out from among

the scrub, the ape-men with huge clubs broke

in upon the Indians, and often felled three

or four of them before they could be speared.

Their frightful blows shattered everything

upon which they fell. One of them knocked

Summerlee's rifle to matchwood, and the next

would have crushed his skull had an Indian

not stabbed the beast to the heart. Other

ape-men in the trees above us hurled down

stones and logs of wood, occasionally drop-

ping bodily on to our ranks and fighting

furiously until they were felled. Once our

allies broke under the pressure, and had it not

been for the execution done by our rifles they

would certainly have taken to their heels.

But they were gallantly rallied by their old

chief, and came on with such a rush that the

ape-men began in turn to give way. Summer-

lee was weaponless, but I was emptying my

magazine as quick as I could fire, and on the

farther flank we heard the continuous crack-

ing of our companions' rifles. Then, in a

moment, came the panic and the collapse.

Screaming and howling, the great creatures

rushed away in all directions through the

brushwood, while our allies yelled in their

savage delight, following swiftly after their

flying enemies. All the feuds of countless

generations, all the hatreds and cruelties of

their narrow history, all the memories of ill-

usage and persecution were to be purged that

day. At last man was to be supreme and the

man-beast to find for ever his allotted place.

Fly as they would, the fugitives were too

slow to escape from the active savages, and

from every side in the tangled woods we heard

the exultant yells, the twanging of bows, and

the crash and thud as ape-men were brought

down from their hiding-places in the trees.

I was following the others when 1 found

that Roxton and Challenger had come

across to join us.

" It's over," said Roxton. " I think we

can leave the tidying-up to them. Perhaps

the less we see of it the better we shall sleep.''

Challenger's eyes were shining with the

lust of slaughter.

" We have been privileged," he cried,

strutting about like a gamecock, " to be

present at one of the typical decisive battles

of historyâ��the battles which have determined

the fate of the world. What, my friends, is

the conquest of one nation by another ? It

is meaningless. Each produces the same

result. But those fierce fights, when in the

dawn of the ages the cave-dwellers held their

own against the tiger-folk, or the elephants

first found that they had a master, those were
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the real conquestsâ��the victories that count.

By this strange turn of Fate we have seen

and helped to decide even such a contest.

Now upon this plateau the future must ever

be for man."

It needed a robust faith in the end to

justify such tragic means. As \ve advanced

together through the woods we found the

ape-men lying thick,, transfixed with spears

or arrows. Here and there a little group of

shattered Indians showed where one of the

anthropoids had turned to bay and sold his

life dearly. Always in front of us we heard

the yelling and roaring which showed the

direction of the pursuit. The ape-men had

been driven back to their city ; they had made

a last stand there ; once again they had

been broken, and now we were in time to

see the final fearful scene of all. Some

eighty or a hundred males, the last survivors,

had been driven across that same little clearing

which led to the edge of the cliff, the scene

of our own exploit two days before. As we

arrived the Indians, a semicircle of spearmen,

had'closed in on them, and in a minute it

was over. Thirty or forty of the bravest died

where they stood. The others, screaming

and clawing, were thrust over the precipice

and went hurtling down, as their prisoners had

done of old, on to the sharp bamboos six

hundred feet below. It was as Challenger

had said, and the reign of man was assured for

ever in Maple White Land. The males were

exterminated, Ape Town was destroyed, the

females and young were driven away to live

in bondage, and the long rivalry of untold

centuries had reached its bloody end.

For us the victory brought much advantage.

Once again we were able to visit our camp

and get at our stores. Once more also we

were able to communicate with Zambo, who

had been terrified by the spectacle from afar

of an avalanche of apes falling from the edge

of the cliff.

" Come away, massasâ��come away ! " he

cried, his eyes starting from his head. " The

debbil get you sure if you stay up there."

" It is the voice of sanity !" said Sum-

merlee, with conviction. " We have had

adventures enough, and they are neither

suitable to our character nor our position.

I hold you to your word, Challenger. From

now onwards you devote your energies to

getting us out of this horrible country and

back once more to civilization."

CHAPTER XV.

" OUR EYES HAVE SEEN GREAT WONDERS."

_I WRITE this from day to day, but I trust

that before I come to the end of it I may be

able to say that the light shines, at last,

through our clouds. We are held here with

no clear means of making our escape, and

bitterly we chafe against it. Yet I can well

imagine that the day may come when we

may be glad that we were kept, against our

will, to see something more of the wonders

of this singular place and of the creatures

who inhabit it.

The victor}' of the Indians and the annihila-

tion of the ape-men marked the turning-point

of our fortunes. From then onwards we

were, in truth, masters of the plateau, for the

natives looked upon us with a mixture of

fear and gratitude, since by our strange

powers we had aided them to destroy their

hereditary foe. For their own sakes they

would perhaps be glad to see the departure

of such formidable and incalculable people,

but they have not themselves suggested any-

way by which we may reach the plains below.

There had been, so far as we could follow their

signs, a tunnel by which the place could be

approached, the lower exit of which we had

seen from below. By this, no doubt, both

ape-men and Indians had at different epochs

reached the top, and Maple White, with his

companion, had taken the same way. Only

the year before, however, there had been a

terrific earthquake, and the upper end of the

tunnel had fallen in and completely dis-

appeared. The Indians now could only

shake their heads and shrug their shoulders

when we expressed by signs our desire to

descend. It may be that they cannot, but

it may also be that they will not, help us

to get away.

At the end of the victorious campaign the

surviving ape-folk were driven across the

plateau (their wailings were horrible) and

established in the neighbourhood of the

Indian caves, where they would, from now

onwards, be a servile race under the eyes of

their masters. It was a rude, raw. primeval

version of the Jews in Babylon, or the

Israelites in Egypt. At night we could hear,

from amid the trees, the long-drawn cry as

some primitive Ezekiel mourned for fallen

greatness and recalled the departed glories

of Ape Town. Hewers of wood and drawers

of waterâ��such were they from now onwards.

We had returned across the plateau with

our allies two days after the battle, and made

our camp at the foot of their cliffs. They

would have had us share their caves with

them, but Roxton would by no means

consent to it, considering that to do so would

put us in their power if they were treacherously
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disposed. We kept our independence, there-

fore, and had our weapons ready for any

emergency, while preserving the most friendly

relations. We also continually visited their

caves, which were most remarkable places,

though whether made by man or by Nature we

vS..:>.-. 30.

have never been able to determine. They

were all on the one stratum, hollowed out of

some soft rock, which lay between the vol-

canic basalt, forming the ruddy cliffs above

them, and the hard granite which formed

their base.
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The openings were about eighty feet above

the ground, and were led up to by long stone

stairs, so narrow and steep that no large

animal could mount them. Inside they were

warm and dry, running in straight passages

of varying length into the side of the hill,

with smooth grey walls, decorated with many

excellent pictures done with charred sticks,

and representing the various animals of the

plateau. If every living thing were swept

from the country the future explorer would

find upon the walls of these caves ample

evidence of the strange fauna, the dinosaurs,

iguanodons, and fish-lizards, which had lived

so recently upon earth.

Since we had learned that the huge iguano-

dons were kept as tame herds by their owners,

and were simply walking meat-stores, we had

conceived that man. even with his primitive

weapons, had established his ascendancy upon

the plateau. We were soon to discover that

it was not so, and that he was still there upon

tolerance. It was upon the third day after

our forming our camp near the Indian caves

that the tragedy occurred. Challenger and

Summerlee had gone off together that day

to the lake, where some of the natives, under

their direction, were engaged in harpooning

specimens of the great lizards. Lord John

Roxton and I had remained in our camp,

while a number of the Indians were scattered

about upon the grassy slope in front of the

caves, engaged in different ways. Suddenly

there was a shrill cry of alarm, with the

word " Itopu ! " resounding from a hundred

tongues. From every side men, women, and

children were rushing wildly for shelter,

swarming up the staircases and into the caves

in a mad stampede.

Looking up, we could see them waving

their arms from the rocks above, and beckon-

ing to us to join them in their refuge. We

had both seized our magazine rifles, and ran

out to see what the danger could be. Sud-

denly from the near belt of trees there broke

forth a group of twelve or fifteen Indians,

running for their lives, and at their very

heels two of those frightful monsters which

had disturbed our camp and pursued me

upon my solitary journey. In shape they

were like horrible toads, and moved in a

succession of springs, but in size they were

of an incredible bulk, larger than the largest

elephant. We had never before seen them

save at night, and, indeed, they are nocturnal

animals, save when disturbed in their lairs,

as these had been. We now stood amazed at

the sight, for their blotched and warty skins

were of a curious, fish-like iridescence, and

the sunlight struck them with an ever-varying

rainbow bloom as they moved.

We had little time to watch them, however,

for in an instant they had overtaken the

fugitives and. were making a dire slaughter

among them. Their method was to fall

forward with their full weight upon each in

turn, and, leaving him crushed and mangled,

to bound on after the others. The wretched

Indians screamed with terror, but were help-

less, run as they would, before the relentless

purpose and horrible activity of these mon-

strous creatures. One after another they

went down, and there were not half-a-dozen

surviving by the time my companion and I

could come to their help. But our aid was

of little avail, and only involved us in the

same peril. At the range of a couple of hun-

dred yards we emptied our magazines, firing

bullet after bullet into the beasts, but with

no more effect than if we were pelting them

with pellets of paper. Their slow reptilian

natures cared nothing for wounds, and the

springs of their lives, with no special brain

centre, but scattered throughout their spinal

cords, could not be tapped by any modern

weapons. The most that we could do was to

check their progress by distracting their

attention with the flash and roar of our guns,

and so to give both the natives and oursslves

time to reach the steps which led to safety.

But where the conical explosive bullets of the

twentieth century were of no avail, the

poisoned arrows of the natives, dipped in the

juice of strophanthus and steeped afterwards

in decayed carrion, could succeed. Such

arrows were of little avail to the hunter who

attacked the beast, because their action in

that torpid circulation was slow, and before

its powers failed it could certainly overtake

and slay its assailant.

But now, as the two monsters hounded us

to the very foot of the stairs, a drift of darts

came whistling from every chink in the cliff

above them. In a minute they were feathered

with them, and yet, with no sign of pain, they

clawed and slobbered with impotent rage at

the steps which would lead them to their

victims, mounting clumsily up for a few yards

and then sliding down again to the ground.

But at last the poison worked. One of them

gave a deep, rumbling groan and dropped

his huge squat head on to the earth. The

other bounded round in an eccentric circle,

with shrill, wailing cries, and then, lying down,

writhed in agony for some minutes before it

also stiffened and lay still.

With yells of triumph the Indians came

flocking down from their caves, and danced
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a frenzied dance of victory round the dead

bodies, in mad joy that two more of the most

dangerous of all their enemies had been

slain. That night they cut up and removed

the bodies, not to eatâ��for the poison was

still activeâ��but lest they should breed a

pestilence. The great reptilian hearts, how-

ever, each as large as a cushion, still lay there

beating slowly and steadily, with a gentle

rise and fall, in horrible independent life. It

was only upon the third day that the ganglia

ran down and the dreadful things were still.

Some day, when I have a better desk than

a meat-tin, and more help-

ful tools than a worn stub

of pencil and a last tattered

notebook, I will write

some fuller account of the

Accala Indians, of our life

amongst them, and of the

glimpses which we

had of the strange

conditions of won-

drous Maple White

Land. Memory, at

least, will never

fail me, for so long

as the breath of

life is in me every

hour and every

action of that

period will stand

out as hard and

clear as do the first

strange happen-

ings of our child-

hood. No new

impressions could

efface those which

are so deeply cut.

When the time

comes I will de-

scribe that won-

drous moonlit

night upon the

great lake when a

young ichthyo-

saurusâ��a strange

creature, half-seal,

half-fish, to look

at, with bone-

covered eyes on

e'ach side of his

snout, and a third

eye fixed upon the

top of his headâ��

was entangled in

an Indian net,

and nearly upset

our canoe before we towed it ashore ; the

same night that a green water-snake shot

out from the rushes and carried off in its

coils the steersman of Challenger's boat. I

will tell, too, of the great nocturnal white

thing â�� to

this day

we do not

know

whether it

was beast

or reptileâ��

which lived

'A GRKEN WATKR-SNAKE SHOT OUT FROM THE RUSHKS AND CARBIF.D OFF

IN ITS COILS THE STEERSMAN OF CHALLENGER'S BOAT."
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from head to foot,â��phororachus

its name, according to our

panting but exultant Professor

â��went down before Roxton's

rifle in a flurry of waving

feathers and kicking limbs, with

two remorseless yellow eyes

glaring up from the midst of

it. May I live to see that flat-

tened, vicious skull in its own

niche amid the trophies of the

Albany. Finally, I will surely

give some account of the toxo-

don, the giant ten-foot guinea-

pig with projecting chisel teeth,

which we killed as it drank in

the grey of the morning by the

side of the lake.

All this I shall some day write

at fuller length,and amidst these

in a vile swamp to the east of the

lake, and flitted about with a faint

phosphorescent glimmer in the

darkness. The Indians were so

terrified of it that they would not

go near the place, and, though we

twice made expeditions and saw

it each time, we could not make

our way through the deep marsh

in which it lived. I can only say

that it seemed to be larger than a

cow and had the strangest musky

odour. I will tell, also, of the huge

bird which chased Challenger to

the shelter of the rocks one dayâ��

a great running bird, far taller than

an ostrich, with a vulture-like neck

and cruel head which made it a

walking death. As Challenger

climbed to safety, one dart of that

savage curving beak shore off the

heel of his boot as if it had been cut with a

chisel. This time, at least, modern weapons

prevailed, and the great creature, twelve feet

THE HUGE BIRD CHASK1) CHALLENGER TO THE SHELTER

OF THE ROCKS."

more stirring days I would tenderly sketch in

those lovely summer evenings when, with the

deep blue sky above us, we lay in good com-
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radeship among the long grasses by the wood,

and marvelled at the strange fowl that swept

over us and the quaint new creatures which

crept from their burrows to watch us, while

above us the boughs of the bushes were

heavy with luscious fruit and below us strange

and lovely flowers peeped at us from among

(he herbage ; or those long, moonlit nights

w'len we lay out upon the shimmering surface

01 the great lake, and watched with wonder

and awe the huge circles rippling out from

the sudden splash of some fantastic monster ;

or the greenish gleam, far down in the deep

water, of some strange creature upon the

confines of darkness. These are the scenes

which my mind and my pen will dwell upon

in every detail at some future day.

But, you will ask. why these experiences,

and why this delay, when you and your

comrades should have been occupied day and

night in the devising of some means by which

you could return to the outer world ? My

answer is that there was not one of us who

was not working for this end, but that our

work had been in vain. One fact we had very

speedily discovered â�� the Indians would do

nothing to help us. In every other way they

were our friendsâ��one might almost say our

devoted slavesâ��but when it was suggested

that they should help us to make and carry a

plank which would bridge the chasm, or

when we wished to get from them thongs of

leather or liana to weave ropes which might

help us, we were met by a good-humoured

but an invincible refusal. They would smile,

twinkle their eyes, shake their heads, and

there was the end of it. Even the old chief

met us with the same obstinate denial, and

it was only Maretas, the youngster whom we

had saved, who looked wistfully at us and

told us by his gestures that he was grieved

for our thwarted wishes.

Ever since their crowning triumph with the

ape-men they looked upon us as supermen,

who bore victory in the tubes of strange

weapons, and they believed that so long as

we remained with them good fortune would

be theirs. A little red-skinned wife and a

cave of our own were freely offered to each of

us, if we would but forget our own people and

dwell for ever upon the plateau. So far all

had been kindly, however far apart our

desires might be, but we felt well assured

that our actual plans of a descent must be

kept secret, for we had reason to fear that at

the last they might try to hold us by force.

In spite of the danger from dinosaurs

(which is not great save at night, for, as

I may have said before, they are mostly

nocturnal in their habits), I have twice in the

last three weeks been over to our old camp

in order to see our nesjro, who still kept watch

and ward below the cliff. My eyes strained

eagerly across the great plain in the hope of

seeing afar off the help for which we prayed.

But the long cactus-strewn levels still stretched

away, empty and bare, to the distant line of

the cane-brake.

" They will come soon now, Massa Malone.

Before another week pass Indian come back

and bring rope and fetch you down." Such

was the cheery cry of our excellent Zambo.

I had one strange experience as I came

from this second visit, which had involved

my being away for a night from my com-

panions. I was returning along the well-

remembered route, and had reached a spot

within a mile or so of the marsh of the ptero-

dactyls, when I saw an extraordinary object

approaching me. It was a man who walked

inside a framework made of bent canes, so that

he was enclosed on all sides in a bell-shaped

cage. As I drew nearer I was more amazed

still to see that it was Lord John Roxton.

When he saw me he slipped from under his

curious protection and came towards me

laughing, and yet, as I thought, with some

confusion in his manner.

" Well, young fellah," said he. " who would

have thought of meetin' you up here ? "

" What in the world are you doing ? " I

asked.

" Visitin' my friends the pterodactyls,"

said he.

" But why ? "

" Interestin' beasts, don't you think ?

But unsociable. Nasty rude ways with

strangers, as you may remember. So I

rigged this framework, which keeps them

from bein' too pressin' in their attentions."

" But what do you want in the swamp ? "

I asked.

He looked at me with a very questioning

eye, and I read hesitation and some annoy-

ance in his fare.

" Don't you think other people besides

professors can want to know things ? " he said,

at last. " I'm studyin' the pretty dears.

That's enough for you."

" No offence," said I.

His good-humour returned and he laughed.

" No offence, young fellah. I'm goin' to

get a young devil chick for Challenger.

That's one of my jobs. No, I don't want

your company. I'm safe in this cage, and

you are not. So long, and I'll be back in

camp by nightfall."

He turned away, and I left him wandering
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on through the wood with his extraordinary

cage around him.

If Lord John's behaviour at this time was

strange, that of Challenger was more so,

I may say that he seemed to possess an extra-

ordinary fascination for the Indian women,

and that he always carried a large, spreading

palm branch with which he beat them off

as if they were flies when their attentions

became too pressing. To see him walking,

like a comic-opera Sultan, with this badge of

authority in his hand, his black beard

bristling in front of him, his toes pointing at

each step, and a train of wide-eyed Indian

girls behind him, clad in their slender drapery

of bark-cloth, is one of the most grotesque

of all the pictures which I will carry back with

me. As to Summerlee, he was absorbed in

the insect and bird life of the plateau, and

spent his whole time (save that considerable

portion which was devoted to abusing Chal-

lenger for not getting us out of our difficulties)

in cleaning and mounting his specimens.

Challenger had been in the habit of walking

off by himself every morning and returning

from time to time with looks of portentous

solemnity, as one who bears the full weight

of a great enterprise upon his shoulders.

One day, palm branch in hand and his crowd

of adoring devotees behind him, he led us

down to his hidden workshop and took us into

the secret of his plans.

The place was a small clearing in the centre

of a palm grove. In this was one of those

boiling mud geysers which I have already

described. Around its edge were scattered a

number of leathern thongs cut from iguanodon

hide, and a large collapsed membrane, which

proved to be the dried and scraped stomach

of one of the great fish-lizards from the lake.

This huge sack had been sewn up at one end

and only a small orifice left at the other.

Into this opening several bamboo canes had

been inserted, and the other ends of these

canes were in contact with conical clay funnels,

which collected the gas bubbling up through

the mud of the geyser. Soon the flaccid

organ began to slowly expand and show such a

tendency to upward movement that Challenger

fastened the cords which held it to the trunks

of the surrounding trees. In half an hour a

good-sized gas-bag had been formed, and the

jerking and straining upon the thongs showed

that it was capable of considerable lift.

Challenger, like a glad father in the presence

of his first-born, stood smiling and stroking

his beard in silent, self-satisfied content as

he gazed at the creation of his brain. It was

Summerlee who first broke the silence.

" You don't mean us to go up in that

thing, Challenger ? " slid he, in an acid voice.

" I mean, my dear Summerlee, to give you

such a demonstration of its powers that after

seeing it you will, I am sure, have no hesitation

in trusting yourself to it."

" You can put it right out of your headâ��

now, at once," said Summerlee, with decision.

" Nothing on earth would induce me to

commit such a folly. Lord John, I trust

that you will not countenance such madnesi."

" Dooced ingenious, I call it," said our peer.

" I'd like to see how it works."

" So you shall," said Challenger. " For

some days I have exerted my whole brain

force upon the problem of how we shall

descend from these cliffs. We have satisfied

ourselves that we cannot climb down, and

that there is no tunnel. We are also unable

to construct any kind of bridge which may

take us back to the pinnacle from which we

came. How, then, shall I find a means to

convey us ? Some little time ago I had

remarked to our young friend here that gas

of an extraordinary lightness was evolved

from the geyser. The idea of a balloon

naturally followed. I was, I will admit, some-

what baffled by the difficulty of discovering

an envelope to contain the gas, but the

contemplation of the immense entrails of

these reptiles supplied me with a solution to

the problem. Behold the result! "

He put one hand in the front of his ragged

jacket and pointed proudly with the other.

By this time the gas-bag had swollen to a

goodly rotundity, and was jerking strongly

upon its lashings.

" Midsummer madness ! " snorted Sum-

merlee.

Roxton was delighted with the whole idea.

" Clever old dear, ain't he ? " he whispered

to me, and then, louder, to Challenger:

" What about a car ? "

" The car will be my next care. I have

already planned how it is to be made and

attached. Meanwhile, I will simply show

you how capable my apparatus is of supporting

the weight of each of us."

" All of us, surely ? "

" No; it is part of my plan that each in

turn shall descend, as in a parachute, and the

balloon be drawn back by means which I shall

have no difficulty in perfecting. If it will

support the weight of one and let him gently

down, it will have done all that is required of

it. I will now show you its capacity in that

direction."

He brought out a lump of basalt of a con-

siderable size, constricted in the middle so
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that a cord could be easily

attached to it. This cord was

the one which we had brought

with us on to the plateau

after we had used it for

climbing the pinnacle. It

was over a hundred feet long,

and, though it was thin, it

was very strong. He had

prepared a sort of collar of

leather with many straps de-

pending from it. This collar

was placed over the dome of

the balloon, and the hang-

ing thongs were gathered

together below so that the

pressure of any weight would

be diffused over a consider-

able surface. Then the lump

of basalt was fastened to the

thongs and the rope was

allowed to hang from the end

of it, being passed three times

round the Professor's arm.

" I will now," said Chal-

lenger, with a smile of pleased

anticipation, " demonstrate

the carrying power of my

balloon." As he said so he

cut with his knife the various

lashings that held it.

Never was our expedi-

tion in more imminent

danger of complete annihi-

lation. The inflated mem-

brane shot up with fright-

ful velocity into the air.

In an instant Challenger

was pulled off his feet and

dragged after it. I had

just time to throw my

arms round his ascending

waist when I was myself

whipped up into the air.

Lord John had me with a

rat-trap grip round the legs,

but I felt that he also was

coming off the ground. For

a moment I had a vision of

four adventurers floating like

a string of

sausages over the

land that they

had explored.

But, happily,

there were limits

to the strain

which the rope

would stand,

" LORD JOHN HAD ME WITH A RAT-TRAP

GRIP ROUND THE I.EOS, BUT I FELT THAT 11B

ALSO WAS COM INC OKK THK GROUND."

though none apparently

to the lifting powers of

this infernal gas. There

was a sharp crack, and

we were in a heap upon

the ground with coils of

rope all over us. When

we were able to stagger

to our feet we saw, far

off in the deep blue sky,

one dark spot where the

lump of basalt was

speeding upon its way.

" Splendid !" cried the

undaunted Challenger,

rubbing his injured arm.

" A most thorough and

satisfactory demonstra-

tion ! I could not have

anticipated such a suc-

cess. Within a week,

gentlemen, I promise

that a second balloon will

be prepared,and that you

can count upon taking in

safety and comfort the

1 first stage of our home-

ward journey."

So far I have written

each of the foregoing

events as it occurred.

Now I am rounding off

my narrative from the

old camp where Zambo has

waited so long, with all our

difficulties and dangers left like

a dream behind us upon the

summit of those vast, ruddy

crags which tower above our

heads. We have descended in

safety, though in a most un-

expected fashion, and all is

well with us. In six weeks or

two months we shall be in

London, and it is possible that

this letter may not reach you

much earlier than we do our-

selves. Already our hearts

yearn and our spirits fly

towards the great mother city

which holds so much that is

dear to us. Yet even there

what adventures may await

us and what reception is our

story likely to receive ? My

instinct tells me that the last

chapter of our experiences

may be the strangest and

most eventful of all.

(To be concluded.)
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AS dull and sombre as

*Â» their cloth. The term,

on more than one occasion,

has been applied, in a more

or less contemptuous vein,

to the clergy in general by

those who assert that one

of the chief causes of empty

churches and the growing

distaste for religion is that

the clergyman of to-day is

wholly unattractive. His

personality lacks magnet-

ism ; his conversation is

monotonous and uninterest-

ing ; in his preaching there

is no fire or enthusiasm; he

does not get down to the

people ; he seems obsessed

with the idea that his sole

mission is to make people

think, and that it is unbe-

coming and undignified on

his part to endeavour to

attract or entertain them

with his discourse â�� in a

word, he takes such a lugubrious view of life

that he defeats his main object by repelling

people.

Such are the accusations which are levelled

against him. That there is some truth in

them seems to be recognized by Dr. Cosmo

Gordon Lang, Archbishop of York, who,

when he was Bishop of Stepney, remarked,

apropos of the children of the East-end,

" They are doing a great deal to rebuke the

tendency of the clergy to become middle-

aged in spiritâ��dull, morose, and superior."

And he told one of his favourite stories of an

East-end cleric who was feeling lifeless and

disconsolate on setting out on his daily round

of visits, when a little street urchin looked

up at him with a cheerful eye and knowing

smile and said :â��

' 'Ullo, young man ! "

" That greeting quite set the parson up

for the rest of the day," Dr. Lang declares.

And it was Dr. Ingram who once declared

that '' a sense of humour is essential to

success. If a young man has no sense of

" HIS PERSON-

ALITY LACKS

MAGNETISM."

humour I would keep him At college until he

got one."

As a matter of fact, men like the Arch-

bishop of York ; Dr. Davidson, Archbishop

of Canterbury ; Dr. Ingram, the Bishop ol

London ; Dr. Knox, Bishop of Manchester;

Bishop Welldon, Dean of Manchester; ft.

Boyd Carpenter, late Bishop of Ripon;

Dean Pigou ; the Rev. R. J. Campbell, and

other famous clerics whose sense of humour

and bonhomie have added not a little to their

popularity, have, by their example, endea-

voured to remove the reproach that the clergy

of to-day are deficient in the knowledge of

what attracts the public.

They may not possess the wit and capacity

for small talk which characterized Sydney

Smith, for instance, whose ban mot when

walking in the garden in company with a

"'ULLO, YOUNG MAN !"

lady to whom he was much attached is Â»

typical example of his readiness of speech.

" Oh, Mr. Smith," said the lady, " do you

not think that these sweet-peas are near to

. perfection ? "
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" Permit me, madam," responded the wit,

leading her forward, " to bring perfection

near to the sweet-peas."

Or that of Bishop Wilberforce, who gave

as the reason for his sobriquet, " Soapy Sam,"

that " he was always in hot water, and always

came out of it with clean hands," and whose

wit is further illustrated by the following

anecdote.

He was caught one day in a sudden and

heavy shower, when Lords Palmerston and

Granville passed him in a carriage. The

former, referring to a pre-

vious conversation, put his

head out of the window

and banteringly said to the

Bishop :â��

How blest is he who ne'er

consents

By ill advice to walk !

Looking directly at Lord

Granville, the prelate

capped the quotation by

finishing the verse thus:â��

Nor stands in sinners' ways, nor

sits

Where men profanely talk.

It was the same witty

prelate who, when asked

the Latin for hearse, at

once replied, " Mors omni-

bus, of course."

Although, however, we

may not have a counter-

part of Smith or Wilber-

force living to-day, it is

possible to point to a num- >< HOW AWFUL IT

her of eminent ecclesiastics GIRAFFE TO HAVE

who possess the saving grace

of humour in a marked degree. Reference

has already been made to Dr. Lang, and

it is interesting to recall that it was he

who, when the late Queen Victoria remarked

upon his employing twelve curates at Portsea,

and suggested that if he had a wife he could

do with at least three fewer, replied, " Well,

madam, if I disagree with my curates we can

part, but if I disagreed with my wife, then it

is I who might have to leave."

Of course, one of the most delightful of

clerical raconteurs was the late Dean Hole,

who in his " Memories " has left behind a

plethora of good stories concerning authors,

artists, sportsmen, athletes, and preachers

with whom he came into contact during his

praiseworthy life. His name, however,

instantly reminds one of the Very Rev.

Francis Pigou, the genial Dean of Bristol,

who, in spite of his eighty years, is still

VOL

vigorous, hale, and hearty. The Dean is

famous for his anecdotes, and the writer

remembers him telling the following story

about his cousin, Goldwin Smith, on his

eightieth birthday, in January, 1912. One

day at breakfast Goldwin Smith was particu-

larly silent, and his father exclaimed, " A

penny for your thoughts, Goldwin."

" My thoughts." said Goldwin, with a

sudden start. " Oh, I was merely think-

ing how awful it must be for a giraffe to

have a sore throat."

The Dean has for many

years been an advocate for

advancement and improve-

ment in church music, and

he has spoken strongly

against what he called

" corkscrew chants which

were full of accidentals, and

made the congregation feel

as if they did not know

where they were." He is

also against the long inter-

ludes which occur in much

church music. In this

connection he once told an

amusing story.

Two sailors met one day,

and one of them asked the

other :â��

" Where have you been

to-day, Bill ? "

" To church," was the

reply.

" What did you hear in

church, Bill ? "'

" Oh, anthems."

" What is an anthem ? "

was the next question.

"Oh," replied Bill, "if I said, 'Give

me that spade,' that would be a hymn.

But if I said ' Give me that spade. Alleluia !

Amen ! Alleluia ! Amen !' that would be

an anthem."

One of the Dean's stories regarding prayer

is worth reprinting, though it may possibly

be a chestnut. There had been a children's

party the night before, and a little girl had

gone to bed very late.

" I am afraid, dear, you did not say your

prayers before you went to bed," said her

mother next morning.

" No, mamma," was the answer, " I did

not. But I knelt down and said, ' O God,

I am too tired to say my prayers,' and He

said, ' Pray don't mention it, Miss Jones.' "

Dr. Davidson, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, is fond of telling this story. As

MUST BE FOR A

A SORE THROAT.'
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some people are aware,

his wife, Mrs. Davidson,

is a daughter of the former

Archbishop of Canter-

bury, Dr. Tail, to whom

the present Primate was

formerly secretary. One

day, while assisting with

his Grace's correspond-

ence, the Archbishop

asked the then Mr. David-

son to read a letter he

was about to send to the

Press, remarking: " I have

never yet written a letter

of importance without

giving it to someone to

find faults in it. The

silliest people are some-

times the best critics, so

take this draft, Mr. David-

son, and give me your

candid opinion upon it."

A delightful speaker,

with ready wit, Dr. David-

son has produced some sparkling repartee at

times, notably when going in to luncheon

with a crowd of ecclesiastics, one of whom

exclaimed : " Now to put a bridle on our

appetites."

To which the Archbishop retorted, with-

out a second's hesitation : " Now to put a

bit between my teeth."

Dr. Davidson is probably the finest horse-

man among the occupants

of the episcopal benches, a

fact which throws some light

on the retort.

The sense of humour of

Dr. Ingram, Bishop of Lon-

don, is very marked. In the

words of Mr. Harold Begbie,

" he fronts life genially."

Some time ago, at a meeting

at the Trocadero Restaurant,

he told the story of an old

Scotch gillie who was wont to

refer to him as the " Minister

of London." " On one occa-

sion," says Dr. Ingram,

" when I was in Scotland, I

nearly converted all the

gillies from Presbyterianism

to Episcopalianism. I said

to them : ' Now, old boys,

six salmon before lunch,' and

held up five fingers and a

thumb. By an extraordinary-

coincidence I had six rises and

WHAT DID YOU HKAR IN CHURCH,

BILL?"

caught six eighteen-pound

salmon. That was why

the ' Minister of London '

has an inflated reputation

on the Tay."

A keen sense of humour

is also the chief charac-

teristic of that " straight-

f r o m- the-shoulder"

Bishop, Dr. Knox, Bishop

of Manchester, whose ser-

vices on the sands at

Blackpool during the

summer, and his straight

talks to the thousands of

Lancashire mill - hands

who make holiday there,

have become institutions.

Preaching on one occasion

on charity; Dr. Knox,

dealing with the various

types of wastrels that

parade up and down the

country, told an amusing

story of a particularly

proud and haughty member of the fraternity.

An old lady, being accosted by him, gave

him a threepenny-piece. The beggar, holding

the coin in the palm of his hand, gazed at

it for some seconds.

"Wot d'ye think I'm goin' to do with

this ? " he growled*

" Oh, keep it," said the old lady, sweetly.

" Keep it, and give it to some poor tramp."

I SAID TO THEM : ' NOW, OLD BOYS, SIX SALMON BF.FORE LUNCH,'

AND HELD UP FIVE FINGERS AND A THUMH.'"
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'"WOT D'YE THINK I'M GOIN" TO i>o WITH

THIS?' HE (1ROWLKD."

Dr. King, Bishop of Lincoln, tells a good

story of a trip he once took in the High-

lands of Scotland in company with a big,

burly Churchman. While crossing a loch in

a small boat a heavy storm overtook them.

Immediately Dr. King's companion began

to pray. But this did not please the

matter-of-fact boatman, who expostulated

in loud tones.

" Na, na ! " he exclaimed, pointing to Dr.

King. " This wee mon can

pray, but you big 'un mun

row."

It is Dr. King, too, who

tells the story of how he

was sitting in a chair by

the seashore, and, on at-

tempting to rise, found

that his legs were not so

young as they were. While

he was still struggling to

gain an 'erect position a

fisherman's little daughter

came along and lent her

aid.

" Thank you, little girl,"

said the Bishop, when

safely on his feet.

" Oh, it's nothing," said

the girl, in reply. " I've

helped father to get up

many a time when he has

been quite as tipsy as

you."

There is delightful

humour, too, in the following remarks of Dr.

Gore, who in August, 1911, was transferred

from Birmingham to the See of Oxford.

During a speech a short time ago he said his

earliest educational recollection was of being

addressed in rather a rough voice with the

words, " Why are you fidgeting, you naughty

boy ? " Then he was slapped. If he had

then known what he should hear on the

modern educational platform, he would have

replied, " Madam, you are unaware that

these wrigglings on my part are only the

indications which Nature gives of the safety-

valve which requires regular movement."

A good illustration of the wit of Bishop

Welldon, the popular Dean of Manchester, is

afforded by the following story. Once at a

luncheon given by the Lord Mayor of Man-

chester, the Dean sat next to Sir Herbert

Tree.

" Well, Mr. Tree, what have you been

doing to-day ? " he asked.

" I went for a long motor-ride this morning

and lost a bet," replied the famous actor.

" Indeed," said the Dean. " And may I

ask what the bet was ? "

" I made a bet that we would pass through

four hundred different odours, and we only

encountered three hundred and ninety-nine."

" Ah," replied Bishop Welldon, promptly,

" you missed the odour of sanctity."

Dr. Boyd Carpenter, retired Bishop of

Ripon, is fond of making puns on his own

name, and once, when marrying a couple, he

KEEP YLR 'AIR ON ! I'VE GOT THE HOLD BUFFER INSIDE !
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caused much amusement by remarking, " I

am not only a Carpenter, but a ' joiner'

also."

A story, however, which the Bishop has

been heard to recount with glee concerns an

occasion when he was to perform the ceremony

at a very smart wedding in a West-end church.

As usual, a great crowd of people stood about

the doors and lined up on either side of the

strip of red carpet. Mag-

nificent carriages and

motor-cars rolled up and

disgorged the splendidly-

dressed guests, but at the

end of a long string of

fine equipages came a

deplorably ramshackle old

four - wheeler. It drew

up gloomily opposite the

strip of red carpet.

A couple of policemen

dashed at the cabby.

" Here, hi ! " they

shouted. " You can't stop

here ! The Bishop's just

coming ! "

The old cabman re-

garded them with a

scornful eye.

" Keep yer 'air on!

I've got the hold buffer

inside ! "

And Dr. Carpenter

opened the door and

stepped out.

The astute workings of

a child's mind are

strikingly illustrated by a story told by Dr.

Ryle, Dean of Westminster, who relates how

the five-year-old daughter of a well-known

clergyman walked into her father's study one

day and said :â��

" What are you writing, papa ? "

" I am writing a sermon, my dear," replied

the parent.

" How do you know what to write ? " was

the next question.

" God tells me what to write," was the

answer furnished.

Then, after watching her father for a few

minutes, the child exclaimed :â��

" Well, papa, if God tells you what to

write, why do you scratch some of it out ? "

And there is no one who enjoys a

good story better than Dr. Percival,

ROSE FOR KVKRY YEAR OF

LIFE."

Bishop of Hereford. Here is one of his

favourites.

Gwendoline, on the eve of her natal day,

had protested to her admirer, " But you must

guess my age," whereupon he said, " Very

well; and I will send you a rose for every

year of your life."

At the florist's the young man's order was

brief: " Send Miss Love eighteen of your

best roses to - morrow

morning. You know the

address."

A few minutes later the

proprietor happened to

look over the order-book.

" I see," he remarked,

to the assistant, " Mr.

Green hasordered eighteen

roses. He's one of our

best customers. Throw

in a dozen more ! "

Perhaps one may con-

clude with a story told

by the Rev. R. J. Camp-

bell, pastor of the City

Temple.

Mr. Campbell's story

concerns the minister of

a large parish who had

for some time been much

troubled by the scandal-

ous gossip that seemed to

be occupying the minds of

a portion of his flock, and,

after exercising a great

amount of tact and

perseverance, had at

last succeeded in running to earth the origina-

tor of most of the slander. The guilty one

was a regular attendant at the school-house

services, and the minister knew that, should

he take him to task personally and indi-

vidually, he would inevitably lose a sheepâ��

albeit a black one. So he decided to sermonize

him. Accordingly a special discourse was

prepared, and the following Sunday after-

noon it was hurled at the offending member

as he sat on a desk in the corner of the school-

room. Everybody present seemed fully to

appreciate the situation, and at the close of

the service departed quietly and thought-

fully for home. All except the black sheep,

who remarked to the minister :â��

" That wer' a fine sermon, sir. I'll bet

that hit some on 'em pretty 'ard !"
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N the gaiety of her heart

Fenella hummed a little song

as she moved about the room.

She was going to a ball

to-night, and tter soft pink

satin frock, just arrived, lay

outspread in all its loveliness

on the couch, with the little buckled shoes

near by, and a fan, and a rose for her hair.

She paused before them for a moment,

wishing it was time to dress, putting out a

finger and stroking the smooth surface of the

satin, like a child pleased with a new toy.

Only lately had she been emancipated, and

life seemed very good to her nineteen years.

She lived at high pressure in these times, in

a whirl of engagements, and as yet she was

singularly fresh and unspoiled, though one of

the beauties of her season.

She sat down presently, and, taking up a

pair of long white gloves, began% to draw

them on. The room beyond was her bed-

room. Through the half-opened door could

be seen the dressing-table with its oval

mirror framed in silver, and all the glittering

paraphernalia of the toilet-table. Not every

girl had a dainty suite to herself, but John

Ransom grudged nothing to his only daughter.

She was his idol. He cared little for luxury

himself; the earlier years of his life had been

passed in poverty, but he was glad to think

that his little girl, who had no equal in the

county for looks and good breeding, should

ruffle it with the best.

One glove on to her satisfaction, Fenella

drew it off and placed it with the fan. In the

act of putting on the other, she raised her

head and listened. There was a knock at

the door.

" Come in ! " She expected her father. " I

want to show you "

" You are at home, for a wonder," said her

brother, with a kind of surly satisfaction.

" Precious seldom I can find you."

He advanced to the hearth, looking at her

with sombre eyes that always, she felt, held a

tinge of resentment.

Fenella laughed and went on with her

glove-fitting.

" Why, you never want me, Harry. How

early you are ! "

He said nothing, looking down at the ground,

shoulders hunched up, and hands in his

pockets. He was broadly built and plain,

with eyes set deeply beneath frowning

brows. He was only a year younger than

Fenella, but there was little in sympathy

between them, though, to do Fenella

justice, she had often tried to bridge the

gulf she vaguely felt to be there. It

seemed a pity when there were only the

two of them.

As he remained silent, she went on smooth-

ing the glove into place and humming under

her breath a waltz that was popular just then.

Harry was always surly and unapproachable.

He suddenly flung himself down upon the

couch.

" Oh, my frock ! " Fenella exclaimed.

" Please be careful, Harry. Get up ; you'll

crush it."

He obeyed, muttering under his breath, and

she swept it away and took it into the next

room, shutting the door upon it as she came

back. Harry sat forward, staring straight in

front of him, hands tightly gripped together ;

then suddenly he lowered his head upon them

with a smothered groan. Fenella drew

nearer.

" What is the matter ? " she asked, a chill

sensation of disaster sweeping over her.

" What has happened ? Tell me ; I'll help

if I can."

He raised his head and looked at her with

a curious searching fixedness that yet seemed

mingled with fear.

" What Â«5 it ? " asked Fenella again, and

this time she unconsciously dropped her voice

to a whisper.

He took up one of the long kid gloves and

began tearing it to pieces with a slow,

desperate deliberation. She made no remon-

strance, but watched him shrinkingly. He

had never been like this before. She leaned
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nearer. " You are worried about something.

Let me help you ; I will if I can."

He turned upon her half fiercely.

" Do you mean it ? You can if you will.

You are the only one to save me. Fenella,

nelp me, do help me ! "

He put out his hands and gripped hers so

his lips ; " but if anyone has a right to make

allowances, you have ! "

He glanced around him, and then into

her startled face, giving a sneer as be

looked.

" Nothing's too good for you, Fenella.

Father's just crazy about you. He's proud

of you because people think you a beauty.

I'm uglyâ��homely, like himselfâ��and not too

good-tempered. He lavishes the best on ym

â��anything's good enough for me. He think

I ought to work as hard as he did years ago.

He keeps me short of cash on purpose to

spur me on. He ties me to the City, when I

loathe it; and he won't let me go away to

"'WHAT IS THE MATTKR ?' SHE ASKED, A CHII.L SENSATION OF DISASTER SWEEPING OVER HE*.

'WHAT HAS HAPPENED? TKLL ME; I'LL HELP IF I CAN.'"

tightly that she gave a cry. He flung them

away from him and sprang to his feet.

" Words, words ! " he said, bitterly. " You

don't mean it."

" Try me," she said ; " and be quick, or

father may come. Isn't it anything you can

tell him ? "

Harry burst into a harsh laugh. The sound

made her wince.

" When you hear, I suppose you'll be down

on me like the rest," he went on, moistening

the country, where I might have a chance.

Why should I bother you ? Perhaps in the

long run I might as well tell him, and then he d

kick me out for good and all. I was mad when

I did it, but if he'd treated me better "

He broke off with what sounded like a sob.

and, walking away, looked out of the window.

Fenella sat very still, her glance following

him.

It was jealousy all the time that had caused

the vague resentment in his eyes. She wished
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she had understood. She got up and went

to him, putting a hand on his arm.

" I'll do whatever I can to help, Harry.

What have you done ? "

" Forgery ! " He uttered the word in a

loud whisper, fear looking from his eyes. " I

signed another man's name to a cheque, and

it may be discovered any dayâ��to-morrow,

perhaps ; and thenâ��Fenellaâ��they give awful

sentences for forgery, don't they ? "

Fenella swayed towards him, and he put

his arm out. <c Whose name ? Father's ? "

He shook his head.

" Ballantyne's ! "

" No, no ?" She gave a sharp cry. " Not

Hugh Dalian tyne ! "

He nodded, speaking hurriedly in jerks.

" His cheque-book was on the tableâ��he had

gone outâ��he writes such an easy hand to

imitateâ��no flourishesâ��just simple and square

â��H-u " His fingers worked up and down,

forming the letters.

" Don't! " she said, sharply," don't! What

can we do? He's hardâ��I'm sure he's hard.

The disgrace for father ! He has always

prided himself "

" It was his fault," said the boy, with

passionate obstinacy. " I don't care what

anybody says, it was his fault! I wanted

money. I'dâ��well, I'd been bettingâ��they

told me it was a sure thing."

But Fenella paid no attention. Before her

eyes rose Hugh Ballantyne's face, with its

hard lines and firmly-compressed lipsâ��the

face of a man slow to condone a slipâ��even

the slip of a boy fourteen years his junior.

She had met him so often lately ; at balls, at

dinners, at theatre parties, Hugh Ballantyne

had always seemed to stand in the background,

tall, grave, impassive, but watchful of her all

the time. She knew that he admired her,

and only the other night she had warded off the

proposal that hovered on his lips. It was not

altogether unpleasant to know that she held

in the hollow of her hand the happiness

of a much-sought-after man, who had lived

his thirty-two years without giving up his

freedom for any woman ; a man who had

passed from childhood to boyhood, and

on to manhood, without womenfolk about

him, to make home pleasant. Perhaps

because he knew women so little he was apt

to put them on a pedestal, and Fenella, in

spite of her tear of his stern, unsmiling ways,

had not been averse to the heights. But

marry him !â��a thousand times no. She had

pictured someone young, handsome, debon-

air, with a gay enjoyment of life to match

her own.

Harry was in Ballantyne's office, with access

to his room. Ballantyne had been kind in his

severe way, but he expected good work from

all his people.

Fenella stirred. Harry's eyes were on her

with desperate appeal, as if in her lay all his

hopes of salvation. She twisted her hands

together in her lap.

" What can I do ? Let me tell father.

Perhaps Mr. Ballantyne would not be hardâ��

he likes father."

Harry gave a contemptuous laugh and

rose to his feet.

" Ballantyne's hard, but father's fifty times

harder. If that's all you can do, then I was

a fool to waste time." He flung himself

down on the couch again and faced her.

" Now, look here, Fenella. Ballantyne's

crazy about you. I know itâ��don't try to

deny itâ��it's patent to anybody with eyes.

Now do you see what I mean ? If you

promised to marry him he'd hush the thing

up ! "

Fenella sprang to her feet, her face flaming.

" How dare you ! " she exclaimed. " Oh,

how dare you ! Why should my life be spoilt

just because you "

He made a movement of finality.

" There you are ! Well, failing you, I've

always a remedy left."

The colour ebbed away again, leaving her

very white.

" What do you mean ? "

" Nevermind."

She caught his arm and shook it, hardly

knowing what she did.

" Wait, Harry; let me think. Oh, why

didn't you ask me before ? Father would

have given me the money, perhaps."

" I took the other way. I was mad, but

there didn't seem anybody that cared." He

spoke in a hoarse tone. "Somehow, I've always

been outside, alone ; I guess it might have

been different if mother hadn't died. Father's

always been down on me because she died

when I was born. Was it my fault ? D'you

think I wanted to come into the world ? I

haven't had so much of a time that I'd grudge

going out of it.'' His face was convulsed for

a moment. Fenella, in a rush of pity, for the

first time understood. She put out a hand

and took his. that groped blindly towards her.

She might have done so much, if she had only

comprehended before ; had only tried harder

to break down the barrier that Harry had put

up between them.

Like children they sat for a while hand in

hand, and Fenella's girlhood seemed to

vanish with the moments. When she spoke
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presently, the sound of vivid youth had left

her voice.

" Listen, Harry ! I'll do what I can to

help, and I think )'ou are rightâ��I can

do a good deal. I wish we'd been better

friends. I did try sometimes, but not very

hard ; perhaps I didn't think enough about

it. But now I'm going to make up, if 1 canâ��

for your sake, and father's, and " her

voice failed an instantâ��" no, not my own."

He moved towards the door, but awk-

wardly, not looking at herâ��ashamed. Open-

ing it, he hesitated ; then, inarticulate, as he

had always been, he passed through, and she

was left alone.

" I will give you three, if you like," said

Fenella, with a gay little laugh that seemed

to set the ache at her heart throbbing more

acutely. " You deserve them for being soâ��

so "

She coloured softly as she met his glance.

He looked so passionately in earnest that she

knew she had only to show him a little more

favour to have the question asked that was

to save Harry from disgrace. The soul

within her rose in revolt; essentially straight-

forward, she must play a part to-night, to

her own discredit. She wanted to be free a

little longer, to make her own choice, not to

have a husband thrust upon her. She was

half afraid of the man standing before her.

In the midst of his happiness Ballantyne

was puzzled by a change in her. Underlying

her gaiety was a hint of hardness that had

not been there a day or two before. Later in

the evening, when he asked her to be his wife,

the hardness was still there to trouble him.

" I don't expect you to care as I do at first,"

he said, his dark, keen face moved for once

out of its impassiveness; " but some day,

please God, you will care for me."

He longed to take her in his arms and kiss

her ; but, instead, he sat down beside her and

put his hand over both hers as they lay folded

together on her knee.

At his touch she shrank away, keeping her

face averted and becoming paler. A poignant

sense of disappointment overwhelmed him.

" Surely you are not being coerced in any

way ? " he asked. " Your father ? "

She shook her head, her colour coming

back a little.

His face had fallen into its customary

grave lines again. There was nothing of the

happy lover about him. For an instant her

heart failed her. Better to tell himâ��to

throw herself and Harry on his mercy. He

began to speak again, and the impulse fled.

" Your father would be glad for you to

marry me," Ballantyne went on, slowly. " He

told me so when he found out how much it

meant to me. He has not forced you in any

way ? You see "â��with a grave smileâ��" I

want to know that you are giving yourself

to me of your own free will."

Fenella drew her hands away and sat more

erect. She must play her part better.

" Father would not force me to do anything

I did not choose to do. He has said nothing

at all about it. Heâ��heâ��will be surprised,

and, I supposeâ��glad."

" Fenella, you are quite sure ? You will

not tell me to-morrow that you have changed

your mindâ��you are doing this of your own

free will ? Dear, if you only knew what it

means to me ! " He drew a long breath.

Looking up, she saw such a desperate

anxiety in his eyes that for the second time

she was swept by a desire to own the truth.

Then Harry's words came back to her :

" Somehow I've always been outside, alone.

There didn't seem anybody that cared."

She gave another glance into the dark face

above her, her own touched by a sudden

solemnity. After all, he was being tricked

to serve their ends, and he offered her a great

affection.

" 1 shall not change my mind to-morrow,

or any time," she said, slowly ; " and, though

I don't love you nowâ��there hasn't really

been timeâ��I dare say I shall one day. You

won't expect me to marry you soon ? Not

for quite a long time ? I must get accustomed

to the idea first."

He shook his head, puzzled and disap-

pointed, but he knew women so little.

" When you like. I'll try not to be an

exacting lover. I won't even ask you to kiss

me just yet."

" Oh, no I " She retreated a little, colour-

ing vividly. Then, prompted by a sudden

impulse she could not understand, she drew

nearer and held up her face to him like

a child. He stooped and very gently-

kissed the half-averted cheek, clenching his

hands down hard at his sides.

" Thank you/' he said, in a moment;

" now let me take you back. We've missed

one of our dances, but there's still another

left for me later."

Looking back, Fenella always remembered

that century-long evening in a dream. The

gaiety and laughter, the flowers, the music,

and the shifting life were dominated by

Ballantyne's face ; the puzzled, half-doubting

happiness of it, and the tenderness that she

would not let him put into words. And
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together with Ballantyne's face came Harry's,

sullen, afraid of what an hour might bring

forth. John Ransom usually called for his

daughter, never hurrying her when she wanted

to stay, but watching her with pride as she

made her daintily triumphant way through

social gatherings. To-night she came up to

him quite early, and slipped her hand under

his arm. He had talked with Ballantyne,

and in his heart was a curious blending of

gladness and resentment.

" Want to go now ? " he asked, noting the

change in her. " Why, of course, little girl,

if you'd rather. You look tired out."

Ballantyne saw them into their electric

brougham, and just before it started Fenella

leaned forward and, putting out a small hand,

smiled at him, half doubtfully, like a child

repentant for a fault. Then, as the carriage

glided away, she rested her forehead against

her father's shoulder and closed her eyes.

John Ransom's great arm went round her ;

there was a swelling in his throat.

" So you mean to leave your old father in

the lurch ? " he said, presently. " Not for a

long time, eh ? Ballantyne will have some-

thing to say to thatâ��he generally gets his

way. I'm glad you chose him out of them all,

Fenella ; he's a man, is Ballantyne, through

and through, and I've often felt sorry for his

loneliness. Not a soul belonging to him,

and, as a consequence, mighty few of the

things that make life worth while have come

his way. He's a good chap, and a hard

worker, in spite of his riches. You've made

your old father very glad, and very sorrowful,

to-night, Fenella. If your mother had lived

she'd have been glad, too." He broke off

hurriedly, for not even to Fenella could he

speak of his dead wife. " Perhaps she is glad

â��somewhereâ��

Ballantyne walked back to the big, ram-

bling, empty house he called home. It had

never been that, but now; he regarded it from

a different standpoint. It should be altered

to make it more worthy of his little bride-to-

be. She should have the sunny rooms for

her own, furnished as she liked; he would

spare no money to make them perfect.

Money ! He smiled up at the stars. It

would seem more natural if the fairies waved

their wands over the place Fenella was to

occupy. He slackened his pace and went

more slowly as the memory of her swept over

him, her beauty, her delicate grace, the eyes

that seemed to be appealing to him. He

knew nothing of women ; perhaps others

were as cold as Fenella to the men who loved

them. He felt again the velvet-soft cheek

his lips had touched. She might not care yet,

but in time he would make her ; his own love

was so vast, so compelling, surely one day

He mounted the shallow steps and inserted

his latch-key in the door, passing through

the silent house to the study where he usually

sat. The servants never waited up for him.

There was a light in the room as he entered,

and from an easy-chair someone rose to greet

him. To his infinite surprise he recognized

Harry Ransom.

" Why, Ransom, is that you ? " he asked,

going over with hand outstretched. But the

boy ignored it, digging his own hands deep

into his pockets. His face was haggard, his

eyes had red rims round themâ��he was the

picture of surly misery.

Ballantyne, who had taken him into his

office at John Ransom's request, knew practi-

cally nothing of the boy, regarding him as

rather a young cub when he thought of him

at all. Harry's manners were far from

ingratiating. But now, as the brother of the

girl he was to marry, Harry assumed another

guise.

" Surprised ? " he exclaimed, in reply to

the boy's muttered apology. " Well, natu-

rally, since you never pay me nocturnal visits,

but I'm very pleased, all the same. Sit down,

won't you ? "

The light from the electric reading-lamp

fell full on Harry. He half averted his face,

putting up his hand. Without appearing to

notice, Ballantyne tilted the green shade.

Harry drew a breath of relief. There were

real trouble and tragedy in his eyes. He

turned towards Ballantyne with a visible

effort, as if spurring himself desperately to

his task. On a side table stood a salver with

a flask of whisky and a siphon, together with

a box of cigars. Ballantyne brought them

over, inviting Harry with a gesture to help

himself, but the boy made a passionate

movement of refusal. " It would choke

me," he said, struggling against the dumbness

that had always made him difficult to know.

" I've come to own up. D'you mind if I

walk about while I tell you ? It seems to

make it a bit easier."

" As you like, of course," replied Ballantyne,

realizing that Harry was speaking as man to

man. By some miracle he had emerged in a

few hours from the chrysalis state of boyhood.

Ballantyne sat down, helping himself to a

cigar and lighting it, his attention fixed on

his visitor.

The next moment Harry returned to the

circle of light and spread upon the table
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before him several bank-notes and a handful

of gold. Ballantyne looked from them to the

haggard young face above. He asked no

question, but his eyes narrowed a degree in

his keen face. Harry leaned across the table.

" Your money," he said, " what's left of

it! " Ballantyne never moved a muscleâ��

raged around Ballantyne, leaving him filled

with an amazed pity for the boy. He

momentarily forgot that Harry was Fenella's

brother. He was just a fellow-being suffering

agonies of mind, and only a boy, after all.

As the rush of words ceased he got up,

and taking the speaker by the shoulders

"THE NEXT MOMENT HARRY RETURNED TO THE CIRCLE OF I.IOHT AND SPREAD UPON THE

TABLE BEFORE HIM SEVERAL BANK-NOTES AND A HANDFUL OF GOLD."

not for a moment did the truth dawn upon

him.

" Is it a joke, Ransom ? I don't under-

stand ! " The next moment, in a torrent of

words, almost incoherent in their violence,

Harry told the truth. For the first time in his

life he was fluentâ��the burning injustice of

years had broken bounds ; all the primitive

passions of his nature swept over him and

pushed him into a chair. Harry flung his

arms across the table, his head upon them,

great sobs shaking him. Ballantyne put his

hand on his shoulder.

" It's all right about the cheque, Harry.

You'll never do such a thing again, that's

certain. I wish you had come to me in the

first place, if you were afraid of your father.

I'll square your debts, such as they are, and
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you can pay me back by degrees, if you like.

And I'll do my best to persuade your father

that a country life is more suited to you. I

know a splendid chap who runs a farm, and

who would appreciate a great strong fellow

like you. You'd get on famously in your

right element. I'm glad you came; it's

only a pity you didn't come earlier."

Harry sat up, shading his disfigured face

with his hand.

" You wouldn't have treated me like this

yesterday," he said, slowly ; " you're different

to-night. I can't explain what I mean, but

it's there, andâ��I'm not afraid of youâ��I was

when I came, but it rushed over me that I'd

just got to tell you the truth, whether you

handed me over to the police or not. because

it seemed behaving so low down to Fenella.

I saw that afterwards."

Ballantyne's cigar had smouldered out;

in the act of relighting it his hand shook

suddenly, and the match dropped.

" Your sister ? What has she to do with

the affair ? It is between you and myselfâ��

she must know nothing about it ! "

" She knows," said Harry. " I told her this

afternoon. I threatened to make away with

myself. She said she would help me if she

could, but she didn't see how "

He paused, held by a look in Ballantyne's

eyes.

"Goon."

" I told her that sheâ��that you " He

broke off confusedly. " That I "

" Hurry, can't you ? "

" That you were just crazy about her. and

â��wait a minuteâ��afterwards I knew somehow

what a hound I should be to let her suffer for

what I'd done, and so I came right away to

make a clean breast of it to you. She was

so decent to me, and now you've been the same.

1 can't tell you half what I feel ! "

The room whirled round Ballantyne. A

blind fury possessed him. He stared at the

speaker with eyes that were filled with incre-

dulous agony and disbelief. Then, as he met

the boy's astonished glance, he gained control

over himself, and laughed. It was not a

pleasant sound.

" You had better get home now," he said,

with a kind of deadly quiet in his voice ;

" I'll remember about the farm idea. Good

night! "

He moved towards the fireplace, waiting

until he heard the front door banged. So

this was the reason. He understood now.

As he paced the floor his brain by degrees

grew clearer, and he made plans. Yes, he

would hold her to her bargain. She should

suffer as he was suffering. She should not

esrape scot-free. He drew the blinds aside

presently and looked out. Day had dawned ;

the world outside was full of impalpable

mists, as grey and dreary as his life. He

turned off the electric light and went up to

his room.

The months went by slowly enough.

Harry had long ago taken up his work on

the farmâ��some hundreds of miles separated

him from the life he had hated. He was

doing well ; he wrote glowing accounts to

Fenella. He had put the past behind him.

It was the other two who suffered. Ballantyne

had kept his word. Fenella was still in

bondage; but in making her suffer he went

through torture himself. They met fre-

quently, of course. John Ransom was com-

pletely in the dark. It surprised him now

and then that Rallantyne should make no

movement towards an early marriage, but

he was too contented to have Fenella with

him to be anything but glad. Young people

loved more impatiently in his time. He

could not know that to each the burden of

the betrothal grew more intolerable day by

day, hanging like a millstone round each neck.

Fenella was rarely at home ; she hardly

allowed herself a moment for thought. And

wherever she went there, too, went Ballantyne

â��grave, impassive, careful of her comfort,

impervious to her slights. Sometimes he

caught her looking at him with a glance he

could not fathom, and now and then she

surprised all the hurt soul of him in his eyes.

The matter of Harry had never been men-

tioned between them, but she knew that he

realized quite plainly that he had been tricked.

By nature Fenella was essentially honest, and

it hurt. Then, quite suddenly, Ballantyne

fell ill with influenza, followed by pneumonia.

John Ransom, who had a genuine regard for

him, called every day, and hourly bulletins

were telephoned to Fenella. Ballantyne was

very ill. Though a strong man, he had a

hard battle to fight, and when the first danger

was over he did not regain strength to the

satisfaction of the doctors.

John Ransom returned home one evening

concerned and puzzled.

" They got him down a bit to-day," he told

Fenella, " into the study. He's an absolute

wreck of what he was. He just lay on the

couch looking as if he had nothing on earth

to live for."

" Did he ask for me ? " Fenella sat back

in the shadows, but something in her voice

struck upon the listener's ear.
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"Why, no; now that I come to think of

it, he didn't. I told him you'd be glad to

hear he was about again, and that you hoped

to see him soon."

" Yes ? " Fenella's hands were twisted

together in her lap. " And what did he

say ? "

" Nothing," Ransom owned, reluctantly;

" nothing."

A thought seemed to strike him as Fenella

kept silence. He looked at her keenly.

" Have you and Ballantyne quarrelled ? "

" No," said Fenella, composedly, " not

exactly quarrelled ; but he has the right to

feel hurt with me. Take me with you

to-morrow afternoon. Telephone in the

morning to say I'm coming."

To the gratification of his attendants,

Ballantyne showed a certain interest in life

next day. He insisted on being fully dressed,

ordered some roses to be put in the study,

and resented being compelled to lie down on

the couch. Tea was laid in the window on

the sunny side of the room when Fenella

came in.

" I'll call for her in an hour," said John

Ransom from the doorway. " I have an

important meeting with a man. Don't let

him talk too much, Fenella."

The door closed ; they were alone together.

Ballantyne, cursing the weakness that put

him at such a disadvantage, struggled into a

more upright position on the cushions.

Fenella was horrified by the change in

him. Gaunt and grey and hollow-eyed, she

would not have known him. He held out

his hand, forcing a smile, as she put hers into

it. She was in her favourite pink to-day, a

frock that matched the roses on the table

near. She was paler and thinner, he thought,

one swift glance taking in all her loveliness,

and the brown eyes that swam in a mist of

tearsâ��for him, or for herself ? He could not

quite make out.

He broke the silence that surrounded

them.

" It was good of you to come to-day. I

hoped you would, even at the expense of

your feelings. There's something I wanted

to tell you. Do you think you'd mind drawing

your chair a little more this way, where I can

see you better ? " â�¢

She obeyed without a word, but he noticed

that as she shifted the position of her chair

she hurriedly raised a morsel of cambric to her

eyes. Well, she need not weep much longer.

A spasm contracted the face of the man

watching herâ��she looked so incapable of

deception.

" They say I must go away soon for a

change," he said, in a moment; " but before

I go I want not only to set you free, but to

ask your forgiveness. I must have been mad,

I think, all these months, to play the cowardly

part, to hold you to your bargain. Since I've

been ill I've seen things in a different light.

Don't cry, Fenella ; it's all rightâ��I give you

back your freedom. Why should I spoil your

life ? "

" I'm n-not crying," said Fenella, brokenly ;

" at least, not for what you think. You may

be glad to be rid of me, but I don't want my

freedom back."

She raised her soft eyes, swimming in tears,

to his. An awful temptation to take her at

her word assailed him. When she looked

like that he felt that in time he could make

her care, if he had her to himself, away from

everyone. All the struggles of the long

night watches were swept away. He sat up

a little, his face ghastly, a singing in his

ears.

" Don't tempt me, Fenella ; I'm not going

to take you at your wordâ��you are free. I'll

never trouble you again."

He groped into the darkness that descended

upon him, and the next moment felt her

hand in his, close and warm, and fluttering

like a bird. The touch brought him out of

the mists, and he realized that she was trem-

bling all over. He forced a smile.

" I despise myself," he said, ruefully;

" I'm so frightfully pulled down. There's

some stuff in a glass over thereâ��would you

mind ? "

She put her arm under his head for an

instant, holding the glass to his lips, and as

she withdrew it a sudden, heaven-sent courage

came to her.

She moved nearer and held out her hand.

His fingers closed over it.

" I've treated you very badly," she said,

in a moment. " No; let me tell you. I had

no right to sacrifice you for Harry. I should

have followed the honest way and told you

what he had done. I did not know you well

enough. I was afraid of what you might do.

It has been my punishment that you would

never let me explain. You had built up an

icy wall between us, and I stood in awe of

you, and yet in my heart I wanted you to

think well of meâ��desperately I wanted it."

He leaned nearer, his eyes on her face,

hope stirring in his veins like wine. He put

her soft palm to his lips. She coloured,

tears in her eyes.

" You can never think well of me again, I

suppose ? "
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"I love you," said Ballantyne, slowly.

" In my heart of hearts I knew that what

you had done was contrary to your nature,

to your inclinations, but I was angry, and

deliberately blinded my eyes. Fenella "â��

he leaned nearer, his thin face eloquentâ��

"give me your other hand as well. Listen!

I set you free, but couldn't we begin again

in a dearer, a more understanding way ?

And perhaps, if I'm patient, you'll care for

you, love had been growing and growing,

until I felt that if. you diedâ��â��" She

trembled at the thought, and, stooping, put

her lips, in a passion of self-reproach, to his

thin hand. " Now I want to help to make

you well, Hugh. Couldn't we "

" Yes ? "

" Couldn't we get married quite soon,

without any fuss at all, and go away to some

quiet little place just by our two selves ? I

"1 SET YOU FREE, BUT COULDN'T WE BEGIN AGAIN IN A DEARER, A MORE UNDERSTANDING WAY?"

me some time ? Just a littleâ��I'll be satis-

fied with so little ! "

Her eyes, clear now and shining, met his,

telling him the truth. He drew her towards

him. and their lips met.

" \\hen I heard you were ill," she said,

after a long silence that meant more than

*ords, " I knew that I loved you, and that

a'l this time, in spite of my efforts to hate

mean to be very good to you. You'd like to

have me with you ? "

He kissed her in a suppressed passion of

happiness that told her what she was to

him.

" You've changed the whole face of the

world for me. Only an hour ago I did not

care what became of me, and nowâ��Fenellaâ��

just )Â»u and I togetherâ��think of it! "



THE PERILS OF THE PEDESTRIAN.

How to Minimize Road-Traffic Accidents. By R. P. HEARNE.

1 he Nervous Pedestrian's Nighlmarc

AST year 1.557 people were

killed and 35,210 injured by

traffic accidents in the United

Kingdom. In London alone

the number of killed was 410,

and of injured 15.156. These

casualties are equivalent to

the losses in a great battle, and the distressing

point about them is that each year shows a

marked increase. The increase in fatal

accidents, as compared with the previous

year, was 230 for the United Kingdom and

107 for London. There is every indication that

this year will sho\v a still greater death-roll.

An occasional outcry is raised, but it

usually resolves itself into a bigoted attack
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upon " murderous motors." and it is followed

by inane suggestions that automobiles should

be driven at a walking pace, or that they should

be barred entirely from certain routes or

localities. It is easy to show the foolishness

of these recommendations. The very life of

the nation depends on the free circulation of

its traffic, and to convert this into a sluggish

and obstructed stream would be to create

widespread congestion and confusion, and

probably increase the number of accidents.

It is a common belief that slow traffic is

safe traffic, but when \ve come to examine

statistics this will be disproved. For our

purpose it is advisable to concentrate atten-

tion first on the details of London traffic

accidents, for here we have the most dangerous

area and the most difficult problem to deal

with. If casualties can be reduced in the

London streets and traffic rendered less

destructive of life, although vehicles increase

in numbers and mileage, we' ca'n readily

apply the lessons all over the country.

It should first be pointed out that street acci-

dents in London are no recent development.

Ten years ago. when there was practically1 no

mechanical locomotion save the bicycle, more

than a hundred people were killed in the

street each year by slow horse traffic. Over

50,000 horses have been withdrawn from

London traffic since 1903 owing to the growth

of mechanical traffic, and'yet last year the

horsed vehicles killed 122 people. Thus,

with a decline in horse traffic, we have had

an increase in fatalities.

The total number of traffic fatalities has

increased four-fold in the last decade, but

the traffic has increased 'in mileage and

average speed at a far greater rate. There is

a much bigger population to be dealt with,'

and each person travels a'considerably greater

distance per year owing to the increased

facilities offered. Thus it cannot be said

that the street traffic has become abnormally

dangerous solely through the introduction

of motor traction. 'Nevertheless, the dangers

are serious enough to merit careful inquiry.

Turning from this point, we may next

examine the casualty list's, and here it will be

well to separate the mechanical from the non-

mechanical traffic. The returns of accidents

caused by street traffic in 1911 are:â��

MECHANICALLY-PROPELLED VEHICLES.

HORSE-DRAWN VEHICLES.

Horse omnibuses

Horse trams

Horse carts, etc.

Total

Persons

killed.

I

I

120

122

Perions

injured.

136

44

5.298

5-478

Electric trams ...

Motor-omnibuses

Motor cabs and cars

Total

Grand total

Persons

killed.

26

107

'55

288

4IO

Persons

injured.

2.33Â°

1,947

5,401

9,678

"5-156

Arranging these figures in percentages, we

get the following table, which graphically

indicates the relative dangcrousness of each

class of vehicle :â��

Killed.

Injured.

Horse omnibuses . ...

â�¢2

â�¢8

Horse trams ... " ...

â�¢2

â�¢2

Horse carts .;.

29-2

... 34-8

Electric trams

6-3 ...

â�¢â�¢â�¢ '5'3

Motor-omnibuses

26-3 ...

... 12-9

Motor cabs and cars...

37-8 ...

- 35-6

It is worthy of special notice that motor-

omnibuses kill a far larger percentage than

they injure. Particular care should thus be

taken with them, for their effects are more

deadly than any other class of vehicle.

As a group, motor cars and cabs cause most

accidents, but the official returns are mislead-

ing, since they do not compare numbers and

mileages of the various vehicles. Auto-

mooiles can average from three to five times

the mileage of horse vehicles, and until we

know the exact number of horses employed

in London no accurate comparison can be

instituted. We know, however, that horses

are rapidly decreasing in numbers, and that

motor vehicles are rapidly increasing. - But,

although horses have been withdrawn by

thousands annually during recent years, we

find that horse traffic is still very dangerous,

as this table shows :â��

1909.

126

IOII.

122

Killed by horse-drawn vehicles ...

Injured by horse-drawn vehicles... 5i733 S>47^

Comparing motor accidents for the same

periods we find : â��

1900.

Killed by motor vehicles ...... 137

Injured by motor vehicles ... 4,402

Here we have indication of an alarming

increase which certainly merits careful inquiry.

The most creditable record is held by the

electric trams, as the following table shows :â��

1911.

262

1909.

26

1911.

26

Killed by electric trams ...

Injured by electric trains 2,177 2,330

In this case there has been increased mileage

and increased number of vehicles without any

increase in fatalities. Of the 70,000 mechanical

vehicles registered in London about 2,500 are

electric trams, 2,000 motor-omnibuses, 7,000
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motor-cabs, and the remainder private cars,

commercial vehicles, motor-cycles, etc.

Cursory examination of the detailed statis-

tics shows that the most dangerous of the

motor vehicles is the moto'r-omnibus, and it

is closely followed by the motor-cab, both of

these public service vehicles not comparing

very well with other types of motors or with

electric trams.

The conditions of usage, however, must

be taken into account. Electric trams are

usually run only on wide thoroughfares,

and their mileage is less than the motor-

buses, which, by opening up every part of

London, must of necessity travel through

many narrow streets. So, too, with taxi-cabs ;

and plying by day and night these vehicles have

the maximum chance of meeting with acci-

dents. At the same time it must be said

that there is far too much reckless driving of

cabs and omnibuses, and the police do not

attach sufficient value to the lives sacrificed.

Horse carts, with a smaller and a rapidly-

dwindling mileage, show little improvement.

They rank next to motor-cabs and motor-

cars in the percentage of killed, and also in

the percentage of injured. Here, again,

analysis shows that horse-drawn vans of the

covered and uncovered types are the most

prolific in causing accidents.

The danger of the horsed van is due to many

causes. In the first place, it seldom has

brakes, and. secondly, the hood or the arrange-

ment of the load often obstructs the driver's

view. Then, again, any unskilled man or

boy may be given control of a brakeless

horsed vehicle, whilst motor drivers are

licensed and under the control of the autho-

rities. A bad driver of a horsed vehicle may

kill or injure several people and still continue

at his calling. A motor driver is liable to

have his licence suspended; and if more

drastic action in this direction were taken by

the police the results would be better.

Inquests on deaths caused by traffic accidents

need far more searching examination than at

present, and a more competent tribunal

than a coroner's jury should deal with them.

The percentage of accidents may not disturb

the statistician, but many people look with

concern at the ever-growing list of mishaps,

and cry out in panic that motor-cars should

be abolished, or that their speed should be

reduced to walking pace. But we must first

be certain that motor vehicles are more

dangerous than horse vehicles.

The only correct way to compare the rela-

tive dangers of vehicles is to reckon the acci-

dents in proportion to the total mileage. A

certain motor-car and a certain horse van

may each cause one accident in a year, and

look equally guilty in the police statistics.

But the van mileage may be 3,000 and that

of the motor 20,000, or, in other words, the

van might cause over six accidents if it

travelled as far as the motor-car in a year.

When we apply this test generally it is

found that motor traffic is, on the whole, far

safer than horse traffic. Every motor vehicle

is fitted with powerful brakes, but no law

exists with regard to horsed vehicles in this

respect. Consequently the motor can stop

in a shorter space than the horse-drawn

vehicle, and its higher speed is not such a

menace as it otherwise might be.

We must expect a steady growth in traffic

in every progressive centre. Speed will tend

to increase also. These two factors will

increase the danger for foot passengers as

long as the traffic system compels the

pedestrian to frequently cross the lines of

high - speed traffic. In this article I will

deal only with the problem as it has to be

faced to-day. The traffic of the future

will assuredly be much better planned.

If the pedestrian could conduct his affairs

without requiring to plunge into the stream

of traffic which fills the roadway there would

be an immense decrease in the number of

street accidents. Failing that, if he would

but learn how to cross the road in a sensible

manner the improvement would be marked.

But the average pedestrian is a conserva-

tive and thoughtless person, with poor

judgment of speed, and with a ridiculously

inadequate estimation of the value of his own

life at times. To save a few useless moments

he or she will dash madly into a maelstrom

of traffic, and there will flounder in a manner

most calculated to cause disaster.

The person unused to London traffic is

fearful about crossing the street at all. But

eventually he or she musters up courage to

take a desperate leap, usually at the time

when several vehicles are close at hand. The

Londoner in years gone by was very proud

of his nimbleness in dodging horse traffic.

Ever and again he miscalculated, and so there

was a big list of accidents even before motors

came. The automobile, however, set up

other ranges of speeds which were quite new

to the Londoner, and mistakes became more

numerous.

Even the most alert pedestrian now finds

a greater strain upon him, for he sees the

roads rilled with vehicles whose speeds can

range from thirty to three miles an hour,

and their number and variety are most con-
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fining. To the less expert person the modern

streets have an ever-growing horror; whilst

children, at all times a source of anxiety to

drivers, have now become a serious traffic

problem.

To add to the difficulty, a good deal of

confusion exists with regard to the laws which

should govern traffic. In the British Isles

it is the rule of the road that vehicles keep

to the left. Pedestrians in London are

requested to " Keep to the right" when on

the pavement, and they thus have to adapt

themselves to a new rule when they step out

on the roadway. There is another danger

attendant upon this double rule. When a

pedestrian keeps

to the right on the

pavement and is

on the outer edge,

there is a stream

of traffic on the

road close to him,

and travelling in

the same direction.

Thus, vehicles are

coming up behind

him, and if one

jumps on to the

pavement it may

knock him down

from behind. Or,

should he suddenly

step out into the

road, he runs

imminent risk of

being run down

at once from the

traffic nearest to him, and not be content with

a hasty glance over his shoulder.

The best plan is shown in the case where

the " Keep to the-left " rule is observed by

both driver and pedestrian. The latter,

before stepping off the kerb, should turn at

an angle so as to command a view of the

oncoming traffic, and pursue a slanting

course to the middle of the road. Here there

ought to be a three-foot-wide space on which

the pedestrian could remain stationary as if

an " island " existed. A police law could be

enforced that no driver encroach on this

space when it is occupied by a foot-passenger.

In time, at such a crossing, people would

Wrong and eight methods of crossing a street.^The wrong method is to matte a bee-line as shown by the

single arrows. Here the pedestiian can only partially see the oncoming traffic. By talcing the oblique

course shown by the double arrows he is always facing the approaching traffic.

Now, if there were one law of " Keep to the

left " for road and pavement, the pedestrian

on the outer edge of the pavement would be

always facing the line of traffic nearest to

him. He would thus see oncoming vehicles,

and might avoid injury in many cases.

Most accidents, however, arise when pedes-

trians cross the roadway. A good deal has

to be learned yet in the art of crossing a busy

thoroughfare, but the following suggestions

may help to bring about an improvement.

Let us first take the case of a side-road

intersecting the path of the pedestrian.

Here he must of necessity step on to the road

and cut. through two streams of traffic.

He should not pursue a course at right angles

to vehicles, as a glance at the above diagram

will show. The great danger is of being run

down from the rear, or from the side, when he

is looking in the other direction. Hence his

first care should be to partly /ace the line of

VoL Â»liv.â��3Z

know that even though an " island " did not

exist in the centre of the road, there was a

certain neutral zone which could be safely

occupied. This zone could easily be marked

out by whitewashed lines or by white stones.

In crossing a main road from one kerb to

another the foot-passenger should also follow

the double oblique course, so as to be always

partly facing the oncoming stream of traffic.

If, after reaching the centre of the road, a

sudden influx of fast vehicles on each side

threaten him with destruction, the safest

plan is to stand still in the centre. Drivers

are only too anxious to avoid an accident, and

if they can be sure of the pedestrian's inten-

tions, it is easy for them to steer a safe course.

Matters would be simplified if it became gene-

rally understood that in the centre of every

roadway there existed a three-foot-wide zone,

in which pedestrians would stand until a

clear passage offered.
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The " masked " tramcar danger.â��The passenger steps off one tram and dashes across the rails

at the rear of the car. which masks oncoming traffic. On alighting from a stationary tram step

back five or six feet in the wake of this vehicle, and thus obtain a view of any car coming

from the opposite direction. Or cross the road in front of the stationary car.

Another serious danger arises from one

vehicle " masking" another. It usually

occurs at tram-car hahs. One tram-car stops

in mid-road and its passengers alight. Some

make for the near-side pavement and get

across with little risk. Others wish to attain

the other side. Their usual plan is to dis-

mount from the tram and dash round by

the back of this Vehicle. At that moment

another tram m.iy be bearing down from the

opposite direction. Its approach and its

signals are alike masked by the stationary

tram, and a passenger may dash right into

it when b? 'eaves the shelter of his tram.

In crossing the road behind a stationary

vehicles in its wake, pro-

vided the pedestrian does

not wander too far from

his " base." A yet safer

course would be to cross to

the near-side pavement and

walk to the front of the

tram, crossing the road

there. Much of the danger

with trams halting in mid-

road could be avoided if

the tram-lines were made

to curve in close to the

kerb at all important stop-

ping-places. The trams

could thus discharge pas-

sengers on the pavement,

and fast traffic could meantime go by

without obstruction.

Any vehicle standing by the kerb also

forms a " mask " for the confusion of the

unwary pedestrian about to cross the road.

He generally steps into the thoroughfare in

front of this stationary vehicle, and thus

runs the danger of being dashed into by unseen

traffic coming from behind this vehicle once

he leaves its shelter. The obvious rule here

is to cross at the rear of a stationary vehicle

close to the kerb. This is the reverse of the

procedure to be followed in the case of a tram

standing in mid-road.

The relation between speed and danger is

very badly understood by the

public and by many motorists. If

we could rigidly separate up traffic

from down traffic, run vehicles at

uniform speeds along each route,

and build bridges or subways to

take intersecting traffic and pedes-

trians across the roads, we could

have safe traffic moving along suit-

able routes at a mile a minute, and

so rapidly would journeys be

accomplished that the streets would

look almost deserted, for the longer

The " masked " vehicle danger. â�� The pedestrian

wrongly steps off the kerb in front of a stationary

vehicle and fails to see the approaching traffic, masked

by the vehicle at the kerb. This error is commonly

made in narrow slrcets.

tram the utmost caution must be

exercised. Before leaving the tracks

of this tram it is wise to walk back

five or six feet from it, and then

look forward along the other track.

A clear view can thus be had of any

approaching tram or other traffic.

The stationary tram will afford some

measure of protection from any other

How to avoid the masked " vehicle danger. â�� Step off the kerb at the rear ot

the stationary vehicle, and thuf have a clear view of approaching traffic.
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| 15 miles per hour

i r* â�¢ "* ' i win.

V Car Hops in â�¢

Mi; 10in.

( 20 mild per hour

{ Â« 25fl. I in.

V. Car stops in

Car I ravel* 29'3ft. per frond

(25 miles per hour >

Car 1 ravel) 36 7fl per second

,, 33ft. 4in.

Vv...ar stops in

Car travels 44ft per second

483ft. fnon-skid lyre.)

54}fl. (wilh smooth rubber tyreÂ«)

f 30 miles p:r hour.

-\ Car slops in

I Car slops in

Speed and safety.â��The stopping power of a motor-car. From recent Irsts in America the following returns

were obtained. Up to speeds of twenty-five miles an hour the driver could stop his car within a second of

observing an obstacle in nis path. Note that as speed increases so does the distance the car travels per

second, and so the obstacle must be removed farther from the car. The weight of the car. the condition of

the road, and the form of tyres used affect these figures.

a moving vehicle remains in a streetâ��that

is to say, the slower its speed â�� the more

obstruction and congestion does it cause.

It is for this reason that, if London reduced

its traffic speed all round by a few miles an

hour, the confusion would be appalling, and

accidents would increase. The vehicles would

be packed together in a dense mob at every

junction, and pedestrians would incur very

serious risk in trying to get through.

Fast traffic is needed to relieve the con-

gestion, and there really will be less danger

when every vehicle has a fairly high speed.

The removal of horsed locomotion from

London will

ease the traffic

problem, and

then a uniform

pace can be

maintained.

But slow

traffic cannot

be done away

with just yet,

and the pedes-

t r i a n will

always remain

with his right

to cross every

highway, and

with his habit

of doing it

carelessly.

Road-traffic speed must, then, to a certain

extent, be rendered subservient to ihe safety

of the foot-passenger, and on this assumption

motor-speed limits have been drawn up. But

in theory- no set-speed limit can be applied to

every road with satisfaction. Fix the speed

limit at twelve miles an hour, and a car can

be recklessly and dangerously driven at ten

miles an hour ; reduce the limit to eight

miles an hourâ��the speed of many horsed

vehiclesâ��and accidents will not be avoided.

Traction engines moving at a walking pace

have killed people.

The main criterion of safe speed is the

Present - day muddling

methods at a point where

a side street Joins a busy

main street. Taxi A dashei

out on the wrong side and

endeavours to cut clean

through the traffic. Slow

cart C is in mid-road, and

fast car B has dashed to

its left to gel past. Other

fast traffic, D and E. is in

its wake. Carl F blocks

the mid-road also, and fast

car C swings out past it.

Pedestrian P may then

elect to make a bee-line

cresting through this tangle.

How the road should

b* mranged at such

a junction. -- Narrow

i*'ands would dividr

the traffic sirrams and

automatically slow >

them down when

passing the danger

point.

i
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stopping power of the vehicle. Most horsed

vehicles have no brakes, and even at low

speeds they are very slow in stopping. The

automobile, with its powerful brakes, is much

superior at all speeds. Light vehicles can

stop more readily than heavy vehicles.

But as pace increases a greater time and

space are required in which to bring the most

powerfully-braked vehicle to a standstill.

With the wheels locked the vehicle can still

slide forward under its momentum. There

is also the serious danger of skidding when

the brakes are too suddenly used at high

speeds.

I publish a most interesting table of brake

tests recently carried out under novel con-

feet at twenty-five miles an hour. At the

higher speeds he would be wise to allow about

one hundred feet, or wait until the car goes

by. It may only take a few seconds to get

past, and to the pedestrian this time makes

no difference. The table would be very

useful to the police in judging what was

dangerous speed in a given situation.

The ideal of the motorist should be to so

adapt his speed to the road, and to the traffic

conditions and probabilities, that he could

at any instant stop his car before colliding

with an obstruction. On a narrow and

winding road he would drive very slowly ;

in rounding a sharp corner his pace would

also be low ; and in narrow streets or busy

How corners ihould be

laken.â��ILvery vehicle should

keep close to its proper side,

and no vehicle should over-

lake another until the bend

is passed.

How reckless drivers act at

corners â�� Eich holds to the

centre of road as long as pos-

sible and then 'swings sharply

TOJnd the bend.

ditions in America, and they give a graphic

idea of the distance a motor-car requires in

which to stop at various speeds. A notable

point brought out is that at speeds up to

twenty-five miles an hour a driver could stop

his car from running over an obstacle provided

he observed it one second before reaching it,

or, in other words, had one clear second in

which to bring the car to a standstill. The

tests were made on an average road, and the

car had non-skid tyres. With smooth tyres

from five to ten feet more must be allowed.

The pedestrian may glean from this table

that if a car bears down on him at fifteen

miles an hour he should not cross its path

unless it is at least twenty-two feet away;

when its speed is twenty miles an hour he

should allow twenty-nine feet, and thirty-six

thoroughfares, as also when passing schools

or side-streets, his car would be well in

hand.

In short, modern traffic demands highly

skilled and responsible drivers, and the

authorities should spare no effort in elimi-

nating all the reckless and incompetent men.

Pedestrians, for their own sake, should get

some idea of speed and stopping power of

vehicles by careful observation; and properly-

trained police should be set up as the con-

trollers of traffic speed in dangerous localities,

using simple signals to warn drivers t<3 slacken

pace. In this way the speed laws would be

rendered plastic, and traffic on the whole

would be much safer than now, whilst a far

greater number of vehicles could pass over

the roads in a given time.
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|N the crowd that strolled on

the Promenade des Etrangers.

enjoying the morning sun-

shine, there were some who

had come to Roville for their

health, others who wished to

avoid the rigours of the

English spring, and many more who liked the

place because it was cheap and close to Monte

Carlo.

None of these motives had brought George

Albert Balmer. He was there because, three

weeks before, Harold Flower had called him

a vegetable.

What is it that makes men do perilous

deeds ? Why does a man go over Niagara

Falls in a barrel ? Not for his health. Half

an hour with a skipping-rope would be equally

beneficial to his liver. No ; in nine cases out

of ten he does it to prove to his friends and

relations that he is not the mild, steady-going

person they have always thought him.

Observe the music-hall acrobat as he prepares

to swing from the roof by his eyelids. His

gaze sweeps the house. " It isn't true," it

seems to say. " I'm not a jelly-fish."

It was so with George Balmer.

In London at the present moment there

exist some thousands of respectable, neatly-

dressed, mechanical, unenterprising young

men, employed at modest salaries by various

banks, corporations, stores, shops, and busi-

ness firms. They are put to work when

young, and they stay put. They are mussels.

Each has his special place on the rock, and

remains glued to it all his life.

To these thousands George Albert Balmer

belonged. He differed in no detail from the

rest of the great army. He was as respect-

able, as neatly-dressed, as mechanical, and

as unenterprising. His life was bounded,

east, west, north, and south, by the Planet

Insurance Company, which employed him;

and that there were other ways in which a

man might fulfil himself than by giving daily

imitations behind a counter of a mechanical

figure walking in its sleep had never seriously

crossed his mind.

On George, at the age of twenty-four, there

descended, out of a clear sky, a legacy of a

thousand pounds.

Physically, he remained unchanged beneath

the shock. No trace of hauteur crept into

his bearing. When the head of his depart-

ment, calling his attention to a technical flaw

in his work of the previous afternoon,

addressed him as " Here, youâ��young what's-

your-confounded-name!" he did not point

out that this was no way to speak to a gentle-

man of property. You would have said that

the sudden smile of Fortune had failed to

unsettle him.

But all the while his mind, knocked head

over heels, was lying in a limp heap, wonder-

ing what had struck it.

To him, in his dazed state, came Harold

Flower. Harold, messenger to the Planet

Insurance Company and one of the most

assiduous money-borrowers in London, had

listened to the office gossip about the legacy

as if to the strains of some grand, sweet

anthem. He was a bibulous individual of

uncertain age, who, in the intervals of creep-

ing about his duties, kept an eye open for

possible additions to his staff of creditors.

Most of the clerks at the Planet had been laid

under contribution by him in their time, for

Harold had a way with him that was good for

threepence any pay-day, and it seemed to

him that things had come to a sorry pass if

he could not extract something special from

Plutocrat Balmer in his hour of rejoicing.

Throughout the day he shadowed George,

and, shortly before closing-time, backed him

into a corner, tapped him on the chest, and

requested the temporary loan of a sovereign.

In the same breath he told him that he was

a gentleman, that a messenger's life was

practically that of a blanky slave, and that a

young man of spirit who wished to add to his

already large fortune would have a bit on

Giant Gooseberry for the City and Suburban.

He then paused for a reply.

Now, all through the day George had been

assailed by a steady stream of determined

ear-biters. Again and again he had been

staked out as an ore-producing claim by men

whom it would have been impolitic to rebuff.
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He was tired of lending, and in a mood

to resent unauthorized demands. Harold

Flower's struck him as particularly unautho-

rized. He said so.

It took some little time to convince Mr.

Flower that he really meant it, but, realizing

at last the grim truth, he drew a long breath

and spoke.

" Ho ! " he said. " Afraid you can't spare

it, can't you ? A gentleman comes and asks

you with tack and civility for a temp'y loan

of about 'art nothing, and all you do is to curse

and swear at him. Do you know what I call

when a man with a hoarse voice and a watery

eye is comparing you to your disadvantage

with a parsnip, and George did not come

anywhere near achieving the feat. But he

extricated himself somehow, and went home

brooding.

Mr. Flower's remarks rankled particularly

because it so happened that Consols were the

identical investment on which he had decided.

His Uncle Robert, with whom he lived as a

youâ��you and your thousand quid ? A tup-

penny millionaire, that's what I call you.

Keep your blooming money. That's all I

ask. Keep it. Much good you'll get out of it.

I know your sort. You'll never have any

pleasure of it. Not you. You're the careful

sort. You'll put it into Consols, you will,

and draw your three-ha'pence a year. Money

wasn't meant for your kind. It don't mean

nothing to you. You ain't got the go in you

to appreciate it. A vegetableâ��that's all

you are. A blanky little vegetable. A

blanky little gor-blimey vegetable. I seen

turnips with more spirit in 'em than what

you've got. And Brussels sprouts. Yes,

and parsnips."

It is difficult to walk away with dignity

" A VEGETABLEâ��THAT'S ALL YOU ARE."

paying guest, had strongly advocated them.

Also they had suggested themselves to him

independently.

But Harold Flower's words gave him pause.

They made him think. For two weeks and

some days he thought, flushing uncomfort-

ably whenever he met that watery but con-

temptuous eye. And then came the day of

his annual vacation, and with it inspiration.
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He sought out the messenger, whom till now

he had carefully avoided.

" Erâ��Flower," he said.

" Me lord ? "

" I am taking my holiday to-morrow. Will

you forward my letters ? I will wire you the

address. I have not settled on my hotel yet.

I am popping over "â��he pausedâ��" I am

popping over," he resumed, carelessly, " to

Monte."

" To who ? " inquired Mr. Flower.

" To Monte. Monte Carlo, you know."

Mr. Flower blinked twice rapidly, then

pulled himself together.

" Yus, I don'l think ! " he said.

And that settled it.

The George who strolled that f pleasant

morning on the Promenade des Etrangers

differed both externally and internally from

the George who had fallen out with Harold

Flower in the offices of the Planet Insurance

Company. For a day after his arrival he

had clung to the garb of middle-class England.

On the second he had discovered that this

was unpleasantly warm and, worse, con-

spicuous. At the Casino Municipale that

evening he had observed a man wearing an â�¢

arrangement in bright yellow velvet without

attracting attention. The sight had impressed

him. Next morning he had emerged from

his hotel in a flannel suit so light that it had

been unanimously condemned as impossible

by his Uncle Robert, his Aunt Louisa, his

Cousins Percy, Eva, and Geraldine, and his

Aunt Louisa's mother, and at a shop in the

Rue Lasalle had spent twenty francs on a

Homburg hat. And Roville had taken it

without blinking.

Internally his alteration had been even more

considerable. Roville was not Monte Carlo

(in which gay spot he had remained only

long enough to send a picture-postcard to

Harold Flower before retiring down the coast

to find something cheaper), but it had been a

revelation to him. For the first time in his

life he was seeing colour, and it intoxicated

him. The silky blueness of the sea was

startling. The pure white of the great

hotels along the promenade and the Casino

Municipale fascinated him. He was dazzled.

At the Casino the pillars were crimson and

cream, the tables sky-blue and pink. Seated

on a green-and-white striped chair he watched

a revue, of which from start to finish he

understood but one wordâ��" out," to witâ��

absorbed in the doings of a red-moustached

gentleman in blue who wrangled in rapid

French with a black-mousiuched gentleman

in yellow, while a snow-white commere and a

compere in a mauve flannel suit looked on at

the brawl.

It was during that evening that there

flitted across his mind the first suspicion he

had ever had that his Uncle Robert's mental

outlook was a little limited.

And now, as he paced the promenade,

watching the stir and bustle of the crowd,

he definitely condemned his absent relative as

. a narrow-minded chump.

If the brown boots which he had polished

so assiduously in his bedroom that morning

with the inside of a banana-skin, and which

now gleamed for the first time on his feet, had

a fault, it was that they were a shade tight.

To promenade with the gay crowd, therefore,

for any length of time was injudicious ; and

George, warned by a red-hot shooting sensa-

tion that the moment had arrived for rest,

sank down gracefully on a seat, to rise at once

on discovering that between him and it was

something oblong with sharp corners.

It was a bookâ��a fat new novel. George

drew it out and inspected it. There was a

name insideâ��Julia Waveney.

George, from boyhood up, had been raised

in that school of thought whose watchword is

" Findings are keepings," and, having ascer-

tained that there was no address attached

to the name, he was on the point, I regret to

say, of pouching the volume, which already

he looked upon as his own, when a figure

detached itself from the crowd, and he found

himself gazing into a pair of grey and, to his

startled conscience, accusing eyes.

" Oh, thank you ! I was afraid it was

lost."

She was breathing quickly, and there was

a slight flush on her face. She took the book

from George's unresisting hand and rewarded

him with a smile.

" I missed it, and I couldn't think where I

could have left it. Then I remembered that

I had been sitting here. Thank you so much."

She smiled again, turned, and walked away,

leaving George to reckon up all the social

solecisms he had contrived to commit in the

space of a single minute. He had remained

seated, he reminded himself, throughout the

interview ; one. He had not raised his hat,

that fascinating Homburg simply made to be

raised with a .debonair swish under such

conditions; two. Call it three, because he

ought to have raised it twice. He had gaped

like a fool; four. And, five, he had not

uttered a single word of acknowledgment in

reply to her thanks.

Five vast bloomers in under a minute!
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What could she have thought of him ? The

sun ceased to shine. What sort of an utter

outsider could she have considered him ? An

east wind sprang up. What kind of a Cockney

bounder and cad could she have taken him

for ? The sea turned to an oily grey ; and

George, rising, strode back in the direction

of his hotel in a mood that made him forget

that he had brown boots on at all.

His mind was active. Several times since

he had come to Roville he had been conscious

of a sensation which he could not understand,

a vague, yearning sensation, a feeling that,

splendid as everything was in this paradise

of colour, there was nevertheless something

lacking. Now he understood. You had to

be in love to get the full flavour of these vivid

whites and blues. He was getting it now.

His mood of dejection had passed swiftly, to

be succeeded by an exhilaration such as he

had only felt once in his life before, about

half-way through a dinner given to the

Planet staff on a princely scale by a retiring

general manager.

He was exalted. Nothing seemed impos-

sible to him. He would meet the girl again

on the promenade, he told himself, dashingly

renew the acquaintance, show her that he

was not the gaping idiot he had appeared.

His imagination donned its seven-league boots.

He saw himself proposingâ��eloquentlyâ��

accepted, married, living happily ever after.

It occurred to him than an excellent first

move would be to find out where she was stay-

"A WOODEN-FACED HIGH PRIKST FLICKS A RF.D

ing. He bought a paper and turned to the

list of visitors. Miss Waveney. Where was

it ? He ran his eye down the column.

And then, with a crash, down came his

air-castles in hideous ruin.

" Hotel Circle de la Mediterranee. Lord

Frederick Weston. The Countess of South-

bourne and the Hon. Adelaide Liss. Lady

Julia Waveney "

He dropped the paper and hobbled on to

his hotel. His boots had begun to hurt him

again, for he no longer walked on air.

At Roville there are several institutions

provided by the municipality for the purpose

of enabling visitors temporarily to kill thought.

Chief among these is the Casino Municipale,

where, for a price, the sorrowful may obtain

oblivion by means of the ingenious game of

boule. Disappointed lovers at Roville take

to boule as in other places they might take

to drink. It is a fascinating game. A

wooden-faced high priest flicks a red india-

rubber ball into a polished oaken bowl, at

the bottom of which are holes, each bearing a

number up to nine. The ball swings round

and round like a planet, slows down, stumbles

among the holes, rests for a moment in the

one which you have backed, then hops into

the next one, and you lose. If ever there

was a pastime calculated to place young

Adam Cupid in the background, this is it.

To the boule. tables that night fled George

with his hopeless passion. From the instant

when he read the fatal words in the paper he

had recognized its hopelessness. All other

obstacles he had been prepared to overcome,

but a titleâ��no. He had no illusions as to

his place in the social scale. The Lady

Julias of this world did not marry insurance

clerks, even if their late mother's cousin

had left them a thousand pounds. That
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INDIARUBBER BALL INTO A POLISHED OAKEN BOWL, AT THE BOTTOM OK WHICH ARE HOLES."

day-dream was definitely ended. It was a

thing of the pastâ��all over except the heart-

ache.

By way of a preliminary sip of the waters

of Lethe, before beginning the full draught,

he placed a franc on number seven and lost.

Another franc on six suffered the same fate.

He threw a five-franc cart-wheel recklessly

on evens. It won.

It was enough. Thrusting his hat on the

back of his head and wedging himself firmly

against the table, he settled down to make a

night of it.

There is nothing like boule for absorbing

the mind. It was some time before George

became aware that a hand was prodding him

in the ribs. He turned, irritated. Imme-

diately behind him, filling the landscape,

were two stout Frenchmen. But, even as

he searched his brain for words that would

convey to them in their native tongue his

disapproval of this jostling, he perceived that

they, though stout and in a general way

offensive, were in this particular respect

guiltless. The prodding hand belonged to

somebody invisible behind them. It was

small and gloved, a woman's hand. It held

a five-franc piece.

Then in a gap, caused by a movement in

the crowd, he saw the face of Lady Julia

Waveney.

She smiled at him.

" On eight, please, would you mind ? " he

heard her say ; and then the crowd shifted

again and she disappeared, leaving him hold-

ing the coin, his mind in a whirl.

The game of boule demands undivided

attention from its devotees. To play with

a mind full of other matters is a mistake.

This mistake George made. Hardly con-

scious of what he was doing, he flung the coin

on the board. She had asked him to place it

VoL xliv.-33.

on eight, and he thought that he had placed it

on eight. That, in reality, blinded by emotion,

he had placed it on three was a fact which

came home to him neither then nor later.

Consequently, when the ball ceased to roll

and a sepulchral voice croaked the news that

eight was the winning number, he fixed on

the croupier a gaze that began by being joyful

and expectant and ended, the croupier

remaining entirely unresponsive, by being

wrathful.

He leaned towards him.

" Monsieur," he said. " Mot I J'ai jettt.

cinq francs stir hint I "

The croupier was a man with a pointed

moustache and an air of having seen all the

sorrow and wickedness that there had ever

been in the world. He twisted the former

and permitted a faint smile to deepen the

melancholy of the latter, but he did not

speak.

George moved to his side. The two stout

Frenchmen had strolled off, leaving elbow-

room behind them.

He tapped the croupier on the shoulder.

" I say," he said. " What's the game ?

J'ai jettt cinq francs sur liuit, I tell you.

'Moi ! "

A forgotten idiom from the days of boy-

hood and French exercises came to him.

" Moi qui park" he added.

" Messieurs, failes vos jeux," crooned the

croupier, in a detached manner.

To the normal George, as to most English-

men of his age, the one cardinal rule in life

was at all costs to avoid rendering himself

conspicuous in public. Than George, normal,

no violet that ever hid itself in a mossy bank

could have had a greater distaste for scenes.

But to-night he was not normal. Roville

and its colour had wrought a sort of fever in

his brain. Boule had increased it. And love
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had caused it to rage. If this had been

entirely his own affair it is probable that the

croupier's frigid calm would have quelled him

and he would have retired, fermenting but

baffled. But it was not his own affair. He

was fighting the cause of the only girl in the

world. She had trusted him. Could he fail

her ? No, he was dashed if he could. He

would show her what he was made of. His

heart swelled within him. A thrill permeated

his entire being, starting at his head and

running out at his heels. He felt tremendous

â��a sort of blend of Oliver Cromwell, a Berserk

warrior, and Sir Galahad.

" Monsieur," he said again. " Hi ! What

about it ? "

This time the croupier did speak.

" C'est fini" he said ; and print cannot

convey the pensive scorn of his voice. It

stung George, in his exalted mood, like a

blow. Finished, was it ? All right, now he

would show them. They had asked for it,

and now they should get it. How much did

it come to ? Five francs the stake had been,

and you got seven times your stake. And

you got your stake back. He was nearly

forgetting that. Forty francs in all, then.

Two of those gold what-d'ycm-call-'em's ? in

fact. Very well, then.

He leaned forward quickly across the

croupier, snatched the lid off the gold tray,

and removed two louis.

It is a remarkable fact in life that the

scenes which we have rehearsed in our minds

never happen as we have pictured them hap-

pening. In the present case, for instance,

it had been George's intention to handle the

subsequent stages of this little dispute with

an easy dignity. He had proposed, the money

obtained, to hand it over to its rightful owner,

raise his hat, and retire with an air, a gallant

champion of the oppressed. It was probably

about one-sixteenth of a second after his hand

had closed on the coins that he realized in

the most vivid manner that these were not

the lines on which the incident was to develop,

and, with all his heart, he congratulated him-

self on having discarded those brown boots

in favour of a worn but roomy pair of gent's

Oxfords.

For a moment there was a pause and a

silence of utter astonishment, while the minds

of those who had witnessed the affair adjusted

themselves to the marvel, and then the world

became full of starting eyes, yelling throats,

and clutching hands. From all over the

casino fresh units swarmed like bees to swell

the crowd at the centre of things. Pro-

menadcrs ceased to promenade, waiters to

wait. Elderly gentlemen sprang on to

tables.

But in that momentary pause George had

got off the mark. The table at which he had

been standing was the one nearest to the

door, and he had been on the door side of it.

As the first eyes began to start, the first

throats to yell, and the first hands to clutch,

he was passing the counter of the money-

changer. He charged the swing-door at full

speed, and, true to its mission, it swung.

He had a vague glimpse from the corner of

his eye of the hat-and-cloak counter, and then

he was in the square with the cold night

breeze blowing on his forehead and the stars

winking down from the blue sky.

A paper-seller on the pavement, ever the

man of business, stepped forward and offered

him the Paris edition of the Daily Mail, and,

being in the direct line of transit, shot swiftly

into the road and fell in a heap, while George,

shaken but going well, turned off to the left,

where there seemed to be rather more darkness

than anywhere else.

And then the casino disgorged the pursuers.

To George, looking hastily over his shoulder,

there seemed a thousand of them. The

square rang with their cries. He could not

understand them, but gathered that they

were uncomplimentary. At any rate, they

stimulated a little man in evening dress,

strolling along the pavement towards him, to

become suddenly animated and to leap from

side to side with outstretched arms.

Panic makes Harlequin three-quarters of

us all. For one who had never played Rugby

football George handled the situation well.

He drew the defence with a feint to the left,

then, swerving to the right, shot past into

the friendly darkness. From behind came

the ringing of feet and an ever-growing din.

It is one of the few compensations a fugitive

pursued by a crowd enjoys that, while he has

space for his manceuvres, those who pursue

are hampered by their numbers. In the

little regiment that pounded at his heels it

is probable that there were many faster

runners than George. On the other hand,

there were many slower, and in the early

stages of the chase these impeded their

swifter brethren. At the end of the first

half minute, therefore, George, not sparing

himself, had drawn well ahead, and for the

first time found leisure for connected thought.

His brain became preternaturally alert, so

that when, rounding a corner, he perceived

entering the main road from a side-street

in front of him a small knot of pedestrians,

he did not waver, but was seized with a 1 een
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spasm of presence of mind. Without pausing

in his stride, he pointed excitedly before him,

and at the same moment shouted the words,

"La! La! Vite 1 Vile!"

His stock of French was small, but it ran

to that, and for his purpose it was ample.

The French temperament is not stolid. When

the French temperament sees a man running

rapidly and pointing into the middle distance

and hears him shouting " La 1 La I Vite I

Vite!" it does not stop to make formal

inquiries. It sprints like a mustang. It did

so now, with the happy result that a moment

later George was racing down the road, the

centre and recognized leader of an enthu-

siastic band of six, which, in the next twenty

yards, swelled to eleven.

Five minutes later, in a wine-shop near the

harbour, be was sipping the first glass of a

bottle of cheap but comforting vin ordinaire

while he explained to the interested pro-

prietor, by means of a mixture of English,

broken French, and gestures, that he had been

helping to chase a thief, but had been forced

by fatigue to retire prematurely for refresh-

ment. The proprietor gathered, however,

that he had every confidence in the zeal of

his still active colleagues.

It is convincing evidence of the extent to

which love had triumphed over prudence in

George's soul that the advisability of lying

hid in his hotel on the

following day did not

even cross his mind.

Immediately after

breakfast, or what

passed for it at

Roville, he set out for

the Hotel Circle de la

Mediterranee to hand

over the two louis to

their owner.

Lady Julia, he was

informed on arrival,

was out. The porter,

politely genial, advised

monsieur to seek her

the Promenade des

Etrangers.

She was there, on

the same seat where

she had left the book.

" Good morning,"

he said.

She had not seen

him coming, and she

started at his voice.

The flush was back on

her face as she turned

"HE SHOT SWIFTLY INTO THK ROAD AND FELL

IN A HEAP."
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to him. There was a look of astonishment

in th grey eyes.

He held out the two louis.

" I couldn't give them to you last night,"

he said.

A horrible idea seized him. It had not

occurred to him before.

" I say," he stammeredâ��" I say, I hope

you didn't think I had run off with your

winnings for good ! The croupier wouldn't

give them up, you know, so I had to grab

them and run. They came to exactly two

louis. You put on five francs, you know,

and you get seven times your stake. I "

An elderly lady seated on the bench, who

had loomed from behind a parasol towards

the middle of these remarks, broke abruptly

into speech.

" Who is this young man ? "

George looked at her, startled. He hadÂ»

hardly been aware of her presence till now.

Rapidly he diagnosed her as a motherâ��or

aunt. She looked more like an aunt. Of

course, it must seem odd to her, his charging

in like this, a perfect stranger, and be-

ginning to chat with her daughter, or niece,

or whatever it was. He began to justify

himself.

" I met yourâ��this young lady "â��some-

thing told him that was not the proper way

to put it, but hang it, what else could he say ?

â��" at the casino last night."

He stopped.- The effect of his words on

the elderly lady was remarkable. Her face

seemed to turn to stone and become all sharp

points. She stared at the girl.

" So you were gambling at the casino last

night ? " she said.

She rose from the seat, a frozen statue of

displeasure.

" I shall return to the hotel. When you

have arranged your financial transactions

with yourâ��friend, I should like to speak to

you. You will find me in my room."

George looked after her dumbly.

The girl spoke, in a curiously strained voice,

as if she were speaking to herself.

" I don't care," she said. " I'm glad."

George was concerned.

" I'm afraid your mother is offended, Lady

Julia."

There was a puzzled look in her grey eyes

as they met his. Then they lit up. She

leaned back in the seat and began to laugh,

softly at first, and then with a note that jarred

on George. Whatever the humour of the

situationâ��and he had not detected it at

presentâ��this mirth, he felt, was unnatural

and excessive.

She checked herself at length, and a flush

crept over her face.

" I don't know why I did that," she said,

abruptly. " I'm sorry. There was nothing

funny in what you said. But I'm not Lady-

Julia, and I have no mother. That was

Lady Julia who has just gone, and I am

nothing more important than her companion."

" Her companion ! "

" I had better say her late companion. It

will soon be that. I had strict orders, you

see, not to go near the casino without herâ��

and I went."

" Thenâ��then I've lost you your jobâ��I

mean, your position ! If it hadn't been for

me she wouldn't have known. I "

" You have done me a great service," she

said. " You have cut the painter for me

when I have been trying for months to muster

up the courage to cut it for myself. I don't

suppose you know what it is to get into a

groove and long to get out of it and not have

the pluck. My brother has been writing to

me for a long time to join him in Canada.

And I hadn't the courage, or the energy, or

whatever it is that takes people out of grooves.

I knew I was wasting my life, but I was fairly

happyâ��at least, not unhappy ; soâ��well,

there it was. I suppose women are like that."

" And now ? "

" And now you have jerked me out of the

groove. I shall go out to Bob by the first

boat."

He scratched the concrete thoughtfully

with his stick.

" It's a hard life out there," he said.

" But it is a life."

He looked at the strollers on the promenade.

They seemed very far awayâ��in another

world.

" Look here/' he said, hoarsely, and stopped.

" May I sit down ? " he asked, abruptly.

" I've got something to say, and I can't say

it when I'm looking at you."

He sat down, and fastened his gaze on a

yacht that swayed at anchor against the

cloudless sky.

" Look here," he said. " Will you marry

me ? "

He heard her turn quickly, and felt her

eyes upon him. He went on doggedly.

" I know," he said, " we only met yester-

day. You probably think I'm mad."

" I don't think you're mad," she said,

quietly. " I only think you're too Quixotic.

You're sorry for me and you are letting a kind

impulse carry you away, as you did last night

at the casino. It's like you."

For the first time he turned towards her.
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" I don't know what you suppose I am,''

he said, " but I'll tell you. I'm a clerk in an

insurance office. I get a hundred a year and

ten days' holiday. Did you take me for a

millionaire ? If I am, I'm only a tuppenny

one. Somebody left me a thousand pounds

a few weeks ago. That's how I come to be

here. Now you know all about me. I don't

know anything about you except that I shall

never love anybody else.

Marry me, and we'll go

to Canada together.

You say I've helped

you out of your groove.

Well, I've only one

chance of getting out of mine, and that's

through you. If you won't help me, I don't

care if I get out of it or not. Will you

pull me out ? "

She did not speak. She sat looking out to

sea, past the many-coloured crowd.

He watched her face, but her hat shaded

her eyes and he could read nothing in it.

And then, suddenly, without quite knowing

how it had got there, he found that her hand

was in his, and he was clutching it as a drown-

ing man clutches a rope.

He could see her eyes now, and there was a

message in them that set his heart racing. A

great content filled him. She was so com-

panionable, such a friend. It seemed in-

credible to him that it was only yesterday

they had met for the first time.

SHALL RETURN TO THK HOTEL. WHEN YOU

HAVK ARRANGED YOUR FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

WITH YOURâ��FRIEND, I SHOULD LIKE TO SPEAK

TO YOU."

" And now," she said, " would you mind

telling me your name ? "

The little waves murmured as they rolled

lazily up the beach. Somewhere behind the

trees in the gardens a band had begun to play.

The breeze, blowing in from the blue Mediter-

ranean, was charged with salt and happiness.

And from a seat on the promenade a young

man swept the crowd with a defiant gaze.

" It isn't true," it seemed to say. " I'm

not a jelly-fish."



Is England on the

Down Grade ?

A Symposium of Eminent Persons in Many \Valks of Life.

OR many years past one of

the most popular pastimes of

the day among those who are

pessimistically inclinedâ��and

unfortunately their name is

Legionâ��would seem to have

been to openly bemoan Eng-

land's decadence at any and every available

opportunity. Indeed, it is. not too much to

say that, according to a certain section

of the public, England and everything

English is on the down grade. In com-

merce, trade, music, athletics, enterprise

â��in fact, in

almost every

walk of lifeâ��

according to

these pessimis-

tic critics, Eng-

land has, for

the past few

years, been

slowly but

surely dropping

behind her

foreign com-

petitors in the march of progress.

As a matter of hard fact, however,

are there any grounds for such

depressing views ? Is it true that

in many walks of life England has

lately been losing caste and much

of her old-time prestige ? To arrive

at a satisfactory con;lusion on these

points, we have collected the views

of many prominent heads of pro-

fessions and celebrities in various

walks of life, each of whom is en-

titled to speak with particular

authority on the subject under discussion. All

of them, except Mr. Winston Churchill, whose

views are public property, have favoured us

with a special contribution on the subject.

" No chance of falling behind in naval supre-

macy," says Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL,

First Lord of the Admiralty ; " and we shall

make it clear that other naval Powers, instead

of overtaking us by additiotial efforts, will only

be more outdistanced in consequence of the

measures which we ourselves shall take."

There is no chance whatever of our being

overtaken in naval strength unless we want

to be. We think that we can build as well

and as good ships as any other constructors in

the world. I could put it higher,

but, as Dr. Pangloss observes,

1 A "On their own merits modest

f QL men are dumb." But we know,

^^m whatever may be said about

qualityâ��we know that

we can build as fast and

faster, cheaper, and on a

far larger scale than any

other Power in the world.

So that if the money is

all right the shipbuilding

plant is all right.

What of the men ?

We have to-day a hun-

dred and thirty - five

thousand men in the

active service ratings of

the Navy. The great

bulk of them are long-

service men, who began

as boys and have been

trained as a lifelong pro-

fession to the naval

service. We have no

difficulty in recruiting

for the Navy, because

the Navy offers practi-

cally a lifelong career

to tho;e who render

good service. There is

no doubt whatever of curability to make any

increases which may be necessary, and which

I think will be necessary, in the personnel

of the Navy.

As naval competition becomes more acute

we shall have not only to increase the number

of the ships we build, but also the ratio which

our naval strength will have to bear to that
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of other great Powers, so that our margin of

superiority will become larger and not smaller

as the strain grows greater. Thus we shall

make it clear that other naval Powers,

instead of overtaking us by additional efforts,

will only be more outdistanced in consequence

of the measures which we ourselves shall take."

" I do not think it is jair to say that England

is on the down grade," says SIR HIRAM

MAXIM.

I do not think it is fair to say that England

is on the down grade. I have

been in England about thirty

years, and certainly a great deal

of progress has been made during

that time â�� progress in ever}'

direction. But some nations

have progressed even faster than

the English. Germany and

Japan have made great pro-

gress, but this is largely on

account of the very backward condition

that they were in only a few years ago. If

the country could be governed by a class of

men who thought more of their country

than of their political party, and had suffi-

cient backbone to see that the laws were

rigidly executed, it is quite possible that,

with the suppression of disorders,

we should make greater progress

than any other country in the

world.

Mme. CLARA BUTT considers

that " vocally " England is greatly

on the H/> grade.

I have ever been a firm be-

liever in the maxim which tells

us that comparisons are " best

left to the tactless." for which

reason I prefer not to compare

any individual singers of the

day with other famous artistes of,

let us say, fifteen to twenty years

ago. At the same time my own

opinion is that, in any case, the

modern singer has assuredly not

" gone back." I am speaking of

those artistes at the top of the tree,

whose number is necessarily more or

less limited. Regarding England vocally

on wider lines, I feel, too, that lovers

of music have every reason to be proud

of the greater facilities offered to-day

to singers of all classes, from the richest

to the poorest, for the cultivation of

the voice on the best possible methods.

Time was when England was woefully lack-

ing in really good schools of music, but

MME. CLARA

BUTT.

/Viol.), by lioivr Mrtet

ttudiui.
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to-day that charge can certainly not be

levelled against her.

The Rev. F. B. MEYER considers that the

query, " Is England on the dmen grade 1 " is

fully justified, bid that there are stronger reasons

for optimism than pessimism, so far as the

future of the country is concerned.

Surely there were sufficient grounds for

the asking of the question ; but I none the

less feel that the reasons on the other hand

for optimism are greater far, and lie deep in

the heart of our people.

When great moral issues are presented

England ever

has immedi-

ately responded

â��and, in my

own heart, I

certain extent

lethargy has

settled down

upon certain

sections of the

public, I am

ncvert he less

firmly c o n-

vinced that a

moral or

physical " call

to arms"

would be responded to as whole-heartedly

to-day as ever before in the history of our

country.

Mme. SARAH BERNHARDT says:

from an artistic point of view, I

consider that England is in a stronger position

to-day than she has ever been since first 1 uiis

privileged to knmo her."

I have been a very close observer of the

English stage ever since I first made my

THE RKV. F. B.

MKVICR.

feel,ever willâ��

to the appeal

of the higher

against the

lower and

baser. For

that reason,

although I

think to a

appearance in London at the Gaiety Theatre

in " Phexlre " over thirty years ago, and I can

say, with the firmest convict ion, that my facts

are right, that since those far-away days,

from the point of view of real art, the English

theatre has made rapid, far-reaching strides

for the better. To me, indeed, it seems that

in every detail of stage work the English

theatre to-day is in a stronger position,

artistically, than when first I made my bow

to London audiences.

Methods of production are greatly superior

to-day ; numerically speaking, there are far

more talented actors and actresses to-day

than, let me say, twenty to thirty years ago.

The atmosphere of the theatre is more faithful

to the policy of true art; all round, indeed,

.the dramatic art in England appears to be in

a more flourishing condition than it ever has

been before.

When first I made the acquaintance of the

English stage there were not a fifth of the
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places of amusement in London or in the

provinces that there are to-day. And yet I

have observed that although theatres and

other places of amusement have, within

recent years, been springing up, I might

almost say like mushrooms, so suddenly have

they made their appearance, yet, withal, in

every case, new ventures seem to thrive and

prosper in a manner which must be truly

gratifying to their promoters.

To-day people who live in small provincial

towns in Great Britain frequently have the

opportunity of seeing London successes

played, not in a way which might be con-

sidered good enough for the pro-

vinces, but very often almost

as well as when they were origin-

ally produced in your great

capital. No, no, no; it is un-

fair, unkind, unjust to point

the finger of scorn at the dra-

matic art in England to-day

and say, "That is all that we

have left of the great art of

the theatre as our fathers and

grandfathers knew it."

Those who profess to believe

that, artistically speaking, the

dramatic art in England is on

the decline can know little of

their subject. As one who has

ever been a faithful student

of the methods of English

playwrights, players, and play-

producers, I most emphatically state that

I consider, theatrically speaking, England

is stronger to-day than she has ever been

since first I was privileged to know her.

The late Mr. D. GRAHAM GILMOUR

sent THE STRAND MAGA/INE the jollmving

opinion a few days before his tragic death.

In the aerial competition of the nations,

although England has not yet taken the lead,

bearing in mind that the old country is

notoriously slow to launch out in innovations

of any kind the present positionâ��compara-

tively speakingâ��she now holds assuredly

points to the fact that she is at least as enter-

prising to-day as she was twenty years ago.

Thus, when the possibilities of motoring first

became apparent England was slow to take

her place in this new industryâ��far slower,

indeed, than she has been in ranging up along-

side other nations in the aeroplane industryâ��

which conclusively proves, I think, that she

is not on the down grade so far as initiative

is concerned.

Indeed, I am inclined to think that it is

Vol. xliv.-34.

official apathy which has allowed other

countries to get ahead of us in aviation. At

present, in land flying, we are a great distance

behind various other countriesâ��France, for

example â�� but in sea flying we might even

now start upon equal terms and get the lead

if prompt encouragement were given to the

Navy. Why this encouragement has not been

instantly forthcoming is a secret known only

to Whitehall. Why, too, our War Office is

behind all other War Offices so far a^ flying

is concerned is a query the answer to which

must be sought in the same quarter. Contrast

our policy with the French policy of extra

THK LATE MR. D. C.RAHAM

GILMOUR.
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pay and promotion for officers who fly., of

subsidies to constructors, and prizes for the

best machines, and the reason why England

lags behind in some respects must be seen at

once. But, as I have explained, England

has shown greater initiative in aviation

than she did at a similar period in the motor-

ing industry, and therefore it would seem

clear that she has advanced rather than gone

back, from the point of view of enterprise.

Mr. EUGENE CORR1, the well - known

boxing referee, dissents from the majority.

" English boxers," he says, " have certainly

not improved within recent years."

It is never an easy matter to compare

bygone with present-day celebrities in any

branch of sport, for the simple reason that

it is impossible to strike a line which has any

direct bearing on their respective merits.

But, even so, I feel bound to say that I have
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often, within recent years, been compelled

to form the opinion that, as the mother of

boxing, England latterly has not turned out

such skilful and sturdy children as she did a

decade or so ago ; for it seems to me then

both amateur and professional followers of the

fistic art were distinctly better than they are

to-day. For instance, to take a few names

at random, Peggy Bettinson, Tom Hill, Bob

Hare, John Douglas, and the Dearsleys

represent a better-class brand of boxer than

the majority of the best-known exponents of

the fistic art to-day.

Naturally, however, there are exceptions.

For example, the present amateur champion,

W. H. T. Douglas, is quite one of the finest

amateur boxers I have ever seen, while John

Hopley is assuredly one of the finest heavy-

weights that ever put a glove on. But still

one cannot help thinking that the average

young man of the present day is not quite so

tough as he used to be, though, so far as boxing

is concerned, this may perhaps be accounted

for by the fact

that the amateur

and the profes-

sional are much

closer together

these days than

they were twenty

years ago.

However, so

far as the lighter

division of boxers

are concerned,

an exception

must be made to

the above re-

mark, for in the

annals of fistic

history there can

MR. EUGENE

CORRI.
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surely never have been any better men than

Jim Driscoll, Fred Welsh, or Johnny Summers.

True, in one or two small respects they may,

perhaps, compare unfavourably with Pedlar

Palmer, who, as I have elsewhere remarked,

was quite a wonderful boxer when at his best;

but in other respects they are his superiors.

So that it is really an invidious task to be-

little the best representatives among the

light-weight division to the smallest extent.

In the other branches of boxing, however,

both amateur and professional, I regret to

say that I cannot

conscientiously give

it as my opinion

that England has

recently turned out

as good men as

did

twenty

fifteen

years

SIR JOSEPH

LYONS.

1'liato. (,â�� Cowr Stmt
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SIR JOSEPH

LYONS says that,

" commercially speak-

ing, it is my firm

conviction that Eng-

land is on the up

grade."

Commerciallyspeak-

ing, it is my firm con-

viction that the Uni-

ted Kingdom is not

only not on the down

grade, but is actually

making rapid pro-

gress every year. Many reasons for this

stronger position suggest themselves to me.

The enormous increase of imports and

exports indicates the way Britannia's shop

has expanded. The greater facilities for

the carriage of these imports and exports,

and the growth of shipping, have had much

to do with that expansion.

Cheaper fares and greater travelling facili-

ties and comforts have brought more people

from abroad to our shores, and every person

who comes to this country has a certain

spending capacity, greater or lesser, as the

case may be. They not only come to London

as a capital, but they go to all parts of the

kingdom, leaving some of their dollars, their

francs, or their marks behind them on their

departure.

The larger hotels, the better accommoda-

tion, and the increased amusements we now

offer all assist in this separation of our visitors
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from their money. I think I may humbly

claim to have had a fair knowledgeâ��and

withal an accurate knowledgeâ��of commercial

England for many years past, and, in my

opinion, when places of amusement increase

there is no surer sign that the prosperity

of the whole country has been increasing,

thus giving the masses more money to spend

upon pleasure.

There is one unfortunate phase, however,

that we have to face, and that is the higher

prices which now obtain for the necessaries

of life. So far as luxuries are concerned, the

wants of the well-to-do can be limited. But

the people's necessaries are becoming less

and less easy to secure, because, I imagine,

the population of the world increases in a

ratio which is not met by any commensurate

increase in the supplies from the land for the

use of that ever-growing mass of humanity.

Even America,

with its vast

arable areas, which

ought to be able

to supply the food

of the whole

world, is not self-

supporting, but

imports some of

her own require-

ments. The

remedy ? We 11,

it would help a

great deal were

more British

capital put into

some of our

Colonies for the

production of food-

stuffs, making those Colonies more prosperous

and rendering the Mother Country less

dependent upon foreign nations. If you

say this is a pill to cure an earthquake

â��well, maybe you will not be utterly wrong.

I am no specialist in world troubles, but

I think my way would reduce the inflam-

mation. In conclusion, I may perhaps be

allowed to add that those who continually

throw storms of invective at what they call

" England's decline as a commercial nation "

are doing more than merely utter idle

untruthsâ��they are assisting in no small

way to belittle our increasing commercial

greatness in the eyes of the foreigner. That,

surely, is no patriotic thing to do.

Mr. LANDON RONALD considers that

" from a musical standpoint England is pro-

gressing by leaps and bounds."

I confess that I have little patience with

those pessimistic grumblers who chant the

mournful song, " England is on the down

grade," with parrot-like faithfulness. To

their depressing cries there is no endâ��and,

worse still, although they can seldom find

any sound argument on which to base

their remarks, they nevertheless continue

to decry everything English with un-

flagging determination.

Now, so far as " musical England " is con-

cerned, not mere hearsay, but practical ex-

perience, has taught me that she is not only

steadily progressing, but that she is doing so

by leaps and bounds. For at least the past

twenty-five years there has been no question

of music being on the down grade in this

country. Rather, indeed, have we gone ahead

so quickly that we have not given our activity

time to spread abroad, with the result that

even to-day we are

still dubbed " an

unmusical nation."

It is only a ques-

tion of time, how-

ever, for this

stigma to be

removed, and fof

us to take our

proper place

amidst the great

musical nations of

the world.

To-day we have

as great musicians

in every bran châ��â�¢.

whether vocal,

instrumental, or

creative â�� as can

be found in any country in the world. The

sole reason that we have to struggle

harder than other nations who have

earned the reputationâ��sometimes all too

cheaplyâ��of being natural musicians lies in

our nationality. It would seem to have

become the fashion to designate England as

an unmusical nation. And than fashion

there is surely no harder taskmaster.

One great danger, and one danger only, can

I see on the musical horizonâ��and that is the

overcrowding of the profession. There are

hundreds, nay thousands, who,'through the

ill-advised and thoughtlessly-bestowed flattery

of friends, adopt music as a profession, when

really they ought never to be heard outside

their own drawing-room. It is critics of

this class who do so much to keep back

England's reputation for being a musical

nation. But despite the strength of the forces
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of these unconscious enemies of music, nothing

can, or will, stay the vast progressâ��musical

progress, that is to sayâ��which is taking

place in England to-day.

SIR CHARLES MACARA, Bart., the

well-known Lancashire cotton magnate, says

that unless English business men " show greater

interest in commercial propositions a down-

grade movement will set in."

I do not consider that England is yet on the

down grade, but unless business men show a

much greater interest in those matters which

are necessary for the maintenance of our

pre-eminent industrial and commercial posi-

tion, I fear a down-grade movement will set

in. I have not known public spirit to be at a

lower ebb than it is at the present time, and

I attribute this largely to the absorbing interest

in party politics to

which everything

else appears to be

subservient.

" / do not think

there are any visible

signs of physical

decadence in the

British thorough-

bred," writes Mr.

F. W. BALL

("Hotspur"), the

special racing corre-

spondent of the

"Daily Telegraph."

You ask me

whether England is

on the down grade

as regards its race-

horses. It would

be considered rank

heresy on my part if I said " Yes." As

a matter of fact, I don't think there

are any visible signs of physical decadence

in the British thoroughbred, notwith-

standing the fact that foreigners have

for years been buying up our best blood,

both stallions and brood mares. The fact

that the British racehorse remains supreme

despite this continuous drain is sufficiently

significantâ��it conveys a striking answer to

the above query.

By the present generation of racegoers it

is tacitly agreed that Ormonde was probably

the best horse ever foaled, though it is a

practical impossibility to settle such questions

as these effectually or satisfactorily. It is

extremely doubtful if we have, since Ormonde's

day, seen anything quite so good as the famous

SIR CHARLES MACARA.

rhoto. by Elliott Â£ Fr,.

son of Bend Or, but I have not observed any

signs of deterioration in the best thoroughbreds

either as regards strength, symmetry, quality,

or the sterling courage for which the British

racehorse has ever been so eminently dis-

tinguished. We hear from time to time that

consistent inbreeding to Galopin and St.

Simon has tended to develop undesirable

idiosyncrasies of temperament in certain

horses, but, on the whole, there is not much

to grumble about.

It is, of course, difficult to lay down hard

and fast rules in connection with breeding,

but experts are agreed that the most splendid

triumphs of the Turf have been achieved

by horses bred from special combinations

of size and strength in one parent with what

is called " quality " in the other. Stockwell,

Rataplan, and King Tom were types of big,

stout, or even coarse

horses. They may-

have represented a

hardier standard

than that main-

tained to-day,

though it would be

impossible to find

grander specimens

of the high-class

racehorse than Per-

simmon and Ard

Patrick,for instance,

and the former at

any rate transmitted

much of his own

power, bone, and

substance to his

sons, whilst in his

daughter, Sceptre,

we saw one of the

best mares foaled.

One thing is certain, and that is that we

have not so many genuine stayers as we had

formerly, and in this department France is

perhaps our superior. At the same time, I

do not consider this as a sign of deterioration

in the literal sense, but rather a question of

opportunity and degree. Owners and trainers

do not take the trouble to develop stamina in

their horses, for the simple reason that more

money can be won in the short-distance races,

and, however much we might like to disguise

it, the fact remains that " commercialism "

is the dominating factor in sport at the

present day.

No, upon serious consideration, I do not

think that England is on the down grade

as a horse-breeding nation, whatever may be

her decadence in other directions.



The Joyous Adventures

or Aristide Pujol.

By WILLIAM J. LOCKE.
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viii.â��The Adventure of the Pig's Head.

ROM the theatre of Perpignan,

where the necessity of the

moment had reduced him to

accept the position of drum-

mer in the orchestra, Arislide

Pujol issued one morning after

rehearsal, and, leaving his

colleagues to refresh themselves at a humble

call hard by, went forth in search of distrac-

tion. On the Quai Sadi-Carnot a familiar

sound met his earsâ��the roll of a drum,

followed by an incantation in a quavery,

high-pitched voice. It was the town crier,

with whom, as with a brother artiste, he had

picked acquaintance.

They met by the parapet of the Quai, just

as Pere Bracasse had come to the end of his

incantation. The old man, grizzled, tanned,

and seamed, leant weakly against the

parapet.

" How goes it, Pere Bracasse ? "

" Alas ! man ban monsieur, it goes from bad

to worse," sighed the old man. " I am at

the end of my strength. My voice has gone,

and the accursed rheumatism in my shoulder

gives me atrocious pain whenever I beat the

drum."

" How much more of your round have you

to go ? " asked Aristide.

" I have only just begun," said Pere

Bracasse.

A lunatic idea flashed through Aristide's

mind. He whipped the drum-strap over the

old man's head.

" Pere Bracasse," said he, " you are suffer-

ing from rheumatism, bronchitis, fever, and

corns, and you must go home to bed. I will

finish your round for you. Listen." And he

beat such a tattoo as Pere Bracasse had

never accomplished in his life. " Where

are your words ? "

The old man, too weary to resist, and

fascinated by Aristide's laughing eyes, handed

him a dirty piece of paper. Aristide read,

played a magnificent roll, and proclaimed in

a clarion voice that a gold bracelet having

been lost on Sunday afternoon in the Avenue

des Platanes, whoever would deposit it at

the Mairie would receive a reward.

Aristide darted off like a dragon-fly in the

sunshine, as happy as a child with a new toy.

Here he could play the drum to his heart's

content, with no score or conductor's baton

to worry him.

The effect of his drumming before the

Cafe de la Loge was electric. Shopkeepers

ran out of their shops, housewives craned

over their balconies to listen to him. By the

time he had threaded the busy strip of the

town and emerged on to the Place Arago he

had collected an admiring train of urchins.

On the Place Arago he halted on the fringe

of a crowd surrounding a cheap-jack, whose

vociferations he drowned in a roll of thunder.

He drummed and drummed till he became

the centre of the throng. Then he pro-

claimed the bracelet. He had not enjoyed

himself so much since he left Paris.

He was striding away, merry-eyed and

happy, followed by his satellites, when a

prosperous-looking gentleman, with a very

red face, a prominent roll of fat above the

back of his collar, and the ribbon of the

Legion of Honour in his buttonhole, hurried

up and laid a finger on his arm.

" Pardon, my friend," said he; " what are

you doing there ? "

" I am crying the loss of a bracelet,

monsieur."

" But who are you ? "

" I am Aristide Pujol, and I play the drum,

kettledrum, triangle, cymbals, castanets,

and tambourine in the orchestra of the

Tournee Gulland. And now, in my turn,

may I ask to whom I have the honour of

speaking ? "

Copyright, 1913, by William J. Locke, in the United States of America.
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" I am the Mayor of Perpignan."

Aristide raised his hat politely. " I hope

to have the pleasure," said he, " of M. le

Maire's better acquaintance."

The mayor, attracted by the rascal's

guileless mockery, laughed.

" You will, my friend, if you go on playing

th.it drum. You are not the town crier."

irresistible charm and roguishness about the

fellow, with his intelligent oval face, black

Vandyke beard, and magically luminous

eyes.

" I should have thought you had enough of

drums in your orchestra."

" Ah ! there I am cramped !" cried

Aristide. " I have it in horrorâ��in detesta-

"'I HOPE TO HAVB THE PLEASURE,' SAID HE, 'OF M. LE MAIRE'S BETTER ACQUAINTANCE.'"

Aristide explained. PÂ£re Bracasse was

ill, suffering from rheumatism, bronchitis,

fever, and corns. He was replacing him.

The mayor retorted that Pere Bracasse,

being a municipal functionary, could not

transmit his functions except through the

Administration. Aristide bowed to authority

and unstrung his drum.

" But I was enjoying myself so much, M. le

Maire. You have spoiled my day," said he.

The mayor laughed again. There was an

tion. Here I am free. I can give vent to

all the aspirations of my soul ! "

The mayor mechanically moved from the

spot where they had been standing. Aristide,

embroidering his theme, mechanically accom-

panied him ; and such is democratic France,

and also such was the magnetic, Ancient-

Mariner-like power of Aristide, that in a few

moments the amateur town crier and the

mayor were walking together, side by side,

along the Quai Sadi-Carnot, engaged in
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amiable converse. Aristide told the mayor

the story of his lifeâ��or such incidents of it

as were meet for mayoral ears; and when

they partedâ��the mayor to lunch, Aristide

to yield up the interdicted drum to Pere

Bracasseâ��they shook hands warmly and

mutually expressed the wish that they would

soon meet again.

They met againâ��Aristide saw to that.

They met again that very afternoon, in the

caji on the Place Arago. When Aristide

entered he saw the mayor seated at a table

in the company of another prosperous, red-

ribboned gentleman. Aristide saluted politely

and addressed the mayor. The mayor

saluted and presented him to M. Querin, the

President of the Syndicat d'Initiative of the

town of Perpignan.

Then ensued a conversation momentous

in its consequences.

The Syndicat d'Initiative is a semi-official

body existing in most provincial towns in

France for the purpose of organizing public

festivals for the citizens and developing the

resources and possibilities of the town for

the general amenity of visitors. Now Per-

pignan is as picturesque, as sun-smitten, and.

in spite of the icy Iraniontana, even as joyous

a place as tourist could desire, and the Car-

nival of Perpignan, as a spontaneous outburst

of gaiety and pageantry, is unique in France.

But Perpignan, being at the end of every-

where and leading to nowhere, attracts very

few visitors.

No English or Americansâ��the only visitors

of any account in the philosophy of pro-

vincial Franceâ��flock to Perpignan. This

was a melancholy fact bewailed by M. Querin.

The town was perishing from lack of Anglo-

Saxon support. M. Coquereau, the mayor,

agreed. If the English and Americans came

in their hordes to this paradise of mimosa,

fourteenth-century architecture, sunshine, and

unique carnival, the fortunes of all the citi-

zens would be assured. Perpignan would out-

rival Nice. But what could be done ?

" Advertise it," said Aristide. " Flood the

English-speaking world with glowing descrip-

tions of the place. It is not known to the

Anglo-Saxons."

" How can you be certain of that ? " asked

M. Querin.

" Parbleu ! " he cried, with a wide gesture.

' I have known the English all my life.

They have never heard of Perpignan."

His companions acquiesced sadly. Aristide,

aglow with a sudden impudent inspiration,

leant across the marble table.

"M. le Maire and M, le President du

Syndicat d'Initiative, I am sick to death of

playing the drum, the kettledrum, the

triangle, the cymbals, the castanets, and

the tambourine in the Tournec Gulland. I

was born to higher things. Entrust to me "

-â��he converged the finger-tips of both hands

to his bosomâ��" to me, Aristide Pujol, the

organization of Perpignanâ��Ville de Plaisir,

and you will not regret it."

The mayor and the president laughed.

But my astonishing friend prevailed, to

the extent of being employed, I fear in a

subordinate capacity, by the mayor and the

Syndicat in the work of propagandism.

His rise in the social scale of the town was

meteoric, chiefly owing to the goodwill of

Mme. Coquereau, the widowed mother of

the mayor. She was a hard-featured old

lady, with a face that might have been made

of corrugated iron painted yellow, and with

the eyes of an old hawk. She dressed always

in black, was very devout and rich and narrow

and iron-willed. Aristide was presented to

her one Sunday afternoon at the caje on the

Place Aragoâ��where on Sunday afternoons

all the fashion of Perpignan assemblesâ��and

â��need I say it ?â��she fell at once a helpless

victim to his fascination. Accompanying

her grandmother was Mile. Stephanie

Coquereau, the mayor's niece (a wealthy

orphan, as Aristide soon learned), nineteen,

pretty, demure, perfectly brought up, who

said " Oui, monsieur," and " Non, monsieur,"

with that quintessence of modest grace

which only a provincial French convent can

cultivate.

Aristide's heart left his body and rolled

at the feet of Mile. Stephanie. It was a way

with Aristide's heart. It was always doing

that.

Aristide called on Mme. Coquereau. In a

short space of time he became the intimate

friend of the house, and played piquet with

Mme. Coquereau, and grew familiar with the

family secrets. First he learned that Mile.

Stephanie would go to a husband with two

hundred and fifty thousand francs. Aris-

tide's heart panted at the feet of Mile.

Stephanie. Further he gathered that, though

M. Coquereau was a personage of great

dignity and importance in civic affairs, he

was but as a little child in his own house.

Mme. Coquereau held the money-bags. Her

son had but little personal fortune. He had

reached the age of forty-five without being

able to marry. Marriage unauthorized by

Mme. Coquereau meant immediate poverty

and the testamentary assignment of Mme,
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Coquereau's fortune to various religious

establishments.

So passed the halcyon hours. During the

daytime Aristide, in a corner of the mayor's

office, drew up flamboyant circulars

m

dinner, and generally came home just before

Aristide took his leave.

On the first evening of the Carnival, which

lasts nearly a fortnight in Perpignan, Aristide

made an excuse to slip away rather earlier

than usual, and,'the front door having closed

behind him, crossed the strip of gravel with

a quick step and flung out of the iron gates.

Now the house was surrounded by a low brick

wall. Aristide. on emerging through the iron

gates, heard the sound of scurrying footsteps

on the side of the wall nearest to the town,

and reached the corner just in time to see a

masquer, attired in a pierrot costume and

English which would have put a pushing

land and estate agent in the New Jerusalem

to the blush, and in the evening played

piquet with Mme. Coquereau, while Mile.

Stephanie, model of modest piety, worked

pure but nameless birds and flowers on her

embroidery frame. M. le Maire, of course,

â�¢ played his game of manilla at the cafe after

"SHE FKLL AT ONCE A HELPLESS VICTIM TO

HIS FASCINATION."

wearing what seemed to be a pig's head, dis-

appear round the farther angle. Paying no
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heed to this phenomenon, Aristide lit a cigar-

ette and walked, in anticipation of enjoyment,

to the great Avenue des Platanes, where the

revelry of the Carnival was being held.

The next morning the mayor entered his

office with a very grave face.

" Do you know what has happened ? My

house was broken into last night. The safe

in my study was forced open, and three

thousand francs and some valuable jewellery

were stolen. Quel malheur I" he cried,

throwing himself into a chair and wiping his

forehead. "It is not I who can afford to

lose three thousand francs at once. If they

had robbed maman it would have been a

different matter ! "

Aristide expressed his sympathy.

" Whom do you suspect ? " he asked.

" A robber, parbleu 1 " said the mayor.

" The police are even now making their

investigations."

The door opened and a plain-clothes

detective entered the office.

" M. le Maire," said he, with an air of

triumph, " I know a burglar."

" Arrest him at once," said Aristide.

" Alas, monsieur ! " said the detective,

'' that I cannot do. I have called on him

this morning, and his wife tells me that he

left for the North yesterday afternoon. But

it is Jose Puegas that did it. I know his

ways."

" Tiens ! " said the mayor, reflectively.

" I know him also ; an evil fellow."

Aristide suddenly bethought him of the

furtive masquer of the night before.

" I can put you on his track," said he,

and related what he knew.

The mayor looked dubious. " It wasn't

he," he remarked.

The detective did not condescend to reply

to Aristide.

" M. le Maire," said he, " I should like to

examine the premises, and beg that you will

have the kindness to accompany me."

When they reached the houseâ��distances

are short in Perpignanâ��they found police-

men busily engaged with tape measures

around the premises. Old Mme. C'oquereau,

in a clean white linen dressing-jacket and

bare-headed, defying the keen air, stood

grim and eager in the midst of them.

" Good morning, M. Pujol. What do you

think of this ? "

" A veritable catastrophe," said Aristide.

She shrugged her iron shoulders. " I tell

him it serves him right," she said, cuttingly.

" A sensible person keeps his money under

his mattress, and not in a tin machine by a

Vol. xliv.-35.

window which anyone can get at. 1 wonder

we've not been murdered in our beds before."

" Ah, maman 1 " expostulated the Mayor

of Perpignan.

But she turned her back on him and worried

the policemen. They, having probed and

measured and consulted with the detective,

came to an exact conclusion. No one in

Perpignan but Jose Puegas, with his bad,

Socialistic, Barcelona blood, could have done

it. Aristide felt strangely depressed. He

had narrated his story of the pig-headed

masquer once more to unresponsive ears.

Moodily he wandered away from the little

crowd. He hated the police and their airs of

gods for whom exists no mystery. He went

round the house and examined the pla"e by

himself.

Suddenly his quick eye lit on something

in the gravel path, and his heart gave a great

leap. It was a little round pink disc of

confetti.

" Aha ! " he cried. " Now we shall see

who is right and who is wrong ! "

He began to search, and soon found another

bit of confetti. A little farther along he dis-

covered a third and a fourth. By using his

walking-stick he discovered that they formed

a trail to a point in the wall. He examined

the wall. There, if his eyes did not deceive

him, were evidences of mortar dislodged by

nefarious toes. And there, mirabile visit!

at the very bottom of the wall lay a little

woollen pompon or tassel, just the kind of

pompon that gives a finish to a pierrot's

shoes.

The pig-headed masquer stood confessed.

"Tronde Vair!" cried Aristideâ��a Pro-

vencal oath which he only used on sublime

occasions. " It is I who will discover the

thief and make the whole lot pf you the

laughing-stock of Perpignan."

" Mme. C'oquereau," said he that evening,

while she was dealing a hand at piquet, " what

would you say if I solved this mystery and

brought the scoundrel to justice ? "

" To say that you would have more sense

than the police would be a poor compliment,"

said the old lady.

Stephanie raised cloistered eyes from her

embroidery frame. She sat in a distant

corner of the formal room, discreetly lit by

a shaded lamp.

" You have a clue, monsieur ? " she asked,

with adorable timidity.

Aristide tapped his forehead with his- fore-

finger. " All is there, mademoiselle."

They exchanged a glanceâ��the first they

had exchangedâ��while Mme. Coquereau was
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frowning at her cards ; and Aristide inter-

preted the glance as the promise of supreme

reward for great deeds accomplished.

The mayor returned early from the cafi, a

dejected man. The loss of his hundred and

twenty pounds weighed heavily on his mind.

He kissed his mother sorrowfully on the

cheek, his niece on the brow, held out a

drooping hand to Aristide, and, subsiding

into a stiff imitation Louis XVI. chair,

rested his elbows on its slim arms, and hid

his face in his hands.

" My poor uncle ! You suffer so much ? "

breathed Stephanie, in divine compassion.

Mme. Coquereau's attention wandered

from the cards.

" Dis done, Fcrnand," she said, sharply;

" why are you not wearing your ring ? "

The mayor looked up.

" Maman," said he, " it is stolen."

" Your beautiful ring ? " cried Aristide.

The mayor's ring, which he usually wore,

was a remarkable personal adornment. It

consisted of a couple of snakes in old gold

clenching an enormous topaz between their

heads.

" You did not tell me, Fernand," rasped

the old lady. " You did not mention it to

me as being one of the stolen objects."

The mayor rose wearily. " It was to

avoid giving you pain, maman. I know what

a value you set upon the ring of my good

Aunt Philomene."

" And now it is lost," said Mme. Coquereau,

throwing down her cards. " A ring that

belonged to a saint. Yes, M. Pujol, a saint,

though she was my sister. A ring that had

been blessed by His Holiness the Pope ! And

instead of taking care of this precious heir-

loom, he goes and locks it away in a safe.

Ah ! you fill me with shame. M. Pujol, I am

sorry I can play no more; I must retire.

Stephanie, will you accompany me ? "

And, gathering up Stephanie like a bunch

of snowdrops, the yellow, galvanized iron

old lady swept out of the room.

The mayor looked at Aristide and threw out

his arms dejectedly.

" Such are women," said he.

The next few days passed busily for

Aristide. He devoted every spare hour to

his new task. He scrutinized every inch of

ground between the study window and the

wall; he drew radiating lines from the point

of the wall whence the miscreant had started

homeward, and succeeded in finding more

confetti. He cross-examined every purveyor

of pierrot shoes and pigs' heads in Perpignan.

The thing became an obsession. Not only

his honour, but his future was at stake. If

he discovered the thief he would be the most

talked-of person in Perpignan. He would

know how to improve his position. He

would rise to dizzy heights. And, finally,

both the mayor and Mme. Coquereau would

place the blushing and adorable Mile.

Stephanie in his arms and her two hundred

and fifty thousand francs dowry in his pocket.

On the last Saturday night of the Carnival

there was a special corso for the populace in

the Avenue des Platanesâ��the long, splendid

avenue of plane trees just outside the Porte

Notre Dame which is the special glory of

Perpignan. The masquers danced to three

or four bands.. It was a corso blanc, and every-

one wore whiteâ��chiefly modifications of

pierrot costumeâ��and everyone was masked.

Shouts and laughter and music filled the air.

Aristide, in a hideous red mask and with a

bag of confetti under his arm, plunged with

enthusiasm into the revelry. To enjoy your-

self you only had to throw your arm round a

girl's waist and swing her off wildly to the

beat of the music. There was one fair

masquer to whom Aristide became peculiarly

attracted. Her movements were free, her

figure dainty, and her repartee, below her

mask, more than usually piquant.

" This hurly-burly," said he, drawing her

into a quiet eddy of the stream, " is no place

for the communion of two twin souls."

" Beau masque," said she, " I perceive

that you are a man of much sensibility."

" Shall we find a spot where we can mingle

the overflow of our exquisite natures ? "

" As you like."

" Allans ! Hop 1" cried he, and, seizing

her round the waist, danced through the

masquers to the very far end of the Avenue.

" There is a sequestered spot round here,"

he said.

They turned. The sequestered spot, a

seat beneath a plane tree, with a silent, lone-

some arc-lamp shining full upon it, was

occupied.

" It's a pity ! " said the fair unknown.

But Aristide said nothing. He stared.

On the seat reposed an amorous couple. The

lady wore a white domino and a black mask.

The cavalier, whose arm was around the

lady's waist, wore a pig's head and a clown

or pierrot's dress.

Aristide's eyes fell upon the shoes. On

one of them the pompon was missing.

The lady's left hand tenderly patted the

cardboard snout of her lover. The fierce

light of the arc-lamp caught the hand and

revealed, on the fourth finger, a topaz ring,
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agent aside, and, breathless,

half hysterical, acquainted

him with the astounding dis-

covery.

" VVhat do you

want me to do ? "

asked the brigadier,

stolidly.

"Do?" cried

Aristide. " Do you

think I want you

to kiss them and

cover them with

-

the topaz held in its place by two snakes'

heads.

Aristide stared for two seconds ; it seemed

to him two centuries. Then he turned

simply, caught his partner again, and with a

" Allans t Hop I " raced back to the middle

of the throng. There, in the crush, he un-

ceremoniously lost her, and sped like a

maniac to the entrance gates. His friend the

Brigadier Pesac happened to be on duty.

He unmasked himself, dragged the police

"THE LADY'S LEFT HAND TENDERLY PATTED THK

CARDBOARD SNOUT OF HER LOVER."

roses ? What do you generally do with

thieves in Perpignan ? "

" Arrest them," said the brigadier.
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" Eh bien!" said Aristide. Then he

pausedâ��the drama of the situation striking

him. " No, wait. Go and find them.

Don't take your eyes off them. I will

run and fetch M. le Maire, and he will

identify his propertyâ��et puis nous aurons la

scene a jaire."

The stout brigadier grunted an assent and

rolled monumentally down the Avenue.

Aristide, his pulses throbbing, his heart

exulting, ran to the mayor's house. He

dashed past the maid-servant who opened

the door, and burst into the prim salon.

Mme. Coquereau was alone.

" Man Dieu! what is all this ? " she

cried.

" Madame." shouted he, " glorious news !

I have found the thief ! "

He told his tale. Where was M. le

Maire ?

" He has not yet come back from the

fa/S."

" I'll go and find him," said Aristide.

" And waste time ? Bah ! " said the iron-

faced old lady, catching up a black silk shawl.

" I will come with you and identify the ring

of my sainted sister Philomene. Who should

know it better than I ? "

Two minutes found them on their journey.

Mme. Coquereau, in spite of her sixty-five

years, trudged along with springing step.

When they arrived at the gate of the

Avenue the police on guard saluted. The

mother of M. le Maire was a power in Per-

pignan.

" Monsieur," said Aristide, in lordly fashion,

to a policeman, " will you have the goodness

to make a passage through the crowd for

Mme. Coquereau, and then help the Brigadier

Pesac to arrest the burglar who broke into

the house of M. le Maire ? "

The man obeyed, went ahead clearing the

path with the unceremoniousness of the law,

and Aristide, giving his arm to Mme.

Coquereau, followed gloriously. As the im-

pressive progress continued the revellers

ceased their revels and followed in the wake

of Aristide. At the end of the Avenue

Brigadier Pesac was on guard. He

approached.

" They are still there," he said.

The two police officers, Aristide, and Mme.

Coquereau turned the corner. At the sight

of the police the guilty couple started to their

feet. Mme. Coquereau pounced like a hawk

on the masked lady's hand.

"I identify it!" she cried. "Brigadier,

I give these people in charge for theft."

The white-masked crowd surgecj around

the group, in the midst of which stood Aris'.ide

transfigured. It was his supreme moment.

He flourished in one hand his red mask and

in the other a pompon which he had extracted

from his pocket.

" This I found," said he, " beneath the

wall of M. le Maire's garden. Behold the

shoe of the accused."

The crowd murmured their applause and

admiration. Neither of the prisoners stirred.

The pig's head grinned at the world with its

inane, painted leer.

" Attention, s'il vous plait," said the police-

men, and, each holding a prisoner by the

arm, they made a way through the crowd.

Mme. Coquereau and Aristide followed close

behind.

" What did I tell you ? " cried Aristide

to the brigadier.

" It's Puegas all the same," said the

brigadier, over his shoulder.

" I bet you it's not," said Aristide, and,

striding swiftly to the back of the male

prisoner, whipped off the pig's head, and

revealed to the petrified throng the familiar

features of the Mayor of Perpignan !

Aristide regarded him for two or three

seconds open-mouthed, and then fell back

into the arms of the Brigadier Pesac, scream-

ing with convulsive laughter. The crowd

caught the infection of merriment. Shrieks

filled the air. The vast mass of masqueraders

held their sides, swayed helplessly, rolled in

heaps, men and women, tearing each other's

garments as they fell.

Aristide, deposited on the ground by the

Brigadier Pesac, laughed and laughed. When

he recovered some consciousness of surround-

ings he found the mayor bending over him

and using language that would have made

Tophet put its fingers in its ears. He rose.

Mme. Coquereau shook her thin fists in his

face.

" Imbecile ! Triple fool ! " she cried.

Aristide turned tail and fled. There was

nothing else to do.

And that was the end of his career at

Perpignan. Vanished were the dreams of

civic eminence ; melted into thin air the

vision of the modest Stephanie crowned

with orange-blossom; gone for ever the two

hundred and fifty thousand francs.

If the mayor had been allowed to go dis-

guised to the police-station he could have

disclosed his identity and that of the lady in

private to awe-stricken functionaries. He

might have forgiven Aristide. But Aristide

had exposed hjm to the derision of the whole
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of Roussillon and the never-ending wrath of

Mme. Coquereau. Ruefully Aristide asked

himself the question : Why had the mayor

not taken him into the confidence of His

masquerading escapade ? Why had he not

told him of the pretty widow whom, unknown

to his^mother, he was courting ? Why had

he permitted her to wear the ring which he

had given her so as to spite his sainted Aunt

Philomene ? And why had he gone on wear-

ing the pig's head after Aristide had told him

of his suspicions ? Ruefully Aristide found

"ARISTIDE, GIVING HIS

ARM TO MMR. COQUKRKAU,

FOLLOWED GLORIOUSLY."

no answers save in the general chucklc-

headedness of mankind.

"If it hadn't been such a good farce I

should have wept like a cow," said Aristide,

after relating this story. " But every time

I wanted to cry I laughed. Norn de Dieit!

You should have seen his face ! He was

very cross with me," he added, after a smiling

pause, " and when I got back to Paris I tried

to pacify him."

" What did you do ? " I asked.

" I sent him my photograph," said Aristide.

Next month's Story, " The Adventure of a St. Martin's Summer" which concludes Aristide

Pujofs Joyous Adventures, will be found one of the most delightful of the wlwle



My Favourite Love^

Scene."

A Symposium of the Opinions of

Leading Actors and Actresses of the

Love - Scenes They Have Played

\Vhich Have Made the Greatest

Appeal to Them.

MR. GRAHAM BROWNE. MISS ETHEI. IRVING.

Miss Elhel Irving selects the well-known dressing-room scene in " Lady Frederick " as her favourite love-scene.

f rom a Photograph by Dover Sti-eet Studia*.

YNICS may sneer, but the

love of a man for a maid is

the one touch of Nature that

makes us all kin, and although

there have been in the past,

and probably will be in the

future, successful plays in

which a love interest has been absent, the

fact remains that from time immemorial the

majority of the most successful plays seen on

the English stage have been those in which

there has been a strong love interest.

Curiously enough, however, a love - scene

which, from the point of view of the public,

may appear particularly attractive, by no

means invariably makes the same appeal to

the actor and actress taking part in it, and

in order, therefore, to provide readers of THE

STRAND MAGAZINE with situations connected

with affairs of the heart which have made the

greatest appeal to them from an acting point

of view, we have collected from many of the

most popular artistes of the day their views

on " My Favourite Love-Scene."

Miss ETHEL IRVING.

I find it far from an easy matter to reduce

the many love-scenes I have played down to

one, as my favourite. On the whole, however,

by reason of the love-makingâ��or perhaps I

should say love-breakingâ��being of a decidedly-

unusual kind, I feel disposed to vote for the

love-scene in the third act of Mr. W. Somerset

Maugham's very clever and successful comedy,

" Lady Frederick."

As a general rule, from an actress's point
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of view, no doubt a love-scene which

has a happy endingâ��that is to say, in

which the two lovers finally decide to

marry, and hope to live happily ever

after â�� must be the most satisfactory.

In the case of the scene referred to in

" Lady Frederick," however, I felt the

clever characterization of the dramatist

to the full, and knew that the " end "

was not only the right end, but was also

the one end to make the greatest appeal

to all thinking people, and on that

account it was naturally effective with

the public, for your twentieth-century

theatre-goer is, as a rule, a particularly

sound critic. ' Yes. I select the third act

of " Lady Frederick " with every confi-

dence that I am justified in naming it

as my favourite love-scene.

Most readers will have pleasurable re-

collections of this scene, in which

Lady Frederick so effectually cures

Lord Mereston of his infatuation

by receiving him before she is

" made up " and then, by per-

forming her toilet in his pre-

sence, revealing to him the

fact that her beauty is

largely artificial.

Mr. LEWIS WALLER.

I can think of many

characters I have

played in the course

of representing which

an element of love

has entered in a

greater or lesser

degree ; of such,

perhaps, my

favourite is Bru-

tus. My reason

for selecting

Brutus lies in

the fact that

he appeals

to me as the

most per-

fect man

in the j-

whole gal-

lery of the

greatShake-

s pe arcan

char acters,

on account of his

dignity and gentle-

ness, his absolute

sense of right and

Fromu 1'huto. &Â»] MISS CRACK LANE. MR. LKWIS WALLER. !Â«((Â«<* Walcrt.

A favourite love-scene of Mr. Lewis Waller's is in " Miss Elizabeth's Prisoner."
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duty, his tenderness, and the love he bore

to Portia.

Again, regarding the matter from the

actor's point of view of playing the part for

a run, I should feel disposed to select

Othello or Henry V., for the reason that

they are fgreater acting parts. Still, it is

possible [that, regarding a character purely

from the standpoint of the possibilities it

gives the actor as a stage lover, the histrionic

" appeal " of the love - scene in " Miss

Elizabeth's Prisoner," by Robert Neilson

Stephens and E. Lyall Swete, is greater than

all â�� that is, from a wide,

sympathetic standpoint. I am

not suggesting for a moment

Mr. ALLAN AYNESWORTH.

My favourite love-scene is that between

the Countess of Killone and the Right Hon.

Denzil Trevena, M.P., in " The Earth " (by

James Bernard Fagan).

The theatre is not a court for the trying of

the moral failings of poor, frail human beings,

and because Lady Killone, a married woman,

loved the Hon. Denzil Trevena, M.P., is an

unfortunate state of affairs which has no

bearing on the strength of the love-scene the

dramatist so cleverly portrayed. Unfortu-

nate attachments of this sort are none the

MISS I.KNA ASlfWEl.L. MR. ALLAN AYNESWORTH.

The love-scene in " The Earth" is chosen by Mr. Allan Aynesworth as his favourite.

Fi-om a Phototiraith by Tte />oÂ«r Street Studiot.

that the part of Peyton is my favourite, but

from an " appealing " heart standpoint as an

actor I can fully appreciate the various

reasons which combined to make the scene

so popular with all classes of theatre-goers.

In the scene in question, as will doubtless

be remembered, Harry Peyton, a rebel captain

of Lee's Horse, while lying wounded in the

Philipse Manor House, falls in love with Miss

Elizabeth Philipse. Consequently, when the

troops come to take him, instead of giving

up her prisoner, Miss Elizabeth tells them he

has escaped, and sends them off on a false

Scent,

less strong from a dramatic point of view by

reason of the fact that they are wrong, and I

select the scene by reason of its dramatic

power, coupled with the human sympathy

and unselfishness of both Trevena and Lady

Killone. The dignity of their affection, too,

in my humble opinion, assists greatly in the

appeal it must make alike to artiste and

audience.

It may be helpful to any readers of THE

STRAND MAGAZINE who did not, perchance,

witness " The Earth " if I say that in the last

act of the play Lady Killone proved the dis-

interestedness of her affection for Trevena
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by askingâ��nay, beggingâ��to be allowed to one, but at the same time I feel bound to

sacrifice her reputation rather than that say that I have played in no other part con-

Trevena should retract one whit from the

policy he had arranged to follow in his political

career.

nected with " the love of a man for a maid "

which has appealed to me more than Scene i,

Act II., of " The Taming of the Shrew."

MISS LILY URAYTO.V. MR OSCAR ASCHE.

The unorthodox love - making scenes in " The Taming of the Shrew" make the greatest appeal to

frown J'Aufoprrip/i&jr] Mr. Oscar Asche. [Johnstontt Huffman*.

Mr. OSCAR ASCHE. The part of Petruchio appeals to me strongly

From the point of view of orthodox love- for various reasons. Thus Petruchio, madman

making the situation is certainly a peculiar though he is in his senses, is at heart a really

Vol. xliv.â��36.
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honest fellow who, nevertheless, hardly speaks

a word of truth, and yet succeeds in all his

tricks and impostures. Petruchio thus gives

the actor particularly wide scope, for he is

so full of untiring animal spirits, and. acting

as he does his assumed character to the life,

he still never really shows a particle of real

ill-humour from beginning to end. By

simple reason that it always appeals to me

as being quite one of the most beautiful love-

scenes ever written. Within the peaceful and

romantic glades of the Forest of Arden

Rosalind and Orlando select an ideal spot in

which to unfold their love. Again, this love-

scene appeals to me particularly strongly by

reason of the wonderful light and shade of

Rosalind's character. One moment she is

bubbling over with the joy of life, the next

she is tender and sympathetic ; and all the

time her tongue runs the faster to hide the

pressure at her heart. And the faster she

talks the deeper does she fall in love. Yes,

to me this scene is of wondrous beauty, and I

hope soon to play it again.

Miss VIOLET VANBRUGH,

My favourite love-scene is the scene between

Portia and Hassanio in " The Merchant of

MISS LILY BKAYTON. MR. HICNKY AINLEY.

The love-scene between Orlando and Rosalind in " As YOJ Like It " is Miss Lily Brayton's choice.

p\oin a rhotovraph by fiitti Martin.

many critics, no doubt, my choice will be

regarded as a somewhat curious one, but the

fact none the less remains that Petruchio's

love-making methods throughout the whole

play seem to me to give an actor a real chance

of displaying his art to the full.

Miss LILY BRAYTON.

My favourite love-scene is that between

Orlando and Rosalind in " As You Like It."

I select this particular scene for the sole and

Venice." I choose this particular scene

because it shows to the full the depths of

Portia's loveâ��a love in which there is not a

trace of thought for self. Surely if " the

truest self be unselfishness," Portia attained

that self in the following wonderful passage,

beginning :â��

Portia: You see me, Lord Bassanio, where I stand,

Such as I am ; though for myself alone

I would not be ambitious in my wish,

To wish myself much better; yet for you

I would be trebled twenty times myself.
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MISS VIOLET VANHKUGH. MR. JULIAN L ESTRANGE.

The Casket Scene in " The Merchant of Venice " is selected by Miss Violet Vanbrugh.

Pram a fluloerapk I if Ella Â£ Walert.

. Mr. CYRIL MAUDE.

I can think of no love-scene in which I have

played that has appealed to me more than

that between Major Bingham (loth Dragoon

Guards) and Muriel Mannering, in the late

Captain Robert Marshall's delightful comedy,

" The Second in Command." " Binks " to

his friendsâ��and their name was legion upon

legionâ��and Bingham to his casual acquaint-

ances, who, by the way. generally called him

" Binks " on the first really plausible oppor-

tunityâ��a thunderingly good human fellow,

who could see at least a dozen good points

in even the so-styled "worst" of his

fellows, and not a single bad point in the

othersâ��was a stage character so cleverly

drawn that, somehow or other, one felt the

better for being allowed to try to play the

part. No doubt as an artistic lover, in the

academical sense of the word, hundreds of men

MISS DORIS I.YTTON. MR. CYRIL MAUDE.

Mr. Cyril Maude's choice falls on the love-scene in "The Second in Command."

fVom a Pfuftogruph by the " Daily J/irror " Sttidiot.
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about town could lay claimâ��and with a

certain amount of justification, tooâ��to be

able to give " Binks " points. But in one

respect he surely cannot fail to appeal more

strongly than most stage loversâ��or perhaps

1 should say than manyâ��he possessed a heart

of gold with an elastic-sided covering. What

more can any good woman want than that ?

And, of course, as you have doubtless seen

" The Second in Command," you realize, too,

that Muriel Mannering was like " Binks,"

one of the best and most human of human

beings. Yes, of the many stage love-scenes

in which I have played I was never happier

than when doing my humble best to try to

represent Major Bingham as a lover.

Miss ELLEN TERRY.

I find it a matter of very great difficulty

to select one particular love-scene as my

favourite. I can at least say, however, that

I have ever felt the deepest affection and

admiration for the passage in " Romeo and

Juliet " in which Juliet makes apology for

her maiden boldness.

My reason for selecting this particular

passage is that it serves to show to the full

the perfect refinement and delicacy of

Shakespeare's conception of the female cha-

racter. In this passageâ��and, indeed, in all

the rest â�� Juliet's heart, fluttering between

joy, hope, and fear, seems to regulate her

speech in so beauti-

ful a manner that

the thought instinc-

tively crosses one's

mind that here, at

least, the feelings of

youth and of the

spring are blended

together like the

breath of opening

flowers.

Mr. MARTIN

HARVEY.

My favourite

love - scene is that

between Pelleas and

Melisande in Act

IV. of "Pelleas and

Melisande," by M.

Maeterlinck.

You ask me why

I select this particu-

lar scene ? What

were my sensations

while playing it ?

Why the scene was

effective from the

point of view of an

actor, as also from

the point of view of Mr- Ma[tln Har.vev.a?.^el!ea.?

the public ? My

Miss Ellen Terry in the Balcony Scene from " Romeo and Juliet," which she selects from

the many famous love-scenes she has played.

From a Photograph by Window A Grovt.

in Pelleas and Melisande,

which contains his favourite

love-scene.

Prom a PHotovmph by L.

reply must be that

the lines are so

beautiful that they

surely demand no

" explanation." In

any case, it is be-

yond me to explain

why " a thing of

beauty, a thought

of beauty, why

everything beauti-

ful, in fact, must

be a joy for ever."

Surely, too, it is

nigh on sacrilege to

try to paint a beau-

tiful word -picture

in mere common-

matter-of- fact,

everyday language.

I feel I can safely

leave the beauty of

the scene to make

its own appeal.



The Light Side of Flying.

By CHARLES ROSS.

HAT there is a humorous as

well as a serious side to the

science of aviation has so far

been somewhat overlooked by

the average man. When men

first began to fly in aeroplanes

the results were frequently of

so serious a nature that there was a resultant

idea that flying was

not a subject to be

treated lightly.

"Fortunately,"

writes Mr. C. G.

Grey, the editor of

the Aeroplane, " avi-

ation has its lighter

side. Everyone who

is in the habit of fre-

quenting our flying

grounds knows how

extremely humorous

many of the happen-

ings are â�� from the

humour of a smash

which might have

been a serious acci-

dent, but is not, to

the humour of the

wonderful machine

which would beat

everything in exist-

ence except for its

one faultâ��the fact

that it refuses to

fly."

Naturally, our

humorous artists,

ever seeking some-

thing new, have not

neglected the oppor-

tunities provided by

safe, some'ow."

Kfproducfd by kittd pcnniuion of the Proprietors of " Punch."

the advent of the

aeroplane. The

drawing that has

provided the flying

world with most amusement, and for which

the majority of the members of the Aero

Club would vote as the best that has ever

appeared, is the one depicting the aviator's

return home at 3 a.m., drawn by Mr. Fleming

Williams for the Aeroplane, and reproduced

on the next page.

Then there is the sketch of the polite airman

who has collided with a church steeple, appa-

rently with results more disastrous to the

steeple than to himself. One of the best of

American flying drawings also concerns a

church steeple, and adequately explains why-

aeroplane weddings

are not likely ever

to become popular.

Even the intrepid

Mr. Grahame-White,

who was recently

married, adopted the

old-fashioned

methods of progres-

sion, although num-

bers of guests arrived

" by air." Perhaps

he had seen this

drawing from Life.

Mr. Grahame-

White tells of one

of those machines

which are heard of

from time to time,

which arc going to

revolutionize avia-

tion. In this par-

ticular case the mys-

terious machine had

been in course of

construction for a

lengthy period, and

although its some-

what pompous in-

ventor had much to

say of what it was

going to do, he

seemed in no hurry

to put his theories

HOUSEKREAKER : 4I Well, that don't look to me Wdly to & practical test.

UP ABOVE THE \VORLU SO HIGH.

At last, when every

possible excuse had

been exhausted, a trial flight of the new

machine was announced. With much solemnity

it was wheeled out from the friendly shelter of

its shed, and was at once surrounded by the

ever-present photographers, who suggested
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WIFE (10 husband returning at 3.30 a.m.): "Come down, you coward !"

Ba itenniofion of " Tlu; Aeroplane."

to the inventor that he should be photo-

graphed sitting in the machine before making

a flight. They found him only too ready to

oblige, and, with the dignity of a man who

was about to make history, he leaped into

the seat. Before he had time to attempt to

arrange himself there was an ominous crack,

and then the seat began to subside beneath

his weight, and the wonderful aircraft bent

and broke, and finally parted in the middle,

leaving its unfortunate designer seated on the

ground in a pile of debris, making a pathetic

attempt to maintain his dignity. The effect

on the spectators may be better imagined

than described.

At the first Blackpool flying meeting it

had been a rough, stormy morning, and flying

was quite out of the question. After the

spectators had

waited patiently

for some hours in

the hope that

things might im-

prove, a burly

North Country-

man solemnly in-

quired of one of

the attendants:

'"Ere, I'm tired

o' this spoort.

When's the in-

terval ? "

In Germany

much more atten-

tion was at first

paid to dirigible

balloons than to

aeroplanes, and

the unfortunate

series of accidents

which have be-

fallen the numer-

ous Zeppelin

family of aircraft

have provided

material for much

quiet jesting in

the German Press.

It is said that the

sentiment ex-

pressed in the

phrase, " A short

life and a gay one,"

is now rendered in

Germany by a new

proverbâ��" To live

as a Zeppelin."

Model aeroplanes

in which the motive

power is supplied by means of a stretched

clastic thread have been much in vogue lately.

There is a true story told of a lady who had

examined one of these models, and to whom

the purpose of the elastic had just been

explained. " How interesting ! " she said.

" And do they drive real aeroplanes with

elastic ? " There is another story of a

working man who was shown this same model.

" Does it fly ? " he asked. He was assured

that it did. " How do you get it to come

down when it has finished flying ? " was his

next query. Yet another remark which has

been found worth recording was heard on an

occasion when a number of models were being

flown. A long string attached to a small

weight, used for recovering models which

had hung up in trees, was lying on the grass,
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and a spectator asked his companion what it

could be for. " Why," was the reply, " they

throw it over the airship when it gets too

high, and then they pull it down."

Aviators' names sometimes prove a

stumbling-block to those who do not regu-

larly follow the flying news. When Morane

was acting as pilot at a Bournemouth flying

meeting a native of a village a few miles

outside the town was asked whether Morane

had been out that way. " More rain ? " was

the reply. " No ; and we don't want none,

neither, this side of harvest."

An Irishman was watching for the first

time an aeroplane in full flight. His simple

mind was unable to understand how the

machine could stay up in the air without

support of some kind. " Pat," said he,

" there must be a wire houldin' thot up."

What the other end of the wire was attached

to didn't bother him. Perhaps it was in

some miraculous manner hung to a cloud, a

feat to be accomplished by means of some

philosopher's stone known only to aviators.

But Pat was a man of the world, and assured

his friend, with no small amount of scorn,

that such a thing was impossible. The argu-

ment had continued for a minute or so when

something happened, the machine failed, and,

coming down with a crash, was smashed to

pieces, the pilot escaping by something

approaching a miracle. " Shure, an' that

proves it ! " exclaimed Pat's unbelieving

friend. " The wire's broke ! "

This Irishman must have been a relation

of that artist's house-breaker who, stand-

ing on the top of a tottering wall which he

had almost completely demolished, thought

that aeroplaning " looked 'ardly safe, some-

how."

Probably there is not now a man, woman,

or child in this country who does not know

TUP. ANSWER.

"WHAT CAN BE KREPING THE IIRIPF.GROOM ?"

Copyright " Life" /'JtWii/iiNtr
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PILOT (from force of habit) : " Sorry I "
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what an aeroplane is. although they may

have been far from seeing one. It is only a

year or so ago, however, that one of our early

airmen, motoring through a remote and sleepy

village, was forced to stop whilst a tyre was

repaired. He came across the village car-

penter, and, to pass the time, engaged him in

conversation. It occurred to the aviator to

find out what was thought in this remote

spot of the wonderful progress that had

recently been made in the flying world, so

he put a preliminary question. " Have you

even seen an aeroplane ? " he asked. " Noa ;

an' I doan't warnt

to," said the vil-

lager, opening his

tool-bag. "I doan't

believe in these

'ere 'Merikan tools.

But I tell 'ee what

â�� 'ere's a jack-

plane I've used fer

the last sixty year,

an' me feyther

afore me."

M. Paulhan, at

an aviation ban-

quet, told of his

having met a one-

legged, one-armed

man who claimed

the sympathies

and the alms of

the passers-by on

the ground of his

once having been

an aeronaut.

" ' How did you

meet with such a

terrible calamity?'

I asked.

" ' Why,' said

he, ' it was this

way. I once made

an ascent with my

five - year - old

daughter,a beauti-

ful child with blue

eyes and golden

hair. Ah, I wish

you had known

her, sir ! Well, at

a height of five

thousand feet we

began to descend

with incredible

rapidity. A sharp

and cutting wind

rendered me

almost helpless, but I threw out bag after

bag of ballast. Still we descended. I threw

out everythingâ��my telescope, my boots, my

clothes, even my watchâ��everything. I threw

out all my child's garments. In vain ! I

realized that twenty pounds less would save

my life. Should I throw out my daughter ?

No, a thousand times no. Her helplessness

appealed to me. There was only one thing

to doâ��I must sacrifice a leg. In another

moment my left leg was being hurled down-

wards into space, and our terrific speed

instantly slackened. But more was needed.
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This was no time for hesitation. Another

sacrifice was called for. and this time our lives

were-sa'ved. We dropped gently on the turf,

panting'and Heeding, and I had lost an arm

and a leg.'

" ' But how on earth (or rather in the air)

did you manage it ? Did you have a knife

or saw in the car ? And how could you use

them ? '

" The man smiled pityingly.

"' Ah, man ami,' he said, ' it is clear that

you know nothing of atmospherical conditions

at high altitudes. I have told you that the

wind was sharp. I merely had to place my

limb over the side of the car, and it was taken

off as clean as that,' and he made a motion

suggesting the fall of a guillotine.

" ' Well,' I said, ' as you are the biggest

liar I have ever heard in my line of business,

I think you are entitled to a franc,' and I

gave him one."

Of a different character is the yarn of the

American aviator who was called upon to

give an exhibition before a prince of one of

the petty German States. The exhibition

took place in a field near the palace, and the

Grand Duke and his family, seated in a band-

stand, watched the airman make several

flights with far less enthusiasm than might

have been expected. In fact, the Royal

party were beginning to be rather bored,

when a sudden gust of wind came along and

caught the machine and capsized it in mid-air.

By a miraculous effort the aviator contrived

to free himself from the machinery, and

though he fell some thirty feet, managed to

land with only a

fewslight bruises.

In order to re-

assure the Royal

party, he in-

stantly sprang up

and bowed. An

equerry came to-

wards him, laugh-

ing and clapping

his hands. " His

Serene Highness

enjoyed that last

bit very much,"

he said. " Would

you mind doing

it again, as the

Grand Duchess

didn't see it ? "

Many are the tales related of himself and

against himself by the famous Count Zeppelin.

On one occasion he went to lunch with a cer-

tain high-born lady who had a large family of

children. After luncheon a visit was suggested

to the nursery. As they approached strange

sounds were heardâ��clapping of hands, booing,

cries of " Here she comes ! " and finally a

loud explosion. As 'the fond mother opened

the door a sturdy youngster of five volunteered

an explanation : " We've had such a jolly

game, mother. Old Zeppelin's busted

again !"

" I was once," writes Mr. Attwood, " in-

duced, for a consideration, to take up an

American concert singer, who wished to reap

a healthy advertisement from his adventure.

He asked me if I had any objection to his

singing while up in the air, and I told him I

had noneâ��that all I expected him to do was

to keep his body quiet. I reckoned without

my host. The fellow had the voice of a bull,

and fairly drowned the sound of the engines.

He began withâ��

I would I were a bird,

which made the welkin ring at five hundred

feet of altitude. From this he passed toâ��

I want to be an angel

andâ��

Swing low, sweet chariot

Coming for to carry me home.

" In vain I called out to him to shut up.

He said he had a repertoire for the occasion,

and he meant to go through with it. He sang

'O Fair Dove, O Fond Dove,' '0 for the

Wings of a Dove,' ' There Are Mansions in

the Sky,' ' Up

in a Balloon,

Boys,' ' Hark,

Hark, the Lark,'

' Sing,' Birdie,

Sing,' and when

v:3 finally de-

scended he was

roaring out

' Down Among

the Dead Men'

and ' Massa's in

the Cold, Cold

Ground.' I never

had such an un-

canny experi-

ence, and I

sha'n't repeat it

in a hurry."

Vol. xliv, -37.

OUT OF THEIR RECKONING.

PHOT: "Where nre we?'1

Mechanician (who is taking (as soundings): " Piccadilly, I reckon !"

Reprwlncfd by kil'l permission p/ tlie I^ropfieton of " Punch."
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SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST HALF OK THE STORY. â�� Mr. Mangles, llic proprietor of a little, old-fashioned

country grocery .shop, is perfectly content to run his business on [lie same quiet lines as his father.

His wife, however, constantly urges him to adopt modern methods, and even, when the Cosmopolitan

Stores offers to buy him out, wished him to agree. Then, on learning that she has inherited ^4,000

a year, she decides to forsake the shop for London, but her husband persists in his refusal to sell

his business.

CHAPTER VI.

HAT evening Mr. Mangles

went up to the vicarage and

was shown into the study. He

fingered his hat uncomfort-

ably until the vicar came into

the room, but Mr. Naismith

soon put him at his ease. Very

different though their stations in life may

have been, these two were of one mind, of

one generation, both at war in their separate

ways with the changing order of things.

" I've come for your advice, vicar," said

Mr. Mangles, with an effort.

"Any way I can help you," replied the

vicar, " I will. Take that chair ; put your

hat awayâ��on that shelf. Now ? ''

The little grocer settled himself, scarcely

to comfort. Then he looked up.

"Is there anything," said he, "as can

make it right for a man to leave his wife ? "

The vicar did not hesitate.

" Nothing," said he. " Nothing."

" Supposin" she wants to go one way and

he wants to go another?"

" There must be give and take," replied

the vicar.

"Is sheat liberty to have a wish of her own?"

" Certainlyâ��why not ? She's as much a

human being as the man."

" Wellâ��it's my wife, vicar. She's come

into all this money. It's been left to her.

What I want to know is, is it hers ? "

In the most generous effort to put the case

fairly the grocer courted misunderstanding.

It flashed uncomfortably across the vicar's

mind that this man, whose character he had

always believed to be admirable, was

suddenly spoilt by the poison of gold. He

thought that Mr. Mangles wanted to lay

claim to his wife's fortune.

" The Married Woman's Property Act," he

replied, " has made all that a woman possesses

her own. Without her consent you have no

right to touch it."

"Do you think I want her money, vicar?"

asked Mr. Mangles.

" I thought so," Mr. Naismith replied.

"No, sirâ��that's not it. I only wanted to

know, without influencing you, if it was hers.

If it's hers, she's at liberty to spend it how

she likes. She wants to go to London, Mr.

Naismith. Your good lady and her sister,

Mrs. Kenderdine, have advised her that that's

the best thing she can do. Now you say

there's nothing as can make it right fora man

to leave his wife. So I must go with her.

I'd sort of guessed that was what I ought to

do myself. I'd always thought that a man's

work, if it was honest, was the biggest thing

he had. But this eighty thousand pounds

has kind of bowled me out. Times is changing

and I've got to change my ideas along with

'em. Money's the thing these days, vicarâ��

and whether you like it or not, you've got to

give way to it. Why, I sort of feel awed by

it myself. If a man was to come into my

shop as I knew had eighty thousand pounds,

I should feelâ��well"â��he became confused

for expressionâ��" I should feel as if he was

somebody out of the wayâ��just as my father

used to feel when the late Lord Morton 'ud

come and sit in the shop. And here have I

got someone in my own parlour with every

penny as much", and though it is my own

wife I somehow feel she's almost a stranger

as I've got to be civil to."

"You shouldn't let that idea take, hold of

you, Mangles," said the vicar, kindly. " Gold

is only dross. It comes out of the earthâ��

it's part of the earth, the earth you walk on,

the earth you brush from your boots when

you come into your house."

" I do try to get over it, vicarâ��but every-

one else feels the same as I do. They make a

fuss of her there in my parlour, people always

comin' in and out to see her, as if she was a

curiosity. Why, there was a man come down

from a well-known London paper this morn-

jng just to interview her. He said she was
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now of interest to the public. I told him

she was no different to what she was last

week, and if it was the money he wanted to

see in sacks' it hadn't come yet. But he saw

her all the same, and he's going to write

about her in the paper. And now she's

going to London. She's going to get a house

in South Kensington. She's going to get a

motor-car. Fancy me lollin' in a motor-car !

But, as you say, it's hers, and if she don't

spend it some way, what good is it to her?

I've no right to stop her spendin' it what way

she likes if it's hers. And you've said it. If

I direct her to spend it on my business, I'm

spendin' it, and on

myself â�� aren't I ?

If I don't follow her

to London, I'm

leavin' her â�� aren't

I ? She's got the

power to dictate.

She's got the

money."

"Are you going

to sell your business

then,

asked

sadly.

"Sell my business,

sir ? " Mr. Mangles

rose to his feet.

" No, not I! I owe

a duty to the cus-

tomers who have

helped my father

and his father to

make it what it is,

and as long as I

can keep the cheap

stores from comin'

and poisonin' St.

to do it.

the house was complete, they had observed

a brand-new motor car drive up to the door.

Out of it had stepped an over-dressed lady

and a quiet, insignificant little man, who,

silently, followed her up the steps afid dis-

appeared from sight.

The Mangles settled -down in Onslow

Gardens as quietly as though it were an

everyday occurrence, instead of the com-

plete upheaval of both their lives, and

even the little grocer was surprised at the

ease with which the change was made.

They stayed at first with Mrs. Kenderdine

close to the house where eventually they were

going to reside. There, while Onslow

Gardens was being prepared, they

learnt many of the things which were

to fit them for the life into which it

had pleased Mrs. Kenderdine to call

them. Mr. Kenderdine, who had

plenty of time on his hands, took Mr.

Mangles about with him in the day-

time. They lunched together. Frc-

Mangles ? "

the vicar,

'OUT OF IT STEPPED AN OVER-DRKSSKD LADY AM) A QUIET,

INSIGNIFICANT LIITLE MAN."

Abbots it's my duty

Sell my business ? No, sir. No

man can advise me to do that."

The vicar showed him to the door, and,

when he had gone, returned to his study

alone. There for an hour he sat in silence,

with his chin resting on his hands.

CHAPTER VII.

LONDON is a secretive place, and Onslow

Gardens will hide your identity as completely

as anywhere ehe. Lady Castles on one side

and Mrs. Foster Barry on the other were

neither of them aware that the new-comer

who had taken the house between them was

the same Mrs. Mangles of whose good fortune

they had read with envy and disgust some

weeks before in their daily paper.

When everything had been prepared and

quently they stayed out to dine in a restau-

rant, and as Mrs. Mangles had been given to

understand that her husband must not be

without money in his pocket, the cost of the

entertaining fell largely on the purse of the

little grocer. He never realized that it was

anything but just. Mr. Kenderdine was his

host, but only in his own house. He really

preferred dining quietly at home. The

dinners were much simpler than those Mr.

Kenderdine advised him to order at a res-

taurant.

His first appearance in evening dress was a

moment which lived long in his memory.

He came from the dressing-room into his

wife's room when he was ready, and, standing

before a long mirror, he had silently regarded

himself.

"Emily," he said at last, "are you sure
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you care for this sort of thing ? What d you

think Mercer, the ironmonger at St. Abbots,

would say if he saw me now ? "

She turned him round and looked at him,

fueling a thrill of pride at the thought that

her money had done so much.

"Where are you going this evening?"

she had asked.

" Out with Mr. Kenderdine."

"Why can't you call him Kenderdine?"

she had replied, with annoyance. "Night

before last at dinner you called him 'sir.'"

" I can't help it," said he. " You get into

these sort of ways quicker than what I do.

You think of what the people here think

of youâ��I keep thinking what a man like

Mercer would think of me at St. Abbots.

Mercer's a blunt sort of chap. He'd say I was

a confounded fool. I'm only saying what

he'd say." He looked at his watch.

" What time have you got to be ready by ? "

asked his wife.

" Seven thirty. They're just putting up

the shutters now at home."

She turned upon him with uncontrolled

irritation.

" Can't you remember your home's here ! "

she exclaimed. " Here am I trying hard for

your benefit, as well as mine, to forget there

ever was such a place as St. Abbotsâ��though

I must say I'd like to go back and let them

see me nowâ��and all you do is to talk about

the shutters. It's mean, I call it, after the

way I'm sharing with you, as if the money

was yours as much as mine."

He looked at her apologetically.

" I'm sorry," said he. " I don't want to

be ungrateful, but how could I go on in this

sort of style if I i.adn't got some money for

myself?"

"Ifyou had any pride about it," said she,

" you'd sell that wretched business in Morton

St. Abbots, and then you could have money

you could really call your own. Two thou-

sand pounds is worth having. Many a man

has to work jolly hard for it."

This had been the first time that Mrs.

Mangles hrui "dually spoken her mind about

their rela'i e positions, the first time she had

shown him plainly in what regard he stood

in her eyes. Taking it in a spirit of apology,

he gave her power to refer to it again. By

the time they were well settled in Onslow

Gardens there was scarcely a day hut that

she made comparison between her money

and his want of it. All profits from his

business in Morton St. Abbots were swallowed

up in the expenses of the manager whom he

had left in his place. He could not retaliate.

Whenever she reminded him of the offer of

two thousand pounds he kept silent. In

time he came even to think that it was mean

and selfish himself. Two thousand pounds

invested at five per cent, would return a hun-

dred a year. Two pounds a week was such

pocket-money as, with his simple tastes, he

could easily live on. To a certain extent

then he would be independent of the money

that was hers. He would never have to ask

her for any more.

But somehow or other he could not bring

himself to make this sacrifice, even to his

pride. So the life he led became more and

more irksome ; the struggle to touch this

fringe of South Kensington society more and

more grotesque in his mind.

It came at last to their first dinner-party,

when, under the guidance of that superior

man-servantâ��Lawsonâ��whom Mrs. Kender-

dine had so advisedly engaged, they stepped

forth into the light of publicity.

Mrs. Kenderdine had delayed it until the

auspicious moment when, as she had said

herself to her husband, " I don't really think

I'd mind if shecame anddined with us now â��

when we've got a few, I, meanâ��a few who'd

understand."

" How about him ? " asked her husband.

" He's a decent little chap, you know. He

quite saw my idea about putting more money

into the club this year to increase the profits.

He said he'd speak to his wife about it. He's

a decent little chap, but I don't think I'd like

him to meet Sir Charles, for instance."

"Oh, well," she had replied, "he's quiet;

he was not half so much to be reckoned with

as she was. He keeps in the background.

But that woman has the nerve of an Amazon.

I feel positively ill sometimes at the way she

grows in confidence and asserts herselfâ��all

because she has four thousand a year, if you

please.1'

" People are very vulgar when they have

money," said her husband. " Astonishin'

thingâ��but that's the effect it seems to have.'1

Late that afternoon, when Mr. Mangles

was sitting alone in the breakfast - room,

Lawson opened the door. Mr. Mangles closed

the Grocers' Journal and laid it face down-

wards on the table.

" There's a young person, sir, askin' to

see you."

"Asking to see me?" he repeated, with

surprise. No one ever came to see him,

unless it were Mr. Kenderdine when that

gentleman had an idle day, and thought they

might lunch together up west. A young

person ?
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"\Vhois it? "he asked.

"She gives her name as Penfold, sir."

he felt suddenly in touch with his old life.

The energies which the enforced idleness of

" What, Gladys Penfold ! Well, ask her the last few months had reduced to somno-

10 come in." lence were now awake. There came a different

" I think she's more the sort of person, sir, look in his eyes. He had not dared to return

you ought to see in the 'all." to Morton St. Abbots all this time; but now

" HIS FIRST APPEARANCE IN EVENING DRESS WAS A MOMENT WHICH I.1VKD LONG IN HIS MEMORY."

"Nonsense!" exclaimed the little grocer.

" She's as good as either of us. Ask her to

come in here."

" Certainly, sir. I'm obliged for the com-

parison, sir."

Mr. Mangles neither knew nor cared what

he meant by that remark. In that moment

Morton St. Abbots had come to him. Per-

haps there was still something left which he

could do, even at this distance from the scene

of business. The hope of it made a new man

of him. He waited eagerly till the door opened

and Miss Penfold entered. Lawson watched

him with superiority as he hastened forward
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and shook her warmly by the hand. Then,

with a smile which he did not trouble to con-

ceal, he left the room.

" Well, I'm very glad to see you," said

Mr. Mangles, and to prove it he continued

shaking her hand up and down, regardless of

the many times that he had been told such

methods were vulgar. " I'm delighted to

see you," he repeated. "How's business?

I've just been reading the Grocers' Journalâ��

I keep in touch, you seeâ��I keep in touch. I

expect they all think I'm too grand to look

at business now. But do you know, I often

go up and sit in the office of that Mr. Fordham

â�� our tea man, you knowâ��I go and sit in his

office just to listen to the orders and hear

them doin' business." -

He turned her round to the light.

" Well, it seems to agree with you," he

continued. " You're looking mighty well.

Like it better behind the counter than in that

cash desk, don't you? I was never in favour

of that cash desk myself. Showyâ��that was

all it was. They do all right here, where a

man has enough to do to look after his counter,

but it wasn't right for St. Abbots."

So he talked on, in the delight of seeing her,

hardly realizing that she must have some

purpose in her visit to town. At last it

dawned upon him, and he asked.

"There ain't nothing wrong, is there?" he

inquired.

She looked very straightly in his eyes.

" The stores have opened," said she.

There followed a long pause.

' Where?" said he, presently.

' That shop of Mercer's."

1 Mercer's !"

' The ironmonger's."

' You don't mean to say he failed ? "

' Noâ��he sold out."

'Sold out! Why?"

' They came to him, the same as they

did to you. They're going to combine his

business and the grocery. They offered him

a good price. Over two thousand, some say.

It was the best position in the High Street,

next to ours."

" And what are they doin' in the grocery

line?"

" Selling very cheapâ��much cheaper than

us. Their jams are threepence and some even

fourpence a three-pound pot cheaper."

" Have you seen it ? "

" Yes; we got a pot in the other night.

It's hardly jam. There's the label of one of

those big London firms on it. I suppose

they make it. Their butter's not good."

" Margarine ^nd muck," said Mr. Mangles.

She smiled.

" But the people are beginning to go to

them already. They've enlarged the shop-

front and their window's full of tempting

sorts of prices. I suppose that's what does it

â��that and the pictures in frames they have.

They give them away, too, with certain

quantities sold. But I suppose it doesn't

matter to you now. You've got everything

you could wish for. I only came up to tell

you because I didn't feel I could say it all in

a letter."

"And you think I've got all I want?"

said he. " However, that's neither here nor

there. But you imagine it doesn't matter to

me. Heavens ! It matters more than any-

thing I know. We've got to think now how

we can stop it. I said they could do their

worstâ��they're doing it; but by Jove they

sha'n't win !"

" There's only one way to stop it," said

she, gently.

"How's that?"

" Well, they're saying in St. Abbots that

you're too good for your business. Mrs.

Neville came in the other morning, and she

said â�¢" She paused.

" Well ? " said he. " Well, what did she

say?"

"She asked why you kept your name over

the shop, whin you didn't want to be seen

inside it. She was speaking to Mr. Walters

across the counter, and other people must have

heard her, because I was down the other end

of the shop and I heard her plainly."

" Is that all she said ?" he asked, shortly.

" No."

" What else, then ? Come onâ��what else ? "

" She asked him why he didn't have his

name over the shop, seeing he did the work."

He took her firmly by the shoulders.

" Go straight back to Morton," said he,

"and say that Mr. and Mrs. Mangles are

comin' back next week. His name over the

shop ! By Heaven ! there shall never be

another name but Mangles."

CHAPTER VIII.

WHETHER it were this decision in his mind

or the sight of Miss Penfold bringing back the

life in Morton St. Abbots more vividly to

his thoughtsâ��whatever it was, Mr. Mangles

forgot all Mr. Kenderdine's careful tuition

that evening. To the ill-concealed amuse-

ment of some of the company, he called that

gentleman '' sir." To the reconciled despair

of Lawson, he chose the fish fork when he was

eating meat; he even ate his cheese in the

old country fashion, conveying it to his mouth
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with his knife. To the final disgust of his

wife, when the conversation turned upon the

beauties of the county of Warwickshire, he

spoke of Morton St. Abbots as one of the

prettiest villages in those parts.

It was the mere mentioning of his know-

ledge of the place which raised the anger in

Mrs. Mangles. So often and so firmly had

she repeated the injunction that never or on

any account was he to mention the name of

St. Abbots, or let one of their friends know

that he had ever lived there.

"People are so inquisitive," she had fre-

quently said. " Soon as they heard we came

from St. Abbots they'd find out at once what

we'd been there. If you've got any respect

for me at all, you'll never speak of it."

And here he was descanting on the beauties

of Lock Meadows; telling the company the

age of many of the houses in the High Street,

showing them.i all how intimately he was

acquainted with this out-of-the-way, un-

fashionable little village in the heart of the

provinces. She frowned in indignation until

she caught his eyes, and then those of them

at the table who were watching her saw

plainly all that lay in store for him when once

the company had gone.

A woman shielding her reputation is ns fierce

an animal as a mother guarding her young.

As soon as it was possible she made a sign

for the ladies to retire to the drawing-room ;

but all the time that they were sitting upstairs

over their coffee her thoughts were wandering

in the direction of the dining-room. At that

very moment he might be telling the whole

company of men that at one time he dealt in

jams and butter and bacon and was not

ashamed of it. This she could never under-

stand in himâ��that he was not ashamed.

It became unbearable in her mind at last.

She called Mrs. Kenderdine aside and asked

her advice.

" Go downstairs," said the good lady.

" Go downstairs and find I^awson : tell him

to hover abdtit in the room. Your husband

won't say anything while he's there. But

if he gets talking about the conditions of

tradeâ��goodness only knows what he might

say. Of course, that Mr. Lumley's bound

to talk about tradeâ��he's a wine merchant."

"Yesâ��well, that's different," replied Mrs.

Mangles. " That's different from bein' a

grocer. I'll go and tell Lawson now."

It was a wise course, no doubt, but it failed.

When Lawson hurried to the dining room he

found that, contrary to all carefully-instilled

etiquette, Mr. Mangles, being a teetotaller,

had left the gentlemen to their port and gone

upstairs to the drawing-room. There he

had arrived before his wife returned. She

had left the door open, and as he :vas about

to enter the room he heard the voice of Mrs.

Kenderdine, arresting, compelling the interest

of all her silent listeners.

" Well, no one must say a word," she was

declaring, " but, of course, it's bound to be

known sooner or later, so that I don't see it

can do any harmâ��but they were grocersâ��

just common little grocers in that villageâ��

Morton St. Abbotsâ��he was speaking about at

dinner. They both served over the counter

until she came in for this moneyâ��four thou-

sand a year. Then, of course, she wanted to

cut a dash."

Mr. Mangles stood still. There was no

question of the right or wrong of eaves-

dropping in his mind. He listened because

he wished to learn ; because in his mind there

was every reason that he should learn. And

as he stood there Mrs. Mangles came swiftly

up the stairs.

"What on earth are you doing here?"

she whispered. " Why aren't you with the

men, eh ? You know you ought to be in the

dining-room till they've finished their port

wine. If you don't have any yourself, that's

no reason why they shouldn't."

He held her arm tightly in his hand.

" Listen ! " he whispered. " Listenâ��to

what they're saying in there."

Compelled by the command in his voice,

she stood still and inclined her head towards

the crack of the door, and then she heardâ��

heard the judgment of her friends.

" Go in and tell them," her husband whis-

pered. " Goâ��and tell them what you think

of them.''

"And lose all the acquaintances I've made?"

said she. " What a fool you must think I

am ! All people are brutes like that reallyâ��

but they can't say I haven't got four thousand

a year. You go downstairs and bring the men

up, and you'd better apologize to them for

going away. I'll make these people forget

one of these daysâ��they'll be glad to know

me then. Go on. You wait till I get a title

or two at my dinnersâ��then they'll want to

come. Go onâ��go downstairs and fetch "em."

She sailed into the drawing-room then with

such graciousness of apology as a few months'

custom and Mrs. Kenderdine had taught her

to make.

In a few moments the little grocer brought

the gentlemen upstairs, and half an hour

later Mr. Mangles was left facing his wife as

the last guest was shpwn out of the drawing

room by the imperturbable Lawson,
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CHAPTER IX.

DIRECTLY the door had closed Mrs. Mangles

sank down into the chair beside her and burst

into tears. For some moments the little

grocer watched her, powerless to sympathize.

Of course it had been a failure. She knew

that. Even her best friend, Mrs. Kenderdine,

had deserted her. The anger she felt as she

thought of her tieachery burnt the tears hot

and smarting in her eyes.

And then, after he had regarded her for a

while in amazement, Mr. Mangles knelt down

by the side of her chair, endeavouring to offer

what consolation he could.

" Don't give way, old girl," he murmured,

affectionately. " They ain't worth it.

They're a set of snobsâ��every single one of

'em. They'll borrow your motor-car and

your moneyâ��they'll take all the hospitality

they can getâ��but they don't care for you.

We ain't of a feather with them. It ain't no

good our trying to come into their flock. We

was a thousand times happier, you know, at

Morton St. Abbots ; you coming in and out

of the shop just as you felt inclined."

Still she wept on. It was not to be supposed

that he would understand the bitterness of

her disappointment. One might have ex-

pected he would talk like this. His mistakes

and blunders had been the cause of her

failure. Everything would have gone all

right through that dinner if he had not been

there. She was getting used to it herselfâ��

Lawson had told her she was. But he never

would. I-awson had admitted, when she went

down after dinner to find himâ��he had

admitted then that Mr. Mangles was hopeless.

So she let him talk on while she gave vent in

tears to the consuming anger in her mind.

He little knew the furnace he was stirring.

" So don't fret, old girl," he continued.

" There's no need to go on with it. I haven't

sold the shop, and I'll tell you something I

hadn't time to tell you before. Miss Penfold

came to see me to-day. She came right up

to town to tell me that the stores had opened

and we should fail if I didn't go back there

again. People are saying I'm ashamed of

the business. But they sha'n't say that

for long."

She looked up suddenly, brushing the tears

from her eyes.

" What do you meanâ��they sha'n't say that

for long ? " she asked.

" Well, they sha'n't; because I'mgoing back."

" Going back ? You go alone, then."

He stared at her in astonishment.

" You wouldn't come, too ? " said he.

" Noâ��neverâ��not so long as I live."

-~- ^'--/'.y ^ 'â�¢ â�¢'/',/
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'WELL, NO ONE MUST SAY A WORD, BUT THEY

WERE JUST COMMON LITTLE GROCERS."

" Not when you're surrounded with these

snobs and liars on every side of you, picking

your pockets in a genteel sort of way ? "

" Noâ��never," she repeated. " If they are

all snobs and liars, they're gentlefolk ; they

know how to behave. They're not trades-

men, except Mr. Lumley, and he's a wine

merchant."

" D'you mean you'd sooner be a liar, then,

than a tradesman's wife ? "

" Yesâ��any day. Seems to me you have

to be a liar if you're going to do any good in

London."

" Well, supposin' I tell you you've got to

come back ? " said he. " You're my wife,

and that's where you ought to be, money or

no money."

"Well, go on," she said, imperturbably.

" You go on back to your butter and your

cheese and your bacon. My money's my

own. I'm as much at liberty to spend it as

I like as you are to sell bacon all your life.

You can't touch it. It's mine. I've got just

as much right to life as what you have. I

have got just as much right to chooseâ��

haven't I ? "

" Don't marriage mean anything to you ? "

he asked.

" Marriage ! " she laughed. " It don't

mean anything to anybody now. Because

you're an exception to the rule, that's no
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reason why marriage should make me put A man's the master because he's got the

myself out for you. You're the only man I've money. He can tell his wife to do what

ever met who'd prefer groceries if his wife he likes, and if she wants to be kept

came in for a bit of money. Most of'em'ud she's got to do it. But when the woman

'LISTEN!' HE WHISPERED. ' LISTENâ��TO WHAT THEY'RE SAYING IN THERE.'"

like to improve themselves with itâ��same as

I do. And I can't help it if you're not like I

am. Marriage isn't going to make a different

woman of me. Why should it ? I change

my nameâ��Dawdle is as good as Mangles, any

day â��but I'm not going to change my nature.

Vol. xi

has the moneyâ��wellâ��you can go back to

St. Abbots if you likeâ��but I don't come

with you."

" But mustn't there be a little give and

take in marriage ? " he said, at last.

" Wellâ��and who's been doing all the
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giving?" she asked. "And who's been

doing all the taking ? "

He clenched his hands that were hidden in

his pockets.

" And you mean to say you prefer this lot

of people," said he, " to the folk we used to

know at St. Abbots ?"

I'm goin' to make 'em sorry for what they

said this evening," she replied. "That's what

I'm goin' to do. And I'm goin' to stay here

to do it."

" Then you and I must say good-bye," said

he, thickly. "Our ways lie different. I'm

a grocerâ��-you're a ladyâ��and I can't take

nothing from ladiesâ��I wasn't brought up

to it."

Then he turned slowly and left the room.

CHAPTER X.

IT is for scientific psychologists to say how

much of conventional morality there is in the

conscience of a man ; to let us understand

how far his conscience is the index to what is

right for him to do.

All the way back in the train, when he

returned the next day to Morton St. Abbots,

the little grocer was a prey to his conscience.

Without pity, it accused him of having broken

the most holy of sacraments ; of deserting

his wife for selfish ends when one stronger

and nobler in character would have faced out

the difficulties of his position in the house in

Onslow Gardens and yet held his head up to

the world.

But once back behind his own counter

again, with all the familiar associations

shutting out the immediate past, with the

spirit of competition stirring him to great

endeavour, then he began to find those callings

of his conscience less importunate. The

stores had indeed secured a hold in the

village. There was work to be done, and he

did it.

In all ihe additional labour which fell to

his share Gladys Penfold worked silently

with him. Her gratitude to the little man

had always been full in her heart. He had

saved her from a great deal when he had

given her employment. But now there was

more than gratitude in her mind. She had

seen and understood much in her short visit

to Onslow Gardens. When, then, he returned,

and alone, she guessed at what cost the effort

must have been made.

"Isn't Mrs. Mangles coming back?" she

asked him, some days after ha had taken up

his work again.

" Well," said he, hesitatingly, " I suppose

â��oh, yes, you'll see her here againâ��now and

then, you knowâ��now and then. She's

keepin' on her house in London, of course ;

London suits herâ��she likes London."

But the weeks went by and Mrs. Mangles

had not paid one of her occasional visits to

Morton St. Abbots. The people in the village

whispered that she had thrown him over and

would have no more to do with him ; that

he had spent her money in London, and she

was about tired of his doing nothing for his

own support. Such are the reports which

always spread amongst a Christian and a

civilized people.

They did not reach his ears; but Miss

Penfold heard of them, and thought it

wiser to tell him what was being said.

He listened quietly while she faltered over

her sentences, helping her here and there

when she found the words too difficult to say.

" But it isn't true, is it ?" she asked,

eagerly, when she had finished, and, as she

waited for his answer, knew in the appre-

hension of her mind that gratitude and

admiration had welded into an affection for

this little man, at the thought of which she

stood confused and ashamed.

" No, that's not true," said he, at last ;

" but it ain't much good my settitv off to

explain. She sees her way of life and I see

mine. They don't join, somehow. That's

what it amounts to."

" Then do you mean she won't ever come

back here again ? " she asked.

" I'm not expectin' her," said he, simply.

Yet, notwithstanding his expectations,

Mrs. Mangles returned. He was sitting in

the shop one hot'day in summer. Miss

Penfold was taking her weekly holiday.

He looked up as the sound of footsteps

broke the silence in the shop. It was his

wife.

" Emily ! " said he.

" Yesâ��didn't expect meâ��did you ? " she

replied, and beneath the note of genial

pleasure in her voiceâ��a note he would least

have expectedâ��he seemed to hear the tone

of eagerness, almost of apprehension. It

came sufficiently to his mind to make him

inquire if anything were the matter.

" There is," said she; " something very

much the matter. Can I go into the par-

lour?"

With the sight of her in her expensive

clothes some of the old lessons in manners

which he had received from Mr. Kenderdine

came prompting to his mind. He stepped

hastily forward and opened the door for her.

With a rustle of silk she passed through into

the little room behind the shop.
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" My word ! it is strange, isn't it ? " she

said, as she looked about her. " I never

thought it was as tiny as this. I suppose

that's being used to Onslow Gardens. I'll

sit in my old chair, shall I ?"

"Of course," said he. "It's yours still."

She paused a moment, then, "Samuel,"

she began, "something terrible's happened.

You remember that Mrs. Lumley? Her hus-

band's a large wine merchant. They're not

up to much, of course, but he seems to know

a lot of people." She paused again.

TELL YOU THE TRUTH!' SHE EXCLAIMED. ' I'VE TOLD YOU THE TRUTH. I DON'T WANT 'YOU

TO COME AND HELP ME OUT OF THE MESS I'VE GOT INTO.'"

She sat' down, thinking differently, but

saying nothing.

" Well," said he, presently, " what's hap-

pened ? "

" Wellâ��what about them ? " he asked.

"She's bringing a case of divorce against

her husband, and she'sâ��she's draggin' me

into it"
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" Draggin' you ? How draggin' you ?"

His eyes opened wide with questions. It

was clear he did not understand.

" Wellâ��I'm theâ��the womanâ��he's sup-

posedâ��oh!â��isn't it horrible?"

"But what's she mean?" he exclaimed.

" You're notâ��are you ? "

"Of course I'm not!"she replied, indig-

nantly. "But that won't stop it going into

the courts. That won't stop me from having

to go into the witness-box and standin' up

to be asked the most awkward questions.

Those barristers are awful, they tell meâ��

make everything out of the slightest thing

you say."

" But why, in Heaven's name, does she

pick you out ? " he asked.

"Oh, because he and I became rather

friendly. He used to take me to the theatre

sometimesâ��once or twice he came to tea.

She says he's cruel to her; that she's got

evidence to prove he hit her with a walkin'-

stickâ��but I don't believe it. She's tellin'

lies all round. He's not that sort of man.

I know him better'n that."

"Wellâ��what are you going to do?" he

asked.

"That's what I've come to see you about.

I want you to come up and stay awhile in

Onslow Gardens ; just to show that we are

livin' together, only that for the time when it

happened you had to be away on business."

" But it didn't happen," said he.

"No, no; of course I mean for the time

when he was comin' to see me."

" But you said he only came twice."

A sickness of apprehension was creeping

into his mind. He did not quite dare to

look at her lest he might suspect.

"Well," she faltered, "perhaps it was a

little more than twice. Not much, anyhow.

But don't you see it'll be terrible for me if

you don't show up in this? I want you to

come into the courts and say that I've been

a good wife to youâ��and thatâ��thatâ��I

should never dream of doing such a thing.

Whyâ��it's too horrid ! And all because that

beastly woman's jealous, and wants to harm

me as much as she can."

" Why's she jealous ? " he asked.

" Wellâ��we've been friendly, I suppose."

" He's not in love with you, is he?"

Now suspicion was rushing through his

mind. He felt that he wanted to know the

truth, however terrible it was. It almost

lent cunning to the simplicity of his mind.

" Is he in love with you ? " he repeated.

" No," said she. " What do you want to

ask such a silly question for ? "

" Then why's she jealous?"

" Becauseâ��because we're friendlyâ��as I

said."

" You must be very friendly for a woman

to take steps like that."

"Wellâ��p'r'aps we are. He's a very

interestin' man, though he is only a wine

merchant."

."And you've only seen him two or three

times?"

"Wellâ��I said p'r'aps more than that."

" Then why didn't you tell me the truth

about it at first ? "

" Ohâ��you're gettin' very particular, aren't

you ? You won't be much help to me in

the courts if you're going to talk like that.

I tell you there isn't an ounce of truth in it

from beginning to end. She's tryin' to spoil

my reputation â�� that's what she's tryin'

to do."

" Can't she find no better way of doing it

than by divorcing her husband ? " he asked.

" Well, she doesn't care for him. He told

me so."

" Why did he tell you that ? " he asked.

" I suppose because he was feelin' unhappy

about it; and one evenin' at supperâ��he told

me."

" At supper ? "

" Yesâ��we went out to supper onceâ��

there's no harm in thatâ��though she's makin'

a lot of it"

"She knows?"

" Yes; she had detectives watchin' us, if

you want to know."

" Emily," he said, suddenly, and now he

turned his eyes full upon her own, " tell me

the truth about it. You're not tellin' it yet.

Tell me the truth."

For a moment she was confused; then

daring and the knowledge of failure came to

her aid. She rose with contempt to her feet;

she looked once round that little parlour, and

then her eyes rested on him with his white

apron, stamping the hall-mark of his trade.

" Tell you the truth !" she exclaimed.

" I've told you the truth. I don't want you

to come and help me out of the mess I've got

into. You aren't no good to me. 1 don't

want you to come questioning me about what

I've been doin' after you went away and left

me, to come to this pretty little place. I

sha'n't call you as a witness. You'd only

spoil my caseâ��that's what you'd do. All

I wanted you to say was that I'd been a

good wife to you. Surely that was easy

enough, without all this badgering to find

out what I've been doing. This is the last

you'll see of me, and if he is divorced because
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of me â�� it'll l)e your

fault for leavin' me

exposed to tempta-

tion."

" Leavin' you ex-

posed to tempta-

tion ?" he re-

peated, in a dull

voice.

"Yesâ��of course

it was a temptation

when a woman's

got a husband who

won't live with

her."

"And you fell?"

he whispered.

"I did not,"

said she, in anger.

" And you'll never

get me to say so.

You can think what

you like out of that,

but this is the last

you'll see of me,

Mr. Mangles, unless

you like to divorce

me yourself after

this case has gone

against me ; and 1

shouldn't be sorry

if you did."

The little grocer

leant against the

mantelpiece in the

parlour. He was

scarcely aware that

she had gone. After

a while he sat down

and, when two cus-

tomers came in,

ringing the bell of the shop, he went out

behind the counter and served them as

though he were in a dream.

At half-past six, as the boy was putting up the

shutters, Gladys Penfold came into the shop.

She had heard in the village of Mrs. Mangles's

return. Her informant had not told her that

Mrs. Mangles had gone back again to London.

She knew then that the time had come for

her to leave the shop. So long as he was

alone she thought of nothing but staying at

his side, helping him in this battle of com-

petition. Now it was impossible.

" Mr. Mangles," she said, " I came back

this evening because I wanted to tell you that

I'm goingâ��giving notice."

He steadied himself.

"Why?" he asked.

"SHE LOOKED UP INTO HIS EYES; THEN, TAKING OFF HER HAT, SHE LAID

IT ON THE COUNTER AND BEGAN' MAKING UP THE SHOP FOR THE NIGHT."

The whole of his world seemed tumbling

about his ears.

"Wellâ��now that Mrs. Mangles has come

back you won't want me really any more.

Iâ��feel I shall be in the way."

" Mrs. Mangles has gone," said he, quietly.

"She's gone back to London. She's never

comin' here any more."

He waited, but she let her heart throb in

silence. At that moment she dared not speak.

" If you go too," he went on, " I expect

the stores'll beat me. Have you lost interest

in the shop?"

She shook her head

" Wellâ��if I ask you to stay on ?"

She looked up into his eyes ; then, taking

off her hat, she laid it on the counter and

began making up the shop for the night.

THE END.
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CARUSO.

Autographs

After

Dinner.

2 CARUSO, BY HIMSK1.F.

URING the past few years

Signer Arnolfo Boriani. co-

proprietor of the Pall Mall

Restaurant in the Haymarket,

has formed a collection of

contemporary

autographs

which, for interest, variety,

and originality, has probably

no equal.

Before engaging in business

for himself, Boriani held

responsible positions at the

Savoy and Carlton hotels.

It was as superintendent of

the Carlton grill-room that he

obtained his first autograph

of General Baden-Powell, who

ate his first dinner there on

his return to London, after

the relief of Mafeking, on

November nth, 1901. As

soon as Boriani knew of the

gallant soldier's arrival he

secured a menu - card which

was decorated with the

coloured drawing of a tattered Union Jack

waving in the breeze. At the end of the

meal General Baden - Powell made some

inquiry about the card,

and when told that

Boriani had procured it

specially in his honour.

he asked for pen and

ink, wrote his name and

the date underneath the

flag, and handed it to

the delighted owner as

a souvenir of the occa-

sion (Fig. 3).

When Boriani aban-

doned the role of servant for that of pro-

prietor he placed his autographs in a book,

and availed himself of every opportunity of

adding to their number. He got the auto-

graphs written in the pages of his book

instead of on menu-cards,

with the result that his dis-

tinguished customers would

give expression to their

feeling or play to their fancy

as inspired by an excellent

dinner, by a little drawing

when they were artistic, in

a few lines of wit or wisdom

when they were humorous or

philosophic.

Thus Caruso was led to

draw two portraits, one of

himself and one of Boriani

(Figs, i and 2). Between

restaurateur and singer there

is a wonderful facial resem-

blance, so much so that on

more than one occasion the

one has been mistaken for

the other, with more or

less amusing results. Caruso's portraits do

justice to the likeness, and prove him to

be an artist of some ability.
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The a u t o-

graphs of Mr.

George Edwardes

and Miss Ada

Reeve form a

harmonious me-

mento of the law-

suit which Miss

Ada Reeve won

against George

Edwardes.

After the ad-

verse decision Mr.

Edwardes con-

soled himself with

a restaurant

dinner, and, feel-

ing a little natural

soreness against

the law of his

country, tem-

pered, no doubt,

by the excellence

of his repast,

wrote inBoriani's

book: "England,

with all thy faults

I love thee still"

(Fig- 4).

When the

musical - comedy

manager had

gone it happened

that Miss Ada

Reeve herself

visited the res-

taurant, and on

being shown the

quotation of Mr.

Edwardes, wrote

underneath i t

the happy in-

scription shown

in Fig. 5.

Boriani showed

the page to

George Edwardes

again on his next

visit to the res-

taurant, and the

reconciliation

was effected.

Another batch

of contributions

similarly con-

nected the one

with the other are

those of Patti,

Yvette Guilbert,

^ ^

ID.
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13.

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, Addie Conyers,

Mary Anderson, and Sir H. Rider Haggard.

Mme. Patti started this

battle of wits by inscribing,

" A beautiful voice is the

gift of God " (Fig. 6). To

this Mme. Yvette Guilbert

added, in undue deprecia-

tion of her own vocal

powers, the equally true

remark that " An ugly voice

is a gift of God " (Fig. 7),

on which Sir H. Beerbohm

Tree cruelly commented,

" Or is it a visitation of Providence ? " (Fig.

8). Miss Addie Conyers carried on the epi-

the greatest gift of God isâ��

Silence " (Fig. n).

As a digression from this

theme, it will be observed that

Leslie Stuart, the famous comic-

opera composer, in terspersed with

the remark,in allusion to Sir Her-

bert Beerbohm Tree's observa-

tion, " I wish he would cast a

Gaiety play." The composer

also appends a bar or two from

one of his most successful lyrical efforts,

" Tell me, pretty maiden " (Fig. 12).

15.

grammatic debate with, " Any voice is a

gift of God " (Fig. 9), and Miss Mary Ander-

son with, " All things are the

gift of God, only let us make

the right use of them"

(Fig. 10). As Boriani thought

it was time that " this

discussion must now cease,"

he asked Sir Henry Rider Hag-

gard to add a concluding epi-

gram, which he very appro-

priately did by writing, " But

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, by the way,

enjoys the distinction of having twice con-

tributed to this book.

His other contribution

takes the form of a

happily-worded good

wish to Boriani:

" Heaven send you

many, many merry

days " (Fig. 13).

Melba, Tetrazzini,

Puccini, Leoncavallo,

and Sir Henry ]. Wood

are among the stars

of the musical world

represented in the

volume. The celebrated

Australian songstress

wTO.te in French, "Art

is a friend which never

deceived'' (Fig. 14), to

which sentiment Victor

Maurul retorted in the same, his native,

tongue, " Art has very many friends who have
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deceived her" (Fig. 15). Puccini inscribed

a few notes of his popular opera, " La

Boheme," and Leoncavallo followc d suit

19.

with some notes from his hardly less suc-

cessful opera with the same name. Ivan

Caryll, the author of " The Shop

Girl," gives us a typical specimen

of what he calls the " Chop Girl"

(Fig. 16). Sir Henry J. Wood,

it is interesting to know, made

his little score (Fig. 17) the day-

after the announcement of his

knighthood.

There is a small but highly-

distinguished company of authors'

namesâ��Anthony Hope Hawkins,

H. G. Wells, Fred Anstey, Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle, and Sir Francis Burnand.

" Anthony Hope's " contribution takes the

adding his signature

(Fig. 19).

H. G. Wells visited the

restaurant w ith some

friends, including W.

Rothenstein, the artist,

who provided an illustra-

tion, it will be seen, to

their signature (Fig. 20).

Fred Anstey indulges

in a brief but striking

allegory : " ' A cheery laugh goes a long way

in this world.' said the hyena to the alligator.

' But a bright smile goes further still.' replied

, the latter, as he took him in"

(Fig. 21). Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

must be credited with the cleverest

pun in the book, as well as two

signatures. " How I ought to

graph," he wrote above the first,

and " How I do graph " above the

second (Fig. 22). Yet it- would be

hard to say which signature is the

more legible of the two. Equally

good in its way is the witticism suggested

to the ex-editor of Punch hv the contribu-

tv-Ul,

&fm

fc \

20.

21.

form of a tribute to Miss Ellen Terry. The

popular actress had written simply enough,

" Thanks for letting me see

your most interesting book"

(Fig. 18). Dining at the Pall

Mall Restaurant about eighteen

months after, the author wrote:

" We are proud to dine where

she dined," his companion,

Sir Philip Burne-Jones, also

tion of Mme. Rejane. " A souvenir of a

country I admire," wrote the great French

actress, " of a

people that I

love, and of a

public whose

memory I

cherish."

" Here Mme.

Rejane should

have written

' restaurant,' and not ' public,' " was the

correction of Sir Francis Burnand.

fr-t aÂ±^U
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duly presented to him

by Boriani. who was

determined that he

should not leave it again

without having added

his autograph. Mr.

Lloyd George was inter-

ested, but, when it was

suggested that he should

write something, ob-

jected that the names

were all those of actors,

singers, and the like,

Among other theatrical names will be

found Sarah Bernhardt. Coquelin, Ellaline

Terriss (Fig. 23). Lewis Waller (Fig. 24),

Marion Terry (Fig. 25), George Grossmith,

jun. (Fig. 26). and George Robey (Fig. 27).

The Pall Mall Restaurant" being a

favourite resort of Upper Bohemia, it is

only natural that the drama and music

should predominate in this remarkable

collection of autographs. But politics.

Uo

i>iJ5n.,-

25.

.r

science, and sport are by no

means unrepresented. Even Mr.

Lloyd George will be found in

this gallery. When the much-

loved, much-hated Chancellor of

the Exchequer recently paid an

unexpected visit to the restau-

rant the autograph - book was

26.

and not of serious

people like politicians.

Whereupon Boriani tri-

umphantly drew his

attention to the pages

containing the signatures

of Lord Gladstone, whose

autograph, written just

before his departure from

London to become

Governorof South Africa,

seems almost a facsimile

of that of his illustrious

father, and Mr. John

Burns, who wrote " Health

is the only wealth " on what

he described as " Insurance

Day, May 4th, 1911" (Fig.

28), the date of the intro-

duction of what is now the

Insurance Act. On seeing

these signatures Mr. Lloyd

George could resist no longer,

and he took the pen and
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wrote what appeared to Boriani to be a string

of unintelligible consonants mixed up with a

few vowels. They are, however, the Welsh

rendering of the words, " Liberty wins the

day " (Fig. 29).

Science could hardly have a finer represen-

tative than Marconi. This signature, says

Boriani. was even more difficult to obtain

than that of Mr. Lloyd George, and he takes

29

"^ *~.

great delight in explaining how it was

managed. One day, on Marconi's entering

the restaurant, Boriani took the menu from

the table at which the inventor was to sit and,

deleting the item

" Haricots verts au

beurre," substituted,

in compliment to his

guest, the words,

"Haricots verts a la

Marconi." The cele-

brated inventor, how-

ever, was not to be

caught merely by a

compliment, and he

remarked to Boriani

that he saw no reason

why the beans should

be called a la Marconi, seeing that they were

quite ordinary beans.

" Quite ordinary ! " said Boriani. " Tell

me, sir. did you find any strings in them ? "

" No/' admitted Marconi.

" Then were they not really haricots verts

sans fils ! " (without strings).

The author of wireless

t elegraphy (teles, raphie sans

fils) was so pleased with

this ingenious pun that he

consented for once to break

his rule and sign Boriani's

autograph-hook (Fig. 30).

Finally, sport has its representatives in

two of the world's greatest "flying" menâ��

Dorando. one of the fleetest of runners, and

Grahame-White, one of the most daring of

aviators. After the Olympic Marathon (1909),

in which Dorando made himself famous by just

failing to win, the plucky runner paid a visit

to the Pall Mall Restaurant by special invita-

tion and enjoyed a good dinner. Boriani

was naturally proud of

his compatriot, and

asked him to add his

autograph to the collec-

tion of other notabilities;

but as the little ex-pas-

trycook could run better

than he could write,

Boriani had the rest of

the page filled up with a

sketch by an artist, the

picture including Windsor Castle and the

Stadium (the starting and finishing points of

the Marathon in this country), the English and

Italian flags, and a representation of the cup

3ft

which was presented by Queen Alexandra.

Grahame-White contrived to introduce a sly

dig at the restaurateur's somewhat weighty

figure in the piece of rhyming given in Fig. 31.

In the " good old times " of the coaching

inn and the convivial tavern " mine host "

was often on the most excellent terms with

his patrons. This autograph-

book of Signer Boriani's

affords striking evidence of

the fact that the same thing

is by no means impossible

with the modern cosmopoli-

tan restaurateur.



Tlie Man Wko Turned

the Leaves.

By MARY TENNYSON.

Illustrated by \Varwick Reynolds.

EEN excitement reigned gene-

rally in the old-world town

of Stanford, situated less than

twenty miles from Cotton-

opolis ; but especially in the

shop of Simeon Marchmont,

music-seller, did the air seem

positively charged with it. And no wonder,

for on the night of that twenty-fifth day of

June, the great, the unapproachable violinist,

Hertzheimer, was to play the glorious sonata,

for violin and piano, by Morowitch, over which

London, on first hearing, had la'.ely gone mad.

On the previous evening Herr Hertzheimer

and Mme. Schuster, with whom he was

always associated in the playing of the sonata,

had performed before enthusiastic crowds in

Manchester, and now it was Stanford's turn.

Stanford had recently blossomed forth with

a particularly ornate town hall, which build-

ing was the pride and delight of the towns-

people ; and it was to do honour to the

musical inauguration of this new town hall

that the citizens of Stanford had met in con-

clave many months before and, after serious

consideration, had guaranteed a sufficient

sum with which to approach Herr Hertzheimer

and the celebrated Mme. Schuster.

The business had been speedily arranged,

and now every seat in the great room had

been paid for, and beyond the chairs at the

very back the humbler folk were to be

allowed to come in and stand for an almost

nominal payment, so that all classes of music-

lovers might be represented on the occasion.

The committee had already in hand even
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more than would pay the famous artistes, but

they desired to make no profit out of the

inaugural concert, and so the surplus had been

devoted to floral decorations.

At Simeon Marchmont's old-established

and very old-fashioned shop the tickets for

the wonderful concert had been sold ; and

day after day his daughter Isobel, herself an

ardent and most talented musical student,

had sat behind a small table disposing of

them, from the guinea seats in the front of the

area, to the one-shilling bit of cardboard, on

which was stamped " Standing-room only."

Simeon Marchmont himself would be

behind the scenes on the great occasion, to

give general advice ; but two of the ten-

shilling tickets he had bought, and one of

them he had bestowed upon his daughter

and the other upon his shop-assistant,

Godfrey Sudeley, who had received it with a

muttered acknowledgment which was scarcely

civil in its curtness, for the bestowal of this

ticket sent him almost speechless with joy.

A five-shilling seat would have been more

than Godfrey could have well afforded, and

in the five-shilling seats he w:ould have felt

in exile ; but now he was to hear Hertzheimer

and Schuster play the Sonata in C actually

seated by the side of Isobel. That extra

five shillings meant the difference to him of

j^aven andâ��well, at least, earth. To be

with her through a whole evening, to be

practically alone with her, for the surround-

ing crowds would be non-existent to him ;

to feel her thrill with excitement, and to see

the spirit of the music shine in her dear eyes !

He was in love with Isobel. No wonder

Godfrey accepted the ticket almost silently.

And certainly in advance the great impend-

ing concert had brought into three lives infinite

pleasure beyond that of mere anticipation; for

Simeon Marchmont, the local teacher of the

violin, his daughter, and also his assistant

were themselves performers of no mean order.

Indeed, it was this fact that, five years

before,had made young Godfrey Sudeley apply

to his violin master foixtrnployment, when,

by the sudden death of his parents, he had,

still in his teens, been thrown on the

world to fend for himself, preferring to serve

in the shop at a small salary to entering a com-

mercial office, where he would assuredly have

made twice as much money in the present,

and possibly a fortune in the future.

And now for weeks past these three had

devoted their evenings to a reverent study of

the Sonata in C, that they might be the better

able to appreciate to the full its interpretation

by the pair of famous virtuosos.

As a rule Simeon Marchmont and his

daughter played the marvellous work, and

Godfrey turned over the leaves for Isobel,

and secretly revelled in her near proximity ;

but often the generous old man, noticing the

glow in the two young faces, would, on

coming to the suave and flowing andante

movement, which the impressionable girl

had named " The Evening by the Brook-

side," hand over his fiddle to his pupil, saying

kindly, " Here, Sudeley, this is where you

come in. Now, put your heart into it, lad."

But that was not quite so easy, for Godfrey's

heart, for six months pastâ��indeed, ever since

Isobel returned from Leipsic to preside over

her father's homeâ��had not been in his own

keeping.

And now the eventful day had come, and

before they sat down to their afternoon cup

of tea Simeon ordered that the blinds in the

shop should be lowered.

" Every ticket is sold," he said, " and there's

nothing doing. We'll take it easy, all of us.

Unless we just run through Morowitch for

the last time, eh ? "

But they had scarcely commenced the

exhilarating allegro than there came a

thundering knock at the closed door of the

shop, repeated again and again in apparently

frantic impatience.

" Of course, just because we are shut! "

Simeon muttered, resignedly. " See what

they want, Sudeley, but come back as soon

as you can, there's a good chap."

But when Godfrey returned he was accom-

panied by no less a person than Sir George

Manners, the Mayor of Stanford, and the

faces of the two men were so utterly dismayed

that Isobel's white hands dropped from the

keys and Marchmont exclaimed aloud :

" Sir George ! Good heavens, sir ! what's

the matter ? "

The portly mayor's always rubicund, jolly

face was purple with excitement; panting

for breath, he sank speechlessly into an easy

chair and, with a helpless gesture of his

trembling fat hand towards Godfreyâ��who

had placed upon the table a bulky roll of

musicâ��proceeded in silence to mop his face

and neck.

" It's awful â�� really awful! " Godfrey

stammered.

" What is ? " Simeon cried.

" She's fallen down and sprained her wrist

badly," Godfrey explained, unsteadily.

" Who has ? Good Lord, boy, don't be a

fool! "

" It's Mme. Schuster. She's sprained her

arm."
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" Eh ? My word ! "

Not another syllable was spoken, and for a

long minute the four stared blankly at each

other, the faces of the two young people white

with dismay and a positive anguish of dis-

appointment. Simeon was the one to break

the heavy silence.

" And Hertzheimer ? " he asked.

" He doesn't know," the mayor gasped.

" Doesn't know ? "

" No ; that makes the confounded thing

worse. Hertzheimer went to Liverpool after

the concert last night. He is to come straight

on here."

" Eh ? My word !" Simeon repeated,

helplessly.

" And he'll be at the George here at half-

past six, not before. He's ordered two

pounds of rump-steak, nearly raw, for dinner,"

the mayor continued ; " and we can't com-

municate with him."

He finished with a gulp of misery which

was suspiciously like a sob, and Marchmont

went on, rather feebly :â��

" How did you get to know ? "

" Why, Madame's maid came by the

three-thirty from Manchester and brought

the confounded news. The accident had

just happened, and Madame had sent her off

quick sharp to tell us, and to bring us the

piano part marked ; and whatever she meant

by that," the poor mayor continued, " I know

no more than the babe unborn. But it's in

that parcel there. So I ran round to you,

Marchmont. \Vhat are we to do, man ?

Come, pull your wits together. What the

dickens are we to do in this horrible mess ?

I tell you, the unreserved ladies are picnick-

ing round the doors now on camp-stools.

They are having tea sent from the George.

And twenty dinners are on order there,

besides Hertzheimer's. It's a calamityâ��a

downright calamity."

Rut Simeon appeared for the moment

absolutely overwhelmed, and for another

minute the silence in the room was only

broken by the rustle of the leaves in the

thick and frayed piece of music which Godfrey

had extracted from the parcel sent by Mme.

Schuster.

It was he who spoke first this time ; and

Isobel noted with surprise that his face had

suddenly flushed even to the roots of his

crisply curling, dark-brown hair.

" You must find another pianist, Sir

George," he said, quietly; " that is why

Mme. Schuster sent her piano part. It is

marked throughout. She knew it would be

a help to whoever was her substitute."

" Her substitute ! " the mayor cried, beat-

ing his hands frantically together. " Good

heavens, young man ! Where in the name

of goodness can I get a substitute at a couple

of hours' notice ? "

" I think I know of one," Godfrey said,

with a meaning glance which caused Isobel

an actual shock.

" You know of one ? Then why the

dickens didn't you say so before ? Can't

you see I'm almost off my head ? Who is

it ? Where is she, or he ? "

" She's there at your elbow, Sir George."

" At my elbow ? " the bewildered mayor

echoed, shifting himself violently in his chair.

" What the deuce do you mean, sir ? "

" I mean," Godfrey said, his eyes blazing

with suppressed excitementâ��" I mean that

Miss Marchmont could take Mme. Schuster's

place."

"Godfrey! Oh.no! Oh, Godfrey!"

His heart thrilled with joy as he noted her

perfectly unconscious use of his Christian

name, but, disregarding her interruption, he

proceeded steadily, to the utter amazement

of old Simeon :â��

" Miss Marchmont is familiar with every

phrase of the Morowitch sonata, Sir George,

and plays it most exquisitely."

" Good Lord, lad ! you don't mean it ?

What, that pretty child ? " the mayor cried,

in almost awed astonishment. " I've heard

say, Marchmont, that your daughter has come

home an A i pianist, but I never thought of

anything like this ! "

Then, turning to the girl, he clutched her

tightly by the arm. " Is he telling the truth,

that young chap ? " he demanded, breath-

lessly. " Can you play the confounded

thing ? "

" I can, after a fashion," Isobel replied,

faintly; " but, oh, Sir George ! to replace

Mme. Schuster, to play with the greatest

violinist in the worldâ��oh. I couldn't ! I

should die of fright! Oh, Mr. Sudeley, how

could youâ��how could you ? "

Tears choked her voice, and, covering her

face with her hands, she broke into a tempest

of sobs. The three men watched her for a

moment, and then old Simeon's eyes began to

gleam, and, crossing to the girl's side.he put

his arm round the quivering shoulders.

" My darling," he said, brokenly, " the

chance has been sent you ; you must not turn

from it. For my sake, if not for your own,

you must do this, Isobel."

" But, father, dearest, I couldn't. I should

break down and shame you cruelly," she

sobbed.
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" Nonsense ! " he cried ; " you will not

shame me. I shall be the proudest man in

Cheshire to-night. Sudeley is quite right, I

am sure. You do play the sonata exquisitely.

He's got the soul of a musician, and he has

" I will do my best, sir," she faltered. And

Sir George, quite carried away by the fervour

of his gratitude, pushed old Simeon out of

his path and actually kissed her.

" No other substitute would have done

'HE KELT HER LITTLE TREMBLING FINC.KRS AGAINST HIS BARE THROAT, AND SCENTKD THE

ROSKS WHICH NESTLED AGAINST HKR SNOWY BOSOM."

been able to judge you better than I, because

he's been a listener and I, like a blind old fool,

have been wrapt up in my own doings.

(Tome, Isobel, Sudeley knows, and you must

come to the rescue of Stanford."

" And you really think I can do it ?â��really

and truly ? " she asked, raising her glittering,

excited eyes to Godfrey's.

" I am certain you can do it," he answered,

with a thrill in his voice. " When you play

with Hertzheimer you will forget everything

but the music."

For an instant she looked intently into his

eyes, and then she turned to the mayor.

half so well," he declared, triumphantly.

" Sudeley, I shall be for ever grateful to you.

This dear girl is one of our own. Her father

is one of our most respected citizens, and

we'll stand by his daughter to a man. Lord,

there will be an excitement ! " he continued,

chuckling with delight.

" Good-bye to you all for the present," he

went on, seizing his hat. " Buck up, my

dearest of girls. I'm just going now to tell

them at the George to be awfully careful

about that steak."

When the door slammed loudly Simeon

Marchmont's pent-up excitement broke loose
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in a torrent of words, of which the only

intelligible ones were that a careful rehearsal

with the aid of Mme. Schuster's marked

score was to be gone through then and there.

But he was too unstrung to play himself,

and soon Isobel begged to be allowed to study

her part alone. But ere she sat down two

new and important considerations forced

themselves upon her distracted brain.

What was she to wear ? She had no even-

ing dress in any way suitable to the occasion,

her only frock being the simple white silk

in which, as a student, she had gone up to the

platform to receive her medal at Leipsic

more than six months before. This, however,

would have to do, for there was plainly no

time to procure anything different. But who

was to turn over the leaves of her musicâ��

that marked part of Mme. Schuster's which

was absolutely necessary to her ?

A glance at her agitated father showed

that he was out of the question ; his acute

nervousness would infect her and make her

breakdown inevitable.

" Eh, my word ! " Simeon cried once more.

" Sudeley will do, for he's got a dress-suit,

I'll be bound.''

And as Isobel looked into Godfrey's smiling

face the trouble faded out of her eyes.

When they met again, at half-past seven,

old Simeon opened his eyes in astonish-

ment at the sight of the charming young

couple. She in her modest white frock,

and the distinguished youth, whose manner

was almost courtly as he offered her the

bunch of delicate pink roses on which he had

expended all his available cash, and which

was to add the one touch of colour to what

appeared to him her ravishingly simple attire.

And when she had pinned his flowers into

the bosom of her gown, the colour of the roses

was not more delicate and pure than that in

her own peach-like cheeks.

TKe old man raised his hands in unaffected

admiration, and then suddenly his counte-

nance altered. â�¢

. " My word, lad ! " he cried, " your tie is

in a pretty muddle."

" My.hands were a bit shaky," the young

man explained. " I've got out of the way

of such things, too. But it will do, sir."

" It won't," Marchmont declared, testily.

" It's a disgrace to the establishment. Here,

Isobel, you do it for him."

And as Godfrey saw her standing before

him, with her sweet face uplifted, and felt

her little trembling fingers against his bare

throat, and scented the roses which nestled

against her snowy bosom, an exquisite thrill

ran through him and he sighed involuntarily,

a deep sigh of rapture, and at his slight move-

ment she raised her eyes to his.

For a long moment they gazed spellbound

at each other, and then the girl's head drooped

and she turned from him without a word.

But there was no need of speech, there was no

secret now between them, and, although old

Simeon grumbled at his daughter's clumsiness,

declaring that she had made things worse

instead of better in the matter of Sudeley's

white bow, neither of the two heeded ; for

they had just passed through the gates of

Paradise together, and earthly matters

interested them not at all

Herr Hertzheimer's rump-steak had been

cooked to perfectionâ��that is to say, it had, to

quote the cook, just smelt the fireâ��and the

great artiste was smoking, and beaming with

replete satisfaction, when the mayor ap-

proached him, quaking with apprehension.

But his disastrous news was received far

better than he had anticipated, he being, of

course, unaware of the fact that Mme.

Schuster had been giving herself airs lately,

which airs of equality had secretly exasperated

the very irritable and highly-strung violinist.

Therefore Herr Hertzheimer was not so sorry

as he otherwise might have been to have a

chance of proving to Madame that she was

not absolutely indispensable to him.

And the mayor's apology at the concert

also was most amiably received. The Stan-

ford people had plainly come to hear Hertz-

heimer, who had reigned supreme in the

northern counties for many a year ; therefore

the relief of the crowded assembly was great

when they heard it was Mme. Schuster, who

was but a name to them, and who, in fact,

had only come to England with the

Morowitch sonata, who was the absentee.

And when Sir George announced her substi-

tute, and almost emotionally begged their

indulgence for the young lady who had so

bravely stepped into the breach at the last

moment-lest her fellow-citizens should miss

the joy of hearing the greatest performer on

earth interpret the greatest of modern com-

positions, his words were received with a

murmur of applause.

Most of the audience had known Isobel

from her childhood, and when the mayor

brought the blushing girl forwardâ��for Isobel,

as Madame's substitute, had to open the

concert with an impromptu of Chopin'sâ��a

reception was accorded her which caused her

almost fainting heart to flutter with delight,

and steadied her nerve in the most surprising

wav. -
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She executed the impromptu of Chopin

to such perfection that Godfrey, sitting

on the steps which led up to the platform,

to get as near her as he could and to be

the first to clasp her hand when her task was

completed, found his breath coming short

and quick with the intensity of his pride and

love.

Tears of joy ran down old Simeon's cheeks

at this triumph of his darling, and the

great Hertzheimer himself, appreciating to

the full the brilliance of the performance,

laughed kindly as he smote the old man

sprained wrist cannot be mended for many

weeks, and I go to Edinburgh in ten days to

play the Morowitch and other things. We

will see, Herr Marchmontâ��we will see."

When Isobel came down to them her

eyes were radiant and her sweet, tremulous

lips were wreathed with smiles, as she listened

to the thunders of applause which rewarded

her maiden effort.

And presently, when, hand-in-hand with

Godfrey, who carried the bulky roll of music,

she stepped again on to the platform, in

advance of Herr Hertzheimer, it was the

"A RECEPTION WAS ACCORDED HER WHICH CAUSED HER ALMOST FAINTING HEART TO FLUTTER

WITH DELIGHT."

gently on the shoulder, saying, in his guttural

German-English :â��

" She is a marvel, that little lady of yours.

Ach, my friend, no wonder your tears they

flow. Mme. Schuster never played that

Chopin impromptu better. If she is as goot

in the Morowitch we must have some talk,

you and I and the little lady. Madame's

Vol. xliv.â�� 39.

young man whose heart was fluttering wildly

and whose fingers trembled in her steady

grasp.

He arranged her music and they seated

themselves at the piano, and then there was

a little pause to give extra importance to the

entry of the unapproachable Hertzheimer.

But the pause was sufficiently long for the
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young Countess N , the great lady of the

neighbourhood, to whisper to her husband :â��

" Did you ever see such a ripping picture

as that girl and boy with those roses ? Love

among the roses, eh, Bill ? Look at his

face ! "

And then Hertzheimer, with his shaggy,

leonine head, kindly eyes, and black-clad

figure, slouched up the stairs and on to the

platform, and at the sight of him acclamations

of delight rent the air.

Hut at the first sound of the final testing

of the strings of his world-famous Stradivarius

the noisy clamour suddenly ceased, to be

succeeded by a breathless silence.

Never had the allegro which opened the

Morowiteh sonata gone with a better swing.

Violinist and pianist vied with each other in

the most friendly rivalry, and Isobel's runs

and trills and merrily defiant shakes were no

less brilliant than those of the great master

himself; and when the movement finished,

such a tempest of applause arose that, under

its cover, Hertzheimer turned to the triumph-

ant debutante and, dabbing his face, down

which the moisture streamed, said in an

excited undertone :â��

" Well done, little lady, well done ! That

was goot. goot ! Now we will reach the souls

of these people here. We have tickled them,

but now we will make their tears to flow."

And then there followed "The Evening by

the Brook-side," and it seemed to Godfrey,

as he listened to the marvellous and pellucid

strains, that his heart went right out of him.

This movement had always been dear to him,

but now it was differentâ��quite different to

anything he had ever imagined. He was

actually walking there, by the brook-side, on

which the pure moonlight gleamed, and she

was by his side ; the air was laden with the

scent of roses, his ears were full of the murmur

of the brook and the song of the nightingale,

and in her sweet eyes he saw her steadfast

love; and he knew that they were to walk on

by the brook-side, hand-in-hand, even to the

very end of their lives. She and he and love !

For five minutes his rapturous dream en-

dured, and then, with a cruel, jarring start,

it was shattered.

" Oh, please, pleaseâ��quick, quick ! "

It was Isobel who cried to him, Isobel

whose dilated, scared eyes were fixed on his

in an agony of reproach, and with a smothered

ejaculation he sprang to his feet; but already

the little hands were trembling piteously,

and false notes caused the sensitive Hertz-

heimer to shudder painfully.

Desperately Godfrey leaned over the girl

and seized the page to turn the leaf, but his

hand shook, and, with a discordant crash,

the heavy music fell upon the keyboard,

enveloping the hands of the player.

For an instant there was a horrified silence,

and then Hertzheimer turned to the piano

with blazing, terrible eyes.

" Ach" ! Ach ! " he cried, carried away

with excitement and wild rage. " It is the

last time. The very, very last! " And then,

, as the startled audience, realizing what had

happened, began to murmur sympathetically

and to timidly applaud, he shook his fist in a

transport, and, rushing across the platform,

stumbled heavily down the stairs.

The two left upon the platform sat with

pale cheeks and bowed heads, motionless.

To Isobel it seemed that she must wait until

the excitable master returned, if she sat there

until the day of doom, and Godfrey, of course,

could not leave her. It was part of his punish-

ment that he should sit there and see her

suffer, himself a mark for the finger of scorn

to point at.

For an eternity it seemed to them they

waited, and with each moment the murmur

of the audience grew more ominous. But

when the mayor came slowly into view the

noise died away, to be succeeded by an uproar

that, to the two young people, was actually

terrible. For the poor mayor had to announce

that Hertzheimer, apparently utterly un-

strung, had rushed through the building,

jumped into his automobile, which was in

waiting, and was already several miles on his

way to Manchester.

There was nothing to be done, therefore,

but, on behalf of the grieved committee, to

deplore the untimely accident which had

occurred, and to assure the audience that

their entrance-money would be returned to

them.

As Godfrey paced his room that night,

shut in with his misery, the hisses which had

followed him as he crept from the public

gaze filled his ears and seared his brain. It

was not for himself he cared, but he had

crushed Isobel, he had failed her, the girl for

whom he would gladly have died. And she

had spoken no word of reproach, not one; but

her sweet lips had trembled as she faltered

out her good night, and she had averted her

tearful eyes from his.

They had prepared a little feast in honour

of the occasion, but it had been left untouched,

and throughout the weary night the young

man had paced his room ceaselessly.

He must leave Stanford, that was certain.

He had disgraced himself, and she would hate
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" 'ACH ! ACH !' HE CRIED, CARRIED AWAY WITH EXCITEMENT AND RAGE."

the sight of him. It could not be otherwise,

for had he not ruined her fair prospects ?

But presently, utterly exhausted with

remorseful grief, Godfrey seated himself on

the side of the bed, and then he caught sight

of a piece of paper that had been pushed

under the wide crack of his door so softly

it had not attracted his attention. Stooping,

he took it up, and then the tears started

from his eyes and rolled down his cheeks. It

was addressed to him in Isobel's writing.

What had she to say ? Was it to ask him

to go without seeing her again ? With

shaking fingers he opened the envelope.

" Dear Mr. Sudeley," Isobel wrote, " I have

heard you walking up and down all night,

and I am so sorry. But a new day has come

now, and we must look forward, not back-

wards. The thing was an accident. No

one was to blame. Let us therefore forget it

as soon as possible. There's nothing to be

done, so please, please don't worry over it

more than you can help. We must make

the best of it, and now I am going to try to
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sleep. You do the same.â��Yours most

sincerely, ISOBEL MARCHMONT."

With a sob he pressed his lips to the paper.

" There is nothing to be done." he mur-

mured aloud; "nothing to be done! Oh,

Heaven ! It's too hard to bear. My darling !

My darling ! "

Going to his window, he leant out of it.

The sky was full of the glory of the sunrise.

The birds twittered, and the soft, scented

breeze blew in his haggard young face, carry-

ing wi.th it the spirit of hope. He caught his

breath sharply, and then into his strained

eyes there flashed a new thought.

" It is half-past three," he muttered. " I

could do it in five hours."

And then, treading softly, he took up a cloth

cap and, going from his room, stole down the

stairs and out of the house.

At nine o'clock Herr Hertzheimer lay in

his pyjamas outside his bed in the Manchester

hotel. He had already breakfasted, and now

he was smoking, but there was a frown on

his rugged brow, and every now and then

he raised his clenched brown fist and

brought it down with a sounding thump on

the spring mattress.

He was thoroughly out of temper. That,

however, was not a rare occurrence with

the highly-strung, nervous artiste ; but on

this occasion he was out of temper with him-

self. There was nothing mean about the

renowned German, but he was fond of money,

and he saw that he could not possibly retain

the handsome cheque which had been paid to

him in advance by the Stanford concert com-

mittee. This certainly was not a matter of

serious consequence to the wealthy musician,

but it added to the annoyance he felt in

realizing that, in his utter loss of self-control

the night before, he had, before the eyes of

his beloved public, made a fool of himself.

" My nerves," he muttered, " my infernal

nerves ! Ach ! but it was awful, just at

that moment ! "

And then there came a knock at his door,

and his elderly English valet entered.

" A young man wishes to see you, sir," he

said, timidly.

" A young manâ��what young man ? "

" He is a stranger to me, sir, and he looks

very queer, but I should say he was a gentle-

man."

" But Did he not give a name ? "

" Scarcely a name, sir, but "

" Well ? "

" Well, sir, I was to tell you he was the

man who turned the leaves of the music."

With a cry of astonishment Hertzheimer

flung away his cigar and, jumping up, thrust

his bare feet into slippers.

" Show him up," he said, harshly. " I

shall feel better when I've spoken a bit of

what is in my mind."

But when Godfrey Sudeley entered the

room and stood with bent head before him,

there came a sudden click in the great

musician's throat, which choked back the

torrent of his angry words. Hertzheimer

had a big, tender heart, or he would not have

been the renowned artiste he was, and the

sight of this woe-begone, pale youth, with

the split patent leather shoes, the dusty,

disordered evening dress, and the crumpled

shirt-front and deplorable collar and neck-

bow, seemed to him infinitely pathetic.

He stared at him a moment, and then, as

the other remained silent, he commenced,

forcing a wrathful tone :â��

" Ach ! and so it is you ? And what the

deuce do you mean by coming here ? "

Godfrey raised his pleading eyes, and the

German winced.

" I have come, sir, to beg for justice."

" For justice ? Ach, my word ! "

" Not for myselfâ��for her."

" For her ? "

" For Miss Marchmont. Oh, sir, it was

all my fault. Don't punish her. Don't

make the awful thing too hard for me to

bear."

"Ach, but "

" I know, I know, it was terrible, but she

was not to blame. She will be a great artiste

some day, but she needs a helping hand. Oh,

don't break my heart. It was my faultâ��

my faultâ��and yours."

" My fault ? " Hertzheimer cried.

And then Godfrey lifted his drooping head

and spoke excitedly and fast.

''It was this way. I had played that

andante movement with her so often ; we

used to call it ' The Evening by the Brook-

side,' and we loved itâ��oh, how we loved it !

And I thought I understood it; but when

you played it, it was as if I had never heard

it before. There was actually the murmur of

the brook and the song of the nightingale,

and the moonlight shining on the water and

in her eyes, and the scent of the roses was

round us, and we walked on together, always

alone, and together."

His voice broke and he covered his eyes for

a moment, and then he added, faintly, " And

so I forgot to turn the leaves. I lost myself

in a dream of heaven, and woke in torment."

There was a long pause, and then Hertz-

heimer, laying his hand upon the bowed
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shoulders, forced the young man gently into

a chair and, still holding him, rocked him to

and fro.

" Oh, you silly young ass ! " he murmured,

tenderly. " You dear, appreciative, poetical,

silly, silly young ass ! "

And at noon that day the cloud which

lowered over the house of Simeon Marchmont

rolled away before a glorious stream of sun-

light ; for Godfrey Sudeley returned with

such wonderful news that for the moment

daughter and

father doubted

the evidence of

their own ears,

in the fear that

the exhilarated

but travel-

stained youth,

who appeared

perfectly uncon-

scious of his

disgraceful ap-

pearance, had

become tempo-

rarily demented.

H er tzhcimer

was coming in

the afternoon,

he announced, to

clinch the tour-

ing engagement

with Isobel, and,

better still,

Hertzheimer had

tested his

powers, and he

also was to ac-

company the

concert party to

play second

violin in a trio

for piano and

two fiddles,which

was to form a

portion of their

repertoire.

And when, later in the day, Simeon

Marchmont timidly suggested to the great

man the necessity for providing Isobel

with a suitable chaperon, a humorous

twinkle appeared in the deep - set brown

eyes which beamed so benevolently upon

them all.

" Ach ! that will be all right, Mr. March-

mont," he said. " We do not make the start

of the concert for ten days. There is goot

time for everything. These two foolish

young dears have already walked often

by that

told '

brook-side in the evenings, I'm

" Sir ! " the amazed father exclaimed.

" Well, then, they had better enter on life's

journey together before we start for Edin-

burgh. Then we shall need no chaperon."

Three months later Simeon Marchmont

received the following letter:â��

" DEAR FRIEND MARCHMONT,â��The tour

is a splendid success; but I am still deeply

I HAVE COME, SIR, TO BEG KOR JUSTICE."

regretful for my conduct at Stanford. I

couldn't help it, howeverâ��I'm made so.

But this is what we all three wish. We wish

to give a concert at Stanford early in Novem-

ber, and to charge you nothing at all. Let the

money go to the local hospital. Will you

approach the mayor for me ? Tell him both

Sudeley and I want to make atonement. We

shall not require anyone to turn over the

leavesâ��Isobel knows the Morowitch as well

as I do now.â��Yours ever,

" MORITZ HERTZHEIMER."



The Story and Romance of Shorthand.

AN ART THAT HAS A MILLION VOTARIES.

By ARTHUR T. DOLLING.

HORTHAND!" wrote

Thackeray. "What an

accomplishment to boast

about! Look at this.

Nothing could be easier.

You do not know what it

means ? Of course not.

Neither do I. Neither does it. But what

of that ? Shorthand, indeed ! "

Could this humorous raillery have been

v\ C

PORTION OF A SPEECH BY CICERO IN SHORTHAND, B.C. 6l.

evoked by David Copperneld's assertion that

shorthand, as an accomplishment, was " about

equal to the mastery of six languages " ?

Think of it. To-day there are nearly a

million shorthand writers in the kingdom.

They have journals of their own, societies of

their own, even clubs of their own; and the

wonder is, so great is the success attained by

these scribes and their systems, that anybody

can be found who will trouble to express their

thoughts in so cumbersome a calligraphy as

lo igriand at all.

Why should npt everybody write short-

hand ? Why shbuld not THE STRAND MAGA-

ZINE itself be printed in shorthand ? It has,

as Mr. W. Â¥. Lambert writes to us to say,

frequently been transcribed, either wholly or

in part, by numerous students, the latest

being an ambitious native on the West Coast

of Africa, who writes telling his tutor that

" This enormous-interest periodical was by

me phonographed in nineteen pleasing hours."

Next year will see the centenary of the

founder of phonography, and there is to be

an exhibition in London of rare and curious

specimens of the art of shorthand, illustrating

its history from the earliest times. By the

courtesy of several of the exhibitors we are

enabled to reproduce some of these speci-

mens, which will surely command universal

interest.

Shorthand is now so well known and so

widely practised that we are apt to think of

it merely as a product of our own bustling

times. Nevertheless, the history of the art

of shorthand writing extends over a period

of some thousands of years, and its origin,

in spite of much discussion

and the production of an

enormous amount of litera-

ture on the subject, is ob-

__, scured in the mists of anti-

^ *V *â�� quity. It is a history filled

with humour, with romance,

and even with tragedy.

The first system of which

we have definite knowledge

has itself a romantic story.

It is the system of Marcus

Tullius Tiro, originally a

slave of the immortal Cicero.

Whether Tiro was the in-

ventor of the method he used, whether it

was devised by Cicero, or whether the system

was much older than either, are points

upon which historians have squabbled for

centuries, but the fact remains that Tiro

became so proficient in the art (if it had not

been for this gifted slave many of the famous

orator's most treasured speeches would never

have been recorded) and so useful to his

master that he was given his freedom by
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A SPECIMEN OF BRIGHT's SHORTHAND, WRITTEN

IN 1592, USED FOR TAKING DOWN SHAKKSPKARE's

PLAYS.
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Cicero, becoming his private secretary and

staunch friend.

This is romance. There are both humour

and tragedy in the fate of Cassianus, who was

a teacher of shorthand at Imola during the

fourth century. Whether it was the fault of

the teacher or the system we are not told,

but the class one day became so exasperated

that they attacked and killed the unfortunate

Cassianus with their styluses.

The system he used was that

of Tiro, which survived for

many centuries, and though

extremely useful in the absence

of any better method, it did not

always lead to that accuracy

which could be desired, as a

certain unhappy notary found

when the Emperor Severus

ordered that the sinews of the

fingers of his right hand should

to devise a method on alphabetical lines, a

method crude indeed when compared with

modern standards, but nevertheless the fore-

runner of all our modern systems.

Scholars are in doubt whether it was the

system of Bright or Willis which was used

for taking down Shakespeare's plays. For,

little as we pause to reflect upon it, Shake-

speare's plays were nearly all first taken down
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SAMUEL PEPYS TAKING DOWN CHARLES II.'s ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF

WORCESTER.

be cut on account of some inaccuracy!

Nevertheless, Tiro's system survived in a

more or less imperfect state down to mediaeval

times.

During the reign of Queen Elizabeth there

was a sudden revival of interest in shorthand

in England. Dr. Timothy Bright published

his system, the first English one, in 1588,

and was followed in 1590 by Peter Bales.

In 1602 came John Willis, who was the first

in shorthand,and

it is from the

reporter's tran-

scripts that the

plays were, for

the most part,

printed in the

poet's lifetime. It

is this fact that

accounts for the

odd variants in

the text. The

greatest interest,

therefore, must

attach to a speci-

men of Bright's

shorthand repro-

ducing a portion

of Leonato's

" Much Ado About Nothing,"

speech in

Act V., beginning :

I pray thee, cease thy counsel.

Thomas Heywood, a contemporary of

Shakespeare, says that his own play of

" Queen Elizabeth "

Did throng the seats, the boxes and the stage

So much that some by stenography drew

A plot, put it in print, scarce one word true.

As all the world knows, the inimitable
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"'THEY TELL MK YOU'RE THE LEADING PHONO-

GRAPHER,' SHE SAID TO SIR ISAAC PITMAN, 'AND

I'VE COME TO HAVE MY PHONOGRAPH MENDED.'"

Samuel Pepys wrote his diary in shorthand,

and by the same means took down, in 1680,

Charles II.'s own account of the Battle of

Worcester. Previous to this the debates in

the House of Commons at the time of the

arrest of the five members by Charles I. were

said to have been taken down verbatim by

one John Rushworth.

All sorts of names have been given to

systems of shorthandâ��besides tachygraphy,

brachygraphy, stenography, and phono-

graphy. As to this last, another and quite

different invention has now rendered it

dubious, and the late Sir Isaac Pitman was

once quite annoyed when a woman came to

him at his house in Bath and carefully

unwrapped a large parcel.

" They tell me you're the leading phono-

grapher," she said, " and I've como to have

my phonograph mended."

Gurney, who published his system in 1752,

wrote in the preface :â��

Good or bad Sense are wrote with equal Speed,

No need of Grammar Rules to write or read ;

L*t wise or foolish with their words abound

The faithful Pen shall copy every sound:

Ages unborn shall rise, shall read, and say,

" Thus! thus! our Fathers did their Minds convey."

It was Gurney's book, at half a guinea,

that young Charles Dickens bought when he

resolved to become, as his father had done

before him, a shorthand writer.

There are several notebooks in existence

used by Dickens as a reporter, and speci-

mens even of his writing many years after

he ceased to be a professional shorthand

writer. How vividly he describes his

acquisition of the art !

" The changes that were rung upon dots,

which in such a position meant such a thing,

and in such another position something else

entirely different; the wonderful vagaries

that were played by circles;' the unaccount-

able consequences that resulted from marks

like flies' legs ; the tremendous effects of a

curve in a wrong place ; not only troubled

my waking hours, but reappeared before me

in my sleep. When I had groped my way

blindly through these difficulties, and had

mastered the alphabet, there appeared a

procession of new horrors, called arbitrary

characters ; the most despotic characters I

have ever known ; who insisted, for instance,

that a thing like the beginning of a cobweb

meant expectation, and that a pen-and-ink

sky-rocket stood for disadvantageous. When

I had fixed these wretches in my mind, I

found that they had driven everything else

out of it; then, beginning again, I forgot

them ; while I was picking them up I dropped

the other fragments of the system; in short,

it was almost heart-breaking."

" Boz " was fond of relating stories of his

shorthand career. Once, at Exeter, he took

A SPECIMEN OF CHARLES DICKENs's SHORTHAND, TAKEN FROM ONE OF HIS NOTE-

BnxrmiuimefS BOOKS (1833). \.H\u Hoearth.
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down an election speech of Lord John Russell

" in the midst of a lively fight maintained

by all the vagabonds in that division of the

county, and in the midst of such a pelting

rain that I remember two good-natured

colleagues who chanced to be at leisure held

a pocket-handkerchief over my notebook,

after the manner of a state canopy in an

ecclesiastical proces-

sion."

Lord Chief Justice

Campbell, who held

office at the time of

the trial of Warren

Hastings, found occa-

sion to complain of

the inaccuracy of the

shorthand reports.

Burke had remarked

that " Virtue does not

depend upon climates

and degrees." Ac-

cording to Lord Camp-

bell, Hastings's short-

hand-writer had ren-

dered this as " Virtue

does not depend upon

climaxes and trees."

But the Lord Chief

Justice seems to have

been himself mis-

taken, for the tran-

script of the original

shorthand notes, pre-

served at the British

Museum, gives a dif-

ferent version of the

mistake, and reads

" but by climaxes

such as these."

A volume could be

filled with amusing

stories of shorthand

mistakes, the greater

number of them due

to mistaken vowels.

For instance " This CHARLES DICKENS TAKING DOWN AN ELECTION

IT i â�¢ hitr it'h f " SPEECH OF LORD JOHN RUSSELL IN THE RAIN,

aa> i; Dig vmn late, WHILB TWO COLLKAGUKS HF.LD A HANDKERCHIEF

was transcribed, This OVER HIS NOTEBOOK.

dajr is big with fat,"

whilst " Do not indulge in spite " came out

" Do not indulge in spit," and " A house of

many gables" was transformed into " A

house of many gabbles." The use of a wrong

vowel may have the most amusing result,

as in the phrase," Man, know thyself," which

was once converted, in the report of a sermon,

into " Man, gnaw thyself." To misplace a

vowel is, in shorthand, the easiest thing in

the world. Mr. T. A. Reed, the well-known

reporter, tells of a pupil who by this means

turned " mighty acts " into " mighty cats,"

and another report of a sermon was spoiled

by the advice " Return a blow with an axe "

instead of " a kiss."

The " reporting style," in which the vowels

are omitted altogether for the sake of rapidity,

is responsible for the

famous American

story of the short-

hand clerk who took

'down a note of his

wife's instruction to

" Be sure and remem-

ber to bring home

some Castile soap,"

and, as a result, re-

turned home with a

tin of ox-tail soup !

Newspaper readers

are sometimes aston-

ished by mistakes on

the part of reporters.

Consider, for in-

stance, the surprise

of the readers of a

certain staid daily

some years ago when

they learned that a

public man had the

night before solemnly

announced that " All

reforms in this coun-

try have been brought

about by Prussia " !

The word the great

man had really used

was " pressure," not

" Prussia." So, too,

considerable astonish-

ment was caused

when " curates," in-

stead of " pew rates "

were reported to be

" the greatest enemies

of the Church." A

somewhat similar type

of error was perpe-

trated by the reporter

who made Lord Carnarvon say that " In these

days clergymen are expected to have the

wisdom and learning of a journeyman tailor."

What he had said was, of course, " a Jeremy

Taylor." Another reporter referred to John

Bright as " the gamecock," instead of " the

Gamaliel of Birmingham," and yet another

transcribed his notes of Mr. Chamberlain's

remark, " They bring up their puny pop-guns
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and spatter me with abuse " as " They bring

out their penny pop-guns and spatter me

with peas." The people of Edinburgh were

once highly indignant that Professor Blackie

should have referred to the " greasy " atmo-

sphere of their town, when he had really

been commending its " breezy atmosphere."

A really expert shorthand writer can do

some surprising things at times. Mr. B.

de Bear, the well-known principal of Pitman's

School, tells how he made use of his art in

somewhat unusual circumstances, and how

he has found it of value when no other means

of communication would have been possible.

" I remember being in a railway station in

a country town at

holiday time,"

said Mr. de Bear.

"The station was

besieged with

' trippers,' and,

having got in, it

was impossible to

get out again. I

was most anxious

to communicate

with a friend

standing in the

street some little

distance away,

and on the win-

dow-pane of the

waiting - room I

c o m m u n i cated

my message by

writing reversed

shorthand, the

outlines thus

reading correctly

to my friend in the

street. By using

the thumb for thick strokes and the first

finger for thin, there was no difficulty at all

in telegraphing my thoughts. In no other

circumstances would it have been possible

to effect the same purpose."

On another occasion, when Mr. de Bear

was lecturing on shorthand matters at

Harrogate, the proceedings were opened by

" I COMMUNICATED MY MESSAGE BY WRITING REVERSED

SHORTHAND, THE OUTLINES THUS READING CORRECTLY TO

MY FRIEND IX THE STREET."

was the purer for his demise." Shorthand

writers will appreciate the errors. " The

second instance," said Mr. de Bear, " reminds

me of a clever mnemonic furnished by a

foreign student some years ago. According

to the Pitmanic rules, ' poor ' and ' pure '

would be written in the same manner, both

ending with the downward ' r.' Special

distinction is, however, provided, so that these

two likely words will not clash. The student

referred to informed me one day that he

had discovered the means of remembering

which was which, adding: ' For when

you are " poor " you go down, and when

you are " pure " you go up.'

"In the early

editions of the

' Phonogr a p h i c

Teacher' one or

two hymns were

given, and I well

remember the

trouble occa-

sioned to young

students by the

line printed â�¢ in

shorthand, ' Re-

vives my soul

with grace.' The

last word was

frequently m i s-

transcribed

' grass,' but still

more popularly as

' grease,'andwhen

this was coupled

with the misspell-

ing of the word

'soul'as 'sole'the

transformation

was complete."

A remarkable, but quite understandable,

error is that which changes one's " birth-

place " into one's " burial-place," as is also

the error which changed a speaker's state-

ment that " The law on the subject was all

right " into the very different remark that

" The law on the subject was all rot."

Mr. Brodrick, when War Minister, said in a

the mayor with a speech of about five minutes' speech : " There is no training for general

duration. The mayor was considerably aston-

ished when he found that the lecturer had

taken down the whole of his remarks on the

somewhat limited area provided by his shirt1

cuff, which he had previously prepared for

the purpose with horizontal lines.

When George du Maurier died, a sentence

in the report was made to read : "He was

distinguished for his clatter, and the .world

officers and their staff in times of peace.'

The unsuspecting transcriber, by just failing

to observe " position," rendered itâ��" There

is no training for general officers, and they are

stiff in times of peace." Later, Mr. Brodrick

said, " This is a wild scheme for augmenting

the Army." This came out as " gammon-

ing " the Army, and the moral will not be

lost on budding reporters.
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"A NOTE, MARKED 'URGENT,' WAS PASSED UP

TO HIM."

Once, when giving evidence as an expert

witness before the late Lord Chief Justice

Russell of Killowen, the whole of the dispute

turned upon whether a certain outline in a

shorthand clerk's notebook was intended

as a thick or thin stroke. Mr. de Bear gave

his opinion, and was supported by the

counsel on the one side, Sir Edward Clarke,

himself a shorthand writer of no mean attain-

ments. Lord Russell, in a

particularly bad humour,

would have none of it, and

despite all the weight of

evidence from people who

might be supposed to

know, positively refused

to accept the suggestion

that anybody in any

circumstances could pre-

serve a distinction between

the values of strokes when

taking notes. " Only I

observe," he said, turning

to Mr. Asquith, counsel

for the other side," that our

friend is resolved to stand

by his client ' through

thick and thin.' "

Once a well-known M.P.,

speakingata political meet-

ing in the provinces, was

becoming carried away by his own eloquence

and was delivering his speech faster and faster

as he became more excited. Just as he had

reached the climax of his oration and was

holding his audience spell-bound with a

flood of eloquence, a note, marked " urgent,"

was passed up to him. Opening it, he read

as follows: "Will you be kind enough not

to talk so fast ? I can only write ninety-

words a minute, and you're firing away like

an express engine. Please go a little slower."

" Right," answered the speaker, and the

rest of the speech was delivered at a pace

well within the amateur reporter's powers.

The story is probably apocryphal about Mr.

Gladstone rebuking a certain youthful

reporter for making him say that certain nuns

had taken the " cows of chastity," and adding

that " he had not premeditated this accusa-

tion of bovine larceny." Once, during the

Midlothian campaign, noticing with chagrin

a masterly inactivity amongst the journalists

during a certain part of his speech, the orator

said, " I am rejoiced to see that my friends

of the Press are not taking this down. For

I wish to speak to you in strict confidence,

etc."â��a manoeuvre which had the effect, of

course, of setting the pencils busily at work

again. It was John Bright who said of a

very rapid but physically diminutive gallery

stenographer, " The Almighty seems to have

writ him in shorthand."

To Mr. J. D. Sloan, secretary of the Sloan-

Duployan Society, we are indebted for the

following:â��

There is in the Far West a remarkable

shorthand newspaper, the Kamloops Wawa.

"I AM REJOICED TO SKE THAT MY FRIENDS OK THE PRESS ARK

NOT TAKING THIS DOWN."
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A MISSIONARY INITIATING A CLASS OF REDSKINS INTO THE MYSTERIES OF SHORTHAND.

If there be any romance in shorthand, here

it is. A Breton missionary, Father J. M.

Le Jeune, arrives in British Columbia to take

charge of a large territory some fifty miles

square in extent. With so much ground to

cover, his personal visits to each little settle-

ment can only be few and far between. He

realizes the urgent necessity for a means of

written intercommunication between his head-

quarters and the numerous native villages.

Btit the Indian tribes in these districts possess

no written language, and the missionary's

persevering attempts to teach them to read

and write end in repeated failure. He is on

the point of abandoning hope when a happy

inspiration occurs to him : " They have failed

at longhand ; why not try them with short-

hand ? " He is already acquainted with the

Duployan system, and immediately puts the

idea to the test. His first class proves an

entire success, and

its members, when

proficient, are sent

forth to spread the new

knowledge throughout

the territory. The

result is that to-day

there are some thou-

sands of redskin

stenographers in the

North - West able to

write and read their

own language by no other means than

shorthand. They subscribe to the Kam-

loops Wawa, which not only gives them

local and religious news, but also the chief

items of world news, all in shorthand.

Kamloops is the headquarters of Father

Le Jeune, and wawa. in the Chinook,

means " talk," hence the title of this

remarkable newspaper.

Of the humorous shorthand drawing by

Lord Albemarle, which is here reproduced,

his lordship furnishes the following descrip-

tion. " The faces of the happy pair are out-

lined by the two principal classes of phono-

graphic letters, the man's face by the surds

p, t, ch, k, and the breaths f, th, s, sh, which

are male soundsâ��mere consonant contacts

without voice or affection ; and the

woman's face being formed by the affectionate

vocal surds and continuants. On the neck

of the woman lie the

vocal or affectionate

nasals, liquids, and coa-

lescents ; and between

the sturdy male and the

smiling female lies the

aspirant h, waiting for

the first of the six

vowels beneath to give

utterance to ' Ha ! ha !

ha! formed for each

other |'"

A DRAWING IN SHORTHAND BY THE EARL OF

ALBEMARLE.



SILISSA_

"THE

A STORY FOR

CHILDREN.

Illustrated by H. R. Millar.

N a certain kingdom there

once lived a merchant. He

had been married for twelve

years, but in that time there

had been born to him only

one child, a daughter, who

from her cradle was called

Wassilissa the Beautiful. When the little

girl was eight years old the mother fell ill,

and before many days it was plain to be seen

that she must die. So she called her little

daughter to her, and, taking a tiny wooden

doll from under the blanket of the bed, put

it into her hands and said :â��

" My little Wassilissa, I leave to you this

little doll. It is very precious, for there is

no other like it in the whole world. Carry

it about in your pocket, and never show it to

anyone. When evil threatens you or sorrow

befalls you go into a corner, take it from your

pocket, and give it something to eat and

drink. It will eat and drink a little, and then

you may tell it your trouble and ask its

advice, and it will tell you how to act."

Little Wassilissa grieved greatly for her

Copyright, 1912, by Post Wheeler.

Re-told from the Russian by

Post Wheeler.

mother, and her sorrow was so deep

that when the dark night came she

lay in her bed and wept, and did not

sleep. At length she bethought herself

of the tiny doll, so she rose and took

it from the pocket of her gown, and,

finding a piece of wheat-bread and a

cup of milk, she set them before it and

said:â��

" There, my little doll, take it. Eat

a little and drink a little, and listen

to my grief. My dear mother is dead,

and I am lonely without her."

Then the doll's eyes began to shine

like fire-flies, and suddenly it became

alive. It ate a morsel of the bread

and took a sip of the milk, and when

it had finished it said :â��

" Do not weep, little Wassilissa.

Grief is worst at night. Lie down, shut

your eyes, comfort yourself, and go to sleep.

The morning is wiser than the evening."

So Wassilissa the Beautiful lay down and

went to sleep, and the next day her grieving

was not so deep and her tears were less bitter.

Now, after the death of his wife the mer-

chant sorrowed for many days, as was right,

but at the end of that time he began to desire

to marry again, and to look about him for a

suitable wife. The one who suited him

best of all was a widow of about his own

age, with two daughters of her own, and she,

he thought, besides being a good house-

keeper, would be a kind foster-mother to his

little Wassilissa.

So the merchant married the widow, and

brought her home as his wife, but the little

girl soon found that her foster-mother was

very far from being what her father had

thought. She was a cold, cruel woman, who

had desired the merchant for the sake of his

wealth, and had no love for his daughter.

Wassilissa was the greatest beauty in the

whole village, while her own daughters were

as spare and homely as two crows, and because
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of this all three envied and hated her. They

gave her all sorts of errands to run and diffi-

cult tasks to perform, in order that the toil

might make her thin and worn, and that her

face might grow brown from sun and wind,

and they treated her cruelly. But all this

the little Wassilissa endured without com-

plaint, and while the stepmother's two

daughters grew always thinner and uglier,

in spite of the fact that they had no hard

tasks to do, never went out in cold or rain,

and sat always wijth their arms folded like

ladies of a Court, she herself had cheeks like

roses and milk, and grew every day more

and more beautiful.

Now, the reason for this was the tiny doll,

without whose help little Wassilissa could

never have managed to do all the work that

was laid upon her. Every night, when every-

one else was sound asleep, she would get up

from her bed. take the doll into her arms,

and, locking the door, give it something to

eat and drink, and say :â��

" There, my little doll, take it. Eat a

little, drink a little, and listen to my grief. I

live in.my father's house, but my spiteful

stepmother wishes to dfive me out of the

world. Tell me : how shall I act, and what

shall I do ? "

Then the little doll's eyes would begin to

shine like glow-worms, and it would become

alive. It would eat a little food and sip a

little drink, and then it would comfort her

and tell her how to act. While Wassilissa

slept it would get ready all her work for the

next day, so that she had only to rest in the

shade and gather flowers, for the doll would

have the kitchen garden weeded, and the

beds of cabbage watered, and plenty of

fresh water brought from the well, and the

stoves heated exactly right. And beside

this the little doll told her how to make.

from a certain herb, an ointment which pre-

vented her from ever being sunburnt. So

all the joy in life that came to Wassilissa

came to her through the tiny doll that she

always carried in her pocket.

Years passed, till Wassilissa grew up and

became of an age when it is good to marry.

All the young men in the village, .high and

low, rich and poor, asked for .her hand, while

not one of them stopped even to look at

the stepmother's two daughters, so ill-

favoured were they. This angered their

mother still more against Wassilissa ; she

answered every gallant who came with the

same words : " Never shall the younger be

married before the older ones ! " and every

time when she had let a. suitor out of the

door she would soothe her anger and hatred

by beating her stepdaughter. So, while

Wassilissa grew every day more lovely and

graceful, she was often miserable, and but

for the little doll in her .pocket she would

have longed to leave the world.

At last there came a time when it was

necessary for the merchant to leave his home

and to travel to a distant kingdom. He bade

farewell to his wife and her two daughters,

kissed Wassilissa and gave her his blessing,

and departed, bidding them say a prayer

each day for his safe return. Scarcely was

he out of sight of the village, however, when

his wife sold his house, packed all his goods,

and moved with them to another dwelling

far from the town, in a gloomy neighbour-

hood on the edge of a wild forest. Here

every day, while her two daughters were

working indoors, the merchant's wife would

send Wassilissa on one errand or other into

the forest, either to find a branch of a

certain rare bush or to bring her flowers or

berries.

Now, deep in this forest, as the stepmother

well knew, there was a green lawn, and on the

lawn stood a miserable little hut on hen's

legs, where lived a certain Baba-Yaga, an old

witch grandmother. She lived alone, and none

dared go near the hut, for she ate people

as one eats chickens. The merchant's wife

sent Wassilissa into the forest every day,

hoping she might meet the old witch and be

devoured : but every day the girl came

home safe and sound, because the little doll

showed her where the bush, the flowers, and

the berries grew, and did not let her go near

the hut that stood on hen's legs. And each

time the stepmother hated her more and

more because she came to no harm.

One autumn evening the merchant's wife

called the three girls to her and gave them

each a task. One of her daughters she bade

make a piece of lace, the other to knit a pair

of hose, and to Wassilissa she gave a basket

of flax to be spun. She bade each finish a

certain amount. Then she put out all the

fires in the house, leaving only a single candle

lighted in the room where the three girls

worked, and she herself went to sleep.

They worked an hour, they worked two

hours, they worked three hours, when one

of the elder daughters took up the tongs to

straighten the wick of the candle. She pre-

tended to do this awkwardly (as her mother

had bidden her) and put the candle out, as

if by accident.

" What are we to do now ? " asked her

sister. " The fires are all out, there is no
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other light in all the house, and our tasks said the one who was making the lace, " and

are not done." I will not go."

" We must go and fetch fire/' said the first. " And I have enough light from my silver

" SHE ANSWERED EVERY GALLANT WHO CAME WITH THE SAME WORPS, ' NEVER SHALL THE

YOUNGER BE MARRIED BEFORE THE OLDER ONRS.' "

" The only house near is a hut in the forest, needles," said the other, who was knitting

where the Baba-Yaga lives. One of us must the hose, " and / will not go."

go and borrow fire from her." " You, Wassilissa," they both said, " shall

" I have enough light from my steel pins," go and fetch the fire, for you have neither
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steel pins nor silver needles, and cannot see

to spin your flax ! "

They both rose up, pushed Wassilissa out

of the house, and locked the door, crying :

" You shall not come in till you have fetched

the fire."

Wassilissa sat down on the doorstep, took

the tiny doll from one pocket and from another

the supper she had ready, put the food

before it, and said :â��

" There, my little doll, take it. Eat a little

and listen to my sorrow. I must go to the

hut of the old Baba-Yaga in the dark forest

to borrow some fire, and I fear she will eat

me. Tell me : what shall I do ? "

Then the doll's eyes began to shine like

two stars, and it became alive. It ate a little

and said :â��

" Do not fear, little Wassilissa. Go where

you have been sent. While I am with you

no harm shall come to you from the old witch."

So Wassilissa put the doll back into her

pocket, crossed herself, and started out into

the dark, wild forest.

The wood was very dark, and she could

not help trembling from fear. Suddenly she

heard the sound of a horse's hoofs, and a man

on horseback galloped past her. He was

dressed all in white, the horse under him was

milk-white, and the harness was white, and

just as he passed her it became twilight.

She went a little farther, and again she

heard the sound of a horse's hoofs, and there

came another man on horseback galloping

past her. He was dressed all in red, and the

horse under him was blood-red, and its har-

ness was red, and just as he passed her the

sun rose.

That whole clay Wassilissa walked, for she

had lost her way. She could find no path at

all in the dark wood, and she had no food to

set before the little doll to make it alive.

But at evening she came all at once to the

green lawn where the wretched little hut

stood on its hen's legs. The wall around

the hut was made of human bones, and on its

top were skulls. There was a gate in the

wall, whose hinges were the bones of human

feet, and whose locks were jaw-bones set with

sharp teeth. The sight filled Wassilissa with

horror, and she stopped as still as a post

buried in the ground.

As she stood there a third man on horse-

back came galloping up. His face was black,

he was dressed all in black, and the horse he

rode was coal-black. He galloped up to the

gate of the hut, and disappeared there as if

he had sunk through the ground, and at that

moment night came and the forest grew dark.

But it was not dark on the green lawn, for

instantly the eyes of all the skulls on the wall

were lighted up, and shone till the place was as

bright as day. When she saw this Wassilissa

trembled so with fear that she could not run

away.

Then suddenly the wood became full of a

terrible noise ; the trees began to groan, the

branches to creak, and the dry leaves to

rustle, and the Baba-Yaga came flying from

the forest. She was riding in a great iron

mortar and driving it with the pestle, and as

she came she swept away her trail behind her

with a kitchen broom.

She rode up to the gate and, stopping,

said :â��

" Little House, little House,

Stand the way thy mother placed thee,

Turn thy back to the forest and thy face to me !"

And the little hut turned, facing her, and

stood still. Then, smelling all round her, she

cried :â��

" Foo ! Foo ! I smell a 'smell that is

Russian. Who is here ? "

Wassilissa, in great fright, came nearer to

the old woman, and, bowing very low, said :â��

" It is only Wassilissa, grandmother. My

stepmother's daughters sent me to you to

borrow some fire."

" Well," said the old witch, " I know them.

But if I give you the fire you shall stay with

me some time and do some work to pay for

it. If not, you shall be eaten for my supper."

Then she turned to the gate and shouted :

" Ho ! You, my solid locks, unlock ! You,

my stout gate, open ! "

Instantly the locks unlocked, the gate

opened of itself, and Baba-Yaga rode in

whistling. Wassilissa entered behind her,

and immediately the gate shut again and the

locks snapped tight.

When they had entered the hut the old

witch threw herself down on the stove,

stretched out her bony legs, and said :â��

" Come, fetch and put on the table at once

everything that is in the oven. I am hungry."

So Wassilissa ran and lighted a chip of

wood from one of the skulls on the wall, and

took the food from the oven and set it before

her. There was enough cooked meat for

three strong men. She brought also from

the cellar milk, honey, beer, and wine, and

the Baba-Yaga ate and drank the whole,

leaving the girl only a little cabbage-soup, a

crust of bread, and a morsel of sucking-pig.

When her hunger was satisfied the old

witch, growing drowsy, lay down on the stove,

and said:â��

" Listen to me well, and do what I bid you.
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pocket, put before it a bit of bread and

a little cabbage-soup that she had

saved, burst into tears, and said :â��

" There, my little doll, take it. Eat

To-morrow when I drive away, clean

the yard, sweep the floors, and cook

my supper. Then take a quarter of

a measure of wheat from my store-

house, and pick out of it all the

black grains and the wild peas.

Mind you do all that I bid you ;

if not, then you shall be eaten for

my supper."

Presently Baba-Yaga turned towards the

wall and began to snore, and Wassilissa knew

that she was fast asleep. Then she went

a little, drink a little,

and listen to my grief.

Here I am in the

house of the old witch,

and the gate in the

wall is locked, and I

am afraid. She has

given me a difficult

task, and .if I do not

do all she has bidden she will eat me to-

morrow. Tell me : what shall I do ? "

Then the eyes of the little doll began to

" HIS FACE WAS BLACK AND

THE HORSE HE RODE WAS

COAL-BLACK."

into the corner, took the tiny doll from her shine like two candles. It ate a little of the

Vol. xliv.â��4O.
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bread and drank a little of the soup, and

said :â��

" Do not be afraid, Wassilissa the Beautiful.

Be comforted. Say your prayers and go to

sleep. The morning is wiser than the

evening."

So Wassilissa trusted the little doll, and

was comforted. She said her prayers and

lay down on the floor and went fast asleep.

When she woke next morning, very early,

went out. The old witch was in the yard;

now she began to whistle, and the great iron

mortar and pestle and the kitchen broom flew

out of the hut to her. As she got inco the

mortar the man dressed all in red, mounted

on the blood-red horse, galloped like the wind

around the corner of the hut, leaped the wall,

and was gone, and at that moment the sun

rose. Then the Baba-Yaga shouted : " Ho !

my solid locks, unlock ! My stout gate,

open ! " And the locks unlocked and the

gate opened, and she rode away in the

mortar, driving with the pestle, and sweep-

ing away her path behind her with the

broom.

When Wassilissa found herself left alone

she examined the hut, wondering to find

it filled with such an abundance of every-

thing. Then she stood still, remembering

all that the old witch had bade her do,

and wondering what to begin first. But

as she looked she rubbed her eyes, for the

yard was already neatly cleaned, and the

floors were nicely swept, and the little

doll was sitting in the storehouse picking

"IMMEDIATELY THREK

PAIRS OF HANDS APPEARED

AND SEIZED THE MEASURE

OF WHEAT."

it was still dark. She rose and looked out of

the window, and she saw that the eyes of the

skulls on the wall were growing dim. As she

looked the man dressed all in white, riding the

milk-white horse, galloped swiftly around the

corner of the hut, leaped the wall, and dis-

appeared, and as it went it became quite

light, and the eyes of the skulls flickered and

the last black grains and wild peas out of

the quarter-measure of wheat.

Wassilissa ran and took the little doll in

her arms.

" My dearest little doll ! " she cried. " You

have saved me from my trouble ! Now I

have only to cook the Baba-Yaga's supper,

since all the rest of the tasks are done."
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" Cook it, with God's help," said the doll,

" and then rest, and may the cooking of it

make you healthy!"

And so saying, it

crept into her pocket

and became only a

little wooden

doll.

So Wassilis'sa

rested all day and

was refreshed;

and when it grew

towards evening

she laid the table

for the old witch's

supper, and sat look-

ing out of the win-

dow, waiting for her

coming. After a

while she heard the

sound of horse's

hoofs, and the man

in black, on the coal-

black horse, galloped

up to the wall-gate

and disappeared

like a great dark

shadow, and in-

stantly it became

quite dark and the

eyes of all the skulls

began to glitter and

shine.

Then all at once

the trees of the

forest began to creak

and groan, and the

leaves and the

bushes to moan and

sigh, and the Baba-

Yaga came riding

out of the dark wood

in the huge iron

mortar, driving with

the pestle, and

sweeping out

the trail be-

hind her with

the kitchen

broom. Was-

silissa let her

in ; and the old

witch, smelling

all around her.

asked, in a

voice that

made her

tremble :â��

" Well, have

THE BABA-YAGA SEIZED FROM THE WALL ONE OF THE

SKULLS WITH BURNING EYF.S AND FLUNG IT AFTKR HER."

you done perfectly all the tasks I gave you to

do, or am I to eat you for my supper ? "

" Be so good

as to look

for yourself,

grandmother,"

answered Wassi-

lissa.

The Baba-

Yaga went all

about the place,

tapping with her

iron pestle, and

carefully examin-

ing everything.

But so well had

the little doll

done its work

that, try as hard

as she might, she

could not find

anything to com-

plain of. There

was not a weed

left in the yard,

nor a speck of

dust on the floors,

nor a single black

grain or wild pea

in the wheat.

The old witch

was greatly an-

gered, but was

obliged to pre-

tend tobepleased.

" Well," she said,

" you have done

all well." Then,

clapping her

hands, she

shouted : " Ho !

my faithful ser-

vants ! Friends

of my heart!

Haste and grind

my wheat ! "

Immediately

three pairs of

hands appeared,

seized the mea-

sure of wheat,

and carried it

away.

The Baba-Yaga

then sat down to

supper, and Was-

silissa put before

her all the food

from the oven,
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with milk, honey, beer, and wine. The Baba-

Yaga ate and drank it all, every morsel,

leaving not so much as a crumb of bread ;

then she said snappishly :â��

" Well, why do you say nothing, but stand

there as if you were dumb ? "

" I spoke not," Wassilissa answered,

" because I dared not. But if you will allow-

me, grandmother, I wish to ask you some

questions."

" Well," said the old witch, " only remember

that every question does not lead to good.

If you know over-much you will grow old

too soon. What will you ask ? "

" I would ask," said Wassilissa, " of the

men on horseback. When I came to your

hut a rider passed me. He was dressed all in

white, and he rode a milk-white horse. Who

was he ?"

" That was my white, bright day," answered

the Baba-Yaga, angrily. " He is a servant

of mine, but he cannot hurt you. Ask me

more."

" Afterwards," said Wassilissa, " a second

rider overtook me. He was dressed in red,

and the horse he rode was blood-red. Who

was he ? "

" That was my servant, the round, red

sun," answered the Baba-Yaga, " and he too

"'BEAUTIUJI, MAIDEN,' SAID THE CZAR, 'YOU

SHALL BE MY WIFE.'"

cannot injure you," and she ground her

teeth. " Ask me more."

" A third rider," said Wassilissa, " came

galloping up to the gate. He was black, his

clothes were black, and the horse was coal-

black. Who was he ? "

" That was my servant, the black, dark

night," answered the old witch, furiously ;

" but he also cannot harm you. Ask me more."

But Wassilissa, remembering what the

Baba-Yaga had said, that not every question

led to good, was silent.

" Ask me more ! " cried the old witch.

" Why do you not ask me more ? Ask me

of the three pair of hands that serve me ! "

But Wassilissa saw how she snarled at her,

and she answered :â��

" The three questions are enough for me.

As you have said, grandmother, I would not,

through knowing over-much, become old too

soon."

" It is well for you," said the Baba-Yaga,

" that you did not ask of them, for the

three pair of hands would have seized you

also, as they did the wheat, to be my food.

Now I would ask a question in my turn.

How is it that you have been able, in a little

time, to do perfectly all the tasks I gave you ?

Tell me ! "
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Wassilissa was so frightened to see how the

old witch ground her teeth that she almost

told her of the little doll; but she bethought

herself just in time, and answered :â��

" The blessing of my dead mother helps

me."

Then the Baba-Yaga sprang up in a fury.

" Get out of my house this moment! " she

shrieked. " I want no one who bears a

blessing to cross my threshold ! Begone ! "

Wassilissa ran to the yard, and behind her

she heard the old witch shouting to the locks

and the gate. The locks opened, the gate

swung wide, and she ran out on to the lawn.

The Baba-Yaga seized from the wall one of

the skulls with burning eyes and flung it after

her. " There," she howled, " is the fire for

your stepmother's daughters. Take it. That

is what they sent you here for; and may they

have joy of it! "

Wassilissa put the skull on the end of a

stick and darted away through the forest,

running as fast as she could, finding her path

by the skull's glowing eyes, which went out

only when morning came.

Towards evening of the next day, when

the eyes in the skull were beginning to

glimmer, she came out of the dark,

wild forest to her stepmother's house.

Now, since Wassilissa had gone

the stepmother and her two daughters

had had neither fire nor light in all

the house. When they struck flint

and steel the tinder would not catch,

and the fire they brought from the

neighbours would go out immediately

as soon as they carried it over the

threshold, so that they had been un-

able to light or warm themselves or

to cook food to eat. Therefore now,

for the first time in her life, Wassi-

lissa found herself welcomed. They

opened the door to her, and the

merchant's wife was greatly rejoiced

to find that the light in the skull did

not go out as soon as it was brought

in. " Maybe the witch's fire will

stay," she said, and took the skull

into the best room, set it on a candle-

stick, and called her two daughters

to admire it.

But the eyes of the skull suddenly

began to glimmer and to glow like

red coals, and wherever the three

turned or ran the eyes followed

them, growing larger and brighter,

till they flamed like two furnaces,

and hotter and hotter, till the mer-

chant's wife and her two wicked

daughters took fire and were burned to

ashes. Only Wassilissa the Beautiful was not

touched.

In the morning Wassilissa dug a deep hole

in the ground and buried the skull. Then

she took the little doll from her pocket, and

asked its help. And the doll became alive,

and said :â��

" Set out and walk from village to village

until you come to the Czar's palace."

Accordingly Wassilissa set out, and in

course of time she arrived before the Czar's

splendid palace, and fell to walking up and

down before the windows. The servants carne

to ask her her errand ; but she answered

them nothing, and kept walking up and down.

At length the' Czar opened his window, and as

soon as he saw her he fell in love with her

with all his soul. He sent for her.

" Beautiful maiden," he said, " never will

I part from you, and you shall be my wife."

So the Czar and Wassilissa the Beautiful

were married, and her father returned and

lived always with her in the splendid palace

in all joy and contentment. And as for the

little wooden doll, she carried it about with

her in her pocket all her life long.



PERPLEXITIES.

By Henry E. Dudeney.

103.â��THE HONEYCOMB

PUZZLE.

HERE is a little puzzle with

the simplest possible condi-

tions. Place the point of your

pencil on a letter in one of the

cells of the honeycomb, and

trace out a very familiar pro-

verb by passing always from

a cell to one that is contiguous

to it. If you take the right

route you will have visited

every cell once, and only once.

The puzzle is much easier than

it looks.

104.â��A SHOPPING PER-

PLEXITY.

Two ladies went into a shop where, through some

curious eccentricity, no change was given, and made

purchases amounting together to less than five shillings.

" Do you know," said one lady, " I find I shall require

no fewer than six current coins of the realm to pay

for what I have bought." The other lady considered

a moment, and then exclaimed : " By a peculiar

coincidence, I am exactly in the same dilemma! "

" Then we will pay the two bills together." But, to

their astonishment, they still required six coins.

What is the smallest possible amount of their purchases

â��both different ?

105.â��A WONDERFUL VILLAGE.

THERE is a certain village in Japan, situated in a

very low valley, and yet the sun is nearer to the inhabi-

tants every noon, by three thousand miles and upwards,

than when he either rises or sets to these people.

In what part of the country is the village situated ?

prettiest designs that can be

formed by representing the

moves of the knight by lines

from square to square. The

chequering of the squares is

omitted to give greater clear-

ness. St. George thus slays

the Dragon in strict accord-

ance with the conditions and

in the elegant manner we

should expect of him.

ioi.â��AN EASY SQUARE

PUZZLE.

THE diagram explains itself,

one of the five pieces hav-

ing been cut in two to form

a square.

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

loo.â��ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON.

WE select for the solution of this puzzle one of the

102.â��THE UNION JACK.

THERE are just sixteen points (all on the outside)

where three roads may be said to join. These are

called by mathematicians " odd nodes." There is a

rule that tells us that in the case of a drawing like the

present one, where there are sixteen odd nodes, it

requires eight separate strokes or routes (that is,

half as many as there are odd nodes) to complete it.

As we have to produce as much as possible with only

one of these eight strokes, it is clearly necessary to

contrive that the seven strokes from odd node to

odd node shall be as short as possible. Start at A and

end at B, or go the reverse way.



CURIOSITIES.

[We shall be glad to receive Contributions to this section, and to pay for such as are accepted.}

WHAT

IT?

THE curious photograph shown above was

taken during rny visit to Rochester,

N.Y., this year. I was in the Genesce Gorge

taking photographs of the ice effects, and,

finding myself standing right under the cliff,

I pointed my camera up and took this pic-

ture. It shows the huge icicles hanging from

the cliff. I think that no one is likely to

guess what the photograph really represents.

â��Mr. T. N. Chambers, c/o Williamson,

Balfour, and Co., Valparaiso, Chile.

CAN YOU READ THIS?

THIS sign is on a building at Nankow,

the point on the Peking-Kalgan Rail-

way where the Great Wall can be seen at

its best. As you can see, it is painted

directly backwards, and should read, " Lee Stshinte,

Representative, The Asiatic Petroleum Co., Ltd.,"

the reason for this being that the Chinese read,

write, and do most things in directly the opposite

direction from us.â��Mrs. A. N. Hoagland, Y.M.C.A.,

Peking, China.

A GRAVITY CLOCK.

A UNIQUE timepiece has re-

cently been invented by

Mr. Eugene Walser, a watch-

maker in Los Angeles. Four years

of work has perfected a clock

which keeps accurate time, but is

without a spring in its entire

make-up. The motive-power is

gained by the clock rolling down

an incline, regulated by a wonder-

ful arrangement of weights on the

inside of the clock. There is no

winding to be done, but every

thirty days the clock is lifted to

the top of the incline and begins

to slide downward. The dial does

not revolve with the case, but

remains as an ordinary dial with

the figure 12 at the top. The

incline is of polished wood, sixteen inches long, with an

eight and a third per cent, grade. There is no relation

between the wood and the clockâ��it is simply a matter

of properly-adjusted weights which move the hands and

control the downward motion of the timepiece.â��Mr.

L. Edholm,4,624, Figueroa St., Los Angeles, California,
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NOT SO EASY

AS IT LOOKS

-HE smaller

of these

two photo-

graphs repre-

sents an inter-

esting oak

puzzle-box, re-

puted to be the

only one of its

kind in exist-

ence, which has

been in the pos-

session of a

Bristol family

f or overone hun-

dred years. It consists of thirty partsâ��shown in the

larger of the two photographsâ��which are most difficult

to put together, many people having spent weeks,

and even months, in endeavouring to do so, without

success. Is it possible that any " STRAND " readers have

a similar box in their possession ?

CAN ANY READER MATCH THIS?

A BABY twenty-six months old registering the

extraordinary weight of one hundred and

twenty-seven pounds is almost beyond belief, were it

not for the fuct that I found one living with its parents

not twenty miles from the centre of the Citv of Ottawa.

The fact becomes more amazing

when it is stated that the baby

in question has a younger brother

which shows every promise of fol-

lowing in the same remarkable

path of growth; for, though it is

only fourteen months old, its pre-

sent weight is nearly fifty-seven

pounds. For the purposes of

U, comparison, it may be added that

: the average baby boy at twenty-

j six months old is doing well if it

weighs thirty-two pounds, and

one at fourteen months is doing

\ likewise if it weighs twenty-three

pounds. The parents, Mr. and

, Mrs. Paul Bres, come of an old

country French family. The

elder child, which bears the

name of John, was quite a normal

baby at birth, weighing only five

pounds. It was fed by the bottle,

J and only developed its present

extraordinary growth about twelve months ago. It is

perfectly healthy, and has always slept well, but can

only walk with assistance, the weight of the body being

too great for the legs. It is

eating something pretty well

all the day, and before going to

bed drinks a quart and a half

of milk, and during the night

a further pint of cold water.

A baby - carriage of ordinary

dimensions cannot contain

John, but a wheelbarrow com-

fortably fitted up serves as an

ideal substitute. The parents

are naturally deeply attached

to their bouncing babies, and

have sternly rebuked several

speculators who have chanced

to make them offers to exhibit

their children. The measure-

ments of John are interesting,

being: chest .join., thigh 23in.,

biceps niin., leg below knee

I3in., while his height is about

34in.â��Mr. F. J. Burke, Journal

Office, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

DOG'S MARVELLOUS

TUMP.

THOUGH performing dogs

are by no means un-

common, I think the one shown

in this photograph may claim

to be amongst the most daring

of his kind. He is seen climbing

a ladder, the great height of

which may be gauged by com-

paring it with the men stand-

ing at its foot, from the top of

which he delights to jump into

the sheet stretched out below.

The dog is the property of

Deputy - Sheriff Wallace, of

Marion County, Kentucky; and,

though of course the dog's fame

has spread far and wide, his

master only allows him to per-

form for charitable purposes.â��

Mr. John Macaulav, 155, Ken-

nington Park Road, S.E.





" ITS OWNER GRABBED AT ITS LEGS, BUT WAS TOO LATE TO HOLD IT."

(See page 491.)
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CHAPTER XV. (continued).

T was on the very evening of

our perilous adventure with

Challenger's home-made bal-

loon that the change came in

our fortunes. I have said

that the one person from

whom we had had some sign

of sympathy in our attempts to get away was

the young chief whom we had rescued. He

alone had no desire to hold us against our

will in a strange land. He had told us as

much by his expressive language of signs.

That evening, after dusk, he came down to

our little camp, handed me (for some reason

he had always shown his attentions to me,

perhaps because I was the one who was

nearest his age) a small roll of the bark of a

tree, and then, pointing solemnly up at the

row of caves above him, he had put his finger

Vol. xliv.â��41. Copyright, 1012, by

to his lips as a sign of secrecy and had stolen

back again to his people.

I took the slip of bark to the firelight and

we examined it together. It was about a

foot wide, and on the inner side there was a

singular arrangement of lines, which I have

reproduced.

They were neatly done in charcoal upon

the white surface, and looked to me at first

sight like some sort of rough musical score.

" Whatever it is, I can swear that it is of

importance to us," said I. " I could read

that on his face as he gave it."

"Unless we have come upon a primitive

practical joker," Summerlee suggested;

" which I should think would be one of the

most elementary developments of man."

"It is clearly some sort of script," said

Challenger.

" Looks like a guinea puzzle competition,"

Arthur Connn Doyle.
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remarked Lord John, craning his neck to have

a look at it. Then suddenly he stretched out

his hand and seized the puzzle.

" By George ! " he cried, " I believe I've

got it. ' The boy guessed right the very first

time.' See here ! How many marks are on

that paper ? Eighteen. Well, if you come

to think of it, there are eighteen cave open-

ings on the hillside above us."

" He pointed up to the caves when he gave

it to me,'' said I.

" Well, that settles it. This is a chart of

the caves. What! Eighteen of them all in

There is a dry, bituminous wood upon the

plateauâ��a species of araucaria, according to

our botanistâ��which is always used by the

Indians for torches. Each of us picked up

a faggot of this and we made our way up

weed-covered steps to the particular cave

which was marked in the drawing. It was,

as I had said, empty save for a great number

of enormous bats which flapped round our

heads as we advanced into it. As we had no

desire to draw the attention of the Indians

to our proceedings, we stumbled along in the

dark until we had gone round several curves

THK INDIAN CHART OF THE CAVES, DRAWN O.N THE BARK OF A TREE.

a row, some short, some deep, some branching,

same as we saw them. It's a map, and here's

a cross on it. What's the cross for ? It is

placed to mark one that is much deeper than

the others."

" One that goes through," I cried.

" I believe our young friend has read the

riddle," said Challenger. " If the cave does

not go through I do not understand why this

person, who has every reason to mean us well,

should have drawn our attention to it. But

if it does go through and comes out at the

corresponding point on the other side, we

should not have more than a hundred feet to

descend."

" A hundred feet! " grumbled Summerlee.

" Well, our rope is still more than a hun-

dred feet long," I cried. " Surely we could

get down."

" How about the Indians in the cave ? "

Summerlee objected.

" There are no Indians in any of the caves

above our heads," said I. " They are all

used as barns arid storehouses. Why should

we not go up now at once and spy out the

'and ? "

and penetrated a considerable dis'ance into

the cavern. Then at last we lit our torches.

It was a beautiful dry tunnel, with smooth

grey walls covered with native symbols, a

curved roof which arched over our heads,

and white, glistening sand beneath our feet.

We hurried eagerly along it until, with a deep

groan of bitter disappointment, we were

brought to a halt. A sheer wall of rock had

appeared before us, with no chink through

which a mouse could have slipped. There

was no escape for us there.

We stood with bitter hearts staring at this

unexpected obstacle. It was not the result

of any convulsion, as in the case of the

ascending tunnel. The end wall was exactly

like the side ones. It was, and had always

been, a cul-de-sac.

" Never mind, my friends," said the

indomitable Challenger. " You have still my

firm promise of a balloon."

Summerlee groaned.

" Can we be in the wrong cave ? " 1

suggested.

" No use, young fellah," said Roxton, with

his finger on our chart, " Seventeen from
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"IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL DRY TUNNEL, WITH SMOOTH GREY WALLS COVERED WITH NATIVE

SYMBOLS.''
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the right and second from the left. This is

the cave, sure enough."

I looked at the mark to which his finger

pointed, and I gave a sudden cry of joy.

" I believe I have it! Follow me ! Follow

me!"

I hurried back along the way we had come,

my torch in my hand.

" Here," said I, pointing to some matches

upon the ground, " is where we lit up."

" Exactly."

" Well, it is marked as a forked cave, and

in the darkness we passed the fork before the

torches were lit. On the right side, as we

go out, we should find the longer arm."

It was as I had said. We had not gone

thirty yards before a great black opening

loomed in the wall. We turned into it, to

find that we were in a much larger passage

than before. Along it we hurried in breath-

less impatience for many hundreds of yards.

Then suddenly, in the black darkness of the

arch in front of us, we saw a gleam of dark

red light. We stared in amazement. A sheet

of steady flame seemed to cross the passage and

to bar our way. We hastened towards it.

No sound, no heat, no movement came from

it, but still the great luminous curtain glowed

before us, silvering all the cave and turning

the sand to powdered jewels, until as we drew

closer it discovered a circular edge.

" The moon, by George ! " cried Lord

John. " We are through, boys! We are

through ! "

It was indeed the full moon, which shone

straight down the aperture which opened upon

the cliffs. It was a considerable rift, larger

than a good-sized window, and enough for

all our purposes. As we craned our necks

through it we could see that the descent

was not a difficult one, and that the level

ground was no very great way below us. It

was no wonder that from below we had not

observed the place, as the cliffs curved over-

head, and an ascent at the spot would have

seemed so impossible as to discourage close

inspection. We satisfied ourselves that, with

the help of our rope, we could find our way

down, and then returned, rejoicing, to our

camp to make our preparations for the next

evening.

What we did we had to do quickly and

secretly, since even at this last hour the

Indians might hold us back. Our stores we

would leave behind us, save only our guns

and cartridges. But Challenger had some

unwieldy stuff which he ardently desired to

take with him, and one particular package,

of which I may not speak, which gave us more

labour than any. Slowly the day passed,

but when the darkness fell we were ready for

our departure. With much labour we got

our things up the steps, and then, looking

back, took one last long survey of that

strange land, soon, I fear, to be vulgarized,

the prey of hunter and prospector, but to

each of us a dreamland of glamour and

romance, a land where we had dared much,

suffered much, and learned muchâ��our land,

as we shall ever fondly call it. Along upon our

left the neighbouring caves each threw out

its ruddy, cheery firelight into the gloom.

From the slope below us rose the voices of the

Indians as they laughed and sang. Beyond

was the long sweep of the woods, and in the

centre, shimmering vaguely through the

gloom, was the great lake, the mother of

strange monsters. Even as we looked a high,

whickering cry, the call of some weird animal,

rang clear out of the darkness. It was the

very voice of Maple White Land bidding us

good-bye. We turned and plunged into the

cave which led to home.

Two hours later we, our packages, and all

wo owned were at the foot of the cliff. Save

for Challenger's luggage we had never a

difficulty. Leaving it all where we descended,

we started at once for Zambo's camp. In

the early morning we approached it, but only

to find to our amazement not one fire, but a

dozen, upon the plain. The rescue-party

had arrived. There were twenty Indians

from the river, with stakes, ropes, and all

that could be useful for bridging the chasm.

At least we shall have no difficulty now in

carrying our packages when to-morrow we

begin to make our way back to the Amazon.

And so, in humble and thankful mood, I

close this account. Our eyes have seen great

wonders, and our souls are chastened by what

we have endured. Each is in his own way a

better and deeper man. It may be that when

we reach Para we shall stop to refit. If we

do this letter will be a mail ahead. If not it

will reach London on the very day that I do.

In either case, my dear Mr. McArdle, I hope

very soon to shake you by the hand.

CHAPTER XVI.

" A PROCESSION ! A PROCESSION ! "

I SHOULD wish to place upon record here our

gratitude to all our friends upon the Amazon

for the very great kindness and hospitality

which were shown to us upon our return

journey. Very particularly would I thank

Signor Penalosa and other officials of the

Brazilian Government for the special arrange-

ments by which we were helped upon our
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way, and Signor Pereira, of Para, to whose

forethought we owe the complete outfit for a

decent appearance in the civilized world

which we found ready for us at that town.

It seemed a poor return for all the courtesy

which we encountered that we should deceive

our hosts and benefactors, but in the

circumstances we had really no alternative,

and I hereby tell them that they will only

waste their time and their money if they

attempt to follow upon our traces. Even the

names have been altered in our accounts,

and I am very sure that no one, from the

most careful study of them, could come within

a thousand miles of our unknown land.

The excitement which had been caused

through those parts of South America which

we had to traverse was imagined by us to be

purely local, and I can assure our friends in

England that we had no notion of the uproar

which the mere rumour of our experiences

had caused through Europe. It was not

until the Ivernia was within five hundred

miles of Southampton that the wireless

messages from paper after paper and agency

after agency, offering huge prices for a short

return message as to our actual results,

showed us how strained was the attention,

not only of the scientific world, but of the

general public. It was agreed among us,

however, that no definite statement should

be given to the Press until we had met the

members of the Zoological Institute, since, as

delegates, it was our clear duty to give our

first report to the body from which we had

received our commission of investigation.

Thus, although we found Southampton full

of Pressmen, we absolutely refused to give

any information, which had the natural

effect of focusing public attention upon the

meeting which was advertised for the evening

of November yth. For this gathering the

Zoological Hall, which had been the scene of

the inception of our task, was found to be

far too small, and it was only in the Queen's

Hall in Regent Street that accommodation

could be found. As it proved, the promoters

might have ventured upon the Albert Hall

and still found their space too scanty.

It was for the second evening after our

arrival that the great meeting had been fixed.

For the first, we had each, no doubt, our own

pressing personal affairs to absorb us. Of

mine I cannot yet speak. It may be that as

it stands farther from me I may think of it,

and even speak of it, with less emotion. I

have shown the reader in the beginning of

this narrative where lay the springs of my

action. It is but right, perhaps, that I should

carry on the tale and show also the results.

And yet the day may come when I would not

have it otherwise. At least I have been

driven forth to take part in a wondrous

experience, and I cannot but be thankful to

the force that drove me.

And now I turn to the last supreme event-

ful moment of our adventure. As I was

racking my brain as to how I should best

describe it, my eyes fell upon the issue of my

own journal for the morning of the 8th of

November with the full and excellent account

of my friend and fellow-reporter, Macdona.

What can I do better than transcribe his

narrativeâ��head-lines, personalities, and all ?

I admit that the paper was exuberant in the

matter, out of compliment to its own enter-

prise in sending a correspondent, but the other

great dailies were hardly less generous in

their account. Thus, then, friend Mac in his

report:â��

THE LOST WORLD.

GREAT MEETING AT THE QUEEN'S HALL.

SCENES OF UPROAR.

EXTRAORDINARY INCIDENT.

WHAT WAS IT ?

NOCTURNAL RIOT IN REGENT STREET.

(Special.)

The much-discussed meeting of the Zoo-

logical Institute, convened to hear the report

of the committee of investigation sent out

last year to South America to test the asser-

tions made by Professor Challenger as to the

continued existence of prehistoric life upon

that continent, was held last night in the

greater Queen's Hall, and it is safe to say

that it is likely to be a red-letter date in the

history of science, for the proceedings were of

so remarkable and sensational a character that

no one present is ever likely to forget them.

(Oh, brother scribe Macdona, what a mon-

strous opening sentence !) The tickets were

theoretically confined to members and their

friends, but the latter is an elastic term, and

long before eight o'clock, the hour fixed for

the commencement of the proceedings, all

parts of the Great Hall were tightly packed.

The general public, however, which most

unreasonably entertained a grievance at

having been excluded, stormed the doors at

a quarter to eight, after a prolonged melie

in which several people were injured, includ-

ing Inspector Scoble, of the H Division, whose

leg was unfortunately broken. After this

unwarrantable invasion, which not only filled

every passage, but even intruded upon the

space set apart for the Press, it is estimated

that nearly five thousand people awaited the

arrival of the travellers. When they eventu-
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ally appeared, they took their places in the

front of a platform which already contained all

the leading scientific men, not only of this

country, but of France and of Germany.

Sweden was also represented, in the person of

Professor Sergius, the famous zoologist of

the University of Upsala. The entrance of

the four heroes of the occasion was the signal

for a remarkable demonstration of welcome,

the whole audience rising and cheering for

some minutes. An acute observer might,

however, have detected some signs of dissent

amid the applause, and gathered that the

proceedings were likely to become more

lively than harmonious. It may safely be

prophesied, however, that no one could have

foreseen the extraordinary turn which they

were actually to take.

Of the appearance of the four wanderers

little need be said, since their photographs

have for some weeks been appearing in all

the papers. They bear few traces of the

hardships which they are said to have under-

gone. Professor Challenger's beard may be

more shaggy, Professor Summerlee's features

more ascetic, Lord John Roxton's figure more

gaunt, and all three may be burned to a

darker tint than when they left our shores,

but each appeared to be in most excellent

health. As to our own representative, the

well-known athlete and international Rugby

football player, E. D. Malone, he looks trained

to a hair, and as he surveyed the crowd a

smile of good-humoured contentment per-

vaded his honest and homely face. (All

right, Mac ; wait till I get you alone !)

When quiet had been restored and the

audience resumed their seats after the ovation

which they had given to the travellers, the

chairman, the Duke of Durham, addressed

the meeting. He would not, he said,

stand for more than a moment between

that vast assembly and the treat which lay

before them. It was not for him to anticipate

what Professor Summerlee, who was the

spokesman of the committee, had to say to

them ; but it was common rumour that their

expedition had been crowned by extra-

ordinary success. (Applause.) Apparently

the age of romance was not dead, and there

was common ground upon which the wildest

imaginings of the novelist could meet the

actual scientific investigations of the searcher

for truth. He would only add before he sat

down that he rejoicedâ��and all of them would

rejoiceâ��that these gentlemen had returned

safe and sound from their difficult and

dangerous task, for it could not be denied

that any disaster to such an expedition would

have inflicted a well-nigh irreparable loss to

the cause of zoological science. (Great

applause, in which Professor Challenger was

obs rved to join.)

Professor Summerlee's rising was the signal

for another extraordinary outbreak of enthu-

siasm, which broke out again at intervals

throughout his address. That address will

not be given in extenso in these columns, for

the reason that a full account of the whole

adventures of the expedition is being published

as a supplement from the pen of our own

special correspondent.

Some general indications will therefore

suffice. Having described the genesis of

their journey, and paid a handsome tribute

to his friend, Professor Challenger, coupled

with an apology for the incredulity with

which his assertions, now fully vindicated,

had been received, he gave the actual course

of their journey, carefully withholding such

information as would aid the public in any

attempt to locate this remarkable plateau.

Briefly sketching, in general terms, their

course from the main river up to the time

that they actually reached the base of the

cliffs, he enthralled his hearers by his account

of the difficulties encountered by the expedi-

tion in their repeated attempts to mount

them, and finally described how they suc-

ceeded in their desperate endeavours, which

cost the lives of their two devoted half-breed

servants. (This amazing reading of the affair

was the result of Summerlee's endeavours to

avoid raising any questionable matter at the

meeting.)

Having conducted his audience in fancy to

the summit, and marooned them there by

reason of the fall of their bridge, the Professor

proceeded to describe both the horrors and

the attractions of that remarkable land. Of

personal adventures he said little, but laid

stress upon the rich harvest reaped by science

in the observations of the wonderful beast,

bird, insect, and plant life of the plateau.

Peculiarly rich in the coleoptera and in the

lepidoptera, forty-six new species of the one

and ninety-four of the other had been secured

in the course of a few weeks, 11 was, however,

in the larger animals, and especially in the

larger animals supposed to have been long

extinct, that the interest of the public was

naturally centred. Of these he was able to

give a goodly list, but had little doubt that

it would be largely extended when the place

had been more thoroughly investigated. He

and his conpanions had seen at least a dozen

creatures, most of them at a distance, which

corresponded with nothing at present known
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to science. These would in time be duly

classified and examined. He instanced a

snake the cast skin of which, deep purple in

colour, was fifty-one feet in length, and men-

tioned a white creature, supposed to be

mammalian., which gave . forth well-marked

phosphorescence in the darkness; also a

large black moth the bite of which was sup-

posed by the Indians to be highly poisonous.

Setting aside these entirely new forms of

life, the plateau was very rich in known

prehistoric forms, dating back, in some cases,

to early Jurassic times. Among these he

mentioned the gigantic and grotesque stego-

saurus seen once by Mr. Malone at a drinking-

place by the lake, and drawn in the sketch-

book of that adventurous American who had

first penetrated this unknown world. He

described also the iguanodon and the ptero-

dactylâ��two of the first of the wonders which

they had encountered.

He then thrilled the assembly by some

account of the terrible carnivorous dinosaurs

which had on more than one occasion pur-

sued members of the party, and were the

most formidable of all the creatures which

they had encountered. Thence he passed to

the huge and ferocious bird, the phororachus,

and to the great elk which still roams upon

this upland. It was not, however, until he

sketched the mysteries of the Central Lake

that the full interest and enthusiasm of the

audience were aroused. One had to pinch

oneself to be sure that one was awake as

one heard this sane and practical Professor,

in cold, measured tones, describing the

monstrous three-eyed fish-lizards and the

huge water-snakes which inhabit this en-

chanted sheet of water. Next he touched

upon the Indians and upon the extraordinary

colony of anthropoid apes, which might be

looked upon as an advance upon the pithe-

canthropus of Java, and as coming, therefore,

nearer than any known form to that hypo-

thetical creation, the Missing Link. Finally,

he described, amongst some merriment, the

ingenious but highly-dangerous aeronautic

invention of Professor Challenger, and wound

up a most memorable address by an account

of the methods by which the committee did

at last find their way back to civilization.

It had been hoped that the proceedings

would end there, and that the vote of thanks

and congratulation moved by Professor

Sergius of Upsala University would be duly

seconded and carried, but it was soon evident

that the course of events was not destined

to flow so smoothly. Symptoms of opposi-

tion had been evident from time to time

Vol. xliv.â��42.

during the evening, and now Dr. James

Illingworth, of Edinburgh, rose in the centre

of the hall. Dr. Illingworth asked whether

an amendment should not be taken before a

resolution.

The Chairman : " Yes, sir, if there must be

an amendment."

Dr. Illingworth: " Your Grace, I fear that

there must be an amendment."

The Chairman : " Then let us take it at

once."

Professor Summerlee (springing to his

feet) : " Might I explain, your Grace, that

this man is my personal enemy ever since our

controversy in the Quarterly Journal of

Science as to the true nature of bathybius ? "

The Chairman : " I fear I cannot go into

personal matters. Proceed."

Dr. Illingworth was imperfectly heard, in

part of his remarks, on account of the

strenuous opposition of the friends of the

explorers. -Some attempts were also made

to pull him down. Being a man of enormous

physique, however, and possessed of a very

powerful voice, he dominated the tumult

and succeeded in finishing his speech. It

was clear, from the moment of his rising,

that he had a number of friends and sympa-

thizers in the hall, though they formed a

minority in the audience. The attitude of

the greater part of th2 public might be

described as one of attentive neutrality.

Dr. Illingworth began his remarks by

expressing his high appreciation of the

scientific work both of Professor Challenger

and of Professor Summerlee. He much

regretted that any personal bias should have

been read into his remarks, which were entirely

dictated by his desire for scientific truth.

His position, in fact, was substantially the

same as that taken up by Professor Summerlee

at the last meeting. At that last meeting

Professor Challenger had made certain asser-

tions which had been queried by his colleague.

Now this colleague came forward himself

with the same assertions and expected them

to remain unquestioned. Was this reason-

able ? (" Yes," " No," and prolonged inter-

ruption, during which Professor Challenger

was heard from the Press-box to ask leave

from the chairman to put Dr. Illingworth

into the street.) A year ago one man said

certain things. Now four men said other

and more startling ones. Was this to consti-

tute a final proof where the matters in ques-

tion were of the most revolutionary and

incredible character ? There had been recent

examples of travellers arriving from the

unknown with certain tales which had been
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too readily accepted. Was the London

Zoological Institute to place itself in this

position ? He admitted that the members

of the committee were men of character.

But human nature was very complex. Even

professors might be misled by the desire for

notoriety. Like moths, we all love best to

flutter in the light. Heavy-game shots liked

to be in a position to cap the tales of their

rivals, and journalists were not averse from

sensational coups, even when imagination

had to aid fact in the process. Each member

of the committee had his own motive for

making the most of his results. (" Shame !

Shame!") He had no desire to be offensive.

(" You are ! " and interruption.) The corro-

boration of these wondrous tales was really

of the most slender description. What did

it amount to ? Some photographs. Was it

possible that in this age of ingenious manipu-

lation photographs could be accepted as

evidence ? What more ? We have a story

of a flight and a descent by ropes which pre-

cluded the production of larger specimens.

It was ingenious, but not convincing. It was

understood that Lord John Roxton claimed

to have the skull of a phororachus. He

could only say that he would like to see that

skull.

Lord John Roxton: "Is this fellow calling

me a liar ? " (Uproar.)

The Chairman : " Order ! Order ! Dr.

Illingworth, I must direct you to bring your

remarks to a conclusion and to move your

amendment."

Dr. Illingworth: " Your Grace, I have

more to say, but I bow to your ruling. I

move, then, that while Professor Summerlee

be thanked for his interesting address, the

whole matter shall be regarded as ' non-

proven," and shall be referred back to a

larger and possibly more reliable committee

of investigation.''

It is difficult to describe the confusion

caused by this amendment. A large section

of the audience expressed their indignation

at such a slur upon the travellers by noisy

shouts of dissent and cries of " Don't put it! "

" Withdraw ! " " Turn him out! " On the

other hand, the malcontentsâ��and it cannot

be denied that they were fairly numerousâ��

cheered for the amendment, with cries of

"Order!" "Chair!" and "Fair play!"

A scuffle broke out in the back benches, and

blows were freely exchanged among the

medical students who crowded that part of

the hall. It was only the moderating influ-

ence of the presence of large numbers of ladies

which prevented an absolute riot. Suddenly,

however, there was a pause, a hush, and then

complete silence. Professor Challenger was

on his feet. His appearance and manner

are peculiarly arresting, and as he raised his

hand for order the whole audience settled

down expectantly to give him a hearing.

" It will be within the recollection of many

present," said Professor Challenger, " that

similar foolish and unmannerly scenes marked

the last meeting at which they were privileged

to hear me. On that occasion Professor

Summerlee was the chief offender, and,

though he is now chastened and contrite, the

matter could not be entirely forgotten. I have

heard to-night similar, but even more offensive,

sentiments from the person who has just sat

down, and, though it is a conscious effort of

self-effacement to come down to that person's

mental level, I will endeavour to do so in

order to allay any reasonable doubt which

could possibly exist in the minds of anyone.

(Laughter and interruption.) I need not

remind this audience that, though Professor

Summerlee, as the head of the committee of

investigation, has been put upjto speak

to-night, still, it is I who am the real prime

mover in this business, and that it is mainly

to me that any successful results must be

ascribed. I have safely conducted these

three gentlemen to the spot mentioned, and

I have, as you have heard, convinced them

of the accuracy of my previous account. We

had hoped that we should find upon our

return that no one was so dense as to dispute

our joint conclusions. Warned, however, by

my previous experience, I have not come

without such proofs as may convince a reason-

able man. As explained by Professor Sum-

merlee, our cameras were tampered with

by the ape-men when they ransacked our

camp, and most of our negatives ruined.

(Jeers, laughter, and ' Tell us another !'

from the back.) I have mentioned the ape-

men, and I cannot forbear from saying that

some of the sounds which now meet my

ears bring back most vividly to my recollec-

tion my experiences with those interesting

creatures. (Laughter.) In spite of the de-

struction of so many invaluable negatives,

there still remain in our collection a certain

number of corroborative photographs showing

the plateau and the conditions of life upon

it." Did they accuse them of having forged

these photographs ? (A voice : " Yes," and

considerable interruption, which ended in

several men being put out of the hall.) The

negatives were open to the inspection of

experts. But what other evidence had they ?

Under the conditions of their escape it was
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naturally impossible to bring a large amount

of baggage, but they had rescued Professor

Summerlee's collections of butterflies and

beetles, containing many new species. Was

this not evidence ? (Several voices : " No.")

Who said " No ? "

Dr. Illingworth (rising) : " Our point is

that such a collection might have been made

in other places than a prehistoric plateau."

(Applause.)

â�¢ Professor Challenger: " No doubt, sir, we

have to bow to your scientific authority,

although I must admit that the name is

unfamiliar. Passing, then, both the photo-

graphs and the entomological collection, I

come to the varied and accurate information

which we bring with us upon points which have

never been before elucidated. For example,

upon the domestic habits of the pterodactyl

^â��(a voice : ' Bosh ! ' and uproar)â��I say

that upon the domestic habits of the ptero-

dactyl we can throw a flood of light. I can

exhibit to you from my portfolio a picture

of that creature taken from life which would

convince you "

Dr. Illingworth : " No picture could con-

vince us of anything."

Professor Challenger : " You would require

to see the thing itself ? "

Dr. Illingworth: "Undoubtedly."

Professor Challenger : " And you would

arccpt that ? "

Dr. Illingworth (laughing): " Beyond a

doubt."

It was at this point that the sensation of

the evening aroseâ��a sensation so dramatic

that it can never have been paralleled in the

history of scientific gatherings. Professor

Challenger raised his hand in the air as a

signal, and at once our colleague, Mr. E. D.

Malone, was observed to rise and to make his

way to the back of the platform. An instant

later he reappeared in company of a gigantic

negro, the two of them bearing between them

a large square packing-case. It was evidently

of great weight, and was slowly carried forward

and placed in front of the Professor's chair.

All sound had hushed in the audience, and

everyone was absorbed in the spectacle before

them. Professor Challenger drew off the top

of the case, which formed a sliding loopholed

lid. Peering clown into the box, he snapped

his fingers several times, and was heard from

the Press seats to say, " Come, then, pretty,

pretty!" in a coaxing voice. An instant later,

with a scratching, rattling sound, a most

horrible and loathsome creature appeared

from below, and perched itself upon the side

of the case. Even the unexpected fall of the

Duke of Durham into the orchestra, which

occurred at this moment, could not distract

the petrified attention of the vast audience.

The face of the creature was like the wildest

gargoyle that the imagination of a mad

mediaeval builder could have conceived. It

was malicious, horrible, with two small red

eyes as bright as points of burning coal. Its

long, savage mouth, which was held half

open, was full of a double row of shark-like

teeth. Its shoulders were humped, and round

them were draped w;hat appeared to be a

faded grey shawl. It was the devil of our

childhood in person. There was a turmoil in

the audience ; someone screamed, two ladies

in the front row fell senseless from their

chairs, and there was a general movement

upon the platform to follow their chairman

into the orchestra.

For a moment there was danger of a general

panic. Professor Challenger threw up his

hands to still the commotion, but the move-

ment alarmed the creature beside him. Its

strange shawl suddenly unfurled, spread, and

fluttered as a pair of leathery wings. Its

owner grabbed at its legs, but too late to

hold it. It had sprung from the perch and

was circling slowly round the Queen's Hall

with a dry, leathery flapping of its ten-foot

wings, while a putrid and insidious odour

pervaded the room. The cries of the people

in the galleries, who were alarmed at the

near approach of those glowing eyes and that

murderous beak, excited the creature to a

frenzy. Faster and faster it flew, beating

against walls and chandeliers in a blind

frenzy of alarm. " The window ! For

Heaven's sake, shut that window!" roared

the Professor from the platform, dancing and

wringing his hands in an agony of appre-

hension. Alas ! his warning was too late.

In a moment the creature, beating and bump-

ing along the wall like a huge moth within a

gas-shade, came upon the opening, squeezed

its hideous bulk through it, and was gone.

Professor Challenger fell back into his chair

with his face buried in his hands, while the

audience gave one long, deep sigh of relief

as they realized that the incident was over.

Thenâ��oh ! how shall one describe what

took place then, when the exuberance of

the majority and the reaction of the

minority united to make one great wave of

enthusiasm which rolled from the back of

the hall, gathering volume as it came, swept

over the orchestra, submerged the platform,

and carried the four heroes away upon its

crest ? (Good for you, Mac !) If the audi-

ence had done less than justice, surely it
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made ample amends. Everyone was on his

feet. Everyone was moving, shouting, ges-

ticulating. A dense crowd of cheering men

were round the four travellers. " Up with

them ! Up with them ! " cried a hundred

voices. In a moment four figures shot up

above the crowd. In vain they strove to

break loose. They were held in their lofty

places of honour. It would have been hard

to let them down if it had been wished, so

dense was the crowd around them. " Regent

Street ! Regent Street ! " sounded the voices.

There was a swirl in the packed multitude

and a slow current, bearing the four upon

their shoulders, made for the door. Out in

the street the scene was extraordinary. An

assemblage of not fewer than a hundred thou-

sand people was waiting. The close-packed

throng extended from the other side of the

Langham Hotel to Oxford Circus. A roar

of acclamation greeted the four adventurers

as they appeared high above the heads of

the people under the vivid electric lamps

outside the hall. " A procession ! A pro-

cession ! " was the cry. In a dense phalanx,

blocking the streets from side to side, the

crowd set forth, taking the route of Regent

Street, Pall Mall, St. James's Street, and

Piccadilly. The whole central traffic of

London was held up, and many collisions

were reported between the demonstrators

upon the one side and the police and taxi-cab

men upon the other. Finally, it was not

until after midnight that the four travellers

were released at the entrance to Lord John

Ro.xton's chambers in the Albany, and that

the exuberant crowd, having sung " They

are Jolly Good Fellows " in chorus, concluded

their programme with " God Save the King."

So ended one of the most remarkable evenings

that London has seen for a considerable

time.

So far my friend Macdona, and it may be

taken as a fairly accurate, if florid, account

of the proceedings. As to the main incident,

it was a bewildering surprise to the audience,

but not, I need hardly say, to us. The reader

will remember how 1 met Lord John Roxton

upon the very occasion when, in his protective

crinoline, he had gone to bring the " devil's

chick," as he called it, for Professor Chal-

lenger. I have hinted also at the trouble

which the Professor's baggage gave us when

we left the plateau, and had I described our

voyage I might have said a good deal of the

worry we had to coax with putrid fish the

appetite of our filthy companion. If I have

ot said much about it before, it was, of

course, that the Professor's earnest desire

was that no possible rumour of the unanswer-

able argument which we carried should be

allowed to leak out until the moment came

when his enemies were to be confuted.

One word as to the fate of the London

pterodactyl. Nothing can be said to be

certain upon this point. There is the evidence

of two frightened women that it perched upon

the roof of the Queen's Hall and remained

there like a diabolical statue for some hours.

The next day it came out in the evening

papers that Private Miles, of the Coldstream

Guards, on duty outside Marlborough House,

had deserted his post without leave, and was

therefore court-martialled. Private Miles's

account that he dropped his rifle and took to

his heels down the Mall because, on looking up,

he had suddenly seen the devil between him

and the moon was not accepted by the Court,

and yet it may have a direct bearing upon

the point at issue. The only other evidence

which I can adduce is from the log of the

ss. Friesland, a Dutch-American liner, which

asserts that at nine next morning. Start Point

being at the time ten miles upon their star-

board quarter, they were passed by some-

thing between a flying goat and a monstrous

bat, which was heading at a prodigious pace

south and west. If its homing instinct led

it upon the right line, there can be no doubt

that somewhere out in the wastes of the

Atlantic the last European pterodactyl found

its end.

And Gladysâ��oh, my Gladys !â��Gladys of

the mystic lake, now to be re-named the

Central, for never shall she have immortality

through me. Did I not always see some

hard fibre in her nature ? Did I not, even

at the time when I was proud to obey her

behest, feel that it was surely a poor love

which could drive a lover to his death or the

danger of it ? Did I not, in my truest

thoughts, always recurring and always dis-

missed, see past the beauty of the face and,

peering into the soul, discern the twin shadows

of selfishness and of fickleness glooming at

the back of it ? Did she love the heroic and

the spectacular for its own noble sake, or

was it for the glory which might, without

effort or sacrifice, be reflected upon herself ?

Or are these thoughts the vain wisdom

which comes after the event ? It was the

shock of my life. For a moment it had turned

me to a cynic. But already, as I write, a

week has passed, and we have had our

momentous interview with Lord John Roxton,

andâ��well, perhaps things might be worse.

Let me tell it in a few words. No letter or
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"IN A DENSE PHALANX, BLOCKING THE STREETS FROM SIDE TO SIDE, THE CROWD SET FORTH."
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telegram had come to ine at Southampton,

and I reached the little villa at Streatham

about ten o'clock that night in a fever of

alarm. Was she dead or alive ? Where were

all my nightly dreams of the open arms, the

smiling face, the words of praise for her man

shaded standard lamp by the piano. In

three steps I was across the room and had

both her hands in mine.

" Gladys ! " I cried. " Gladys ! "

She looked up with amazement in her face.

She was altered in some subtle way. The

" PRIVATE MILES DESERTED HIS TOST WITHOUT LEAVE."

who had risked his life to humour her whim ?

Already I was down from the high peaks and

standing flat-footed upon earth. Yet some

good reason given might still lift me to the

clouds once more. I rushed down the garden-

path, hammered at the door, heard the voice

of Gladys within, pushed past the staring

maid, and strode into the sitting-room.

Gladys was seated in a low settee under the

expression of her eyes, the hard upward stare,

the set of the lips, were new to me. She drew

back her hands.

" What do you mean ? " she said.

" Gladys ! " I cried. " What is the matter ?

You are my Gladys, are you notâ��little

Gladys Hungerton ? "

" No," said she; " I am Gladys Potts.

Let me introduce you to my husband."
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How absurd life is ! I found myself

mechanically bowing and shaking hands with

a little ginger-haired man who was coiled up

in the deep arm-chair which had once been

sacred to my own use. We bobbed and

grinned in front of each other.

" Father lets us stay here. We are getting

our house ready," said Gladys.

" Oh, yes," said I.

" You didn't get my letter at Para, then ? "

" No, I got no letter."

" Oh, what a pity ! It would have made

all clear."

" It is quite clear," said I.

" I've told William all about you," said she.

" We have no secrets. I am so sorry about

it. But it couldn't have been so very deep,

could it, if you could go off to the other end

of the world and leave me here alone ? You're

not crabby, are you ? "

" No, no ; not at all. I think I'll go."

" Have some refreshment," said the little

man, and he added, in a confidential way :

" It's always like this, ain't it ? And must

be unless you had polygamy, only the other

way round, you understand."

He laughed like an idiot, while I made for

the door.

I was through it when a sudden fantastic

impulse came upon me, and I went back

to my successful rival, who looked nervously

at the electric push.

" Will you answer a question ? " I asked.

" Well, within reason," said he.

" How did you do it ? Have you searched

for hidden treasure, or discovered a pole, or

done time on a pirate, or flown the Channel,

or what ? Where is the glamour of romance ?

How did you get it ? "

He stared at me with a hopeless expression

upon his vacuous, good-natured, scrubby

little face.

" Don't you think all this is a little too

personal ? " he said.

" Well, just one question*," I cried. " What

are you ? What is your profession ? "

" I am a solicitor's clerk," said he. " Second

man at Johnson and Merivale's, 41, Chancery

Lane."

" Good night! " said I, and vanished like

all disconsolate and broken-hearted heroes

into the darkness, with grief and rage and

laughter all simmering within me like a

boiling pot.

One more little scene, and I have done.

Last night we all supped at Lord John

Roxton's rooms, and, sitting together after-

wards, we smoked in good comradeship and

talked our adventures over. It was strange,

in these altered surroundings, to see the old,

well-known â�¢ faces and figures. There was

Challenger, with his smile of condescension,

his drooping eyelids, his intolerant eyes, his

aggressive beard, his huge chest swelling and

puffing as he laid down the law to Summerlee.

And Summerlee, tooâ��there he was with his

short briar between his thin moustache and

his grey goat's beard, his worn face protruded

in eager debate as he queried all Challenger's

propositions. Finally, there was our host,

with his rugged, eagle face and his cold,

blue, glacier eyes with always a shimmer of

devilment and of humour down in the depths

of them. Such is the last picture of them

that I have carried away.

It was after supper, in his own sanctumâ��

the room of the pink radiance and the innu-

merable trophiesâ��that Lord John had

something to say to us. From a cupboard

he had brought an old cigar-box, and this

he laid before him on the table.

" There's one thing," said he, " that maybe

I should have spoken about before this, but I

wanted to know a little more clearly where

I was. No use to raise hopes and let them

down again. But it's facts, not hopes, with

us now. You may remember that day we

found the pterodactyl rookery in the swamp

â��what ? Well, somcthin' in the lie of the

land took my notice. Perhaps it has escaped

you, so I will tell you. It was a volcanic

vent, full of blue clay."

The professors nodded.

" Well, now, in the whole world I've only

had to do with one place that was a volcanic

vent of blue clay. That was the great De

Beers Diamond Mine of Kimberleyâ��what ?

So you see I got diamonds into my head. I

rigged up a contraption to hold off those

stinking beasts, and I spent a happy day

there with a spud. This is what I got."

He opened his cigar-box and, tilting it over,

he poured about twenty or thirty rough

stones, varying from the size of beans to that

of chestnuts, on the table.

" Perhaps you think I should have told you

then. Well, so I should, only I know there are

a lot of traps for the unwary, and that stones

may be of any size and yet of little value

where colour and consistency are clean off.

Therefore, I brought them back, and on the

first day at home I took one round to Spink's,

and asked him to have it roughly cut and

valued."

He took a pill-box from his pocket, and

spilled out of it a beautiful glittering

diamond, one of the finest stones that I

have ever seen.
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"A SUDDEN FANTASTIC IMPULSE CAMrt UPON ME,

SUCCESSFUL RIVAL."

" There's the result," said he. " He prices

ihe lot at a minimum of two hundred

thousand pounds. Of course, it is fair shares

between us. I won't hear of anythin' else.

Well, Challenger,

what will you do

with your fifty

thousand ? "

" If you really

persist in your

generous view,"

said the Pro-

fessor, " I should

found a private

museum, which

has long been

one of my

dreams."

"And you,

Summerlee ? "

" I would re-

tire from teach-

ing, and so find

time for my

final classifica-

tion of the chalk

fossils."

"I'll use my

own," said Lord

John, " in fit-

t i n g a w e 11-

formed expedi-

tion and having

another look at

the dear old

plateau. As to

you, young fel-

lah my lad, you,

of course, will

spend yours in

gettin" married."

"Not just

yet," said I, with

a rueful smile.

" I think, if you will have me, that I would

rather go with you."

Lord John said nothing, but a brown

hand was stretched,out to me across the table.

AND I WENT BACK TO MY

THE END.

Our readers will be interested to learn that in an early number will appear

the opening chapters of another adventure which befell Professor Challenger,

Lord John Roxton, Professor Summerlee, and Mr. Malone, the intrepid

explorers who discovered the Lost World. It is entitled

"THE POISON BELT,"

a title which in itself leaves readers to expect a strange, thrilling, and

sensational narrative. It is sufficient to say here that their most sanguine

expectations will not be disappointed.
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Engineers in the Danish Army, explains how members of both sexes, who are unable regularly to indulge in

outdoor exercise, can substitute with equal benefit fifteen minutes a day devoted to simple bodily exercises at home,
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that he daily indulges in the various exercises here explained. His system has already obtained a very wide circle

of believers in his own country, and is rapidly extending over all Europe. Exclusive photographs, illustrating

the article, were specially posed for "The Strand Magazine" under Mr. Miiller's personal supervision.

N these hustling days I have

frequently remarked that one

of the most common com-

plaints made by members of

both sexesâ��their name is

legionâ��whose strenuous daily

routine prevents them from

regularly taking sufficient outdoor exercise

to keep themselves in sound healthy condition

is : " How can I expect to be as healthy as

those who can afford to play games or spend

several hours a day in taking exercise of some

sort ? I can't, so I must rub along as best I

can without taking any regular exercise at

all."

As a matter of actual fact, however, a life-

long study of the question of exercise as an

influence on health has proved to me that

there is really no solid foundation for this

complaint, for even the most hard-working

man or woman, " with practically not a

moment to spare in the day," can surely

devote just one quarter of an hour every day

for bodily exercise.

" But a quarter of an hour's exercise a

day is worse than useless," the hypercritical

are bound to remark. My reply is: "A

quarter of an hour's exercise daily, when used

to the best advantage, is amply sufficient to

preserve the health of the busiest worker,"

and in explaining, specially for readers of

THE STRAND MAGAZINE, exactly how and

why they will be wise to devote fifteen minutes'

work a day for health exercise, I do so fully

confident that if they will follow the hints

given in this article they will reap the benefit

of the exercises explained in a very short

time.

Vol. xliv.-43.

I would lay special stress on the fact that

in the performance of these exercises there

is actually nothing complicated at all, and,

though hints on paper have a tendency to

sound involved, if would-be exercisers would

carefully follow each direction as here

explained they will find that the exercises

are the acme of simplicity.

First and foremost let me say that in my

rules for the practical care of the body a bath,

with subsequent rubbing and air-bath, is a

most essential thing, whether there be

facilities for a proper water-bath, or only for

a damping of the whole body with a wet

towel. In a quarter of an hour, however,

there is time for considerably more than a

bath, and on this account I have drawn up

as well a selection of most useful and appro-

priate exercises.

I tried every way before finally placing

the bath in the middle of the exercises, but

eventually found this arrangement necessary

by reason of the fact that it is the only

practical order which renders it possible for

ordinary people to take both water and air

baths and perform the exercises with open

windows, in the winter, without risk of catch-

ing cold.

Here I would lay stress on the necessity

that the air one breathes should be good

when the exercises are being carried out.

Consequently, if the exercises are to be per-

formed in the morning immediately on

springing out of bed, the latter should be

covered up again as quickly as possible (of

course, to be properly aired later on), and

then the exercises may be done in the bed-

room itself, provided the windows have been
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open all night. If not, they

must be performed in an ad-

joining room, the window and

the door of which have been

open during the night. I can,

however, hardly believe that

anyone who takes the least

interest in his or her health

would sleep without giving free

circulation to the fresh air

through open windows. If

afraid of not being warm

enough at night during the

winter, as a very close student

of the fresh-air question, I have

found that it is very much

better to put more clothes on

the bed, or wear warmer night

garments, than to close the

window. The air you inhale

can, and should be, cool and

fresh.

Before actually commencing

the daily routine, let me add

that in my regime of fifteen

minutes' work a day for health's

sake no special apparatus whatever is required,

and, indeed, there is no question of expense

other than that of a so-called " sponge " bath,

which, after all, only costs a few shillings, and

is, to all practical intents and purposes,

indestructible. However, it is possible to

avoid any expense whatever by using an

ordinary tub, or

by simply standing

on a mat and slap-

ping the body

smartly all over

with a towel dip-

ped in cold or luke-

warm water, or,

in the event of no

towel being handy,

by wetting the

body with the

> hand.

When, during the

summer, it is possible to bathe

out of doors, the exercises

should be performed at the

bathing-place, where one will

generally be able to arrange

matters in such a way that they

can be performed in their proper

order. After a fairly long swim,

if cold, the rubbing exercises

will provide the best means of

restoring the circulation.

And now let us begin the

daily exercises at once. In

the morningâ��out of bed ! For

women a short skirt, loose-

fitting blouse, or sweater, and

bedroom slippers or sandals on.

For men, trousers or pyjamas.

For both, stockings, socks, or

bedroom slippers. In the even-

ing, or when changing clothes

in the course of the day, un-

dress, except for shirt or blouse

and the above - mentioned

articles of clothing. Unbutton

collar in any case, and have

nothing tight round the waist or elsewhere.

Before beginning the exercises proper,

stretch and strain the body, shoulders, and

arms with all your might, raising the latter

above your head and interlacing the fingers.

the wrists being curved, which will enable

you to stretch the elbow and shoulder joints.

Then stretch out the

arms to the sides, force

them at the same time

well back, and turn the

palms upwards. Then

bend the front back-

wards till the tips of the

fingers touch the wall.

Now for the first

actual exercises â�� the

respiratory exercises,

which are particularly

valuable. " Male

exercisers" should

commence by draw-

ing as deep a breath

as possible through

the nose ; then rise

NO. 2.

NO. 3.
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on the toes and lean the head back a little, as

shown in illustration i. As they exhale, also

as deeplyand powerfully as possible,and avoid-

ing all jerks, they should then lower the heels

and chin and, while inhaling, should rest the

hands on the hips, holding the elbows well out

from the side, so that they can expand the

chest sideways, for by so doing' they will be

enabled to fill the lungs to the best advantage.

We then pass along to exercise number 2.

The " exerciser" should rest one hand on

the bedpost, or the end of the bed, a heavy

chair, or a door-handle, and, leaning the

weight on one leg, strike out with the other

leg sixteen times backwards and forwards

alternately. The free hand may be placed

on the hip.

I do not mean that the leg is to be swung

backwards and forwards in long strokes like

a pendulum which swings of its own weight.

On the contrary, the kicks should be short

and sharp (see photograph 3), and strength

should be exerted every time the movement

is reversed, which ought to occur simul-

taneously, without a pause. The greatest

strength should be concentrated on the back

kick, for which reason it is most convenient

to count them. If you feel afterwards that

the bottom of the big muscle of the back is a

little swollen, the exercise has been carried

out properly. Only the last three times

should you swing as far up, backwards and

forwards, as you can, to render the joints

and the muscles supple. The knee should be

perfectly straight all the time, and the body

must not lean forward, neither must the head.

If you have a foo.stool, stand upon it, as you

can then straighten the instep, too.

Then turn round and kick sixteen times

with the other leg. The more practised one

gets, the faster this movement is performed,

and it will then be found by degrees that it

fan be a very great exertion ; and on this

account particular care must be

taken that the regular and steady

respiration be not interrupted.

The next exercise will be found

no. 4.

particularly health-giving. The man who com-

plains that he has no time for physical work

should lie down on his back on the rug, or upon

a couch, the hands resting on the hips, or else

the arms at the sides and the hands flat on

the floor. Raise the legs, perfectly straight

and close together, a good foot from the

ground, then swing the feet, the instep kept

straight, in circles up and

outwards, the left foot to

the left, and the right to

the right (see photograph

4); then down,

and together

again, and so

on,eight times

round alto-

gether, the first six times

in circles of two feet

diameter (rather less for

short persons). When the

feet meet after a com-

pleted circuit press them

firmly together. Each

leg thus describes, as it

were, the shape of a cone

lying on its. side, with its

apex on the hip - joint,

while the toes follow the

outline of the base. The

last two circles should be

as large as possible, and

the feut, of course, should

then cross one another

instead of meeting.

Then swing the legs in a similar manner

eight times round the reverse way. Thus,

starting from their point of contact, the left

foot should be lowered in a curve to the left,

the right lowered in a curve to the right, both

out to the sides, up, and in a curve towards

one another until they meet, to be separated

again when the next circuit commences. I

would mention, by the way, that in all exer-

cises it is imperative to breathe evenly through

the nose. The student, too, should exhale

while the feet are lowered and pressed together,

and inhale the rest of the time.

So far so good ; and now the all-important

" rubbing" exercises commence. These, I

would mention, must be taken when the pupil

is stripped. The first of the exercises I have

selected for this article should be carried

out as follows. Extend the left arm,

palm downwards. With the right palm

stroke the upper side of the left

arm (photograph 5) from the tips of

the fingers to the shoulder, and on

up to the neck; then back again f"

NO 5.
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the finger-tips;

after that, in

the same way,

NO. 6.

the under-

arm up to

the arm-pit,

and then in-

wards across

over the left

breast; here

the right

hand relaxes

its hold,immediatelyslapping the leftshoulder-

blade sirartly as far back as possible, under the

left arm, which at the same time is bent so

that the left hand can take firm hold round the

right shoulder. Then the right hand strokes

the part from the shoulder-blade in under the

left armpit, when it relaxes its hold, while the

left hand has, at the same time, stroked the

upper side of the right arm from the shoulder-

l)one down to the finger-tips. The arms will

now be stretched out in front of you once

more, and the movement is finished, the left

hand resting meanwhile above the right,

ready to begin an absolutely corresponding

action (but replace the word right with left,

and vice versa, in the

above description).

It will be seen that

each complete move-

ment falls into a mea-

sure of five beats,

which, with a very

little practice, will pro-

ceed mechanically and

with absolute regu-

larity and rhythm, to

your counting one, two,

three, four, five. In

twenty - five seconds

there should be ample

time for ten of these

movements in five

beats. Later you can

combine knee-bendings

as in photograph 6.

When, after some

little time has elapsed,

the arms and shoul-

ders have grown firm

and round and the

skin feels like satinâ�� NO. 7.

with no roughnesses on the back of the upper

arm and no wrinkles at the elbowâ��you will

be so fascinated by this exercise that you will

increase the number of the movements of

your own accord, even at the risk of exceed-

ing the quarter of an hour. This applies to

members of both sexes.

The following is absolutely essential to

the day's " exercise at home." The legs should

be placed in the same position as in the

first exercise mentioned in the article. The

pupil should then proceed to bend the upper

part of the body well back, stroke with both

palms, starting from the collar-bones (photo-

graph 7), down the breast and fore-parts of

the hips ; take your hands away, and at the

same time begin to bend the trunk forward.

The front

of the body

should now

be drawn in

as much as

possible, the

handsmean-

while being

car r i c d

round to

the back,

and (with

thumbs

po i nting

down ward

or straight

out) take

hold as

high up

above the KO. 8.

loins as you

can and at once stroke straight down the back

of the body and legs to the heels (photograph

8). You thus bring the trunk forward, with

back bent, as low down as it can come, and

you then, without stopping, start to raise it

again, the hands passing round the insteps,

and stroking up along the shins and the fronts

of the thighs. Here the hands relax their

hold. Swing the body over backwards again,

fling your hands up once more to the collar-

bones, and the combined movement which

has just been described is gone through again

from the beginning.

Still another particularly efficacious aid to

health. The student should stand firmly

with legs wide apart and with the toes turned

slightly out, and should then bend right knee,

keep left leg perfectly rigid, and lean the

trunk as far as you can to the left. Place

both palms firmly on the outer side of the left

leg as far down as you can reach without
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stooping (photograph 9).

Then, while bringing the body

back into its upright position

and straightening the right

leg, slide your palms up the

outer side of the left thigh,

hip, and half up the side of

the body, and then across the

front; while the left hand is

stroking the front of the body

sideways, the right is doing

the same over the diaphragm.

Then take both hands away

and slap them smartly down

on the outer side of the right

leg, the upper part of the

body leaning to the right

and the left knee being bent,

whereupon the whole move-

ment is continued in the

same way as described above (only with the

substitution of the word " left " for " right,"

and vice versa). Lean eight times to each side

alternately, making sixteen leanings in all.

Inhale briskly each time the body is straight-

ened (from either side), and exhale evenly the

rest of the time. It is a serious mistake to

bend the trunk obliquely forward instead of

leaning straight to the side. Beginners are

also prone to cross their hands or to stretch

the wrong knee ; it must be the knee on the

side towards which the body leans.

A breathing exercise as previously out-

lined should be takenâ��as before all the

exercisesâ��

prior to com-

mencing

with the

next item

on the daily

programme,

which you should

prepare for by

standing with

heels together

and palms resting

against the hips,

with the fingers

pointing down-

wards. Quickly

flinging the trunk

over to the left,

the left palm

strokes down the

left hip and

outer side of left

thigh, while the

right hand is

,NO. 10. drawn up the

right side of the body (see photograph

No. 10). The trunk is then imme-

diately flung over to the right, while

the left hand is drawn up the left side

and the right strokes down its own

side ; and so on, in the same manner,

L^ i but the jerks or " Ringings " to each

side following very quickly one upon

another. The arms are bent in turn

as much as possible every time the

hand is drawn up, so that a longer

stretch can be rubbed.

Time is allowed for twenty

jerks altogether, half to each

side.

I would point out that the

stronger you become the

more quickly are the move-

ments performed and, by the

same token, the harder the

hands should be pressed against the body.

Another important point to remember in this

exercise is that the body must be bent over

as far as possible each time; it thus becomes a

pleasingly vigorous exercise both for the arms

and for almost all the muscles in the body

as well as for the

internal organs.

To commence

with, I would lay

stress on the ad-

visability of the

movement being

carried out quite

slowly.

It is of the great-

est importance

that the breath be

not held, which so

many do. To begin

with, a full breath

should be taken

with each double

movement, but

later on several

quick jerks can be

given during each

breathing.

So far as exer-

cises are concerned,

it is always well

to remember that

" Enough is as

good as a feast"; particularly so in the case of

sedentary workers. My full daily programme

of eighteen exercises, performed in the fifteen

minutes I have here prescribed for beginners,

is always brought to a close with the follow-

ing item. The student should stand with the
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legs apart, and should then

first fling the trunk backwards,

afterwards stroking the top

part of the chest and front

of the hips. The trunk should

then be flung somewhat for-

ward and the body stroked

in the same manner as

I have already described

(see photograph 7), but stop

a little way short below the

loins, as shown in photograph

No. ii. The trunk is then at

once flung back again into the

first position, and the front

stroked as before; then for-

ward again, with rubbing at

the back and so on, twenty

jerks following quickly one

upon another backwards and

forwards alternately.

Now let me turn to various

daily exercises which, if prac-

tised regularly, every woman

should find will tend to bring her increased

health and vigour. First of all I will try and

explain my special breathing exercises. To

commence with, I would lay stress on the

fact that the pupil should stand quite natu-

rally, and take as deep and as long a breath

as possible. She should then place her hands

on her hips, raise the shoulders a little, and

lean the head slightly back (see photograph

12). She should then take a deep breath,

though I would

mention that in

this deep breath-

ing it is a mis-

take to breathe

too deeply; all

that is necessary

is that the air

should be held

in the lungs for

a moment,

after which it

should be ex-

NO.

haled steadily, smoothly, and

deeply, at the same time lower-

ing the chin and shoulders.

This done, women will

find the following leg-swing-

ing exercise particularly

valuable. The student

should commence by placing

one hand on a bedpost, a

heavy chair, or any other

article of furniture, and

swing one leg, fully out-

stretched, shortly and sharply

to and fro. The more practised

one is, the faster the leg may

be swung. There must be no

pause between the kicks back-

wards and forwards; the

exercise must be continuous.

The beginner should make a

few kicks only with the one

leg, and must then turn round

and kick for a like number of

times with the other

leg. Those who have

had some practice

may perform the

proper number of

double swings â�� six-

teen with each leg, the

last three to be made

far up, forwards

NO.

NQ. 13.

and backwards, as

possible, in order

to render the hip-

joints supple. By

standing on a foot-

stool one is enabled

to straighten the

instep during the

swinging. Photo-

graph 13 shows

how far backwards the leg is swung in the

first thirteen double kicks, and photograph

14 shows how far up, forwards, it should go

in the last three longer swings.

In this exercise respiration should not

coincide with the measure of the movements ;

one must always remember to breathe quietly

and deeply all the time.

I know of no more valuable exercise in the

daily " work " programme for women than

the following. The exerciser should lie down
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on the floor and place

her toes under some

article of furniture

sufficiently heavy to

NO. 15.

counterbalance her weight. She should then

raise the body into a sitting position and

lower it again, performing these movements

several times. The beginner may assist her-

self both in lowering and raising the body

with her arms (see photograph 15); but after

some practice the hands should be placed on

the hips. I would mention that it is essential

to inhale when going backwards, and to exhale

when raising the body. Always remember,

too, to lean well forward, as this is excellent

for the digestion. I would mention, that

more advanced students may place the hands

behind the head, and later on should perform

the raising and lowering the body the regula-

tion number of timesâ��namely, twelve. The

elbows must be held well back and the

head erect the whole time.

Arm-circling is also another very desirable

exercise in the day's menu. The pupil

should make a lunge forward, say, with the

right leg, as shown in photograph 16, stretch

the arms out sideways, and swing them

round so that the hands, palms uppermost.

describe small

circles. The

circles should

b e described

from front to

backâ��-that is to

say, the hands

should move up-

wards to make

the front half of

the circle, and

downwards to

make the back

half. The final

circles should

be very large, in order to render the shoulder-

joints supple.

Now shift the position of the legs, lunging

forward with the right, and swing the arms

round the reverse way, so that the hands

describe the front half-circles downwards and

the back half-circles upwards. The palms

must now be turned downwards. The

stronger you get the faster the circling may

be done. After some practice you should

perform sixteen circles the one way and six-

teen the other way, making the last three of

each sixteen circles as large as possible.

Body-lowering provides an exercise which

a lengthy experience has proved to me is

particularly valuable to women. The pupil

should stand facing the end of the bed, a

heavy chair, a chest of drawers, or a window-

frame. Place the hands upon the top rail,

NO. 17.

or the edge, and then lean forward, bending

and straightening the arms several times.

After a little practice the regulation number

of arm-bendingsâ��twelveâ��should be per-

formed. If the piece of furniture be fairly

high and the operator stand near it this

exercise will be found to be a very easy one,

and very suitable for elderly ladies, and this

exercise may be performed in this manner

without the slightest risk of any over-strain,

even if the operator be of very advanced age.

By standing farther away from the sup-

port the exercise is, of course, made more

difficult (see photograph 17). As may have

been noticed, whereas in all the other exer-

cises the breath is to be inhaled when going

upwards or backwards, and exhaled when
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going downwards or forwards,

in this exercise the exact

opposite is the case. Here

one must inhale when going

downwards, because the

elbows move outwards and

the chest is expanded, and

exhale while raising the body.

And now we come to the

" rubbing " exercises which

every woman should take

after daily indulgence in the

all-refreshing "tub." These

exercises, of course, should be

practised either in bathroom

or bedroom, but the essential

movements to be carried out

can easily be followed by re-

ference to the specially-taken

illustrations accompanying

this article. The " rubbing " exercises, I would

mention, are scientific gymnastic movements,

combined with the stroking or rubbing of the

skin, whereby the entire surface of the body,

by degrees, gets thoroughly and systematically

polished. The rubbing is done by the palms

of the hand, and, to begin with, should be

merely a simple friction or stroking of the

skin ; but later on, as one's strength increases,

it should be rendered so vigorous as to trans-

form it into a sort of massage. I would

mention that, for the proper performance of

these exercises, no garment

at all must be worn.

The first exercise beginners

should divide into two partsâ��

knee-bendings and rubbings;

later on combining the move-

ments. The pupil should stand

with feet apart, raise the arms,

palms downwards, to a hori-

zontal position in front, taking

at the same time a deep in-

halation. Then sink to a

squatting position without

raising the heels from the floor

(see photograph 18). The arms

must be held outstretched to

the front in order to preserve

the balance. Rise again with-

out pause, lowering the arms

at the same time. As the

breath is expelled during the

downward and upward move-

ment, this must be carried out

in a comparatively short space

of time. Repeat the whole

movement several times, ten

at most, each time inhaling

NO. 18.

while slowly raising the arms,

and exhaling while perform-

ing rather quickly the bend-

ing and straighten-

ing of the knees

and the lowering

of the arms.

Now come the rubbings,

which are to be performed

as follows. Extend the arms

to the front; rub, with one

steady and vigorous stroke

of the right hand, the left

arm from the fingers upwards

over the shoulder to the neck,

then back again to the fingers

with another steady, but less

energetic, stroke. Now, with-

out any pause, turn the right

hand down underneath the

left hand, and stroke the left arm vigorously

up to the armpit, and then inwards over the

left breast, where the right hand must relax

its hold in order that it may slap the left

shoulder-blade as far back as possible, going

under the left arm, which, at the same time,

is bent so that the left hand can take firm

hold round the right shoulder. The left hand

then strokes down the right shoulder and the

outside of the right arm, which it '., "11 leave

at the moment when both arms are once

more outstretched to the front, as at the

beginning.

Another excellent combined

movement is for the exerciser

to stand by the end of the

bed, a window-frame, a chest

of drawers, or any other fairly

heavy article of furniture, but

not too near it. While in-

haling swing one arm, straight-

ened out, slowly in a wide

arc up backwards and down

forwards until the hand

touches the above-mentioned

object, against which it must

be pressed downwards while

the Operator exhales. Mean-

while the other hand is moved

from position shown in photo-

graph 19 and placed on the

back, as high up as possible.

Having exhaled, change the

position of the hands; the

first one, which was pressed

against the piece of furniture, is

now laid on the back, and the

other describes the large circle

19. while the exerciser is inhaling,
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and the hand is then pressed downwards

during exhalation.

The rubbings are very easily learned. All

that is required is that the back and loins be

rubbed across with the back of the hand.

Start from as high up oh the shoulder-blade

as can be reached, and rub the hand, with a

threefold zig-zag movement, across the back

and dowh over the loins. The rubbing is

done, of course, with the hand which in the

preliminary movement

described above rested on the

back, while the other hand is

pressing and the operator is

exhaling.

1 have room for one other

exercise. The pupil should

stand as in photograph 20,

with palms on the lower part

of abdomen, and draw a

deep inhalation. Then, while

exhaling, bend slightly for-

wards, press the hands in-

wards, and move them up-

wards as if you would push

all the intestines up under

the ribs. While the hands

relax their hold sideways

draw another deep breath,

endeavouring to distend the

"stomach" as much as pos-

sible by filling it with air.

Recommence the movement

by placing the hands again

as shown in photograph 20.

Press the stomach as be fore-

while exhaling, and once more inhale, dis-

tending the stomach. Continue until

ten complete movements have been

performed.

Lack of space prevents me from here men-

tioning various other exercises the value of

which I have proved by experience. Suffice

it to say, however, that those readers who

will carefully follow out the simple exercises

explained in this article cannot fail to feel the

benefit of this regular indulgence in every-

day bodily exercises in a very short time. At

first, of course, it goes without saying that

the " practisers " will find that the exercises

take a little longer than will be the case

when the object of each is thoroughly under-

stood ; slill, in every case the rules to be

observed are so simple that not the slightest

difficulty should be experienced in following

the hints here given after a few minutes of

careful practice. Presently the exerciser will

find that he has plenty of time to spare in

the fifteen minutes. I myself go through

eighteen exercises in less than that time

every day.-

The secret of the success of the simple hints

set forth in this article lies,

firstly, in the fact that they

are selected to exercise those

particular organs of the body

which busy men and women

these days cannot exert owing

to their not- having time to

take part in outdoor sports

and pastimes. Secondly, I

would lay stress" on the fact

that it is daily physical exer-

cise, if only for a short time,

that produces so excellent an

effect on the health ; and, as

one who has devoted a life-

long study to the question of

the influence of exercise on

the health, I would say, in

conclusion, that this daily

physical " training " ought

to become a habit, a necessity,

that a well-ordered house-

hold can just as ill dispense

with as " food for meals."

20. Even if you are already as

healthy and well as you

think you can be, you will find yourself

the healthier and the better if you will accus-

tom yourself to a daily bath and all-round

exercise. Therefore, if you are really fortu-

nate enough to enjoy good health, you ought,

all the same, to put yourself to this slight

inconvenience in order to retain and increase

the same, though, actually, the inconvenience

of indulging in fifteen minutes' exercise daily

is so slight that it is scarcely worth referring

to, for it is only the first step that is possibly

a trifle unpleasant. Once that first step is

taken the exerciser will get so addicted to his

or her rejuvenating moments daily that they

will naturally lapse into a never-to-be-given-

up pleasant habit.

Vol.
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A LEAP YEAR IDYLL.

By R. S. WARREN BELL.

Illustrated by Dudley Hardy, R.I.

OHN SERJEANTSON paused

at the lodge of St. Matthew's

Hospital to speak a word to

its occupant, and at that

moment Gladys Weir, a nurse

attached to the hospital,

tripped out. Serjeantson was

a throat and ear specialist on the visiting

staff of the hospital, and knew Gladys as a

nurse who had assisted in a number of

operations which he had conducted. In the

course of his visits, in fact, he had seen a

good deal of her. He was a tall man, a

shade over six feet, with a slight stoop. As

he raised his hat one would have observed

that his hair was brushed carefully across his

forehead, and that it did â�¢ not possess the

slightest symptom of a curl. His forehead

was broad, though not lofty. He had steady,

watchful brown eyes, and the long, firm chin

that one so often finds associated with ability,

energy, and success. " Very clever man,

Serjeantson." said the world, and, though

he could not be forty yet, making a com-

fortable three thousand a year. " Wonder

why he doesn't marry ? " added the

world.

Gladys Weir was also tall, and had a face

which, in addition to being pretty, was full

of character. She, too, had a firm chin and

mouth, with level eyebrows and a good sweep

of forehead.

" Going for a constitutional ? " said Ser-

jeantson, raising his hat. " Then perhaps I

may walk a little way with you ? "

The tall, distinguished young specialist and

the tall, graceful nurse walked away together.

In the hospital Serjeantson was the man of

science absolutely, giving his orders quickly

and decisively, and by force of personality

compelling prompt attention and alacrity on

the part of his assistants. Indoors Gladys

was his subordinate; but out here in the open,

the world might have remarked, these two

were on a level, being just a good-looking

man and a pretty girl. To tell the truth,

however, there was no equality between them

at all, for while Gladys had possession of all

her wits and was in complete command of

the situation, John Serjeantson felt about as

stable as a man walking on gossamer, for he

was in love with Gladys.

Love lies the tongue. Now that they were

together Serjean'son found it a matter of no

little difficulty to think of something appro-

priate to say to her. He did not care to

discuss the latest operation in which they

had both participated, and he felt that he

would not be making much conversational

leeway were he to venture on a remark about

the weather. As for Gladys, she, perceivins;

and enjoying his embarrassment, gave him no

help whatever.

" Where are you going ? " he at length

asked, with a supreme effort.

" I am going up to the nurses' hostel in

Francis Street," was the concise reply. " It

is a turning off Tottenham Court Road,

opposite the fire-station. I have a friend

there."

" Well, it's on my way," said the specialist.

" Are you sure." said Gladys, peeping at

him from beneath her long lashes; " that you

have time to walk ? "

" Oh, yes," said Serjeantson, although his

professional conscience told him that he

hadn't. As a matter of fact, an Eton boy-

of fourteen, a viscount, afflicted with adenoids,

would be awaiting his arrival in exactly ten

minutes, accompanied by the noble countess,

his mother.

After a time they turned into Holborn.

" It is my birthday to-day," said the

specialist, at last finding a topic to the point,

" and it has set me thinking. How old do

you think I am ? "

" Forty-five," said Gladys.

" My dear Miss Weir, I am only thirty-nine !

Do I really look so old ? " And he seemed

quite anxious.

" Curiously enough, it is my birthday-

to-day, too," said Gladys. " How old do

you think 7 am, sir ? "

The specialist studied her profile.
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"Youcan-

notbe thirty

yet,"hesaid,

doubtfully.

It was

Miss Weir's

turn to

start.

"Thirty,

indeed ! I

am only

twenty-

two."

''The

fact,"

mused the

specialist,

acquiring

ease rapidly.

" that you

and I appear

so much

older than

we r e a 11y

are "

"But do

you mean,"

flamed

Gladys, fall-

ing into the

trap, " that

I really look

thirty'? "

" i s

not," went

on the

specialist,

quite un-

moved,

" withou t

its signifi-

cance. We

are both

over-

worked,

and we both

take life

too strenu-

ously. Miss

Weir, I pre-

scr i be a

thorough

rest for you.

Go away

into the

country and

do nothing.

Go to

bed early

" ' HOW CURIOUS ! ' SAID GLADYS. ' I AM STARTING TO-MORROV
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and get up late. Don't exert yourself in the

least. Simply rest."

" How curious ! " said Gladys. " I am

starting to-morrow."

Serjeantson, cool and collected man of

science, was visibly dismayed.

" Going away ? For how long ? "

" A fortnight. I am going to stay with

my brother, who has just bought a practice

at Coveleigh. in Norfolk."

" It sounds well/' said Serjeantson. " What

sort of a place is Coveleigh ? "

" The usual rather large seaside village."

replied Gladys. " The sort of place people

tell one another about, but which is never

advertised."

By now they were in New Oxford Street,

and they walked on for some little time in

silence. A good many people looked at

them, for they made a handsome couple.

Gladys observed this, and was not displeased.

After all, although there are man}' fellows

in the world calculated to make excellent

husbandsâ��and often accomplished onesâ��

the majority of them are not, as girls put it,

" very much to look at." Serjeantson might

be referred to as an extremely presentable

man. His well-knit, lithe figure corresponded

well with his strong, intellectual face.

Meanwhile the noble countess was tapping

the heavy pile carpet of the specialist's

waiting-room with a slightly impatient toe.

Her son, the viscount, all unconscious of

impending ill, was devouring the pages of a

boys' magazine which had been thoughtfully

provided for young patients by the specialist's

servant.

" Well," said Gladys, at length. " here we

are at Tottenham Court Road, and I suppose

our ways part ? "

How necessary it is to pick and choose one's

words carefullyâ��especially for a comely girl

when talking to an eligible man who openly

admires her ! Had Gladys remarked, " Here

our ways part," Serjeantson would have taken

his dismissal as a matter of course and jumped

into the nearest taxi. But the insertion of

that little qualifying " I suppose " .made atl

the difference in this particular case. In

these two simple words there was an under-

lying suggestion that jt was possible. their

ways might not partâ��if. .for instance, Ser-

jeantson might wish to turn off at a tangent

to his walk proper and make for the Cavendish

Square end of Harley Street by a somewhat

circuitous route, taking in the humble

byway of Francis.

" If I mayâ�� â�¢" he began.

Gladys smiled. " But won't you be late ? "

" I suppose I shall beâ��a little," admitted

the specialist, " but only a little. Some of

my patients are very unpunctual. Suppose I

see you to Francis Street ? "

So off they turned down the thoroughfare

whose plate-glass windows are so eminently

suggestive of human nest-building, and pro-

ceeded on their walk at a leisurely pace.

She was going away to-morrow, reflected

the specialist, absently returning the salute

of a student frorri St. Matthew's. She was

going on a holiday, and a good many

things happen in the course of these holi-

days. She was a good nurse, quick and

skilful, with light hands ; but it was not

to be supposed for a moment that she had

forsworn her life to the nursing profession

as a nun vows hers to celibacy. She was

young and pretty, and going on a holiday to

a place where there were probably idlers in

abundance. Before the specialist's jealous

vision there arose a picture of young men in

flannels and blazers and big sun-hats, all

waiting to escort Gladys Weir to the beach.

In the midst of his cogitations he cast

his eyes to the right, where they alighted on

a large card bearing the words, " This Hand-

some Suite, Â£18 i8s." It seemed a sort of

blatant reminder that he was thirty-nine and

single. And yet, though he wanted to propose

to Gladys Weir, he could not for his life put

his desire into words.

Gladys knew that her name was coupled

with Serjeantson's at the hospital. The

glances of her colleagues not infrequently

rested on the third finger of her left hand.

She had often fancied that he was on the

point of proposing to her, butâ��oh, these

men ! So, as the days and weeks and months

passed, though near to one another's hearts,

they drew no nearer in actuality.

To-morrow she was going away. She knew

that there was a prosperous young squire

who would ask her to marry him. At least,

as he had already proposed to her twice

verbally and three times by letter, she felt

that it would not be a mad wager to stake all

.the money she possessed in the world to a

button that he would propose to her again

these holidays. He was a good fellow, but

she never experienced the slightest ihrill

when he touched her hand.

She stole a glance at the specialist. He was

looking at the sky as if seeking inspiration

there.

" Hopeless," thought Gladysâ��" quite hope-

less. He will never propose to me if I know

him for ten years. It really looks as if I

shall "
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Ker pace gradually slackened, and she

began to look into the shop-windows, and

then, in spite of the fact that she knew he had

an important appointment to keep, for which

he was already late, stopped at a window which

was crowded with dainty linen goods.

" Will you wait for me a moment ? " she

said. " I want to buy some handkerchiefs

for one of the nurses at Matt's."

" With pleasure," said Serjeantson.

She went in, and as she did so he looked at

his watch. He was already a quarter of an

hour late for his appointment. He drew up

his eyebrows. It did not do to keep patients

waiting, especially titled ones. Moreover,

this particular countess whose son's throat

he had to examine was the sort of lady who

could recommend him many patients.

However, he had said he would wait. It

was a case of keeping his word either with'the

countess or with Gladys, and he was not in

love with the countess.

A quarter of an hour elapsed, and Gladys

had not reappeared. This was getting serious.

He looked anxiously at the doorway of the

shop, but the figure whose outlines he had

grown to recognize so swiftly in the longest

and dimmest corridor at the hospital still

failed to present itself to view. He paced the

pavement with impatient steps. He might

have found some excuse for being a quarter of

an hour lateâ��the countess would readily

appreciate that he could not always say

precisely when he would be finished at the

hospitalâ��but half an hour was another

matter!

Where on earth had the girl got to ? Should

he go in and look for her ? Possibly she had

forgotten all about him ! He turned hot

and cold at the thought. Yes, that must be

it. She had forgotten all about him ! And

to-morrow she was going to a place which

was probably half-populated with male

flirts.

Thirty-five minutes late ! Gladys or no

Gladys, he could wait no longer.

Ah ! here she was, demure and composed

as ever, and smiling as unconcernedly as if

she had kept him hanging about there a mere

couple of minutes.

" I am afraid you must have thought I

wa~, never coming," she said, as she approached

him.

" Well, I must say you have taken some

time choosing the handkerchiefs/' replied

Serjeantson, scanning the street anxiously for

a taxi. " If you don't mind my bustling

you a little and dropping you at the hostel,

I'll Uke a cab."

" Oh, yes," said Gladys, " you must be

very late ! I'm so sorry ! "

But it occurred to Serjeantson that she did

not appear particularly penitent as she stood

by his side on the kerb. Still, penitent or not,

she looked exasperatingly pretty.

A taxi buzzed up. They entered, and in a

couple of minutes Gladys was alighting at the

hostel.

" Good-bye," she said, very sweetly.

" Thanks so much for seeing me here."

Serjeantson was tongue-tied. He knew

many men would have had some quite smart

reply ready, but himself he couldn't think of

anything. He mumbled something inco-

herent and watched her with all his eyes as

she walked across the grimy pavement and

disappeared, turning her head just once.

" Sharp as you can :" he said to the

driver, and the taxi flew off at its best legal

rate. It was a pretty clear road, and in

five minutes the specialist was on his door-

step.

His maid met him in the hall.

" Lady Manxmore ? " he breathed, with

foreboding in his heart.

The maid opened her eyes a shade wider.

" I gave her your message, sir, and she

went away half an hour ago."

" Gone ! " cried Serjeantson. " My

message !"

" Yes, sir," said the maid. " I told

her you were engaged at the hospital, as I

knew you were operating there this after-

noon. I supposed that one of the nurses was

sending the message at your direction."

" What message did you get ? " inquired

the specialist, sharply.

" The message was," replied the maid,

" ' Mr. Serjeantson is engaged.' So her lady-

ship didn't wait any longer."

" Was her ladyship put out ? " asked

Serjeantson.

" I am afraid she was, sir. She and her

little boy had been waiting some time."

Serjeantson bit his lip.

" Tell me the message again."

" It was only that, sirâ��' Mr. Serjeantson

is engaged.' "

" But I wasn't " began Serjeantson.

Seeing that the woman was looking sharply

at him, however, he added, abruptly, " Very

well." which seemed to the maid a rather

vague and unsatisfactory ending to the

conversation.

She whisked off, and Serjeantson stood in a

brown study.

He ran over the me ssa^c again. What right

had Gladysâ��Nurse Weir, he meantâ��to send
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'l THOUGHT I OUGHT TO MAKE SOME EXCUSE FOR YOU,'

FALTERED GLADYS."

such a message ? For he knew

it must have been she. What

right Yet he couldn't feel

angry with her, though he had

missed a fee of twenty-five

guineas, that being the price

he set on the Eton boy's

throatâ��not to speak of Lady

Manxmore's recommendation,

which meant hundreds more.

" Mr. Serieantson is en-

gaged." The message had con-

sisted of these four simple

words. There was apparently

nothing in them. The words

constituted one of the com-

monest sentences in daily use.

Yet Serjeantson read some-

thing into them that made

him, after a cautious survey

of the hall to see that the

maid wasn't about, bound

to the telephone like a school-

boy and ring up the Nurses'

Hostel in Francis Street.

And if you want a quick

reply, ring up any place con-

nected with nurses, and you

get it. Serjeantson got it this

time.

" Oh, is Nurse Weir there ? "

inquired the suave tones of

the specialist.

" Yes ; she is having tea

here," replied a pleasant

voice. " You are "

" Mr. Serjeantson."

" Oh, yes ! " the answer

came, with flattering prompt-

ness.

There was then a little

delay â�� though it seemed to

the specialist a very long one

â��and at length a voice that

caused a strange tremor to

take possession of his limbs

sounded over the telephone-

wire.

" Yes, Mr. Serjeantson ? "

There was softness, there

was sweetness, and yet there

was character in the voice.

It was the voice of Gladys

Weir.

And the specialist took a

metaphorical pull at his

belt, for he had to perform

the most subtle operation

that had yet confronted
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him during his career. He paused for a

moment, and then said, briefly :â��

" I shall hold you to your word ! "

" What word ? " came from the other end.

It was said casually

enough, but anybody in

Gladys Weir's vicinity would

have noticed that the girl

was as red as a rose.

" You said I was en-

gaged," said Serjeantson.

" I thought I ought to

make some excuse for you,"

faltered Gladys, though

there was apparently no

reason why she should

speak in a faltering tone.

" I was not engaged, so

it could only have been to

you," replied the specialist,

firmly.

There fell upon his ear a

sound caused by some con

vulsive movement.

" Oh ! " cried the girl's

voice. " Do youâ��mean to

â��suggest thatâ��â��"

A cold fear gripped the

specialist's heart. Had he

made an awful blunder ?

Well, even if he hadn't he

must pretend that he had.

" I don't suggest any-

thing," he replied, desper-

ately. " May I take it that

I was and am engaged to

you ? If so, I'll be at the

hostel in seven minutes

from now, and then we'll

drive straight to Bond

Street and "

He paused. The answer

did not come immediately.

His heart beat furiously.

Was itâ��was it to be ?

. . . Then at last:â��

" If," said Gladys, " you

will promise to be very

kind "

" My darling ! As if I

could be anything else ! "

She laughed softly at his

vehemence.

" and allow me to do

exactly as I like "

" All wives do that now !"

" 1 may think you

over. But "â��and there was

a note of outrage in her

voiceâ��" if I thought for a

that you imagined-

single moment

And at that her voice was irretrievably

lost in a whir of cross-talk.

'I WAS NOT ENGAGED, SO IT COULD ONLY HAVE BEKN TO YOU,'

REPLIED THE SPECIALIST, FIRMLY."



FOX-

FARMING
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The Story or a Curious

New Industry.

ELL, Brown, I hear you're

going to take up ranch-

ing in the West."

"Yes; I thought I'd

try my hand at it."

" How many head of

cattle will you have ? "

" Not a single head, my boy."

" Ah ! Horses, eh ? "

" No, not horses."

" Why, what are you going in for ? "

" Foxes. Yes, you needn't gasp for

astonishment. I'm going to run a fox

ranch, or a farm, or an outfit, or whatever

you like to call it. I'm going to raise foxes.

There's millions in it. It's the latest occupa-

tion for young Englishmen in Canada. I've

run to earth a few .foxes in my time, but I

little thought I should ever make my fortune

out of the rascals. In a few years I shall

probably come back and take a house in

Park Lane."

Every woman loves beautiful furs, because

no product of the loom and the dressmaker is

so becoming to beauty and plainness alike.

Yet, in spite of the skill and enterprise of

ten thousand fur-hunters there are not

enough furs to go round. Consequently every

year sees the cost of the finer furs growing

greater and the difficulty of obtaining them

increase. How is the demand to be met ?

For, unless steps are taken to increase the

number of foxes, martens, otters, beavers,

and minks, none but millionaires will be able

to buy furs. A marten coat (Russian sable)

worn at a recent horse show in New York

cost four thousand five hundred pounds.

Another of black fox, consisting of no more

than three skins, cost the owner over three

thousand pounds. Hundreds of coats sell for

as much as two thousand pounds apiece. And

every pelt taken means much travel, adven-

ture, and hardship for hunters and trappers

in the distant cold countries of the earth. Is

it not time to raise fur from animals in cap-

tivity, just as feathers are obtained from

domesticated ostriches ? It is wonderful

that the idea has not been put into practice

long ages since.

Some years ago one Lamb (a Canadian

farmer of that name, and not a quadruped

cherishing an hereditary resentment), while

hunting some strayed cattle in the woods,

found two silver-fox pups, a male and a

female, in a hollow log. He contrived to

carry them home, and swapped them with a

neighbour for a cow and a few dollars to

boot. The neighbour experimented for several

years with various kinds of pens and treat-

ment, but finally became discouraged and

sold the foxes for eighty dollars to another
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neighbour, \\ho also was no more successful

than the late owner. This second man

gave over his experiment to a third man,

who lived on an island in Cascumpec Bay.

The quiet of the new place, the increasing

tameness of the foxes, and the intelligence

of the new keeper produced conditions that

relieved Mme. Reynard's nervous apprehen-

sion for her young's safety, and three pups

were reared to maturity in two seasons.

This success, the result of eight years' experi-

mentation, gave a strong impulse to a brand-

new industry. Farmers have not many new

industries to turn to nowadays, and this one

began in earnest. About six men possessed

Now that the secret is out fox-farms are

springing up in Canada in all directions, and

henceforth it would seem that the production

of costly fur is only a problem for the animal

husbandman. Perhaps the day will soon

come when books of fox, marten, otter, and

mink pedigrees will be published. One fox-

farm recently visited by the writer on the

banks of the St. Lawrence contained eighteen

animals, for which the owner demanded

fifteen thousand pounds.

" It is a better business," he explained,

" than raising cows, sheep, or poultry. It

is a gold-mine. I started with a capital of

seventy pounds, which I paid to an Indian

DNB OF UK WIKK ENCLOSURES ON A

FOX-FARM.

From a Photograph.

a knowledge of the fine art of rearing foxes in

captivity, and jealously guarded their secret

until 1910. Up to that time no live foxes

were sold, except some light " silvers " to

distant places.

The surplus animals were killed and the

pelts marketed in London. One dark silver

pelt was sold for five hundred and eighty

pounds at a London auction, and in 1910-11

prices of five hundred and forty pounds

and four hundred and eighty pounds were

obtained. Since then as much as seven

hundred pounds has been realized, the highest

price ever paid for the pelt of any kind of

animal.

Vol. x!iv.-45.

for a litter of pups six years ago, and now I

am a rich man."

How odd it must seem to an English

farmer that Reynard, so long the bane of the

poultry-yard ind the victim of the fox-hunter,

should be converted into a source of wealth !

For it must be remembered that the finest

silver fox is only a colour-phase of the red

fox.

But it must not be assumed that fox-

farming is altogether an easy business. It is,

on the contrary, one that requires unusual

patience and skill, and the risks of sudden

loss are great. Foxes have been kept as

pets and in zoological gardens from time
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immemorial, but they have never been known

to rear young in captivity. The reason of

this seems to be the extreme nervousness

of the female. She has been known to carry

her young about in her mouth for days,

putting them now in one place, then carry-

ing them to another, until they succumbed

to exposure and handling. Keepers have

had to stay by the pens day and night for

several days at a time to keep watch on

the mother.

Once a ranch-owner whose home was within

sight of a certain mother fox was having his

house painted. When the painter began to

put the new colour on the house, either the

sight of the stranger or the smell of the paint

so excited the mother that she brought out

her young and

killed them ! They

are so wild that

ranchers make a

habit of closing up

the ranches in

January to all ex-

cept the attendants,

and keeping the

ranches closed until

June, when the

young are out play-

ing about. Only

keepers may ap-

proach the pens

during the breed-

ing season, and it

to the enclosures and climbed back, or have

been caught in traps set for them near by.

One day a fox-farmer's entire stock-in-trade

disappeared. In vain he searched every

corner of the precinctsâ��not a trace of a fox

could be found. In alarm, nearly approach-

ing despair, he called upon his neighbours,

and they commenced to scour the country.

On the outskirts of a village they saw a crowd

of men and boys around a barn, and, on

inquiring, were told that a brace of foxes had

taken refuge within.

" But," said the informant, grinning,

" they've got one of the rascals. Nailed him

in a corner and filled him full of lead ! "

In a moment the farmer was shown the

corpse of his prize beast, brought triumphantly

A GENERAL VIEW OF KENNELS AND

ENCLOSURES.

is declared by some of them to be risky

even to change clothes, lest the change

worry the fox !

Foxes are peculiar in that they never

become very tame, or only in exceptional

cases. Still, life in the wire enclosures does

not seem unpleasant to them. So far as is

known, none have escaped by digging, but a

few have managed to climb out. The over-

hanging wire at the top effectually prevents

this at most times, but an unusually heavy

drift of snow in winter sometimes enables

them to reach an elevation from which they

can leap to the top and scramble out. In

several cases, however, they have returned

a Photograph.

out of the barn, with his beautiful coat

irretrievably ruined. He carried back the

other in a barrel, after a day spent in a tiring

search.

The next morning he went out to see

how the solitary fox was, when, judge of his

amazement and delight at seeing six other

foxesâ��his own propertyâ��enjoying their

breakfast on the premises ! They had actu-

ally burrowed through in the night, there

being no turned-up netting to prevent them

on the outside, and so regained what, after

all, they decided was their true refuge.

When at large foxes have rarely been

known to climb trees, but in confinement

they do so readily and voluntarily, often

lying curled up in the thick branches of a
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spruce or fir for hours. It is an odd sight to

see a tree full of foxes.

Although generally suspicious and of an

unfriendly nature, foxes in confinement

usually maintain good relations among them-

selves. If well fed they seldom fight. In a

few cases two or more have turned upon a

fellow-captive and killed or badly crippled

it, but usually this has been due to under-

feeding or to improper handling. Except

when young, they snap and bite at the:r

keeper if he attempts to handle them ; so

they are separated or transferred by driving

them from one enclosure to another through

gates arranged for this purpose. When this

is not feasible, they may be driven into boxes

and so moved. They stand shipment well,

and may be boxed and sent on a journey of

several days by rail with perfect safety.

Foxes have been shipped even so far as from

Alaska to Maine, but, unless specially cared

for in transit they do not often survive such

a long journey.

What are they fed upon ? Well, wild foxes

eat a great variety of food, including mice,

rabbits, birds, and insects, such as grass-

hoppers, crickets, and beetles. At certain

seasons large quantities of berries are eaten.

Meat, therefore, is only part of their natural

diet. Many fox-breeders, failing to recognize

this fact, have fed them with meat largely

and exclusively. Although this is not

always followed by bad results, it is much

better to supply bread, milk, table scraps,

or manufactured dog-biscuits, all of which

are relished. Indeed, foxes, like dogs, are

almost omnivorous, and there is less danger

in any particular kind of food than in too

large quantities of it.

At present it is not easy to establish owner-

ship of an escaped fox in a country inhabited

by wild foxes. It is therefore possible for

persons so inclined to contrive the escape of

valuable animals, and when free to kill

them and market their skins. Not long ago,

indeed, a fur-rancher recognized, at a Hudson

Bay Company store, a valuable silver-fox pelt

which he knew was his own property. He

had lately been mourning the loss of a fine

animal which had somehow disappeared from

his ranch.

" Who sold you this ? " he asked the factor.

" Oh, that's one of Pierre Ganong's catches.

He's had great luck with his traps this season."

" I dare say," returned the rancher, grimly.

" That happens to be one of my foxes."

" How can you prove it ? "

" I can show you its fellowâ��from the same

litter."

" That doesn't prove anything."

" Then I'll make Pierre Ganong confess

that he never caught that fox in the bush."

" How are you going to do it ? "

" Will you help me ? In the interests of

common honesty old Pierre ought to be

brought to book. This is the third fox he

has brought in, and I know for certain that

he has not stirred five miles from his cabin in

the last three months."

The factor assented, and the fox-rancher

went back to his ranch and procured a live

silver fox, in all respects resembling the pelt

at the store. Then, that night, he sent an

urgent message to Pierre Ganong, in the

factor's name, requesting him to come over

at once, on important business. When the

man arrived, half-drunk, the factor told him

that a strange thing had happened. The

fox pelt he had sold him had disappeared

from the drawer in which the skins were kept,

and there was a live fox in its place.

The habitant trapper is very superstitious,

and always on the look-out for the super-

natural.-

" Where is he now ? " he asked.

" In the fur-room yonder. That upper

left-hand drawer. Go and see for yourself."

Trembling all over, the trapper approached

the drawer, drew on a thick pair of gloves,

or mitts, and cautiously pulled open the

drawer a couple of inches. A pair of flashing

green eyes greeted him.

" Holy Virgin ! " he muttered. " It is

aliveâ��the same fox, Men sur I" Then he

turned to the factor. " Wasn't he skinned

when I brought him to you ? "

" Yes. What did you do with the

carcass ? "

Completely off his guard, the man answered,

" I buried him at L'Assietteâ��near the poolâ��

yesterday morning."

" You hear that ? " called the factor, loudly,

to the curt and the ranch-owner, who were

listening to the dialogue in the next room.

" He buried it yesterday morning at L'Assi-

ette, just three miles from Mr. White's ranch,

and he caught this fox four months ago at

Mistassini. That's your fox, Mr. White, and

Ganong'll get nothing more from the Company

until he's squared with us ! "

Many enterprising young Englishmen,

formerly engaged in cattle-ranching in the

West, have taken to fox-farming. Joint

stock companies, with a total capitalization

of over a million, are now incorporated for

the new industry in Eastern Canada, and the

result of applying capital to a novel business

of this kind is being watched with great
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interest. One present effect has been to

raise the price of foxes from three hundred

and four hundred poundsâ��the actual fur

value of good dark silversâ��to six hundred

and even seven hundred pounds for the pups

of 1912. The number of foxes being limited

to a small increase each year, there is no

danger of a " rush " or boom. At any rate,

the prices are not yet high enough to prevent

considerable profits, eliminating, of course,

the risk of theft and escape from the argument.

" It is more profitable," said an experienced

breeder to the writer, " to rear red foxes at

even a sovereign a pelt than to rear sheep,

getting twenty shillings for each lamb and

tenpence a pound for wool." How much

greater the profit, then, when hundreds of

sovereigns are obtained !

The fur is taken the last week in December.

It is usually sold at the March sales in London,

to which metropolis of the fur trade it is sent

by mail, insured. After

the sale the skins gener-

ally go to Leipzig for

manufacture. After-

wards many of the

furs pass into the hands

of Royalty, particularly

those of Russia and

Austria. With many of

these Royal furs a

gorgeous effect is pro-

duced by putting gold,

by electrolytic methods,

on the hair tipsâ��black

fox being the only fur

that retains it.

Some of these rarer

fox-skins are destined

to have interesting

histories of their own.

None, perhaps, was ever

so remarkable as that

which was purchased

by a Paris furrier

in 1883 and sold to

the Grand Duchess of

Baden. On the death of the Grand Duchess it

passed into the hands of a famous nobleman

in the diplomatic service, who presented it to

the Empress Elizabeth of Austria, not long

before her lamented assassination. The

Empress was very proud of this silver-fox

tippet, which she showed to many of her

English friends, amongst whom was Lord

Dufferin, calling it her " favourite Reynard,"

and stroking it affectionately and inviting

her old fox-hunting companions to admire

the " finest brush in the world."

On the Empress's death in 1898 it was

returned to the same furrier's from which it

had come originally, in order to be cleaned,

and after lying at this establishment for

upwards of a year was ordered to be delivered

to a celebrated priina donna who had been

performing in the Austrian capital. In 1911

this prima donna's daughter-in-law, then

owner of the fox tippet, with her husband,

was staying at a

New York hotel, when

the whole of her

valuable furs were

stolen. The police

exerted themselves to

the utmost, and all

were recovered save

the silver-fox tippet,

with which, it was

stated, the thief had

escaped into Canada.

Thus, after more than

a quarter of a cen-

tury of travel and

many vicissitudes of

ownership, Reynard

was back in his native

country again, and his

present whereabouts

are unknown.

But so unusual is

the character of this

beautiful skin that it

will probably some day

come to light.

SILVER-FOX SKINS WORTH ABOUT FOUR

THOUSAND POUNDS.

t mnrteif n/ilairi. Rceillon fitiri.



HERE is a bow-window in the

parlour of the Padfield Arms

which gives a view of the

village street on one hand

and of the open road and the

fields on the other. Either

way offers an attractive walk

to an idle man; and I stood in the window

in the mood that induces such a man to toss

up for it. But a man may be even too idle

to toss up, and it struck me to leave the

decision to two unconscious arbitrators:

Dan'l Robgent, who, with his stick and

his rheumatics, was approaching from the

village street, and an unknown bicyclist

who was coming up the road from Codham,

with many swerves and wobbles, occasioned

by desperate twisting of the neck and

staring at the sky. Dan'l was close, the

bicyclist was comparatively far. Which would

pass the window first ? With a brisk

pedestrian and a cyclist intent on his journey,

a dead-heat would seem likely ; but Dan'l's

rheumatics and the cyclist's interest in the

heavens introduced factors of uncertainty

and gave the chance a sporting interest.

Dan'l Robgent paused and rubbed his toe

tenderly with his stickâ��he was losing

ground : but after that slight refreshment

he came on with quite a spurt, and the cyclist

brought down his gaze and made a wild

swerve to save his balance.

By ARTHUR MORRISON.

Illustrated by A. Leete.

In the end victory lay with the unwitting

Dan'l by the mere distance of the window

from the inn-door ; for there the two met,

and the bicyclist dismounted to ask Dan'l

some question which was ungraciously

received.

" No," I heard Dan'l say, very severely,

" I hain't seen no hairyplane, so there ! "

The bicyclist grinned.

" All right," he answe-ed. " Keep your

hair on, oad 'un! I didn't mean oad

Taff-Pilcher's ! "

And with that he turned to his machine

and drifted up the village street.

There were military manoeuvres in this part

of Essex, and a rumour had been heard that

aeroplanes were to fly. So that I wondered at

Dan'l's indignation as he came stumping into

the parlour, grumbling vaguely. I ventured

a question.

" That young monkey comes from

Codham," said Dan'l Robgent, " an' when a

Codham man talks about hairyplanes to a

Padfield man it means impidence. Speeches

o' chaff, I s'pose they call it; but I call it

impidence, to a man oad enough to be his

father."

I put my stick in a corner and sat down.

Dan'l Robgent sat down, too, and in response

to my well-understood signal a mug was

planted under his nose ere he was fully

settled. He received the mug with a well-

bred affectation of surprise, as usual, and

wished me excellent health.

"Well," I said, "and who is old Taff-

Pilcher ?'"

" Mr. Taff-Pilcher, sir," said Dan'l, with

grave reproof, " is Parlymcnt candidate for
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this 'ere division, and a very nice genelman.

Them chaps at Codham don't 'preciate him,

Codham not bein' in this votin' division,

though only three mile off. Mr. Taff-Pilcher

looks arter our interests, as is proper, not the

Codham p-eople's; and it's my belief he'll

be member after next election, he's made

hisself that popular. And when he is we

shall be all rightâ��them as votes for Mr.

Taff-Pilcher, anyway. We shall all get

summat for our votes, we shall; we sha'n't

be wheedled out of 'em for nothink like

as what we've bin ever since I had a

vote."

" How much are you to get ? " I asked.

" 'Tain't legal for a genelman to mention

the 'zact amount, no more than it's legal

for a genelman to pay it hisself. He's a

lawyer, is Mr. Taff-Pilcher, and he knows the

law thorough. I've heard my oad father say,

in his time, when the law was different, the

price o' votes dropped from a sovereign to

five shillun paid down afore you went in ;

then it got to half a crown an' less, an' then

nothin' at all. Shameful it wasâ��and has

been all my time. But Mr. Taff-Pilcher's a

free-hearted genelman, and he's goin' to see

things put right again; an' as he won't be

payin' hisself he ain't under no temptation

to keep it low. And there's goin' to be

ashfelt in Padfield street, and 'lectric light,

and ping-pong in the workus."

" But what about his aeroplane ? "

" Well, 'twasn't 'zactly his, so to speak,

but one as he wasn't able to send. You see,

he's always been special kind and attentive,

has Mr. Taff-Pilcher. It was only a accident

that he didn't get the Lord Mayor o' Lunnon

hisself down to give away the school prizes,

an' he's the very best cricket umpire we ever

had on the field here, an' football, too. Fine,

he is, straight and fair allus, with just a

leetle leanin' towards Padfield, when it ain't

too noticeable. That's what I like to seeâ��a

perfeck fair umpire as won't give it agin his

own side if he can help it. That's the sort

we want."

" And Codham doesn't ? " I interjected,

for the rivalry of Padfield and Codham was

intense in cricket and football as in every-

thing else.

" They're jealous ; Codhamites allus are

I dunno what they expect; if they'd got any

sense o' fairness they'd see that their votes

ain't no good to him. But it was about the

hairyplane I was tellin' you. It was in the

annual sportsâ��you know what a time we

have here at Padfield sports every year.

There ain't nothin' like it for miles round, and

ain't been since they stopped Codham Fair.

Well, it's wonnerful how Mr. Taff-Pilcher went

into them sports. We made him judge, o'

course, seein' how good he was as umpire,

an' it paid us. And he helped us wonnerful

other ways, too. He didn't pay for no

prizes, you understand, nor subscribe nothin',

'cos that's all agin his principles. He's very

partic'lar about his principles, is Mr. Taff-

Pilcher, an' the one we found out about

first was that it's wrong for him to pay out

anything in this "ere constitooency, bein' a

sort o' bribery as he couldn't stoop to. But,

lor', you'd never ha' minded if you'd seen him

givin' the prizes away after the sports ; you'd

ha' believed he'd give the whole lot out of

his own pocket, the handsome way he did

it and the generous way he talked. And it

was just the same all through ; nobody ever

knew before what unimportant sort o' people

the squire and the passon was till they see

Mr. Taff-Pilcher a-puttin' of 'em in the shade

at the sports.

" He stuck to his principles about not

subscribin' money, but nobody could call

him mean w:hen it was give out he was goin'

to send a hairyplane. Everybody knowed

what a expensive thing a hairyplane was, and

them chaps as go up in 'em allus charge

about a thousand pound a time. He made a

little speech about it afore the sports began.

He said we was livin' in stirrin' times, and

the march o' progress was astonishin' to

be'old. He told us that man, not content

with sailin' the stormy deep and travellin'

on the firmer terra cotla, had now took to

hisself wings to cleave the infinite expense.

He said that he was proud and happy to say

that a hairyplane was on its way to the spot

he loved dearest on earth (meanin' Padfield)

at about a hundred an' fifty mile an hour,

and conskently might be expected any time

in the arternoon, bein' driv by a most noted

flyin' genelman o' the name o' Walker. If

Mr. Walker successfully braved the perils of

the windy element, he said, in his journey

from Lunnon, we should hev the glory and

delight o' seein' him come a-swoopin' down

in graceful circles like a heagle or a harchangel

on to Padfield. It 'ud be agin his principles,

he said, to say anythink about the tremenjus

expense o' givin' us sich a treat as that, but

he hoped we wouldn't forget it. And then

we cheered terrific, and the sports began.

" All Padfield and half Codham must ha'

gone to bed with stiff necks that night, and

I wonder most o' the necks wasn't broke

afore they got home. Half the things in the

refreshment-tent was ate by boys while the
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chaps in charge was starin'

up lookin' for the hairyplane.

Them as tried to look for the

hairyplane and see the races

too got it worst, and you'd

think they ought to ha' broke

their necks unanimous. Mr.

Taff-Pilcher, he was very

eager about it, too, as you'd

expect; but he didn't let it

prevent him bein' faithful to

Padfield as judge o' the

sports. O' course a judge

can't do very much for his

pals, even in a country sports

where things ain't done par-

ticular; but what any judge

could do Mr. Taff-Pilcher did,

and did wonnerful neat, too.

In the final o' the hundred

yards' race, when young Bill

Parker was comin' up neck

and neck with a Codham

chap, Bill bein' on the side

nearest the judge, it was

beautiful to see how he

changed the tape from his

left to his right hand, just

casual like, as he turned

round to speak to a com-

mittee-man, and just brought

it up agin Bill Parker's chest

by about six inches. It was

one o' the good-naturedest

things I ever see done. And

he was just as thoughtful all

through. I could see it,

havin' been in it all when I

wasa young man, and knowed

the comfort of havin' a

friendly judge when you're

a-takin' off for the long jump,

or got a little dab o' cob-

bler's wax in the spoon in the

egg-and-spoon race. But the

Codham chaps took it down-

right spiteful.

" The arternoon went on,

and most o' the sports was over, one after

another, and everybody sick and giddy a-

starin' at the sky, when there come a telegram

for Mr. Taff-Pilcher. It come jist as the sack

race was finishin' and there was nothin' more

left but the tug-o'-war between Padfield an'

Codham. That was allus last, an' a most

howlin' outrageous tussle it's allus been, 'cos

whichever side wins crows over the other for

the rest o' the year.

" Well, the telegram come, an' Mr. Taff-

"A1.L PADFIKLD AND HALF CODHAM MUST HA* GONE TO BED WITH

STIFF NECKS THAT NIGHT."

Pilcher, he read it, an' took off his hat an'

wiped his head and showed the telegram to

the committee, an' their faces went as long as

fourpenny kites. Everybody saw as some-

thing was up, an' some said the hairyplane

man was killed for certain, an' what a pity it

didn't happen where we could all see it. And

then Mr. Taff-Pilcher got on a chair an' called

all the crowd round him an' made another

speech. He said it grieved him to the 'art

to have to announce that he had just received
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"THEIR FACES WENT AS LONG AS FOURPBNNY KITES."

a telegram from Mr. Walker, saying that his

sky-hooks had give way and jammed his

wind-sifter, so that he wouldn't be able to

get as far as Padfield. Nothin' as could have

occurred could ha' grieved him wuss, unless

it was that a accident might ha' happened

to Mr. Walker instead of his sky-hooks an'

his wind-sifter. He need hardly say how

'art-broke he was to see us all disappointed,

an' he hoped, at any rate, we wouldn't blame

him as was so devoted to our interests. He

could only say that after his first pang o'

grief at seein' us disappointed his next feelin'

was one of 'artfelt thankfulness that Mr.

Walker was safe, an' he was sure them was

our sentiments,^ too.

" You never heard sich a shindy o' cheerin'

as we give Mr. Taff-Pilcher arter that speech ;

we cheered him louder than we'd ha' cheered

the hairyplane itself- if it had ha' come, an'

he was a greater favourite than everâ��twice

as popular as if it had come. But them

Codham chaps was nasty about it, o' course.

Sniffed an' snarled an' sneered, they did, an'

said there was no flies on oad Taff-Pilcher,

an' a sixpenny telegram came a mighty deal

cheaper than a hairyplane. Fair sickenin' to

hear 'em, it was ; you wouldn't believe people

could be so ungrateful.

" It made the Padfield chaps pretty wild,

an' they went at the tug-o'-war that savage

that they pulled the Codham team over

JIM BARTRIP, THE BIGGEST CHAP ON THE COPHAM SIDE, HE SLIPPED UP, AN*â��
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right bang-off the first pull, as soon as Mr.

Taff-Pilcher give the word, an' the crowd

cheered louder 'n ever. Then they crossed

over for the second pull, but this time the

Codham chaps was all ready, an' wouldn't

be done on the rush. It was a long pull an' a

tough pull, and it went agin Padfield. That

made things ekal, an' the crowd went half

frantic when they crossed again for the last

pull. This time Mr. Taff-Pilcher quite see what

a lot depended on him, and he started 'em

very slow and impartial. He had all sorts of

along trouble in gettin' the red rag on the rope

'zactly over the mark, an' then when he give

warnin' to take a strain it got off again an' he

had to begin afresh ; an' so on for a minute

or two, till at last Jim Bartrip, the biggest

chap on the Codham sid', he slipped up, an'

'Pull!' bawls Mr. Taff-Pilcher at the top

of his voice, jist in the nick o' time. Lor' !

Them Codham chaps jist come over hand

over hand like a row o' sacks, Jim Bartrip

a-blowin' an' a-cussin' an' a-scufflin' to get

his feet under him, an' everybody on the field

howlin' an' dancin' like mad.

" Well, there's no satisfyin' some people.

The row them Codham chaps made over losin'

that tug-o'-war was positive disgraceful, an5

there might almost ha' been a fight if most

o' the crowd hadn't been Padfield people.

Codham chaps was allus bad losers. They

even tried booin' Mr. Taff-Pilcher when he

give away the prizes, but that only made the

cheers twice as loud, an' at last he was

chaired off the field an' all the way to the

station. It was the greatest day ever he had

in Padfield, an' if the election had been the

day after, he'd ha' been our member now.

" Well, the prize for the tug-o'-war was a

side o' bacon, an' the team was eight. Bedlow,

the landlord here, was one o' the team, an'

late in the evenin' they brought the side o'

bacon her 3 to divide ; and with that came

trouble. There hadn't never been a side o'

bacon given for a prize before, an' it never

struck nobody there'd be any difficulty in

cuttin' it in eight partsâ��an' p'r'aps there

mightn't ha' been if they hadn't called in

Huxon, the butcher, to advise. But Huxon

was that professional an' scientific there was

no doin' anythink with him. It was agin all

the rules, it seemed, to divide a side o' baron

into eight parts. You could divide it into

three parts, or five parts, or nine or thirteen ;

but anythin' else 'ud be unconstitootional.

An' what was more, ail them parts was

different sizes. It was no good argufyin'

with Huxon; no amount o' argufyin' 'ud

bring Huxon to go agin the principles of a

lifetime.

" ' There's fore-end, middle, an' gammon '

he said, obstinit as pig itself. ' Or there's

hock, an' collar, an' two streakies, an' back,

an' ribs, an' loin, an' flank, an' gammon, an'

corner. An' you can cut your collar in two,

an' your loin in two, an' your back in two,

aii' your streaky in three. An' that's the

way pigs is made, an' pigs is bacon, an' you

can't cut 'em different, whichever way you

go, nohow an' notsoever !'

'PULL!' BAWLS MR. TAFF-PILCHER AT THE TOP OF HIS VOICE, JIST IN THE NICK o' TIME."

VoL xliv.-46.
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" Not only was there no argufyin' with

Huxon, but he got that excited what between

sports day an' laws o' the trade an' wettin'

the occasion that presently there was no

shuttin' him up, and at closin' time he had

to be shoved out forcible, an' went off up the

street, shoutin', 'There's hock, an' collar,an'

two streakies, an'

back, an' ribs, an'

loin, an' flank, an'

gammon,' an' all

the rest of it at

the top of his voice.

" So Bedlow shut

the door an' told

the rest o' the team

they was there as

his friends till the

pint was settled,

for the sake o' the

licence. And they

put the side o'

bacon on the table

an' sat all round

it for about two

hours, plannin' out !

the cuts, till it

turned out as no-

body particular

wanted the hock

an' the whole team

was in competition

for the gammon.

That made a wuss

confusion than ever,

an' in the middle

of it there came a

loud tap at the

winder, an' every-

body jumped. Bed-

low jumped highest,

'cos of his licence,

though he made

sure the p'liceman

must be in bed long

ago. But when they

shoved up the win-

der there was a

chap standin' out-

side all muffled up

in j erseys an'

sweaters an' sich,

with his head all tied up in ear-flaps an'

what-not, an' a big pair o' glass goggles all

over his face.

" ' Come and hold my hairyplane,' says

the chap. ' It's in a field along here, an' the

wind's gettin' up !'

" ' What ? ' says Bedlow.

'THERE'S FORE-END, MIDDLE, AN' GAMMON,

HE SAID, OBSTINIT AS PIG ITSELF."

" ' Didn't expect me, I s'pose,' says the

chap. ' I'm late, that's all. I ought to ha'

been here this afternoon, but my sky-hooks

give way and jammed my wind-sifter. My

name's Walker.'

" Them eight big chaps was that amazed

you might ha' blown 'em all over with a

pea-shooter.

'"Weâ��we thought

you wasn't comin'/

says Bedlow.

'"Oh, I allus

turn up, sooner or

later,' says the chap.

' I don't stop as

long as I can get

my engine to go

an' my sky-hooks

to hold firm. The

repairs kep' me

hours an' hours.

But can you chaps

pullâ��hard ? '

" ' Rather !' says

Bedlow.

" ' Quite sure ? '

says Mr. Walker.

'"Well, we won

'the tug-o'-war to-

day, anyhow,' says

Bedlow

'"That's your

sort,' says Mr.

Walker. ' Come

along quick, 'fore

the hairyplane gets

damaged. I've got

my mechanic with

me, but it wants all

the lot of us to

hold it down safe.'

" They all went

bundlin' out in the

dark, an' he took

'em along the road

to Wicks's little

three-cornered

meddy with the

oad stack in it.

Half-way they met

another muffled-up

chap with goggles.

" ' Here, Jones/ says Mr. Walker, ' you

ought to ha' kep' with the hairyplane. Is

she all right ? '

" ' Yes, sir,' says the manâ��' all right as

yet. But she lifts awful with every puff o*

wind, an' she'll want a lot o' holding.'

"' All right, Jones, we'll hold it,1 says
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Mr. Walker. ' Look here, four of you come

with me, and the other four go with my man

round to the other side o' the field.'

" So they split out, an' each party went

along the outside o1 the hedge, till Mr. Walker

gropes about

an

finds a

rope.

"'Here

y'a r e ,' he

says. ' Stop

on this side

the hedge

o

an' catch hold

o' this. Get

behind each

other an' take

a good hold

â��you'll have

some hard

pullin' pre-

sently. But

don't pull till

I give you

the word. I'm

g o i n ' over

with my man

to see the

tackle's all

right.'

" With that

he climbs over

the hedge an'

disappears in

the dark.

Presently they

could hear

him a-shoutin'

to his man an'

callin' out

orders, an'

after a little

he comes

back to his

side o' the

hedge an' calls

out, 'All

ready, Jones?'

"' Yes, sir,'

sings out

Jones, over

at the other

side o' the

field. ' I'll cast off as soon as they pull.'

" ' Right,' says Mr. Walker. ' All you

chaps ready, both sides ? Pull !'

" With that they pulled like all possessed,

Mr. Walker steadying th? rope on his side o'

the hedge an' encouragin' 'em.

" ' That's right.' he said, ' keep a steady

draw on her. She's pullin' now, ain't she ? '

" ' Aye, that she is,' says Bedlow, hangin'

on for all he was worth. ' I shouldn't ha'

thought there could be sich a wind a night

like this.'

' ' Oh, any sort of a little breeze is

terrific, once it gets under a hairyplane,'

says Mr. Walker. ' All right, steady ;

don't jerk. Just a steady, even pull's

what's wanted. This hairyplane o' mine's

worth thousands, and I wouldn't have

it damaged on any account. Hang on

tight; the insurance company pays big

salvage for a job like this.'

' H-how much ?' says Bedlow,

gaspin' an' pullin'.

' Seven an' three - quarters per

cent.,' says Mr. Walker. ' You can

work it all out while you're pullin'.

There's eight

of you. Divide

seven an'

three quarters

by eight, an'

that'll give

you each

man's percent-

age. Steady

on! Keep

pullin', an'

don't slide

into the ditch.

You're doin'

splendid. I

don't wonder

you won the

tug-o'-war to-

day. I'd like

to have a

team o' chaps

like you pull-

in' for me al-

ways.'

"It was

past one in

the mornin'

when they

came out, an'

Mr. Walker

kep' on en-

couragin' em'

an' w o r k i n '

out percentages till it was very near

two and they was half dead. Then he

said :â��

" ' Keep steady, and I'll go and see how

she's gettin' on. P'r'aps me an' my man can

hang the sky-hooks on the safety-valve an'

COME ANl) HOLD MY HAIRYPLANE,' SAYS THE CHAP."
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give you a bit of a rest. But don't stop

pullin' till I tell you.'

" He called out to Jones an' went off to

meet him. Bedlow and the other chaps

hung on somehow an' waited, but they heard

no more of him. After a bit Bedlow sings

out:â��

" ' Mr. Walker ! Mr. Walker !'

" Not a word of answer did they get, but

presently the

voice of Sam

Gill from the

other side o'

the field callin'

out most

pathetic:â��

'"Mr. Wal-

ker ! We can't

stick this here

much longer!'

And Bedlow

cries out

again :â��

'"Mr. Wal-

ker ! Flesh an'

blood can't

stand this no

â�¢more. Is them

sky-hooks hung

on the safety-

valve ? Can't

we take a rest ?'

" Then they

heard Sam Gill

again com-

plain in' most

molloncholy in

the distance,

an' presently

says Bill Wood

behind Bed-

low :â��

" ' This here hairyplane's easin' up. It

don't pull half as hard as it did. P'r'aps the

sky-hooks is hung on the safety-valve.'

" And once more they heard Sam Gill

across the field :â��

" ' D'ye hear. Mr. Walker ? We're a-goin'

to let go !'

" With that the rope went all slack, an'

they stood up and shouted across the hedge

to Sam Gill. It was just beginning to get a

little grey in the sky, and things wasn't so

pitch dark.

" ' 1 can't see no hairyplane,' says Bill

Wood.

" ' I can't see nothin' at all,' says Bedlow.

" An' they couldn't. 'Cause why ? There

was nothin' there. There was no hairyplane,

an' no Mr. Walker, an' no Jones. Nothing

but a precious long rope with half o' the

Padfield tug-o'-war team at each end of it!

" They got over the hedge an' met in the

middle o' the field, and then they all got a

presentiment at once.

" ' Them Codham chaps !' says four of

'em, and ' That side o' bacon!' says all

eight. And with that they runned head-

long. But it were too late.

There was the gas still a-

burnin' an' the winder an'

the door open, but the side

o' bacon were gone, an'

nobody in Padfield ever see

it again. And it was only

when he went to draw some

water in the mornin' that

Bedlow found out that that

there precious long rope

they'd all a-been pullin'

on was the rope out of his

own well.

" There's been more'n

one fight since then when

Codham chaps ha' called

out: ' Mr. Walker ! Can't

we have a rest ?' on

market - days

or what - not.

An' there was

one in the bar

o' this very

house when Jim

Bartrip, the big

chap as slipped

in the Codham

team, came in

an' told Huxon

that if he

didn't know

how to divide

a side o' bacon

into eight fair

parts he could

teach him,

havin' seen it

done quite

lately.

"'Ho w ? '

asks Huxon,

very disputa-

tious.

" ' Cut it all up in rashers an' count 'em

out, you silly chump,' says Jim Bartrip.

" And arter all the aggeravation what I've

been tellin' you, I should think you'd see

why a Padfield man don't want no Codham

chap to ask him about hairyplanes."

"WITH THAT THEY PULLED

LIKK ALL POSSESSED."
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SIT down to write this article

fresh from a walk and a talk

with a typical English Con-

servative of moderate views.

We discussedâ��from opposite

political standpointsâ��the

Chancellor of the Exchequer.

" I hear my political friends," he said,

" talk of Lloyd George as if they would like

to shoot him. But however much one may

hate his views, it is impossible not to recognize

that a man whose name was execrated a dozen

years ago by the majority of English people.

and who turned them right round a few years

later to admiration of his policy and himself,

must be reckoned among our great states-

men."

This magazine addresses a public of all

schools of political thought and of none, but

none of them probably will deny that interest

attaches to what has been in many ways a

phenomenal career. This article is an attempt

to say something of the human side of that

career.

In the summer of 1864 Richard Lloyd, the
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shoemaker of Llanystumdwy, a beautiful

village near the growing seaside town of

Criccieth. in North \Vales, left his home upon

a sad errand. He had had news from his

sister, Mrs. George, in South Wales, of her

husband's death in the prime of his life.

William George died upon a farm which he

was working near Haverfordwest; but he

had been a farmer for only about a year.

Before that he had spent his life as a school-

master, and it was while he was in charge of

a school in Manchester that his son David

Lloyd (his second child) \vas born, on January

17th, 1863. Richard Lloyd was not a rich

man, but he was not too poor to help the

widow and orphans of his kin. When he

came back to Llanystumdwy he brought with

him his sister and her little boy and girl. A

second son was born soon after the father's

death. From that time on the uncle devoted

his life and all his money to these children.

The visitor may still see the cottage at

Llanystumdwy which now became the home

of David Lloyd George. It is a small, sub-

stantial stone house lying on the right-hand

side of the village street as you approach it

by the coast-road from Criccieth. fn those

days a sign hung over the entrance door, with

two boots depicted upon it, together with a

legend in Welsh indicating Richard Lloyd's

readiness to make or repair the boots of the

villagers. On the left, as you entered the

house, was the living-room, a comfortable and

homely room much like the well-ordered

kitchen of the Welsh farmhouse, but built

upon a smaller and less pretentious scale.

Its stone floor and wooden-beamed ceiling,

and the large, inviting hearth which is the

glory of the old country cottage, remain

unchanged to this day. On the other side of

the small passage was the shoemaker's cutting-

room, afterwards converted into a parlour.

A narrow wooden staircase leads to the bed-

rooms, and a pleasant garden lies behind the

house. Adjoining it is the workshop in

which the shoemaker worked. There was a

convenient hole in the wall near the bench

where he sat at work, in which it was his

habit always to keep one or two books, for

every moment he could snatch from his work

was given up to reading. For many years,

and to this very day, Richard Lloyd has

preached for his religious community, the

Disciples of Christ (a primitive body with no

paid ministry), in their chapel at Criccieth,

and while he read, if an idea struck him or

an author's sentiment appealed to him, he

would take his pencil and add to the note

he was preparing for next Sunday's sermon.

He was the oracle of the village. Every

evening a select circle of village politicians

and theologians would gather in his work-

shop and join in informal debates, over which

he ruled by universal consent.

David Lloyd George was sent to the village

school when he was seven years old. The

schoolmaster, David Evans, a fine specimen

of the old type of pedagogue, soon marked

him out for special attention. But he was

so quick at his work that he always had plenty

of time to play, and he was soon the acknow-

ledged leader of the village boys in all adven-

tures. With a dog called Whig, he and his

companions (evading the gamekeepers) used

to hunt hares and rabbits in the woods,

and he led many climbing and bird-nesting

expeditions. Upon a tree at the edge of the

woods, and upon the bridge which spans the

stream intersecting the village, his initials

may be seen, boldly carved early in his school-

boy days.

He was always something of a rebel.

Although he was ordinarily an obedient pupil,

he led a revolt while he was at school against

the powerful forces of the squire and the

Church. Once a year the village squire and

others of the gentry used to come to hear the

school-children repeat the Church Catechism

and the ("reed. David Lloyd George had

heard his uncle condemn this practice of

exhibiting before an audience a confession by

children, who were nearly all Nonconformists,

of an alien faith. He succeeded in organizing

a conspiracy of silence. When the great day

came the squire and rector listened in vain ;

the latter's questions were met by silence.

The schoolmaster, much perturbed, tried his

hand at questioning the class; they were still

dumb, but at last David's younger brother,

too tender-hearted to bear the sight of the

popular master's anguish, gave the expected

answers. The rest of the class followed the

example, and the young rebel was left alone

in his revolt. But, in spite of this temporary

defeat, he had gained a victor}-, for the prac-

tice against which he organized his " strike "

was discontinued.

When David Lloyd George was fourteen a

day came when, to the mystification of the

village, he went away with his uncle for a

week. When they came back the reason was

explained. The village schoolboy had been

taking the first examination of the Law

Society, and was on the way to becoming a

solicitor. This was his first step towards an

ambition which he had kept a secret from

the village for fear of failure. A Liverpool

solicitor, Mr. Thomas Goffey, had been a
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good friend to the family, and the praise of

him which the children had heard from their

mother and uncle had made it the hoy's

ambition to follow in his footsteps. There

were many difficulties in the way. For the

first Law examination some knowledge of

French and Latin was necessary. The boy

THE BIRTHPLACE OF MR. LLOYD GEORGE,

5, NEW YORK PLACE, CHORLTON - UPON -

MEDLOCK, MANCHESTER.

This ia one of the extremely interesting unpublished photo-

graphs which will appear in the second volume of "The

Life of David Lloyd George." published by the Caxton

Publishing Company, Ltd.. and is reproduced here by their

ipecial permission.

HIS MOTHER. could get some help

from his school-

master in Latin,

but none in French.

His uncle came to

his help. Richard

Lloyd knew no-

thing of French or

Latin, but much

may be done with

a grammar and a

dictionary, and two

heads are better

than one. Together

uncle and nephew

plodded through the un-

known territory, spending

long and laborious hours

over difficult pieces of

syntax or evasive idiom.

Sometimes the two other

children would join them

in their work, and the four

between them would pick

their way through an old

copy of jEsop's Fables in

French.

He made another step

in his career when he en-

tered a solicitor's office at

Portmadoc in 1878. Soon

after this he began to be

known as a very fluent

and attractive speaker. It

is told of him that at the

age of two he used to

stand on the stairs and

" preach " to the other

children of the family,

thumping with a stick

upon the stairs in order

to hold the wandering

attention of the congrega-

tion, so that his efforts of

oratory began

early. At that age,

no doubt, his ad-

dresses were in

Welsh, for he

learned English, in

a sense, as a foreign

language, and at

home, and at play

with his school-

fellows, he spoke

only Welsh. There

are few things more

remarkable about

HIS FATHER. his career than the
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way in which, by the time he was a young

man, he had. by assiduous reading, obtained

a mastery of English. In 1882 he joined the

debating society of Portmadoc, and a few

months later made a speech on the war in

Egypt, of which the Car-

narvon Herald said it

would probably have

gained praise had it been

delivered in the House of

Commons. He very early

formed views upon public

questions. Here is an

extract from his diary

which is particularly in-

teresting just now:â��

AnÂ°nsl 1,1879.â��Miss Becker

speaks at Town Hall, Portma-

doc, on Women's Rights. Very

Tew real arguments. She proved

too much, which proved no-

thing. The earth would be a

paradise were women to have

their suffrage. She was rather

sarcastic. Mr. Breese rose to

oppose her, and made a half-

hour speech. Very good. Spoke

in rather a low tone, and so

1 did not understand half his

speech. Miss Becker answered

him, hut did not touch on some

of the arguments. As for my-

self, I do not see why single

women and widows managing property should not

have a voice in the adjustment, etc., of the taxes.

In 1880 he aspired to write, and under the

pseudonym of " Brutus " sent a political

contribution to -the North Wales Express.

The following notes in his diary refer to

this :â��

November i. 1880.â��Do not relish the idea of that

refusal which Editor, overwhelmed with a redundance

of such trash, will have to accord to some of them.

November 5, i8So.â��When I eagerly opened the

North Wales Express this morning I found my own

contribution on same page as leading article. I had

AGED 2j.

Pram n

first of all looked up " Notices to Correspondents,"

expecting to find a refusal of my letter, but disappointed

on the right side.

In 1881, after a first visit to London, he

wrote the following interesting confession of

his ambitions in his

d'ary :â��

November 12.â��Went to Houses

of Parliament. Very much dis-

appointed with them. Grand

buildings outside, but inside

they are crabbed, small, and

su ("locating, especially the House

of Commons. I will not say

but that I eyed the assembly in

a spirit similar to that in which

William the Conqueror eyed

England on -his visit to Edward

the Confessor as the region

of his future domain. Oh,

vanity !

Two years later the diary

contains a passage which

speaks with equal elo-

quence of the young man's

ambitions. In June, 1883,

there was a " fancy fair"

at Carnarvon, "and in con-

nection with it some of

the local litterateurs had

sent in contributions for

a " literary stall," which

aimed at hitting off the celebrities of the

neighbourhood with suitable quotations. The

Carnarvon Herald printed among others this

verse, attached to Mr. Lloyd George's name:â��

When first the college rolls receive his name

The young enthusiast quits his ease for fame ;

Resistless burns the fever of renown.

Caught from the strong contagion of the gown.

Here is what " the young enthusiast " of

twenty wrote in his diary :â��

Tit-bit poetry in Carnarvon and Denbigh Herald

referring to my thirst for renown, etc. Perhaps (?) it

His SISTER.

Pltotograjih.

AN ENTRY IN MR. LLOYD GEORGE'S DIARY, WRITTEN ON HIS FIRST VISIT TO LONDONâ��HE WAS THEN

NEARLY NINETEEN YEARS OLD.
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THE VILLAGE SCHOOL AT

LLANYSTUMDWY WHICH HE

ATTENDED.

From a

THE COTTAGE AT M.ANYS-

TL'MIJWY IN WHICH DAVID

LLOYD GEORGE WAS BROUGHT

UP BY HIS UNCLE.

fVojn a Photoyraph.

will be gratified. I believe il

dc|>en<:ls entirely on \\hat forces

of pluck and industry I can

muster.

'Hie next year he was

admitted a solicitor. In

a letter home he describes

the ceremony:â��

To-day 1 went to Chancery

Lane and got admitted in

regular humdrum fashion. The

ceremony disappointed me. The

Master of the Rolls, so far from

having anything to do with it,

was actually listening to some

Q.C. at the time, and some

fellow of a clerk swore us to a

lawyerly demeanour in our

profession at the back of the

court, and off we shambled to

the Petty Bag Office to sign

the Rolls'.

Soon afterwards he had

his first case, and re-

corded the fact duly in

the diary :â��

1885. January 30.â��Whilst

getting dinner at " Temper-

ance," Price asked me to

defend someone for assault.

This was about 12.20. Saw

parties; rushed down to police-

station by 12.30. Very much

tempted at first to decline to

go altogether, 1 felt so timor-

ous. Got fellow off, to his

immense joy.

A month later, after a

.veck's hard work in the

County Court, he writes:â��

Have gained, in confidence

at least, considerably. Some-

how feel I may make tolerable

advocate.

For a young solicitor

just beginning to build

up a practice in a remote

Vol. xliv.-47.

THE AGE OF SIXTKEN.

>Vofn a

MR. RICHARD LLOYD, HIS UNCLE.

from m 1'if I ,>r >; '.

district of Wales, the

chance of ever entering

Parliament must have

seemed remote. He first

thought of it seriously after

a big public meeting,

addressed by the well-

known Irish M.P., Michael

Davitt, at Blaenau Festin-

iog, in February, 1886.

The chairman had heard of

Lloyd George, and at the

last moment asked him to

propose a vote of thanks

to the speaker. His im-

promptu speech so im-

pressed Michael Davitt

that he advised the young

man to look out for an

opportunity of entering

the House of Commons.

Two things helped to

send him there. One was

the prominence intowhich

he was brought by acting

as a district secretary for

the Anti-Tithe League,

which in 1886 and for

some time afterwards was

very powerful in Wales.

Mr. Lloyd George used to

travel for miles round

addressing open-air meet-

ings against the tithe and

the Establishment, many

of which were attended

by the local clergy. In-

deed, their attendance

was invited, or, at any

rate, provoked, since the

place chosen for the meet-
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ing was usually adjacent to the parsonage

or the Church school. Feeling ran high,

and sometimes there were scenes com-

parable on a small scale to the riot at

Birmingham later on in his career. Once at

a village fair he stood on a beer-barrel, or

some other portable platform, while the local

curate stood on the top of an adjacent wall,

and to the delight of the crowd the two

debated the tithe question. On that occasion

the curate was completely worsted, so far

as the approval of the audience went.

The other great opportunity which came to

him of making his name known in Wales

was the Llanfrothen burial case. In 1888

the rector of Llanfrothen refused to allow

and thirty-six. His opponent was none other

than the squire of his village. Mr. Lloyd

George was elected by a majority of eighteen.

This is not the place to relate details of his

political career, but I may quote some of his

letters, which throw a light on the personal

side of his political life. This was his humorous

confession after his first vote :â��

My first division last night. I voted against bi-

metallism, but I couldn't tell you why.

Later on he wrote to his uncle :â��

I sha'n't speak in the House this side Whitsuntide

holidays. Better not appear too eager, (jet a good

opportunity and make the best of itâ��that's the point.

He got his chance soon afterwards, and

made a very successful maiden speech on

frf^v-*-w4s

/*&^%fiÂ«*KÂ»;JZ

J..*r^~~^,^<f

Â°^ **&, Â«~Wuxx^_/ X

^v, ^ ^L. ^^,

<&&*& t*^*Â£- ^^

LITTER WRITTEN HOME AFTER MAKING .HIS FIRST SPEECH IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

the relatives of an old Nonconformist'quarry-

man who had died to bury him in any part

of the churchyard except a bleak corner

where it was usual to bury suicides. The

dead man's relatives consulted Mr. Lloyd

George, who advised them to defy the rector,

break down the churchyard gate, and bury

their dead in the grave he had desired, beside

the body of his daughter. This was done,

and the rector took proceedings in the County

Court, where, although the jury were against

him, the judge decided in-his favour on a

point of law. On Mr. Lloyd George's advice,

his clients appealed, and won. By the time

the judgment was secured the young solicitor's

fame had spread through the Principality.

In 1889 he was chosen as Liberal candidate

for the Carnarvon Boroughs, where there

was a Conservative majority of a hundred

Compensation to Licensed Victuallers. He

described the occasion in a letter home :â��

I have just spoken for the first time in the House,

and if I am to judge by the cheers I got during the

progress of my speech and immediately after I sat down

and also the congratulations I received, I must have

succeeded with a success equalâ��if not beyondâ��

my very highest expectations.

T W. Russell got up immediately after me and con-

gratulated me upon my maiden speech, " with which

I had charmed the House." The House cheered again

at this. There was a very good audience, and although

at first they appeared to he indifferent, as they generally

are when insignificant members speak, they soonâ��

both sidesâ��listened intently.

In this first speech there was a pungent

criticism of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain who had

not long ceased to be the hope of Radicalism.

It is interesting, in view of the bitter anta-

gonism which grew between these two men,

to read what Lloyd George wrote of Chamber-
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lain when the latter was the idol of advanced

Liberals. The following is from the diary for

December 4th, 1885, when Mr. Lloyd George,

then a young man of twenty-two, was eagerly-

watching the General

Election results: â��

Great Liberal victories in

counties. Very glad of it.

VVm c-.nvinced that this is all

aue to Chamberlain's speeches.

Gladstone had no programme

that would draw at all.

In an article published

in the \orlh Wales Express

in October, 1884, he wrote

of Mr Chamberlain in

words which an enthusi-

astic young Radical might

well apply to Mr. Lloyd

George himself to-day :â��

Mr. Chamberlain is un-

questionably the future leader

of the people. ... He under-

stands the sympathies of his

countrymen. It is therefore

that he speaks intelligibly and

straightforwardly, like a man

who is proud of the opinions

which he holds. He has no

dread of Tory misconstruction.

He does not hedge round his

sentences lest the viper sting

them. He is a Radical, and doesn't care who knows

it as long as the people do. He is convinced that

the aristocracy stands in the way of the development

of the rights of man, and he says so unflinchingly,

though he be howled at as an ill-mannered demagogue

by the whole kennelry of gorged aristocracy, and of

their fawning minions.

Perhaps it was his disappointment at Mr.

Chamberlain's failure to live up to this reputa-

tion that made Mr. Lloyd George one of his

bitterest antagonists.

In the early days of his

Parliamentary career Mr.

Lloyd George bestowed great

time and care upon the pre-

parat ion of his speeches. He

would usually write out very

full notes of his speech, talk

it over with Mrs. Lloyd George,

who, since their marriage, in

1889, has always taken the

keenest interest in his political

ambitions, and by whose judg-

ment and criticisms he has

always set great store, and

then send the notes to his

uncle and his brother for

their consideration. Some of

his early speeches may be

regarded as joint efforts of

this family partnership, en-

AT THE TIME OF HIS FIRST ELECTION

TO PARLIAMENT.

Prom a

MRS. LLOVD GEORGE.

from a I'lmloyruvk til/ K. II. Hill*.

livened and adorned by his own rhetoric

and personality. When it came to delivering

the speech the full notes were discarded, and

a few lines scribbled on two or three scraps

of paper served him for

his most important efforts

in the House or on the

platform. Nowadays his

method is not very dif-

ferent. When he has care-

fully planned the scheme

and headings of a big

speech, the Chancellor

dictates it to a typist.

Then he reads through

the typewritten copy and

alters or amplifies it.

Finally, he boils it down

into a short note, which

gives him the barest head-

lines of his speech, and

delivers it usually in

almost exactly the form

of the first draft.

A facsimile reproduc-

tion of a page of Mr.

Lloyd George's notes of a

speech he delivered at

Aberystwyth in October,

1894, accompanies this article. On that

occasion the notes from which the speech

was delivered finally were on five slips of

paper, the third of which has been chosen

for reproduction. It may interest the reader

amplified in the speech :â�¢â��

We have had members of Parliament in the

past â�� and I will leave you to judge whether

there are any of the tribe still

remainingâ��who calmly called upon

the people to make sacrifices they

never dreamed of emulating them-

selves. They asked tradesmen

to surrender custom which was

probably essential to the success

of their business ; they demanded

that farmers should run the risk

of being turned out of house and

home ; they appealed to workmen

to throw over good employment

and face penury, all for the sake

of principleâ��which, being inter-

preted, generally meant their

return to the House of Commonsâ��

and there were hundreds, if not

thousands, of Welshmen who

responded nobly to that appeal.

I am now in a country where

scores of brave peasants chose to

be evicted from homes rendered

dear to them by every tie of

memory and association, and to be

turned adrift on to the roadside,

rather than flinch in the cause of
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freedom. But how about (he representatives who

profited by all this patriotism ? How did they

requite it ? I am told that the way the Chinese

generals lead an army in battle is by lying in Sedan-

chairs . in the rear and sending directions to the

army in front how to face the foe. The officers

get the cushions, the case, and the glory; the rank

and file get nothing but the bullets, the sword-

. cuts, and the hardships. What marvel is it that

such generalship has resulted in nothing but disaster ?

It will be seen from what has been written

above that David Lloyd George's relations

have played a great part in his life. It is,

indeed, perhaps the most inspiring feature

of his private life, as I have tried to show

in the biography which the Caxton Publishing

to give up his profession and devote himself

wholly to politics. Mr. Lloyd George, on

his side, has always regarded his family

at Criccieth as partners with him in an

enterprise which has happened to throw

him into the light of publicity while they

have remained in comparative obscurity.

He has never grown away from his old

home.

Perhaps it is the unaffected simplicity of

his manner which is his chief charm in private

life. His old friends at Llanystumdwy, the

farmers and shopkeepers of the place, feel

towards him and he feels towards them

NOTES FOR A SPEECH DELIVERED AT ABERYSTWYTH.

Company published the other day, that all

his family seem to have formed themselves

into a league for his advancement. His

uncle was in the truest sense a second father

to him. His wife has never thought any-

thing a sacrifice which has helped to win him

fame. His brotherâ��then junior partner in

the firm of Lloyd George and Georgeâ��

uncomplainingly did the work of two in the

early days of the senior partner's career,

when his Parliamentary duties took him

away from the office for a great part of

the year, and long before he had been able

just as in the old days when they hunted

hares together, and when he used to tell

them wonderful romances of his own

composition. Then they looked up to him

as a leader, and so they do now, but there is

no subservience in their attitude, or patron-

age in his. They always knew he was a

wonderful fellow, and now the slow English

have found it outâ��that, I think, is their

view of the thing. To see him on his

native heath, with his little daughter

Megan by his side, is, I suppose, to see

him at his happiest.



The Joyous Adventures

or Anstide Pujol.
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Illustrated by Alec Ball.

ix.â��The Adventure of a St. Martins Summer.

Y good friend Blessington,

who is a mighty man in the

Bordeaux wine trade, hap-

pening one day to lament the

irreparable loss of a deceased

employe, an Admirable Crich-

ton of a myriad accomplish-

ments and linguistic attainments, whose

functions it had been, apparently, to travel

about between London, Bordeaux, Marseilles,

and Algiers, I immediately thought of a

certain living and presumably unemployed

paragon of my acquaintance.

" I know the very man you're looking for-,"

said I.

" Who is he ? "

" He's a kind of human firework," said I,

" and his name is Aristide Pujol."

I sketched the manâ��in my desire to do a

good turn to Aristide, perhaps in exaggerated

colour.

" Let me have a look at him," said Blessing-

ton.

By good luck my telegram, sent off about

four o'clock, found him at 2i3bis, Rue

Saint-Honore. He had just returned to

Paris after some mad dash for fortune (he

told me afterwards a wild and disastrous

story of a Russian Grand Duke, a dancer,

and a gold-mine in the Dolomites), and had

resumed the dreary conduct of the Agence

Pujol at the Hotel du Soleil et de 1'Ecosse,

his stand-by in times of need. My summons

being imperative, he abandoned the Agence

Pujol as a cat jumps off a wall, and, leaving

the guests of the hotel guideless, to the

indignation of M. Bocardon, whom he had

served this trick several times before, paid

his good landlady, Mme. Bidoux, what he

owed her, took a third-class ticket to London,

bought, lunatic that he was, a ripe Brie

cheese, a foot in diameter, a present for myself,

which he carried in his hand most of the

journey, and turned up at my house at eight

Copyright, 1912, by William J. Lock

o'clock the next morning with absolutely

empty pockets and the happiest and most

fascinating smile that ever irradiated the

face of man. As a matter of fact, he burst

his way past my scandalized valet into my

bedroom and woke me up.

" Here I am, my dear friend, and here is

something PYench which you like that I have

brought you." And he thrust the Brie

cheese under my nose.

If you were awakened by a ripe Brie cheese

an hour before your time you, would say

more or less what I did. Aristifle sat at the

fpot of the bed and laughed till the tears ran

down his beard.

As soon as it was decent I sent him into

the City to interview Blessington. Three

hours afterwards he returned more radiant

than ever. He threw himself into my arms,

and, before I could disentangle myself, he

kissed me on both cheeks.

" Me void," said he, " accredited repre-

sentative of the great Maison Dulau et Com-

pagnie. I have hundreds of pounds a year.

I go about. I watch. I control. I see that

the great British public can assuage its thirst

with the pure juice of the grape and not with

the dregs of a laboratory. I taste vintages.

I count barrels. I enter them in books. I

smile at Algerian vine-growers and say,

' Ha, ha ! none of your petite piquelte frelatSe

for me, but good, sound wine.' It is diplo-

macy. It is as simple as kissing hands. And

I have a substantial income. Now I can be

un ban bourgeois instead of a stray cat.

And all due to you, man cher ami. I am

grateful. You believe me ? Say you believe

me."

He looked at me earnestly.

" I do, old chap," said I.

I had known Aristide for some years, and

in all kinds of little ways he had continuously

manifested his gratitude for the trifling service

I had involuntarily rendered him, at our

e. in the United Staler of America.
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first meeting, in delivering him out of the

hands of the horrific Mme. Gougasse. That

gratitude is the expectation of favours to

come was, in the case of Aristide, a cynical

and inapplicable proposition. And here, as

this (so far as I can see) is the last of Aristide's

adventures I have to relate, let me make an

honest and considered statement.

During the course of an interesting and

fairly prosperous life I have made many

delightful Bohemian, devil-may-care acquaint-

ances, but among them all Aristide stands as

" Exactly."

" I will read the Times and buy a family

Bible," said Aristide.

A week after he had taken up his work in

the City, under my friend Blessington, I saw

the delighted and prosperous man again. It

was a Saturday, and he came to lunch at my

house.

" Tiens," said he, when he had recounted

"ARISTIDE SAT AT THE FOOT OF THE BED AND LAIH;HKD TILL THE TEARS RAN DOWN HIS BEARD."

the one bright star who has never asked me

to lend him money. I have offered it times

without number, but he has refused. I

believe that there is no man living to whom

Aristide is in debt. In the depths of the man's

changeling and feckless soul was a principle

which has carried him untarnished through

many a wild adventure. If he ever accepted

money it was always for what he honestly

thought was value received.

" The only thing I would suggest, if you'll

allow me to," said I, " is not to try to make

the fortune of Messrs. Dulau and Co. by some

dazzling but devastating coup of your own."

He looked at me in his bright, shrewd way.

" You think it time I restrained my

imagination ? "

his success in the office, " it is four years

since I was in England."

" Yes," said I, with a jerk of memory.

" Time passes quickly."

" It is three years since I lost little Jean."

" Who is little Jean ? " I asked.

" Did I not tell you when I saw you last

in Paris ? "

" No."

" It is strange. I have been thinking

about him and my heart has been aching for

him all the time. You must hear. It is

most important."

He lit a cigar and began.

It was then that he told me the story

which I have already related in these

chronicles (" The Adventure of the Found-
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ling ")â��how he was scouring France in a

ramshackle automobile as the peripatetic

vender of a patent corn cure, and found a

babe of nine months lying abandoned in

the middle of that strange, silent road through

the wilderness between Salon and Aries ; how,

instead of delivering it over to the authorities,

he adopted it and carried it about with him

from town to town, a motor accessory some-

times embarrassing, but always divinely

precious ; how an evil day came upon him

at Aix-en-Provence, when, the wheezing

automobile having uttered its last gasp, he

found his occupation gone ; how, no longer

being able to care for le petit Jean, he left

him with a letter and half his fortune outside

the door of a couple of English maiden ladies

who. staying in the same hotel, had manifested

great interest in the baby and himself; and

how, in the dead of night, he had tramped

away from Aix-en-Provence in the rain, his

pockets light and his heart as heavy as lead.

" And I have never heard of my little Jean

again," said Aristide.

" Why didn't you write ? " I asked.

" I knew their nameâ��Honey wood ; Miss

Janet was the elder, Miss Anne the younger.

But the name of the place they lived at I

have never been able to remember. It was

near Londonâ��they used to come up by train

to matinies and afternoon concerts. But the

name " He leaped to his feet in his

unexpected, startling way, and pounced on a

Bradshaw's RailwayGuide lying on my library-

table. " Imbecile, pig, triple ass that I am !

Why did I not think of this before ? " He

turned over the pages feverishly. " It is

near London. If I look through all the

stations near London on every line I shall

find it."

" All right," said I. " Go ahead."

I lit a cigarette and took up a novel. I

had not read very far when a sudden uproar

from the table caused me to turn round.

Aristide danced and flourished the Bradshaw

over his head.

" Chislehurst ! Chislehurst ! Ah, man ami,

now I am happy. Now I have found my

little Jean. You will forgive me, but I must

go now and embrace him."

He held out his hand.

" Where are you off to ? " I demanded.

" To Chislehurst. Where else ? "

" My dear fellow," said I, rising, " do you

seriously suppose the two English maiden

ladies have taken on themselves the respon-

sibility of that foreign brat's upbringing ? "

" Man Dieu I " said he, taken aback for the

moment, no other hypothesis having entered

his head. Then, with a wide gesture, he flung

the preposterous idea to the winds. " Of

course. They have hearts, these English

women. They have maternal instincts. They

have money." He looked at the Bradshaw

again, then at his watch. " I have just time

to catch a train. Au revoir, man vieux."

" But," I objected, " why don't you write ?

It's the natural thing to do."

" Write ? Bah ! Did you ever hear of a

Provencal writing when he could talk ? "

He tapped his jaw, and in an instant, like a

whirlwind, he passed from my ken.

Aristide, on his arrival at Chislehurst,

looked about the pleasant, leafy placeâ��it

was a bright October afternoon, and the

wooded hill-side blazed in russet and goldâ��

and decided it was the perfect environment

for Miss Janet and Miss Anne, to say nothing

of little Jean. A neat red-brick house, with

a trim garden in front of it, looked just the

kind of house wherein Miss Janet and Miss

Anne would live. He rang the bell. A

parlour-maid, in spotless black and white,

opened the door.

" Miss Honeywood ? " he inquired.

" No one of that name lives here/' said the

parlour-maid.

" Who does live here ? "

" Colonel Brabazon."

" And where do the two Miss Honey woods

live ? " he asked, with his engaging smile.

But English suburban parlour-maids are

on their guard against smiles, no matter how

engaging. She prepared to shut the door.

" I don't know."

" How can I find out ? "

" You might inquire among the tradesmen."

" Thank you, mademoiselle. You are a

most intelligent youngâ��

The door was shut in his face. Aristide

frowned. She was a pretty parlour-maid,

and Aristide did not like to be so haughtily

treated by a pretty woman. But his quest

being little Jean, and not the eternal feminine,

he took the maid's advice and made inquiries

at the prim and respectable shops.

" Oh, yes," said a comely young woman in

a fragrant baker's and confectioner's. " They

were two ladies, weren't they ? They lived

at Hope Cottage. We used to supply them.

They left Chislehurst two years ago."

" I am disappointed," said Aristide.

" Where did they go to ? "

" I'm sure I can't tell you."

" Do you remember if they had a baby ? "

" They were maiden ladies," said the young

woman, rebukingly.
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" But anybody tan keep a baby without

being its father or mother. I want to know

what has become of the baby."

The young woman gazed through the

window.

" You had better ask the policeman."

" That's an idea," said Aristide, and,

leaving her, he caught up the passing con-

stable.

The constable knew nothing of maiden

ladies with a baby, but he directed him to

Hope Cottage. He found a pretty, half-

timber house lying back from the road, with a

neat semicircular gravelled path leading to a

porch covered thick with Virginia creeper. He

rang the bell and interviewed another trim

parlour-maid. More susceptible to smiles

than the former, she summoned her master, a

kindly, middle-aged man, who came out

into the porch. Yes, Honeywood was the

name of the previous tenants. Two ladies,

he believed. He had never seen them, and

knew nothing about a child. Messrs. Tomkin

and Briggs, the estate agents, in the Higli

Street, could no doubt give him informa-

tion. Aristide thanked him and made his

way to Messrs. Tomkin and Briggs. A

dreary, spectacled youth in resentful charge

of the officeâ��his principals, it being a

Saturday afternoon, were golfing the happy-

hours awayâ��professed blank ignorance of

everything. Aristide fixed him with his

glittering eye, flickered his fingers, and

spoke richly. The youth, in a kind of

mesmeric trance, took down a battered,

dog's-eared book and turned over the pages.

" ' Honeywood â�¢â��Missâ��Beverley - Stokeâ��

near St. Albansâ��Herts.' That's it," said he.

" I thank you very much, my young friend,"

said Aristide, raising his hat, " and here is

something to buy a smile with."

And, leaving a sixpence on the table to

shimmer before the youth's stupefied eyes,

Aristide strutted out of the office.-

" You had much better have written,"

said I, when he came back and told me of

his experiences. " The Post Office would

have done all that for you."

" You have no idea of business, man cher

ami." (I, a successful tea-broker of twenty-

five years' standing ! The impudence of the

fellow !) " If I had written to-day, the letter

would have reached Chislehurst on Monday

morning. It would be re-directed and reach

Hertfordshire on Tuesday. I should not get

any news till Wednesday. I go down to

Beverley-Stoke to-morrow, and then I find

at once Miss Janet and Miss Anne and my little

Jean. The secret of business, my friendâ��and

I am a business man, the accredited repre-

sentative of Dulau et Compagnie, never forget

thatâ��the secret of business is, no delay."

He darted across the room to Bradshaw.

" For Heaven's sake," sakl, IÂ» " put that

nightmare of perpetual motion in your

pocket and go mad over it in the privacy

of your own chamber."

" Very good," said he, tucking the brain-

convulsing volume under his arm. " I will

put it on top of the Times and the family

Bible, and I will say, ' Ha, now I am British ;

now I am truly respectable.' What else can

I do ? "

" Rent a pew in a Baptist chapel," said f.

After a three-mile trudge from St. Albans,

Aristide, following directions, found himself

on a high road running through the middle of

a straggling common, populated chiefly by

geese, who. when he halted in some perplexity

â��for on each side, beyond the green, were

indications of a human settlementâ��advanced

in waddling flocks towards him and signified

their disapproval of his presence. A Sunday-

fied youth in a rainbow tie rode past on a

bicycle. Aristide took off his hat. The

youth nearly fell off the bicycle, but British

doggedness saved him from disaster.

" Beverley-Stoke ? Will you have the

courtesy "

" Here," said the youth, with a circular

twist of his head, and, eager to escape from a

madman, he rode on furiously.

Aristide looked to left and right at the little

houses beyond the greenâ��some white and

thatched and dilapidated, others horribly new

and perky, but all poor and insignificant.

As his eyes became accustomed to the scene

they grew aware of human forms dotted

sparsely about the common. He struck

across and accosted one, an elderly woman

with a Prayer Book. Miss Honeywood ? A

lady from London ? That house over there

â��the third beyond the poplar.

Aristide made for the third house past the

poplar. First there was a plank bridge across

a grass-grown ditch, then a tiny patch of

garden, then a humble whitewashed cottage

with a small leaded casement-window on

each side of the front door. Unlike Hope

Cottage, it did not look at all the residence of

Miss Janet and Miss Anne. Its appearance,

indeed, was woebegone. Aristide, however,

went up to the door, and, as there was neither

knocker nor bell, rapped with his knuckles.

The door opened, and there, poorly dressed

in blouse and skirt, stood Miss Anne.
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She regarded him for a moment in a

bewildered way, and then, recognizing him,

drew back into the stone-flagged passage

with a sharp cry.

" You ? Youâ��Mr. Pujol ? "

" Out, mademoiselle, c'est mot. It is I,

Aristide Pujol ! "

She put her hand on her bosom.

" It is rather a shock, seeing youâ��so

unexpectedly. Will you come in ? "

She led the way into a tiny parlour, very

clean, very simple with its furniture of old

oak and brass, and bade him sit. She looked

a little older than when he had seen her at

Aix-en-Provence. A few lines had marred

the comely face, and there was here and there

a touch of grey in the reddish hair, and,

though still buxom, she had grown thinner.

Care had set its stamp upon her.

" Mademoiselle," said Aristide, " it is on

account of little Jean that I have come "

She turned on him swiftly. " Not to take

him away ? "

" Then he is here ! " He jumped to his

feet and wrung both her hands and kissed

them, to her great embarrassment. " Ah,

mademoiselle, I knew it. I felt it. When

such an inspiration comes to a man it is the

ban Dieu Who sends it. He is here, actually

here, in this house ? "

" Yes/' said Miss Anne.

Aristide threw out his arms.

" Let me see him. Ah, le cher petit ! I have

been yearning after him for three years. It

was my heart that I ripped out of my body

that night and laid at your threshold "

" Hush ! " said Miss Anne, with interrupting

gesture. " You mustn't talk so loud. He

is asleep in the next room. You mustn't

wake him. He is very ill.''

" 111 ? Dangerously ill ? "

" I'm afraid so."

" Man Dieu I" said he, sitting down again

on the oak settle.

To Aristide the emotion of the moment

was always overwhelming. His attitude

betokened deepest misery and dejection.

" And I who expected to see him full of

joy and health ! "

" It is not my fault, Mr. Pujol," said Miss

Anne.

He started.

" Mais, non. How could it be ? You

loved him when you first set eyes on him at

Aix-en-Provence."

Miss Anne began to cry.

" Heaven knows," said she, " what I would

do without him. The dear mite is all that is

left to me."

Vol. Â«iiv.-4a

" All ? But there is your sister, the dear

Miss Janet."

Miss Anne's eyes were hidden in her hand-

kerchief.

" My poor sister died last year, Mr. Pujol."

" I am very sorry. I did not know," said

Aristide. gently.

There was a short silence.

" It was a great sorrow to you," he said.

" It was God's will," said Anne. Then,

after another pause, during which she dried

her eyes, she strove to smile. " Tell me

about yourself. How do you come to be

here ? "

Aristide replied in a hesitating way. He

was in the presence of grief and sickness and

trouble ; the Provencal braggadocio dropped

from him, and he became the essentially

simple and childish creature that he was.

He accounted very truthfully, very convin-

cingly for his queer life, for his abandonment

of little Jean, for his silence, for his sudden

and unexpected appearance. During the

ingenuous apologia pro vita sua Miss Annu

regarded him with her honest candour.

" Janet and I both understood," she said.

" Janet was gifted with a divine comprehen-

sion and pity. The landlady of the hotel, I

remember, said cruel things about you, but

we didn't believe them. We felt that you

were a good man ; no one but a good man

could have written that letterâ��we cried over

it. And when she tried to poison our minds

we said to each other : ' What does it matter ?

Here God in His mercy has given us a child.'

But, Mr. Pujol, why didn't you take us into

your confidence ? "

" My dear Miss Anne," said Aristide, " we

of the South do things impulsively, by

lightning flashes. An idea comes suddenly.

I Ian ! we carry it out in two seconds. We

are not the less human than the Northerner

who reflects for two months."

" That is almost what my dear, wise Janet

told me," said Miss Anne.

" Then you know in your heart," said

Aristide, after a while, " that if I had not been

only a football at the feet of Fortune, I should

never have deserted little Jean ? "

" I do, Mr. Pujol. My sister and I have

been footballs, too," she added, with a change

of tone. " You tell me you saw our dear

home at Chislehurst ? "

" Yes," said Aristide.

" And you see this. There is a difference."

" What has happened ? " asked Aristide.

She told him the commonplace, pathetic

story. Their father had left them shares in

the company of which he had been managing
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director. For many years they had enjoyed

a comfortable income. Then the company

had become a bankrupt concern, and only a

miserable ninety pounds a year had been

saved from the wreckage. The cottage at

Beverley-Stoke belonging to themâ��it had

been their mother's â�� they had migrated

thither with their fallen fortunes and little

Jean. And then Janet had died. She was

delicate and unaccustomed to privation and

discomfort â�� and the cottage had its dis

advantages. She, Anne, herself was as strong

as a horse, and had never been ill in her life,

but others were not quite so hardy.

Miss Anne went on to talk of Jean, a miracu-

lous infant of infinite graces and accomplish-

ments. Up to now he had been the sturdiest

and merriest fellow.

" At nine months old he saw that life was

a big joke," said Aristide. " How he used

to laugh ! "

" There's not much laugh left in him, poor

darling," she sighed. And she told how he had

caught a chill which had gone to his lungs,

and how the night before last she thought she

had lost him.

She sat up and listened.

" Will you excuse me for a moment ? "

She went out, and presently returned,

standing at the doorway.

" He is still asleep. Would you like to see

him ? Only "-â��she put her fingers to her

lipsâ��" you must be very, very quiet."

He followed her into the next room and

looked about him shyly, recognizing that it

was Miss Anne's own bedroom, and there,

lying in a little cot beside the big bed, he saw

the sleeping child, his brown face flushed

with fever. He had a curly shock of black

hair and well-formed features. An old

woolly lamb, nose to nose with him, shared

his pillow. Aristide drew from his pocket a

Teddy-bear, and, having asked Miss Anne's

permission with a glance, laid it down gently

on the coverlid.

His eyes were wet when they returned to

the parlour. So were Miss Anne's. The

Teddy-bear was proof of the simplicity of

his faith in her.

After a while, conscious of hunger, he rose

to take leave. He must be getting back to

St. Albans. But might he be permitted to

come back later in the afternoon ? Miss

Anne reddened. It outraged her sense of

hospitality to send a guest away from her

house on a three-mile walk for food ; and

yet

" Mr. Pujol," she said, bravely, " I would

ask you to stay to luncheon if I had anything

to offer you. But I am single-handed, and,

with Jean's illness, I haven't given much

thought to housekeeping. The woman who

does some of the rough work won't be back

till six. But I hate to let you go all those

miles I am so distressed "

" But, mademoiselle," said Aristide, " you

have some bread. You have water. It has

been a banquet many a day to me, and this

time it would be the most gracious banquet

of all."

" I can do a little better than that," faltered

Miss Anne. " There are plenty of eggs, and

there is bacon "

" Eggsâ��bacon ? " cried Aristide, his bright

eyes twinkling and his hands going up in the

familiar gesture. " That is superb. Tiens,

you shall not do the cooking ; you shall not.

I will make you an omeletteâ��an omelette au

lard. Ah ! "â��he kissed the tip of his fingerâ��

" such an omelette as you have not eaten

since you were in Franceâ��and even there

I doubt whether you have ever eaten an

omelette like mine." His soul simmering

with omelettes, he darted towards the door.

" The kitchenâ��it is this way ? "

" But, Mr. Pujol " Miss Anne laughed,

protestingly.

Who could be angry with the vivid and

impulsive creature ?

" It is the room opposite Jean'sâ��hein 1 "

She followed him into the clean little

kitchen, half amused, half flustered. Already

he had hooked off the top of the kitchen

range.

" Ah, a good fire. And your frying-pan ? "

He dived into the scullery.

" Please don't be in such a hurry," she

pleaded. " You will have made the omelette

before I've had time to lay the cloth, and it

will get cold. Besides, I want to learn how

to do it."

" Trk Men," said Aristide, laying down the

frying-pan. " You shall see how it is made

â��the omelette of the universe."

So he helped Miss Anne to lay the cloth on

the gate-legged table in the parlour, and to

set it out with bread and butter and the end

of a tinned tongue and a couple of bottles of

stout; after which they went back to the

kitchen, where, in a kind of awe, she watched

him shred the bacon and break the eggs

with his thin, skilful fingers and perform his

magic with the frying-pan and turn out the

great golden creation into the dish.

" Now," said he, pushing her in his enthu-

siasm, " a table, while it is hot."

Miss Anne laughed. The light sparkled

once more in her eyes, and the pink of her
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naturally florid complexion glowed on her

cheek, as they sat down to table.

" It is I who help it," said Aristide.

" G<mtf"-moi fa."

" HK PEKKORMKD HIS MAl'.IC WITH THK KRYING-PAN.

He passed the plate, and waited with the

artist's expectation for her tasting.

" It's delicious."

It was, indeed, the perfection of omelette,

all its suave juiciness contained in a film as

fine as gold-beater's skin.

" Yes, it's good."

He was delighted, child-like, at the success

of his cookery. His gaiety kept the careworn

woman in rare laughter during the meal.

She lost all consciousness that he was a

strange man plumped down suddenly in the

midst of her old-maidish existenceâ��and a

strange man, too, who had once behaved in a

most outrageous fashion. But that was ever

the way of Aristide. The moment you

yielded to his attraction he made you feel

that you had known him for years. He

fascinatingly possessed you.

" Miss Anne," said he, smoking a cigarette

at her urgent invitation, " is there a good

woman in Beverley-Stoke with whom I could

lodge ? "

She gasped.

" You lodge in Beverley-Stoke ? "

" Why, yes," said Aristide. as if it were the

most natural thing

in the world. " I

am engaged in the

City from ten to

five every day. I

can't come here

and go back to

London every

night, and I can't

stay a whole week

without seeing

little Jean. And

I have my duty to

Jean. I stand to

him in the relation

of a father. I must

help you to nurse

him and make him

better. I must give

him soup and

apples and ice-

creams "

" You would kill

the darling in five

minutes," said Miss

Anne.

He waved his

forefinger in the

air.

" No, no; I have

nursed the sick in

my time. My dear

friend,'' said he,

with a change of tone, " when did you go

to bed last ? "

" I don't know," she answered, in some

confusion. " The district nurse has helped

me, and the doctor has been very good.

Jean has turned the corner now. Please
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don't worry. And as for your coming to

live down here, it's absurd."

" Of course, if you formally forbid me to do

so, mademoiselle, and if you don't wish to

see me

" How can you say a thing like that ?

Haven't I shown you to-day that you are

welcome ? "

" Dear Miss Anne," said he, " forgive me.

But what is that great, vast town of London

to me who know nobody there ? Here in

this tiny spot is concentrated all I care for

in the world. Why shouldn't I live in it ? "

" You would be so dreadfully uncomfort-

able," said Miss Anne, weakly.

"Bah!" cried Aristide. "You talk of

discomfort to an old client of 1'Hotel de la

Belle Etoile ? "

" The Hotel of the Beautiful Star ? Where

is that ? " asked the innocent lady.

" Wherever you like," said Aristide. " Your

bed is on dry leaves, and your bed-curtains, if

you demand luxury, are a hedge, and your

ceiling, if you are fortunate, is ornamented

with stars."

She looked at him wide-eyed, in great

concern.

" Do you mean that you have ever been

homeless ? "

He laughed.

" I think I've been everything imaginable,

except married."

"Hush!" she said. "Listen!" Her

keen ear had caught a child's cry. " It's

Jean. 1 must go."

She hurried out. Aristide prepared to

light another cigarette, but a second before

the application of the flaming match an idea

struck him. He blew out the match, replaced

the cigarette in his case, and, with a dexterity

which revealed the professional of years ago,

began to clear the table. He took the things

noiselessly into the kitchen, shut the door,

and, master of the kitchen and scullery,

washed up. Then, the most care-free creature

in the world, he stole down the stone passage

into the wilderness of Beverley-Stoke.

An hour afterwards he knocked at the

front door. Anne Honeywood admitted him.

" I have arranged with the good Mrs.

Buttershawâ��she lives a hundred yards down

the road. I bring my baggage to-morrow

evening."

Anne regarded him with humorous help-

lessness.

" I can't prevent you," she said, " but I

can give you one piece of advice."

" What is it ? "

" Don't wash up for Mrs. Buttershaw."

So it came to pass that Aristide Pujol took

up his residence at Beverley-Stoke, trudging

every morning three miles to catch his

business train at St. Albans, and trudging

back every evening three miles to Beverley-

Stoke. Every morning he ran into the cottage

for a sight of little Jean, and every evening,

after a digestion-racking meal prepared by

Mrs. Buttershaw, he went to the cottage,

armed with toys and weird and injudicious

food for little Jean, and demanded an account

of the precious infant's doings during the

day. Gradually Jean recovered of his con-

gestion, being a sturdy child, and, to Aristide's

delight, resumed the normal life of childhood.

" Moi, je suis papa," said Aristide. " He

has got to speak French, and he had better

begin at once. It is absurd that anyone born

between Salon and Aries should not speak

French and Provenfal ; but I'll leave Pro-

ven9al till later. Moi, je suis papa. Jean,

say 'papa.'"

" I don't quite see how he can call you that,

Mr. Pujol," said Anne, with the suspicion of a

flush on her cheek.

" And why not ? Has the poor child any

other papa in the whole wide world ? And,

at four years old, not to have a father is

heart-breaking. Do you want us to biing

him up as an orphan ? No, you sha'n't be an

orphan, nwn brave," he continued, bending

over the child and putting the little hands

against his bearded face. " You couldn't

bear such a calamity, could you ? And so

you will call me ' papa.' "

" Papa," said Jean, with a grin.

" There, he has settled it," said Aristide.

"Moi,je suis papa. And you, mademoiselle ? "

" I am Auntie Anne," she replied, demurely.

Saturday afternoons and Sundays were

Aristide's days of delight. He could devote

himself entirely to Jean. The thrill of the

weeks when he had paraded the child in the

market-places of France while he sold his

corn cure again ran through his veins. The

two rows of cottages separated by the common,

which was the whole of Beverley-Stoke,

became too small a theatre for his parental

pride. He bewailed the loss of his beautiful

automobile that had perished of senile decay

at Aix-en-Provence. If he only had it now,

he could exhibit Jean to the astonished eyes

of St. Albans, Watfordâ��nay, London itself.

" I wish I could take him to Dulau and

Company," said he.

" Good heavens !" cried Miss Anne, in

alarm, for Aristide was capable of everything.

" What in the world would you do with him

there ? "
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" What would I do with him ? " replied

Aristide, picking the child up in his armsâ��the

three were strolling on the common. " Par-

bleu, I would use him to strike the staff of

Dulau and Company green with envy. Do

you think the united efforts of the whole lot

of them, from the good Mr. Blessington to

the office-boy, could produce a hero like

this ? You are a hero, Jean, aren't you ? "

" Yes, papa," said Jean.

" He knows it ! " shouted Aristi4e, with a

delighted gesture which nearly cast Jean to

the circumambient geese. " Miss Anne, we

have the most wonderful child in the

universe."

This, as far as Anne was concerned, was a

proposition which for the past three years

she had regarded as incontrovertible. She

smiled at Aristide, who smiled at her, and

Jean, seeing them happy, smiled largely at

them both.

In a very short time Aristide, who could

magically manufacture boats and cocks and

pigs and giraffes out of bits of paper, who could

bark like a dog and quack like a duck, who

could turn himself into a horse or a bear at a

minute's notice, whose pockets were a peren-

nial mine of infantile ecstasy, established

himself in Jean's mind as a kind of tame,

necessary, and beloved jinn. Being a loyal

little soul, the child retained his affection

for Auntie Anne, but he was swept off his

little feet by his mirific parent. The time

came when, if he was not dressed in his

tiny woollen jersey and breeches, and had

not his nose glued against the parlour-

window, in readiness to scramble to the

front door for Aristide's morning kiss, he

would have thought that chaos had come

again. And Anne, -humouring the child,

hastened to get him washed and dressed in

time ; until at last, so greatly was she

affected by his obsession, she got into the

foolish habit of watching the clock and saying

to herself, " In another minute he will be

here," or " He is a minute late. What can

have happened to him ? "

So Aristide, in his child-like way, found

remarkable happiness in Beverley-Stoke. A

very wet summer had been followed by a

dry and mellow autumn. Aristide waxed

enthusiastic over the English climate and

rejoiced in the mild country air. He was also

happy under my friend Blessington, who

spoke of him to me in glowing terms. At the

back of all Aristide's eccentricities was the

Provencal peasant's shrewdness. He realized

that for the first time in his life he had taken

up a sound and serious avocation. Also he was

no longer irresponsible. He had found little

Jean ; Jean's future was in his hands. Jean

was to be an architectâ��goodness knows why,

but Aristide settled it, definitely, offhand.

He would have to be educated.

" And, my dear friend," said he, when we

were discussing Jean (and for months I heard

nothing but Jean, Jean, Jean, so that I loathed

the brat until I met the brown-skinned,

black-eyed, merry little wretch, and fell, like

everybody else, fatuously in love with him)

â��" my dear friend," said he, " an architect,

to be the architect that I mean Jean to be,

must have universal knowledge. He must

know the first word of the classic, the last

word of the modern. He must be steeped in

poetry, his brain must vibrate with science.

He must be what you call in England a

gentleman. He must go to one of your great

public schoolsâ��Eton, Winchester, Rugby,

Harrow (you see, I know them all)â��he must

go to Cambridge or to Oxford. Ah, I tell

you, he is to be a big man. I, Aristide Pujol,

did not pick him up on that deserted road, in

the Arabia Petrea of Provence, between Salon

and Aries, for nothing. He was wrapped, as

I have told you, in an old blanket, and,

ma foi, it smelt bad, and I dressed him in my

pyjamas and made a Neapolitan cap for him

out of one of my socks. The ban Dieu sent

him, and I shall arrange just as the ban Dieu

intended. Poor Miss Anne Honcywood, with

her ninety pounds a year, what can she do ?

Pouf 1 It is for me to look after the future of

little Jean."

By means of such discourse he convinced

Miss Anne that Jean was predestined to

greatness, and that Providence had appointed

him, Aristide, as the child's agent in advance.

Very much bewildered by his riotous flow of

language, and very reluctant to sacrifice her

woman's pride, she agreed to allow him to

contribute towards Jean's upbringing.

So, I repeat, Aristide was entirely happy.

His waking dreams were of the four-year-old

child. The glad anticipation of the working

day in Great Tower Street, E.G., was the

evening welcome from the simple but capable

gentlewoman, and the sense of home and

intimacy in her little parlour, no bigger than

the never-entered and nerve-destroying salon

of his parents at Aigues-Mortes, but

smiling with the grace of old oak and faded

chintz. At Aigues-Mortes the salon was a

comfortless, tasteless convention, set apart

for the celebration of baptisms and marriages

and deaths, a pride and a terror to the

inhabitants. But here everything seemed to

be as much a warm bit of Anne Honeywood
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as the tortoiseshell combs in her hair and the

square of Brussels lace that rose and fell on

the generous bosom of her old, old evening

frock. For, you see, since she expected a

gentleman visitor in the evenings, Anne had

taken to dressing for her sketch of a dinner.

For all her struggle with poverty, she had

retained the charm that three years before

had made her touch upon Jean seem a con-

secration to the impressionable man. And

now that he entered more deeply into her

life and thoughts, he found himself in fragrant

places that were very strange to him. He

discovered, too, with some surprise, that a

man who has been at fierce grips with Fortune

all his life, from ten to forty, is ever so little

tired in spirit and is glad to rest. In the

tranquillity of Anne Honeywood's presence

questioningly. Was anything the matter

with Jean ? But Jean answered the question

for himself by running down the passage and

springing like a puppy into Aristide's arms.

Anne turned her face away, as if the sight

pained her, and, pleading a headache and

the desire to lie down, she left the two

together.

Returning after a couple of hours with

the tea-tray, she found them on the floor,

breathlessly absorbed in the erection of card

"BREATHLESSLY ABSORBED IN THE ERECTION

OF CARD PAGODAS."

his soul was singularly at peace. He also

wondered why Anne Honeywood seemed to

grow younger and, in her gentle fashion,

more laughter-loving every day.

The St. Martin's summer lasted to the

beginning of December, and then it came to

an end, and with it the idyll of Aristide and

Anne Honeywood.

One Saturday afternoon, when the rain

was falling dismally, she received him with

an embarrassment she could scarcely conceal.

The usual heightened colour no longer gave

youth to her cheek; an anxious frown

knitted her candid brows, and there was no

laughter in her eyes. He looked at her

pagodas. She bit her lip and swallowed a

sob. Aristide jumped up and took the tray.

Was not the headache better ? He was so

grieved. Jean must be very still and drink

up his milk quietly like a hero, because

Auntie was suffering. Tea was a very

subdued affair. Then Anne carried off Jean

to bed, refusing Aristide's helpful ministra-

tions. It was his Saturday and Sunday joy

to bath Jean, amid a score of creepy, crawly

tin insects which he had provided for the

child's ablutionary entertainment, and it

formed the climax of Jean's blissful day.

But this afternoon Anne tore the twain

asunder. Aristide looked mournfully over
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the rain-swept common through the leaded

panes, and speculated on the enigma of

woman. A man, feeling ill, would have been

only too glad for somebody else to do his

work ; but a woman, just because she was

ill, declined assistance. Surely women were

an intellect-baffling sex.

She came back, having put Jean to bed.

" My dear friend," she said, with a blurt of

bravery, " I have something very hard to say,

but I must say it. You must go away from

Beverley-Stoke."

" Ah ! " cried Aristide. " Is it I, then,

that give you a headache ? "

" It's not your fault," she said, quietly.

" You have been everything that a loyal

gentleman could beâ��and it's because you're

a loyal gentleman that you must go."

" I don't understand," said he, puzzled.

" I must go away because I give you a head-

ache, although it is not my fault ? "

" It's nothing to do with headaches," she

explained. " Don't you see ? People round

here are talking "

" About you and me ? "

" Yes," said Miss Anne, faintly.

" Saprelotie I " cried Aristide, with a fine

flourish. " Let them talk ! "

" Against Jean and myself."

The reproach brought him to her side.

" No." said he, " no ; sooner than they

should talk I would go out and strangle

every one of them. But it is infamous.

What do they say ? "

" How can I tell you ? What would they

say in your own country ? "

"France is France.and England isEngland."

" And a little cackling village is the same

all the world over. No, my dear friendâ��for

you are my dear friendâ��you must go back

to London, for the sake of my good name and

Jean's."

" But let us leave the cackling village."

" There are geese on every common," said

Anne.

"Norn de Dicit ! " muttered Aristide, walking

about the tiny parlour. " Norn de Dieu de

nom de Dieu." He stood in front of her

and flung out his arms wide. " But without

Jean and you life will have no meaning for

me. I shall die. I shall fade away. I shall

perish. Tell me, dear Miss Anne, what they

are saying, these miserable peasants with

souls of mud ? "

But Anne could tell him no more. It had

been hateful and degrading to tell him so

much. She shivered through all her purity.

After a barren discussion she held out her

hand, large and generous like herself.

" Good-bye "â��she hesitated for the fraction

of a secondâ��" good-bye, Aristide. I promise

you shall guide Jean's future. I will bring

him up to London now and then to see you.

We will find some way out of the difficulty.

But you see, don't you, that you must leave

Beverley-Stoke ? " "

Aristide went back to his comfortless

lodgings aflame with bewilderment, indigna-

tion, and despair. He fell upon Mrs. Butter-

shaw, a slatternly and sour-visaged woman,

and hurled at her a tornado of questions.

She responded with the glee of a hag, and

Aristide learned the amazing fact that in tin-

matter of sheer uncharitableness, unkindness,

and foulness of thought Beverley-Stoke, with

its population of three hundred hinds, could

have brought down upon it the righteous

indignation of Sodom, Gomorrah, Babylon,

Paris, and London. For a fortnight or so

Anne Honeywood's life in the village had

been that of the pariah dog.

'' And now you've spoke of it yourself,"

said Mrs. Buttershaw, her hands on her hips,

" I'm glad. I'm a respectable woman, I am.

and 1 go to church regular, and 1 don't want

to be mixed up in such goings-on. And I

never have held with foreigners, anyway.

And the sooner you find other lodgings the

better."

For the first and only time in his life words

failed Aristide Pujol. He stood in front of

the virtuous harridan, his lips working, his

fingers convulsively clutching the air.

" Youâ��-youâ��youâ��you naughty woman ! "

he gasped, and, sweeping her away from the

doorway of his box of a sitting-room, he

rushed up to his tinier bedroom and, in furious

haste, packed his portmanteau.

" I would rather die than sleep another

night beneath your slanderous roof." he

cried, at the foot of the stairs. " Here is

more than your week's money." He flung a

couple of gold coins on the floor and dashed

out into the darkness and the rain.

He hammered at Anne Honeywood's door.

She opened" in some alarm.

" You ? But " she stammered.

" I have come," said he, dumping his

portmanteau in the passage, " to take you

and Jean away from this abomination of a

place. I know what you have suffered. I

know how they insult you. I know what they

say. You cannot stay one more night here.

Pack up all your things. Pack up all Jean's

things. I leave my valise here. I walk to

St. Albans and I come back for you in an

automobile. You lock up the door. I tell

the policeman to guard the cottage. You
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come with me. We take a train to London.

You and Jean will stay at an hotel. I will

go to my good friend who saved me from

Mme. Gougasse. After that we will think."

" That's just like you," she said, smiling in

spite of her trouble. " You act first and

think afterwards. Unfortunately, I'm in the

habit of doing the reverse."

" But it's I who am doing all the thinking

for you. I have thought till my brain is

red-hot." He laughed in his luminous and

excited way, and, seizing both her hands,

kissed them one after the other. " There,"

said he, " be ready by the time I return. Do

not hesitate and do not look back. Remember

Lot's wife."

He flourished his hat and was gone like a

flash into the heavy rain and darkness of the

December evening. Anne cried after him,

but he, too, remembering Lot's wife, did not

turn. He marched on buoyantly, heedless of

the wet and the squirting mud from unseen

puddles. It was an adventure such as he

loved. It was a knightly errand, parblen.

Was he not delivering a beautiful lady from

the dragon of calumny ? And in an auto-

mobile, too. His imagination fondled the

idea.

At a garage in St. Albans he readily found

a car for hire. He was all for driving it

himselfâ��that is how he had pictured the

rescueâ��but the proprietor, dull and un-

imaginative tradesman, declined firmly. It

was a hireling who drove the car to Beverley-

Stoke. Anne, unhatted and uncloaked,

admitted him.

" You are not ready ? "

" My dear friend, how can I- "

" You are not coming ? "

His hands dropped to his sides and his face

was the incarnation of disappointment.

" Let us talk things over reasonably," she

urged, opening the parlour-door.

" But I have brought the automobile."

" It can wait for five minutes, can't it ? "

" It can wait till Doomsday," said Aristide.

" Take off your dripping coat. You must

be wet through. Oh, how impulsive you are ! "

He took oft" his coat dejectedly and followed

her into the parlour, where she tried to

persuade him of the impossibility of his

scheme. How could she abandon her home

at a moment's notice ? Failing to convince

him, she said at last, in some embarrassment,

but with gentle dignity :â��

" Suppose we did run away together in

your romantic fashion, wouldn't it confirm

the scandal in the eyes of this wretched

village ? "

" You are right," said Aristide. " I had

not thought of it."

He knew himself to be a madman. It -was

not thus that ladies were rescued from

calumny. But to leave her alone to face it

for time indefinite was unthinkable. And,

meanwhile, what would become of him,

severed from her and from Jean ?

He sighed, and looked around the little

room where he had been so happy and at the

sweet-faced woman whose companionship

had been so dear to him. And then the true

meaning of all the precious things that had

been in his life for the past two months

appeared before him like a smiling valley

hitherto hidden and revealed by dissolving

mist. A great gladness gathered round his

heart. He leaned across the table by which

he was sitting and looked at her, and for the

first time noticed that her eyes were red.

" You have been crying, dear Anne," said

he, using her name boldly. " Why ? "

A man ought not to put a question like

that at a woman's head and bid her stand and

deliver. How is she to answer ? Anne felt

Aristide's bright eyes upon her, and the

colour mounted and mounted and deepened

on her cheek and brow.

" I don't like changes," she said, in a low

voice.

Aristide slipped noiselessly to the side of

her chair and knelt on one knee and took her

hand.

" Anneâ��my beloved Anne !" said he.

And Anne neither moved nor protested,

but looked away from him into the fire.

And that is all that Aristide told me.

There are sacred and beautiful things in life

that one man does not tell to another. He

'did, however, mention that they forgot all

about the unfortunate chauffeur sitting in

the rain till about three hours afterwards,

when Aristide sped away to a St. Albans

hotel in joyous solitude.

The very next day he burst in upon me in a

state of bliss bordering on mania.

" But there is a tragic side to it," he said,

when the story was over. " For half the year

I shall be exiled to Bordeaux, Marseilles, and

Algiers as the representative of Dulau et

Compagnie."

" The very best thing that could happen

for your domestic happiness," said I.

" What ? With my heart "â��he thumped

his breastâ��" with my heart hurting like the

deuce all the time ? "

" So long as the heart hurts," said I, " you

know it isn't dead."
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A short while afterwards they were married

in London. I was best man, and Jean,

specklessly attired, was page of honour. A

few of Anne's friends were present, and the

BL.

clergy, the verger, and Anne's conventional

friends, cried out, exultingly :â��

" Ah, man petit t It was a lucky day for

both of us when I picked you up in the road

between Salon and Aries. Put your hands

together, as you do when you're saying

your prayers, man brave, and say,' God

bless father and mother.' >:

Jean obediently adopted the attitude

of the infant Samuel in the pictures.

'

I

vicar of her old church at Chislehurst per-

formed the ceremony. The most myopic of

creatures could have seen that Anne was

foolishly in love with her rascal husband.

How could she help it ?

As soon as the newly-wedded pair had risen

from their knees at the conclusion of the

service Aristide caught Jean up in his arms,

and, to the consternation of the officiating

THE

" ARIsTIDE SLIPPED NOISELESSLY

TO THE SIDE OK HER CHAIR

AND KNELT ON ONE KNEE AN1Â»

TOOK HER HAND."

" God bless father and mother," said he,

and the childish treble rang out queerly in

the large, almost empty, church.

There was a span of silence, and then all

the women-folk fell on little Jean, and that

was the end of that wedding.

END.



Successes Won by the Blind,

By F. G. HODSOLL.

HE increased facilities for

education now within the

reach of the blind have pro-

duced many beneficial results,

not the least of which is the

growth of self-reliance. What

was once faced with fear and

uncertainty is now, in a great many cases,

encountered in a spirit of confidence and

cheerfulness which does much to lessen the

handicap of the blind in the race of life. It

is, indeed, surprising to learn how many and

various are the occupations in which they have

met with success. All over the country they

are cheerfully going about their daily task

and earning their own living, in many cases

in some calling which, at first thought, would

seem to offer well-nigh insuperable difficulties.

In fact, the number of occupations which are

generally looked upon as suitable for the blind

are, comparatively speaking, so limited that

the experiences of a few of those who have

been courageous enough to venture even a

little off the beaten track possess an interest

of quite an unusual character.

The story Captain Peirson-Webber, a well-

known expert in poultry-culture, living at

Kineton, Warwickshire, has to tell is, in its

way, as romantic and inspiring as any.

First came the overwhelming sense of help-

lessness when he realized his blindness and

learned that he would never regain his sight.

Then followed a gleam of hope. As a soldier

in India the study of Oriental languages had

become one of his hobbies, and now, when he

turned his attention to the study of the

Braille system, its simplicity so fascinated

him that he gained a fair knowledge of the

text in less than a week. He next mastered

the typewriter, and then, for the first time

in three years, he once more felt himself in

touch with his fellow-men.

" I had left my old home," he has related,

<; and was then living with a bachelor parson,

just one of the best sportsmen I ever met,

and still my greatest friend. We used to

take long walks together, and as we swung

along country lanes and across field after

field my friend would describe each point

so vividly that in a few weeks I had confidence

to walk alone, or, if lost, to find my where-

abouts by a few cross-questions to a passer-by.

Probably it is quite impossible for any sighted

person to appreciate the delight of such

regained independence."

Leaving the vicarage, he took up his

quarters in the village, and then came the

turning-point in his fortunes. Why not take

up poultry-farming ? His friends all did

their best to dissuade him from such a course,

arguing that it was impossible for a blind

man to pay his way where so many sighted

poultry-farmers had failed. But their oppo-

sition only served to spur him on. " I now

began to realize "â��again I quote Captain

Peirson-Webber's own wordsâ��" that by con-

stant and close observation it was quite a

simple matter to manage incubators and to

recognize a good hen from a ' waster.' . . .

And so I found myself tramping far and wide,

accompanied in those days by a very clever

dog with a bell round his neck. He soon

got to know my rounds, and whenever we

struck new roads I used to tie a piece of tape

or string on a bar of the road-gates or on

finger-posts, or note a heap of stones, or a

stile, and thus check our homeward journey.

I next found myself staying with friends for a

few weeks' holiday, and soon discovered that

they were quite as keen on poultry-farming

as myself. This encouraged me, and within

a year I was a married man, and full of busy

happiness at a dear, old-world house with a

' run' of over a hundred acres for my poultry.

Well, here was life worthy of the name."

fortunately the house was but a mile from

the railway, and Captain Peirson-Webber,

with his good dog Rover leading the way and

pulling a handy little truck, was often on the

road. Every day outlying poultry-houses

were visited, Rover here again taking the

lead, though every now and then tempted

from his course by a scurrying rabbit. He

was working for profitsâ��" bread-and-butter
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profits," he calls themâ��and at the same time

finding the life an enjoyable one. The next

step forward came when Gardner's Trust for

the Blind granted him a scholarship enabling

him to take a long course of scientific poultry-

keeping at Reading, with marked success. As

a blind student he had all the examination-

lecturer were in constant demand throughout

the district. What is more, the farmers and

others followed his recommendations, thereby

lessening their labour and at the same time

increasing their profits.

His appointment as county adviser in

poultry-culture to Warwickshire and North-

CAPTAIN PEIRSON-WEBBER.

papers prepared for him in Braille, and wrote

out his answers on a Remington.

Returning home, he found himself invited

by the County Council to lecture at a coming

agricultural show, and soon his services as

CAPTAIN PEIRSON-WKBBER, ACCOMPANIED

BY HIS DOG, GOING ROUND HIS POULTRY

FARM.

amptonshire entailed the giving of many

hundreds of lectures, while in 1906 the

National Service and County Poultry Club

was established under his direction. In

laying competitions his name has been

associated with a long list of striking successes,

and his precept and advice have been followed,

to their great advantage, by many thousands

of poultry-farmers.

Captain Peirson-Webber has thus, after

nearly fifteen years of patient work, acquired

such complete knowledge of his subject that

he has only to visit a cottage, farm, or estate

to gauge at once the limitations of poultry

possibilities and to outline the simplest and

most economical methods to suit the local

conditions. Prominent an.ong those who
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MR. H. G. HAWKS PACKING HIS BAG WITH DIFFERENT BLBNUS OF TEA BEFORE

STARTING ON HIS DAY'S JOURNEY.

have sought his advice is Lieutenant-General

Sir R. S. Baden-Powell, who not long ago

invited him to inspect and report on the

poultry possibilities of one of the Boy Scout

ranches.

A life of a very different kind is that of Mr.

H. G. Hawes, of n, Dudley Road, Queen's

Park, London, whose work as a tea agent

naturally confines him to the busy highways.

" I started with my agency work," says

Mr. Hawes, " some twenty years ago and

climbed upwards little by little, meeting with

many rebuffs and overcoming many difficul-

ties. My experience has been that the public

seem to think that a blind man cannot serve

them and attend to their interests as well as a

man blessed with sight, but by dint of per-

severance and by always acting with courtesy

and civility, even in most trying circum-

stances, I have succeeded in working up a very

good connection and have customers on my

books of many years' standing. I would also

remark that I have never presumed upon my

affliction when canvassing for orders. I

know that my efforts will be backed up by

my company, and I have customers who are

supplied with a special blend of tea which I

of

had the honour of

making up, having

learned exactly the

taste they required.

I go into these

details to show that

the blind man is

not the helpless in-

dividual that some

folk seem to think

him. My work is

hard, and I tramp

many miles during

a week, carrying my

pack, which, I am

thankful to say, is

always pretty

weighty when I

start out, and

generally light on

my return journey.

I travel without

any guide, except,

perhaps, when on

totally strange

ground, but I

always manage for

myself after once

being taken over

the route. As re-

gards weather, fog,

course, makes no difference to me, and

I may add that on many occasions in foggy

weather I have guided a sighted person

on his way. Naturally, rain and snow are

not pleasant, but I dress suitably and take

comfort in the thought that spring is coming.

One thing, however, I abominate, and hear

at times with something approaching terrorâ��

this, I perhaps need hardly say, is a motor.

" I have met with one or two rather nasty

accidents, such as falling down open holes in

the streets, when my two bags have often

acted as buffers, and running bang against

ladders, and, although this may not make me

' see stars,' I naturally feel the shock.

Another thing that upsets me is to get

muddled up with two or three perambulators

and their occupants. More often than not

this is caused through the thoughtless nurse-

maids who neglect their charges in order to

gossip with one another or with the trades-

men's lads on their rounds, but, on the whole,

I have been very mercifully protected.

" I do all my orders and correspondence on

a Braille machine, while in my leisure hours I

play whist, chess, draughts, and other games."

The great difficulty experienced by the
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blind in convincing people that they are

capable of doing good work is emphasized by

Mr. George Warman, a tobacconist and piano-

tuner, of 130, Archway Road, Highgate, N.

Losing his sight while still young, he was sent

to the Blind School at Swiss Cottage, and

received a fairly good education, including

music and a practical knowledge of piano-

tuning. Gymnastics, roller - skating, and

swimming were also indulged in, as well as

chess and draughts. For an hour and a half

every evening the head master used to read to

the boys from one of the best authors. " So

that," says Mr. Warman, " by the time I left

school I was strong and active through plenty

of healthy exercise, while 1 also had a better

knowledge of books than a good many of my

age who were blessed with sight, and, as I had

learnt tuning, I looked forward with all the

confidence of youth to doing great things.

and his stock in good order. This he was

quite willing to do. He also promised that

he would look out for me and try to get me a

situation, which he eventually did. That is

fourteen years ago, and I am still doing work

for the same employer.

" It is about six years ago since I began to

think of getting married, but, having found

the right girl, the next problem was how to

provide for a wife and obtain some little

feeling of security, as at any time I might

get a week's notice through bad trade or any

one of a hundred other causes, and I fully

realized that a blind man out of employment

is a very different thing from a man with his

.sight. As may be imagined, I was not in

receipt of anything big in the way of salary,

but I managed, after paying all my expenses,

to save a little each week out of it. I was in

lodgings at the time, as my people were too

'.

MR. WARMAN FINDS IT PERFECTLY EASY TO MANAGE HIS TOBACCONIST'S SHOP BY THE

SENSE OF TOUCH ALONE.

But I was to learn by experience that the

ability to work and the desire to do so are by

no means sufficient lor the blind."

After some months of work there came a

period of unemployment, when, says Mr.

Warman, " I began to be afraid of getting

out of practice with my tuning. I went to a

piano dealer and asked him if he would let

me tune a piano for him now and again for

nothing, as it would both keep me in practice

far away from the firm for me to live at home.

I also saved all the money I earned in doing

private work, so that by this time I had

managed to put by enough money to take a

little business. After talking things over

with my fianc&e, who was quite willing and

anxious to help, we had a look round, and

eventually I took the tobacco business at

130, Archway Road, Highgate, where we still

are. We then got married, and I soon dis-
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covered that a blind man is quite capable of

looking after this kind of business. After a

time I found it perfectly easy to pick out any

packet of cigarettes or tobacco that might be

required, as the packets were always arranged

in the same position on the shelves. The

different sizes, shapes, and wrappings also

helped me considerably. At first I was a

bit nervous about weighing, but after some

practice this difficulty was also overcome.

Now I pride myself on being able to weigh

tobacco accurately simply by the sense of

touch, as may be seen in the preceding

photograph. It is necessary for a blind man

to have several strings to his bow, so I still

keep on my piano-tuning, and my wife looks

after the shop in my absence.

" It must not be supposed that the life of

the active blind man is by any means dull

or monotonous. In my travels all over

London and suburbs by tram, train, omnibus,

or on foot, many little incidents have happened

to me which serve to break the monotony.

For instance, one morning while walking

along Oxford Street I was crossing one of the

side-streets when suddenly I felt a chain

pressing against my right shin, and before I

could stop myself I had pitched forward

down a hole in the road, turning a complete

somersault as I fell. Luckily for me, I hap-

pened to catch hold of the chain with one

hand, so that I found myself hanging by this

hand to the chain, which, apparently, formed

a sort of rail round the top of the hole. I had

no idea how deep the hole was, as my feet

did not touch the bottom, but I was not hurt

in the least or disturbed in my mind. I man-

aged to get hold of the chain with the other

hand as well, and was almost on my feet again

before assistance arrived.

" Another incident I well remember

occurred during my bachelor days, when I

was away on a holiday with a friend at Seaford.

One day we went for a bathe, leaving the door

of our machine open in order that my friend

could see from the water if anyone should

enter it in our absence. We had not been

swimming about many minutes before my

friend shouted out that someone must have

gone into our machine, as the door was shut.

We scrambled out of the water, my friend

guiding me from behind, and, hurrying up

the steps, burst into the machine, the door

of which was unfastened. But, good

heavens ! the sounds that greeted my ears

as I entered the small apartment made me

stop in amazement. I do not know whether

they were screams of terror or shrieks of fury,

but without an instant's hesitation I turned

and bounded from the top step of the machine,

knocking my friend down in my flight. The

fact that he had mistaken another machine

for ours did not make me forget the incident

any the sooner.

" I have had many such little experiences,

which at the time were very disagreeable,

but on looking back one sees the funny side

of them. Although the blind man may at

times appear awkward or clumsy in the

street, he is quite a different person in the

house. I know that many people are afraid

to engage a blind piano-tuner for fear he

should knock ornaments and such things over,

but I may safely say that, although I have

been in hundreds of houses in my time, I

have never done the slightest damage to

ornaments or anything else.

" What we want is the public to put more

confidence in us, when they would soon find

that the blind are not only capable of earning

their own living, but also of giving every

satisfaction in their work. My idea is that,

in order to be successful, a blind man must

lose sight of his blindness and be a sighted

man as far as it lies in his power, never allow-

ing anyone to do things for him which he can

manage to do for himself. By this means his

friends and acquaintances will soon cease to

think of him as a blind man, and gradually

come to treat him as an ordinary individual."

" Many people think it wonderful that I

am able to arrange my window of china-ware

without help ; but, strange to say, it is to me

an easy task. In fact," says Mr. William

Palmer Davis, who has kept the well-known

china-shop at 47, Highgate Hill, N., for the

last sixteen years, " my wife, who is not blind,

breaks more articles than I do.

" Possibly it may be of interest if I relate

how my wife and I met. Some three years

ago an account of a thief being caught stealing

something from my shop appeared in one of

the Sunday papers, and this item of news

attracted the attention of a lady in the

Midlands, who thereupon wrote to me

offering to lend me books to read in the Moon

type. A few weeks later this good lady paid

a visit to London, called at my shop, and

purchased some vases. When she returned

home we corresponded for some time, until

at length I determined to ask her to be my

wife. When doing so, I asked her in replying

to send me a blank sheet of paper with the

right-hand corner turned down if the answer

were ' Yes,' as I was obliged to a-^k someone to

read my letters to me, and I did not wish

for publicity in this instance. Fortunately
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the answer I received was ' Yes,' and the piece

of paper is now framed and hanging on the

wall in my sitting-room.

" As my wife is not a business woman, I

still attend to the shop, unless prevented by

ill-health, and I also go to the City to make

purchases when necessary.

" I have not the advantage of a blind-school

education, and I can only read in the Moon

type, but I am able to write a fairly good

letter in ordinary handwriting. Moreover, I

am blessed with an excellent memory, which

enables me to keep my accounts without the

aid of books, and to recollect exactly where

the many small

items in my stock

are stored. I am

also able to give

change correctly,

and as rapidly

as an ordinary

salesman.

" Prior to my

marriage I had

considerable

trouble with

thieves, and I once

had an exciting

struggle with a

woman whom I

found behind my

counter. Perhaps

my most awkward

experience, how-

ever, was when a

drunken man

walked into the

shop. I was single-

handed at the time,

but I had to get

rid of him some-

how, and I man-

aged, with a little

manoeuvring, to

induce him to re-

tire without injury

to my stock, much

to my relief, as may be imagined. Perhaps

I need hardly add that the proverbial, bull in

the china-shop was very much in my mind

during these few exciting moments."

That a blind man can be just as efficient

as one in the enjoyment of normal vision is

strikingly shown in the case of Mr. Maurice

Myers, a blind stenographer and typist, who

is engaged as a teacher of shorthand and

typewriting, and also as correspondence clerk,

at the Birmingham Institution for the Blind.

He is now thirty-seven years of age, and has

been totally blind for the last fourteen years,

as the result of an accident with a revolver.

At that time he was an expert stenographer

and typist,and,as typewriting was then being

taken up by blind persons, he adopted this

branch of work at the Birmingham Institution,

and was soon able to handle a Remington

machine with as much ease as before losing

his sight. At that time letters were usually

spoken into the phonograph and then written

by the blind typists, but this not proving

very satisfactory, Mr. Henry Stainsby (the

then superintendent of the institution) began

MR. DAVIS IS HERE SKEN STANDING AT THE DOOR OK HIS CHINA-SHOPâ��HE STATES

THAT HIS WIFE, WHO IS NOT BLIND, BREAKS MORE ARTICLES THAN HE DOES.

to cast about for something better. He called

into counsel four of the blind people, of whom

one was Mr. Myers, and between them they

evolved what is now known as the Birmingham

System of Embossed Shorthand for the Blind,

which is an adaptation and extension of the

Braille system of reading and writing.

This done, it became necessary to find some

ready and rapid means of writing the system,

and Mr. Stainsby, in connection with Mr.

Alfred Wayne, a clever mechanic, invented

a machine called the " Stainsby-Wayne
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MR. MAURICE MYERS, A WELL-KNOWN BUND

STENOGRAPHKR AND TYPIST.

Embossed Shorthand Typewriter." By the

aid of embossed-shorthand and this ingenious

machine a large number of blind persons are

able to work at great speed, and several are

engaged as correspondence clerks. Such

proficiency has Mr. Myers attained that he

was engaged as the official reporter for a

conference on the blind held at Exeter in

July of last year, when the business of the

conference occupied nine sessions, varying in

duration from two to three hours each, and

the verbatim report taken by Mr. Myers con-

tained over a hundred and twenty-five thou-

sand words. The paper used for reporting in

this system is about an inch wide, and is done

up in rolls containing about two hundred

yards each. It was computed that the notes

taken at the Exeter conference, placed end

to end, would measure about four and a

quarter miles. The average speed at which

the notes were taken was about one hundred

and forty words per minute, but it is safe to

assume that some of the speakers considerably

sxceeded that speed. Truly an astonishing

performance, and one of which Mr. Myers

may well be proud.

Mr. Myers plays a fair game of whist, and

passes many of his evenings in this way.

He is an ardent angler, and, by adopting

special methods of his own, is sometimes fairly

successful at bottom-fishing ; but he has never

tried fly-fishing. He is fond of swimming and

rowing, and has a great liking for long walks,

and often does fifty or sixty miles (with a

sighted friend) during a week-end.

A little anecdote illustrating the humorous

side of blindness may not be out ot place.

Mr. Myers, who gets about by himself in the

streets a good deal, once boarded an omnibus

in Birmingham, and, as it was a wet day, went

inside. It was, he thought, quite empty, and

he sidled along the seat to the top end of the

bus, out of the draught from the door. Reach-

ing the desired goal he snuggled cosily into

the corner, and congratulated himself upon

having struck an omnibus with nicely-

upholstered cushions, for the corner was soft

and comfortable ; but in a very short time the

" corner " moved over to the other side of the

busâ��for it was a young lady !

Strange as it may seem, it is none the less

true that there is at least one occupation in

which blindness may be regarded as some-

thing like a blessing in disguise. The work of

a masseur demands, in combination with

energy and strength, great delicacy and

sureness of touchâ��qualities in which the

blind specially excel, and for this reason a

blind masseur is often given the preference

over a sighted one.

Among those who have taken up the pro-

fession of massage with conspicuous success

is Mr. F. R. Marriott, of 37, Welldon Crescent,

Harrow, whose loss of sight was the result of a

blow from a cricket-ball. From his earliest

youth he had a passion for athletics, and his

love for the work of the old Greek sculptors

bred in him a desire for physical development,

which fortunately stood him in good stead in

his time of trouble.

" After my accident," says Mr. Marriott,

" in order to keep my head above water

during the period when I was as yet uncertain

whether I should become totally blind, I was

fortunate enough, owing to my good develop-

ment, to obtain sittings at art schools, and I

also attended anatomical demonstrations by

eminent authorities.

" When my sight became hopeless, the

kindness of the Slade students, University

College, London, enabled me to take up the

profession of massage. My blindness, instead

of hindering me, has in many ways helped me,

for when patients find themselves being treated

by someone himself suffering from an inflic-

tion, but bearing it with fortitude, as often
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as not it lends them added courage to fight

their own troubles.

" In their endeavours to arouse neuras-

thenic patients from their terrible apathy,

doctors are at times at their wits' end to

know what course to pursue. In such cases

the blind masseur is often of the greatest

assistance. When he enters the room, every

movement is watched with interest, not an

action escapes the notice of the patient, who

is keen to know how he manages everything.

Furthermore, he is bombarded with questions

as to his methods of travelling, home life,

reading, and so forth, which often end in the

patient expressing a wish to command the

same fortitude.

" My work takes me all over London and

the suburbs, and I always travel unaccom-

panied, while, during the ten years I have

been getting about in this way, I have never

met with any serious trouble. Occasionally,

however, something happens which appeals

very strongly to one's sense of the ludicrous.

For instance, I remember one day walking full

tilt into a police-

man who happened <,-.//.... - Â«â�¢

to be in conversa-

tion with a sweep.

The force of the

impact brought

the constable's face

intoviolentrollision

with the sweep's

flue-brush, with a

result which I

could well imagine,

though I could not

see. Some time

afterwards I met

that policeman

again, when he

laughingly re-

marked that it was

months before he

got all the soot

from his head."

Mr. Marriott's

hobbies are garden-

ing and carpen-

tering, and it is

difficult to realize,

as he shows one

round his garden,

pointing out this

and that, and re-

ferring to the pro-

gress made by

different plants,

that he is talking

Vol. xliv.â��49.

of things he cannot see. He will refer, for

instance, to his summer-house which he built

himself, remarking that though at present,

perhaps, it looks rather shabby, it will be all

right later on, when the creepers have had

time to cover it.

Like her husband, Mrs. Marriott is also

blind, but she is as much mistress of her home

as any other housewife. All cakes and pud-

dings she makes herself, and, indeed, there is

very little of the cooking that she allows the

maid to do. A point which very forcibly

strikes a visitor to Mr. and Mrs. Marriott's

homeâ��and, indeed, to the homes of many

others similarly afflictedâ��is that it gives no

indication of its inmates' blindness. Pictures

hang round the walls, there are any number of

ornaments, including a clock, arranged taste-

fully about the rooms, while the general order-

liness of everything, and the ease and certainty

with which they both move about the house,

come upon one with a delightful sense of

surprise. It is, somehow, all so different

from what one had expected to find.

-i

MR. F. R. MARRIOTT, WHO HAS TAKKN IT THE I'KOFKSSION OF MASSAGE WITH

CONSPICUOUS SUCCESS.



My Most Amusing Experience.

A SYMPOSIUM OF MUSIC-HALL STARS.

Illustrated by N. Morrow.

Mr. WILK1E BARD.

OME years ago I used to sing

a song in the course of which

I pretended to make up ex-

tempore verses. I had several

confederates in front who gave

me the subjects to versify

uponâ��needless to say, all the

verses were arranged beforehandâ��and with

one of them I used to have a dispute which

NEW AND VERY ZEALOUS POLICEMAN HAULED HIM OUT OF THE

THRATRE."

invariably led to much amusement. He

would rise from his stall and ask for a verse

about Caesar, whereupon I would commence

one about Kitchener, and when he corrected

me I would start another about Gladstone

or someone else. At this he pretended to get

very cross, accused me of being a fraud, and

altogether caused a lot of fun.

One week I had a new man doing this part

of the business. All went well on Monday

and Tuesday, but on Wednesday there was

a new and very zealous policeman in charge

of one of the doors. Directly my assistant

commenced to "go for " me, he marched up

the gangway and, before I could catch his

eye, took him by the collar, hauled him out

of the theatre, and chucked him into the

gutter !

My song was spoilt and the curtain had to

be rung down ; but what made the situation

more funny was that my new assistant,

bruised, torn, and covered with mud. came

round to my dressing-room quite under the

impression that it was

all part of the show,

and said with some

heat that I ought to

have let him know

beforehand what was

going to happen !

Mr. G. H. CHIRG-

WIN.

Many people, when

they hear I have been

on the stage for fifty

years, think that I

must be Methuselah,

but they don't wait to

hear that I started

when I was six. I may,

perhaps, be forgiven,

then, if I choose as my

most amusing remi-

niscence an incident

that happened a good

many years ago.

At the time I refer

to, my brother and I

used to perform to-

gether as the Brothers

Chirgwin, and we got on very well indeed

until one week when we were showing at

Leeds, being booked for the following Monday

to appear at the old Gaiety in Liverpool,

which was kept by Mr. de Frece, the father

of Mr. Walter de Frece (Miss Vesta Tilley's

husband). During the week at Leeds we

had a quarrel, which culminated on the plat-

form at the station just as we were on the point

of setting out for Liverpool. The upshot of

it was that he refused to go, but I was equally

determined to go on without him, so we there

and then set about sharing up our joint
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with laughter. For the con-

clusion of our turn we had

arranged to sit feet to feet

upon a table with our knees

drawn up, when, at the final

bang of the drum, we pushed

each other off into two

barrels, into which we fell

doubled up, with only our

arms and legs sticking out.

Unfortunately, the barrels

we procured were too high

(we had not thought it neces-

sary to rehearse), and we

disappeared into them en-

tirely, and got so firmly

wedged that we could not

stir. The manager yelled to

us to " Come off ! " but we

couldn't, and eventually

some of the stage-hands had

to come on and roll us off,

" 1 SEIZED ALL MY BELONGINGS AND MADE A RUSH FOR AN

OPEN CARRIAGE."

properties, which were all packed together

in a large wicker basket. There were not

many minutes before the train left, so we

opened the basket in the middle of the plat-

form and turned it out ! We each grabbed

what was ours, and " tossed " for the basket

just as the train was due out. I lost, so I

seized all my belongings in my arms as well

as I could and made a rush for an open carriage,

shedding boots, collars, make-up, and various

odds and ends at every step. The platform

resembled nothing so much as a corner of

Petticoat Lane, but, thanks to the assistance

of some of the onlookers, I got all my

belongingsâ��including a left boot, which made

its entry, amid cheers, through one of the

side windows as the train moved out !

Mr. T. E. DUNVILLE.

An amusing experience befell me on my

first appearance on the stage, although at

the time I thought it far from funny. A

friend and myself were very good at leg-

mania tricksâ��high-kicking, the splits, and

so onâ��and we at last succeeded in getting

taken on in a touring pantomimeâ��" Cinder-

ella "â��to give a display in the Palace scene,

and incidentally to groom the ponies, at a

pound a week ! I suffered so much from

stage-fright, however, that I simply could not

do anything ! Instead of kicking over my

partner's head, I kicked him on the ear every

time, until he grew quite cross, and the audi-

ence, thinking it all part of the show, roared

' I IMPLANTED KLACK FOOTMARKS ALL OVER

THK CEILING."
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barrels and all ! Expecting instant dismissal,

I was almost in tears, but the audience was

so delighted and recalled us so many times

that the manager saw his chance, and we

appeared thereafter, not as serious acrobatic

dancers, but as comedians, making a great

success for many weeks.

But perhaps my most amusing experience

was the following. I was once travelling to

a place in the provinces where I was about

to fulfil an engagement. A fellow-traveller

who got into conversation proved to be

another artiste who was to appear at

the same theatre as myself. Striking up a

sudden friendship, we repaired, on our

arrival, to a lodging-house which he recom-

"THE FEARFUL GASH ON MY LEG CAUSED MORE AND MORE

ADMIRATION FOR MY PLUCK."

mended, but before we had been there many

days I was annoyed to find that the landlady

was a terrible thief. Determined to circum-

vent her, we marked the whisky-bottle,

numbered the pieces of sugar in lead-pencil,

and scored lines with a knife down the rashers

of bacon we had had sent in. It was no good.

She watered the whisky, split the lumps of

sugar in half, and sliced most of the lean off

the bacon lengthwise.

My new-found friend proved a genius at

" getting square." The day before our

departure he brought in a packet of black-

lead, and, as I was the lankiest of the pair,

he rubbed some upon the soles of my bare

feet, after which he placed a chair upon the

table and, shifting it from time to time to

different parts of the room, helped me to

hold a long-arm balance while I implanted

black footmarks all over the ceiling. Then

we cleared.

There were other theatrical lodgers in the

house, and we heard afterwards that Crusoe

was never so terrified at Friday's footmarks

as our late landlady was when she saw her

ceiling.

Mr. JOE ELV1N.

During the run of my sketch, " Over the

Sticks," at the Oxford in 1894 an amusing

incident occurred in connection with the

hurdle race which was run on the stage, and

which was won by Fireworksâ��the name of

my mount in the piece. In

the early days of the sketch

I used to ride the horse

myself, but it occurred to

me that if any accident

happened, and I was

" knocked out," it would

be a very serious matter,

because I had no understudy.

I accordingly engaged a

cross-country jockey, made

up to look like me, to ride

the horse in the jumps,

after which I changed places

with him and finished the

race on "the flat" myself.

One night the horse fell at

one of the jumps, and the

jockey was badly thrown.

Of course, everybody in

front thought it was me, and

you may imagine the sur-

prise and the cheering

which followed when I

finished the race as usual

and, in order to keep up the

" game," limped on to the stage afterwards

to take a curtain.

It was my custom to go into the front of

the house after the sketch, so I made up my

face a bit white, and. painting a terrible scar

on my leg with grease-paint, limped up to

the bar to receive congratulations and

sympathetic inquiries from all my pals. The

fearful gash on my leg caused, amongst those

who saw it, more and more admiration for

my pluck, and I was well on the way to becom-

ing a veritable hero until, entering into con-

versation on other matters, I quite forgot to

keep up the limp. Upon the faces of one after

another of my friends surprise at my rapid

recovery became apparent, and it ended by

my having to make a clean breast of the whole
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"THE MAN, INSTEAD OF FALLING, CONTINUED TO APPROACH."

The sketch was

spoiled and the

curtain lowered,

and when I up-

braided the sweep

for not following

out his instruc-

tions, he replied :

" If you think you

are going to shoot

at me twice nightly

for a week and

thrust a sword into

my body six times

for one and six-

pence, you've

made the biggest

mistake in your

life, guv'nor. I'm

not 'aving any."

Miss VICTORIA

MONKS.

I was once the

thing. I have never been allowed to forget

this little deception of mine, although the

incident occurred so many years ago.

Mr. GEORGE LEYTON.

During the South African War I produced

a military sketch at a North of England town,

where I had some difficulty in finding assist-

ants to help me on the stage. At last I filled

the cast with a local sweep and a friend of

his who was a cobbler. These two men had

to play the part of Boer spies who attacked me

while I was defending a wounded

comrade on the veldt, the signal

for them to drop dead being two

successive revolver-shots.

At the first performance I found

myself protecting my wounded

comrade, and in the darkness

espied one of the enemy â�� the

cobbler. At a shot the man dropped

dead and lay stretched in full view

of the audience. In turn a second

Boer â�� the sweep â�� approached,

but the signal shot went in vain.

The man, instead of falling, simply

reeled, recovered himself, and con-

tinued to approach. I fired a

second shot, but not the least

attention was paid to it, and as

a last resource I used my sword

and made repeated thrusts at the

sweep, but each time the man only-

reeled and returned to the attack.

victim of a very

awkward mistake which arose through my

fondness for animals. I am very fond of both

dogs and cats, and on one occasion had bought

from a lady in the North a valuable cat which

I had seen advertised. The transaction took

place while I was appearing at a provincial

theatre, that week's engagement happening

to be the last of my appearances in the

provinces before my return to London to

fulfil engagements there. I accordingly

directed that the cat should be sent to me

on the Saturday, thinking that its long journey

WHEN I OI'KNED IT, INSTKAD OF FLOWERS, OUT SPRANG

MY WRETCHKD CAT."
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would thus be broken, and that I could look

after it by taking it with me on the Sunday

morning.

My songs that week included one which I

had just put on to try, and in the course of

which I introduced, as a piece of stage

" business," the opening of a hamper of

flowers which were eventually distributed to

the audience. This hamper was supplied by

the local florist, and delivered at the stage-

door at the last moment before each per-

formance, so that the flowers might be as

fresh as possible.

The song did not prove a very great success,

and I had decided to abandon it after that

week ; but it was destined to lead to my

receiving a severe shock before I had done

with it.

The last performance arrived, and the

basket of flowers was brought on to the plat-

form in due course ; but when I opened it,,

" NOW I'M HERE I WANT TO SAY A FEW WORDS ABOUT OUR

ELECTION."

instead of flowers, out sprang my wretched

cat, mad with fright after its long journey in

such close captivity ! Spitting like a mad

thing, she bolted first straight to the back of

the stage, mistaking the drop-scene for a

real garden, but, being brought up somewhat

abruptly, she dashed back in the contrary

direction, and would have leapt among the

members of the orchestra had not the foot-

lights frightened her anew. She did not

escape into the wings and fall captive to the

stage-hands until the audience were so con-

vulsed with laughter as to transform my

hitherto somewhat unsuccessful song into far

the most popular of those I gaveâ��at least,

on that occasion.

The flowers were late and the cat was early ;

hence the stage-doorkeeper's mistake.

Mr. R. A. ROBERTS.

When I was playing my sketch " Dick

Turpin " on tour in the provinces a few years

ago it was my custom wherever I went to

request a committee from the audience to

come upon the stage and stand behind the

scenes to watch me make my changes, in

order that they might be able to assure the

audience afterwards that

I really did play every

character myself. After

Monday night's perform-

ance at a Lancashire

town I happened to go

into the front of the

house, and I got into

conversation with a man

whom I discovered to

be a well-known and

influential resident. He

was much interested in

my sketch, and readily

consented to my request

that he would get three

or four well-known local

men to join him the

next night in witnessing

my quick changes

behind the scenes.

I was delighted to

find the next evening

that his companions

were a well-known local

doctor, a town coun-

cillor, and a wealthy

tradesman. A gentleman

who belonged to Leeds,

but had relations in the

town, also volunteered to

assist me. As soon as my

show was over my friend of the night before

walked to the footlights and addressed the

audience somewhat as follows : " Ladies and

Gentlemen, â�� I am very glad to be able to

testify that Mr. Roberts has done all he said.

He played all the characters himself right
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enough, but now I'm here I want to say a few

words to you about our election. Smith's

the man you have got to vote for, unless you

want to see the rates go up more than ever.

He's a good chap, is Smith, and "

At this point the doctor, who had been

growing more and more excited, pulled him

back roughly by the arm and took his place.

" Look here," said he; " don't you listen

to what he says about

Smith. What about

our roads ? What

about our water sup-

ply ? What about

our electric trams ?

I tell you Jones is

the man to see that

the town makes a

move. You vote

for Jones, and mark

me "

Here the champion

of Smith closed with

the man of medicine

and pulled him off the

stage. The trades-

man had long since

bolted, but the chap

from Leeds had been

patiently waiting for

his say, and he now-

stepped forward.

" Ah'm not coom 'ere to talk t' yer of t'

election. Ah'm from Leeds, ah'm. Leeds is

a fine place, ah tell yer. Ah live with my

old mother there, an' 'ave done this ten year,

but ah think this is a fine place, too, ah do.

Ah like the people 'ere too. Ah'm lodging

close 'andy 'ere, and my lan'lady she thinks

this is a fine place too. But if you're going

to have t' election why don't yer elect a man

who'll get the pubs left open a bit longer ?

We mean to do it in Leeds -"

At this point the stage-manager thought

it best to let the curtain down, and the

remainder of the speech was lost in its folds.

Mr. GEORGE ROBEY.

Perhaps my most amusing experience was

an adventure I had once connected with a

railway journey from Liverpool to London.

The trains were usually crowded, but I made

a little bet with a friend that I would secure

a compartment to ourselves, and with this

end in view I met him at the station some time

before the train was due to leave, having in

my pocket a bottle of spirit-gum, a pint of

winkles, and a dirty towel which I had been

using in my dressing-room to wipe off my

"THE GRNIAL SMILE WHICH SPREAD OVER HIS

FACB QUICKLY CHANGBD INTO AN KXI'RESSION

OF UTTER TERROR."

make-up. Taking our seats in an empty

third-class compartment, I proceeded to pick

off the heads of the winkles and stick them

with the spirit-gum all over my face, finally

wrapping the towel about my head and jaw.

Putting on an expression of intense suffering,

I then awaited developments.

There were hundreds of people travelling

by that train, but none of them, after a glance

into our carriage,

stayed to keep us

company. We were

provided with plenty

of amusement, how-

ever, by those who

got in without first

observing me. . The

first of these was an

old woman, who,

directly she set eyes

on me, almost flung

h e r s e 1 f on to the

platform, shrieking,

" Lawks 'a' mercy,

it's the plague !" By

and by a man opened

the door, and saw

me while his foot was

still on the step. He

at once pretended to

see a friend farther

down the platform,

and called out in a loud voice, as though

he were speaking to someone at the other

end of the train, " Halloa, Jack ! Have

you got room for me in your carriage ? "

Pretending to get a reply in the affirma-

tive, he called out, " Right you are ! I'll

come along, then," and slammed our door

and hurried away. Presently a stout old

gentleman bundled in with a lot of luggage,

and did not see me until all his bags were

safely packed away under the seats and on

the racks. The genial smile which spread

over his face as he looked round quickly

changed into an expression of utter terror,

and, seeking for some excuse to remove him-

self, he asked in a trembling voice, " Ca-ca-

can you tell me if this train is right for Ho-

Ho-Holyhead ? " At that moment a par-

ticularly officious porter passed by, and,

being asked the question, bundled the poor

old chap out of the carriage, rushed him and

his baggage to a different platform, and

locked him into a compartment of the Holy-

head train just as it started to steam out of

the station.

As we were on the move another man, very

much out of breath, scrambled in and then,
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seeing me, scrambled out again quicker than

ever, and rushing up to the stationmaster, who

was standing near by, apparently gave him

a bit of a very overcrowded mind. I now

thought it advisable to clean up, which was

just as well, for when we reached our first

stopping-placeâ��Leicesterâ��we saw a fever-

cart on the platform, with a couple of attend-

ants, who ran up and down the train evidently

looking for me. They had no doubt received

a wire from Liverpool after we started, but,

of course, they did not recognize me.

Mr. MARK SHERIDAN.

One often has amusing experiences, the

humour of which only strikes one afterwards.

Such a one occurred to me a number of years

ago at a very small hall in the provinces,

where the stage accommodation was so limited

and of such a primitive kind that some of us

had to use the back of the stage as a dressing-

" I LOOKED UP TO DISCOVRR THAT, WITH DRIPPING MANE, I WAS STANDING

IN FULL VIEW OF THE AUDIENCE."

room, our ablutions after the show being

sometimes performed in a common or garden

bucket placed on a chair. One nightâ��it was

winter, and the audience was almost as chilly

as the weatherâ��I had finished my turn, and,

stripped to the waist, was " abluting"

violently in the old tin basin, when somebody

made a mistake, and, instead of lowering the

curtain, the back sheet was pulled up,

disclosing me to view.

As I had my back in that direction I did

not at first realize what had happened, and,

hearing shrieks of laughter, I remarked,

through the folds of the towel in which my

face was buried : " My word, somebody's

making a hit! " Getting no reply I looked

up, to discover that my erstwhile companions

had vanished, and that, with dripping mane,

I was standing in full view of the audience !

I was pressed very much, immediately

afterwards, to enter for the hundred yards in

the following year's theatrical sports, as it

was thought that I might establish a record !

Mr. HARRY TATE.

I have had many amusing experiences

when motoring, especially when I first took

to the hobby.

One night I was travelling along a country

road, and I overtook another motorist, who

was standing beside his car looking ruefully

at it. I pulled up and asked what was the

matter, but he did not know. So I alighted

and overhauled his

car. After an ex-

haustive search I

discovered that he

had no petrol in

his tank. He said

he had no more,

and, feeling sorry

for him, I pro-

ceeded to pump

out some of my

petrol to give him

sufficient to reach

the nearest town.

Now, if you under-

stand anything

about this arrange-

ment you will

know it is a most

difficult thing to

do. I had to suck

the petrol into the

pump, through a

tube, with my

mouth, and before

I got sufficient I

had been pulling away for nearly half an

hour. Well, at last I got enough, fixed

him up, and his car began to move off.

Just then I caught a glimpse of the back

of his car, and there, to my disgust, packed

away, were a number of tins of petrol. I

stopped him, pointed the tins out to him, and

he answered, quite coolly : " Oh, yes; I clean

forgot about that," and drove off.

On another occasionâ��late in the afternoon

it wasâ��we broke down about twelve miles

from Nottingham, where I was due to appeal
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me a good spank-

ing, proceeded to

hurl a flood of

abuse at me for

being there, and at

the proprietor of

the public - house

for allowing me to

enter. " You great

fat brute, you ! "

she shouted. " I'll

teach you to en-

courage my little

Willie to come

drinking like his

father, the drunken

beast. And he

only a mite of

ten, too! You

did ought to

know better, see-

ing as 'ow you are

a father yerself, that you ought! "

The woman had been so intent upon inflict-

ing punishment with hand and tongue that,

beyond observing some presumable likeness

between my back view and that of her little

Willie, she was still quite in the dark as to her

mistake, and took my violent struggles as a

matter of course. But such a shout of

laughter went up from everyone present

after the first astonished silence, that she

suddenly paused with her hand raised in

the air, and then, seeing my face, dropped

me on the floor and bolted for dear life !

'1 AM GOING INTO TOWN TO SEE HARRV TATB IN 'MOTORING. â��" YOU HAVE

COME TO THE RIGHT PLACEâ��TO SEE A GOOD SAMPLE OF IT."

at the Empire the same evening. Another

motorist came to our assistance, and,

after a few minutes' conversation, said:

" I am going into town to see Harry Tate

in 'Motoring.''' I said: "You have come

to the right place â�� to see a good

sample of it," and he laughed heartily

as I explained who I was.

"LITTLE TICH."

If I told half the funny things which

have happened to me since I made my

first appearance as " The Little Tichborne "

at Rosherville Gardens

in 1880 I should fill a

book. One of the earliest

incidents I recall

occurred at Colchester,

where I obtained a

fortnight's engagement

at a salary of thirty

shillings per week. The

hall was a large room

attached to a public-

house, which was the

usual thing in those

days. I used to sing

nine songs a night, and

one evening, during a

breathing space, I stood

in the bar with my

back to the door, when

a woman burst in and,

seizing me round the

waist, sat down on a

bench with me over her

knee, and, having given

A WOMAN BURST IN AMI, HAVING GIVEN ME A GOOD SPANKING,

PROCREDBD TO HURL A FLOOD OF ABUSE AT ME FOR BEING THERE."
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I.

ALLOA! What's that?"

the lanky subaltern on the

bay horse asked suddenly

of the man riding alongside,

pointing towards the river

with his switch.

Both men halted, and the

speaker dismounted, slipped his arm through

the bridle, and slouched down the shelving

bank to the water's edge, staring hard at the

ground, here quite bare and caked over with

a light crust of sandy mud. His companion

jumped off his horse and followed, looking

slightly mystified until he reached the river.

At the very edge of the water was a small

inlet with square end and parallel sides, a

Lilliputian harbour some four inches long

and three broad, into which the stream was

lapping. About five feet away, where the

soil was harder, was a second similar but

fainter indentation.

" I thought so," said the subaltern, tracing

with his switch one of the two tracks which

led from the inlets upwards to the short

grass at the top, where they were lost.

" Two wheels !" were his next words.

Then, stooping to scrutinize more closely the

very indistinct impressions of a hoof, he almost

snarled, " Mule-cart! "

In contrast to what it had been up till this

moment, his tone was peevish. He seemed

to be quite inconsequently perturbed by

these trifling marks on the river-bank. But he

had no cause to show, nor intention of showing,

temper to his subordinate, and would have

welcomed any refutation of his conclusions

based on probability. Sudden, however, as

had been his action, and jerky as had been

the sentences snapped out, they were now

full of significance to the sergeant, who was a

few paces away, peering into a large patch of

weeds and grass which extended right down

to the water. The sergeant stood still and

frowned. Amongst the herbage at his feet

the edge of the bank was serrated with many

marks similar to the two in the openâ��dozens

of little places in which the river could play

at harbours. There were also crescent-

shaped depressions where the soil had been

stamped into an irregular carpet pattern of

hoof-marks. And here againâ��but, owing to

the growth of weeds, only to be seen after

close inspectionâ��were tracks, broad wheel-

tracks running up the bank.

" Guns across this way, I think, sir," he

suggested.

He did not " think " : he knew positively.

But the news was so very unwelcome that he

felt instinctively that the blow which certainty

would convey should be dealt by the senior

to himself.

In three steps the subaltern was on his knees

among the nettles, measuring with his clenched

fist the breadth of the tracks. There were

the proofs, all the hoof-marks faced one way.

Artillery must have crossed from the other

side. He did not especially care how many or

what sort of guns there had been ; it was

enough for him that any could get over.

Still kneeling, he looked up across the stream.

Its troubled appearance and rapid flow, and

the boulders breaking its surface, showed its

shallowness ; and diagonally opposite, some

fifty yards up, the far bank shelved at a

suspiciously feasible grade.

" Just follow the tracks up the weedy place

and see what there is above. I'll have a look

at the other side."

He mounted, urged his horse into the

stream, and, carefully following the broken

water, rode on the slant towards the piece of
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shelving bank on the far side. There was no

need to land. At ten yards from the shore

he could plainly distinguish the signs he was

seeking but did not wish to find. For a few

moments he sat staring at the wheel-marks,

while the river foamed against the chest of

his horse. Again did he appear to be quite

unwarrantably disturbed by what he saw.

Indeed, so engrossed was he that he gradually

relaxed his position and allowed his feet to

drag in the stream. It was only the sensation

of cold as the water crept up his shins that

awoke him to facts. And it was none too

soon, for his mount was pawing in that

unmistakable manner which betokens an

earnest desire to roll. Touching him with

his one remaining spur, he turned the animal,

which floundered back towards the sergeant

at the starting-point.

" Ford, right enough, and a good one.

Found anything more ? "

" No, sir. All signs lost in the hard grass

up top."

The subaltern rode out of the river on

to the bare ground and, still thoughtful,

halted there without dismounting. The water

dripped off his horse, collected into a pool,

and then meandered about till it reached the

original wheel-track, down which it trickled

back to the river, thus bravely advertising

the slight impression which had so very

nearly escaped notice. The sergeant essayed

consolation.

" Bit of luckâ��this bare place, sir."

"Yes, curse it â�� I mean,

thank God for it â�� and for

the cart that came across it

â��and the mules that drew

the cart â�� and the ass that

drove it! If it wasn't for

him we should have spotted

nothing. The other marks

are absolutely hidden." He

looked inquiringly up the bank.

" The detachment ought to

be coming along soon. Just

go back and hurry them under

cover. Mount the sentry, and

get the tools and stuff down

here. We've used our last

stick of dynamite, haven't

we?"

" Yes, sir."

" Well, bring powder."

" How much ? The usual ? "

" Yes, one will do. No. We'll give them

a double dose since we've no dynamite.

Bring down a couple of barrels. This must

be a very old placeâ��almost disusedâ��and

they'll probably count on our not having

discovered it. If they come at all, it's here

they'll try to cross for a certâ��especially if

we don't fix it. There are plenty of likely

spots for the powder up there. I sha'n't be

five minutes picking out one." He started

to move in the direction in which he was

looking. The sergeant turned his horse

round, then hesitated.

" Well, what is it ? " said the other, testily.

" You rememberâ��there's only that one

rifle left, sir ? "

" I know. Bring it along."

The sergeant said no more, and rode off up

the bank. The subaltern again dismounted

and led his horse slowly up stream until he

was opposite the shelving place on the far

side, where the

river wasabout

fifty yards

wide. At this

spot there was

a narrow strip

of sand from

which the bank rose

somewhat steeply to a

height of thirty feet

above the water. The

slope was dotted with

bushes, and at its top

was a large tree whose

tangled roots were half exposed. Hitching his

horse to a bush, he scrambled about half-

way up. He turned and, looking towards the

far end of the ford, shifted about, carefully

aligning his position on the prolongation of the

"FOR A FEW MOMENTS HK SAT STARING

AT THE WHEEL-MARKS."
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depression which led down to the water on

that side of the river. He then solemnly

planted his switch, butt first, in the loose,

sandy soil. After a second careful scrutiny

all round he slid down the bank, sat down by

his horse, and proceeded to fill a pipe.

Resting his head on his hand, he smoked

on, occasionally scanning the far side of the

river. There the approach running down to

the ford was in a kind of groove, which had

been worn or excavated at some time, but

had long been disused, and was now quite

overgrown. Indeed, without some clue, such

as was given by the knowledge of the exist-

ence of the ford, it might have been passed a

hundred times without its real nature being

detected. Still, it was the obvious way of

approach for any body of troops trying to

cross the river, while for wheeled traffic its

use was almost inevitable. And it was just

the kind of bottle-neck, or, in military

language, " defile," where vehicles would

crowd together. Now the subaltern wanted

them crowded, if they came at all, and it was

at the very spot to which such a mass would

present itself end on that he had placed his

switch. In his jargon this spot commanded

and enfiladed the approach.

So far so good. Though the little job of

planting the stick in the earth was over, and

he could do nothing more at present, there

was still something on his mind. He

drew from his haversack a sketch-

position. The fact that there was no red

mark there seemed to upset him.

" Not my mistake ; but I've got to face the

music," he muttered, and drew in a cross so

incisively that he snapped the point of the

pencil. He resharpened it with deliberation,

then wiped the blacklead off his thumb on his

wet boot. The string with which the upper

had been so carefully lashed to the sole had

been displaced by his stirrup, and a wet and

pink big toe was peeping out between two

layers of gaping leather. Observing this, the

shadow of a smile crossed its owner's thin

face. But he had little real cause for smiling.

II.

THE theatre of war in which the detachment

was operating was a sparsely-populated area

in which the resources of civilization had never

been many. Now that the struggle had been

going on for some time so much damage had

been done that all the conveniences to be

found in a settled country were at a premium,

and the riverâ��an important strategic feature

â��had had its value as an

obstacle much enhanced by

the wholesale destruction

of its bridges. All those still

standing happened to be in

the hands of the army to

which the subaltern and the

sergeant belonged. To illus-

trate the situation by a

business parallel, their side

had succeeded in establishing

a corner in bridges. For the

enemy there were no bridges

to be had, except at the

prohibitive cost in lives

which attacks on strongly-

map. On this map certain defended positions would entail. The result

of this was that a feverish demand had sprung

up for fordsâ��for which there had been no

" AKTER A SECOND CAREFUL

SCRUTINY AU. ROUND HE SLID

DOWN THE BANK, SAT DOWN

BY HIS HOUSE, AND PRO-

CEEDED TO FILL A PIPB.''

points along the river had

been marked conspicuously

with red-ink crosses, and inquiry for yearsâ��and their value had sud-

he proceeded to follow up each of these

marks with a pencil, ticking them off and

counting aloud as he did so. As he counted

eleven he moved the pencil on to his own

denly appreciated. Old fords had been

opened up ; new ones had been discovered ;

and the cross-river traffic went on as briskly

as ever. Then the commander who con-
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trolled the bridge market became desirous of

also controlling the fords. But the method

in which he was trying to manipulate this

commodity differed from that which had

been employed in the case of the bridges. It

was a purely negative process, for he neither

wanted the fords himself nor could have

spared the men to hold them. The only

thing to be done, therefore, was to pursue a

dog-in-the-manger policy and deny them to

the enemy.

Fords can be denied to an enemy in many

ways besides by being held;and defended. One

of the simplest is to sow them with harrows,

ploughs, or wire fencing, or to construct

barbed-wire entanglements under the water.

But, distinctly annoying and offensive to

troops in a hurry as such obstructions are,

they are otherwise trivial, for they can be

removed at leisure and their moral effect is

negligible. When it is desired to add a

minatory effect to the merely physical

obstacle it is necessary to make an appeal

to the nerves. This can best be done by

explosives.

It is a truism that in land warfare the

value of mines and suchlike contrivances of

the sapper is almost entirely psychological.

For every man actually damaged by their

action hundreds suffer mentally either from

the knowledge or the mere suspicion of their

existence. Indeed, the very rumour of their

presence is sufficient to induce an Agag-like

method of progression.

And not only does this apply to those for

whose hurt the mines are intended ; it affects

those whose duty it is to prepare them, since

explosives have no discrimination and are

not respecters of persons. For the mine-

layer in war, as for the active terrorist in

peace, there is always the haunting dread of

being hoist by his own petard. Dealing as he

does with unstable and extremely violent

chemical compounds and rough, improvised

mechanisms, he literally carries his life in his

hands, at his finger-tips, at his very toes.

Too rough a touch, a stumble, and another

life has to be written off the ledger of his side

as " expended." Mine-laying demands the

very highest form of bravery, the unemotional

courage inspired by self-control, determina-

tion, and a sense of duty. The man under-

taking it usually works with very few others,

secretly and in obscure places. Neither one

of a crowd, nor actually fighting, he is not

inspired to gallantry by the presence of com-

rades, the enthusiasm or passion of the

moment, or the sheer lust of combat. There

is no struggle with a living, sentient adversary

to excite him. Excitement of a sort he has

in plenty, but it is of a very one-sided nature,

such as is afforded by a cold-blooded contest

against a ghostly enemy which is quite

unresponsive, quite undemonstrative, until

the last moment. If the mine-layer wins in

the struggle, though the result of his work

may not effect anything, he has been through

a far more severe trial than many a man who

commits a gallant deed in the heat of action.

But he is seldom acclaimed as a hero, for few

know what he has accomplished. When he

fails, the simple word " Missing," under

which his name appears, will usually be a

literally correct epitaph.

It was in duty of this nature that the detach-

ment was now engaged, and to the officer sitting

smoking by the river it was no new experience.

Familiarity had not, however, in his case bred

the proverbial contempt; he had too much

experience and wisdom to treat the agencies

employed by him with anything but the

respect due to their power. Moreover, during

the last few days his nerves had been almost

continuously on the stretch, for his life had

very frequently depended on the sensitiveness

of fulminate, the exact tension of a wire, the

stiffness of a trigger, or the care with which

an assistant placed his feet. But his obvious

depression on this occasion was not due to

any of these normal causes.

The usual system in this form of warfare,

and the one hitherto employed by the subal-

tern, had been to place small dynamite mines,

mechanically and automatically controlled,

on the pull-out or near side of the fords.

Since such mines were quite local and limited

in their radius of action, they were reinforced,

wherever possible, by a fougasse.

This medixval device, though not often

met with in ordinary life, is still used in war-

fare, and deserves a word to itself. Under its

high-sounding French nameâ��otherwise foyer

au feuâ��it is really a rudimentary but fear-

some gun made in the earth. No mere mine,

bomb, or simple infernal machine which

scatters fragments of metal around in vague

passion, the fougasse throws its projectiles

with precise and aimed malice. A slanting

hole, carefully aligned in the right direction, is

dug in the ground. This forms the bore of the

gun. A powder charge having been placed at

the bottom, the excavation is loaded to the

brim with brickbats, stones, scrap-iron, or

any natural missiles sufficiently heavy to

cause hurt to the human body when hurled

violently against it. The efficacy of this

engine of destruction partly depends upon

the principle so quickly seized upon by the
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small boy old enough to discover that Nature

has provided him with an arm for the express

purpose of throwing stones at other small

game. When he can shoot into the " brown "

of a flock he throws a stone, trusting to the

number of targets to assist in registering a

hit. When there is only one target, and that

a small one, he thinks to increase his chance

by multiplying missiles, and hurls a handful

of gravel. The fougasse heaves a shower of

missiles over a large area. And even if none

find a billet, the fountain of earth and rocks

projected on high cannot fail to impress the

most unimaginative spectator. This, after

all, is an important part of its object.

Until he had stopped the sergeant by his

exclamation at sight of the mark at the river's

edge the subaltern had imagined that his

work of the last six days was over. He had

been sent out upon a raiding expedition to

block all the crossing-places in a certain

stretch of the river. There were ten of these

marked on the map supplied to him, and.

starting out with a wagon-load of the stores

necessary to his machinations, he had, with a

proper adjustment of means to the end,

expended all his dynamite in fixing them up.

It was for this reason that he was now forced

to rely upon a fougasse alone for the eleventh

ford just discovered, which was not shown

on the map, and the existence of which was

evidently unsuspected at headquarters. The

revulsion of feeling at its discovery at a

moment when he had thought his work done

accounted partly for the subaltern's disgust

when first he had seen the tell-tale wheel-

track on the bank. Filled as he had been

with bitterness against the people responsible

for this mistake, unworthy thoughts had

momentarily assailed him. He had carried

out his orders at great danger. Evidently

no one knew of this place. Why should he

risk his life again ?

Though he was about to concentrate his

efforts upon a fougasse of double power, it

was not the dangers of the thing itself, which,

after all, were no greater than they had been

with all the others, that was weighing on his

mind. He had chosen its site so that most of

its missiles would sweep the approach on the

far bank ; and, by placing the trip-wire

somewhere near the bare patch of mud, one

of the leading horses or vehicles issuing from

the river would probably fire the charge just

at the moment when the approach would be

packed full of men, horses, and wagons or

guns. It was all quite simple. For carrying

out his kindly intention the subaltern had

the knowledge, the powder, the wire, and the

tools. Besides these things, all that was

necessary was a spare rifle. He had a rifle.

And it was the nature of this weapon, coupled

to the fact that it was the only one available,

which was especially troubling him.

The simplest method of exploding an auto-

matic engine of destruction of this nature

when no electric appliance is available is by

means of a firearm, which contains in a handy

form all the necessary mechanism. The

train of action is started by the victim tread-

ing on or tripping against a hidden wire. The

jerk thus conveyed to the trigger fires a blank

cartridge in the chamber of the weapon, and

the flash of the latter ignites the powder

charge in which the muzzle is embedded.

This necessitates a long-barrelled firearm.

The war had now been carried on almost to

a state of exhaustion, and had reached the

retail, pettifogging stage when single lives

and single weapons are counted. Not only

was an obsolete pattern of rifle employed for

this kind of work, but, in order to avoid by

any chance presenting the enemy with still

serviceable, though old, weapons, the stocks

of all those used for the purpose were sawn

off short, so that they could not be presented

to the shoulder.

The subaltern had started with seventeen

of such mutilated firearms, and had already

made use of sixteen on the ten fords with

which he had dealt. The seventeenth had

been found to be so dangerously defective

that it had been put on one side and, in order

to prevent any fatal mistakes, had been

branded with a piece of rag tied on to it. In

this pattern of gun the breech was opened by

depressing a lever behind the trigger-guard,

while the upward movement of the lever

closed the breech and cocked the rifle. The

fault of this particular specimen was that

the upward motion of the lever sometimes

not only closed the breech but fired the rifle

without the trigger being touched. An awk-

ward habit enough for a man shooting, it was

worse than awkward for one who was gripping

the lever when a small volcano happened to

be at the muzzle of the rifle. Had this speci-

men, however, been straightforward and mis-

behaved on every occasion, the certainty

would have simplified matters. No one in

his senses would have attempted to use the

thing.

But there was a subtlety about it, for

now and again the action worked correctly,

and the rifle did not go off until the trigger

was pressed. This, of course, gave the

glorious uncertainty of chance to anyone

dealing with the weapon ; but the odds against
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the dealer were too great, and the penalty

for losing was too severe, for even a confirmed

gambler to contemplate with equanimity.

The subaltern knew something about the

mechanism of rifles, but he now had neither

the tools nor the time to take this one to

pieces and put it together again. And he

could not make use of any of the weapons

carried by his detachment, for he was already

deficient of two. He would, however, in any

case have hesitated to deprive one of his men

of his " best friend." His own repeating

pistol was not long enough to serve.

In a few minutes the wagon and detach-

ment arrived, the powder-barrels were

rolled down, and digging was begun at

the spot marked. The freshly - exca-

vated earth, being of too bright a

colour to leave lying about, was

shovelled on to blankets, dragged down

the bank, and tipped into the river.

Between these intermittent journeys

a heap of boulders was gradually

ness of earth left above it, the subaltern paid

no attention to what was going on.

He remained seated, absorbed in playing

with an object which the sergeant had handed

to him. It was half a rifle with a dirty strip

of rag hanging from it; and the subaltern

was trying to discover what, if any. law

governed its erratic behaviour. Holding it

this way and that, he continued to open and

close the breech, and kept a careful record in

his notebook of each trial, much as a " system

crank " books the coups at a roulette-table.

For every attempt he put down a tick, and

each time the thing worked right he crossed

collected near the hole. Some were jagged,

and some were round and smooth, the

only limit to size being the weight which

one man could carry. The four men thus

employed in excavating and collecting in-

cluded the sergeant. A fifth was with

the horses ensconced in a suitable hollow

under some trees at the top, while the sixth

kept a look-out from the highest point near by.

The workâ��by now almost a matter of routine

â��had been started without more orders from

the officer, and the excavation proceeded at

great speed in the soft soil. Beyond once

inspecting the hole to check the alignment of

the axis of his " gun " and to gauge the thick-

" THE FRESHLY-EXCAVATED EARTH WAS

SHOVELLED ON TO BLANKETS."

the tick. At intervals he would study the

diagram produced, try to analyse it, and would

rack his brains in an effort to obtain a rule

â��rigid or flexibleâ��which seemed to govern

its eccentricities. Treating it as a crypto-

gram, he did his best to discover any cycle,

periodicity, or recurrence in the pattern

booked by him, to weave a rhythm into its

irregular metre ; he even endeavoured to set

it to music. At moments he did trace

sequences in the runs of success; but in no

case did he obtain more than two complete

cycles. It was all in vain. He might as well

have attempted to analyse the dance of the

gnats which were now hovering over his head,
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for he had put out his pipe when the powder

came upon the scene.

At last he gave up.the hopeless attempt at a

solution by numbers, and bethought him of

another method. If it were grit or a loose

flake of rust which was causing this un-

accountable behaviour he might possibly

distinguish something by the sense of touch.

He might be able to tell what the lever was

about to do by the feel,

the texture.sotospeak,

of its pull when opened. -â�¢"â�¢'â�¢,â�¢"

He had not dared to

oil it-â��the lubricant

might so ease the

action that the rifle

would go off every

time it was closed, and

thus spoil even the

outside chance which

he was now prepared

to take. With eyes

shut in order to con-

centrate all his facul-

ties upon his sense of

touch, he had

been for some

time intent on

his new game

when he was

interrupted.

" All ready

now, sir."

By this was

implied that the

powder was

loaded, and the

subaltern

handed over

the rifle. There

was no need for

him to superin-

tend the fixing

of it or the

packing of the stones. There was practically

no danger until a cartridge was placed

in the chamber of the rifle, and that he

always did himself at the very last. " Sing

out when you've fixed it," he said. ." I'll

just go across and have a look from the

other side."

With the reins gathered in his hand he was

" Wagon and team all right ? " said the

officer, as they ran.

" Yesâ��under a nice bit of scrub, sir."

When the two men got well under the

tree they too lay down under its thickest

part. The three whistles had evidently

been some well-understood signal of alarm,

but no move was made to pick up the rifles

lying aboutâ��the whole party seemed to be

listening. Above the burbling

of the rapid rose a humming

noise. A vague throbbing in

the sky, its direction could

THE SUBALTERN WAS TRYING TO

not be guessed ; it

seemed to pervade

the air. The sound

quickly increased in

volume to a loud buzz

and then to a muffled

roar. The five men

by the river peered up through the

foliage." A large grev biplane flew

.

from east, to west. It carried three

men.'- Glistening in the sunlight like

some gauzy-winged fly, it flew straight

on without- sign until the sound of its pro-

peller died away to a gentle hum in the

distance. The men re-assumed their duties,

and the subaltern mounted.

" Looks as if they were watching this ford,

sir," said the sergeant.

" Yes. They.'re not doing that for nothing.

just about to mount when the sentry on top .They'll probably try it to-night. Wish I'd

of the bank whistled three times.

The men under the tree at once stopped

working and lay down. The subaltern and

sergeant, who were out in the open, ran

towards the tree, the former towing his

unwilling beast by the bridle.

put in three barrels."

With this kind sentiment the subaltern

rode over to the far side again.

After a short time he heard across the water

the signal that everything except his share of

the work had been done. He rode up and
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down on the far

side, examining

from there the

near bank in

order to ascertain

if any rearrange-

ment was neces-

sary for conceal-

ment of the work,

and then he re-

rrossed. Nothing

except the pro-

truding breech

of the rifle now

betrayed the

fougasse, for all

the stones had

beencoveredover

with dry earth.

Even a dead bush

was lying ready

for him to plant

artistically when

he should have

finished his own duty of

adjusting the tension and

loading the rifle. The wire

was ready in place, lightly

buried where it crossed

under the probable " pull-

out " of the ford, and led

over two straining pieces

of wood, also buried,

which acted in the same

way as violin bridges.

Below the rifle the direc-

tion of the wire was

changed so as to give

a straight pull on the

trigger.

The men went off to

pack up, and while the

sergeant made play to be

the victim crossing over

the tread the subaltern

adjusted the exact pull of

the wire. This required

some nicety of touch and

considerable judgment,

and it was a little time

before the tension was

right.

" Ready to move off,

sergeant ? "

" All ready, sir."

" Right. Give me the

blank. You carry on.

and get away as soon as

you can."

Vol. xliv.-50.

The sergeant moved

his hand towards his

pocket, then hesitated

and coughed.

" Hurry up, man,"

said the other.

" Did you get that

rifle to work right, sir?"

"Oh, yes; it's all

right now."

Even if the sergeant

had not hurriedly tried

the thing himself

several times when his

senior was on the other

side of the river, he

would have seen

through this prevarica-

tion. The subaltern was

not a good liar.

" Beg pardon, sirâ��

would you let me fix

this one ? "

'A LAROE OKLY bll'LANE H.EU HIOH Ul' IN THE AIR ACROSS THE RIVER.'
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" You'/ Nonsense, man! You get on

with the convoy. I'm all right."

The sergeant turned round slowly and

walked away.

" Give me the blank before you go."

" They'reâ��in the wagon, sir. I sha'n't

be a minute."

The officer stared at him suspiciously. It

was unusual for this man not to have every-

thing to hand up to time. Besides, he had at

first moved his hand to his pocket. There

was something behind all this. The sergeant

was as clumsy at deception as his senior had

been.

As soon as he got out of sight the sergeant

pulled a bulletless cartridge from his pocket

and hurriedly

dug out its con-

tents with a nail.

He then ran back

with overdone

haste and handed

over the empty

case.

The subaltern took it and examined the

cap with care. That was all right; it had

not been fired. He then probed the case

with a stem of grass. Finding that he could

pass the grass right up to the base, he threw

the shell away and, looking the abashed and

surprised sergeant in the face, held out his

hand. The offence of which he suspected

his subordinate was so serious that, without

absolute proof, he decided to say nothing.

The two men looked at each other steadily.

Without a word the sergeant handed over a

second cartridge. This was inspected and

sounded in the same way, and when the stem

of grass was prevented from passing into the

case by some solid substance, the officer

"NOTHING EXCE1T THE PRO-

TRUDING BREECH OK THE

RJKLB NOW BETRAYED THE

KOUGASSE."

scooped out a little of the stuff with a splinter

and examined it. He then nodded. As the

sergeant, still silent, again turned to go, the

subaltern fumbled in his haversack.

" Hold hardâ��here's the map. You'd

better take it with youâ��in case There's

no chance of it, of course, but if you should

hear the thing go off. and I don't turn up, and

you get back all right, go straight to head-

quarters and report that the ten fords are

blocked, but that this one hereâ��I'll mark

it bigâ��number elevenâ��which they don't

know of, is not blockedâ��see ? "

A nod was the only reply.

" Whatever you do, don't be caught or

killed with this marked map on you. Have

"HE PkOBl-.I) THE CAME WITH A SIE.M OF GRASS."
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a good look at it now, so that you will be able

to point out the place of this ford without the

map, in case you have to destroy it. See

hereâ��this bit of the river's all that matters.

I'll cut that out. If the worst comes to the

worst you can chew up this small piece."

As he spoke he cut a strip out of the centre

of the map. He then wrung the man's hand

and, calling him by his name, said good-bye.

" Now get a move on. There's no need to

look so glum. I shall catch you up in

twenty minutes."

He watched the sergeant go up the bank,

heard his word of command, heard the

cavalcade move off. He appreciated the

motive of the clumsy effort at deceit through

which he had seen, and had no fear that the

man had plugged the barrel of the rifle or

not placed its muzzle in the powder, for if

he had done anything of the sort his trick

with the cartridge at the last moment would

not have been necessary. Picking his steps

carefully so as to avoid the wire, whose course

was buoy-marked by certain innocent-looking

twigs, he again climbed up the slope and lay

down on his stomach. He then deposited

the blank cartridge on the ground to his

right hand, placed his empty pipe between

his teeth, and proceeded with his experiments.

III.

WHILE the sergeant, filled with apprehension,

continued on his way, the object of his solici-

tude lay spread-eagled on the bank of the river

preparing for his throw of the die with death.

After looking at the watch on his wrist he

shut his eyes and went on with the operation

of opening and closing the lever, in which he

had been interrupted. The rifle still acted in

its former perverse manner, without giving

any tangible clue to its irregularities ; he was

still unable to trace the slightest variation,

either in the motion or the resistance of the

breech action when opened, whatever hap-

pened afterwards. There was no more, and

there was no less, stickiness or vibration when

the lever was going to fire the weapon than

when it was not. Remembering that moisture

increases the sensibility of the skin, he sucked

his thumb and forefinger, and after a time he

thought he could distinguish some faint

difference of the nature he was seeking in

the pull. But, almost impalpable, it was

too vague to be of any use for prognostication,

and most of his forecasts as to the rifle's

behaviour based on it were wrong. When

one did happen to prove correct, he realized

that it was by chance. Finally, all sensation

had been so long concentrated in his finger

and thumb that his imagination began to play

tricks; the curved metal of the lever felt as

if it were something soft in his grasp, as if

it were alive and contracting and expanding

in drawing breath. So powerful was this

impression that he involuntarily opened his

eyes to look. His empty pipe being in the way,

he took it from his mouth. And it was only

when he felt the pipe-bowl itself palpitating

in his grasp that he realized how strongly

the pulse in the ball of the thumb can beat.

It seemed hopeless. If his arteries were

throbbing in that manner, what confidence

was to be placed in external sensations ?

He had almost given up his efforts at rational

investigation and determined to rely on blind

chance, when a bird on a branch above his

head warbled. The sound was an inspiration.

There was one sense he had not triedâ��

perhaps his ears would give him the secret!

Again settling himself down on his chest,

he placed his ear as close to the breech as

possible. In doing this his foot slipped, his

face was jerked forward on to the jagged,

sawn-off butt of the rifle, and a splinter

gashed his cheek. Unheeding, he dug his

feet farther into the earth so as to get a

better grip, again closed his eyes, and, barely

breathing, began his games with the lever

once more. Numberless soundsâ��up till now

hardly noticedâ��all at once grew insistently

loud and bewildering. The bird above him

had flown away, but others twittered in the

distance, and, in spite of the apparent lack of

breeze, the top leaves of the trees were

whispering. The volume of water in the

river seemed to have increased, and its murmur

over the shallows was now almost a roar.

While the hum of insects was all-pervading

and covered the whole gamut, the noise of

those nearest sounded in his ears like bugle

marches brayed out by gramophones. This

medley of notes, in reality hardly audible,

assumed unbelievable intensity to the ears

straining to catch another and more subtle

sound.

He continued his trials, at first slowly and

gently. Then, finding that such slow, suc-

cessive movements were too separate for

minute differences of noise to be noted and

compared, he changed his tactics. He took a

deep breath and worked the lever up and down

as fast and as often as he could, till the blood

throbbed in his head, till the pounding of

his heart against the solid earth almost lifted

him and he was forced to exhale. After what

seemed like many hours of this he gradually

came to the conclusion that he could dis-

tinguish a minute difference in the faint
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formed on the soil by the blood dripping

from his cheek. But of these trifles he

was entirely unconscious.

He had not time to confirm his

suspicions about the existence of this

purring sound

when he heard

a rifle-shol. The

single report

was followed by-

several others.

' HE CONTINUED HIS TRIALS, AT FIRST SLOWLY AND GENTLY.

grating noise of the lever as it oscillated.

He could not have sworn to it, but the thing

seemed to purr slightly upon its downward

journey on those occasions when it did not

fire the rifle upon its return to the closed

position. By this time he was bathed in

perspiration ; his sleeves were full of sand,

which stuck to his skin; and his face and

wrists were speckled with mosquitoes. The

toe-nails of one foot were full of soil and almost

bleeding. The bowl of his pipe and half the

bitten-off stem lay some distance down the

bank; the remainder was in splinters in his

mouth. Below his chin the flies dodged and

buzzed and wrangled over the dark patch

If the convoy were being attacked already

1 there was no time to lose, and upon the next

occasion when he thought that he heard the

lever purr he made up his mind to act. He

picked up the cartridge, blew off the grit, and

pressed it carefully home into the chamber.

As he did so the bright, undented copper cap

in its base seemed to wink at him derisively.

There was now no longer need for him to

keep his eyes shut in order to concentrate

his mind, and, pausing for a moment, he

gazed upwards.- In spite of the blue sky above,

he felt that he was now verily in the Valley,

that the Shadow was closing over him.

Wondering if he should ford the next river

he had to cross, or whether

the old ferryman, Charon,

would be waiting to take

him over, he for the last

time gripped the curved

piece of metal.

Very gently he pressed it

upwards. After an eternity

there was a soft click, and

the movement of the lever

ceased.

When the subaltern real-

ized that the rifle-shots were

much closer, he did not seem

to be perturbed by the fact.

With a sob of relief he slid

quietly down the bank. The

eleventh ford was ready!
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ECOKD-BREAK1NG seems

to be a passion instinctive

in humanity, a passion which

takes the strangest forms, and

which of late years, sunned

by the warmth of popular

interest, shows a distinct

tendency to run to seed.

There is absolutely no form of human

achievement, from running a hundred yards

to a journey round the earth, from peeling

potatoes to building a battleship, which does

The appalling monotony of this performance

was only exceeded when, some time later, the

same gentlemanâ��in private life Mr. Lancaster

is a solicitorâ��punched a two-pound ball for

fifteen hours without cessation. One hundred

thousand times did that ball rise and fall, the

speed of the puncher varying between fifty

and two hundred to the minute. Mr. Lan-

caster is said to have the strongest wrist and

forearm of any man alive. He must have

also the strongest brain. There is probably

no human being who could have sat through-

'HE SWUNG A BLACKSMITHS EK1HT-POUNU HAMMER FOR TWELVE LONG

HOURS WITHOUT STOPPING."

not possess its record. Many are useful,

some useless, a number seem purely fantastic.

Of the latter Mr. Arthur Lancaster is an

amazing exponent. For instance, in June,

1908, at the Crystal Palace, he swung a

blacksmith's eight-pound hammer for twelve

long hours without stopping. Now and then

an attendant brought him food, but even while

he ate the hammer never stopped. He swung

it with one hand while he fed himself with

the other.

out either of these amazing performances

without qualifying for a lunatic asylum.

One sympathises with the person whose

desire is to do a thing more rapidly than any-

one else, but feats of sheer endurance, if not

altogether aimless, are shockingly dull from

the spectators' point of view. Take, for

instance, the twenty-four hours' billiard

match which came off in Paris. The com-

petitors were two young Frenchmen, MM.

Cohen and Janssaud. The terms were that
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the competitors should not leave the room

for more than a minute at a time, and that

the player who made the highest score should

receive the prize of a thousand francs. The

table was a French one, without pockets, and

the play was very even. At no time did

more than a hundred points separate the

competitors. Janssaud won eventually with

a score of three thousand two hundred and

thirty-eight, beating Cohen by only forty-two

points. The pedometer carried by the winner

showed that he had walked over seventeen

miles.

This match calls to mind a feat of even

greater endurance performed by a member

"RIDING BACKWARDS FROM ROATH TO ST. MELLONSâ��THREE AND A HALF

MILESâ��IN TWENTY-TWO AND A QUARTER MINUTES."

of a well-known West of England golf club,

who backed himself to play golf steadily for

a whole day from sunrise to sunset. He

successfully accomplished his task, doing in

the time six full eighteen-hole rounds, and

what is more, his score was in every case

below a hundred. The same caddie carried

for him the whole day long.

Golf, of course, is a game of records, which

everyone is constantly doing his best to beat.

Golf records are always falling, but there is

one which will probably stand for many years

to come. We refer to the feat of Mr. Edward

Blackwell, who, on May ist, 1906, reached

the fifth hole at St. Andrews with a drive and

a cleek. The distance is five hundred and

thirty-three yards !

Of bicycle racesâ��straight-ahead ones, at

leastâ��we have records for every possible

time and distance. But it would hardly

occur to the average cyclist to try for a back-

pedalling record. Still this has been done.

Some years ago Mr. W. Brain, of Cardiff,

varied the monotony of straightforward

cycling by riding backwards from Roath to

St. Mellons. The distance is three and a half

miles, and he won a cup by accomplishing it

in the really amazingly quick time of twenty-

two and a quarter minutes.

One Boxing Day a contest of an unusual

kind took place in the Salle Wagram, in Paris.

The proprietor had announced that he would

give prizes to the couples who could dance

the longest, and at eleven o'clock in the even-

ing forty-four

couples were

started by three

pistol-shots. The

only conditions

were that the

couples should

dance without ces-

sation, and keep

waltzing all the

time. By the end

of the first hour

four couples had

dropped out, at the

end of the second

twelve more had

had enough. At

the end of the sixth

hour five couples

only survived.

They looked hag-

gard and pale, and

several were

almost dropping

; with fatigue. One

by one they went out, till at 5.45 a.m. only one

couple were left. Of these the lady, a Mile.

Scherrer, was distinctly fresher than her

partner, whose name was Vincent. As for

the spectators, who numbered nearly a thou-

sand, they did not know whom to applaud

the most, the dancers or the orchestra. The

latter had played an endless chain of one

hundred and sixty-one waltzes.

This dancing record did not last very

long. It was completely knocked on the

head by an Italian dancing-master named

Corsisi Guattierro, who won a forty-pound

wager by waltzing continuously for fourteen

hours on end. The pianists, of whom there

were two, relieving one another, played two

hundred and forty-eight different waltzes.

Speaking of pianists, there has for years

past existed the keenest rivalry for the piano-
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MR. JAMES WATKRBURY, AFTER WINNING THE PIANO-PLAYING

RECORD BY PLAYING FOR TWENTY-SIX HOURS.

playing record. Some years ago a M. Gamier

undertook to play the piano for twenty-seven

hours with rests amounting to no more than

an hour and a half in all. Beginning one

evening at nine, he accomplished his task at

midnight of the next day. But his hands

were fearfully swollen, and afterwards he

collapsed, being prostrated with a nervous

attack. Mr. James Waterbury, an American

player, beat this record by playing for twenty-

six hours without resting for more than five

seconds at a time.

When he ceased

his fingers were a

mass of blisters,

his nerves

shattered, and he

was so completely

worn out that he

had to be helped

off the piano-

stool.

At Stockport,

three years later,

Mr. Napoleon

Bird beat both

these records by

playing for forty-

eight hours with-

out ever taking

his fingers from

the keys. During

this unparalleled

performance he

played no fewer than fifteen

hundred selections. Of course

he, too, was a complete wreck

by the end of his amazing

achievement. What he most

complained of was the intense

difficulty he experienced in

keeping awake.

The craze for strange records

began a great many years ago.

There was an elderly London

omnibus-driver named Priestley

who at Hull, in 1863, jumped a

thousand hurdles, each three

feet six inches high, in sixty-

one and a half minutes. It is

said that this record has never

since been equalled. Priestley

began omnibus driving in the

same year, 1863, and during his

forty-six years in the service of

the London General Omnibus

Company he drove buses a dis-

tance of about eight hundred

and fifty thousand miles.

Railway men are always interested in the

wagon-coupling contest which takes place

at fairly frequent intervals. Competitors

have to run down a line of twenty trucks,

coupling each one as they go, and on the

return journey uncouple them. The dex-

jrity of the competitors may be judged from

[e fact that the times are almost all under

a minute and a half. Herbert Dyke, an

employe of the North Staffordshire Railway,

has accomplished the feat in one minute six-

teen and a half seconds.

PKIBSTLBY JUMPING A THOU-

SAND HURDLES IN SIXTY-

ONE AND A HALF MINUTES.
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Another curious form of ath-

leticism is barrow-wheeling. Some

years ago William Greaves, a Bir-

mingham man, trundled a wheel-

barrow from London to Dundee

and back, taking twelve weeks

over the job. Another champion

barrow-pusher was an American

named Cammerman, now dead.

His last feat was performed at

the age of ninety-three, when he

wheeled a barrow containing a

hundred bricks a distance of

ninety miles in five days. Another

record of this description is held

by Charles Booth, of Spalding, who

pushed a two-wheeled truck a dis-

tance of one hundred miles in the

remarkably short space of thirty-

two hours thirty-three minutes.

Mountain climbers compete with

one another chiefly in attempting

MK. BURR, AN AMERI-

CAN CLIMBER, WHO

CONQUERED THREE

â�¢EAKS WITHIN

THIRTY-SIX HOURS.

TRUNDLING A WHEKI.BARROW FROM LONI>ON TO

DUNDEE AND BACK.

to conquer difficult peaks. But there arc

individuals who are fond of obtaining speed

records. In July, 1908, an American climber,

Mr. Burr, of Boston, performed a curious

feat of speed and endurance combined.

Starting at midnight on Tuesday from the

Bergli cabin, he reached the summit of the

Jungfrau by a quarter past three. He

and his guides then climbed the Moench,

arriving at the summit at half-past six on

Wednesday evening. Still not content,

they next tackled the Eiger, which was

reached, after a difficult climb, by midday

on Thursday. He thus conquered three

peaks within thirty-six hours, achieving a

record which no sane person is likely to

even attempt to beat.

On several occasions there have been

races from Fort William post-office to the

observatory at the top of Ben Nevis and

back. The double journey is fifteen miles,

with an average rise for the ascent of one

in five. Ewan Mackenzie, the observatory

road-man, has won a gold medal by cover-

ing the distance in two hours and ten

minutesâ��a very notable athletic feat, and
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one which few, even among the best of flat-

runners, could approach.

Small boys amuse themselves with toy

stilts, but stilt-racing is a form of sport

practically unknown in this country. In

the Landes of France, where every shepherd

lives on stilts, the

yearly stilt com-

petitions are the

subject of much

excitement and of

heavy betting. A

record which was

made at Bordeaux

nearly fifteen

years ago, when

two hundred and

seventy-five miles

were covered in

seventy-six hours

thirty-five

minutes, has, we

believe, never

since been beaten.

The stilts used

were six feet long,

and each weighed

eight pounds.

While horse-

racing is one of

our most import-

ant sports, long-

distance riding is

rarely seen in the

United Kingdom.

Though the aver-

age Briton does

not spare himself,

he strongly objects

to riding a horse

to death, and, not

to mince matters,

this is what long-

distance horse-

racing usually

amounts to.

Continental

nations, unfortu-

nately, have

fewer scruples, and officers of nearly all

foreign armies indulge at times in long-

distance rides.

The most sensational was that of 1892,

from Vienna to Berlin, a distance, accord-

ing to the route taken, of from three

hundred and sixty-one to four hundred

and three miles. The winner, Count Stah-

remberg, covered this enormous journey in

rather less than eighty-five hours, and his

horse died of exhaustion a few hours after his

arrival. The Irish mare belonging to Baron

Reitzenstern, who won second place, dropped

and could not move for hours. Five other

A STILT-RACING KECOKU WAS MADK AT bORUEAUX, WHKN

AND SEVENTY-FIVE MILES WERE COVERED IN SEVENTY-SIX

FIVE MINUTES.

TWO HUN1)KE1>

HOURS THIRTY-

competitors literally rode their horses to death.

It is the pluck of the thoroughbred which

gives it its valueâ��a well-bred horse will, as

everyone knows, go until it drops. There

can, therefore, be no possible object in these

long-distance races, and the sooner public

opinion condemns them the better for every-
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HAT rummy paper, Margot! "

" I never saw anything

like it, Roger."

" There must be a hundred

and fifty pieces."

" Two hundred. It looks

as if they'd bought samples

and covered the walls with them. It's like

a patchwork quilt."

" Just like, only more patchy, Margot.

Iâ��â��"

" Roger ! "

" What's the matter ? "

" Your backâ��it's all red. The stuff's

come off the wall ! "

The girl rose quickly, leaving the little

round table with its dishesâ��now three parts

emptyâ��of Cornish cream and Cornish splits

and home-made Cornish blackberry jam.

She came across to where the boy stood,

craning his neck to see his unseeable back.

" Turn round, Roger. Let me ! "

Roger Treffry turned round. Margot de

Winton thumped vigorously at the golf-coat,

which sent out a dull red cloud.

" That's all right," she said. " It's quite

dry. It's ruddle, not paint, Roger. But

what a funny, tin-potty little room ! And

lookâ��just look at those jugs on the shelf

there. I've never seen anything like it in

my life ! "

The boyâ��he was at once very young and

very old for his four-and-twenty yearsâ��did

look at the jugs. In truth, like the girlâ��who

was three years youngerâ��he was glad to look

at anything just now. If the room, in which

he had sat blindly these last twenty minutes,

had been like a thousand thousand other

rooms he would have agreed with his com-

panion had she vowed it to be eccentric ; he

would have snatched any excuse to be doing

something, not to be sitting opposite to her,

discomfortable, awkward, and three parts

dumb.

And the room was curious, if room it were ;

it was more a tin-roofed, match-boarded

shanty where the overplus of visitors to a

Gurnard's Head cottage might refresh them-

selves with tea. To-day there were no trip-

pers ; there was a flower-show at Penzance.

A motor-party, back from the headland, was

in the cottage parlour. The girl and boy had

the shanty to themselves.

A wall-paper may be eccentric and patchy,

but it cannot be looked at for ever, and Roger

Treffry had at last to turn round. The girl

had been standing to his right, behind him.

She retreated towards the tea-table, shunning

his eyes. She sat down. Roger followed

her example. And Roger spoke.

" It's a rum little room," he said.

" Yes, it is rummy, isn't it ? "

The girl's voice was dull; she had drawn

attention to the room's peculiarities not,

apparently, from a desire to talk of them,

but from a compelling need to discuss some-

thing, at any cost. Now, it seemed, she did

not want to speak. The boy sat opposite,

also silent, his long, thin, Spanish yet fair-

haired face contrasting with the girl's wide

brows, dark hair and straight features, and

her complexion, which showed dusky yet

cream-coloured against the silk shirt and soft

collar with its gold pin shining against its

black tie.

The boy tried again.

" I was telling you about the lecturer," he

began. " He was splendid. Of course, we

were all Socialists at Magdalen, andâ��â��"

" Nonsense, Roger ! Don't be a humbug.
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You know you want to keep all you've got.

If anyone wanted to take Fairfield from you,

you'd cry out fast enough. I hate humbug

and cant! "

Margot de Winton stamped her foot.

Roger Treffry looked uncomfortable. The

casual observer would have thought her rude

and him foolish ; in short, that they were an

ill-assorted pair. Not at all. They were an

admirably-suited couple ; they were the best

of friends ; a marriage between them would

be successful and admirable, and they lived

on adjoining estates. The troubleâ��it was

serious troubleâ��happened to be just this

following fact.

These two, who had known and loved each

other from babyhood, had been sent out to the

headland by well-intentioned parents in order

that they might return engaged. Roger

knew it, and Margot knew it, and Roger was

impatient and uneasy, and Margot was un-

willing and cross, as a girl of spirit must be

when she is being rushed into something

which she would settle at leisure for herself.

The result was that they, who had never

before been at loggerheads, had bickered all the

way from St. Ives, and that the shanty which

they sat in was become a cockpit of mis-

understanding and a nest of incipient tragedy,

and that these two peopleâ��to whom a quarrel

meant so much, because they had never

quarrelledâ��were on the verge of quarrelling

permanently and of wrecking their respective

lives. Margot de Winton knew it; Roger

Treffry knew it. Roger made a stout attempt

to be gay.

â�¢ " Well, Margot, let's go out on the headland.

Come along !"

He spoke quickly, not sharply, but some-

thing coercively, from sheer stress. The girl

â��all nerves nowâ��took immediate offence.

" I won't be ordered about like that,

Roger ! Go yourself, if you want to. I shall

stay here."

Roger winced, stared at her, shrugged his

shouldersâ��and got up.

" All right," he said. " If you want to be

cross, Margot, you must be. I didn't mean

to be rude. But, of course, if I bore you, I

bore youâ��and perhaps I'd better go alone."

Margot made no answer. Roger walked

slowly to the door. As he reached it he

turned round.

" I suppose you'll come along presently,"

he said, with forced lightness.

" I may or I mayn't." The girl's hand

went to the pocket of her coat. " I've got

' A Shropshire Lad ' to read."

Roger started, stayed hesitant, felt the

iron of jealousy in his soul ; since an amateur

artistâ��a fellow-visitor at their hotel and a

most assiduous attendant upon Margotâ��had

just given her the little book. But Roger

kept his thoughts in his own bosom, and,

wisely, with a little swagger, went out.

" She doesn't care for me ; she despises

me," he was thinking. " And, though I've

known her all these ages, she won't marry

me after all ! "

She did care for him; she did not despise

him ; and, as things went at this minute, it

was several thousands to one that the marriage

would not take place. No woman likes

doing what is expected of herâ��and relations

had been impatient and indiscreet. And

Margot, resenting their insistence, had let

resentment obscure her sight. So tragedy

loomed about the pair of ( hem ; hung gather-

ing in the air. One touch, one tiny note of

humour, would have saved the situation.

And Roger Treffry, as he walked, hatless,

over the headland, was feeling very tragical

indeed. He was not fool nor weakling nor

sluggard ; he had done well at Oxford, both

in work and games. But he had an imagina-

tion which, though it would make him write

fiction presently, as yet had no outlet but

dreams. Save that, sometimes, he weaved

plots and sent them to a cousin who sometimes

sent him an honorarium of a guinea, which

made Roger feel literary and very proud.

He was a thought Byronic in temperament,

and. to his cousin's regret, his plots, though

good, as a rule were melancholyâ��too melan-

choly to be of commercial use. The thought

that accompanied him as he walked towards

the headland was very melancholy indeed.

" If I were to dieâ��to throw myself from

the cliff-sideâ��would Margot be sorryâ��would

she really care ? I don't believe she would

care twopence. She'd marry that artist

beggar who gave her ' A Shropshire Lad 'â��

and she'd forget me in a week ! "

He went walking, hands in pockets, his

gait dejected and his thoughts exceeding

black. The field sloped downward, dropping

towards the narrow tongue which joins the

great headland to the cliffs. The field and

cliff-land ceased. The tongue began. To

the left of it was a precipice, falling stark,

stupendous, sheer. The thought of suicide

leaped in the heart of Roger Treffry.

He stood looking down, half-reluctanl,

half-happy, temporarily hypnotized, thinking

sillyâ��and very humanâ��things. The slow

slap-slash-suck-plash-and-plop-plopping of

the far-off water came temptingly upon his

ears. One fraction of a secondâ��a single
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false stepâ��and he would go down, down,

and, falling, be beaten into a shapeless mass

upon the rocks. And Margot ! Ah, would

Margot care ? She must care. Would he

not have died tremendously, heroically, like

a lover of old time ? The consciousness of it

drove him into quoting Keats :â��

Darkling I listen, and, for many a time,

I have been half in love with easeful Death !

The lines delighted him ; he rejoiced at the

" To cease upon the midnight," he repeated.

The thought, the verbal magic, filled him

with wonderful ideas. He sawâ��he had

certainly an imaginationâ��all the lurid para-

graphs to which his suicide would inspire the

halfpenny Press. Andâ��imagination works

not in one way onlyâ��his good sense came to

his rescue, and the morbidity went from him

and he laughed aloud.

" What rot I'm talkin' about ceasing upon

"THE GIRL TOOK IMMEDIATE OFFENCE, 'i WON'T BE ORDERED ABOUT LIKE THAT, ROGER !

GO YOURSELF, IF YOU WANT TO. I SHALL STAY HERE."

sound of his own voice saying them ; he said

them several times again. And he spoke

other lines, too :â��

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain !

the midnight! " he said to himself. " Why,

it's five o'clock on a broiling September

afternoon ! "

He laughed again. Then the thought of

Margot came to crumple up his merriment;
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and he remembered that if he did not die

she would suffer nothing, and that she would

marry the artist chap, andâ��youth does not

stay pessimistic for long periodsâ��and why

shouldn't Margot marry him, Roger Treffry ?

Perhapsâ��some faint glimmer of the true

state of affairs came to himâ��perhaps she

did care and someone had put her offâ��andâ��

and

He saw everythingâ��saw it all in a flash.

He would not die, hut he would pretend to

die ; he would leave some sign of suicide that

should catch Margot's attention ; he would

watch her from far offâ��and he would know.

If she took it easily, calmly, all would be over

between them ; if she shrieked, fainted, or

ran for rescue, he would be sure of her love.

It did not occur to himâ��his imagination

needed tempering with experienceâ��that,

whether she loved or did not love him, her

action would at such a moment be the same.

On the left of the tongue, on a grass slope

carpeted with sea-pinks, the land went up

quickly, hiding a sheer and sudden drop.

To the very verge of it Roger ran now. He

sat down, pulled off his shoesâ��his new

yellow-brogued golf shoesâ��and set them on

the edge of the cliff. The sun shone upon

them gaily, and they were in fullest view of

any person who might come from the hinter-

land towards Gurnard's Head. Roger rose

hastily, ran back across the grass slope to

the narrow tongue again, paused, looked

round, went on. The stones and rough earth

and the jagged chips of rock that he trod

on sorely hurt his feet. But he was in love

with his ideaâ��and he was Byronic and in

love with Margot. And these things gave him

courage, and helped him not to heed his hurts.

Every now and then he paused, looking

round, seeking where he might hide. As yet

he saw no place possible ; those he considered

and rejected would either leave him visible

or would hide the shoes from his sight. He

went on. on, going to where the great headland

again narrows, to widen out suddenly and to

throw up its huge figure-head like the horror

of a Viking prow. And at the end of the

narrowing he found the place he sought.

" The very thing!" he said to himself.

" The very thing ! "

He climbed, eagerly, painfully, an up-

sloping slab of granite with a natural parapet

which would shield. On it he lay prone,

looking inland towards that sea-pink-carpeted

cliff-place where, a full two hundred yards off,

his discarded golf-shoes lay almost invisible,

but brogued and yellow in the sun.

Roger lay there five minutes, ten minutes,

twenty minutes, and the rock ran into his

chest and his thigh-muscles and the sun beat

fierce upon his back, as it might have beaten

upon some half-clad, old-time Briton in

direst peril, seeking shelter from his foes.

To the left, looking inland, a French three-

masted schooner lay against the cliff-side,

derelict in the deep blue water, the rising tide

already above her bulwarks, masts and bow-

sprit alone to be seen. Behind her an

ancient smugglers' cave. In the distance

Zennor Carn, just visible, showed purple to

the east. White foam enwrapped grey head-

lands along the granite coast. To the right,

where the cliffs cloaked it from the sunshine,

the water came lap-lapping them, cold and

chilly and green. Three miles away Pendean

Lighthouse stood up like a needle with its

twin thimbles of rock. Above the clouds drove

leisurely, blue and creamy and drab. About

Roger seagulls circled ; from below the gannets

and the divers sent up their squawking cries.

And Margot did not come. Roger lay

there, hurt in mind and body ; hurt most,

perhaps, by the feeling that he had done a

foolish thing. Sane at heart, he became con-

scious of his own morbidity, blushed for it,

was ashamed of himself, yet would not leave

his post. The spirit of adventure, very strong

in him, kept him there, watching, tortured in

body and mind.

And still she did not come. An awful

thought leapt in his breast.

" Suppose she's ridden homeâ��in a huffâ��

to that artist chap, what a fool I shall look !

Hang it all, I can't wait here much longer.

I shall jolly well have to get up ! " As he

thought, so he raised himself. But he dropped

down again in a flash.

A headâ��the body still invisibleâ��was

bob-bobbing in the distance, half-hidden by

the roll of the emerald-grey, sea-pink-carpeted

cliff-land, four hundred yards away.

" It's Margot ! " said Roger to himself.

" It's Margot! Thank goodnessâ��oh, thank

goodness I stayed ! " And all the soul of

him went into his watching eyes.

But only for a minute. Then Roger

Treffry sat up. It was not Margot. This

was no dark-haired, graceful, swift-walking

girl. No; it was a long, lean, mouching tatter-

demalion of a man. He wasâ��in that clear.

bright light as the figure drew nearer Roger

became quickly aware of it â�� he was, this

tatterdemalion, clad in the remains of a frock-

coat and trousers that were torn and ribboned,

and against their blackness showed the colour

of bare skin. In a flash Roger's quick

imagination gave the man's coming a cause.
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This was the real thing; no mock, no

pretending suicide. It was, in fact, the very

tragic deed. Roger's heart stood still.

The tatterdemalion mouched forward,

coming towards the headland with a shuffling

deliberation into which Roger read a grim

determination to die. The figure was now

all but upon the rocky tongue. In three

minutes he would be level with the earn

where Roger lay. There would be a dramatic

denouement. Roger's mind, as usual, antici-

pated matters. The poor wretch, who doubt-

less meant to throw himself from the headland,

should be saved and encouraged to live. Here

â��Roger patted himself on the back heartilyâ��

here would be a chanceâ��how that taunt

of Margot's stayed with him !â��to prove

himself a true Socialist and to do something

for his fellow-man. So Roger dreamed to

himself. Then suddenly, just two hundred

yards away, the tatterdemalion, on the rocky

tongue now, deflected smartly, going to his

left. Roger's heart went into hisâ��socks.

" He's going to chuck himself over where

my shoes areâ��they've led him to suicideâ��

I'm parliceps criminisâ��an accessory before

the act. Halloa ! No, he isn'tâ��yes, he isâ��

my word ! I say, there's a short story in

this ! "

There was. But not the sort of story that

Roger had in mind.

The tatterdemalion stood on the grey-

green emerald cliff-grass, looking steadily

down. It seemed to Roger that he was look-

ing at the brogued shoes ; and Roger won-

dered what the thoughts of the tatterdemalion

might beâ��what strange, sad sympathy

stirred in the vagrant heart, what wave of

brotherliness rose there, what instinct its

owner had to leap where it seemed that the

owner of those brogued shoes must have

leaped. The situation held Roger spell-

bound. Then suddenly his heart stood still.

The tatterdemalion had gone down on his

knees. He fell forward, lay proneâ��as Roger

himself was lyingâ��and peered over at the

white-black basalt below. Humanity in

Roger conquered the literary sense. He

half roseâ��he had begun to descendâ��when

the tatterdemalion rose.

" He's thought better of it ! " said Roger.

" Let us see what he will do next."

But seeing was not easy. The tatter-

demalion was sitting down. His back was

towards Roger and the headland ; his face

was towards the fields. A minute passed ;

two minutes. Then the tatterdemalion rose.

It seemed to Roger that he had something

in each of his hands. And Roger did not err.

The tatterdemalion's right arm was lifted;

it swungâ��and a speck hurtled into the

chasm below. Then the left arm was lifted ;

the throwing motion was repeated ; again

a speck hurtled out upon the sea. Then the

tatterdemalion swung round, making for the

hinterland at a rapid walk. And the sun,

which had been obscured by a cloud these

ten minutes, shone out upon the cliff-landsâ��

and upon the tatterdemalion's feet. The

shoes he wore were black no longer. They

were yellow andâ��Roger guessed itâ��brogued !

" It's a tramp-â��and he's got my shoesâ��

and he's chucked his own into the sea ! Well,

I " Roger's amazed disillusion ended in

a lusty shout.

" Hi ! Hi ! I say-y-y-y ! Hi! "

There was no answerâ��save from the gulls

and gannets who squawked and circled and

fled. Roger shouted againâ��still louder.

The tatterdemalion did not turn. Roger

was clambering down.

He clambered quickly, and his feet, at each

moment, stabbed themselves upon points

of rock. He got free of the earn ; but the

pathway was no better; it bristled with

pebble and flint. Furious, _eagerâ��his sense

of property urging him forwardâ��he stumbled

inland, suffering tortures as he went. He

reached the low-lying, narrow peninsula. His

quarry was invisible; it was gone up over

the hill into the fields.

And Roger went stumbling on. He, too,

climbed the hill. A hundred yards ahead of

him, in a meadow that sloped upward, he

saw the tramp at last. He saw, also, some-

one else. It was Margot. She came lightly,

deliciously, walking springily through the

fields.

Roger raised a shout. But he was breath-

less ; the shout fell short of its aim. And

he saw Margot coming closer to the tramp.

Thenâ��his feet were like fire-ballsâ��Roger

well-nigh burst his chest. His " Hi !"

achieved its object. Margot saw him and

waved. And, as she waved, the tramp drew

almost level with her and she came to a

sudden stop. From the droop of her head,

Roger saw that she regarded the tramp's

leet.

And again the air was rent with Roger's

despairing " Hi ! "

This time Margot heard. She looked

forward, seemed at a loss for a second ; then

â��the tramp had passed herâ��put her hand

in the pocket of her coat. Then she turned,

ran back, and caught up the tramp. Roger

could have shouted with joy.

" What a sportswoman ! " his heart called
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"Ulli TATTtKUIi.MAUOIs's K1G111 ARM WAa LltTliL), A.Nb IT SWUNG."

to him. " Oh, what a sportswoman ! She's

gone after him to get him to give up the shoes."

Alas ! Roger was wrong.

Margot walked, now, by the tatterde-

malion's side. The wretch seemed trying to

outpace her ; but in vain. Roger saw her

press something into the man's reluctant palm.

Then she turned back towards the headland.

Roger collapsed upon the grass.

" She's tipped him !" he told himself.

" She's actually given him money for taking

away my shoes ! " And for just one minute

the thought of this cynical rejoicing in his

misery made him hate the woman he loved.

Meantime Margot advanced quickly; as

always, most gracefully. Roger forced him-

self to his feet. He assumed what he flattered

himself was a look of scorn. But Margot

did not seem to see.

" Roger ! " she cried. " How splendid of

youâ��how splendid ! "

" Splendid ! "

" Yes ; splendid! It's the most unselfish

thing I've ever known. You gave that poor

man the very shoes off your feet. And I

called you a humbug ! Roger, I'm sorry.

Forgive me, there's a dear."

" Forgive you ! "
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A great lump rose in Roger's throat;

whether of tears or laughter he did not, will

never, know. Thenâ��he had fallen on to the

grass againâ��Margot dropped at his side.

" Your poor feet! " she said. " Oh, your

poor, poor feet! "

Roger gave a gasp. There was no doubt about

the nature of that lumpâ��now. It was cer-

tainly laughterâ��and he could have hugged the

tramp. It seemed

to him that he

couldâ��and would

â��hug Margot. But

marvellously,

miraculously, he

did not â�� for,

though he had

imagination, he

had a conscience,

and he felt he must

tell the truth.

Meantimeâ��it was

all so jolly and

unexpected and

difficult â�� Margot

was tremendously

pretty â�� and she

was sitting ex-

ceedingly close.

" What are you

going to do, Roger

â��d ear?" she

asked, after a

pause.

" Do ? " Roger's

heart went bump,

bump at the sound

of the adjective

and at the thought

that affection

might not survive

the appalling

truth. " Do ? Oh,

I suppose I shall

walk to the cot-

tageâ��and borrow

a pair of hobnails

â��and cycle home.

You won't mind,

Margot â�� riding

with me into St.

Ives and up to the

hotel ? "

"Mind-/ mind?

you ; oh, so proud.

" What did you say ? "

" Nothing. Margot. Nothing."

Poor Roger ! The dusky cream of cheek

and chin was close, so close to him ; he

adored herâ��and she was ready to accept him

whenever he chose to ask herâ��because of

that noble deed he had not done. Again,

poor Roger! He had a conscience; he

could not, would not, win her by a trick. He

HIS ARM ROUND MARGOT's WAIST, HER ARM ROUND HIS."

you selfish, Roger !

I ever saw ! "

" Good Lord !

breath.

I shall be proud of

And to think I called

It was the noblest deed

Roger spoke under his

would have to tell herâ��cost what it might

cost. But to tell her was monstrous hard.

Roger looked at Margot. Margot looked

back. Her look saidâ��as plainly as words

could have said itâ��" Roger, dear, I'm sorry

I was a cat to you in the tea place. I really
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couldn't help itâ��and I do love you very

much ! "

" I must do itâ��I must say itâ��nmo" said

Roger to himself. " If I don't I shall never

have the pluck." And, as an unconscious

preliminary to his confession, he sighed.

" What's the matter ? " she asked.

" Oh, something awful ! " Roger's tone

tvas terrific and glum.

Margot stared. She loved him truly,

deeply. That was why, for just one fraction

of a second, she wondered if he were going to

tell her that he was engaged to another girl.

" What is it, Roger ? Are youâ��are you

thinking about that poor man ? "

" Margot "â��it was now or never, and Roger

put his hand on the hand nearest to him,

covering it, gripping it hardâ��" Margot, I

didn't give the tramp those shoes ! "

" What ! "

" No ; I put them on the cliff for you to

find themâ��and the tramp came along "

" And stole them ? " Margot's hand

started, but was not withdrawn.

" Yes. 1â��I was hiding to see if you'd be

upset when you found them, and to see if

you'd think I'd killed myselfâ��and the tramp

came along, and heâ��he p-put them on, and

he's got clean away ! "

" With your shoes !r

" And with your-

Margot ? "

" Five shillings ! "

" Five shillings !

-how much was it,

gave

him five

You

shillings, Margot ? "

" Yes, Roger. How could I do less ?

Yourâ��your nobility inspired me."

Margot said no more. Her young, light

laughter rose and woke the skies. Roger

looked at he. ; then his laugh echoed hers.

Seven seagulls, three gannets, and a northern

diver fled, squawking, out to sea. And

Roger moved slowly, but not imper-

ceptibly, towards Margot's side. And Margot

looked at him. Her smile was delicious to

see. The humour had saved the situation;

all was over but one thing now. That thing

Roger proceeded to do.

" Then youâ��you don't hate me ? " he said,

as he got, if anything, closer to her still.

" No ; I don'tâ��hate you, Roger." Margot

did not edge away.

" It was a rotten thing to do ! " said Roger.

" But it was magnificent to tell the truth

about it, Roger, dear. Oh, Rogerâ��Rogerâ��

there are two touristsâ��look ! "

There were two tourists; two bright-

stockinged creatures with knapsacks, coming

down the fields. They went byâ��not incuri-

ously. But they went by. Roger and Margot

sat on for twenty minutes, twenty-five

minutes, half an hour.

Then Margot rose.

" We must be going," said she.

" All right," answered Roger. And he rose,

not reluctantly, since she helped him to his

shoeless feet. Then, his arm round Margot's

waist, her arm round his, they passed up

the field to the cottageâ��to seek a pair

of boots. And, as they went, and when

frequent interludes allowed of it, Roger con-

gratulated himself, not without reason, upon

the varied happenings of the day. They

were, chiefly, these :â��

Item. He had scored off that long-haired

fellow at the hotel.

Item. He had lost a pair of shoesâ��bought

of the Daxonia Shoe Company for sixteen-and-

six.

Item. He had got a short-story plot for

which he would get a guinea from his cousin.

Item. He would be, therefore, four-and-

sixpence " up " on the deal.

There was another, and last, itemâ��less

mercenary and all-importantâ��which he did

not under-estimate or forget.

Margot loved himâ��and a marriage had been

arranged.

GURNARD'S HEAD, IN CORNWALL, THE SCENE OF THE STORY.

/â�¢Vum a Photvffi-aph by the 1'hotuchrvtn GV, Ltd.

Vol. xliv.- 51.



A Matter of Welgkt.

By BERTRAM SMITH.

Illustrated by MV. Dewar.

HAVE never supposed that

there was any real harm in

" Hopegood's Banking Com-

pany." When the matter

came to my ears I thought

it best to suppress the enter-

prise ; but this was not lie-

cause of any suspicion of fraudulent inten-

tions on the part of the manager. The truth

is that, among small boys, financial trans-

actions are to be deprecated. Hopegood

himself was a born trader. Several boys of

this type have passed through my hands,

and they have not, as a rule, been the most

satisfactory of my pupils. Some of them

carried on dark practices as money-lenders

â��others introduced a system of barter and

exchange. I remember one, many years ago,

who made a successful " corner " in straw

berries, taking over .^he entire stock at the

tuck-shop at a moment when no further

supplies were expected for twenty-four hours ;

but the most ingenious financial transaction

in my experience is the one I am about to

relate, and the hero of it was " Pick-axe,"

alias Hopkins minimus. He was an unlovely

little urchin of fourteen at the time, with a

somewhat unkempt appearance, and long,

rebellious hair, but with a sudden smile that

came and went like a flash. In his ordinary

form work he was found to be practically

unteachable, but he was always clever with

his handsâ��an engineer in miniature, an

inventor. Hopegood's bank was largely pat-

ronized at first, chiefly, it is true, by new boys,

but among the investors were Pick-axe and

his pal, Hadfield. One and all found it both

pleasant and convenient to be able to draw

money when required, and when, at the end

of a few weeks, accounts began to run dry

and cheques were dishonoured, they supposed,

as Pick-axe told me later, "that it was all

right. He kept accounts and we didn't, you

see. So he ought to know." However, the

net result of all these transactions was that

most of the boys in the South Passage were

reduced to a state of absolute penury. As

Hopegood put it, " Money was tight,"

Especially did the small corner room feel the

pinch of straitened circumstances, for all

four of them had invested largely, and

Hadfield was one of the shareholders. On

a free afternoon in early November Pick-axe

sat on his bed with black despair writ large

upon his countenance. He had never before

been so hard up. The term had yet seven

weeks to run, and there opened before him a

long vista of teas without jam, and a haunt-

ing vision of the tuck-shop " so near and yet

so far." He knew it was no use applying

to home for supplies ; and he ran over in his

head all the uncles and aunts who had ever

shown the slightest tendency to contribute

to the exchequer. It was no use. He had

already played his trump-cardâ��Uncle Joseph

â��and failed. He had hoped to realize a sub-

stantial sum by the sale of his camera, but

November is a bad month for photography,

and he had been forced to part with it at a

sacrifice. He could think of no other market-

able possession. The difficulty was still

unsolved when Hadfield came in, with a

cricket-bat. " It's no go," he said. " It's a

good bat, and I won't sell it for ninepence."

" Well, I can't think of anything," said the

Pick-axe, despondently. " Let's go down

town and talk it over."

" All right. Shall we get leave, or risk

it ? Don't think there are any prefects

about."

" If Snorter's in his room we may as well

ask him." He was, as it happened, so they

crossed the bridge and went down Castle

Street, still continuing the discussion of ways

and means. Pick-axe stopped before an

ironmonger's shop at the corner.

" Let's go in and see Brown," he said.

" He's got a new lot of old iron in the back-

yard. All sorts of rummy things."

Brown's back-yard was a favourite scene

of the Pick-axe's researches. He had once

found a fireguard there capable, with some

tinkering, of being fashioned into a birdcage,

and there was always a prospect of brass

tubing for pea-shooters, or lead for catty

bullets.
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" Any new scrap, Mr. Brown ? " he asked, machine, inanely recording twelve stone

with a professional air. three.

" Take a look round, sir," was the reply. " What's the use of that beastly thing ? "

" I don't suppose, though, there's anything inquired Hadfield.

much in your line." " Can't you see," said Pick-axe, " it's the

"'TAKE A LOOK ROUND, SIR,' WAS THE REPLY, 'r DON'T SUPPOSE, THOUGH, THERE'S

ANYTHING MUCH IN YOUR LINE.' "

But Pick-axe very soon came upon some- greatest idea we ever had ? We'll buy it

thing that arrested his attention. He turned

to Hadfield, glowing with excitement.

" I say, look at this, Had," he said, point-

ing to a dilapidated penny-in-the-slot weight

and stick it up near the school, and rake in

the tin when chaps weigh themselves."

" But it's broken."

" We'll get it mended."
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" Where will you raise the money ? "

" Off Hopegood ; we'll get him into it, and

we three'll go shares." Then, raising his

voice, " Five bob for the weight machine,

Mr. Brown ? "

" It's no use to you, sir." said Mr. Brown.

" Well, if you can make it work, I'll give

you five bob for it."

"If I could make it workâ��correctâ��I

could get fifty."

" But it needn't be correct, as long as it's

somewhere near. Let's see her inside."

Hadfield left Pick-axe and Brown hard at

it trying to restore the works, and went off

to find Hopegood. The banker, having

inspected his purchase, consented to advance

the sum required, and the trade was soon

satisfactorily concluded, an extra shilling

being paid for carriage. The machine was to

be deposited on the common near the school

gates that night after dark. It was estimated

to be generally correct within half a stone,

but it varied curiously from day to day. It

is not unlikely that the weather affected its

old bones.

It now only remained to introduce it to

the public under the most favourable con-

ditions. Hopegood had undertaken to be a

sleeping partner, and take no action in the

matter.

" I don't mind betting you "â��it was Pick-

axe who s[>oke, the following day, on the way

back from gamesâ��" I don't mind betting a

pot of jam there isn't a forward in the Third

over nine stone seven."

" Why. Tim weighs over ten stone,"

retorted Boyd.

" Rot! " said Pick-axe. " Will you take

my bet ? "

" All right, if we can ever get them weighed."

" Why, here's the very thing ! " said the

innocent Hadfield. " Has anyone got any

pennies ? "

A rapid calculation was going on in the head

of Pick-axeâ��something after this fashion:

" Pot of jam, if I lose, eightpenceâ��the other

two will have to go shares in that. Nine

forwards in the Third at a penny each.

Profit to the firm, a penny if I lose and nine-

pence if I win."

But it was one of the low recording days

with the machine, and even the massive Tim

only made nine stone five. W'hile the test

was going forward Hadfield was busy inducing

other people to try their weight, and most

prodigal of his own pennies. (The firm was

to refund all incidental expenses.) He began

v/ith the simple formula, " Bet I weigh more

than you," and when this was worn out he

suggested a good means of " doing the man the

thing belonged to " by three boys getting on

in succession with the same penny. This

had to be done very cautiously or the penny

dropped, and one trio spent sevenpence

before they brought it oft. Business was

remarkably brisk, and more than one scout

was sent in to get change for a shilling before

the tea-bell cut short the proceedings.

After tea that evening two dusky forms,

with a dark lantern and a small key, stole

across the common. The back of the machine

was soon opened and eager hands thrust in,

gathering the spoils into a cap.

" It's a perfect gold-mine," whispered

Pick-axe. " Positively dozens ! "

" Some rotter has put in a French one,"

replied Hadfield, who was examining the

hoard by the light of the lantern. " How

many do you make it ? "

" Three and sevenpence. By Jove, what

a haul ! "

The machine was carefully relocked. and

at a business meeting held that night in the

corner room it was decided to declare an

interim dividend of fifty per cent.

The matter was then dropped for a week,

lest suspicions be aroused, but in this time

stray pennies amounted to a further one and

fivepence. It was Hadfield who was deputed

to make the next move.

" It's a jolly queer thing," he remarked,

casually, one day, " how my weight's going

down. It just shows how they starve you

at this place. I've lost four pounds this last

week. It can't be healthy."

" You look all right," suggested Arnott.

" Well, I've got a sweater on to-day. But

you seem a bit thinner, Arnott. We don't

really get decently fed, you know."

The others walked straight into the trap,

and shortly afterwards a bevy of speculative

souls set out for the common. Pick-axe had

" tuned down " the machine, and the results

in some cases were positively alarming.

Indeed, Arnott, who was, according to the

test, actually wasting away, declared in

favour of consulting the doctor, but this

would not at all have suited the conspirators'

plans. Hadfield hastily interposed.

" Don't do that," he said. " He'll only

give you a tonic and talk rot about your

system. What you want is food."

After this business became wonderfully

brisk. A perfect mania for weighing oneself

spread through the lower school, and the

erratic readings of the machine lent a con-

tinued variety to the practice. Fluctuations
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would sometimes occur within a few hours.

There was nearly always a surprise in store.

The pool was divided every Saturday night,

and it seemed that a regular income was

and it led to Pick-axe, forgetful of the inte-

rests of the firm, ducking Hopegood in the

dam. Things were very uncomfortable in

the corner room for some days. Hadfield

assured. When receipts began to fall off was particularly anxious to restore peace.

Hadfield and Pick-

axe were always

ready to stimulate

interest by a

variety of devices.

The best of these

was a typewritten

list, inserted in

the front of the

machine, and

showing "What

one should weigh

â��if in health."

The week after its

appearance there

was a record haul

of four and nine-

pence. It was de-

cided at a meeting

early in December

that the money

should now be

allowed to accumu-

late to the end of

the term, for it

would clearly be

much more excit-

ing to feel that it

was mounting up

for three whole

weeks. By this

time a large num-

ber of boys were

weighing them-

selves three times

a week, and keep-

ing an accurate

table of the re-

sults, for Hadfield

had suggested a

new and simple

diet, which he had

"got out of a

book," consisting

chiefly of giving up

potatoes and eat-

ing as much por-

ridge and butter

as possible ; and

he found a number of people willing to give

it a trial.

Then there was that unfortunate row

between Pick-axe and Hopegood. It seems

to have begun on one of the hockey sides,

THREE AND SEVENI'ENCE. BY JOVK, WHAT A HAUL

To him Hopegood made a magnanimous offer

in the following terms :â��

" I'll sell my share in the weighing show

for four shillings," he said. " I don't want to

work with that little cad Hopkins any longer."
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The bargain was concluded and peace was

apparently restored, but there were moments

of misgiving, as when Hopegood was found

one day struggling with suppressed laughter,

for which he could give no explanation.

" He's got some game of his own on hand,"

said Pick-axe; " but I can't find out what

it is."

" Keep your eye on him, Picky. Why is

he always in the workshop with the door

locked ? "

now. What are you going to do with all

yours ? "

" Spend it in the holidays. I think I'll

buy a revolver."

So the hoard went on accumulating, and

Pick-axe used to hang about the school gates

â��counting his victims and chuckling with

an unholy joy. From time to time he " tuned

it up " so that weights seemed to be getting

greater day by day. " We must give the

poor fools something for their money," he

HOPEGOOI) WAS FOUND ONE DAY SIRUUGL1NU WITH SUITKESSE1) LAUGHTIiK."

Hopegood was kept under strict observa-

tion, but very little information transpired,

beyond the fact that he undoubtedly had " a

game on of some sort."

" He's selling something," Hadfield reported

at the next conference, " and everyone who

buys it signs a paper not to tell anyone. It

looks pretty fishy."

" Well, I'm jolly glad we bought him out.

The machine is simply burbling. I counted

eight fellows in a quarter of an hour to-day.

Isn't it ripping ? "

" Rather. I like to lie awake in bed and

think of it piling up every day. Why, there

must be pounds in it. Let's open it to-night."

" No ; we'll hold on. It's only five days

said. But two days before the end came he

grossly overdid it. When Tim Barclay found

that he had leapt, in the night, from eleven

stone three to thirteen stone, credulity could

stand it no longer. A deputation went over

to the station to compare results with the

machine there, and when they returned to

the common there was an indignation meet-

ing. Pick-axe saw that the game was up,

and was loud in condemnation of the fraud.

When he went to visit his little treasure next

morning he found the indicator wagging

stupidly in the wind. Some disgusted in-

vestor had clearly put his foot through it.

Hadfield came up as he was mourning his

loss.
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" Well, it's a pity, but it has done pretty

well," he said. " When most of the fellows

are gone to-morrow we'll come and clear it

out."

" Must we wait till to-morrow ? I want

to buy a lot of things this afternoon."

" Yes, we'll have to wait. It's a vow."

" But we ought to have a bust-up to-night

to celebrate it."

" All right. There's always travelling

money. We may just as well spend part of

that. We'll get it all back to-morrow."

The whole of the corner roomâ��even Hope-

good was includedâ��took part in the great

farewell tea that night. There were eggs

and gingerbreads and three sorts of jam, and

the guests kept the ball rolling for three-

quarters of an hour. Pick-axe made a short

speech when the hall was empty, except for

the revellers themselves, explaining that the

reason of the festivity was that he and

Hadfield had " come into a block of money "

â��further explanations were deferred till the

following term. Under the influence of

these inspiring viands Hadfield afterwards

approached Hopegood and brought about a

complete reconciliation between him and

Pick-axe.

" Opened it yet ? " asked Hopegood.

" No. To-morrow, when the chaps are

gone."

" There must be a lot in it."

" Pounds ! " said Picky. " Why did you

sell out so cheap ? "

" Well, you two had done all the work,

and I thought you deserved a haul," said

Hopegood, and I trust, as he said it, he felt

himself to be a. worm.

It was nearly midday before the last of

the crowd had gone and the coast was clear.

Then, with boxes packed and everything

ready to start by the twelve - seventeen

train, the two treasure-seekers, in a state

of exuberant anticipation, started for the

common.

" Shall I bring a wheel-barrow and a sack ? "

asked Pick-axe.

" No. Hang it, my black bag'll do it.

We can count it in the train."

" But I want some of it for my ticket.

Won't the station man be stuck up with so

many pennies ? "

" What would you sell your share for ? "

" What'll you give for it ? " asked Pick-axe.

Hadfield made a rapid calculation, and

chose the side of caution.

" I'll give seven-and-six for half of it," he

said.

" Rot! It must be worth twice that; but

I won't sell at any price. I know of sixteen

chaps who were weighing themselves twice a

weekâ��and that's only a small part of it."

" Let's have the key."

There was some elbowing and pushing,

but at last the little door opened, and Pick-

axe dived into the dark interior.

" Golly ! " he said. " Put your paw in

there."

After a few rapturous moments, during

which he was content to rummage in the

metallic heap inside, Hadfield returned to

business.

" Let's have the bag, quick," he said, "in

case anyone comes."

Pick-axe handed it to him, open. He rose

with both hands full ofâ��full of what ? A

new horror appeared in his face. " Picky,"

he said, " they're not pennies ! "

One penny only appeared. The rest of his

burden was made up of small round lead

discs, of no value whatsoeverâ��except for

working a slot-machine ! One of them was

wrapped in a piece of thin white paper.

The two friends looked at each other

absolutely speechless. The first to break

the awful silence was Pick-axe.

" Done ! " he said.

A light came to Hadfield. " Hopegood ! "

he exclaimed.

Mechanically he untwisted the piece of

paper. There was writing on it. The two

heads bent over it together, and together

spelt out the words: " Hopegood's patent

weight-findersâ��three a penny."

There was a short pause. Thenâ��" What

I want to know," said the Pick-axe, in

measured tones, " is how the deuce I'm going

to get home ? "



PERPLEXITIES.

By Henry E. Dudeney.

106.â��THE FOUR KNIGHTS' TOURS.

IF a chessboard be cut into four equal parts, as

indicated by the dark lines in the illustration, it is

not possible to perform a knight's tour, either re-entrant

(that is, returning into itself) or not, on one of the parts.

The] best re-entrant attempt is shown, in which each

' knight has to trespass twice on other parts. The puzzle

is to cut the board differently into four parts, each of

the same size and shape, so that a re-entrant knight's

tour may be made on each part. Cuts along the dotted

lines will not do, as the four central squares of the board

would be either detached or hanging on by a mere

thread.

107.â��TORPEDO PRACTICE.

IF a fleet of sixteen men-of-war were lying at

anchor and surrounded by the enemy, how many ships

might be sunk if every torpedo, projected in a straight
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5

line, passed under three vessels and sank the fourth ?

In the diagram we have arranged the fleet in square

formation, where it will be seen that as many as seven

ships may be sunk (those in the top row and first

column) by firing the torpedoes indicated by arrows

Anchoring the fleet as we like, to what extent can we

increase this number ? Remember that each successive

ship is sunk before another torpedo is launched, and

that every torpedo proceeds in a different directionâ��

otherwise, by placing the ships in a straight line, we

might sink as many as thirteen ! It is an interesting

little study in naval warfare, and eminently practical

â��provided the enemy will allow you to arrange their

fleet for your convenience and promise to lie still and

do nothing !

108.â��THE FOUR SONS.

READERS will recognize the diagram as a familiar

friend of their youth. A man possessed a square-

shaped estate. He bequeathed to his widow the

quarter of it that is shaded off. The remainder was

to be divided equitably amongst his four sons, so that

each should receive land of exactly the same area and

exactly similar in shape.

We arc shown how this

was done. But the re-

mainder of the story is

not so generally known.

In the centre of the

estate was a well, indi-

cated by the dark spot,

and Benjamin, Charles,

and David complained

that the division was not

" equitable,"since Alfred

had access to this well,

while they could not reach it without trespassing on

somebody else's land. The puzzle is to show how the

estate is to be apportioned so that each son shall have

land of the same shape and area, and each have access

to the well without going of! his own land.

Solutions to Last Month a Puzzles.

103.â��THE HONEYCOMB PUZZLE.

THE required proverb is, " There is many a slip

'twixt the cup and the lip." Start at the " T " on the

outside at the bottom right-hand corner, pass to the

" II " above it, and the rest is easy.

104.â��A SHOPPING PERPLEXITY.

THE first purchase amounted to is. 5Jd., the second

to is. 11 id., and together they make 35. 5jd. Not one

of these three amounts can be paid in fewer than six

current coins of the realm.

105.â��A WONDERFUL VILLAGE.

WHEN the sun is in the horizon of any place (whether

in Japan or elsewhere) he is the length of half the earth's

diameter more distant from that place than in his

meridian at noon. As the earth's semi-diameter is

nearly 4,000 miles, the sun must be considerably more

than 3,000 miles nearer at noon than at his riring,

there being no valley even the hundredth part of

1,000 miles deep.



A STORY FOR

CHILDREN.

EONARD SURTEES did not

at all want to go and stay

with his cousins in the country.

It was holiday - time, and

Leonard and his brother had

plans of their own, which in-

cluded an organized digging

for treasure in the back garden of their

father's yellow-brick villa, being explorers,

and the thorough damming of the Kidbrooke,

a stream which runs beyond the brickfield.

Uncle James, well known to be rich, had

invited Leonard to spend a month at Varden

Court, and his parents had accepted for him.

And so, with a new leather trunk and a

hat-box, with a shilling's worth of stamps

for writing home with, and a new umbrella,

he was seen off by his mother, and, in charge

of a red-faced guard, set out for the unknown.

His cousins met him at the station with

a little pony-cart, which Rupert, the eldest,

drove himself.

" We've got four others, for riding,'' said

Rupert, " and there's one for you."

Vol. xliv.â��52.

By E. NESBIT.

Illustrated by

H. R. Millar.

The girls made room for him in

the cart and talked to him quite

kindly. But he was very shy, and

the four, who had never known

what shyness was, secretly feared

that he was a prig. Rupert sig-

nalled this to Arthur, and I air

sorry to say Leonard saw and

understood the signal.

" I shall have to do something

rather splendid, just to show

them." he thought; and for the rest of the

drive his thoughts were busy with the idea of

saving his cousins (i.) from drowning, (n.)

from mad bulls, (m.) from a burning house,

(iv.) from bandits, (v.) from the Germans, in

the event of an invasionâ��so that he was

more silent than before, and their opinion of

him was confirmed.

While they were driving through the

green lanes, and afterwards while he was

being shown the rabbits, the guinea-pigs, the

tortoise, and the hedgehog, about none of

which could he find much to say, he felt

half-sorry that he had brought the brand-

new Eton suit and the stack of white collars.

But when, later on, he met his cousins on

the stairs, and saw how very black and white

were the boys, and how lacey and blue-

ribbony were the girls, he was not sorry.

The drawing-room seemed to be full of

people all in evening dress and very smart.

A large, black-haired man, with a pointed

nose, said :â��

" Well, young man," and Leonard sup-

posed it was his uncle ; and when a languid
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lady in sea-green satin said, " How do you

do, dear ? " and added that he was the image

of his mother, Leonard had no difficulty in

concluding that she was his aunt.

The other children were busy talking to

the grown-ups, and Leonard managed to

creep to cover behind the corner of a large

settee, and a

plant in a pot

concealed him

almost entirely

from public view.

"I wish I

hadn't come," he

told himself. It

was a dreadful

evening, in spite

of the kaleidos-

cope and the

stereoscope and

the other things

that he was from

time to time

dragged from his

retirement to

look at. He had

that dismal feel-

ing which we all

know that he was

really quite a

decent sort of

chap, and that it

would be very

hard to make his

cousins see what

a decent chap he

was. And his

mind dwelt more

and more on the

thought of doing

something extra

noble so as to

convince his

cousins that he

really wasn't the

muff they plainly

took him for.

''Suppose

there was to be

a burglary," he

thought, looking

at the jewels that sparkled and gleamed on

the necks and heads of the ladies," and I was

to catch the burglars on the stairs and compel

them to surrender their prey single-handed ! "

He thought of this till it was time to go to

bed, in a room much bigger than the drawing-

room at home.

Next morning a man-servant solemnly

LATER ON HK MKT HIS COUSINS ON THE STAIRS.

told Leonard the time, and he got up, con-

vinced that he had before him a melancholy

and misunderstood day, of which the falling

off a pony would be not the least pleasant

part.

They had breakfast in the schoolroom, a

pleasant room with French windows opening

on to a lawn en-

closed by a tall

hedge of roses.

All colours they

were. Leonard

wished his sisters

could have seen

them, and the

cousins were

really not bad.

Then suddenly,

quite without

warning,a grown-

up put his head

in at the door,

and said, in a

tone of sur-

prise :â��

" Oh, he isn't

here. I thought

he wouldn't be."

and took his

head out again.

"Halloa !"

said Rupert.

"Something

must be up. Mr.

Erskine's in no

end of a bait."

They all trooped

out into the hall

to ask questions

of the first per-

son they met, an

aunt, and were

told not to

bother, for good-

ness' sake.

But in five

minutes they

knew all. Leon-

ard's dream had

come true â�� at

least, part of it.

There had been a burglary, and a lot of

the silver was gone and everybody's

jewels except the ones belonging to those

careful souls who slept with their diamonds

under their pillows. The other half of the

dream had not come true. Leonard had not

had the good fortune to meet the burglars

on the stairs.
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The whole house buzzed like a hive.

Ladies and their maids wept with equal

violence. Gentlemen and footmen rubbed

their chins and told each other again and

again exactly how it must have happened.

" Oh, bother it all ! " said Rupert. " Now

we sha'n't hear of anything else for years.

Let's go fishing."

Cook found getting rid of the children and

their questions cheap at the price of packing

a luncheon basket; the grown-ups welcomed

the idea of a fishing expedition with absent-

minded but unmistakable enthusiasm; so

presently the children set out, with baskets

and rods and books of flies, and a spade.

" I suppose there wasn't any clue," said

Leonard, as they went.

" Now look here," said Rupert, " I bar any

more jaw about that burglary. I vote the

one that mentions it again does all the worm-

digging."

Leonard fell into meditation, and was

silent for about five minutes.

" A penny for your thoughts," someone

said, suddenly.

" I was wondering," said Leonard,

" whether they'd found any rope ladders or

jemmies or dark lanterns, and whether "

" You've got it right in the meat this

time, old chap," said Arthur. " Come on,

old worm-digger. We'll find you a nice soft

place. And the can won't take you more

than an hour to fill, unless the birds are shyâ��

the worms, I mean."

" We'll go on. The river isn't much

farther," said Rupert. " We'll throw a fly

or two till you're ready."

They gave him the spade and the empty,

yawning can, and they found a soft-looking

place under a lime tree with a molehill quite

near to sit on if he was tired, and they left

him there to dig.

The spade was heavy and the day was hot,

and the worms were, as Arthur had suggested,

shy. Leonard looked at his watch and found

that it was fourteen minutes and three-

quarters since his cousins had left him, and

he had only found one wormâ��a large one,

it is trueâ��and a small piece of pink string.

He dug again, and, pausing to mop his

forehead with one of his new handkerchiefs,

perceived that he had in his struggles with

the spade kicked over the can, so that now

it lay on its side, a position of which the worm

had taken advantage. Its long red length

was almost free of the tin, and a stout black-

bird, with its head on one side, was looking

at the worm with a more than friendly

interest.

" Hi! stop that! " said Leonard to the

blackbird ; and to the worm he said, as his

eye fell on the pink string, " I shall have to tie

you up, old chap."

Leonard was not a cruel boy, and I cannot

tell you why it seemed to him that it would

be amusing to tie the string round the middle

of the worm and to hang it to a twig. And

there the worm hung, limp and lonely, and

the blackbird sat on another twig and looked

at it. Leonard sat down on the molehill and

looked at them both.

Suddenly the blackbird flew towards the

worm. Leonard did not see what happened.

His attention was suddenly distracted by a

frightful pain in his feet. He had hardly

time to say " Ow ! " when he felt that he

was no longer on the ground, but was swinging

at the end of a long rope above a limitless

gulf.

" There's been an earthquake." he told

himself; " the earth has opened under my

feet. Oh, my feet ! " he screamed, as again

the pain took him, and a vast black cloud

rushed swiftly by him with a noise of mighty

wings.

He tried to pinch himself to see if he really

was asleep, but somehow he couldn't find his

hands. Then the black cloud came again

and the rushing of sable wings. And then

the awful sensation of falling, falling, falling,

and at last the ground, among sharp canes or

saplings, and the terrible sense of danger and

pursuit.

" There's something after me. I must

hide," he told himself; " and I'm different

somehow. Oh, what is it ? What am I ? "

And next moment he found himself eating

earth for dear life, and knew that the canes

and saplings among which he had fallen

were just the grass spears, that the enemy he

feared was the blackbird, and that he himself

was eating earth faster and more eagerly

than he had ever eaten the nicest cake ;

and, worst of all, that he was not Leonard any

more, but The Worm.

" And I suppose he's me," Leonard said,

as he pulled the last of himself underground

with a wrench. " That was my boots stick-

ing, I suppose. No, of course, he's got my

boots. Well, the blackbird hasn't got me.

anyhow. I suppose I've got into a fain--

tale or something like that. I wonder how

long I am ? I feel very long indeedâ��longer

than that worm was, a lot. I wonder what

I'm supposed to do ? If it's to deliver a

captive princess, I simply can't, like this. I

wonder why it's happened to me ? Oh, for

stringing the worm up, I suppose, like Benjy
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HE FKI.T THAT HE WAS NO 1.ONGF.R ON THE GROUND, BUT WAS SWINGING

AT THE ENU OF A LONG ROPE ABOVE A LIMITLESS PIT."

in Beastland. Well, I'm sorry I did. if that's

all."

He stopped at that, hoping perhaps that

the Power which had changed him to a worm

would let him off now that he had said he

was sorry. But nothing happened.

" I may as well go on," he said, drearily.

And now the earth got looser and looser

and more and more stony. And the stones

were very sharp and painful. Leonard had

to twist this way

and that to avoid

being hurt rather

badly.

And then, quite

suddenly, he felt

himself held fast

by the suffering

middle of him. The

more he pulled the

tighter the hold

was. Slowly and

with much caution

he wriggled himself

round among the

stones to see what

was holding him.

It was the little

piece of pink string.

Its end had caught

on something, and

there he was, a

prisoner, perhaps

for ever.

"Oh," said Leon-

ard, " if only I can

get out I'll never

put anything in

prison again! Not

even flies in paper

cages. Oh, if I

could only get

free ! "

He writhed and

he pulled, and he

thought the string

gave a little as he

twisted and

wriggled among

the strange-shaped

stones. It had

given a little, for

now he could move

to a more open

space, between a

wall of silver and

heaps of great,

gleaming green

crystals. There

were other heaps of white crystals, and blue

and pink, and great smooth rocks of silver

and gold.

Leonard thought of gnomes and enchanted

mountains. Perhaps he had wormed his

way into one of these. He lay still a moment

striving to take a quick worm's-eye view of

the situation.

Then he pulled more fiercely than ever,

and, oh, joy ! he could feel the string slipping
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from his waistcoat parts down to where his

knees would have been if worms had knees,

and then to his ankles. And then, once again.

detective success which had been denied to

the bov Leonard had been achieved by

Leonard the worm.

a fierce pain in his feet, if a worm could have " I've been thinking about the burglarv

feet. He knew now that the other pain in I've been worming my way into the secrets

of the criminals. No, it's no

shoving me, any of you. I'm

going to '

fishing.

his feet had hap-

pened when the bird

pecked at the hang-

ing worm. He

writhed forward,

and now the string

no longer held him.

He saw daylight.

There was sunshine,

and

Someone was

kicking his boots

and saving: â��

" Well, of all the

rotten slackers! I

believe you've been

asleep!"

" I haven't," said

Leonard, looking

down with an in-

describable joy at

his boots and hands

and his waistcoat

buttons, at every

part of himself

which he could see.

Boots, hands, legs,

clothes, all seemed

beautiful to him, it

was all so unworm-

like.

" What have you

been doing, then ? "

asked Rupert, who

had been the kicker.

" I've beenâ��â�¢â��"

Leonard saw that it

was quite useless, as

well as impossible,

to tell all the truth.

So he told the only

bit of it that he

thought his cousins

would believe. "I've

been thinking." he

said, and even that

they didn't seem to

think likely.

" Yes, I have," he

said, and then, in

one glorious flash, he

saw that he had not

been a worm for

nothing. That

\

way

use

not

dig worms. I'm not going

I'm going to be the sleuth-

hound of the law and find the booty

abandoned by the ruffians."

'All right," saiid Rupert, kindly;

" we may as well play

that as anything. I'm

not so jolly keen on

fishing myself. Only

we didn't know you

could play make - up

games."

" This is no game,"

said Leonard, now well

into his part. " Leon-

ard Octavious, the

priceless sleuth-worm,

will now unfold his

tale. But look here,"

he whispered, sud-

denly serious, " we

may be watched. Hist,

"THERR WERE OTHRR HEAPS OK WHITE CRYSTALS,

AND BLUE AND 1'INK, AND GREAT SMOO1H ROCKS

OF SI1.VKR AND GOLD."

be cautious ! Let us sit

down and talk of fish

while one of you runs

to the house and brings

some of the men. This

is a dangerous action we

are embarked on. Haste!

Courage and dispatch'
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" I say, you do do it well ! " said Mabel.

" Go it, Leonard, old sleuth-worm ! " said

Arthur.

Then Leonard said, " Look here. While

you were away I found out where the bur-

glars have hidden the things they took last

night. But some of the caitiffs may be hang-

ing about, so I'd rather not touch the treasure

till we've got grown-ups here. You just go

and tell uncle what I said. I'll stand the

row if he makes one. But he won't. He'll

come, if it's only to give

it me if I was kidding."

It took a quarter of

an hour to persuade the

others that he wasn't.

Leonard was right.

The uncle did come,

and brought two gar-

deners with him.

"What's all this?"

he asked, crossly.

Then Leonard said :

" Look here, there are

footmarksall about here.

Men's. And the earth's

been disturbed, and I

found a piece of pink

string." Then, for the

first time, the thought

came to him that per-

haps he had dreamed it

all. So then he trembled

and hesitated, and then

began to cry and said:â��

" I daresay it's all

nonsense, but I do wish

you'd dig just to see."

He pointed to the spot

of earth underneath the

twig where the worm had

hung by the pink string.

" Might as well, sir,"

said the head gardener.

" The earth have been

disturbed here, that's

true enough."

So they dug, and Leon-

ard looked anxiously at

the bushes, expecting every moment that the

burglars would return for their prey. But

they didn't.

At first the spade only turned up soft

brown mouldâ��but the seventh spadeful was

enriched by a diamond necklace and the

ninth by a ruby pendant, and then, thick

and fast, came gems and jewels, plate and

ornaments, gold and silver, and the very last

thing to be pulled out of the hole was a

silver fork with a bit of pink string entangled

in its prongs.

So now Leonard was a hero indeed. The

uncle and the aunt, and the ladies and gentle-

men who had got their things back, praised

and petted him almost more than he could

bear. It was in vain that he said it was

nothing, and he hadn't done anything.

" Ah, that's just his modesty, dear child,"

they said.

\

" THE SEVENTH SPADEFUL

WAS ENRICHED BY A DIAMOND

NECKLACE."

when

And, of course, it was useless to

explain further ; they wouldn't have

understood. His cousins treated him

with enormous respect, and he found it

as hard to be thought a hero as to be

thought a muff, when he was neither ;

almost as awkward to have people

think too much of him as it had been

they didn't think enough. So he

was quite glad to go home. And when

he got home, and found that the others had

nobly put off the damming of the Kidbrookc

until his return, his cup of happiness was full.

But ne never knew, and I have never

known, what he had done to deserve such an

adventure. It was just Fate, and Fate, as

you know, is very capricious. (Capricious

means being inclined to play the goat.)





"STRETCHING OUT HIS HAND AND CARESSING THE CHEEK OR NECK OF SOME

PASSING GIRL, LAUGHING LOUDLY AS SHE WINCED AWAY FROM HIS TOUCH."

(See fuge 609.)
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HERE are few social historians

of those days who have not

told of the long and fierce

struggle between those two

famous bucks, Sir Charles

Tregellis and Lord Barrymore,

for the Lordship of the King-

dom of St. James, a struggle which divided

the whole of fashionable London into two

opposing camps. It has been chronicled also

how the peer retired suddenly and the com-

moner resumed his great career without a

rival. Only here, however, can one read the

real and remarkable reason for this sudden

eclipse of a star.

It was one morning in the days of this

famous struggle that Sir Charles Tregellis

was performing his very complicated toilet,

and Ambrose, his valet, was helping him to

attain that pitch of perfection which had

long gained him the reputation of being the

best-dressed man in town. Suddenly Sir

Charles paused, his coup d'archet half-executed,

the final beauty of his neck-cloth half-

achieved, while he listened with surprise and

indignation upon his large, comely, fresh-

complexioned face. Below, the decorous

hum of Jermyn Street had been broken by

the sharp, staccato, metallic beating of a

door-knocker.

Vol. Â«liv.-53.
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" I begin to think that this uproar must be

at our door," said Sir Charles, as one who

thinks aloud. " For five minutes it has come

and gone ; yet Perkins has his orders."

At a gesture from his master Ambrose

stepped out upon the balcony and craned

his discreet head over it. From the street

below came a voice, drawling but clear.

" You would oblige me vastly, fellow, if you

would do me the favour to open this door."

said the voice.

"Who is it? What is it?" asked the

scandalized Sir Charles, with his arrested

elbow still pointing upwards.

Ambrose had returned with as much sur-

prise upon his dark face as the etiquette of

his position would allow him to show.

" It is a young gentleman, Sir Charles."

" A young gentleman ? There is no one

in London who is not aware that I do not

show before midday. Do you know the

person ? Have you seen him before ? "

" I have not seen him, sir, but he is very

like someone I could name."

" Like someone ? Like whom ? "

" With all respect, Sir Charles, I could for

a moment have believed that it was yourself

when I looked down. A smaller man, sir,

and a youth; but the voice, the face, the

bearing "
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" It must be that young cub Vereker, my

brother's ne'er-do-weel," muttered Sir Charles,

continuing his toilet. " I have heard that

there are points in which he resembles me.

He wrote from Oxford that he would come,

and I answered that I would not see him.

Yet he ventures to insist. The fellow needs

a lesson ! Ambrose, ring for Perkins."

A large footman entered with an outraged

expression upon his face.

" I cannot have this uproar at the door,

Perkins ! "

" If you please, the young gentleman won't

go away, sir."

" Won't go away ? It is your duty to see

that he goes away. Have you not your

orders ? Didn't you tell him that I am not

seen before midday ? "

" I said so, sir. He would have pushed

his way in, for all I could say, so I slammed the

door in his face."

" Very right, Perkins."

" But now, sir, he is making such a din

that all the folk are at the windows. There

is a crowd gathering in the street, sir."

From below came the crack-crack-crack of

the knocker, ever rising in insistence, with a

chorus of laughter and encouraging comments

from the spectators. Sir Charles flushed with

anger. There must be some limit to such

impertinence.

" My clouded amber cane is in the corner."

said he. " Take it with you, Perkins. I

give you a free hand. A stripe or two may

bring the young rascal to reason."

The large Perkins smiled and departed.

The door was heard to open below and the

knocker was at rest. A few moments later

there followed a prolonged howl and a noise

as of a beaten carpet. Sir Charles listened

with a smile which gradually faded from his

good-humoured face.

" The fellow must not overdo it," he

muttered. " I would not do the lad an injury,

whatever his deserts may be. Ambrose, run

out on the balcony and call him off. This

has gone far enough."

But before the valet could move there came

the swift patter of agile feet upon the stairs,

and a handsome youth, dressed in the height

of fashion, was standing framed in the open

doorway. The pose, the face, above all the

curious, mischievous, dancing light in the

large blue eyes, all spoke of the famous

Tregellis blood. Even such was Sir Charles

when, twenty years before, he had, by virtue

of his spirit and audacity, in one short season

taken a place in London from which Brummell

himself had afterwards vainly struggled to

depose him. The youth faced the angry

features of his uncle with an air of debonair

amusement, and he held towards him, upon

his outstretched palms, the broken fragments

of an amber cane.

" I much fear, sir," said he, " that in

correcting your fellow I have had the mis-

fortune to injure what can only have been

your property. I am vastly concerned that

it should have occurred."

Sir Charles stared with intolerant eyes at

this impertinent apparition. The other looked

back in a laughable parody of his senior's

manner. As Ambrose had remarked after

his inspection from the balcony, the two were

very alike, save that the younger was smaller,

finer cut, and the more nervously alive of the

two.

" You are my nephew, Vereker Tregellis ? "

asked Sir Charles.

" Yours to command, sir."

" I hear bad reports of you from Oxford."

" Yes, sir, I understand that the reports

are bad."

" Nothing could be worse."

" So I have been told."

" Why are you here, sir ? "

" That I might see my famous uncle."

" So you made a tumult in his street,

forced his door, and beat his footman ? "

" Yes, sir."

" You had my letter ? "

" Yes, sir."

" You were told that I was not receiving ? "

" Yes, sir."

" I can remember no such exhibition of

impertinence."

The young man smiled and rubbed his hands

in satisfaction.

" There is an impertinence which is re-

deemed by wit," said Sir Charles, severely.

" There is another which is the mere boor-

ishness of the clodhopper. As you grow oldei

and wiser you may discern the difference."

" You are very right, sir," said the young

man, warmly. " The finer shades of imperti-

nence are infinitely subtle, and only experi-

ence and the society of one who is a recognized

master "â��here he bowed to his uncleâ��" can

enable one to excel."

Sir Charles was notoriously touchy in

temper for the first hour after his morning

chocolate. He allowed himself to show it.

" I cannot congratulate my brother upon

his son," said he. " I had hoped for some-

thing more worthy of our traditions."

" Perhaps, sir, upon a longer acquaint-

ance

" The chance is too small to justify the very
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irksome experience. I must ask you, sir, to

bring to a close a visit which never should

have been made."

The young man smiled affably, but gave

no sign of departure.

" May I ask, sir," said he, in an easy con-

versational fashion, " whether you can recall

Principal Munro, of my college ? "

" Mo, sir, I cannot," his uncle answered,

sharply.

" Naturally you would not burden your

" Oh, you won't go ? " asked Sir Charles,

grimly.

" No, sir; I will stay."

" Ambrose, step down and call a couple of

chairmen."

" I should not advise it, sir. They will

be hurt."

" I will put you out with my own hands."

" That, sir, you can always do. As my

uncle, I could scarce resist you. But, short

of throwing me down the stair, I do not see

"'YOU ARE MY NEPHEW, VEREKER TRKOKLLIS?' ASKED SIR CHARLES."

memory to such an extent, but he still

remembers you. In some conversation with

him yesterday he did me the honour to say

that I brought you back to his recollection

by what he was pleased to call the mingled

levity and obstinacy of my character. The

levity seems to have already impressed you.

I am now reduced to showing you the obsti-

nacy." He sat down in a chair near the

door and folded his arms, still beaming

pleasantly at his uncle.

how you can avoid giving me half an hour of

your attention."

Sir Charles smiled. He could not help it.

There was so much that was reminiscent of

his own arrogant and eventful youth in the

bearing of this youngster. He was mollified,

too, by the defiance of menials and quick

submission to himself. He turned to the

glass and signed to Ambrose to continue his

duties.

" I must ask vou to await the conclusion of
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"'OH, YOU WON'T GO?' ASKED SIR CHARLES, GRIMLY."

my toilet," said he. " Then we shall see

how far you can justify such an intrusion."

When the valet had at last left the room

Sir Charles turned his attention once more

to his scapegrace nephew, who had viewed

the details of the famous buck's toilet with

the face of an acolyte assisting at a mystery.

" Now, sir," said the older man," speak, and

speak to the point, for I can assure you that

I have many more important matters which

claim my attention. The Prince is waiting

for me at the present instant at Carlton

House. Be as brief as you can. What is it

that you want ? "

" A thousand pounds."

" Really ! Nothing more ? " Sir Charles

had turned acid again.

" Yes, sir; an introduction to Mr. Brinsley

Sheridan, whom I know to be your friend."

" And why to him ? "

" Because I am told that he controls Drury

Lane Theatre, and I have a fancy to be an
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actor. My friends assure me that I have a

pretty talent that way."

" I can see you clearly, sir, in Charles

Surface, or any other part where a foppish

insolence is the essential. The less you acted,

the better you would be. But it is absurd

to suppose that I could help you to such a

career. I could not justify it to your father.

Return to Oxford at once, and continue your

studies."

" Impossible ! "

" And pray, sir. what is the impediment ? "

" I think I may have mentioned to you

that I had an interview yesterday with the

Principal. He ended it by remarking that

the authorities of the University could

tolerate me no more."

'' Sent down ? "

" Yes, sir."

" And this is the fruit, no doubt, of a long

series of rascalities."

" Something of the sdrt, sir, I admit."

In spite of himself, Sir Charles began once

more to relax in his severity towards this

handsome young scapegrace. His absolute

frankness disarmed criticism. It was in a

more gracious voice that the older man con-

tinued the conversation.

" Why do you want this large sum of

money ?' " he asked.

" To pay my college debts before I go, sir."

" Your father is not a rich man."

" No, sir. I could not apply to him for

that reason."

" So you come to me, who am a stranger ! "

" No, sir, no ! You are my uncle, and, if

I may say so, my ideal and .my model."

" You flatter me, my good Vereker. But

if you think you can flatter me out of a thou-

sand pounds, you mistake your man. I will

give you no money."

" Of course, sir, if you can't "

" I did not say I can't. I say I won't."

" If you can, sir, I think you will."

Sir Charles smiled, and flicked his sleeve

with his lace handkerchief.

" I find you vastly entertaining," said he.

" Pray continue your conversation. Why do

you think that I will give you so large a sum

of money ? "

" The reason that I think so," continued

the younger man, " is that I can do you a

service which will seem to you worth a thou-

sand pounds."

Sir Charles raised his eyebrows in surprise.

'' Is this blackmail ? " he inquired.

Vereker Tregellis flushed.

" Sir," said he, with a pleasing sternness,

" you surprise me. You should know the

blood of which I come too well to suppose that

I would attempt such a thing."

" I am relieved to hear that there are limits

to what you consider to be justifiable. I must

confess that I had seen none in your conduct

up to now. But you say that you can do me

a service which will be worth a thousand

pounds to me ? "

" Yes, sir."

" And pray, sir, what may this service

be ? "

" To make Lord Barrymore the laughing-

stock of the town."

Sir Charles, in spite of himself, lost for an

instant the absolute serenity of his self-

control. He started, and his face expressed

his surprise. By what devilish instinct did

this raw undergraduate find the one chink

in his armour ? Deep in his heart, un-

acknowledged to anyone, there was the will

to pay many a thousand pounds to the man

who would bring ridicule upon this his most

dangerous rival, who was challenging his

supremacy in fashionable London.

" Did you come from Oxford with this

precious project ? " he asked, after a pause.

" No. sir. I chanced to see the man himself

last night, and I conceived an ill-will to him,

and would do him a mischief."

" Where did you see him ? "

" I spent the evening, sir, at the Vauxhall

Gardens."

" No doubt you would," interpolated his

uncle.

" My Lord Barrymore was there. He was

attended by one who was dressed as a clergy-

man, but who was, as I am told, none other

than Hooper the Tinman, who acts as his

bully and thrashes all who may offend him.

Together they passed down the central path,

insulting the women and browbeating the men.

They actually hustled me. I was offended,

sirâ��so much so that I nearly took the matter

in hand then and there."

" It is as well that you did not. The prize-

fighter would have beaten you."

" Perhaps so, sirâ��and also, perhaps not."

" Ah, you add pugilism to your elegant

accomplishments ? "

The young man laughed pleasantly.

" William Ball is the only professor of my

Alma Mater who has ever had occasion to

compliment me, sir. He is better known as

the Oxford Pet. I think, with all modesty,

that I could hold him for a dozen rounds.

But last night I suffered the annoyance with-

out protest, for since it is said that the same

scene is enacted every evening; there is always

time to act."
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" And how would you act, may I ask ? "

" That, sir, I should prefer to keep to my-

self ; but my aim, as I say, would be to make

Lord Barrymore a laughing-stock to all

London."

Sir Charles cogitated for a moment.

" Pray, sir, " said he, " why did you imagine

that any humiliation to Lord Barrymore

would be pleasing to me ? "

" Even in the provinces we know something

of what passes in polite circles. Your anta-

gonism to this man is to be found in every

column of fashionable gossip. The town is

divided between you. It is impossible that

any public slight upon him should be un-

pleasing to you."

Sir Charles smiled.

" You are a shrewd reasoner," said he.

" We will suppose for the instant that you

are right. Can you give me no hint what

means you would adopt to attain this very

desirable end ? "

" I would merely make the remark, sir. that

many women have been wronged by this

fellow. That is a matter of common know-

ledge. If one of these damsels were to up-

braid him in public in such a fashion that the

sympathy of the bystanders should be with

her, then I can imagine, if she were sufficiently

persistent, that his lordship's position might

become an unenviable one."

" And you know such a woman ? "

" I think, sir, that I do."

" Well, my good Vereker, if any such

attempt is in your mind, I see no reason why

I should stand between Lord Barrymore and

the angry fair. As to whether the result is

worth a thousand pounds, I can make no

promise."

" You shall yourself be the judge, sir."

'THE YOUNG WOMAN FELL FORWARD AND EMBRACED LOKD BARRYMORE WITH THE HUG OF A BEAR.
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" I will be an exacting judge, nephew."

" Very good, sir ; I should not desire other-

wise. If things go as I hope, his lordship

will not show face in St. James's Street for

a year to come. I will now, if I may, give

you your instructions."

" My instructions ! What do you mean ?

I have nothing to do with the matter."

" You are the judge, sir, and therefore must

be present."

" I can play no part."

" No, sir. .1 would not ask you to do more

than be a witness."

" What, then, are my instructions, as you

are pleased to call them ? "

" You will come to the Gardens to-night,

uncle, at nine o'clock precisely. You will

walk down the centre path, and you will seat

yourself upon one of the rustic seats which

are beside the statue of Aphrodite. You will

wait and you.will observe."

" Very good ; I will do so. I begin to per-

ceive, nephew, .that the breed of Tregellis has

not yet lost some of the points which have

made it famous."

It was at the stroke of nine that night

when Sir Charles, throwing his reins to the

groom, descended from his high yellow

phaeton, which forthwith turned to take its

place in the long line of fashionable carriages

waiting for their owners. As he entered the

gate of the Gardens, the centre at that time

of the dissipation and revelry of London, he

turned up the collar of his driving-cape and

drew his hat over his eyes, for. he had no

desire to be personally associated with what

might well prove to be a public scandal. In

spite of his attempted disguise, however,

there was that in his walk and his carriage

which caused many an eye to be turned after

him as he passed and many a hand to be raised

in salute. Sir Charles walked on, andj seating

himself upon the rustic bench in front of the

famous statue, which was in the very middle

of the Gardens, he waited in amused suspense

to see the next act in this comedy.

From the pavilion, whence the paths

radiated, there came the strains of the band

of the Foot Guards, and by the many-

coloured lamps twinkling from every tree

Sir Charles could see the confused whirl of

the dancers. Suddenly the music stopped.

The quadrilles were at an end.

An instant afterwards the central path by

which he sat was thronged by the revellers.

In a many-coloured crowd, stocked and

cravated with all the bravery of buff and

plum-colour and blue, the bucks of the town

Vol. xliv.-5*.

passed and repassed with their high-waisted,

straight-skirted, be-bonneted ladies upon

their arms.

It was not a decorous assembly. Many of

the men, flushed and noisy, had come straight

from their potations. The women, too, were

loud and aggressive. Now and then, with

a rush and a swirl, amid a chorus of

screams from the girls and good-humoured

laughter from their escorts, some band of

high-blooded, noisy youths would break their

way across the moving throng. It was no

place for the prim or demure, and there was

a spirit of good-nature and merriment among

the crowd which condoned the wildest liberty.

And yet there were some limits to what

could be tolerated even by so Bohemian an

assembly. A murmur of anger followed in the

wake of .two roisterers who were making

their way down the path. It would, perhaps,

be fairer to say one roisterer ; for of the two

it was only the first who carried himself with

such insolence, although it was the second

who ensured that he could do it with impunity.

The leader, was a very tall, hatchet-faced

man, dressed in the very height of fashion,

whose evil, handsome features were flushed

with wine and arrogance. He shouldered his

way roughly through the crowd, peering with

an abominable smile into the faces of the

women, and occasionally, where the weakness

of the escort invited an insult, stretching out

his hand and caressing the cheek or neck of

some passing girl, laughing loudly as she

winced away from his touch.

. Close at his heels walked his hired atten-

dant, whom, out of insolent caprice and with

a desire to show.his contempt for the pre-

judices of others, he had dressed as a rough

country clergyman. This fellow slouched

along with1 frowning brows and surly, chal-

lenging eyes, like some faithful, hideous

human bulldog, his knotted hands protruding

from his rusty, cassock, his great underhung

jaw turning slowly from right to left as he

menaced the crowd with his sinister gaze.

Already a close observer might have marked

upon his face a heaviness and looseness of

feature, the first signs of that physical decay

which in a very few years was to stretch him,

a helpless wreck, too weak to utter his own

name, upon the causeway of the London

streets. At present, however, he was still

an unbeaten man, the terror of the Ring,

and as his ill-omened face was seen behind

his infamous master many a half-raised cane

was lowered and many a hot word was checked,

while the whisper of " Hooper ! 'Ware Bully

Hooper ! " warned all who were aggrieved
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that it might be best to pocket their injuries

lest some even worse thing should befall

them. Many a maimed and disfigured man

had carried away from Vauxhall the handi-

work of the Tinman and his patron.

Moving in insolent slowness through the

crowd, the bully and his master had just

come opposite to the bench upon which sat

Sir Charles Tregellis. At this place the path

opened up into a circular space, brilliantly

illuminated and surrounded by rustic seats.

From one of these an elderly, ringleted

woman, deeply veiled, rose suddenly and

barred the path of the swaggering nobleman.

Her voice sounded clear and strident above

the babel of tongues, which hushed suddenly

that their owners might hear it.

" Marry her, my lord ! I entreat you to

marry her ! Oh, surely you will marry my

poor Amelia ! ' said the voice.

Lord Barrymore stood aghast. From all

sides folk were closing in and heads were

peering over shoulders. He tried to push on,

but the lady barred his way and two palms

pressed upon his beruffled front.

" Surely, surely, you would not desert her !

Take the advice of that good, kind clergyman

behind you ! " wailed the voice. " Oh, be a

man of honour and marry her ! "

The elderly lady thrust out her hand and

drew forward a lumpish-looking young woman,

who sobbed and mopped her eyes with her

handkerchief.

" The plague take you !" roared his

lordship, in a fury. " Who is the wench ?

I vow that I never clapped eyes on either of

you in my life ! "

" It is my niece Amelia," cried the lady,

" your own loving Amelia ! Oh, my lord,

can you pretend that you have forgotten poor,

trusting Amelia, of Woodbine Cottage at

Lichfield ? "

" I never set foot in Lichfield in my life ! "

cried the peer. " You are two impostors

who should be whipped at the cart's tail."

" Oh, wicked ! Oh, Amelia ! " screamed

the lady, in a voice that resounded through the

Gardens. "Oh, my darling, try to soften his

hard heart; pray him that he make an honest

woman of you at last."

With a lurch the stout young woman fell

forward and embraced Lord Barrymore with

the hug of a bear. He would have raised his

cane, but his arms were pinned to his sides.

" Hooper ! Hooper ! " screamed the furious

peer, craning his neck in horror, for the girl

seemed to be trying to kiss him.

But the bruiser, as he ran forward, found

himself entangled with the old lady.

" Out o' the way, marm ! " he cried. " Out

o' the way, I say ! " and pushed her violently

aside.

" Oh, you ruue, rude man ! " she shrieked,

springing back in front of him. " He hustled

me, good people ; you saw him hustle me !

A clergyman, but no gentleman ! What !

you would treat a lady soâ��you would do it

again ? Oh, I could slap, slap, slap you ! "

And with each repetition of the word, with

extraordinary swiftness, her open palm

rang upon the prizefighter's cheek.

The crowd buzzed with amazement and

delight.

" Hooper ! Hooper ! " cried Lord Barry-

more once more, for he was still struggling

in the ever-closer embrace of the unwieldy

and amorous Amelia.

The bully again pushed forward to the aid

of his patron, but again the elderly lady

confronted him, her head back, her left arm

extended, her whole attitude, to his amaze-

ment, that of an expert boxer. .

The prizefighter's brutal nature was roused.

Woman or no woman, he would show the

murmuring crowd what it meant to cross the

path of the Tinman. She had struck him.

She must take the consequence. No one

should square up to hirri with impunity.

He swung his right with a curse. The bonnet

instantly ducked under his arm, and a line of

razor-like knuckles left an open cut under his

eye.

Amid wild cries of delight and encourage-

ment from the dense circle of spectators, the

lady danced round the sham clergyman,

dodging his ponderous blows, slipping under

his arms, and smacking back at him most

successfully. Once she tripped and fell over

her own skirt, but was up and at him again

in an instant.

" You vulgar fellow ! " she shrieked.

" Would you strike a helpless woman!

Take that! Oh, you rude and ill-bred man !''

Bully Hooper was cowed for the first

time in his life by the extraordinary thing

that he was fighting. The creature was

as elusive as a shadow, and yet the blood was

dripping down his chin from the effects of the

blows. He shrank back with an amazed face

from so uncanny an antagonist. And in the

moment that he did so his spell was for ever

broken. Only success could hold it. A

check was fatal. In all the crowd there was

scarce one who was not nursing some grievance

against master or man, and waiting for that

moment of weakness in which to revenge it.

With a growl of rage the circle closed in.

There was an eddy of furious, struggling men,
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with Lord Barrymore's thin, flushed face and

Hooper's bulldog jowl in the centre of it. A

moment after they were both upon the ground,

and a dozen sticks were rising and falling

above them.

" Let me up ! You're killing me ! For

God's sake lei me up ! "

cried a crackling voice.

When at last he made his way back through

the crowds to his yellow phaeton, he was not

entirely surprised to find that the back seat

was already occupied by two giggling females,

who were exchanging most unladylike repar-

tees with the attendant grooms.

"AMID WILD VI-.LLS OF DELIGHT AND KNCOURAGBMENT FROM THE SPECTATORS, THB LADY UANCRD

ROUND THB SHAM CLERGYMAN."

Hooper fought mute, like the bulldog he

was, till his senses were beaten out of him.

Bruised, kicked, and mauled, never did their

worst victim come so badly from the Gardens

as the bully and his patron that night. But

worse than the ache of wounds for Lord

Barrymore was the smart of the mind as he

thought how every club and drawing-room in

London would laugh for a week to come at the

tale of his Amelia and her aunt.

Sir Charles had stood, rocking with laughter,

upon the bench which overlooked the scene.

" You young rascals ! " he remarked, over

his shoulder, as he gathered up his reins.

The two females tittered loudly.

" Uncle Charles ! " cried the elder, " may

I present Mr. Jack Jarvis, of Brasenose

College ? I think, uncle, you should take us

somewhere to sup, for it has been a vastly

fatiguing performance. To-morrow I will

do myself the honour to call, at your

convenience, and will venture to bring

with me the receipt for one thousand

pounds."



ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE.

A Symposium of the Opinions of Leading Experts in the Animal

on the Most Striking Example of Animal Intelligence They Have Ever

\Vitnessed.

Illustrated by Harry Rountree.

HE subject of animal intel-

ligence is one of particular

interest to all animal lovers,

and we have therefore col-

lected from many leading

experts in the animal world

their views on the most

striking example of animal intelligence they

have ever witnessed. It. is interesting to point

out that in the opinion of the late Mr. Frank

Bostock, who had a lifelong experience of

studying the habits and the most striking

characteristics of animals, the definition of

the word " intelligence " when applied to an

animal should be, " What is the most fitting

thing for me to do in the circumstances

with which I find myself confronted ? "

The late Mr. FRANK BOSTOCK, the

famous animal trainer and Managing Director

of Bostock's Jungle.

A lifelong association with animals of all

descriptions, in which I think I may say I

have figured as both friend and master,

enables me to recall many striking instances

of keen intelligence ; but, as I understand I

have to reduce my repertoire to one single

case, I must choose a happening which

occurred several years ago, in which my

almost human chimpanzee, Consul, played

the leading part.

Consul, I must tell you, is a perfect gentle-

man in his habits, and, as a result of long

training, can do almost everything with the

exception of formulating words; even at

that sometimes annoying pastime he is almost

a professor, for those he knows well and those

who are in his good booksâ��in which I include

myselfâ��he can make understand practically

everything that he wants them to.

At the time to which I am referring I had

just introduced a small but remarkably

intelligent, though extremely mischievous,

monkey to my good friend. Consul, who,

although, as a rule, rather fastidious in select-

ing acquaintances, in this case at once took a

great fancy to the monkey, with the result

that the pair soon became fast friends, and

spent the greater part of the day playing

all sorts of pranks on each other, in the

inimitable manner which would seem to be

an inborn gift with this particular species of

animals.

But, alas, the course of true friendship,

like true love, seldom runs smooth, and one

day a contretemps occurred which completely

upset Consul's usually smooth and unruffled

dignity. Consul, you must understand, has

for years lived the ordinary everyday life

of a gentleman of comfortable means, having

a room of his own, with bed and all toilet

accessories, and dining at table with a calm

air as of one who regards a well-served dinner,

breakfast, etc., as merely his birthright.

One evening, however, before Consul appeared

upon the scene, and while his dinner was

being served, his diminutive monkey friend

upset a plate of cooked rice in Consul's room,

and when the latter appeared upon the

scene he had the misfortune to put his hand

â��Consul strongly dislikes the word " paw "â��

into it, whereupon an expression of the most

profound annoyance crossed his countenance.

For a moment, as I watched Consul's face,

the thought struck me that he was about to

chastise the monkey in a most active manner.

But, no ; he evidently deemed the occasion

one worthy of calm, deliberate consideration,

for, instead of attacking the monkey, he

quietly sat down for a moment to think the

situation over. Having pondered sufficiently

long, he then quietly and solemnly left his

dining-room, and shortly afterwards returned

carrying a cloth and a piece of soap in one

hand and a pail in the other. With a

ludicrously human, " schoolmasterly " air he

then, with dignified mien, walked up to the

monkey, grabbed him gently but firmly

round the neck, placed the cloth in his hand,

and then, gripping his wrist, forced his

unmannerly and mischievous companion to

clean up the spilt food. Thisi done to his
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satisfaction, he carried the monkey to the

sideboard and locked him in the cupboard,

as if to make it clearly understood that he

had been accustomed for some years to dine

in comfort and cleanliness, and could not

allow even his most intimate friends to disturb

the peace of meal-time.

The cupboard locked, he stood away from

it for a few seconds, in order to satisfy himself

that he would not be disturbed again. By

this time the monkey had obviously seen

fit to repent of his sins, for from within the

cupboard no movement was heard ; where-

upon Consul quietly seated himself, as is his

wont.'at table and proceeded as usual to

dine in peace, comfort, and last, but not least,

"HE WALKED UP TO THE MONKEY AND GRABBED HIM GENTLY BUT

FIRMLY ROUND THE NECK."

with dignity. I include the latter word for

the simple reason that a well-trained animal

seems to appreciate at once what he can do

with dignity, and what will lack dignityâ��

if he does it, which, by the way, he seldom

does, for any ordinarily well-trained animal

seems to regard dignity as a sort of fetish.

In conclusion, as I have frequently re-

marked that many members of the general

public seem to misconstrue the meaning of

the word " intelligence" when applied to

members of the animal world, I may say that

my own experienceâ��which, I would humbly

add, is a very lengthy oneâ��is that intelligence,

when applied to animals, should be defined

as " a proper understanding of things."

And, after all, this definition cannot be termed

inapt, for a human being who succeeds in

getting a grip on a situation surely deserves

to be termed intelligent. How much more

intelligent, therefore, is the animal who does

likewise !

Mr. TOM G ANN AW AY, the well-known

breeder and exhibitor of bull-terriers, and

originator of the famous '' Wild " strain.

The most remarkable instance of animal

intelligence that I can recall relates to the

well-known stud and show bull-terrier, Chader

Wild, whom I bred, and who belonged to me

right up to the time of his

death. Chader Wild, as

all interested in the

"doggy" world will

doubtless remember, was

a winner of countless

prizes, and so perfect was

he for show purposes that

he used to make his ap-

pearance at almost every

convenientl y-situated

show in London. In fact,

after having figured at, I

might almost say, count-

less shows, the old fellow

at last seemed to regard

being shown as his first

duty in life, a duty which

he apparently looked upon

as being due as much to

me as to himself.

It so happened, how-

ever, that when he was at

his prime he became father

of a puppy whom I called

Chadee, and who was so

fine a specimen of the

bull-terrier that one day I

decided I would give the

" old man " a rest and show Chadee in a

novice and maiden class instead.

The nearest convenient show happened to

be held at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, at which dear old Chader Wild had

been shown on countless occasions. On the

day I decided that he was to be left at

home, as I put the finishing touches to his

son's toilette, I noticed the old dog watching

me at work with a look of amazed surprise

on his face, while when I took the puppy with

me and left " pa " at home, he looked not

only infuriated, but absolutely disgusted. If

ever a father knew where his son was going.
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Chader Wild was aware of Chadee's destina-

tion on that particular day.

Returned home, however, my old dog

seemed to have temporarily forgiven meâ��

nothing in the world would persuade me that

he was not aware that his son was to be shown

in his steadâ��for, while not greeting me with

his accustomed enthusiasm, he nevertheless

; HE HAD DECIDED TO PUT MATTERS RIGHT BY TURNING UP ON

HIS OWN ACCOUNT TO BE SHOWN ONCE MORE."

wagged his tail indulgently, smiling at me

with his eyes (surely no human being ever

smiled more meaningly than does a dog).

" So that's all right, old fellow," I said. " I

am glad you don't bear me any ill-will ; we

must give the puppies a chance, you know."

Chader Wild merely continued to smile and

wag his tail, and some hours later I took him

for his usual evening walk. . . , ,

As a general rule, he never left my heel

during the whole of his " constitutional."

Neither did he do so on this occasion until we

turned down Greycoat Gardens, a row of

flats within almost a stone's throw of the

Horticultural Hall. Suddenly, however,

while puffing at my cigar, I was astounded to

see my old bull-terrier dash off at top speed

down the street, turn sharp to the right,

and make for Vincent Square as fast as his

sturdy old legs would carry him.

I called and whistled without avail, and

finally imagined that something particularly

attractive must have induced him to run

away. About his return home I was not in

the least nervous, for he would have found

his way back from Land's End to my house

at Westminster. So, without worrying any-

more about him, 1 decided to look in at the

show, andâ��well, speak sternly to Chader

Wild for his lapse from good behaviour when

I got home again.

The moment I entered the Horticultural

Hall I saw that something unusual must have

happened, for little knots

^ of people were grouped

together, apparently

afraid to move for fear of

being attacked by some-

thing ; what that some-

thing was I could not

imagine.

" What's the matter ? "

I said to one of the

attendants.

" Only that your bull-

terrier has turned up to

be shown once more on

his own account," was

the reply. " There he is

sitting by the side of a

dog in the schipperke

class. You remember the

last time he was shown

here that was the space

provided for bull-terriers."

And so it was. Chader

Wild had taken the law

into his own hands, and,

being utterly disgusted

with my behaviour at leaving him at home

to give' way to his son, had decided to

put matters right by turning up on his

own account to be shown once more and as

usual, as he doubtless regarded it. Bull-

terriers are the most obedient of animals,

and when I told the old dog that he must

come back with meâ��well, he came, but I

have never seen a more disconsolate, mentally

weary bull-terrier in my life than was he.

In conclusion, I would add that I have

had seventeen years' experience of and close

intercourse with animals, but never have I

encountered so striking and genuine an

example of intelligence on any animal's part

as is provided by this instance of the sagacity

of one of the best-known bull-terriers of all

time.

Mr. J. VOEHL, the famous animal trainer.

When in New Orleans, U.S.A., some two

years ago the leading monkey artiste in

Barnold's Monkey Actors contracted a very

bad attack of toothache. We tried all sorts

of lightning toothache cures, " pain-relieved-
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in-thirty-seconds," and other so-called infal-

lible remedies on the poor old fellow without

success, and as the days wore on he became

so weak from want of sleep and through the

great pain he was suffering that we took him

to the dentist.

After a lengthy consultation it was dis-

covered that the troublesome tooth was one

of the " canine " teeth, which are so long that

it is impossible to pull them. Accordingly

the dentist decided to cap the tooth with a

gold crown, as it was very badly decayed.

Now, I must tell you that Master Bill, the

monkey sufferer, was anything but a tame

sort of chap, and accordingly when we took

him to the dentist to have the operation

performed three men were told off to hold

him in the chair. At first I thought it would

be necessary for me to secure three other

men, so energetic were Bill's strugglesâ��he

evidently had not the slightest idea what he

was there for, and feared the worst; but

when the dentist put some

cocaine on his gums, and

afterwards injected cocaine

on both sides of the offend-

ing tooth, the monkey, feel-

ing relief from the pain at

once, stopped-his struggles

and lay back in the chair in

the most peaceful manner

possible. Then the dentist

started drilling the tooth,

and still Bill remained as

quiet as the proverbial

sheep, evidently quite un-

derstanding that the visit

was inspired out of feeling

of friendship for him. The

next day we had to visit the

dentist again. Immediately

the door of his house was

opened Bill scampered down

the passage, pushed open

the door of the dentist's

operating room, seated him-

self in the chair, lay back

as quietly and as gently as

well may be, and awaited

the dentist's attentions.

On the following day Bill

repeated this performance,

showing the greatest delight

when the dentist started to

cap his tooth with gold. Evidently the pain

that monkey suffered before cocaine was

injected into his gums must have been in-

tense, for he never forgot the dentist's house

at which he had first obtained relief. Some

two years later, when we were again visiting

Orleans, and when we happened to be passing

the house of the worthy dentist, he broke

away and scampered up the steps in evident

delight at once more having reached what

he regarded as " a home of relief for pain-

stricken monkeys." I would mention that

the name of the dentist is Dr. Rollo Knapp.

Major E. H. RICHARDSON, the famous

authority on bloodhounds.

It always seems to me that the showing of

fidelity to his master in an animal is one of

the greatest signs of intelligence of which it

can possibly give evidence. For this reason

I consider the following story, told to me by

an intimate friend of the lieutenant mentioned

therein, who himself has left written record

bearing upon the truth of the anecdote,

represents the most striking example of

intelligence on an animal's part that has ever

been brought to my notice.

THE MONKEY SEATED HIMSELF IN THE CHAIR.'

In the Franco-German War, on September

ist, 1870, in the town of Bazeilles, fighting

was of the most terrific description. The

Germans rained shells on the town, and the

French were equally brave in the defence ard
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refused to give way. At last the German

storming party advanced. A party of Jagers,

led by a German lieutenant, forced in the

door of a house from which there had been a

most obstinate defence. They bayoneted all

the French inside, and went out into the back

yard, where a Frenchman, severely wounded

and with his rifle still smoking, was standing

by a dog-kennel. The J'dgers wanted to

bayonet him, but the lieutenant in charge,

seeing he was severely wounded, prevented

them. He apparently was very

fond of his dog, and he sat

down by the kennel and died.

The house was now blazing, and

the lieutenant, who was a great

dog-lover, determined not to

leave the dog to perish in the

yard, so he took him out of

the burning building, and after

a few weeks they became de-

voted companions.

In October, in the operations

round Orleans, where the Ger-

mans were very weak, and

where a number of jrancs-

tireurs had risen, the Jagers

were quartered. The officer had

orders to go and reconnoitre a

wood about two miles in front

of the position. The lieutenant

started out with some Jagers

and his dog, which he had

christened Bazeilles. The next

morning the colonel command-

ing the regiment inquired why

he had received no report re

the reconnoitring patrol, and

the adjutant said that the

lieutenant had been sent. A

hundred and fifty J'dgers were

therefore ordered out to see

what had become of the patrol.

They advanced about a mile,

and got near the wood where

the lieutenant had orders to

patrol the previous night. At

the entrance to the wood they saw the dog,

bleeding, and howling as if to attract atten-

tion.

The Jagers belonging to his regiment said,

" What is the matter, Bazeilles ? " and the

dog whined and led them into the wood.

They saw branches and leaves scraped to-

gether in a mound. One of the mounds was

partly uncovered, and they saw a man's face

protruding, which they immediately recog-

nized as that of the lieutenant. The faithful

dog had moved the branches and leaves off

the lieutenant's face, and had thus saved his

life. The others were all covered and suffo-

cated. The lieutenant was still alive, though

unconscious.

What really happened was that while the

lieutenant's patrol was reconnoitring in the

wood the dog suddenly growled and imme-

diately after there came a volley from some

underwood where a number of francs-tireurs

were hidden. The Jagers were shot down,

but the dog Bazeilles sprang into the air, and

SPRANG INTO THE AIR, AND THE BULLET MEANT

LIEUTENANT WENT THROUGH HIS BODY FIRST."

the bullet meant for the lieutenant went

through his body first. The lieutenant fell,

apparently dead, and the francs-tireurs

dragged the bodies into the wood and covered

them with branches and leaves. Then, as

though satisfied with having been the means

of bringing assistance, the dog dragged him-

self up to the bodies, and gasped out his

life beside his master.

They took back the lieutenant, who was

unconscious for three or four days, and the

first question he asked when he came back
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to consciousness was, " Where is my dog

Bazeilles ?" Bazeilles was buried by the

Jagers and a tombstone erected in the village

with the inscription, " He saved his master's

life and led up the rescue party. True unto

death."

t

Count HOLLENDER, a well-known expert

in the dog world.

I have one and sometimes two bull-terriers,

either one or both of whom invariably

accompany me wherever I goâ��in or out of

town. In the traffic they are far more sensible

than most human beings, and never require

the least looking after ; indeed, the manner

in which they casually yet actually very

carefully avoid fast-travelling motor-cars,

taxi-cabs, and so on and so forth, has proved

to me that what they do not know about

looking after their own safety in traffic is

probably best forgotten.

Nearly every morning I take them by-

Tube with me wherever I am going, either to

the West-end of London or to the City. If

fine, I get out at Hyde Park Corner and

give my two four-legged friends a run through

the Park. On the other hand, if the weather

is of the 1912 vintage I go on by Tube to

Piccadilly Circus. Now the amazing thing is

that before the train pulls up at Hyde Park

Corner, and before the name of the station

is called out, both terriers invariably get up,

look at me with a sort of laughing " this-is-

where-we-get-out-for-a-good-gallop " expres-

sion in their eyes, wag their tails, and trot

off towards the door. If I say, " No ; it's

too wet this morning," they sit down again

with a resigned air, and never move until we

arrive at Piccadilly Circus, when they will

get upâ��not too cheerily, knowing that they

are not going for a walk that -morningâ��

and precede me on the way out â�� on the

lead, of course.

At no other station on the routeâ��and I

have had them with me from end to end of a

Tube journeyâ��do they bestir themselves,

always leaving me to tell them when the time

to get out has arrived. Is it possible my two

bull-terriers count the stations ? If not, how

do they possibly know ? The whole thing

baffles me entirely. I should be glad if some

animal lover of wide experience amongst

STRAND MAGAZINE readers would give me

his views on the subject. At one time and

another I have asked many authorities, but

have as yet received no satisfactory solution

of certainly the most striking example of

animal intelligence that has ever come under

my notice.

Signer BARTHOLOMEW VOLPI, the

great animal trainer and proprietor of the

Royal Italian Circus.

In the course of years of experience with

trained animals I have had a large number

of cases of almost unbelievable animal

intelligence brought before my notice, but

the incident which stands out most vividly

occurred some years ago, when I was in the

ring with Mme. Bataviaâ��a large bear, well

known in Londonâ��and a troupe of trained

baboons.

Just previously I had had occasion to go to

Italy for a few weeks, and while there I

allowed my beard to grow. On my return

I entered the ring without thinking, but

when there I immediately realized my mistake,

as Mme. Batavia advanced, growling in a

most threatening manner, evidently not

recognizing me. But the sound of my

voice stopped her, and when I placed my

hand over my beard she at once seemed

to understand what had happened. Not so

the largest baboon, however, who sprang on

me from behind and made strenuous efforts

to tear me to pieces, efforts I may say which

would have been far more successful had not

Mme. Batavia come to my rescue and helped

to drive the baboon off by striking him with

her large paw in a manner and with a force

worthy of Mr. Jack Johnson, the world's

heavyweight champion.

After a severe struggle some assistants

succeeded in overpowering the baboon, who,

during the course of the " contest," seemed

to recognize my voice, and yet to " smother

the recognition," so to speak, at the sight of

my beard. Immediately my antagonist left

the ring Mme. Batavia lumbered up to me,

and, after rubbing her muzzle over the top

of my face above my chin, suddenly stopped

short in the process and repeatedly but very

gently pulled my beard, obviously trying to

show me the cause of all the trouble. Time

after time she fondled the upper part of my

face, following this up by growling in a manner

reminiscent of a summer thunder-storm as

she touched my beard with her paw. I have

had a lifelong experience of handling animals

of all sorts, but never in the whole course of

my career have I seen such an illuminating

example of animal intelligence. Mme.

Batavia's whole demeanour was as of one

who would say, " I'm very fond of you, but,

friend of yours though I am, even I failed

to recognize you at first with your new

face-fins. You must forgive the baboon,

therefore, as the mistake was a most pardon-

able one."
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I may add that the moment I left the ring

I made all haste to the nearest barber, and

shortly afterwards leftâ��minus my beard.

Mrs. HARTSHORNE, Matron of Our Dumb

Friends' League Hospital.

As I have personally come in touch with a

very large proportion indeed of the one

hundred thousand odd .eases of animal

sickness that have been treated at Our Dumb

Friends' League Hos-

pital during the course

of the past six years,

I feel bound to say

veterinary treatment elsewhere, and in many

cases I cannot help remarking that some of

the owners of the said animals most assuredly

do not themselves seem blessed with a super-

fluity of intelligence; so that the very fact

that their " pets" so frequently show

themselves to have more than a fair share <&

common sense certainly seems to suggest

that animals, in certain circumstances,

" work things out for themselves " ; though

this theory is directly

opposed to a pet notion

of my own, which is that

all animals should be

"MME. BATAVIA CAME TO MY RESCUE AND HELPED TO DRIVE THE BABOON OFF."

that I can scarcely imagine that I should be

surprised by any example of animal intel-

ligence ; for, frankly, a lengthy experience

of animal life has taught me that, despite

what sceptics may say to the contrary, to

all unbiased critics there exists no manner of

doubt at all that many members of the

animal world possess intelligence which, in a

very great measure, can be justly termed

" almost human."

I would mention, by the way, that in our

hospital we only " doctor " animals belonging

to owners who are too poor to pay for

treated with reason and intelligence if any par-

ticular response is to be expected from them.

But enough of idle theories. Conjecture

with reference to the intelligence of animals

is, I am convinced, an unsatisfactory policy

to follow, for members of the animal world

are continually giving students much food for

" surprise " reflection. This being so, I find

it exceedingly difficult to select one particular

" star" case as being the most striking

that has ever come under my observation.

After thinking over the thousands of examples

that I can recall, I feel, however, disposed to
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give my vote to a certain parrot who was'

brought in for treatment not long ago.

Poor Polly ! He looked a most pathetic

sight, wrapped as he was in flannel, when his

owner handed him over to my care, in a

condition almost verging on death. Still, a

little care sometimes works miracles, and thus

I did not absolutely despair of saving his life

when I took him tenderly in my arms. But I

confess I received the shock of my life when

he at once turned his head round and ex-

claimed, in almost humanly pathetic tones,

" For goodness' sake fetch the doctor;

Polly's sick ! "

I would mention that I afterwards heard

that my feathered patient had belonged to a

woman who had for years been suffering from

a lingering illness, and who was frequently

in the habit of saying, " For goodness' sake

fetch the doctor," whenever she felt more than

usually indisposed. The addition of the

words " Polly's sick " most certainly con-

vinces me, however, that the bird had

thoroughly understood the feelings which

prompted his mistress to call for medical

aidâ��feelings, obviously, which, when he

himself experienced them, prompted him to

call for similar assistance for himself. I

would mention that my patient, Polly,

eventually recovered, thanks in a very large

measure to the intelligence which he at all

times showed in doing exactly what he soon

learnt he was expected to do.

In conclusion, I should like to say that my

years of intimate association with animals

have proved to me that it is at all times the

most absurd of fallacies to underrate the

intelligence of members of the animal world.

Those who have no intimate knowledge of

animal life are apt to dismiss as coincidences

various examples of intelligence which I am

personally convinced are based upon sound

common-sense reasoning.

Mr. G. H. CULLUM SCOTT, Secretary,

Battersea Home for Lost Dogs.

The most remarkable example of animal

intelligence that has ever come under my

notice occurred only a few weeks back, when

a dog was brought to the Battersea Home

by the police in the usual way, having been

picked up when not under proper control

in the neighbourhood of King's Cross.

It afterwards transpired that the said dog

had been the hero of quite a remarkable

adventure. Purchased at a large London

stores by a gentleman living at Bedford, he

had been delivered at St. Pancras Station to

be taken on to his new home by his purchaser's

son. Somehow or other, however, he never

took a fancy to Bedford as a place of residence,

and two or three days later he slipped out of

the house when some visitors were leaving,

and for over forty-eight hours nothing further

was heard of him. At the end of that time

the owner received a letter from a friend

stating that a dog bearing his name on his

collar had been seen in the corridor carriage

of a train running between Bedford and

London, but had cunningly evaded all

attempts at capture, and had eventually

been lost sight of near King's Cross Metro-

politan Station.

I would here mention that the Midland

Station, Bedford, is approximately a mile

and a half from the dog's new home, and that

fully twelve hours elapsed between his being

lost and his entering the London-bound train,

so that this is obviously no case of a dog

merely bolting for a station and jumping

into the first train he happened to see.

Personally I am convinced that the dog was

firmly determined to return to London, and

that he was waiting for the same corridor

carriage in which he had travelled up, for I

have since found out that he actually came

to Bedford and returned in the same carriage.

I am well aware that many people may be

inclined to believe that it was a matter of

pure accident that the dog chanced to jump

into the right train to bring him back to

London. With this view, however, I am not

in accord, for I know from long experience

how strong is the homing instinct in animals,

and, this being so, my own firm conviction is

that the dog had been thinking out some plan

by which he could get home, and, having

arrived in London, was probably merely

scenting out some familiar landmark which,

when once he had discovered it, he knew would

enable him to find his old home and com-

panions at the London stores.

I would here mention that cats also possess

the homing instinct in a very pronounced

degree; and not long ago I went from

Battersea to Putney to fetch a cat who was

to be destroyed on account of incurable

ill-health. The cat escaped from me at the

home, and was back again at the residence

of her owner the next day, having found her

way across some five miles of London streets

which she had never seen before. I would

suggest that those who hold the intelligence of

animals in but light esteem might be well

advised to remember this little incident before

declaring, as they doubtless will do,

" that the Bedford dog merely got into the

right train by accident, and not design."
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ES, perhaps in some ways it

may appear ludicrous. But

on the whole the unpleasant

side swamped the other, and

in reality it was a ghastly

experience. At all events, I

have no wish to go through

anything of the sort again. Once is enough.

Why, I've hardly been able to sleep for bad

dre.ims ever since. I'll tell you about it,

since you insist; but I must do it in my own

way, which means recalling the whole thing

bit by bit as it occurred, and you'll have to

listen to all sorts of unimportant details, for

I'm not up to making an artistic story of it.

But that will be an advantage, because you

will be the better able to appreciate n y mental

state at the timeâ��how the affair ap| eiled to

meâ��and will not judge of it by the way it

strikes you, sitting here safe in the club, in

broad daylight, and in God's fresh air.

Ton my word, I really don't know what

made me go into the place. I've never been

keen on cinemas. The ones I went to when

they first came out quite choked me off.

The jiggling of the pictures pulled my eyes

out till they felt like a crab's, and the potted

atmosphere made my head ache. I was

strolling along, rather bored with things in

general and more than a bit tired, and

happened to stop as I passed the doors. It

seemed just the ordinary picture palace or

electric theatre showâ��ivory-enamelled por-

tico, neuralgic blaze of flame arc-lights above,

and underneath, in coloured incandescents,

the words, " Mountains of Fun."

Fun ! Good Lord !

An out - sized and over - uniformed tout,

in dirty white gloves and a swagger stick,

was strolling backwards and forwards,

alternately snouting invitations to see the

" continuous performance " and chasing away

the recurring clusters of eager-eyed children,

whose outward appearance was not suggestive

of the possession of the necessary entrance

fee. There were highly-coloured posters on

every available foot of wall-spaceâ��sensa-

tional scenes, in which cowboys, revolvers,

and assorted deaths predominatedâ��and across

them were pasted strips of paper bearing the

legend, " LIFE - REPRO Novelty This

Evening."

I confess that, old as I am, it was that ex-

pression which caught meâ��" LIFE-REPRO."

It sounded like a new metal polish or an

ointment for " swellings on the leg," but it
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had the true showman's ring. I asked the

janitor what it meant. Of course he did not

knowâ��poor devil!â��and only repeated his

stock piece: " Splendid new novelty. Now

showing. No waiting. Continuous perform-

ance. Walk right in."

I was curious; it was just beginning to

rain; and I decided to waste half an hour.

No sooner had the metal discâ��shot out at

me in exchange for sixpenceâ��rattled on to

the zinc counter of the ticket-window than

the uniformed scoundrel thrust a handbill on

me and almost shoved me through a curtained

doorway. Quite suddenly I found myself in

a dark room, the gloom of which was only

accentuated by the picture quivering on a

screen about fifty feet away. The change

from the glare outside was confusing and the

atmosphere smote me, and as I heard the

door bang and the curtain being redrawn I

felt half inclined to turn round and go out.

But while I hesitated, not daring to move

until my eyes got acclimatized, someone

flashed an electric torch in my eyes, grabbed

my ticket, and squeaked, " Straight along,

please," then switched off the light.

Useful, wasn't it ? I couldn't see an inch.

You know, I'm not very touchy as a rule, but

I was getting a bit nettled, and a good deal

of my boredom had vanished. I groped my

way carefully down what felt like an inclined

gangway, now in total darkness, for there

was at the moment no picture on the screen,

and at once stumbled down a step. A step,

mind you, in the centre of a gangway, in a

place of entertainment which is usually dark !

I naturally threw out my hands to save myself

and grabbed what I could. There was a

scream, and the film then starting again, I

discovered that I was clutching a lady by

the hair. The whole thing gave me a jar

and threw me into a perspirationâ��you must

remember I was still shaky after my illness.

When, as I was apologizing, the same, or

another, fool with the torchlight flashed it

at my waistcoat and said, " Mind the step,"

I'm afraid I told him, as man to man, what I

thought of him and the whole beastly show.

I was now really annoyed, and showed it.

I had no notion there were so many people

in the hall until I heard the cries of " 'Ssshh ! "

" Turn him out ! " from all directions.

When I was finally led to a flap-up seat

â��which I nearly missed, by the way, in the

darkâ��I discovered the reason for the im-

patience evinced by the audience. I had

butted in with my clatter and winged words at

the critical moment of a touching scene. To

the sound of soft, sad music, all en the black

notes, the little incurable cripple che-ild in

the tenement house was just being restored

to health by watching the remarkably quick

growth of the cowslips given to her by the

kind-hearted scavenger. Completely as bore-

dom had been banished by the manner of

my entrte it quickly returned while I suffered

the long-drawn convalescence of " Little

Emmeline." As soon as this harrowing film

was over and the lights were raised I took

my chance of looking round.

The hall was very much the usual sort of

placeâ��perhaps a bit smaller than mostâ��long

and narrow, with a floor sloping down from

the back. In front of the screen, which was

a very large one, was an enclosed pit contain-

ing some artificial palms and tin hydrangeas,

a piano and a harmonium, and in the end

wall at its right was a small door marked

" Private." In the side wall on the left near

the proscenium place was an exit. The only

other means of egress, as far as I could see,

was the doorway through which I had entered.

Both of these were marked by illuminated

glass signs, and on the walls were notices of

" No smoking," " The management beg to

thank those ladies who have so kindly

removed their hats," and advertisement

placardsâ��mostly of chocolate. The decora-

tions were too garish for the place to be

exactly homely, but it was distinctly common-

place, a contrast to the shambles it became

later on. What ?

Yes ! I daresay you know all about these

picture palaces, but I've got to give you the

points as they appealed to me. I'm not

telling you a story, man. I'm simply trying

to give you an exact account of what hap-

pened. It's the only way I can do it.

The ventilation was execrable, in spite of

the couple of exhaust fans buzzing round

overhead, and the air hung stagnant and heavy

with traces of stale scent, while wafts of

peppermint, aniseed, and eucalyptus occa-

sionally reached me from the seats in front.

Tobacco smoke might have increased the

density of the atmosphere, but it would have-

been a welcome cloak to some of the other

odours. The place was fairly well filled, the

audience consisting largely of women and

children of the poorer classesâ��even babies

in armsâ��just the sort of innocent holiday

crowd that awful things always happen to.

By the time I had noticed this much the

lights were lowered, and we were treated to a

scene of war which converted my boredom

into absolute depression. I must describe

it to you, because you always will maintain

that we are a military nation at heart. By
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Jove, we are ! Even the attendants at this

one-horse gaff were wearing uniforms. And

the applause with which the jumble of sheer

military impossibility and misplaced senti-

ment presented to us was greeted proves it.

The story was called " Only a Bugler Boy."

The first scene represented a small detach-

ment of British soldiers " At the Front " on

" Active Service" in a savage country.

News came in of the " foe." This was the

occasion for a perfect orgy of mouthing,

gesticulation, and salutation. How they

saluted each other, usually with the wrong

hand, without head-covering, and at what

speed ! The actors were so keen to convey

the military atmosphere that the officers, as

often as not, acknowledged a salute before it

was given.

After much consultation, deep breathing

exercise, and making of goo-goo eyes, the

long-haired rabbit who was in command selec-

ted a position for " defence to the death"

so obviously unsuitable and suicidal that he

should have been ham-strung at once by his

round-shouldered gang of supers. But, no!

In striking attitudes they waited to be

attacked at immense and quite unnecessary

disadvantage by the savage horde. Then,

amid noise and smoke, the commander

endeavoured to atone for the hopeless situa-

tion in which he had placed his luckless men

by waving his sword and exposing himself to

the enemy's bullets. I say " atone," for it

would have been the only chance for his

detachment if he had been killed, and killed

quickly. Well, after some time and many

casualties, it occurred to him that it would

be as well to do something he should have

clone at first, and let the nearest friendly force

know of his predicament. The diminutive

bugler with the clean face and nicely-brushed

hair was naturally chosen for this very

dangerous mission, which even a grown man

would have had a poor chance of carrying

out, and after shaking hands all round, well

in the open, the little hero started off with his

written message.

Then followed a prolonged nightmare of

crawling through the bush-studded desert.

Bugler stalled savage foe, and shot several

with his revolver. Savage foe stalked bugler

and wounded him in both arms and one leg.

Finally, after squirming in accentuated and

obvious agony for miles, bugler reached the

nearest friendly force, staggered up to its

commander, thrust his despatch upon him,

and swooned in his arms. Occasion for

more saluting, deep breathing, and gesticula-

tion, and much keen gazing through field-

glassesâ��notwithstanding the fact that if the

beleaguered garrison were in sight the sound

of the firing must have been heard long before !

Then a trumpet-call on the harmonium, and

away dashed the relief force of mounted men.

Meanwhile we were given a chance of seeing

how badly things had been going with the

devoted garrison at bay. It was only when they

were at their last gasp and cartridge that the

relief reached them. With waving of helmets

and cheers from the defenders, the first two

men of the relieving force hurled themselves

over the improvised stockade. You know

what they were ? I knew what they must be

long before they appeared. And it is hardly

necessary to specify to which branches of His

Majesty's United Services they belonged.

The sorely-wounded but miraculously tough

bugler took the stockade in his stride a very

good third. He had apparently recovered

sufficiently to gallop all the way back with

the rescuersâ��only to faint again, this time

in the arms of his own commanding officer.

Curtain ! " They all love Jack," an imitation

of bagpipes on the harmonium, and " Rule

Britannia" from the combined orchestra.

As I say, this effort of realism was received

with great applause, even by the men present.

As soon as the light went up I had a look

at my neighbours. The seats on each side

of me were empty, and in the row in front,

about a couple of seats to my right, there was

one occupant. He was a young fellow of the

type of which one sees only too many in our

large townsâ��one of the products of an over-

done industrialism. He was round-shoul-

dered and narrow-chested, and his pale

thin face suggested hard work carried out

in insanitary surroundings and on unwhole-

some food. His expression was precocious,

but the loose mouth showed that its owner

was far too unintelligent to be more than

feebly and unsuccessfully vicious. He wore a

yachting cap well on the back of his head,

and on it he sported a plush swallow or eagle

â��or some other birdâ��of that virulent but

non-committal blue which is neither Oxford

nor Cambridge. It was Boat-Race week. He

was evidently out for pleasureâ��poor devil!â��

and from his incidental remarks, which were

all of a quasi-sporting nature, I gathered that

he was getting it. I felt sorry for him and

sympathized in his entire absorption in the

strange scenes passing before his eyesâ��scenes

of excitement and adventure far removed

from the monotonous round of his squalid

life. How much better an hour of such

innocent amusement than time and money

wasted in some boozing-kenâ��eh ?
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Well, I'm not quite sure what it means my-

selfâ��some sort of a low drinking-den. But,

anyway, that's what I felt about it. After

all, he was a harmless sort of chap, and his

unsophisticated enjoyment made me envious.

I took an interest in himâ��thought of giving

him a bob or two when I went out. I want

you to realize that I had nothing but kindly

feelings towards the fellow. He comes in

later onâ��wasn't so unsuccessful after all.

Then we had one of those interminable

scenes of chase in which a horseman flies for

life towards you over endless stretches of

plain and down the perspective of long vistas

of forest, pursued at a discreet distance by

other riders, who follow in his exact tracks,

even to avoiding the same tree-stumps, all

mounted on a breed of horse which does forty-

five miles an hour across country and fifty

along the hard high road. I forget the cause

of the pursuit and its ending, but I know

revolvers were used.

The next film was French, and of the snow-

ball type. A man runs down a street. He

is at once chased by two policemen, one long

and thin and the other fat and bow-legged

with an obviously false stomach. The fol-

lowers very rapidly increase in number to a

mixed mob of fifty or more, including nurses

with children in perambulators. They go

round many corners, and round every corner

there happens to be a carefully arranged

obstacle which they all fall over in a kicking

heap. I remember that soot and whitewash

played an important part, also that the

wheels of the passing vehicles went round

the wrong way.

Owing to the interruption of light, was

it ? I daresay. Anyway, it was very annoy-

ing. Then we had a bit of the supernatural.

I'm afraid I didn't notice what took place,

so I'll spare you a description. I was en-

tirely engrossed with the efforts of the wretched

pianist to play tremolo for ten solid minutes.

I think it was the ghost melody from " The

Corsican Brothers " that she was struggling

with, and the harmonium did not help one

bit. The execution got slower and slower and

more staccato as her hands grew tired, and at

the end I am sure she was jabbing the notes

with her aching fingers straight and stiff.

Poor girl ! What a life !

At about this moment, as far as I remember,

a lady came in and took the seat in front of

mine. She was a small woman, and was

wearing a microscopic bonnet composed of

two strings and a sort of crepe muffin. The

expression of her face was the most perfect

crystallization of peevishness I've ever seen,

and her hair was screwed up into a tight knob

about the size and shape of a large snail-shell.

Evidently not well offâ��probably a char-

woman. I caught a glimpse of her gloves as

she loosened her bonnet-strings, and the finger-

tips were like the split buds of a black fuchsia

just about to bloom. Shortly after she had

taken her seat my friend with the Boat-Race

favour suddenly felt hungry, cracked a nut

between his teeth, spat out the shell noisily,

and ate the kernel with undisguised relish.

The lady gathered her mantle round her and

sniffed. I was not surprised. The brute con-

tinued to crack nuts, eject shells, and chew

till he killed all my sympathy for him, till I

began to loathe his unhealthy face, and longed

for something to strike him dead. This was

absolutely the limit, and I should have cleared

out had not the words " LIFE-REPRO " on

the handbill caught my eye. After all it must

come to that soon, and I determined to sit

the thing out. After one or two more films

of a banal nature there was a special interval

â��called " Intermission " on the screenâ��and

signs were not wanting of the approach of

the main event of the show.

Two of the youths had exchanged their

electric torches for trays, and perambulated

the gangways with cries of " Chuglitâ��milk

chuglit." A third produced a large garden

syringe and proceeded to squirt a fine spray

into the air. This hung about in a cloud,

and made the room smell like a soap factory.

When the curtain bell sounded the curtain

was not drawn nor were the lights lowered.

A man stepped out of the small door and

climbed up on to the narrow ledge in front

of the screen, which served as a kind of stage

or platform, and much to my disgust made

obvious preparation to address the audience.

He was a bulky fellow, and his apparent

solidity was increased by the cut of his coat.

His square chin added to the sense of power

conveyed by his build, while a pair of gold-

rimmed spectacles gave him an air of serious-

ness and wisdom. I at once sized him up as

a mountebank, and thought I knew what sort

of showman's patter to expect. He did not

waste much time before he got busy. Look-

ing slowly all round the room, he fixed my

sporting friend with a baleful glare until the

latter stopped eating, then cleared his throat

and began.

I think I can repeat most of his dis-

course almost word for wordâ��it is nearly all

printed on the handbill which I have since

been studying. I can also give you his pro-

nunciation and accent fairly well, but un-

luckily I cannot reproduce his manner nor his
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delivery. Just pass me the whiskyâ��and the

siphon, pleaseâ��before I start. I haven't

talked so much since I was ill. That's better.

Well, this is the gist of what he said :â��

" Ladies and gentlemen, I will not de-tain

you vurry long. Before the next item of the

programme, I wish, as re-presentative of the

pro-ducers, the Stegomeyer P. Fiske Life-

call for me to take up your valuable time,

but, ladies and gentlemen, they are most

extra-ordinary films, and it is to some special

points of their extra-ordinary nature that I

shall endeavour to draw your kind attention.

" In the first place, the pro-ductions of the

Life-Repro Syndicate are all scientific and

instructive in their character. They are,

'LADIES AND GKNTLE.MEN, I WILL NOT DK-TAIN YOU VURRY LONG.

Rervr: Syndicate of N'York City, to make you

acquainted, in a few intro-ductory words,

with one or two facts. The next series of

films that will show are the pro-ductions of

the laboratory of that firm, and willâ��I venture

to thinkâ��be something quite noo to you.

In fa-act, as they haveâ��neverâ��until this

eveningâ��been exhibited in public, I may say

that this pre-sentation is their dress rehearsal.

Tf they were ordinary films there would be no

also, the vurry latest de-velopment of colour-

photography in its most perfect form, and

pre-sent objects in their true natural colours.

As pro-jected in this auditorium-â��I should

say, hallâ��this evening, the objects shown

will be magnified anywheres from six to

forty diameters. As far as the optical effect

goes, we do claim that our films are su-perior

to all others produced up to date, in definition,

in chiaroscuro " â��he took rather a toss over

.
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that wordâ��" in the values and abso-lute

truth of tint, and in entire absence of flicker.

I might say that, for smooth running, our

pictures bear the same relation to anything

you have yet seen that kiimmel trickling

from a bottle does to the jet from a soda-

fountain, or that a spin in an auto-mobile

down your Bornd Street or Nor-thumberland

Avenoo does to a ride in a spider over a

corduroy road. So much for what we do

for one senseâ��that of sight. Besides that

sense, however, we cater, as many inventors

have attempted to do, with more or less

success, for the sense of hearing. By means

of our automatic, self-registering, self-record-

ing, synchronic, micro - mega - audiphonic

booster, patented in sixteen different coun-

tries, we are able to give you, together with a

feast for the eye, an ex-act re-production of

the sounds or noises which are appropriate

to the ob-ject being viewed. With our

equipment the register is perfect, the sound-

record synchronizes ab-solutely with the

picture-record, and there is no race or struggle

between the acoustic and optical pre-senta-

tion.

" There is no accidental noise to distract, for

our machines run as silent as a skunk on

velvet, while the sound which impinges upon

the tympanum is magnified or diminished in

volume and intensity in pre-cisely the same

pro-portion as the image pro-jected on to the

retina. Thus, if you should see in the

picture a mouse about two feet in length

â��that is, magnified about twelve timesâ��

you will hear the animal squeak a dozen

times as loudly as does the actual little

ro-dent doing a Marathon behind the hard

wood skirting of your best parlour. That

is two senses we cater for. But are we

content ? No ! We also appeal to a third

senseâ��that of smell ! "

He paused for a moment, as if aware that

this statement would produce an effect.

There was some movement and whispering

amongst the adults of the audience.

" I mean it, ladies and gentlemen. I am

not presooming to be gay with you. I am

simply handing out the cold truth ! You will

see; you will hear; you will smell! By

means of our ' odorator 'â��also patented in

sixteen countriesâ��the natural scent apper-

taining to whatever is on the screen, and

appropriately magnified in intensity, will be

wafted over you with the pictures. There is

no need for any alarm, ladies. There can be

no danger of infection, for this is not a case

of repro-ductionâ��it is a matter of imitation.

The real smells are not caught, canned, and

Vol. xliv.â��55.

released. They are just cleverly imitated.

This is one more triumph, and the latest,

achieved by the science of synthetic chemistry.

I can promise you that the odours you will

perceive will be harmless, but I cannot

guarantee that they will all be pleasant. We

must remember that our endeavour is to

repro-duce Nature as realistically as possible.

Nature, ladies and gentlemen, is marvellous,

curious, interesting, fascinating, cruel, even

brutal, but rarely pleasant."

He paused again to take a sip of water and

polish his spectacles. And the remarkable

thing was that the audience, which had not

understood one-fifth of what had been said,

sat silent, attentive, and expectant. By his

manner or personal magnetismâ��or whatever

you call itâ��the man had gripped a whole

crowd of strange, mostly ill-educated, people.

Besides being above the heads of the great

majority of his hearers, what he had said

might have been spoken by any clever " ad."

writer.

It was the man's personality that

did it. Even I felt his influence. Appa-

rently impassive, he spoke deliberately and

very clearly. His nationality was, of course,

obvious from his first few words, but the

twang was almost imperceptible. The curious

weighty pauses with which he punctuated

his sentences, even his words, only served to

add to the impressiveness of his delivery. I

am not a believer in your " strong, silent

men," but as this square-jawed, bull-necked,

goggle-eyed fellow stood talking he seemed

the embodiment of cold knowledge and

brutal strength. I could have imagined him

an inquisitor, a vivisector. His spectacles

were of high magnifying power, and his eyes,

looming huge through them, seemed com-

pelling and malevolent. When the lenses

caught and reflected the light in a blazeâ��

why, talk of Charcot's revolving mirrors at

the Salpetriere, the effect was hypnotic!

Though a good deal of what he saidâ��

especially the nonsense about the " odorator "

â��would ordinarily have made me smile,

somehow it was not amusement. that I then

felt. I wanted to hear moreâ��to see.

Even the nut - eater forbore to feed and

fidgeted uneasily in his seat. And what could

he have understood ? The acid lady kept

patting her back hair and muttering, " Well,

I never! WThat next ?" She could not

have expressed my own feelings better if she

had tried. The man put his handkerchief

back into his pocket and spoke again.

" It is now up to me to prove my words,

ladies and gentlemen, and in a moment I
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hope to do so. But first I wish to explain our

title of' Life-Repro.' As I say, as far as four

senses are concerned, we have solved the

problem of the repro-duction of lifeâ��sight,

hearing, smell, and taste ; I include the latter

as it is so intimately bound up with smell.

But one senseâ��that of touchâ��remains

unsatisfied. And now, to leave accomplished

facts and enter into the realms of anticipa-

tion "â��his tone now grew more impressiveâ��

" I wish to state that it is the present aim of

the Stegomeyer P. Fiske Syndicate to fill that

gap in their appeal to the human intelligence

and sensibilities, and to cater for the sense of

touch. We have not yet succeeded, and I need

hardly remind you of what that stage of

perfection would imply, beyond saying that

it-will be a case of dealing in three dimensions,

and not in two. Though we have not got to

it, there are now, in a certain laboratory on

the island of Man-hattanâ��away on the other

sideâ��quite a number of the brightest intellects

of the time working day and night to arrive

at a solution. At their service they have all

the resources of science, and behind them

they have the backing of unlimited capital.

Millions of dollars are being spent, and

millions more are, if necessary, at their

disposal. It's a big propo-sition !

"No one can ever tell when an epoch-making

discovery is going to be made. It is largely

a matter of chance. Given the favourable

conditions, we may stumble upon it by a

lucky accident at any moment."

As he touched upon finance the man's

plump hands slowly fluttered to the level of

his shoulders like flat fish swimming to the

surface of the water in a tank. For the

moment the spell was broken. He almost

seemed to be persuading us to buy something

" dirt sheap." He continued, in a more

conversational tone:â��

" This evening we are only pre-senting one

filmâ��a study in natural history portraying

a life-and-death combat between two insectsâ��

a praying mantis and a scorpion. The mantis

is not, as might be imagined from its popular

name, a benevolent animal. It is the most

ferocious creature known to science, and

might with justice be called the ' Thug' of

the insect world. It scraps for pleasure, and

kills from the lust of slaughter. Without

any poison fangs or sting, it slays its victims

by crushing them to death with its huge

spiked fore-legs. The actual specimen whose

actions you will be able to study was obtained

from the mahogany forests of Honduras, where

these insects reach an immense size. It is a

female, which, in the case of this insect only,

ladies, is the more ferocious sex. The par-

ticular scorpion with which it fights was

caught by A-rabs in the Sokoto Desert. The

venom of a scorpion is well known to produce

the most intense pain in the world. This

African variety has, on several authenticated

occasions, caused the death of human beings.

"I will not give the show1 away by telling

you now which wins the battle. You canâ��

as you say over on this sideâ��wait and see.

But I warnt you to observe one peculiarity of

both these insectsâ��so long as there is no

movement to attract their attention they are

sluggish and passive ; so soon, however, as

one moves, he trips up on a live wire, and

gets it in the neck good and plenty. Then,

unless he side-steps pretty nimble, it's a cinch

for Eustace ! "

The speaker's sporting instincts had evi-

dently got the better of himâ��his last words

were a bit of a relapse ! With a bow he

stepped down from the platform and switched

off the lights, and the following announcement

was at once thrown upon the screen in flame-

coloured letters :â��

" MANTIS RELIGIOSA V. SCJ3PIO AFER.

" A Tragedy of the Wild.

" I.â��Reconnaissance."

There followed a marvellously-coloured

picture of a patch of earth and stones, to the

right of which were some dried-up twigs. It

was in such bright sunlight that the glare even

of this sober-coloured earth was almost

dazzling, and the shadows of the twigs cut it

with bars of black. The man had said no

more than the truth about his " pro-ductions."

There was only the most minute quiver to

show the movement of the film; and, in con-

trast to the previous rattle, the projecting

mechanism worked without even a buzz. It

really was remarkable. However, for some

moments I could not discern the slightest

sign of life. Then I did discover among the

stones on the left the form of a scorpion. It

was very much the tint of its background,

and was clinging to the ground with tail

stretched out, so flat that there was no

shadow to betray its position. On all sides

I heard whispers: "I carn't see anything.

Where are they ? " " There he is by the

stones." " That's the mantis, ain't it ? "

" No, that's the scorpion." " Well, where is

afer then ? " There were also subdued noises

of disgust and many little shrieks from the

feminine portion of the audience.

As the remarks grew louder the showman,

who was standing by the door on one side of

the stage, intervened :â��

" Ladies and gentlemen, please do not talk
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or make any noise, or you will not be able to

hear the insects, and a large part of the

illusion will be lost."

The whispering ceased; but there were

slight movements and rustlings which I felt

were born of horror and repulsion, and I was

sure that many of the girls were trying to curl

their feet up on to their seats. I sympathized.

I loathe creeping things myself. For a little

time nothing happened. The scorpion lay

quite still, sunning himself amongst the dust

and stones, as magnified, about nine feet away

from the collection of twigs. Suddenly he

either moved a leg or wriggled, for I saw a

pebble slip and heard it rattle. And at that

instant one of the thickest of the twigs flipped

away from the rest and appeared about two

feet from the scorpion. I say " appeared "

because its motion across the intervening

space was too quick to follow. At one

moment one of the bunch of twigs, the next

it was half standing on end facing the scorpion.

with its arms or fore-legs folded in front

of it.

I then appreciated the name of "praying

mantis." It was browny-green in colour,

and its appearance was so benign, not to say

devout, that it was difficult to believe what

the lecturer had said about its true character.

Indeed, as opposed to its enemy, the mantis

actually attracted sympathy ; it suggested a

benign, if foolish, temperament. The scorpion,

from being passively repulsive, had changed to

an embodiment of venomous malice. It gave

the disagreeable impression of a monstrosity

or deformity, and yet it was not easy to say

exactly to what this was due. Murder was

clearly expressed in every line of its body, in

the curve of its tail, in the gape of its half-

open claws. It was truly horrible, and a

child in a front seat wailed out: " Take it

away, mummie ; I don't like it."

I don't know whether it really was so, or

whether my imagination was playing me tricks,

but at that instant there seemed to be a

glimmer of light round the two insects, and

they appeared to turn their heads towards

the body of the hall. If this really did hap-

pen it was over in the fraction of a second ;

but I was more startled than I cared to con-

fess to myself, and I rubbed my eyes. I

noticed also that a musty smell had now

replaced the variegated odours in the hall.

It was faint, but distinctly unpleasant.

When the film ended, a few moments later,

with both insects still on the watch, subdued

sighs of relief arose from all parts of the hall.

The nut-eater murmured " Time," in an effort

at jocularity; but even his tone rang false.

One or two sensible women took their children

out of the hall.

Before the announcement of the next scene

was given us the showman's voice again rang

out: " So far the camera has been at some

distance from the insects, and their peculiar

odour has not been vurry marked. You will

now see the combatants at much closer range

and will get the full value of the odorator."

In scene two, which was labelled " Contact,"

the insects had approached quite close and

were immensely magnified. I should say at

a guess that they were each about six feet

long. The mantis was now standing erect on

her four thin hind-legs, with the end of her

body curled upwards, while her two massive

armed fore-legs, serrated, or, rather, set with

long spikes, were stretched on in front above

her head. Though almost ludicrous, she was

as terrifying as some absurd monster in a

nightmare. Her flat, inadequate, triangular

head on its long neck was furnished with two

large projecting eyes set at the upper corners,

and at this close range these dull orbs could

be seen to be fixed in a pompous but baleful

glare of stupid ferocity. There was more than

a hint of the " wolf in sheep's clothing " in

their expression. Tremulously waving above

were two slender antennae. There was no

animal grace in the beast's attitude. It

suggested the angular clumsiness of a girder or

agricultural machinery, or an iron garden seat.

Not two feet from her faceâ��on the picture

â��was the vicious sting of the scorpion

poised over his head ready to strike, like a

semi-transparent calabash with its stalk point-

ing forward. He was quivering with rage, and

his gigantic lobster claws were wide open. I

now saw what it was that gave this beast its air

of morbid grotesqueness. It was deformed.

Its body did not end in a decent head and face

like that of a lobster, as one might have ex-

pected ; it ended square at the shoulders, as

if it had been sawn off. And all along this

sawn-off edge shone eyes â�� lots of eyesâ��

perhaps six or eightâ��no two of which seemed

to look in the same direction. This manifold

and compound squint was painful, and made

my aching eyes water in sympathy. A feeling

of nausea crept over me, increased by the

stench which now pervaded the air. I can't

tell you what it was like. It suggested cock-

roaches, a hyena's cage, and oil gas. What

with the smell and the heat, I really began to

feel quite faint and drowsy.

So far there had been no movement be-

tween the combatants, and there had been

no sound except the ejaculations of the

hypnotized and semi-asphyxiated crowd.
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Suddenly the scorpion made a jump, seized

one hind-leg of its enemy with its claw, and

darted its sting forward. With the quickness

of thought the mantis dodged and brought

its two thighs together in an endeavour to

catch its enemy. But it was too late ; the

scorpion had backed just out of reach. As

the feet of the beasts scrambled amongst the

stonesâ��about the size of my headâ��it sounded

like men scuffling on a beach of large pebbles.

Disagreeable as the spectacle was, it was cer-

tainly exciting, and I could not take my eyes

off the monstrous brutes. They again stood

watching. They were still for so long that

I was wondering if they had gone to sleep,

when I noticed from the absence of any tremor

in the picture that the film was not moving.

I then heard at the back of the hall the tap-

ping of some tool upon metal, and came to

the conclusion that one of the spools must

have stuck or that something had gone wrong

with the projecting mechanism. But it seemed

to me somehow that though the film itself

was stationary, there was a curious sparkling

efflorescence about the outline of the insects.

Perhaps the atmosphere was affecting me.

The audience got a bit restive, and began to

whisper and fidget. The nut-eater ejaculated,

" Time, Archibald ! Blow the whistle, ref!"

and started to eat nuts again. A child

in the front cried. Whether it was the same

infant that had protested before I don't know.

But the woman with it began to dance it

up and down.

Then it happened !

The sparkle round the outline of the mon-

sters in the picture changed all at once to a

definite prismatic halo, and -with a crackling

noise each insect deliberately turned its head

towards the woman and child. Before you

could whistle they were out of the picture,

scrambling over the little well where the

orchestra had previously been playing, f

heard horny feet scratching over the polished

top of the piano, and a great discordant

arpeggio struck on the bass notes. It was all

so quick that I'm not sure in what order

things occurred. A sort of collective groan

arose from the audience, but, paralyzed by

the suddennesss of the thing, no one moved.

The beasts clambered over the partition, and

while the mantis darted up the gangway to

the back of the room, the scorpion pounced

on the woman with the baby. In the dark

I could not see what it did, but shrieks of

mortal agony at once drowned the feeble

cries of the child. A panic then began, and

everyone got up. It was a hopeless situation,

for the mantis was near one entrance and the

scorpion guarded the other. I could just see

the beast seize oa someone in the front row

who had shrunk back from it, and then there

were more horrible screams. I don't know

what would have happened in the dark, but

at that instant there was a shout from the

American, who at any rate was a brave man:â��

"My God! It's happened. Sit still. It's

your only chance."

He then moved to a switch close by and

turned on the lights. In doing so he caught

the eye of the scorpion, who made a dart for

him. The man just had time to rush into

the little doorway near the stage and bang

the door in the face of the beast. Its great

claw missed him by six inches, sheared off the

brass door-handle, crushed it like lead-foil.

It then turned and faced the room, waiting

for someone else to move. By this time the

screams of the woman and baby and of the

other victim had died away, and they already

lay rigid. When you think of it, the speed

with which the poison had acted is not so

wonderful after all. I daresay half a pint

of venom had been injected into the veins of

each person. The rest of us had had our

lesson, and we sat motionless, silent, hardly

daring to breathe. What the mantis was

doing behind I don't know. I dursen't look.

Well, this awful suspense seemed to last

for a long time. Two more peopleâ��womenâ��

got hysterical from the strain. They tittered,

moved, attracted attention, were at once

seized and stung, and died in convulsions

â��in the full glare of the electric lightâ��before

our very eyes. Occasional cries from the

upper end of the hall showed that the mantis

was not idle. I wondered how long this

horrible one-sided stalemate would continue.

Would the creatures be drawn back on to

the screen if the film started moving again ?

I heard no more of the hammering noise up

by the projector, but I prayed that the

mechanism might be repaired speedily. I

also prayed that the American had gone out

to fetch assistance, and would shortly return

with police, armed men, or even the fire-

brigade. And I wondered if the pressure of

water at the average hydrant was enough to

cope with these monsters.

Then the nut-eater met his doom. Like the

rest of us he had sat still and silent, breathing

â�¢hard ; he had not even eaten the nut which he

had started to convey to his mouth. But

the poor devil was hoist by his own petard

for he put one of his feet on a nutshell. It was

enough; the scorpion was on to him like a

tiger. The way that the youth met the crisis

of his life was pitiable. He made no sensible
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resistance. He did not accept his fate in

dignified silence, nor did he mark the special

occasion with any exclamation of despair.

He simply put his hands over his head like a

small boy about to be cuffed, and, ineffective

to the end, whined out to this pitiless armoured

monster : " 'Old 'ard ! 'Ere, 'old 'ard ! "

The scorpion gripped his arms with its

claws and stung him on the right side of the

neck near the jugular vein twice. I saw

the curved sting enter the flesh just above

the silk neckerchief, and then come out all

covered with blood. The youth shrieked

with agony and writhed ; his neck swelled,

became bloated and shining; his attitude

stiffened, and his head dropped forward.

The poor little drab lady must have

subsided on to the floor some time before

this. There was no sign of her above the

back of her chair ; and I was the next person

to the scorpion, who still hung on to the

body of the nut-eater and rolled his eyes

successively round the room. Faint and sick

as I felt, a desire for revenge seized me and

overcame all other sensations. I noticed

something like a pointed mahogany table-

leg between the red plush " flap-up " of the

seat just in front of me and its back. It was

one of the brute's legs ! An inspiration

struck me. By sacrificing myself I might

save perhaps half the roomful of women and

children. The mantis could not alone guard

two doors. If I did nothing we should all

be killed in turnâ��I being the first.

Summoning all my strength, I braced myself

in my seat, planted rÂ»y foot firmly against

the scorpion's leg, and pressed it with all my

force against the edge of the seat. I felt the

smooth, shining leg sink into the plush, and

for one dreadful instant thought that I hadn't

got a gripâ��that it was going to slip. Thank

Heaven, I was wearing my golfing brogues

with nails ! The leg moved round slightly

beneath my foot, then I felt it grate against

the nails, which bit into the flesh, or horn, or

whatever it was. I was holding it! I then

yelled out: " All get out of the front doorâ��

quick !"

I heard a sort of scrimmage round me. I

imagine that the people in front were trying

to escape before the mantis could reach them ;

but I don't really know what did happen. I

was fully employed with my own affairs.

Wrenching and tugging at its leg, the scorpion

sprawled ove.r the body of the dead youth and

seized my left arm in one claw. It was pain-

ful, but all my thoughts and energy were so

concentrated on keeping up the pressure of

my leg that I did not much notice it. As

the brute stretched forward it tried to reach

me with its sting. Not being able to do so,

it made immense efforts toi pull me closer;

but, luckily, I had my left afrm twined round

the arm of the seat. The strain was awful,

and the perspiration poured down my fore-

head. Of course, I was in rank bad con-

dition. As we struggled my one prayer was

that my foot would not slip; that the scor-

pion's leg would not tear or be pulled out of

its socket; that the seat would not break.

In front, and quite close to me, was the

unspeakable apology for a head, and the

beast's breathâ��foul as an alligator'sâ��came

into my face in hot, fetid puffs. But it was

the sting which fascinated me. Like a

gigantic yellow pear-drop it quivered not a

foot from my neck, its point dripping venom

and smeared with blood for at least three

inches. And in the central duct I could see

the poison as' plain as the nicotine in the

amber mouthpiece of this pipe. As the beast

made efforts to reach me I felt the strain in its

leg, and saw the venom pulsate up and down

like water dancing in a gauge-glass. My

right arm being free, I lunged at its squinting

eyes with my umbrella. I think I must have

put out two or three. At any rate I broke

the creature's shell. It smashed like a crab's,

and a horrid, creamy substance oozed out.

As I worked the umbrella about to enlarge

the wound, the beast seemed to feel the pain.

It groaned, quivered all over, tightened its

grip on my left arm, and got its sting to

within six inches of my throat. It crushed

my arm till I almost screamed.

* * * *

" Come on, mister ! What's the game ?

We carn't 'ave this row "ere."

One of the attendants was shaking me by

the arm ; the lights were up ; the piano and

harmonium were having the usual ding-dong

race; and there was no scorpion ! I rubbed

my eyes. The peevish lady, now hatless, was

regarding me over her shoulder with con-

siderable disfavour.

" / dunno what the gentleman wants, I'm

shewer. I took me bonnet orf the first time

*e kicked meâ��not that me matinte 'at could

'ave done 'im much 'arm."

" Where has it gone ? I mean, what's the

matter ? " I gasped.

" w'v> you've been asleep for the last ten

minutes, and 'ave been carryin' on a fair

treat. \Von't do, yer knowâ��not in this 'all."

Perspiring, dazed, and trembling, I put my

hand to my pocket to get out my watch.

It had gone.

So had the nut-eater !
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I LUNGED AT ITS SQUINTING EYES WITH MY UMBRELLA."
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AMUSING STORIES

or His \Vays and

By HENRY B.

HARRIS.

[The following article was written by the late Mr.

Harris only a short time prior to his death on board

the ill-fated "Titanic." Though it deals chiefly with

American methods, these do not greatly differ from

those employed in this country, except, perhaps, in

being even more ingenious and enterprising.]

HE Press agent is one of the

most useful and one of the

most dangerous members of

the theatrical family. He can

make or break the show. He

is useful in the degree in

which he can supply news-

papers and magazines with good reading-

matter. He is dangerous when he gives

his imagination licenceâ��without reserveâ��to

create and put forth stories that give a wrong

impression of his attraction or of his star.

Newspapers always were as much interested

in theatrical news or theatrical stories as they

were in baseball. There have always been

more people attending the theatre than those

attending the national game or the horse-

races. There were nearly one hundred

million pounds spent in the theatres of the

States last year. If a theatrical story be a

good one, the papers have no more hesitation

in using it than in accepting a contribution

from a man well known in finance, commerce,

or art. The editors realize that their readers

are interested in theatres, and are eager to

give them theatrical news. In fact, so great

is the demand for good copy about the stage

that one of my stars received one hundred and

sixty thousand pounds' worth of advertising

â��based on space ratesâ��in a single season.

There used to be no check to the imagination

and the nerve of the Press agent. His greed

for space was unlimited. He's just as greedy

to-day. But the " check " is in the news-

paper office. Quality and character are the

test of the story.

Here is a sample of the pure nerve that

ought to characterize the Press agent. As the

story went, a certain actress was booked to

appear in a Western city, in opposition to

another well-known star. In the space-

grabbing rivalry between the advance agents

human ingenuity was stretched to a point

where it threatened to snap at any moment.

The star I refer to was supposed to have

adopted an Indian child in a certain town in

the far North-West. Some small children

were said, while playing on the outskirts of

the place, to have entered a deserted cabin,
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and there, to their horror and amazement,

found a body lying on the floor. Help was

summoned, the body picked up, and dis-

covered to be an Indian squaw who had been

dead for several hours. On unwrapping the

blanket, a little Indian papoose was found,

still living. Theyâ��the Press agentâ��rushed

the unfortunate child to a physician, who

brought it around all right. Then the actress

â��in the Press agent's fancyâ��learning of the

affair, immediately took steps to adopt the

child. The ingenious Press agent, after

landing the story with the editor, was asked

if he had a picture of the child. He was

nonplussed, but only for a moment. Then

he dashed wildly into a shop, got a picture

postcard of an Indian papoose, and with it

satisfied the editor.

Of course the story was continued next day.

The telegraph-wires were kept hot between

advance agent and company manager, who

was instructed to send hourly bulletins as

to the condition of the child and the methods

to be used by the actress in educating it in

the white man's way. Public interest ran

high. The date of the arrival of the actress

drew near. What now perplexed the Press

agent was how either to get an Indian papoose

or how to get rid of one. And here is where

Uncle Sam was implicated. A story was

dashed over the wire that the Department

of the Interior had denied the right of the

city officials to give the actress the guardian-

ship of an Indian child, and that steps were

being taken to compel her to turn the

papoose over to the Government. Then the

defiant message flashed across the wires that

the actress would not obey the command of

the United States district attorneyâ��that she

would lay down her life before she would

surrender the child. The next day an article

was published, " Famous Actress Arrested,"

recounting how the arrest of the star and other

influences brought to bear upon her had

caused her to relinquish her claim to the child.

And so the Indian papoose disappeared from

the Press agent's mind, and all was serene.

Another story was that of an actress who,

passing a picture-shop, saw a picture that

attracted her attention. On entering the

place to inquire the price of the painting,

she found the proprietor absent and a porter

in charge. This man, being desirous of

making a sale and enhancing his own value,

sold the picture to the lady at a ridiculously

low figure. As a matter of fact, he had

mistaken the catalogue number for the sale

price. The buyer insisted on paying for the

picture and taking it with her in the cab. 'The

VoL xliv.-56.

next day there appeared in the New York

papers an advertisement which stated that

the lady who purchased the pictureâ��describ-

ing sameâ��at such and such a shop would

learn something to her advantage if she

immediately sent her name and address

to the proprietor. This she did, and the

shopkeeper at once began a suit to recover

the picture. The proceedings which followed

furnished good copy and occupied consider-

able space in the papers. In the end the

picture was surrendered. Of course the

whole thing was a Press agent's scheme.

The art dealer lent his name for the publicity

his establishment got, and the Press agent

furnished the lawyers on both sides of the

case.

It has always been a question whether

stories of this character have a box-office

value. I think not. However, there are

many who believe that any mention of a

play or player is good advertising. On this

hypothesis rests my opinion that the Press

agent can be an evil. Such stories create a

wrong impressionâ��a disappointment. It is

possible to say too much about your star

or play. No actor could live up to the

expectations that a gifted Press agent might

create in the mind of the public. Nor does

the player's reputation gain by such an atmo-

sphere of sensationalism. Even though he

give a wonderful performance, his work has

been discounted. Analogous to this is the

disappointment one feels on first visiting

Niagara, which is probably the most widely

exploited show-place in the world. But one

can stay there for a day or two and let the

grandeur of the cataract grow upon him,

while the actor must justify his reputation in

two hours.

There is very frequently an immediate

recoil to the Press agent's scheme which may

not be dangerous, but which is decidedly

inconvenient. Once a manager who had

visited McVickar's Theatre in Chicago with

a great star came back two years later

with a star of second grade. He had a very

alert Press agent ahead of him, and since the

show was to open in the middle of August,

when it was intensely hot, that gentleman

found it necessary to become abnormally

active. There was much agitation at the

time on account of the bad condition of the

street-cars, motive-power, rails, etc. The

Press of the city was urging the Board of

Aldermen to compel the companies to correct

the nuisance. So our friend, the Press agent,

got a cheap lawyer to bring injunction pro-

ceedings against the road that ran in front
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of the theatre, restraining it from running their zeal for exploitation. There was a

its cars at certain hours on the ground that show on the road that carried an old, decrepit

the clanging and banging due to loose rails

interfered with the " wonderfully artistic "

work of the actress, and thus cheated the

lion that had no teeth in its head and was

fed on mush and chopped meat. This show

was booked for a little town, and to attract

people who had paid to see her of their attention the Press agent offered a suite of

money's worth of art. But there happened

.â�¢a

"THK PRESS AGENT OFFERED A SUITE OF FURNITURE TO ANY

COUPLE WHO WOULD BE MARRIED IN THK LION'S CAGE."

to be a law in Illinois against pernicious

litigation, and so our friend had to finish up

his work from St. Louis.

The most imaginative Press agents in the

world are connected with the wild-beast

shows that " do " the summer resorts, but

they frequently overreach themselves in

furniture that was for sale in one of the shops

there to any couple who would be married in

the lion's cage, not for a moment expecting

anyone to take up the offer. But there were a

young man and woman who had already

been looking at the furniture before the
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?.nnouncement was made, and who agreed to

be married in the cage. So the furniture man

considered the sale effected ; but the manager

of the show knew nothing about this part of

the scheme, and in consequence repudiated it.

The furniture man attached the show, which,

as they did not carry any scenery, consisted

solely of the lion and the cage.

Another Press agent hired a baby about

six months old, giving the parents a few

pounds to put him in the doorway of a promi-

nent office building. The watchman found

the baby, much newspaper talk resulted, and

the ladies of the stock company got up a

benefit for him. The Press agent was very

prominent; his star was going to sell seats by

auction for the benefit, and everything went

beautifully. But it so happened that the

father of the child left work and began hang-

ing around every day for money with which

to buy liquor. He got into a row with his wife,

and that good lady, to compel him to go back

to work so that the rest of the family could live,

gave the whole story away. Of course, the

Press agent was discredited, and the reaction

swept away much of the patronage of the

show.

On another occasion a celebrated prima

donna had some diamonds stolen from her

by her Press agent. The manager, backed

with the company, did not like the story.

He and the Press agent were at swords'

points, anyway. So he wired to the Chief of

Police of a certain city describing the advance

man, who was arrested, put in jail, and kept

there incomunicado for forty-eight hours.

Not long ago a Press agent sought to lay

the foundation of a very good story by playing

a practical joke on an hotel landlord. There

was a little coal-mining town north of Cin-

cinnati where a local magnate had built an

opera-house. And here the star, having an

open dale, agreed to play. The landlord had

never had any experience with actors, and

had always heard that they were peculiar

people, particularly that they drank a different

kind of liquor from that usually consumed by

the layman. So he asked the advance agent's

advice, and was told that the players drank

nothing but creme de menthe. Therefore he

went to Cincinnati and bought six quarts of

the stuff, and put signs all over the house

that it might be had at the bar. But not an

actor bought a drop of it. The proprietor got

mad, consulted a friend who was a justice of

the peace, and a writ of attachment was

served on the manager for the value of six

quarts of creme de menthe. As they were only

going to play one night in the town, the bill

was settled. But the manager could not see

the joke, and when the Press agent got his

next salary he found that the price of six

quarts of creme de menthe, together with court

costs, had been deducted.

A young newspaper man in New York,

having got a job as Press agent, felt bound

to break into print at whatever cost. He

brought in a story that a young lady in the

company he was representing, being the last

living descendant of a celebrated naval

officer, had been selected by the Secretary of

the Navy to stand sponsor for a torpedo-boat

that was about to be launched. A half-

column article was accepted, with a picture.

It " got by " two editors, when the article

chanced to come under the eye of a Pressman

who had a son in the Navy, on this self-same

torpedo-boat, which, it seems, had been

launched and commissioned three years before.

The manager of the theatre was advised at

once that, so long as this young man was

employed by him, this particular newspaper

would handle no more of their articles.

I know of a case where a celebrated stage

beauty was reported by the Press agent 10

be so jealous of one of the chorus-girls that

she threatened to resign. The article was

printed. At eleven o'clock in the morning

the manager was notified that his star would

no longer be connected with the show. This

resignation, at such short notice, threatened

to involve the manager in the direst trouble.

Almost on bended knees he implored her

forgiveness, but she would not' consent until

the young Press agent, who had a contract

for a certain time, was banished to the wilds.

What a contrast between these methods

and that practised by the Press agent of a

certain celebrated â�¢prima donna who used to

tour the country ! To rouse interest in her

he would arrange for her to sing in the church

â��at serviceâ��before she appeared on the

concert platform. Then she would be intro-

duced to the congregation, make friends

and admirers, and the peop'e would buy

tickets. That was a very direct and legiti-

mate connection between the Press agent and

the box-office.

In the new order of publicity the famous

old stand-bys, the lost diamonds, the dog

with the jewelled teeth, the cat with pearl

pendants in her ears, and the like, are no

longer permitted to go abroad.

The new movement has eliminated another

vehicle for exploitationâ��divorce. Divorce is

so common to-day that it is accepted as part

of the day's work. People are not interested

in the row between Dotty Dewdrops and her
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husband, simply because she chances to be

an actress. In place of the Munchausen and

scandal stories we have those of human inte-

rest, based on truth, in which the player

reveals the intimacy of his home life, his hopes,

his fears, his ambitions, or gives his views on

the drama. The public is concerned with the

story of the actor's struggle to obtain recog-

nition, because the great majority of the people

are struggling in the same way. They compare

his story with their own experience. It offers

hope, spurs ambition, renews the resolution

to fight again and succeed, and constructs a-

bond of sympathy between the player and

prospective audiences. The clever newspaper

man knows of this sympathy, and the result

is that, where five lines are given to an actor's

divorce to-day, five hundred are given to his

fight to win his spurs. All these stories are

part and parcel of a great movement to make

the theatre an instrument of good.

The fact that editors to-day so rigidly

scrutinize every story handed them by

the Press agent has compelled the use of

other vehicles of exploitation. Therefore the

theatre man must use some other way of

showing that he has an entertainment of

value. His new ally in this field is the

postage-stamp.

When Augustus Thomas's play, " The

Witching Hour," was produced in New York

the result was doubtful. One manager after

another had turned it down, and the box-

office during the first few days seemed to

justify their decision. But the Press agent

had faith in it. He asked ten prominent

New Yorkers to see the play, and then got

their opinion of it. They were enthusiastic.

He asked them if they would recommend it

to their friends. To this they agreed, and

from each he obtained the names of ten

friends, with permission to use the names of

the endorsers. Letters were then addressed

to these persons, who were each asked to

give more names. An endless chain was

formed, and it grew so rapidly .that in a few

weeks it was found necessary to cut it short,

as the house was sold out for a long time to

come.

â�¢ When I produced Charles Klein's " Third

Dogree " at the Hudson Theatre I felt at the

end of the first act that I had a success ;

but the advance sales told a different story.

That night I sent ten thousand telegrams,

reading as follows, to persons living in New

YTork :â��

" Do not fail to see Charles Klein's latest

play,' The Third Degree,' at Hudson Theatre.

Saw it last night, and agree with critics that

it is the dramatic sensation of the century.â��

(Signed) TOM."

On the envelope containing this message

was printed, " Hudson Wireless." Just then

wireless telegraphy was beginning to be an

institution. Not fifty of the ten thousand

persons had ever received a wireless message,

and were greatly interested. The telegrams

were delivered by regular messenger-boys

and receipts taken in the usual form. This

idea " floated " " The Third Degree " over a

dubious period to certain success.

When I produced " The Travelling Sales-

man " at the Liberty Theatre I started my

publicity campaign six weeks before the play

opened. All my efforts were concentrated

on the commercial travellers of the country.

New York City alone has a hundred thousand

of these. To each was sent a circular of the

opening date, a brief story of the play, and

the fact that it was the first one ever written

in which the travelling salesman was made

the hero, and was not burlesqued or carica-

tured as he had been in other plays.

Also, I knew that in the large wholesale

establishments were thousands of young men

and boys whose ambition it was to sell goods

on the road, and that these would want to

see how such a fellow lived while making

his trip. So well did they respond to these

circular-letters that three weeks before the

play opened the house for the first night was

practically sold out. and on the opening night

the advance sales for the first week were

fourteen hundred pounds, something enor-

mous for an unknown, untried play in New

York, with practically unknown actors.

" The Travelling Salesman " was a play of

such a character that it did not lend itself

well to newspaper work, but was very good

indeed for'circularization.

Remember, if " The Witching Hour " had

been a play without appeal thousands of

pounds might have been spent in postage-

stamps without any avail.

Some of the best stories are not Press

agent stories at all. But such is his reputation

as a schemer for space that they are regarded

with calm-eyed suspicion by the astute

editors. The other day Mme. Petrova, in

" The Quaker Girl," expressed a wish that

she could have with her a little pet snake that

she had left in London. Next day one of

those present sent her up a nine-foot python.

Of course, a python does not biteâ��but it can

squeeze a little. This particular creature

had been used by snake-charmers and was

quite harmless. But the first sight of it

sent the hotel maid shrieking from the room.
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Then the porter was sent up to put it out.

He, of course, thought it was in a box, and

when Mme. Petrova pointed to it, lying loose,

and said, " Very well, take him out," and it

started to crawl towards him, the man has-

tened to the office and tendered his resignation,

to take effect immediately. The story came

to my office, and a newspaper was notified.

At the same time, we assured the editor that

we thought it was a joke. In less than no

Almost every institution in the United

States, and, in fact, the Government itself,

has followed the lead of the theatre in pub-

licity methods. They all have Press agents.

If the Standard Oil had had one ten years

earlier it would not have been in trouble

to-day ; if the American Tobacco Company

had had a Press agent earlier in the game, he '

would have had the.anvil muffled long before

the big blow fellâ��and the noise wouldn't have

*'OF COURSE, A PYTHON DOES NOT B1TKâ��

BUT IT CAN SQUEEZE A LITTLE. THE

FIRST SIGHT OK IT SENT THE HOTEL MAID

SHRIEKING FROM THE ROOM."

time a dozen papers had it. Only one of them

regarded it as news. The others treated it

as Press agent stuff. But the poor lady was

requested by the manager of the hotel to

leave, and not another hotel would receive

her until she had got rid of the snake and had

given a guarantee that she would not smuggle

any strange pets into her room.

been so loud. There is not a man who goes

campaigning for President who doesn't engage

a Press agent long before the nominating

Convention. The post is a high one, and the

" lead-up " must be long and gradual. Every

woman of prominence in Newport has a

Pressman in addition to her business secretary.

Many a New York theatre publicity man fills
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such jobs as these during the summer months.

Over five hundred are employed by the

Government in different departments. But

why dwell upon the obvious ?

A theatrical firm having a large number of

attractions has its Press department in the

home office. The business of this is to create

interest in the attractions that the firm is

sending out in all the towns where they are

to play prior to the arrival of the regular

advance man, who travels from seven to ten

days ahead of the company. For each show

a well-defined policy is adopted; each star is

" handled " in an entirely different way from

the others. Every story must interest the

local newspaper's dramatic editor sufficiently

for him to insert it in his columnâ��must differ

wholly from any other that has been printed

about play or player. The personality of the

actor must be " played up " to the limit.

Different ones appeal to different elements of

theatre-goers. On these the Pressman trains

his guns constantly.

The Press matter for a farce should be of a

comedy natureâ��humorous stories, little jests,

anecdotes about the actors. On the other

hand, in heavy drama one may become

pedantic or give what is called " high-brow "

stuff. With the romantic play the romantic

side of the actor's life or experiences must be

shown up. The proper concomitant for

" The Travelling Salesman " was stories of

commercial travellers, poker experiences, and

the likeâ��all served in the best vernacular of

the road.

Timeliness is a factor here. The Press

agent goes into a newspaper office about

Christmas-time, and if he has a story, for

instance, about a well-known actress having

spent that holiday on a snow-bound train, he

will find its availability increased tenfold by

the circumstance.

Naturally a department of such importance

is expensive. Mine costs more than fourteen

thousand pounds per year. This includes

salaries of advance men, which range from ten

to forty pounds a week, railroad fares, and a

maintenance of the Press department at the

home office. The cost of bill-board and

window display advertising for one attraction

is about thirty pounds a week. We get out

a weekly Press sheet that is sent to two thou-

sand two hundred and thirty-six dramatic

editors in the States. About sixteen hundred

pounds annually is spent by this department

for photographs of players under contract to

me and scenes from plays that I own, and I

consider it well invested. The services of

three boys are required to paste clippings,

the number of these varying from six to eight

thousand a week.

To make such a department effective one

must first of all have the man. I find that

the college graduate with newspaper experi-

ence makes the best advance man. It is

the men from the small colleges that I have

found to be the best of allâ��those who come

to the big city and see many things to wonder

at and to afford full play to their imagination.

The chief needs of the publicity promoter

are verve and grasp. For instance, Peary

came out of the Arctic, and the first place he

landed at was Portland. Our advance man

was there ahead of an attraction. He called

on Peary and invited him to attend the show

as the first theatrical entertainment he had

witnessed since leaving the frozen North.

The explorer did so. Then the wire service

around the country took it up, and the name

of that show, associated with the tremen-

dously-advertised explorer, was sent to every

newspaper in the country and published.

That was grasp.

One of our advance men had a story by

Elsie Fergusonâ��just one copy. There were

about three hundred and fifty words acci-

dentally torn off, and he did not know the

finish. So he took the thing to an editor and

said : " Here is a scheme. I will set aside

a hundred seats for next week's engagement

â��scattered through the weekâ��to be given

to the persons who shall make the hundred

best endings to this story."

The newspaper took it up, the people

responded, and big business resulted. This

man had the quick grasp of the possibilities

arising from an accident.

Altogether, to be successful to-day the

Press agent must be a clever, clean, and

diplomatic fellow.
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THINK one of the rummiest

affairs I was ever mixed up

with in the course of a life-

time devoted to butting into

other people's business was

that affair of George Lattaker

at Monte Carlo. I wouldn't

bore you, don't you know, for the world, but

I think you ought to hear about it.

We had come to Monte Carlo on the yacht

Circe, belonging to an old sportsman of the

name of Marshall. Among those present

were myself, my man Voules, a Mrs. Vanderley,

her daughter Stella, Mrs. Vanderley's maid

Pilbeam, and George. My name is Pepper,

by the wayâ��Reggie Pepper.

George was a dear old pal of mine. In

fact, it was I who had worked him into the

party. You see, George was due to meet

his Uncle Augustus, who was scheduled,

George having just reached his twenty-fifth

birthday, to hand over to him a legacy left

by one of George's aunts, for which he had

been trustee. The aunt had died when

George was quite a kid. It was a date that

George had been looking forward to ; for,

though he had a sort of income, an income,

after all, is only an income, whereas a chunk

of o'goblins is a pile. George's uncle was in

Monte Carlo, and had written George that

he would come to London and unbelt; but

it struck me that a far better plan was for

George to go to his uncle at Monte Carlo

instead. Kill two birds with one stone, don't

you know. Fix up his affairs and have a

pleasant holiday simultaneously. So George

had tagged along, and at the time when the

trouble started we were anchored in Monaco

Harbour, and Uncle Augustus was due next

day.

Looking back, I may say that, so far as I

was mixed up in it, the thing began at seven

o'clock in the morning, when I was aroused

from a dreamless sleep by the dickens of a

scrap in progress outside my state-room door.

The chief ingredients were a female voice

that sobbed and said, " Oh, Harold ! " and

a male voice " raised in anger," as they say,

which, after considerable difficulty, I iden-

tified as Voules's. I hardly recognized it.

In his official capacity Voules talks exactly

like you'd expect a statue to talk, if it could.

In private, however, he evidently relaxed to

some extent, and to have that sort of thrng

going on in my midst at that hour was too

much for me.

" Voules ! " I yelled.

Spion Kop ceased with a jerk. There was

silence, then sobs diminishing in the distance,

and finally a tap at the door. Voules entered

with that impassive, my-lord-the-carriage-

waits look which is what I pay him for. You

wouldn't have believed he had a drop of any

sort of emotion in him.

" Voules," I said, " are you under the

delusion that I'm going to be Queen of the

May ? You've called me early all right.

It's only just seven."

" I understood you to summon me, sir."

" I summoned you to find out why you

were making that infernal noise outside."

" I owe you an apology, sir. I am afraid

that in the 'eat of the moment I raised my

voice."

" It's a wonder you didn't raise the roof.

Who was that with you ? "

" Miss Pilbeam, sir ; Mrs. Vanderley's

maid."

" What was all the trouble about ? "

" I was breaking our engagement, sir."

I couldn't help gaping. Somehow one

didn't associate Voules with engagements.

Then it struck me that I'd no right to butt

in on his secret sorrows, so I switched 'u â��

conversation.
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" I think I'll get up," I said.

" Yes, sir."

" I can't wait to breakfast with the rest.

Can you get me some right away ? "

" Yes, sir."

So I had a solitary breakfast and went up

on deck to smoke. It was a lovely morning.

Blue sea, gleaming Casino, cloudless sky, and

all the rest of the hippodrome. Presently

the others began to trickle up. Stella

Vanderley was one of the first. I thought

she looked a bit pale and tired. She said

she hadn't slept well. That accounted for it.

Unless you get your eight hours, where are

you ?

" Seen George ? " I asked.

I couldn't help thinking the name seemed

to freeze her a bit. Which was queer,

because all the voyage she and George had

been particularly close pals. In fact, at any

moment I expected George to come to me

and slip his little hand in mine and whisper,

" I've done it, old scout; she loves muh ! "

" I have not seen Mr. Lattaker," she said.

I didn't pursue the subject. George's

stock was apparently low that a.m.

The next item in the day's programme

occurred a few minutes later, when the

morning papers arrived.

Mrs. Vanderley opened hers and gave a

scream.

" The poor, dear Prince ! " she said.

" What a shocking thing!" said old

Marshall.

" I knew him in Vienna," said Mrs.

Vanderley. " He waltzed divinely."

Then I got at mine and saw what they

were talking about. The paper was full of

it. It seemed that late the night before

His Serene Highness the Prince of Saxburg-

Liegnitz (I always wonder why they call

these chaps " Serene ") had been murderously

assaulted in a dark street on his way back

from the Casino to his yacht. Apparently

he had developed the habit of going about

without an escort, and some rough-neck,

taking advantage of this, had laid for him

and slugged him with considerable vim. The

Prince had been found lying pretty well

beaten up and insensible in the street by a

passing pedestrian, and had been taken back

to his yacht, where he still lay unconscious.

" This is going to do somebody no good,"

I said. " What do you get for slugging a

Serene Highness ? I wonder if they'll catch

the fellow ? "

"'Later,'" read old Marshal. '"The

pedestrian who discovered His Serene High-

ness proves to have been Mr. Denman

Sturgis, the eminent private investigator.

Mr. Sturgis has offered his services to the

police, and is understood to be in possession

of a most important clue.' That's the fellow

who had charge of that kidnapping case in

Chicago. If anyone can catch the man, he

can."

About five minutes later, just as the rest

of them were going to move off to breakfast,

a boat hailed us and came alongside. A tall,

thin man came up the gangway. He looked

round the group, and fixed on old Marshall

as the probable owner of the yacht.

" Good morning," he said. " I believe you

have a Mr. Lattaker on boardâ��Mr. George

Lattaker ? "

" Yes," said Marshall. " He's down below.

Want to see him ? Whom shall I say ? "

" He would not know my name. I should

like to see him for a moment on somewhat

urgent business."

" Take a seat. He'll be up in a moment.

Reggie, my boy, go and hurry him up."

I went down to George's state-room.

" George, old man ! " I shouted.

No answer. I opened the door and went

in. The room was empty. What's more,

the bunk hadn't been slept in. I don't know

when I've been more surprised. I went on

deck.

" He isn't there," I said.

" Not there ! " said old Marshall. " Where

is he, then ? Perhaps he's gone for a stroll

ashore. But he'll be back soon for breakfast.

You'd better wait for him. Have you

breakfasted ? No ? Then will you join us ? "

*The man said he would, and just then the

gong went and they trooped down, leaving

me alone on deck.

I sat smoking and thinking, and then

smoking a bit more, when I thought I heard

somebody call my name in a sort of hoarse

whisper. I looked over my shoulder, and,

by Jove, there at the top of the gangway,

in evening dress, dusty to the eyebrows and

without a hat, was dear old George.

" Great Scot! " I cried.

" 'Sh ! " he whispered. " Anyone about ? "

" They're all down at breakfast."

He gave a sigh of relief, sank into my chair,

and closed his eyes. I regarded him with

pity. The poor old boy looked a wreck.

" I say!" I said, touching him on the

shoulder.

He leaped out of the chair with a smothered

yell.

" Did you do that ? What did you do it

for ? What's the sense of it ? How do you

suppose you can ever make yourself popular
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if you go about touching people on the shoul-

der ? My nerves are sticking a yard out of

my body this morning. Reggie ! "

" Yes, old boy ? "

" I did a murder last night."

" What ? "

" It's the sort of thing that might happen

to anybody. Directly Stella Vanderley broke

off our engagement I "

" Broke off your engagement ? How long

were you engaged ? "

" About two minutes. It may have been

less. I hadn't a stop-watch. I proposed to

her at ten last night in the saloon. She

accepted me. I was just going to kiss her

when we heard someone coming. I went out.

Coming along the corridor was that infernal

what's-her-nameâ��Mrs. Vanderley's maidâ��

Pilbeam. Have you ever been accepted by

the girl you love, Reggie ? "

" Never. I've been refused dozens "

" Then you won't understand how f felt.

I was off my head with joy. I hardly knew

what I was doing. I just felt I had to kiss

the nearest thing handy. I couldn't wait.

It might have been the ship's cat. It wasn't.

It was Pilbeam."

" You kissed her ? "

" I kissed her. And just at that moment

the door of the saloon opened and out came

Stella."

" Great Scot ! "

" Exactly what I said. It flashed across me

that to Stella, dear girl, not knowing the

circumstances, the thing might seem a. little

odd. It did. She broke off the engagement,

and I got out the dinghy and rowed off. I

was mad. I didn't care what became of me.

I simply wanted to forget. I went ashore.

I It's just on the cards that I may have

drowned my sorrows a bit. Anyhow, I don't

remember a thing, except that I can recollect

having the deuce of a scrap with somebody

in a dark street and somebody falling, and

myself legging it for all I was worth. I woke

up this morning in the Casino gardens. I've

lost my hat."

I dived for the paper.

" Read," I said. " It's all there."

He read.

" Good heavens ! " he said.

" You didn't do a thing lo His Serene

Nibs, did you ? "

" Reggie, this is awful."

" Cheer up. They say he'll recover."

" That doesn't matter."

" It does to him."

He read the paper again.

" It says they've a clue."

" They always say that."

" But- My hat ! "

" Eh ? "

" My hat. I must have dropped it during

the scrap. This man, Denman Sturgis, must

have found it. It had my name in it ! "

" George," I said, " you mustn't waste

time. Oh ! "

He jumped a foot in the air.

ft Don't do it ! " he said, irritably. " Don't

bark like that. What's the matter ? "

" The man ! "

" What man ? "

" A tall, thin man with an eye like a gimlet.

He arrived just before you did. He's down

in the saloon now, having breakfast. He said

he wanted to see you on business, and wouldn't

give his name. I didn't like the look of him

from the first. It's this fellow Sturgis.

It must be."

"No!"

" I feel it. I'm sure of it."

" Had he a hat ? "

" Of course he had a hat."

" Fool ! I mean mine. Was he carrying

a hat ? "

" By Jove, he was carrying a parcel.

George, old scout, you must get a move on.

You must light out if you want to spend

the rest of your life out of prison. Slugging

a Serene Highness is lese-majestt. It's worse

than hitting a policeman. You haven't got

a moment to waste."

" But I haven't any money. Reggie, old

man, lend me a tenner or something. I must

get over the frontier into Italy at once. I'll

wire my uncle to meet me in "

" Look out," I cried ; " there's someone

coming ! "

He dived out of sight just as Voules came

up the companion-way, carrying a letter on a

tray.

" What's the matter ? " I said. " What

do you want ? "

" I beg your pardon, sir. I thought I

heard Mr. Lattaker's voice. A letter has

arrived for him."

" He isn't here."

" No, sir. Shall I remove the letter ? "

" No; give it to me. I'll give it to him

when he comes."

" Very good, sir."

" Oh, Voules! Are they all still at break-

fast ? The gentleman who came to see Mr.

Lattaker ? Still hard at it ? "

" He is at present occupied with a kippered

herring, sir."

" Ah ! That's all, Voules."

" Thank you, sir."
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He retired. I called to George, and he

came out.

" Who was it ? "

" Only Voules. He brought a letter for

you. They're all at breakfast still. The

sleuth's eating -kippers."

" That'll hold him for a bit. Full of bones."

He began to read his letter. He gave a

kind of grunt of surprise at the first

paragraph.

" Well, I'm hanged !" he said, as he

"JUST AT THAT MOMENT THE DOOR

OF THE SALOON OPENED AND OUT

CAME STELLA."

finished. " Reggie, this is a queer

thing."

" What's that ? "

He handed me the letter, and

directly I started in on it I saw

why he had grunted. This is how

it ran :â��

" MY DEAR GEORGE,â��I shall be

seeing you to-morrow, I hope ; but

I think it is better, before we meet,

to prepare you for a curious

situation that has arisen in con-

nection with the legacy which

your father inherited from your

Aunt Emily, and which you are expecting

me, as trustee, to hand over to you, now that

you have reached your twenty-fifth birthday.

You have doubtless heard your father speak

of your twin-brother Alfred, who was lost

or kidnappedâ��which, was never ascertained

â��when you were both babies. When no

news was received of him for so many years,

it was supposed that he was dead. Yesterday,

however, I received a letter purporting to

come from him, in which it was stated that
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'

he had been living all this lime in Buenos

Ayres as the adopted son of a wealthy South

American, and has only recently discovered

his identity. He states that he is on his way

to meet me, and will arrive any day now.

Of course, like other claimants, he may prove

to be an impostor, but meanwhile his inter-

vention will, I fear, cause a certain delay

before I can hand over your money to you.

It will be necessary to go into a thorough

examination of credentials, etc., and this will

take some time. But I will go fully into the
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matter with you when \vc meet.â��Your

affectionate uncle, AUGUSTUS ARBUTT."

I read it through twice, and the second time

I had one of those ideas I do sometimes get,

though admittedly a chump of the premier

class. I have seldom had such a thoroughly

corking brain-wave.

" Why, old top," I said, " this let's you

out."

" Let's me out of half the darned money,

if that's what you mean. If this chap's not

an impostorâ��and there's no earthly reason

to suppose he is, though I've never heard my

father say a word about himâ��we shall have

to split the money. Aunt Emily's will left

the money to my father, or, failing him, his

' offspring.' I thought that meant me, but

apparently there are a crowd of us. I call it

rotten work, springing unexpected offspring

on a fellow at the eleventh hour like

this."

" Why, you chump," I said, " it's going to

save you. This lets you out of your spec-

tacular dash across the frontier. All you've

got to do is to stay here and be your

brother Alfred. It came to me in a

flash."

He looked at me in a kind of dazed

way.

" You ought to be in some sort of a home,

Reggie."

" Ass ! " I cried. " Don't you under-

stand ? Have you ever heard of twin-

brothers who weren't exactly alike ? Who's

to say you aren't Alfred if you swear you

are ? Your uncle will be there to back you

up that you have a brother Alfred."

" And Alfred will be there to call me a

liar."

" He won't. It's not as if you had to keep

it up for the rest of your life. It's only for

an hour or two, till we can get this detective

off the yacht. We sail for England to-morrow

morning."

At last the thing seemed to sink into him.

His face brightened.

" Why, I really do believe it would work,"

he said.

â�¢" Of course it would work. If they want

proof, show them your mole. I'll swear

George hadn't one."

" And as Alfred I should get a chance of

talking to Stella and making things all right

for George. Reggie, old top, you're a

genius."

" No, no."

" You are."

" Well, it's only sometimes. I can't keep

it up."

And just then there was a gentle cough1

behind us. We spun round.

" What the devil are you doing here,

Voules ? " I said.

" I beg your pardon, sir. I have heard

all."

I looked at George. George looked at me.

" Voules is all right," I said. " Decent

Voules ! Voules wouldn't give us away,

would you, Voules ? "

" Yes, sir."

" You would ? "

" Yes, sir."

" But, Voules, old man," I said, " be

sensible. What would you gain by it ? "

" Financially, sir, nothing."

" Whereas, by keeping quiet"â��I tapped

him on the chestâ��" by holding your tongue,

Voules, by saying nothing about it to any-

body, Voules, old fellow, you might gain a

considerable sum."

" Am I to understand, sir, that, because

you are rich and I am poor, you think that

you can buy my self-respect ? "

" Oh. come ! " I said.

" How much ? " said Voules.

So we switched to terms. You wouldn't

believe the way the man haggled. You'd

have thought a decent, faithful servant would

have been delighted to oblige one in a little

matter like that for a fiver. But not Voules.

By no means. It was a hundred down, and

the promise of another hundred when we

had got safely away, before he was satisfied.

But we fixed it up at last, and poor old George

got down to his state-room and changed his

clothes.

He'd hardly gone when the breakfast-

party came on deck.

" Did you meet him ? " I asked.

" Meet whom ? " said old Marshall.

" George's twin-brother Alfred."

" I didn't know George had a brother."

" Nor did he till yesterday. It's a long

story. He was kidnapped in infancy, and

everyone thought he was dead. George had

a letter from his uncle about him yesterday.

I shouldn't wonder if that's where George has

gone, to see his uncle and find out about it.

In the meantime, Alfred has arrived. He's

down in George's state-room now, having a

brush-up. It'll amaze you, the likeness

between them. You'll think it is George at

first. Look ! Here he comes."

And up came George, brushed and clean,

in an ordinary yachting suit.

They were rattl.d. There was no doubt

about that. They stood looking at him, as

if they thought there was a catch somewhere,
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but weren't quite certain where it was. I of identification, there would be one way 01

introduced him, and still they looked doubtful, distinguishing us. Do you know George well,

" Mr. Pepper tells me my brother is not Mr. Pepper ? "

en board," said George. " He's a dear old pal of mine."

"ALL YOU'VE GOT TO uo is TO STAY HKRB ANU UK YOUR BROI-HKR ALFRED.â�¢â�¢

<; It's an amazing likeness," said old " You've been swimming with him.

Marshall. perhaps ? "

" Is my brother like me ? " asked George, " Every day last August."

amiably. " Well, then, you would have noticed it

" No one could tell you apart," I said. if he had had a mole like this on the back of

" I suppose twins always are alike,'' said his neck, wouldn't you ? "

George. " But if it ever came to a question He turned his back and stooped and showed
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the mole. His collar hid it at ordinary times.

I had seen it often when we were bathing

together.

" Has George a mole like that ? " he asked.

" No," I said. " Oh, no."

" You would have noticed it if he had ? "

" Yes," I said. " Oh, yes."

" I'm glad of that," said George. " It

would be a nuisance not to be able to prove

one's own identity."

That seemed to satisfy them all. They

couldn't get away from it. It seemed to me

that from now on the thing was a walk-over.

And I think George felt the same, for, when

old Marshall asked him if he had had breakfast,

he said he had not, went below, and pitched

in as if he hadn't a care in the world.

Everything went right till lunch-time.

George sat in the shade on the fore-deck

talking to Stella most of the time. When the

gong went and the rest had started to go

below, he drew me back. He was beaming.

" It's all right," he said. " What did I tell

you ? "

" What did you tell me ? "

"Why, about Stella. Didn't I say that

Alfred would fix things for George ? I told

her she looked worried, and got her to tell

me what the trouble was. And then "

" You must have shown a flash of speed

if you got her to confide in you after knowing

you for about two hours."

" Perhaps I did," said George, modestly.

" I had no notion, till I became him, what a

persuasive sort of chap my brother Alfred

was. Anyway, she told me all about it, and

I started in to show her that George was a

pretty good sort of fellow on the whole, who

oughtn't to be turned down for what was

evidently merely temporary insanity. She

saw my point."

" And it's all right ? "

" Absolutely, if only we can produce

George. How much longer does that infernal

sleuth intend to stay here ? He seems to

have taken root."

" I fancy he thinks that you're bound to

come back sooner or later, and is waiting for

you."

" He's an absolute nuisance," said George.

We were moving towards the companion-

way, to go below for lunch, when a boat

hailed us. We went to the side and looked

over.

" It's my uncle," said George.

A stout man came up the gangway.

"Halloa, George!" he said. "Get my

letter ? "

" I think you are mistaking me for my

brother," said George. " My name is Alfred

Lattaker."

" What's that ? " .

" I am George's brother Alfred. Are you

my Uncle Augustus ? "

The stout man stared at him.

You're very like George," he said.

So everyone tells me."

And you're really Alfred ? "

I am."

I'd like to talk business with you for a

moment."

He cocked his eye at me. I sidled off and

went below.

At the foot of the companion-steps I met

Voules.

" I beg your pardon, sir," said Voules.

" If it would be convenient, I should be glad

to have the afternoon off."

I'm bound to say I rather liked his manner.

Absolutely normal. Not a trace of the fellow-

conspirator about it. I gave him the

afternoon off.

I had lunchâ��George didn't show upâ��and

as I was going out I was waylaid by the girl

Pilbeam. She had been crying.

" I beg your pardon, sir, but did Mr.

Voules ask you for the afternoon ? "

I didn't see what business it was of hers,

but she seemed all worked up about it, so I

told her.

" Yes, I have given him the afternoon off."

She broke down â�� absolutely collapsed.

Devilish unpleasant it was. I'm hopeless in a

situation like this. After I'd said, " There,

there ! " which didn't seem to help much,

I hadn't any remarks to make.

" He s-said he was going to the tables to

gamble away all his savings and then shoot

himself, because he had nothing left to live

for."

I suddenly remembered the scrap in the

small hours outside my state-room door. I

hate mysteries. I meant to get to the

bottom of this. I couldn't have a really

first-class valet like Voules going about the

place shooting himself up. Evidently the

girl Pilbeam was at the bottom of the thing.

I questioned her. She sobbed.

I questioned her more. I was firm. And

eventually she yielded up the facts. Voules

had seen George kiss her the night before ;

that was the trouble.

Things began to piece themselves together.

I went up to interview George. There was

going to be another job for persuasive Alfred.

Voules's mind had got to be eased as Stella's

had been. I couldn't afford to lose a fellow

with his genius for preserving a trouser-crease.
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I found George on the fore-deck. What is

it Shakespeare or somebody says about some

fellow's face being sicklied o'er with the pale

cast of care ? George's was like that. He

looked green.

" Finished with your uncle ? " I said.

He grinned a ghostly grin.

" There isn't any uncle," he said. " There

isn't any Alfred. And there isn't any

money."

" Explain yourself, old top," I said.

" It won't take long. The old crook has

spent every penny of the trust money. He's

been at it for years, ever since I was a kid.

When the time came to cough up, and I was

due to see that he did it, he went to the tables

in the hope of a run of luck, and lost the last

remnant of the stuff. He had to find a way

of holding me for a while and postponing the

squaring of accounts while he got away, and

he invented this twin-brother business. He

knew I should find out sooner or later, but

meanwhile he would be able to get off to

South America, which he has done. He's on

his way now."

" You let him go ? "

" What could I do ? I can't afford to

make a fuss with that man Sturgis around.

I can't prove there's no Alfred, when my

only chance of avoiding prison is to be

Alfred."

" Well, you've made things right for your-

self with Stella Vanderley, anyway," I said,

to cheer him up.

" What's the good of that now ? I've

hardly any money and no prospects. How

can I marry her ? "

I pondered.

" It looks to me, old top," I said at last,

" as if things were in a bit of a mess."

" You've guessed it," said poor old George.

I spent the afternoon musing on Life. If

you come to think of it, what a queer thing

Life is ! So unlike anything else, don't you

know, if you see what I mean. At any

moment you may be strolling peacefully along,

and all the time Life's waiting around the

corner to fetch you one. You can't tell when

you may be going to get it. It's all dashed

puzzling. Here was poor old George, as

well-meaning a fellow as ever stepped, getting

swatted all over the ring by the hand of Fate.

Why ? That's what I asked myself. Just

Life, don't you know. That's all there was

about it.

It was close on six o'clock when our third

visitor of the day arrived. We were sitting

on the after-deck in the cool of the evening

â��old Marshall, Denman Sturgis, Mrs. Van-

derley, Stella, George, and Iâ��when he came

up. We had been talking of George, and old

Marshall was suggesting the advisability of

sending out search-parties. He was worried.

So was Stella Vanderley. So, for that matter,

were George and I, only not for the same

reason.

We were just arguing the thing out when

the visitor appeared. He was a well-built,

stiff sort of fellow. He spoke with a German

accent.

" Mr. Marshall ? " he said. " I am Count

Fritz von Coslin, equerry to His Serene

Highness "â��he clicked his heels together and

salutedâ��" the Prince of Saxburg-Liegnitz."

Mrs. Vanderley jumped up.

" Why, Count," she said, " what ages since

we met in Vienna ! You remember ? "

" Could I ever forget ? And the charming

Miss Stella, she is well, I suppose not ? "

" Stella, you remember Count Fritz ? "

Stella shook hands with him.

" And how is the poor, dear Prince ? "

asked Mrs. Vanderley. " What a terrible

thing to have happened ! "

" I rejoice to say that my high-born master

is better. He has regained consciousness and

is sitting up and taking nourishment."

" That's good," said old Marshall.

" In a spoon only," sighed the Count.

" Mr. Marshall, with your permission I should

like a word with Mr. Sturgis."

" Mr. Who ? "

The gimlet-eyed sportsman came forward.,

" I am Denman Sturgis, at your service."

" The deuce you are ! What are you doing

here ? "

" Mr. Sturgis," explained the Count,

" graciously volunteered his servicesâ��

" I know. But what's he doing here ? "

" I am. waiting for Mr. George Lattaker,

Mr. Marshall."

" Eh ? "

" You have not found him ? " asked the

Count, anxiously.

" Not yet, Count; but I hope to do so

shortly. I know what he looks like now.

This gentleman is his twin-brother. They

are doubles."

" You are sure this gentleman is not Mr.

George Lattaker ? "

George put his foot down firmly on the

suggestion.

" Don't go mixing me up with my brother,"

he said. " I am Alfred. You can tell me by

my mole."

He exhibited the mole. He was taking no

risks.
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The Count clicked his tongue regretfully.

" I am sorry," he said.

George didn't offer to console him.

" Don't worry," said Sturgis. " He won't

escape me. I shall find him.'7

" Do, Mr. Sturgis. do. And quickly. Find

swiftly that noble young man."

" What ? " shouted George.

" That noble young man, George Lattaker,

who, at the risk of his life, saved my high-

born master from the assassin."

George sat down suddenly.

" I don't understand," he said, feebly.

" We were wrong, Mr. Sturgis," went on

the Count. " We leaped to the conclusion

â��was it not so ?â��that the owner of the hat

you found was also the assailant of my high-

born master. We were wrong. I have heard

the story from His Serene Highness's own

lips. He was passing down a dark street

when a ruffian in a mask sprang out upon him.

Doubtless he had been followed from the

Casino, where he had been winning heavily.

My high-born master was taken by surprise.

He was felled. But before he lost conscious-

ness he perceived a young man in evening

dress, wearing the hat you found, running

swiftly towards him. The hero engaged the

assassin in combat, and my high-born master

remembers no more. His Serene Highness

asks repeatedly, ' Where is my brave pre-

server ? ' His gratitude is princely. He

seeks for this young man to reward him.

Ah, you should be proud of your brother,

sir ! "

" Thanks," said George, limply.

" And you, Mr. Sturgis, you must redouble

your efforts. You must search the land ;

you must scour the sea to find George

Lattaker."

" He needn't take all that trouble," said

a voice from the gangway.

It was Voules. His face was flushed, his

hat was on the back of his head, and he was

smoking a fat cigar.

" I'll tell you where to find George

Lattaker ! " he shouted.

He glared at George, who was staring at

him.

" Yes, look at me," he yelled. " Look at

me. You won't be the first this hafternoon

who's stared at the mysterious stranger who

won for two hours without a break. I'll

be even with you now, Mr. Blooming Lattaker.

I'll learn you to break a poor man's heart.

Mr. Marshall and gents, this morning I was

on deck, and I over'eard 'im plotting to put

up a game on you. They'd spotted that gent

there as a detective, and they arranged that

blooming Lattaker was to pass himself off

as his own twin-brother. And if you wanted

proof, blooming Pepper tells him to show them

his mole and he'd swear George hadn't one.

Those were his very words. That man there

is George Lattaker, Hesquire, and let him

deny it if he can."

George got up.

" I haven't the least desire to deny it,

Voules."

" Mr. Voules, if you please."

" It's true," said George, turning to the

Count. " The fact is, I had rather a foggy

recollection of what happened last night. I

only remembered knocking someone down,

and, like you, I jumped to the conclusion

that I must have assaulted His Serene

Highness."

" Then you are really George Lattaker ? "

asked the Count.

" I am."

" 'Ere, what does all this mean ? " demanded

Voules.

" Merely that I saved the life of His Serene

Highness the Prince of Saxburg-Liegnitz,

Mr. Voules."

" It's a swindle ! " began Voules, when

there was a sudden rush and the girl Pilbeam

cannoned into the crowd, sending me into

old Marshall's chair, and flung herself into the

arms of Voules.

" Oh, Harold ! " she cried. " I thought

you were dead. I thought you'd shot

yourself."

He sort of braced himself together to fling

her off, and then he seemed to think better

of it and fell into the clinch.

It was all dashed romantic, don't you know,

but there are limits.

" Voules, you're sacked," I said.

" Who cares ? " he said. " Think I was

going to stop on now I'm a gentleman of

property ? Come along, Emma, my dear.

Give a month's notice and get your 'at, and

I'll take you to dinner at Giro's."

" And you, Mr. Lattaker," said the Count,

" may I conduct you to the presence of my

high-born master ? He wishes to show his

gratitude to his preserver."

" You may," said George. " May I have

my hat, Mr. Sturgis ? "

There's just one bit more. After dinner

that night I came up for a smoke, and, strol-

ling on to the fore-deck, almost bumped into

George and Stella. They seemed to be having

an argument.

" I'm not sure." she was saying, " that I

believe that a man can be so happy that he
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"IT WAS VOUI.KS. HIS FACE WAS FLUSHED, HIS HAT WAS ON THE BACK OF

HIS HEAD, AND HE WAS SMOKING A FAT CIUAR."

wants to kiss the nearest thing in sight, as

you put it."

" Don't you ? " said George. " Well,

as it happens, I'm feeling just that way

now."

I coughed, and he turned round.

" Halloa, Reggie ! " he said.

" Halloa, George ! " I said. " Lovely

night."

" Beautiful," said Stella.

" The moon," I said.

" Ripping," said George.

" Lovely," said Stella.

" And look at the reflection of the stars

on theâ��

George caught my eye.

" Pop off," he said.

I popped.

Vol. xliv.â��57.
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URELY our systems of musical

education are in need of

improvement. The ordinary

method of teaching occurs

to me as the most likely thing

to kill the love of music in

all save a few, because the

drudgery and the surroundings savour so

much of the mechanical, so little of the ideal.

Now, if we could avoid much of this and

impress upon the minds of youngsters the

all-necessary details without irksome routine

and in a congenial way, we not only awaken

their appreciation of music, but we enable

them to learn so that they will never forget.

" Human music " is an idea which occurred

to me as accomplishing this, and I think that

it has much to recommend it as an educa-

tional system, because it offers an excellent

training for several qualities which go far

to improve the people of a nation. At the

Kindergarten School kept by Mrs. Puckle

at Beckenham the system has had a thorough

trial, and the whole-hearted interest which the

little boys and girls display in " learning

music," and the rapidity with which they

grasp the value and tone of notes, their

positions on the stave, and every detail,

have surprised everyone. There are other

advantages which are offered by the system

which must not be overlooked in considering

it as a scheme for education, and these will

no doubt be recognized if I develop " human

music " to my readers.

The apparatus required is little and simple.

A stave which is large enough to allow the

feet of the children to be clearly placed

between the lines can be ruled out on cloth,

marked on a spacious schoolroom floor, or

reproduced with the aid of a lawn-tennis

marker on the lawn without any difficulty.

As far as possible our " human music "

should be played in the open air, for not only

do the growing bodies of the children benefit

most, but the open sky and the charm of

leafy trees and budding flowers are the most

fit accompaniments to develop the latent

music which is in all young things. All else

that is required are a set of variable cubes,

giant notes, and signs cut out of cardboard,

or, preferably, of some harder and more

permanent material, and some large-lettered

cards to name the notes.

In place of the tedious repetition of the

names of the notes, which takes children

some time to commit to memory, the pupils
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are provided with a note and the letter repre-

senting it whe.i placed in position on the

stave. The child selected to be " E," the

first line in the treble, marches on to the space

above the stave and, placing his note on the

first line, stands up holding the letter " E "

so that the rest of the class can see it. In a

similar way the second, third, fourth, and

fifth lines are represented, until the class have

the lines in the treble with the notes placed

in the proper position and the letters naming

the notes held up in full view. In the same

takes up a stand behind heaps of bricks

divided into the proper number of columns

they grasp very quickly that a demisemi-

quaver, with its heap of thirty-two blocks,

is of the same duration as the full semibrevek

All those who cannot become actual notes can

observe the time of the notes displayed before

them in a picture which they never forget.

The making of a human scale is great fun

for the children ; one by one they are selected,

and, being given a note, are made to sing it,

afterwards going on to the stave and standing

CHlLURbN NAMING SPACES IN THE 1RKBLE.

tfrvin a Photograph.

way the spaces are shown, and once a child

has' been " F," the first space, or " E," the

fourth space, it is never forgotten, while the

whole class have this rudimentary knowledge

impressed upon the memory by the demon-

stration. It is wonderful how soon the

children remember the names of the notes,

unconsciously learning without difficulty the

recognized positions of each.

The relative value of notes is a detail which

takes a considerable time to fix on the ordi-

nary child's mind, but they make light work

of learning and remembering that the open

note, a semibreve, is the value of a large cube

when they have actually held the note and

taken position behind a large square of bricks

denoting the whole note, while as each child

on the line or in the space which they repre-

sent until the scale is complete. Then, at

the direction of the mistress, the whole scale

can be sung note after note by the children.

It is really surprising how rapidly they pro-

gress from a weak little endeavour to produce

the right tone to a confident and full-voiced

sound which, in ordinary circumstances,

it would be impossible to get a child to sing.

This is another point in the system which is

a distinct benefit. A little " human note "

is quite unknowingly acquiring confidence

and control of the voice, and the eagerness

with which the children strive to be included

in each part of the education is sufficient

evidence that the natural nervousness of

childhood has disappeared.
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TEACHING THE VALUE OF NOTES BV USE OF BRICKS.
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Children love movement, and, properly

directed, the exercise of the body, especially

when practised out of doors or in a class-

room with open windows and doors, not

only aids the health of the little ones, but

can be used to produce grace and ease of

movement, which will be a delightful

asset in after years. The scale of " human

notes," who at first have not sufficient con-

trol of the balance to place the notes on the

floor except by dropping on the knee, rapidly

advance until, from a stretching position,

with the notes held high above the head,

they can, with a graceful sweep, bring the

notes down on to their proper position, an

exercise which is as pleasing to the onlooker

as it is excellent for the children. Counting

time is another item which, taught by a

swinging pendulum, enables the class to

swing their arms in unison, giving an impres-

sion which never gets confused, because,

whenever timing is necessary, the " mind's

eye " of the child conjures up again the happy

scene and can follow

the long - past timing

faithfully.

Then there is the placing of the signature

on the staves, and the marking of the time.

The understanding of all such points loses

its cold aspect of work and becomes part of

an instructive game \vhen, after the mistress

has explained the meaning of the sign, a

selected child carries it to its position and in

its own language tells the other little ones,

in a clear voice, full of confidence, exactly

what it has just learned.

To be useful, an educational system must

be flexible, so that any number can take part,

and the need of this can be seen when the

" human notes " are brought into use to play

some simple air. Ten children can sing a

piece with a hundred notes by passing on

and off the staves, each time singing a note

and leaving the large representation in

its proper place on the stave. Learning

though they are, they have all the joy of an

interesting round game, and so engrossed do

the children become that they would spend

hours without any signs of fatigue.

When all the notes have been placed, the

children, drawn up in a class at the bottom

of the staves and facing the mistress, who

THE MAKING OF A HUMAN SCALE.

from a Photograph.
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KXKRCISE AND MUSICAL EDUCATIONâ��"CHILDREN LOVE MOVEMENT, AND, PROPERLY DIRECTED,

THE EXKRCISE OF THE BODY."

from a Photogrttfik.

stands above, can sing in choir the piece

they are practising, reading from a giant

fairy page of mufic which they themselves

have set, and in which they have taken their

stand from time to time. After the choir

has finished each child can stand in front of

the class and sing in solo the piece which is

formed in huge characters on the floor.

When" sufficient children are available they

can remain behind their respective notes,

the piece being first made

up of a combination of

notes, each one sung by a

different child, or they can

sing their note and grace-

fully but quickly place it

in position while the next

child is singing, giving a

most pleasing effect, some-

what resembling the move-

ments of notes of an

enormous piano. There are

many variations that can

be made under the system,

which is capable of being

used to add much to the

rising generation which is

lacking in this. Music should be bright

and happy; song and sound are spontaneous

expressions of the feelings, and the nearer

the tuition can approach a light-hearted

game the wider and more thorough will be

the understanding of the subject, and the

more likely the children are to jump that

great dividing line which compresses so many

players into a standard of mechanical correct-

ness above which few rise to pour forth true

music.

Contrast this living class

of happy children, alert

and ready to understand,

feeling within them the

very subject they are

learning, with a little one

confined in a room vainly

struggling to commit to

memory all that this system

can teach, and I venture

to think that there can be

no two opinions that it has

at least merits which will

appeal to all educationists,

as surely as it does to all

children.

SCHOOLBOY HOLDING HIS NOTK

AND SINGING IT PREPARATORY

TO TAKING HIS PLACE ON THE

STAVE.
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HE REVEREND JOHN

GLAZEBROOK, head of the

Eppingdene Glazebrooks, was

a " sport." But he was one

in the biological sense, and

Darwin would have delighted

in him. His ancestors had

been fighting men, given to going berserk.

They had been Mohawks, wild and wicked

Corinthians, drinking, gambling, and duelling

by turns or all at once. A gentle and mild

Glazebrook had never been known till the

appearance of John. He was, even as an

infant, preposterously meek. His father, his

uncles, and even his mother and his female

cousins and his aunts regarded him with dis-

approbation, mingled as the years went on

with an odd feeling of surprise and pleasure

in some that destiny had honoured their

family with a saint. But the whole of the

family did not take that view, and his cousin

Tom Glazebrook absolutely hated him. For

Tom said that John was an interloper and a

changeling, and by no means fit to be the head

of the family or to possess much more money

than was ever likely to come Tom's way.

John insisted on entering the Church,

preached meek and mild sermons, and be-

trayed a strong reluctance to read the minatory

psalms with emphasis. He avoided the

Athanasian Creed, and held out unorthodox

hopes of universal perfectibility and ultimate

salvation for everybody, even for his own

family and his disagreeable cousin. And then

suddenly his father died, in rage and apoplexy,

and the Reverend John Glazebrook had to take

up the burden of a considerable landowner.

The new possessor of the property became

a wonder and delight, for such a Glazebrook

had not been known in the memory of man.

He assaulted no one, behaved like a reason-

able and kindly gentleman in bad seasons,

and was generally beloved. But if at any

time his tenants or the people of the village

betrayed a tendency to forget what his fore-

fathers had been, Tom Glazebrook continually

reminded them of ancient history. For his

estate bounded John's on the east side and

took in part of the village. He kept up the

Copyright, 1912, by

traditions of his family with redoubled ardour

to compensate for his cousin's deficiencies.

The fact that the two houses were close to

the boundaries and within three hundred

yards of each other never permitted even a

momentary forgetfulness of the hostility

which had commenced in the nursery. If

peace was kept it was due entirely to the

efforts of their wives.

" Nevertheless, my dear," said John, " I'm

very sorry my cousin lives so close to us. It

is very wrong of me, and I am loath to say so,

but I actually hate Tom."

It was as if a peculiarly meek-looking rabbit

declared its hatred for a fox-terrier, for

assuredly that seemed the relationship be-

tween the two. Tom's view of John as a

peculiarly loathsome person who could not

be induced to fight physically made him turn

to litigation. It is true that John fought with

much difficulty. Yet it did at last come to

law over the ownership of a hedge. Tom

Glazebrook got his fill of legal proceedings,

and found the bill of costs difficult to foot.

Like all other Glazebrooks of real fame, he

was pressed for money, and had not yet

liquidated debts incurred at Oxford or during

his brief but violent time as a subaltern in a

crack cavalry regiment. He expressed in

public his desire to murder his cousin.

" That is only his fun," said John, when he

heard of it.

Yet there were many in the county who

believed him capable of anything. No one

ever invited him to a shoot, and the M.F.H.

would rather have seen a professed fox-

poisoner at a meet than Tom Glazebrook.

The veriest sportsmen in the county preferred

John, even though he had> been heard to

express highly unorthodox views about those

noble pursuits which have made England the

glory of the universe. But (and here comes

the curious point) John said that he often

dreamed of hunting and fighting with peculiar

enjoyment. Old Dr. Fowler, an eminent

retired consultant in nervous diseases, who

lived in the biggest house actually in the

village, was very much interested in this fact.

Indeed, as he had known John as a boy, and

Morley Roberts.
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had even " gone over him " on one occasion

some years ago, he took an odd interest in

his general health and his mind.

" Ah," said the doctor, " it was, after all,

only an accident that made you what you

are. I daresay if you were badly provoked

you might be as violent as your father.

I wonder if we shall ever see the real you ? "

" I hope not, if Tom is about." said John,

and the talk ran in other channels. Never-

theless, the old doctor shook his head again

when he got home, and, taking down his old

case books, all of which he had kept as

carefully as if they were precious MSS., he

looked up what he had written about John

when he was sixteen.

" I wonder ! " said Fowler. " And yetâ��it

seems to have passed off all right."

What had passed off he did not say, till

he spoke to Jones, the young doctor practis-

ing in Eppingdene.

" Ever seen anything odd in John Glaze-

brook ? " he asked. As they had once con-

sulted together over John when he was very

ill with influenza, they had the technical

right to speak about him.

" Odd ? " asked Jones. " In what way ? "

Fowler was curiously reticent.

" Never mind. Have you ? " he returned.

" No more than we have often remarked."

said Jones. " He's the oddest Glazebrook.

Why, even the women of the family have

more devil in them ! But what do you

mean ? "

Fowler hesitated.

" Have you ever seen a case of petit mat,

my boy ? " he asked, at length. And Jones

started.

" You don't think "

" No," said Fowler, " but I half suspect.

In fact, I meant to tell you last year and

didn'tâ��perhaps I should have done. The

fact is he was brought to me at sixteen for

something else (I'll tell you everything some

time), and I thought I noticed it then."

" What was it ? "

" I'll tell you another time," said Fowler,

and annoyed Jones very much by saying so.

" But it's a trick of the dear old chap,"

said Jones when he was alone. " Anyhow,

I guess he's wrong. These nerve specialists

do get faddy and suspicious ! "

Nevertheless, he took every opportunity

of talking with John Glazebrook, and watched

him closely without any results, except once,

when they spoke of the cousin, who had taken

to being vilely annoying about letters.

Naturally enough, the post-office sometimes

made mistakes with these, as " J " and " T "

are very alike in many scripts. When Tom

got a letter of his cousin's he opened it and

never apologized. After this became a

scandal Jones asked the clergyman how

things were going, and he noticed that while

talking John Glazebrook once closed his

eyes, and then opened them and said, "Eh,

what ? " and after a little pause went on with

what he was saying.

" Queer ! " said Jones; but he had other

things to think of. And then the affair of

the Crowland Psalter began.

For years John Glazebrook had been a

collector of illuminated MSS., missals, calen-

dars, and psalters. In these matters he was

very learned. Of course, his chief desire,

apart from mere historic value, was to obtain

English specimens of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, and if by any means, good

or bad, he could have obtained the beautiful

Sherborne Missal or the Ashburnham Psalter

he would have been truly happy.

Nevertheless, he had in his possession a

very remarkable example of the artâ��the

Crowland Psalter. Unhappily, as so fre-

quently happens, the Beatus page of this

particular work was missing. This Crowland

Psalter was an exceedingly beautiful example

of old English art, and probably dated about

1320, in the time when Edward II. was king.

Had it possessed the Beatus page, with the

wonderful great " B " which all should have,

it would perhaps have been worth four or five

thousand pounds. As it happened, John

Glazebrook had bought the mutilated manu-

script for the sum of eighteen hundred pounds.

During ten years he had spent much money,

labour, and trouble in seeking to make it

perfect.

Year by year he had offered more for the

missing page, and in his last advertisements

the price he proposed to pay was five hun-

dred pounds. And yet no word came to him

of the real leaf, though some had been offered

to him which were not of the right size or

quality or beauty of drawing and design.

This passion of his cousin's inspired Tom

Glazebrook with particular scorn. Had he

wasted his money on horse-racing it would

have seemed natural, but to spend thousands

on painted pages was ridiculous. It made

him hate John with increased bitterness.

It was one morning in June that Tom

Glazebrook found among his letters one

addressed in a foreign hand to T. or J. Glaze-

brook, and, though he really believed the

initial was a " J," he promptly opened it.

The letter was from a bookseller in Tours.

It appeared that this bookseller had at last
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come upon a Beatus page which seemed with-

out doubt to belong to the great manuscript

in John Glazebrook's possession. It had

been discovered framed in a cottage for long

inhabited by an old curi who had lately died.

He suggested that M. Glazebrook should come

to Tours to decide if it was genuine, of which

he himself had no doubt.

Now if there had been any immediate means

of sending this letter over to the Manor House

Tom Glazebrook would probably have done

his obvious duty. As it happened, however,

it was not sent, and that night Tom, finding

it still upon his desk, re-read it as he sat

drinking after dinner. And suddenly a

brilliant idea struck him.

" By the Lord, I'll do it! " he said. And

then he laughed so long and loud that his

wife came out of the drawing-room and stood

trembling at his door. She had long known

that when her husband laughed like that there

was the making of tears in it for someone

else. And later he told her shortly that in

the morning he was going over to France on

business.

" I'll buy it," said he, " and either keep

it to annoy the little blighter, or sell it him

at a price that will make him sit up and sing."

In order to make things the bitterer for his

cousin, he decided that if he sold it he would

ask fifteen hundred pounds ten shillings and

ninepence, the exact taxed costs of the

action which he had lost on appeal when they

fought out the matter of the disputed hedge.

When he reached town he arranged, not

without prodigious difficulty, for an over-

draft of a thousand pounds, and the next day

he left for Paris. The following morning he

travelled to Tours. The very same evening

he was back in Paris, having paid fourteen

thousand francs (or five hundred and sixty

pounds) for the page, on a written undertaking

by the bookseller to refund the money if it

was not the real thing. But he knew that it

was.

When he got to Eppingdene he took the

letter which had put him on the scent, and,

having written on it, " Try Manor House,"

posted it himself.

When John Glazebrook received the delayed

letter he was, for him, really very angry.

" My dear," he said to his wife, " thatâ��

that man has actually opened another of my

letters."

He laid it down with a slap before he read

it, and looked over his glasses at the other

end of the breakfast-table.

Emily Glazebrook hoped fervently that

^om would get his neck broken next hunting

season, and said so, just as John had begun

to see what the letter was about. He jumped

to his feet and upset his coffee.

" Hurrah ! " he cried, totally oblivious of

the damage he had caused. " I've got the

Beatus page at last ! I'm sure of it. It's

Simon of Tours who writes. I know his

name. The details he gives are convincing."

And then suddenly John discovered that

the letter must have been detained at least

four days.

" It's scandalous ! It's a shame ! " cried

the collector. " Just suppose someone else

snaps it up. I must go to Tours at once, or

someone will buy it and offer to sell it to

me for double the money. Let my bag be

packed immediately."

" And mine, too," said Mrs. Glazebrook,

firmly. For every good wife says that when

her husband thinks of going to Paris.

On the way to town John telegraphed to

Tours : " Will buy Beatus page. With you

to-morrow.â��John Glazebrook."

They reached the beautiful town on the

Loire late next afternoon, for Mrs. Glazebrook

had insisted on some hours of rest in Paris

after a trying night journey. Leaving his

wife at the Hotel de 1'Univers in Tours,

John took a porter to show him Simon's

shop, which he found in a little street not

far from the church of St. Julien. He

found the proprietor, a priestly-looking old

man with a natural tonsure, among his

books, and spoke in French.

" I am Mr. Glazebrook. Did you get my

telegram ? "

The old man stared at him and looked

troubled.

" I do not understand, monsieur," he

replied, after a pause. " Here is your

despatch, but there is, it seems, also another

M. Glazebrook "

"Another?" said John, and then he

cried : " But the Beatus pageâ��the Beatus

page ? "

" I have sold itâ��also to M. Glazebrookâ��

the day before yesterday- "

He broke off, for John Glazebrook reeled

and then steadied himself at a table on which

books were piled.

Had his wife seen him then it would have

seemed to her that he looked, not like himself,

but rather like a fierce portrait of his great-

grandfather hanging in their picture-gallery.

" Heavens ! " said John Glazebrook. And

then he moved his lips oddly and his face

changed even more. He bent forward,

appeared to think, and then stood up and

opened his eyes, which once again looked
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mild, but were, it seemed to the bookseller, a

little vacant. And he said :â��

" Why, what were you saying ? "

He spoke in English and appeared confused.

And the old man pressed him to sit down,

which he did at last, and then came back to

himself, asking quietly for details of the other

M. Glazebrook who had bought the Beatus

page.

Then John Glazebrook laughed, and the

old bookseller looked at him doubtfully, for

his merriment was not natural.

John and his wife travelled homeward the

next day, and once, in the train,

before they reached Paris, it seemed

to Mrs. Glazebrook that her hus-

band was curiously dazed. He

began to speak to her, saying, " Tom

is aâ�� and then he

stopped, looked straight in

front of him as if he neither

saw her nor anything else,

and did not finish his sen-

tence for what

seemed a long

minute. And

when they

reached home

John took the

Psalter, wrap-

ped it in clean

white paper,

and put it into

a big deed-

box, which he

placed in his

safe; for he

could not bear

to look at it.

HIS WIFE CAME OUT OF THE DRAWING-ROOM AND STOOD TREMBLING AT HIS DOOR.
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He did not at once write to his cousin, for

he thought it possible that Tom Glazebrook

would himself open negotiations. Yet this

did not happen,

and, after waiting

a day or so to

make sure it was

known that he, too,

had been over to

France, he sat

to an unknown brother collector into whose

hands something had come which could be of

little interest so long as it was incomplete.

' ' HEAVENS ! SAID JOHN

OI.AZEBROOK. AM) THEN HB

MOVED HIS LIPS ODDLY AND

HIS FACE CHANGED EVEN

MORE."

down and wrote. He expressed neither No answer came for days, and when one

anger nor astonishment, but wrote exactly came at last it was eminently unsatisfactory,

as he would have done had he been writing His cousin informed him that he was pr'e-
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pared to buy the Crowland Psalter as it stood.

He had some idea of becoming a collector

himself.

" It's a lie! a lie ! " said John, in much

agitation, and after showing the letter to his

wife he went out into the park and, sitting

in the woodland not far from his home, tried

to think what he should do.

He felt curious thrills go through him. It

was as if things were discharged in his brain,

dim suggestions of strange and powerful

forces, such as his wild ancestors used in days

when men wrote laws in blood and determined

causes by the sword. But still he sat and

thought.

It was half-past ten when John Glazebrook

left his house. At eleven he suddenly found

himself staring at the clouded sun, which was

right in front of him as he faced south-south-

east. The bench on which he sat was made

in the great roots of an old beech. When

the sun made him close his eyes as it cleared

a shining cloud he lay back against the great

bole of the tree. And then it seemed to him

that a miraculous thing happened. For when

he opened his eyes the sun was no longer in

front of him, but two or three hours farther

to the west, and towards its setting. He

drew out his watch and looked. It was two

o'clock !

And then, looking down at his feet, he saw

that his boots were wet and muddy with red

clay. But here in this end of the park the clay

was whitish or a pale yellow, and the only red

clay was on the park's borders and on the farm

called Redlands. And he felt very tiredâ��as

tired as if he had been running. He felt

himself to see if he were awake, and said :â��

" Why, I'm wetâ��I'm muddy ! Good

heavens ! I wonder what it means. Iâ��I

think I'll see Prowler."

So he sent a groom over to the doctor's,

and soon Fowler came in his motor and found

John pacing his library. He had some diffi-

culty in saying what he wanted to say, but

at last got it out.

" You see," said John Glazebrook, " that it

was a kind of lapse, so to speakâ��a lapse of

memory. I've only lost, as one might say,

two or three hours of my life."

" Yes," said Fowler, nodding.

" How do you account for it ? " asked John

Glazebrook.

" It's my belief you've been very much

disturbed by something," said Fowler.

" You don't think it alarming ? " asked

Glazebrook.

" Certainly not," replied Fowler, without a

minute's hesitation. " But you don't answer

my question. What has been troubling

you ? "

" You're right. It's all about my cousin."

Then he told Fowler all about the Beatus

page, and almost wept over it.

Fowler snorted.

" You must take it calmly, or as calmly

as you can. Offer him a price for itâ��any

price rather than go on distressing yourself.

I speak as a physician, old chap, and Jones

will agree with me."

He spoke soothingly, and ended up by

suggesting that John should take fifteen

grains of bromide of potassium.

" I'll tell Jones I prescribed it, and no doubt

he'll forgive me," he said, laughing. " I'll

write a prescription and get him to charge for

it."

Fowler called on Jones on his way home,

and when he had told him what had happened

the other doctor shook his head. " You

were right, then," he said. " I'll keep my

eye on him. Let's hope he won't have any

more."

The first dose of bromide of potassium

worked wonderfully on John Glazebrook.

Under the sedative influence of the drug he

sat down and wrote a letter, offering Tom a

hundred pounds for his bargain, and adding

that he would throw in an ancient manuscript

of value if his cousin really thought of becom-

ing a collectof. This letter he sent to John's

house by a groom, and received a short

note in reply saying simply, " You can have it

for Â£1.500 IDS. gd." And John, remembering

the costs of his cousin's vain appeal, needed

both the drug and his philosophy.

When John Glazebrook wrote again he

received no reply. That afternoon, when it

was sure that no answer would come, he went

out into the park and wandered about in a

very wretched state of mind. He began to

plan schemes alien from his disposition,

schemes which were almost violent. He held

possible conversations with his cousin, and

flushed while thinking of them. His imagina-

tion worked angrily. He saw himself going

over to the other house, entering his cousin's

library, and demanding restitution. He

beheld the place clearly, and Tom Glaze-

brook jeering.

That night his wife was not at home. She

had motored over to Carnford, where her

sister lived, and was going to stay the night.

So John dined alone, and after dinner drew his

chair up to the open French window to enjoy

the evening air. There was hardly a cloud

in the sky, and the aspect of the heavens

rained gentle influences upon the quiet
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world. Looking across the park and the

intervening road towards his cousin's home,

John suddenly saw a bar of light from what

Tom called his libraryâ��now that only by

tradition. Such good books as their common

ancestors had accumulated he had parted

with to John years ago, when they were more

friendly, taking a horse in exchange.

" A man like that to have what is of no

use to him ! " said John, with sudden bitter-

ness. " It's wicked ! it's cruel ! I can't

believe it. I must be dreaming."

The clock on the mantelshelf struck eleven

with a deep, low boom.

" Eleven," said John Glazehrook, absently ;

" eleven ! "

He sat quietly, or so it seemed to him, and

he stared through the lucid darkness of the

night towards his cousin's house. An internal

struggle seemed to go on within him ; he had

a momentary odd feeling of something like

unbearableness, impossible pain, terror. And

then it seemed to him that there was some-

thing wrong with the clock. It had only

just now struck eleven, and yet he heard the

preliminary motions of its mechanism pre-

paring to strike again. He listened rigidly,

and the clock struck two !

" Two ! two ! " said John Glazebrook. " I

â��I must have been dreaming. Whyâ��I'm

standing by the tableâ��by the table ! I've

â��been dreaming ! "

Hut his deep mind knew better. Some-

thing, he knew, he felt, had happenedâ��some-

thing disturbing, strange, abnormal. And

yet, with it all, John felt a strange relief, the

relief of something pent within him, some

discharge of painful nervous forces. And in

him there was a blind feeling of triumph.

" What has happened ?" he asked.

" What ? "

And suddenly he saw on the back of his

right hand a spot of blood. It was smeared a

little by the edge of his sleeve, but was hardly

dry. He looked at it fixedly, and then said :

" I've hurt myself. How did I do it ? "

He took his handkerchief from his pocket

and, moistening it with his tongue, wiped away

the blood from the back of his hand. He

thought to see a little scratch there, but there

was no scratch. He stood still, staring at

his hand and at the red smear on his hand-

kerchief. And through the open window he

heard the sound of voices approaching

swiftly, and then the patter of quick steps

upon the roadway to the house. He went

swiftly to the window and saw two figures

who came running to him across the lawn,

and he knew they were Tom's groom and an

under-gardener. But even before they said

a word a powerful intuition, a presage of

tragedy and disaster, worked in him and

hinted at what they had to tell him.

" Oh, sir, Mr. Glazebrook's deadâ��mur-

dered ! " they cried together, eager in evil

news, and with that passion for the com-

munication of disaster that lives in man.

They said the doctors were there, and that

his cousin's wife had cried out for him. So

he went with the men, and at last they came

to the house, and John went in, not by the

door, but by the open window, and found

Dr. Fowler there. And Tom Glazebrook was

there, too, though his body had been moved

and now lay upon the sofa covered.

" This is a dreadful business," said Fowler.

" There's been robbery as well as murder."

And John Glazebrook saw that the desk

was open and that its contents lay upon the

floor, a mass of jumbled papers scattered

furiously.

" Who has done this ? " asked John.

" God knows ! " said Fowler. " Who knows

a man's life ? And he had enemies."

" He was not much loved," said John.

He went over to the sofa and stood by it,

and his lips moved. But his cold mind said,

" Now I shall be able to get the Beatus page,"

and he hated himself.

But when he looked upon the room, know-

ing (if, indeed, a man knows anything) that he

had not been there for over fifteen years, it

seemed a strange thing that he remembered

it so well. It was engraved upon his mind.

That he should recall the portraits which he

had known in childhood was nothing; but all

the little later personal marks there seemed

equally familiar. He felt that he knew what

was in each corner of the roomâ��and when he

turned he saw what he looked for.

" It's very strange," said John Glazebrook.

" What is strange ? " asked the doctor.

" Iâ��I seem to know this room so well."

Fowler stared at him, and suddenly raised

his eyebrows.

" Ah ! " said Fowler. " Youâ��you do ?

By Heaven ! "

John gazed at him and thought he looked

very white and old.

And then Jones came down to them, and

they left the house. John went home across

the fields, and Fowler and Jones went away

together.

At the inquest a verdict was brought in of

" Murder by some person or persons un-

known." There was no clue of any kind.

The knife with which Tom Glazebrook bad

been killed was one of his own which he had
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used as a paper-cutter. And the murderer

had left nothing behind, apparently not so

much as a finger-print. Even if he had done

so it would have been

obliterated by the number

of other prints left by

those who had handled

everything connected with

the case. Indeed, the

clearest prints on the knife

turned out to belong to

Dr. Fowler and the dead

room. For he said, with evident emotion,

" I am the more grieved at his death." The

story of the Beatus page was not actually

man's cousin. It came out, of course, that

the cousins had been on anything but good

terms, and when John gave evidence he

received the sympathy of everyone in the

"OH, SIR, MR. C.LAZEBROOK S

DEADâ��MURDERED !"

mentioned, for it did not redound to the credit

of the dead man. Reading between the lines

of the comments in the local papers it would

have seemed obvious to anyone that the latr
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Mr. Glazebrook was a man of very violent

temper, who must have made many enemies.

On the day after the funeral John Glaze-

brook said to his wife :â��

" Upon my word, Emily, I don't really

believe Tom had any particular enemy. He

was on worse terms with me than with any-

one, and, of course, I wouldn't have done him

any harm, though he did treat me so un-

bearably."

" You do him any harm ! " said his wife.

" The idea's absurd. But now, of course, you

will be able to get that page."

" As soon as things have settled down I'll

speak to Mary about it," said John.

" There's no reason why I shouldn't speak

about it at once," said his wife. " I'm going

over to see her to-day."

" Then tell her she can have any reasonable

price for it," said John.

But when it came to the point it appeared

that the page was missing. It could not be

found, hunt as they would. It seemed that

Tom Glazebrook kept it in an old blotting-

book, with the simpering portrait of some

early Victorian beauty on the outsideâ��for

Mary Glazebrook said so. At her invitation

John and Fowler went to the house to make

a final search.

" It must be here," said John, anxiously.

" Who would murder him to steal it ? "

" Who, indeed ? " said Fowler, who followed

John with his eyes as the clergyman searched.

He hunted among the mass of papers, and

even opened some of the bigger books, such

as volumes of sporting prints and the like.

There was a bookcase by the fireplace which

held smaller books, in which a page measuring

fourteen and three-quarter inches by nine and

a quarter inches could not be hidden. So

John did not look there. And at last he

stood up and seemed very tired.

" I shall never see it again," he said,

unhappily.

But Fowler did not speak, for suddenly

John Glazebrook bent forward a little and

stayed in a bent position for some seconds.

He was standing by the little bookcase. His

eyes seemed fixed and vacant. Fowler rose

from his seat. Then John walked straight

to the untouched bookcase, and putting his

hand behind the books on the third shelf,

drew out the missing blotting-pad. But he

said nothing. Then he blinked and turned

his head and seemed confused. He looked

down at what he held in his hand, and said

to Fowler : " Where did I get this ? "

" There," said Fowler, with a white face.

" It'sâ��it's gone," said John Glazebrook,

miserably. " I seemed to know the pad was

there. But I shall never see the Beatus

page now."

Fowler choked a little.

" No, no; I suppose not," he said. " Per-

haps, after all, it was stolen that night."

" Who would steal it ? " asked John Glaze-

brook. " It's a mystery."

And after a pause Fowler spoke.

" Yes, it is a mystery."

They went out and parted on the lawn.

As the old doctor walked across the village

green to his house he said :â��

" Ought I to say anything ? I can'tâ��

I can't."

But when he got indoors he took from his

shelves a book and read : " In some rare

instances they are subject to dream-like states

of subconsciousness, in which complicated

acts are carried out. Like the somnam-

bulist, they may comport themselves in

speech and conduct in a perfectly natural

manner, and in this condition, which may

last for hours, days, or even weeks, may

commit offences against the law ... or do

some extraordinary thing in following the

imperative ideas which control their dream

state."

Fowler stood with the book in his hand,

thinking.

" What happened ? It must have been a

dreadful scene," he said. " And he's for-

gotten utterly. What should I do ? ''

He did not answer, for he loved John

Glazebrook, and Emily for years had been

to him like a daughter.

And John went back home slowly, for he

knew his wife would be grieved on his account,

and the knowledge that the Psalter would

never now be completed was very bitter to

him. He told her quietly, and she tried to

encourage him.

" No," he said ; " I must try to forget it.

It was destroyed or stolen on that night, and

no possible reward would induce anyone to

give it up. For the man who has it, if it

exists, killed my cousin."

That night he desired to look at the Psalter

again, for he had not seen it since he put it

away in the safe. When the house was quiet

and Emily was in bed he unlocked the safe

with a deep sense of melancholy in him. For

now there would be no sense of completion

and final triumph for him. The hope which

had buoyed him up for years was gone.

What a glorious thing it would have been

if the Psalter were once more as perfect as

when it left the loving dead hands that

made it a religious glory !
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From the safe he took the box in which the

Psalter reposed and carried it to the library

table. He unwrapped it from the soft white

paper which protected its gorgeous binding

and touched it lovingly. Sitting down, he

with his head upon his hand, thinking of the

artist-priest, rich in many gifts, who, hun-

dreds of years ago, had devoted his life to

this beautiful and pious labour. And then

he thought of his cousin, who had wrought

:k

opened it at the first page of the Calendar,

noticing with a deep melancholy pleasure the

beauty of the letters, the admirable and clear

colour of the painting, the masterly if con-

ventional drawing, and the shining gold

which gave relief and splendour to the delicate

workmanship. He sat there for a long time

''IT'Sâ��IT'S GONE,' SAID JOHN GI.AZEBROOK, MISERABLY."

so evilly against its perfect resurrection. He

said : " Poor Tom ! I'm grieved we never

made it up."

And he turned the pages of the Calendar

slowly till he came to cold December, and

there stayed awhile, for he had in him a great

reluctance to see its imperfection made

manifest.

But at last he looked. And the Crowland

Psalter was perfect! The Beatus page was

there!
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WHAT IS ITS SECRET?

BY SOME OF THOSE WHO HAVE FOUND IT.

MME. LINA CAVALIERI.

OR a woman to defy success-

fully the ravages of Time and

to retain her beauty the cul-

tivation of good health is

absolutely essential. And

although many people seem-

ingly overlook this point,

experience has taught me that good health

or ease of the body is largely dependent on

ease of the mind, for mental ease brings in its

train good looks, freedom, and, within reason-

able limitations, perpetual youth.

Let me explain at once, therefore, that I

have never sought to procure that ease by

anodynes, drugs, or " soothers" of any

kind. Here I cannot take credit to myself

for more than faith in my doctor â�� one

in a millionâ��who utterly despised drugs.

" You are tired," he would say. " Your body

weighs upon you. Then take it off your mind.

How can you do it ? Why, by exercise."

Following his advice, I soon found that

exercise was for me the secret of happiness.

The body became so obedient to the mind that

it ceased to hamper it. I became almost uncon-

scious of it. The mind dictated and the body

obeyed automatically. There would, I am

convinced, be much less talk of " tempera-

ments " if we all pursued this course. The

multitude are dominated by the body, and

what the body commands they call by this

high-sounding name. There are, of course,

idiosyncrasies in each individual. Some are

temperamental, others arise simply from the

work with which one is occupied. The manual

worker who is toiling all the day spreads his

energies over the whole period from his

getting up to his lying down. The actress

has to conserve her energies for her appear-

ances before the public. But for both Nature

adjusts the balance. There is always a period

of least fatigue, and that is the best time to

get the body into form. Thus, the labourer

will probably find it when he rises after his

night's rest. The writer, the thinker, the

actor may vary, but all have to reckon with

the body. The arms are tired, heavy, and

weigh you down. The best way to remove

this " tired feeling " is to swing them back-

wards and forwards in a rotatory motion on a

level with the shoulders, when the heaviness

will vanish, for the arms will have become

supple. So is it with all our ribs. " Healthiness

of limb " is very largely a matter of will-

power ; for ease of the mind brings ease of the

body, and vice versa. Then, again, ease of the

mind is the parent of happiness, and surely

none will deny that happiness is father and

mother in one of good looks and that ex-

quisite joie de vivre which is the natural pro-

duct of youth. You doubt this ? Let me

then ask you to look in the mirror, and you

will doubt my statement no longer. All you

have to do to test its truth is to think of some-

thing that brings you happiness andâ��" Open

Sesame!"â��once more your face curves in

a rounded outline, your eyes assume an

attractive brightness, and a flush of colour

pervades your cheeks.

On the other hand, sadness has precisely

the opposite effect. Sadness brings with it

dull, listless eyes, a sallow skin, and relaxed

muscles, each of which qualities tends to

become permanent. The habitually happy

person carries happiness in the face. The

moody person becomes more and more of

a duliard, and sheds a gloom on all around.

Sadness and happiness are the most in-

fectious qualities in the world. The sad

make others sad ; the happy make others

happy. And is it not true that " Those

who bring happiness to others cannot keep

it from themselves " ? One of the greatest

secrets of youth and beauty lies in the

cultivation of the art of being happy, and

this art, I would remind you, is not a natural

gift, but is a pearl of priceless value which

all wjio will can cultivate.

There are simple remedies for the correc-

tion of almost every physical defect. Thus,

the bust, perhaps, is undeveloped. For

this steady, deep breathing will do wonders,

while swimming, too, is an ideal corrector.
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At first deep breathing

may be found to create

a slight, though withal

particularly unpleasant,

feeling of dizziness. In

a few days, however, you

will be able to hold your

breath for longer inter-

vals, and also to inhale

more steadily, and after

a month or so's practice

you will find, too, that

the bust has greatly

developed, although by

such slow degrees that

you will probably not

even have noticed its

daily progress.

There is still another

rule to bear in mind

in the cultivation of

youth and beauty, and

that is the ever-necessary

cultivation of the mind.

For mental cultivation

one must read good

books. Maybe you have

not time to read much ?

In this case even a page

at a time of the work of

somj leading author will

provide ample food for

thought, and will take

the mind off the worries

inseparable from every-

day life. And in two

years' time you will feel

" twenty years younger,"

for the mind most as-

suredly develops more

rapidly than the body.

In fine, the Teal secret of

happiness, youth, and

beauty lies in preserving

a healthy mind and a

healthy body. If you

will follow my advice on

the matter you will soon

prove this to your own

satisfactionâ��and also to

mine, for I desire nothing

more than that my own

experience may prove of

value to others.

MISS ELLALINE

TERRISS.

I believe that one of

the great tragic writers

Vol. xliv. - 58
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of Greeceâ��a Mr. /Eschylus, to witâ��who lived

some five hundred years before Christ, once

wrote : " Learning is ever in the freshness of

its youth, even for the old." Obviously the

writer in question lived a very long time ago.

and I cannot help thinking that if he were

with us to-day, and if, at the same time, he

happened to be interested in the preservation

or conservation of youth, which is to a very

great extent synonymous with beauty, he

might probably have written a great thought

to the effect that " Learning to keep young

should ever be a fresh studyâ��even for the

old."

Personally speaking, a very, very busy life

has induced me to form the belief that a suc-

cessful attempt to feel young and to retain

the freshness of youth is largely a question

of treatmentâ��by which I mean to say that

those who will follow out certain careful rules

of life will retain their youth and beauty

infinitely longer than the haphazard indi-

vidual who " goes as she pleases," and wil-

fully overlooks the indisputable fact that

" Time can only be kept in his proper place

by keeping him ' outside the door' "â��in

other words, by exercising " health-preserva-

tion precautions."

In my own case I found very early in my

theatrical career that the spending of a con-

siderable amount of my time behind the

scenes of the theatre, with its confined space

and heated atmosphere, tended to do anything

but make me feel fit and well after a few weeks'

hard work, and therefore, as we only live once,

and as all sane people must certainly desire to

enjoy that one existence as long as possible,

I decided that I must do something to counter-

act the drawbacks which go hand in hand with

an exacting lile on the stage.

" Girls who lead a sedentary life in an office.

and women who stop indoors too much,

invariably begin to look prematurely tired and

worn," I said to myself. " But why should

I ? Surely I can do something to counteract

the devastating influences of long working

hours indoors." And the moment that

thought crossed my mind I commenced on

my own account to try to find a daily regime

which would enable me to counteract the

effect of the exacting rules of life on the stage.

If you've ever acted two performances on

a sweltering hot summer's day you will under-

stand what the word " exacting " means. If

not, I hope you will believe me when I say

that it describes one of the most trying and

wearying happenings that can well be

imagined.

First and foremost I mapped out a regular

programme of daily exercise. I started by

cycling two hours a dayâ��surely most women

can snatch at intervals this short time, even

if they have to build up the two hours by

taking twenty minutes here, thirty minutes

there, and so on. Then I turned my atten-

tion to golfâ��a most invaluable exercise, in

that it brings into play almost every muscle

of the body. When golf began to pall I took

to shooting, andâ��well, in this way, and by

taking some sort of healthy outdoor exercise,

I found that I was slowly but surely wiping

out the sluggishness I first felt when I went on

the stage, and did not take much exercise.

This sluggishness must at times be felt by

almost every woman, and more especially she

who, unless she bestirs herself, is never likely

to exercise much, owing to the exigences of

the particular calling or w'alk of life in which

she happens to be engaged.

But exercise alone will not preserve youth.

It must be taken with discretion, and tem-

pered with other various sound maxims, the

best of which I have found are the following :

(i) After a very busy day walk home for at

least a couple of miles. Never mind the

weather. A good mackintosh will disarm the

worst storm. (2) When feeling tired after a

day's work sleep for an hour or so before going

out again later on in the evening. I invariably

take anything from an hour to two hours'

rest between the performances. (3) Eat

plenty of fruit with every meal, and drink

a considerable quantity of water. (4) When

worried, do everything in your power to

remove the cause of worryâ�� and then cease

worrying. Worrying is the nervous system's

worst enemy, and the advance of Father

Time's best friend. (5) Cultivate the art of

being happy. It is as easy to smile as it is

to frown. The former brings happiness to

you and others, the latter merely a feeling

of discontent. Therefore, why frown ? 1

hope it will not be thought that my simple

programme sounds too simple to be valuable.

I can assure you it isn't difficult to carry out ;

but at the same time it needs a certain amount

of will-power to carry it out properly, and that

it is valuable I have proved to my own very

grateful satisfaction.

MISS EVA MOORE.

I am perfectly convinced that as much out-

door exercise as possible is absolutely essential

to the retaining of health, youth, and beauty.

As regards " beauty treatments" I know-

nothing, for I have never been tempted to

pierce the mystery surrounding the various

toilette rules and regulations which they
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MISS ELLALINE TERRISS.

From a Photograph by Foulsham Â£ Batifield.

impose. For my own part, I always have

rested content, and always shall, with using a

very good and pure face cream, which I find

is the best possible preparation for the skin.

A good complexion is dependent on good

health, which comes from the interior and

not the exterior. 1 am inclined to think,

therefore, that two or three hours' a day

regular exercise is likely to prove far more

valuable as a " beauty preserver " than ihe

contents of countless jars of so-called " make-

you-beautiful-in-a-week " concoctions.
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Even the most bigoted critics of the theatre

and members of the theatrical profession will

not, I think, deny that the conscientious

actress crowds a great deal of really hard

work into her dav. Neither. I think, will they

deny that ac-

tresses, as a

general rule,

certainly do

succeed in re-

taining their

looks in a

wonderfu1

w a y. How

do they

manage it ?

Largely, I

think, be-

cause the

actress who

aspires to

make a name

for herself

must i n-

evitably be

rea'.ly fond

of her work.

In my own

case I love

my p r o-

fession for

its own sake,

and not for

what it

brings me,

and to this

I attribute

the fact that

I feel as

young to-day

as I did

when first I

went on the

stage.

Yes, beyond all manner of doubt, love of

one's work is one of the great secrets of

retaining health and looksâ��the one prac-

tically includes the other, doesn't it ? At

the same time all work and no play is, as I

have frequently found, a ruinous policy, for

which reason I invariably try to take as much

exercise as possible. The choice of exercise,

of course, must naturally be a matter of

individual taste, although I think playing

some such game as golf or tennis is better

than merely taking walking exercise, which

after a time is apt to become somewhat

monotonous.

Now let me say a few words about the

Miss EVA

worry and trouble inseparable from this dear

old world of ours. " Our days begin with

trouble here," is a very, very true saying, for

which reason it is absolutely essential foi

all who aspire to retain their health and

lookstomake

it a rule of

life to worry

as little as

possible.

There was a

time when

I used tc

worry tre-

mendously

over my

work in the

theatre. I

found, how-

ever, that

this c o n-

tinual fret-

ting over

thingsl could

not control

was making

me feel tired

and utterly

worn outâ��

almost pre-

maturely

old, in fact.

The moment

I made this

discovery I

formed a

rule, which

I decided

should be as

strict and

unbreakable

as any of

the laws

of the Medes

and Persians, that I would not worry over

anything when once I had done my best.

And that rule I have ever since faithfully

observed. It is a fatal policy to worry, so

if you would keep young please do try and

bear this in mind. On paper, no doubt, it

may sound a little ridiculous to tell people

not to worry. As a matter of fact, however,

it is nothing of the sort. The greatest worries

and troubles in life are, I think, generally

fabrications of the imagination.

I do not believe in changing habits when

holiday-making, in going to bed particularly

early, getting up at an earlier hour than one

usually does, and so on and so forth, for,

MOORE.

bt Lulli* C/uirlu.
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after more years than I care to remember of

" theatrical hours," my habits have become

fixed. And as these habits leave me feeling

as young as when I was a mere " flapper,"

there cannot, I think, be anything radically

wrong about them.

Finally, the importance of " thinking"

health should be particularly strongly em-

phasized. A large section of the public in-

variably imagine that they are suffering from

all sorts and kinds of ills, which, however,

never develop; the result is that they are

always more or less unnecessarily unhappy.

I invariably make a rule of trying to keep

happy, to think healthy and bright thoughts,

and so on, for, although not a Christian

Scientist, I firmly believe in the idea that

everything happens for the best, and that

unhappiness is generally of

our own making.

One last word. I do not

believe in laying down any

hard and fast rules as to

how I shall spend the day,

for restrictions of this kind

are apt to become particu-

larly irksome, and irksome-

ness is the half-sister to

worry, which is the " hang-

man " of health, the father

of youth and beauty.

MME. SARAH

BERNHARDT.

Someone once wrote a

great thought to the effect

that "If she be not

fair to me, what

care I how fair she

be?" When I

answer your query I

am thinking of those

MME. SARAH BERNHARDT.

Prom a /'M-v"r'i bg Dover Street .-lu-li
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lines, and, as modesty is a gift of priceless

value, I will try to tell you, not how I keep

beautifulâ��I do not regard myself as beautiful

in any sense of the wordâ��but how I contrive

to keep young, which, after all, seems to me

a matter of far greater importance, for is it

not true that " a beautiful woman dies

twice" ? So a young woman, you must

realize in any case, is at least spared the pain

of twice quitting this old world.

In the first place, let me say that it has

always been my strong belief that we are all

as old as we feel. And as I do not feel old at

all, I take leave to state that I am not old.

Moreover, as long as my work remains with

me I shall continue to be young. Enjoyment

of one's work is one of the greatest secrets

of youth. STRAND MAGAZINE readers who

wish to feel young should, therefore, continue

to work as long as possible.

Diet ? " What is one woman's meat is

another woman's poison." Diet, therefore,

must obviously always be a matter of indi-

vidual taste. At the same time a lengthy-

experience of life has taught me that sim-

plicity in food is a potent aid to youth and

beauty. Be simple in diet at all times.

Perhaps, however, the real secret of keeping

young and retaining Nature's priceless endow-

ment of beauty lies in taking plenty of regular

daily exercise, and indulging daily in several

hours' commune with fresh air. For the

rest, I think I have little else to say, for really

the secret of keeping youngâ��yes, and, if you

wish it, beautiful, tooâ��lies in moderation in

diet, regularity in exercise, enthusiasm over

one's work, and the cultivation of never

worrying over matters from which worry

will not extricate one. As far as I am per-

sonally concerned, Time has decreed that I

must, on occasions, consult my doctor's

advice with regard to my health, but as I

never by any chance do what my doctor tells

me, I do not regard this as a matter of real

importance. But, between ourselves, im-

policy of ignoring my doctor's advice with

unerring consistency may, it seems to me,

have a good deal to do with my close affinity

to the famous Peter Pan, with whom, I think

I may say. I share the secret of successfully

never knowing how to grow old.

MISS LILIAN BRAITHWAITE.

Whenever I am workingâ��and I am glad

to say work with me has become second nature

for many years pastâ��I always make a point

of taking as much fresh air as possible, for

a lengthy experience of the exacting nature

if life on the stage has taught me that fresh

air is one of the most potent health-givers it

is possible to find. Better still, it costs

nothing, for fresh air is the birthday present

of every human being, although I am bound

to confess that many people seem to shelve

this valuable gift and forget all about it.

My daily schedule ? Well, I generally

breakfast about nine or nine-thirty, and when-

ever possible I take a five or six miles' walk

in the morning, regardless of the weather.

Even when I have a rehearsal, or on

maiinie days, I try to make it a rule to

walk to the theatre, for without a regular

dose of fresh air daily one is bound to

suffer in health. Sometimes, of course, the

hustle inseparable from a business life makes

this impossible. On such occasions I take a

blow on the top of an omnibus.

As far as the rest of my day is con-

cerned, I more or less let things happen as

they map out, although I would mention that

I never indulge in heavy meals, while I never

take stimulants.

Have I any pet rules as to the preservation

of the complexion ? Well, I am fully aware

that there is a very prevalent idea that an

actress has to exercise the most careful

precaution in this matter, for the simple

reason that there is a popular notion that

stage " make-up " spells death from a " satis

factory " complexion point of view. My own

experience, however, has taught me that this

is an absurd fallacy, for the generous amount

of " cream" that one uses not only does not

tend to ruin the skin, but actually assists it

to keep healthy.

Ever since I was a tiny kiddie I have made

a practice of going through a few simple

exercises; but I would mention that I do not

indulge in any form of face massage, as, once

this" daily manoeuvre" is adopted, I fear that

it is impossible to do without it.

I regard some sort of work or occupation

as an invaluable asset to the preservation of

one's health and general personal appearance.

In my own case I happen to love my work,

and, therefore, I can afford to make a hobby

of my business, which is surely an amalga-

mation of affairs greatly to be desired.

In conclusion, I may say that, generally

speaking, I think that the real secret of

successfully combating life's worries and

troubles is to take plenty of exercise in the

fresh air, worry as little as is humanly possible,

eat simple food and plenty of fruit and vege-

tables, andâ��well, if Nature hus endowed a

woman with beauty she should preserve that

very desirable quality for a very long time

on this regime.
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'â�¢ , Kita Martin.
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"SMITH LOOKED AT IT ONCE, TWICE, THRICE, AND AT THE THIRD LOOK HE FELL IN LOVE.



SMITH AND

THE PHARAOHS.

By H. RIDER HAGGARD.

Illustrated by Alec Ball.

PART I.

CIENTISTS, or some scien-

tistsâ��for occasionally one

learned person differs from

other learned personsâ��tell us

they know all that is worth

knowing about man, which,

of course, includes woman.

They trace him from his remotest origins ;

they show us how his bones changed and his

shape modified, also how, under the influence

of his needs and passions, his intelligence

developed from something very humble.

They demonstrate conclusively that there is

nothing in man which the dissecting-table

will not explain ; that his aspirations towards

another life have their root in the fear of

death, or, say others of them, in that of

earthquake or thunder ; that his affinities

with the past are merely inherited from remote

ancestors who lived in that past, perhaps a

million years ago; and that everything noble

about him is but the fruit of expediency or of

a veneer of civilization, while everything base

must be attributed to the instincts of his

dominant and primeval nature. Man, in

short, is an animal who, like every other

animal, is finally subdued by his environment

and takes his colour from his surroundings,

as cattle do from the red soil of Devon. Such

are the facts, they (or some of them) declare ;

all the rest is rubbish.

At times we are inclined to agree with

these sages, especially after it has been our

privilege to attend a course of lectures by

one of them. Then perhaps something comes

within the range of our experience which

gives us pause and causes doubts, the old

divine doubts, to arise again deep in our hearts,

and with them a yet diviner hope.

Vol. *liv. -68.

Copyright, 1912, by H. Rider Haggard.

Perchance when all is said, so we think to

ourselves, man" is .something more than an

animal. Perchance he has known the past,

the far past, and will know the future, the

far, far future. Perchance the dream is true,

and he does indeed possess what for con-

venience is called an immortal soul, that may

manifest itself in one shape or another ; that

may sleep for ages, but, waking or sleeping,

still remains itself, indestructible as the

matter of the Universe.

An incident in the career of Mr. James

Ebenczer Smith might well occasion such

reflections, were any acquainted with its

details, which until this, its setting forth,

was not the case. Mr. Smith is a person who

knows when to be silent. Still, undoubtedly

it gave cause for thought to one individual

â��namely, to him to whom it happened.

Indeed. James Ebenczer Smith is still thinking

over it, thinking very hard indeed.

J. E. Smith was well-born and well-

educated. When he was a good-looking and

able young man at college, but before he had

taken his degree, trouble came to him, the

particulars of which do not matter, and he

was thrown penniless, also friendless, upon

the rocky bosom of the world. No, not quite

friendless, for he had a godfather, a gentleman

connected with business whose Christian

name was Ebenczer. To him, as a last

resource, Smith went, feeling that Ebenezer

owed him something in return for the awful

appellation wherewith he had been endowed

in baptism.

To a certain extent Ebenezer recognized

the obligation. He did nothing heroic, but

he found his godson a clerkship in a bank

of which he was one of the directorsâ��a

modest clerkship, no more. Also, when he
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died a year later, he lef i. him a hundred pounds

lo be spent upon some souvenir.

Smith, being of a practical turn of mind,

instead of adorning himself with memorial

jewellery for which he had no use, invested

the hundred pounds in an exceedingly pro-

mising speculation. As it happened, he was

not misinformed, and his talent returned to

him multiplied by ten. He repeated the

experiment and, being in a position to know

what he was doing, with considerable success.

By the time that he was thirty he found

himself possessed of a fortune of something

over twenty-five thousand pounds. Then

(and this shows the wise and practical nature

of the man) he stopped speculating and put

out his money in such a fashion that it brought

him a safe and clear four per cent.

By this time Smith, being an excellent man

of business, was well up in the service of his

bankâ��as yet only a clerk, it is true, but one

who drew his four hundred pounds a year,

with prospects. In short, he was in a position

to marry had he wished to do so. As it

happened, he did not wishâ��perhaps because,

being very friendless, no lady who attracted

him crossed his path; perhaps for other

reasons.

Shy and reserved in temperament, he con-

fided only in himself. None, not even his

superiors at the bank or the board of manage-

ment, knew how well off he had become. No

one visited him at the flat which he was

understood to occupy somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Putney ; he belonged to

no club, and possessed not a single intimate.

The blow which the world had dealt him in

his early days, the harsh repulses and the

rough treatment he had then experienced,

sank so deep into his sensitive soul that never

again did he seek close converse with his kind.

In fact, while still young, he fell into a

condition of old-bachelorhood of a refined

type.

Soon, however, Smith discoveredâ��it was

after he had given up speculatingâ��that a

man must have something to occupy his

mind. He tried philanthropy, but found

himself too sensitive for a business which so

often resolves itself into rude inquiry as to

the affairs of other people. After a struggle,

therefore, he compromised with his conscience

by setting aside a liberal portion^of his income

for anonymous distribution among deserving

persons and objects.

While still in this vacant frame of mind

Smith chanced one day, when the bank was

closed, to drift into the British Museum, more

to escape the vile weather that prevailed

without than for any other reason. Wander-

ing hither and thither at hazard, he found

himself in the great gallery devoted to

Egyptian stone objects and sculpture. The

place bewildered him somewhat, for he knew

nothing of Egyptology ; indeed, there re-

mained upon his mind only a sense of wonder-

ment not unmixed with awe. It must have

been a great people, he thought to himself,

that executed these works, and with the

thought came a desire to know more about

them. Yet he was going away when suddenly

his eye fell upon the sculptured head of a

woman which hung upon the wall.

Smith looked at it once, twice, thrice, and

at the third look he fell in love. Needless to

say, he was not aware that such was his

condition. He knew only that a change had

come over him, and never, never could he

forget the face which that carven mask

portrayed. Perhaps it was not really beau-

tiful save for its wondrous and mystic smile ;

perhaps the lips were too thick and the

nostrils too broad. Yet to him that face was

Beauty itself, beauty which drew him as with

a cart-rope, and awoke within him all kinds

of wonderful imaginings, some of them so

strange and tender that almost they partook

of the nature of memories. He stared at the

image, and the image smiled back sweetly

at him, as doubtless it, or rather its original

â��for this was but a plaster castâ��had smiled

at nothingness in some tomb or hiding-hole

for over thirty centuries, and as the woman

whose likeness it was had once smiled upon

the world.

A short, stout gentleman bustled up and,

in tones of authority, addressed some workmen

who were arranging a base for a neighbouring

statue. It occurred to Smith that he must

be someone who knew about these objects.

Overcoming his natural diffidence with an

effort, he raised his hat and asked the gentle-

man if he could tell him who was the original

of the mask.

The officialâ��who, in fact, was a very great

man in the Museumâ��glanced at Smith

shrewdly, and, seeing that his interest was

genuine, answered :â��

" I don't know. Nobody knows. She has

been given several names, but none of them

has authority. Perhaps one day the rest

of the statue may be found, and then we shall

learnâ��that is, if it is inscribed. Most likely,

however, it has been burnt for lime long ago."

" Then you can't tell me anything about

her ? " said Smith.

" Well, only a little. To begin with, that's

a cast. The original is in the Cairo Museum.
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Mariette found it, I believe at Karnac, and

gave it a name after his fashion. Probably

she was a queenâ��of the eighteenth dynasty,

by the work. But you can see her rank for

yourself from the broken vrceiis" (Smith

did not stop him to explain that he had not

the faintest idea what a ur/.-n:* might be,

seeing that he was utterly unfamiliar with

the snake-headed crest of Egyptian royalty.)

" You should go to Egypt and study the head

for yourself. It is one of the most beautiful

things that ever was found. Well, I must be

off. Good day."

And he bustled down the long gallery.

Smith found his way upstairs and looked

at mummies and other things. Somehow it

hurt him to reflect that the owner of yonder

sweet, alluring face must have become a

mummy long, long before the Christian era.

Mummies did not strike him as attractive.

He returned to the statuary and stared at

his plaster cast till one of the workmen

remarked to his fellow that if he were the

gent he'd go and look at " a live 'un " for

a change.

Then Smith retired abashed.

On his way home he called at his bookseller's

and ordered " all the best works on

Egyptology." When, a day or two later,

they arrived in a packing-case, together with

a bill for thirty-eight pounds, he was somewhat

dismayed. Still, he tackled those books like a

man, and, being clever and industrious, within

three months had a fair working knowledge

of the subject, and had even picked up a

smattering of hieroglyphics.

In Januaryâ��that was, at the end of those

three monthsâ��Smith astonished his board of

directors by applying for ten weeks' leave, he

who had hitherto been content with a fort-

night in the year. When questioned he

explained that he had been suffering from

bronchitis and was advised to take a change

in Egypt.

" A very good idea," said the manager ;

" but I'm afraid you'll find it expensive.

They fleece one in Egypt."

" I know," answered Smith; " but I've

saved a little, and have only myself to spend

it upon."

So Smith went to Egypt and ?aw the

original of the beauteous head and a thousand

other fascinating things. Indeed, he did

more. Attaching himself to some excavators

who were glad of his intelligent assistance,

he actually dug for a month in the neighbour-

hood of ancient Thebes, but without finding

anything in particular.

It was not till two years later that he made

his great discovery, that which is known as

Smith's Tomb. Here it may be explained

that the state of his health had become such

as to necessitate an annual visit to Egypt,

or so his superiors understood. As he asked

for no summer holiday, and was always ready

to do another man's work or to stop over-

time, however, he found it easy to arrange for

these winter excursions.

On this, his third visit to Egypt, Smith

obtained from the Director-General of

Antiquities at Cairo a licence to dig upon his

own account. Being already well known in

the country as a skilled Egyptologist, this

was granted upon the usual termsâ��namely,

that the Department of Antiquities should

have a right to take any of the objects which

might be found, or all of them, if it so desired.

Such preliminary matters having been

arranged by correspondence, Smith, after a

few days spent in the Museum at Cairo, took

the night train to Luxor, where he found his

head-man, an ex-dragoman named Mahomet,

waiting for him and his fellaheen labourers

already hired. There were but foriy of

them, for his was a comparatively small

venture. Three hundred pounds was the

amount that he had made up his mind to

expend, and such a sum does not go far in

excavations.

During his visit of the previous year

Smith had marked the place where he meant

to dig. It was in the cemetery of old Thebes,

at the wild spot not far from the temple of

Medinet Habu, that is known as the Valley

of the Queens. Here, separated from the

resting-places of their royal lords by the bold

mass of the intervening hill, some of the

greatest ladies of Egypt have been laid to

rest, and it was their tombs that Smith

desired to investigate. As he knew well,

some of these must yet remain to be dis-

covered. Who could say ? Fortune favours

the bold. It might be that he would find

the holy grave of that beauteous, unknown

Royalty whose face had haunted him for three

long years.

For a whole month he dug without the

slightest success. The spot that he selected

had proved, indeed, to be the mouth of a

tomb. After twenty-five days of laborious

exploration it was at length cleared out, and

he stood in a rude, unfinished cave. The

queen for whom it had been designed must

have died quite young and been buried else-

where ; or she had chosen herself another

sepulchre, or mayhap the rock had proved

unsuitable for sculpture.

Smith shrugged his shoulders and movf'
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on, sinking trial pits and trenches here and

there, but still finding nothing. Two-thirds

of his time and money had been spent when

at last the luck turned. One day, towards

evening, with some half-dozen of his best

men he was returning after a fruitless

morning of labour, when something seemed

to attract him towards a little wadi, or bay,

in the hillside that was filled with tumbled

rocks and sand. There were scores of such

places, and this one looked no more promising

than any of the others had proved to be.

Yet it attracted him. Thoroughly dispirited,

he walked past it twenty paces or more, then

turned.

" Where go you, sah ? " asked his head-man,

Mahomet.

He pointed to the recess in the cliff.

" No good, sah," said Mahomet. " No

tomb there. Bed-rock too near top. Too

much water run in there ; dead queen like

keep dry ! "

But Smith went on, and the others followed

obediently.

He walked down the little slope of sand and

boulders and examined the cliff. It was virgin

rock; never a tool-mark was to be seen.

Already the men were going when the same

strange instinct which had drawn him to the

spot caused him to take a spade from one of

them and begin to shovel away the sand from

the face of the cliffâ��for here, for some

unexplained reason, were no boulders or

dtbris. Seeing their master, to whom they

were attached, at work, they began to work

too, and for twenty minutes or more dug on

cheerfully enough, just to humour him, since

all were sure that here there was no tomb.

At length Smith ordered them to desist, for,

although now they were six feet down, the

rock remained of the same virgin character.

With an exclamation of disgust he threw

out a last shovelful of sand. The edge of

his spade struck on something that projected.

He cleared away a little more sand, and there

appeared a rounded ledge which seemed to

be a cornice. Calling back the men, he

pointed to it, and without a word all of them

began to dig again. Five minutes more of

work made it clear that it was a cornice,

and half an hour later there appeared the

top of the doorway of a tomb.

" Old people wall him up," said Mahomet,

pointing to the flat stones set in mud for

mortar with which the doorway had been

closed, and to the undecipherable impress

upon the mud of the scarab seals of the

officials whose duty it had been to close the

last resting-place of the royal dead for ever.

" Perhaps queen all right inside," he went

on, receiving no answer to his remark.

" Perhaps," replied Smith, briefly. " Dig,

man. dig ! Don't waste time in talking."

So they dug on furiously till at length

Smith saw something which caused him to

groan aloud. There was a hole in the masonry

â��the tomb had been broken into. Mahomet

saw it too, and examined the top of the

aperture with his skilled eye.

" Very old thief," he said. " Look, he Un-

build up wall again, but run away before

he have time finish." And he pointed to

certain flat stones which had been roughly

and hurriedly replaced.

" Digâ��dig ! " said Smith.

Ten minutes more, and the aperture was

cleared. It was only just big enough to

admit the body of a man.

By now the sun was setting. Swiftly,

swiftly it seemed to tumble down the sky.

One minute it was above the rough crests of

the western hills behind them ; the next, a

great ball of glowing fire, it rested on their

topmost ridge. Then it was gone. For an

instant a kind of green spark shone where it

had been. This too went out, and the

sudden Egyptian night was upon them.

The fellaheen muttered among themselves,

and one or two of them wandered off on some

pretext. The rest threw down their tools

and looked at Smith.

" Men say they no like stop here. They

afraid of ghost ! Too many afreet live in

these tomb. That what they say. Come

back finish to-morrow morning when it light.

Very foolish people, these common fellaheen,"

remarked Mahomet, in a superior tone.

" Quite so," replied Smith, who knew well

that nothing that he could offer would tempt

his men to go on with the opening of a tomb

after sunset. " Let them go away. You and

I will stop and watch the place till morning."

" Sorry, sah," said Mahomet, " but I not

feel quite well inside ; think I got fever. I

go to camp and lie down and pray under

plenty blanket."

" All right, go," said Smith ; " but if there

is anyone who is not a coward, let him bring

me my big coat, something to eat and drink,

and the lantern that hangs in my tent. I

will meet him there in the valley."

Mahomet, though rather doubtfully, pro-

mised that this should be done, and, after

begging Smith to accompany them, lest the

spirit of whoever slept in the tomb should

work him a mischief during the night, they

departed quickly enough.

Smith lit his pipe, sat down on the sand,
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and waited. Half an hour later he heard a

sound of singing, and through the darkness,

which was dense, saw lights coming up the

valley.

" My brave men," he thought to himself,

and scrambled up the slope to meet them.

He was right. These were his men, no

fewer than twenty of them, for with a less

number they did not dare to face the ghosts

which they believed haunted the valley after

nightfall. Presently the light from the

lantern which one of them carried (not

Mahomet, whose sickness had increased too

suddenly to enable him to come) fell upon

the tall form of Smith, who, dressed in his

white working clothes, was leaning against a

rock. Down went the lantern, and with a

howl of terror the brave company turned

and fled.

" Sons of cowards ! " roared Smith after

them, in his most vigorous Arabic. " It is I,

your master, not an afreet."

They heard, and by degrees crept back

again. Then he perceived that in order to

account for their number each of them carried

some article. Thus one had the bread,

another the lantern, another a tin of sardines,

another the sardine-opener, another a box

of matches, another a bottle of beer, and so on.

As even thus there were not enough things to

go round, two of them bore his big coat

between them, the first holding it by the

sleeves and the second by the tail, as though

it were a stretcher.

" Put them down," said Smith, and they

obeyed. " Now," he added, " run for your

lives; I thought I heard two afreets talking

up there just now of what they would do to

any followers of the Prophet who mocked their

gods, if perchance they should meet them in

their holy place at night."

This kindly counsel was accepted with much

eagerness. In another minute Smith 'was

alone with the stars and the dying desert

wind.

Collecting his goods, or as many of them as

he wanted, he thrust them into the pockets

of the great-coat and returned to the mouth

of the tomb. Here he made his simple meal

by the light of the lantern, and afterwards

tried to go to sleep. But sleep he could not.

Something always woke him. First it was a

jackal howling amongst the rocks; next a

sand-fly bit him on the ankle so sharply

that he thought he must have been stung by

a scorpion. Then, notwithstanding his warm

coat, the cold got h jld of him, for the clothes

beneath were wet through with perspiration,

and it occurred to him that unless he did

something he would probably contract an

internal chill or perhaps fever. He rose and

walked about.

By now the moon was up, revealing all the

sad, wild scene in its every detail. The

mystery of Egypt entered his soul and

oppressed him. How much dead majesty

lay in the hill upon which he stood ? Were

they all really dead, he wondered, or were

those fellaheen right ? Did their spirits still

come forth at night and wander through the

land where once they ruled ? Of course that

was the Egyptian faith according to which the

Ka, or double, eternally haunted the place

where its earthly counterpart had been laid

to rest. When one came to think of it,

beneath a mass of unintelligible symbolism

there was much in the Egyptian faith which

it was hard for a Christian to disbelieve.

Salvation through a Redeemer, for instance,

and the resurrection of the body. Had he,

Smith, not already written a treatise upon

these points of similarity which he proposed

to publish one day, not under his own name ?

Well, he would not think of them now ; the

occasion seemed scarcely fittingâ��they came

home too pointedly to one who was engaged

in violating a tomb.

His mind, or rather his imaginationâ��of

which he had plentyâ��went off at a tangent.

What sights had this place seen thousands

of years ago ! Once, thousands of years ago,

a procession had wound up along the roadway

which was doubtless buried beneath the sand

whereon he stood towards the dark door of

this sepulchre. He could see it as it passed

in and out between the rocks. The priests,

shaven-headed and robed in leopards' skins,

or some of them in pure white, bearing the

mystic symbols of their office. The funeral

sledge drawn by oxen, and on it the great

rectangular case that contained the outer

and the inner coffins, and within them the

mummy of some departed Majesty; in the

Egyptian formula, " the hawk that had

spread its wings and flown into the bosom of

Osiris," God of Death. Behind, the mourners,

rending the air with their lamentations. Then

those who bore the funeral furniture and offer-

ings. Then the high officers of State and the

first priests of Amen and the other gods.

Then the sister queens, leading by the hand

a wondering child or two. Then the sons of

Pharaoh, young men carrying the emblems

of their rank.

Lastly, walking alone, Pharaoh himself in

his ceremonial robes, his apron, his dtfuble

crown of linen surmounted by the golden

snake, his inlaid bracelets and his heavy,
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tinkling earrings. Pharaoh, his head bowed,

his feet travelling wearily, and in his heartâ��

what thoughts ? Sorrow, perhaps, for her who

had departed. Yet he had other queens and

fair women without count. Doubtless she was

sweet and beautiful, but sweetness and beauty-

were not given to her alone. Moreover, was

she not wont to cross his will and to question

his divinity ? No, surely it is not only of

her that he thinks, her for whom he had pre-

pared this splendid tomb with all things

needful to unite her with the gods. Surely

he thinks also of himself and of that other

tomb on the farther side of the hill whereat

the artists labour day by dayâ��yes, and have

laboured these many years ; that tomb to

which before so very long he too must travel

in just this fashion, to seek his place beyond

the doors of Death who lays his equal hand

on king and queen and slave.

The vision passed. It was so real that

Smith thought he must have been dream-

ing. Well, he was awake now, and colder

than ever. Moreover, the jackals had mul-

tiplied. There were a whole pack of them,

and not far away. Look ! One crossed in

the ring of the lamplight, a slinking, yellow

beast that smelt the remains of dinner. Or

perhaps it smelt himself. Moreover, there

were bad characters who haunted these

mountains, and he was alone and quite

unarmed. Perhaps he ought to put out the

light which advertised his whereabouts. ]t

would be wise, and yet in this particular he

rejected wisdom. After all, the light was

some company.

Since sleep seemed to be out of the question,

he fell back upon poor humanity's other

anodyne, work, which has the incidental

advantage of generating warmth. Seizing a

shovel, he began to dig at the doorway of the

tomb, whilst the jackals howled louder than

ever in astonishment. They were not used

to such a sight. For thousands of years, as

the old moon a.bo\ e could have told, no man,

or at least no solitary man, had dared to rob

tombs at such an unnatural hour.

When Smith had been digging for about

twenty minutes something tinkled on his

shovel with a noise which sounded loud in

that silence.

" A stone which may come in handy

for the jackals,''' he thought to himself,

shaking the sand slowly off the spade until it

appeared. There it was, and not large enough

to be of much service. Still, he picked it up,

and rubbed it in his hands to clear off the

encrusting dirt. When he opened them he

saw that it was no stone, but a bronze.

" Osiris," reflected Smith, " buried in front

of the tomb to hallow the ground. No, an

Isis. No, the head of a statuette, and a jolly

good one, tooâ��at any rate, in moonlight.

Seems to have been gilded." And, reaching

out for the lamp, he held it over the object.

Another minute, and he found himself

sitting at the bottom of the hole, lamp in one

hand and statuette, or rather head, in theother.

" The Queen of the Mask ! " he gasped.

" The sameâ��the same ! By heavens, the

very same ! "

Oh, he could not be mistaken. There were

the identical lips, a little thick and pouted;

the identical nostrils, curved and quivering,

but a little wide; the identical arched eyebrows

and dreamy eyes set somewhat far apart.

Above all, there was the identical alluring

and mysterious smile. Only on this master-

piece of ancient art was set a w:hole crown of

ureei surrounding the entire head. Beneath

the crown and pressed back behind the ears

was a full-bottomed wig or royal head-dress,

of which the ends descended to the breasts.

The statuette, that, having been gilt, remained

quite perfect and uncorroded, was broken

just above the middle, apparently by a single

violent blow, for the fracture was very clean.

At once it occurred to Smith that it had been

stolen from the tomb by a thief who thought

it to be gold ; that outside of the tomb doubt

had overtaken him and caused him to break

it upon a stone or otherwise. The rest was

clear. Finding that it was but gold-washed

bronze he had thrown away the fragments,

rather than be at the pains of carrying them.

This was his theory, probably not a correct

one, as the sequel seems to show.

Smith's first idea was to recover the other

portion. He searched quite a long while, but

without success. Neither then nor afterwards

could it be found. He reflected that perhaps

this lower half had remained in the thief's

hand, who, in his vexation, had thrown it

far away, leaving the head to lie where it

fell. Again Smith examined this head, and

more closely. Now he saw that just beneath

the breasts was a delicately-cut cartouche.

Being by this time a master of hieroglyphics,

he read it without trouble. It ran : " Ma-Mee.

Great Royal Lady. Beloved of " Here

the cartouche was broken away.

"Ma-Me", or it might be Ma-Mi," he

reflected. " I never heard of a queen called

Ma-M6, or Ma-Mi, or Ma-Mu. She must

be quite new to history. I wonder of whom

she was beloved ? Amen, or Horus, or Isis,

probably. Of some god, I have no doubt;

at least I hope so ! "
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He stared at the beautiful portrait in his

hand, as once he had stared at the cast on

the Museum wall, and the beautiful portrait,

emerging from the dust of ages, smiled back

at him there in the solemn moonlight as

once the cast had smiled from the Museum

wall. Only that had been but a cast, whereas

this was real. This had slept with the dead

from whose features it had been fashioned,

the dead who lay, or who had lain,

within.

A sudden resolution took hold of Smith. He

would explore that tomb, at once and alone.

No one should accompany him on this, his
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THE OUTER AND TUB IN.NliR COFFINS, AND WITHIN THEM THE MUMMY OF SOME DEPARTED MAJESTY.

first visit; it would be a sacrilege that anyone

save himself should set foot there until he

had looked on what it might contain.

Why should he not enter ? His lamp, of

what is called the " hurricane " brand, was

very good and bright, and would burn for

many hours. Moreover, there had been time

Vol. >iiv.-ea

for the foul air to escape through the hole

that they had cleared. Lastly, something

seemed to call on him to come and see. He

placed the bronze head in his breast-pocket

over his heart, and, thrusting the lamp

through the hole, looked down. Here there

was no difficulty, since sand had drifted IP
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to the level of the bottom of the aperture.

Through it he struggled, to find himself upon a

bed of sand that only just left him room to

push himself along between it and the roof.

A little farther on the passage was almost

filled with mud.

Mahomet had been right when, from his

knowledge of the bed-rock, he said that any

tomb made in this place must be flooded. It

had been flooded by some ancient rain-

storm, and Smith began to fear that he would

find it quite filled with soil caked as hard as

iron. So, indeed, it was to a certain depth, a

result that apparently had been anticipated

by those who hollowed it, for this entrance

shaft was left quite undecorated. Indeed, as

Smith found afterwards, a hole had been dug

beneath the doorway to allow the mud to

enter after the burial was completed. Only a

miscalculation had been made. The natural

level of the mud did not quite reach the roof

of the tomb, and therefore still left it open.

After crawling for forty feet or so over

this caked mud, Smith suddenly found himself

on a rising stair. Then he understood the

plan ; the tomb itself was on a higher level.

Here began the paintings. Here the Queen

Ma-Mee, wearing her crowns and dressed in

diaphanous .garments, was presented to god

after god. Between her figures and those

of the divinities the wall was covered with

hieroglyphs as fresh to-day as on that when

the artist had limned them. A glance told

him that they were extracts from the Book

of the Dead. When the thief of bygone ages

had broken into the tomb, probably not very

long after the interment, the mud over which

Smith had just crawled was still wet. This he

could tell, since the clay from the rascal's

feet remained upon the stairs, and that upon

his fingers had stained the paintings on the

wall against which he had supported himself ;

indeed, in one place was an exact impression

of his hand, showing its shape and even the

lines of the skin.

At the top of the flight of steps ran another

passage at a higher level, which the water

had never reached, and to right and left were

the beginnings of unfinished chambers. It

was clear to him that this queen had died

young. Her tomb, as she or the king had

designed it, was never finished. A few more

paces, and the passage enlarged itself into

a hall about thirty feet square. The ceiling

was decorated with vultures, their wings

outspread, the looped Cross of Life hanging

from their talons. On one wall her Majesty

Ma-Mee stood expectant while Anubis weighed

her heart against the feather of Truth, and

Thoth, the Recorder, wrote down the verdict

upon his tablets. All her titles were given

to her here, such asâ��" Great Royal Heiress,

Royal Sister, Royal Wife, Royal Mother,

Lady of the Two Lands, Palm-branch of

Love, Beautiful-exceedingly."

Smith read them hurriedly and noted that

nowhere could he see the name of the king

who had been her husband. It would almost

seem as though this had been purposely

omitted. On the other walls Ma-Mee, accom-

panied by her Ka, or double, made offerings

to the various gods, or uttered propitiatory

speeches to the hideous demons of the under-

world, declaring their names to them and

forcing them to say : " Pass on. Thou art

pure ! "

Lastly, on the end wall, triumphant, all

her trials done, she, the justified Osiris, or

spirit, was received by the god Osiris, Saviour

of Spirits.

All these things Smith noted hurriedly as

he swung the lamp to and fro in that hallowed

place. Then he saw something else which

filled him with dismay. On the floor of the

chamber where the coffins had beenâ��for this

was the burial chamberâ��lay a heap of black

fragments charred with fire. Instantly he

understood. After the thief had done his

work he had burned the mummy-cases, and

with them the body of the queen. There

could be no doubt that this was so, for look !

among the ashes lay some calcined human

bones, while the roof above was blackened

with the smoke and cracked by the heat of

the conflagration. There was nothing left

for him to find !

Oppressed with the closeness of the atmo-

sphere, he sat down upon a little bench or

table cut in the rock that evidently had been

meant to receive offerings to the dead. Indeed,

on it still lay the scorched remains of some

votive flowers. Here, his lamp betw-een his

feet, he rested a while, staring at those

calcined bones. See, yonder was the lower

jaw, and in it some teeth, small, white, regular

and but little worn. Yes, she had died

young. Then he turned to go, for disappoint-

ment and the holiness of the place overcame

him ; he could endure no more of it that

night.

Leaving the burial hall, he walked along

the painted passage, the lamp swinging and

his eyes fixed upon the floor. He was dis-

heartened, and the paintings could wait till

the morrow. He descended the steps and

came to the foot of the mud slope. Here

suddenly he perceived, projecting from some

sand that had drifted down over the mud,
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what seemed

to be the

corner of a

reed box or

basket. To

clear away

the sandffivas

easy, and â��

yes, it was a

basket, a foot

or so in

length, such

a baslcet as

the old Egyp-

tians used to

contain the

funeral

figures which

are called

ushaptis, or

other objects

connected

with the

dead. It

looked as

though it had

beendropped,

for it lay upon

its side.

Smith opened

itâ��not very

hopefully, for

surely no-

thing of value

would have

been aban-

doned thus.

The first

thing â�¢ that

met his eyes

was a mum-

mied hand,

broken off at

the wrist, a

woman's

little hand,

most deli-

cately shaped.

It was with-

ered and

paper-white,

but the con-

tours still re-

mained ;. the

long fingers

were perfect,

and the al-

mond-shaped

nailshad been

"HIS HEART SWELLED WITHIN HIM, FOR HKRB WAS THE HAND

OF THAT ROYAL LADY OF HIS DREAMS."

stained with

henna, as was

the embalm-

ers' fashion.

On the hand

were two gold

rings, and for

those rings

it had been

stolen. Smith

looked at it

for a long

while, and

his heart

swelled with-

in him, for

here was the

hand of that

royal lady of

his dreams.

Indeed, he

did more

than look ;

he kissed it,

and as his

lips touched

the holy relic

it seemed to

him as though

a wind, cold

but scented,

blew upon

his brow.

Then, grow-

ing fearful of

the thoughts

that arose

within him,

he hurried his

mind back to

the world, or

rather to the

examination

of the basket.

Here he

found other

objects

roughly

wrapped in

fragments of

mum m y -

cloth that

had been

torn from the

body of the

queen. These

it is needless

to describe,

for are they
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not to be seen in the Gold Room of the

Museum, labelled " Bijouterie de la Reine

Ma-Me, XVIIIeme Dynastic. Thebes (Smith's

Tomb) " ? It may be mentioned, however,

that the set was incomplete. For instance,

there was but one of the great gold cere-

monial ear-rings fashioned like a group of

pomegranate blooms, and the most beauti-

ful of the necklaces had been torn in two-

half of it was missing.

It was clear to Smith that only a portion

of the precious objects which were buried

with the mummy had been placed in this

basket. Why had these been left where

he found them ? A little reflection made that

clear also. Something had prompted the

thief to destroy the desecrated body and its

coffin with fire, probably in the hope of

hiding his evil handiwork. Then he

fled with his spoil. But he had forgotten

how fiercely mummies and their trappings

can burn. Or perhaps the thing was an

accident. He must have had a lamp, and

if its flame chanced to touch this bituminous

tinder !

At any rate, the smoke overtook the man in

that narrow place as he began to climb the

slippery slope of clay. In his haste he dropped

the basket, and dared not return to search for

it. It could wait till the morrow, when the fire

would be out and the air pure. Only for this

desecrator of the royal dead that morrow

never came, as was discovered after-

wards.

When at length Smith struggled into the

open air the stars were paling before the

dawn. An hour later, after the sun was well

up, Mahomet (recovered from his sickness)

and his myrmidons arrived.

" I have been busy while you slept," said

Smith, showing them the mummied hand

(but not the rings which he had removed

from the shrunk fingers), and the broken

bronze, but not the priceless jewellery which

was hidden in his pockets.

For the next ten days they dug till the

tomb and its approach were quite clear. In

the sand, at the head of a flight of steps

which led down to the doorway, they found

the skeleton of a man, who evidently had been

buried there in a hurried fashion. His skull

was shattered by the blow of an axe, and the

shaven scalp that still clung to it suggested

that he might have been a priest.

Mahomet thought, and Smith agreed with

him, that this was the person who had violated

the tomb. As he was escaping from it the

guards of the holy place surprised him after

he had covered up the hole by which he

entered and had purposed to return. There

they executed him without trial and divided

up the plunder, thinking that no more was

to be found. Or perhaps his confederates

had killed him.

Such at least were the theories advanced

by Mahomet. Whether they were right or

wrong none will ever know. For instance,

the skeleton may not have been that of

the thief, though probability appears to point

the other way.

Nothing more was found in the tomb, not

even a scarab or a mummy-bead. Smith

spent the remainder of his time in photograph-

ing the pictures and copying the inscriptions,

which for various reasons proved to be of

extraordinary interest. Then, having reve-

rently buried the charred bones of the queen

in a secret place of the sepulchre, he handed

it over to the care of the local Guardian of

Antiquities, paid off Mahomet and the

fellaheen, and departed for Cairo. With him

went the wonderful jewels of which he had

breathed no word, and another relic to him

yet more preciousâ��the hand of her Majesty

Ma-Mee, Palm-branch of Love.

And now follows the strange sequel of this

story of Smith and the queen Ma-Mee.

(To be continued)
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HAVE often been asked

whether a conjurer has to be

born a conjurer, or whether

a man, when he has arrived

at years of discretion, can

make himself a conjurer in

the same way that another

man can make himself a stockbroker, another

a lawyer, and another an " inspector

of public buildings without salary" â�� a

description which I once heard one of the

unemployed apply to

himself.

My answer to that

inquiry is never quite

satisfactory to the ques-

tioner, for it invariably

is, " I don't know." I

have been told, by those

most likely to know

anything about me,that

I took no interest in

the disappearance of

anything, except food

and drink, until I was

a fairly large boy.

I have always re-

garded conjuring as a

kind of fever. I suppose

nine boys out of every

ten catch it, but in most

cases the attack is very

mild and yields to treat-

mentâ��a book on con-

juring, followed by a

box of tricks as a Christ-

mas present. The boy

dips into the first, breaks most of the second,

and eventually decides that, as a hobby,

conjuring is inferior to white mice.

I caught the fever suddenly, but I did not

get it from the first conjurer I ever saw.

I remember that I enjoyed his performance,

but when he had finished I did not go away and

in secret try to imitate it. But one day,

while strolling along Oxford Street, I saw an

egg in a shop window, and above the egg

was this notice : " This egg will disappear.

One shilling."

â�¢9tK

" I RESOLVED TO BUY THAT EGG.

That did it. I resolved I would buy that

egg ; but first, having Scottish blood in my

veins, I determined I would make sure of

getting my money's worth. In other words.

I wanted to see the egg vanish before I parted

with my shilling. I was satisfied, and left

that shop with my first trick.

Afterwards I used to haunt that shop.'

When money was scarce I had to be content

with studying the windows, and most fascinat-

ing I found them. When I was able to go

inside my happiness was

complete. One day,

after I had been into

the shop, I was accosted

by a stranger in the

middle of Oxford Street.

I suppose he must have

noticed my frequent

visits to the shop where

tricks were sold, for

he stopped me on the

refuge in the middle of

the street and said:

" You're fond of tricks.

JT"~ // aren't you ? I can show

you a good one."

Then and there, on

the refuge in the middle

of Oxford Street,he pro-

duced a glass of water

and asked me to hold

it. He took a penny,

threw a handkerchief

over it, and asked me

tohold the pennyin such

a way that the hand-

kerchief covered the glass of water. He then

directed me to drop the penny into the glass

of water. I did so, but when I looked into

the glass the penny had" disappeared.

I expressed my admiration, and the con-

jurer expressed his desire for money. He

wanted one shilling for the trick. I explained

that I had spent nearly all my money ; I

possessed fourpence. The conjurer seemed

suddenly to lose his enthusiasm for his art.

Couldn't I make it sixpence ? I replied that,

not being a conjurer yetâ��I remember that
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I emphasized the " yet"â��I could not. In the

end he agreed to sell .ne the secret of the

trick for fourpence. He declined to throw in

the apparatus for that sum. I parted with

my last penny, and learned that the mira-

culous effect I had witnessed was produced

"THEN AND THKKK, ON IHK KKFUOK IN THK MIDI

PRODUCED A GLASS OF WATER AND ASKED

by the secret substitution of a little round

piece of glass for the penny under the hand-

kerchief. It was the glass which, all unknow-

ing, I had dropped into the water, and so the

penny had disappeared.

After that, all my waking thoughts and

most of my dreaming ones were of conjuring.

One day I was taken to a bazaar, and a palmist

told my fortune. She prophesied that I

should become the proprietor of a theatre

in the West-endâ��a place with a lot of lights

in Trent of it. The theatre which she saw

in the lines of my hand was not an ordinary

theatre, where plays were performed; in

short, she gave a rough description of St.

George's Hall, as it now is. At that time I had

not had one thought of ever earning my living

as I do now. Let me add that the palmist

did not quite hit the mark, for I am not the

sole proprietor of St. George's Hall, but the

managing director.

I soon discovered that, in order to get

complete satisfaction out of conjuring, one

has to have audiencesâ��the more the better.

Having worn out the patience of the family

circle, I looked about me for larger audiences.

I found them at Sunday-school teas, bazaars,

concerts, and other places, and I suppose I

must have per-

formed hundreds

of times solely for

the pleasure my

own performance

gave me. But there

came a day when

I resented being

called an amateur.

I did not know

Ihen what I know

nowâ��that the per-

formance of an

amateur conjurer

is not necessarily

inferior to that of

a professional, for

some of the best

tricks have been

invented by ama-

teurs, and some of

the best conjurers

are amateurs.

However, I, a

mere boy, wanted

to be a professional

conjurer, so I en-

gaged a small hall

and announced, by

means of a written

notice on the door,

that I would give a reward of a thousand

pounds to anyoneâ��man, woman, or childâ��

who found the doors of that hall closed at

half-past seven in the evening. Front seats

were twopence, back seats a penny, and I

guaranteed a change of programme every

Saturday. My performances were given only

on Saturday evenings.

That guarantee as to the change of pro-

gramme was my undoing. My chief trick

was the magical production of a large hot

pudding, which I cut up and distributed

among the front seatsâ��much to the disgust

of the back seats. This trick was so successful

from my own point of viewâ��it was easy, and

it took up a lot of timeâ��that I repeated it

each Saturday evening. My audience com-

plained, when they had seen the sixth hot

pudding, that I was not acting fairly by

them, as I had guaranteed a change of pro-

gramme each Saturday. The obvious reply

to this was that, as the pudding was renewed

>LE OK OXFORD STREET, HK

ME TO HOLD IT."
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each Saturday, the programme was therefore

changed. The reply was quite as unsatis-

factory as the pudding to my audienceâ��and

then my troubles began.

The truth was, as the audiences became

thinner the number of plums in each pudding

was diminished. Eventually, one Saturday

night, my front seats discovered that, although

the hot pudding was uneatable, it could be

broken up into small pieces and used as

ammunition. The first boy to receive a

piece of my hot pudding on the bridge of

his nose told the thrower that he was breaking

the rules of the game by using stones. When

the injured urchin found what damage could

A 1'RL.li 1-IGH1 WITH Lin'LB I'lliCKS OF HOT I'l'DUINLi AS AMMUNITION."

be inflicted by one small piece of my pudding

he booked two seats for the following Satur-

day's performance, and announced that he

would bring his big brother with him.

My first venture as a professional conjurer

was coming to a close. On the following

Saturday I was invited by the front seats to

begin with the hot pudding trick and to

leave out the rest. It seemed an inartistic

thing to doâ��so suspiciously like being paid

not to conjure. But numbers were too many

for me, and I had to obey my audience.

Every Saturday night after that those boys

came to my little hall with the sole object

of having a free fight with little pieces of hot

ludding as ammunition. It was usually

rather a sticky pudding, and therefore at the

close of the performance the walls of the hall

would be decorated with bits of pudding.

These were so adhesive that the hall-keeper

demanded an increase in his wages for the

extra work involved in clearing up after my

performance. After that my first season as a

professional conjurer closed abruptly.

My first professional engagement at a

private house brought me half a guinea. I

think I may be justly proud of the fact that

I have since been offered a fee of eighteen

thousand pounds for one year's work at

music-halls. I did not accept the offer,

partly because the audiences at St. George's

Hall expect to see

me there for part of

the year.

Being a very am-

bitious conjurer, I

resolved â�� long be-

fore I had had suf-

ficient experience foi

the work â�� to pre-

sent the vanishing

lady illusion. I de-

vised my own version

of it, and employed

two ladies exactly

alike. They gave me

a lot of trouble, be-

cause sometimes an

anonymous admirer

would leave a box

of chocolates at the

stage-door for " the

vanishing lady," and

then the two ladies

would call me in, and

they would both ask

at the same time :

"Are n't these

chocolates meant

for me ? " But that little difficulty was

nothing to the one they caused during a

certain performance. I must explain that it

was the duty of one lady to vanish mys-

teriously from the stage. In reply to my

agonized inquiry : " Where are you ? Where

are you ? " the other " vanishing lady "

would pop up her head in the gallery and

reply : " Here I am, in the gallery ! " On

the fateful night to which 1 refer the first

lady did not vanish, but the second lady, not

knowing that there had been a little accident

to my apparatus, appeared in the gallery

and, to the surprise of the whole house,

including the conjurer, exclaimed : " Here

I am, in the gallery ! "
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crowns were real half-crowns. I used to

It is on an occasion like this that a

conjurer makes up his mind that, after all. overhear whispers of this kind :â��

any other occupation in life would be easier. " Can't be a good one."

Five minutes afterwards, if he is a real con-

jurer, he will determine that at any rate

it shall never be possible for that mistake

to occur again.

Probably it is because no conjurer is

expected to tell the truthâ��I mean, of

course, when he is on the stageâ��that I

have occasionally found a difficulty in

getting people to take me seriously. Some

years ago, when I used to perform the

money-catching trickâ��in which the per-

former " finds " money floating about in

the air, or reposing in old men's beards

or old ladies' bonnets, or other impossible

places â�� I made a point of using real

half-crowns. Sometimes â�� and always

solely for the advantage of the advertise-

ment that the action gave meâ��I would

" find " a few half-crowns among the

" He said it was."

" Well, let's change it, anyhow."

- . - - ^

"THE FIRST LADY DID NOT VANISH."

audience and " return" them to their

" owners." But I seldom succeeded at the

first attempt in persuading the audience or

the recipients of my money that the half-

V91. xljv.â�� 91.

'THE SECOND LADY APPEARED IN

THE GALLERY.''

" It'll do for church."

" The bank will tell you."

" Try it at the booking-office

when they're in a hurry."

And so on.

On the other hand, I have occa-

sionally found a difficulty in mak-

ing people understand that they

should not take me at my word

when, obviously to my mind, I am

attempting a little joke. Thus,

sometimes when I have wanted to

borrow a watch from a member

of the audience for the purpose

of a trick, I have said, jokingly,

to the owner :â��

" Perhaps you wouldn't mind

throwing it on the stage ; it will

save you time."

On more than one occasion the

watch has been thrown on the

stage, and it has come .down with

a thud on the boards, and I have

. -_-, been expected to restore it magic-

ally at the end of the trick. I

have often thought what a fine

trick that would be, but I have not yet

decided on the best way to do it.

Sometimes, however, when a mistake is

made at a performance the conjurer is the
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" CAN'T BE A I;OOD ONE.

culprit. I believe that when I was engaged

in the pleasant occupation known as " obtain-

ing experience " I made most of the mistakes

that a conjurer can make. Once I inadver-

tently loaded a pistol with blasting powder

in place of the ordinary gunpowder, and

peppered the face of my volunteer assistant.

He shrieked, and the audience thought that

it was a good joke and all part of the per-

formance, and they roared with laughter.

But I didn't.

Other mishaps occur to me. The bows of

borrowed watches have come off while the

watches have been passed by me through

the various stages of a trick. Watches have

been dropped by volunteer assistants, and I

have been blamed for using such " clumsy

confederates." (I have never used a con-

federate of any kind.) On one occasion a

wedding-ring which I had borrowed fora

trick from a dear old lady got lost in most

mysterious fashion. It disappeared in the way

I desired, at the commencement of the trick,

but when I was about to bring the trick to a

brilliant finish the ring was not there ! The

ladyâ��a widowâ��was painfully distressed. So

was I. A friend with her assured her that it

was only my joke, and that I should find

the ring somewhere else presently. At that

moment I had no idea where the ring could

be, but I assured the old lady that it could

not be far away, that it had probably fallen

on the floor, and that if she would wait after

the performance was over I would have the

hall carefully searched. It was not a brilliant

finish to a trick,

but e\xn now I

know of no other

ending that could

have been used on

the spur of the

moment. Eventu-

ally the ring was

found wedged be-

tween the boards

of the hall. It was

a very thin ring,

and it had slipped

out of the parcel

in which I had

secretly placed it.

It has been

truly said that the

best test of a con-

jurer is to be had

when something

has "gone wrong"

in a trick and he

has to bring it

to an end different from the customary' one.

A good, smooth performance is, to a certain

s â�¢

"THE WATCH HAS COMK HOWN WITH A THUD

ON THE BOARDS,"
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" I I'EPl'EKKI) THE FACK OF MY VOLUNTEER ASSISTANT."

extent, a matter of habit, but when an

" accident" happens the conjurer has to

think quickly. Sometimes the conjurer can

see the " accident" in the distance, in time

to prevent the audience from noticing it,

but sometimes the " accident " comes upon

the performer very suddenly. For instance,

once or twice, in the middle of a trick, I have

been made suddenly aware of the fact that

the two rabbits which my man has bought

for my perform-

ance have not

been of the usual

tame variety, but

of the wild kind,

with the homing

instinct strongly

developed ! In-

deed, it has been

the rabbits' evi-

dent desire to

return to their

native haunts and

to go there and

thenâ��and quickly

â��t hat has

troubled me.

Interruptions

during a perform-

ance help to sad-

den the life of the

young conjurer.

As he gets on in

his work he is not

troubled much by

interruptions,because public

places of amusement are

conducted in an orderly

manner; but at Sunday

schools, village halls, and

such places, the number of

young people prepared to

interrupt the conjurer is

usually out of all proportion

to the number of people

who have the unpleasant

job of trying to keep order.

When a young conjurer,

performing at such & place,

causes anything, from a

sixpence to a cannon-ball,

to vanish more or less mys-

teriously, the cry is always,

" It's up his sleeve." The

average boy believes that

if a trick is not done in that

way, then there are only two

other possible explanations;

one is " wires," the other " a

secret spring." I remember once, when I

was very young, being so nettled with the cry

of " Up his sleeve " that I foolishly allowed

myself to be drawn into an argument with

my audienceâ��a thing which no conjurer

should ever dream of doingâ��and, to prove

that the trick could not he done that way, I

rolled up my sleeves. Hardly had I done so

when I heard an old lady exclaim that she

had " got it "â��my arms were false arms !

"A FRIEND WJTH HER ASSURED HER THAT IT WAS ONLY MY JOKE,"
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The audience took up the cry of " false arms ! "

â��and I gave up the task of trying to con-

vince them that the trick was a much better

one than they considered it to be.

But let us get away from mishaps and

accidents and youthful mistakes.

I suppose only a conjurer can really appre-

ciate the fact that any performance is

improved by a little music. Many years ago,

at a Sunday-school, I was asked if I would

like to have a little music between my tricks.

I gladly accepted the offer, but. unfortunately,

no one could play the village pianoâ��or any

other piano, for the matter of that. But a

kindly old gentleman said that he would come

to my assistance with a little music. At the per-

formance he produced an instrument which he

said was an " organette." I have never seen

one since ; it was a kind of automatic har-

monium of a small size. The old gentleman

started it after I had produced a large Union

Jack, and I was somewhat surprised to hear

the organette groan out a hymnâ��the " Old

Hundredth." It gave us two verses of that.

'A KABB1T WI11I THK HOMIM! INSTINCT.''

Then I did my watch and rabbit trick, and

the organette played " The March of the Men

of Harlech." It seemed rather inappro-

priate, but not more so than during the rest

of my performance. It played the march

half-a-dozen times afterwards during the

evening. The hymn and the march were the

only two tunes the organette could produce.

Every conjurer knows that, in one sense, a

trick may be too good ; I mean a trick in

which the problem is so puzzling that the

audience are left without the slightest clue

to its solution. A trick of this kind never

wins the loudest applause immediately it is

over, because the audience are too puzzled

to express their appreciation of what they

have seen until they have had a moment or

two in which to think it over. (I do not say

that they always arrive at the right solution

even then, but possibly they may think they

do !) It is rather unusual, however, to have

a trick which is far too good for one individual

member of the audience. I recall such a

trick. It was an average good trick with a

slate and some numbered cards, and after I

had performed it one night I was quite

unconscious of the fact that the trick had

been much too good for a lady in the audience.

I discovered that fact two days afterwards.

A man called on me in the morning and asked

if 1 gave lessons in conjuring. At that

time I did, but now, when I am asked that,

I direct the questioner to an old pupil of

mine who understands my methods and is

very patient !

â��, The man seemed pleased

that I taught conjuring.

He asked for particulars

about my fee, the time it

\vould take to learn, and

so on, and then finally

stuttered out that he had

been making all those in-

quiries on behalf of his

wife. Then he took me

into his confidence. He

told me that his w:ife was

delicate, and that she had

been so puzzled by my

slate trick,'which she had

seen three evenings before,

that she had not been

able to sleep. She was

suffering from " nerves,"

and her husband felt sure

that her health would be

seriously injured if she did

not know the secret of

that trick ; she could

think of nothing else. I satisfied the lady's

curiosity, and in so doing earned her husband's

gratitude.

I come now to the story of a performance

which I did not give. I am honestly proud of

the fact that I was chosen to appear at the

recent Royal Command Performance at the

Palace Theatre, and so I make no apology

for reminding my readers of that fact. I do

so because, unknown to the public, that
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performance had a sequel. It took plaee on a

Monday evening. On the following Friday

there came an inquiry at St. George's Hall.

I was requested to perform at Queen

Alexandra's Garden Party at Marlborough

House on the following day. Now, as it

happened. I had decided to take a short

holiday, and had inconsiderately not told

anyone my address. The staff at St. George's

Hall knew that

I was " some- â�¢ ,

where in Nor-

folk," and so

they set to work,

with telegraph

and telephone,

to find me for

the Royal garden

party. Country

policemen were

"called up."

Telegrams were

sent to hotels

and garages.

And all the time

I was trundling

about the coast

of Norfolk in

my car, and

searching for the

ideal cottage in

which to spend

a quiet holiday.

I found it at

last at.East Run-

ton. In the

evening, all un-

conscious of the fact that during the day

a shower of telegrams about me had

descended on that part of the county, my

wife went into the village shop to make

some purchases. She loaded herself with

small parcels, but there were some things

which she could not carry, and she gave her

name and address to the shopkeeper. He

stepped back in astonishment.

" Mrs. Devant ? " he asked.

My wife spelt it out for him.

" Mrs. David Devant ? " he repeated.

My wife admitted it.

" Then," said he, " I may tell you that the

police are asking for your husband ! "

My wife, murmuring something about " At

last!" and "What I've always expected!"

dropped all her parcels (none of which was

paid for), and sank back into a chair.

At that moment I came in. A hurried

explanation, and then I talked to St. George's

Hall; but the staff had not found me in

time, for the programmes had had to be

printed that afternoon, and therefore without

my nameâ��to my great regret.

But the incident rather spoilt my .quiet

holiday by the sea. I was pointed at in the

village. Children directed other children's

THE POLICE ARE ASKING I OK YOUK HUSHAM) !

attention to the man who " did things " and

received Royal commands to do them.

Much was obviously expected of me; I

believe that even my morning swim was

watched because the watchers thought that I

must have some magical method for cutting

my way through the water. I fear that I

disappointed everyone, and I daresay that

they now regret the time they wasted in

looking at a man who swam, lazed, and

played golf in the ordinary way (very

ordinary as regards the golf). In that case,

and if any of those nice persons are read-

ing this, I can assure them that the regrets

they felt when they discovered that I was very

ordinary were as nothing compared to those

I experienced when I discovered that I had

just missed giving two Royal command

performances in one week.

Next month Mr, Devant will contribute an article givinp an account of so*ne of the most famous

illusions produced at St. George's Hall,
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I.

HIRLSTONE opened the door

with his latch-key and passed

into the lighted hall. After

the fog and sleet outside the

warmth of his own house

struck pleasantly.

Removing his overcoat, he

paused a moment to hold his hands to

the fire. The light of the blazing logs dis-

closed on his face overmuch stress and anxiety

for so young a man. There were lines on

the forehead and at the corners of the mouth

that had no business to be there. The house

seemed abnormally quiet. It was one of

those well-regulated establishments where

every sound is deadened with thick carpets

and draperiesâ��a house which anyone enter-

ing for the first time would know instinctively

contained no children.

Thirlstone raised his head and listened.

Then, his fingers pulling at his collar as if its

pressure stifled him, he walked along the hall

in the direction of his wife's sitting-room.

There was no need to switch on the light.

A bright fire burned in the grate, disclosing

every corner of the quaintly-shaped white

room.

She was not there, but drawn up perilously

near the hearth was her favourite chair, a

low one covered with dull rose brocade, and

lying on it the book she had been reading.

He rolled the chair away, and as he did so

saw beside it a wisp of cambric and laceâ��one

of the tiny handkerchiefs women affect in

these days of no pockets. Thirlstone stooped

and picked it up, holding it between his

fingers. The faint perfume of it stole

towards him insidiously, seeming to bring

her presence so 'near that involuntarily he

turned to look at the door which stood ajar.

He held the soft morsel for a moment

longer, then placed it on a table close by, his

fingers lingering on it as if loath to let it go.

He glanced at himself in the mirror over the

hearth, the light from below throwing into

relief all the hollows in his face. Even to

himself the melancholy and pain of it struck

home. He straightened himself, walking

towards the door ; then, returning, as if half

ashamed, took up the fragment of cambric

and put it in his breast pocket with a care

that told its own story.

As he went into the hall again a current

of cold air came towards him. His wife

stood there, searching in her wrist-bag for

the cab-fare.

" Go in out of the cold," said Thirlstone ;

" I'll pay him."

He did so, and found her preparing to go

upstairs. Half-way she turned at the sound

of the closing door, glancing back at him over

her shoulder. Her beauty, as usual, arrested

his attention, bringing in its train a tragedy

of longing and heart-ache as he looked at the

long, slim figure in its velvet gown, the soft

black of the fox-furs outlining the lovely-

pallor of her face, a sweep of dark hair under

the sharply-turned-up hat-brim.

There was that in his glance which held her

for a moment motionless ; then, with a little

nod of thanks, she turned to mount the few

remaining stairs, but thoughtfully, as if

something in the atmosphere puzzled her.

Her long, fine hand lay on the banister,

gloveless, wearing the rings he had given her

a year agoâ��the plain gold one, a cluster of

diamonds, a superb emerald. Thirlstone's

eyes passed from them to her face.

" I should like to talk to you for a little

while," he said, making no attempt to follow

her. " Will you come down ? "

She consulted the watch upon her wrist.

" Will it do to-morrow ? I have hardly

more than time to dress for the Enderbys'

dinner and dance."

" I would rather tell you to-night."

" Then come upstairs to my room. I can

take off my hat while listening. It will save

time."

She went on again, giving him no oppor-

tunity to refuse, and, pushing open the door,

turned on the light, showing all the luxury

with which she had surrounded herself. A

fire burned in the grate, its light glimmering

over the lace-edged counterpane where her

evening dress lay outspread, and on the

dressing-table littered with toilet requisites

extravagantly fine. And faintly, delicately,

over all, lay the perfume she usedâ��evanescent,

exquisiteâ��like herself. She put her hand

towards the bell, then drew it away again.
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" I will not ring yet. Tell me what you

want to sayâ��only please be quick."

Thirlstone, leaning against the mantel-

piece, laughed under his breath, and she

turned a surprised look on him.

" Does it ever occur to you that we hardly

see one anotherâ��that all your friends have

more intercourse

with you than I ?

You tell me to

hurry when I ex-

press a wish to

have a few

moments' talk

with you."

She drew her

delicate brows

together, faintly-

protesting.

"If that is

all "

Thirlstone pulled

himself together

with an effort, his

face deadly pale.

" It is not all.

I want to speak

to you about our

affairs."

Her hands were

at her hatpins.

One she could not

find. He stooped

and put his fingers

amongst the soft

masses of feather

and drew it out.

Then, very care-

fully, he removed

the hat and laid

it on the table

near. It was the

first time he had

been permitted to

do so intimate an

act for her. His

pulses beatheavily,

and his anger died

away, giving place

to an intolerable and overmastering pain.

His eyes lingered on the silken wonder of

her hair ; he had fallen in love with that

first, he remembered, and with her eyes,

dark eyes, so capable of love, but always

â��to him, at leastâ��so cold.

She looked at the clock on the mantelpiece,

and his glance followed. She was longing to

be rid of him.

" I am sorry to have to tell you that we

cannot go on living at the rate we are living

now. I have made a few unfortunate

investments lately, and we must retrench "

She gave a faint, incredulous smile.

" But all husbands say that to their wives

from time to time, don't they ? My married

friends tell me so."

TEI.L ME WHAT YOU WANT TO SAYâ��ONLY 1'I.KASE UK i.H'ICK."

He looked down at her, his face flushing a

dull red.

" That is an altogether uncalled-for remark.

Have I ever denied you anything, in reason

or out of it ? Surely you have all the luxuries

you need " His voice broke off, and when

he spoke again his tone was quieter, though a

tense passion vibrated it. " I thought that

perhaps in time I'd make you care for meâ��I

was fool enough to imagine that love could
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be bought with jewels and laces and gewgaws.

Love /" He dropped suddenly into a

big chair beside the hearth, his head lowered,

his hands gripping the arms until they creaked

under the strain. " What do you know of

loveâ��its sacrifices, its longings, its intolerable

blending of heaven and hell ? "

She gave a low sound of protest.

" You knew I did not care for you. You

married with your eyes open. It was in the

bond, remember ; you promised "

He raised his head, his face hardening.

" That cursed agreement ! You have held

me to it, body and soul. All I can say, all

I can do. is nothing to you. It can't go on.

I thought at one time that, so long as I had

you near me, simply and solely by giving

you all you wanted, it would be enough ;

but it is not. We have drifted farther apart

each day. You hardly tolerate me. This

house is no home for either of usâ��just an

hotel where we sleep and dress and occa-

sionally eat ! Why go through the farce of

keeping it up ? "

Her eyes went round the room. There

were rare things in itâ��things other people

did not possessâ��and she had grown accus-

tomed to them; they had become part of

her existence. But pride kept her silent.

" I have been thinking things over for

weeks," resumed Thirlstone. " I might go

on in the same way for a while, keep my

remaining hold on you by getting money out

of people ready and willing to be imposed

upon ; there are thousands of such swindled

every dayâ��I could do it easily enough. But,

anxious as I am to gain your good opinion, I

don't mean to get it by cheatingâ��

She raised her head, eyes dilated.

" How dare you ? "

He laughed, the brute that is in most men

uppermost.

" I've tried everything else to win you.

Heavens, you'll never know what I've suffered

in the last few weeks, fighting against the

temptation to keep you at all costs ! "

He rose and turned to goâ��a tall man, not

handsome, perhaps, but possessing a certain

distinction and force. She leaned back in the

shade of an old banner-screen hanging between

her and the fire, where he could not see her

face.

" Tell me a little more of your plans before

you go."

He came back a pace or two, looming over

her.

" There is nothing, I think, that need

touch you beyond the giving up of the house.

In any case, you were going on a round of

visits ; make them a little longer than you

intended. The house and its contents can

be put up for sale, if possible just as they

stand. Mosenstein, I believe, would catch

at the opportunity."

" Mosenstein! That man and his vulgar

little wife! "

" What difference does it make ? I shall

put a reserve on the place and sell it, lock,

stock, and barrel. Mosenstein's money is as

good as another's."

Her glance wandered round the room

again. In that wardrobe over there would

hang Mrs. Mosenstein's costly gowns ; the

mirror she prized would reflect Mrs. Mosen-

stein's plebeian features, and here, where she

sat, would sit Mrs. Mosenstein in due course.

The thought stung her, and, more than all,

the knowledge that the man standing near

her did not care. She sat motionless for a

moment.

" And afterwards ? "

" Afterwards ? "

" When I come back from my round of

visits and from abroad ? What happens

then ? "

He made a gesture with his hand as if

dismissing the problem.

" Time enough to consider that."

" You are cruel."

She spoke in a low tone, turning her head

aside, though the little banner-screen cast her

face into shadow.

He came a little nearer, the firelight full on

his face. For the first time she noticed the

hollows at his temples, the deep line between

the eyes. It was the face of a man young in

years, grown tired and disillusioned. His

face had changed at her accusation, softening

indescribably.

" Cruel ? I don't mean to be. Perhaps

it is not altogether your fault that you have

not the home-making instinct. I thought

at firstâ��well, never mind, Christine, it is over

and done with. We have the house here,

but we are really homeless, you and I, so why

regret giving it up ? Four walls and a house-

ful of furnituie do not make a home. We

have never between us created the spirit,

the atmosphere that makes one, and if we

go on living here for fifty years I think we

never shall. And yet "â��he glanced into the

shadows where she satâ��" under other con-

ditions I can imagine you an ideal home-

maker, with all your coldness swept away by

love of husband andâ��and children." He

drew a long breath. " It's not your fault,

perhaps, you are like the princess in the

fairy-tale, who had a little block of ice for a
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heart. It might have melted under the love

of the right man, but you've married the wrong

one. All we can do is to make the best of

our lives, and if we play our parts well, who is

to know how far apart we are ? I could not

bear to have you talked about in any way.

You are to me, and always will be, the most

wonderful woman in the world. Only I think

God made you

without a heart."

The door swung

open and closed

again. She heard

another door

had given her most of her valuables. She

had been poor when she married him, and

the poverty that goes with good birth is hard

to bear. She had soon learned to spend the

money he lavished upon her with full hands.

More than once she had exceeded her allow-

ance, and he had signed cheques without

demur. He had been at her feet, glad of a

word, of a glance,

of a cold cheek

offered to him in

salutation. Once he

had lost his head

â��she remembered

farther along the

corridor shut very

quietly, but still she

sat there, motion-

less. She had not

imagined him cap-

able of such ideas, such eloquence. He was

a silent man for the most part, and she had

never taken the trouble to probe the depths

within, while he

She started to her feet and began to dress,

her fingers shaking a little as she unclasped

her brooch. He had given it to her, as he

Vol. xliv.-62.

THE MIRROR REFLECTED A VERY BEAUTIFUL WOMAN.

the fierceness of his

kisses, the way his

arms held her, the

roughness of his

embrace that yet

was mingled with

a curious, deep tenderness. But that was

in the early days, long ago, before she had

tired him out. She slipped from her frock

and put on a silk wrapper, taking down her

hair and beginning to brush and twist it up.

She had never been one to cryâ��she did not

cry now. But her eyes burned in hpr small,
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pale face, and there was a dull ache at her

throat. She had forgotten to ring, and was

ready, with che exception of her gown, when

the maid entered.

The mirror, of which Mrs. Mosenstein was

soon to be possessed, reflected a very beautiful

woman. She was in black and white, for

she never wore colours, and round her white

neck and shoulders hung a rope of pearls,

bought for her as the result of a boom in

rubber, or cotton, or copperâ��she did not

remember. The bandeau of pearls in her

hair was the result of another boom in some-

thing. She dismissed her maid and sat down

before the mirror, her elbows among the

littered extravagances, her chin on her palms.

With an inarticulate sound she rose, putting

her handkerchief to her eyes. Then, with a

kind of quiet deliberation, she removed her

pearls and the bandeau from her hair and,

going across the room, unlocked a cupboard

and took out a leather-covered case. In it

were other results of fortunate speculations.

She added them to the pearls, and, taking

the case in her hand, went out of the room.

Thirlstone generally dined at home, preferring

it to his club, though more often than not he

dined alone.

He sat at one end of the table now in soli-

tary state, rising as his wife came into the

room, and telling the servant to go.

" I will not keep you a moment," she said,

her voice, in the effort to control it, colder

than usual; " but I thoughtâ��I hoped "

" Yes ? "

Then he realized that she was holding

towards him her jewel-case.

" These are worth a great deal of money ;

perhaps they would tide you over your diffi-

culties. I shall be glad for you to sell them."

She looked down as she spoke, wishing she

could be more demonstrative.

He shook his head.

" I quite appreciate your kindness, but I

would not deprive you of them for the world.

I know how great a love you have for jewels,

and Iâ��can manage."

" Nevertheless, I should like you to have

them."

He shook his head, with an air of finality.

" Impossible ! They are yours entirely."

She looked up at him as if about to say

more, then changed her mind and went out

of the room.

When she passed down the steps to the

electric brougham she wore the pearls again

in her hair and round her neck. And all that

evening, through the laughter and music,

when she danced and when she talked, the

picture of that solitary figure sitting alone

at the end of a vista of white tablecloth

refused to be ousted from her mind.

II.

IT was between two visits that Christine

came up to town in order to change stations.

Her way took her near the house where she

had spent her year of married life. When

the cab was within a few yards of the house

she stopped it and got out.

" Wait here for a moment or two," she told

the man, and walked on quickly to the familiar

front door.

Already the house had an uncared-for air.

A thin film of dirt lay on the windows, the

brasses were dimmed to blackness, the blinds

all drawn. A huge board above her head

announced the house and contents for sale

by private treaty.

Christine stood for a moment looking up

at it, her hands clasped tightly together in

her muff. A solitude that was almost

unbearable held her in its grip. On either

side the houses were trim and well cared for ;

up the steps of one of them three children

ran, throwing snow at one another. Their

peals of laughter vibrated some chord in

Christine's heart. She stood there forlornly,

looking up at the windows of the house that

she had never tried to make a home. One

by one, very slowly, the tears rolled down her

cheeks. She turned and went towards the

cab again. Then, just as she reached it, an

inspiration came to her. There might still

be time. She sat erect, and into her eyes

came a gleam of hope that strengthened

every moment. She put her head from the

window and told the man to drive to an hotel

instead of to the station. She had often

stayed there before her marriage ; it was a

quiet one, where she was well known.

The offices of Standish, Bellamy, Bigge.

and Standish were situated in a quiet back-

water of the City.

Christine, alighting at the door, asked for

old Mr. Standish. She was at once conducted

to his room, though the senior partner rarely-

interviewed clients now, and came less often

to the office. He stood up from his writing-

table as she came slowly forward, looking

very lovely and owning an indefinable charm

rarer even than beauty.

She held out her hand, a smile on her lips, a

certain wistfulness in her eyes.

" You had my letter ? "

He bowed over her hand, a courtly gentle-

man of the old school.
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" It was for-

warded on to

me yesterday.

I came up this

morning on

purpose to see

you."

He drew a

chair for her

near the

bureau, and

she slipped the

fur stole from

her shoulders.

He wondered

if she was al-

ways so pale.

"I happened

to be passing

through town

the other day,

and my way

took me near

the house. I

see the boards

are already up

announcing

the sale of it

by private

treaty, with all

the contents."

The old man

bowed, his

eyes on her

face.

" I saw that

you were the

solicitors, and

I remembered

that you had

knownmyhus-

band for many

years."

" His father

and I were

friends of long

standing. I

have a great regard and respect for John

Thirlstone. He has fought his way through a

good many odds, as no doubt you have heard."

" No," said Christine, quietly, " I did not

know."

" Is that so ? He has good fighting quali-

ties, and I regret to hear that the home he

took such pleasure in getting together has to

go to the highest bidder. I had no idea that

City affairs had touched John so closely."

" You are mistaken in supposing that he is

sorry to dispose of the house," said Christine,

"SHE STOOD THERE FORLOR.NI.Y."

in a low tone. " I think he will be gladâ��

entirely apart from the money value."

The old man darted a glance at her from

under his beetling white brows. He had not

spent seventy years on earth, and almost

half a century of them in law, without having

experienced many family tragedies.

" On the contrary, Mrs. Thirlstone. he left

me with the impression that he felt the matter

acutely. He is greatly changed. Affairs in

the City have been strenuous of late. He

looked worn out."
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She let the remark pass.

" Has Mr. Mosenstein made a definite

offer for the house ? "

Old Mr. Standish leaned hack in his chair.

" He has made an offer, but it by no means

reaches the reserve price, and, though we

might allow a slight reduction, Mosenstein

wants to drive too hard a bargain. He

knows the house is full value, and the sum

asked would be a mere bagatelle to him. It

is sheer love of bargaining that makes him

hold out "â��the old man gave a contemptuous

laugh. " He comes here three or four times

a week and hagglesâ��not with me; I never

see himâ��but with my partners."

Christine sat with eyes lowered, listening.

Suddenly she raised them and looked full at

the speaker.

" Is Mr. Mosenstein's the only offer ? "

" Unfortunately, yes. at the moment.

The time of year is not good for disposing of

house property. No doubt in the New-

Year "

" There is no necessity to wait even so short

a time," said Christine, composedly. " I

have heard of another possible buyer."

Old Mr. Standish struck his hand on the

writing-table.

" Good ! I should be glad to sell from under

Mosenstein's grip. Are you at liberty to tell

us the probable purchaser's name ? "

" Yes," replied Christine, quietly. " It

is myself, Mr. Standish."

He twisted round in his chair to face her.

" You, Mrs. Thirlstone ! "

" 7," said Christine.

There was a pause ; then she leaned a

degree nearer to the amazed old man, the

coldness of her face giving way to warmth

of feeling. It had the effect of making her

look much youngerâ��the girl she was in years.

She fumbled in her leather bag and drew out

a slip of paper. It was a cheque.

" Will that be enough to buy the house

and all that is in it ? " she asked.

" More than enough."

She laughed. " Then you may tell Mr.

Mosenstein when next he calls that the house

has found a purchaser."

She put the cheque back into her bag.

" You are not bound to him in any way ? "

" We have told him all along that the highest

bidder gets the place. He was so sure of

getting it that he has not even asked us to

give him the first refusal at the reserve price."

Christine paused in the act of drawing on

her glove. Her eyes were reminiscent. " I

am on my way to pay this cheque into my

bank, Mr. Standish, and then I will draw one

out for you at the full reserve price. You

will make all necessary arrangements for the

transfer, and "â��she came nearerâ��" you will

keep my secret for a little whileâ��just a few

days ? More than you know depends on it.''

They were standing now facing one another.

Christine suddenly extended her hand, and

he took it and held it firmly.

" If I can be of any service to John Thirl-

stone's wife, tell me, and I am hers to com-

mand. I love John as my own son."

" Then you have heard, perhaps, that he

has not been happy latelyâ��in his home life ? "

The old man shook his head.

" He has been anxious about stocks and

shares, I know ; but he has never touched

upon other matters. John is like that. All

his fears were for you ; he seemed to put

himself into the backgroundâ��his tastes are

simple enough. He has always been a lonely

man. I was glad to hear of his marriageâ��

he needed a home."

Back to Christine's memory came the

thought of that solitary figure seated at the

end of a vista of white tablecloth dining alone.

She looked up at the old man's face, her grasp

tightening on the hand that still held her own.

" I should like to talk to you a little, if

you will let me, about John. Did you

mean what you said just nowâ��that if you

could be of service to John's wife you would ?

I have plans to carry out, and I want advice

badly, for fear they should go astray."

The old man smiled in his kindly way. " I

meant every word of it, and not only for

John's sake ; tell me just as much or as little

as you care toâ��I shall understand."

III.

" NOT Mosenstein ? " demanded Thirlstone,

pacing the old solicitor's room. " I thought

you said his was the only offer."

" At the time it was."

" He meant to have it."

The senior partner rubbed his hands.

" I know it, my dear John. If I had any

doubts before, I knew it the moment he

found he could not secure it. He has over-

reached himself for once. There was no

haggling on the part of the other purchaser

â��cash down, full reserve price. Mosenstein,

who is furious, told us definitely that he did

not mean to buy, when all the time the old

fox had every intention of doing so." He

darted a glance at Thirlstone's brooding face.

" Surely you did not want him to have it if

any other bid came along ? "

The younger man shrugged his shoulders.

" I called to ask you to withdraw."
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Mr. Standish nodded. "That's well. I

thought I could not be mistaken "

Thirlstone interrupted, speaking in a

hurried tone, as if labouring under some

embarrassment: " To tell you the truth,

Mr. Standish, I prefer to keep the house in

my own possession. Sinceâ��since I put the

matter into your hands "â��he paused, stam-

mering a little, and manifestly averse to

meeting the lawyer's eyesâ��" I found I could

not bear the thought of letting it go to

strangersâ��the thought that they would

inhabit the rooms where sheâ��where weâ��I

mean " He took a rapid turn up and

down the hearthrug. " Financial matters

are much better with me ; in short, I do not

choose to let the house go."

Mr. Standish lifted a marble paper-weight

with some deliberation and put it down again.

" Ah, that is a pity. The matter of the

house has been put through . the purchaser

was very keen on getting it a once."

" Put through ? " asked Thirlstone, his

hands clenched suddenly. Then he recol-

lected. " I have not signed the deed yet,

so that's all right, Mr. Standish."

" Our client will not think so," remarked

the lawyer, dryly. " We were to meet at the

house this afternoon to get your signature to

the deed, John; that's why I sent for you."

" Why not here ? " asked Thirlstone,

looking suddenly savage. " He's not in-

stalled there already, confound him ! "

" It was the desire of the purchaser."

Thirlstone looked into the fire.

" If I had been willing to keep to my

original intention I should not have signed

the place awayâ��there," he said, and walked

to the window.

The lawyer looked at his watch.

" Better get it over, John. To tell you the

truth, I rather shirk the job. Shall we send

for a taxi ? "

Thirlstone came back from his reverie.

" By all means."

Snow was falling as they went, melting

where it touched the muddy streets, but

powdering the trees and turf of the park

with austere and delicate beauty. Back to

Thirlstone's mind came the thought of the

girl he had married. It was just such another

day as this when they drove from the church

together, united by one bond, but separated

by another of their own making. She had

seemed part of the snow and the frost, that

beautiful bride of his, in her gleaming white

satin and lace. He had hoped Ah !

what had he not hoped ? The whirling ice

particles floated in at the half-lowered window

of the cab and blurred his vision. It was a

grey world within and without, but not so

grey since he had decided to hold the place

for his own. To lose it had seemed the one

intolerable thing. A house filled with chairs

and tables that had known her presence was

preferable to one that held no such recollection

of her.

The cab drew up at the house. A faint

excitement held him in its grip as they

mounted the steps. Involuntarily he put his

hand to his pocket. The lawyer took the key

from his own and put it into the other's hand.

" Open the door yourself, John."

Thirlstone felt no surprise that the hall

should strike warm and be brightly lighted,

that there should be an absence of dust and

airlessness customary to a house that has

been shut up for some weeks. It was all

supremely natural to find it as he had held it

in his thoughts.

He removed his great-coat, never noticing

that the lawyer retained his. The latter led

the way along the hall to the white room.

Thirlstone, an angry gleam in his eyes,

held back.

" Not there," he said. " I will not have a

business interview take place there."

" It was here we were to meet the pur-

chaser," said the old man, knocking.

Then he stood aside that Thirlstone might

enter, remaining outside himself and closing

the door.

The room was full of leaping firelight. It

shone on the white walls, on the frames of

the pictures, on the glass and polish of the

piano, bringing out a riot of colour and

cheerfulness.

There were flowers on the tables, in the tall

vases, on the mantelshelf, and over all the

surroundings was a fragrance, faint, indefin-

able, that went to Thirlstone's head and made

him reel. For between him and the hearth,

outlined in light, stood his wife. He imagined

her to be many miles away ; it could not be

herselfâ��it was a vision called forth by his

longing for her which had grown day by day.

He was unstrung, worn out with hard work,

anxiety, and want of sleep.

A hoarse cry broke from him ; he held

out his hands, then dropped them to his sides

again, and, staggering to a chair, flung his

arms across the table, his head upon them.

Out of the darkness that descended upon

him he heard an exclamation, felt her hand

touch his bowed head, andâ��thrice blessed

miracle !â��linger there. He was afraid to

stir; it was a dream from which he had no

desire to awaken.
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" HK IMAU1NKU IIKR TO UK MANY MILKS AWAY ; IT COULL) NOT BE HH.RSELF."

A sound broke the silence and he looked up.

She was cryingâ��Christine, who, in all his

recollection of her, had never shed a tear.

He sprang to his feet and took her in his

arms, half-doubtfully, until he realized that

she rested there content and drew more

closely into their shelter. The wonderful hair

he loved lay near his lips, her cheek was pressed

to his shoulder. She sobbed under her breath

like a child badly frightened. And, like a

child, she presently raised her face towards

him to be kissed.

Afterwards Thirlstone held her away from

him, speaking hurriedly.

"Christine, are you sure â�� guile sure?

I can't believe it

possible."

She clung to

him and, leaning

nearer, kissed him

of her own accord,

touching very

softly the lines

that she had

helped to bring to

his face. The tears

gathered again

and brimmed

over. He dried

them very

tenderly.

"What is it?

Tell me."

"It's my heart

of ice thawing, I

suppose," said

Christine, with a

quivering laugh,

"and in a wayâ��

it hurts. It began

a long time ago,

but you did not

seem to care. I

had tired you out,

and then that last

evening, when I

left you sitling

there quite alone

at the dining-

tablc, and I knew

I had helped to

ruin youâ��I was

wretched until I

sold the jewels you

had given me

and bought the

house for you

with your own

monev."

Thirlstone looked around him in bewilder-

ment.

" You! Then you are the purchaser!

And I came to tell you that you should not

have it, after allâ��that I could not bear to

let it go."

"Did you? Oh, John, did you? The

deed is over there. Shall we burn it and

begin again ? Make a home of it togetherâ��

a real home ? "

" Please God ! " said Thirlstone, rever-

ently, as, hand in hand, they watched

the legal parchment shrivel under the

heat and disappear in sparks up the

chimney.



No. I. A puff-ball a little over tour times the size oi a boy'i head.

The Record Growth-Maker.

The Giant Puff-Bali: A Mushroom Which Adds a Pound or More

to its \Veight in a Day.

By JOHN J. WARD, F.E.S.

UFF-BALLS are weird-looking

fungi which spring up unex-

pectedly on the lawn, the

golf - course, and in other

grassy situations. Some of

the larger kinds not infre-

quently surprise those who

meet with them ; especially is this the case

when the giant puff-ball is in question.

It is during the late months of the year

when this object is most frequently seen.

Perhaps we have taken a turn with the

lawn-mower in the early morning, and then

while crossing the lawn in the afternoon we

kick off a mushroom or toadstool growth a

little larger than a golf-ball, which is appa-

rently lying there, and give no further thought

to the matter. We have not realized that

the fungus had actually grown there since

we cut the grass in the morning. If, instead

of being broken off, it had been left for

a few days, and its subsequent growth

watched, it would probably have consider-

ably astonished its observer, who might then

have kicked at something of the dimensions

of a football, or even much larger.

Let us investigate what this weird object,

which almost visibly increases in size while

we watch it, really is. To put the matter

simply, a puff-ball is a species of mushroom

of rounded form, or one without " gills"

beneath its cap, differing essentially in this

feature from the common mushroom. The

latter bears beneath its cap a series of plates,

or " gills," and between which innumerable

reproductive spores are developed as the

mushroom matures, these being scattered

broadcast over the grass blades, and subse-

quently distributed farther afield by animal

agency.

The point, however, that we need to give

particular attention to here is that the

mushroom is not the plant; indeed, the

mushroom plant is a mass of extremely

delicate interwoven threads beneath the so;i

known as the mycelium, or, to the mushr
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cultivator, more familiarly as the spawn.

The mushroom itself (which arises from these

mycelium threads) may be regarded as the

" flowering " or reproductive portion of the

plant, which gives origin to the " seeds," or

spores.

Now, the puff-ball develops much in the

same manner as the common edible mush-

room, but, like that fungus, it has its likes and

dislikes. We may sow the mushroom spawn on

rich soil and offer it every encouragement,

but it does not follow by any means that we

shall be rewarded with a fruitful crop ; or, in

contrast to this, we may sometimes find that

a carelessly-sown spawn will provide an

abundant supply. It is safe to say that the

successful result depends purely on striking

a happy combination of those conditions of

temperature, moisture, and food material

On the golfing-ground referred to I had

several other puff-balls under my own observa-

tion, and, as I am not aware of any complete

records of the time occupied by these enormous

fungi in completing their growth, the stating

of a typical case may prove of interest.

It is a common statement in books dealing

with fungi that the giant puff-ball " sometimes

attains the size of a child's head." The

photograph in Fig. i shows very clearly that

it sometimes aspires to a much greater

accomplishment: indeed, just how large it

is possible for this species of puff-ball to grow

is a question to which there is no satis-

factory answer, and one which the numerous

readers of THE STRAND MAGAZINE might be

able to assist in answering, by measuring

large specimens with which they happen to

meet.*

No. 2. The puff-ball appears above

the toil.

No. 3. The puff-ball shown in Fig. 2.

when seven days old.

No. 4. On the tenth day it was Inll-

grown. It then measured forty-four inches

in circumference.

which the fungus loves best. The same

applies to both the mushroom and the puff-

ball when growing at large in the fields ; if

the conditions are perfectly adjusted, rapid

growth immediately takes place, otherwise

poor results are attained.

When the conditions for the growth of the

puff-ball are favourable it can perform some

astonishing developments. A golfing friend

recently brought to me a " toadstool"

(which was really a young giant puff-ball)

to inquire if it were possible for it to grow

while he played a round at golf ? It appeared

that just before commencing to play the

cutter was run over the green, but on starting

for a second round between three and four

hours later he discovered this fungus (as large

as a golf-ball) growing above the short grass.

Such growth was quite feasible. The

ground at the time was exceedingly moist

from many days of intermittent rains, and.

as I afterwards discovered, the soil was

extremely rich and favourable for puff-ball

growth. My golfing friend, therefore, was

doubtless correct in his surmise, although he

could scarcely believe his own observations

on the matter.

This species of puff-ball need not necessarily

be a giant; sometimes it is no larger than a

cricket-ball. In Fig. 2 an example is shown

just as it first appeared amongst the

grass-blades, and when about the size of a

walnut.

A week later it was a little larger than a

Rugby football, as shown in Fig. 3, and was

still rapidly growing. Between the ninth and

tenth days it attained its full growth (Fig. 4),

and then measured forty-four inches in cir-

cumference and stood eleven inches high.

For in warm weather these fungi may add

from one to two pounds to their weight in

the course of a day.

When the puff-ball reaches maturity it

very quickly assumes a water-logged con-

dition, the interior becoming like a mass of

jelly. If gathered at that stage a specimen

of the dimensions quoted might weigh

anything from seven to ten pounds, or even

more. Usually, however, they are not

gathered at this period of their history, for,

simultaneously with the development of this

* The Editor would be L'lad to receive records and photographs

of examples of greater dimensions than those referred to

in this article.
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saturated condition, they also produce a

powerful and repulsive smell, which makes

attack, to say the least of it, a plucky

undertaking. The puff-ball is not yet

ready to receive a kick from a passing

animal, which will puff into the atmosphere

No. 5. The puff-ball after one day's growth, and also after ten days' growth, shown m comparison wuh an ordinary loaf.

myriads of its reproductive spores; con-

sequently it remains more or less obnoxious

until its spores are ripe.

When about half-grown it provides a most

excellent breakfast-dish, even though the

family may be large. Indeed, its flavour is

said by connoisseurs of our various edible

fungi to be quite superior to that of ordinary

mushrooms. A highly-recommended method

of cooking is to cut in slices, peel off the outer

skin,and then, after dipping each slice in beaten

egg and sprinkling with bread-crumbs, to fry

in butter, adding a little salt and pepper.

This is a comparatively safe fungus to eat,

No. 6. The interior of the puff-ball shown on Ine right in Fig. 5.â��How did the

Sint*itone become embedded near the centre 1

Vol. xliv.â��63.

as its large size and smooth, kid-like skin

prevent it being confounded with any other

species. A word of warning is, however,

necessary. The puff-ball must be fresh.

When cut it should be of a creamy white

colour throughout. If any yellow patches or

marks appear, it has then passed the edible

stage, and should not be eaten.

A few days after its saturated and

obnoxious stage the puff-ball begins to

rapidly dry and lose weight. In Fig. 5

comparative examples are shown, together

with a two-pound loaf. The large example,

when fresh, weighed approximately eight

pounds. Five days

after it was cut its

weight was reduced to

five and a

quarter

pounds; a

fortnight

later still,

although

its size re-

in a in ed

almost the

same, it

was less

than half

a pound.

It is

obvious,

therefore,

that the

main con-

stituent of

a puff-ball is water. If

cut open when dry (Fig. 6)

the interior is seen to con-

sist of a dusty and felt-like

mass of a snuff colour, the
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soil. When the soil is dug up these minute threads,

even when aggregated in their thousands, are scarcely

noticeable. However, they are the vegetative part of

the puff-ball fungusâ��i.e., the puff-ball plant proper.

In Fig. 9 some of these threads are shown magnified

about two hundred and fifty diameters, and it is from

these delicate structures that the huge puff-ball arises.

In conclusion, we may again glance at the photo-

graph shown in Fig. 6, where a flint-stone will be

seen embedded near the centre.

No. 7. A mmute portion of the

fine threads and tiny spores of

which the interior of the huge puff-

ball is builtâ��highly magnified.

No. 8. When the puff-ball is touched n

" puffs" into the atmosphere millions of

tiny spores, which appear to the eye

like clouds of smoke. The numerous

spores shown here are hiahly magnified,

and would, together with their inter-

vening space, fit, with room to spare, in

the eye of a fine needle.

felt-like material, when

torn, giving out smoke-

like fumes, but which

are really myriads of

spores, separating from

the innumerable

threads amongst which

they have formed

(Fig. 7). The whole

structure, then consists

of nothing more than a

mass of extremely fine

and i n te rwoven

threads, intermixed

with billions of spores,

enclosed in a soft,

leather-like skin.

In the normal way

the skin becomes ruptured in several places, and

then, whenever the puff-ball is touched by a passing

animal, myriads of its spores are puffed like smoke

(Fig. 8) through the ruptures into the atmosphere.

So minute and light are the spores that, when once

in the air, they may remain there for several days

before again alighting. Not infrequently, too, the

whole puff-ball becomes detached, and is trundled

about the field by strong winds and animal agency,

dispersing its spores by myriads as it goes.

From the vast quantities of spores produced it

is obvious that their chances of survival, and repro-

duction of the species, are very small. Nevertheless,

an occasional spore does sometimes alight in a

favourable situation, and there this tiny atom of

living matter buds out a still more minute germ-

tube, but which rapidly increases in length, and

then branches in all directions, forming a delicate

film of greyish appearance amongst the particles of

Since the puff-ball

appears above the

soil as a roundish

knob completely

covered with a tight

skin, which simply

expands as the in-

ternal growth in-

creases, it is quite a

puzzle to explain

how the stone (which

is larger than the

puff-ball would be

when it first ap-

peared above the

soil) got there. It

is not a case of the

" toad in the rock" ;

No. 9. 1 he puff-ball plant proper. It n trom a mass of

these extremely delicate threads beneath the soil that the

giant puff-ball springs. They are shown here highly

magnified.

the skin of the puff-ball was intact

before it was cut through by the writer.

It was halved on a wooden table, the

stone being found clean and wet

occupying a distinct cavity near the

centre. It can scarcely be contended

that it came through the delicate

spawn-threads. How did it get there ?

Perhaps some of my readers may be

able to offer a plausible explanation.
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T was almost midnight. The

city of New York lay gasping.

The sky belied its dark, cool

blue, for it was like one enor-

mous sheet of heated armour-

plate. Across this expanse

the sullen sheet-lightnings

flashed at intervals. It was as though some

giant winked. Here, in this suffering region

of the East Side, there were also lightnings

from the earth, flung up by the passing

electric cars and trains. They splashed the

houses and streets with a greenish glare.

They drew lines of spurting and crackling

flame across the gigantic bridge that leaped

over the river into the nightâ��an August

night, broiling and unbearable, with its

simooms of fiery air.

The tenement in which Joseph Marsum, a

tailor in a sweat-shop, lived with his young

wife and baby, stood close to the new bridge.

When that monster viaduct cut its path

of steel diagonally between the huddled blocks

and houses, this five-storey tenement escaped

destruction by a single foot. One corner

almost touched the iron parapet. The

cornice overhung one of the ponderous main

cables which curved up to the top of the

mighty granite buttresses.

The fire-escapes were packed with mat-

tresses. The mattresses were covered with

prostrate human beings. On the balcony

at the third floor a man lay sprawling in an

attitude of utter exhaustion. He was a

swarthy man with dark ringlets and a small

black moustache. In his ears there were

little hoops of gold. Beside him lay coiled

a dark object, which at first glance appeared

to be a dog. But when it stirred and thrust

out its paws the creature resolved itself into

a large monkey. There was a collar about its

neck ; from this hung a long, bright chain.

It was Minta, the faithful comrade and

partner of 'Sandro Prelli, the organ-grinder

â��the bare, shaggy man who lay coiled on the

mattress like one long dead.

From the skies immediately overhead

there came the crying of a childâ��a thin,

sharp wailing that rose and sank in the hot,

stagnant air. Minta raised her head, her

sharp ears twitched ; she stood erect, with

curving tail. For her species she was un-

commonly large and strong. The cry that

came from above was a familiar cry to Minta.

She knew it well, and her heart responded

to its appeal. She clambered swiftly up the

fire-escape, dragging her tinkling chain,

and disappeared over the cornice of the

roof.

The roof was one vast bedroomâ��a welter

of half-naked human forms and white sheets

tossing in distress under the torrid heavens.

Nimbly Minta made her way into a corner,

where a young woman lay with a baby at

her side. It was Mrs. Marsum, wife of the

sweat-shop worker, and mother of the child.

She smiled as the monkey approached. The

little one and Minta had quickly become
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excellent friends. The monkey squatted

down, stretched out her little black paw, and

touched the child. Instantly the tiny thing

ceased its wailing and smiled up into Minta's

face. Minta rocked herself to and fro and

stroked the soft, half-naked body of the baby

boy. Limp, weary, and pale, Mrs. Marsum

lay motionless upon her pillow. So far she

had felt no jealousy of Minta.

Suddenly Minta sneezed and the baby

Among them was the thin and weedy Joseph

Marsum, bare-headed and dressed only in

shirt, trousers, and slippers. His tape-

measure fluttered from his shoulders.

" Fire ! Fire ! " came the shout.

A jet of flame shot from the rear of the

house and lighted up the adjoining wall.

The terrified people rushed for the doorâ��a

packed mass that jerked, pushed, and pounded

itself down the stairs.

"THE TINY THING CEASED ITS WAILING AND SMILKD UP INTO MINTA'S FACE."

coughed lightly. Mrs. Marsum woke from

her drowse. The other sleepers stirred and

sniffed. Was it growing hotter ? Was there

not a scent of smoke in the sweltering air ?

A violent uproar now came from below.

Several frantic men and women came burst-

ing through the door that led to the roof.

" Sarah, come ! " shouted Marsum to his

wife. " We must first save mother. You

must help me carry her out. Leave the baby

here. I will come back and get him."

The mother snatched up the child.

" No, no ! " she protested. " I will take

him now."
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" 1 tell you he is safer here ! I will come

back and get him," replied her husband.

" No; I will take him now/' she repeated.

He tore the child from her arms and placed

it on the mattress. Minta pressed close to

it and put her arms about it, with an impul-

sive, maternal gesture. The father and

mother went down to transport Marsum's

bedridden mother three storeys to the street

below. The halls and stairways were packed

with the terror-stricken tenants and littered

with their possessions. Only after a long delay-

were Marsum and his wife able to carry the

ponderous burden of his old mother to the

street. Then the little tailor rushed back

and attempted to reach the top floor and the

roof. A screen of flame threshed and roared

over the stair-well. Thick torrents of acrid

smoke rolled in his face. Blinded, choking,

gasping for air, Joseph Marsum fell back,

staggered down the stairs, and collapsed in

the arms of his agonized wife.

" My child ! my child ! " screamed the

mother, and tried to rush into the house.

Helmeted firemen barred her way. The

house was now a roaring cage of fire, every

window a furious furnace. The heat was

intolerable, the hissing streams from the hose-

pipes seemed to burn like oil. With scorched

faces and withered throats the crowd fell back.

The glare lit up the tall granite piers and

steel framework of the stupendous bridge.

A floor fell with a dull crash, and millions of

sparks sailed up to assault the skies, which

shook in the vibrating haze. Then the roof

fell, and soon the gutted building, a black

and reeking ruin, stood smoking and steaming

to the stars.

Marsum's young wife lay against the

granite base of one of the gigantic piers

under the roadway of the bridge, her head in

the lap of a neighbour woman. She kept

calling for her baby in a strange and hopeless

monotone. Beside her, gazing dully at her

surroundings, was Marsum's motherâ��an old

woman of enormous size, who wagged her

round head with its little black wig to and

fro. Marsum would kneel and stroke first

the forehead of his wife, then that of his

mother. His pinched face, with its thin,

straggling beard, looked worn and white.

'Sandro Prelli had rescued his organ from

the hallway of the house. Now he wandered

about disconsolately, searching for his beloved

Minta. But Minta, like the baby, had

vanished. An ambitious young reporter had

already begun to write a pathetic account of

how baby and monkey had perished together.

The night wore on. The crowd disappeared,

the cars and trains thundered less frequently

over the bridge. In the early morning hours

the burning summer air appeared to be stirred

by a cool wind. The terrible oppression of the

night was lifted, and when dawn came a

certain freshness fell over the stewing streets.

Ashen grey the light streamed from the skies.

The early morning traffic began to roll to and

fro. Then someone high up on the bridge

raised a shout that rang loud and clear over

all. Those who had taken shelter under the

bridge could see people staring and running

in the direction of this shout.

Joseph Marsum went with the rest, and

the act of his going was a mere mechanical

movement to keep his brain from sinking

into madness. His wife Sarah still lay against

the granite plinth, close to his patient mother,

with her vacant smile. She watched him lift

his pale face in the harsh cold light that fell

into the street beyond the overhang of the

bridge. She saw the expression of his features

change from despair to astonishment, from

astonishment to joy, and then from joy to

fear. He came running towards her.

" Sarah ! Sarah!" he screamed. " Mutter !

Our baby is alive ! "

The younger woman, flaccid and exhausted

a moment before, sprang to her feet, taut as

a spring. Her hair fell over her face, her eyes

blazed, her whole frame quivered.

" Where ? Where ? " she cried.

' The old mother clasped her hands and

muttered words of thanksgiving. Marsum

seized his wife by the arm. He led herâ��not

to where he had stood a moment before, but

to the steps that gave upon the incline of the

bridge. When they emerged upon the broad

approach Marsum pointed high into the air.

" See ! See ! On top of the column ! "

he exclaimed.

At first Sarah saw nothing. Then she cried

out, and extended her thin arms in a con-

vulsive, imploring gesture.

Far up, seated on the top of one of the

mighty piers which supported the tremendous

drag of the main cables, she saw a tiny black

object which held in its arms a tiny white one.

It was 'Sandro Prelli's monkey and her

own baby!

Minta sat motionless, close to the edge

of the capping, her toes clasping it, and held

the baby against her breastâ��like a mother.

The white, half-naked little body of the babe

was motionless, too. Fingers of ice clutched

Sarah Marsum's heart. Her child, after all,

was dead ! The shriek that rose in her throat

ebbed strangling into a sob.

A crowd began to gather on the bridge and
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in the street below. Heads were thrust from

all the visible windows. A gust of wonder

and horror swept over the people. Close to

the long curve of the thick-girthed main

cables the black, naked walls of the tenement

building reared aloft. Minta, with the baby

in her arms, had leaped from the cornice of the

blazing house to the thick steel cylinder.

Then she had clambered up this to the top

of the great stone pier where she now sat,

the mite of humanity she had learned to

love clasped tightly in her arms.

A dozen plans for rescuing the child were

excitedly made. A young lineman offered to

climb to the top of the buttress and bring

down the child. He began walking up on the

huge iron-cased cables, holding fast by the

two wire ropes that ran above it like two rails.

Higher and higher he wentâ��the slope grew

steeper at every step. From below he re-

sembled some two-legged spider crawling

along a curved twig. As he neared the top

a shout went up from the crowd. But it was

not a shout of joy, but of terror. Minta had

observed the human monkey below steadily

climbing higher. She rose, half crouching,

and peered over into the abyss. She bared

her teeth in a snarl. Perhaps the old instinct

overcame her, as when, cowering in a banyan

tree, she had glared down at the hunters who

came to seize her and her hairy offspring.

Her whole attitude bristled with defence and

indignation. She mouthed at the sea of faces

beneath herâ��white, frenzied faces, staring

eyes, and open mouths from which came a

storm of shouts and cries.

From the top of the soaring buttress of

stone another sound now fell over the tumult

and the crowdâ��a shrill, piercing wail, an

infant's cry. The baby lived ! Wildly the

crowd cheered and yelled. Minta put up her

tiny black hand and stroked the child, and its

crying ceased.

" Come back ! Come back ! " yelled the

spectators. The lineman hesitated, then crept

slowly down.

It was useless to attempt to rescue the

child in that way. The jealous and terrified

animal would have fought like a demonâ��or

like a motherâ��for its treasure. Or, as is the

habit of monkeys, tossed what it had been

holding high into the air.

" The animal must be hungryâ��and

thirsty," said someone. " Try it with food."

In a little while a tempting show of oranges,

nuts, cakes, and milk in a basin was spread

on the cornice of the highest house imme-

diately below the pier. Several men and boys

called and coaxed the monkey with various

cries ; but Minta sat immovable, her little

face tragically grave. Her eyes wandered

out anxiously over the glancing waves of the

East River, crawling far below. She seemed

oblivious to all the commotion in the world

beneath her. She was aware only that she

had escaped the cruel, writhing flamesâ��that

some deep need in her shaggy mother's breast

was satisfied at lastâ��that her little charge

was safe. It was her own precious posses-

sion, and she was resolved that this time the

hunters should not take it from her.

As the East Side awoke the crowds in the

streets and along both footways of the

bridge grew blacker, denser, noisier. Cease-

lessly the trains and trolley-cars dashed and

thudded over the bridge, human heads pro-

truding from every window. The temper of

the congested multitude now verged towards

hysteria. Far to the front of the dark mass

the pale, upturned faces of Marsum and his

wife were visible.

All at once a man appeared on a neigh-

bouring roof. He held a rifle in his hands

and stood watching the monkey. Should the

monkey, even for a moment, lay the baby

down on the stony top of the pier, this sharp-

shooter was to send her toppling into the

depths with a bullet through her heart.

That was another of the plans suggested for

the rescue of the infant Marsum, now exposed

to wind and sun some hundred feet above the

stones of the street and the waves of the river.

Patiently, scenting some spectacular

tragedy, the multitude waited. But Minta,

holding the infant close, remained as motion-

less and as absorbed as before. She took no

notice of the man with the rifle. Then a

beautiful gull, with snowy breast and pearl-

grey wings, came swooping out of the heavens

and lighted on the top of the pier to Minta's

left. Minta began to chatter at the bird.

The bird was undisturbed. This apparently

infuriated Minta. Carefully she laid the

baby on its back and made a sudden, scram-

bling plunge at the intruder. The gull sailed

off with a swift oblique flash of its wings.

Minta rose for a moment on her hind legs ;

the chain, dangling from her collar, glistened

in the sunlight.

There was a sharp, splitting crack. The

levelled rifle of the man on the roof smoked.

A tuft of hair from Minta's shoulder flew

into the air. Then a quavering scream

rang out, human, heartrending. Minta

pounced upon the baby and clutched it

convulsively to her breast. She huddled

and cowered in a forlorn heap on her lofty

perch. Her eyes blazed as she fixed them on
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MINTA ROSE FOR A MOMENT ON HER HIND LEGS."
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"A MURMUR OK PITY WL.NT UP FROM TBN THOUSAND LIPS.
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the man with .the gun. Once before had she

seen such dark and shiny thingsâ��in her early

youth, when men came through the forest

spreading thunder and flame before them,

and scores of her friends and relations fell

dead about her. More tightly than ever

she hugged her treasure to her.

A thin, dark rill began to creep over the

edge of the moulded cornice-of the pier. It

ran down the side in a long, straight line,

which almost reached the footway of the

bridge. It was blood that oozed from the

wound in Minta's shoulder. A murmur of

pity went up from ten thousand lips ; a gust

of uncontrollable emotion swept over the sea

of faces. The third plan had also miscarried.

Fresh suggestions, advice, commands, flew

thickly through the air. But all were unwise,

rash, fantastic. All would have driven Minta

to desperation, and thus endangered the life

of the human mite which had suddenly grown

so precious.

The Chief of Police now came whirling down

in his motor and stood baffled, as helpless as

the rest. His own idea was a brilliant one.

He proposed to surround the pier at the

bridge level and the street level with a cordon

of police, who were to hold a net prepared to

catch the child as it fell from .the skies. He

confessed that the chance of separating the

monkey from the baby by sending up one of

his men with a bamboo pole and a noose was,

naturally, attended with some danger.

" No, no ! " exclaimed little Marsum. the

tailor, who still wore the same scanty clothing

in which he had escaped from the burning

house. " I will not permit it; my child will

be killed ! "

The mother became eloquent in her

hysteria. Her exclamations and sobs shook

the hearts of the immediate bystanders.

The Chief of Police gave up his plan and con-

fessed his helplessness to the perspiring

Commissioner of Streets, who had just

arrived. This official was wrestling with his

own problem of how the streets might be

cleared of their excited thousands. The

Commissioner of the Fire Department arrived

soon after. But the problem of the baby

and the monkey on the pier left that brilliant

Irishman full of silence and'confusion.

The outskirts of the crowd were now

troubled by a commotion of cries and exclama-

tions, and the frantic efforts of a dark-haired

man with golden ringlets in his ears to wedge

a passage through the congested mass. He

cried out loudly in Italian and gesticulated

furiously. It became obvious that he was

the owner of the monkey, 'Sandro Prelli.

Vol. xliv.^63.

He had just returned from the house of a

fellow-countryman, where he had spent the

remainder of the night. The human floods

along the incline of the bridge opened and

made way for him. Prelli, wild-eyed and

voluble, came running to the open space

which the police had cleared at the foot of

the buttress. Here stood the parents of the

child and the three city officials.

" Your monkey ! " shrieked Mrs. Marsum,

leaping like a tigress at the hairy throat of

the Neapolitan. " He has stolen my baby ! "

" No, no, Sarah," remonstrated her hus-

band, laying a restraining hand on his wife's

thin arm. " The monkey has saved our

babyâ��do not forget th<; fire ! "

" My Minta ! my Minta ! " moaned PrelH.

The fancied loss of his beloved comrade

and partner had worked as crushingly on his

heart as the disappearance of her child on

Mrs. Marsum. With tears running from his

eyes, he gazed up at the top of the pier where

Minta's dangling tail and black paws were

visible.

" Minta ! Minta!" he shouted, and en-

treated her to come down.

Perhaps his voice was lost in the mutter

and chatter of the crowd, the roar of the

hurtling trains that whirred and boomed

across the vibrating bridge, the rattle of

wagons in the streets below. For Minta gave

no sign and made no move. Prelli waved

his arms and shouted endearing names to her,

pet names, names poetic and diminutive,

and his voice grew as caressing as that of a

lover, but the monkey who sat mothering her

human charge seemed deaf to his appeals.

Then despair overran Prelli's swarthy features.

He broke out in tragic lamentations. Minta

was his darling, his only friend, his money-

maker, his whole family ! Without her he was

nothingâ��he could do no businessâ��he was

lost ! Then, suddenly, a flash of inspiration

blazed in his inky eyes. Crying out something

which no one understood, he plunged into

the crowd, and once more fought his way

through it to liberty beyond.

The morning was now far advanced. For

over eight hours the infant son of the

sweat-shop tailor had lain in the arms of

his animal nurse on the crest of the towering

pier. The sun was once more blazing like a

fiery bombshell in the skies. Five thousand

people and three eminent city officials stood

aghast and powerless, filled with chastening

thoughts of the various vicissitudes of human

existence.

Then a shout went up. 'Sandro Prelli

was seen in the distance pushing his piano-
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organ before him. The crowd parted and

once more made a lane for him as he came up

the long incline of the bridge. He wheeled

the heavy and gaudy instrument to the

foot of the granite pillar. Then, with dra-

matic gestures, he addressed the puzzled

and futile functionaries of the city government.

Not one of them understood a word that

Prelli shouted. Then a ragged youth spoke

up and interpreted the Italian.

" He says to stop the noise of the cars and

wagons, or the monkey won't hear the music."

The three imperious commissioners, like an

old Roman triumvirate, laughed at the idea.

When they spoke they were themselves forced

to shout in order to be heard above the

sonorous thunder and rattle of the traffic.

In addition to the uproar of the cars and

trains there came a clamour of heavy trucks

and rumbling wagons and all the noises which

build up their daily pandemonium over and

under and about the gigantic bridge. But

soon a more terrible and menacing thunder

broke loose. The request of 'Sandro Prelli

had echoed and re-echoed among the multi-

tude, and the multitude waxed angry and

impatient.

" Stop the traffic ! Stop the cars ! " came

a roar from five thousand throats.

The three public functionaries heard for

once in their lives the voice they were wont

to natter at election time by calling it the

voice of God. For once in their career they,

the servants of the public, were given the

opportunity of obeying the direct and

imperious command of their masters.

" Stop the traffic ! " bellowed the mob.

The traffic, after some delay, was stopped.

No train, no car rumbled over the bridge,

either east or west. In the neighbouring

streets policemen dammed up the congested

rivers of motors, vans, and trucks. The

great crowd itself grew hushed and still.

Never had such a silence reigned in this busy

region in the broad of day. In it was some-

thing ominously impending, as of doom.

Then, clear and loud, a sudden powerful

music broke upon the unearthly stillness.

It was Prelli's piano-organ, flooding the air

with its anvil-like notes. They rose and

fluttered and beat upon the human hearts,

and throbbed like a flock of birds against the

brick walls of the houses. The entire bridge

seemed to vibrate with the melody. It was

as if the great cables and the little cables were

turned into the strings of one enormous harp

of steel. The crowd recognized the familiar

â�¢ne, " La Donna e Mobile," from " Rigo-

o," and swaved in unison with the

irresistible lilt and dancing fire of the move-

ment.

Triumphantly, joyously, the roaring, ham-

mering music went storming up. Only

Prelli knew what a magic that particular air

exercised over the heart of his Minta. Invari-

ably it affected her in just the same way,

causing her to run from wherever she might

be and leap into his arms.

Minta heard the music and obeyed its call.

A roar of joy went up from the streets,

drowning the music for a moment. Minta

was climbing down from the cornice to the

narrow and airy pathway of the great cable.

Her steel chain clinked as it swung to and

fro. In her arms she still carried the half-

naked baby. Louder and more frantically

the metallic music burst and exploded from

Prelli's piano-organ. Lower and lower came

Minta â�� suspiciously, cautiously â�� pausing

ever and again, as if loath to venture once

more into the lower world, that human world

whose creatures acted so madly. But when

she caught sight of her master, Prelli, she

left the main cable and came sliding down

one of the upright steel ropes from which

hung the roadways of the bridge.

"Minta, Minta mial" cried 'Sandro Prelli.

" My baby, my darling ! " shrieked Sarah

Marsum, and ran to tear her infant from

Minta's clutches. She covered its face and

body with passionate kisses, and the sound

of its healthy crying was as divine music in

her ears. Minta stood dazed, and blinked

helplessly about, until Prelli once more

called her by name. Then, with a pathetic

little whimper, she sprang into his arms and

cowered, squeaking, against his breast.

A storm of cheers, a glorious salvo shot from

human lungs, went up from the multitude.

Slowly the congested lakes and rivers of

human beings drained and thinned away.

Then Marsum, his wife, the baby at her

breast, 'Sandro Prelli, with his monkey and

organ, and the three city officials, followed

by hundreds of less important folk, made a

triumphal procession down the incline of the

bridge. In less than half an hour all was as

beforeâ��about, above, and beneath the

bridge.

The hot sun streamed down with all its

August fury. The snaky trains thundered

back and forth, the painted trolley-cars

swung and danced on the hot, polished rails,

the long procession of wagons crept to and

fro. No sign of the drama of the dawn

remained, save the long, thin line of red which

stretched from the bottom of the granite

buttress up to its crest in the skies.
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Cmldren's

Chatter.

By J. C. \VRIGHT, F.R.S.L.

Illustrated by A. D. Carse.

VER a century ago Blake por-

trayed happy childhood in

his " Songs of Innocence."

He believed that to a child

the world is a source of

infinite pleasure and delight.

And the pleasure arises from

the simplest things. " The sunlight sleep-

ing on the grass, the first fall of snow in winter,

the daisy-stars he strings upon the meadow,

the fish leaping in the stream, the warm air

which caresses his cheek, the passing of the

great wagon in the street, the swallow's nest

above his bedroom window, the hour of rest

at night, and his prayers at his mother's

kneeâ��all are loved lightly and felt keenly,

and touch him with a poetic pleasure."

Ch'ldren are born with a taste for know-

ledge. They want to know, and they want

to know the right things. They ask ques-

tions, and are not easily satisfied. They are

fond of imitating what they see around them.

They are highly imaginative. They clothe

their ideas in concrete forms. There was a

time when they were regarded as immature

adults ; we have learnt that the main aim

of a teacher must be to give the right tone to

the feelingsâ��goodness in the abstract is of

little avail ; the imagination must be stirred.

We are accustomed to believe that there is

little reflection on the part of children, and

yet one cannot but see now and again gleams

of thought which suggest a hidden mental

power working almost unconsciously. The

little girl who " gathered sunlight in her

hands and put it on her face " knew some-

thing of the effects of heat. And how full of

humour are some of the sayings of children.

It was Punch, we believe, who depicted

Tommy, after he had been severely corrected,

as exclaiming : " I fink I'll go back to heaven,

where I came from." And what a fund of

suggestion was conveyed by the little girl

who, on hearing a running tap, said that

" the water was coughing " !

The poetry of life is frequently seen in

childhood. We have this illustrated in the

description of butterflies as " pansies flying."

" A star is a cinder from God's great star "

has a wealth of unconscious meaning. But

perhaps the finest approach to poetry was

made by a tiny tot who defined dew as " the

grass crying." " Oh, auntie 1 " said a little

girl, " I've just seen a pencil walking." The

nurse, who had grown out of fairyland,

explained that it was only an ordinary worm.

The questions of size and sense of propor-

tion and colour are often curiously exhibited

in very young children. How natural was

the retort of Tom, when Dick told his friend

that his mother had a new fan, hand-painted.

" Pooh ! " said Tom. " Our whole fence is."
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(Q

"Ill CO back

to hearen.-

" Gathered

â�¢unlight in

her handt."

Looking up to the ceiling, which had

been much blackened by the lamp, a little

three - year - old girl exclaimed: "The sky

of your room is dirty." A little Yorkshire

lad, a typical son of his county, was asked

by his teacher what England was called.

" A country," replied the boy.

" But what is

Yorkshire?" was

the next question.

" A continent, sir."

The same spirit, tinged with boastfulness,

was exhibited by a tiny girl who declared

her " father kept a carriage."

" Ah, but," was the triumphant reply of

her friend, " my father drives an omnibus."

Children have curious notions of religion

sometimes.

" Mamma, I want some water to christen

my doll," exclaimed a little girl.

" No, dear," replied her mother ; " you

should not make fun of such things."

" Well, then, I

" I've seen a

pencil walk-

want some wax

to waxinate her.

"The Krau

waÂ» crying."

"The sky of

your room is

dirty."

" Our whole

fence i> hand-

paint sd."

She's old enough

to have something done."

Yet, as Professor Muirhead has said, " The

study of the child showed that religion was

the natural product of the human soul, and

the interest in religion was shown by such

questions as, ' Who made God ? ' ' Does

God make some good and others bad ? " We

are so accustomed to regard the child of a

past age as abnormally pious that we feel

inclined to be ,

shocked with the

modern little girl

who, after a month

spent with her mother in a remote country

cottage, walking through the fields one even-

ing, suddenly exclaimed:â��

" I do wish God was with me now, mummy."

" Why, darling ? " replied her mother.

The child heaved a sigh. " I'm getting a

little bit tired of you, mummy."

There is a straightforwardness about a child

which, unfortunately, he loses as he grows

older. The story of the boy who was heroic-

ally trying to save his pennies, put into con-

crete form the petition in the Lord's Prayer

when one night he began," 0 Lord, help me to

save my money/'

"My father

d r t y e â�¢ an

omnibus."

Along with this

trait there is an

element of reason-

" Yorkshire u

a continent.

ing in the following story, told by Mr. H. K.

Lewis. A little girl was not pleased with her

brothers because they were in the habit of
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setting traps to catch birds. Asked what she

did, she replied: "I prayed that the traps

might not catch the birds."

" Anything else ? "

" Yes/' she said. " I then prayed that

God would prevent the birds getting into the

traps," and, as

if to illustrate

' I want come water

- christen my doll."

I I'm netting a bit

tired of you."

little dear ?

" O Lord, help

me to save my

money."

" Kicked the traps

all to piece*."

of faith and

works, she added: "I went and kicked

the traps all to pieces."

The literal interpretation of words is well

seen in the following story. Two lovers tried

to keep the railway carriage to themselves.

At a certain station they were somewhat

annoyed to find the guard place a small girl

in their compartment. She began to stare

about her.

" What is the matter, my

inquired the man, kindly.

" I don't see

the birds,"

said the

small girl,

plaintively, still looking round.

" Birdsâ��what birds ? " queried the young

man.

The explanation came immediately :â��

" When I entered from the other train

your guard said to my guard, ' Oh, shove her

along with the love-birds.' "

Humour is constantly revealing itself in the

conversation of young children, and the

humour is almost always distinguished by

its quaintness. A small girl, espying a dead

cat lying on

the dust-heap,

remarked :â��

" Oh, mamma,

what waste! They've thrown away quite

a good cat."

There was something remarkably diplo-

matic in the reply of a boy whose father was

busy and did not wish to be disturbed.

" Pa, it's raining," said the little fellow.

" Well, let it rain," said the father.

" Yes, pa ; I was going to."

But there is a kind of humour sometimes

shown which is altogether delightful. Here

is a specimen. A polite little girl was dining

one day with her grandmother. Everything

at the table was dainty and unexceptionable,

but the little girl found a hair in her fish.

" Grandmamma," she said, " what kind of

fish is this ? "

" Halibut,

my dear."

'" Oh," said

"I don't see

the birds."

T h r o w n

away quite a

Lt."

away

rood c

' Pa, it's raining,' said

the little fellow.

" The little rirl

found a hair in

her fish."
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" ' V eÂ«.' she replied.

'if. Cod', hokey-

pokey.'"

"The little .girl

looked, then ..ml.

' Not my finf en.'"

o

the child, " I thought perhaps it

was mermaid."

That children are original thinkers

is evinced by the following stories:â��

We believe it was Mr. George R.

Sims

who

took his

little

niece to Hampstead Heath one day.

It was Bank Holiday, and there was

the inevitable hokey-pokey man. Mr.

Sims explained to the child what

hokey-pokey was made of, its colour

and taste, and the little one was quite

satisfied. But some time after snow

fell. She watched it.

" You know what snow is ? " said her

uncle.

" Yes,"

she re-

"She never brought

the present"

" Nailing on it* back

feet"

plied,

very thoughtfully, " it's God's hokey-

pokey."

" Are you hungry, little girl," said

Dr. Wendell Holmes to one whom he

saw looking with longing eyes at the

good things before her.

" Yes, sir," was the reply.

" Then why don't you take a sand-

wich ? "

" Because I haven't any fork."

" Fingers were made before forks,"

said the Doctor, smiling.

The

"They will

know when I've

finiihed it"

littlegirl

looked.

then

boy.

j' answered t

the pain'*

said : " Not my fingers."

A child once went home almost

broken-hearted from a school she had

entered only that day, saying through

her tears:â��

" The teacher told me to ' sit there

for the present,' and she never brought

it."

" Oh, mamma," said a little boy,

after coming in from a walk, " I've

seen a man who makes horses."

" Are you sure ? " asked his mother.

" Yes,"

he re-

plied.

"Hehad

one nearly finished when I saw him ;

he was just nailing on its back feet."

It has been said that the reply of a

child is very much akin to a woman's

mind; you never quite know what

" Socrate* died from an

overdose of wedlock."

"I befE your par-

don i* the name

of that flower!**
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turn it is going to take. It is frequently

dogmatic. A small girl was drawing a

picture " out of her head." "What are you

drawing ? " asked her mother.

" God," replied the child, simply.

" But you can't draw God," protested the

mother, " because you have never seen Him,

and no one has ever seen Him, and no one

knows what He is like."

The small child licked her pencil and put

on another touch.

" They will know when I've finished it,"

she said.

There was more of logic in the following :

A teacher famous for his patriotic fervour

asked one of his boys what he would think if

he saw the Union Jack waving proudly over

the field of battle.

" I should think," said the boy, " that the

wind was blowing."

" Are you in pain, my little man ? " asked

a gentleman.

" No," answered the boy ; " the pain's in

me."

The misunderstanding of words frequently

causes strange answers. A child who had

been taught that Socrates had a wife who

was unpleasant to him, and that the great

philosopher drank hemlock, when asked the

cause of his death, replied :â��

" Socrates died from an overdose of

wedlock."

Of an entirely different character is the

following: A little girl, wanting to know

something that had been said, abruptly

ejaculated : " What ? "

Her father, who was particular in his

speech, remarked :â��

" You should never say ' What ? ' my

dear ; always say, ' I beg your pardon.' "

The following day the five-year-older,

pointing to a blossom in the garden, said :â��

" I beg your pardon is the name of that

flower ! "

One more illustration of the misunder-

standing may be taken from school life. It

was the Scripture lesson. The subject was

the call of Samuel. The children had sung,

" Hushed was the evening hymn," which

describes the call. The teacher then asked

a few questions, one being, " What did Samuel

do while Eli was asleep ? "

" Stole his watch," was the prompt reply

from one of the girls.

The teacher, somewhat annoyed at such an

apparently senseless answer, called for the

second verse :â��

His watch the Temple child,

The little Levite, kept.

Now came the child's turn.

" Please, teacher, doesn't that mean that

Samuel kept the old man's watch for

himself ? "

In closing " Children's Chatter " we may

use the words of Francis Thompson : " Know

you what it is to be a child ? It is to be

something very different from the man of

to-day. It is to have a spirit yet streaming

from the waters of baptism ; it is to believe

in love, to believe in loveliness, to believe

in belief " ; it isâ��

To see a world in a grajn of sand,

And a heaven in a wild flower;

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,

And eternity in an hour.
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By CHARLES GARVICE.

Illustrated ty H. M. Brock, R.I.

HEN Heriot stepped on board

the small but admirably

found steamer which was to

convey him from Loch Awe

Station to Portsonachan, the

loch was in one of its worst

tempers. A blusterous wind

had churned the sometimes placid waters

into big waves; a leaden sky hung sullenly

about Ben Cruachan; the heavy rain drove

savagely along the deck, and beat like a

series of drum-taps on Heriot's waterproof

and sou'-wester. But, with all its morose-

ness, the wonderful loch was grandly beautiful,

and its mood suited Heriot well enough; for

when a man is down on his luck a Reckitt's-

blue sky and a photographer's sun are both

irritating and oppressive.

And Heriot was very much down on his luck

indeed ; for he had lost nearly all his money

in foreign financial ventures, and the girl he

had intended to marry, and with whom he

had been, or thought he had been, very much

in love, had-jilted him. He had come to

England in search of some absolutely secluded

spot in which he could, so to speak, catch

his breath, tighten his mental belt, and pre-

pare for another struggle ; for, though Heriot

had been " downed," as gentlemen of the

ring say, he had not been knocked out com-

pletely ; he came of a Scottish stock, which

is not easy to knock out. He had been, when

a boy, at Loch Awe ; and it seemed to him

that no place could be more congenial to his

present mood than that inland water over

which Ben Cruachan and Ledi throw their

shadows, and which, in October, is not

troubled by the tourist and the excursionist.

At the inn at Portsonachan Heriot received

that welcome of which Dr. Johnson spoke so

tenderly. There was only one visitorâ��an

enthusiastic fishermanâ��remaining in the

place; and Heriot saw that he was going

to have the quiet time for which he hungered.

Having bathed and fed, he strolled leisurely

up the hill which leads to Dalmally, some

nine miles distant. The road was quite

empty; there were just a few cottages,

occupied by the fishermen; and the shore

of Loch Awe seemed as desolate as the water.

Presently he came to a house on the hill-side

to the right of him. It was a sombre-looking

place, stoutly built to resist such weather as

this, and its grim front was broken only by a

bay-window, through the curtains of which

a light shone.

A figure, that of a young girl, came to

the window ; she opened it, leant with both

hands on the sill, looked out, then turned her

head and evidently addressed someone; in

response to her remark an old man, with a

long, white beard, came to her side. They

stood gazing out, and, unconsciously, Heriot

stood and looked up at them. The girl turned

her face once or twice, and he saw that she

was extremely pretty; he had already

noticed the grace of her movements. There

was something foreign-looking about the

pair; and Heriot was not surprised when he

heard that the girl's remarkâ��" It is a wild

night, grandfather"â��was made with an

un-English accent.

Heriot forgot the incident before he re-

turned to the hotel, got his slippers, and went

into the comfortable smoking-room, in which

a huge fire was burning. An oldish man was

dozing in an arm-chair in front of it; and

he turned his head and yawned at Heriot's

entrance.

" Going to do some fishing, sir ? " he

asked.

Heriot replied in the affirmative, and the

two men gradually drifted into a chat on this

most enthralling subject. The elder man,

whose name was Bowden, was one of those

true enthusiasts who eat, drink, talk, and

dream of salmon and sea-trout, and the

engines and lures with which they are des-

troyed.

" Do none of the residents fish ? " asked

Heriot, aimlessly.

" Not since I've been here," replied Bowden.

" Oh, ah, yes. There is one private boat on

the loch sometimes; belongs to a house some

way up the road. A young girl goes out in

it, but I don't think she has much sport;

and I expect it will be too rough for her

to-morrow."
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A Scottish breakfast at Portsonachan is

one of the things at which an Englishman

marvels, and for which he thanks Heaven.

Heriot had had a dip in the loch, and the keen

water and keener air had given him a keen

appetite. He found his boat and man waiting

for him, was pulled down to one of the bays,

and began to fish. The wind had abated,

but the water was still broken after the fashion

which a fisherman loves ; and presently

there was a screech of the reel, and ten minutes

later a seven-pound grilse lay gleaming in

the bottom of the boat.

" Tis a good fish," remarked Andrew,

laconically ; " and she's not the first you've

taken," he added.

" Nor the last, I hope," responded Heriot,

as he handed his whisky-flask for Andrew to

wet the fish.

A few minutes later a boat put off from the

shore ; it was pulled by a lad, and in the stern

was seated the girl Heriot had seen at the

window on the preceding night. Andrew

glanced towards the new-comers with just a

touch of contempt in his eyes, which attracted

Heriot's attention.

" Who is that ? " he asked.

" 'Tis the young lady from the Grey House,"

replied Andrew.

" Is she a good fisherman ? " asked Heriot.

" No," replied Andrew, laconically. " She's

keen enough, and she's no afraid of the

weather; she's out most days, saving the

worst; but she's not likely to take any fish.

You want to know the loch ; and what should

a young farm-boyâ��him as is rowing herâ��

ken o' the proper places ?"

A couple of hours later they got into another

fish, a large one this time ; and while Heriot

was landing it he saw, from the tail of his eye,

the other boat approaching them. The girl

was standing up, her hands gripping the side

of the boat, and she was watching him with

intense interest. Having landed his fish

Heriot turned his head towards her ; she sat

down at once and looked away from him;

but the boy called out to Andrew :â��

" What's the weight, Andy ? "

" A good twelve pounds," replied Andy,

grimly.

Heriot lifted up the fish, and the girl uttered

an involuntary cry of admiration and envy.

" Oh, what a beauty ! " she exclaimed, in

a clear young voice, only slightly marked by

a foreign accent.

" Pull nearer," said Heriot, in a low voice.

He hated women ; but he was a sportsman,

and it went against the grain that girl or man

should fish in a hopeless spot.

" You'd do better if you fished in shallower

water," he said, almost as grimly as Andrew

had spoken.

She coloured slightly; but she smiled as

she said, gratefully :â��

" Oh, thank you very much."

" Pull on in front," said Heriot to the boy,

Andrew glowered at him by way of remon-

strance and growled :â��

" Then we'd better go to the other side of

the loch."

" No, stay where you are," said Heriot,

who wanted to see how she would handle a

fish if she caught it.

No woman looks at her best in a thick and

voluminous mackintosh, with a felt hat

drawn well over her head; but, notwith-

standing these disadvantages, Heriot, indif-

ferent as he assured himself he was to feminine

charms, could not fail to recognize the beauty

of the girl in the boat in front of him ; and

he noticed that, though her accent was

foreign, her features were English enough.

She was a brunette, with dark grey eyes ;

and her face, with its expression of intense

watchfulness and expectancy, was rather

grave and somewhat sad for a girl of that

age : Heriot judged her to be a little over

twenty.

Neither of them took any more fish before

lunch; he ate his in his boat, but she was

put ashore, and stood, erect as a dart, her

hat pushed from her brows, her eyes dwelling

on the loch. She appeared to have forgotten

him, and to be lost in thought. He waited

purposely till she had started fishing again,

and, following her presently, he heard the

screech of her reel; she had got into a fish.

She rose and began to play it; the boat was

rolling a bit, and she had difficulty in keeping

on her feet; the fish jumped, and Heriot saw

that it was a large salmon. He wondered

what was going to happen. Andrew rested

on his oars and looked on grimly ; but when

he saw the strain on the line he muttered to

Heriot ?â�¢-

" She's trving to check him. If she doesn't

give him itÂ£ she'll lose him."

" Let your line go ! " cried Heriot, as one

man would call to another at such a juncture.

She obeyed ; the huge fish ran out towards

the centre of the loch/ and, as he stopped,

Heriot called out:â��

" Now bring him in to youâ��steadily,

slowly."

She did so, and got it near the boat. Then,

and not till then, the inexperienced boy called

out plaintively:â��

" I've no gaff i "
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" Pull up," said Heriot to Andrew ; and

when they got near enough Heriot, seizing

the psychological moment, gaffed the fish

and threw it into her boat.

" I congratulate you'," he said. " It's a

splendid fish."

The girl surveyed her catch with pride,

then turned her eyes to Heriot; they were

beautiful eyes, and very grateful ones.

" I thank you very much," she said. " I

should have lost it but for your kindness. It

is wonderful that a woman should be able to

catch so large a fish, and with so small a

thing as a rod."

She signed to the boy to turn the boat ;

Heriot raised his hat, and passed on to another

bay. He took no more fish, and returned to

the hotel earlier than he had intended. Mr.

Bowden had had a bad day ; but he enjoyed

hearing of Heriot's sport, and when he was

told of the girl's big fish commented enviously

on her luck.

" It's generally the way," he said. " The

novice always gets the big fishâ��and every-

thing else. I was stationed in the Soudan

once; got a lot of big game; everything but

a lion. Couldn't get one, though my shikari

and I hunted for all we were worth. Young

"SUB ROSE AND BEGAN TO 1'LAV THE FISH."

" Yours is not very small; it is too heavy

for you," said Heriot.

She handed him the rod for inspection,

and, glancing at it, he saw the name of a

Swedish tackle-maker engraved on it.

" You have been fishing in Sweden ? " he

said.

" No ; I have never fished before I came

to England. I bought the rod in Russia,"

she said.

Heriot told himself that he was not curious ;

but he could not refrain from asking :â��

" You are Russian, mademoiselle ? "

" Only partly," she replied. " My mother

was of that nation. My father was English."

She stopped suddenly, and Heriot, accepting

the hint, said :â��

" If you are rested, you might try that bay

in front of you ; you may get another fish

there."

fellow came to stay with me ; greenhorn;

couldn't shoot for nuts ; one day borrowed

my rifle, met a lion mile and a half from the

camp, shut his eyes and fired, and brought -

him down ; fine lion, with a black mane.

Always the way. Rather rum, isn't it, for

a girl, a foreigner especially, to be fishing by

herself on Loch Awe ? "

" There's an old man with her," said Heriot.

" I know. They came about a fortnight

ago ; the old man is her grandfather, and is

seldom seen outside the Grey House, as they

call it. I suppose he's an invalid."

The following morning Heriot went into

the little post-office attached to the hotel;

the contents of the mail-bag, which had just

come in, were lying on the counter, and he

turned them over to see if there were any

letters for him. In doing so, he noticed one

bearing the St. Petersburg stamp, and
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addressed to " Miss Helen Harness." There

was nothing for him, and he was moving away

when the young girl entered. She bowed to

Heriot, who could do no less than give her

" Good morning " and repeat his congratu-

lations.

" Yes, I'm so delighted, that I'm going out

again to-day," she said. " Are there any

letters for me ? " she asked at the counter.

The St. Petersburg one was handed to her.

She took it quickly and, with another bow

to Heriot, went out.

An hour later he saw her on the loch, and

purposely had his boat rowed, to the other

side, leaving her the best fishing-ground.

The day was a good one for sport, cloudy and

windy, and threatening rain. It came pre-

sently, and too lavishly. The loch was

almost as angry as on the night he had arrived.

The wind howled, the waves rolled heavily,

the rain came down in a blinding sheet.

" We'll have to make for the shore," said

Andy ; and, as he put the boat round, Heriot

saw the other one beating about; too near

the middle of the loch for safety.

" That fool of a boy won't make it if he

don't take a care," remarked Andy.

Heriot was silent for a moment or two;

then he said firmly, but reluctantly :â��

" Pull out to her, Andy."

They reached the other boat; the boy

was evidently nervous, but the girl was quite

calmâ��perhaps because of her ignorance of the

danger.

" It is very rough," she said.

Heriot made no response, but, gripping the

gunwale of her boat, shouted to the boy to get

into Andy's. With some difficulty the boy

complied, and Heriot took his place.

" But is it necessary ? " asked the girl,

with heightened colour.

" You'll be safer nearer shore," he said, as he

took the oars and began to pull.

" Oh, but this is very kind of you," she

said in as low a voice as the wind and rain

would permit. " I am greatly indebted to

you."

" Not at all, Miss Harness," he said.

Her face grew red, and she bent forward

towards him.

" You know my name ? "

Heriot bit his lip at his slip.

" I saw it on the letter they gave to you

this morning."

" Ah, yes," she said, with what seemed an

air of relief. " I understand. I thought "

She paused. The expression in which she

said " I thought" was tantamount to " I

feared." " You see, it is an English name,"

she said ; " but I have never been to England

before."

" You speak English very well," he said.

" Oh, yes; I had a governess from homeâ��

as I call it. Will you tell me your name ? "

" Temple Heriot."

Her lips moved as if she were repeating it,

and she said, aloud, " No, I have not heard

it before."

Heriot pulled to shore and, with some

little difficulty, got her out of the boat. She

took off her hat and shook the wet from it ;

she had evidently not been afraid; indeed,

her eyes were sparkling, as ff with excitement.

" You know Russia, Mr. Heriot ? " she

asked in a casual tone, but with a swift glance

at him.

He replied in the negative ; and he fancied

that there was an expression of relief on her

face. " It's an interesting country."

" I suppose so," she assented. " It is also

a terrible one," she added, absently.

" Are you going back there ? " asked

Heriot, by way of making conversation. As

he spoke he was endeavouring to light his

pipe, but he turned his head, and let the

match go out, arrested by the sudden vehe-

mence of her " No ! " There was a pause

after this, during which she gazed at the loch ;

then, as if she felt that her vehemence required

some explanation, she said :â��

" My grandfather and I have left it for

ever. We have come to England toâ��to be

quiet, to rest. If you have not lived in

Russia you do not know all that the words

mean ; the joy, theâ��relief of living in a

secluded spot like this, where no one knows,

where no oneâ��interferes with one " She

paused suddenly, and inquired, " Is the storm

passing ? "

"Not yet," replied Heriot. "We shall

have to wait a while."

" Then I'll eat my lunch," she remarked.

" It is rather cold, don't you think ? "

Heriot was for taking off his waterproof;

but she stopped him with a quick toss of her

head and a gesture, so resolute and com-

manding that Heriot had to obey. However,

he got the cushion from her boat, put it under

the lee of a boulder, and told her to sit there.

" There is room for you," she said, quite

simply and naturally. And so they ate their

lunch, seated side by side and quite close to

each other. Heriot persuaded her to drink

some weak whisky and water, and, when the

lunch was over, she asked him to light his

pipe. They leant back against the boulders

and talked in snatches. Heriot was by no

means a communicative man, but it was
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impossible that he should not speak of some

of his trouble ; and, in doing so. he inadver-

tently referred to his fallen fortunes. She

listened intently, the dark-grey eyes turning

to him sympathetically, comprehendingly.

" Oh, but that doesn't matter to a man,"

she said. " He's a free agent, as you say;

he can go where he pleases, do what he liken ;

he has his fortune in his own handsâ��especially

an Englishman. With us womenâ��ah. well,

we are slaves still. Hut this is freedom," she

added, half to herself, as she looked round

the loch and up at the clouds. " Yes, this is

freedom. I think you Englishâ��I mean you

who have not lived abroad all your livesâ��do

not know quite what the word means to us

who have not been so happily placed. There

is no country like England."

" We are in Scotland, where the people

draw in freedom with every breath," said

Heriot, with a smile.

" Yes ; that is what I like, what I admire,"

she said. " But the storm is lifting now,

and I am keeping you from your fishing. 1

think I must not come on the loch again until

you have gone ; for I seem bound to be a

nuisance and a hindrance to you, Mr. Heriot."

" No, no," said Heriot, with an alacrity

and earnestness which surprised himself.

" On the contrary, it's nice to have aâ��a

companion, a fellow-sportsman."

" Yes," she assented ; " it is' very nice

for me. It isâ��lonely sometimes," she added,

with a little sigh.

" We can go on again now," said Heriot,

suddenly. " Look here, Miss Harness, if

you've no objection, I'll go in your boat with

you ; these storms have a trick of whipping

up suddenly."

She hesitated for just a moment; then she

said, quietly :â��

" It is very good of you."

When they had nearly reached the other

shore they struck a fish. " It is yours," she

said. But Heriot shook his head.

" Take care how you stand," he said ; " it

is not too easy with this roll on."

The fish was a small one, and he instructed

her how to play it. He was leaning forward

to gaff it when that which he had feared

happenedâ��she lost her footing, and would

have fallen against the side of the boat, and

possibly out of it; but Heriot let the fish go

and caught her, just in time. He had to

hold her for nearly a minute, but she was by

no means discomposed, and as she slipped

from his arms to the seat she looked up with

a smile and a laugh, her eyes bright, her

cheeks flushed.

" And the fish ? " she asked.

" Oh, he's gone," said Heriot.

He was not nearly so composed as she ; it

was some time since he had held a woman in

his arms, and the contact with this one

awakened memories, poignant and bitter-

sweet.

" We won't try again," he said. " It's

too late."

They rowed to shore almost in silence. As

she stepped out of the boat, his hand gripping

her arm. she looked at him almost pensively.

" I wonder," she said, slowly, " exactly

what you think; whether I have been too

great a nuisance ? "

" You have not," said Heriot, rather curtly ;

for he had not yet recovered from the sensa-

tions which had assailed him as he held her.

" Pray believe me. To-morrow should be a

good day after this rain. Come down and

try your luck again."

He did not expect to see her ; but on the

following morning he watched her go down to

the shore, and quickly joined her.

" You shall have my man to-day," he said,

" and I'll take the boy."

She shook her head and smiled resolutely.

" Well, then, we will go in the boat

together," said Heriot. " One or the other;

which shall it be ? "

He answered the question for himself by

getting into her boat. There fell a dead

calm; fishing was impossible ; Heriot lit

his pipe and pulled slowly up the loch to one

of the bays. They got out and ate their

lunch and talked. In such circumstances

as these, two persons, though of different

sex, make friends very quickly. Much as

he thought he disliked women, Heriot found it

possible to tolerate this one ; perhaps because,

as he assured himself, she held no danger for

him ; his heart was deadâ��oh, quite dead ;

he was woman-proof. But all the same, it

was pleasant when you turned your head to

look at so beautiful a face as that of Miss

Harness; pleasant to hear a woman of the

world talking of it in a voice whose natural

beauty is enhanced by a slight foreign accent;

and it was pleasant to feel, as you talked to

her, that she divined, with a quick appre-

hension, the " words between."

Their intercourse was almost a daily one.

Once or twice she left the loch early in the

" afternoon, explaining that her grandfather

was not very well, and that she wanted to

read to him. On one occasion Heriot carried

a fish up to the Grey House ; at the gate she

paused, coloured, as if with embarrassment,

and said :â��
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" I am afraid you will think me very inhos-

pitable, very discourteous, not to ask you to

enter; but my grandfather is very old and

feeble, and a little excites him greatly."

" Not at all," said Heriot. " I quite under-

stand."

" Ah, but you don'tâ��not fully," she said,

quickly. " I wish that 1 could explain to

you ; but I cannot."

" There's no need," he said, with the

Englishman's awkwardness. " I meanâ��that

it is not necessary for you to tell me anything."

He moved from the gate, but turned to her

again. "But if there is anything I can do

â��I mean to help you "

" You would do it," she said, her eyes rest-

ing on him gratefully. " Yes, I know you

would. But there is nothing."

" All right," he said, raising his hat.

As Heriot dressed for dinner he pondered,

naturally enough, over these words of Miss

Harness's ; there was a touch of mystery in

them which increased his interest in the girl

of the Grey House ; and he was compelled

to admit that during the last few: days his

interest had grown very acute; in fact,

much to his surprise, he found himself dwell-

ing on the undeniable charm which she

possessed. Comparisons are always odious,

but he could not refrain from comparing her

with the worthless woman who had jilted

him. It was impossible to conceive Helen

Harness being capable of falsity ; the man

who would succeed in winning her would be

an extremely fortunate one. He did not

think of himself as that person, for he had

determined not to marry; but all the same

he could not help envying the prospective

man who should be lucky enough to win her

love. To be loved by such a girl as Helen

Harness

The thought was dispelled by the sound of

a man's voice, a strange voice, speaking,

curiously enough, with a foreign accent ;

two foreigners might be certainly accounted

rarce aves at such a place as Loch Awe in

October ; but three ! As he went down

the stairs he saw a short, thick-set man stand-

ing in the hall; he had a bullet-head, with

closely-cut hair, and a round, clean-shaven

face, swarthy of complexion, with eyes of

the poached-egg variety, with dark bulbs

under them. It was not a prepossessing face,

but the owner turned and greeted Heriot

with an extremely courteous bow, which

Heriot returned with a curt English nod.

Beside the new-comer stood, in an attitude

of attention, a tall and wiry-looking fellow,

evidently a servant. This man glanced out

of the tail of his eye at Heriot; then looked

down, as if for a moment he had been taken

off his guard.

Bowden looked up as Heriot entered the

smoking-room.

" Got some new visitors," he said. " Of

a rum kind, too. What the deuce does a

Russian Count want at Loch Awe ? "

" How do you know he's a Count ? " asked

Heriot, instantly thinking of the people up

at the Grey House.

" Saw it in the visitors' book," said Bowden,

half-ashameclly. " Brought a man with him :

don't admire either of 'em. They've taken a

private room, Angus, the butler, tells me.

They haven't brought any rods."

" No, I suppose not," said Heriot, with a

smile.

Heriot could have given no particular

reason for strolling up the hill-road that

night; but he did so, and, somehow or other,

he was not surprised to see three figures,

instead of the usual two, shadowed on the

curtain of the Grey House ; and still less

surprised that one of them should be the

thick, short-necked figure of the Count,

whose nameâ��for Heriot, half-ashamed as

Bowden had been, had consulted the visitors'

bookâ��was equally illegible and unpronounce-

able. Heriot returned to the hotel much

exercised in mind, but assuring himself that

the matter was no business of his. All the

same, he waited rather anxiously for Miss

Helen's appearance next morning, and was

aware that he was greatly relieved when she

came down the bank. He saw that she was

pale, and her manner was preoccupied as she

got into the boat. Later on, Heriot saw

her start and, looking up, discerned the reason

in the presence of the Count, standing on the

pier watching them. For the life of him he

could not help saying :â��

" You have had a visitor ? "

" Yes." Her brows drew together and

she was silent for a moment ; then she said,

in a low voice, her eyes fixed on his with a

trustfulness which made Heriot's heart grow

\varm, " Yes ; I will tell you. It is a visitor

from Russia, Count Czerinski. He has come

to see my grandfather. The Count wants

him to return to Russia, to give evidence

against some important people who have been

arrested."

" Your grandfather will not go ? " said

Heriot, quickly.

" Oh, no, no ! " she replied, with vehemence,

and with a little shudder. " Nothing would

induce him. The Count would be willing to

let him remain here if he would give some
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information which would help the Govern-

ment."

" And he will not give it ? "

" Why, no," she said, simply.

" That's all right," said Heriot, quietly.

" The Countâ��I'm sorry I can't get his name

â��can't do anything. This is England, not

Russia."

" Ah, yes," she said, with a sigh of relief.

" He can do nothing; but he has upset my

grandfather, who is not strong enough to be

worried."

" You have told the Count so ? "

" Yes, and he was most courteousâ��they

are always so courteous ! He says that he

will leave Loch Awe and return to Russia as

soon as he has rested."

" Of course. There is nothing else he

could do."

She was silent for a moment; then she

said, hesitatingly, and in a low voice :â��

" I don't know."

" Oh, but come !" said Heriot, with a

laugh. " As I said before, this is England.

The Count can't compel your grandfather

to go back to Russia, nor to say what he

doesn't want to say. I'm afraid this affair is

worrying you. Is there anything I can do ? "

" No, nothing," she said.

" All right," said Heriot. " Please don't

forget that I'm entirely at your service."

" I know it," she said ; " and I can't tell

you how grateful I am, or what a difference

it makes to me. I feelâ��as ifâ��as if I were

being watched overâ��guarded. But I have

no right "

" Yes, you have," said Heriot. " The

right which every lonely woman has to the

protection of any man worth the name.

Besides " He paused; perhaps he suddenly

remembered that he hated women. " We've

been good friendsâ��pals, as we rail it," he

went on, lamely ; " and it's the duty of one

pal to protect another. By George, there's

a fish ! Only a small trout."

Nothing more was said on the subject;

Helen grew less disturbed as the day wore

on, and there was a happy light in her eyes

and as happy a curve on her lips as she gave

him her hand at parting. Perhaps Heriot

was not aware that he pressed it; but she

must have felt the pressure, for she blushed

divinely, and gave him a shy glance before

she turned away with downcast eyes.

When Heriot reached the hotel a powerfi 1

motor-car was standing outside. Naturally

enough, he thought it was the Count's; but

Bowden, who was standing beside it, said,

apologetically:â��

" This beastly thing's just turned up. It

see;ns that a fortnight ago I told my man to

bring it up here. I'd forgotten all about it;

but here it is."

" It's a splendacious one," remarked

Heriot. " What's the power ? "

" Forty," grunted Bowden, as he trudged

towards the smoking-room.

It will be surmised that Heriot went up

the hill after dinner ; and he did so. He

stood outside the garden, looking at the

two figures shadowed on the curtain, and

as he gazed at the graceful one of Helen

Harness his heart stirred with an emotion

which he had thought he should never again

experience. He loved her, and he was almost

sorry that he had not told her so that day;

for the memory of that swift glance from

her was keen within him. Yes ; if she would

give him the right to protect herâ��and her

grandfatherâ��for the rest of his life he could

afford to forget the past. He walked slowly

back to the hotel; and at the pier he paused

and, with a lover's preoccupied eyes, looked

at the loch; but the preoccupation was put

to flight by the appearance of two specks

of coloured light in the growing darkness.

They were approaching the pier, and presently

he saw that they belonged to a motor-launch.

Bowden was standing on the lawn of the

hotel, and he nodded towards the launch.

" Count's," he said, succinctly. " Hired

it of the chap down the loch. Not the kind

of weather for cruising; but there's no

accounting for these confounded foreigners."

While they were talking the Count, fol-

lowed by his man, came up the drive. They

were in a kind of yachting kit, which did not

improve the appearance of either of them.

" Good evening," said the Count, raising

his hat. " It is a beautiful place, England.

I have just been taking a cruise on your loch.

I am fond of ze water ; just like an English-

man."

Bowden grunted and turned away; but

Heriot endeavoured to satisfy his curiosity

concerning such a proceeding, and asked a

question or two, which the Count answered

promptly and pleasantly.

" Oh, yes, she is a pretty little boat; not

large, but sufficient for my purpose. I wish

to cruise about when the weather is fine, just

to pass the time. You see "â��with a charm-

ing smileâ��" I have not your resources; I

do not feesh."

" You must be careful what you're about,"

said Heriot. " Storms get up very quickly

here ; and there are submerged rocks '

" Oh, I'm not afraid," said the Count, with
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a shrug of his shoulders. " My man under-

stands the engine, the working of the boat;

and there is no danger."

" That's all right," said Heriot. " But

I thought you were leaving us ? " he added,

interrogatively.

" Oh, yes, presently," said the Count,

suavely. " But I am so enchanted with the

quiet, the seclusion of this romantic1 spot "

Heriot nodded and went in.

Presently he lit his pipe and went down to

the loch. The motor-launch was not at the

pier; turning to Bowden, who had followed

him, he said :â��

" Those fellows have gone out."

" Yes," said Bowden. " They'll come to

grief, if they don't mind. They don't know

anything about the rocks in the loch. Any-

how, they must have plenty of pluck; it's

a dangerous kind of amusement."

Heriot went up the hill-road. He walked

quicker than usual, and. half-unconsciously,

he drew a breath of relief as he saw the two

shadows on the curtain. They were less

clearly defined than usual, the lamp evidently

being turned down. He stopped and looked

for a minute or two ; then he turned away.

But presently he paused, for he was assailed

by a kind of uneasiness difficult to define. It

seemed to him that Miss Harness should be

told that the Count was going to remain at

Porlsonachan. He went back to the house

and knocked gently at the door ; there was

no response. He knocked louder, but still

without effect. He went to the garden, and

looked up at the window ; perhaps it would

be possible to attract Helen's attention

without alarming the old man. He knew

how quick she was, and how slight a sound

would reach her ears. He took up a few small

stones and threw them gently at her shadow.

To his surprise, though he could hear the

gravel rattling on the glass, she did not move.

He waited a moment or two, then threw some

larger stones more violently; still the figure

did not move. He drew nearer, and looked

keenly, scrutinizingly. There was something

weird, discomposing in the motionless, inert

fashion which the old man and the girl main-

tained ; it was almost as if they were both

asleep, or He could not complete the

sentence ; a kind of chill assailed him, and

almost involuntarily he called, not loudly,

but clearly :â��

" Helenâ��Miss Harness ! "

She could not fail to have heard him, but

still she did not turn her head, and remained

motionless, absolutely motionless. An inde-

finable dread took hold of Heriot; without

thinking of what he was doing, of the alarm

or distress he might cause, he went to the

door and knocked loudly. He waited only

a moment or two; then he put his knee

against the lock and, exerting all his strength,

forced the door open. There was a dim

light burning in the hall, and he sprang

upstairs and opened the door of the sitting-

room. There they were, at the window.

The lamp was low ; he could see them seated,

as usual. Taking off his hat, he advanced.

" I beg your pardon, I'm very sorry;

but "

Then he stopped, cold with horror. The

two figures were not those of a live man and

woman, but roughly-made dummies ! They

were tied to the chairs with rope, and looked

like two effigies in a chamber of horrors.

There was something so hideously grotesque

in their appearance that Heriot shrank back,

the sweat breaking out on him, his tongue

cleaving to his mouth. His presence of

mind was shattered, and for a minute he

could only stand and gaze, with horror-

distended eyes, at the two awful make-

believes. Then he recovered his wits. Why

were these two effigies placed there ? Where

were the originals which they so hideously

parodied ? He sprang out to the landing

and called :â��â�¢

" Helen ! "

But, as he had expected, no one answered ;

there was no one in the house but himself.

He bounded down the stairs ; but. fast as

he went, his mind went faster, and, before

he had reached the road, he saw what had hap-

pened. With the assistance of his man and

the house-servants, whom he had bribedâ��

it is scarcely necessary to say that they were

foreigners, and not Scottish : it is dangerous

work trying to bribe a Scotâ��the Count had

succeeded in abducting Mr. Harness and his

granddaughter, placing the dummies in the

window to prevent Heriot's suspicion being

aroused ; and at this moment the audacious

scoundrel was carrying them off toâ��where ?

Heriot stood for a moment or two, with

his clenched hands thrust in his pockets,

frowning at the loch. To which end of the

loch would the Count direct his launch ? At

the upper end was the quay and station of

Loch Awe ; it would be well-nigh impossible

for him to land there without attracting atten-

tion ; he would not go to Taychreggan ; it

was opposite Portsonachan, and his move-

ments would certainly attract the attention

of the people there. There remained only

Ford, at the other end of the loch. Of

course ! It would be easy to convey the two
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to Crinan, where a yacht would be wailing.

He ran to the hotel and, pausing for a moment

outside to get his breath, went into the

smoking-room. Bowden was asleep, and

dreaming of a thirty-pound salmon ; Heriot

laid his hand on the old man's shoulder and

shook him gently.

" What is it ? Are we into a fish ? " said

Bowden. " I didn't hear the reel."

" I want your motor-carâ��at once," said

Heriot, as quietly as he could.

" Anybody ill ? " asked Bowden, starting

up.

" Our friend the Count has carried off the

" It's all right," said Bowden. as he hurried

to the door. " That motor of mine will do

forty miles an hour easily. My man sleeps

in the room over the garage. He's a quick

chap. Come on ! "

Heriot would find it difficult to describe

his sensations while he waited for the car.

The time was actually very short, but he

seemed to have grown into an old man before

he sprang up beside the driver. Bowden

offered to accompany themâ��indeed, begged

to be allowed to do so ; but Heriot shook his

head ; he had already formed his plan, and

the fewer persons concerned in the business

"THEN HE STOPPED, COLD WITH HORROR."

young girl at the Grey House," replied Heriot,

laconically. " I want your motor."

" I am not surprised," said the old man,

coolly. " I thought he was up to some mis-

chief. He's taken them in the launch, of

course. I saw it going down the lake half

an hour ago."

Heriot groaned. " Half an hour's start! "

Vol. xliv.â�� 64

the better. The road runs beside the loch

and is little frequented, even in the day-

time ; that night the car had it to itself. It

started at a good pace, and Heriot kept his

eyes on the loch. The car ran for some miles

before he saw two specks of light on the dark

surface of the water.

" Now let her out," he said.
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The chauffeur, who guessed that they were

in pursuit of something, or someone, obeyed

willingly enough, and they sped through the

air like an express train. As they approached

Ford Heriot gave the order to slow up, and

some little distance from the pier he stopped

the car and got out, telling the man to wait

there till he heard a whistle. Keeping in the

shadow of the road, Heriot cautiously

approached the landing-stage, and, as he had

expected, he saw a motor-car drawn up close

to it. The lights of the launch could now be

discerned plainly, and he could hear the thud

of her engine. He was only just in time. He

stole up to the car; a man who was so ill-

favoured that he might have been the twin

brother of the Count's servant was pottering

about it. Heriot went up to him and touched

him lightly on the shoulder ; the man swung

round and uttered an exclamation.

" Shout, call out, and you're a dead man,"

said Heriot, quietly. " I've got you covered

with a revolver "â��it was his pipeâ��" through

my coat-pocket. I know all about the busi-

ness. You are waiting for the Count. Get

into the car and sit there, and keep your

mouth shut."

With a guttural oath the man turned as if

to obey ; but suddenly he flung up his arm

and aimed, with a spanner in his hand, at

Heriot's head. But Heriot was on the alert

that night, and he dealt the man a blow on

the " point " which felled him. He took off

the man's coat and cap, then gagged and

bound him with a rope which, thinking it

might be useful, he had snatched up from

the garage when they started. Exchanging

his own coat and hat for the man's, he took

his seat in the car, and the thudding of his

heart kept time with the thudding of the

launch as it neared the pier. There was no

light save that of the lamps in the motor-car

and the launch ; and Heriot sat quite still

and waited.

He heard the launch moor to the quay ;

and a minute or two afterwards the Count

and his man appeared, bearing the old man.

They toiled with their burden up the bank,

and, without a word, put him in the car ;

then they returned for Miss Helen. This

was the most trying moment for Heriot

throughout that night's work ; for he was

consumed by the desire to spring out and

brain both the villains ; but, with clenched

teeth, he held himself in hand. After what

seemed an eternity the Count and his man

reappeared, carrying Helen. They placed

her beside the other motionless figure, then

the Count, wiping the sweat from his brow,

said a few words to his servant, who saluted

and returned to the launch. The Count took

a flask from his pocket, and the smell of

brandy mixed with the odour of chloroform

coming from the back of the car. The Count

took a drink, then stepped up beside Heriot.

" You know where to go," he said. " Drive

like the devil ; I want to reach the ship

before the tide turns. Drive straight on ;

you will see the sign-post to Crinan."

Without a word, with the blood beating in

his pulses, so that it seemed as if he were

deafened and almost blinded, Heriot started

the car.

The Count took out a cigarette and lit it.

displaying a cold-blooded indifference to the

condition of the prisoners which nearly drove

Heriot mad. At the turn of the road Heriot

swung the car to the left, instead of the right

towards Crinan. The Count looked up. peered

about him, then said :â��

" You fool; this is the wrong road ; this

goes to Portsonachan ! "

" That's where we're going, Count," said

Heriot.

For an instant there was silence ; Heriot

knew the man was stealthily feeling for some-

thing in his pocket.

" My dear Count," he said, very slowly,

because he w:as half choked by the desire to

kill, " it is not of the least use shooting me.

There is another car waiting round the bend

of the road, a more powerful one than this ;

it would overtake you before you had got a

couple of miles. Besides, you can't commit

murder with impunityâ��in England. A score

of detectives would run you down ; and you

would most certainly be hanged."

There was another moment or two of

silence, during which the Count again took out

his cigarette-case and, carefully choosing a

cigarette, lit it. By the light of the match

Heriot saw that the man's face was positively

livid, and that, for all his sang-froid, his hand

shook.

" You have managed very cleverly, Mr.

Heriot," he said. " I pay you my compli-

ments. Yes; you have won and I have

failed. If I may trouble you to stop the car,

I will alight and will relieve you of my com-

pany. As to Mr. and Miss Harness behind

there, I trust they will not have suffered

anything more than a temporary incon-

venience. The effects of chloroform soon

pass off."

Heriot pulled up the car.

" If we were alone, Count," he said ; " if

your victims did not require my immediate

attention "
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" HERIOT TOOK HER HANDS AND DRKW HER TOWARDS HIM."

" And if, like an Englishman, you did not

dread anything in the shape of a scandal,

you would like to engage in a fight with me,"

broke in the Count, now quite cool and self-

possessed. " I can appreciate your feelings

and sympathize with you ; but, my dear Mr.

Heriot, you and I are men of the world. We

have been engaged in a little contest; you

have beaten me, as I have said. And "â��

he paused a moment, his features workingâ��

" if you could fully comprehend the harm

you have done a friendly State, by your gross

interference, you would be quite satisfied

with the affair as it stands. I wish you good

night." He alighted, raised his hat, and

turned away. Then he came back and, with

an evil smirk, said, " Forgive me ! I forgot

to offer you my congratulations. You have

secured a beautiful womanâ��and a large

fortune."

" Get out of my sight," said Heriot, his

fury blazing up, his hand going towards the

spanner beside him.

The Count laughed, raised his hat again,

and disappeared in the darkness.

Heriot sprang into the back of the car and

â��it will be forgiven himâ��caught Helen to

him. He knew he could do nothing but wait;
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and presently she recovered from the anaes-

thetic. Her eyes opened with a dawning

horror ; but the terror faded from them as

she saw the face above her.

" You ! " she breathed.

" Yes j it's all right," said Heriot, with

unusual tenderness. " Don't worry to ask

questions ; just close your eyes and rest.

We are going back to Portsonachan."

" The Count! " she whispered, with a

shudder.

" The Count has gone. Don't think of

him."

" My grandfather ? "

Mr. Harness came to presently, and between

them they succeeded in soothing him. There

was no time for explanations ; indeed, both

the old man and the girl were used to adven-

tures, and accepted this one with a coolness

and courage which roused Heriot's admira-

tion. He whistled to Bowden-'s man ; Heriot

put them into the car, and was for mounting

beside the chauffeur ; but at a glance from

Helen he changed his mind and took his place

between her and her grandfather.

" Thank you," she said, meekly. " It

will encourage him to have you near him."

" And you ? " whispered Heriot.

" And me," she whispered back, with

downcast eyes.

H^riot felt for her hand, and, getting it,

held it tightly in his. Not a word was spoken

until they reached the hotel, where, in the

roadway, stood Bowden.

" Is it all right ? " he grunted.

" Quite all rightâ��thanks to you," responded

Heriot.

He was driving on to the Grey House, but

he remembered that there was no one there

to receive them ; remembered also the two

hideous figures, which he had left at the

window ; and he pulled up suddenly.

" Better stay here to-night," he said.

" Very well," said Helen, meekly. " Mr.

Heriot is right, grandfather ; we shall be

better here."

Heriot stood in the hall and watched them

as they were taken upstairs, with a silent

but tender regard, by the maid, who, though

Bowden had disclosed nothing, guessed that

something was wrong, and was full of pity

and sympathy.

Heriot went into the smoking-room and

told Bowden the whole story; and he had

scarcely finished when he heard a knock at

the door. Thinking it was the maid, come to

tell him how the rescued were getting on, he

called out, " Come in." The door opened

slowly and Helen appeared. She was very

pale, but her eyes were glowing. At sight

of Mr. Bowden she drew back suddenly;

but the old man struggled up from his chair

and. muttering something about it being late,

shuffled out of the room by the other door.

Helen closed the door and stood looking

at Heriot ; and he stood looking awkwardly

at her ; for he knew that she was going to

try and thank him. and. like most English-

men of his class, he hated thanks. She

came towards him with both hands held out.

"No, I'm not come to thank you," she

said; " that would be foolish. I thought

that you would like to hear that my grand-

father is not injured ; that he is little the

worse, and will be all right when he has slept."

" I'm glad," said Heriot, still awkwardly.

" You also will be all the better for a good

night's rest."

" Yes," she said, absently ; but she still

stood in front of him, her eyes downcast.

Heriot's heart beat; there were all sorts of

things he wanted to say, but he felt tongue-

tied. Suddenly she raised her eyes slowly

and looked at him, and at the look Heriot's

tongue was loosened.

" Yes, I love you," he said, as if she had

asked him a question. " I'd ask you to be

my wife, but I've got to tell you that I'm of

no accountâ��a poor man."

A heavenly smile broke over her face.

She put out her hands, and Heriot took

them and drew her towards him. As her

head sank on his breast and her lips met his

she laughed softly, bewitchingly.

" Oh, I like a man of no account," she

whispered.

It was some little time before she sought

the rest she needed. As for Heriot, the house

could not contain him, and he went out on

the lawn, so that there might be room for

the world of happiness which was in him.

When he came down in the morning the

maid hastened to him with a grave face.

" Miss Harnessâ�� ? " he asked, anxiously.

" The young lady is still sleeping, sir.

Butâ��there's terrible news this morning.

The launch was wrecked last night. They

found her on the rocks on the Taychreggan

shore, but they can't find the two foreign

gentlemen, the Count and his servant : and

they're afraid that they're drowned."

But Heriot had his doubts, which were

confirmed when he found that the Count's

motor had disappeared. A less astute person

than the Count would not have conceived the

idea of wrecking the launch, and so covering

his retreat.
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k Pigs That Fly."

" Blindfold Pigs Indicate Character.

By GERTRUDE BACON.

T cannot be denied that our

character stamps itself all

over us, and leaves its un-

mistakable impress on even

our smallest actions. Every

man, woman, and child of us

has his or her own and highly

characteristic ways of doing things, which are

like no one else's. We have our own character-

istic hands, ears, and noses, which are ours

alone, however much they may seem to re-

semble each other's

to the superficial view.

We know now, some

by bitter experience,

that even^ our finger-

prints are unique.

Those who make a

study of these matters

can learn to argue

backwards from effect

to cause, and trace

the tendencies, the

virtues, the foibles of

the inner man from

his least outward

manifestation. The

study of handwriting

is almost an exact science, defined by well-

proved laws and rules. From handwriting

a man's character may be read with some-

thing approaching absolute precision. And

if from handwriting, then, surely, yet more

accurately from such an action as the drawing

of a " blindfold pig." For handwriting may

have a good deal of artificiality about it,

being so often, as it is, deliberately manu-

factured or moulded on unnatural models.

But it is impossible deliberately to manu-

facture or copy a pig drawn with your eyes

shut. From the moment you take pencil in

hand and close your eyes you are bound to

follow your own initiative alone. Therefore

I think I may safely maintain that a careful

and experienced student of character can

gather much useful information from the

study of an album of blindfold pigs, and even

the casual and unskilled observer, turning

the pages, may glean more than a hearty

laugh or an amused smile from a glance at

their contents.

" Specialize, specialize, and again special-

ize" is the motto of to-day. The times are

gone for ever when it was possible to cover

the whole ground on any one subject.

Savants no longer aim at encyclopaedic know-

ledge, and even the collector of blindfold pigs

must specialize. Following her natural bent,

the writer has endeavoured to " make a

corner" in aviators,

and the present short

paper is therefore

concerned solely with

" Pigs that Fly."

Some ten years

ago there came, one

summer day, to my

old home in Berkshire

a grey-haired Ameri-

can gentleman with a

pleasant smile and

eyes that looked into

the future. He was

introduced as Mr.

Octave Chanute, then

on a brief visit to

Europe, and he came to see some aeronautical

invention of my father's because he was

specially interested in matters aerial. I

remember that he talked to us enthusiastically

of certain wondrous experiments with kites

and gliding machines that he was making in

his own country, and of the rather striking

work that was being done in this line by two

young American brothers, bicycle manu-

facturers, of Dayton, Ohioâ��Wilbur and

Orville Wright. Before he left I produced a

collection of " blindfold pigs " which I was

then starting, and persuaded him to add his

work to their number. Many a time since

then have I looked with satisfaction upon his

boldly sprawling animal and firm autograph

in my book, because, as events subsequently

proved, this Octave Chanute was the pioneer

of a great discovery. His work was directly

responsible for the first flights of the first
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aeroplanes and the first men who ever

successfully flew ; and long before he died

(some two years ago) he was enthusiastically

acclaimed, both in Europe and America, as

" the father of modern aviation."

But he is not the only flying pioneer repre-

sented in my highly-prized collection, for a

few months before this the world-famous

Sir Hiram Maxim had drawn for me, with his

eyes shut, a pig that seems to suggest his

own Maxim gun, so cunningly are its legs

and entire mechanism fitted inside its shapely

body with the gun-shaped muzzle, while the

ears have apparently just been fired off by

the force of an explosion. Nearly twenty

years ago this American genius, whose name

has become a household word throughout

the world, turned his brain to the subject

of flight, and produced a mighty flying

machine which is often considered to be

the first which ever left the ground. The

great craft weighed over three tons, and to

drive it Maxim produced a steam engine which

made a new record for lightness (it was before

the days of the petrol motor); and

although the first flight ended dis-

astrously, and the machine smashed itself

up beyond repair, yet it indubitably did

fly, and by so doing not only won itself

immortal fame, but served to indicate

the path which later inventors have

followed in their successful efforts towards

the conquest of the air.

I claim, therefore, my collection of

" Pigs that Fly" as not only unique,

but as truly representative, and, as far

as can be, complete, because it starts at

the very beginning with the pioneers, the

men who led the way, and whose work

rendered possible the famous feats that

have followed.

Undoubtedly the aviator, latest child of

progress in the history of the world, is the

popular hero of the hour. What soldier,

sailor, statesman, traveller, or potentate has

ever received a more world-wide ovation

than fell to the lot of Bleriot the day he

flew the Channelâ��just over three years ago ?

In truth it was a dramatic occasion. The

announcement (only half believed) that one

of the newly-invented aeroplanes, piloted

by a splendid young sportsman, Hubert

Latham, was to attempt to cross the sea

between France and England ; the expectant

crowds that day after day lined the cliffs at

Dover ; the unpropitious weather, the long

delay, the sneers of the unbelievers, the despair

of the newspaper reporters. And then,

suddenly, at dawn, when all the world slept,

a solitary policeman on the green cliff-summit

sees out at sea a small dark bird that nears

and nears with incredible speed and loud roar

of machinery. Almost at his feet the strange

bird hovers and settles, and out there climbs

stiffly, not the young semi-Englishman that

he and all the country have been expecting,

but a thick-set, dark-faced, hawk-nosed

Frenchman, with a lame foot (he had just

been badly burned in a petrol explosion) and

an eagle eyeâ��Louis Bleriot, the pioneer of

the monoplane, the conqueror of the

Channel.

Patience, determination, energy, these are

the characteristics of Bleriot. who for nine

years before his great triumph had laboured at

his invention, made aeroplane after aero-

plane, spent almost all his fortune, and

incurred the pitying ridicule of his friends

and enemies, who openly proclaimed him a

visionary and a " crank." Yet, in the end,

by patience, determination, and energy, he

won his reward. Can anyone deny that

these three great traits of his are faithfully
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depicted in the animal he drew for these

pages ? Note the firm, square body, the

pointed, eager nose. The eye lies at his

feet, even as the world lay at the feet of the

triumphant aviator the day he flew to us

across the sea.

It was Bleriot's voyage over

the Channel that first awakened

the Englishman's interest in the

new-found discovery of flight.

It was the great race from

London to Manchester for the

Daily Mail's first ten-thousand-

pound prize that finally aroused

the nation to the fact and

possibilities of the coming of

the aeroplane. Both heroes of

the historic race are repre-

sented in our collection. Look

first at the pig of the popular

favourite, the darling of the

crowd, Claude Grahame-White.

The word that is written so

plainly all over it is "Success."

the dashing curves, the

been patiently, laboriously, carefully won.

From tight-rope-walker, sailor, and airship

mechanic his progress has been rapid and

wonderful indeed ; but it has been achieved

solely by ability, by patience, and the

curling ears, the flourishing signature. Even

the pig itself is successful beyond the usual

wont, for the artist has succeeded accurately

in joining the body, in accurately placing the

eye. There is an easy self-confidence, an

absolute self-reliance and self-possession about

this animal. It knmvs it is successful and

popular, even as its artist knows as he guides

his machine, as if it were a veritable part of

himself, above the heads of the cheering

crowd who adore him.

Paulhan's pig, too, has the stamp of

success, but somehow it seems to suggest

that more deliberate effort has been made

to secure it. Every step of the modest,

retiring, pleasantly-smiling Frenchman has

neglecting of no possible oppor-

tunity. There is not a little

artistic promise about Paulhan's

pig, as well as imagination and

care and a just sense of pro-

portion. Altogether a pig to be

reckoned with.

When Octave Chanute came

to Europe ten years ago he

found skilled men in France

workingâ��perhaps on slightly

different lines â�� on the same

problem that had occupied him

and others in America â�� the

problem of flight. In both coun-

tries the solution was very near

at hand, and when, in 1906,

Santos-Dumont's aeroplane flew for seventy

yards Europe claimed the triumph as her own.

She did not know, or rather she did not believe,

that America had beaten her until suddenly

the mysterious brothers Wright broke their

long silence, came forth into the arena with

their aeroplanes, and performed flights, on

both sides of the Atlantic, that put all previous

French performances into the shade. For some

months the Americans held undisputed

possession of the field, and the man in the

street forgot that Frenchmen had ever

flown at all, until once more the tables were

turned and the world's record brought back

to Europe by a magnificent flight, on one of

the first of Farman biplanes, of two hours and
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twenty-seven minutesâ��a wonderful feat for

1909. The man who made this record for

France was Roger Sommer, whose blindfold

pig graces our pages. Curiously enough, it

bears a most marked

resemblance to the

pig of Paulhan â��

particularly in the

shape of the head

and the twist of the

tail, wrhich are prac-

tically identical. But

then in certain re-

spects the men them-

selves have much in

common. Both are

small, alert, quick of

movement, of imper-

turbable nerve, yet

careful withal,

modest and charm-

ing.. Both are mag-

nificent flyers, of

course, and both are

also inventors and constructors, for each of

them has now turned his attention to the

construction, rather than the mere flying, of

aeroplanes, and has produced, and is pro-

ducing, successful machines that bear his

name.

To the question, " Who is the

greatest aviator of the present day?"

only one answer can be returnedâ��

Lieutenant de Conneau, the French

sailor - aviator who flies under the

name of " Andre Beaumont." In

three great races, the three greatest

tests of endurance, courage, and skill

yet offered to the flying men of the

world, he has come off victoriousâ��

the race from Paris to Rome, the circuit

of Europe, and the circuit of Britain.

The man with a record like this to his

credit must be something mora

than a superb flyer â�� many of

his less successful rivals have been

thatâ��he must be possessed of the

most perfect judgment and a cool-

headedness that no sudden danger

or unforeseen difficulty can for

a moment disturb. It is to his

previous training as a naval

officer, and the qualities which

such a calling brings forth, that

Beaumont owes his success. A

perfectly-balanced mind, perfectly-

controlled nerve, and, above all,

consummate judgment are the

attributes to be sought for and

found in artist and " pig."

In two of the three great events aforesaid

Beaumont had as a worthy antagonist that

dashing young Englishman, James Valentine.

Readers will remem-

her that out of the

thirty starters for

that tremendous and

exacting feat, the

race round the

British Isles for the

Daily Mail second

ten - thousand - pound

prize, only four suc-

ceeded in covering

the whole distance,

and of these the

third man, and the

first Englishman,

was Valentine. Only

a few weeks before

he. the only English-

man aviator among

the competitors, had

covered seven of the nine stages of the circuit

of Europe, including the crossing of the

Channel (a feat he has since several times

accomplished). How many first awards,

trophies, and cups stand to Mr. Valentine's
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credit he himself would probably

find it difficult to enumerate.

Was there ever a more charac-

teristic animal than the pig he

has drawn with his eyes shut ?

Speed, dash, and goâ��the veriest

baby can trace their unmistak-

able impress.

Gustav Hamel, that most

beloved of aviators, darling of

the crowd, favourite of his com-

peers, strikes a new note with

his rectangular and somewhat

conventionalised " porker." He

cannot be said to have taken

much trouble about it. With his slow, lazy

smile and unruffled good nature he dashed off

the few straight lines and wriggly eye that

may stand as the Egyptian hieroglyphic of a

pig, but which nevertheless bears the hall-

mark of his personality. Apparently without

trouble or effort, with perfect and smiling good-

nature and absolute imperturbability, Hamel

goes about his work, flies in perilous winds to

prevent disappointing the crowd, takes extra-

ordinary risks to uphold the honour of his

country in international races (vide the

Gordon-Bennett race of last year), bears that

courageous lady Miss Trehawke Davies for an

afternoon's flight from London to Paris or

wafts her four thousand five hundred feet

into the sky, carries the mails from Hendon

to Windsor in impossible weather conditions

â��anything, in fact, that he is asked to do,

ever smiling, good-natured, imperturbableâ��

like his pig !

Look at the originality and humour of the

creature (is it a pig or a heraldic griffon ?)

to which T. 0. Sopwith has signed his name.

Mr. Sopwith is, above all, a flyer of originality

and ideas. It was the happiest thought that

led him to fly one afternoon from Brooklands

to Windsor, and, alighting gracefully in front

of the Castle, call for a cup of afternoon tea on

his highly-interested and delighted Sovereign.

It was certainly original to fly one winter's

day one hundred and sixty-nine miles from

Brooklands into Belgium (all other aviators

have been content with France for a conti-

nental trip), and incidentally carry off the

De Forrest four-thousand-pound prize. Bril-

liant originality characterizes Sopwith, both

as aviator and artist.

It is worth noting how closely the pigs of

Beaumont and W. Moorhoase resemble each

other, particularly in the heads. This is a

curious but not inexplicable fact when one

compares the flying of the two men. The

other day I asked a certain famous expert,

who knows more about flying men and their

machines than probably any man living, to

sum up in a phrase, crystallize as it were.

Moorhouse's genius as an aviator. " I should

say of him," he replied, " that he is the man

who makes a speciality of cross-country flying

in very bad weather, and whose delight it is

to go up in thunderstorms and dodge the

lightning." It is in cross-country flying in

bad weather that Beaumont shows to

greatest advantage his matchless skill and

judgment. Verb. sap.
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And who will deny that versatility is the

watchwordof Gordon-Bellâ��man and blindfold

pig ? This aviator, by the way, proudly

boasts that he is the only man in the world to

fly from Europe to Asia and back. He

has done so several timesâ��across the

Bosphorus ! Better proof of his versatile

genius lies in the fact that he can fly

more different makes of machine than

any man living.

Our little haphazard collection of "Pigs

that Fly '' has begun with two pioneer

constructors. It fitly closes with two more.

At a time when flying was in its veriest

infancy. Mr. A. V. Roe was patiently ex-

perimenting with his own highly original

machines. A. V. Roe was certainly one of

the first three men to fly in England, and

to him are due the first flights made by an

"All British" aeroplane, accomplished,

moreover, with an engine of only nine

horse-power. Since these very early days

he has met with the success he has so well

deserved, and his " Avros " are among the

best-known and highest esteemed of British

flying machines. His pig, therefore, is the pig

of a mechanical genius. Note the highly

original idea of the snout, in which is em-

bodied a clever notion for rooting for acorns.

Lastâ��but certainly not leastâ��behold the

pig of our dear old friend and magnificent

sportsman, Mr. Cody. Cody himself writes

of it, " Evidently I was thinking of breakfast

(can he have meant Bacon ?) when I drew

little piggie, which I intended to be a very

fat one, judging by the top tail." But Mr.

Cody does himself less than justice. He was

really, when he penned the sketch, placing on

paper, however unconsciously, his own charac-

teristics, and evolving a pig whose war-cry is,

" I shall get there."

This is what Cody has said all through his

romantic career, when one November night,

nine years ago, he skimmed all alone across

the Channel in a little boat harnessed to one

of his wonderful man-lifting kitesâ��when in

January, 1909, he made the first observed

flight in this country in the big aeroplane that

he had constructed for the British Armyâ��

when, through long months and years of

cruellest ill-luck and the jeers of a fickle and

ignorant crowd, he doggedly fought his way-

step by step towards successâ��when he flew

two hundred miles on end over Laffan's

Plain in the chill December morning of the

last day of 1910â��when he slogged along

round Great Britain, the fourth and last

man in (but the only man flying an all-

British biplane, and one of his own design

and construction to boot)in last year's great

raceâ��and. finally, when he won the Govern-

ment prize of five thousand pounds on

Salisbury Plain last August.

" I shall get there ! " said Cody on these

and innumerable similar occasions. " I shall

get there !" says his sturdy, indomitable,

bold, and original pig. And both are right 1
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ANDSOME is as 'andsome

does," said the night-watch-

man. It's an old saying,

but it's true. Give a chap

good looks, and it's precious

little else that is given to

'im. He's lucky when 'is

good looks 'ave gornâ��or partly gornâ��to get

a berth as night-watchman, or some other

hard and bad-paid job.

One drawback to a good-looking man is

that he generally marries young ; not because

'e wants to, but because somebody else wants

'im to. And that ain't the worst of it: the

handsomest chap I ever knew married five

times, and got seven years for it. It wasn't

his fault, pore chap ; he simply couldn't say

" No."

One o' the best-looking men I ever knew

was Cap'n Bill Smithers, wot used to come

up here once a week with a schooner called

the Wild Rose. Funny thing about 'im was

he didn't seem to know about 'is good looks,

and he was one o' the quietest, best-behaved

men that ever came up the London river.

Considering that he was mistook for me more

than once, it was just as well.

He didn't marry until 'e was close on forty ;

and then 'e made the mistake of marrying a

widder-woman. She was like all the rest of

'emâ��only worse. Afore she was married

Copyright, 1912,

butter wouldn't melt in 'er mouth, but as

soon as she 'ad got her " lines " safe she began

to make up for it.

For the fust month or two 'e didn't mind it,

'e rather liked being fussed arter, but when

he found that he couldn't go out for arf an

hour without having 'er with 'im he began to

get tired of it. Her idea was that 'e was too

handsome to be trusted out alone ; and every

trip he made 'e had to write up in a book, day

by day, wot 'e did with himself. Even then

she wasn't satisfied, and, arter saying that a

wife's place was by the side of 'er husband,

she took to sailing with 'im every v'y'ge.

Wot he could ha' seen in 'er I don't know.

I asked 'im one eveningâ��in a roundabout

wayâ��and he answered in such a long, round-

about way that I didn't know wot to make

of it till I see that she was standing just behind

me. listening. Arter that I heard 'er asking

questions about me, but I didn't 'ave to

listen: I could hear 'er twenty yards away,

and singing to myself at the same time.

Arter that she treated me as if I was the

dirt beneath 'er feet. She never spoke to

me, but used to speak against me to other

people. She was always talking to them

about the " sleeping-sickness " and things o'

that kind. She said night-watchmen always

made 'er think of it somehow, but she didn't

know why, and she couldn't tell you if you

by W. W. Jacobs.
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was to ask her. The only thing I was thank-

ful for was that I wasn't 'er husband. She

stuck to 'im like his shadow, and I began to

think at last it was a pity she 'adn't got

something to be jealous about and something

to occupy her mind with instead o' me.

" She ought to 'ave a lesson," I ses to the

skipper one evening. " Are you going to be

follered about like this all your life ? If

she was made to see the foolishness of 'er

ways she might get sick of it."

My idea was to send her on a wild-goose

chase, and while the Wild Rose was away I

thought it out. I wrote a love-letter to "the

skipper signed with the name of " Dorothy,"

and asked 'im to meet me at Cleopatra's

Needle on the Embankment at eight o'clock

on Wednesday. I told 'im to look out for a

tall girl (Mrs. Smithers was as short as they

make 'em) with mischievous brown eyes, in a

blue 'at with red roses on it.

I read it over careful, and arter marking it

" Private," twice in front and once on the

back, I stuck it down so that it could be blown

open a'most, and waited for the schooner to

come back. Then I gave a van-boy twopence

to 'and it to Mrs. Smithers, wot was sitting on

the deck alone, and tell 'er that he 'ad got a

letter for Captain Smithers.

I was busy with a barge wot happened to

be handy at the time, but I 'card her say

that she would take it and give it to 'im.

When I peeped round she 'ad got the letter

open and was leaning over the side to wind'ard

trying to get 'er breath. Every now and

then she'd give another look at the letter

and open 'er mouth and gasp; but by and

by she got calmer, and, arter putting it back

in the envelope, she gave it a lick as though

she was going to bite it, and stuck it down

agin. Then she went off the wharf, and

I'm blest if, five minutes arterwards, a young

fellow didn't come down to the ship with

the same letter and ask for the skipper.

" Who gave it to you ? " ses the skipper,

as soon as 'e could speak.

" A lady," ses the young fellow.

The skipper waved 'im away, and then 'e

walked up and down the deck like a man in

a dream.

" Bad news ?" I ses, looking up and

catching 'is eye.

" No," he ses ; " no. Only a note about a

couple o' casks o' soda."

He stuffed the letter in 'is pocket and sat

on the side smoking till his wife came back

in five minutes' time, smiling all over with

good temper.

" It's a nice evening," she ses, " and I

think I'll just run over to Dalston and see

my Cousin Joe."

The skipper got up like a lamb and said

he'd go and clean 'imself.

" You needn't come if you feel tired," she

ses, smiling at 'im.

The skipper could 'ardly believe his ears.

" I do feel tired," he ses. " I've had a

heavy day, and I feel more like bed than

anything else."

" You turn in, then," she ses. " I'll be

all right by myself."

She went down and tidied herself upâ��not

that it made much difference to 'erâ��and,

arter patting him on the arm and giving me

a stare that would ha' made most men blink,

she took herself off.

I was pretty busy that evening. Wot with

shifting lighters from under the jetty and

sweeping up, it was pretty near ha'-past

seven afore I 'ad a minute I could call my

own. I put down the broom at last, and was

just thinking of stepping round to the Bull's

Head for a 'art-pint when I see Cap'n

Smithers come off the ship on to the wharf

and walk to the gate.

" I thought you was going to turn in ? " I

ses.

" I did think of it," he ses, " then I thought

p'r'aps I'd better' stroll as far as Broad

Street and meet my wife."

It was all I could do to keep a straight face.

I'd a pretty good idea where she 'ad gorn;

and it wasn't Dalston.

" Come in and 'ave 'arf a pint fust," I

ses.

" No ; I shall be late," he ses, hurrying off.

I went in and 'ad a glass by myself, and

stood there so long thinking of Mrs. Smithers

walking up and down by Cleopatra's Needle

that at last the landlord fust asked me wot

I was laughing at, and then offered to make

me laugh the other side of my face. And

then he wonders why people go to the Albion.

I locked the gate rather earlier than usual

that night. Sometimes if I'm up that end

I leave it a bit late, but I didn't want Mrs.

Smithers to come along and nip in without

me seeing her face.

It was ten o'clock afore I heard the bell

go, and when I opened the wicket and looked

out I was surprised to see that she 'ad got

the skipper with 'er. And of all the miserable-

looking objicks I ever saw in my life he was

the worst. She 'ad him tight by the arm,

and there was a look on 'er face that a'most

scared me.

" Did you go all the way to Dalston for

her ? " I ses to 'im.
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Mrs. Smithers made a gasping sort o'

noise, but the skipper didn't answer a word.

She shoved him in in front of 'er and stood

over 'im while he climbed aboard. When he

held out 'is hand to help 'er she struck it

away.

I didn't get word with 'im till five o'clock

next morning, when he came up on deck with

his 'air all rough and 'is eyes red for want of

sleep.

" Haven't 'ad a wink all night," he ses,

stepping on to the wharf.

I gave a little cough. " Didn't she 'ave

a pleasant time at Dalston ? " I ses.

He walked a

little further off

from the ship.

" She didn't go

there," he ses, in

a whisper.

" You've got

something on

your mind," I

ses. " Wot is

it?"

He wouldn't

tell me at fust.

but at last he

told me all about

the letter from

Dorothy, and 'is

wife reading it

unbeknown to

'im and going to

meet 'er.

"It was an

awful meeting!"

he ses. "Awful!"

I couldn't

think wot to

make of it. " Was the gal there, then ? " I

ses, staring at 'im.

" No," ses the skipper ; " but I was."

" You ? " I ses, starting back. " You !

Wot for ? I'm surprised at you ! I wouldn't

ha' believed it of you ! "

" I felt a bit curious," he ses, with a silly

sort o' smile. " But wot I can't understand

is why the gal didn't turn up."

" I'm ashamed of you, Bill," I ses, very

severe.

" P'r'aps she did," he ses, 'arf to 'imself,

" and then saw my missis standing there

waiting. P'r'aps that was it."

" Or p'r'aps it was somebody 'aving a game

with you," I ses.

" You're getting old, Bill," he ses, very

short. " You don't understand. It's some

pore gal that's took a fancy to me, and it's

my dooty to meet 'er and tell her 'ow things

are."

He walked off with his 'ead in the air, and

if 'e took that letter out once and looked at

it. he did five times.

" Chuck it away," I ses, going up to him.

" Certainly not," he ses, folding it up

careful and stowing it away in 'is breast-

pocket. " She's took a fancy to me, and it's

my dooty "

" You said that afore," I ses.

He stared at me nasty for a moment, and

then 'e ses : " You ain't seen any young lady

hanging about 'ere, I suppose, Bill ? A tall

DID YOU GO ALL THE WAY TO DAI.SIGN I'OR HER?" I SES TO "lM."

young lady with a blue hat trimmed with

red roses ?."

I shook my 'ead. '

" If you should see 'er " he ses.

" I'll' tell your missis," I ses. " It 'ud be

much easier for her to do her dooty properly

than it would you. She'd enjoy doing it,

too."

He went off agin then, and I thought "he

'ad done with me, but he 'adn't. He spoke

to me that evening as if I was the greatest

friend he 'ad in the world. I 'ad two 'arf-

pints with 'im at the Albionâ��with his missis

walking up and down outsideâ��and arter the

second 'arf-pint he said he wanted to meet

Dorothy and tell 'er that 'e was married, and

that he 'oped she would meet some good man

that was worthy of 'er.

I had a week's peace while the ship was
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away, but she was hardly made fast afore I

'ad it all over agin and agin.

"Are you sure there's been no more

letters ? " he ses.

" Sartain," I ses.

"That's right," he ses; "that's right.

And you 'aven't seen her walking up and

down'? "

" No," I ses.

" 'Avc you been on the look-out ? " he ses.

" I don't suppose a nice gal like that would

come and shove her 'ead in at the gate. Did

you look up and down the road ? "

" Yes," I ses. " I've fair made my eyes

ache watching for her."

" I can't understand it," he ses. " It's a

mystery to me. unless p'r'aps she's been taken

ill. She must 'ave seen me here in the fust

place ; and she managed to get hold of my

name. Mark my words, I shall 'ear from her

agin."

" 'Ow do you know ? " I ses.

" I feel it "ere," he ses, very solemn, laying

his 'and on his chest.

I didn't know wot to do. Wot with 'is

foolishness and his missis's temper, I see I 'ad

made a mess of it. He told me she had 'ardly

spoke a word to 'im for two days, and when I

saidâ��being a married man myselfâ��that it

might ha' been worse, 'e said I didn't know

wot I was talking about.

I did a bit o' thinking arter he 'ad gorn

aboard agin. I dursn't tell 'im that I 'ad

wrote the letter, but I thought if he 'ad one or

two more he'd see that someone was 'aving a

game with 'im, and that it might do 'im good.

Besides which it was a little amusement for

me.

Arter everybody was in their beds asleep

. I sat on a clerk's stool in the office and

wrote 'im another letter from Dorothy. I

called 'im " Dear Bill," and I said 'ow sorry

I was that I 'adn't had even a sight of 'im

lately, having been laid up with a sprained

ankle and 'ad only just got about agin. I

asked 'im to meet me at Cleopatra's Needle

at eight o'clock, and said that I should wear

the blue 'at with red roses.

It was a very good letter, but I can see

now that I done wrong in writing it. I was

going to post it to 'im, but, as I couldn't find

an envelope without the name of the blessed

wharf on it, I put it in my pocket till I got

'ome.

I got 'ome at about a quarter to seven, and

slept like a child till pretty near four. Then

I went downstairs to 'ave my dinner.

The moment I opened the door I see there

was something wrong. Three times my missis

licked 'er lips afore she could speak. Her

face 'ad gone a dirty white colour, and she was

leaning forward with her 'ands on her 'ips,

trembling all over with temper.

" Is my dinner ready ? " I ses, easy-likd

" 'Cos I'm ready for it."

" Iâ��I wonder I don't tear you limb from

limb," she ses, catching her breath.

" Wot's the matter ? " I ses.

" And then boil you," she ses. between her

teeth. ,'" You in one pot and your precious

Dorothy in another."

If anybody 'ad offered me five pounds to

speak then, I couldn't ha' done it. I see

wot I'd done in a flash, and I couldn't say a

word ; but I kept my presence o' mind, and

as she came round one side o' the table I

went round the other.

" Wot 'ave you got to say for yourself ? "

she ses, with a scream.

" Nothing," I ses, at last. " It's all a

mistake."

" Mistake ? " she ses. " Yes, you made a

mistake leaving it in your pocket; that's

all the mistake you've made. That's wot

you do, is it, when you're supposed to be

at the wharf ? Go about with a blue 'at

with red roses in it! At your time o' life,

and a wife at 'ome working herself to death

to make both ends meet and keep you

respectable ! "

" It's all a mistake," I ses. " The letter

wasn't for me."

" Oh, no, o' course not," she ses. " That's

why you'd got it in your pocket, I suppose.

And I suppose you'll say your name ain't

Bill next."

" Don't say things you'll be sorry for,"

I ses.

" I'll take care o' that," she ses. " I might

be sorry for not saying some things, but I

don't think I shall."

I don't think she was. I don't think she

forgot anything, and she raked up things

that I 'ad contradicted years ago and wot I

thought was all forgot. And every now and

then, when she stopped for breath, she'd try

and get round to the same side of the table

I was.

She follered me to the street door when I

went and called things up the road arter me.

I 'ad a snack at a coffee-shop for my dinner,

but I 'adn't got much appetite for it; I was

too full of trouble and finding fault with

myself, and I went off to my work with a

'art as heavy as lead.

I suppose I 'adn't been on the wharf ten

minutes afore Cap'n Smithers came sidling

up to me, but I got my spoke in fust.
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"Look 'ere," I

ses, "if you're

going to talk about

that forward hussy

wot's been writing

to you, I ain't. I'm

sick and tired of

'er."

"Forward

hussy!" he ses.

" Forward hussy ! "

And afore I could

drop my broom he

gave me a punch in

the jaw that pretty

near broke it. " Say

another word

against her," he

ses, "and I'll

knock your ugly

'ead off. How dare

you insult a lady ? "

I thought I

should 'ave gone

crazy at fust, but

I went off into the

office without a

word. Some men

would ha' knocked

'im down for it, but

1 made allowances

for 'is state o' mind,

and I stayed inside

until I see 'im get

aboard agin.

He was sitting on

deck when I went

out, and his missis too, but neither of 'em

spoke a word. I picked up my broom and

went on sweeping, when suddenly I 'eard a

voice at the gate I thought I knew, and in

came my wife.

" Ho ! " she ses, calling out. " Ain't you

gone to meet that gal at Cleopatra's Needle

yet ? You ain't going to keep 'er waiting,

are you ? 'â�¢'

" H'sh I " I ses.

" H'sh! yourself," she ses, shouting. " I've

done nothing to be ashamed of. I don't go

to meet other people's husbands in a blue 'at

with red roses. / don't write 'em love-letters,

and say ' H'sh I' to my wife when she ventures

to make a remark about it. I may work

myself to skin and bone for a man wot's old

enough to know better, but I'm not going to

be trod on. Dorothy, indeed ! I'll Dorothy

'er if I get the chance."

Mrs. Smithers, wot 'ad been listening with

all her ears, jumped up, and so did the skipper,

.- -

WOT 'AVE YOU GOT TO SAY FOR YOURSELF?' SHE SES, WITH A SCREAM."

and Mrs. Smithers came to the side in two

steps.

" Did you say ' Dorothy,' ma'am ? " she

ses to my missis.

" I did," ses my wife. " She's been

writing to my 'usband."

" It must be the same one," ses Mrs.

Smithers. " She's been writing to mine,

too."

The two of 'em stood there looking at each

other for a minute, and then my wife, holding

the letter between 'er finger and thumb as

if it was pison, passed it to Mrs. Smithers.

" It's the same," ses Mrs. Smithers. " Was

the envelope marked ' Private ' ? "

" I didn't see no envelope," ses my missis.

" This is all I found."

Mrs. Smithers stepped on to the wharf and,

taking 'old of my missis by the arm, led her

away whispering. At the same moment the

skipper walked across the deck and whispered

to me.
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" Wot d'ye mean by it ? " he ses. " Wot

d'ye mean by 'aving letters from Dorothy and

not telling me about it ? "

" I can't help 'aving letters any more than

you can," I ses. " Now p'r'aps you'll

understand wot I meant by calling 'er a

forward hussy."

" Fancy 'er writing to you !" he ses,

wrinkling 'is forehead. " Pph t She must

be crazy."

" P'r'aps it ain't a gal at all," I ses. " My

belief is somebody is 'aving a game with

us."

she'd got me in 'er power. She took two-and-

tenpenceâ��all I'd gotâ��and then she ordered

me to go and get a cab.

" Me and this lady are going to meet her,"

she ses, sniffing at me.

" And tell 'er wot we think of 'er," ses

Mrs. Smithers, sniffing too.

" And wot we'll do to 'er," ses my missis.

I left 'em standing side by side, looking at

the skipper as if 'e was a waxwork?, while I

went to find a cab. When I came back they

was in the same persition, and 'e was smoking

with 'is eves shut.

'

"'I WANT SOME MONEY,' SKS MY MISSIS, COMING BACK WITH MKS. SMITHBRS "

" Don't be a fool," he ses. " I'd like to

see the party as would make a fool of me like

that. Just see 'im and get my 'ands on him.

He wouldn't want to play any more games."

It was no good talking to 'im. He was

'arf crazy with temper. If I'd said the

letter was meant for 'im he'd 'ave asked me

wot I meant by opening it and getting 'im

into more trouble with 'is missis, instead of

giving it to 'im on the quiet. I just stood

and suffered in silence, and thought wot a

lot of 'arm eddication did for people.

" I want some money," ses my missis,

coming back at last with Mrs. Smithers.

That was the way she always talked when

They . went off. side by side in the cab,

both of 'em sitting bolt-upright, and only

turning their 'eads at the last moment to

give us looks we didn't want.

" I don't wish her no 'arm," ses the skipper,

arter thinking for a long time. " Was that

the fust letter you 'ad from 'er. Bill ? "

" Fust and last," I ses, grinding my teeth.

" I hope they won't meet 'er, pore thing,"

he ses.

" I've been married longer than wot you

have," I ses, "and I tell you one thing.

It won't make no difference to us whether

they do or they don't," I ses.

And it didn't.
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I.

THE plain man on a plain day wakes up,

slowly or quickly according to his tem-

perament, and greets the day in a mental

posture which might be thus expressed in

words:â��

" Oh, Lord ! Another day ! What a grind ! "

If you ask me whom I mean by the plain man,

my reply is that I mean almost every man. I

mean you. I certainly mean me. I mean the

rich and the poor, the successful and the unsuc-

cessful, the idle and the diligent, the luxurious

and the austere. For, what with the limits of

digestion, the practical impossibility of wearing

two neckties at once, the insecurity of invest-

ments, the responsibilities of wealth and of

success, the exhaustingness of the search for

pleasure, and the cheapness of travelâ��the real

differences between one sort of plain man and

another are slight in these times. (And indeed

they always were slight.)

The plain man has a lot to do before he may

have his breakfastâ��and he must do it. The

tyrannic routine begins instantly he is out of

bed. To lave limbs, to shave the jaw, to select

clothes and assume themâ��these things are

naught. He must exercise his musclesâ��all his

muscles equally and scientificallyâ��with the aid

of a text-book and of diagrams on a large card ;

which card he often hides if he is expecting

visitors in his chamber, for he will not always

confess to these exercises; he would have you

believe that he alone, in a world of simpletons,

is above the faddism of the hour; he is as

ashamed of these exercises as of a good resolution,

and when his wife happens to burst in on them

he will pretend to be doing some common act,

such as walking across the room or examining a

mole in the small of his back. And yet he will

not abandon them. They have an empire over

him. To drop them would be to be craven,

1912, by Arnold Bennett.
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inefficient. The text-book asserts that they

will form one of the pleasantest parts of the

day, and that he will learn to look forward

to them. He soon learns to look forward to

them, but not with glee. He is relieved and

proud when they are over for the day.

He would enjoy his breakfast, thanks to the

strenuous imitation of diagrams, were it not

that, in addition to being generally in a hurry,

he is preoccupied. He is preoccupied by the

sense of doom, by the sense that he has set

out on the appointed path and dare not

stray from it. The train or the tram-car or

the automobile (same thing) is waiting for

him, irrevocable, undeniable, inevitable. He

wrenches himself away. He goes forth to his

fate, as to the dentist. And just as he would

enjoy his breakfast in the home, so he would

enjoy his newspaper and cigarette in the

vehicle, were it not for that ever-present

sense of doom. The idea of business grips

him. It matters not what the business is.

Business is everything, and everything is

business. He reaches his office â�� whatever

his office is. He is in his office. He must

plungeâ��he plunges. The day has genuinely

begun now. The appointed path stretches

straight in front of him, for five, six, seven,

eight hours.

Oh ! but he chose his vocation. He likes>

it. It satisfies his instincts. It is his life.

(So you say.) Well, does he like it ? Does

it satisfy his instincts ? Is it his life ? If

truly the answer is affirmative, he is at any

rate not conscious of the fact. He is aware

of no ecstasy. What is the use of being

happy unless he knows he is happy ? Some

men know that they are happy in the hours

of business, but they are few. The majority

are not, and the bulk of the majority do not

even pretend to be. The whole attitude of

the average plain man to business implies

that business is a nuisance, scarcely miti-

gated. With what secret satisfaction he

anticipates that visit to the barber's in the

middle of the morning ! With what gusto

he hails the arrival of an unexpected inter-

rupting friend! With what easement he

decides that he may lawfully put off some

task till the morrow ! Let him hear a band

or a fire-engine in the street, and he will go

to the window with the eagerness of a child

or of a girl-clerk. If he were working at golf

the bands of all the regiments of Hohen-

zollern would not make him turn his head,

nor the multitudinous blazing of fireproof

skyscrapers. No ! Let us be honest. Busi-

ness constitutes the steepest, roughest league

of the appointed path. Were it otherwise,

business would not be universally regarded

as a means to an end.

Moreover, when the plain man gets home

again, does his wife's face say to him : " I

know that your real life is now over for the

day, and I regret for your sake that you have

to return here. I know that the powerful

interest of your life is gone. But I am glad

that you have had five, six, seven, or eight

hours of passionate pleasure"? Not a bit!

His wife's face says to him: "I com-

miserate with you on all that you have been

through. It is a great shame that you should

be compelled to toil thus painfully. But I

will try to make it up to you. I will soothe

you. I will humour you. Forget anxiety

and fatigue in my smiles." She does not

fetch his comfortable slippers for him, partly

because, in this century, wives do not do

such things, and partly because comfortable

slippers are no longer worn. But she does the

equivalent â�� whatever the equivalent may

happen to be in that particular household.

And he expects the commiseration and the

solace in her face. He would be very hurt

did he not find it there.

And even yet he is not relaxed. Even yet

the appointed path stretches inexorably in

front, and he cannot wander. For now he

feels the cogs and cranks of the highly com-

plex domestic machine. At breakfast he

declined to hear them ; they were shut â�¢ off

from him ; he was too busy to be bothered

with them. At evening he must be bothered

with them. Was it not he who created the

machine ? He discovers, often to his aston-

ishment, that his wife has an existence of

her own, full of factors foreign to him, and

he has to project himself, not only into his

wife's existence, but into the existences of

other minor personages. His daughter, for

example, will persist in growing up. Not for

a single day will she pause. He arrives one

night and perceives that she is a woman and

that he must treat her as a woman. He had

not bargained for this. Peace, ease, relax-

ation in a home vibrating to the whir of such

astounding phenomena ? Impossible dream !

These phenomena were originally meant by

him to be the ornamentation of his career,

but they are threatening to be the sole reason

of his career. If his wife lives for him, it is

certain that he lives just as much for his

wife; and as for his daughter, while she

emphatically does not live for him, he is

bound to admit that he has just got to live

for herâ��and she knows it !

To gain money was exhausting ; to spend

it is precisely as exhausting. He cannot quit
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the appointed path nor lift the doom. Dinner is

finished ere he has begun to recover from the

varied shock of home. Then his daughter may

negligently throw him a few moments of charm-

ing cajolery. He may gossip in simple idleness

with his wife. He may gambol like any infant

with the dog. A yawn. The shadow of the

next day is upon him. He must not stay up too

late, lest the vigour demanded by the next day

should be impaired. Besides, he does not want to

stay up. Naught is quite interesting enough to

keep him up. And bed, too, is part of the

appointed, unescapable path. To bed he goes,

carrying ten million preoccupations. And of his

state of mind the kindest that can be said is that

he is philosophic enough to hope for the best.

And after the night he wakes up, slowly or

quickly according to his temperament, and

greets the day with :â��

" Oh, Lord ! Another day ! What a grind ! "

II.

THE interesting point about the whole situa-

tion is that the plain man seldom or never asks

himself a really fundamental question about

that appointed path of hisâ��that path from

which he dare not and could not wander.

Once, perhaps in a parable, the plain man

travelling met another traveller. And the plain

man demanded of the traveller :â��

" Where are you going to ? "

The traveller replied :â��

" Now I come to think of it, I don't know."

The plain man was ruffled by this insensate

answer. He said :â��

" But you are travelling ? "

The traveller replied :â��

" Yes."

The plain man, beginning to be annoyed,

said :â��

" Have you never asked yourself where you

are going to ? "

Said the traveller :â��

" I have not."

" But do you mean to tell me," protested the

plain man, now irritated, " that you are putting

yourself to all this trouble, peril, and expense of

trains and steamers without having asked your-

self where you are going to ? "

" It never occurred to me," the traveller

admitted. " I just had to start and I started."

Whereupon the plain man was, as too often

with us plain men, staggered and deeply affronted

by the illogical absurdity of human nature.

" Was it conceivable," he thought, " that this

traveller, presumably in his senses " etc.

(You are familiar with the tone and the style,

being a plain man yourself.) And he gave way

to moral indignation.

He ruNcl not
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Now I must here, in parentheses, firmly state

that I happen to be a member of the Society

for the Suppression of Moral Indignation. As

such, I object to the plain man's moral indigna-

tion against the traveller ; and I think that a

liability to moral indignation is one of the plain

man's most serious defects. As such, my endea-

vour is to avoid being staggered and deeply-

affronted, or even surprised, by human vagaries.

There are too many plain people who are always

rediscovering human natureâ��its turpitudes,

fatuities, unreason. They live amid human

nature as in a chamber of horrors. And yet,

after all these years, we surely ought to have

grown used to human nature ! It may be

extremely vile â�� that is not the point. The

point is that it constitutes our environment,

from which we cannot escape alive. The

man who is capable of being deeply affronted

by his inevitable environment ought to have

the pluck of his convictions and shoot himself.

The Society would with pleasure pay his funeral

expenses and contribute to the support of his wife

and children. Such a man is, without knowing it,

a dire enemy of true progress, which can only be

planned and executed in an atmosphere from

which heated moral superiority is absent.

I offer these parenthetical remarks as a

guarantee that I shall not over-righteously

sneer at the plain man for his share in the sequel

to the conversation with the traveller. For

there was a sequel to the conversation.

" As questions are being asked, where are

you going to ? " said the traveller.

The plain man answered with assurance :â��

" Oh, I know exactly where I'm going to.

I'm going to Timbuctoo."

" Indeed ! " said the traveller. " And why

are you going to Timbuctoo ? "

Said the plain man : " I'm going because it's

the proper place to go to. Every self-respecting

person goes to Timbuctoo."

" But why ? "

Said the plain man :â��

" Well, it's supposed to be just about unique.

You're contented there. You get what you've

always wanted. The climate's wonderful."

" Indeed ! " said the traveller again. " Have

you met anybody who's been there ? "

" Yes. I've met several. I've met a lot. And

I've heard from people who are there."

" And are their reports enthusiastic ? "

" Well " The plain man hesitated.

" Answer me. Are their reports enthusi-

astic ? " the traveller insisted, rather bullyingly.

" Not very," the plain man admitted. " Some

say it's very disappointing. And some say

it's much like other towns. Everyone say* the

climate has grave drawbacks."
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The traveller demanded :â��

" Then why are you going there ? "

Said the plain man :â��

" It never occurred to me to ask why. As I

say, Timbuctoo's supposed to be "

" Supposed by whom ? "

" Wellâ��generally supposed," said the plain

man, limply.

" Not by the people who've been there ? "

the traveller persevered, with obstinacy.

" Perhaps not," breathed the plain man.

" But it's generally supposed " He faltered.

There was a silence, which was broken by the

traveller, who inquired :â��

" Any interesting places en route 1"

" I don't know. I never troubled about that,"

said the plain man.

" But do you mean to tell me," the traveller

exclaimed, " that you are putting yourself to

all this trouble, peril, and expense of trains and

steamers and camel-back without having asked

yourself why, and without having satisfied your-

self that the thing was worth while, and without

having even ascertained the most agreeable

route ?"

Said the plain man, weakly : " I just had to

;tart for somewhere, so I started for Timbuctoo."

Said the traveller : " Well, I'm of a forgiving

disposition. Shake hands."

III.

THE two individuals in the foregoing parable

were worrying each other with fundamental

questions. And what makes the parable un-

realistic is the improbability of real individuals

ever doing any such thing. If the plain man,

for instance, has almost ceased to deal in funda-

mental questions in these days, the reason is

not difficult to find. The reason lies in the

modern perception that fundamental questions

are getting very hard to answer. In a former

time a dogmatic answer was ready waiting for

every fundamental question. You asked the

question, but before you asked it you knew the

answer, and so there was no argument and

nearly no anxiety. In that former time a mere

child could glance at your conduct and tell you

with certainty exactly what you would be doing

and how you would be feeling ten thousand

years hence, if you persisted in the said conduct.

But knowledge has advanced since then, and the

inconvenience of increased knowledge is that

it intensifies the sense of ignorance, with the

result that, though we know immensely more

than our grandfathers knew, we feel im-

mensely more ignorant than they ever felt.

They were, indeed, too ignorant to be aware

of ignoranceâ��which is perhaps a comfortable

state. Thus the plain man nowadays shirks
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fundamental questions. And assuredly no

member of the Society for the Suppression of

Moral Indignation shall blame him.

All fundamental questions resolve them-

selves finally into the following assertion and

inquiry about life : " I am now engaged in

something rather tiresome. What do I stand

to gain by it later on ? " That is the basic

query. It has forms of varying importance.

In its supreme form the word " eternity "

has to be employed. And the plain man is,

to-day, so sensitive about this supreme form

of the question that, far from asking and

trying to answer it, he can scarcely bear to

hear it even discussed â�� I mean discussed

with candour. In practice a frank discussion

of it usually tempts him to exhibitions of

extraordinary heat and bitterness, and wisdom

is thereby but obscured. Therefore he prefers

the disadvantage of leaving it alone to the

dissatisfaction of attempting to deal with it.

The disadvantage of leaving it alone is

obvious. Existence is, and must be, a com-

promise between the claims of the moment

and the claims of the futureâ��and how can

that compromise be wisely established if one

has not somehow made up one's mind about

the future ? It cannot. Butâ��I repeatâ��I

would not blame the plain man. I would

only just hint to him, while respecting his

sensitiveness, that the present hour is just as

much a part of eternity as another hour ten

thousand years off.

The secondâ��the next most importantâ��

form of the fundamental question embraces

the problem of old age. All plain men will

admit, when faithfully cross-examined, a sort

of belief that they are on their way to some

Timbuctoo situate in the region of old age. It

may be the Timbuctoo of a special ambition

realized, or the Timbuctoo of luxury, or the

Timbuctoo of material security, or the Tim-

buctoo of hale health, or the Timbuctoo of

knowledge, or the Timbuctoo of power, or

even the Timbuctoo of a good conscience.

It is anyhow a recognizable and definable

Timbuctoo. And the path leading to it is a

straight, wide thoroughfare, clearly visible

for a long distance ahead.

The theory of the mortal journey is simple

and seldom challenged. It is a twofold theory

â��first that the delight of achievement will

compensate for the rigours and self-denials of

the route, and second that the misery of non-

achievement would outweigh the immediate

pleasures of dallying* If this theory were not

indestructible, for reasons connected with the

secret nature of humanity, it would orobably

have been destroyed long ago by the mere

cumulative battering of experience. For the

earth's surface is everywhere thickly dotted

with old men who have achieved ambition, old

men drenched in luxury, old men as safe as

Mont Blanc from overthrow, old men with the

health of camels, old men who know more than

anybody ever knew before, old men whose

nod can ruin a thousand miles of railroad, and

old men with consciences of pure snow ; but

who are not happy and cannot enjoy life.

The theory, however, does happen to be

indestructible, partly because old age is such

a terrible long way off, partly because the

young honestly believe themselves to have a,

monopoly of wisdom, partly because every

plain man is convinced that his case will be

different from all the other cases, and chiefly

because endeavourâ��not any particular en-

deavour, but rather any endeavour ! â�� is a

habit that corresponds to a very profound

instinct in the plain man. So the reputation

of Timbuctoo as a pleasure resort remains

entirely unimpaired, and the pilgrimages

continue with unabated earnestness.

And there is another and a paramount

reason why the pilgrimages should continue.

The two men in the parable both said that

they just had to startâ��and they were right.

We have to start, and, once started, we have

to keep going. We must go somewhere. And

at the moment of starting we have neither

the sagacity nor the leisure to invent fresh

places to start for, or to cut new paths.

Everybody is going to Timbuctoo ; the roads

are well marked. And the plain man, with

his horror of being peculiar, sets out for

Timbuctoo also, following the signposts. The

fear of not arriving keeps him on the trot, the

fear of the unknown keeps him in the middle

of the road and out of the forest on either

side of it, and hope keeps up his courage.

Will any member of the Society for the

Suppression of Moral Indignation step for-

ward and heatedly charge the plain man with

culpable foolishness, ignorance, or gullibility ;

or even with cowardice in neglecting to find

a convincing answer to the fundamental

question about the other end of his life ?

IV.

THERE is, however, a third form of the

fundamental question which is less un-

answerable than the two forms already

mentioned. The plain man may be excused

for his remarkable indifference as to what

his labour and his tedium will gain for him

"later on," when "later on" means beyond

the grave or thirty years hence. But we live

also in the present, and if proper existence
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is a compromise between the claims of the

present and the claims of the future the pre-

sent must be considered, and the plain man

ought surely to ask himself the fundamental

question in such a form as the following : " I

am nowâ��this morningâ��engaged in something

rather tiresome. What do I stand to gain by

it this evening, to-morrow, this weekâ��next

week ? " In this form the fundamental question,

once put, can be immediately answered by

experience and by experiment.

But does the plain man put it ? I meanâ��

does he put it seriously and effectively ? I

think that very often, if not as a general rule,

he does not. He mayâ��in fact he doesâ��gloomily

and savagely mutter: " What pleasure do I get

out of life ? " But he fails to insist on a clear

answer from himself, and even if he obtains a

clear answerâ��even if he makes the candid admis-

sion, " No pleasure," or " Not enough pleasure "

â��even then he usually does not insist on modify-

ing his life in accordance with the answer. He

goes on ignoring all the interesting towns and

oases on the way to his Timbuctoo. Excessively

uncertain about future joy, and too breathlessly

preoccupied to think about joy in the present,

he just drives obstinately ahead, rather like a

person in a trance. Singular conduct for a plain

man priding himself on common sense !

For the case of the plain man, conscientious

and able, can only too frequently be summed up

thus: Faced with the problem of existence,

which is the problem of combining the largest

possible amount of present satisfaction with

the largest possible amount of security in the

future, he has educated himself generally, and

he has educated himself specially for a particular

profession or trade ; he has adopted the profes-

sion or trade, with all its risks and responsi-

bilitiesâ��risks and responsibilities which often

involve the felicity of others; he has bound

himself to it for life, almost irrevocably ; he

labours for it so many hours a day, and it occu-

pies his thoughts for so many hours more.

Further, in the quest of satisfaction, he has

taken a woman to wife and has had children..

And here it is well to note frankly that his prime

object in marrying was not the woman's happiness

but his own, and that the children came, not in

order that they might be jolly little creatures,

but as extensions of the father's individuality.

The home, the environment gradually con-

structed for these secondary beings, constitutes

another complex organization, which he super-

imposes on the complex organization of his pro-

fession or trade, and his brain has to carry and

vitalize the two of them. All his energies are

absorbed, and they are absorbed so utterly that

once a year he is obliged to take a holiday lest he
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Gets

the same

satisfaction.

It Complex and should break down, and even the organization of

* . _i .. the holiday is complex and exhausting.

Now assumingâ��a tremendous assumption !â��

that by all this he really is providing security

for the future, what conscious direct, personal

satisfaction in the present does the onerous pro-

gramme actually yield ? I admit that it yields

the primitive satisfaction of keeping body and

soul together. But a Hottentot in a kraal gets

the same satisfaction at less expense. I admit

also that it ought theoretically to yield the con-

scious satisfaction which accompanies any sus-

tained effort of the faculties. I deny that in

fact it does yield this satisfaction, for the reason

that the man is too busy ever to examine the

treasures of his soul. And what else does it

yield ? For what other immediate end is the

colossal travail being accomplished ?

Well, it may, and does, occur that the plain

man is practising physical and intellectual calis-

thenics, and running a vast business and sending

ships and men to the horizons of the earth, and

keeping a home in a park, and oscillating like a

rapid shuttle daily between office and home,

and lying awake at nights, and losing his eyesight

and his digestion, and staking his health, and

risking misery for the beings whom he cherishes,

and enriching insurance companies, and pro-

viding joy-rides for nice young women whom he

has never seenâ��and all his present profit there-

from is a game of golf with a free mind once a

fortnight, or half an hour's intimacy with his

wife and a free mind once a week or so, or a ten

minutes' duel with that daughter of his and a

free mind on an occasional evening ! Nay, it

may occur that after forty years of incessant

labour, in answer to an inquiry as to where the

genuine conscious fun comes in, he has the right

only to answer: " Well, when I have time, I

take the dog out for a walk. I enjoy larking

with the dog."

The estimable plain man, with his horror of

self-examination,- is apt to forget the immediate

end of existence in the means. And so much so,

that when the first distant endâ��that of a secure

old ageâ��approaches achievement, he is incapable

of admitting it to be achieved, and goes on worry-

ing and worrying about the meansâ��from simple

habit! And when he does admit the achieve-

ment of the desired end, and abandons the

means, he has so badly prepared himself to

relish the desired end that the mere change kills

him ! His epitaph ought to read : " Here lies

the plain man of common sense, whose life was

all means and no end."

A remedy will be worth finding.

The second article, entitled " The Taste Jjr

Pleasure," will appear next month.
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reader as if he were himself

a native of that somewhat

grey and smoky region.

His father was a solicitor,

and after receiv-

ing his education

at the Newcastle

Middle School,

young Bennett

was destined for

the Law. But

he had gifts for

which the Law-

had little useâ��in-

vention, imagina-

tion,and humour,

together with the

possession of a

singularly read-

able and limpid

style. He had

also an inclina-

tion towards Art,

strong enough to

lead him to take

up painting for a short

time, but not strong enough

to force him to adopt it

permanently as a career.

He returned to writing, and,

giving up the Law entirely

at the age of twenty-six,

came up to London as

Assistant Editor, and after-

wards as Editor-in-Chief, of

Woman. In the year 1900,

however, he threw up this

position and went to live

at a farm near Bedford.

Before this he had written

his first novel, " The Man

from the North," which

brought him very little

money, but which deter-

mined his career as a

writer of fiction. During

the next eight years he

produced a series of

novels, among which was

his masterpiece, " The

Old Wives' Tale." Since

that time his books have

become known to an

ever - increasing public,
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until, at the present da}',

there are few authors who

appeal to a wider circle

of readers on both sides

of the Atlantic. We

have spoken of his work

as being that of a

student of real life,

but there is also in

him a fantastic vein

which has found

expression in ex-

travaganzas

such as " The

Grand Babylon Hotel " and

" The City "of Pleasure." He

has also ventured into the

world of the Stage, as.

indeed, it is hardly neces-

sary to remind the reader

at the time when one of his

plays, " Milestones "â��written

in collaboration with Edward

Knoblauchâ��is proving one of

the biggest theatrical successes

for many years past. Of recent

years Arnold Bennett has

resided much in France, where

he married a French lady.

In his brief biography in

" Who's Who " appears the

statement, " Recreations

none." This is an assertion

which need not be taken too

seriously. Probably it means

no more than that he does not

happen to take much interest

in such things as bridge or

golf The statement might

well have run, " Recreationsâ��

talking, thinking, writing, and studying life

and human nature."

A career of the kind of Arnold Bennett's

is in itself a romance. Like many

thousands of other youths, he early

planned out his career and set himself

with all his efforts to attain the height

of his ambition. But, unlike the vast

majority of these aspirants, his plans

were crowned with a success of

which it is probable he never

dreamed. The fact is, Arnold

Bennett is one of those rare beings

who are possessed of gifts which

make them rise in life as surely as a

cork in water. He went out into

the world of free adventure, where

so many lose their lives and

whence so few return without a

scar, and came back laden with

a wealth of trophies.
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AN IMPOSSIBLE

PERSON.

By W. B. MAXWELL.

Illustrated by Gilbert Holiday.

SING the cant phrase, people

often said that General Sir

John Beckford was a quite

impossible person. A brave

soldier, a true gentleman, a

splendid creature physicallyâ��

just so, but rendering himself

absurd and futile by notions so old-fashioned

that they had been universally exploded

before he was born. A man who obstinately

refused to move with the times, who in

manner, costume, and every idea belonged,

and seemed proud to belong, to the past.

Even his own relatives admitted the impos-

sibility of him when, at the age of sixty, he

gave effect to the most old-fashioned of all

conceivable notions by marrying for love. If

an elderly widower with a little son of nine

wants somebody to make a home and help to

rear the child, he should invite some middle-

aged female cousin to come to his assistance;

but if he wants a charming, attractive girl

to renounce the joys and hopes of youth in

order to soothe and gladden his dull remnant

of yearsâ��well, he oughtn't to want it, and

really it is not quite nice when he does.

Lady Jane Armitage, an ancient aunt, put

this thought into very plain words and forced

Sir John to listen to them. A mistakeâ��not

even a fair bargain. What is Cynthia to

get, on her side ? A seat in a carriage, a

liberal dress allowance, perhaps a few more

loose sovereigns than she has been accus-

tomed to carry in that silly little gold purse

of hers!

" The idea of money," said Sir John,

gruffly, " has never entered Cynthia's head."

" Perhaps not. But what else can you

offer her ? To hold your landing-net while

you do your stupid fishing ; to perform the

duties of a nursery governess for Jack ; to

enjoy the privilege of playing hostess when you

entertain half-a-dozen other generals and their

frumpish wives ! "

Copyright, 1912,

Sir John echoed his aunt's last adjective

ironically.

" Yes," said Lady Jane, " but I'm different.

I know I'm a frump, and your friends aren't

aware of their misfortune. No, John, I tell

you frankly, it isn't a fair bargain."

Sir John bit his grey moustache, ran a

strong hand through his shock of grey hair,

contracted his heavy brows, and then laughed

and shrugged his shoulders.

" Inexplicable to you, eh, Aunt Jane ?

Well, let's leave it at that. But be kind to

Cynthia all the same, won't you ? Save her

from the other frumps," and, ceasing to

laugh, he stared at Lady Jane almost fiercely.

He was one of those men who consider it

beneath their dignity to betray tender

emotion, and who perhaps look sternest and

most forbidding when they are feeling un-

usually soft and gentle. At any rate, he

would not explain to his aunt that he believed

the marriage to be an eminently fair bargain

â��an old-fashioned exchangeâ��love for love

â��as much love on the girl's side as on his.

Lady Jane made no promise, but she proved

very kind indeed to her new niece ; endeavour-

ing to find innocent amusement for pretty

Cynthia, acting as her chaperon, watching

over her, and growing fonder and fonder of

her. She said that the young Lady Beckford

was a model wife and a pattern stepmother.

No one could have been more devoted to or

wiser in her training of Master Jack.

Now, after five years, the boy was ready to

go to a public school, and during these long

summer days a holiday tutor had been giving

him final preparation, ultimate crammed

knowledge, and topmost polish of tone and

manners. August had been spent at the

Beckfords' country house in Devonshire, and

the early weeks of September at their flat in

Victoria Street. Lady Jane approved of

everything that concerned these arrange-

ments, except one thing. She approved r

by W. R MaxwclL
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the public school, of the engaging of a holiday

tutor, of all the care, devotion, and fore-

thought with which the little man was being

launched from the home circle ; but she did

not approve of the fact that Sir John had

thrown the whole burden on Cynthia's slender

shoulders, while he did his stupid salmon-

fishing four hundred miles away in Scotland.

Not quite fair to Cynthiaâ��leaving her all

alone with a schoolboy and his tutor. Lady

Jane, at considerable inconvenience, ran

down to Devonshire to cheer and enliven her.

Came back to London and at worse incon-

venience stayed there, so as to be handy to

act as companion, chaperon, advisory ally,

whenever Cynthia wanted her.

But Cynthia wanted her scarcely at all,

and allowed poor Lady Jane to perceive at

last that uninvited companions are some-

times a tedium rather than a solace.

It was the last night of the holidays.

To-morrow Master Jack and his tutor would

disappear from Victoria Street.

Dinner had been ordered at an early hour,

and Jack was scampering through his meal

with excited swiftness. One last treat had

been arranged for him. He was to be

dispatched to a theatre presently in charge

of George, the footman.

" I wish you were coming," said Jack, and

as he turned to Mr. Ridsdale his eyes expressed

eloquently enough the hero-worship that is so

easy to kindle in young and ingenuous hearts.

" It would be scarcely polite," said Mr.

Kidsdale, " for both of us to desert Lady

Beckford."

" No," said Jack ; " but I wish she'd come

with us," and he turned to his stepmother.

" Won't you change your mind ? "

" I really don't feel up to it, Jack. I'm

tiredâ��I've had a headache since the day

before yesterday."

" It might drive the headache away," said

Jack, eagerly. " They say it's a tip-top piece."

His stepmother and his tutor both smiled as

they looked at his bright and animated face.

Lady Beckford's smile was simply affection-

ate ; Mr. Ridsdale's was indulgent and

patronizing.

" A rousing melodrama, Jack ! All noise

and stamping."

" Yes," cried Jack, enthusiastically. " Mur-

der and sudden deathâ��just what I like."

" But not," said Mr. Ridsdale, " exactly

indicated as a cure for a headache."

" Well, if I can't persuade youâ�� " and

Jack turned to Yates, the butler. " Has

George changed his things ? "

" Yes, sir."

" Then I'll be off." Jack pushed his plate

away with a gesture that elegant Mr. Ridsdile

could not approve of. It was too childish

for a boy of fourteenâ��a little more polish

required, in spite of so much polishing.

" Good night," and Jack kissed Lady Beck-

ford. " I sha'n't say good night to you,

Mr. Ridsdale, because you won't have turned

in before I get back, will you ? "

" No ; I'll sit up for you," and Mr. Ridsdale,

smiling, spoke with rather strained facetious-

ness. " I'll be waiting to hear how the

heroine was extricated from her misfortunes,

how the villain got scored off by the funny

man, and how virtue triumphed all round in

the end. There ! Cut along. Your escort

is waiting for you."

Master Jack hurried gaily from the dining-

room, and his boyish voice sounded for a

few moments as he prattled to the footman.

Then the hall door of the flat opened and

shut, and the two elders were left alone to

finish their dinner at leisure.

" Ah ! " Mr. Ridsdale drew in his breath

with a little sigh, and. looking at his hostess,

spoke quietly and meditatively. " I know

you often read people's thoughts, but I wonder

if you could guess what I'm thinking now ? "

" I'll try, if you like. You were thinking

that perhaps, after all, Jack is too young still

for the rough-and-tumble life of a big school."

" Oh, no," said Mr. Ridsdale, carelessly.

" Jack 11 do all right. They'll soon lick him

into shape. No "â��and his tone softened and

deepened, though he was speaking almost in

a whisperâ��" no ; I was thinking this is the

last night of myâ��my holidays ; possibly the

last time I shall ever sit in this pleasant room,

or see you wearing that beautiful dress, or

hear you playing classical music that I don't

understand, but love to listen to."

Truly it seemed a pleasant room, a remark-

ably pleasant room for a London flat. The

evening was just cold enough to justify a

fire, and small logs of wood in a basket grate

sent dancing flames to light up the oak panels

of the walls ; electric lamps flashed brightly

on silver and glass; a golden basket of

peaches and another of grapes made the table

appear a symbolized announcement cf ease,

luxury, even of sumptuousness ; the butler,

moving to and fro so promptly and yet so

sedately, offered one delicate food and stimu-

lating wine. It was all very, very pleasant.

Pretty things wherever one glancedâ��a

mirror in a sculptured frame, some blue and

white china on a long shelf, and, seen faintly,

with the electric light just indicating their
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'I ADMIRE VOU IN THAT MOKK THAN IN ANY OF THE OTHKRS,' HE SAID, SOFTLY."

existence, rows of handsomely-bound books

behind latticed glass : altogether what would

be described in stage language as a charming

interior.

Any tutor, accustomed to the hard seats

and coarse fare of a school hall, might feel

regret at leaving such a room irrevocably,

and might long afterwards yearn to see again

the pretty things that it contained. But

just now Mr. Ridsdale was looking only at

his hostess, and he repeated the compliment

about her dress.

" I admire you in that more than in any

of the others," he said, softly, and rather

sorrowfully.

" Because it is black, I suppose. It's

quite old. But men always like black

dresses. My husband does."

The dress was made of velvet, with some

silver decoration across the front of the

bodice, and it certainly appeared becoming.

In it Cynthia Beckforcl looked very slim and

young ; fair-haired, but dark-eyed, naturally

pale, but with a rapid flicker of colour ; a

person of frank, kind outlook, a simple and

truthful sort of person, and yet with under-
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lying depths of character or sensibility that

proved astoundingly interesting to the few

people who had studied her closely. French-

men would describe her beauty, such as it

was, as belonging to the order that slowly

troubles rather than quickly fascinates.

" But I'm not like the General," said Mr.

Ridsdale. " I admire that black dress, not

any black dress."

He said it with a perceptible insistence,

quietly but obstinately ; as if conscious of

subtle values in his own taste, and unwilling

that it should be confounded with the

ordinary likes and dislikes of another person

â��even though that person were as worthy

and respectable as his temporary employer.

Mr. Ridsdale was a good-looking man of

thirty, tall and thin, of easy carriage and

elegant manners. Boys, big and small,

among whom he had passed the better part

of his life, always looked up to him, and some-

times adored him, as a perfect type of school-

trained manhood ; and girls, too, were fre-

quently subjugated by his charms. He was

the sort of man who is not as a rule dreaded

by other men as likely to prove a dangerous

rival; and yet one might well suppose that

in certain circumstances he would be dan-

gerous â�� for instance, if paying slow and

unhindered court to a foolish and otherwise

neglected woman. The dark eyes, the smooth,

silky voice, the insidious flattery of its

softening tones, might all be effective in a

protracted attack on feminine foolishness

of a certain age.

" To-morrow," he said, dreamily ; " to-

morrowâ��almost to-day," and he sighed as

he took a peach from the gold basket.

Yates, the butler, had put cigarettes and

matches on the table, and was about to leave

the room, when the outer bell rang shrilly

and sharply.

" Who can that be ? " said Ridsdale, look-

ing up. " A visitor ! Oh, do tell him to

say you're not at home."

The butler paused, waiting for instruc-

tions.

" It can't be a visitor," said Cynthia

Beckford. " Some tradesman's messenger! "

" It may be old Lady Jane."

" She wouldn't come so late as this."

" I don't know," said Ridsdale, eagerly.

" She comes at all hours. With your head-

ache she would bore you to death." He

leaned forward in his chair and spoke very

softly. " And, remember, my last evening !

Youâ��you promised that you would play to

me."

Cynthia Beckford hesitated a moment,

and then told the butler that she was not at

home.

" Yes, my lady. Not at home to any-

body ? "

"No."

The flicker of colour showed in her pale

cheeks as she added explanatorily to Ridsdale,

" It can't be anybody of importance."

Mr. Ridsdale sat listening. Then he got up.

and spoke with an impatience that he did not

attempt to conceal.

" That fool has let someone inâ��a man ! "'

Yes, a man's heavy footstep in the hall,

and a man's voiceâ��loud and assured, not

making polite inquiries, but issuing curt

directions.

" I have left my tackle and luggage at

Euston. Get a cab presently and go and fetch

it. Take this ticket."

" Yes, Sir John. Her ladyship is in the

dining-room."

" Open the door, then."

Cynthia Beckford ran across the room to

meet her husband ; but, encumbered with a

hand-bag and a travelling-rug, he was not

able at once to accept her welcoming embrace.

" Well, Cynthia, my dear ! Ridsdale, my

dear fellow, how are you ? But where's

Jack ? "

General Beckford put his hand-bag on a

chair by the sideboard, dropped his rug upon

the floor, and, coming to the table, took

Master Jack's vacated seat.

" We have sent him to a theatre," said

Cynthia, " with George. I'd no idea that

you were coming home, of course."

" Oh, I see. Gone to the pkyâ��with

George ? "

" We were all three going," said Mr. Rids-

dale, " but Lady Beckford had a headache.

so I strongly advised her to stay at home.''

and he smiled. " Rather fortunateâ��or you

would have had a double disappointment."

" It would have been my own fault," and

the General smiled too. " I ought to have

sent you a telegram, Cynthia."

" What has brought you back so unex-

pectedly ? "

" Impulse."

" Fish not rising ? " asked Ridsdale.

" No. Wretchedly poor sport. So this

morning I suddenly made up my mind that

I'd had enough of it, and that home, sweet

home, was the place for me. Well, well, what

about the home news ? "

Cynthia Beckford was instructing Yates

as to her husband's dinner, but the General

declared that he had eaten all he wanted in

the train.-
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" I can't call it dinner," and he laughed

good-humouredly. " But nothing more,

thank youâ��unless perhaps a biscuit and a

whisky and soda. Now, sit ye down. Don't

let me disturb you. Go on with your dessert,

Ridsdaleâ��and then I'll join you in a cigarette,

if my lady permits us," and he bowed to his

wife with the antiquated air of courtesy that

always seems so odd in these free-and-easy

times.

They sat together, talking of Jack's health,

his progress, his future career, and Mr.

Ridsdale was able to speak most favourably

of his pupil's prospects.

" Capital," said the General. " I'm enor-

mously indebted to you, Ridsdale. You

seem to have done wonders. But I knew

you would ; I knew the boy was in good

hands Seen much of Aunt Jane ? " he

asked his wife, abruptly.

" Yes." Cynthia was looking at the

painted decoration on her dessert-plate, and

she answered slowly. "Yes; Aunt Jane was

with us at Lynton for a fortnightâ��quite a

fortnight."

" I know ; but I mean after that. She is

in London,-isn't she ? "

Then Cynthia smilingly confessed that the

long fortnight in Devonshire had exhausted

the attraction of Lady Jane's society, and

that she had lately avoided it.

" She is too kind for words, but "â��Cynthia

looked at her husband deprecatinglyâ��" dear

Aunt Jane can be rather boring."

The General laughed tolerantly.

" Ah, no companion for you. She belongs

to another generation." His bushy eyebrows

contracted and his voice became grave. " My

generation. We old folk are poor companions."

" She doesn't belong to your generation."

Cynthia flushed, and her lips trembled. She

put out her hand and laid it on her husband's

arm. " You are the best of companionsâ��a

companion that I have missed dreadfully."

"There!" General Beckford laughed

gaily. " Did you hear that, Ridsdale ?

That's the sort of thing we old chaps likeâ��

even if we aren't vain enough to think we

deserve it. Leave that where it is, Yates."

Yates was about to remove the hand-bag

and take it to his master's room.

" Very good, Sir John."'

" And you can go to Euston nowâ��no

hurry. Take a bus."

" Yes, Sir John."

" Smoking permitted ? " And the General

bowed again to his wife. " Light your

cigarette, Ridsdale. No, I mustn't have any

coffee on top of whisky and scd.a,"

The little group at the table sat comfortably

enough and talked lightly and easily. But

somehow the presence of General Beckford

had destroyed the graceful charm of the room.

He looked too big, too rough and shaggy

for his delicately pretty surroundings. His

grey hair was rumpled and unbrushed after

the journey; his coarse grey suit suggested

wild moorlands and brawling streams ; his

whole aspect was savagely picturesque rather

than neatly refined.

No contrast could have been greater than

that offered by the smooth, well-brushed,

nicely-polished young man who sat opposite

to him on the other side of the small round

table. The electric light shone upon Mr.

Ridsdale's black cloth and black silk, his

stiff white shirt and soft white waistcoat, his

jewelled buttons, his pearl studs, his butterfly

tie, his white hand fingering a cigarette-tube,

his smooth forehead, and his sleek hair

plastered and brushed back with studious

art and infinite care. He seemed elegant,

shapely, even beautiful, when you compared

him with his travel-stained, unkempt host.

All the charm had been banished by the

new-comer. It was another room now. And

the ugly hand-bag on the distant chair seemed

like an aggressive symbol of proprietorship.

It seemed to be saying that, although one

might wish the General at the deuce, one

could not ask him to go there, because in

sober fact the room belonged to him.

Yet, to an understanding eye, there was

something noble and knight-like about the

man ; the ruggedness seemed blended with

a certain fine simplicity, and even the old-

fashioned tricks of manner and speech, by

removing him from the commonplace mode

of the hour, served to stimulate an effort to

get at the man's real character. Certainly

no poseurâ��a direct, straightforward creature.

On reflection one might perhaps guess that a

young romantic girl, whose imagination had

been fired by the splendour of his fighting

life, his deeds of daring, and so forth, could

quite conceivably be cajoled into giving her

untried heart to him.

" One more question, Cynthia." The con-

versation had languished while the General

puffed at his second cigarette. " How's the

music ? Have you been assiduous in your

practice ? "

" Yes ; I've played nearly every evening."

Mr. Ridsdale was conscious of an irksome

constraint. Two are company and three are

none. Deciding to leave the husband and

wife together, he pushed back his chair and

got up.
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But the General would not let him go.

" No, no," he said. " Sit ye down, my

dear fellow.'' Then to his wife : " If the

headache isn't too bad, play something this

evening. Run over your latest studies.

Ridsdale and I will follow you directly."

Cynthia Beckford rose obediently and

turned towards the drawing-room door. Her

husband reached the door before Mr. Ridsdale

could get to it, and he held it open for her,

bowing low as she passed out.

" There ! " He had switched on the light

in the other room, and he stood in the door-

way watching her. " Now delight our ears

with your deft touch."

Lady Beckford seated herself at the piano

and began to play a plaintive and dreamy

prelude by Bach.

" Beautiful! Your hand has not lost its

cunning. Now go on playingâ��and don't

think me ungallant if for a few minutes I

close the door. A word or two with Ridsdale

â��on business. But we shall hear you, even

through the door." Then he gently, and as

if regretfully, shut the drawing-room door

and came back to the table.

" Ridsdale "â��and there was an apologetic

tone in the General's lowered voiceâ��" that

wasn't quite honest of me. A ruse ! Tasked

her to play the piano because I didn't want

her to disturb usâ��and I didn't want her to

hear what we were saying."

"Oh, really?" Ridsdale smiled, and

glanced at the closed door.

" A confidence ! I may trust vou, mayn't

I ?"

" Of course."

" Implicitly, eh ? But that goes without

saying. I have trusted you so greatly already,

haven't I ? The boyâ��to consign him to your

guidance. Well, you know what he is to me.

I couldn't have better shown the faith I had

in you "

" You're very kind. General. Iâ��I've done

my best with him."

" Exactly. Butâ��well, this isn't about the

boy. It's about myself. I am in trouble."

" Really ? "

" I wasn't honest, either, in my explana-

tion of why I came hurrying home. No,

Ridsdale, it wasn't a sudden caprice. I had

serious reasons for coming."

" Oh, had you ? "

" Yes. I am in great trouble." And the

General looked at Ridsdale keenly, as if

seeking in his impassive face some expression

of sympathy or encouragement; then he

dropped his eyes and paused before he con-

tinued speaking. " I wonder if I ought to

tell you ? Yes, I will. You are one of our-

selves. We have made you one of ourselvesâ��

something more than an acquaintance â�� a

friend, eh ? Yes, I'll tell you the whole thing."

" I am all attention."

" Thank you."

From the other room came the sound of

Cynthia's plaintive melody, and, half-con-

sciously listening to it, the General seemed

to have transferred its wistful cadence to his

own voice. His manner had changed com-

pletely. He looked preternaturally grave

and sad, as he sat frowning at the tablecloth

and tracing a small circle of its pattern with

a strong brown finger, while he murmured his

story.

" No, Ridsdale, what brought me home was

a letterâ��a warning letterâ��about my wife."

" Before you tell me any more, may I say

this ? As a schoolmaster I often have to

deal with anonymous letters, and my ex-

perience has convinced me that the only

thing to do with them is just to chuck them

into the "

" Just so. But this wasn't an anonymous

letter."

" No ? "

" No. The writer is a tried friendâ��a

person of my own blood. I have the letter

in my pocket here, but I won't bother you

to read it. The warning conveyed was simple

enough. It amounted to this : I was to guard

my wife carefully if I did not want to risk

losing herâ��because a man was attacking my

peace and honour."

" Oh, I say "â��Mr. Ridsdale spoke indig-

nantlyâ��" it would be an insult to Lady

Beckford not to treat such a communication

with the absolute contempt andâ��â�¢â��"

" But, my dear Ridsdale," said the General,

sombrely, " it is the communication that I

have always prepared myself to receive, that

I have been expecting to receive at any hour

in the last few years."

" Nothing," said Mr. Ridsdale, firmly,

" would persuade me to suspect Lady Beck-

ford of "

" No, no, of course not. Please leave her

out of it. I'm not thinking of her. I'm

thinking only of myselfâ��the attempted blow

to me."

" You shouldn't for one moment believe "

" Why not ? " said the General, sadly.

" One is vain, but there are limits to one's

vanity. One hopes just at first, perhaps

â��but later one begins to think and to under-

stand. You know, with Cynthia and me, it

was a convenient marriageâ��although it

wasn't a marriage of convenience."
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" Indeed, noâ��I know that well." has shown it plainly. In fact, that is why I

" Regardâ��and more than regardâ��entered went awayâ��not to give myself, but to give

into it. But there was the difference of years, her, a holiday."

At my age one has not the adaptability of " My good sir," said Mr. Ridsdale, earnestly,

" HtR HUSBAND REACHED THE DOOR IIEFOKK MR. RIDbliALK COULD LiKT TO IT, AND HE

HELD IT OPEN FOR HKR."

youth ; one cannot change one's ways, even

if one wishes to. So I foresaw that with

marriages of that sort a crisis sooner or later

comes. Well, our crisis has come."

" Iâ��I am sure you are mistaken."

" You heard what she said about Lady Jane

boring her. Well, / bore her. Recently she

VoL xliv.-67.

almost irritably, " I can assure you she

has spoken of you every day in the

most affectionate terms â�� regretting your

absence, saying how she missed you, and

so on."

" Has she ? " said the General, with a sigh.

" That may have been from a sense of duty
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â��contritionâ��remorse. Pity for the old fogey

whose presence could but weary her."

He got up. went to the drawing-room door,

and opened it.

" Thank you, Cynthia. Charming ! Don't

stop playing. Please go on," and he shut the

door again.

Ridsdale, rising from the table also, had

gone to the fireplace. He pulled out a

cambric handkerchief, and rubbed the palms

of his hands with it. Then he put his hands

in his pockets, and, standing with his back

to the fire, turned towards the General,

politely attentive to, if not cordially sympa-

thetic with, the General's doubts and fears.

" Now, look here, Ridsdale. that's all about

it. I've given you the facts, and I ask you

to help me."

" Delighted. But how could I pos-

sibly^â��"

" Help me to find the man."

" Why, I don't believe he exists."

" Oh, yes, he does."

" Did your friend give you no hintsâ��of any

kind ? "

" None whatever."

" Ah, just what I thought ! Believe me,

it's some ridiculous misapprehension."

" No; my informant is not a fool, or a

person who supposes that I am lightly to be

trifled with."

The General's manner had changed again.

The sadness had gone from his eyes and the

wistfulness from his voice. Pride was the

note that sounded now in the carefully-

suppressed voice. He squared his big shoul-

ders, threw back his massive head, and, indeed,

looked somebody who would be extremely

unlikely to be trifled with, either by chance

acquaintances or old friends.

" I am a soldier, and I think as soldiers

used to think in the bygone days, when we

were taught that we ought to harden our

thoughts until they become as undeviating

as instincts. If I'm called upon to guard and

defend something placed in my charge, the

thought of what to do is an instinctâ��to go

out and meet the danger half-way. The

safest method of defence is to deal promptly

with the enemy that threatens. Now, where

is the enemy ? Help me if you can. His

name has been withheld from meâ��for obvious

reasons "â��and the General snorted scorn-

fully. " I am advised to be moderate, to

avoid a scandal. It was a woman who wrote

to me. It was Lady Jane "â��and he gave

another snort. " She didn't want to make

mischiefâ��as she calls itâ��and she implores

me not to be old-fashioned. But I am old-

fashionedâ��I'm not ashamed of it eitherâ��so

old-fashioned that when 1 have found my

man I shall force him to give me satisfaction."'

" A duel ? "

" Yes."

Mr. Ridsdale laughed deprecatingly.

" That's all very well ; but, really, Sir

John, you can't put back the clock quite so

far as that. This is 1912, not 1812, you know."

" I don't care whether it is or it isn't."

Though he did not raise his voice, the

General spoke with so much intensity that

Ridsdale started.

" That may be ; butâ��ahâ��Sir John, you

won't easily getâ��ahâ��other people to share

your opinions."

" I'll get him to share them, and that'll

be enough for me. Ridsdale, you're not a

womanâ��you needn't take your cue from Lady

Jane and urge moderation. At least you can

guess at what I'm feeling."

" Yes; but I think without causeâ��quite

without cause."

" This century or the last, it must be the

same code when things dearer than life are

at stake. That's how I feel. So you may

guess if I'll follow the mode of 1912, and

seek aid from a private detective office, or

ask for reparation in a court of law."

" No, I'd never suggest that you should.

What I beg youâ��what your best friend of

either sex would beg youâ��is not to do any-

thing rash, not to excite yourself needlessly."

In truth, General Beckford was exciting

himself. His voice vibrated harshly; one

could see the immense effort required to keep

it at its low pitch. He stared and glared.

shook his shaggy hair, and looked altogether

like some grey old lion who had been brought

to bay in a cruel hunt, and was ready to spring

upon its closest tormentors.

" All right, Ridsdale. But help me, don't

preach to me. There, I swear I'll do nothing

without thought. I have thought. I have

thought it all out. Bring me face to face with

my enemy. I answer for the rest. Now, who

is he ? We don't know so many people, she

and I. Help me to run over their names, or,

better still, use your brains on my behalf.

She has been more or less under your observa-

tion lately. You must have setn her cominps

and goingsâ��the people she was in touch with.

Have you observed anything suspicious ? "

" No ; nothing whatever."

" Some too attentive visitor ? "

" No."

" It doesn't matter." The General shook

his grey mane and paced to and fro. " I'll

find him unassisted," and he stopped abruptly.
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" Ridsdale, so surely as I stand here, I'll find

that man, and compel him to satisfy me."

Ridsdale drew out the cambric handker-

chief and passed it across his forehead. Then

he laughed lightly. " General, please forgive

me for laughing. But really when #hyone is

so carried away by excitementâ��well, you

yourself will laugh to-morrow when you

remember the wild things you have said in

your excitement."

" You think that the fellow perhaps isn't a

gentleman, and that he may try to refuse ? "

" I think that, whether he is a gentleman

or not, he will certainly refuse to break the

law of the land at your bidding."

"Yes; but I'm prepared." And the

General smiled grimly, and spoke with a kind

of sly triumph. " I shall ignore his refusal.

I shall put a pistol into his hand and make him

fight."

" I doubt it."

" An unloaded revolver ! Ridsdale, don't

you see ? I'll give him an unloaded revolver,

with six cartridges. I'll have the same

myselfâ��and I'll begin to load. When he

sees me load he'll know that he must do some-

thing if he means to save his skin. When he

sees mo load my weapon, he'll load his weapon

too. I shall watch him as a cat watches a

mouse. If he raises his arm, up goes mine.

If he fires, I fire. We bang at each other at

the same moment."

" Impossible."

" Why impossible ? If I get him alone

he can't help himself."

" He'd treat you as a madmanâ��give you

in charge to the nearest policeman."

" Oh, no, he wouldn't. I'd get between

him and the door."

" Apart from the fact that it would be

murder if you succeeded, you wouldn't

succeed."

" I should. You don't know how the

pressure of immediate peril quickens people's

movements. Point by point I'd press him

down the line I meant him to take. It's so

simpleâ��not a weak spot in the infallible

logic of the thing. The clock would be put

back as rapidly as if destiny moved its hands."

Ridsdale laughed again, very lightly.

" Look here," said the General, eagerly,

" try it. You don't understand what I

mean. Let me show you what I mean. Act

it with me."

" Act it ? Iâ��I don't follow."

" Rehearse it. Let me show you how it

works. We'll go through it point by point

â��and if you can show me a weak spot I'll

thank vou with all mv heart."

As he spoke, eagerly and enthusiastically,

but still almost in a whisper, the General

had hurried across to the chair that held his

ugly leather bag.

" See here !" He had opened his bag, and

the electric light flashed upon the bright metal

of a pistol. " Hereâ��another one," and the

light flashed again. " A revolver for him

and for me. Now help me to rehearse the

trick. Here. Take your weapon. You see

it's open at the breech."

He had come to the fireplace and was

offering one of the two revolvers.

Mr. Ridsdale hesitated about taking it.

" Really, you know, General, I doubt if I

ought to encourage you in "

" Catch hold. You're not afraid of fire-

arms, are you ? " And the General smiled.

" No, of course not."

Mr. Ridsdale took the pistol, and the

General hurried across the room to the door

that led into the hall.

" Watch me carefully," he whispered. " I

am locking this door."

For the second time the aspect of the

pleasant, comfortable room had altered ; the

prettiest things in it looked ungraceful, grim,

forbidding ; its atmosphereâ��even the air

one breathedâ��was different. What was

happening in the room seemed dream-like,

grotesque, quite unreal ; and this sense of

unreality involved one's perception of the

material, unaltered world outside the room.

The sounds of music floated towards one as

if from an immeasurable distance.

But probably the queer notion of unsub-

stantiality in surrounding objects was directly

caused by the strangeness and oddness of

the General's antics. He was no longer him-

self ; he was a person acting a partâ��as it

would be acted on a brilliantly - lighted

stage.

" See !" he whispered, as he came creeping

back towards the leather bag. " I have

manoeuvred you into the worst possible

position. I have cut you off from escape.

That door is locked. This door I guard."

One could hear one's heart beating above

the far-off ripple of the music.

" Watch me," said the General. " Never

take your eyes off my hands. See ! Here

are six cartridgesâ��and I put them down,

soâ��on your side of the table." He stepped

back swiftly and cautiously. " See ! Here

are six cartridges for meâ��on my side of the

table." And he sprang away, to his old

post in front of the drawing-room door. " It

is all fair play. I give as good a chance as I

take myself. We stand at equal lengths
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from our ammunition. You follow it all,

don't you ? You catch my meaning ? "

Mr. Ridsdale, staring at his empty revolver,

nodded.

" Very well. Now, if you value your life, pre-

pare to defend it. See! I am going to lead."

The General's acting was rather good.

Deriving stimulus from his natural emotions,

he achieved some fine artistic effects. His

flushed face, his bent brows, his fierce atti-

tude and swift movements, indicated the

determination of implacable wrath.

apprehensive doubts, if not of craven

fear.

" One ! "

The General had crept to the table, taken

a cartridge, and was slipping it into the

chamber.

" There ! " he whispered. " Automatically

"SEE HKRK ! A RKVOIAr.K l-'OR HIM AND FOR MIC. NOW HKI.I' MI! TO RKHF.ARSE THF. TRICK.'

And Ridsdale, too, represented his assumed

character well enough. His cheeks were livid,

his breath came gaspingly, the hand that

carried the revolver shook perceptiblyâ��

altogether an excellent simulation of surprise,

you have done it too. 1 told you so. Wait !

Lift your hand at your peril. My turn. Two ! "

Ridsdale, copying the General's slightest

movement, was loading as the General loaded.

"Three! That's it. Three left. When
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you take the last, step back. I'll not raise

my arm till you are back" on the hearth. I

swear it. Four ! "

The music had ceased, but neither of them

noticed. In a silence broken only by the

sound of panting respirations, they loaded

the fifth and sixth cartridges, and simul-

taneously sprang away from the table.

" Now ! " The General had been the

quicker. His arm was up. " Now answer

me." The ferocity in the hissing words was

terrible to hear. '.' Are you the man ? "

" Iâ��I Upon my word, Iâ��don't

understand such folly."

" You blackguard ! This is not acting."

The concentrated passion behind the words

seemed to send forth waves that struck one's

beating heart with flame and ice. " Now,

answer me, orâ��so help me, God !â��I'll shoot

you."

Then the drawing-room door opened. The

General, instinctively dropping his arm and

turning, shouted at his wife :â��

" Go back ! Go back, I tell you ! "

There was a blaze as if all the electric

lamps had exploded, and a crash that seemed

to shake the wall?;. Then again came the

flash and the roar. Mr. Ridsdale had fired

twice.

For a moment the room was full of smoke.

Then the dusty cloud rose, grew thin. The

lamplight, shining unimpeded, showed General

Beckford still upon his feet, standing square

and erect, with Cynthia desperately cling-

ing to his breast.

" What's this ? " said the General, loudly

and sternly. " Has the smoke blinded you,

Cynthia ? Why have you come to me ?

Your place is not here. Go to your lover's

arms."

But she clung to him closer. She was

stretching her slender figure to its fullest

height, trying to cover his limbs with her

limbs, his face with her face, madly straining

to make a shield of trembling flesh large

enough to protect him from danger.

" The coward ! " she wailed. " The

miserable coward ! He shot at you when

you weren't looking. He tried to kill

you ! "

" Then get out of the way," said the General.

" and let him try again. Can't you see how

you're hampering him ? This is his chance

and yours. Don't spoil it. Let him set

you free."

But Cynthia only trembled, sobbed, and

clung.

" Very well," and the General laughed

harshly. " We have been interrupted, and

my opponent must kindly understand that

his chance is gone. Cynthia, do you hear ?

He won't shoot again. Now, stop whimper-

ing, and answer me."

" Yes, I want to tell you everything."

" I< thii man your lover ? "

" Noâ��no."

" But he has endeavoured to be ? "

" Yes."

" Then why has he remained here ? "

" I was afraid to send him away."

" Why ? What were you afraid of ? "

" You. I thought if you knew you'd do

something dreadful."-

It was curious, but it seemed as if suddenly

these twoâ��the husband and the wifeâ��wer-e

quite alone: If the man they spoke of had

been swept a thousand miles from the room

they could not have disregarded him more

completely than they did now. Cynthia had

linked her hands round the General's neck ;

she was looking up into his stern, unflinching

eyes, her voice was strong and clear as she

answered each question.

" When did he first insult you ? "

" Two days ago."

" But you knew what he meant before

that ? "

" No, I didn't. I knew he admired meâ��

and I thought it rather amus.ng ; but I never

dreamed he would dare. And then, when he

did dare, I thought if you heard or guessed it

would be too dreadful. I blamed myselfâ��

yes, I blamed myself. But I thought it was

only two days, and then he'd be gone for ever

â��with no fuss and no scandal. My darling,

don't you believe me ? "

" Is there nothing else to tell ? "

The General was glaring down into his wife's

eyes.

" Before God, that is all. Oh, don't you

believe me ? "

" Before God, I do."

Very gently Sir John released himself from

the clinging hands, held one of them for a

moment; then, bowing ceremoniously, kissed

it.

" Mr. Ridsdale ! " His manner was per-

fectly calm as he turned to the ignored guest,

and he spoke quietly but heavily, with an

old-fashioned style of humour that was too

pompous to be quite successful. " My wife

called you a coward just now ; but, honestly,

I could not apologize if she had called you a

fool as well. Those are blank cartridges that

we have been playing with. Oh, yes. it would

have been dangerous otherwise. But I'm

always careful. In fact, when I have to deal

with gentlemen of your kidney, I'm almos'
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1 GO BACK ! 00 BACK, I TELL

YOU ! "

as afraid of firearms as you are yourself, back directly, and when he has packed your

And, a propos, the hall door is open. I didn't things where shall he take them ? "

really lock it." " Ahâ��erâ��say, the St. Pancras Hotel."

Mr. Ridsdale silently crossed the room. " And I may send your cheque to that

" Then good night to you. Yates will be address ? Thank you. Good night ! "
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How to Hold Animals.

WRITTEN BY S. LEONARD BASTIN AND ILLUSTRATED BY S. J. MILLER.

FIG. 3.â��CUINKA-I'IG.

FIG. I.â��CAT Ok DOG.

'"T'HERE are just a few people

1 in the world who seem to

know as if by instinct how to

handle an animal. In most cases.

however, it is to be feared that our

domestic pets suffer a good deal

from the improper way in which

their otherwise considerate owners

hold them. On this account a few

simple hints as to the manner in

which the commonest kinds of

animals should be handled will

probably not come amiss.

It is often remarked that cats

are always quiet with some people,

whilst with others they struggle and

scratch to an alarming degree. In

nine cases out of ten, where there

is trouble, it is a matter of wrong-

ful holding. Even when puss is in

her most resentful moods she will

rest quite comfortably if sup-

ported by the hand under the fore part of the body.

In the case of a large or heavy cat both hands may be

placed just behind the fore-legs, the back legs being al-

lowed to rest on

the arms (Fig.

i). Except with

very tiny kit-

tens it is not

really kind to

lift the animal

by the scruff of

its neck. The

same remark

will apply in the

case of puppies,

in spite of all

the widespread

ideas to the con-

trary. Of course,

fully-grown

dogs,unless they

are of a very

small breed, are

not lifted about

PIG. 2.â��RAUBii. much; where

FIG. 4. â��TAME MOUSE OR RAT.

this is done the method adopted in the

case of the cat should be followed.

It is very important that

children who keep pets should

be fully instructed in the ways of

handling their charges. Guinea-

pigs and rabbits often suffer

from improper treatment in this

respect, and sometimes, it is to

be feared, sustain real injury.

The old idea that a rabbit should

be lifted by its ears must be most emphati-

cally condemned as cruel. Pet rabbits

are generally much heavier than are the

same creatures in a more natural state, and

it must be really painful for the animal to

be lifted up by its ears. A glance at the

illustration (Fig. 2) will show the correct

method, which consists in seizing the skin

a little behind the shoulders. That this is

quite comfortable may be readily proved,

for the rabbit seems to be entirely happy

when held in this fashion. Guinea-pigs, on account of

their nervous disposition, should be handled as little

as possible.

When this is

really neces-

sary, they

may be held

without hurt

by placing

the thumb

on one side

just under the fore-legs,

and the remaining fingers

on the other side (Fig. 3).

Tame rats and mice are

easily injured if roughly

handled. They should on

no account be grasped

round the body or lifted

by the tail; the latter is

a very unkind proceed-

ing. The best way is to

grasp the skin at the

back of the neck and

HIG. 5.â�� FERRET. lift the animals in this
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FIG. 6.â��SNAKE OR ADDER.

manner (Fig. 4). Ferrets are not very commonly

kept as pets, but as they are somewhat spiteful in

their habits it. is.desirable to know the right way

FIG. 7. â��SMALL CAGE-BIRD.

in which to hold them. A bite from one of these

creatures is a very unpleasant experience, and, in order

to avoid this, the animal should be picked

up in the following manner. Without

any hesitation grasp the creature in the

hand just under the fore-legs, and in

this way hold quite firmly (Fig. 5). It

is then impossible for the ferret to turn

round and bite one. On releasing the

animal, withdraw the hand very quickly,

or the lithe creature may turn round

and wreak vengeance on its holder.

In these days, when so many curious

kinds of pels are kept, it is not an un-

common thing to

find lizards and

even snakes in ca|>-

tivity. The former

should always be

held in the hollow

of the hand, where they will rest quile

comfortably. Ofcourse.no ordinary per-

son would dream of keeping venomous

snakes as pets, but even the harmless

grass snakes are difficult, though not at

all dangerous, to handle. In the case

of these reptiles the only right manner

of handling is to grasp the neck just

Vol jeliv.-es.

behind the head

between the thumb

and fore-finger

(Fig. 6). Asa rule,

the snake will twine

itself round the

wrist and arm, and

will keep quite still.

Adders may be

picked up in this

way without the

least risk, although

it should be borne

in mind that all

snakes are very

rapid in their

movements.. On

this account the

creature should be seized with firmness; any hesitation

would probably have an unpleasant outcome.

All kinds of birds are rather difficult to handle,

and the smaller sorts, at any rate, can be quite badly

injured by being held in an improper manner. When

catching a small cage-bird of any sort, the hand should

be quickly placed over the wings of the little pet,

finally enclosing the whole body in the manner indi-

cated in Fig. 7. Even in the case of birds with

FIG. 8.â��PIGF.ON.

FIG. 9

FIG. 10.

GOOSF. OR

SWAN.

formidable beaks and

claws, such as parrots

and owls, it is possible

to hold them with safety

if their wings are en-

closed in the hand.

The heavy birds of the

farm - yard are always

embarrassing subjects to handle. Even a pigeon pre-

sents difficulties to the person who is unacquainted

with the right method. The bird will sit

very happily in the hand if it is held with

the ends of its wings between the fingers.

The main weight of the body will of course

rest on the open palm (Fig. 8). Fowls

are very rarely held in a proper manner,

and without intentional cruelty they are

often handled in a very rough way.

Actually, the right plan is to grasp the

wings of the bird just behind the back,

using both hands in the case of a heavy

fowl (Fig. 9). Even a somewhat vicious

bird will be quite still when held in

this way, and one's hands will of course

be well out of the reach of the sharp

beak and claws.

Very much the same plan is adopted

in the case of the swan. Standing be-

hind the bird, the man, with a rapid

movement, seizes the upper parts of the

wings, holding one in each hand. The

swan may be readily lifted up in this way

and is unable to do any damage with its

beak (Fig. 10). Much the same plan may

be followed in the case of the goose,

another aggressive bird.
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Chinese \Vora-Pictures.

Tke Pathos and Humour of an Ancient Language.

BY FREDERIC POOLE.

IN view of impending changes in the " Great

Republic of China" it may be interesting to

note some of the strange though logical peculiarities

of a language in which over four hundred millions

have conducted their national and commercial affairs,

cultivated an intellect, and paid reverential homage

to a teacher whose writings, though antedating the

Christian era, are still to be held sacred even in their

present feverish devotion to the " new learning."

As a spoken language it is unique among the human

mediums of communication in that it is musical with a

purpose. It is not so much the correct pronuncia-

tion of a Chinese word that makes the speaker intelli-

gible as the proper intonation of that word, for the

meaning of a word in Chinese is positively indicated

by the tone in which it is uttered. When we re-

member that one word may have as many as five

differept sounds, and these so fine in variance as to

be.^swrcely detected by an unmusical ear, the

difficulty of acquiring spoken Chinese by the foreigner

will be readily appreciated. You ask your native

servant to bring you your hatâ��" mow "â��but use

the wrong inflexion, and he very properly brings

you a cat, for " mow " means cat as well as hat

when uttered in another tone.

It is, however, more especially of the pictorial

character of the Chinese written language that I wish

to speak ; for, to the average Occidental mind, these

strange Oriental symbols have been incapable of com-

prehension, because of their apparently meaningless

complexity.

And yet, while one of the most difficult, it is at the

same time one of the easiest tongues to understand

to one possessing a retentive memory and an appre-

ciation of logical deduction, while its lurking humour

renders the study a most fascinating one.

With his centuries of training in the recognition of

suggestive pictorial forms in his beloved ideographs

it will be difficult, for a while, for the young Chinese

student of English to admit that the letters M A N

describe the human biped so thoroughly as did their

ancient character for " man " (i). In

this character we see two strokes which

actually represent the two legs of a

man, and we are left to assume that

the Chinese had little appreciation of

i. MAN. the intellectual part of the human

body or the usefulness of the arms until

we learn that, as the ages have rolled by, there has

been a tendency to abbreviate the formation of many

of their characters, and their striking original sugges-

tiveness has been lost.

The study of ancient Chinese, therefore, reveals to

us that the word " man " in past ages was easy to

recognize, for here he is in all his

original completeness (2), and in this

form " man was written in Chinese

literature seven hundred years before

the Israelites crossed the Red Sea.

Each character is a word, and yet

one word may consist of several words a. MAN.

grouped together, and in this manner (Ancient form.)

these " word pictures " are built up.

Note the conceit in the combination for the word

A

" great," consisting of the word " man " and the

numeral " one " written across it (3),

the inference being that man was the

greatest thing that was ever created.

4. HEAVEN.

In view of the recent act of the Chinese

Republican Assembly in granting the

right of franchise to the women of China,

it is possible that this character may â�¢!â�¢ GREAT-

lose some of its significance.

But, with all his assumed conceit, it is evident that

the Chinaman devoutly recognizes a power greater

than himself, and we find that the word " great "

loses its importance when the numeral

" one " is again drawn across its apex

(4), and thus is written the word

" Heaven," an emphatic illustration of

the fact that the Chinese reverently

acknowledge the existence of a power

greater than man, supreme over all.

There is another form for the word " man," and this

is more generally used when " man "

forms part of another character (5).

For instance, the Chinese- are the

greatest farmers living, when the floods

give them the chance. You at once

associate a farmer with fields. So do

the Chinese, so what more reasonable 5. MAN.

than a combination of the two ? And '

a " man" standing by a " field," we find, is a

" farmer " (6).

In this connection we might amplify

this character, and so reveal the China-

man's idea of " happiness."

Very little suffices him, evidently,

6. FARMER. and the word casts a pathetic side-

light on the famished condition of

millions of these industrious farmers

whose fertile acres have been inundated

by ravaging floods. The word " mouth "

(7) is written above the word for " field,"

while the combination is completed by 7" MOUTH-

the word for " man " (8); and the vision

of a man with a mouth in close proximity

to a rice field is all-satisfying to the

hungry Celestial.

The reader will undoubtedly be familiar

with the most common form of Oriental

punishment which has been in vogue

8. HAPPINESS, in China for centuries, and which, consists

of the clamping of a huge square wooden

collar around the culprit's neck, who is thea paraded

along the public highway that all may see his

shame.

With such an illustration ever before them, it was

easy to formulate the word for " pri-

soner," and so we find that " a man

in a box " (9) conveys the best idea to

the Chinese mind of criminal punish-

ment and moral humiliation.

I have referred to the more literal

suggestiveness of these Chinese ideo- 9. PRISONER.

graphs in their original construction,

and of the modified pictorial significance in their

more modern mutilation. This is especially illus-
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10. SUN.

(Ancient form.)

a

trated in the ancient and modern forms of the word

for " sun." Centuries ago the circle and centra!

dot (10) was at once suggestive of that orb, and even

justifies a belief in their knowledge

of astronomy. But it is easier to wiitc

a square than a circle, and so we find

tnat straight lines have taken the

place of curves in modern Chinese

literature, and the present form of the

word for " sun " is thus (i i) : â��

The Chinese accom-

plished what is said to

be impossible. They squared a circle.

ord

(i8), correctly describes a universal Chinese

characteristic.

It. SUN.

(Modern form.)

13- BRIGHTNESS.

Having located the sun, it was a

simple thing to devise a character that

should stand for " horizon," and so

they drew a line beneath, and there

you have it (12), " horizon," the sun

just above the line.

That there was premeditation and

intelligence exercised in the selection

of these sign words is indicated when

the ancient Chinese language-makers

drew the word for " brightness."

12. HORIZON. First they appropriated the word for

" sun," and, as though this was not

bright enough, they then selected the next most

brilliant luminary, and in a combination of " sun "

and " moon " they defied the world to furnish

a better illustration of " bright-

ness " (13).

In the writing of these word-pic-

tures it may be truthfully said that

every little movement of the pen

has a meaning of its own. In the

word for "door" we see the entrance

and the grille-work at the top (14),

and that they have reason to fear the

unwelcome visit of a prospecting bur-

glar is indicated by the word to " lock,"

in which we find a heavy bar is drawn

across the door (15).

The practices of the tramp

14. DOUH. fraternity â�� and begging is

distinctly a profession in

China â�� soon gave the Chinese lexico-

grapher the right idea for the word

" beg," and our familiarity with the

same appealing type in our own land

will enable us to appreciate the meaning of "a mouth

within the door " (16). Still further may

the door be used in illustrating a weakness

of human nature that cannot be said to

be exclusively Chinese, but that some of

them are in the habit of listening at the

keyhole seems to be proven by the

character for "listen" (17), where we

detect the " ear at the door."

And yet, with all their faults, the

Chinese have qualities that are most

commendable. Our inborn prejudice

may tend to bias our judgment, and we

hesitate to admit that those nobler traits

which we mistakenly suppose are the

heritage of the white man may also be

known to the man whose skin is tinged

with yellow.

Trickery and deceit may, perhaps, be a fine

Oriental art, and much has been said about the

duplicity and treachery of the Oriental. In what-

ever other good qualities he may be lacking, it is

an undeniable fact that the Chinese ideograph for

" honesty," in which we see " man standing by his

15. LOCK.

16. IIEG.

'7' LISTEN-

We feel that an apology is due to the

ladies when we attempt to write the

word for " woman" (19), for this

character is invariably

found as a component

part of Chinese words of

doubtful and shady mean-

ing. It is perhaps significant of the

ignoble condition of woman in such a >9. WOMAN.

land, where man is lord over all and

woman is regarded almost as an inferior being. For

centuries this has been the unenviable position of the

little oblique-eyed lady in the Dragon Empire. But

there is a Chinese word of curious combination which

appears to suggest a possible relief for this forlorn

little woman, and it is the only gleam of hope that may

brighten her monotonous life.

You ask a Chinaman, not " how many children has

he," but " how many sons." If he answers " None,"

it is wise not to press the question further. Is it any

wonder, then, that the word for " good " consists of

two characters (20), " woman and son " ? For when

that event has happened it is then,

and not until then, " good " in that

Chinese household, and the mother

shines in the reflected glory of her

son.

20, GOOD. The chivalry and gallantry of the

West would appear to be a negligible

quantity in this Celestial corner of the Far East,

if we are to judge from the significance of some of

these Chinese ideographs in which the word " woman "

is employed.

The qualities of gentleness and forbearance are

recognized distinctly the world over as the character-

istics of the so-called gentler sex, while impetuosity and

proneness to argument are claimed as the prerogatives

of man. It would seem, however, as though the

Chinese were willing that woman should bear the odium

of certain human frailties, and their conception of a

dispute or " quarrel " has therefore been illustrated

by a word which combines " two women " (21).

Having gone thus far in their ideo-

graphic delineation of human faults, it

was comparatively an easy matter to

devise the word significant of " intrigue,

conspiracy, and gossip," for they simply

added another woman to the quarrel-

(22), convinced that

" three women " and

" gossip" were in-

separably associated,

powerless to protest, not only by

reason of her social inferiority,

but also because of her general

ignorance of the written language.

With a literary knowledge of her

language reinforced with suffragist courage she might

boldly seize certain of these portentous characters

and defiantly fling them at her lord and master and

undisputed head of the home.

Take the word for " home," for instance. Male

self-respect compels us to admit that we should

encourage the Chinaman thus assaulted

to deny the lurking imputation conveyed

in that word, for it consists of two

characters, " a pig beneath a roof " (23).

But we shall look in vain for a loop-

hole of escape if her literary investigation

should result in unearthing the Chinese

word for " marriage " and present jt tp

couple

21. QUARREL.

And she was

22. GOSSIP.

'?â�¢ HOME,
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us for our stern consideration. All ideas of male

superiority vanish, and a deep feeling of resentment

against the formulators of this strange language is

aroused as we analyze' that monstrous combination

of three characters which convey the Chinese idea of

" marriage " and depict " a woman and a pig under

one roof " (24). We are inclined to suspect that a

woman was on that ancient board of

language constructors, and surrep-

titiously smuggled in this uncompli-

mentary character, to us, in a spirit

of sheer revenge.

But there is another word in which

she plays a dominant part, and thus

helps to create a symbol of one of the

noblest qualities in the human race.

The presence of this character in the

language should greatly compensate for

the apparent injustice done to her in

other of these curious word-pictures,

for in the word " peace " we find these

two characters combined, " woman

25. PEACE. under a roof " (25).

24. MARRIAGE.

And so we might continue, ad infinitum, in ex-

posing the pictorial and logical construction of this

world-old language and its occasional mirthful sig-

nificance. It is well that China, now in the throes of

her most stupendous modern reformation, should adopt

the sciei ce and literature of the West, for they are abso-

lutely essential to her laudable purpose ; but it is

equally desirable that their ancient traditions shall not

be forgotten or that the admirable precepts of their

sages of bygone ages should be ignored, for five centuries

before it was revealed to us that " God had made of one

blood all nations to dwell upon earth " one of these

ancient Chinese philosophers declared, with equal

emphasis, " Tien Hsia yee Jia "â��" All under Heaven

are one family" (26).

26. "ALL UNPER HKAVFN AHE ONE FAMILY.**

Chess.

An Immortal Ckcss Problem.

BY T. B. ROWLAND.

T

HE first recorded chess problemâ��a Persian MS.

of which is preserved in the British Museumâ��

is a nine-mover, attributed to

Caliph Kalifen ~ ~ Mutasim Billah,

who reigned in Bagdad 833 to

842. When it was composed

the moves of mostofthe

chessmen dif- ..,.,.,, . ,.â�� fered from those

as'we now have â�¢'Â§/' QÂ§P ipla-'' them. The

moves of the I.A^ sT Â£41 roo^; however,

were the same, so it is with a

rook problem we now have to deal. The position

shown has appeared through successive ages and in

different countries from the time of the appearance of

the first recorded problem down to the present day,

and, as the rooks, playing in conjunction, always evolve

new variations, it is likely to continue to the end of the

chapter.

No. i.â��COMPOSED IN 1200.

Set the position on the board thus, and we have the

first recorded two-mover :â��

No. i.

BLACK.

WHITE.

It can be solved in two ways. It will be seen that

ejtber rook may play on to the file next it.

No. 2.â��COMPOSED IN 1283.

Later on the same setting appeared as a three-

mover, with the conditions that each piece moves

once. This is to be found in the Alfonso X. MS.

No. 3.â��COMPOSED IN 1300.

Again, it appeared moved one square down and

having no other condition than mate in three.

The author's solution is given as: I. Râ��Q i,

2. Kâ��Q 6, 3. Râ��B 8 (mate), which equally complies

with the conditions of No. 2, but, for first move, either

rook can play to any square of the file on which it

stands excepting the seventh and eighth.

No. 4.â��COMPOSED IN 1330.

This was changed to a four-mover by simply

bringing it one square down. As time went on the

problem flourished and was taken up in various

collections, principally Sanscrit, Syriac, and Tibet.

No. 5.â��COMPOSED IN 1380.

It was again moved one square down and given as

a five-mover. The solver's modus oprrandi is the

same in each case.

No. 6.â��COMPOSED IN 1400.

No. 5 in turn was moved one square down and

given as a six-mover.

No. 7.â��COMPOSED IN 1460.

Then, again, this was given as a seven-mover, the

position being one square lower. This is in the Arabic

ninth and tenth century collection as a six-mover.

No. 8.â��COMPOSED IN 1500.

Then, in the eleventh century, " Bonus Socius,"
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the chief authority of the time, pronounced it

impossible in six moves, but " masterly in seven."

Nowadays it can be solved in six moves in four different

ways Bring the position back to the top of the

board as first shown, place the White king on K 5,

and we have it as a four-mover.

No. 9.â��COMPOSED IN 1550.

It next appeared greatly improved by the addition

of a Black pawn on K 2, and as a three-mover.

No. 10.â��COMPOSED IN 1600.

Take off the pawn, put the Black king on K 2. and

we have it again as a four-mover :â��

No. 10. Similar positions are in the well-

known Anonymous Bolognese group

Â°f MSS., but the solver will find

that all are near relations.

No. ii.â��COMPOSED IN 1670.

Its next appearance was with

each king set two squares lower

down, and given as a three-mover.

No. 12.â��COMPOSED IN 1700.

Then it appeared as a four-

mover, each king l>Â«ing one square

'-- farther down.

No. 13.â��COMPOSED IN 1720.

This, in turn, had its day until

it came out with the White king

on Ki and the Black king on his

fourth square, the conditions being

^__^^_^^^_ the same. So far, with few ex-

ceptions, the moves in the solutions

can be made on the king's side of the board as 'Well

as on the queen's side.

No. 14.â��CAME OUT IN 1750.

The next position, as diagrammed, is a production

of many different composers at different times :â��

No. 14.

It is a three-mover, the White

king being on K 8. Bcrger gives

it in a Dutch paper under the

caption. " Nach Alfonso No. 80,

A.D. 1283."

No. 15.â��SAMUELSON, 1800.

The great Paul Morphy himself has been credited with

a rook problem, and even the present chess champion

of the world, Lasker. had a try at it. We resume the

sequence with another three-mover. As the positions

that follow are also three-movers, it will be unnecessary

to further give the conditions, excepting where other-

wise stated.

No. 16.â��HORWITZ, 1848.

White K at Q 2, R's at K R 3 and 5 : Black K at

QB5-

No. 17.â��BAILEY. 1849.

White K at Q B 5, R's at Q Kt 5 and K R i; Black

K at K 4.

No. 18.â��BEVIS, 1850.

White K at Q Kt 8, R's at Q R 5 and Q B 5;

Black K at Q Kt 3.

No. 19.â��KNORRE, 1860.

As on next diagram :â��

No. 19. Nos. 18 and 19 are perhaps the

easiest of the series.

No. 20.â��LOYD, 1867.

However, we now come to a

famous position which will baffle

the solver until the author's idea

is grasped. White K at K i, R's

at K B i and K R i, P at K Kt 3;

Black K at K Kt 7. To those

who may contend that this posi-

tion cannot be solved in three we

will say, " Wait and see."

No. 21.â��HENDRICKAN, 1871.

The same, set one square lower,

is in the Brietenfeld collection.

The same, again, was given by

Carpenter in 1878. The same, with

variants, has appeared under the

names of Abbott, 1890 ; Prodi-

gnat, 1898 ; Kohtzand Kockelhorn,

1903 ; and so on, down to the pre-

sent year; the most prominent

composers who kept up the run-

ning of the Immortal Problem

being Damiano, Lucena, and

Guarinus in the sixteenth century ;

Greco, Palerio. Salvio, Gianutio,

and Selunus. the Duke of Bruns-

wick, in the seventeenth century ; Stamma and Lolli

in the eighteenth ; Bolton, Honvitz, and Kling in the

early part of the nineteenth ; and then a long array

of modern composers, the most noted being Cook,

Dahl, Galitzky, von Holzhausen, Loyd. Pauly, Shink-

man, and Alain C. White, the last-named having

brought out two works on the subject within the past

two years.

So many similar positions have appeared that it is

hard to assign any one of them to a particular composer.

The noted author had some good

reason for having the pawn on

the board. Tliat reason was dis-

regarded later on by its removal.

Afterwards it was given with the

pawn at K 2 by Hallstrom, so

that, should the, solver object to

Loyd's way of solving, he could adopt atiolher way.

No. 22.â��BL.\QUIERE, 1878.

The next illustration is one of a hundred. It occu-

pies the right-hand side of the board like the

foregoing :â��

No. 23.â��ZlNGEMEN, 1883.

Remove the pawn and place a

Black pawn at Black's Kt 4.

No. 24.â��YENSEN, 1885. '

Bring the Black pawn one square

down.

No. 22.

No. 25.â��JENSEN, 1888.

Replace the Black pawn and

remove White king to K B 8.

No. 26.â��DANIEL, 1889.

Move the Black K and P down

one square, move the R's up to

the seventh squares, place White

P at K Kt 2.

No. 27.â��ABBOTT, 1890.

Bring the position to the centre

of the board and reset the men

thus : White K at Q 8, R's at

Q B i and K i, P's at Q R 3

and Q 3 ; Black K at Q 3, and P at Q 5.
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No. 31.

No. 28.â��TEED, 1891.

Now change : White K at K 4, R's

at K B i and K Kt 7 ; Black K at

K 3, P at Q R 6.

No. 29.â��DANIEL, 1892.

Again : White K at K 6, R's at

Q B 3 and K B 3 ; Black K at K 5, and

P at Q B 3.

NO. 30.â��KOHTZ AND KOCKELHORN,

1893.

White K at K 8, R's at Q 4 and

K B 7, P's at Q B 3 and K B 3 ; Black

K at K 3. and P at Q B 5.

No. 31.â��BERCER, 1894.

The next, as diagrammed, is a four-

moverâ��one of many other similar set-

tings.

No. 32.â��GALITZKY, 1895.

This was converted into a five-mover

by having the White K at K R 8. R at

Kt 3, P at R 2 ; Black K at R 4, and P at R 5, all

on the IC's side.

This, in turn, was altered and given as a six-mover,

and then, again, as a seven-mover. From 1895 on

several thousand new renderings of the rook then*

have appeared, one of the latest being :â��

No. 33.â��HANO.

WHITE.

This, with the White K at K i, was given with a

castling solution. In fact, the White rooks have been

shown on the board in every conceivable way.

The exact origin of the mediaeval positions B

uncertain. Their chronology is still disputed. How-

ever, judging by the MSS and old collections the

present writer has had access to, the dates here given

are the nearest that can be computed. The solutions

will appear next month.

Solutions to Last Month a Perplexities.

106.â��THE FOUR KNIGHTS' TOURS.

IT will be seen in the illustration hÂ°w a chessboard

may be divided into four parts, each of the same size

and shape, so that a

complete re - entrant

knight's tour may be

made on each portion.

107.â��TORPEDO

PRACTICE.

IF the enemy's fleet

be anchored in the for-

mation shown in the

illustration, it will be

seen that as many as ten

out of the sixteen ships

may be blown up by

discharging the torpedoes in

the order indicated by the

numbers and in the direc-

tions indicated by the arrows.

As each torpedo in succession

passes under three ships and

sinks the fourth, strike out

each vessel with the pencil as

it is sunk.

A, B, C, and D can each reach their land from the out'

side, and have each equal access to the well in the

centre.

[Some new Perplexities will be given next month.)

Two Problems for Bridge Players.

BY H. C. BARDER.

No r.

Heartsâ��9, 7.

Diamondsâ��Knave, 2.

Cubsâ��Queen, 2.

Diamondsâ��Queen, 3.

Spadesâ��Queen, 7.

Clubsâ��Knave, 3.

Diamondsâ��10, 8, 7.

Spades---Knave, 8.

Clubsâ��4.

108.â��THE FOUR SONS.

THE diagram shows the most equitable division of

the land possible, " so that each son shall receive land

of exactly the same area and exactly similar in shape,"

and so that each shall have access to the well in the

centre without trespass on another's land. The con-

ditions do not require that each son's

land shall be in one piece, but it is

necessary that the two portions assigned

to an individual should be kept apart,

or two adjoining portions might be held

to be one piece, in which case the con-

dition as to shape would have to be

broken. At present there is only one shape for each

piece of landâ��half a square divided diagonally. And

Diamondsâ��Ace, king, 9.

Spadesâ��10, o.

Club-.â��6.

Hearts are trumps. A to start and make every trick.

NO. 2.

Heartsâ�� 5.

Diamondsâ��KinR.

Spadesâ��Ace, knave, 4, 3, a.

Hearts â�� TO.

B

Heartsâ�� 8.

Diamonds â�� Knave, 3.

Spades â�� 10, 9, 6.

Clubsâ�� 5.

C D

Diamonds â�� 9, 6.

Spadesâ�� Queen,

Clubsâ�� 4.

8.7-

A

H en rlsâ��Queen.

Diamondsâ��10, 7.

Spadesâ��King, 5.

Clubsâ��Queen, 6.

Heart-* are trumps. A to play and make every trick.

[The solutions will appear next month.]



The Attempt on St. Mary's Branch.

. By HAROLD STEEVENS.

' I '

Illustrated by Cyrus Cuneo, R.L

ON-FOUND the bank ! "

muttered Jack Seymour,

for the twentieth time that

morning. " Con-found the

brutal bank ! " he reite-

rated, in a tone of such

concentrated rancour that

Downey, the cashier, turned round with a

pleased smile on his sober face.

" Buck up ! " said Downey, genially.

" This is the fifth Saturday running,"

growled Seymour, without looking up. " It's

all very well for you, you lazy cashier, but

it'll be four o'clock before 1 get away, and I'm

due on the match ground at three. Where

does all the stuff come from ? Why don't

you make those brutes pay in earlier ? Why

can't head office increase the staff ? "

The heat of his feelings gave speed to

his pen ; his hand flew at lightning pace over

the rapidly-filling page of the waste-book.

Downey turned again and tossed another

mass of cheques into the wire basket in front

of Seymour.

" Can you read what you're writing ? " he

asked, in a tone of bland solicitude. Then,

glancing up at the clock, which pointed to

three minutes to one, he added : "It's all

over! Jones is late to-day. You'll have to

close the doors."

Seymour's frequent outbreaks were the

brightest spots in Downey's official life ; not

a day passed without his being cheered by one

or more of themâ��generally more.

" Another six months of this, and I shall

be in a mad-house," groaned Seymour.

" So long as that ? " said Downey, affecting

great surprise.

Seymour hated the bank. Big-built,

vigorous, and of an eager temperament, it

was torture to him to spend his days cooped

up in an office. Yet in the irony of things

it was his very love of an outdoor life, and

his catholic attachment to every form of

athletics, which had condemned him to an

occupation the very antithesis of all the

pursuits he adored. For his scholastic

achievements had not been brilliant, and his

father, possessed of a considerable family

but inconsiderable means, was glad enough

to get Jack into the bank, of which he himself

had been a client for many years past.

" It's a gentlemanly profession, my boy,"

he had said. " It's certain, and you've always

got your pension to look forward to."

But the comfortable potentialities of forty

years hence did not appeal to Jack in the

least degree, and, though he resolved to do

his best, he loathed the bank from the first.

The St. Mary's branch of the London and

National Bank had been opened less than a

year, but the business, after hanging fire

for some months, had latterly expanded so

fast that it had now quite outgrown the

original small staff. In answer to the

manager's repeated requests, a new junior

had been promised, but he had not yet

appeared. Mr. Stokes, the manager, Downey,

the cashier (signing pro accountant), Sey-

mour, the clerk, and Jones, the messenger,

still composed the whole staff.

At two minutes to one, as Downey was

rapidly casting up the columns of his cash-

book, a customer entered the bank and

presented his own cheque for ten pounds.

" I'm awfully sorry to trouble you at this

time of day, Mr. Downey, on a Saturday

morning, too," he said, suavely, " but I must

have ten pourtds' worth of coppers; my

business simply eats them up. Can you

spare it ? "

" I can spare it," said Downey, tartly;

" but why didn't you let me know earlier,

and I'd have had it ready for you ? Now I

shall have to go down to the safe for it."

The account of Mr. Jameson Blicker

(trading as " Jameson Blicker and Co.,

manufacturers' agents ") had come to the

St. Mary's branch barely a month ago, but

Mr. Blicker was a man of such painstaking

amiability that he had already established

familiar relations with the staff. His manner

was easy and cordial; he was always well-

dressed, could always spare time for a chat,

always had a new story to tell, and always

carried a big gold-bound case well filled with
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excellent cigars, which lie1 never tired of

pressing.upon his friends at the hankâ��he said

they were so kind to him.

, The cautious Downey was not the man to

swallow all this at a gulp, however.

" Blicker is a most amusing man," he said

to the manager one. day, " and you can't

help liking him, up to a point. But I wouldn't

trust him with a penny-piece myself. Where

did he come from ? "

" Harburghs' introduction," replied the

manager. " They're good enough them-

selves, but you know what these foreigners

are. They'd give anybody a good character

for the sake of getting a little business.

Don't let Blicker overdraw a shilling without

coming to me first."

Blicker never attempted to overdraw; his

balance was not large,- but it was always

comfortably on the right side.

" A lot of money outstanding," he would

say. " Too much. Safe as the Bank of

England, I know, but it isn't business, Mr.

Downey. I don't like worrying people for

their accountsâ��the Government do enough

of thatâ��but you must look after yourself in

business, and I shall be waking some af them

up presently. I like to carry a balance of

five or six hundred pounds at the very least."

Downey was not too much impressed, and

when this untimely demand for ten pounds'

worth of coppere was sprung upon him he

had no compunction in speaking his mind.

However, as no other clients were waiting

he could hardly refuse, and so, with the usual

murmured request to Seymour to " watch

the counter," in case other clients might come

in, he took his keys and hurried downstairs

for the two heavy bags of coin.

Seymour nodded without raising his eyes

or interrupting his furious work for one

instant. He had reached what would prob-

ably be the last big credit of the dayâ��nobody

with any decent feeling would bring in any-

thing much nowâ��and as he triumphantly

dashed the paying-in slip on to the spike by

his side he noticed'that Mr. Blicker had taken

up the copy of the Stock Exchange List which

always lay on the counter and was opening

its spacious sheets with a good deal of rustling.

This last credit was of a most offensive type.

It was for the account of a haberdashers'

warehouseman, and consisted of forty or

fifty exasperating little cheques of two or three

pounds apiece. As he dealt with them, he

kept up a running mutter, thus : " Two five

four, Jenkins, County, Balham ; three six-

teen eleven, Brown, N.P., Chipping Sodbury,"

and so on.

What made him look up from his engross-

ing labour he was never able to explain;

possibly the very tension upon his nervous

organization produced in him a condition of

hypersensitiveness. It could hardly have

been pure accident, for so fiercely bent was

he upon the completion of his work that if the

roof had fallen in, and not fallen actually upon

him, he would probably have given it no

more than a glanceâ��perhaps not that. It

may be that the phrasing of Downey's every-

day order, " Watch the counter," addressed

itself to something in his subconscious being.

Whatever the cause, he did look up. and

what he saw was so unusual that he stared for

a second or two before he could adjust the

processes of his mind to a belief in its reality.

An orange-coloured bag of a thousand

sovereigns, apparently of its own accord, had

left its place on the shelf behind Downey's

stool and was moving smoothly and silently

through the empty air. Unsupported by

any visible agency, it appeared to be behaving

in flagrant defiance of the law of gravitation.

It travelled in a horizontal direction, and it

was approaching that part of the counter

immediately in front of Mr. Blicker.

The latter, curiously enough, seemed quite

unaware of the extraordinary phenomenon

which was occurring almost beneath his nose ;

with his right hand placed well under the

central fold of the Stock Exchange List he

was turning the pages with his left, in the

endeavour, presumably, to find some elusive

quotation, an occupation which still entailed

a pronounced rustling of the crisp, thin sheets.

In the moment of time during which Sey-

mour sat spell-bound by the miracle which

was taking place before his eyes the heavy

bag in its passage through space began to

rise gently, as though it would soar over the

counter.

Simultaneously Mr. Blicker, having at last

found the name of his security, and desiring,

apparently, to get a clearer view of the tiny

figures in which the quotations are printed,

thrust the sheet upward with his right hand,

supporting it from beneath. Thus a sort of

paper tunnel opened immediately in front of

the magic bag of sovereigns.

Three things happened in the next second.

One : Downey's heavy tread was heard

on the bottom step of the wÂ«oden staircase.

Two : The bag of sovereigns glided into

the paper tunnel and was received into Mr.

Blicker's hand.

Three : The fingers of Seymour's right hand

unclosed, leaving his inky pen to drop with

a rap on the white page of the waste-book.
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His two hands grasped the brass rail

above his desk. Seymour's big figure

rose smartly into the air, his long legs

shot out sideways, cleared the rail,

and dropped into the space between

the desk and the counter, knocking

over Downey's stool as they came.

It was a magnificent vault such as

few men could have accomplished,

and Mr. Blicker could not possibly

have expected any such thing to

happen. Yet

from the fact

that he was

so little taken

aback it may

be inferred

that his eye had been surreptitiously upon

Seymour all the time ; he saw the beginning

of the leap and was consequently not unpre-

pared to meet it.

Seymour had begun his leap an appreciable

fraction of a second before the bag of sovereigns

had actually reached Mr. Blicker's hand.

VoLzliv.- ~

"THE HEAVY HAG BEGAN TO RISE GENTLY, AS

THOUGH IT WOULD SOAR OVER THE COUNTER."

Moreover, the latter, relying as he must have

done upon the sense of touch alone, had

occupied a further fraction of time in securing

a firm hold upon the neck of the bag.

Therefore his hand was still inside the

paper tunnel when Seymour's large and mus-

cular right hand darted across the bulging

paper sheet and fastened upon his coat-

sleeve. For Seymour had realized in a flash
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that to try and grasp the bag or the hand

that held it smothered under the folds of the

paper would have been to risk getting hold

of nothing at all.

Neither word nor exclamation had Seymour

utteredâ��his lips were tight-closed in a firm,

straight line. Nor, for that matter, had any

sound escaped from Mr. Blicker. His face

was as calm as if he were asking Seymour for

his pass-book. The casual observer, had there

been one, might have supposed that with

him this kind of thing was an ordinary every-

day occurrence.

None the less, if his voice was silent and his

face calm, Mr. Blicker's body was plainly

braced for terrific action. For with a sudden

heave of his arm he dragged the bag of sove-

reigns from the counter, doubtless intending

to dislodge Seymour's clutch upon his sleeve

by the same movement.

Jn this he failed. Seymour had sprung

into this fray with his nervous forces already

wrought up to a pitch of tension by the efforts

and exasperations of the morning. His well-

trained muscles answered to the call upon

them with the quickness of thought itself.

Again, Jack Seymour had played Rugby

almost ever since he could stand, and to hold

where he seized was a part of his nature. So,

although his finger-nails were driven down

into his flesh by the vehemence of his clutch,

he could not let go any more than a bulldog

can open its jaws when once they have closed

upon its enemy.

Lifted off his feet by the powerful haul of

Mr. Blicker's arm, he went flying spreadeagle-

wise over the counter, for all the world like

some huge, grotesque extension of Mr.

Blicker's coat-sleeve. His legs caught the

cash-scales and swept them, weights and all,

on to the tiled mosaic of the outer office floor.

As soon as Seymour's wrist projected over

the edge of the counter, Mr. Blicker, by a

sudden downward movement of the hand,

weighted as it was with the bag of gold, was

able to wrench his sleeve from Seymour's

bleeding fingers. Carried forward by the

momentum, and finding nothing on the slip-

pery counter to check his passage, Seymour

fell crashing to the floor. But even as he fell,

he flung out his arms with the instinct of the

footballer and clasped Mr. Blicker round the

leg.

Mr. Blicker, his right arm now free, swung

the bag of sovereigns in the air and brought

it down with all his might on Seymour's head.

Luckily for the owner of that head, Mr.

Blicker's movements were somewhat ham-

pered by the iron grip around his leg. He

had aimed for the nape of the neck, but could

not quite reach it, partly protected as it was

by his own knee. Otherwise Seymour's

sorrows and joys would have ended there and

then.

The force of the blow dazed himâ��a bag

of a thousand sovereigns weighs over seven-

teen poundsâ��and his grasp relaxed. Mr.

Blicker tore himself away and dashed for the

door, eight or ten paces off.

But Seymour's head was hard and by no

means unaccustomed to assault and battery

of various kinds. His brain, momentarily

unseated, sprang quickly back into its work-

ing plane like a finely-tempered spring. When

he dropped to the floor under Mr. Blicker's

venomous blow, he felt his hand touch the

two-hundred-sovereign weight which he had

swept down with the scales in his flight over

the counter. His fingers closed upon it, and

spinning round as he sprawled, he flung it

with all the force he could gather at the

retreating Blicker.

Hand and eye, practised a thousand times

on the cricket field, did not altogether fail him

now. He aimed for the back, as presenting

the largest target. The heavy weight fell

short of that, but dropped into the crook of

Mr. Blicker's left knee at the mon-.ent when

it was planted on the ground and bearing the

whole weight both of himself and of the bag

of gold.

The knee gave way, and Mr. Blicker plunged

forward on to the ground. He was an amaz-

ingly nimble fellow, however. Before he

reached the ground his body must already have

been bracing itself for the recovery, for he

rose again so quickly that he seemed to re-

bound like an indiarubber ball.

Seymour was not a whit less quick. It was

the athlete's " dash" pitted against the

robber's desperation, and although Mr. Blicker

had had the advantage of first blow this was

largely off-set by Seymour's finer condition.

With a twist and a forward fling of his body,

he sprang up from his hands arid feet and

darted after Mr. Blicker.

Quick as he was, he was not a moment too

soon, for Mr. Blicker, carrying on with the

impetus of his upward bound from the ground,

flung his weight against the heavy swing doors

leading to the street. His head and shoul-

ders burst through ; one instant more and

the rest of him would have followed, and the

doors would have swung back violently in his

pursuer's face.

Seymour saw the clanger, saw that it must

be now or never. Hardy, impetuous, he had

never been particularly careful of his own skin,
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AND BKOUCUT IT DOWN WITH ALL

HIS MIGHT ON SEYMOUR'S HEAD.

as many a gallant foeman had sorrowfully

learned on the grassy field of athletic battle.

Habit had now become second nature. Some-

thing in his head seemed to tighten with a

sudden strong contraction as when a red-hot

mass of iron is dropped into cold water.

Summoning all the force that was in him, he

hurled himself forward, flung out his hand, and

grabbed at Mr. Blicker's foot.

The wrench nearly snapped his wrist. It

also took him off his balance, and once mere

brought him heavily to the ground. He

could not keep his hold, but it served'his

purpose. For Mr. Blicker stopped dead"and
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his face went white. For one excruciating

instant he must have felt as though his leg

were being torn from its socket; yet he never

cried out. Then foot and limb were free

again.

He started forward, but the momentum

which should have carried him through and

out had been lost. Before he could wriggle

clear the heavy panels swung back and

caught the fingers of his right hand with

smashing force. Instinctively he snatched

them away, and as he did so Ihe bag of sove-

reigns fell from his graspâ��inside the doors.

Mr. Blicker was outside ; he had won through,

but without his prize.

Probably the double pain in leg and hand

stung him to furyâ��the blind, insensate fury

of the wounded animal ; otherwise so cool a

man would have realized at once that the

game was as good as lost and would have made

his escape. Instead he turned to fight for

the gold.

Then through the glass panelling of the door

he saw that the manager, startled by the noise

of the fray, had emerged from his private

room and was hurrying towards the prostrate

Seymour. He also saw Mr. Downey, running

in the same direction. At any moment, too,

the attention of officious passers-by might be

attracted to the proceedings.

Mr. Blicker turned to run; but he had lost

a valuable moment. As he turned he caught

a glimpse of Seymour's head and shoulders

heaving up from the ground behind the door.

Dashing out into the street, he plunged reck-

lessly into the traffic and sped in a diagonal

direction across the road.

Seymour burst through the swing doors

and rushed after him ; in one stride he was

on the doorstep. In his hand he held the

bag of gold, which he had snatched up from

the floor when it fell from Mr. Blicker's

crushed fingers. His quick eye picked out

the flying figure. He saw his enemy escaping

him. His blood was up. The idea that he

was imperilling the bank's money never

occurred to him ; he had forgotten the bank's

very existence. The natural man surged up

in him and swamped every other part of his

being. For the moment his emotions were

those of a cave-dweller. His enemy was

escapingâ��and he had a missile in his hand.

Whirling the bag of a thousand sovereigns

round his head, he launched it into the air

with all his strength, and the costly missile

sped hurtling high above the traffic. Fortunate

that its neck had been tied by the hand of

the methodical Downey !

Mr. Blicker was running for the narrow

entry of an obscure court; that gained, his

escape was practically assured, for twenty

yards from the entry it split up into a. maze of

twisted alleys. This court, indeed, must have

formed an integral part of his plan ; only, if

the plan had carried, the court would have

swallowed up Mr. Blicker, spoil and all.

He leapt the kerbstone ; another bound

would have taken him home. Then the

blow fell. The orange bag, drawing towards

the end of its trajectory, descended with

howitzer force between Mr. Blicker's shoulder-

blades and struck him to the ground.

Jones, the messenger, returning from head

office with tardy steps, was amazed to see

the familiar colour and shape of a " thousand

bag of gold come spinning along the pavement

towards his feet. Noticing the name of the

London and National Bank stamped in bold

black letters on its side, he stooped and

picked it up from force of habit. Casting his

eye a few paces ahead to see whence it came.

he caught sight of Mr. Blicker on the

ground, bleeding at the nose and forehead.

" Why, Mr. Blicker, sir " he began.

Then, as he came close, he perceived that

Mr. Blicker could not hear.

His gaze turned mechanically towards the

bank, and, guessing from the little knot of

spectators gathered round the door that all

was not regular there, he left Mr. Blicker in

the hands of a City policeman, who had now

appeared upon the scene, and crossed the

road with the bag of gold in his hand.

He found the manager bending anxiously

over Seymour's prostrate body, while Mr.

Downey held a glass of brandy and water to

his lips.

" He's coming round," the manager was

saying. " That's capital â�� capital ! Poor

fellow ! He dropped like a log."

Seymour played in no cricket match that

afternoon. According to the doctors he must

have suffered a mild concussion, doubtless

from the blow administered by Mr. Blicker

with the bag of gold in the early part of the

fray. The injury, not too serious in itself,

had been gravely aggravated by the violent

exertion following immediately upon it ; they

said it was little short of a miracle that fatal

results had not ensued.

As it was, Seymour lay between life and

death for many weeks; youth and a vigorous

constitution pulled him through in the end.

Long before he was well enough to attend

the court Mr. Blicker had recovered from his

comparatively trifling injuries. In his case the

intervening weeks were spent in Brixton Jail,
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under remand. In the meantime, the police,

having investigated his antecedents, found

that his record was uncommonly bad. Jameson

Blicker was, of course, an aliasâ��by no means

the only one which he had honoured with his

patronage in the course of a full and varied

criminal career. His baptismal name was

William Smith.

The most interesting feature of the trial,

apart from the evidence as to the gallantry

of Jack Seymour, was the production of a

wonderful little instrument used by Smith,

alias Blicker, in his ill-starred scheme

Small enough to be contained in the

palm of a man's hand, this instru-

ment was beautifully made of the

finest steel, hardened by an admix-

ture of one of the rarer metals. It

consisted of a telescopic rod,extend-

recommended an outdoor life for some years to

come. This was happily made possible by the

action of the directors of the bank. In con-

sideration of his famous exploit, and of the

fact that his hurt had been contracted in the

service of the bank, which he had probably

saved from an unpleasant loss, they awarded

.

"THK ORANGK BAG DLSCKNDEIJ WITH HOWITZKR FOKCK

BKTWEKN MR. SLICKER'S SHOULDER-BLADES AND STRUCK

HIM TO THE GROUND."

ing to two and a half yards in length when

projected to its full extent. The actuating

force was a fine but exceedingly powerful

spring, of a quality not inferior to the most

distinguished products of M. Breguet. At the

point of the rod was a tiny fish-hook. This

matchless instrument is now one of the most

prized exhibits in the Scotland Yard museum

of criminal appliances.

The doctors declared that the injury to

Seymour's head made it inadvisable for him

to resume his work at St. Mary's, and strongly

him a present

of one hundred

guineas. They also paid his fare

to Rhodesia, and defrayed the

cost of his outfit.

There are banks in Rhodesia,

too, but for a long time Seymour

could not bring himself to open

an account at any of them. When

at last it became absolutely

necessary to find a repository for

his rapidly-increasing wealth, he

yielded to the solicitation of the

manager at the nearest township.

Yet he could never enter the shanty which

does duty for a banking office there without

feeling that he was entering a prison.

By the way, the staff at St. Mary's has been

largely increased. Downey has been pro-

moted full accountant (with power to sign

pro manager). The worthy fellow has also

virtually been promised the reversion to the

managership at Chipping Sodbury, which

carries with it a salary of three hundred a

year and chambers over the office.



How to Improve Your

iilliaras Fifty per Cent.

By JOHN ROBERTS.

Illustrated by Chas. G

HE vast majority of amateur

billiard - players have been

evolved, not taught; that is

why there is so much room

' for improvement in their

game. They have picked up

their knowledge of billiards

rave.

much of the bad billiards, which can easily

be improved out of existence by the applica-

tion of proper methods of play.

Stance, playing attitude, position at the

table, the correct way in which to face the

balls and shape for a stroke, is the first

subject to which the player in search of

by watching other people play, noting various improvement should turn his mind. But it

is quite a mistake to be over-dogmatic in

this respect. I have seen things in print

which might lead a tyro to imagine that to

attain the right attitude for billiards he should

be frozen into it. Not so; the feet, legs,

and body must be quite firm and steady,

but never fixed with

the tense rigidity of

a man performing

some feat of strength.

There should always

be a certain resilient

quality in the ideal

pose, an elasticity

which gives graceful

freedom of move-

ment to every action

without ever sacrific-

ing the all-essential

steadiness. What the

exact pose must be

in his case every

player must decide

for himself, bearing

in mind the general

principles I have de-

fined. It is absurd to

attempt to cast all

rrien in the same billiard mould, and how

needless anything of the kind is may be seen

in a moment by comparing the stance of

Stevenson, Gray, Diggle, and Reeceâ��all great

billiardists, but each with a playing attitude

adapted to his physique. If Diggle experi-

mented with the Gray stance, and the young

Australian returned the compliment by

endeavouring to copy the indefinable and

strokes, and attempting to put such strokes

into practice. This method, although prac-

tically universal, can only produce a passable

player when it is assisted by considerable

natural aptitude and the opportunity' of

witnessing plenty of billiards of the best class.

In every other case

it results in nothing

more than a stunted

player, a man whose

self - instilled 'ideas

bring him to a very

limited degree of pro-

f i c i e n c y, beyond

which he does not

advance, no matter

how often he plays

in a casual sort of

way.

Such an indifferent

player need not de-

spair. His position

is far from hopeless.

He may reasonably

anticipate improve-

ment to an extent

which will make his

game a constantly

increasing source of pleasure to himself. The

first thing to which he must give his attention

is the virtue of consistency. It is the strokes

we make many a time and oft with absolute

certainty which tell at billiards, not the

spectacular efforts which come off on an

average about once in a week's play. The

small player (small in a billiard sense) striving

to master the big stroke is the main cause of

SMALL IN A BILLIARD SENSE.
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IF DIGGLR EXPERIMENTED WITH GKOKGE GRAY'S STANCH."

inimitable playing attitudes of Diggle, the

result might be good fun, but it would have a

deplorable effect on the billiards of both.

The first thing at billiards is to adopt a

firm yet easy position behind the cue-ball,

from which the player can look straight at

his stroke. If the body is not just where it

enables the player to face his work, then he

must move his feet before settling down for

the shot. Wriggling the upper part of the

body in an attempt to get behind the ball

is fatal; it destroys the body balance, and

causes a wobble at the instant of striking

which must bring failure in its train. This is

a very common fault, both among beginners

and hardened bad players ; but until it is

eradicated it is hopeless to look for improve-

ment. That ugly twist of the body sideways

is a very real lion in the path of progress, and

I cannot over-emphasize the importance of

steering clear of this danger; anything

approaching good billiards is a physical

impossibility while it exists.

Having adjusted the body pose, the next

point to take care about is the holding of

the cue. Here lightness is the main requisite,

the only thing worth bothering about. The

cue can be poised quite daintily and effectively

between the forefinger and thumb by those

who care to cultivate the art, but there is no

great harm if more than the forefinger is

brought into use and the cue allowed to

rest easily and naturally in the kind of loop

thus formed for its reception. Do not hold

the cue loo near the butt, or you will get a

" see-saw" cue delivery, instead of the

smooth, straight swing which is the secret

of cue-action. Allow the forearm to drop

from the elbow freely and without restraint,

adapting the body pose to enable this to be

done. So much in billiards depends on

absolute ease and freedom of elbow move-

ment in the cue-arm that no pains

should be spared to obtain it.

Nothing is worse than the stiff

elbow affected by poor players,

especially when, as is usually the

case, the point of the elbow is stuck

out away from the body at as near

right-angles as the player can get it,

instead of being brought into line,

with the cue, the correct place for

the elbow. Remember, it is the

elbow which supplies the motive-

power for practically every stroke,

and if this is cramped and re-

strained you may dig at a billiard-

ball with indifferent success, but

you will never play real billiards as

long as you live.

Next, place your left hand flat on the table

by extending your left arm until it is very

nearly straight. Raise the knuckles of the

left hand and spread the finger-tips slightly,

at the same time bringing the thumb close

against the side of the forefinger. This

makes your bridge, and if you have done the

thing properly your left hand will rest firmly,

yet without undue pressure, on the finger-

tips and the base of the hand. Now swing

the cue for your stroke, and glance downwards

to see where your cue is. If the point of the

cue is in line with the centre of your face you

"THAT UGLY TWIST OF THE BODY SIDEWAYS."

are ready for your stroke ; if not, you must

move until this position is attained. Remem-

ber, the cue must be held straight to do it,

not skewed about to bring the point in its

proper place. When the alignment of the

cue is beyond reproach, then swing the cue
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straight backwards and forwards, and deliver

it without the suspicion of a waggle in any

direction. It is a good plan to practise cue-

delivery over a line on the table, and thus

cultivate the art of accurate manipulation of

the cue without actually striking a ball.

Now is the time to place a ball on the

table and commence to improve your play ;

the trouble is that so many people neglect

everything which should precede ball-practice,

and their billiards is thereby placed under a

perpetual handicap. Play one ball up and

down the centre line of spots, taking care

to hit the sphere in its vertical as well as

horizontal centre, and stick to this stroke

until you can bring the ball back to the cue-

point off the top cushion at a wide variety

of strengths. Even

the useful amateur

will find it no bad

thing to run over

this one-ball prac-

tice at times; it will

check any tendency

he may be develop-

ing towards inaccu-

rate ball-striking.

After learning to

strike a ball well

and truly in- its

centre, with a nice

flowing cue-action

which imparts

plenty of life and

go to the ball, the

next step is the half-

ball strokeâ��the one FIG- 'â�¢

scoring effect which

cannot be ignored by any man who desires

to make even a ten break intelligently.

I am told that of late our generally accepted

ideas on the half-ball stroke and natural angle

have been rather severely handled by a

scientific gentleman, who has reckoned it up

nicely and tells us that we are all wrong.

Well, as I wrote years ago, " I myself have

never pretended to a knowledge of mathe-

matics, and yet I think that I can tell better

than a senior wrangler the line a ball will take

after striking another ball or the cushion."

So, with all due respect to what the natural

half-ball angle may or may not be after it

has been totted up on paper, I tell the reader

to place the object-ball on the centre spot of

the table, put the cue-ball on the baulk-line

twenty-eight inches from the centre of the

ball to the face of the right side cushion, and

aim to make the centre of the cue-ball strike

the extreme outside edge of the red. Strike

the cue-ball in the centre, let the cue

follow the ball smoothly, and if you make

the contact as described, nothing ever

computed in or out of any University will

stop the cue-ball from finding its way into

the right top pocket. The same stroke is

offered from the centre of a middle or top

pocket off the red on the billiard spot, and

there is no need for me to dwell on these

familiar examples. All three are incorporated

in our first and second diagrams, where the

course of the cue-ball is shown by a con-

tinuous line. These strokes, I may add, are

set up for ivory balls of standard size and

equal weight.

Having gained a useful knowledge of the

half-ball stroke, the next step is to experi-

ment with the

angles produced by-

finer or thicker con-

tacts at a variety of

strengths. Here the

prospect is limit-

less ; given enough

mastery of plain-

ball striking, a

George Gray can be

producedâ��it is all

a matter of steady

practice up to a

certain extent. If

you want to pro-

duce a really great

player, you must

have natural talent

added to the requi-

site practice, but

anyone with a good

hand and eye can make respectable breaks,

provided he will study the game and practise

with set purpose.

" We know that," I can hear the critics

exclaiming; " but it is no use expecting us

to practise incessantly at plain-ball strokes

for months. We want billiards, not drudgery.

The game is a recreation to us, not a profes-

sion."

There is much force in this criticism, but

not until a player has reached a fair degree

of proficiency in plain-ball billiards. Having

gained this, he is entitled to ask for the charm

of variety, to be encouraged to experiment

with strokes outside the plain-ball game.

But he should " make haste slowly " when

departing from plain-ball contacts. The

grand scheme of an amateur's billiards should

always be to play one plain-ball stroke and

leave another, and it is only when position is

handled so badly that a plain-ball stroke

FIG. 2.
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cannot be utilized that he should enter another

phase of billiards. The longer he can con-

tinue his plain-ball striking the-better player

he will be ; but sooner or later he is sure to

leave the balls where a plain-ball

stroke is not the game, and then.

to cope with any grouping of

the balls which may occur, he

must make a call on some other

form of stroke. Volumes have

been written on this aspect of

the game, and I propose to deal

with it here by explaining the

correct method of handling sun-

dry strokes which so often spoil

the billiards of the ordinary

player. As far as possible I will

make each stroke illustrative of

a type.

To commence with, let us put

up a run - through cannon, as

shown in our third diagram.

There is just room for the object

white to clear the red. and the

proper way to make the stroke is to strike the

cue-ball slightly above its centre, and play

hard enough to bring the white ball in and

out of baulk, as shown by the dotted line.

Strike the object-ball as full as you dare

without making it touch the red. If these

directions are followed it will be found that

the cannon will be completed, the white

brought nicely into the centre of the table,

and the cue-ball left a few inches outside the

red with a fine opportunity of scoring off

that ball.

Why has all this happened ? Simply

because the rather low contact for a follow-

through stroke has tended to deaden the

run of the cue-ball,

and thus to prevent

it from hitting the

red too hard on com-

pleting the cannon,

and yet has allowed

sufficient force to

bring the white out

of baulk. This stroke

illustrates that it is

not absolutely neces-

sary to hit the cue-

ball on the top to

make it follow

through. As a matter

of fact, provided the

cue-action has enough

swing in it, and at

least a nearly full

contact is made with

Vol. xliv.â��70.

the object, it is almost as easy to follow

through without top on the cue-ball as with

it, and is a more reliable stroke. Top,

and plenty of it, must be employed to master

a long follow - through cannon

when the cue-ball has several feet

to run after contact. Then the

force which must be employed

would produce a " stun " effect

after a fullish contact, unless top

was present to carry the cue-ball

on after the first impact. You

can see the cue-ball pauSfc quite

distinctly, and then rush on,

when a stroke of this type is

played as it should be. The

mistake is to assume that all

follow - through shots must be

handled in this fashion.

By way of a complete change,

we will take a screw-stroke for our

next example. I do not propose

FIG. 3. to put up anything very-difficultâ��

just an ordinary pull-back into a

corner pocket played with screw and side.

The cue - ball, as shown in Fig. 4, is

eighteen inches from the corner pocket, and

the object-ball is straight in front of it some

six inches off. Both balls are three inches

clear of the top cushion, and with the red

conveniently placed for a loser from hand

to follow, the screw-back off the white is by

far the best stroke to play. It can be made

by a plain screw-back, but if left-hand side is

also called into play the ball will find the

pocket even if the stroke is not played truly

enough to bring the ball back straight to its

target. The ball must be struck very low and

to the left, but the instant it is struck the

cue must be checked

by gripping the butt.

But the cue must

not be stopped until

it has got fairly hold

of the ball, and it is

putting on the brake

at precisely the right

fraction of time which

makes screw-strokes

such a difficulty to so

many players. They

poke at the ball stiffly,

stop the cue with a

tremendous effort,

and then wonder why

they cannot bring the

cue-ball back

although they have

struck it low. It is

' THEY STOP THE CUE WITH A TREMENDOUS

EFFORT."
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FIC. 4.

"THEY MAY COT THS. CLOTH WITH THEIR

DIGGING EFFORTS."

simply because their cueing is all wrong.

They may cut the cloth with their digging

efforts, especially if they are addicted to

raising the butt, but they will never make a

screw-back stroke until they let the cue do

its work naturally of its own momentum, and

stop it short the instant they feel contact

established between the ball and the cue-tip.

Another point of

great importance in

connection with

screw is that it

always tells, no

matter how fine the

contact may be with

the object-ball. This

explains a very com-

mon fault among

amateurs who play-

quite a fair game at

times, but often

come togrief through

overdoing their

screw-strokes. They

imagine they are

imparting too much

bottom to the

cue - ball, but the

HI,. 5.

truth is, they are striking the object-ball

too thick time after time to produce the

desired effect. On the same diagram will

be seen a very pretty screw effect which is

too often an unknown quantity among weak

players. I allude to the.fact that a ball

laden with screw retains its peculiar power

after contact with a cushion. Some really

marvellous effects can be produced by those

capable of making the most of this retaining

power of screw, but the example depicted

will do to demonstrate the principle. Play

at the cushion just before the ball as shown

in Fig. 5, and make a screw-stroke of it

exactly as if you were trying to twist bacL

direct off a ball. Then you will see the cue-

ball dart off the cushion, strike the object-

ball, come back and make the cannon, and

leave the position which is depicted by our

artist. It is not an extremely difficult stroke,

but, like all strokes of the screw variety, it

demands plenty of confidence.

Before quitting screw-strokes there is a

point in connection with them which must be

emphasizedâ��that is, the rapidity with which

slow screw is lost during the passage of the

cue-ball over the cloth. The range varies

with the cue-power of individuals, but as a

rule it is much less than many players fancy,

and really capable amateurs often spoil a

break through attempting a slow screw at

an impossible range when a forcing stroke

would have meant a certain score. " Drag "

is analogous to screw, but not quite the same

thing. It is caused by striking the cue-ball

low, much the same as for a screw-stroke,

but possibly the cue may be allowed to have

a shade more swing before it is checked.

The use of this stroke is to steady a ball

during a long run. For instance, suppose it

is required to strike an object-ball well towards

the top of the table when playing from hand,

and to hit it quite gently and perhaps rather

fine into the bargain. Such a stroke may be

made by central ball-striking, provided ball.

cloth, strength, and cuemanship are perfect ;

but the employment of " drag " sends the

ball travelling quite fast for a considerable

distance, then causes it to slow up percep-

t i b 1 y before

rolling on to

make quite a

gentle contact

with the object.

" Drag" is very

useful to the

amateur, as it

overcomes

slight imperfec-

tions in the

balls and cloth,

and gives effec-

tive control of

long -range

strokes.

The art of

putting side on

a billiard - ball

is our next

topic; but

before proceed- ,,STROKES OF .1HK SCREW

ing to deal with VARIETY DKMAND PLENTY of

it I must hark CONFIDENCE."
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back to remind the reader of my previous

remarks regarding plain-ball striking. Nothing

is more common among players who do not

improve than the idea that a certain amount

of side is required for almost every stroke.

They worry inordinately over the problem for

a time, and then give it up as beyond them;

but all their difficulties would vanish if they

only gave plain-ball striking a fair and

extended trial. Side, beautiful as it is in its

spectacular appeal, may almost be regarded

as a necessary evil in billiardsâ��as something

indispensable to extricate a " bunkered "

cueman from trouble which he

usually makes for himself. This

is, perhaps, an extreme view, but

it is far better to regard the

employment of side - as a kind

of last resource, instead of the

commonplace it is in the hands

of so many poor players.

But, assuming that the lie of

the balls demands the employ-

ment of side, it is well to know

how to put it on properly. To get

the limit of side on a ball it is

necessary to strike the cue-ball

at as near the outside edge of a

line drawn across its horizontal

centre as can be done without

a miss - cue. Anything below FI

this line gives screw and sideâ��

above it, top and side. Put plenty of swing

into the cue when making side-strokes, and

mind the alignment of the cue is perfect

with the part of the cue-ball struck. It is a

pood plan to practise imparting side by striking

the cue-ball along the baulk-line, and noting

the angle the ball takes on rebounding from

the cushion. Put on right and left side

alternately, and experiment with various

strengths until you gain

by actual cuemanship a

very fair idea of the

amount of side you can

control. When you have

pained this knowledge, use

it with care and

discretion, for if

you drag it in

willy - nilly you

will not find your

billiards im-

proved by what

you have learned

about side.

When playing

side-strokes you

must never forget

that side influences the run of a ball both

before and after contact, and that the devia-

tion will be the more pronounced the more side

there is on a ball and the slower it is moving.

With the nap side will cause the ball to drift

away in the direction of the side, but exactly

the reverse is the case against the nap. This

constant departure of a side-laden ball from

a straight line must be studied closely to be

appreciated, and when its full significance is

grasped it will be understood why I have

insisted so strongly on the plain-ball stroke

receiving "preferential treatment" whenever

possible. A simple stroke will

suffice to show my meaning. Place

the object-ball just above the left

middle pocket and a couple of

inches clear of the side cushion,

and play the long jenny from hand.

Fig. 6 shows the position, and

the way to make the stroke is

to put as much left side on the

cue-ball as you can and play just

hard enough to bring the object-

ball into the middle of the table.

The contact may be a little less

than half-ball, because the spin-

ning cue-ball will find the top

pocket even if it strikes the side

cushion some distance from its

destination. But the whole point

of the stroke is that if you aim

to hit the red about half-ball you are sure to

<}rop too thick on the ball and obtain a kiss

which spoils everything. But if you aim to

almost miss the red the strong side on the

cue-ball will cause it to swerve during its

journey to an extent which will make the

correct contact and reduce the jenny to a

certainty.

Finally, the amateur who desires to improve

must both play

and practise

seriously. He

must think about

what he is doing,

and concentrate

his attention on

the stroke before

him. H e w i 11

never succeed if

he tries to play

billiards as an

unimportant

item in a varied

and simultaneous

programme of

drinks, smokes,

JOKBS." and jokes.
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A STORY FOR

CHILDREN.

By

E. NESBIT.

Illustrated by

H. R. Millar.

SABRINA FAIR.

HAT going to the seaside was

the very beginning of every-

thing. The children had been

counting the days to The

Day. Bernard, indeed, had

made a calendar on a piece

of cardboard that had once

been the bottom of the box in which his

new white sand-shoes came home. Mavis

had washed and ironed all the dolls'

clothes at least a fortnight before The Day.

This was thoughtful and far-sighted of her,

of course, but it was a little trying to Kathleen,

who was younger, and who would have much

preferred to go on playing with the dolls in

their dirtier and more familiar state.

" Well, if you do," said Mavis, a little hot

and cross from the ironing-board, " I'll never

wash anything for you again, not even vour

face."

Kathleen somehow felt as if she could

bear that.

" But mayn't I have just one of the

dolls ? " was, however, all she said. " Just

the teeniest, weeniest one ? Let me have

Lord Edward. His head's half gone as it

Copyright, 1912,

is, and I could dress him in a clean hanky

and pretend it was kilts."

Mavis could not object to this, because, of

course, whatever else she washed she didn't

wash hankies. So Lord Edward had his pale

kilts, and the other dolls were put away in a

row in Mavis's corner drawer. It was after

that that Mavis and Francis had long, secret

consultations, and when the younger ones

asked questions they were told, " It's secrets ;

you'll know in good time." This, of course,

excited everyone very much indeed, and it

was rather a come-down when the good time

came and the secret proved to be nothing

more interesting than a large empty glass

aquarium, which the two elders had clubbed

their money together to buy, for six-and-

ninepence, in the Old Kent Road. They

staggered up the front garden path with it,

very hot and tired.

" But what are you going to do with it ? "

Kathleen asked, as they all stood round the

nursery-table looking at it.

" Take it to the seaside and fill it with

sea-water," Francis explained, " to put

sea-anemones in."

" I don't believe they'll let you take it,''

by E. Nesbit-Bland.
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said Bernard. If you know anything of

grown-ups, you will know that Bernard

proved to be quite right.

" Take an aquarium to the seaside !

Nonsense ! " they said. And " What for ? "

not waiting for the answer. (" They," just

at present, was Aunt Enid.)

Francis had always been passionately fond

of water. Even when he was a baby he

always stopped crying the moment they

put him in the bath. And he was the little

boy who, at the age of four, was lost for

three hours and then brought home by, the

police, who had found him sitting in a horse-

generally thought of something that would

make things, at any rate, just a little better.

" Let's fill it with'fresh water and get some

goldfish."

Francis admitted that there was something

in this, and consented to fill the aquarium

with water from the bath. When this was

done the aquarium was so heavy that the

combined efforts of all four children could

not begin to move it.

" Never mind," said Mavis, the consoler;

" let's empty it out again and take it back to

the common room, and then fill it by secret

jugfulsâ��carried separately, you know."

"ENTERTAINING A CIRCLE OK CARTERS WITH

POTS OF BEER IN THEIR HANDS."

trough in front of the Willing Mind, wet to

the topmost hair of his head and quite happy,

entertaining a circle of carters with pots of

beer in their hands.

Passionately attracted by water in all

forms, from the simple mud-puddle to the

complicated machinery by which your bath

supply is enabled to get out of order, it was a

real tragedy to Francis that he had never seen

the sea. Something had always happened to

prevent it.

He told Mavis about the aquarium, and

she agreed with him that it was a shame.

, " But I'll tell you what," she said, for she

was not one of those comforters who just say,

" I'm sorry," and don't try to help. She

This might have been successful, but Aunt

Enid met the first secret jugful, and forbade

the second.

" Messing about," she called it. " No, of

course I sha'n't allow you to waste your

money on fish."

And mother was already at the seaside,

getting the lodgings ready for them. Her

last words had been : " Be sure you do

exactly what Aunt Enid says." So of course

they had to.

Aunt Enid was not a real aunt, but just

an old friend of grandmamma's, with an

aunt's name and privileges and rather more

than an aunt's authority.
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Even in its unwatery state, however, the

aquarium was beautiful.

" Let's put flowers in it," Kathleen sug-

gested, " and pretend they're anemones. Do

let's, France."

" I don't care what you do," said Francis.

" I'm going to read ' The Water-Babies.' "

Francis sat down squarely with " The

Water-Babies " flat before him on the table,

where also his elbows were, and the others,

respecting his sorrow, stole quietly away.

When the three had finished with it the

aquarium really looked rather nice, and, if

you stooped and looked sideways through

the glass, like a real water aquarium.

Kathleen took some (linkers from the back

of the rockeryâ��" where they won't show,"

she saidâ��and Mavis induced these to stand

up like an arch in the middle of the glassy

square. Tufts of long grass rather sparingly

arranged looked not unlike water-weed.

Bernard begged from the cook some of the

fine silver-sand which she uses to scrub the

kitchen-tables and dressers with, and Mavis

cut the thread of the Australian shell necklace

that Uncle Robert sent her last Christmas,

so that there should be real shimmery, silvery

shells on the sand. They shone delightfully

through the glass. But the great triumph was

the sea-anemonesâ��pink and red and yellow-

clinging to the rocky arch just as though they

were growing there.

" Oh, lovely, lovely!" Kathleen cried, as

Mavis fixed the last delicate flesh-tinted

crown. " Come and look, France."

" Not yet," said Mavis, in a great hurry,

and she tied the thread of the necklace round

a tin goldfish and hung it from the arch.

" Now, France ! " she called. And Francis

came slowly, with his thumb in " The Water-

Babies." It was nearly dark by now, but

Mavis had lighted the four dolls'-house

candles on the gilt candlesticks and set them

on the table round the aquarium.

" Why," said Francis, slowly, " you've

got water in itâ��and real anemones. Where

on earthâ��

" Noâ��not water. And not real," said

Mavis. " I wish they wereâ��they're only

dahliasâ��but it does look pretty, doesn't it ? "

" It's like fairyland." said Kathleen, and

Bernard added, " I am glad you bought it."

" It just shows what it will be like when

we do get the sea creatures," said Mavis.

" Oh, France, you do like it, don't you ? "

" Oh, I like it all right," he answered, press-

ing his nose against the thick glass ; " but I

wanted it to be waving weeds and mysterious

wetness, like the Sabrina picture."

The other three glanced at the picture

which hung over the mantelpieceâ��Sabrina

and the water-nymphs, drifting along among

the water-weeds and water-lilies. There

were words under the picture, and Francis

dreamily began to say them :â��

" Sabrina fair,

Listen where thou art sitting

Under the glassy cool translucent wave . .

In twisted braids of lilies knitting

The loose train of thine amber-dropping hair . . .

Halloa! What was that ? '' he said, in

quite a different voice, and jumped up.

" What was what ? " the others naturally

asked.

" Did you put something alive in there ? "

Francis asked.

" Of course not," said Mavis. " Why ? "

" Well, I saw something moveâ��that's all."

They all crowded round and peered over

the glass walls. Nothing, of course, but the

sand and the grass and the shells, the clinkers

and the dahlias, and the little suspended tin

goldfish.

" I expect the goldfish swung a bit," said

Bernard. " That's what it must have been,

moving."

" It didn't look like that," Francis

answered. " It looked much more likeâ��â�¢â��"

" Well, like what ? " asked three aggravated

voices.

" Like Sabrinaâ��only very, very tiny."

" A sort of doll-Sabrina," said Kathleen.

" How awfully jolly ! "

" It wasn't at all like a doll, and it wasn't

jolly," said Francis, shortly. " Only I wish

it would come again."

It didn't, however.

" I say," said Mavis, struck by a new idea.

" Perhaps it's a magic aquarium."

" Let's play it is," suggested Kathleen.

" Let's play it's a magic glass and we can

see what we like in it. I see a fairy palace,

with gleaming spires of crystal and silver."

" Shut up ! " said Francis. " This isn't

play. There was something '

" Suppose it is magic," said Mavis again.

" We've played magic so often, and

nothing's ever happenedâ��even when we

made the fire of sweet-scented woods and

Eastern gums and all that," said Bernard.

" It's much better to pretend right away.

We always have to in the end. Magic just

.wastes time. There isn't any magic really,

is there, Mavis ? "

Here Aunt Enid's voice was heard on the

landing outside, saying, " Little ones, bed !"

in no uncertain tones.

The two grunted as it were in whispersâ��
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but there was no appeal against Aunt Enid,

and they went, their grunts growing feebler

as they crossed the room, and dying away in

a despairing silence as they and Aunt Enid

met abruptly at the top of the stairs.

" I say," said Mavis, when the click of the

latch assured her that they were alone.

" How could it be magic ? We never said

any spell."

" No more we did," said Francis, " unlessâ��

and, besides, it's all nonsense, of course, about

magic. It's just a game we play, isn't it ? "

" Yes, of course," Mavis said, doubtfully;

" but what did you mean by ' unless ' ? "

" We weren't saying any spells, were we ? "

" No, of course we weren't. We weren't

saying anything "

" As it happens, 7 was."

" Was what ? When ? "

" When it happened."

" What happened ? "

Will it be believed that Aunt Enid chose

this moment for opening the door just wide

enough to say, "Mavisâ��bed !" And Mavis

had to go. But as she went she said again :

'â�¢ What happened ? "

" It," said Francis, whatever "it" was.

" I was saying "

" Mavis'! " called Aunt Enid.

" Yes, Aunt Enid. You were saying what f "

" I was saying' Sabrina fair,' " said Francis.

" Do you thinkâ��but of course it couldn't

have beenâ��and all dry like that; no water

or anything."

" Perhaps magic has to be dry," said Mavis.

" Coming, Aunt Enid ! It seems to be mostly

burning things, and of course that wouldn't

do in the water. What did you see ? "

"It looked like Sabrina," said Francis;

" only tiny, tiny. Not doll-small, you know

â��but live-small, like through the wrong end

of a telescope. I do wish you'd seen it."

" Say ' Sabrina fair ' again quick, while I

look."

" Sabrina fair,

Listen where thou art sitting

Under the

Oh, Mavis, it isâ��it did ! There's something

there, truly ! Look ! "

" Where ? " said Mavis. " I can't seeâ��

oh, let me look ! "

" MAVIS !" called Aunt Enid, very loud

indeed ; and Mavis tore herself away.

" I must go," she said. " Never mind,

we'll look again to-morrow. Oh, Franceâ��if

it should beâ��magic, I meanâ��I'll tell you

what "

But she never told him what, for Aunt

Enid swept in and swept out, bearing Mavis

away as it were in a whirlwind of impatient

exasperation, and, without seeming to stop

to do it, blowing out the four candles as she

came and went.

At the door she turned to say :â��

" Good night, Francis. Your bath's turned

on ready. Be sure you wash well behind

your ears. Comeâ��no nonsense," she paused

at the door to say. " Let me see you go.

Right about faceâ��quick march ! "

And he had to.

" If she must pretend to give orders like

drill, she might at least learn to say

' 'Bout turn'! " he reflected, struggling with

his collar-stud in the steaming bath-room.

" Never mind. I'll get up early and see if I

can't see it again."

And so he didâ��but, early as he was, Aunt

Enid and the servants were earlier. The

aquarium was emptyâ��clear, clean-shining,

and quite empty.

" What has she done with the things ? "

Francis wondered.

" / know," said Bernard, solemnly. " She

told Esther to put them on the kitchen fireâ��I

only just saved my fish."

" And what about my shells ? " asked

Mavis, in sudden fear.

" Oh, she took those to take care of. Said

you weren't old enough to take care of them."

" I wish there weren't any Aunt Enids,"

said Kathleen.

CHAPTER II.

NEWS OF THE MERMAID.

THE delicate pinkish bloom of newness was

on the wooden spades, the slick smoothness

of the painted pails showed neither scratch

nor dent on their green and scarlet surface,

the shrimping-nets were full and fluffy as, once

they and sand and water had met, they never

could be again. The pails and spades and

nets formed the topmost layer of a pile of

luggageâ��you know the sort of thing, with

the big boxes at the bottomâ��and the carry-

all bulging with its wraps and mackersâ��the

old portmanteau that shows its striped lining

through the crack, and is so useful for putting

boots into, and the sponge-bag, and all the

little things that get left out.

It was at the last momentâ��when the cab

was almost expected to be there â�� that

Aunt Enid had rushed out to the corner shop

and returned with four new spades, four new

pails, and four new shrimping-nets, and pre-

sented them to the children just in time for

them to be added to the heap of odds and ends

with which the cab was filled up.

" I hope it's not ungrateful," said Mavis,
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as they stood waiting by the luggage-mound

while Aunt Enid went to take the tickets,

" but why couldn't she have bought them at

Beachfield ? "

There was a short, sharp struggle with the

porterâ��a flustered pass-

age along the platform

â��and the children were

safe in the carriage

marked " Reserved "-

thrown into it, as it were,

with the small fry of lug-

gage. Then Aunt Enid

book by Miss Marie Corelli. The children

also had been provided with books : " Eric,

or Little by Little," " Elsie, or Like a Littk

Candle," " Brave Bessie," and " Ingenious

Isabel " had been dealt out before leaving

'A KKW l.Ahl IIOMK TRUTHS WITH

TUB I'OKTtR."

fussed off again to exchange a few last home

truths with the porter, fussed back again,

and the train started.

When she had arranged the things in the

rack to her satisfaction, she pointed out a

few little faults that she had noticed in the

children, and then settled down to read a

home as though they were cards for a game.

They had been a great bother to carryâ��and

they were almost impossible to read. Kath-

leen and Bernard presently preferred looking

out of the windowsâ��and the two elder ones

picked up a paper that someone had left in

the carriage and read itâ��looking over.
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Now that is just where it was. If some-

body hadn't happened to leave that paper in

their carriage, and if they hadn't been so

bored with their books, they would never

have seen it, because they weren't the sort of

children who read papers except under

extreme provocation.

You will not find it easy to believeâ��and

I myself can't see why it should have hap-

penedâ��but the very first thing they saw in

that newspaper was the following :â��

BEACHFIELD-ON-SEA.

ALLEGED MERMAID.

AMAZING STORY.

At this season of the year, which has sometimes been

designated the silly season, the public Press is deluged

with puerile, old-world stories of gigantic gooseberries

and enormous sea-serpents. So that it is quite in

keeping with the weird traditions of this time of the

year to find a story of some wonder of the deep arising

even at so well-known a watering-place as Beachfield.

Close to an excellent golf-course, and surrounded by

various beauty-spots, with a thoroughly revised water-

supply, a newly-painted jetty, and a constant round

of beach entertainments, Beachfield has long been

known as a rising plage of exceptional attractions,

while the quaint charm of its

" Hold on ! " said Francis. " This isn't

about any old mermaid."

" Oh, that'll be farther on," said Mavis.

" I expect they have to put all that stuff in

to be polite to Beachfield. Let's skipâ��

' agreeable promenade 'â��' every modern con-

venience 'â��' while preserving its quaint'

What does ' quaint ' meanâ��and why do they

keep on saying it ? Ah! got her. Here she is."

Master Wilfred Wilson, the son of a well-known and

respected resident, arrived home yesterday evening in

tears. Inquiry elicited a statement that he had been

paddling in the rock-pools which are to be found in

such profusion under the West Cliff when something

gently pinched one of his lower extremities. He feared

that it might be a lobsterâ��having read that these

crustaceans sometimes attack the unwary intruderâ��

and he uttered a cry of alarm. So far his narrative,

though unusual, contains nothing inherently impossible.

But when he proceeded to state that a noise " like a

lady speaking told him not to cry, and that, on look-

ing down, he perceived that what detained him was a

hand " coming from one of the rocks under water,"

his statement was naturally received with some

incredulity. It was not till a party returning from a

pleasure trip westward in one of Messrs. Simpkins's

well-known safety pleasure-boats stated that they had

seen a curious sort of white seal with a dark tail darting

through the clear water below their boat that Master

Wilfred's story obtained any measure of credence. Mr.

Wilson, who seems to have urged an early retirement

to bed as a cure for telling stories and getting your feet

wet, allowed his son to rise and conduct him to the

scene of adventure. But Mr. Wilson, though he even

went to the length of paddling in some of the pools,

did not see or feel any hands, nor hear any noise,

ladylike or otherwise. No doubt the seal theory is

the correct one. A white seal would be a valuable

acquisition to the town, and would, of course, attract

visitors. Several boats have gone out, some with

nets and some with lines, while Mr. Carrerras, a visitor

from South America, has gone out with a lariat, which

in these latitudes is, of course, quite a novelty.

" That's all," whispered Francis, and

glanced at Aunt Enid. " I sayâ��she's asleep."

He beckoned the others, and they screwed

themselves on to that end of the carriage

farthest from the slumbering aunt. " Just

listen to this," he said-. Then, in hoarse

undertones, he read all about the mermaid.

" I say," said Bernard, " I do hope it's a

seal. I've never seen one."

" I hope they do catch it," said Kathleen.

" Fancy seeing a real live mermaid ! "

" If it's a real live mermaid, I jolly-well

hope they don't catch her," said Francis.

" So do I," said Mavis. " I'm certain she

would die in captivity."

" But I'll tell you what," said Francis;

" we'll go and look for her first thing to-

morrow. I suppose," he added, thought-

fully, " Sabrina was a sort of mermaid."

" She hasn't a tail, you know," Kathleen

reminded him.

" It isn't the tail that makes the mermaid,"

Francis reminded her. 'j It's being able to

live under water. If it was the tail, then

mackerels would be mermaids."

" And of course they're not. / see," said

Kathleen.

" I wish," said Bernard, " that she'd given

us bows and arrows instead of spades and pails,

and then we could have gone seal-shooting."

" Or mermaid-shooting," said Kathleen.

" Yes, that would have been ripping."

Before Francis and Mavis could say how

shocked they were Aunt Enid woke up and

took the newspaper away from them, because

newspapers are not fit reading for children.

But the last two remarks of Bernard and

Kathleen had sunk into the minds of the two

elder children. That was why, when they

had reached Beachfield and found mother

and rejoiced over her, and when Aunt Enid

had unexpectedly gone on by that same train

to stay with her really relations at Bourne-

mouth, they did not say any more to the little

ones about mermaids or seals, but just joined

freely in the chorus of pleasure at Aunt Enid's

departure.

There was a little whispering between

Francis and Mavisâ��just after tea that wasâ��-

and a little more just before bed ; but it was

tactfully done, and the unwhispered-to

younger ones never noticed it.

Next morning Mavis woke Francis up very

early indeed, and they got up and dressed

very quietly.

This desire to find the mermaid must have
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been wonderfully strong in Francis, for it

completely swallowed the longing of yearsâ��

the longing to see the sea. It had been too

dark the night before to see anything but the

winking faces of the houses as the fly went

past them. But now, as he and Mavis ran

noiselessly down the sandy path in their rubber

shoes and turned the corner of the road, he

saw a great pale grey something spread out in

front of him, with points of red and gold fire

on it where the sun touched it.

When they got down to the shore the sands

and the pebbles were all wet because the tide

had just gone downâ��and there were the

rocks and the little pools and the limpets and

whelks and the little yellow periwinkles

looking like particularly large Indian corn all

scattered among the red and the brown and

the green seaweed.

" Now this is jolly," said Francis. " This is

jolly, if you like. I almost wish we'd wakened

the others. It doesn't seem quite fair."

" Oh, they've seen it before," Mavis said.

quite truly ; " and I don't think it's any good

going by fours to look for mermaids, do you ? "

" Besides," said Francis, saying what had

been in their thoughts since yesterday in the

train, " Kathleen wanted to shoot mermaids,

and Bernard thought it was seals anyhow."

They had sat down and were hastily pulling

off their shoes and stockings.

" Of course," said he, " we sha'n't find any-

thing. It isn't likely."

" Well," she said, " for anything we jolly-

well know they may have found her already.

Take care how you go over these rocksâ��

they're awfully slippery."

" As if I didn't know that," said he, and ran

across the narrow strip of sand that divided

rocks from shingle and set his foot for the

first time in The Sea. It was only a shallow

little green and white rock pool, but it was

The Sea all the same.

" I say, isn't it cold ? " said Mavis, with-

drawing pink and dripping toes. "â�¢ Do mind

how you goâ��

" As if I " said Francis again, and sat

down suddenly and splashingly in a large,

clear, sparkling pool.

" Now I suppose we've got to go home at

once and you change," said Mavis.

" Nonsense ! " said Francis, getting up

with some difficulty, and clinging wetly to

Mavis to steady himself. " I'm quite dry,

almost. Let's go out to the end of the

rocks, just to see what it's like where the

water gets deep and the seaweed goes swish,

swish, all long and lank and grassy, like in

the Sabrina picture."

" Half-way, thenâ��not more," said Mavis

firmly. " It's dangerous-deep outsideâ��

mother said so."

And half-way they went, Mavis still cautious.

and Francis, after his wetting, almost show-

ing off in his fine carelessness of whether he

went in again or not. It was very jolly.

" Now," said Mavis," come on back. We'll

run all the way as soon as we get our shoes

and stockings on, for fear of colds."

" I almost wish we hadn't come," said

Francis, turning with a face of gloom.

" You didn't really think we should find

a mermaid, did you ? " Mavis asked, and

laughedâ��though she was really annoyed with

Francis for getting wet and cutting short this

exciting morning game. But she was a good

sister.

" It's all been so silly. Flopping into that

pool, and talking and rotting and just walk-

ing out and in again. We ought to have

come by moonlight, and been very quiet and

serious, and said, ' Sabrina fair, listen where

thou art sitting' Ow!â��hold on a

minute. I've caught my foot in something."

Mavis stopped and took hold of her brother's

arm to steady him ; and as she did so both

children plainly heard a voice that was not

the voice of either of them. It was the

sweetest voice in the world, and it said :â��

" Save her. We die in captivity."

Francis looked down and had a sort of

sudden sight of something white and brown

and green that moved and went quickly

down under the stone on which Mavis was

standing. There was nothing now holding

his foot.

" I say," he said, on a deep breath of awe

and wonder. " Did you hear that ? ''

" Of course I heard it.''

" We couldn't both have fancied it." he

said. " I wish it had told us who to save,

and where, and how."

" Whose do you think that voice was ? "

Mavis asked, softly.

" The mermaid's," said Francis. " Who

else's could it have been ? "

" Then the magic's really begun "

" Mermaids aren't magic," he said, " any

more than flying-fishes or giraffes are, or

Marconi," he added, with some idea of not

being childish.

" But she came when you said ' Sabrina

fair,' " said Mavis.

" Sabrina wasn't a mermaid," said Francis,

firmly. " It's no use trying to join things

on when they won't. Come onâ��we may as

well be getting home."

" Mightn't she be ? " suggested Mavis. "A
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mermaid, I mean; like salmon, that live in

rivers and go down to the sea."

" I say, I never thought of that. How

simply ripping if it turned out to be really

Sabrinaâ��wouldn't it be ? But which do

you suppose could be herâ��the one who spoke

to us or the one she's afraid will die in cap-

tivityâ��the one she wants us to save ? "

They had reached the shore by now, and

Mavis looked up to say:â��

" I suppose we didn't

really both fancy it ?

Sha'll we tell the

others ? "

"We must," said

Francis.

Kathleen and Ber-

nard met them at the

gate, dancing with

excitement and im-

patience.

" Where have you

been ? " they cried, and

" Where on earth ? "

and " Why, you're all

wet, France ! "

" Down to the seaâ��

shut upâ��I know I am."

Their elder brother

came in and passed up

the path to the gate.

" You might have

called us," said Kath-

leen, " but, anyhow,

you've lost something

by going out so early

without us."

" Lost something ?

What ? "

" Hearing the great

news," said Bernard.

" What news ? "

" Wouldn't you like

to know ? " Bernard

was naturally annoyed

at having been left out

of the first expedition

of. the holidays. Any-

one would have been.

Even you or I.

" Out with it," said Francis, with a hand

on Bernard's ear. There came a yell from

Bernard, and mother's voice from the window

saying, " Children, children ! "

" Oh, don't," said Kathleen ; " don't let's

be snarky, the very first day, too. It's only

that they've caught the mermaid we read

about in the paper yesterday, and I'm

afraid she'll die in captivity, like you said.

What's yours ? "

Francis turned to Mavis.

" So that's it," he said, slowly. " Who

caught her ? "

" The Lariat Man; and there's a circus

going on and they've bought her. Mother says

we may go and see her this afternoon. What's

your news ? " asked Kathleen, eagerly.

" After brekker," said Francis. " Yes,

"HOLD ON A MINUTB. I'VE CAUGHT MY FOOT IN SOMKTHING."

mother, half a sec. ! I apologize about the

ear, Bernard."

" Then there must," Mavis whispered to

Francis, " be two mermaids. They can't

both be Sabrina. Then which

" We've got to save one of them, anyhow,"

Francis answered, with the light of high

adventure in his eye. " They die in captivity."

(To be continued.)
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F Asmodeus, of the " Devil on Two

Sticks," while perched with his com-

panion on the village steeple, had

raised the roof of Bollywood Hall

last Christmas Eve, Don Cleofas

would undoubtedly have supposed

that the proup of men he beheld,

making merry over their wine and

cigars, represented a party of confirmed bachelors.

For there were no empty chairs to indicate that ladies

had retired. But he would have been wrong. It is

true that the Squire, who was also the host, was a

bachelor, but in early life death had robbed him of

his bride, and he had remained faiihful to her memory.

The Doctor and the Lawyer were both widowers. The

Parson's wife was an invalid, and, a? her two sisters

had just arrived on a short visit to her. he had tact-

fully left them alone for the evening. The Professor's

wife and family were abroad, and, as he had been

prevented from accompanying them, he was spending

a week with his old friend, the Squire. As for the Artist,

the last and youngest of the party, he was engaged to

be married to a young lady

on her way home from

India. Sowe can give them

all clean certificates on

the score of their attitude

towards the sex which is

rapidly asserting its un-

questioned superiority. If

we state that their ages

ranged from sixty-one to

thirty-two, in the order

â��Lawyer, Squire, Doctor,

Parson. Professor, Artist,

perhaps we have said all

that need be said by way

of introduction to the

litt'e symposium we pro-

pose to record.

The Squire had been

trying to explain to the

company the exact re-

lationship between himself

and a certain living states-

man, when the Parson

broke into the conversa-

tion.

QUEER RELATIONSHIPS.

" Speaking of relationships," he said, " our lejjis-

lators are getting the marriage law into a frightful

tangle. Here, for example, is a puzzling case that has

come under my notice. Two brothers married two

sisters. One man died and the other man's wife a!*o

died. Then the survivors married."

" The man married his deceased wife's sister, under

the recent Act ? " put in the Lawyer.

" Exactly. And therefore, under the civil law. he

is legally married and his child is legitimate. But,

you see, the man is the woman's deceased husband's

brother, and therefore, also under the civil law. she is

not married to him and her child is illegitimate."

" He is married to her and she is not married to

him ! " said the Doctor.

" Quite so. And the child is the legitimate son of

his father, hut the illegitimate son of his mother."

" Undoubtedly ' the law is a hass,' " the Artist

exclaimed, " if I may be permitted to say so," he

added, with a bow to the Lawyer.

" Certainly," was the reply. " We lawyers try our

best to break in the beast

to the service of man. Our

legislators are responsible

for the breed."

"And this reminds me."

went on the Parson, "of

a man in my parish who

married the sister of his

widow. This man *'

" Stop a moment, sir,"

suid the Professor. " Mar-

ried the sister of his

widow ? Do you marry

dead men in your

parish ? "

"No; but I will explain

that later. Well, this man

has a sister of his own.

Their names are Stephen

Brown and Jane Brown.

Last week a young fellow

turned up whom Stephen

introduced to me as his

nephew. Naturally, I

spoke of Jane as his aunt,

but, to my astonishment,

FELLOW WHOM STEPHEN INTRODUCED

TO ME AS HIS NEPHKVV."
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"A BOY AND A GIRL.

the youth corrected me, assuring me that, though he

was the nephew of Stephen, he was not the nephew

of Jane, the sister of Stephen. This perplexed me

a good deal, but it is quite correct."

The Lawyer was the first to get at

the heart of the mystery. What was

his solution ?

Then lie stated the following in-

teresting case :â��

A LEGAL DIFFICULTY.

" A client of mine was on the point

of death when his wife was about to

present him with -a child. I drew up

his will, in which he settled two-thirds

of his estate upon his son (if it should

happen to be a boy) and one-third on

the mother. But if the child should

be a girl, then two-thirds of the estate

should go to the mother and one-third

to the daughter. As a matter of fact,

after his death twins were bornâ��a

boy and a girl. A very nice point

then arose. How was the estate to

be equitably divided among the three

in the closest possible accordance with

the spirit of the dead man's will ? "

This led to considerable discussion, but all in the

end agreed that the Lawyer's own solution of the

difficulty was the most equitable that could be

conceived.

AN ARITHMETICAL QUESTION.

" By the way," said the Professor, " perhaps some

of you can give me the answer to this very simple

arithmetical question : By what fractional part would

you say that four-fourths exceeds three-fourths ? "

The innocent reader may be surprised that there

could be any possible dispute over such a simple

question, but though the company agreed to accept the

Professor's decision (since he was a mathematician of

repute), it was clear that the majority were convinced

against their will. What is the correct answer ?

THE DOCTOR'S QUERY.

" A curious little point occurred to me in my dis-

pensary this morning." said the Doctor. " I had a

bottle containing ten ounces of spirits of wine, and

another bottle containing ten ounces of water. I

poured a quarter of an ounce of spirits into the water

and shook them up together. The mixture was then

clearly forty to one. Then I poured back a quarter-

" A CURIOUS LITTLE POINT

OCCURRED TO ME IN MY

DISPENSARY."

ounce of the mixture, so lhat the two bottles should

again each contain the same quantity of fluid. What

proportion of spirits to water did the spirits of wine

bottle then contain ? "

THE NEW PARTNER.

" As the Professor has given us the answer so

promptly to the Doctor's question," said the Lawyer.

" I shall be grateful if he will clear up a little difficulty

for me. A certain firmâ��I will call the partners' names

Smugg and Williamsonâ��have decided to take a Mr.

Rogers into partnership. Smugg has one and a half

times as much capital invested in the business as

Williamson, and Rogers is to pay down Â£2,500. which

sum shall be divided between Smugg and Williamson

so that the three partners shall have an equal interest

in the business. Can you tell me how that sum should

be divided ? My articled clerk and I cannot agree

over the figures."

It is needless to say that the Professor made the

matter quite clear to the Lawyer. There was a little

difficulty in persuading the Squire. The Artist kept

out of the discussion, as he modestly declared that

he was not good at figuresâ��except, perhaps, in

the drawing of them.

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC

" I have never yet been able to

understand," he confessed, " the

simple proposition that a half multi-

plied by a half is a quarter. It

seems to me absurd that when you

multiply a number by something you

get less, instead of more ! I suppose

it is all right, but it is beyond me. A

fellow asked me the other day this

stupid question : ' What number can

be divided by every other number with-

out a remainder ? ' I told him it was

no use asking me. Probably any

schoolboy could tell him. Wasn't it

a rotten thing to ask a chap ? "

Hut he was astonished and amused

at the perplexity of both the Squire and

the Parson over this little query. The

others saw the answer at once, but they

conspired to keep their own counsel.

"WHAT NUMBER CAN BE DIVIDED BY EVERY

OTHER NUMBER WITHOUT A REMAINDER?"
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THE NINE ALMONDS.

" Here is a little puzzle," said the

Parson, " that I have found pecu-

liarly fascinating. It is so simple,

and yet it keeps you interested

indefinitely."

The reverend gentleman took a

sheet of paper and divided it off

into twenty - five squares, like a

square portion of a chessboard.

Then he placed nine almonds on the

central squares, as shown in the

illustration, where we have repre-

sented numbered counters for con-

venience in giving the solution.

''Now, the puzzle is." continued

the Parson, "to remove eight of the

almonds and leave the ninth in the central square.

You make the removals by jumping one almond

over another to the vacant square beyond and

taking off the one jumped overâ��just as in draughts,

only here you can jump in any direction, and not

diagonally only. You can also move from square

to square, but the point is to do the thing in the

fewest possible moves."

The following specimen attempt will make every-

thing clear. Jump 4 over r, 5 over 9, 3 over 6, 5 over

3, 7 over 5 and 2, 4 over 7, 8 over 4, and two more

moves brings 8 to the central square. Remember to

remove those you jump over. This does what is

required in nine moves. Can you do it in fewer ? It

will be noticed that any number of jumps in succession

with the same almond count as one move.

" Very entertaining," said the Lawyer, after one or

two attempts. " I think these puzzles clear the

brain, and so one ought to reap considerable

benefit from them."

A WEIGHING PUZZLE.

" And perhaps," the Doctor suggested, " we lose

many opportunities of amusement by taking our per-

plexities too seriously. A

little incident occurred to

me the other day that

might have caused me

annoyance and irrita-

tion, but I am a bit

of a philosopher, and I

turned the situation into

an agreeable pastime. In

other words, it gave me

a pleasurable puzzle to

solve."

" Pray let us hear what

it was," said the Parson.

" Well, it was simply

this. I had twenty ounces of a particular drug that

I wished to put up into two-ounce packets for

convenience in use. But my daughter, who

had gone out for the day, had, for some purpose

of her own, removed all my weights except

the five-ounce and the nine-ounce. Of course, these

two weights, with the scales, were sufficient for

my purpose, but I did not want to waste time

unnecessarily. I devised in a few minutes what

I imagined was the shortest way of setting to

work. But when I sat down in the evening to figure

it out I discovered that I had not by any means hit

on the best method. How many weighing operations

do you suppose are necessary ? "

THE ALMOND PUZZLE.

Various members of the com-

pany drew out their pencils and

suggested different schemes of

procedure, but nobody, not even the

Professor, hit on quite the simplest

way. How would the reader set to

work ?

A FASCINATING PUZZLE-GAME.

" I must not forget," said the

Squire, " to show you all a queer

little puzzle-game that I picked up

from a man at my club in town the

other day. I confess I can make

nothing of it. I played a bt of

games the other night with a niece

of mine, six years old, and she won

more often than I did. It seems a pure game of

chance, and yet there must be some key to the

thing, for my friend in town could beat me every

game with the greatest ease."

The Squire emptied the contents of a box of matches

on the table.

" I will play a game with you," he said to the Parson.

"â�¢ Here axe twenty-seven matchesâ��any odd number

of matches will do. We take alternately one, two,

three, or four matches (whichever we choose), and the

winner is the player who gets the odd number.

Thus, I start by taking three."

" And I take four," said the Parson.

" And I take one," the Squire continued.

" And I take two."

And so the game continued, till the last match was

taken, when it was found that the Parson held eleven

and the squire sixteen. Therefore the Parson, having

the odd number, won. In the second game the Parson

again won. with nineteen against eight. In the third

game the Squire won, as he had seven to the Parson's

twentv.

" What do you make of it ? " said the Squire to the

Professor. " Is it a game of chance or is it not ? "

" I will write you out a

complete analysis," was

the reply, " giving you

the general solution for a!l

cases, no matter what the

limitation for drawings.

But I will just say this,

without examining the

question, that no matter

what the odd number of

matches may be in the pile,

in any given case either the

first or the second player

should always win."

The reader cannot fail

to find it interesting to discover which should

win in the case of twenty-seven matches, and in

what manner he should play to do so. Then he

should try a different numberâ��say twenty-three.

This recreation of the Squire's brought the sitting

to a close. We are indebted to the Professor, with the

approval of his host, for his notes of the proceedings,

from which we have drawn up the foregoing account.

It is hoped that the varied nature of the puzzles pro-

pounded will enable every reader of this magazine to

pick out a few nuts that will afford him interest, if not

instruction, in the cracking.

[The solutions will appear in our next issue.]

I PLAYED A LOT OF GAMES THE OTHER NIGHT

WITH A NIECE OF MINE, SIX YEARS OLD."



CURIOSITIES.

[ ll'e shall lit glad to receive Contributions to this se- /ion, and to fay for snch as are acftpteJ. ]

AN EXTRAORDINARY ORCHID.

A LTHOUGH one would imagine this

_/~\ to be a big spider or scorpion, it is

the photograph (three-quarters of the real

size) of the flower of the scorpion-orchid

â��an orchid that even here in Java is not

very common. Perhaps the

readers of the " Curiosities "

columns of your magazine

will be pleased to see this

photograph.â��Capt. H. L. F.

Vanger, Weltevreden, Java.

AN OLD BELIEF PROVED WRONG.

I MANAGED to secure this peculiar photo-

graph when in camp at Salisbury Plain.

Perhaps a little explanation will serve to show

how interesting it is. I am an officer in the

Transport Section of the Royal Army Medical

Corps, East Lanes Division. Territorials, and

this was a horse belonging (for the time being)

to one of our sergeants. It was very difficult

to groom, being such a kicker. Remembering

th.it it is said that if you lift up one of a

horse's legs he cannot kick, we thought we

I have recently discovered an example

which antedates Horsley's by at least

three years. For this discovery I claim

the proud distinction that it is the

earliest English Christmas-card on record.

This card was designed anil etched in 1842

by William Egley, whose signature, with

date, will be found in the

lower right-hand corner.

Egley, who was born in

1798 and died in 1870, was

a well-known miniature

painter of his day, and one

who was very successful in

children's portraits. The Christ-

mas-card was one of those pretty

customs introduced into England

about the time of the Prince Con-

sort's marriage to Queen Victoria,

though it had been in vogue in

Germany for some centuries, cer-

tainly from the days of Martin

Luther.â��Mr. C. Van Noorden,

35, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

A FLEA-TRAP.

I THINK most people would

have to make many attempts

before they guessed what purpose

this little piece of cleverly-carved

bamboo is meant to serve. It is a

flea-trap, and is set in the following

way. Remove the centre rod and

smear it with some sticky sub-

stance ; then replace it and put

the trap in bed, or wherever fleas

are prevalent. As will be seen,

the sticky rod is prevented from

coming into contact with the

bed-clothes by the lattice-like covering. Traps

of this kind are in great demand in this part of

China.â��Mr. Stanley A. Stencker, Chengtu,

Szechuen Province, Western China.

would be on the safe side with

this one, so we hobbled his near

fore-leg and shackle 1 his two hind

ones to pegs driven into the ground,

and yet he still managed to kick

out with only one leg on the

ground. Some of my friends sug-

gested that the man grooming the

horse was holding it off the ground,

but of course that is obviously

absurd. â�� Captain S. Pritrhard,

R.A.M.C.T., 10, St. Ann's Square,

Manchester.

THE EARLIEST CHRISTMAS-

CARD.

E card designed by I. C.

Horsley, R.A., for Henry

Cole (Felix -Summerly) in 1845

and published in 1846 has been

consicere 1 up to the present to

be the first Christmas-car. 1, but
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oi their trainer is a marvel to all who

seen them perform.â��Mr. H. E. Zimmerman,

Mount Morris, Illinois, U.S.A.

A UNIQUE HYBRID.

CHINESE I'LANT CONTORTIONS.

HERE is a photograph, taken in a

Singapore garden, which shows

a couple of examples of the horticultural

curiosities in which the Chinese delight.

In one instance the contortions of the

stems of the plants are obtained by

careful training and by binding with

wire at the two places where most

resistance is offered by the plant. In the

other, the remarkably twisted steins are

secured by grafting in four or five places.

The nourishment of the foliage does not

seem to be affected in cither case by the

devious route the sap has to follow.â��

Mr. R. G. I'ash, c/o Singapore Oil Mills,

Ltd., Singapore.

ANTS THAT OUEY THEIR

TRAINER.

TH E accompanying illustration shows

what it is possible to do with

insects. These little creatures are what

arc known as Madagascar ants, and their training

is due to the patience and perseverance of Mr.

John W. Coughlin, of Ellsworth, Maine, who is

the recognized authority on natural history in that

locality. The way in which they have been taught to

perform military evolutions and to obey the will

I HAVE been for some thirty years an

extensive breeder of poultry- and peafowl

of all varieties. On several occasions I have

kept a peacock and a domestic hen in the

same pen on the chance of their mating, but

the chance has only " come off " once- This

photograph shows the result. Only one egg

of the sitting was fertile, and by good fortune

the hybrid has thrived until it is now

two years old. On the right is the mate

parent, a black-shouldered peacock of full

plumage, with the usual colourings; centre,

the female parent, a domestic hen cross-bred

from a Game and a Leghorn, white with ,

brown markings; and left, the offspring, J

of the same colouring as the female parent.

but with the brown more sparsely distributed, as

the photograph shows. I have made extensive

inquiries, both in Europe and in America, and

have every reason to believe that the hybrid is

absolutely unique.â��Mr. R. P. Wheadon, llminster.

Somerset.

A TONGUE-TWISTER.

A LTHOUGH I read this little history of

/~\ Bill and his board to several friends,

hardly any grasped its meaning until they had

read it themselves. I am sending it to you.

â��Bill had a bill board. Bill also had

a board bill. The board bill borod

Bill so Dill sold the bill board' \o\

pay Tiis board bill. So after Bill

sold his bill board to pay his board ]

bill the board bill no longer bored

Bill.

thinking that STRAND readers may find it

useful as a fireside pastime.â��Pratap Chandra

Gupta, Malta (Dacca), Bengal.

[If any readers know of amusing sentences

of this kind, we shall be glad to receive

them and to pay for any sufficiently novel

to be used.â��EDITOR.]
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A Gift that he will appreciate

every morning of his life.

The Money-Saving, Trouble-Saving Safety Razor,

Aulo&rop

is a demonstration of the truth that "the best is

always the cheapest." Its automatic self stropping

device keeps its blades in perfect shaving condition.

It strops itself in 10 seconds without taking anything

apart or handling the blade. There is no pulling

or dragging of the beard, but just that smooth,

velvety shave that every man desires and appreciates.

STROPS ITSELF AND SAVES

EXPENSE FOR NEW BLADES.

AutoStrop Safety Razor with

horsehide Strop, i dozen" Valet"

blades, complete m case

Of all high-class dealers throughout the ivprhi.

OC SAFRTV RAZOR C<>. LTD..

NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON \V.r.

I/u m&ur<7, Paris, New York Toron to,

Milan, Sydney, Dublin.
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The HONORARY JUDGES

IN

The ' STRAND BEST AD.' COMPETITION

ARE

J. C. AKERMAN, ESQ.,

"Advertising World."

THOMAS J. BARRATT, ESQ.,

Pears' Soap.

R. C. CARMICHAEL, ESQ.,

Colman's Mustard.

S. F. EDGE, ESQ.,

Napier Cars.

CONRAD ri^Y, ESQ.,

Fry's Cocoa.

R. P. GAZE, ESQ.,

Harrods' Ltd.

The Judge* cannot vote in favour

(THE DECISION of GEORGE

H. WENTVVORTH JAMES, ESQ.,

Remington Typewriter Co., Ltd.

J. MALTVVOOD, ESQ.,

Lemco and Oxo.

A. E. OWEN, ESQ.,

Turog Bread.

H. GORDON SELFRIDGE, ESQ.,

Selfridge & Co., Ltd.

F. H. SEYMOUR, ESQ.,

Quaker Oats.

JOHN C. UMNEY, ESQ.,

Wright's Coal Tar Soap.

of their own Advertisements.

NEWNES, LTD., is FINAL)

The Reader* who are (electing the Best 'Ad.' must

â�¢end their reasons in on or before January 15th, 1913.

FILL IN THE COUPON ON PAGE 179 NOW, PLEASE.

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Artificial Limb*, Etc.

PAGE

Boot* and Shoe*,

Etc.

PAGE

Fenton Pottery Co. ...

PAG*

131

Grossmith, W. R

... ,,7

American Shoe Co. ...

Cherry Blossom Boot Polish

.. ... 112

... 153

Hanover Pottery Co. ...

Vincent Fine An Pottery Co,

-. 1J9

... 135

Combine Boot Tree, Ltd.

140

Artists' Materials.

Freeman, Hardy, & Willis,

Ltd. ... 113

Rowney, George, & Co.

... 149

Greenlees & Sons ...

Hogg, A. T

... 114

Cider.

Bank*.

London Shoe Co., Ltd.

... 51

Evans, Wm., & Co.

... tea

Norwell Boots

â�¢ M7

Farrow's Bank, Ltd.

... 30

Patent Canvas Shoe Co.

Redfern's Rubber Hee's

Saxone Shoe Co. ..

... 142

... 54

Cigarette Machine*.

Baths. Etc.

Surrey Athletic Agency

... 55

cvrens

... 134

Cnrron Co. ... ... ...

"3

Truswell&Co.

... 1*0

Century Bath Cabinet

Foot,/., & Son, Ltd.

Oeni Supplies Co., Ltd. ...
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... 106

Vaughan & Heather ...

Carriage Builders,

... 56

Etc.

Cigars, Etc.

Belford

ORbrd & Sons, Ltd. ...

138

De Reszke Cigarettes

.. 43

Billiard Tables, Etc.

China.

Flor de Dindigul

Lees, J

Padmore, T. , & Sons

... 116

Ceramic Art Co., Ltd.

.. 113

Poltorni & Co

Riley E J

8

China Street Pottery...

.. ... 143

Siinderides Sucana Cigarettes

...
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The finest health-food for old and young is Allinson -Bread.

It is honest wholemeal bread like that which nourished our

sturdy grandsires, and its regular use is the surest safeguard

against Constipation, Indigestion, Anaemia, etc.

Wheat is Nature's perfect food for body, brain, and

nerve. Allinson Bread contains nothing but wheat,

and is therefore the best possible food for growing

children as well as adults. Its delicious flavour

| creates appetite, and its nourishing quality makes

it far more satisfying than ordinary bread.

Send a postcard for free illustrated book,

" A Chat with Dr. Allinson " (the well-known food

specialist), and particulars of Housewives' Cash

Prize Competition, with address of nearest baker.

NATURAL FOOD CO., Ltd.

(Dept 86), 305, Cambridge Road, London, E.
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The "ALBANY"

Bedroom Suite

in Solid Walnut or

Oak (fumed or brown)

11

Guineas.

if Discount for

Cash, or on

Easy

Payment

Terms.

DESCRIPTION: Wardrobeâ��3 ft. 6 in. wide, over 7 ft. high. Robing Mirror of Bri'ish

bevelled silver plate (48 in. by ii in.) nicely carved panels and pediment (interior fitted with

revolving brass hooks and side hooks), large size bonnet drawer. Dressing Tableâ��3ft. 6 in.

wide, bevelled and silvered dressing mirror (24 in. by 18 in ), fret cut arms, raised jewel boxes,

carved pediment i fitted with 2 large, 2 medium, and 2 small drawers) mounted on brass castors.

Wash Standâ��3 ft. 6 in. wide, large slipper cupboard, towel-rail attached, catved pediment,

Two Cane Chairs.

Easy Payments arranged to suit customer's convenience.

The "SHIRLEY"

Suite

15 Guineas.

Discount for Cash, or on

Easy Payment Terms.

Comprising Divan Couch, Pair of

I Mv.ii i Chairs and four Small Chairs,

in Walnut or Oak. upholstered in

Saddlebags, any shade and Velvet

Borders to match. A soundly up-

holstered and well-made suiteâ��

cannot be excelled for usefulness

and comfort.

A VALUABLE GUIDE TO COMPLETE FURNISHING

and to the latest styles and designs. It gives hints and estimates for furnishing

cottage, villa, and mansion. Plentifully illustrated (from photographs) with

full descriptions, and prices of all goods, so tbat customers know exactly what they are ordering.

Particulars of our Easy Payments ana Cash Discounts are also given. Whether you are immediately

furnishing or not if will well repay perusal. Write for it to-day.

and will save you pounds.

It costs you nothing

;/J^'.;'.^.;;::v'/-'--^-â�¢;â�¢/:/

*t receive

care

ention.

Coh>niai atid Foreign business specially

or

iiiiJil^^ ' | fe!!

\\\S

I/JIM-!!
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4DON'T DRUG!'

Nature's Message to Delicate People.

If yon suffer from any vital or functional weakness, don't put drugs into

your stomach! Many Medicines in use at the present time are poisons. They

stimulate or deaden. They don't CURE. There are a great many more drug

wrecks than alcoholic wrecks. No one can deny it. We offer the only natural

remedy for all weak men and womenâ��Electricity. Electricity, as applied by the

Pulvermacher Battery, cures once and for all Rheumatism

in any form, Kidney, Liver and Stomach Troubles,

Constipation, Dyspepsia, Female Complaints, &c.

The Pulvermacher

Battery Belt

does not bother you a bit ; you can work,

ride, jump, or run with it on.

Mr. J. MOKFAT, of Crocketford, neat Dumfries,

N.B., writes: "Dear Sir,â��In November last I pur-

chased one of your Combined Bands for a weak back,

indigestion, and rheumatism. I was suffering severely

with weakness and faintness, which had afflicted me

for three years. V'ou will be pleased to hear that the

very first week I wore your appliance I got relief.

The doctor says I was suffering from rheumatism in

my back and indigestion, which was so bad that I

suffered after each meal, and between my meals I

used to feel faint and weak in my legs so that I could

scarcely walk. I am now like a new man altogether,

and I owe much to my friend who advised me to go

to you. Wishing you every success and many thanks.

â��I am, yours truly, (signed) J. MoFFAT."

Isn't that enough to break down

the prejudice of sceptics ? Letters

like it are received at our offices

every day, and they come from everywhere. The Pulvermacher

Battery Belt has received testimonials from the leading physicians

of NINE London Hospitals, over fifty members of the Royal

College of Physicians of London, and physicians to Royalty, both

in this country and on the Continent of Europe.

" Guide to Health and Strength "-FREE.

Cut out this advertisement and send it to us to-day, and we will send you Pulvermacher's Book on Curative

Electricity, which tells you how to cure yourself in your own home without the aid of drug*. It contains a vast number

of testimonials from people who suffered from a wide variety of diseases, but who are now enjoying the best of health.

i people

Don't delay. Write to-day.

PULVERMACHER INSTITUTE, Ltd.,

30, Vulcan House, 56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

Office Hour* 9 to 6.

Ettabliihed 1848.
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Billiard Tables

There's real enjoyment in the

healthy rivalry that a good

game of billiards brings. All

can join inâ��that's a happy

feature of the gameâ��and skill

is largely a matter of practice.

And no matter what the size

of your room, there's a Riley

Table to fit itâ��made by the

same workmen, finished to1

absolutely the same degree of perfect accuracy, as the ..tables used

by Gray and others. Let us send you one on 7 days' trial ; there

is no obligation to purchase if you are dissatisfied with it:

RILEY'S Billiard Tables

To place on your own Dining Table (as illustrated).

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Superior Billiard Table iri Solid Mahogany, French Polished, Best

Slate Bed, Adjustable Feet, Rubber Shod, Low Frost-proof Rubber Cushions,

Two Cues, Marking Board, Rest, Ivory or Crystalate Balls, etc.

Billiard Table when Resting

on Dining Tabl*.

toV

Or in U Monthly

Payincnt*. .Is here

shown, beinft only

Si2t -UI Jin by HI -lin ....Cash Price Â£376

.. Ml Jin. by 211. 10m. .. Â£476

.. 6(1. 4ln. by Jit. 4ln. â�� Â£550

â�� 7ft. Jin by M. lOin.

â�� Ml 4in by 4it. 4in.

Delivered Curriajtc Paid to any r:iihv;iy station in the United Kingdom at .

No charge (or paikagn. LISTS KKKK. Voiding bagatelle. Hoa.d;. (r

Â£5 5 0 f shown, beinft onlt

.Â£750 Sucr cent, on Cent

Â£]0 0 0> Piice

1.1 Monthly Pa) menu o( ... 5/6

... 7,0

... 8/6

... lift

.Â»/-

Riley's Combine Billiard & Dining Tables

(AS ILLUSTKATKD1

Fitted with Riley's Patent Action for

Liiwcnillt and Levellinrt. A li.inclv.nir piec

nitnrc a> a Dininit Table and a hiith-d.w

Table. Made in Mah.^nny. Oak, Walnut, el

CASH PKICFS AKO Sl^E>. (Round I.ert Dr*

Sues. 5H 4in by 2ft. lOin.

.. Ml. Jin by Alt Jin

â�� 7tt. 4m by .'It. lOin.

I'V I

.. 'ill Jin. by 411. loin.

Gray'B Book on Billiards, publifi

be sent post free on receipt of 2 i

RILEY'S STAN

i

IARD TABLES.

These are imtcd fur thtir cxtrin

oi u.nLmanMiip. It w.is on a "KiLey ' th.U (Ir.-.y 1'roke ;.nd ivbm

Alter linitâ�� t.uiivuii:iiitf I'l-xil ft tluu rttrtnn: aLxnr^-y.

Price* from 58 guinea*.

E. J. RILEY, LTD.,

Acme Works, ACCRINGTON.

London Sho

wrooms: 147. A (derate Strict. K.C
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ROYAL HAIR SPECIALIST'S STARTLING DISCOVERY

Consumption of the Hair â�� Is it allied to Consumption of the Lungs?

ALARMING REPORTS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.

What is Consumption of the Hair ?

Is it allied to and the forerunner of consumption of the

lungs ?

These arc the questions which are being; asked to-day

in all p.iIN of the country following the publication of the

discoveries made by Mr. Edwards, the leading Court

Hair Specialist and inventor of Harlene Hair-Drill.

" Medical opinion," says Mr. Edwards, " agrees that the

dreadful scourge of consumption is duo to impurities in

the atmosphere wo breathe, but up to the present no

means have been found to eradicate those impurities,

and thus strike a blow against the advance of consumption

at the outset."

It was the very marked similarity in the various stages

of consumption of the lungs and the progress of Hair

Consumption which first drew Mr. Edwards's attention

to the subject and caused him to give the matter a

thorough scientific investigation.

This is the terrible discovery he made. He found

hundredsâ��thousandsâ��of people in all parts of the

country who were making the truly terrible mistake of

thinking that ordinary washing would remove the accu-

mulations of scurf on the scalp.

He discovered that this accumulation of scurf not only

remained in the scalp, but that it fermented there and

set up an intolerable

irritation. It poisoned

the very atmosphere in

which these people

lived, and was the

direct cause of this

terrible scourge of Con-

sumption of the Hair.

This discovery was

so appalling that Mr.

Edwards experienced a

natural hesitancy in

announcing it to the

world. He realized how

horrified these ladies

and gentlemen would be

to learn that they had

been consenting to such

a terrible condition.

A NATIONAL

DANGER.

WHAT THE

MICROSCOPE REVEALS

But ho also realized

that delicacy of feeling

must stand aside for the

â��Thinning of Hair over the Temples.

â��Thin, Weak, Straggling Hair.

â�� Hair which Falls Out whenever brushed or combed.

- Hair Which Splits at the ends.

â��Dull, dead-looking, lustre-lacking Hair.

â��Dry, brittle Hair.

â��Creasy, inelastic Hair.

â�� Deposits of Scurf and Dandruff.

â��Discoloured Hair.

â��Irritation of the Scalp.

Start your Hair-Drill to-day.

And not only you yourself, but get your friend* nnd

your family to join the crusade against Hair Consumption.

For your health's sake, for the sake of the race and the

nation, it in your boundcn duty to etamp out this terrible

disease. Every day'H delay is dangerous.

MR. EDWARDS S NEW CAMPAIGN.

Mr. Kdwanla has already spent a vast, amount of money

in distributing free treatment for run-down hair.

But, in the interests of science and humanity, he luia

decided to distribute another million free Harlem-

Hair-Drill Outfits to encourage ladies and gentlemen to

co-operato with him in his new campaign against Con-

sumption of the Hair.

One of these outtits is for you. Write for it to-day.

GENEROUS FREE GIFT .TO EVERY READER.

Below there is printed

a coupon.

Fill it up and send

it. with 3d. in stamps

to pay postage of

return outfit, to the

Edwards' Harlcne Co.,

104, High Holborn,

London, W.C.

In return you will be

sent the following free

Hair - Growing Toilet

Gift. It contains :â��

1. A trial bottle of

that delightful hair-

food and tonic-dregs-

Ing, Harlene-for-tne-

Halr.

2. A packet of Cremex

Here the microKope rtaeali the trve taut of hair fnuertu tinil baUaeis. The

two nticro-pholuqraphie nprvdwNpM nAc/w plainly the cmidigttm </ the hair

mots ijtthe C<IK ofiteplfftnl A.iir nnd httir whith hat leen drill*! with llttrlt'iie.

Hnrleiie Hair-brill u the only method (irhwwicdyrd tut Mimitiali for remaviiiu

thif scurfy MMWHMn aiul nouruhing Uu/ hair rtxilf. .Mori YUUK

Hatr-nrUl TU-IIAY.

advance of science, and that, in the interests of health and

the welfare of the race, a great effort must be made to eradi-

cate this terrible disease of Consumption of the Hairâ��

closely allied as it is to that dread disease from which it

takes its name.

For a moment just think what this means.

Youâ��who are so dainty and particular in matters of

hygieneâ��are actually inviting this terrible scourge by

allowing this awful accumulation to remain on the scalp,

poisoning the atmosphere in which you live, and also

murdering your hair.

The health of your hair is a pretty sure indication

of the health of your whole system. It is the index or

pointer of your body's health.

A NATIONAL DUTY.

This is the duty of all right-minded men and women

to-dayâ��to stamp out this great scourge of Consumption

of the Hair: to entirely eradicate it by the means which

Mr. Edwards has inventedâ��the famous Harlene Hair-Drill

By practising Harlene Hair-Drill for two minutes daily

you can free yourself from the clutches of Hair Consump-

tion and positively produce a rich, permanent growth of

natural gleaming hair.

Harleno Hair-Drill cures all the following hair and scalp

disorders :â��

for the Scalp, a de-

lightful Shampoo

Powder for home use,

which thoroughly

cleanses the Scalp

from Scurf, and pre-

pares the Hair for the Hair-Drill Treatment.

3. Mr. Edwards's private book of Hair-Drill Rules, which

shows you how, by practising them for 2 minutes a

day, you can put a stop to the falling or fading of

your hair, and restore the latter to luxuriant, healthy,

and lustrous abundance.

All chemists anil stores sell Harlenc-for-the-Hair in

Is., 2s. 6d., and 4s. fld. bottles; Creme* in Is. boxes of

seven shampoos, single shampoos 2d.: or you can obtain

them, post free, from the Edwards' Harlone Co., 104

High Holborn, London, W.C.

But first write for the seven days' Freo Course of

"â�¢'-â�� ""'- ""-" Fill up this coupon.

Harlcne Hair-Drill.

â�� Total Baldness (even of years'

â��Partial or Patchy Baldness.

itandlng).

THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO ONE

WEEK'S HARLENE HAIR-DRILL OUTFIT FREE.

To the EDWARDS' HARLENE CO

IW, High Holborn. Ix.ii.lon. W.O.

Dear 8irÂ».-I am deslroiu of joining the- National Cnuade

against resumption of the Hnir. Pleiue sen.I me by return of

post a ; i. -n i a' i, .11 toilet outfit for practnins Harlem-"lluir Drill

I enclose 3d. in utaiiipi to pay carriage of abojc to any addresi in

the world. Foreign atampa accepted.

NAME

ADDRESS ...

THE STRASO MAQAZIHK. December*, itfii'
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THE WORLD'S GREAT UNIVERSITY

OF HEALTH WITHOUT MEDICINE.

An Alma Mater where the Most Important Thing in Life is Taught to Thousands of Vinting

and Correspondence Pupils of All Ages and Both Sexes Resident in All parts of the Globe.

IN the heart of London's pleasurelaml, there

you will find the most remarkable institu-

tion in the worldâ��-the famous Sandow

Curative Institute. It is no exaggeration

to describe this unique establishment as " The

World's University of Health Without Medicine,"

for here men and women from or resident in all

parts of the world are taught how they may be

restored to health and happiness.

A notably large proportion of the Sandow

Institute " pupil-patients" are visitors from

over-seas, whilst a still larger number are under

home treatment by private correspondence with

Mr. Sandow through the medium of the wonder-

fully successful Sandow system of correspondence

treatment by means of fascinatingly interesting

Psycho-Physico-Dynamic Movements.

MR. SANDOW'S LATEST WORK.

In his latest " Book of Health," Mr. Sandow

gives us a most interesting insight into the

wonder-working methods by which the weak and

the ailing are re-created in Health and Strength.

It is magnificently illustrated, and contains a

detailed description of the Sandow Treatment.

Mr. Sandow's life-mission is a crusade inspired

by the religion of human service, a mission to

Redeem the Health of men and women. What

he has done for his generation can only be spoken

of in proper terms by the thousands of men

and women he has restored to health.

It may be contended that Mr. Sandow has

made health almost a fetish. How absurd and

unjustified such a criticism is can best be proved

by contrasting the sad condition of men and

women as they commence a course of Health-

restoration with the Sandow Institute, with their

transformed appearance after a few weeks of

the wonderful Health-renewing influence of the

Sandow Treatment.

ROYAL AND NOBLE RECOGNITION.

The most distinguished in the land have

applauded Mr. Sandow's services in the great

revival of international interest in medicineless

healing which his own enthusiastic and magnetic

advocacy inspired. Koyalty, nobility, and the

aristocracy of many countries have learned from

him how to appear of truly noble presence.

That brilliant and distinguished journalist,

Mr. T. P. O'Connor, M.P., described Mr. Sandow

as one of the " Forces " of the day.

The late Mr. Henry Labouchere, M.P., made

most interesting and critical investigations into

the records of the Sandow Institute, and here is

the result of these investigations as announced

in " Truth " :â��

Taking (the figures) for one day," he writes, " I find that

the cases may be grouped under the following heads :

Per cent.

Cases of Dyspepsia in its many forms 44

â�� Nervous Disorders, Insomnia, &c. ... 16

.. Gout, Rheumatism ... ... 4,

Per cent

Cases of Paralysis 3

â�� Heart Affections 5

,. Chest and Lun& Complaints 10

t. Various other Complaints ... ... 5

,. no special illness, but treated for

Reduction of Obesity or for General

Physical Improvement 13

" I learned that ultimately of all the cases

treated .... a complete cure or satisfactory

improvement, therefore, was produced in over 99

per cent, of cases."

The late Mr. \V. T. Stead, wrote of Mr. Sandow

in the following appreciative manner:â��

"Other people founded hospitals for disease; Sandow has

founded a hospital for health. It is not alone an establish-

ment for curing illness: it is an Institution for maintaining,

preserving, and improving the health."

Not from the pens or tongues of the famous,

however, but from the great multitude of his

patients in all spheres comes Mr. Sandow's most

encouraging reward for his unceasing devotion to

the subject he has always hadâ��and still has most

at heart, the physical uplifting of the people and

the conquering of weakness and disease. The

infinite variety of ailments that have been

relieved or overcome, the wide sweep of the

unique system of treatment through the myriad-

channelled medium of the international post, and

the almost illimitable social range of humanity

represented among his pupil-patients give some

small idea of the creative mind of the man who

has initiated and perfected such a beneficent and

world-wide organisation as the Sandow Institute.

It is not a small boast on Mr. Sandow's part

that he accepts no case unless he feels more con-

fident of giving relief than the patient is hopeful

of obtaining it.

HANDSOME NEW HEALTH BOOK FREE.

In his superb new " Book of Health " the

psycho-physico-dynamic methods employed in

the Sandow Treatment of the various diseases

and disorders are fully described.

There are six different editions of Mr. San-

dow's book, each dealing separately with such

different classes of ailments as indicated below.

4. Rheumatism and Goat.

(Rheumatism. Gout. Kidney

Disorders. &c.)

5. Lack of Vigour...

6. Body Culture

(Physical Development, Phy-

sical Deformities, Boys'

and Girls' Ailments. &c.)

1. Digestive Disorders.

(Indigestion, Constipation,

Liver Troubles. Obesity.)

2. Nervous Complaints

(Nervous Disorders, Neur-

asthenia, Insomnia, &c.)

3. Heart Affections

(Heart Affections. Lung and

Chest Complaints, Anae-

mia, &c.)

By mentioning the disorder in which you are

interested, you will receive that one of the series

which will prove of the most interest to you:

The Institute is conveniently situated in the

West End district of London. Mr. Sandow gives

free consultation and advice to all callers, or

postal applicants. If calling is impossible, the

whole treatment from first to last may be

(continued on opposit
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(continued /mm opposite page)

carried out at home with the collaboration of

the well-organised postal service.

So thorough, indeed, is this system of home

PUBLICATION OF A NEW BOOK

BY MR. SANDOW

The above shows the cover Illustration of Mr. Sandow s new " Album Slie " Book (121n. by lOln.). Copies are

obtainable gratis on personal application at tue Sandow Institute, or by postal request on the accompanying

" Strand Magazine " Application Form.

treatment that the patient is under the personal

supervision of Mr. Sandow just as if he or she

were attending the Institute, and at small cost

in money and a few minutes' time daily.

If interested in learning how the Sandow

Treatment brings about relief and cure of any

particular health trouble, the nature thereof can

be stated in a free personal consultation with

Mr. Sandow at the Institute, or, if unable to

call, in a confidential letter, addressed to him.

YOUR COPY OF THIS BOOK.

All applications for copies of the free book

may be addressed to Eugen Sandow, The

Sandow Curative Institute, 32, St. James's

Street, London, S.W., on coupon below.

POSTAL FORM FOR MR. SANDOW'S HEALTH BOOK.

To Mr. BUGEN SANDOW, The Sanilow Institute,

32, St. James's Street. London, S.W.

I would like to receive a gratis copy of your new illus

trated Health Book, dealing with (state here name of

Complaint)

NAME

ADDRESS

Occubatinn Age

N.B.- If a letter giving information as toyoitr health

trouble, etc.. be attached to this coupon, Mr i*anduv>

will send a letter of advice urith tlte book. ISM. Dec. 12}
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Will YOU always be able to afford

the Comforts you NOW enjoy?

Many men work on and on not

because they like work, but simply

because they cannot afford to retire.

They have saved somethingâ��a few

hundred pounds maybe, or even two

or three thousandâ��but their invest-

ments do not yield an income suffi-

cient to provide the home comforts at

present enjoyed. Retirement would

necessitate a smaller house, a less

generous table, a restraint on hos-

pitality, and a constant practising of

irritating economies. In very truth

that is a dismal prospect, yet scarcely

more gloomy than the thought of

being compelled to work until the

end of one's days.

But is there no other alter-

native ?

YES, IFâ��

instead of leaving your money in low-

yielding securitiesâ��the best of which

are none too safe in these disturbed

timesâ��you purchase an Annuity from

the Sun Life Assurance Company of

Canada. Instead of a paltry 4%.

you will receive an annual income

representing 6%, 8%, 10%, perhaps

15% or even 20% on the Capital

expended. The percentage depends,

of course, upon your age.

A "Sun Life of Canada" Annuity

brings the highest yield with the most

substantial security.TheCompany has

assets of over /9,000,000. and an undi-

vided surplus of over Â£\ ,000,000. All

investments are under strict and regu-

larCanadianGovernmentsupervision.

Whatever your position nuiy beâ��whether you have huntlreds or thousands of pounds

tit dispoatilâ��the communication will be regarded as confidentialâ��and you will receive

advice that may satisfactorily solve for you mtiny financial difficulties and anxieties.

Prospectu* and full information sent on application toâ��

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA,

6, CANADA HOUSE. NORFOLK STREET. LONDON, W.C.

Â«â�¢â�¢:â�¢â�¢â�¢:â�¢"

â�¢ â�¢â�¢â�¢{

â�¢<â�¢: â�¢

': â�¢ -â�¢: :

â�¢

ftjf't'' â�¢'
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â�¢."
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This Boy Built the Signal

and now he is working it

THIS Signal is made with Meccano steel strips and pieced together with

Meccano bolts and screws. It is a solid structure, in shining sleel, of

which the young mechanic is justly proud. He has now the joy of

playing with his trams and signalling the line clearâ��or if he makes a signalling

mistake he can quickly pull the lever and so avoid an awful collision. He

can also build, from his Meccano, a Luggage Truck, a Railway Bridge, a Level

Crossing, a Delivery Shoot, an Elevated Crane, the Tower Bridge, an

Aeroplane, a Fire-escape, a Windmill, and a hundred other modelsâ��every one a

working replica of a great engineering masterpiece. Give your boy Meccano

this Xmas, and renew your own youth in watching his delight when building

MECCANO

100 TOYS IN ONE

Meccano consists of brightly

plated steel strips, angle

brackets, axle rods, sector plate,

together with brass gear and

pulley wheels, screws and nuts,

and all parts necessary for

building actual working models

of the world's engineering

triumphs.

No mechanical skill or know-

PRICES

No.O 3/-makes 15 Model*

25 â��

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

10/-

15/-

25/-

55/-

No.6100/-

34

43

52

61

71

ledge is required, though both

are unconsciously picked up

from it. The book of instruc-

tions consists of 80 pages, and

contains 170 illustrations. All

tools are provided. There is

nothing further to buy. No

study is required. Your boy

can commence building at once.

Give him Meccanoâ��he wants it.

WRITE FOR NEW MECCANO BOOK, No. 2. IT IS FREE. SEND FOR IT TO-DAY.

.Vc<r.ino can tf attained at all the hut Toy Deafen', Ton Fairs, and Stores, or direct from

MECCANO LIMITED

274 West Derby Road, Liverpool
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rich store of Â©Id

Old Bleach"

a Linen Press

Most British women know that the name '

stands for Perfection in Linen, and that

stocked with "Old Bleach " Linen requires little replenishing

during an ordinary lifetime.

The individuality of " Old Bleach ' is due to the slow process of grass*

bleaching which produced the "Heirloom Linens" of past centuries.

"Old Bleach" is easily identified ; each tablecloth has the small mark \^x

woven in the corners, and all other articles are stamped " Old Bleach '. It is

well worth while to see that every item in a Linen Trousseau bears one of these

hall marks of quality.

POST Fur K â��Tin "lltd Hleaca" fiMt/rl â�¢ fAr cart anJ llatulllHf .]/ lifuitltotti Hum. kfaMifttHy iOiistn

The Old Bleach Linen Co., Ltd., Randalstown, Co. Antrim, Ireland.
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Benger's Food is

quite distinct from any

other food obtainable.

While easy to prepare, it

is distinctly not one of the

"made in a moment" variety

of foods. Its preparation

requires a little care and

takes a little time because

the natural digestive prin-

ciples begin the process of

digestion while the food is

being cooked.

Benger's Food possesses

the remarkable property of

rendering milk with which

it is mixed when used, quite

easy of digestion even by

Infants and Invalids. Con-

sequently it can be enjoyed

and assimilated when other

foods disagree.

Food

is well known to medical

men throughout the World

and is approved by them.

Sold in tins by chemists, etc.,

everywhere.

" HENGEK'S FOOD AND How TO USE IT"â��A

little wink of authority on the feeding of infants,

invalids, and the aged, and the most interesiin.;

and informative of food bookltU,â��will be sent,

post free on application to :â��

BENGER'S FOOD. Ltd.. Otter Works, Manchester, Eng.

BRANCH OFFICES:

Mew York/u.s A. )<p. \Vil.iain St. 8yd.ney(N.s.w.)ti7Piil St.

Canadian ^fetits '. N-iiional Drua-ind Chemical On., Ltd..

34. bt. Gabriel Street, MONTREAL, and branches

throughout Canada.

BJ43
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This Advertisement

is not inserted for the

purpose of winning

Â£100

but to let every reader

of the "Strand" know that

NATIONAL

CASH REGISTERS

benefit not only

Tradesmen

^Cashiers

> Assistants

To the \

NATIONAL *

CASH REGISTER * %

CO., Ltd., v

c>

225, Tottenham Court Rd., .-

London, w. Â°',f

Plioiic 7ISS City. Â°Â»

o

Please send FREE your Illus- ^

t rated Bookâ��" From One to One

Million."â��A Romance of Business

Progress.

but

All Humanity.

Name â�¢â�¢ â�¢

Address-

Send Coupon for Bookletâ��

"From One to One Million/'

A Romance of

, Business Progress
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GIFTS WHICH PLEASE THE MOST. I

Buying U UfHITF M ANIIFAHTIIRINf! fifl means that youobUin Watthn and Gvm Jewvl-

from the Â«â�¢ If Hilt MAHUFAUl Unllib UUÂ« |tTyof the HiKhe,.t CUM at a real uvlnt of 35

per rant. AH compared with the usual retail i-n< fs. IMIC to (he fact that the Company |.,--.,, \\,,< irn .ttÂ» -i facilities

Jor economical production, and liuv in tin-boat marketsâ�� twoimminaely iiuportantud vantage* fnÂ»m which their

clients derive the greatest benefit; whilst the Company1! great turnnvur permiU them towll their tt underfill

Socialities with much less profit than the ordinary retail firrna, with their limited NJH

N.I 112S.â�� Fine Quality

extra jewelled.

Aver,

luperior fini.l

EBd Gold

with fltrong

Â». with strong,>ub*tantlal i

' â�¢â�¢Hlroepiece.es.

12-ct Lever.

Upon rixvipt of P.D.n . Cub. or Draft fR n rt

The H. White Manufjl. Co. Â»lll mail *Â»O-U-U

to you at tlK-ir own rlak. anywhere. !),-: Wnnderftil

"County" Watch. In strong Solid 12-ct. Gold

'â�¢.i-.> Engllah Government Stamped, Half or Full

Hunting i-.li-h.-.i j.l.nn for niomigriim up. lily engraveil 5 â�¢

rural. DhmMnMUt BÂ«liuice-adjuÂ«tÂ«id for varia-

tion* In temperature*. Splendid 18-ct. caaea.

AS S*. A A'dpero Prctfittatton W'ttrh Splendid Suijtrb Sinn

Sterling Silver Caaea. Â£2 10*. heaviest la-

Kul>y

ct.. Â£3 3m.

No. ma.â��Real

I Pi . 111 .ii.l. -in.I Kulilfl.

ia-ct., Â£5 *Â«.

No. 1138.â��Fine

I,i MIL.n.I- and Ruhiw

or Saiiptiirrfl.

Solid 18-Ct., Â£6.

No. IHS.-Fine Diamond!, No. 117 S.-Splendid Diu

18-ct.. Â£10 10s. mondi, 18-ct., Â£15.

1 l'Â«liÂ«L SfXfwl I'alw.

No. 118 8^3enr! Solid No. 1198.-Thrw Splendid No laoS.-VVrr flne

18-ct SiBiicI 30- I>iÂ»mondÂ».18ct.,Â«1010. BrilllanU. IB-ct.. Â£

Engnuol any iniliiili. Other* liomtX 1IX to CiO. Haynifctnt ' Â«'Â»'.

i.. Â£20.

.11, .In. . â�¢! 8ketrhei.)

No i;i v . s.,h.i i ...l.l Â« M. li with

â�¢ .mil well fiiiinliecl nion-iurnl. and Sulnl Oold K\

]..ii.iiii.- l.i ,.. I, i, Â£2 15*. Kzceplioual Value.

mi.

i.. i,i â�¢ Sink.. KIâ�¢ .â�¢ Sp.!.â�¢ â��.i.. 1

I 'i ,in..p..I- 18-cl . Â£5 10>.

,\rÂ»j article Mnt at the

C'cm/iy't. i -' anywhere

No. I'JJ fi.~Thoroughly relial

Lever. Fully .It-w.-Ho.], nirefu

timed, etronic S*'Htl Oold (^H __

iO<>vtTiini<-i>t -r inn ,.! Substantial, ix-autifully

Solid Odd Eximndinit Bracelet, Â£3 15s.

Qreutrst Value.

Fashionable Curb Bracelet, with Padlock and Safety Chain. Solid Cold Government Stamped. Â£2 5t.

No. 185 g.-Eiquinl< UoU llroooh. Â»it with

real Pearlnaml flne Amethyit. 91;-.

No IM,- 1: ,â�¢:â�¢!â�¢ â�¢! jltrrllrf8ilvrr**RoFBl"

Tollrt S..IM. . , i,... i Si mil..,I Sul,-l iniiiil

make. 1x9.1 fiiiinli. Â£3 IS- ron.plcle. Two

Hair ]:i,i-l , Mirnir nnd Cumb. Â£3 15*.

Brush. Mlrrnr and ( .,,,.'â�¢ Â£2. Rruith and

Conih, At la. ('<,niplet> in bpdt C&ae*.

Late*t DÂ«Â«lgn. Hplendid Value.

A VALUABLE BOOK FREE

Upon rerript of a roatcard mentiunlnff

' SnuM'M i'. I/IM . tlif I', uii piny will mill

tli. ii Bouk of \\ .1. h.-. Kn,- â�¢ I1.. . â�¢ 'â�¢ ti,

I'in-. etc. It ifc HI ill..I free anywhere,

la full of mi' f-Mi.i/ Infonmitlnn. and

may Â»avÂ« you pounds t

Co.,

104,,

MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER.

mportant to Yl.ltor* Â«â�¢- iMBXT TO LEWIB'BI.
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ROYAL VINOLIA CREAM SOAP

Every thoughtful woman knows that the

greatest care must be taken to preserve the

skin and complexion from the ravages of

wind and weather. The greatest care means

the regular use of Royal Vinolia Cream

Soap This delightful Soap is of the highest

purity and efliciency, and gives a profuse

soothing lather which gently cleanses the

skin and promotes its healthy action by

quickly freeing the pores from all obstruc-

tions. The resultant feeling of freshness and

vigour speaks eloquently of a skin radiant

with health.

Single Tablets 4d.

Box of 3 Tablets 1 -

VINOLIA CO. LTD.,

.ONUON * PARIS.
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THIRTY years' experience in the specialized

training of Boys and Girls for Civil Service and

Business Appointments has enabled me to elimin-

ate from the various courses of training every-

thing that is not absolutely essential to the progress

and ultimate success of the student.

A very great economy of time and effort on the part of the student

is thus effected, resulting in rapid and invariable success. Well over

65,000 students successfully trained and placed out in the world is

a record of which I am justly proud. Over 600 First Places in

Civil Service Exams, have been secured by my students, in open

competition and against all comers, and so great is the demand, in

the Business World, for Boys and Young Ladies trained at my

College, that I am enabled to guarantee a salaried position to every

student taking a course of Business Training, upon proficiency. In

this way my Employment Bureau places out some thousands of

students each year.

I have established Branches of my College in every important suburb

of London, and also in Leeds, Cardiff, and Swansea. Students receive

their training in Day or Evening Classes, or by Postal Correspon-

dence Tuition direct to the Home.

May I send you post free, my illustrated Civil Service Booklet No. 14,

or my Business Training Booklet No. 15 ? They give most complete

information about the various appointments open and how they may

best be obtained.

CLARK'S COLLEGE.

Ltd., The Civil Service

and Business University

of London

I, 2 and 3, Chancery Lane, LONDON.

LIE
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c Gipsy' will pleaseâ��and

give you more ease.

BLACKENS BRIGHTENS â�� BEAUTIFIES.

Its Lovely Lustre Lasts.

WRITE TO-DAY PLEASE FOR

FREE SAMPLE

GIPSY BLACK LEADâ��the polish that gives an intensely

black shine in half the time ordinary black lead takes. It

saves energy. A few brisk rubs bring a black brilliance.

It polishes without creating dustâ��a feature about "GIPSY"

that all housewives appreciate. Think what this means in a

room of fine furniture and dainty carpets. You can use

" GIPSY " on any stove at any time, hot or cold, and always get

a beautiful black shine that will not crack or rub off. If you

prefer it in paste form, Gipsy Grate Gloss will please you just as

much. We want you to be convinced of the absolute superiority

of "GIPSY." We want to send you a FREE SAMPLE of

either to test at our expense. Merely send your own and your

dealer's name and address on a Post Card now to Dept. 25.

HARGREAVES BROS. & CO., Ltd.

Makers of' GLOSSO 'â��The One-Minute Metal Polish

HULL.

GIPSY

BLACK LEAD

INTENSELY BLACK.

=!â�¢! =!â�¢[=
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A PRIZE

CAPTURE
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FRY*

PURE

8REAKWST
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THE

BUSINESS

is to always use

THE

REMINGTON

The Perfect Vi.ible Writing Machine

We make and sell

A MACHINE A MINUTE

THE demand of business firms all over

the world (or this up-to-the-minute

Typewriter has created this enormous

output. Every business man knows that

retults are the only things that count.

Nothing can alter the fact that the demand

of to-day isforthepioneerwriting machineâ��

the Remington. One week's free test against

any other machine sold will convince you

of the absolute tuptriority of The Remington.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER Co.Ltd.

100 Gracechurch Street, London, E.C

and

EVERYWHERE
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MOTHER SENT FOR THE BOOKLET.

MY

FREE, â�� " ffair C'a/antiiip- Made Easv" Jll ^

^KSS&Fsg&SSSS

Manager, 1NECTO, Ltd.,

3', George St., Hanover Sf., London, H.
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For

Medicines

ST

Merit.

\

'\

J

You are safe in baying your medicines from Mr. Wm. Shadforth, the Pill Chemist,

because every formula is disclosed. No other Chemist gives you this advantage.

The following are a few of the many household medicines in pill form supplied lÂ»y Mr. Shadforth.

The list probably contains the pills you need, and for which you pay a high price. 36 pills in

each box. It will pay you to send for a box. Thus :â��

For Bllimmnww. for Cough*, for Dropsy, or for Wind

(Flatulency). At 3d. pÂ«r Bo*.

For Arne (Boils and Pfniplesf. for Anirmia. fur Backache

(Gravel ami Lumbago), for Bronchitis, for Colds, for

< i.nstiieition. for KCMIEA, or for Headache.

At 4d. per Box.

For Asthma, for Rackai he with Comtii*tlon. for Bladder

Oatarrli I'\MIII- an<l Urethrltin). for Indiprefttion. for

Kliruiii.iti.iii. or for Sciatic*. At 5d. per Box.

For Bad C4impkxioii, for l>yspepÂ»iÂ» (Guatric Catarrhl, for Goat

for Infliienti, for Hysteria, f- r Nasal Catarrh, for Nrnraljrifi.

for ObCTity (t'ucus). or fur Pilei. At 8d. per Box.

For Bowet and Stomarh Tndi^Mtion. for Rrain Fug, for

Mwr tint-, for Olicsity (Fucus anil TJiyiniili. IT fÂ«>r Thinue*a

with Ilyapcinia, At 9d p,,. Bo][

For BriKhfÂ» Iiiinux. for DialÂ»tÂ»'Â«. for Nervous Hi-Lilm

(Dnmi&na and Nux Voiuica), and for rmlcvrluped lin,. .

At 1 - per Box.

For Neurasthenia (Phosphorus and Lecithin).

At 16 per Box.

For Nervous Debility with low of flesh 'Lecithin and Coin

Compound). At 23 per Box.

All post free (abroad extra). You can pay more, but you cannot buy better. \\ith

your trial order you will receive a valuable 126-page Booklet which tells you how to

cure common ailments at a reasonable cost in your own home.

Address your letter toâ��

Pharmaceutical Chemist (Dept. S.M.8). 63, Grove Rd., Bow, London, E.
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Each Little Soldier stands 4\ ins. " in his socks ! "

IOJ. Is. Is. Is. Is. Is.

The BALLAD of the

'VASELINE' (Household)

BRIGADE.

Sturdy little soldiers, Router* of Disease !

Off'ring yeoman service, antw'ring to a squeeze.

Never be without themâ��keep them on the shelf :

Doughty little soldiersâ��Sentinels of Health !

All these pure tin soldiers â�� ' VASELINE'

Brigadeâ��

Have their cliff rent dutiesâ��not one is afraid !

Fighting Pain and Illness is their special job,

And the most expensive only costs a ' bob' 1

P'rap* you'd like to know more of the personnel

Of this bold brigade which serves mankind so

well?

Tho' they're twenty strongâ��quiteâ��six of them

will do

Just a few examples : Name, rank, duty, too :

"Gen'ral" he's a plain man â�� Plain White

'Vaseline':

His a thousand duties, keeping membranes clean ;

Healing chaps and chilblains; curing colds

INSIDEâ��

Tasteless (use a teaspoon). Always used, once

tried!

Colonel Carbolated heals cuts overnight:

" Rub him in's !" the watchwordâ��skin will soon

close tight!

Major Mentholated soothes the aching head :

Lulls the raging toothacheâ��gives you sleep in

bed !

If you've got a BAD cold, Captain Capsicum

Rubbed in Chestâ��and BACK, too, supersedes

hot rum!

Sergeant Camphoratedâ��best for Gout, by far!

Corporal Borated rids you of Catarrh !

Others I could mention, but these are enough

(Those unnamed are also sovran, sterling stuff .')

At their various duties, always on the jobâ��

You con buy their fealty for the nimble ' bob '!

Fearless little soldiers ; Enemies of Pain !

There when they are wantedâ��never called in

vain 1

Curing man's disorders, staving off disease ;

Theirs the martial mandate: "HOUSEHOLD:

REST AT EASE!"

Spic-anA-tpan and shining, heads screwed on

aright,

Mounting guard in silence, through the day and

night ;

Tireless in their vigilâ��never needing * naps * :

Valiant little soldiers ! Lusty little chap* !

" 'List" them at the chemist'sâ��any in the landâ��

Ev'ry little soldier ready there, at hand.

Like big brother "Tommy," he will "take the

shilling,"

Yielding trusty serviceâ��able, quick, and willing.

Forty-two, the Viaduct, Holborn, London Town,

Is Brigade Headquartersâ��note it!â��take it down !

If you can't enlist them when you want their aid

Send their " pay " to Barracks â�� Squad sent,

"Carriage Paid"!

ENVOI.

Faithful little soldiers, Conq'rors of Disease !

For your yeoman service well you earn your

fees !

Ev'ryone of wisdom keep* you on the shelfâ��

Knightly little soldiers â�� Guardians of oar

-A.B.S.

N.B.â��Copy of the above little bal/ad, set to music (usual music-folio size), will be sent free and

post free to any address on application. Booklet detailing full scope and uses of ' Vaseline? in health

and illness, will accompany. A Jrf. postcard ttever 'before commanded such value ! Address :

Chesebrough Mfg. Co. 42 Holborn Viaduct London E.G.
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" A touch of 'Glouo,'

Some dirty brassâ��

One rub, and it'i like

A Looking Glass."

A TOUCH OF GLOSSOâ��a gentle rub, and in

one minute you get a more brilliant polish than you

can ever get with ordinary Metal Polish. You

can see the reflection of your face in your brass

â��smiling, too, because your arms don't ache and the shine

comes so quickly. Prove it free and see.

GLOSSO

THE ONE-MINUTE METAL POLISH

Does not scratch the article cleaned â�� Does not leave a

green depositâ��Does not discolour metalâ��Does not smell

objectionablyâ��Does not cost any more than ordinary

Metal Polishes. Test all these statements for nothing!

SEND NOW FOR YOUR

FREE TIN

All you have to do is to send your own and your

dealer's name and address and the Tin comes free

and post paid, so post one now please to Dept. 25,

HARGREAVES BROS & CO. Ltd.

The ' Gipsy Black Lead' People,

HULL.

Sold by Oilmen, Grocers and

Stores in I/-, 6d., 3d., and

2d. waste-preventing- tins.
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THE Columbia GRAPH-o-

phone is quite distinct from

the ordinary gramophone.

Any instrument can be styled a

gramophone, with the result

that cheap and nasty machines

are often supplied to an un-

witting purchaser. Don'i ask

for a gramophone, or you run

that risk. Insist upon a GRAPH-

o-phone, and to make doubly

sure see that it is a Columbia.

The Columbia GRAPH-o-phone

is the one and only instrument

that is sold under that one

name â�� Columbia â�� in every

quarter of the fclobc. And

everywhere it is known by

its reputationâ��" the instrument

that NEVER breaks down!"

Columbia GRAPH-o-phoncs are

made in two Â§tyleaâ��Horn-equipped,

and Hornless. In Horn-equlpped

models the prices rantfe from 60s. to

Â£12 10Â». That shown above repre-

sents the" Junior Regal," at Â£5 lOi.

The Hornless models range in price

from Â£5 IDs., to Â£3O. Our new

catalogue illustrates every model.

The Very Thing.

A COLUMBIA

GRAPH-o-phone

would Christinas be without music?

It is music and song that makes merri-

mentâ��where there is music there is never a

dull moment. Make this the Christmas of

your life, by getting to-day the one instru-

ment that brings with it ALL the music of

all the worldâ��the COLUMBIA GRAPH-o-

phone. More, it brings laughter and happi-

nessâ��there is no other instrument that

will bring so much Christmas gaiety. Only

the COLUMBIA GRAPH-o-phone does it

completely and well. Thousands of homes

all over the world will be enjoying

Columbia music this Christmasâ��will you ?

THE INSTRUMENT ILLUSTRATED

in the sketch at the foot of the opposite page

is the highly popular Columbia, " SAVOY "â��the

most successful and biggest-selling standard Horn-

less Instrument in the world. It is made in Oak

at Â£8 8s., and in Mahogany at Â£9 9s. You cannot

buy one like it in any other make under Â£12 or Â£14.

A POSTCARD
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for Christmas !

COLUMBIA -REN A Records

for Christinas Gaiety

is such a wealth of Christmas music on COLUMBIA-RENA Records that

no matter what the tastes of your family and guests may be, you can choose music for

all. And what is more, you get, in COLUMBIA-RENA, better records than those you

pay more for, because COLUMBIA-RENA are NEW and up-to-date, and because

COLUMBIA-RENA last TWICE AS LONG as any other make at any price. Look at

this choice of Columbia music and entertainment for Christmas â�� no other records can equal it.

SCROOGE

By Braniby

William.

Complete! His

ONLY Records

at these prices!!

12 inch. 4s.

CONCERT

BALLA D S

Standard songs

and new ballads

sunn by Morgan

Kingston and

others.

PLENTY OF

DANCE MUSIC

Enough to make

up a score of

different p r o -

grammes, all

ready.

ORATORIO

CHORUSES

i n c 1 u d i n g

-Hallelujah

Chorus " by the

greatest Choir

in the world.

Send Postcard for Special Xmas Lists

COLUMBIA-RENA are the biggest selling records of all to-day; lo-inch, double-sided,

2s. 6d. each ; and la-inch, doubled-sided, 4s. each. Can be played on GRAPH-o-phones, and all

makes of gramophones. INSIST upon them. Sold everywhere. Send postcard for Catalogue.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO. Gen'l (Dept. S.), 81, City Rd., London, E.C.

#f?

(Â«9<,
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FARROW'S

BANK

Authorised Capital

Shares Issued

Reserve Liability

LIMITED

- Â£500.000

- 500,000

- Â£236,757

Chairman anil Managing Director:

Mr. THOMAS FARROW.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF JOINT-

STOCK BANKING TRANSACTED.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS.

Account* are opened and 2' per cent, interest allowed

where credit balance* are maintained for six months.

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.

Interest from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent, according to notice

of withdrawal.

STOCKS AND SHARES

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

An artistically compiled publication, descriptive of the history, objectt. and

work, has been published. It consists of 40 pages, contains upwards of

70 illustrations and an interesting summary of the Bank's numerous depart-

ments, the whole forming an extremely useful work of reference. A copy

of the Booklet will be tent, pott free, on application to the Manager.

HEAD OFFICE:

1, CHEAPSIDE, E.G.

A. H. & Co.
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Chairman.

It is a fine tobacco, fragrant, cool, and pleasing to trie last shred.

It exorcises care, brings the peaceful pause, the soothing rest, the

contented mood, the pleasurable hour to those who truly know it.

And content is greater than richesâ��yet the possession of all who seeV

it thro' the kindly and certain chaim of Chairman.

Boardman S is the same tobacco milder, and

Recorder the same but fuller flavoured.

Od. per ojf, everywhere.

R. J. LEA. Ltd.. Manchester

21J-4
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MACKINTOSH'S

THE

CHRISTMAS

SWEET o/ SWEETS

WHEN you are making your pur-

chases for the festive 2">th day. why

not take home a 411). Family Tin of

Delicious Mackintosh's Toffee de Luxe?

It will last you all Christmas, and give

delight to everyone in your household and

to all your friends and visitors; it will be

the most acceptable thing you ever pur-

chased. If you have a stocking to fill, put

the greatest treat of all at the bottomâ��

MACKINTOSH'S

TOFFEE de LUXE

THE HTR1TIOUS SWEET THAT IS (iOOD TO EAT."

Besides being the most delicious sweet made, it

is also the purest, being made from the best butter,

the freshest eggs, and the finest sugar. It is

blended as no other Toffee manufacturer knows

how, and is guaranteed Absolutely Pure by

John Mackintosh Ltd

HALIFAX

ENULAND

'uy.

fTlSbkintoalii
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WELBANKS BOILERETTE

This Wonderful Cooker "looks after

itselfi" and will cook, without attention, a heller dinner than

the most expert cook could manaye, minus a Boilerette. The

Meat will he made very tender, delicious and digestible. Pud-

dings will he asligi, las bread, while Vegetables will have theit de-

licious flavours, and all the life-giving properties fully conserved.

Bear in mind you simply put the dinner in the

BoilereUe, go right away and leave it to take care of itself,

and when dinner is required you will find it beautifully

cooked, ready to serve.

It is indispensable for Busy Men and Women

everywhere, also for S'achling, Travellers, Caravans, Campers-

out, Bungalows, Dwellers in Klats, the Colonies, and Holiday

Makers at Seaside and Country Lodgings, etc.

LOOKS AFTER ITSELF

VISIT OUR

LONDON DEPOT:

105, Newgate St., E.G.

"THE

The Ideal Cooker for Porridge.

Marmalade Making, Potted Meat, Meat Extracts.

IDEAL COOKER" (Hospital).

ridge. Milk, Milk Foods, Soups. Stews, Jellies, Custards, Sauc<

, Sauces. Jam and

A Speciality for Invalid and Vegetarian Cookery.

Mr. w. MARLEY, of the firm of Mai ay & Russell, Chemists, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

writes : '* The Bpilerette I got from you a few weeks ago has been In almost daily use with surprising results. Vegetables

such as leeks, onions, celery, turnips, etc., cooked in their natural moisture, are simply delicious."

Mr. HONEYWELL, By fleet Corner, Surrey, writes : " Dear Sir,â��Re Buderettes. I duly received the same,

and am delighted with them. We are reducing our stock of old fowls in a most econ rniical way. I purposely bought

some of the oldest fowls I could find, and it is really amusing h- w you can convert antiquated 'nxwtfrs1 into fine lÂ«rge

chickens, and to lie able to inform your friends and th*- curate why you are now at lending church on Sunday mornings, etc."

Mrs. J. PARKES. Foreland Road, Bembridg;e, !.-o-W. writes: â�¢ â�¢m-n,â��The Boilerette was

duly received last week, and our first trial was made on Sunday. Our dinner, consisting of a fowl, bacon, vegetable

marrow, and potatoes, was placed in the Rmtcretie, and the printed directions carefully followed out. At 12.30 on

returning from church, the dinner was dished up, when everything was found beautifully cooked and your invention

voted a complete success and with only one cooking utensil to clean."

All sizes, fiom H pints up to 12 gallons. Full Particulars sent Post Free.

S. M. WELBAIMK, Duplex work*. BANBURY.

LONDON DEPOT: 105, NEWGATE STREET. B.C. Tel. 5796 City.

THIS WONDER-WORKING INVENTION

gets intensely hot (above 212 degrees), yet never burns the food. As It Is Self-Acting, It

requires no attention, and can be lett for hours to "look after Itself."

COOKS MEAT, POULTRY, AND VEGETABLES IN OWN JUICES.

By which means all the Valuable Salts. Tonics, Natural Aperients, and Life-giving properties of

Meat and Vegetables, which are usually washed away, are fully conserved.

Vegetables cooked In their natural moisture are simply delicious and can be relied upon

to put fresh life and energy into body, blood and brain.

BOILERETTED BEEF AND MUTTON.

A Revelation in Cookery. Better than Roast. Very tender, delicious and digestible.

Makes Mutton more tender than lamb. Rich flavours and vital essences fully preserved.

Very little loss from shrinkage. The cooker par excellent lor Invalids and those suffering Irom

weak digestions, &c.

"CONVERTS THE OLD INTO YOUNG."

The BoilereUe will make Tough Meat Delicious and Digestible, and Old and Cheap Fowls more

Tender and Delicious than Expensive Chickens cooked in the ordinary way.
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r01de Minstrels

gf Dygonelmer make place ,n

the homes of

the music-lover for the music and song of

the greatest of the world's artists on the

GRAMOPHONE

E7VERY one of the greatest singers

*â��' and instrumentalists of the world i- â��-v

is available for your entertainment this Christmas,

if you possess one of these superb Instruments.

Think how grand it would be tor you, whenever you wish it, to

freely enjoy the nost famous ballads, or arias from the operas,

sung by the premier singers of the world. To delight your friends

with the playing of Paderewski or Kubelik, or any of the hundreds

of other grand and inspired musicians, all of whom are intro-

duced into your home by the " His Master's Voice " Gramophone,

the Instrument with " the living Tone."
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Your Christmas I

Party can include

talent such as no Prince,

no matter of what fabulous

wealth, could command

for his entertainment

by any other

R Instruments

range in price

from Â£4 to Â£50.

Ask our Accredited

Dealt r in your distri t

to let you see and

h 'ar our Instrument or

means.

Melba will sing to you "Home, Sweet Home."

(No. 03049.)

Paderewski will play " Chopin's

Nocturne." (No. 045538.)

Clara Butt will sing " Land of Hope

and Glory." (No. 03239.)

Miss Clarice Mayne, accompanied

by"That."will sing"Joshu-ah (No.03290)

George Grossmith, will sing "Yip I

addy 1 ay." (No. 02219.)

Harry Lauder will sing, as at the Royal

Performance, " Roaming in the Gloaming."

(No. 02320.)

George Robey will sing "The Mayor

of Mudcomdyke," as sung before the King

and Queen. (No. 02094 )

Mr. Robert Radford will sing

" Simon the Cellarer." (No. 3-2934.)

Torn Clare will give his version of a

" German Gentleman on the Telephone."

(No. 01047.)

Miss Gertie Millar will sing " Moon-

struck." (No. 03215.)

WRITE

and allow us to send you

Brochures describing these

Instruments, together with

the name and address of

our Dealer nearest you,

who will be happy to give

you a private "all-star"

concertâ��a ' His Master's

Voice' concert â�� when-

ever \ou may

The Gramophone

Company, Limited,

21 City Road, London, E.G.
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73 Â£ the intended recipient man or woman, boy or

girl, your choice of a \Vaterntatfs Ideal is the

best yon can make. And that is -what your delighted

/riend will tell you on receiving the gift and realizing

that, for him or for her, it means freedom from the

thraldom of the inkwell and a cessation of those pen-

worries which make writing so irksome. IVatermaris

Ideal is always ready to write, and with reasonable

care will give perfect pen-service for a lifetime. Thus

it will be a constant reminder of your kindly thought.

Ei'ery Pen guaranteed ; nibs to suit ei'erv hand.

In Four Styles Regular and Self-Fillini. 10 6 ..ml

upwards ; Safety and Pump-Filling. 12/6 and upwards.

IN SILVER AND CiOLD FOR PRESENTATION.

OF STATIONERS AND JEWELLERS EVERYWHERE.

Price List . free from

L. & C. HARDTMUTH, Ltd

Koh-i-noor House, Kings way, London

(New York . 173 Broad w;iv*.
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know nobat you like!

Established in the year i8l3,\ve have been makers

of Shortbread for nearly One Hundred Years and last

year the sales were the highest in our history.

These are eloquent facts. We could not put the

case more strongly. An experience of almost a century! A

reputation going back to the stirring times of Napoleon!!

Sales last year greater than any preceding year!!!

Crawford's Assorted Shortbread has been the

pioneer in places where Shortbread was before unknown. In many of thc<e

places Shortbread now sells largely. The reason is not far to seek. The inviting

appearance, the variety of shape, the delicate flavour, the qualitv, the puritv, the

satisfaction when tastedâ��these are the inherent recommendations of Crawford's

Assorted Shortbread. It is a delightful addition to the table at all manner of

social functions. Nothing more acceptable can be sent to friends abroad.

Crawford's Assorted Shortbread is sold by high-class

Grocers and Bakers everywhere. It may be purchased loose by the pound ; in

small special tins; in "Family Drums," containing zj Ibs.; and in large drums

containing 5 Ibs. To ensure satisfaction always ask for Crawford's.

WILLIAM CRAWFORD & SONS, Limited,

EDINBURGH,

LIVERPOOL & LONDON
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"A little help

is worth a

deal of pity."

No doubt you pity your wife or those

responsible for the cleanliness of the

home when you think of the continual

round of sweeping and cleaning.

But what do you do to help them ?

You can show your sympathy in a practical

way by purchasing a " DAISY " VACUUM

CLEANER for them.

f\ A T â�¬ V

l/T\li3 I

CLEANER

Model B, Â£7-7s.

is the most useful present you can give, and is

bound to be greatly appreciated. It is an absolute

Domestic necessity. Besides saving the labour

and drudgery of sweeping it is much more

effective, and produces more hygienic conditions

in the home. The " DAISY " VACUUM

CLEANER makes Carpets, Upholstery, Cur-

tains and Tapestries bright and fresh like new.

We make a large range of Models from Â£2-2-0 to Â£18-18-0.

hand and electrically driven.

All Vacuum Cleaners

bearing this Trade Mark

are reliable and guaran-

teed for 2 year*.

To be seen and obtained at all Ironmongers and House Furnishers.

Should you have any difficulty in seeing a "DAISY" VACUUM

CLEANER working, we should be pleased to arrange fat a

demonstration to be given in your own home.

Those who have U

not yet studied the

DUST QUESTION

should write for

BOOKLET No. 4,

\\T\Jf\ O A I F*V

WHO bAl D

â��

I 1 1 I S I *

L/\JtJ 1 .

Finl.hlxJ In

Solid Oak or

Mahogany.

The Daisy Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.,

Wool Exchange Bldn..

CoUinaSt.. Melbourne.

Strand Arcade.

Auckland. New Zealand.

Elphinslrm* St..

amp Karachi. Ind
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Beautiful Gifts of lasting value, at prices which

nate the bulk of the ordinary retailer's heavy profits, are

described in wonderful profusion and variety in H. Samuel's Big

FREE BOOK OF 3,000 XMAS

DADAAIUO Send n postcard for it to-day! It

DHUUfllllO '"'"Â«3 >'"" J"8t ll"> gift you want at

about half the nrice vou expected to

pay for it, and a handsome FREE PRIZE with every

purchase. See the splendid lists

i the Free Book ! Over

3,000 remarkable offers

in Jewellery, Silver-

ware, Watches,

Plate, Cutlery, etc.

Elegantly era.

bosset! design,

comprising

scissors, f i

polisher, and jar.

Complete in

plush-lined case.

A charming gift.

FINE CLUSTER RING,

Kl<HJis|[Â«1ys<-t Â»ith Hul.y

BnpUn 4 l

Worth double.

MAGNIFICENT GOLD

HALF-HUNTER.

Perfectly adjusted

grade 4 fl.it. kvylcaa Le?Â«r

movcmenl. jewpfl*>Â»l In

aotions, fully warranted,

chronometer tulanee, ac-

* ur.it.-. HI rong and abao-

lut*ly reliable. Hututlfully

in Solid Hall-

mnrked Gold

GOLD WATCH BRACELET.

Perfect UmekMpnr, hixh-ttnule jew-

elled kcyleftu lever muveiueiit. fully

mmnud, in tx-jiutifully ttoJahMi o^u

HANDSOME SNAKE KINO.

Iflct. Gold, exquigitely finished

with Ruby and

Diamond Eyei.

o..id.

OEM-SET

EARRINGS.

latest ileninii it, (i,,M

Â«ct with Piarln iind

Ametbjht. Per pair

FROM A DELIGHTED

PURCHASER.

- U. M \' .â�¢ as.

Ysrathan lid. Abw

avou, win*--.,

August I.i't

"I have had one of

your WatchÂ«B for

u p warda of 2O

year*, and have bald

to many that they are I

.rid." |

CASE OF

FISH EATERS.

iwirs nf haniUomelj

egpm

tcd KiÂ§h

Handles,

di'l gift.

rory- ^g\ if\

complete in case. Tin

IU U

theflnaitfn thÂ« wo

Buy your presents direct from H. Samuel at next to Factory Prices !

WRITE NOW for the Free Book and select your FREE PRIZE!

H. SAMUEL

31, MARKET STREET,

MANCHESTER.

â�¢tl order* receive tfif prompt attfittion

of a tpecutl manafftr. Catalogue

mailed fret.
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THE Pathephone will bring charm, brightness and pleasure into

your homeâ��will bring you music and laughter. The Master

Musicians of the world will sing and play for youâ��the world's

greatest Mirthmakers will entertain you and make you jollyâ��Music

solemn, grand and gay will revive the flagging spirit or respond to

the moment's mood. You choose your own entertainers â��command

the songs and music you prefer. At small cost you gather together

an array of talent which in real life even unlimited wealth could not

provide. The Artistes are brought to you in amazing " Naturalness "

by the

WITH THE PATHE SAPPHIRE POINT

. . The Pathe Sapphire Point (as it is called) is really round in shape,

like a tiny ball. It is Permanentâ��Unwearable. The Needle Point

of other disc-playing instruments is sharp-pointed, and it wears away

so quickly that even the manufacturers recommend you to change

the Needle after playing each record. If it must be changed at the

end of the recordâ��why not in the middle ? It is obvious that the

needle deteriorates and that the Reproduction must weaken as

the playing of the disc proceeds towards its end. WHEREAS,

the Pathe Sapphire Point is always the sameâ��giving a reproduction

rich and clear in tone from beginning to endâ��record after record.

After a record is played, you just lay on a fresh discâ��start the

machineâ��that's all. No needles to change.

No Needles to Changeâ��No Bother
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7fe Greatest Home Merkiner

e femi and their

Friends-is

The Pathe Multitone Sound-Box,

always famous for purity of tone, has

now widened the possibilities of the

Pathephone as an instrument for keen

lovers of true music. By a simple adjust-

ment of the Sapphire-holder one can

obtain any tone desired, from the most

mellow to the loudest, and can thus change

the tone to suit your taste, particular

records, or the size of your room.

. . Pathephones are made in many

stylesâ��Hornless and otherwiseâ��at prices

ranging from 42/- upwards. Pathe Discs

are the most moderate in price and last

Ten Times as Long as Needle-played

discs. Really â�� Pathe Discs have NO

end. They are Double-Sidedâ��two records

on each â�� and sold according to size,

no matter how celebrated the Artiste

may be. Three Sizesâ��10 in., 2/-: II in.,

3/-; 14 in., 4/-.

. . Obtainable of Music Dealers and

Pathe Agents throughout the world. In

case of difficulty in being supplied, write

us for the name of the Nearest Agent,

Catalogues, and Lists of Records. Please

mention the " Strand Magazine."

PATHE FRERES PATHEPHONE, LTD.

Lamb's Conduit St. .... London, W.C.
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The"Allenburys" Glycerine and

(Trade Murk)

Black Currant Pastilles

The most robust feel the penetrating, chilling

effects of cold, damp, raw air. Husky, rough

voice and tickling of the throat may be

prevented by the use of the "Allenburys"

Glycerine and Black Currant Pastilles,

which are palatable, efficient and harm-

less. Prepared from the purest

glycerine and fresh fruit juice,

their delicacy and elegance

recommend them to all.

Of all Chemists, in 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and

I Ib. tins, at 6d., I/-, 1/7 and

3/- each.

Note the trade marks "AUenburys*

and a Plough, which appear

on each box.

Allen & Hanburys Ltd

37, Lombard Street,

London,

EX.

Est. 171S.
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GLOWING COMFORT.

A FTER the exhilaration of a cold day in the open

the glowing comfort of a cosy fireside provides

one of the great joys of life. With a gas fire to be

lighted in an instant, diffusing warmth throughout a

room in but a few seconds, this " fireside enjoyment"

is always to handâ��and without necessitating the least

labour in preparation, attention, or an after effect of

dirty grates and untidy hearths.

Write for Booklet

No. L.F. 204,

free, to the British

Commercial Gas

Association, 47,

Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.
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With the charm of

the teeth in mind

every reason for satisfaction is to be found in the

way Calvert's Carbolic Tooth Powder does its

work. For besides polishing the visible surface of

the teeth so niceiy, it also provides that thorough

antiseptic cleansing which is such an important factor

in preserving them in the best possible condition.

Your Lhemist sells it in four sizes : 6d.. //-, f/6 andj, - (/-Â£.) Tins.

Write for Mimple enclosing penny >ump for postage to F. C CALVERT& Co.

(Dc;pl. S.M.) Manchester. A small tahlel of Calvert's Carbolic Toilet Soap will

come with it free.
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Buy him a Gillette this Xmas!

Give a man a Gillette and you give him a lifetime

of shaving comfort. There is nothing for him to learn

â��even if he has never shaved himself before, he can use a Gillette perfectly, first

time and every time. It will make his shaving quicker and less troublesome;

because it is perfectly safe and no stropping or honing are ever needed.

The Gillette is the most popular razor in the world. It is appreciated

by men of all classes because it is the only razor that is adjustable to in-

dividual needs; enabling it to shave a coarse or light beard with velvety

smoothness, or a rough or tender skin without the least irritation.

Vou can get a Gillette Razor (as illustrated) in velvet-lined

morocco case, with 12 blades (24 cutting edge*) for

One Guinea. Combination Outfits containing Gillette Razor,

soap and brushâ��ideal for Xmas Gifts â�� from 25s.

BRITISH MADE. Sold Everywhere.

Write to-day for Illustrated Booklet and " Hints on Shaving,"

sent post free on application. Mention Strand Magazine.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR LTD.,

40-44. HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C

\Just what I \va.nted"
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Take a pride in your choice

and give "SWANS" this Xmas

The annual " whut to give"

question is to most of us a

truly anxious time One natu-

rally desires each of their gifts

to be appropriate in every way;

useful and lasting ; must be

good in every sense and fre-

quently must be easy to send.

It would indeed be difficult to

mention one who would not

appreciate and enjoy the com-

fort of a " SWAN." One would

be especially pleasing to an

elderly person or an invalid,

whilst to any professional man

or woman, author, teacher,

journalist, business man,

traveller, or clerk it would

prove a real boon. To a

student it forms part of his

or her outfit. More thought

should be given to the pattern

of holder than to the point,

for if the nib chosen is not

suited to the recipient it will

be exchanged either at a

personal call or through the

post. This facility of ex-

change makes a " SWAN " a

safe gift always.

SWAN

PENS FOR XMAS

i

I. â��

Above are few of the many beautiful designs of which the makers

and purchasers may well be proud.

Our complete New Catalogue (free on request) should be

in the hands of every gift giver.

"Swan" 'Prices:

Standard Pattern

from 10/6.

Safety Pattern

from 12/6.

MABIE, TODD & CO.,

79 & 80. HIGH HOI BORN,

LONDON. W.C.

38, Cheapsidr, E.C., gvÂ», Kegenl Si., W.,

London; 3, Kxihange St., Manchester;

10, Rue Neuve, Brussels ; Brrntano's, 37,

Ave. de I'Opera, Paris; , and at New

York, Chicago, Toronto, and Sydney.

Sold by all

Stationers and

Jewellers.
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A Healthy Baby makes

a Happy Home.

Neaue's Food makes a Healthy Baby.

Yes, makes a healthy Baby.

Your Baby's whole future depends on his proper

feeding during the opening days of his life. Baby's

health demands restful sleep, firm flesh, easy

teething, and freedom from infantile constipation.

Neave's Food ensures all these.

Neave's Food is a Food with a recordâ��a ninety-year-

long record of Babies, healthily, happily, sturdily

reared upon it. Mothers are continually writing to

Fordingbridge about what Neave's Food has done

for their Babies. Mrs. GRADDON, writing from

12, Derby Road, Sefton Park, Bristol, on July 23rd

last, says:â��

" / am sending you the photo of our little boy, ' Teddy,' agea 18 months.

From birth to three months we fed him on a patent food which he was

constantly throwing up. We tried several other foods with the same result,

and, having lost two children before, it made us very anxious. Then we were

advised to try ' Neave's Food,' and, almost at once saw an improvement.

We continued it with the result you can see in the photo."

If you do not really know Neave's Foodâ��if you'have not tried it for your baby, write for a

free sample, sending two penny stamps for postage, and you will have it the day after

to-morrow. With it will be sent " HINTS ABOUT BABY," a booklet of interest to all'

Mothers and written by a trained Nurse. Mention " December Strand."

Baby ought la hai-e

Neavt'i Food.

Neave's Food

Baby ought to kave

ffeave'i Food. _

JOSIAH R. NEAVE & CO., FORDINGBRIDGE, HANTS.
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oniafs from

INDIA, CANADA

SOUTH AFRICAetc:

Aliens

DUROBELLE%a

casements, curtains, and coverings have

triumphantly withstood all tests of exposure

and washing, throughout the world, for

seven years.

C. To-day, as always, Allen's give a signed

guarantee to replace free any length of

Durobelle that fades.

" Durban. Natal.

"ToJ. J. Alltn. Lid. "Srpi. 21. 1912.

I am limply delighted with the Dumb rile fabrics

obtained from you. The curtains have now been hangii a for

over a year, expoted to the direct light and heal of the furce

South African tun. and the colours remain perfect. Even the

pale blue shade . . . is as fresh as when it was bought.

(Sianed) "Mrs. L G. H. M ."

Seasonable Textures now available.

C, Th<- PnritlM-ller.!!!?â�¢ f"r the 1912-13 seasonidflleht munoiuMMir

in.I <â�¢. on- ini-t Mike '.> 11- ism of their exquisite l"-nit\ DK! giuir-

niii.-.-.l permanence of rolour. Patterm are loaned free nf :â��

Pluiii i'r, mi-Mi and linine rattona: ::int 9ld.. lid., mul

1.3 v.nl : rrtn . 1 4i. 1-T*. :*nd 1 IJj.

:sijn, Linfnxut llfandB/ei: twill theeUntt. WhL.l/ll.

curtain and *Y> erinff reps: .llin.. 1 3* : Mliti.. 22, 36.

.win. Curtain 1> iimMke. with self trellis and Adam medallion

ileoi^nn. 33.

MprciriWHl pop n rcn. .Win.. 3 6.

s-ni. .ai.lr an. dittim-tivc TMtesirlea, win., 4 11 to BO.

<V.l.mm! Mmli K. ."in.. 1/6) to 2 111. Etc.. etc.

(L Allen's famous Catalogue "My Lady's Home" is

post free throughout the world if " Strand " i* mentioned.

The**book of the year" on Furnishing Fabrics, Linens,

etc. Beautifully illustrated in colour.

No. 2, The Quadrant, BOURNEMOUTH

London Showrooms and Removals Offices :

6, SLOANE STREET, S.W.
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- Tfe STORY

THE-PEDOMETERTDLD

OF 515 MILES WEAR IN ONE

PAIR OF DOM 1NANT-BOOT SOLES

DEFORE putting the "Dominant" boot on sale we

sought to verify the great faith its quality and fine build

justified our placing in it.

. This is how we tested and proved its extraordinary

wearing capabilities.

""TWELVE District Messenger Boys were fitted with

" Dominant " boots and given Pedometers.

The remarkable average of 460 miles per pair was reached before

the soles were worn out, and still the uppers were good for a couple of

new salts,

. Oneboy actually walked 5l3milesâ�� surely astound-

ing evidence of "Dominant" durability â�� over all kinds

of road surfaces, in all weathers, under the most trying

conditions- â�� enough proof that "Dominant" boots will

laÂ»t the ordinary school boy considerably longer than

most boots costing almost double the price.

trant every man or woman having occasion to pur-

chase boots for boys to actually ire " 'Dominant" A

personal visit to our Showrooms will be appreciated, but

to those who cannot call we offer to send a boot, post paid,

to be criticised.

123-125 QUEEN VICTORIA- ST- E â�¢ G

2l-22-SLOANE-ST-S:V

1I6-I17-NEW-BOND-ST-V

"DOMINANT" Boot, cost from

9,9 per pair, and aie made in all

Â«t>!eÂ«.

Send for the "Boot Book"; it u

sent post free, and gives tullcst

particulars.

ms
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THE BLUE RIBAND

OF THE TYPEWRITING

PROFESSION

The Royal Society of Arts

has awarded the Silver

Medal (advanced stage)

and First Prize to Miss

Rita Parrel!, who won this

highest honour in open

competition against 224

competitors of both sexes. The second place and a Silver

Medal were awarded to Miss Lily S. Martin. Both these

brilliant results were achieved on the

SMITH

PREMIER

New Model No. 10

THE WORLD'S BEST TYPEWRITER.

More outputâ��with far less expenditure of energy and time, and no big

bills for repairs. This is the experience of the users of over

450,000 Smith Premiers.

There is cniy one Smith Premier. No Typewriter (other than those manu-

factured by Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Ltd.) can be legally described as

"THE SMITH" or "THE SMITH PREMIER" without infringing our registered

Trade Mark.

Write to-day for Free Descriptive Catalogue.

SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.,

SMITH PREMIER HOUSE,

6 and 7, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.G.

ESTABLISHED 1887.
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The Car of characteristic

design and great comfort.

No car has the luxurious dignified appearance of the

Argyll. Nor can any give the same degree of comfort. The new

"stream-line" design oi the 191 3 models gives to the Argyll an

elegance of appearance that has never before been reached.

Luxuriously upholstered, fitted with those little accessories that tell

for great comfort, roomy, with the body-work finished in an

irreproachable style, the .Argyll is unrivalled.

Fitted with the marvellous Argyll Single Sleeve Valve Engine these

cars represent the highest standard of motor car constructionâ��"the

finest product of the highest-skilled engineering centre of the

world." Efficient, reliable, light on tyres, economical in petrol, easy

of control, the-Argyll gives "day after day" service with little

attention at a minimum of cost for upkeep. / \

1913 Models, with full equipment ready for the road.

12/18 h.p. (4 Cylinder Poppet Type) car complete Â£3T5 without equipment Â£345)

15/30 h.p. (4 Cylinder Sleeve Valve) .'â�� Â£575 ( â�� â�� Â£525)

25/50 h.p. (4 Cylinder Sleeve Valve) â�� CV5O * â�� Â£700)

Diagonal Braking System. All Argyll models aic equipped wilh this pntenl system o(

braking on all (our wheels-. The l>rake< act on nil wheels at once, and tlieir enormous power

gives absolute confidence on the'very Â»teepcsi of hills.

Don't purchase your car until you huff had actual demonstration

of the comfort and smooth running of the Argyll.

ARGYLLS, LTD.,

Head Office and Works :

Alexandria, Scotland.

icnJcn ShJU-rccms:

6.Great Marlborough Street.W.

And at Glaseow. Fulint>uo;h, Dundee,

Cardiff. Liverpool. Mull. Newcastle,

Leeds, iM.iiKtu â�¢ i. .. Leicester, &C.
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llviober

Save "the 'ammer,

ammer, 'ammer on

the ard igh road."

They act as cushions and

save the shock. But they

save more : they save the

boot bill â�� for Redfern's

Navy easily outwear leather

heels. Have a pair fixed

and see for yourself.

Ladies' and Children's,

Men's, 6/^d. Of Boot Repairers

and Dealers everywhere.

Redfern's Navy must be

fixed as shown in the

illustration : sunk to the

level of the heel. Your

shoemaker knows how.

Redfern's Rubber

Works, Ltd.,

Manufacturers of Cycle Tyres,

Rubber Soles, Mechanical Rubbers,

Coif Balls, etc.

Hyde, nr. Manchester.
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Place the stockinged root flnrry

on a piece of paper and draw a

line around the out so as to

Set the exact shape of the sole.

With the foot off the floor take

measurements of both feet at

exact points indicated. Then

send particulars with remittance

to Kilmarnock, stating whether

tan. box calf or glace kid. an i

if for light or heavy Wfear.

Style 42

Harvard Lirsi.

lllack Bnx

Cat' Muclu-r

Bout. Met/ium,

Sol:. l/fO,

are famous the whole

world over for the

Foot-joy" they give.

For "Saxones'yfryou,

perfectly, precisely.

Whether you call at a "Saxone" store or

send by post, you get the boot that is made

for you â�� a boot that gives better service,

better style, more ease and comfort at 16/6

than bespoke boots at double the price.

" Saxones" typify the triumph of the ideal British

bootâ��elegant, durable, ever and always most comfort-

able; 104 styles to suit your fancyâ��each style moulded

on 119 scientific lasts conforming to all normal shapes

and sizes of the human foot.

Light-weight "Saxones" are specially

suitable for tropical wear.

If you cannot visit a Saxone store, follow the instructions

given here under the illustrations. Foreign and Colonial

Postage extra. "Saxones" packed for export â�� 3 Ib

Send for n-page Illustrated Style Book, No. 47, if you

prefer to see a selection of "Saxone" styles before

ordering by post. Address:

Saxone Shoe Co. Ltd., Kilmarnock, Gt. Britain.

STORES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM

London. Birmin ham. Blackburn. Bradford Bistol. Cardiff. Cork.

.Dublin. Dun-lee. Edinburgh. Glasgow. Hali'ax. Hull. Leeds. Live -

pool. Manchester. Newcastle. Nottingham. Plymouth. Preston.

Sheffield.

O< THE CONTINENT: PARIS AND BRUSSELS. FOREIGN AMI COLONIAL AGENTS

ROWE it CO.. Burma.

W. M. CtTHBERT & CO..

throughout South Africa.

WILSU.V ,\ DEANS.

Port Elizabeth.

T. B. ROBIXSON & Co..

Lorenco Marques.

DADLEY & SONS. Auckland.

New Zealand.

T. EATON & Co. LTD.. Toronto

and Winnipeg. Canada

WHITKIKLDS. Barbadocs.

Ml'KRAY Jt Co.. Iquique. Chile.

C 'SA HOLMES.

Concepcion. Chile.

186
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NO MORE

If they are not "Holeproof" we will give you NEW HOSE FREE.

-V i II lloleprixif Hosiery iÂ« iiÂ»ulc from a speHallymanufuctnred yarn. This yarn is lighter in Â«<â�¢*

and lo.nlier >nd itrmiirer than any other So plial.le it gives to ^ntil.ued preÂ«sure Â»nd Â«Â«.Â»Â«

Ilii-k ami i-limiÂ«y hut Â»in,irt, liixiirioiinly comfortnt'le, shapely, and well made. There il hintlyanr

or i-lanti,' struct, in ordinary how. and tlmaccount* for Lhe rapid appranmrr of hole* and thi

TRY THEM FOH TWO MOUTHS.

Then, It within that time a hole should appear, aend them back to ua at one*

our Guarantee Ticket which la aent with every pair we sell.

and we will preaent you with new hose without extra coat.

The comfort nnd pleasure of gouA wearing hose to men ronvevi a sense of well-

,.ineÂ«nd sntirfn. tioi,,-ill day I'.riR. Â»Inlet.. huBineM ?irN nnd I.usy lionM.-wiveÂ».

...whom the weekly .laming is a long and lirem.mcla*k. the lÂ«-ii.'ntii.iii.':il.'ulahle.

Prire â�¢ a Palre IjuHrf Mo. kings. 3 10, iÂ»Â«t2.1.; 3 Palre Oont. - Sock*, 2 1O. port al.

Oil It aim rOOfinC We have introduced some most delightful Silk Holeproof

SILK nOLtrKUUr Hoae. Tlielalenl cliampamie colour isÂ«to,-kÂ»l.ilH> empire

blue w-irl erev and Mirk Bilk Hoae is proverbially had wearing ; think bow nice it iÂ« to have S1IK HpÂ«e

h it'iJ^i,r^m- owmr for two months without developing holes. So .lire are we nlthi.. that we replace

even o" r V ,t 1 vrl, ,-1,"!" within tw..momliÂ» of pur.-l.aae. Thepricei. 7 ,B for Two Palra of Gen,'I

findioDforTwoPalraoflj..!!.-^. Postage Si. Pl.-Me Â«tate l.-ot Hie. w.H.- nan,,- and a,ldrvÂ«s plainly.

VAUGHAN |0HEAPTHg'RÂ°Dlprt.?g*The'MÂ»llOra'.rH'o'u'.'e'.Q'u.i .'. Road. BR^HTOM.

COAL SAVER

51- -> YOUR COAL BILL NEARLY HALVED.

Plare one of these patent saven in 3Tour jrate. and you will not

the increased heat Bent into the room. The coals rlo not oik-

th<- ba^k. burning uselessly ; the fire is much linglitcr.anrt

remains in a pleasant glow rlown to the last cinder. A

fire-emte fitted with one of rlipne " <irnt-o " coal Raven ne

-

refuaeBtolight.a free circulation of air enouring perfeu

oomhnstion. Air Â»Â«8ts nothingâ�� it improves the tireâ�� so

hum it. A large quantity of coal is saved on each fire.

al though the amount of hcnt wilt out iÂ« greatly IncnUWL

Does not cra'-k like thÂ« old clumÂ«y and unfiightly fire

brick â�¢ you l.uy one now for a very small cost, and n will

SAVE YOUR COAL

Kvery houaekeeper will appreciate thii

BaTta in two or three days.

two sizesâ��large size (filtn. ncross .

on each 3d. iP.O.'i only). Call or write-

Why not Imy one now?

81, 2 - ; NnmU Â«T* ti ar:

or write â��

VAUCHAN & HEATHER (Dept. 19)

YEAR AFTER YEAR.

The small outlay is easily'

" They are made in

rotw. 1/6, Carriage

- NO MORE

COLD FEET.

Cold feet can now br a thin? ^

the iiast. The new

U nder-Sooks are made

fully warm, uon irriUtinf â�¢

material. Worn neU t>>

Your sock or noting M

over them. Create plo^iaf

WHrnilh. I'" not fill up to* ~

he washed attain and .irain.

per I-1 i r. pontARe id. --Mr- !

rize of hoot worn. PO'* >

VAUGHAN Â« HEATHFF

(Dept 19i. The Mail

OnlerHous**. Quran's

K i I BRIGHTON

The Mall Order House

QUEEN'S ROAD,

5OO HOURS' LIGHT for 1^Â°

"Fool-Proof" Lamp. S4JSKJg"g?B*^

because, even with the most cureless handling, it is absolutely Fafe.

There is no exited flame to fluker or Mow out when nwd out of

doorn. near bMrgani windows or curtains, or draughty corners. Many

people would like their dark recesses. hulK or basements well

lighted, but runnot manage this bWKOMof WOmOM. But one

ft can lx ntrt , , Â°J these little" Pool-Proof " Ijimp-s

tmotcer* / %\ I'laced in tho*o oerie corners or dark

-i nr,-me i.in.lnn:- will runt no more

than ltd. for 500 hours. Cuiidlea give

onlylfiliourfi f.Â»r the fiune amount and

are also highly dangprotiH. and l<x)k

nitherix)verty-Ktricken. Tht'se lampa

to (A** uho lA^PT -y "sally urtiHtic the latirrn is

ftiwr '-.'iiin ^^wii intt~^_ lÂ»-nurifully ik^igned, OOlfpnmm, and

tfo,> .fk JS^.la.^^ well flnUhed. has the antnnince of a

^tf. ,t, [\ ~^f\ l*'*l'J exjiensive article. Touilly dif-

the

Hu

a.'6.

.

l run of oil lampf.

Paraffin OH. Price,

.. ^ftaKe and imok-

ing ad. YAUGHAN

A HBATHEB (I>et.t,

Ifu The Mail Order

llouse, Oueen'B Koad.

BRIGHTON.

NOmoreCHILLY BEDROOMS

OR ANY OTHER ROOMS.

^%. Our Hait. and Light Deflector

â�� ^>__ is absolutely the very thing

â��jy net'diMl for this weather. It

tfends down all the heat from

the gun to the lower part of the

room (where it is needed), and entirely

takes off that shivery feeling thnt in to

'-1 .1. It i* very easy to fit on

chimney1 of Gas Burner or Oil I.nuip,

tun I form* n splendid ceiling protector.

Made of Aluminium, therefore white and

light. Anii l'-i of this dewjription are

usually expenaive Not* OUR price and

just trr one. Send P.O. for 1/2 to-day.

Postal Orders only.

VAUGHAN 6 HEATHER

(Dept 191, The Mnil Order House.

BKIGELTON.

KEEP WARM

WINTER VEST.

Fur l-ADFESAGENTLEMEN.

Wear this and t he moat jx.â��

trating wind will not rearh

you. Invaluableforthowewbosi- Apau* H'lralrtl

orTupution or plejgurc keeiÂ» tlieiu much out of .i.-'t â�¢ NÂ»tnr

colour. Warm und fleecy. A gn-al utmfort to old and vounjrivitt

Washes well and keeps lU -1 L . i â�¢â�¢ â�¢ to the la*t Made to mÂ«a>uiv !

Women, waist and bust ineuBurrmcnt; for Men raeasmvnKnt

waist. Crioc 6/-. Postage ,fd.-Vautfhui A Haatbw I*?

19), Mail "i,l, i llouae, Queen's IM Brighton.

ACCNTS WANTSO

CHEST PROTECTOR.

Protect your Chest and BackfromriiilN^"

treacherous weather. You n<*ed notfcaru"'

thing if you wear one of our new Sliprm '"t1-"'

Protectors, made to fit over Chestaitd I^1

Biting winds cannot get, through It, yet ii *

to light ac to be un noticeable, ftrfl Â»*

irritnting, will not worry the mcwt IMR1

skin Send P.O.'s only for l'5*d. fpMl

OhUdraD'a, ::.i. <poat Id.) â�� Yautfha

Heather , in-pi I9<. The Mail onler H

Queen's Road. BRIGHTON.

Â»

H -

SOFT BEDROOM SLIPPERS

Just the thing tor DAINTY FEET.

VAUQHAN t HEATHKR (Dmt 1W. BBKHTOK?

, ,Â« ;
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Songola" Music Rolls

The words of the Song on the Roll

J

| New and Unique

t Christmas Gifts

i r

i '

L .fKÂ«

= -

ui

-*.-, a

I ..

''If

i

1

i rT

Can -be used on all

Player-Pianos. Words of

the song clearly printed

exactly opposite the accom-

panying chord or phrase.

LINENIZED

MUSIC ROLLS

Climate - proof, musically

perfect, practically indes-

: tructible. For use on all

Player-Pianos. Prices

from 9d. to 6/3 each.

SPECIAL LIST OF XMAS

ROLLS NOW READY.

MUSIC ROLL CABINETS

A Speciality.

Send for Catalogues and particulars of

Music Roll Circulating Library. (Mention

"Strand Mag.")

THE PERFORATED MUSIC CO., Ltd.,

94, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.

HJ I

Factory and Head Office :

197-199. City Road. E.G.

Scottish Branch :

113. George Street. Edinburgh.

A~i-ntg :â��LIVERPOOL : Rushworth A; Dreaper. Lid..11-17, Islington.

CHELTENHAM: Dale. Forty & Co., Ltd.. Promenade. CARDIFF:

Dale. Forty & Co.. Ltd.. High Street. BRISTOL: Duck. Son & Pinker,

1, Royal Promenade. Clifton. BATH: Duck, Son & Pinker, Pulteney

Bridue. CARLISLE: C. Thurn^m & Sons. Whitehall House.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES: John Burdo... 52, Y;.rm Lane. NOTTING-

HAM : H. Farmer & Co., High Street.
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For Pipe Smokers!

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT

Tobacco

For Cigarette Smokers!

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT

Qigarettes

The Brand for all Smokers:

PLAYER'S NAvy CUT

"Beautifully cool 3 sweet smoking."

SIX ()M> CRU1HRII S<)IAI>I1(>\ IN

Tin: MIIITII nv.\ arit'-waMt.iif.
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You are Cordially Invited to Inspect

The New RÂ°NEÂ° Building

Opened

Oct. 31

The largest Building in the World

devoted exclusively to the sale of

time and labour Saving Office Appliances

Here may be seen Machines and devices

which will positively enable you to

Enlarge your Business & Reduce Expenses

thus

Increasing Net Profits

Full particulars and descriptive Booklet POST FREE or on application

â�¢\MFfVTD 7,8,9,10,11,

â�¢*/\L- Holborn,

London, E.G.

Branches in all large towns
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The names of MAXICK & SALDO are

a Guarantee of Probity in the Physical Culture World

TRUE

CHEST

CON-

TRAC-

TION

TRUE

ABDO

MINAI

CON-

TROL

TRUE

HEST

EX

PAN-

SION

MAXICK

THLORIES fall confounded before living facts, and to-day

we prove, by our puoils and the extraordinary success of

our System in eradicating and curing disorders, complaints

and deformities, that Muscle-Control, allied to a reasonably

suitable Diet, is the simplest way of maintaining Health, or for

developing Great Speed and Strength.

Space does not permit of an elaborate description of the

MAXICK-SALDO System of Physical Culture,

which originated in \\\ brain of a crippled child; but the

following explanation will give an insight into the method.

Muscle-Control means to direct, govern, and relax ; and if

we take, for example, a person who kn ws the secrets of

Abdominal Control, as taught by us, we shall find one whu has

perfect elimination and perfect digestive apparatus. The pre-

sence of constipation, or its attendant evils, headache, Mcki.es,

hemorrhoids, etc., is an impossibility in his case. No undigested

food remains in his system ; therefore flatulence, acidity, dys-

pepsia, and other forms of indigestion are unknown to him. He

does not live in fear and iremblirig of what he eats.

Any muscle under control does not require many repetitions

of an exercise to get the full benefit. Blood i=. taVen instantly to

the part controlled, and it is nourished without the output of

energy usually entailed by a series of free exercises or exercises

with some kind of apparatus.

Most of th-- exercises may be performed at odd monr nts

during the daytime, aiid we can say, without fear of contradic-

tion, tli.it no man is too busy to find time for the fascinating art

of Muscle-Control.

The treatment is usually carried out by mail, and hundreds

of testimonials testify that as good results art got by mail as by

personal tuition.

Full particulars of the MAXICK-SALDO Muscle-

Control and Will-Power Treatment will be sent

gratis and post free to all enquirers mentioning the STRAND

MAGAZINR.

Note the Atitires*

MAXICK & SALDO

ETON HOUSE, ETON AVENUE, NORTH

FINCHLEY, LONDON, N., ENGLAND.

iwf

TRUE

ARM&

SHOUL

DER

CON-

TROL

SAI.DO

TRUE

BACK

CON-

TRAC-

TION

Moderate Fees. No Follow-ups. Absolutely Individual

and Personal Attention is given to each case
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The kind that

fills itself."

^i

The Very

Thing for Christmas

You need no longer worry about what to give your friends. Give them

all ONOTO pens. You can buy them daintily packed and labelled

ready for posting at the shop.

All you have to do is to write the address, and stamp.

An ONOTO is a gift that is sure to please. It is the fountain pen

that fills itself, cleans itself, never leaks, and never scratches. It is

a model of simplicity.

GUARANTEE The Onoto is British Made. It is designed to last

a life-time ; but if it should be in any way

unsatisfactory the makers will put it right, free

of cost, within 24 hours. A

note

The Safety Penâ��never leaks.

Price IDS. 6d. and in a variety of more elaborate styles for presentation purposes of all

Statv-ners. Jewellers and Siores. Booklet about the Onoto Pen free on a, plication 10

THOS. DE LA RUE & CO.. LTD,

167. Bunhill Row. I.oii
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NOTE THE

PULL OUT

WRITING BED

SloW^Wcrmckc

ROLLlbPj)ESKS

A fine Xmas Gift.

If you have a friend or relative who needs a

Roll-Top Desk in his business or profession, or

for private use, present him at Christmas with

a Glpbe-Wemicke Roll-Top Desk. Globe-

Wernicke Desks are very handsome in appear-

ance ; they are designed on the most approved

lines, are substantially built and beautifully

finished. There is a desk to suit every man's

taste and requirements, for we have

Over Fifty Styles.

dialogue No. jD "ires illustrations and full particulars.

Packing Free. Orderi o( Â£2 Carriage Paid lo >ny Goods Station in the BritUh Idea,

3Thc Slota^U^rwckc

Office and Library Furnishers.

44, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

82, Victoria Street, S.W. 98, Bishopsgate, E.C.

\Z* Lamps

\make a LidKt Ho>

is seen

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

at its best when the British-

made " Z " Lamps are used. " Z "

Lamps do not blacken, but give full light all the time. Try

them in your own home and at the office. Insist on " Z "

Lamps and do not be put off with the " just-as-goods."

"Z" LAMPSâ�� BRITISH, BRIGHTEST, BEST.

OttainaHtJnm Eleclrkians. IrmtuioHgers, Starts evtryurhr

Price List an.t name Â«/ nearest agent on application t

rrc.

oâ��

THE "Z" ELECTRIC LAMP MFG. CO., LTD.,

Orient House, New Broad Street, London, E.C.
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A GOOD MEMORY

How to Doubleâ��or Treble- Your

Brain's Money-Earning Power

Write (or call) for particulars of how over 200,000

of the world's leaders in Diplomacy, Society, the

Army, Navy, Law, Medicine, Religion, the Professions,

and Commerce have multiplied their mental powers.

Read whit

SIR WM.

MCI) IX

Kilt i-h \Vorkly ...

The KUlTORof t'he '

ROBERTSON

(E'litor of the

DAILY

LONUON

NEWl

Tlio EDITOR of

opinion."

The Me MR. W. T. STEAK

i Keillor of the "Review of

RevleÂ»l">.

The KDITORol the "SCOTS-

MAN.

SIR GEORGE LAURENCE

GO.MMK. F.3.A. (Clerk ..f

the Lonilun roiintj- Conn, ill.

MR MARCONI llnvenlnr of

The Rev R. .1. CAM IMIK

lof thf LonOon Citv Trinpl,".

MR. ANDREW CARNEGIE

MEUT. -OEN. BADKX

I'OWELIi il'hief S.,uu

Miuteri. And

MR. T. P. O'CONNOR. MR

have to say of the wonderful

PELMAN MIND AND MEMORY TRAINING COUBSE

as presented by permission of

HIS MAJESTY THE KING

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

I. Organise your mental powers for success â�� the

Pclman Course of Mind and Memory Training

will do this fur you.

II. Co-ordinate the faculties of your mindâ��the most

wonderful and valuable part of your Wing.

III. You will Double (at least) or Treble the Earning

Power of your Brain by developing and working

your mental faculties on tlv: wonderful Pel man Plan.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO-DAY

How to DOUBLE â��TREBLE â��your Brain**

Moncy-Earnim: Power.

So extraordinary has been the demand for the PKI.MAN

COURSR OF MINII AND MFMoRV TkAiNiNr. that it is now

being taught in all civilised languages all over the world.

No ambitious man or woman can afford to mi>s thU

opportunity nf learning how he or she may at lea-it Double

or Treble his Earning or other MKNTAL POWKKS.

Write (or call) at ooce ('â�¢>â�¢ a most inspiring Budget

of Information about your Mind and Memory and their

wonderfully multiplied powers when developed and trained.

Ask for

PUFF "MIND AND MRMORY." Illustrated Dft

UL* and crammed with Information. *J

PELMAN SCHOOL OF THE MIND,

22. Wrnhan House, Bloomsbury St., London. W.C.

Branch S<hoolÂ«â��Bombay : 9. fhurrtigato Street ; Melrmurnc : 47.

i^no'ii MI.-, t. ImrlM.ii: CluhArcad*; Mum-h : :t, Amnlknutr.
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ELECTRIC HOT & COLD AIR DOUCHE

For drying the hair.

and its uses

For warming bath

towels.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE

Can be connected lo any Electric

Lamp Holder or ordinary Wall

Socket.

Â£2 - 5 - O

THOUSANDS IN USB I

For locM treatment of

rheumatism, &c.

To be obtained from all

DEALERS where

SHOWCARDS are EXHIBITED.

For us*" as a bed

wanner.

For re-curling ostrich

feathers.

For drying gloves after

they have l>een washed.

For drying dogs after

they have been washed.

Cosy-Comfort in Chilly Autumn.

The most sensible and comfortable

novelty of many years is the

TAEGE

Muff

Scarf

(Regd. Ho.

575.714)

combining in one handy and con-

venient garment a Muff and a Scarf.

Nothing is more popular this year than these Jaeger

Muff-Scarves in various fashionable shades of " Fleecy-

finish " Jaeger - Knit. There is hardly an outdoor occasion

for which they are not suitable and cosy-comfortable.

Prices - 6/11 & 8/11

Smaller size for Children,

Prices - 3/11 & 4/11

For Children the small Jaeger Muff-Scarf is splendid as

a protection for throat, hands, and lungs.

Sold at the Agencies with the Blue & Green Jaeger Sign. 126, Regent si.. \V
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UNDERWEAR,

a m

', . >'

\ENGTtf, UNSHRINKABLE

"Just as I am fittedâ��comfortablyâ��

perfectlyâ��body, leg, and sleeveâ��so

'Cutuna' Underwear will fit Men

of All Sizes and Proportions."

It is the only Underwear in the World

which offers a choice of Four Different

Lengths of Leg and Three of Sleeve to

even/ waist and chest size respectively,

in every quality.

If it is cosy warmth you wantâ��fine

long wearâ��tenderness to the skin â��

Unshrinkabilityâ��or any quality you

count desirable in your Underwear â��

you can depend upon getting it in

" Cutuna," plus the perfect fitting.

VESTS (Winter Weight). 3/6, 4/6. 5/6. 7/6. 7/11

PANTS â�� â�� 3/11.5/6.6/6,8/6,8/11

Write for the "Cutuna Underwear Book,"

No. 6. and Samples of Materials.

.or*n<

Central Establishment and Mail Order

Dopl. :-388. STRAND, LONDON, W.C

- '
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The man who doesn't love a good rifle is born without one of the natural instincts possessed by

normal Britishers. That explains the great popularity of the B.S.A. Air Rifle. It is in every

sense a "good" weapon. It is capable of the most serious target and sporting work up to

50 yards range ; its accurately-made " Adder" pellets cost but 1/3 per I,coo rounds ; it is the

only rifle that can be used with safety in and around the house ; and since it is manufactured on

the same sound lines as the British Service Rifle, it has a permanent pleasing power free from

breakdown worries. Further, it makes little noise, no smoke or fire, and entails none of the

messy cleaning troubles of a cartridge rifle. Price from 40/-. These are (he reasons

why we ask you to consider the B.S.A. Air Rifle as an out-of-lhe-ordinary Xmas present

â��one which will be fully appreciated not only by the adults but by the boys, and

even by the ladies. Three Models are madeâ��Standard, Light, and Tumor.

May we send you the " Book of the Air

Rifle," 64 pp., illustrated â�� post free ?

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

ilakrn of Ritn fur H.if. H'ur Vrpt.

" If I were a Millionaire I should give away

any number, .as a boon and a blessing to the

human race ! â��Those are the words in which a French Medical Scientist alludes to

THE GREAT AIR PURIFIER AND HEALTH DIFFUSER

ROMOZONE

ROMOZONE is an antiseptic or air purifier, prepared from the

finest brands of certain volatile oils, with balsams and other

solid substances dissolved in them, and by means of a scientific-

ally constructed vaporizer, which hangs on the chamber wall

as an ornament, ROMOZONE is evaporated and diffused

in the atmosphere, mixing with it uniformly and permanently.

Living, awake or sleeping, in a Romozonised

Room is Breathing the atmosphere of the Pines.

Price 10/6. carriage paid. United Kingdom, including Diffuser (reservoir) and

two months' supply of Ozone. Fresh supplies of Ozone, to last two months,

2/6, delivery free. Order through local chemist, and write " Romozone,

Dept. A, Daimler House, Paradise Street, Birmingham," for Descriptive Booklet.
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All these are portraits of children

fed on the "Ailenburys" Foods.

Gratifying evidence as to their value is constantly

coming to hand from all parts of the world.

Such testimony is received, not only from

parents, but also from an ever

increasing number of mem

bers of the Medical and

Nursing Professions.

Milk Food No. 1

From birth to 3 months.

Milk Food No. 2

From 3 to G months.

Malted Food No. 3

From G months upwards.

Pamphlet, "Infant Feeding and Management," sent free on request.

Allen Â® Hanburys Ltd.,

37, Lombard Street, LONDON.
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THfcSfc CHftbbY MORMIMAS

TO SHAVt

IN COMFORT

Flkh Y9VR

THERMOS

OVERNIGHT!

No waiting no putting up with lukewarm water.

Hot water poured in overnighl is wailing, still steaming hot in a THERMOSâ��not in an

imitation. See tlie name "THERMOS" on the bottom.

ALL SIZES AND PRICES FROM A HALF PINT AT 5s.

From all Jewellers, Chemists, Ironmongers, and Stores.

Wholesale ouly :â��A. K. OL-TMANS & Co.. 8. Long Lane, Lomion. E.C.

Unless your Bedstead

bears the Varnoid Seal

it will soon lose its

brilliant finish, tarnishing and

developing black streaks and spots. All

ordinary brass bedsteads do so, but there

is one brilliant exception. Yarnoidised Bed-

steads retain their brilliant finish permanently,

because the Yarnoid Process renders the sur-

face of the metal impervious to the atmosphere.

No other process does this. To distinguish Varnoidised

iJedsteads from inferior makes Jf^

THE

"VARNOID

i- attached to the bottom rod of each bed-rail. This seal is our

miiranlee of genuineness, and when you see it on a bedstead you

need look n , further â�� purchase THAT one. A point to be

remembered is that Varnoidised bedsteads cost no more than the

perishable kind.

Do not allow a dealer to palm off on you a bedsleul win.

will soon become shabby. Insist upon having the

bedstead with the Varnoid Seal attached!

Have no other!

fTDIT ET Arid. Tube ol Varnoid Paste, whicli will keep

I*t"*~> Varnold-tlnished Bedsteads as brilliant as

new and will preserve any lacquered brasswork, will be sent

free tor 2d. stamps to ciwer postage and packing.

THE VARNflTD TO Â«Â°- Newton Chambers,

_^ nit vaanvui l/U., BIRMINGHAM.

SEAL
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Speak to Absent Friends

this

Christmas

What more welcome surprise could you give to

far-off relations and friends this Yuletide, than an

Edison Record of Your Xmas Greetings ?

By means of Records made with the new Edison

Home Recording Outfit, your wishes will reach

your friends in a form that will ring far truer

than written or printed words ever can. Why

not speak to absent friends this Xmas ?

The New 4-Minute

EDISON

HOME RECORDING

35/- OUTFIT 35/

Complete

Complete

which can be used in conjunction with any Edison Phonograph, includes

four-minute recorder making records double ordinary length ; 3 special

hard blank records ensuring clearness and long life ; and shaving machine

to shave your amateur records as often as desired. Remember that the

Edison Phonograph is the only instrument with which you can make

your own records.

Write far book/el, ' Mating Records at

Home, post free from Dept. S.

Get double pleasure from your Edison Phonograph

bu equipping it with this four-minute recording outfit.

WICLESDEN JUNCTION,

LONDON - - - N.W.
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BEAUTIFY THE

These splendidly- made tubs are made in England

by skilled coopers. They lend a distinctive beauty

to corridors, halls, balconies, conservatories, etc.

Many charming designs are illustrated

in the Catalogue, sent on request.

SPLENDID as CHRISTMAS

& NEW YEAR PRESENTS

THIS 48-PAGE

BOOKLET WILL

BE SENT FREE

R. A. LISTER & CO., Ltd., DURSLEY, Clos.

London Office, ivheic these Tuts are Kept in stock :

188. GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C.

Madame Sarah

BERNHARDT

writ** : *' Your per-

fumes are a dreamâ��

the ideal iÂ«rfiini<w.

Oh 1 the Bosj.horxâ��it

IB nil the fr;t#ra.nce "f

the Orient that one

smells. My motf din-

cere and hearty com-

pliments to you."

" Your Perfumes are a Dream

-the IDEAL of PERFUMES,"

writes Madame Sarah Bernhardt, and thou-

sands who use the Parisian

BICHARA & RITZOL

Perfumes will heartily endorse the_ great

actress's opinion. Nevertheless, don't rely-

on the judgment of even such a connoisseur

as the "Divine Sarah."

TRY THEM YOURSELF.

We offer

FOUR SAMPLE BOTTLES

post free for I/- only.

n. single drop of RITZOL CONCENTRATED FLORAL

_- PERFUME is a revelation of strength and delicacy; ihe

subtle clinging odour suggests an old cottage garden. The

Daily Mail says " they visualise Ihe flower whose perfume has

been taken, just as the sight of a flower may suggest the perfume associated with

that flower." So, too, with the BICHARA and RITZOL Blended Perfumes ; of

quintuple strength, these scents are wonderfully blended. Each flower

retains its individuality, while accentuating ralher than diminishing ihe

fragrance of the others with which it is combined. " It is all the

fragrance of the Orient one smells," aptly says Madame /COUPON

Bernhardt. Everybody appreciates them â�� they are an

USE

THIS

IDEAL XMAS PRESENT.

Call or tend for Sample* and Free Price Lilt, to-day.

BICHARA DE PARIS, 5, Egyptian House,

17O, Piccadilly, London, W.
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S/- Watch

Brother.

There is an Ingersoll for every member

the family-Father, Mother, Sister, Broth

It would be difficult to think of any other present so

useful as a Genuine Guaranteed Ingersoll Leverâ��they are

so reliable and give such lasting satisfaction that they have

become universal Christmas presents.

MEAT AXD HOYS' MODELS:â��

Crown 5 - Eclipse 6/6 Junior 8/6 Solar 10/6

LADIES' AXD GIRL'S" MODELS ;â��

Midget 86 Ingersoll Wristlet (pÂ«na&) 96

On sale by over 14,000 British Dealers.

When buying, look for the name "Ingersoll" on dial and

guarantee in back of case. Theyare there for your protection.

-*â��

JEWELLED TRENTON PRECISION LEVER.

The Jewelled Trenton is coming to be known as the Ingersoll value in high-grade

watches. Prices from 2is. and up, according to movement and style of case. Sold

ONLY by Watchmakers and Jewellers. Send for illustrated catalogue, it is I-KtE.

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO., 258, Audrey House, LONDON, E.G.
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AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT.

Instantly raised, low

bed, couch, or chair

taking meals in lied

patent push-builon.

?red, reversed, or inclined either way. Extends over

without touching it, and is an ideal Table for reading or

Change of position is effected by simply pressing the

The height of Table can be adjusted at any point from

2gin. to43in. from floor. The Top is 27in. long by

i8in. wide, and is always in alignment with the

base. It cannot overbalance. The "Adapta"

Table is a modern Home Comfort, instantly

adjustable to various convenient uses, such as

Reading Stand, Writing Table, Bed Rest,

Sewing or Work Table, Music Stand,

Easel, Card Table, etc.

PRICES.

No. 1 â�� Knamelled Mplal

Paris wilh Polished

WoodTjp

No. 2â��Ditto, wilh Adjustable Side Tray and

Automatic Book-holders (as illustrated) ...

No. 3â��Complete as No. 2, but with Polished

Oak Top and superior finish ...

No. ^â��Complete as No. 3, but with Polished

Mahogany Top and all Metal Paris

Nickel-plated Â£3 3 O

Money refunded in full to those not completely sali.</teff.

Carnage Paid In Great Britain. BOOKLET "A3" FREE.

J. FOOT 6 SON, Ltd.

(Dept. A 3).

171. NEW BOND STREET. LONDON. W.

Â£176

Â£1 15 O

Â£2 8 O

Our Children's Teeth

Good teeth are an absolute necessity for the digestion of food,

and form a sure sign of proper nourishment and good health.

But how very rarely do we see to-day good teeth.

The medical inspection of the teeth of our school children

gaveâ��as everybody knowsâ��.appalling results ; the general decay

of teeth observed is the vivid indication of the threatening decay

of our race.

What is wrong? We will tell you. Teeth and bones cannot

grow when the food does not supply the necessary amount of

assimilable organic phosphates. When these are lacking in the

food, no tooth-brush, no dentist, nothing can avert the decay of

teeth and the weakening of the bones. The Frame-Food Prepara-

tions are of such a composition as to supply these absolutely

necessary organic phosphates lacking in our modern food.

The booklet, "The Frame-Food Preparations and their

Importance for the Human Race," describes this matter fully,

and gives the remedy of the evil; the book is sent free on

application to the

FRAME FOOD CO., Ltd., Southfields, London, S.W.
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The Bullet Fired

at

Ex-President Roosevelt

WAS ARRESTED IN ITS FLIGHT

OWING TO HIS MAGNIFICENT

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

H I M S E L F HAS USED AND

APPROVED LIEUT. MULLER'S

SYSTEM OF PHYSICAL EXER-

CISE WITHOUT APPARATUS.

MANY other famous public men (including

Lord Alverstone, Sir R. S. Baden-Powell,

and Lord Nunburnholme) have used and

approved LIEUT. MULLER'S SYSTEM OF

PHYSICAL EXERCISE without apparatus.

This is a matter which concerns you per-

sonally, be you man or woman. You

may never be called upon to face the

assassin's bullet, but still you have some

risks to guard against. For instance, are you

physically so fit and strong that you can

face any illness, disease, operation, or acci-

dent with the certainty of pulling through ?

The Muller system of physical exercise

(without apparatus), combined with friction

of the skin, has been invented and developed

by Lieut. Muller (Royal Danish Engineers),

an article by whom appeared in last month's

STRAND MAGAZINE.

It is a perfect system of proved effi-

ciency for regularly exercising and develop-

ing every muscle of the body in a minimum

amount of time. All the exercises concentrate

on the vital organs of the bodv. It is for :â��

â��the sedentary worker who cannot obtain

enough outdoor exercise ;

â��those inclined to put on flesh ;

â��those who suffer from Constipation,

Indigestion, Insomnia, Rheumatism,

and kindred complaints;

â��all who want to be physically fit and

strong;

THERE IS NO QUACKERY ABOUT

IT IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM. IN

NOWISE IS IT A CURE-ALL.

The system meets with the keenest approval

of the medical profession. Over 500 medical

men have publicly testified to its merits.

Lieut. Muller's appointment by the Danish

Government as Inspector of the important

Sanatorium for Consumptives at Fejlefjord,

in Jutland, a post which, he held with the

greatest distinction for a period of five years,

is a proof of the authoritative position which

he admittedly holds in the world of hygiene.

Lieut. Muller's book, " MY SYSTEM," has

been translated into nineteen different lan-

guages. Over one million copies have been

sold. Twenty thousand people have volun-

tarily given witness to what the Muller

system did for them, in helping them to

become strong and healthy men and women.

Lieut. Muller dries not accept any pupil

suffering from organic disease without the

approval of the pupil's medical attendant.

Lieut. Muller's system is for people of either

sex and all ages.

General James Franklin Bell, Chief of

Staff United States Army, has officially

recommended it for use at the Government

Service Schools.

Instruction is given under the personal

superintendence of Lieut. Muller himself by

a qualified staff of lady and gentlemen

instructors at the Muller Institute, 45, Dover

Street, Piccadilly, W. (opposite Dover Street

Tube Station.) Lieut. Muller can be seen

at any time between the hours of ten and

five. Every investigation is invited; the

caller need commit himself to nothing.

Facilities are given for instruction by post.

Address THE MULLER INSTITUTE

(Principal: Lieut. J. P. Muller, Author of

" My System "), at 45, Dover St., Piccadilly,

London, W.
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WE TAKE EXTREME MEASURES!

This Style OVERCOAT

â��as illustratedâ��m;ide with double-breasted fronts and

half-belt at back, is

to be the vogue this

for youn^

season

and m 111 < 1 1 e-a g e d

gentl-men. Cut on

artistic and graceful

lines, and giving the

wearer a note of dis-

tinction and dignity,

it cannot fail to meet

with the approval of

those whose aim it is

to be always fashion-

ably garbed.

This coat is designed

to give the acme of

comfort to the wearer,

yet retaining all the

tiin-" its smart and

dressyeffeci. Tailored

in Blanket and fleecy

cloths, in the. latest

shades of Browns,

Greys, Purples, and

Heather mixtures,

speciallydesignedand

woven for fashioning

into this smart gar-

ment, ii can be recom-

mended for providing

the maximum of

warmth with the

minimum uf weight.

WV are offering this

line at ihe very

special price of

22/-

To

Measure.

ONE SILVER AND "FOUR COLD MEDAL AWARDS.

Send 1', â�¢ â�¢, , ,1 for FREE PATTERNS. Tmrcthcr with

patterns, we M?nd you fiuihion platen arid complete instruc-

tion.-^ iiccurute self-iueufureiuenl. t-u|M> impure, iill sent

frte and carriage paid. Our rafffiterad UDpUftfld 8v*iem for

Nt'lr-meafeUTcnient Mnnfll UB U> Guarantee Absolute

Satisfaction or WE REFUND MONEY IN FULL.

Our I - .,'â�¢ are all over the vorJd. We can reach you

wherever yuu arc. Thov rttridinv in L"i< 'â�¢â�¢â�¢â�¢ xti-wtd citJl.

English. Colonial.

ami Aiut-rkaa

Tttiloni.

Dept. 10, 60-62, City Road, London, E.C.

WEST-END DEPOT:

133 & 136, OXFORD STREET, W.

(First Floor over ihe " Thornton Louvre.")

Paris House: l.'JO. Ru<- .U- Itivoli

Bruxellea HouÂ» : '2. Kue <!â�¢â�¢ In IkmrÂ»e.

L Liege House: &;. line Punt <I'Avroy.

Antwerp Home : M, Place dc Meir.

Canada: 444, Spndin* Avenue. Toronto,

South Africa: I'.O. Box 740, Cane Town.

CURZON BROS.

Rupture Cured

IN COMFORT.

If you have a iruss that makes you feel as though

you were in a vice, discard it at once for the world-

famous Rice Method, that has more actual cures

to its credit, cures where trusses are no longer

necessary, than any oilier known method of treai-

mem. The Kice Method consists of a patent air cell

elastic appliance, as soft as the flesh itself, requiring

less than half the pressure of any other truss

or appliance, guaranteed to retain the rupture

perfectly; and a Lymphol Developing Treatment,

a soothing, pain - killing treatment, giving ironic

diate relief and assisting Nature in her efforts to

restore the torn muscles of the abdomen.

If you have worn trusses, you know from experi

ence that, no matter how much has been claimed

for them, the fact remains they do not themselves

alone cure rupture.

Nor is the operation much better. A surgeon to

St. Thomas' Hospital recently said, when lecturing

on abdominal operalions, "A hernia (rupture) mav

form in spite of our care." Why, then, should a

ruptured person submit to the danger of an

operation which, it is admitted, may not He a

success ?

The Rice Method has cured all kinds of rupture

â��simple, severe, recent, long-standing, irreducible,

caused by operations, after operalions to cure

have failed, and in all classes of men, women,

and children, from a few weeks lo over ninety

years of age.

Every word of this can be proved. Can you ask

for a better treatment ?

The Rice Method is the oldest and at Ihe sanr-

time most up-to-date, the most successful treat-

ment known for rupture. It only wants a thorough

trial to prove its value to you.

Try it in vour own home, test it thoroughly, aj

hard as you like for two weeks. If not satisfactory,

return it and receive back every penny you paid. No

one else dares make you so favourable an offer.

Write to-day for full particulars of this reliable

method to WM. S. RICE, Ltd. (\ 499), S & Q,

Stonecutter Street, London, E.G.
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LITTLE DORIS to her Mother, who is

about to pay an afternoon call :â��

** How nice you do look, mamma ! Will

I look like you when I grow up ? "

" Certainly you will, my darling, because I

always use 'T^EGESAN' Toilet 'Preparation:

for you as well as m$stlf."

" What name did you say, mamma ? "

"' IIEGESAN; my dear. .-

\the first syllable Is pronounced with a soft G as

in Register, not a hard G as in Regulator).

" What does ' R E G E S A N ' mean

mamma "

" King of Health, ^he King, Sou know,

is above all other men, and ' REGESAN ' Toilel

'Preparations (Hair Tonic, Shampoos, Soap

Tooth Paste) arc above all others in the world'

Photo, by Dover Street Studios.
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The Rest Hour Â«t Bournville Work..

DOURNVILLE

DlheCOCOAdeLuxe

Medical opinion ranks Bournville Cocoa very high, for its perfect

purity and digestibility, due to careful selection of the cocoa

beans used, and scrupulous cleanliness in the airy, healthy work-

rooms where it is made.

a Mb. Tin

"By Test the Best"

Bourneille

One of the Prettiest

Frame-Food Children

IS

LITTLE WILHELMINA GAIR

â��a credit to Frame-Food.

Her mother, Mrs. \V. GAIR, of 98, Chillingham

Road, Heaion, Newcastle-on-Tyne, writes :â��

" As I had found Frame-Food to be of such

great benefit to my son after a serious illness I

gave my Baby girl the same as soon as artificial

feeding was required. . She has thriven well ever

since and was walking when eleven months old ;

her limbs are straight and strong and she got all

her teeth without the slightest trouble."

Write at once for Free Samples and Celebrated Dietary.

FRAME FOOD CO., Ltd., Stanien Road, Southfields, LONDON, S.W.
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CHK1STMAS

&^ CARDS

Calendars

Gift Books

Toy Boohs

Pictures *

Postcards

-Zaw

PICTURE

PUZZLES

etc.

HAVE SET THE STANDARD

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

tisf of 75.0OO Postcards

and TUCK'S Postcard Exchange

with all the World J

RAPHAELTUCK& SONSl?

post free on application

AND TRADE MARK

Without-

LOOK FOR NAME

None genuine
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The

Right

Steps

to take

-anywhere within 15 miles of 178, Bristol Street, Birmingham.

Yes, be sure and MIND THE PAINT i. Morton.'
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, CHOOSE YOUR

I XMAS GIFTS

AT HOME

- Presents of

ZastiruyWorf/i

so'-

32-b

AVOID the discomforts and disappointments of

Christmas shopping by selecting gifts of lasting

worth and sterling value from our comprehensive

Jewellery Catalogue. What could be nicer or give

greater pleasure than a Ring, Bangle. Brooch, Watch,

Chain. Pendant, etc., of novel and artistic design

chosen from the moat extensive stock in West

London ? We are actual jewellery manufacturers,

and offer you

SINGLE ARTICLES AT

WHOLESALE PRICES,

and not only save you all retailers' profits, but prevent

disappointment by guaranteeing every article to be

exactly as represented. Produced by skilled work-

men from Standard Gold and guaranteed genuine

Gems, our English Hall-marked Jewellery is of the

highest possible value and superior finish.

Don't purchase locally, you will pay a higher price

for a cheaper article, but send to-day for our

Beautifully Illustrated

FREE CATALOGUE

We guarantee satisfaction and gladly exchange any

article not appreciated, or return your money.

SoW GM Brooch 7/6

S^JVZ)

CATALOGUE

GRENFELL FRAZIER & o?

(Â»EpT4.) 12-I4-I6-Edgware Road, LONDON W.
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GRAVES GRAMOPHONES

It's not only the words, but It's the way a song Is sung that does the business. The GRAVES <tr.-.-.?â�¢

phone gives you all the little turns and touches which are the very lite and soul of the sour;

exactly as they come from the lips of the singer, and are given with all their original humour and spirili

YOU NEARLY SPLIT YOUR SIDES WITH LAUGHING.

Our 1912 Gramophone Model touches the high-water

mark of Quality and value, and is a perfect triumph in sound

reproducing mechanism. The accumulated e'iperience of

years of progress is concentrated In this magnificent Instru-

ment, and all that Brains. Enterprise, and Capital can do to

produce an unparalleled success has been put Into the

Gr*vea 1912 Gramophone Model.

...Â« r-tiâ��i i\/E-*n thc OHAvf-sru2 GRAMOPHONE with TEN

WE DE-LIVtRftuperbiolnDlBoBeoordS elections.

Carriage Paid to approved orders i or 5/- Now, and nine monthly payments

â�¢W 5/- after delivery. Here is TOUT opportunity for acquiring on Bargain

Term* a handsome and powerful machine with the highest reputation.

which will open out a new world of Interc st and enjoyment, and give 7011

*t your own fireside the finest talent in every branch of musical ait

THE CABINET Is of fmely marked Dork Oafc brilliantly

polished, and embellished with a tasteful Art Metal Panel. Powerful

Bllent Steel MotO r, nickel plated Taper Tone Arm, lOin Turn Table,

large U-in Seamless Sound Horn, beautifully decorated in softly blended

irt colouring*. Highly sensitive reversing Sound Reproducer, which ia

equal â�¢â�¢> reproducing Full Military Band Selections with all their brilliance,

and so flexible as to gi\e a perfect rendering of the most subdued passages

of an Orchestral work, and thu delicate variations of the solo artiste's voice.

ALL GRAVES GRAMOPHONES are sold exclusively on

their merits. Unless you are fully and completely satisfied nnrt delight-

ed when you have heard the machine and records in your own home, you

are under no obligation nt all and will not be a single sixpence out of

pocket. \Ve will promptly return the whole of the money you have paid,

COMPLETE CATALOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW*

A Poet Card will brinfc you per return our handsomely produced Gramo-

phone (>mdc, which inte eslingly gives all the newest c facts about these

fascinating instruments, and fully illustrates and desritws the newest,

most up-to-date models, all of which arc supplied on Monthly Payment

Terms, or we allow a liberal Discount, 3V- in the Â£ for Cash with order.

IMPORTANT* Gramophone owners everywhere should write

for our Extraordinary Monthly Payment Offer of H ii(h-gr.ide Disc Records.

The most extensive and interesting repertoire of 4000 Selections Post Free.

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD.

'The

Machine

of

Quality.

IRON

FENCING,

GATES, &c.

JONES & BAYLISS, Ltd.,

WOLVERHAMPTON

Please mention this Magazine.

and Cannon St., LONDON, E.C.

CATALOGUE FKEE.
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ADJUSTABLE

REST-CHAIRS.

The "Burlington"

(Patented.)

Simply press the button and the back declines or automatically rises to

any position desired by the occupant. Release the button, and the back

is locked.

The sides open outwards, affording easy access and exit.

The Leg Rest is adjustable to various inclinations, and can be used as a

footstool. When not in use it slides under the seat.

The Front Table, Klectric Light attachment, Reading Desk and Side

Tray are adjustable and removable.

The only Chair combining t'nese conveniences, or that is so easily

adjusted.

The Upholstery is exceptionally soft and deep, with spring elastic edges,

and supports the entire body in the highest degree of luxurious comfort.

Would not one of these chairs add considerably to the enjoyment

of your relaxation and rest ?

CATALOGUE C 3 OF ADJUSTABLE REST-CHAIRS FREE.

171-NEW- BOND-STREET

LONDON -W
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Your choice of these genuine 12ct. GolcU

filled Rings for almost nothing.

We are the largest manufacturers and distributors of Gold-filled Rings in the world. We

give the biggest value for the money of any firm in existence, everything absolutely

guaranteed. Your money back by return mail if you are not more than satisfied is our

successful motto. SEND TO-DAY.

No.

9192.

5'Q-â��

et Rins:, all

sixes, fur Gents,

Lndies, or Children.

Engraved with one initial, J OdÂ»

Intertwinrd monogram * 1 /i

of two initials IS* 1Q.

(Postage id.)

No, 5192.â��

Ladies' semi- precious â�¢* f\ ^

Stone Cluster Ring. Price lvQÂ«

Almost equal in appearance and

durability t-j a Five Guinea Rinc.

(Postage id.)

No. 24^6.â��

Ladies'Princess "

Tablet King, set

with (hree beautiful .

semi-precious stones. Price 1 Â«

Every ring we manufacture â�¢*-^*

is I2d. Gold-filled, and guaranteed for

five years. (Postage id.)

Send for ring to-day and our illustrated catalogue, and how to obtain a thousand beautiful premiums, FREE.

We receive thousands of testimonials from satisfied customers alt over the world. Miss K, Brook, Vine Hmi-*,

Kingston (September 28), says : " Gentlemen,â��I am most delighted with the little Ring received this morning. Many

thanks for same ; also Catalogue."

To get the correct size cut a -hole in a card that fits tightly over the knuckle and send it to us withyonr name nnd

address and Postal Ordrr for amount, and yon will receive your Ring and Catalogue by return of post. There is nothing

further for you to pay, or conditions of any kind.

SIMS & MAYER (Dept. H), 52, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.

VITALITY corresponds to the steam in an engine. It is the force, the

physical energy, that enables you to do things. Your health, vour

success in life depend upon the amount of vitality you possess. Of what use

is an engine without steam ? Of what use are you, to yourself or to others,

without the necessary vitality to operate the mechanism of your body ?

The healthy man is rich in vitality. lie has the vim, the ambition,

the courage to succeed at anything lie tackles. Vitality gives a man

confidence in himself. It helps him to win where the timid man sees

nothing but failure.

The state of your health denotes the condition of your vitality. If you are

nervous, run down, and Veak ; if you suffer from pains and aches, sl'omach

troubles, kidney or liver complaint, debility, lost strength, or any ailment of

a chronic nature, it means that you are deficient in vitality. Now, to over-

come this you must restore this life forceâ��get a new supply of vital energy.

The " Ajax Battery " is a veritable fountain of vitality. It generates a

steady, unbroken current of animating electricity, which it pours into the

nerves and organs of the body daily. It fills the nerve cells with the fire of

life. It gives back to every weakened part the vitality it needs. It stops

pain by curing the cause. Electricity is Nature's medicine, and the proper

application of this grand force will give you health and happiness. Come

to us and let us make you the man you ought to lie. Let us restore your

old-time cheerful, happy spirit, your strength and vitality.

We are giving away, free, a finely-illustrated 8o-page book, which every

man should read. It reveals some interesting facts to everyone whose

health is below par. If you can't call for a free test at the office write at

onceâ��and you will get the book, per return, post paid, in a plain envelope.

I THE BRITISH ELECTRIC INSTITUTE â�¢

| (Dept 17), 25, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G. I
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If your tongue is furred, your skin blotchy, or your complexion

sallow, it is an indication that your Liver is failing to properly

perform its functions. Indigestion, Constipation, Biliousness,

Headache, Lack of Energy, Wind and Dizziness, too, are all

"liver signs." These troubles can only be cured by restoring

activity to the Liver. WAIT-AND-SEE LIVER PILLS

do this quicker than any other remedy. They promptly correct

all irregularities of the stomach, liver, and bowels, and thus

speedily restore health, energy, appetite and good spirits. Get

a box to-day, and your mirror will soon show you the clean

tongue, the clear skin, and bright eye of sound, robust health.

Of all Chemistsâ�� price ///J per box.

Send id. Stamp for Free Sample

to WAIT-AND-SEE PROPRIETARY, 14 A, Abchurch Lane, LONDON.

WAIT-AND

.IVI R
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44 If Gamage were my partner"

Mr. A. W.

HOW THE KNOWLEDGE

THAT HAS BROUGHT

HIM SUCCESS CAN

HELP OUR READERS.

NOT so many years ago the

man whose picture appears

on this page was the proud

proprietor of a half-share in a tiny

little shop in Holborn with a front-

age of not more than a few feet.

Now that business occupies two

huge blocks of buildings, and is being added to

every day. And its owner has hundreds of

other interests as well.

Moreover, this wonderful success is due to his

own efforts. He has had no outside " influence "

to help him on the road to success. His pro-

gress has been due to one thing and one thing

only, to his business knowledge, the knowledge

that tells one when to buy and how to sell,

when to lay down new plant and when to

retrench, that shows the way out of difficulties

and the best means of seizing opportunities.

What would it mean to you ?

What would it not mean to you if you could

have such a man with you every day in your

work to help you in your difficulties, to show

you the way to seize your opportunities ? You

must realize that it might mean just the

difference between just the mediocre measure

of success that attends most hard-working men

and the real success that comes to the few.

Only a few days ago Andrew Carnegie, the

great millionaire, told a reporter that " merely

doing your duty is not sufficient. You must

work with your head, and, in addition to obey-

ing orders, work out projects of your own."

Now, how are you to lay those projects, if

you have no past experience to help you or no

substitute for it, such as you would have if only

you could have a man like Gamage for your

partner ?

How can you have it ?

Do you know that you can have Gamage for

your partner, at least as far as the benefit of his

advice is concerned ? And not only Gamage,

but also Sir Joseph Lyons, the famous restaura-

teur ; and Richard Burbidge, managing director

of Harrods' Stores ; and S. F. Edge, the famous

expert on making and selling motor-cars, who

started as a cycle racer ; and James Murray

Allison, who in six or seven years has reached

the top of the tree in the advertising profession,

and is now advertisement manager of The Times ;

and John Lawrie, managing director of William

Whiteley, Ltd. ; and Wareham Smith, adver-

tisement director of Thf, Daily Mail.

And the way you can get the benefit of these

men's knowledge is by getting the

" Business Encyclopaedia,'' and by

referring to it whenever a business

difficulty faces you. Whatever

your difficulty, however hard it

seems, you will be able to solve it

by the advice given in the " Busi-

ness Encyclopaedia.'' For it is

written by men who have solved

similar difficulties themselves.

(iamage. A Book on Business Free.

In this column you will find a special coupon

which entitles you to a free copy of an interesting

book on business. In itself, it is of considerable

value to any business man.

Butâ��and this is its most vital point for yonâ��

it tells you also nil about this great " Business

Encyclopaedia," the only work that gives full and

detailed information on all the problems that

confront the business man during his work.

How It Concerns You.

Whatever line of business you are in, whatever

position you occupy in it, this work can prove

invaluable to you if you will use it right. If you

want to know about any point in book-keeping,

the "Business Encyclopaedia" will tell you. If yon

want to know about drawing up a balance-sheet,

or a profit and loss account, you will find it here.

If you want to know the law as it affects your own

particular calling, if you \vant to know anything

about manufacturing, if you want to learn all

about loose leaf and card index systems, yon

can learn it here. You can learn, in faet. of any

and every subject connected with business.

TWO OPINIONS.

Messrs. J. S. FRY & SONS, Ltd., Bristol, write:

" The volumes have already proved of great use to as, and

we would not be without them on any account. We strongly

advise all commercial men to purchase the work."

Mr. G. W. READ, Clerk, Fortnam Rd., London, N.:

" I never made a more gratifying purchase. I regard the

1 Business Kncyclopsrdia* as a most profitable investment, and

I very much regret that such a work did not cotne my way

earlier in life."

A FREE BOOK.

This Coupon entitles you to one free copy of the book on

Business Success, but it must be sent at once. It tells all

about the "Business Encyclopaedia" and how it may be

obtained for a first payment of is, 6d.

To THK CAXTOB PL-BUSHING Co.. TAD.. 197, SUITWJ St., London. W.C.

PlÂ«*aM> it-mi me one complimentary copy of the l>ook on U>e

" Busim-u Encyclopaedia."

(Send this form or a povtrard.)
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Prescribed for Members of the Royal Family

Kutnow's Powder

(By Appointment to H.H. The Maharajah of Kapurthala)

Conquers Rheumatism, Sciatica, Gout

Relieves Liverishness and Indigestion

Free Trial Samples for all "Strand" Readers

-â�¢â�¢

" Kutnow's Powder is the greatest

eliminator." Such is the phrase used

by Prof. Love, M.D., who added :

"Elhiination is salvation." But Kutnow's

Powder is not a violent, unpalatable,

and offensive purgative. The "Lancet"

says : " It is a valuable addition to

natural aperient medicines." The

"British Medical Journal" says: "It

is a gentle effervescent, and a very

agreeable and efficient aperient."

Kutnow's,ina sentence,secures thorough

elimination, and, therefore, perfect

health. Kutnow's Powder ensures

speedy elimination of urics from the

blood, and thus conquers Rheumatism,

Sciatica, and Gout. Dr. D. H. Culli-

inore, recognising its efficiency, wrote

in his " Book of Climates " : " Every-

oneshould provide himself with Kutnow's

Powder."

Dr. F. A. Lees, of Meanwood, Leeds,

writing of the effect of the Powder, says:

" I have used many anti-uric-diathesis

effervescents, and must certainly award

the palm for mild yet speedy elimination

of Urics from the blood to your prepara-

tion ; it is invaluable to a wide class of

cases, such as we get among commercial

travellers, clerks, and brain workers."

Dr. Brachet, of Aix-les= Bains, wrote:

" I have prescribed Kutnow's Powder for

patients suffering from disorders of the

.Stomach, Liver and Bowels, and by its

aid have obtained the best results."

Do you suffer from " Liverishness,"

Excess of Uric Acid, or Constipation?

If so, you need Kutnow's Powder. The

following are some of the ailments that

follow irregularity of the organs of

elimination :â��

1. A sense of Oppression and Lassitude.

2.â��The fact of being " out of sorts.**

3.â��Unsightly Eruptions and Eczema.

4.â��Biliousness and Sick Headache.

5*â��Rheumatism, Sciatica, and G:>ut.

If you suffer from any of the above

you need Kutnow's Powder. They

indicate that you are in the grip of

ailments which are destructive of Health,

and for which Kutnow's Powder pro-

vides a perfect and palatable remedy.

Send the Coupon and try the remedy

nowâ��free.

Beware of Substitutes

KUTNONV'S POWDER is readily

recognised by the signature,

"S. Kutnow & Co., Ld.," and by the

registered Trade-mirk, " Hirschen-

sprung, or Deer Leap," that appear

on every wrapper and label. Your

chemist will supply it in 2/9 bottles, or

it will be sent direct, for 3/- post free, to

any place in the United Kingdom from

"Kutnow's London Offices. Be sure

that you obtain Kutnow's. Accept no

substitute, which is always worthless.

THE FREE TRIAL COUPON

I'ost to Messrs. S. KUTNOW & CO., Ln.,

41, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

This coupon, which is only good when your name and address aie written in it,

enlilles you to a free sample.

NAMK .

ADDRESS

Strand .\fagazfnf, December, IQIA

V

.

V

â�¢â�¢â�¢-

â�¢
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YOUR BARBER DOESN'T USE

A SCRAPER.

He uses an old-fashioned razor, such

as the " Universal," because its diagonal

draw cut is the only principle that

severs each hair without scraping and

irritating the face.

He will also tell you that the

"UNIVERSAL"

SAFETY RAZOR

has a hollow ground blade vastly

superior in temper and keenness to

anything heretofore put out with a

safety razor, and th it quickness,

comfort and safety, arc always attained

through the self-regulating "UmvergaP'

uard.

PRICE 10/6

Including Extra Blade.

Send a post nrd for

Razor Booklet.

^LANDERS, FRARY 4 CLARK.

Room 7

3 1 Bartholomew Clone,

London. EC.

The significance of the Norman mascot

against perils by sea makes it extremely

suitable as a gift to sea-going friends.

NEPTUNE'S TOOTH

SAFETY

PIN

(actual size)

This quaint

mascot has a

definite meaning and

an interesting story.

Send for free copy

of historic pamphlet.

Made in

Silver,

Gold-plate,

and Gold.

BANGLE

(reduced lize)

CHARM. Obtainable from Jcvellen everywhere.

ARTISTIC NOVELTIES, Ltd.

(WHOLESALE ONLY).

7, ELY PLACE, LONDON, E.C

Make Money by Show-Card Writing

Expert Show-Card Writers are in increasing demand. You can qualify at home for an

independent position and to make good money. The instruction is based on the most

successful selling experience in the world. Write to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 8a, International Buildings, Kingsway, W.C.

For Â£1

down yon can

have this Desk

It will save you all the trouble

and loss which mislaid letters and receipts cause,

and thus will quickly mop: than pay for itself.

It will save you (he time of clearing up,

keep your papers clean, orderly ;n;d private.

Shutting the desk No other desk

locks everything. is better made.

Sent on payment of Â£1. llulance hv arntnprenient.

8PEOIAL PRICES FOR CABH.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

T. INGLES ANT & SON, ltd.. Mas House, Leicester

RESTFUL NIGHTS.

Ridge's Food cools baby'i blood ind

promotes peaceful rcfreihins Â»Ieep. A

Free SampI* Tin together with book on

Dietary tent on receipt of pottca'd to

D'ptSfl. Royal Food Mill.. London, N

Of Chemists, etc., in 6d.. //-, 2/-, and 4i- tint.

MDGE'S.FOOD

Send Post Card for New Cutlery Catalogue.

ok rxhit

CrueU.J

w.

(I

All should Read

CHATTERTON DIX'S

GREAT POEM,

DAYS OF FIRST LOVE."

PoÂ«t Free. 2d.

BURNS & GATES, Ltd., LONDON,
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FREE

The New Style Tatcho

HAIR-HEALTH BRUSH

Every user of Tatcho, Mr. Geo. R. Sims' Trusty, Honest Hair Grower,

may obtain this valuable New Style Tatcho Hair-Health Brush absolutely

Free of Charge. Special offer to readers of " The Strand Magazine."

Have you yet obtained your new style Tatclio Hair-

Health Brush? It is yours free for the aiiking, if you

comply with the two following simple conditions :â��

1. That you promise to accept the brush solely

for your own personal use.

2. That you are a user of Geo. R. Sims' Tatnho,

the Trusty, Honest Hair Grower.

The conditions are obvious.

The first one is made because

unscrupulous people might be

tempted to make a financial

gain by selling the brush to a

third party.

The Company would, if

they could, give one of these

valuable brushes to everyone

whoreads this announcement.

In the hands of a multi-

millionaire the task wjuld

not be an impossible one.

But it is impossible.

The brushes are being

presented freely â�� in strict

rotation, as application are

received.

There is no Hair-brush

like the Tatcho Hair-Health

Brush. It was not until the

Tatcho Hair-Health Brush

was invented that a problem

of serious import to all

who pride themselves upon

their hair was completely

solved.

The hair is full of impuri-

ties. For proof of this,

examine an ordinary Hair-

brush that has been used.

That Hair-brush is rarely,

if ever, cleaned after each

brushing operation. For

health's <*ake it should be.

But you go on brushing your

hair with brushes encumbered

with germs and many hair

diseases lurking within, and

yo.\ wonder why you have

hair trouble. Make up your mind never again to use

an old-fashioned Hair-brush. It is fatal to hair-health.

Use the Tatcho Hair-Health Brush. It is the only

Hair-brush that is perfect in its power to brush the

hair with proper careâ��the only one that is self-cleaning

â��the only one that can adjust its pressure on the hair

and scalp.

Thousands know the power of Tatcho, the Trusty,

Honest Hair Grower, but many will ask, Why give a

brush away in conjunction with Tatcho ? Frankly, the

Company have proved that the free distribution of

these brushes must inevitably largely augment the sale

of Tatcho, the brush being a continual reminder of

happy results achieved.

Every head of hair needs attention. The TatiOio

Hair-Health Brush gives the primary attention.

Tatcho does the rest. To neglect the hairâ��to deprive

it of any hair food, is to seek hair trouble and brings

many after regrets. What Tatcho did for Mr. Geo. R.

Sims, what it has done and is doing for so many

Mr.Gco. R.Sims'

Genuine, Good,

True

Hair Grower.

MR. GEO. R. SIMS.

thousands of Mr. Sims' readeit*. it can io for you. It

is for you to say if its aid shall be "called in."

Now as to the terms of the free supply of the brush.

An applicant may have one brush only. To obtain

your one you will have to be a user of Tatcho. If you

are already aÂ«user. send in either three of the wrapjiers

which had contained a Is. size bottle, or one wrapper

which had contained a 2s.i)d.

size bottle, and a Tatoho

Hair-Health Brush is at

your disposition free. If it

is desired that the package be

sent to you by post, enclose

with the wrappers five stamps

for packing and postage,

and the brush will forthwith

b? mailed to your address,

carefully packed in plain

wrapper.

Alternatively, if you are not

already a user, send 2s. 9d.

for your first supply of

Tatcho. with r>d. for carriage

and packingâ��3s. 2d. in all,

addressed to the Chief Che-

mist, Tatcho laboratories, 5,

Great Queen Street, London,

W.C. By return the two

greatest aids to hair-health

and hair - wealth will be

despatched to youâ��namely,

Tatcho and its valuable

ally, the Tatcho Hair-Health

Brush.

If personal application be

made at the Tatcho Labora-

tories, there is no charge for

packing or carriage.

Every application received

will be treated in strict rota-

tion. No favours will be

extended to anyone. As the

letters come in, so will the

brushes go out. It is well

to send your order to-day,

if you are anxious to get

the Brush.

FREE BRUSH COUPON.

One brush only will be sullied to each user.

THIS COUPON entitles the holder who draires to benefit by Mr.

Geo. R. Sims' diacorerj of TÂ«t<-ho (the true Hair Grower) to One

Patent Hair -Health Brush I'll I: K OP ALL CHARGE. In term*

of the apedal nnnoiim-emonl set forth in the December issue of

THE Mum MAGAZINE.

Name of Applicant

Address

Chemists and Stores, 1 -, 2/9, and 4/6, the two latter being double strength.

TATCHO LABORATORIES, 5, GREAT QUEEN STREET, KINGSWAY, LONDON.
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Christmas Cakes and Puddings.

To the housewife Christmas is always a

time of anxiety. The preparation of those

dainties without which Christmas would lose

half its savour means much wony and time.

But she is fully recompensed l>y the con-

gratulations that are hers when the pudding

proves a success on the all-eventful day, and

the cakes are rapidly consumed by apprecia-

tive friends. You can banish all anxiety and

be perfectly certain that this year's Christmas

cakes and puddings will be the " best you

ever made " by using Cakeoma. Its use is

so simple that half the time is saved and

the results are sure to be perfect because

Cakeoma is made of only the finest and

purest ingredients, mixed together in just

the right proportion to make beautifully light

and delicious cakes and puddings. Try the

following recipes. By following the simple

directions success is assured : â��

RICH CHRISTMAS PUDDING.

I packet of Cakeoma.

Jib. finely chopped Suet.

A little Salt.

The grated rind of a Lemon.

A grated Nutmeg.

I or 2 teaspoonslul Pudding Spice.

I !h. Kaisins.

J Ib. Currants.

^ Ib. Candied Peel cut into strips.

4 Eggs.

A wineglassfnl of Brandy or Rum.

METHOD.â��Put all the dry ingredients, chopped

Suet and Fruit together into a bowl and mix them

well ; then add the Eggs (previously well beaten) and

the spirit, and thoroughly but lightly mix all together.

Divide the pudding into two basins, tie them up and

put them into boiling water and keep them boiling for

5 hours. When required for use boil for a further

ij hours, and serve with Sweet Sauce.

RICH CHRISTMAS CAKE.

1 packet Cakeoma.

6 oz. Butter.

6 Eggs.

\ Ib. Sultanas.

\ Ib. Candied Peel.

2 11). Currants.

J Ib. Blanched Sweet Almonds.

A wineglassful of Rum.

(Makes about 5 llw. of Cake.)

METHOD. â��Rub the Cakeoira and Bulter well

together until it is quite fine. Beat up the Eggs with

the Rum, and add them to the first ingredients and

lightly mix ; then add the fruit, etc., and again mix

lightly but thoroughly all together. Bake in a

moderate oven.

Cakeoma is sold by Grocers and Stores

everywhere, 3$d. per packet of about lib.

Recipe book of Christmas and other Cakes

and Puddings, &c., free on receipt of post-

â�¢rd to Latham & Co., Ltd., Liverpool.

W. BILL

for Genuine BRITISH-Made Cloths.

Wholesale, Retail, Export.

None but sound, irreproachable cloth* of British

origin are stocked ; and the** in immense quantitiesâ��

of weights, qualities, and characteristics suited to all

countries, climates, and purposesâ��my trade being

world-wide. These can br tailored, if desired, by

well-established firms in connection.

â�¢

The following is a summary. The price varies with

the weight, the cost of the wool, and the difficulty or

ease of manufacture.

Irish Tweeds for hard rough wear.

Suit length, 19/3 to 27 6

Friezes for great coats and motoring.

Ulster length, 247- to 35'.

Scotch Cheviots for warm, useful suits.

Length, 22/6 to 3O -

Homespuns for sport and lounge wear.

Suit length, IB/- to 33/3

Heavy Tweeds for cold climates.

Suit length, 247- to 29/9

Finest Flannels and Cashmeres for the tropicv.

Suit length, 17/6 to 28-

Worvteds and Angolas for ordinary wear.

Suit length, 21/- to 36 9

Serves, rough and smooth ; for yachting and general

wenr. Suit length, 15/9 to 32/6

Flannel Tweeds for semi-tropical wear.

Suit length, 14.- to 21'-

PRICE LISTS and SAMPLES on application ; but a Tint to

the warehouse whenever possible M wrongly recommended

(Residents abroad, Â»>y lÂ»mlon friends) : that in the proper

manner to satisfy yourself of the bona Jbitt of a burine*<< and

the integrity of the firm. To write bombastic advert iftcromt*

is easy enough, nnd it usually follows that thoxe who make

the ftrcntest promise* are most deficient in pe

Warehouseâ��irkere aU correspondence *AoÂ«W be attdreft+dâ��

31 & 29, CT. PORTLAND ST,

Branch: 93, New Bond St., London

T. A.: "SEI.FIIELP. LOWKW." Tel.: OERRAKR SQG3L

Established over 60 years.

., W. I

Â», w. I

: GEKRAKX* S30S. m

BEST HERVE STRENGTHENED

"BARBERCO"

FRENCH

A LUXURY &

NECESSITY.

Away with Depression -

HAVE A STEAMING CUP

OF " BARBERCO " COFFEE.

The best breakfast be^erarv

f-iriit'ir* the brain, rbannt

it* tnter.mi'r. ft builds ui

yntem plKWUrabtf'

* Barber ft Co, (the original firm.

est 1797) mipply their inTtcorating

'â�¢ BARBERCO ' Coffee, roasted on thr

French priii'i"

.

u 1 1

Uae

iiiff Reflection

ing Reflection. .

b. ft lib -M .- : --1 â�¢- i i i perlb. ft

"BARBERCO" COFFEE da Luxe at i 8d. per Ib.

Sample ?<\\ pmt free for M.. allowed

off first purchase of 61h. Cani*t*r.

Dainty Breakfavt or Tea Services Given Away.

8>e Booklet ft (Vmpmie scut with each package.

"BARBERCO" Ooffep sold by all Grocers ft Srorvs. j^Â»

ji'i j/ic >(- trudf mark an guarantee of penwinc ijttaltty.

BARBER TEA CO.. LIMITED

Dont. S , 98. Westbourna Orove. LONDON. W.
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Xmas

1912.

Under

the Mistletoe

Quite apart from the charms of the Mistletoe,

the "4711" Eau de Cologne always has

been and always will be the most acceptable

Xmas Present. Granny, Mother, Father,

Sister, Brother, Cousin, Sweetheart,

fact everybody will welcome an original

case of 6 bottles "4711 " Eau de Cologne,

which any chemist or perfumer will post

you for 13/6. case of 3 for 7/-

Be sure to order the Blue & Gold labelled "4711;

for this is the Eau de Cologne. Refuse inferior

substitutes. 1 hey are often dangerous to Health

and bad for the Complexion.

The "4711" Eau de Cologne is distilled at

Cologne â�� ever since 1792 â�� from our own

Original Recipe, and only the very best

unadulterated ingredients are used in its

composition.

M&ameColo&ie

Have you tried oar 1J6 Box of superfatted

"4711" Eau de Cologne Soap?
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For Indoors and Outdoors-Morning, Afternoon and Night.

N(

~O matter what the occasion may be, LewiÂ«'Â»

Wonderful Velveteen is always fashionable.

It is sufficiently close in texture to be warm

and coiy, yet it is not too heavy for indoor toilettes.

Equal to the richest Silk Velvet.

Rain does not affect it.

The pile will not fall out, and

the dye is fast.

Lewis's Guarantee every yard.

WRTTF for th? " 'X^11'"1" PATTERN BOOKS

"â�¢ 1*4 A Cr (showing over 70 lovely winter colours).

fe

W1SS

Also Lewis's

CATALOGUE of

Wonderful Bargains in

Dress and Drapery

Fabrics. Costumes,

Underwear. Millinery,

Blousrs. elc. SENT

POST FREE together

witha big box of Patterns

'LEWIS'S

MANCHESTER-

Mrs. S. A. Allen's

VORLD'S

HAIR

RESTORER

and

Quickly changes

GRAYorWHITE

â�¢ Hair to its Natural

'Colour & Beauty.

It is as good as

its promise and is

not an experiment, but has been in

use for nearly 80 years throughout

the civilized world. It is the best,

the best is always the cheapest.

Get a Bottle and be convinced.

Sold everywhere by Chemists, Perfumers, &C. If

you cannot procure locally send this advertisement

with P.O.O. or stamps for 45. to 114, Southampton

Row, London, and a hill-surd large botile will

be sent Carriage Paid anywhere in the United

Kingdom. R4

How to Make Money out of Poultry

If you want to be taught by practical experts how to make money out of your Poultry -

Kun, write for full details to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 3a, International Buildings, Klngsway, w.c.

MEN WHO

themselvesâ��or think they

can'tâ��have tried with (ml

clumsy raiors that they wt-

nervous of. They should

GIVE

THE JII4U TRIAL

The difference is surprising. Short,

light, .HI,] neat to hand).;, it gives

the nervous shaver confidence.

Owing to U- perfect temper,

the little " Slab" retalni its *

keen edge for a wonder- jft

fully longtime. Black, ^A

2/6; Ivory. 3/8 f pair

in ease â�� BlaÂ«.-k,

7/6; Ivory. 0/6.

CANT SHAVE

Of aU

good

Cutlfrtf

vrdirvct.

po*t

fret,

,/rwm

The'Mab'Co.

to Newhall It.,

Birmingham,

booklet. " The'Art of aimp-

--'â�¢â�¢"â�¢"I on r~uÂ»Â»u

SCOTCH TWEEDS.

Very best Qualities only In the latest Designs.

OVERCOATINGS (Special Value).

SUITINGS AND DRESS GOODS.

Write for patterns and particulars, post free from

ROBERTS, 80HERVILLE A CO.. CALASHIEL8.

Send

for..

CLARK'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOCUE

-/ JEWELLERY

Full of Useful Articles Suitable for

CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS

Unapproachable Value Given.

9 & 10, Shoreditch, London. E.C.

ESTABLISHED 100 YEARS.
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If you give a man a

Y.S.C. Razor he will

think of

you

with

gratitude every morn-

ing of his life

RAZOR

YSC

DE LUKE

This new razor is as great an

ndvance on the old-fashioned

American and English Safeties

as they were an improvement.

on the original Safety of

60 years ago.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

Published in Six Language*.

Yorkshire Steel Co., Ltd.,

30 N, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.

Do your feet ache?

5CHOLLS

"ftiot-eazer.

Eases the

Feet

SCHOLL'S "FOOT-EAZBB'

the arch or

_upporu --

..iBtcp. remorinir all strain. Instant relief to aching fret,

weakanklel, corns, buuiom. flat-foot. German Silver, leather

covered, light and comfortable. Worn in any boot unnoticed.

Sold on 10 days' free trial by denlcra or direct. Trice 7 6 per

pair, "fare of the Feet "booklet, free.-THE SCHOLL

MFC. CO.. Ltd., 2.K, Giltspur St.. London, E.C.

I

I

000 COPIES IN 10 MINUTES

Handwriting, Typing, Drawings,

Circulars, Plans, Sketches, Specifi-

cations, Brushwork, Music,Menus,

in one or more colours, by any

novice on the

Plex Duplicator

Outclasses all gelatines, graphs,

stencils, etc. Climate proof. Highest

award,Gold Medal. Used everywhere.

Compute Outfit, fscap. size,

carr. paid U.K.I for abroad

add postage, weight \olb.

LIST No. 7 AND SPECIMENS FREE.

G. QUADRUPLEX, Ltd.,

SS.Goswell Rd., London.

A Wonderful

Book on Beauty

Free to all.

Every reader can have free and post free the

most wonderful little book on beautyâ��beauti-

fully printed in colours on art paper. This

little book shows simply and clearly how easy

it is to preserve and beautify the hair and

complexion. It recommends nothing expen-

sive, but gives honest advice on all pointsâ��

blackheads, diet, freckles, open pores, red

noses, superfluous hair, wrinkles, the hands,

teeth and hair are some of the matters dealt

with. If you paid guineas to a " beauty

specialist " you could not get anything betterâ��

but it will cost you nothing if you write now.

SAMPLE OP ICILHA CREAM, THE FAUOV&

KOS-QREAST TOILET CREAit, SEXT PRISE TOO.

Sold everywhere, //- pet pot.

SEND NO STAMPS

but address your request on a postcard. Book and sample

will be*ent by return. IC1LMA COMPANY, LTD.

(Dept. 50), 39, King's Road, St. Pancras, London, N.\V.

Made to Measare.

Ladies'

from 12/6

Cent's

â�¢from

21/-

Call or send pcmt-oaril /or fatal 'pu*', Piittorns, and Self nmiÂ«ure-

ment Forms, poat free. â�� VALENTINE. Waterproofer,

15, Queen Street, Cheapalde, London, B.C.
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I?) FLEET

RlCHFORD'S, the Original Novelty Stores,

Established in Fleet Street in 1876, is now known

the whole world over, and not only sell Retail but

Manufacture as well. The very latest notions

and handy Labour Saving Devices are always

obtainable at RlCHFORD'S.

A few examples of keen

price* -â�¢ â��

Voltmeters at 211. Printing

Prcsws. 6,'-. Shocking Coils.

16. Electric Lamps, 9d. Cigar

Lighters. 1/6. Penknives. 1 -.

LIST POST FREE,

No. A 6.

Microscope as

shown, 1 /-;

post. Id.

Our Celebrated Accumulators :

4 volt 1O amp 91-

4 volt 20 amp 10/6

Smaller Sizes from 1/11.

WRITE FOR LIST No. AS.

Special Lines in Safety Razors for

Wafer Blades as illustrated in case,

with 6 Double Edge Blades), 2/6,

post 3d. Cheaper Lines from 10'd.

Spark Coils,

from 7/6 each.

Electric House or Hand Lamps,

Solid Walnut. Oak or Mahogany

Cases, with Dry Battery, 6/6,

post 3d.; with Accumulator, 14/6,

post 3d. Gives 12 hrs. brilliant light.

Electric Lighting Plants

For

Country Houses,

Bungalows, &c.

Complete with

Storage, Accumu-

ators and Fittings.

40-80 Lights

Â£112 2s. 6d.

20-40 LIGHT PLANT.

Made in sizes up to

10 H.P.

No Trouble, Dirt, or

Skilled Attention

required.

F. W. SMITH & CO., Ltd.,

TELEPHONE-5300 City.

These Engines will

Chop Hay, Pump

Water, Ventilate,

Charge Motor Car

Accumulators, etc.

40, John Dalton Street, MANCHESTER.

TELEGRAMS-" TROLLEY."
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ANCHOR

BLOCKS

Let Your Children

Play Right.

Games are the grandest education for

children, because they learn easily the

things that they like. Richter's Anchor

Blocks are the very finest educative

and amusing playthings for children.

They love to build with the blocks,

and at the same time they are exercising

care, ingenuity, and taste.

Richter's celebrated Anchor Blocks

are put up in simple boxes for children,

in more elaborate ones for youths, and

in comprehensive and difficult ones

for grown-ups. Richter's Anchor Blocks

appeal to allâ��young or old.

The range and completeness of

Richter's Anchor Blocks are so great

that you can erect any building from a

simple square house to a splendid

municipal palace.

The blocks are made of coloured

stone and are indestructibleâ��each box

can be supplemented or any single

stones replaced.

Richter's Anchor Blocks

are sold in l>oxes at 2/6, 5/-, Ii/-, i//-, 25,'-,

43/-, up to 220,'- each, and while each box is

complete in itself, you can at any time augment

a box by buying its supplement. Other boxes

to build bridges and houses, 3/-, 6/-, !2/-,_

I9/-, 27/-, 45/-, and 6$/- each.

Beautifully Illustrated List on application.

If you have any difficulty in obtaining Anchor

Blocks â�¢u'ft/t toâ��

WILLIAM SEELIG 8- Co.,

19, Fore St. LONDON, E.C.

Sole Wholesale Agents for F. Ad. Richter A Co

Ask also for our List B, containing

6d. Puzzles and Mosaic Games.

THE

BURBERRY

"Insures comfort and security in toery kind of weather."

â��County Gentleman.

Illustrated

Catalogue

& Patterns

Post Free.

1'ievl

bthcii

â�¢berry a."

Reliable Weatherproof.

THE BURBERRY is the most comfortable light-

weight and protective weatherproof in the world. It

keeps its wearer dry in the heaviest rain, and

prevents over-healing.

Dust-Coat.

THE BURBERRY'S unequalled security is co-

existent with air)'lijjhtness and self-ventilationâ��â�¢

features that combine to make it the most comfortable

coat for dry weather.

Warm Overcoat.

Owing to density of weave, THE BURBERRY forms

an impassable barrier to wind, and effectually safe-

guards health during exposure to variable temperatures.

The price of THE BURBERRY, either

Women's or Men's models, is 63 -.

BURBERRYS

8 & 10. Bd Maluhcrbo, PARIS : and Provincial Agent.
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The 5/- 'Jewel'

stands alone !

I

It wouldn't pay us to publish untruthful Â»tÂ»tÂ«*

meat*. We ihould soon be found oat The

very fact of ju BUCCCBI provei that the 'Jewel*

U superior to cny other louDiain pen At the

price. Yon needn't tako imr wcrd

Hsk a user

14 carat gild nib, Iridlujn tipped, with any

kind of point you like for 5 -. Gold mounted

L and chued. 7 6. From all stationer*, or poet

K free from the Mle makers,

Jewel Pen Co. Â»2

Economical & Congenial

WARMTH in the HOME

If you wish to have every room in

your house cheerfulâ��to create a

warm tui<l henlfhvatmoephere.aiul

to MYÂ« on your fuel bill this

winterâ��iristal the

c

on Stove 1

whhh cmii be need for Gas or Oil,

and i- iriinninteeit to frenerate

only PURE HEAT without

Smoke or tmiell.

NO FLUE REQUIRED.

Our Booklet " PurÂ« Heat "

will inten-tt vou \\ rite

itnling if f..r 6aÂ« or Oil. tor

Free Edition to Pept. H.

Clark's Syphnn Stove Co.. Ld.

132. Quean Victoria St.. B.C.

T/te'onfe'hygienic

a'ELESS STOVE.

ALL

PURE

WOOL

GENUINE SCOTCH

TWEEDS

from I 3d. I*r yarnL

DIRECT FROM THE MILLS.

n posU^trd to-day, lor large box of

patterns ami priÂ«t li*t <rf (.Vrt-QraocTf

4 Co. 'a Pure Wonllen SÂ«^>tch Tw*Â«lÂ»

and other Fahrics, poet free. I'nri-

valled for fashion and Rnod wear 'fur

ny length cut. caurinire rmid on all pin trli

win A Â«|'lr-niliil vaii.-tv -if jiHtternn. (Awents wppninled.)

Finest Fabrics Obtainable ! Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Port Free.

^h. ,Â£:,L

CALASHIELS, Scotland-

Send for "TRUTHS ABOUT TWEEDS.

COLQUHOUN & CO.

W(Â«Â»Uen Manufariurcniltept.

HOME POTTED

MEATS

IF VOU LIKE IT ASK VOl'R GROCER

TO SUPPLY YOU

Good Pay for Salesmen

A Good Salesman can always make "big money." We can teach you to be a first-

class Salesman by giving you the teaching of expert salesmen. For particulars write to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 6a, International Buildings, Kingsway, W.C.

II is the T*V;-Â£J that are

ail-important in a watch,

and the works in my 50,-

Silver Rnglish Lever are

equal to those in i8-ct.

Lever watches at Â£20.

Watch exchanged, <T

cash return* 1. if not approved.

BEFORE BUYING A XMA8

PRESENT, send for my Price

List of Watches, Clocks, Jewel-

lery, Silver and Plated Articles,

etc., with i,coo Illustrations,

post free to any part of the

world. Single articles at

Wholesale Prires.

SAMUEL EDCCUMBE,

11 Cornwall St., PLYMOUTH.

SILVER

Real English

Lever

For 5O/-

Post Free.

A SEWING MACHINE for 6 6

CONSULT YOUR DENTIST.

Hf v> ill '' 11 vou that Komething more than enap and wÂ«,tÂ«r

ia ner-essary ~u<r keeping your artificial plat* in a clean and

healthy condition, also that the i-nrtit-uUr -.â�¢ui'-ri.-.i'. is

.-H.l.I in I'M'.-i.i Bollln a! 1 6. To be .il.Min, .1 fnnn .11 I hrtniac

or pint fin- from BARRETT A CO., Chemists, LEAMINGTON.

LOOK for our Demonstrator,

at Hamley Brothers', Regent Street. Harrod't,

Whiteley's. Carnage's, Selfridge's, and others.

Home Modelling Outfits

The Complete Modeller Box. 2 Â«.I

The Builder Box for Boys ... 5 -

The Little Housekeeper ... 2 -

WII thkk

l'nlfi.ntttv,i by H.M. th'' Eniprtn of Rtttiria.

This machine bus an estahlished reputation

for doinij (n'Â»Â«l work cpwlily anil easily on

*

thin materials. Xo

- SÂ«nt ir, WMHlf n hoi. carringc iÂ«id,

for 7'3. Extra, neitlles, 8d. rxr iÂ»rkr>t. Writ*

for preÂ» â�¢.[â�¢inimis and tesiirmminK or call

and Â»ee the oiachina if work.

SEWING MACHINE CO. (Dept. 28.,

32 A 33. BROOKE STREET. HOL.BORN, LONDON, E.G.

CLEAN IN USE.

NO MESS. NO WATER.

EVER PLASTIC. SAFE.

HARBUTT8 PLASTICINE. Ltd..

3. Balhampton. Bath.
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9.S

TSf <-JTo-,!

in a

ABSORBED!

wonderland of her own creatingâ��with a Home Modelling Outfit of

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE. There is no better Xmas Present

for a Child. The New PLASTIC ZOO BOX, with Paper Patterns, enables

a Child to model lifelike Animals that stand by themselves. Price SI; or Post Free, 5/6

HARBUTTS PLASTICINE, Ltd., 3, BATHAMPTON, BATH.
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our-

FIT

POST

FREE

YOUR HOBBY

Nowaday* all men need hobbies in order to keep

mentally fit. A hobby should not be too much of

a tax on the faculties, but .simple. Fretwork and

Amofret are Just what is needed, and here is an

Outfit of British-imde tools tu enable you to take

up the work successfully.

The Outfit contains: i^-in. P.ntent Lever Hand

Fretsaw Frame, Archimedean Drill with Two

Hits. Pressed Steel Cutting Table with I run

Cramp. 2 dozen Fretwork Saw Blades. Liquid

Glue, in Collapsible Tube. Fretwork Hammer.

Sandpapering Block. Illustrated Handbook. Gem

Fretwork Designs with sufficient Planed Fretwood

to make them up. Send for an Outfit to-day.

HOBBIES, LTD

Patent

Slip-on Leggings

No lacing necessary. Can be put on

in a few seconds. These are all

hand-sewn and made of the very

finest quality leather. Write for

Booklet, which contains particulars

of all our Leggings and instructions

for self-measurement. We will be

pleased to send this, together with

prices and Samples of Leather,

to any part of the world.

HUNTING GLOVE.

Hand Knit

Silk

Lustre

Yellow. White,

or Brown.

The Ideal Glove for Wet

Weather. Perfect Grip.

3/9 per pair, post free.

L. J. WATKINS, 77, Dame St., DUBLIN

, A

GRAND

PIANO

* IN AH

UPRIGHT CASE

19CUIMÂ£AS

Iff C/f/PPÂ£/tDAlE CASÂ£

BOUOO/R Oft

Df9AW//fG ROOM S/ZÂ£.

Vertical Upright Grand Piano

of nrtisiic design, containing complete

over-all gilded iron frame with pressure

bar ; full trichord ; superior under-

d.imper tape check repetition action;

livfted hammers double bushed keys,

etc. ; rich resonant tone, nnd delightfully

expressive touch.

2O Years' Warranty.

Carriage Paid. Easy terms cin be

arranged.

Free approval 7 days.

T. D'ALMAINE & CO.,

9 1, Fintbury Pavement, London, E.C.

BAFFO

ENLARGESTHE

MOUSTACHE.

Trains Mid promotes the a-rowth oi

moustache and beard, Contains DO

grease. By its use waxr *r

is obviated, an. I best for not

doe* the moiuUrhe

With

Wai

i wi-tinir toajwint, thebÂ»ir stoppinc

us brushed. Of all Httirdrewers,

etc.. or I/- P.O. to The NoUm.

PÂ«rfumÂ«py Co.. P.M.P. I*ept,

Biltfo 37. Goose Caic, Nottlntfb.un.

iVr.-.ffÂ» onters. 1/4.

With

THE RAZOR PROBLEM

SOLVED AT LAST!

1 The Auto-Razo is the ideal safttj-runr.

NO EXTRA BLADES RRQCJIRED.

NO CLEANING AFTER SHAVING.

The unique shape of the blade

ensures shaving on the slant, which |

I is essential to a perfect aha

, The Aut.. Kaz.'is Hearil; Nickel.HUM I

I with fineNt riteel BUile. Prlc- ft 6. J

^Auto-Razo

SIMPLEST & BEST SAFETY RAZOR

Olilainab|e of High-Class Cutlers and Stores, or post five.

on 7 days trial (money returned if not approved), from the

AUTO-RAZO Co., 36. Mincing Lane. London, E1C.

ARTIFICIAL

BOUGHT.

j Call or forward by port, fi-rent

value per return, or offer made.

Messrs. BROWNING

I Actual Mai.ufar

I turert, 65. Orfonl

I Street, l*>odon.W.

Eat. 100 Year*.
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"At least, when

I'm ill, I'm sure of

getting Corn Flour."

Corn Flour is a great favourite with the children, and, prepared

amply with milk, it is a light yet nourishing food, very suitable

during children's little ailments.

The addition of Corn Flour to milk separates the milk and prevents

it curdling m the stomach, thus making it very much easier of digestion.

This valuable property of Corn Flour should be borne in mind

by all interested in invalids' or children's diet. Only the best O,â�¢

Flour should be used, and that is

Brown & Poison's

"Patent Com FlOUF

cy / /r

tA.?na<5 vaxed.

'
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I OFFER PROMPT RELIEF WITHOUT MEDICINE

AND WITHOUT COST TO EVERY SUFFERER FROM

RHEUMATISM

I wish to send to all who suffer from any uric acid complaint my celebrated

external treatment, which is curing thousands.

MY FREE OFFER.

do and what I could

Many thousands of men and women would be physically in

perfect health were it not fur their Rheumatism and uric acid

troubles For many years I myself had to study what 1 could

ild not do, what to eat and what not to, for any

indiscretion in exercise or in eating

k meant a bad attack of Rheumatism.

I After trying practically every known

I means of obtaining relief, I perma-

' nently cured myself by a very simple

k treatment. It occurred to me that

I Nature offered the best guide of all,

* and that every human being would

suffer from Rheumatism were it not

that the uric and lactic acids were

expelled through the pores of the

skin. Working on this principleâ��I

compounded an antiseptic plaster,

which, when applied to the hollows

of the feet, absorbed the acid poisons

and gave benefit almost immediately.

Mr. James Bodman, 8, The Mount,

Frome, says : " 1 have suffered from

Rheumatism for the past seven

year*, and was almost a helpless wreck. I tried all sorts of

remedies, but to no avail, and was sinking fast when 1 tried

your treatment. I am glad to say that it has cured all my suffer-

ings, and I have had no aches or pains since. I may add that

I am 72 years old, and feel as supple in my joints as a young

man." This is indeed a remarkable statement when one con-

siders the age of Mr. Bodman. 1 proved for my own satisfac-

tion that my treatment was right by curing myself. 1 have

proved it for others by curing nearly 100,000 propl* in every

part of the globe. Thousands of testimonials have been received

at my office. I find that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred

the free treatment gives instant benefit and relief. I am willing

to send you my regular 4%. 6d. treatment for you to try. If you

are cured you may send me 45. od. if you choose, but I -;â�¢.â�¢â�¢

leave that absolutely to you. Do not send me any money. Simply

cut out my free coupon, and send it in with your name and

address, and I will send you the treatment in plain sealed cover.

Free Coupon, for which I will send my regular

46 treatment for

RHEUMATISM

Send no money, only this coupon.

NAME

ADDRESS

1233

I offer Â£iao to anyone proving this offer is not a genuine one.

Write at once to R. A. OLIVER, 1233, Bangor House, Shoe

Lane, London, E.C, for the 45. 6d. treatment; or to M.

GOLDSMITH, 521, Collins Street, Melbourne. Send no

money. Only your name and address.

FOR CHAPS

Roughnes* of Skin,

etc.,

I ALWAYS USE

Glymiel

Jelly

IT'S JUST LOVELY.

Sold by all Chemists

and Stores in Metallic

Tubes, 6d., I/-, & 1/6,

or sent postage free

for stamps.

OSBORNE, BAUER, &

CHEESEMAH,

19. Golden

Regvnt at.. 1

n. W.

Eyesight Restored.

A Wonderful Discovery that Corrects Afflictions

of the Eye Without Cutting or Drugging.

There it nu need of rutting, drugging, or probing in treating moat

farm* of eye disease. Hundred* of people reiwrt having ' - * n reliered

of failing eyesight. cataract*, granulated

lid*. UK! other affliction* uf the eye by

"Actitia"â��a *-<(â�¢- and humane method of

treatment, which haa given complete relief

In rn:uiv caeea after they had been pro-

nounced incurable.

Mr H. Tobin. Lower Buckaburn, Aber-

deenshire, Scotland, write*: "My night i*

getting better, and I hope to do without

glasses in aboui three maths." Robert

Baker. Ocean Park. Cal., write*: " I thould

have been blind had I not used ' Ackiiia.' Am H3 yean old."

" Aciina*1 will be tent on trial, port paid. If you will Bend TOUT

name and address to the Artina Appliance Co.. T>ept. 1MB, Nil, Walnut

Street, Kimac City. Mo.. U.H.A.. you will receive, free, a valuable

book-Prof. Wilion1. Treatlte on Diseaseâ��a book that will instruct

and Interest you.

If you suffer from

DIABETES

write at once to

Cheltlne Foods Co., Cheltenham,

lor BOOKLET and SAMPLE*.

The rheltlne DlabÂ«tlo Preparations, which comprise Flour. Breed.

Biscuit*. Rnski, Cocoa, tic., are the result e( years of study and mosÂ«

careful research, and are of eilraordinary Talue in tnunediaull

stoptiint waste. This Kood is highly nutritious and palatable, uul

Is prescribed and OMd hy most eminent phynoanj.

CHBLTINE FOODS CO. are also Manufacturers of

AN/EMIC, DYSPEPTIC, INVALID & INFANTS' FOOD.

SamjUes and Booklet \uill bt stnt on afltlicati**.

100 YEARS AGO

-AND MORE

DR ROBERTS' POOR MAN'S FRIEND was

sell 111Â« freely. No other HEALING OINT-

MENT has existed anything like so long.

SURELY IT MUST BE GOOD. Have you tried

It? No. Then do so now. For all Wounds

and Skin Diseases. Of Chemists and

Stores, or post free from

BEACH & BARNICOTT, Id., Brldport, Eng.

Prices ll. 29. 46 etc.
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SPECIAL XMAS OFFER

To Readers of "The Strand Magazine."

Leather Writing Attache Cases.

Size : 14 by 9

by 34 inches.

Warranted Tine Smooth Leather (Nul Colour),

lined leather, fitted with lift-out blotting pad,

memoranda and address books, nickel spring

ink bottle, pen, pencil, paper knife, and fitted

pockets for stationery, and secured with two

good sliding-nozzle nickel locks.

Usual Price 50/-

Special Price 25/6

CARRIAGE PAID.

Orders from the Colonies and Abroad

4s. <Â»<!. extra, to cover additional

packiiijz, carriage, and insurance.

Remittance Returned if Not

Approved.

A very tistful and handsome present.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF XMAS PRESENTS, FANCY

LEATHER GOODS, Ac.,

POST FREE.

HENRY S. BOX & CO., LTD., Trunk Makers,

251, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.

DEAFNESS DEFEATED

compieiionn than cyn-glaue*. ami over RO.OOG peoplw now use it.

A leading London AurlÂ«t Â«avÂ«: "It !â�¢ the

moat efficient aid to hearing evÂ«r Invented."

It raafrntfles sound as a reading-Rims magnifies small print.

Write for prntin and poxl free lllttntratrtl /;.Â«.(-IVf .\n. 24. to the

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE

CO. (London), LIMITED.

Head Offite: Byron House, 82-85, Fleet St, E.G.

"West End Office 199, Piccadilly, W.

Harrods' Stores, Brompton Road.

PRINCIPAL BRANCHES

I.ivrimMii.-flO*. Ixjnl Street.

ItniMiKutftMâ�� :'Â«ntrnl Hrtri<Â«- T.l. New Â«t.

MANCHKSTKHâ�� Mansfield Chambers. 17,

St. Ann's Square.

PLTHOOTHâ�� DL Bedford Street.

I^iDS-12. Otley RoÂ».l. Hftii]iniil.-v

PomMODra-dtf, C'oinmprcial ltoaÂ«l

Snrfucr ii -;C. UoinU Street

NommiAMâ�� V. Market Street.

YOKKâ�� I, rnnÂ«y -Street.

rTARftOOATKâ�� 47, StAtion Pannlf.

.

.S treat.

BKLF^BTâ�� 17 Royal Avenue.

Hi nnx~2. Grnfton Street.

ftujiim-tt Elnf 0brwL

LlPOMmâ�� & St. Mnrtins.

BKISTOL-S. Bt AnitiMtine^ Piimilt*.

â�¢AITMVBHlâ�� â�¢, Station Parade.

EXBTnâ�� t, Oupen Street.

BHOBroffâ�� H, Western Hottil. Hove.

CHFI.MSFOHDâ�� 31, }Ug\\ Stn-i-i

Ii<VKI(!tRli.-24. Clinn h S!ir-,'T

UHamnH SCAâ�� Bedford Stores

AND AGENCIES :-

Xonwu-Hâ��30. (lntt>c Market.

BoqrHiHrrogâ��118.Ahqre Bnr

SAI.ISIU-RV -:t A .'5. Minster St

TORQUAYâ��5. Torwrvni Street.

\V vTioi;i.-Â«ti. St. AU-:uiÂ« Uiia.l.

FHA^CKâ��IB. Hue dtf Trevisc. PuriB.

GKICM \NT-B. B. Ounel, Htiftstrmssc

9^17..Fiunkfurt. a,M.

IiH.in v â�� G. Wyckurt. 36. Rue

Flamande. Uru^cs.

SPUN â��Antonio EsouM*. FiBBHU Oata-

Isin i 14. 1! 11. i 1'Hi i

BwrruBuiDâ��a. B. Oa&sei. Stift^traue

9 17, Frankfurt, a,M.

INDIAâ�� .lames Murray & C'i>. I'

men! Plare.f.'aU-utla.

Soi-Tii AFIMI \ â�� I^ennnn. Ltd . Ai

Slreet.CajtflTown. P.O. BÂ«>x :*fl

NORWATâ��Nmlrf glorwue XI. KriÂ«ti.-initt

(ChrlfCiu FalchenhoW.

TiTinicr-E. E. Whittall. Whit tall Hahn.

Sniyrnn.

Ai'STRALiA â�� Nicholson & Co.. George

St. Sydney. N.8.W.
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(â�¢I POULTON

â�¢ & NOEL'S

mMAS HAMPERS

CONTENTS OF GUINEA

HAMPER :

Glass "Belaravian"

Rolled Ox-Tongue

Large Smoked Ox-

Ton sue

Glass Oxford Brawn

Glass Pressed Brisket of

Beef

GlaBB Potted Salmon

and Shrimp

Glaia Potted Chicken

and Ham

Glass Ox-Tail Soup

Glass Chicltrn, Ham,

and Tongue Galantine

Claw Polled Wild Duct

Jar Strawberry Jam

Jar Seville Orange Mar-

malade

Bottle Greengages

' P. fit O Sauce

Bottk

21b. Basin

Pudding

Christmas

CONTENTS OF

HALF-GUINEA HAMPER

I Glais "BcUr.vi.n"

Rolled Ox-Tongue

I Glass Lunch Tongue

I Glass Galantine Chicken

and Ham

1 Glass Oxford Brawn

1 Glass Ox-Tail Soup

1 Glass Salmon & Shrimp

I Jar Seville Orange Mar-

malade

Jar Strawberry Jam

Basin Christmas Pudding

DELIVERED FREE.

PLEASE ORDFR THROUGH YOUK GKOCKR.

IF ANY DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WHITE

POULTON b NOEL, Ltd., BÂ«kvirn LONDON.

The true ARABIAN MOCHA In Its most I

exquisite form. Toe *

Frenchman

Coffee

MASON'S

WINE ESSENCES

in all Fruit Flavoursâ��

GINGER, LEMON,

ORANGE, &c.

A GOOD RECIPE:

ONE Bottle Wine Essence.

ONE and a-half pounds Sugar.

ONE Gallon Hot Water.

Dissolve the Sugar in the Hot

Water, add the Wine Essence,

and bottle. You have then a most

delicious Wine, suitable for the

children during the festive season.

When taken with Soda-water,

makes a most delightful Drink.

Send 8 STAMPS for Bottle to

Make ONE GALLON.

NEWBALL & MASON, NOTTINGHAM.

The k

Ventilated . .

Sanitary Spring

Makes the most comfortable and healthy bed you can kan.

ADVANTAGES:

It i^ ventilated at the >ides and *-nds, and every

ni'.-m of ili^ sleeper circulates fresh air through the mail

Tlit; hundreds of -steel springs are encased in s

unt* arable linen, anr. will not move out pf position.

The filiing is sterili/f-d and medicated to render it Moth

and Insect Proof.

11 is soft, resilient, and durable, and will not get hani

or lumpy.

It U cheap; if you p;iy double the price you will get no

MATTRESS:

3ft. oin. by 6ft- 4ir_

from 33/- in

â�¢Woolvo.'

4ft. 6in. by 6ft, 4in.

not an ordinary

blend but one of un-

surpassed excellence,

exactly the same as

that which is

served in the best

Pans CafÂ£s.

English Coffee

drinkers do not

know how good

coffee can be until

they have tasted

this Superb Pre-

paration.

Sold h\ all Grocers

and Shires.

In handsome

ins ; look for (he

FRENCHMAN" on

ery lin.

Whul.-aV only.

2. EiuiWhcap. linulon. K.o.

from Â«/-.

Illustrated Price List

and name of

Agent will be <eni

application to tKe

Manufacturer* ;

' WOOLVO *

BEDDING WORMS

Ocpt. A,

Cable St.. Manchester

Showlntf method ot construction.
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MAKE YOUR OWN MARMALADE.

K"i i ,,u s A BATK'S Patent Marmalade

Mnchine n-nders the making of tbia

deli'-sey nt home .1 ijlwwure.

Saves Time and Labour.

No More Cut Fingers.

A GREAT SUCCESS!

THOUSANDS IN USE!

Slices Three Oranges a Minute,

m.

Price 3LS/-

JjW Home-made Marmalade

of the Finest Quality

costs under 2d. per Ib.

An erst font R'.cii

Patent " MAGIC "

FOOD CHOPPER.

Coated with Pure Tin.

Shines like Silver.

Simple and Knsy to Work.

CHOPS ALL KINDS OF FOOD

No. 0. 0Â«. I. la. 2

4 - 4/6 5/6 7/6 12 -

Vitlt fach mtiehinf.

-â��"HANDY"

KNIFE GLEANER

HAS NO EQUAL.

Positively Bnmllha

Cutlery without injuring

Handles or Blailui.

Fitted with

INDIA-RUBBER

ROLLERS.

No Oil.

No. I).

108

12 e

THE

'ROYAL SOVEREIGN

KNIFE

CLEANER.

SIMPLE,

EFFECTIVE,

and DURABLE.

Clean. 2 Knives and

a Career.

2O/-

Sold by all Ironmongers.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Ld., PS'

Write for Address of

nearest Agent.

tentees & Sole

anufaciurers.

Gorton, MANCHESTER

;â�¢ 1

SHIRT WEAR.

Ease with Elegance â�� that the Sportsman

Athlete has despaired ofâ��secured at last.

ihn

an outdoor enthusiast you must be comfortably clad. Wear

Noronia" Shirts. They are woolly and soft â�� securing comfort

'inul uncouthliness. They are neither skimped nor baggyâ��just

These shirts possess neatness of finish and correct cut.

is their elegance. They are the shirt lo choose out of a ciowd.

And yet they are toughly ttrong and resist wear and

tearâ��rub and scrub to a maximum pitch.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable. Unfadeable.

Washing only improve* them.

Foster. Porter * Co. I.t.L. Wood Street. Lomton. B.C or

/' â�¢ â�¢ Allcroft & Co , Wood Street, London. E.G. At* your Outfitter

for xnme. He can get them from above wholesale houses. In cat?

ot difficulty, write direct to either adttrett. ; * '

"Noronin" Pylnmasare as obviously good as the shirts.

SHIRTING
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is used by leading Govern-

ments, Railway Companies, ,

Land Companies, Well-Kor- -

ing Engineers, and others. Â«

A COLONIAL ENGINEER writesâ��

" Since purchasing the instrument

I have selected 300 sites, most of

which I have either bored upon

with our own plants, or had bored

hy sub-con tractors. In every in-

stance we have been successful."

Prices of the instruments are as

follows :

Â£3O looiliuff at all depths up u> 200ft.

Â£50

Â£1OO ., ,. .. ., ;.<M'fr.

Â£176 .. :, :.nift.

â�¢Al*> uaed fur Oil-finding.

Delivery at Colonial or Foreign

Seaport

W. MANSFIELD & CO.,

17, Brunswick Street,

LIVERPOOL.

t, Fumft,

nXrrt <._f WfU-Bering /ta

,,,'iiitjtft. Hi' t i,-t.'-I". ,

imctcit >'-i", H'affr

Irrigation.

Cables: " MAJ.TLIU. LIVERPOOL."

THAT

BALD

SPOT

USE

Dr.WILSONS

HAIR

RESTORER

It effectively prevents

baldness and restores

a strong growth.

NEVER FAILS.

Â©

OF ALL HAIRDRESSERS & CHEMISTS.

Post free from the Laboratories, 4d. extra.

PARTON, SON & CO., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

No More Asthma

Every asthma sufferer should

know that Potter's Asthma

Cure gives instant relief.

The moment it is inhaled,

the strangling coughing stops,

and you feel comfortable.

Works wonders in bronchitis

of children. Those who have

been martyrs to asthma and

bronchitis for years should

always keep it handy. Attacks

will be prevented and peaceful

sleep ensured. To prove this

A ccept Free Trial at once.

Fill up form below and receive

by return a Free Trial of ^___

Potter's Asthma Cure, and a little book "Are

you Asthmatic ? "â��full of facts as to the

cause and cure of asthma and bronchitis

Potter's Asthma Cure is supplied by all

chemists, herbalists and stores for 1-

"Sign this Form To-day*

To potter ft Clarke, Ltd.. Art.llery Lane, London,"

Please send 1-ree Tr.al of Potter's Asthma Clire.

NAME .

ADDRESS...

'Golden Pippin"

AS A WINTER DRINK.

Connoisseurs agree that this Cider, blended wtk

whukey or brandy, makes an ideal winter drink. TV

character of a wine al the cost of a soda. TRY IT.

Sole matters:â��

WM. EVANS & CO.. HEREFORD, or HELP DEVOfi

TAILOR-MADE TO ORDER

lADItS OWNPlATCRIAlS

J. MOSS guaraatees to fit ladies residing atÂ«

distance perfectly by using his Pan Measure

rm. Write for one â�� also for Patterns.

Â«JACOB MOSS. U?

118, CHEETHAM HIU.R? MANCHCSTK

PEACH:5 CURTAINS

<>n-r 600 Illustrations. Puit Frw. Berge fi 1 i, rt-

Tapestry 1 1 u yd.. Cretonne, from Td. yd.. CaMmsTnt CtoJ

(r..m Old. yd.. Muslins Tld.yd. Sample* brm LTcJ.

Hosiery Linen.. Sole Mak.r. and Patent â�¢â�¢*

Imperial Hem and Contren.t Curtain.. IKmi.ieTvIinjil

8. PEACH & SONS, Dept. 112, The Looms, NOTTINCHAM
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vAn honest tale

speeds best

being plainly told'

Shakespesre

KmqKichan/M.

BrijMcstt

Longest

Most Â£c.

Stron ^esi.

"HI BEST

MODEL RAILWAYS

NO PASTIME SO FASCINATING,

no Hobby is so instructive, no present could picas*- your

boy so much this Christmas aa a Scale Model Railway.

In ft Bassott-Lowke Model RAilwny there are coat-hea with

doors to oiK-ii, signal* thtit lig'it and work, ground disc*

and point luapt siding* und junctions, switrhea and

catch potato, and little levers to more them. All built

exact to .

Iti fact, everything in artiml pnu>tfce in to faithfully

1 in i; â�¢ - ' i I. â�¢ â�¢. k- ModeU that it is often

hanl to tell iihotoKruptiH of Bji^^ett-Lowke Model Engines

fruin pIiotoKntphs of real engine*.

Send for interesting Illustrated Booklet No. II, post free.

Descriptive Catalogue, Section II, post free, 3d.

Please addrÂ«ii, mentioning 'Strand JfajannC,' tn Head O/ffÂ« <f>
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PUNCH

ALMANACK

KINGo/XMAS

NUMBERS.

With a handsome

Coloured Cover

depicting'Punch' as

the'King of Hearts.'

& full of good things

Obtainable Everywhere

PRICE SIXPENCE

PURE

COFFEE

DELICIOUS AROMAI

I PER LB, IN SEALED TINS OF

GROCERS. CUARAMTEED PURE BY THE

GOVERNMENT OF SAN PAULO.(BRAZli)

CAITOX.

WU BE WBDAPBC OF FUTHt WTO TOR Bt MH

^TRICOIATOK

IN SPUN

The/dea/

Coffee Maker

SENT DIRECT

fOSTFREE 3Â°EXTÂ«A

'-ALUMINIUM

CLKT0O PLATE

U5i WITH ANY COFFEE

HBHUHMMMD

EXTR* FILTER PAPERS

6'. ?ER PACKET OF 120

oop

1

I

I

I

The Last Word in Toilet Soaps

Fragrant with the Perfume of May

Blossomâ��the very breath of Spring.

PRICE'S E=i LIMITED

London. Liverpool. Manchester.

THE "NETA" CLIP

Ladies ! Aik to tee

this wonderful Patent

for HANGING and

DRAPING Curtaini.

Does not iion-mo

tear, or damage

Curtains

No pins, taping, or s

ing required.

Drmfm,

*--..

CLOSED IW OPEN

per

dozen. Tne Â»NETAÂ» \J Curtain Clip.

If unable to obtain in your district, send 16 to !VÂ«kS.M .

THE INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION.

Walter House. 418-422. Strand. London.

and a Sample Dozen will be posted FreÂ«_
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IMPROVED

It

Fox's

PUTTEE

F.I.P:

(Patented!

With Woven Unfrayable Edges.

The best leg gear for SPORT,

including Bobsleighing, Ski-ing, Climbing, Walking,

Golfing, Shooting, Cycling, or Motoring.

Made in various qualities and colours. Shade cards on application.

For Gent's and Ladies and Children.

Prices from 5/- to 7/6 per pair, without Spats, and 7/6 to 12/ per pair

with bpats. II detachable Spats, I/- extra. Every pair labelled " FOX."

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers:

FOX BROS. & Co.. Limited. Wellington, Somer.et. (Dept. F)

Afinis tor 11,1 Unitttl Stallsâ��1\ Â»NI EV Ar JOHNSON, iff & -Â«. West Broadway. New VorÂ«.

(Patent)

SPIRAL PUTTEES

Oxport

King George

D.C.L.

Very old Special

SCOTCH WHISKY

D

Proprietors : The J^istillers' Company, Limited, Edinburgh.

(Capital Employed over Â£3,000,000 Sterling.)

Sole Distiller* and Blender* of these and other brands of Whiskies well known

and popular in Australia, Canada, India, South Africa, and throughout the World.
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Madame SARAH BERNHARDT

"Uses Pruetor's Pinelyptus P;iitill<*s with grejit suixvss for

Cheat. Thro.it. and Voice, She rerommends them to her friends,

and will in.i travel without them "

PROCTORS

PASTILLES

BRONCHO-LARYNGEAL.

FAMOUS FOR X?u5k FAMOUS FOR

THROAT,

CHEST,

VOICE

ASTHMA,

COUGH,

CATARRH

A BOON TO SINGERS, SPEAKERS, TEACHERS.

Sold In boxes at 1 - by Chemists A Stores. Insist nn Imvinit "PROCTOR'S I'INELYPTCS.

The Most Mysterious & Amusing

Novelty for Winter Evenings.

Ask it quest ion") and wi t bout

hesitation tht> tinitiT glides round

â�¢!!.â�¢ I point* â�¢ -IT. â�¢ r ati'l inmiBina;

annwer*. It's vein, ami it's funny.

THE

WIRELESS

WONDER

will onus* rmrs of laughter and

make your party i rotupU-tc success.

1/2 post free.

The GEM SUPPLIES CO., Lid.

lIVM. HI.

67, Southwark St.. London, S.E.

CHRISTMAS

HEADACHES

invariably precede and follow Christinas fes-

tivities. You know that by past experience.

This Christmas guard yourself against such

pain by purchasing a box of /ox I'owders.

Z O X

QUICKLY CURES

headache. Just take a Powder when pain

threatens and the depression will instantly pass

off. Best taken in a cup of tea or with a litlle

warm water. Quite safe; certified harmless.

FREE OFFER.â��Send stamped addressed envelope

and mention this inag.i/ine, and we'll send vou two

Zox Pow tiers free.

i/- and 2/6 a i-o-v, of Chemists, Starrs,or stmt direct and

post fr-ff, t>* rfctipt of Â£rice, fy

THE ZOX Co.. 11, Ballon Garden, London. E.C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA >

EMINENTLY SUITABLE FOR THOSE

SEEKING A HOME BEYOND THE SEAS.

THE ORCHARD OF THE EMPIRE

A LAND OF FRUIT AND FLOWERS.

a's Mineral Province â�� I

Timber R

esources â��

THE SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE.

Increasing Prosperity. Decreasing Taxation.

Good Law*. Free Education, Hitch Wage*.

IG.oon.OOQ Acres of Land hive been vet unit)? for Settlers, and thÂ«Â«c

may IMJ pre empted to the extent of 1Â«ft ACRKÂ« i-nt r*cu ADI IT

'I 'i. Pn-vince of Cannda for Fruit-Growing, Mixed Â¥ irmirnr

Horw. HÂ«w. and Cattle Raining. Poult ry FartninÂ«. and UnirTinc

Total prodnrttoD FÂ«Thoatrd) in ion. Sia4.87a17OO. MU

TO OVER $3OO roK EV-tRY M4V WOMAN. AMD CHILD IN THK Wl-tTRT

Full inf. .nut1 MI free on application to .1 II. ll'RNKK Arenc

General for B.C.. Salisbury House. Fiuibur; Circus, London, E.O-
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HIMROD'S

Himrod's Cure for Asthma gives Instant Relief. Over 30 years ago the late

Lord Beaconsfield testified to the benefits he received from Himrod's Cure, and

every post brings us similar letters to-day.

The moment you begin to inhale the pleasant powder of which it is composed you

will feel relief in the air-passages. The throat will gradually become clear, the irritant

matter will dissolve and disperse, and you will breathe easily and freely. No matter

what your respiratory organs may be suffering from â��whether Asthma, Bronchitis,

Influenza, Catarrh, or an ordinary cough, you will find in this famous remedy a

restorative power that is simply unequalled. Pained -for *O years.

A Fr<-e Sample und detailed Testimonials free by post. In tins, 4/1 British Depot : 46, Holborn

Viaduct. Also of Newbery & Sons ; Barclay & Sons ; J. Singer & Son ; W. Kdwards & Son ;

May, Roberts & Co. ; Butler & Crispe ; J. Thomson, Liverpool; and all Wholesale Houses.

CUREFonASTHMA

If UK

Mirros

PROJECTOR

Place it in the Mirroscope.

Anything and everythingâ��of a pictorial nature.

Here lies one of the chief advantages of the MIRROSCOPE over the old-fashioned magic-lantern.

No expensive and breakable slides to be shown with wearying monotony, time after lime.

Always fresh. Always new. Always interesting.

Do you collect SNAPSHOTS, PICTURE POSTCARDS, or Curiosities?

Then tread your travels o'er again.

And take your friends with you via the MIRHOSCOPK.

Watch each picture beautifully transferred to the screen in exact replica of colouring detail

and shapeâ��all highly magnified.

To possess a MIRROSCOPE is to render dull evenings impossibleâ��the highest form of instructive

amusement for the youngest and oldest members of the family circleâ��at absolutely no cost,

beyond that of initial outlay, save the small matter of lighting.

Prices: iÂ«/-. ai/-, 31/6, 4J/., Â«3/.t S4/.. Adapted for either Electricity,

Gas, or Acetylene.

CARR BROS., LTD., 11, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. E.G.

[8*-
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London

Branches :

60, Charing

Cross.

332, Oxford

Street.

, 40, ,

Chancery

Lane.

42, Mincing

Lane.

The 203rd

year of the

Office.

ESTABLISHED 1710.

The Oldest Insurance Office in the World.

LOW RATES QUOTED FOR FIRST-CLASS RISKS.

APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCY INVITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:

63 Jhreadneedle St.,London, E.G.

Also

Branches

and

Agencies

throughout

the

United

Kingdom

and in

the Colonies

and

Foreign

Countries.

There is Money in Applied Arts and Crafts

For full details of Instruction in Book-cover Design, Illustrating, General Design

and other interesting, easy, and profitable Arts and Crafts, write to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 5 a, International Buildings, Kingrsway, W.C.

THE ONLY PERFECT

COFFEE MAKER

IS THE

CAFFETA

Makes a Useful Present.

Pl.ue writer and coffee together, light

the lamp, and

WAIT FOR

THE WHISTLE

TO BLOWâ��

THAT'S ALL.

4 Cups. 6 dips. 8 Cups.

156 21- 25-

Plated or Copper.

Olitainahle from all the leiding

Stores and Silversmiths.

In cute of tiil/i(tilty, w itt Ute

Manufacturer:

L. WIENER,

â�¢ . 9621/10. 1a, Fore Street, London.

â�¢nx1!! accorditiR to

U>ngth of ml

Â»in. Kin. :Â»in. '

IS- 27- 30-

'ATLAS' Lockstitch 39/6

TOINOCO SILKY-FIBRE'BRAND.

k'icnii' m-rriwily r r Influenza.

Coldi. Catarrh..,'. f..r

lilk f..r i-miiforL

SO for 1 - ; n( t'Amiutt, Slum. etc.. ar ,

â�¢Silky-Fibre' Depot, 3, Unity St., Brlltol.'

rfect Marliitif for every home.

-, Strong. Silent. Sews from

to ('iirjH-t* Witli rarer. 49 6.

Bend 5 - for Month'* Trial.

Can IM- jui.l n- nvtillily. Write f-i

Ternu. C'ataloftuf. 3Â»rorlÂ« of Work.

ATLAS SEWING MACHINE CO.,

;-. nu-'. "i < im.i-ti T..Â»II Londoa
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Popular Since the Reign of George II.

STONE'S

GINGER

WINE

A Famous Digestive.

\

This always happens when

house - cleaning is done by

obsolete methods.

The British Vacuum Cleaner

at prices from 45s.

changes all this. It doesn't play with the dirt â��

it eats it. Sucks it up like a flash, never spilling

an atom, and removes it entirely. leaving tlie

Carpets, Furniture, Curtains, and the Air puie

and fresh.

Besides this, it is no trouble to workâ��on the

contrary, it is a pleasure, and besides, there's

the satisfaction of seeing the cleaning done

properly. Not a piece of the furniture has to

be moved. The B.V.C. gets into every corner

and crevice and takes all the dust away.

We want you to try it free of any obligation to

purchase. Put " C" on a P.C., with your

name and address, and we will send you an

Illustrated Booklet, " It Eats Dirt."

The British Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.,

Head Office. : PARSON'S GREEN LANE, S.W.

Wot End Showroom. : 171. PICCADILLY.

Telephone : Ken. 3470.

By Appointment to H.M. King Edward VII.
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one that is sure to delight the recipient, bring credit

to the taste of the giver, and is indispensable to

every SPORTSMAN,

and to all who engage

in outdoor sports, country

walks, etc. The . . .

CUNLIFFE

SHOOTING

SEAT.

Equally serviceable as a Slick or

Umbrella when not in use as a Seat

I'ery Light and 'Durable,

Aluminium Fillings throughout.

Ladies'.

Of / Walking Stick

**/"â�¢ Seat

OO /Â£ Umbrella Seat

OO/O (Pure silk)

With lealher - covered handles, in

Natural or Dark - Green Pignkin,

3/6 extra.

Can be obtained at flrmy

dr Naoy Stores.^ Harrods,

and other Stores.

JAMES SMITH & SONS,

ThÂ« Slick nnd Umhretla Specialists.

57-59, NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON.

Christmas is Coming

Presents for Men

All new. All useful. â�¢ Prices

from threepence to a guinea.

Send a Postcard for Lists.

THIRD HAND PATENTS, Ltd.,

DepL 37, 361-363, City Road, London, E.C.

<ti* "HARPER"

PLAYER PIANO

should be heard before you decide on any

other instrument. It combines all the leading

features of other high-grade Player Pianos,

with many advantages over most of them.

60 Guineas

PRICE

smoft si

of the liritUh S tilors' Uni-

form. Themostappropriate,

free and easy, and service-

able suit fur boys of all ages.

Every detail correct, and

every suit cut and finished

by cur expert Naval

workers, and made from

REAL NAVY

SERGES-:

OUTFIT COMPLETE Sil'

(as illustration) from 23/â�¢

Ready to wear, or ro ide to men-

mire. Send for Pntterns and

our Booklet s, which contains

BeU-HMUuransnt Form, etc.

trith a ffÂ»arantff, and man}/

other ^erycn fur Ladies' ami

(rents' wur <it jiricfn front 1 oi

to 10 fi ynni. Carriage Ptti-l

f*nthrn$ free.

Tfa Real Navy <Set$e Warehouse

' J.D.MORANT Lâ�¢ '

PORTSMOUTH..

u

&

PARQUETING

S(I|,ID PJIKjlKT FIMR. IEROV.IKI.E BY TOUT.

One Million square feet told.

v w^~m ^^^i Â«"j

PER SQ.

TRY IT mar v.-i^K-y.-o^ FOOT.

Experienced IHÂ«n Bent Out.

n'lile. Call, or Teleiilumc far Parlicatnrt.

Tel. No. H67 Kensiogtfn.

WESTMINSTER PAT. FLOORING CO.,

12, Heckfleld Place. Fiilham. S.W.

Tr-li" T

GRAVES

or can be had on deferred payment terms.

/llttstratffi Borkiâ�¬t on application to

THE â�¢â�¢ HARPER " PIANO CO..

258-260-Z62, Holloway Road, N.

A Post Card '

' will briof you p

h return our ILâ��

} somciy Illustmtedl

Art Catalogue oil

i-iive Gold Jewellery in rich profusion of 1

all the lalcat high-class Novelties. Bcau-l

IB-ct. Gold k>ifta2ci.,ent anil DrcH Hint*, akilfully net wilhf

â�¢n Js, Rubies. Emeralds. Sapphires, Pearls, and other precio

f Write for our Jewellery Catalogue Pott Fru

fElrtuit Gold Broaches, Pendants, Bracelets. Necklet*. Lockets

|L.idii* and Gent i Watches, and an enormous variety ot lt>\~el]

ultl Jewellery at keenly competitive prices, and carrute paid/

' tasteful and i

ur C;ish DIH.OUIU. All Graves Jewellery

and hears the Government

irk of gn-thty. \VftITE NOW.

J. G. GRAVES LTD.

SHEFFIELD.
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ENERGY & HEALTH.

Kriischen Salts is the one safe, natural and always

reliable home remedy, giving tone and energy to the

system, making you look healthy, feel healthy, and

keep healthy.

It is as simple to take as it is certain in effectâ��a

half-teaspoonful, taken in a tumbler of hot water

before breakfast, and repeated for a few mornings,

correcting all forms of Liver and Kidney Trouble,

Indigestion, Constipation ; and proving invaluable in

cases of Gqut and Rheumatism.

ONE SIZE, ONE PRICEâ��1/6 PER BOTTLE.

Kriischen

Salts

Of all Chemists, Graters and Stores, or direct (U.K.) on receipt 0/1/6.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES (KRlJSCHEfSi) Ltd., 68, Deansgate Arcade, Manchester.

A dirty mark

on your paint

looks this

bigger,

mark

touch of

may

â��off with the dirt.

only look this *Â£f9h size to you, but it

size to your 4i|py visitors â�� perhaps

especially on white paint. One finger

makes the whole door look dirtyâ��one

Zog makes the whole door clean. Come

Zog it off

Don't scrub. Scrubbing scratches. A little Zog on a

wet cloth rubbed over dirty paint and polished off with a

clean damp cloth or leather will clean paint like new.

Zog cleans paint

Of all Grocers. Ironmongers, Oilmen, Chemists and Stores in

lOJd. and 6d. Tins.- ZOG, Ltd., 6a, Middlesex Street, London, E.

Used in the Royal Household.
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DON'T BE

afraid of kicking when you are caught in the above predicament.

but do it iii a quiet practical wayâ��train yourself for a bolter

paying ixwition *

A little training would fit you for it. We not only think

aoâ��we know it. There are hundred)* of responsible positions

ready for trained men in the Engineering profession We

know also that we can fit you to hold one of these positions,

because we have done it for hundred* of ofchera. *

Our courses cost you but a. email Bum. and are exceedingly

clear, concise and comprehensive. We train you thoroughly.

Hundreds of men who were

CAUGHT

in " long-liour-low woirp" (xmtions have been enabled to get

excellent positions with our help. We ran help you to do

the Banui.

LÂ«t us fiend you more information. Send at once for our

Free Book, "How to B<"come an Electrical or Mechanical

Engineer." This book tells you exaclly whak our system of

training is. \Ve have the following courses:

Complete Electrical Engineering Electric Light and Power

Electrician's Course Mechanical Engineering

Short Electrical Course Motor Car Mechanism

Electrical Engineering and Management

(Advanced) Marine Engineering

Short Electric Tramway Building Construction

or Motorman's Course Sanitary Engineering

Write for our valuable book to-day, to the

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE

OF CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION.

427Q, Norwich House, Southampton Street,

Holborn, London, w.c.

NOSES AND EARS.

NOSES.â��The only patÂ«nt Nose Machine in

the world. Improve ugly noses of all kinds.

Si'i^ntific yet simple. Can be worn during sleep.

Send stamped envelope for full particulars.

RED NOSESâ��My long established medically

approved Treatment absolutely cures ml UCHK-B.

3 9 i ---I free. Foreign, 1 0 extra.

UGLY BARS.â��The Rubber Ear Cans invented

by Lees Kay remedy ugly outstanding ears. Hun-

dreds of successful cases. 70 poet fr*e. Foreign,

> 1,0 extra.

C. LBES RAY. 1O E. Central Chamber*;. Liverpool.

FOOT S TRUNKS.

EASY ACCESS TO ALL PARTS.

Avoid crushing. Prevent confusion. Savp lime and

trouble. Carry garments in perfect order. Any

article is instantly get-at-able, and can be removed

without disturbing the remainder of contents. Made

in various sizes, of Compressed Cane, Wood Fibre. &c.

Write for Catalogue T3. Sole Maker*â��

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd.

(Dept. T 3), 171, New Bond St., London, W.

â�¢ J* ^k^k^ ^M^A ^k^b^fl â�¢

! Boots & Shoes !

Regal Boots and Shoes are

delightful to wear. They

adapt themselves to the foot

without losing their shape,

and are the acme of comfort.

Designed by trade experts,

the unequalled

workmanship and

the quality of the

material make

them a wonderful

example of high-

class footwear.

Sofa Distr ibutors :

THE AMERICAN SHOE CO.

(H. E. RANDALL, Ltd., Proprietors).

Special Regal Depots:

97, Cheapside, EX. 373, Strand, W.C

Head Depots :

169, Regent Street, W,; 113. Westbourne Grove,W.

No. 125.

Glace Kid

Blucher.

Double

Sole.

21/-

These are NOT " New Rapid " Men.

They are relirs of the "old slow " ftyetem of business; and they

have been inL'xonihly fihouUluml (mm the Path of Progre** that

leads to succfM by the student* of (he " New Rapid method

of ITiirli-SiHx-il Shorthand tuition.

If you ran only do 100 words per minute, a 230-per-mimite own

will pet that job that you are after ; 10 do not remain a 100-word-

JKT-minute man.

BE A 250-PER-MINUTE MAN.

You -am do this in the shortest possible apace of time by stud Tine

the Sloan* 1>uployan " New JlapiÂ«l " CorrespondenceL<iÂ«on9, whirh

lend Lo i guaranteed -[â�¢:,-.! ,nf BO words ]â�¢â�¢ r nunuto in four weeks,

and ultimately to 250 words per minute.

NO ONE ELSE CAN DO THIS.

MORAL tâ��7 â�¢''â�¢â�¢Â«â�¢â�¢ HI â�¢ rondÂ» inliftâ��oneltadiiigtoa t.;tt , n

ttu- Hoard of Director*, and the other to n Bfatâ��on tht Smbanlrment.

J'nt ynnrttlf safely on the /'!â�¢-' Road, by tending a potteartt for my

". i â�¢ Illustrated Handbook. Testimonial!, and Free !,<â�¢*â�¢â�¢â�¢

F. HARVEY HATOHARD, Principal,

HOLBORN HALL COLLFGB. 63, HOLBORN BALL.

LONDON. W.C.

EHtablished 30 yean. Telephone: 6111 Holbom.
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THE

OLYMPIC'

DINNER

SERVICE.

Our Xmasl

Gift to You

During the next few months we shall give away

absolutely free, and without restriction of any kind,

50,000 Combination 'lea and Breakfast Service!*â��

the speciality which has m;ide us famousâ��to

purchasers of the new "Olympic'' Dinner Service

we have just introduced.

The<e gifts cost no Irss a Â«um than ,Â£30,000.

The " Olympic " Dinner Service,

65 Pieces. 35s. for Cash.

The ilf-itfM in i hanninRl.v rami-d out In Imperial

Blue, having a Cameo efft-rt- which gives iho i in prt'snlon

of three distinct colours, and conveys at a glance the infinite <-are which bits been taken to emLiKly tin- mi at iÂ«sieful ideas obtained

from old sjH-'-iniens. The nervier, a few pieces of which are illustrated on thi- i'U*. . include*:

12 Meat Plate*.

12 Soup Platen.

5 lÂ»iÂ«hfi (aborted size*),

1* 1'iuMing PlatAS.

12 Chevse PUte*,

2 Vegetable Dishes anil Covers,

To i".r. li -â�¢ r- of thin Service, whether for cash or on the Gradual Payment

plan, we shall present free of all charge :â��

The " Olympic " Combination

Tea and Breakfast Service

for his persni'6. including Tea CupÂ«. Huncprs and Platen. Breakfast Cups.

Saucers ami I'lalcs, Egg Cuiw, Tea 1'ot, Hot Water Jug. etc., in all 50 pieces,

application.

Full pun. ill it-

If you wonl.l like to'

pay LUih doivn.

ike advantage of our offer, and cannot conveniently

SEND 5s. ONLY,

together with your order, and an uiidf>rtakintt to i>ay the balance in thirteen

wcirkly liiBtnlrnentK of 20. when the service will )>e irnnmliately despatched.

â�¢eÂ° urc'ly packed, to your tioine.

Our Cataloyue of tiig banroina in Tea and Dinner Service*. Toilet Services.

Kitchen requirements, and i.l i^-v, n ,-. will l*e sent in-.- on receipt of a postcard.

THE CERAMIC ART CO.. Ltd.,

"Crown" Pottery. STOKE-ON-TRENT.

Tflefrramsâ��"Ceramif|ue, Stoke -on -Trent." Bankersâ��Lloyds Bank.

1 9RitceTiirern with Stand ami ljulle.

1 Grary Ilont. nml

1 Soup Tun-en ami Stand.

THE "OLYMPIC" COMBINATION

TEA AND BREAKFAST SERVICE.

*-*

BATHS AND s s

LAVATORIES

Present a bright, "healthy,"

.. and clean appearance . .

They are durable and will not readily

crack or chip, and have no inaccessible

parts to harbour dirt or create disease

germs.

Carron Baths retain their pure white,

glistening surface, and are an indispens-

able adjunct to the modern bathroom.

Sold by?II Plumbers. Ironmongers,

and Hardware Merchant*.

H'rtte to*lay for NÂ«. X Katk CoUitfVt,

frtt, KfAifA ft: el / ,</ fat tuulat 1,

QIRRON
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A WONDERFUL INVENTION.

Finlay'i Patent.

MATERNITY AND

OBESITY SKIRTS.

Patterns

and Art

Catalogue

01 Latest

Fashion:

sent tree

on

request;

also

Cata-

logue

for

Baby.

10/11

Carriage

Paid

United

Kingdom

2/- extra abroad.

Honestly Worth Doable.

Pockets vnlu to Ortler.

Honey willingly re-

funded If not beyond

expectations.

Mr*. A. R. write*: "Am

more than m<fi*rif>l and think

it a "â�¢â�¢'!'â�¢ of - si, -iff "<

Mm. T. write*: " Tki* nkirt

M JtlKt Â«'">.' I* :â�¢'â�¢:! "I '

i t>- â�¢ and >"â�¢','â�¢ of niniUar

teetiMonialu can be tun at our

prvmae*.

This skirt, by means of

â�¢ ~jn'Â« ul inTi'iK, can be

instantly increased

round waist and hips

\v it ji.iii1 I. -in.- its "i-i^'i

iial appearance) from '.'.

in, h> - In any larger siw.-,

It always bangs n " â�¢

fully, ami, whatever tbe

size of the waiat, in-

THriably Imparts a

allm appearance to

Mi* we&rer. Require* no

alteration before or afUÂ»r

maternity, and ran be

worn aa an ordinary skirt.

It Is an absolute

necessity to every

prospective mother

or te any stout lady.

Tailor-made throughout

hy experts, of best

materials, trirameii but-

tonfl. in Black. Navy.

Green, Grey, cloths or

â�¢ergits; also in the laiest

tweeda. When ordering

state ordinary waist, and

hip measurements, and

length Sut.i P.O. for

10 i i and the hkirt will

be dispatrheit without

delay.

Lady Manageress, S. FINLAY & SONS,

60, Boundary Street East, Manchester.

TKI.KCHOKC : 7K15 CENTRAL.

Â»ROMPT CASH

Or offer by return of post for your Useless Jewellery,

Hlao for precious Stoues, Silver PlatÂ«. Antiques, Dup-

licftte Wedding Presents, False Teeth, Platinum, &c.

From ALLEN i DAWS, Gn]dimith< lÂ» London Btrfft.

Norwich. EttablWud ot*r \alf a Mnlury

TRUE TIME

Certified by the makers within

a few seconds a month. No

other watch but the English-

made Astral gives such

result. It is keyless, jewelled

and non-magnetic; obtainable

OF ALL JEWELLERS.

Solid Silver Case, 42/-; Steel

or Nickel, 261-: also in Gold-

filled,4 5;-; and Gold from 7 S/-

Whose Shaving Soap

Do You Use 1

The Best ~> Of course I

Well, if that's not the

Genuine Naples

Shaving Soap

oyiil brana) You don't know the best.

The Genuine Naples is the only Soap

that really makes Shaving a luxury.

And practically at no cott I In Jars I/-, and Wooden Bowli

1/9, including poslHge, sent on receipt of ^postal order, tach

jar contains sufficient for Twelve Months use. Being of an

olive oil character the lather does not dry to powder, but is

excellent for the skin.

Proprietorâ�� 129 & 131, Oxford St.,

FRANK T. SALE, London, W.

ESTABLISHED OVKK 30 YEAIU.

"Easiephit"â��The Finest

Half-Guinea Shoe on the Market.

FOR GOLF OR WALKING it Is sunrerae. Built

from high irnule Box i'alt.

this well-known Shoe i*

qualitT throughout â�� has

stout, double soles â�� is

thoroughly watertight

nut nearly indcatrur-

tible. Black or Tan.

Writein-iUyâ��

NOWâ��for Illuntrnti

PotUft id-

extra.

1 Catalogueâ��it 8 FREE !

CREENLEES & SDKS PoDXaVGLASGOW|

Float Electric Hand Lamp

Patent Float Battfrin.

Extension and Lamp

may be utmd together.

An absolute necessity

for Genera] Inspection

urposes, Motorist*,

Garages, &c., Photo-

graphic Dark Rooms,

&c., &c.

PRICE 22/-

DOMESTIC INVENTIONS

CO., 24. South Mi. I tor i

Street, W.
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Rudge-Whiiworih

This Xrnas, make it a Present

of Lasting Value

â��a present, the value of which is increased by the

length of its service. Such a present is a Rudge-

Whitworth Bicycle or a Rudge Motor Bicycle. The

service that Rudge-Whit worth Bicycles and Rudge Motor

Bicycles give will make an indelible impression on both

giver and receiver â��there can be no better or more

acceptable present. Let us forward you catalogues of these

machinesâ��just a postcard, and they are sent post free.

RUDGE WF

London Dep^t

RUDGE- WHITWORTH, Ltd.. (Dept. 201), COVENTRY.

230 Tottenham Court Road (Oxford Street End).

23 Holborn Viaduct.

AUTO-METAL BULBS.

Withstand heavy; vibra-

tion and L-h r brightest

light on least current

consumption. Ordinary

type, from I,1- > -â�¢ \\

Focus Filament type.

:..ir. 1,4 each.

Sfp i-agi-fl is and 19 of

l-atakgae.

ntraftora to H. At.

Government.

nes 7WU-3-6 & 71 Viitral

Telegrams:

Multiirn, Manchester.

W. * G. ELECTRIC HORNS.

Gir* a high iÂ»iu-he<l

â�¢onomu* note carrying

The VOLEX

Giant Motor-

Cycle Side-Car

Lamp.

Strong Prats lan-

tern, with swiich.

ae 1 f-foc ii â�¢â�¢ â�¢ i ng

Juan-hold si, and i

yards conducting

t-ord, c Â« ID ji n*le

with M vult \ .li-x

.

ai/-. Ijarge range

of n vf 11 1 elect ncal

Moeaiorlw, Â»fÂ«Â« our

M. it K <':U,ilugue

Our M. &. E. Catalogue

Is the most complete and interesting

o( its kind ever issued, contains full

particulars of small electric lighting

and charging plants and latest elec-

trical accessories fo* car and" garage,

post frrt on application.

& Cu MOTOR LANTERNS.

Efficient!

Elegant!

ot.omlcal I

1 illt ' !

hinlilv

finished bran, 6 inch opening. ! ..

per pair. Tail IÂ«nterns-from 6/8 each.

Head I^iiiternp. 101 indi oiwninp. AS - Ids, earh.

Liintrnm. 71 lurli <ilÂ»ning. Cl - 111. each.

SHERBOURNE

VALVELES8 ELECTRIC LIGHT SET.

Plnnls in use all over the world.

ENGINE a DYNAMO ON BED

for 25 LIGHT SET,

For full |.articti-

Complete plants, In-

cluding Switchboard,

Mattery of Accumu-

lators, Engine, and

Dynamo,

all ready fur use,

The 'SAMPSON'

CAR LIGHTING

ACCUMULATORS

withstand heavy

charge and diwh&rge

Actual raiiacities.iiuf

Ignition.

lÂ»rÂ« Â§ee ..iir M. 4 E. Uatilogut.

of lMtlmnnlÂ»l> from uÂ«er> all over the world.

from

JE3O the Set. -

Price* from At.

Sec M.4E. Catalogue
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THE SLIGHTEST SOUND

IS MAGNIFIED.

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

FOR

THE

DEAF

The " A U RIPHON B " causes the slightest sound to be magnified and heromrper-

fectly audible to thedutf. &o that by itÂ« aid they may enjoy all Christmas T- -i ,, . - .

and other | i. - u- > hitherto denied ttu-rii. They may also enjoy the play, concert,

lc<?t,ure, and. best of*oil, easily join in the convectation of their friend*. â��â��

THE "AURIPHONE"

is just a wonderfully powerful " pocket telephone," and literally MAKES the

;!â�¢ ; i hear, u weights 1>ut a i< â�¢â�¢. >\i. â�¢. â�¢ and tuny )Â»- held bo the ear by a telescopic

handle or by a head hand without any discomfort. Almost invisible when iu ucc,

perfectly safe, and entirely Pritish made. We urge you to test it- at once, and to

fhow our confidence in our instrument we invite all deaf sufferer* to a

FREE DEMONSTRATION

at any time at our offices. If you cannot get to town send a card for Free

Dfiscrlptivc Booklet, and, ii desired, we cun arrange a trial at- your bonie

Don't delay, but write at once. AURIPHONKS, LTD., SO. Walter

House, 418-433, Strand. London. W.C. (Entrance in Bedford MH-. i â�¢

Whole Medical Faculty Approves

New Home Cure for Weak Sight.

CURED!

NEURALGIA 6

toothache, in fact, all nerve pains

arising from whatever cause are com-

pletely cured by

NEURALIIME

the world-famous safe, reliable, and speedy

remedy. Ncuraline does not merely

deaden the pain for a lime, it cures.

Of all chemists and stores, or

direct from LEATM & ROSS

\ Duke St., Grosvenor Sq..

ndon, W.

ONDS SUPPORTS

Sold by all Bootmakers

Cure and Prevent

'SPRAINS, ACHES, AND PAINS

in f I" Feet. Invaluable for long walking or standing.

REST TIRED FEET AND

PREVENT FLAT-FOOT.

THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN CURED!

RECOMMENDED BY MEDICAL MEN.

Made of Besi English Steel. The specially constructed

straps increase support to instep. No extra space in boot

required. Worn unobserved in any boot.

PRICE*: Ladies', 4/9 per pair; Gent 's. 56.

Can be worn at night without discomfort.

Recommended by the Medical Profession.

Worn by Royalty.

Pric. only 3/9 each. &Â«Â£..

gold bj ALL BOOTMAKERS, or direct Pott

Hi n rtklPi 21-23 CASTLE MtADOW

.J.rUINU DEPI L NORWICH.

FREE! TO STAMP COLLECTORS.

5O Different Stamps. Including; 2 New Pictorial Paraguay.

Bend Id. postaffc and mention Gift No. C'360.

BPBCIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER. A Stamp Collector's

Outfit for 5s. Including " Victoria " Stamp Album, to hold

nearly 3.MO stamps; 8th ed. "ABC" Catalogue of the World a

si mil'-,, 812 pp.; SOO Htamp Mounta. finest quality: Powerful

MsKiiifying Glass; " ideal" Perforation Gauge; Watermark

Detector ; and a Grand Packet of 200 different si,un|>- The whole

parcel Kent for 5s., postage free. Pn-stafte abmad extra

BRIGHT & SON, 164, STRAND, W.C.

5,000 SAMPLES FREE

DERMA-TONE

For the COMPLEXION.

Insure Tour complexion by uvtng th* world-

renowned Dermal one Face Cream as usÂ«l

br the oel dint U>d beauties of the Court of

Louis the XIV. There fa no need for your

face and hands to look and feel unpleasant if you us* Dwnm

tone. Thodayaof greasy and sticky creams are over. Derma-tone

iÂ« un-qualled for wrinkle*, freckles, ivd skins, eu:. It is

at the sÂ«nide. for motoring, golf, winds, chap*, etc.

the skinmifl and velvety.

Derma-ton* Mas.age Cream is a perfect skin food ; il

feeds the tissue and efffetively cleanses the Rklu, maintaiinne th-

hi. .. -in nf ytnth and producing it when on HM wane.

Dainty Samplea wrnt free with Booklet on receipt of 3 pt-nn\

*t and poBlage. Sold in jar*. |Â»o*t fi â�¢â�¢â�¢ . 13 \ 2 6.

'8 !â�¢ i ' 33. Brooke Street,

Holborn. London. E.G.

It MM

DERMA-TONE CO.
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The Ladies' Troubles Over

" Thank Goodness 1 I can

GIVE HIM something

NEW & USEFUL at last."

Patent

FIELD'S

SHAVING BRUSH

NO SOAP REQUIRED.

Dip the brush in water, and

with rubbing a rich creamy

lather cover* your face.

CONVENIENCE WHEN

TRAVELLING.

Handsome Velvet-lined CTSC,

containing best quality Badger

Hair Brush, highly finished

Aluminium Handle, one

Nickel-plated Container for

use when travelling, and two

refill tubes of Field s Fleur de

Lys Cream, sufficient for 12

months. Price 1O 6 of all

leading Chemists,Stores, Iron-

mongers, and Silversmiths.

For Sensitive and Delicate

Skins uÂ«e FIELD'S SPER-

MACETI Toilet SOAP A

Pare WhttoSMPDgCUiy recom-

mended fm-NUJtyKRYllsp. 4d.

per Tablet in Carton. BuipH

Tablet |*o*t free. l<i. nUm|>

If Hnyiiifflcttlty in obtaining, witt

J. C. & J. FIELD, Ltd.,

Toilet Soap Kxpert* 'I>e|>l. Si,

LONDON. B.E., who will â�¢â�¢ jour want* ntc Kuppll^l locally.

Artificial

HANDS, ARMS,

LEGS, & EYES.

Oldest Ettmbllihed la the World.

excellence of construction.

niuttrated Cataloptte txxt fr<* of

W. R. CROSSMIXH,

11O, STRAND, LONDON.

Telephone No. : CITY 5918.

A Practical Way to a Profitable Occupation

A profitable, practical training in every branch of Commercial Education and Foreign

(French, German, Italian, Spanish) Correspondence is given by the I.C.S. For

specimen pages of their Instruction Papers anci full details of their Methods write to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 4a, International Buildings, Klngsway, W.C.

SEEGEIVS SEEGER OL

^ L

FOR GREY HAIR.

bKEOER'S tlnti grey 01

Trial BottlC. ttAvA hair any natuml

>hnde deslrod, BROWN.

DARK BROWN, LIMIT1

BROWN, ALACK,

AUBURN or GOLDEN.

SLI (.1 i; -, ban a ,-i rnilni

clientele of over FOUR

HUNDRED AND SIXTY-

etOIIT THOUSAND

SKI."- SEKUER'S

conlAlns no lead, mercury,

stiver or aulphitr. A

medical certtltmt'* accom-

panies each bottle.

SLLM.i; ^ is permanent

and \\,.-,',. i K'.', has no grease

and does not bum the hair

or scalp. Large bottle Â»/-.

post tree 2 2. l'i i.i I hoi tie 6d.

post treÂ« 7d Ohnmlits,

Stores. Hairdresser!

everywhere.

UlXDBS (WAV1R8) LTD..

Flnsbtirr, London.

WOOD

STAIR RODS

Require No Cleaning.

In Various Woods and Shades.

CKACKNELI/8 Wood Stair Rods give a distinctive charm to

every home. Quiet, dlfrniflpd In appearance, they Impart a

delightful atmosphere of refinement. Superior in i ),. m-. h ,â�¢-.

thev give a touch of. superiority to any home or apartment in

whii-h they are placed. Besides, their utility Jind mmqfMMI ii

unquestionable, and the labour they ure Jiphcnninenal. You ie*,

bÂ«iiigma<le of wooilthey do not need . !â�¢â�¢ inn., Mn<le in a variety

.â�¢â�¢ --u. ..!â�¢..! n.i -Ii L... - Can t>e had in " >\>

M.ili. k' n,y. and InUfd, plain or Curved.

Have in tf metal ends, rheup. lasUng,

and labour auving. Ask wur Store, or

inquire at addrem below for neamt

^, agent. Prices from 9 - per down.

V- Free particular* will 1..- H>nt to all

f who do â�� CRACKNELL A CO.

(Dept. A', 31. W ii ITT *LL ST., BIKUIXUHIIL

I (D

SÂ»

Should no longer be

considered incurable.

EPILEPTIC FITS

Dr. NIBLETT'S VITAL RENEWER has cured permanently the very worst cases of Epilepsy

when other treatments have utterly failed. CONFIDENCE may lie placed in this, the remedy of a

London Physician who, for 35 years, made Epilepsy his special study. FREE. â��Very interesting booklets,

giving particulars of Cures and other information. Write toâ��

C. P. NIBLETT, 20. BURWOOD HOUSE. BURWOOD PLACE. HYDE PARK. LONDON. W.
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At>wolutÂ« Perfection in Ga*. Heatin*. OhtainaMe from Ironmongers,

Giusfittem. etc. \VritÂ« for Illustrated Booklet No. :Â«â�¢â�¢ -< 'i1 post free) to

THE WEL8BACH LIGHT CO., LTD., King's Orotw, London.

The Stronirat-Thc Brightestâ��The Most Econo

THE ORIGINAL, AND STILL THE BEST.

Obtainable from all Ironmongers, Gatfttirs, Plumbers, etc

BILLIARDS

AT HOME.

To obtain a Miniature Billiard Table which will accurately reproduce

the fine points of one of full size, get tt from the Greatest Sports

Providers in the World-GAMAGES. Lists post free.

~~ GAMAGE SPECIALITY

6 by 3 ft. mahogany frame

billiard table, covered with

good quality cloth. Set of

ivory balls, 2 cues, rest,

marker, chalk, level, etc.

For slanding on dining table.

Â£440

MINIATURE Slate Bed

BILLIARD TABLES

For standing on dining table. Fitted with adjust-

: screw legs for levelling. Rubber cushions, ivory balls, 2

cues, marking board, chalk, spirit level, rules, etc.

5 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 10 in. IS in. Balls Â£4 6 6

6 .. 4 .. â�� 3 â�� 4 â�� IS â�� .. 600

4 3 â�� 10 â�� \l â�� .. 7 1O O

* II T tÂ» Â»Â» â�¢'Â»*â�¢â�¢ |

Carriage extra. Rests supplied with tables, 6 ft. & upwards

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., Holborn, London, E.G.

BENETFINK & CO., Ltd., Cheapside, London, E.C.
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40 YEARS' CONFESSIONS

OF A DEAF MAN.

fAn interesting account how an elderly gentleman, \

1 Editor of a loading newspaper in Scotland, regained)

THE AKOU SOUND INVENTION.

Marvellous results have been achieved by this machine.

Used in Kar Hospitals and Deaf Institutions. Re-

viewed in Press, including the " Lancet." Confessions

sent FREE by request. 14 DAYS' TRIAL AND

HIRE ARRANGED.

AKOU-SOUND INVENTIONS,

36 B. The Arcade, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

THE MOST WONDERFUL REPRODUCTION.

Ladies are un-

animous in their

praise of the

beauty and lus-

tre of these

unique repro-

ductions of the

real Pearl.

Write for

Illustrated

Catalogue.

Mention this

magazine.

Addres, MACMICHAEL,

The Pick of

them all I

Try it once and you will always order H.P

Whether as a seasoning for stews,

gravies, and made-up dishes, or as a

simple relish with bacon, cold

meats. &c., H.P. Sauce is delicious.

H, P. SAUCE

A I.irj;>' bottle costs only 'â�¢</'. Of all

Grocers. See picture of Hou

of Parliament on the

bottle.

MONTHLY. -No

r - i;tl Value. 18.-1

51'

King. 27/- L'airV 3O -

Kaay Terms. - rti.l 3 8

1y 3/0 on dcllrery mid

No 4fi, RÂ«M! 1'i.iiiMii,!

, â�� King. 5'- now, 7 0 on

.l.-ln. i \. and 7 8 monthly, or 45 -

Ci'l. Kings 1O - t<>Â£5O. Lint Fn*p

-J. H. MASTERS. Ltd.. 164.

Hope Storea, Rye. England.

4.r). SIM

with Â«iw. pay

lunthly. No 4fl^R*wl 1

No more hard work, and the washing

done in less than one quarter the

usual time. The old

'tub and scrub' method

is superseded byâ��

{BEDFORD'S

f1 'VOWEL' *f

WASHtR

48, South Audlay St., Croavanor Square, London, w

No internal mechanism.

Easy in operation, and

will last a lifetime.

A MONTH'S FREE TRIAL

BEFORE PURCHASE.

Washing Machines from 360. I Carriaft

Mangling Machine* ,, 3SÂ«. I Frtt.

Wringing Machines from 210. ^fecia! Diifou

BUTTER CHURNS. BUTTERWCHKEBS

LABOUR-SAVERS for the ROUSE

"Everything for the House and Dair

Writ*- for IKu-.tntc.l C.i[.\l>v"e (Nn.181 F,l

THOS BRADFORD A Co Manufacturers

141-141, HIOH HOLBORN. LONDON

190, Bold St.. Llrerpool; 1, Deaugau, Mancheiwr

BBS. I

Z-J
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YORKSHIRE NAVY SERGES

DRESS

-

SUIT LENGTHS from 1O/6.

Absolutely Reliable. All Wool. Fait I>;r.

and thoroujrhljr Shrunk, ttie Wear i-

Guarantaed. Send for Paltwrm DOW.

Any lengih i-ut at wholewl* prices.

ARCHIBALD FLETCHER

(Dept L). DirkhiU Road. BRADFORD

â�¢pETROLE MAMN

^ Htn-i

Strenirtbeni. I r,- i. ,-*â�¢-. Beaunfiea the Hair,

king it ~>n. g]any. luxuriant. Stimulate new

growth ; removes anil prevent* Srurf. I>eiicately

Mcmaua ; economical ; non-flammable. Of

Chemisti, Stnm. Ptc.. 2*1. 4 -. ami 10/- per bottle.

B Kt-4T&Hoxi.Lii..LoniInn.KC

FOR THE HAIR

BEAUTIFUL TEETH

DR. G. H. JONES, on his absolutely painless

system, supplies the best dentistryâ��vide highest

awards obtained by him under " Dentists,"

Kelly's London Post Office Directory. Moderate fees

and free consultation daily. JlJdrea: 58, G reat

Russell Street (directly opposite British Museum).

IRISH TWEEDS

rOR SPORT AND DRESSY COSTUMES.

Every conceivable colour, lovely art shades, new mixtures,

" heatherbloom " and "drakesneck."

II'RITE FOR PATTERNS.

SWITZER & CO.. LTD.,

Manufacturers and Exporter! of Iriin Tweeds,

GRAFTON STREET. DUBLIN.

Mackill's Asthma Cure

A >ure and MHMvly rrmeily for tin* distressing affliction

M .. ki 11 . ii no N KVi cure, hut hoi l.-ra in operation for over

30 rear*, and it* fame rests on the solid foundation ofeffieacr.

LIHKRAL rRKK TRIAL O.V RgCKIl'T OF PUliTHARll.

Tins. 1 Â». 2 B ,V 46. poit free.

THE MACKILL ASTHMA CURE CO., BATHCATE, N B

.

Krtn-iivf and Light. Comfortable in anr poei

tlon. Oonsultatjons and Price ListÂ« Free

I 7'tojK bf'inng the Co.'t name nlonf

1 Elaitir How. Bell*, etc. White's Moc- I

Main Patent Lever Trass Co.. Ltd..

08. Shaft..bury Avenue. Piccadilly Circus,

London. BttebuUflrf W yeAm. Ltvlf Consultant-

| I'lentf nation fAu Magtamt,

STAIN GREY HAIRS

Tin- Hair. M hi.hers, or KyeLrows ar*

dimply and â�¢afelydon* with

"NECROCEINE."

Kr-rr.ntiB the colour (any ihade1 to tbÂ«

rooti, it JIM a lasting effect, and make*

i!'-i.'.-iii>Ti iinixiftaihle. DoÂ«c not stain the

akin. DndoabtBtlly the cleanest and bcÂ«l

Hair Stainer in the World. Ugbt Brown.

Holilcn. Itark Brown, and Black. Pvcirtly

im.-kc.L l.y Pour for 13, 2-3. Â»â�¢>. 5-.-

LEIGH & CRAWFORD Dept. 28

3 2. Brook a 8t.,Hol born. London,E.Ce

MASTERS

THE

HAIR.

(gEAM

AWARDED TWO HOLD JIEDALS.

Anmra (Yearn controli" refrartory hair Free from nil or grfniw and perfectly inriiible

Applied in the morning the hair remain" trained throughout tho day. Of all HairdrpwerK.

Storrs. etr.. or from the mak

Arwrf a iwgtcard for ettnefitnf booklet. " Jwtffid by Ut* lieopgtl.

THE ANZORA CO., 213 E, HIGH ROAD, KILBURN,

Per twttle

Ifottfreel

LONDON, N.W.

MASTERS

THE

HAIR.

1(6

Double

quantity 38

CTAMMERING

Speech effectually

correspondence or by per-

"

^P and all Defects in

CURED aonaftuition. The " Pr'act'ical

Guile," with printed Medionl and (.en-eral le^iimony to the 34

year1*1 success of th^ system, i-* lent lo inquirers, po*t free.

A preliminary interview (without charge) can be had hy

previous ap^>iinlinent.

N. H. MASON, 3O, Fleet St., London, E.G.

DEAF or BLIND

The ISoN METHOD WITHOUT

OPERATION effect* marvellous

cures in Kyi? and K*r InVease**. Deaf-

n<-M in its v;irii;ii f'-rrn*, NÂ»isrkiu I lie

Hf;nl iiinl t'Mf*. Ear IMachmrgw.eU;

\\rit*.' for twtimonlaU and printed

form of '(in'sth-n' to be answered.

â�¢enUrec >1r ISON, o,-uliÂ«t and

Anri-t, IHOTI'S Kye Â»nd Kar I>iÂ«TKin-

â�¢-.iiry. 1.1.1 . 71. CU (H-oriie St., Leedi

Try the most efficient Remedy for

ASTHMA

BRONCHITIS, all OPPRESSIONS

ZEMATONE POWDERS and CIGARETTES.

tl'rtt, fi' FRKK S.1MP1.F.5 :>â�¢!.< /."' i>/ nefett lo

ZEMATUNE Co. Jl. Oucen'i ChamhÂ»rÂ«. Kmj; St.. Nollra

Sold by DouU and all Chemis.8. Ii'6 and 2/6.

FAST WASHING COLOURS, and

UNSHRINKABLE, lor BLOUSES. Ac.

GEO. V\T GATH,

CHURCH STREET

OUTH SHORE.

i ,-.., BLACKPOOL

OZ

*â�¢*

It

?<

ft.

' Dmgwoll W.tho

If you CANNOT WALK

Send lot my FREE BOOK

tfllinp atiuul the

HAND-PROPELLED

TRICYCLE-CHAIRS

Two R|Â»'(H|S 4 trff Wheel

Trials at ).<'ii.I.HI \Vork*i>r

iO.cwiK'1,' Merlin 8<-lf

j IPropelhn? Chairs fr.Â»m A3

1) Wltham, 81. Prle HouK.

Newport. Wlghu

Send for Free Book giving full parti.

cular.s of TRENCH'S REMEDY.

the World-famous Cure for Epilepsy

and Fits. Simple Home Treatment.

25 years' success. Tesli-

monials from nil p-irt-

of the world ; over i.ooo

in one vc:u.

TRENCH'S REMEDIES, Ltd., 33aSouth Frederick SI., Dublin.

FITS

CURED
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I Wh*Â» do yew KnoW abevr Advertising!

THOS.DIXON ESQ.

- Br HIS NUMEROUS

: STUDENTS. FRIENDS*ND'

AOMIHCRS IN RECOCNITIOHj

OFHIS WORK AS FOUNDER!

â�¢OF SALESMANSHIP ADVIfti

iTISIKG AND BUSINESS/

** :MA NAC E M E ft T v I H -/

Ten years ago Mr. Thomas Dixon first gave this

bold advice through the columns of the Press : â��

LEARN TO WRITE ADVERTISEMENTS

The 100 Guineas Prize now being offered by THE STRAND may be taken as an indication of the

importance to which the study of Advertising has risen. The one who knows most about the subject

will win. The Dixon Institute Advertisement-writing Course is acknowledged by the highest authorities

as absolutely the most successful in the world. It will do for you what it has done for others.

Five years ago Mr. Dison made another important announcement: MASTER THE SCIENCE

OF SALESMANSHIP, thus heralding the introduction of the now famous Course of Salesmanship

and Business Training. Send in the Coupon and learn all about both Courses, and also receive copy

of "Dixon's Monthly," the wonderful new knowledge magazine. DIXON INSTITUTE (Dopt. 2), 193 & 195, OXFORD STREET. LONDON, W.

f^w yinr* f\.v THn anil forward il to addr^fiaaalioveantlrrreiveacopyof "Sou-ncem Biuiness." which Rives

I-U 1 LIU 1 '"" lÂ«rticnl:irÂ» of the DIXON INSTITUTE Courses of Instruction, pout free If yon

^^1 /^xxw ir>/~v ""'to* S?Tâ�¢ Penny Â«tam|Â« the curtent iiiue of Dijon's Monthly" will alto be wnt.

A Clean House by the

only Perfect Cleaner

Worn throughout both hemisphere*.

ROSS'S ROSCUT

Pare Wool Waterproof.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

Standard No. 2 is a glutton for dust and dirt and sucks up

every particle cheerfully and methodically. It has exclu-

sive features, such as four bellows and ball bearings,

so that with the Wizard Vacuum gleaner you get

that continuous suction and

ease of working so essential

to perfect cleaning. The price

is Â£5 158. Lever Machines

from 42s. Electric Cleaners

from Â£10 I Os.

Send to-day for free Booklet

Riving full information of

our several styles of Cleaners

at varying prices.

WIZARD DUST EXTRACTOR

CO., Ltd..

47, Frankfort Street.

BIRMINGHAM.

lx>*nnic SHI.H i:<.i'M' .

36. Ntwman Bt.,

Price from

M.P. (Motor

Protection)

Collar, 5/-extra.

On the Indian

Frontier, the Afri-

can veldt, the

American prairies,

in far Cathay, the

frozen North, ni wÂ«H as the

Homeland will he found enthu-

siastic wearers of the " Rose ut"

Pure Wool Waterproof,

which is in world-wide demand

owing to i'- unique qualities.

It is beautifully liKht, yet warm.

In the litte Boer war many an

offi.-cr Hxrtl his instead of a

blanket. No trouble to carry or

wear by day, it IB a fine protec-

tion in the coldest weather at

night. Not only w>. but it is

waterproofed in the " ROM "

w;iy and is realty itormproof.

Many "utility" matH are un-

gracefulâ��ROM'S "RoÂ»cut" pre-

sent A an elegant appearance,

and in incomparably superior

to the ordinary Raincoat In

every respect.

The only measures required are

size round cheat, waist, aod

height of figure. We send iÂ«at-

ternfl and measurement forms

to intending purchasers. Kindly

write tÂ« or t-all on

J. & G. ROSS,

Court Tailors, Military &â�¢ Colonial Ovtfitttrs,

32, Old Bond St., London, & 227, High St., Exeter.
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The "BRITANNIC'

! PATENT EXPANDING WATCH BRACELET. I

Che Queen of TSQatcb Bracelets.

nade an unrivalled reputation, and Is =

acknowledged to be the best ol all.

Ha> made

All Widths. Prices in,in n 10 0.

Many Designs

Its durability has been tested by opening and

closing (by machine) 100,000 limes. It re-

mained perfect. Its extreme flexibility mattes it

the most comfortable bracelet in wear.

Before purchasing a Watch Bracelet try on a

" BRITANNIC." They are the most durable

and will give the greatest lasting satisfaction, and

are the best value. The Bracelet is fully

guaranteed for four years. In 9 ct., 15 ct.. and

18 ct.. with watches of various grades, Plain and

Gem Set ; also in Platinum. There are various

designs in the best taste. All widths from 4th inch

The most successful Watch Bracelet ever invented.

SEE THAT THE NAME " BRITANNIC.1'

AND PATENT No. 2439606 ARE EN-

GRAVED INSIDE THE BRACELET.

LThc lighting s^qou

j%Cf)ristn>as

YOU CAN HAVE MORE LIGHT,

which means increased comfort, and

you can save money on your electricity

bill*. It is all a question of lamps and

fittings. Gunn's complete Booklet,

" Everything Electrical," sheds a new

light on Electricity economy. Its 36

fully illustrated pages reveal oppor-

tunities for saving and tell of ideas

which add to the luxury of a

home. Send for it to-day.

If you want information

about anything electrical,

write to Gunn about it.

He will tell you.

THOMAS GUNN, Ltd.,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

30, FORE ST.. LONDON. E.C.

5Z Copthall Av. 30. EaitchÂ«-Â«p

â�� 78. Queen Strrrt. -

Iriihnn" â�¢ City fillâ�¢ itii llni-='

FLOXITE

The paste that

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

In countless home* Huxite is Heing n^ed to repair metal

articles instead of discarding them. It is also employed

wo.-ld-wide by PLUMBERS, ENGINEERS.

MOTORISTS and others.

IH Iroinnonpfr*, ttc , in 0d., Is., a tut 9s. tint.

The "Fluxite" SOLDERING SET. with

which is included a pamphlet on " Soldering Work," con-

tains a special " smnll space" Soldering Iron, a pocket

Blow Lamp, Flnxite, Solder, etc,

/' ' â�¢ 4 A. Saniflf >â�¢( / "*( fxini flitted Kinytum.

Auto Control ler Co., 16O.Vienna Rd., Bermondsey. Eng.

for your boy

Boys' manly Raglan

Coat, tlouhle texture-,

lage prÂ»*en, SOln. Innir 18 6

Girls' light - wvirhi

R&glan, <Uintr and **-

comuiR. fawn. SOin. . 7 6

Child's Cloak and

Hood, i i-mi'lately pro-

t*-i iivi-. fawn. iOin. ..59

HV

For pritres of lara^r riv-t

Â«*rv "The Onlv Way." â��"

*4 page lint of eTeryt

that mfn, women,

< hilitrfn wear in ntiDT

weather. Writ* fr>r it

today.

I tH Tkr Start tar Wei WcaHur VCtaT.

LtU., Dl.rt Ei SOUTH SHIELDS.

ROYAL A.IAI CYCLES-

â�� HUnA

CARRIAGE PAID.

FREE PACKING.

ALL ACCESSORIES FREE.

FKÂ° Â£4-17-6 s

or 7/6 monthly.

10 Years' Guarantee.

Special fi

I Write for FREE PRICE LISTS. |

BRITISH CYCLE MFC. CO.. Ltd.

Y Depl. . 1 A 3. Berry St., LIVERPOOL.
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SHORTHAND

IN 30 DAYS

A System Which May be,

Mastered ByHome Study

In SpareHours.

. ^.absolutely guarantee to teach shorthand complete

in thirty days. You can learn in spare time in your

own home, no matter where you live. No need to spend

months as with old systems. Hoyd's Syllabic System is

different in principle from all other systems. The fust

adica]

improvement in shorthand

It is <

to learnâ��easy to writeâ�� easy to read. Simple. Practical.

Speedy. Sure. No ruled linesâ�� no positionsâ��no shad-

â�� as in other system-.. No long list of word sig

confuse. Only nine characters

to learn and you have

the entire English language at your absolute command

The hest syste

:m for stenographers, private secret.

phy

spaper reporters. Lawyers, minister?, teachers

sicians, literary folk and busim

â�¢thand for their own use. Tho

Xrnas.

OUR XMAS PRESENT TO YOU.

6/- value for 4/-

THE

Graf ton Hunt" Cigarette

Point* â��

Finest Tobacco only used.

Made entirely by hand.

All dust removed by our own process.

We are the actual Manufacturer*.

We oave you 2,'- in 6/-

'Grafton Hunt" Virginia

Do. Turkish

Do.

Egyptian

per 100.

ness men may now learn

professional men and

housands of tiusiness and

women find their shorthand a grea

advantage. Ky learnine the Fioyd Syllabic System

speeches, lect

ires, conversations, ideas, contracts, nit

randa, etc may he committed to paper with lighirmiij

speed. Ine Boyd system is the only system suited to

home study. Our graduates hold lucrative, high (trade

positions everywhere. Send to-day for free oooklets

testimonials, guarantee offer, and full d

Syllabic shorthand svsr

system. Address :

escription o

>f thi-

THE LONDON CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

430, Maniion Houie Chambers. London. E.C.

Post free.

Parcels of 500 sent to any address 1 9/- post free.

Cheques and P.O.'s cronej " Lloyds Bank"

Cigarette Manufacturer,

4, Bridie St. NORTHAMPTON.

J

.

i IncltuM Free Delivery in British Isles or K.O.B.

SHEFFIELD GOODS MANUFACTURING CO..
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SIMPLE WASH CURES ECZEMA.

D.D.D. Stops the Itoh Instantly. Creasy Ointments Aggravate Your Disease.

A WELL-KNOWN MINISTER CURED.

, , ACCEPT OUR FREE BOTTLE OFFER.

Instant Relief from that itch. A few drops of a soothing

liquid, and all itching is gone, as if by Magic. Can you imagine

how it will feelâ��that itching agony swept away in a moment?

Just a drop or two on the skin, and

no more of that torturing, endless,

nerve-racking itch.

You can know the relief if you just

try the simple remedyâ��simplest of

external liquid remedies, known as

D.D.D,, the Guaranteed Cure for

Eczema, Bad Legs, Ulcers, and all

Skin Diseases.

The demand for this remedy has

become tremendous within a short

time, because people are learning

that the hundreds of cures it has

made have proved to 1^ permanent.

Eczema and all diseases of the skin

wusl be treated locally, according to

the views now h*-ld by the foremost

skin specialists and physiciansâ��that

is, you must doctor the itch where

th* itch is. It is useless to attempt

to cure skin diseases by taking drugs

and medicines into the stomach.

The disease is not in the blood. It

is in the skin, and only skin deep.

You must get at the se;it of Ihr

disease, and kill the diseise by

making direct applications to the

skin.

Greasy ointments only aggravate the dise se. D.D.D. is

just ns clfftji, easy, and simple to use as wate ; and not only

field. He says: "The benefits and recoveries from D.D.D.

are marvellous. â�¢ It has cured a very bad case of Ecreina with

my daughter, and a skin eruption with myself, after all other

remedies had failed ; but the most

marvellous case was my relative, Mr.

George Hay ward, Church Str-?et,

Clowne, near Chesterfield, who wa^

completely cured after suffering from

a desperate case of Kczema for os-er

two years."

D.D.D. Knmedy has proved In-

valuable for the following skin

Eczema In all its Dandruff.

forms.

BAD LEGS.

Psoriasis.

Pimples.

Tetter.

Red Nose.

Salt Rheum.

Ivy Poison.

Hives,

Itching Piles.

Ringworm.

Itch.

Barber's Itch.

Erythema. Ac.

y cure in nearly

ter of the R

BHEPHARD. [Photo.

two penny stam

" Cause and Cure

We say money back if you are not

satisfied with the results obtains!

from D.D.D. We make this offer

â��that any patients purchasing a

bottle of D.D.D. from their chemist

or from us, and are not satisfied with

the benefit they receive, may return

that bottle to the chemist and receh e

their money back in fuiL For those

patients who wish to test the remedy

first, a liberal sample will be sent for

jether with a i6-page book, entitle

urn Diseases."

Remember, D.D.D. is the only Skin Remedy guaranteed to

give instant relief in the very worst case. The_D_.D.D. Co.,

does it give instant relief, but it does peimanen

every rase. Rend a few extracts from the le

John Sheph.ird, of The M'inse, Hepthurne La

D.D.D. is obtainable from all Chemists, Boots'. Timothy White's, Parkes*. Lewis & Barrows', and other Stores,

and of Lennons' Ltd., S. Africn, at 2s. 31. and 4s. 6d. per bottle, or direct from the Company's Offices.

ter of the Rev. give instant relief in the very worst case. 1 ne LÂ».L

e, near Chester- Ltd., 1233, Bangor House, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

Laugh at

the Rain.

However fait (he rain

comes down, however

long you are oul in it.

you can't net wet if

you wear one of the cele-

brated guinea waterproof

coats known at

Pratt's

"Lytemac

Price 21/-

Perfectly ventilated. and

guaranteed to itand any

climate. Single Texture.

2I/-, weight about 24ozi.

Packs into a very tmall

compast. Or in Double

Texture for heavier

wear, 30 -. Either

weight guaranteed.

Indispensable

for Week-ends, Men's

Sports, Motoring,

Turf, River, Sea, Coif,

or Touring:.

Send chept measurement

and (tin1 Guinea, orufl1- fir

the !'..'!â�¢ Texture Coat.

I'.-t' I .-rns Hi- .11 .ii>] >1" â�¢'!""

to urinal mik.i - .1 iâ�¢ IK-

l;i'! nlaoin I.on. - - m,.

pri â�¢â�¢<â�¢.)

C. PRATT & CO.,

Colonial Outfittcrt.

148, Leadenhall St.,

London, E.C*

I Phone. Avenue 6346.!

WearemailinQthftrdatlo

to all i>artÂ» of ""â�¢ world.

Storm proof.

You C.n'i GÂ«-t Wei!

Single Texture

Double Texture

The most marvellous

preparation ever

manufactured for

Roughness of Skin,

Cracked and Chapped

Hands, Abrasions, Chafes,

Tender Feet, etc.

It is pleasant to use,

gentle in action, and

instantly effective.

May be used on the

most tender skin.

BOLD EVERYWHERE.

6d. & I/-

(Trial Tin 2<L)

MANUFACTURED BY

THE RUBWEL CO., PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.

London Depot: 4, RED CROSS STREET, E.C
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"Used while you sleep"

Asthma, Catarrh,

WHOOPING COUGH, SPASMODIC CROUP,

BRONCHITIS, COUGHS, COLDS.

D

Avoid dosing the system unnecessarily- Modern medical science

endorses the treatment of these diseases by inhalation. Vapo-

Cresolene is a simple, safe and effective treatment for bronchial

troubles, without dosing the stomach with drugs. Used with

success for over thirty years.

The air carrying the antiseptic vapour, inspired with every breath, makes breathing easy,

soothes the sore throat, and stops the cough, assuring restful nights. Cresolene is

invaluable to mothers with young children, and a boon to sufferers from Asthma.

FROM ALL CHEMISTS

D

Try Cretolene Antiteptic Throat Tablet* for the irritated throat. They are simple,

effective and antiseptic. Of your chemist or direct, po*t free, 9d. per box

n

G4

Send post card for descriptive booklet to â��

Selling Agents : ALLEN & HANBURYS, Ltd., Lombard Street, London, E.C.

D

D

D

D

MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN

who stoop, or who have a tendency to do

so, should wear THE "IMPERIAL"

SHOULDER BRACE. It dr.-iws the

shoulders back, compels deep brofcthing,

an erect carriage, and - throws forward

the chest, thus preventing CONSUMP-

TION, weakness of the back, and many

diseases liroughi about by the UN-

HEALTHY STOOP tbatshoulJ he immedi-

ately prevented. It does not show

under the dress or coat.

THE "IMPERIAL" SHOULDER BRACE

is strongly made, beautifully finished, and equal to those

Xold at 1O 6. Send waist measurement only, together

with Postal Order for 3/fl and postage Id., to

AVIS JOHNSON & CO.,

5. Robert Street. Adelpbi, LONDON. W.C.

INVALIDS.a COMFORT

by using our

Self-propelling Chairs

Carrying Chairs,

Bath Chairs,

Spinal Carriages,

Bed Tables,

Bed Rests,

Leg Rests, &c., &c.

Used by the

Royal Family.

W. MONK & SON,

LISTS FREE

BATH.

EiUblishcd 60 YeÂ«n-

TYPEWRITERS

BOUGHT, SOLD, EXCHANGED, AND

REPAIRED.

Hire Smith Premier or

Remington, 10 - a Month,

27/6 a Quarter (deducted

if bought in 3 months).

TAYLOR'S TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.

Dept. S, 74, CHANCERY LANE. LONDON.

HONG-KONG SHOP

KEPT BY CHINESE

54, DUKE ST., GROSVENOR SQ.. W

NEW ARRIVAL-

PURE

3 CHINA TEA

From 2/8 to 66 per Ib.

Send 4d. for Sample.

> Antiques & Curios.

All Chinese Provisions.

AFTERNOON TEA-ROOM OPENED
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THE SIMPLEX WEAVER "SSf*

Thousands now

in use all over

the world.

Send for one

to-day. It will

save its own

cost in a few

hours.

THE SIMPLEX WEAVER is not a toy. bjt a practical

loom, which provides a profitable and enjoyable hobby for

the home. It i* so simple that a child of six or seven years

can work it. It weaves Ladies* and Gents' Ties, Ladies

Bells. Curtain Holders, Toilet Mais, Table Centres,

Scarves, etc.. in charming designs.

-

9/6

Post Free England.

LITTLE CLOTH WEAVER

Patent No.

Thii i.a SIMPLE MODEL or MINIATURE LOOM.

Will weave pieces of cloth several yards in length, and any

of the above-mentioned articles. Also Motor Scarves, etc.

No. 1. Loom a> photo., for narrow width, Â£ 1-1-6.

No. 2. Large size, to weave wider pieces, Â£ 1-11-6.

S. & S. YOUNG ARTIST'S OUTFIT.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT for the young student. Com-

priieg everything required for drawing with pencil and crayon

or painting with water colours. It contains a patent

Drawing Slab, Painting Book (The Young Artist's

Guide). Drawing Utensils, including Box of Colours,

Crayons, Pencil, Brush. Rubber, etc., packed in hand-

some cabinet. An ideal Xmas or Birthaay present for

either girl or boy. New delights every time it is used.

Complete Outfit with Painting Book, 5/6 post free.

SCHOFIELD & SIMS, Ltd.,

HUDDERSFIELD, England.

^ THE BAIRNS

Love It.

And it is good for them. For

â�¢I

ORDON , â�¢ILWORTH;

Tomato Catsup

Is made from fresh ripe tomatoes and

makes all food appetising and dlgestlY*.

They like It on bread and butter.

Sflld Everywhere^ 3d., 6d.f axrf Is. far Bottle,

PADMORE

BILLIARD TABLES

have l*eii jplfrtni for the following ... ,M.. . :-

Championship of the World,

the Amateur Championship In Wales.

th>- Amateur Championship of Ireland.

and the Amateur Championship of Scotland

Photo Illustrated

Catalogue on

application toâ��

THOS. PADMORE

& SONS.

PHOTO'S

.

Folio 3iit. unmounted.

at V:

ON APPROVAL,

by Poet, or Rail.

Assortments are writ without deposit

fnr selection to RPBponslble Applicant* m any

Country, upon their slating their Profe**ipn.

or Business ami Requirvmviils. No obligation

to purchase.

Paris Salon Pictures,

Classical Undraped Figures,

Statuary, Actresses, and Views.

Life (Nude Human Figure ,

Animal, Cloud. Wave, Flower, and

other Studies for Artist*.

Collection* frvm A'otef Galleric*.

Famous Illusrmfed A'-riiU-<-d 1'rier OsU-

lopuv. 2id., or B USA (.Vnta. i>oÂ«t free, or

with a Specimen (.tobinet. In., or 25 U.9.A.

CYnU, poit free. From renidente abroad

Colonial Stamps up U> A total of Is. are

accepted, but International Poatal Coupons,

or Money Orders, are much preferred,

JVo Afffntn Supplied. A'e Pictorial rnsfosrtui

â�¢â�¢â�¢/ / I'.M'Mi PlBTIMGl ItiHED I\ r n= is * . Â«

ERDMANN & SCHAMZ CRgtA. !Â«Â«>.

Antfelo Terrace, lofl 9, Bedford Hill,

Balham High atr^at. London, B.W.

I Cured My Rupture

I Will Show You How

to Cure Yours. FREE !

I wa% helpless and bed-ridden for years from a double rupture.

No truss could hold. Doctors said I would die if not operated

on. I proved them wrong, and cured myself quickly by a

simple me,in*i. I will send .1 Test free by post to any ruptured

person who writes for it at once.

It csn cure you, as hundreds have quickly cured themselve>â��

in this simple way.

Fill out the coupon below and post to me to-day.

(f rcn.) Rupture-Cure Coupon.

Captain W. A. CoKings A Sonn,

33 A 34, Thf^hflld's Road.

(Ron 36) London, W.C

I>rir Sirs:â��Please send me frt* of all cost your Simple ni*-nn!

for the quirk Cure of my Rupture.
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'Oh, that men should put an enemy into their mouths to steal away their brains."â��Shakespeare.

ALCOHOLIC EXCESS

IVarcomahia and Resultant Nervous Diseases.

THE TCBVEY TREATMENT, now established over 18 years, has met with ihe most extraordinary <ucceÂ«, and Is now

generally recognised as the only satisfactory and permanent method for the cure of alcoholic excess .ind the drug

habits. The course of treatment can be carried gut at \\<-. 'fie, and takes from three to seven weeks, the patient during thai

time suffering no inconvenience or interference with the ordinary routine of daily life. The Tu rvcy Treatment not Only

suppresses the crarlng for stimulants, but actually creates a loathing for then; and, whilst perfectly

harmless, acts as a revivifying tonic, building up the wasted tissues and invigorating the whole nervous system, so that

the patient does not feel that fearful sinking and feeling of collapse which generally overcomes all

bis resolutions to abstain from intoxicating liquors.

THE TURVEY TREATMENT CAN BE FORWARDED TO ANY PART OF THE WORLD.

by this system; etc., etc.

l*seÂ«l with the greatest success by Official! of the Church of England Temi>erancÂ« Society, Army Temperance Auociatlon, etc.. etc.

All communications treated as Strictly Confidential, Write for Treatise and Prirate Consultation Sheet (fost free in

plain envelope to any flart)t or call:

THE MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT, TURVEY ASSOCIATION, LTD.,

2, Harewood Place, Oxford Street, London, W.

Australian Branch : 436, Collins Street, Melbourna.

RESIDENT CASES TAKEN. Teleeraim: "Turyerl. London." Telephone: 3406 Maylair. P.lienti (or friends on

their behalf) cordially invited to call for advice between 11 and 5.

Urgent Resident Cases received at Sanatorium near London at any time.

ALSO AT THE

SAME ADDRESSES

TheTURVEYNERVECURE

For Neuritis,

Neurasthenia, Ner-

vous Debility, &c.

The Tnrvey Nerve Core is applicable to every phase'of Nerve Trouble, such as Neurasthenia, Nervous Debility, Neuritis,

etc., whether the sequelje of Alcoholic or other excess. For Full Particulars aud Advice write or call between n and 5.

Electrical Engineering offers YOU Prospects

Magnificent prospects for thoroughly expert, up-to date, and, well-trained men. For

details as to how you can be taught by practical experts in your own home, write to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 7a, International Buildings, Kingsway, W.C.

DON'T SNEEZE!

Dr. MACKENZIE'S

CACTUARRPRH SMELLING BOTTLE

Relieve, and QUICKLY CUBES all COM) In the Head.

Nasal Catarrh, nranlfm in the Head, Faiiitn*Â«a. I'liai-

â�¢"fSfV .INVALUABLE for HE4

Sold by all cheiuliti and Stores. PriT-e

ADACHE.

in United Kingdom. 14

Cure Hi-pot. HEADING.

jpt. from MAOKJBNZin

ReluÂ»e WorllileM ImlUtiooj.

UNBAY

The Pipe your

Doctor Smokes.

').m HÂ«" Â» wonderfully free and easy draught. Never gets

stopped up. Not a crank but a natural Baaftary pipe.

It's Your Pipe.

PnYeÂ« in London made Briar. 2 6, 3 O. BI-, and 76.

Sample 1 1 post frm. Smoked by Royalty.

Unbay Pipe Co., 54. Commerce

STAMP AUCTIONS I

Philatelieta defiroim of commenting or complptinn their collections

ahuuld writ* for < ouloguei of our Weekly Stamp Auction Sale*.

which are sent ix>Bt fmÂ«. For the ppt-cial ronvriiifnce of those engagrtl

in buÂ»!neÂ»!. uwciul SATURDAY SALES are held, coinmeniimi

: o'clock and laitinii till 5 p.m. Thome haying valuable collec-

tions or old booke of atamps can obtain their utmost value by

geniling forlorlnaioil in jiuction. I.ots are offere<l within ieven doyÂ«.

Immediate CaÂ«h Advance*. Valuationi free.

IIIKMIK, liinikl A CO., riiilitelic tuctionwn, 69, Fleet St., Undon.

Telephone 12298 (Vntral. Eitablijheii 1801. For date of next fulci

Bet; rtiinouiK t'nifnt in t-nlrftncf li^ill at AiKltTlon'i

MARINE MOTORS

for Fishing, Hiring, atid Pleasure BOA to.

Paraffin OF Petrol. 1 to 60 H.P.; 10.000

HI1 in use at Home and Abroad. 3 H.P,

Motor with Acvrsfeuie* and pump, suit boata

up lo 16ft. Â£13 17Â«. 6d. Write to -day for

Catalogue of Motors. Reverse GtMra.Prope.ien,

M'ttor rumps, LifihtinÂ«SriÂ«, l^mtu ln-s, AC'TS-

â�¢ories. 3d. post fren.-W. MACMILLAN

A Co., MotorEngmtcr-. Alloa, Scotland.
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TOPS CLIMB

â�� j- â�� ^^

ariil run 100 yards with one "pinâ��all on f SEND TO - DAY\

one wheelâ�� wonderful â�¢cienlifu toys, five ( for

pndlesfi fun. Splendid races can l,o Ut-LUSTRATED LIST/

Arranged with urope for skill in fej'itining ^â��a

Â«'Â«! Martini. To[.. with Mt. track, 1 -; with

inn. iU'iial inn-Is. 2 -; with.35ft, epiral nmiio-

rail. S - ; fxtra ton| 1 - em-b. Mono-Rail CÂ«r

with Bond winding :iml rails nnd fllcÂ«pors.

2/6. Of prinetiatl st-> Â«, or with extra 3Â«1.

pntondlmel from nvit-t-rs. GYRO MANU-

FACTURERS, LEICESTER, whn w-nd

nloitmtfld iis-t on reriuHit. nlmwinfr alÂ«) ,

unitjiie mi-i-hfinirnl mavvol. 'The Gvm R

J)Â»mcÂ«?r, ' whirh entnini-eÂ« children.

THINK OF THE PLEAS

THEY WILL GIVE.

A XMAB CIFT

that (Ives

ENDLESS FUN.

)STER

GARTER

FOR GENTLEMEN.

A KNIGHT OF GARTERS.

COMFORTABLE

â�¢ â�� DURABLE â�� flp

All metal parts being protected

it cannot injure the skin.

To be ohUined from all principal

dealers. 01 we will Â«nd umple pair

port fretf on receipt of Is.

- V2J W' r'td-i,1<Â«1i

Road, Parkeaton. Esiex.

VACUUM

CLEANER

Inist will erase to l,e a trouble in jour

lumietheniomentjouinsiala./Ajmt1

I Vacuum Cleaner. The " Zorst " abol-

lÂ»lieKdust Ub magic. Fitted with the

(amous era .-knell Bellows, the " Zoref

Â» nehtlj called the '.Automatic Char-

il w oman. It iÂ« more than a charwoman

I/ â��Â» is a good all round money-saver

/bnunlt abolishes dust and ]m,erve.

f jurnrture. There are many reasons why

he "Zorst," the chief

- â�� -- -Â«-..y does eliminate the

lust. No trouble in working. Easy to Imv

â�¢Â«sj- to use. From 396 of Ironmongers

Â«nd Klorea Free I!,x>klet from ZorBt

vacuum Cleaner Co.,

Whittall Sirei-t Works

Birmingham.

SPECIAL OFFER

To all readers of THE STRAND MAC.AZINE who

have not yet uied "The Bazaar, Exchange

and Mart" Newspaper as a medium for the

disposal or purchase of

ANY KIND OF

PRIVATE PROPERTY

From a Moose to an Elephant, a Pram, to a

Motor-car, a Stamp to a Strad., or anything else.

By this Special Offer everyone can easily prove

for himself that the medium of "The Bazaar,

Exchange and Mart" is unequalled for the

above purpose, or for realising any kind of property

whatever, easily, quickly, and cheaply.

A TRIAL ADVERTISEMENT

AT HALF PRICE

Up to three insertions, is offered to anyone who baÂ«

not previously or recently (i.e., within the last two

years) advertised in "The Bazaar, Exchange

and Mart," if this announcement is cut out and sent

with tlie advertisement. For all private property the

Advertising Rale is id. for three words, three insertions

at the price of two. Trade rates on application.

OFFICES:

Bazaar Buildings, Drnry Lane, London. W.C

A Complete Set of Finished Parts enabling you to

construct this beautiful Model Mill Engine, 8Jin'. long,

cylinder gin. by ijin. stroke, with base and flywheel

hard enamelled, every piece accurately machined, drilled

and screwed to gauge, with full instructions and diagram

of parts all named, enabling the set to be put together

without skilled assistance, and with the use of only

ordinary household tools. It is a triumph of Model

Engineering, and when we stale that the class of work

in the set is similar to that in a typewriter or magneto

you will form some idea of the marvellous value. The

price is only 21/-, post free.

STUART TURNER, Ltd., Engineer*, HENLEY-ON-THAMES.

An Ideal Christmas
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FAERIWEAR

Indestructible

Shoes for

Children & Ladies.

DIFFERENT FROM

ANY OTHER SHOE.

The " Faeriwear" is an anatomically perfect shoeâ��dainty in

appearance, comfortable, springy, noiseless, and very flexible.

It,

THE SOLES DO NOT WEAR OUT.

an ideal ihoe for a young

child ; firm enough for

support and de-

" i g h t f u I to

wear.

Finest Ian

or black

Glace Kid

or White

Buckskin.

Sold

direct by

ui at the

following

prices : with

one strap,

lined with

White Kid.

Sizes : 2 to 6.

2/11 ;7 to 10, 3 11 ;

II to 1. 4/11. With

spring heels. 7d. extra. Postage

U.K.. 2d. ; Foreign & Colonial.

If any doubt re fixe, tend

old shoe or tracing of sole.

Children's Dancing Sandals at

same price as ordinary shoes.

We also manufacture Ladies' Dancing Sandals with

"indestructible" soles, pliable and natty in appearance,

511 per pair ; and Ladies' Tackless House Shoes, hand-

made throughout, with Glace Kid uppers, lined with lamb-

skin, 6/11 per pair.

Bocklet iui'1 be Â±ent post frte on request.

TRUSWELL & CO., 2a, Alexandra Rd., MANCHESTER.

All orders can now be executed by return.

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF THE

Dryad Work, cane furniture has ceased to be

a mere summer article, and its advantages of

lightness and cleanliness when soundly con-

structed and beautifully designed have been

recognised in the modern home.

Dryad Furniture, though widely copied, has a

strength and durability not found elsewhere.

See that the name 'DRYAD' is on the chair.

BOOK OF DESIGNS post free from maker,

H.H.Peach. H dept. Dryad Works, Leicester.

"PLEASURE"

IF YOU APPRECIATE

CIGARETTES of absolute

purity, prepared from blends

of the finest Tobaccos grown,

made under perfectly hygienic

conditions, and recognised

as the highest standard of

quality, you should try Lucanaâ��

"The World's Perfect Cigarettes."

"AS SUPPLIED TO THE HOUSE OF

LORDS ANDTHE HOUSE OFCOMMONS."

Lucana Virginia (Cods L.V.

4/9 per 100. The Azure B<>\

Lucana Turkish (Code L.T.)

49 per 100. THC white BOX

Lucana Egyptian Blend

(Code E.B.)

6/- per 100. The Cudar Box

Smaller Packings at Proportionate Prices.

" OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE

OR POST FREE DIRECT."

W'SANDORIDES&CeC1!

5, OLD BOND ST. LONDON, W.

SANDORIDES

Jycana

CIGARETTES
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"Perfect Cut-Perfect Fit-Perfect Wear."

COPLAND & LYE'S

Tailor-Made

'Caledonian' Skirt

The Ideal Skirt for GOLF & WINTER SPORTS.

Every lady who loves the Out-door Life should have one.

New ranRC of Pattens now ready and Bent Post Free, along with ftelf -measurement Form, to

any address. This Skirt may be had in a perfectly plain style, or with hex pleat at back, aim with

or without patch pocket. When ordering state width wanted round foot of Skirt. Made In a

. , ,

any address. This Skirt may be had In a perfectly plain style, or with box pleat at back, aim with

or without patch pocket. When ordering state width wanted round foot of Skirt. Made In a

large variety of beautiful Homespun Tweedii, in design* and colourings entirely confined to

t . i . .1 <i ft Lye; also in Black. Nary, and Cream Serge, N.B.â��Made also In Black. Crsarn. and

Coloured Alpara. Linen, and a variety of Material* suitable for Warm Climates. :

Stock Slzea, waist v m.. length 36, 37. 38, 3Â». 40. 41. 42in.. Â£J IB, Special blzes, made to

measure. Â£1 3s.; JLartfe Sizes from 27 to 30In. waiat. Â£1 5s. Over 30in. waist, prices on application.

JfOTE.â�� Length .:-â�¢â�¢> :...,.â�¢â�¢/ '< taken from natural waist-ltiu.

TAILOR-MADE COATS MADE TO HATCH SKIRTS. Estimate! on application.

Carriage /'aid in flritaitt,

COPLAND & LYE,

Caledonian House, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

Mo need to pay more while this offer lasts. SPECIAL OFFER FOR 4. MONTHS as an advertisement.

Pen* (fltted with 14-carut Solid Gold Nib, Twin Feed and Ink Regulator

^BRWlaa

20.000 Diamond Star Gold Fountal:

GIVEN AWAY (or n n

Equal to other y/fl

makes at 10/8.) â�¢* *â�¢

â�¢ ELF-FILLING A NON

LEAK ABLE "PERFEC-

TION" GOLD FOUNTAIN

PEN to ?TiiA!TD Readers for

(Equal to 10.'- IV,,. i

Will-

5p

/D

Every Pen guaranteed for 3 years to be thoroughly Reliable. Does not leak or hint. No parts

to get out of order. Fine, medium, broad, or J points. Money returned If yon are not

more than satisfied. AGESTH WANTED.

THE STAR PEN MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 147, HOLBORN BARS, LONDON, E.C. (2 doors from Cray's Inn Road

HOW TO MAKE

MONEY IF YOU

CAN SKETCH.

A Free Booklet sent to all

enclosing stamped envelope.

A. Seymour, Secretary,

DEPT. 10,114, New Oxford St.,

London, W.C.

Always have

for Painting Everything.

"THE MORE YOU WASH IT,THE BETTER IT LOOKS."

Two kind.â��GLOSSY or DULL. 66 Colours.

WASH WITH SOAP & WARM WATER.

Wilt your pretent decoration â�¢cam/ thiu ?

LASTS FOR YEARS. ANYONE CAN USE IT.

Supplied in gallon! or small tins for amateur use and home trials.

USE IT EVERYWHERE â��ON EVERYTHING.

Painting Cuidt & Specimen FREE from

RANDALL BROS..

2. Sherwood House, Piccadilly Circus, London.

Ask your Dealer (or a 6d.. I/.. 1/9. or 3/- tin.

n-t I Spectacles & C / Q

L\\~ Eyeglasses U/O

Illustrated Book, with CD ETC

-:..,! Hnme Test, r fÂ» C> E

BLOOMS

(Kept. C).

53, Bedford St.. Strand, W.C.

Genuine Postage Stamps

FROM FOREIGN MISSIONS.

Guaranteed sold by weight just as received.

Unusual opportunity for Stamp Collectors.

For explanatory booklet (In English) write

Mr. le Directeur des Timbres-Poste des Missions,

14, Rue des Redoutes, TOULOUSE (France).

UNIQUE OFFER of 6/- Worth

OF

Autograph Xmas Cards for 2j-

To make our Oomls more widely known we are offering a

N.'w OHM containing 86 Onrill, romprinng Hand-Paintol.

CVlluIofd. Parchment, and Art Bromfdea, for a,- poit free.

~in.il.ir Casket containing86 Carda. 1/8 port free. All Oirda

beautifuUr Tanelled, Kibbooed or Oordtd.

Remittance with order.

EXTRA POCKET MONEY.

If after parrhaiinq Sample Casket vmi aracl

UH ontcra i.. the value of Â£1 vith ouh we will

prtscnt you with P.O. value 6/-. GÂ«t Sani|>li-

Casket at once.

.fit pÂ«r weÂ«k eMilr earned bjBhovrlntf

â�¢ample. SEND IMMEDIATELY U>

HOWELL ART PUBLISHING CO.,

171. Lower Clapton Rd.,London,NE.

NINON, NETS

AND LACES

S A.SANDS&CÂ° '

CLINTON S' tAST MOTTINCHftMJ|
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_REAL STAFFORDSHIRE COMBINATION TEA & BREAKFAST SERVICE

PURE WHITE SEMI-CHINA AS THIN AS CHINA & MORE DURABLE

53 PIECES J SAMPLE TEACUP & SAUCER SIX PENNY STAMPS cin.rrirc

10/6

A BARGAIN

DIRECT

FROM

FACTORY

DINNER

SERVICE

'7<J

FREEAF

10/6

A BARGAIN

600DS SHIPPED

t TO ANY PART

OF THE WORLD

PO.O. 4

CHEQUES

PAYABLETO

UUCMTIT Tn n*v

"Kl I L 10-DAY.

**â�¢ POST FREE ILLUSTRATED IN 35 COLOUR S fc G O LD

SHOWING DINNER. TEA. CHAMBER >, TRINKET SETS.

GLASS SUITES & c Â«. c OVER 5OO IL>"=-TD

REAL STAFFORDSHIRE COMBINATION TEA & BREAKFAST SERVICE SAMPLE

SEHDPO.O.TODAY. " MAGNI FlCENT DESI6N & SHAPE . TEA-CUP t SAUCER

â��.. â��. A MARVEL OF BRITISH ENTERPRISE. ^STAMPS.

AND BEST

ENGLISH '

GOLD

Â«^

r^Â»'â��-

t 16/6

12/6

FREE

_____

'OTTERY ALBUM. POST P REE

â�¢5*

GOODS

SHIPPED

TO ANY

PART OF

WRITE JTCLDAY^

But luckily

we are as

good as in-

sured, for

we have in

the house a

tube of the

World's Fi-

Another

SMASH

nest Adhesive, which will

repair neatly, cleanly and per-

manently any breakâ��namely

SEGGOTINE

Sold Everywhere in fid. and 3d.

PIN-STOPPED TUBES.

To those who have not learnt of its

magic properties in repairing damage

of all kind, we send on application a

FREE SAMPLE. Write for one to-day.

VALUABLE PRIZES are being offered to

readers who senH u-* the most original and

novel uses to which they have put S?cco(ine.

Also for the best models of .. house or building

made only with ieccutine, matches and paper.

Apply at once for full particu'ars:

M'CAW. STEVENSON & ORR, LTD.,

Belfast, and 31-32. Shoe Lane. London. K.C.

Reader

Has Not Longed for

a simple book-rest which would hold the book

securely ai any convenient angle for the eyes, while

the reader could sit or lie in bed, couch, chair, or

hammock in complete comfort and relaxation to

the body, arms, and hands ? Here it is at last.

THE

TAUMA'

Bookrest

can be instantly

ais^d or lowered.

eversed, or inclined

o any desired posi-

ion. Npconiplica-

iotis to give trouble.

Adju-tablerodshold

the book and 'eaves

in place.

\Vhiit n Ixxm to the

L'piii'ral reader or the

invalid. Nomoretiml

arms holding heavy

tx>oksâ��no more rohl

arms reading in

.

Price 25/- romplete;

money Back if not

fitiÂ«fi.-d. IllustmtCil

ItofikletfaUydncribM.

Write for it or natna

of IM'Â«Â»T^( ayrnt to

J. 0. BENNETT, Queen Buildings, Rutland St., LEICESTER.

Patentees and Manufacturers :

E. DUBIED & CIE., COUVET, SWITZERLAND.
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The Mysteries of the Heavens

are fully revealed by the

WATSON EDUCATIONAL

TELESCOPE.

SIR ROBERT BALL has said : " The estimated

number of stars visible without a telescope is

3,000." The estimated number of stars visible

with a Watson 3in. Telescope is 324,000.

Watson Telescopes represent the highest

achievement of scientific perfection, revealing

the Romance of the Heavens in a manner that makes the obser-

vation of the stars an intensely fascinating and at the same time

educational hobby interesting to all. Write for Illustrated Book.

" The Glory of the Heaven*." tent poÂ«f free on request.

The Watson

Educational Telescope

has l>een specially designed for

amateurs ; being portable, no obser-

vatory is necessary. Filled with Tripod

Folding Sland, Brass I'illar, and Metal

Cradle giving universal movemenls, with

Eyepiece, complele as figured, and

31n. diameter Object Glass.

Â£7- 7s.

Or by Twelve Monthly Payments, 10 % extra.

W. WATSON & SONS,

Limited.

311. High Bolborn, London. W.C.

The New Kryptoksâ��

or the old Bifocalsâ��

Which do you prefer ?

^OTICE that the Kryptok Double- Vision

A~ Lenses are entirely free from seams.

Notice that Kryptok Lenses do not suggest

old age. as do the usual Cemented Double-

Vision Lenses. The Reading Lens is fused

invisibly in the Distance Lens. No lodging

place for dirt. Kryptok Lenses are perfect

for far and near view.

LENSES

Write us for Descriptive Booklet.

Your optician will fit and supply you. Can br

put into any style frame or mounting.

KRYPTOK. Ltd.,

The Garden City, Letchworth, Herts.

The Ideal

Xmas Gift

to a smoker is a box of good

cigars. You must be sure of the

quality, however. You can do

ihis by buying the brand of Messrs.

Bewlay &â�¢ Co.â�� a firm which has

a reputation of 132 years. Their

Flor de Dindigul

Cigars

have a mild and delicate flavour, and for

the most part are light in colour. None

but the best leaves adroitly blended are

employed in the making.

3d. each, 5 for 1/1, 25 for 53,

SO for 1O 3. Of all dealers at

home and abroad, or post free from

importers : BEWLAY, 49, Strand.

London. (Established 132 years.)

SenJ for Illustrated Catalogue.

IYER

CARPETSflAP

is the best and simplest carpet cleaner in

the world. It removes ink, grease, and

all dirt from carpets and woollen fabrics.

A damp clothâ��A little Olivers' Soapâ��

A carpet like new without taking it up.

Hundreds of Testimonials.

PRIZED IN ROYAL HOUSEHOLDS.

Sample Ball sent post free 3d. stamps.

F. CHIVHRS&CO.. Ltd.. UlNiny Works. BATH

Please mention THE STRAND MAGAZINE.
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Banish Dull Moments by the

"STEMS"

PLAYER-PIANO, an instrument that ANYONE can play with all the precision of Technique,

the Shading, the Phrasing, the Accenting, the artistic touch ot the most gifted Pianist.

ITS INFLUENCE is potent in creating a

desire for the higher class of music in the

home, and by aid of the "STEMS" EX-

TENSIVE MUSIC-ROLL REPERTOIRE

you can acquire any music you desire, the

popular pieces of modern composers as well

as the most classical works. The "STEMS "

STANDS ALONE in possessing the

DIRECT PNEUMATIC ACTION, the

Patent ARROWSTYLE MELODY STOPS

and SENSITIVE BELLOWS, and the

'SOLOSTYLE, the use of which enables

you to pick out the melody notes in the most

complicated passages in difficult masterpieces,

instilling them with all your own feeling.

THE "STEMS" PURCHASE PLAN

Saves you front Â£10 to Â£25. Under

rable system you can pay a small amount

i, the balance being paid by deferred instalments.

We Uke ordinaly pianos in exchange, giving highest allowance. If unable

to call, write immediately for the ' Stems' Purchase Pl^n and Catalogue S. M.

DIRECT PNEUMATIC ACTION CO., Ltd., 9, Dorset Street.',. V , . ; ., London, W.

LONDON FACTORY : Kenrick Place, Dorset Street.

down.

admir

RUPTURE

Free Treatment

A generous offer to the Ruptured is now made

by Mr. F. J. Stuart, the great specialist, whose

marvellous method of curing rupture without a

truss has been honoured by the awards of two

Gold Medals by International Committees.

Every ruptured sufferer who writes can obtain,

absolutely free of charge, the full, unabridged

edition of Mr. Stuart's memorable Book on Rupture

and Ita Cure, and also a Free Supply of

" Plapao," the wonderful curative employed by

Mr. Stuart in successfully treating nearly 30,000

cases of Rupture. The danger and folly of wearing

a truss (or nn;i mechanical appliance) has been fully

exposed, and no sufferer should hesitate to accept

this public-spirited offer by a man who is acknow-

ledged to be the greatest living authority upon

Rupture. There is nothing to pay. It costs you

but a |xÂ»tcard to get the Treatment to which 30,000

people owe their health and happiness. You cannot

afford to miss this opportunity.

Electrolysis

AT HOME.

"Plapao" will cure your Rupture without

interrupting your work. You can go about

your ordinary occupation, eat, sleep, work, exercise,

without being reminded of its presence, and without

being compelled to remove it. .

Do not delay, but write noif. It may result in

saving you years of needless pain and pounds in

money. Address : STUART PLASTER-PAD CO.,

Room 2, 68, AHJKBHGATE STHKET, IXIXDON, B.C.

Removal of superfluous hair at home by Mme. Tensfeldl's

perfected process, exactly as used by her for many years.

Recurrence physiologically impossible; every hair root com-

pletely destroyed,

Mme. Tensfeldt gives lesions by post enabling every lady to

remove superfluous hair herself or have it done by a maid.

Perfectly easy; practically painless; no shock or electrical

s -niation.

Complete Apparatus Lent on Hire

and forwarded in perfectly plain package- Absolute privacy,

and the opportunity affo-ded to remove every hair completely,

permanently, and without haste, make this home electrolysis

treatment the one perfect method.

COUPON.

Mme. Tensfpl.it 1223 Princes St., Edinburgh.

I'li-.n* send me. free nf charge In plain envelop, particular* Mid

terum for hire of your perfected npjMinititii for iwrinanent removxl of

â�¢uperfluons hair by self-trentnieiit. -

â�¢iMiwl fMn.)

â�¢ /'/raw it rike out ont of thtt?. Write r*ry f-t-iinhj.
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Do not stifle your Child's

Imagination.

\Y7HERE there is no imagination there can be no ideals,

no ambition, no inventive genius. The progress of

civilisation depends upon the supply of individuals possessing

knowledge, and imagination to apply it.

The imaginative child for a while frequently fears the

darkness. Do not stifle your child's imagination by punishment

on this account, but rather calm it with the aid of the soft,

restful, reassuring glow of

PRICE'S NIGHT LIGHTS

'PALMITINE STAR"

To bum in a

GJau Holder

without water.

PRICE'S

"ROYAL CASTLE"

and

"CHILDS"

To burn in a saucer

containing water.

"SENTINEL"

To burn in a

saucer

without water.

PATENT

CANDLE

COMPANY

LIMITED

London. Liverpool. Manchester.

Learn the Advertising

usmess

Free Offer of Instruction.

For SmoKers.

Do you want a

CHfamUwUct doe.

not *flVct the ctart?

M:ikt- ityourtMflf with

thr new

LEMAIRE

We are prepared to nfer to a limited number

of applicant* the nrÂ»t montli'R iiiHtrui-titin in

AdTertming entirely free of owt, to prove the

great poMihilities of the A.lvertiNing Business.

Simply fill in the Coupon and pomt to uÂ«.

BRITISH

SCHOOL OF

ADVERTISING.

Xa

Oxford House,

(-15.

Oxford Street,

London. W.

Address..

- M.I. â�¢: N... (I. 66.

No. 1. 1O-.

So. 3. Â£1-1-0.

CIGARETTE

MAKER,

ivlii.il In the oi,l\

OIK; making a iH-rf,-- 1

.ia.ii.-ttf with I..

>M.-OO and paper of

your owu choice.

Price. from 3 - to

Â£3-5-0. Model*

at Luxe. CÂ«.

Note trau> mark.

Iw-wRrc of imitation*.

Writ* toâ��

DECHEVRENS, fab. succ. de LEMAIRE.

ISO to isa. Rue da Rlvoll. PARIS.

ratal! var l-Â»l frfl, S.U.
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THAT COLD SHOVLDER !

Don't put it aside. Serve it with

O.K. Sauce and you will enjoy it as you

have never enjoyed cold meat before.

100 PIECES S CHINA,

rf^fc *â�¢ f 1 11- luilf- a complete Dinner Service for twelve.

J^Mf JL / Hot W;iter Jug, Teapot, and set of three Jugs

9 All to match, pure white, each piece thin and

dainty, beautifully finished, and tit for any table.

the

Lot

Money back If not delighted. Why not haveyourchina bright and

freah in-ill our kilns, and at half the price you usually pay ? Our

catalogue, showing in colours a really nir,- selection, with test!-

ta of the world, will IK? sent '

Write /or it note !

\IMIU I l\l ART POTTER), S, Kwrland Works, 1:1 I;M I >l I M..

a complete Ten-KreukfaBt Service for twelve.

Hot WÂ»t*T

Packed Free, Guaranteed Delivered Perfect, 21 -

.

a from all parts

,

nt to you Pott Free.

looks Rood,

keeps grood,

makes good.

TKe lÂ»est - groomed

men choose the

' SPHERE'

because it's the

smartest as well

as the most

comfortable

SUSPENDER

Cuckoo! Cuckoo!

A iiTcat Novelty In cloc

Swiss carred cases. Simpl

Size M by 10 inches. Post

five to anv \v\\-\. of the

BritiHh KlM, Post free

to any Colt my. 35 -.

. Beautiful

onstruction.

27/6

Cuckoo Clocks

Tliere's a charm about these clocks

vhiefa is quite their own. Tliey make

i'l*'-il presents for all Bccudon an<l are

I'X'-i'llent timeki-epefiL

K^Â«*7 *>nur and half hour the little

bird opens his dwr. flaps his WIDKB. "nil

announces tlie time of dny in clear, mulodiouH tonen-an t-xact

reprodunion of a real Cuc-koo! The Youngsters are delighted 1

Everyone satisfied!

SUITABLE FOR HALL. NURSERY, etc.

HAMERFR KIIQQ A m nn-pt s^.se.Newoxford

UHmClfCK IVUOO Ot bU. street, London, W.C.

Established 17SS. Catalogue of Jewellery and Wati-hes post free.

Cinematographs

With our great combination Bioscopes for-

tunes are easily made at home and abroad.

The Brewstergraph is the King of

Cinematofrrapln, right up to date, new

movements, new patents, flickcrlem,

brilliant. Colours and Reverie*

the MiNjfcti while in motion. Com-

nk-N- outfits for Rtarting Picture

Halls. Â£20 to Â£OO: 14 models.

Educational BioscopeÂ«,

Â£3-18-0 mid Â£7-15-O In,in. nh*-

stofk of filmniitatliird usual prices ;

all makes ;liRt 3d. Portable Kie. trie

- Outfits for Tent or Hall. Outdoor

Peep-Show Bioscope* coin money, Â£12-12-0. 1OO.OOO

Slides In Stock. Cinematograph I i-t .8d Lanterns.4d. 91iil.-H,ed.

Tin* ** 1 mi-* " I nÂ£lit 300 Candle-power, an evolution

ine Luna Lignt, ,,, i,,--inliBhting.Â»M',,.,â��,,-.

on the market.

ft iÂ«Â« 1 â�¢ to 26. t,,th

cord or pad, on *(/Â«

everyvntrf; alto

Laditt gwfMBidart,

Tin S;-nn(r SrsrE5DBR

tubing, or smoke, fit any Inntern, abvolutely safe. Â£3-2-0.

HUGHES & CO., Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Rd.f

KINGBLAND, LONDON. N.
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â�¢AST!!

SHORT-LEG

Effectually Concealed

UNSIGHTLY HIGH BOOTS ABOLISHED.

Appliances supplied to the War Office, Principal Hospitals, etc-

Gold Medals & Awards obtained. London, Paris, Chicago, etc.

THE NEW PATENT ARCH SUPPORT CAN BE ADAPTED TO

RELIEVE ANY CASE OF FLAT FOOT.

Pamphlet Free on mentioning Tin Urmsr, MAC;AIIXE. sute rÂ«ni''UlÂ«i-nt r*m.

Address:â��THE O'CONNOR EXTENSION CO.,

Surgical Boot Specialists,

2, BLOOMSBURY STREET, LONDON, W.C.

TKLEPHOSK: " 2142 GERHARD *'

Perfect Gift

The World's Best

Carpet Sweeper.

Searching, Silent and Reliableâ��

in short BRITISH.

10/6 to 29/6

At all Ironmongers, Stores & House Furnishers.

IDEAL

WEAR A

DOMEN

BELT-CORSET.

Invaluable to all,

especially so to

those inclined to

Corpulency.

A Wearer Writes:â��

" Delighted with Belt-

Corset. Very comfort â�¢

able ; regret did not know

of you years ago."

Illustrated and Descriptive LlstfNo. IfO) Free.

Domen Belts Co., Ltd.,

456, STRAND (Charing Cross).

LONDON. W.C.

Sold in most towns.

NewBootsfir

By the use of "JUGGLER," old and

soiled Tan Boots, Leggings, Belts, Harness,

etc., may be changed immediately into a fine rich Black.

Dries at once. Easily applied. Waterproof.

In bottles, 6d. each, with bru.h, of Chemittt and Boot Dealer..

:: Full Â»ize tample bottle, with bruih. pott Irce. 9d- ::

WHITAKER & CO., LUTON DYE WORKS, KENDAL.

JUGGLER BLACK
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ALTHAMW

According to the amount , .

recommend, for (k-ntlrnirti. " Riverside Maximut,"

" Vanguard." " Crescent Street," or " River-aide,"

anil for Indies. " Diamond," â�¢â�¢ Riverside Maxlmu*,"

"Riverside." nr " Lady Wattham," Â«Â»oh movement having

WALTHAM1 WATCH CO.

125. High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

intf.r*Â»tiÂ«0 faxikM tiftn-HnHp our \\'ntf!ti>* trjit t'oit Prft, upon

â�¢filif-fiti"". for <nir convenience J>least: inentmn ttnt Matiatiitf.

PRESENT

whMi will be more hinhlv i| rÂ» i.tt.'.i th.in one of these

delightful I'erfumesâ��

I LILY Â£ VALLEY

A! - .- â�¢ '!â�¢.; to MM Queen Alexandra.

'â�¢ The"ZKXÂ»iBIA " Perfumes are the "-harming scents of exquisitely

perfumed British .tnd Kxutic Flowers, and are Â»o ahttolotav true

ton.*Â»ure i- to remll ;it om-e the frifiranceof the living flowers uf

which they are llie essciu-e.

ll('r k Sold by leading Chemiati. Perfumers, and Stores.

ZENOBIA, LTD., &SSSSZ. LOUGHBOROUGH.

Why look at the 'Situations Vacant' Column ?

Employers, such as those with whom you may want to get into touch, apply DIRECT to

the International Correspondence Schools for more trained men and women than they

can supply. Detailed statement and full particulars of the I.C.S. Salary - Raising

Training will be sent, if you will name your line of work, on application to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 2a, International Buildings, Kingsway, W.C.

AMATEUR 1

THEATRICALS. |

FANCY COSTUMES, WIGS, etc, &Â§

Kn

On Hire for Amateur Theatricals,

Balls, etc., at moderate prices.

H. & M. RAYNE,

115-119, Waterloo Rd., London, S.E.

ob

Write far Illustrated List 7..

4fe Huudreda of Remtnlies bat only oNK Cure

-"Absolute CURE for

",Â«f&fÂ» CONSTI RATION

Balance. E,erv .MNIT.Ivr ihould write for purtlculan

and FREE SAMPLE of

DR. JENNER'S REMEDY

To W. JONES, CHEMIST, 244, BOURNEMOUTH.

Botvcn fit Mallon's Special

OF THE POPULAR. SETTEE-BED

i To advertise oar large

furniture etocJu ,'Special

are affitin making a special

offer of our Settee-Bed-

the spleudid idea that

gives an extra bed with-

out an extra room. Why

I not have one

ready for your Xmas visitors ?

l"gÂ«i as a Settee it is elegant and pleasingâ��adds totheattrar-

lireneSB of the room. As a Bed, it IB a bedâ��thon>unh!y

romfortable. Transformed In a moment- SiÂ»ecial arrangemenU

for ipiirk delivery. Our Bargain I'ri. ,â�¢ is

* 1Q â�¢ ft Carr- ''-1 'â�¢'

. IJf . V in Britain.

Solid fumed oak. iron

frame, diamond wire mat-

trt-iti; 2ft Sin. by Wt.ain ;

packs flat OompletÂ« with

iterilized flock squab in

cretonne, 2 cretonne pil-

lows 22in. square. can\aÂ«

l 'la! form and cretonne

ratance. Send P.O. or

cheque to addreiw below.

â�¢â�¢ Cottage " Llat Free.

Note description.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BOWEN & MALION. 185/7Fmchley Rd. London NW
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DEAFNESS OVERCOME BY

the STAR Electrophone. Send for FREE

BOOKLET describing the latest and most

approved of all aural appliances.

The STAR n the latest word in Electrophones

The Electrophone has prnved a huge success. Thousands

Of deaf huve had iheir hearing powers restored through

employing it. Moreover, the Electrbpt^one increases the

power of natural hearing through the vibratory massage

it creates upon the affected organs. Wonderful results

have been achieved by the

STAR Electrophone

It is lower in price, more efficient, more compact and less con-

spicuous than any other Electrophone. It gives the deaf all the

pleasures and benefits of perfect hearingâ��yet is worn wilh the

ease and convenience of eye-glasses. The booklet sent free

on application describes fully the scientific principle of the

STAR Electrophone, and explains how it can be used for

TWO WEEKS ON APPROVAL

\Vnteto-dnyforFreeBonliletN024F. THE STAR ELECTROPHONE CO.

BO, Wilson Street, Flnsbuny Square, London, E.G.

REAL WITNEY

BLANKETS

SS,0ur CREY HAIR

SHADEINE, guaranteed permanent,

waHlinMc. harmless, free from grease,

f-'ontains DO lead, silver, mercury,

sulphur. Will not >>urn the hair or

produce unnatural tint. Petection

^ irnpo^ilile. Trial Bottle fid., post

^K -i ; lf>. size, post 1/3; 36 -i^-.

â�¢ jwist 3,n. tSacratly pftcked.1 Suite

fl. T. ALEX ANDRE K. i*mi>. r,B.M'i-*.rtr..it

Caps, .Wvffl

Write for Cash, Hire or Work Terms.

Wools Wholesale.

JAMES FOSTER (Itept. L), 41, t'riitr-.ur,

LIGHT, LUXURIOUS

MOTOR CAR BODIES

Any Type for any Chassis. ESTIMATES

Finest London Workmanship, â�� FHEIâ��

OFFORD & SONS, Ltd.

Renovations, 'Repairs. 67, George St.,

Accessories. for I man Sq., London

Your own Address

Oak K.rnd

York.

Reduced

fac-simile

ktading.

(hiintily printtfil on good noicpaper will

dignify your correspondence. On receipt

of you r ad il r e ^ â�¢> vv t will M.' n d you, post

free, specimens of our latest ami choicest

designs, al prices which will certainly

surprise yuu. Send n postcard to-day to

JAMES ATKINSON,

6, King: Street, ULVER8TON.

STANDARD

Postage Stamp Catalogue.

1Q1Q â�¢ DITION NOW READY. 548 pages.

1 Â£7 1 J 4.01O Illustrations. Price 2s. post free.

STAMP ALBUMS in -n .it variety M unit all Ujtea. both illus-

trated and hound, and alw> on the loose leaf system.

Illustrated Price Lint in two narte, ooqpbttW Â°f 1<W rÂ»5PS. sÂ«iÂ»

frij>' on r- 'I'll'4-! if yitti ineiition .^tmivi Mngn:ttif.

Monthly Philatelic Novelty List, 6d. per annum post fre*.

WHITFIELP KING & CO., IPSWICH.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Fn-ni the ?nitÂ«ful h tiers I am daily ,,

:md M.-iH'-il Tesiimony. wliirli can b* i

nÂ». then

GET ITâ��IT'S FREE

and well vorth haTinuâ�� our New Illustrated CmtA

logue of thounandi of big lwnnu"> and no\rlri..--,

sent IWB( frw anywhere in the world. IH>U i.

miu it; writÂ« for it to-d^ >L trplÂ«I Â«MppU Â»*

our ffreiit vnlue is thin " BRITB-LITE " Klecm-

Pocket IAIUP, worth 2.B. Pitted with power

ful Lull v-,.ye light magnifier. Gives 9,000 naMies

Outran teal. Size 31 hj 3i in*. Ooly lOd.; postage

ad extra Re-flM batt*ricw. 0.1. enrh. po*t fr.

fart ion or monry back.â��PAI1I BROS., IVnfc. Dlis.

"PRESENTS HOUSE." HASTINGS, INO.

For cleaning bil\<:r. EUcuu Plate *<:

Goddard's

Plate Powder

Sold evetywhi-r-j 6J I' 2'<, S. 4'..
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Rowe Sailor Garments

For Xmas & New Year Gifts

These are hut two of the many Rowe Sailor

Styles, the most appropriate and fashionable

dress ever designed for children. Photographs

of the complete range of ROWE STYLES are

given in Rowe Hook No. 15, sent free.

NAVAL OVERCOAT.

A smart, warm, and j-plendidly

protective garmentâ��one that

you will be proud to ?ee,

and your boy equally proud

to wear. This correct Naval

Model is perfectly tailored,

excellently finished, and is

offered in many si^es and

materials, carriage paid, from

19 . -Â«i"| I

A .similar coat for IJJIm

girls' wear, from 19/-. *

DRILL JUMPER SUIT.

This smart suit can be ohtnine

in both white drill and nav

duck. Beautifully made (wit

distinctive navy binding), ihU

garment is specially suitable tor

"parlies" and other "dressy"

occasions. The Outfit include

lumper, Trousers, Hlu-.- Taped

Collar, Silk Handkerchief, Klan-

nel Front, Lanyard & -if* tf\

Whistle.&SirawHat. |H/R

Kroml9/6,c,ur.p.Â»id. "WW

Rowe Garment* are alxo made for Girls' Wear.

ROWE OVERCOAT.

From 19/-.carr. paid.

Royal Nacal

<Jutfllers_

ROWE DRILL SUIT,

Kr,..n 19. 6. c.irr. paid.

Yr>ll r I I rÂ»r>n " lOO-Years' World-Wide Reputation.

. 1 UUr l_IMÂ«;ri Awarded 45 Gold Medals & Royal Appointments for Superior-it).

FREE and enclosed with every 6d. ft II- bottle a Voucher entitling purchasers to Name or Monogram

Rubber Stamp, with Pad and Brush also with I/- size a Linen Stretcher, Pen and Holder.

USE John Bond's ' Crystal Palace'

Marking Ink

lOTJTHOiTZ ROAD, LOHDCR. N. 13 ^m.m.m.m.

WITH OR WITHOUT HEATING

WHICHEVER IS PREFERRED.

Sold by all BUtionen. Chemuti and Morot. or Port Free tram 75

COMBINED TEA a BREAKFAST SERVICE OF 49 PIECES AS ILLUSTRATED.

IN STAFFORDSHIRE PORCELAINE OF INCOMPARABLE QUALITY. SUPPLIED ONLY BY

THE HANOVER POTTERY C? DEPTSO BURSLEM. STAFFORDSHIRE

FOR THESE

49 PIECES

OF FINEST '

WHITE

FLUTED WARI

PACKED FREE

WITH RICH

COLD FINISH â�¢

2/3 EXTRA

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE OF IOO DESIGNS IN CHINA. PORCELAINI Â» CLASS.

AT PRICES TO SUIT ALL CLASSES. SEND TO-DAY. IT COSTS YOU NOTHING .

THIS

WONDERFUL

PARCEL

SHIPPED

TO ANY

PART OF

THE WORLD

.IN SPECIAL

CASES

FREE

Showing

â�¢trie of

The Thinnest Reliable Watch Made.

Jewelled Lever Movement. Compensation

Balance. Brequet-Sprung. Ideal for Evening

Wear. Perfect In every detail. As

reliable as most expensive watches

of ordinary thickness.

Oxydiied Oun - Metal Case.

Enamelled or Silvered Dial

Sterling Silver Case. Â£

Slivered Dial ........ Z

18-ct. Gold Case. Silvered

or Gilt Dial ..........

om f n

IiO-D-O

Pullu Illuttratnl Calnlogiu: of Watditl. Jtmlltry.

3ilt<er Platf. etc-, etc., pott free on application toâ��

The Manufacturing Jewellers' Co., "â�¢ A
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ELEVEN CHILDREN, all brought up on ROBINSON'S " Patent" BARLEY !

Mr*. A. C. GOODAM., ir, Mount Ash Road, Sydenham Hill, S.K., writes: " I nn the mother of eleven children,

and have brought them all up on Robinson's 'Patent' Barley since they were a fortnight old ; they were all fine healthy

babies. My h.iby now i* just *e\x-n weeks old and improves daily. A friend of mine had a very delicate baby which was

gradually wasting away, arid she tried several kinds of fool, ;md when I saw her 1 recommended her the 'Patent' Barley,

and it is most wonderful how the child h;is improved since taking it. I have recommended it to several people, as I think

it is a splendid food for babies, and 1 advise every mother that has to bring up her baby by hand to use â�¢Â«*Â»!â�¢Â»â�¢â�¢Â»â�¢â�¢'â�¢

*Patent' Barley, ;is it canm* be equalled."

Robinson's

Send for free Booklet "Advice to Mothers"â��KEEN, ROBINSON A CO., Ltd., LONDON.

5 SPONGES

^^ for

36

BUY DIRECT. JSÂ£W

.â�¢1 -if SpuiiKrs remains 1 litr^c Ifcitli. y

oilrt. I Cnrrmiro. IIM-| 1 Pantry Spoil i?i-

tlie ii.in-t-1 of 5 all i.'-rfi-i tâ��sent | nst

frfe fur 3 6. Stable SiÂ«"Hk'<-Â«

1O 6, 18 -. 36 - IMF doz. ; IT

â�¢jitni.le <-nr)i .|":ililv. 56.

^_ Send tor illustrated

t'utxl'iffllf. |H>Bt fir.-.

Direct Supply Co.

'IÂ»P|'t I'-'.

fi-2. TIH STIU.M.

MAHCHKVTKR

Do you want a Cigarette r

will not 7

r throat *

Ours are Ituml-m.ide b> experienced workers, from the

very finest Deluded leaf, 'i hey contain no injurious

dust, so that you will not pay dearly for your pleasure

by subsequent ihro.it or chest irritation^

SAMPLES.

BON JOUR MONSIEUR (Hand Made)

Virtiini.i CiRnri-tiesare delightfully mild and cool.

25 for I/-. 100 for 3/9.

POKORNl'S SPECIAL TURKISH (Hand Mode)

Cnj.'trettc . are- :i luxury lÂ°r the Connoisseur who

'"' V/SforVsT 6/6 for 100.

Eith r t.am

to any ,uMi

to the in in

. f.rr il.n.itily parked

re.el(il of remirt.mce

POKORNI & CO., Dept. G W.,

22, Blackett Street. Newca>tU-on-Trne.

BON JOUR

5 Minutes a Day for Health!

Health is within your reach. I can put you in pnAMMiou of the

mn-t J.M. ,-i< -- cift nature can bestowâ��a phyviral condition

which Mill enable von (â�¢Â» enjoy and get the moot pat of life. A

h.:iltliv niNti JK rt ttuuifliintl times mnre tÂ« he envied thwi a rirh

man. M..M-V lionlyofTÂ«luÂ«fortL*1 which it will purchaw;

HEALTH IS THE TRUE AND ONLY WEALTH.

COMBINE" BOOT-TREE

& STRETCHER

Ke>:ps Boots a Perfect Shape. K;iseÂ«; tinht Lo'it.s

-pievents wet lx>ots curlingâ��allows lining

,'intl in^olr^ to dry without shrinking.

< Ii\<â�¢ <.i/e of hoot and shape of toe.

liM' A ({' ni H, All Bootmaffffs, A 11

.ill tiiiinit*. or Poit Free â�� 1

COMBINE BOOT-TREE, Ltd.,

Imperial Works. 20. Barne* Street. ACCRINGTON.

IT i. uittiin mv jHiwer \Â» give y>u that nbundanrj of health

nml high *j'iih- which .tlnnc niaka life worth living. 6 iu<i:ute*'

â�¢ .Inilv ni-'ii mv Improved anil wicntitic nynlem -* Â»â�¢â��J-

1 Ul the d1-

difference between mere

Tnunlng will make

and ri-nl lift- in jnu

I .in. under guarantee all such complainU an .. .

f"n*tn:<it>i>n intiimnia. ffmeral dfbility. fmndation. obextty.

Touivlfd *h<mhirrf. lunff waknfft, trenic hrnrt, etc.. etc-

Pi'Hti-snl will tiring my (Trent free look. " Health BÂ«for*

All," fr>-e nml i>-.*t free. * My fee i* purely nominal.

Every "Strand" reader will rÂ«c*iYÂ« a

â�¢peclal reduced fee offer!

T *J Phyniral Culture Expert (iVyt s

LIU., \|l|t'.t. 1 II..like. Ft'LR4U. IxnÂ«D01i.8.XV
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THE BRITISH MADE

VOLTALITE

SELF-GENERATING

ELECTRIC CYCLE LAMP.

Generates It* own light by

the movement of the cycle.

Th'.usnnils In use in every part of the world.

Requires no oil, acetylene, or batteries

A I1RILLIANT LIGHT AT ALL 8PKEDS.

Price 21/-, post free.

Sir G. P., Warfield Bond. Brucknell: " ThÂ«

lamp is a great MIITCM In every svnae of the

word."

Weekly Telegrnpk: "The nioÂ«t ingenious

a.lMIL i t" the cycle that him yet boen

ili-t 1-1 il The light given Is bright and coa-

hi mi all the ['.in-- the bicycle ii in motion."

Send for special pamphlet pott

free on application.

THE "DELIA"

MEDICAL COIL.

In polished witlnut

i-as*-, with leather

rting hnndle.

Fall-down from, til ted

with tw'Â» way Bw,

enabling use of tine or

two hurtt-iieÂ«. Auto-

matically cuts ufT

curren t when

closed.

INSPECTION

LAMPS.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC TORCHES

with leather

covering.

Strap handle.

Fits on coat

hull on or belt.

Kim-i ni.iht \ real MWM

Price 0- each, \.i\- - a moat bril-

liant liicht. See 8.8. Pamphlet, post free

POST FREE

Our S.S. Pamphlet, containing

full pnrtiruhirs of the above

and other reliable and lafe

Electrical Apparatus. Send

now, mentioning Magazine, to

WARD &

GOLDSTONE,

EftablMtd 1892,

SAMPSON WORKS,

8ALFORD, MANCHESTER.

THE DAINTY

WAISTCOAT

POCKET

LAMP.

Takt-* up no

than

a waU-h.

Brilliant light,

real

leather.

Price 26

Â«,,,â�¢!,[ ..'r,.â�¢â�¢-

THE

" ARISTO "

WAISTCOAT

POCKET

LAMP.

7WM K* 7 C

Telcicrams:

" Multum," Mam lir>.ifr.

Learn Motor Car Engineering

as taught by experienced, practical men. A wise man knows his. own car, so saving

money, time, and temper. For full details apply to

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., la, International Buildings, Kingsway, w.C.

Buy Your Xmas Toys & Presents Direct

From the Inventor and Patentee of Novelties.

Send now for our FREE ILLUSTRATED

XMAS LIST of NOVELTIES.

Wonderful Mechanical Airships, Aeroplanes, Steam Engines, Model

Railways, Air Guns, Toy Motor Cars, in fact, everything to gladden

the heart of a child. Thousands of delighted customers in all parts

of the world. WRITE NOW FOR FT^EE XMAS LIST.

WATKINS PROVIDER JUNR.,

48, High Street, Newport, Mon.

The WATKINS

Motor Car.

Rulil ,-r trrea. chain ilriren.

niiinhfii in Hplendid colnun,

i Mr i Btrnng. and healthy toy

for any child.

21/-

Sent at once <m

receipt of amount

Mme. DUCHATBLLIER, Sole Inventor of Hodlflcators for

the Shape of the Nose. Patent 8.G.D.G. France A Abroad.

-k,OR ZtVA-H, A T XT 8

POWER

I for Reducing, Straightening and

| Slendering Noses "f all shape*!

ill all owe. Htirarf of IiniUitwut.

Brume Medal Bruwwli. 1Â»10. Special

TrcntDitnt for Red Nose*, Blifkhendp,

Acne, and HmpleH. Special Mjuwige

Cream Whitens the Complexion, n--

moreÂ« Wrinkle*. " Peerless" Rice

Powder beautifies the Face. Cnre of

the r'nce. Beautyof thÂ« None and Hyes.

Chin-Strap reduces Duuhlv Chin. .

Sole AyetUi: 3O0. RUE ST. HONORS, PARIS.

Bend u* your name and

addiom and let ui pmre to

E'U how the Concentro

Dune, "ScientificConcen-

tration. 'will enable you to

gain great Power of Will and Self Reliance, great Power over Bad

IlithiU, great Power in Builneu and in Study, great Power*

of Mtm<>ry, Attention, OhÂ«rvation, Thinking, and Siwuking.

StudenU all over the world are doing well with thii feniou*

Course. Bandto-dtf forFlM Booklet and tentinioiiialimii-plriiilid

one from the late Mr. W. T 8t*ad> t.'THB CONCEHTRO CO.,

10, Central Buildings, Wallsend. Newcaatle-on-Ty ne.
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â�¢NEWâ��s

INVENTION!

Diseases Banished

without Drugs.

SENT ON THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL.

Write for Special Offer this Month.

The "Century Thermal" Bath Cabinet gives

you at home, for i Jd. each, all the marvellous cleansing,

invigorating, curative effects of the famous Turkish

Baths. Opens the 7,000,000 skin pares, purifies the

entire system Hquals Hot Springs. Prevents disease.

Saves doctors'bills. Has cured thousands. Nature's

drugless remedy for colds, Influenza,

rheumatism, aches, pains, blood and skin

diseases, kidney trouble, and most diseases.

PHYSICIANS ASTONISHED,

AMD THOUSANDS of grateful users testify to the

wonderful results obtained.

Mr. \V. B., of Glasgow, invalid for fourteen years,

baffled best doctors, testifies that it cured him of

weak heart, sleeplessness, nervous dys-

pepsia, and biliousness.

Madame COU.IVGF, of Paris, testifies it cured her

of Brlght's and Kidney Disease.

Inside or Outside Heater.

Mr. (1. A. D.. Sussex, afflicted fifteen years, and

attended by ten different doctors, after twelve baths in

siv weeks, permanently cured of Eczema.

Mr. R. H., London, S. E , writes as to a complete cure

of Chronic Catarrh, Indigestion, and Consti-

pation in his own case, and Dropsy in his wife's case

Rev. W. W., Salop ; Rev. A. W., ('.real Yarmouth ;

Rev. T. E. S, C, Lanes. ; Rev. I. W. D., \Valsall ;

Rev. O. H., Mountain Ash; and hundreds of others

recommend the "Century Thermal" highly for the

cure of Bright's Disease, Lumbago. Sciatica,

Rheumatism, Bronchitis, Gout.

Mr. G. \V. S., of Manchester. .ittliLted for years, was

cured of Nervous Prostration. Headaches. In-

diuesiion. Insomnia, and Mental Exhaustion.

Mr. J. \V. F., of Bury, testifies that it did his wife

more good in five weeks than two years' doc-

toring. Cured her of Blood Poisoning, and

others of Lumbago and Influenza.

Mrs. O. L., of Kensington, after suffering f.ir years,

and l*mga total invalid from Rheumatic Arthritis,

â�¢pending pounds on doctors' bills and visits to IHixtun,

wrxs completely cured after u~ing the " Century

Theimal."

Hundreds of others testify to marvellous cures.

WRITE TO-DAY :""1 "' <â�¢r *'"â�¢' Illustrated

__^__^^___ li.,,,k. Vi 574. anil testimonials

' delighted ]ie..plc. Mention STHAND MJUAZIXK.

' it. Write us and we will make

a "Century

Oon't Think you can't afford

you such a nroiroitioniui toeuableyou to ]

Thermal " free of all cost to yourself.

AGENTS WANTED.

CENTURY THERMAL BATH CABINET. Ltd.

(Dept. 574). 205. Regent St., London, W.

STUPENDOIS BARGAINS!

I wlj the very host Gramophones. in lh<

world at. Half Shop Prices ! To prove

tins I will ,end on 7 days' Frae Ap-

prov'aR A1'"1 ''ly ""'"'"''' lli"11 â�¢*â�¢

wirh Bolia oak cabinet ,,f All. British

Dunotactaro, meaMiring isjins. by

18;n,!.l,yet!nÂ«.. handsome aoin. horn.

'h TJ .l.piiM, siilfd 26 !-<vrfN of

good make 421 t tinea of vour

Robeyprione. Edison. Columbia-lfon*! -tJ?"K â�¢!'

His Master's Voice. Jumbo,,- â�¢;;!,, CNSJC - â�¢â�¢fa

CHAS. T! ROBEYVltd.. TÂ£fJ

10

YEARS' WEAR!

2/9 kind.

IIHr/ll}:-" Win nctxr tie wiMoul tkem.

nerg. Boulogne. France, wrlte.u f20Â«'04)

over, find no shoes good a* yours. '

I:M.:..:. Length of Walking Slioe.

Colourâ��Brown. BUck. or White.

A. Plain 8h<X'H (without StninpingI

-SaS^- EZM rf<

., 2, L 7 n mouth Hoad, Rod

; â�� " Last jiair nearly lOvtori

in use." W. BfWU^%MB

BameÂ»;â�� "Got

last prur9jrÂ»n

ago ; now (juilr

./ S..

. ntir

nkt field

Mr. V. P.. IS. Rue r.uten-

â�� 'Have travelled the world

I). Superior Canvas. |u per illustration].. .. â��

Boots, suit flahing. climbing. Ac. Inon slipping) Â»;

Prices .."..>.... rÂ«iirf

Kmytoin, u.'jrix'/ cxfra!.

Children's. Ladies'. Gent â�¢

. .. 18 1 R 1 10

20 29

.- , __.Â» ..,..,,.. ^.,u.u,,ll., Â»l-. tlloU'BllpplIlg, 3 â�¢ 33

I>o. Strong Grey Canvas iShoes. ed. per pair lets) 33 38

Supernne .Shoes, no Straps irJootalw. extra) â�� 473 46

6/11": Best, 88'"if Three pairs ^o^ttae.^t'ucl'iM'oV Id!"^

pair; six rairs 8,1. ; twelve pairs 3d. Pull List, Id., including Boot

ijifcr. MiujtlH iÂ«iirÂ» less than 8hon or Store PricM.

PATENT CANVAS SHOE CO., I, Steps Road, near Clasnow

\.,.h..,,Â« Send P. O. .lire, t. 35 vÂ«arÂ« -..lv.rH..e.

PAWNBROKER'S CLEARANCE SALE

FULL LIST OF a ^nn rrwryrvr IIBI>A!BTÂ»*Â«I

OF

â�¢=-â�¢--â�¢" 3.500 GENUINE BARGAINS

EVERY DESCRIPTION. POST FREE

32 6 Eowe'rÂ«' Â£6 Â«' Double-Draw

Â«â�¢*, Â«* Binoculara, I-.MCIIS magnification

iwwer. Jylmmlere; ni3.t powgrfol glan niade:

name of Â»hip can be distinctly rea<l flve miles

from shore ; brilliant field of view, achromatic

leasts, enhanced stereoscopic effect great

penetration power; in brown English leather

ilmg rase; week's free trial; sacrifice. 32s. ed.

Â«1.9 '6 J^f^'S vc!7 'iÂ«*Â»n< ra *> solid

fv7 D cold" English Hall-marked Bl.

pandlng Watch-Bracelet, high grade

jewelled movrnicnt, reliable tin,ekeet*r-

week H free trial : t:r.-:it 'a.-rin. e, 49s. 6d. Approval tx-fore ixmnent'

29/6 ?Â«al!niflcent is ].v Double Breechloader 'Gun:

h J faterehanieable. l-J-bore top lever. pro,.f-tÂ«tÂ».l larnds left

choke, rebounding lo.'ks. central fire; great sacrifice. 29s. ed. AlÂ«>

another HammerleM worl 1,11-j pjÂ«. ; M, riflce. BSs. Approval willmsly

Â£2 28. "T'u?0"1 ""â�¢"Jua'h. Â£S Â», set. very elegaj.t lonj.

**..â�¢"*â�¢ Â»â�¢>: ;' Wrap "r Stole ,,,,,1 extra large Pillow Stuff; pX-

fect skins, rich *,!k lininir; KI. nfii-e. 42s. Approval willingly

49 6 pÂ«"'-'Â« * I" Solid Gold Englisn ll,,ll marÂ£ed' K...

ur . u )*?,* e,v?p ''"""'. "wiul hiKh grade chron.^mph Stop

Watch |.T. Ruoell, lx>u,lonl. jewelle.1 movement, time,! to a minute

>nth ; ao jean' warranty : weeks free trial. Sacrififi- 49s. Bd

Magnificent fii Â«Â» Oliver-pointed Black Fo* shaped

eaiin lined, and elegantly trimmed with lorge buÂ«hy "nil SsadaaiS

pawa; very latest fashion Exceptional bargain. 35s. .Appn-val willintlr

9/C Oent.'s

Â«* Albert, s.1,,1 li

-ct. gold

r.f fTll

Â«. 8d.

il' Double Curb

illinclr.

2/- =adyl* Magnificent Â£Â» s.' Half-Hoop Dlamond"nn'd

f'..v,?.apph p? ,Â«1"*!.,'"'t., K-W .1"'' n.arke.1 ; there are 1

sÂ« *â�¢ L-V. KÂ»U, uiui marge,] ; mere are

iiUlesn diamond!, and three beautiful ..

rtMt sacrifice, 42s. Approval willingly

Cray Squirrel Furs, Â£15 15,. Bet. eiceptionally h>,,J

rap or Stole, and very large Muff Â«ith

87s. 6d. Approval willingly

,ure white.

.,hireÂ» of rid

87/6 ?;,-â��-,,-nV-wM.

squirrel tail. : Rr.'at wn rifir.-. aim. oa. Approval willinglT

25 /. Very Valuable Violin, i.rfect.condition. la(SiedStrvÂ«.

.' . vanns, ( r,-m..nÂ«, 17'Jl; rich mellow tone ; with bow and <nÂ«e

sint profenioTi,] ,,r sol.list ; wrifice. 25s.: worth Â£7 Annrova

14/6 S-n"'ye. l- >'" So"d Oo'<l Curb

9/6

t cue;

8s. ed. Approval willingly before payment

Prompt Attention to Foreign and Colonial Orders.

\, M. DAVIS & CO Pawnbrokers, Jewellers.

o. in. un wio CK WUii Silversmiths. Opticians.

26, DENMARK HILL, LONDON.
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British -made

PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMPS

(with dry battery refills). Finest quality ana finish throughout.

Genuine British-made articles at the same price as foreign ones.

Practical. Safe, Reliable.

SMALL POCKET

LIMP,

finished in nickel

or gilt, brilliant

light.

No. 0428.

Price 4'6.

Weight 4ozs.

THE MIDGET WAISTCOAT

POCKET LAMP.

Takes up no mnrc

room than a match

box. Covered real

Lizard.

No. 02800. Price 4 6.

Weight aiozs.

PORTABLE

COMBINED

HAND and

RSADINC

LAMP,

with long life dry

battery.

No. 02ISS4. Price 21/-

Weight U!bÂ«.

POPULAR MODEL TORCH,

with iÂ«rmanent switch. All metal body

covered black leather.

No. 030&4. 6/6 complete. Weight 12ozs.

"PORTEX "

BOTTLE

POCKET LAMP,

Brilliant light.

Covered real

leather.

The above are but a few of our many electric specialities. Full illustrated catalogue (F.D.) showing our

wonderful range of Torches, Pocket Lamps, Hand Lamps, &c., &c., sent post free on application to :â��

THE PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

12O, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

The

Children

Love

NO MORE CASTOR OIL.

lastols

â��" Niem at

Chocolate.'

â��that is one of the reasons for their huge success.

Mothers find that not only is the distressful

"Castor Oil Time" a thing of the past, but that these handy

little sweetmeat tablets do the work all the better because the

children like them so. NO MORE CASTOR OIL! Use CASTOLS instead, which do the

work without any discomfort.

Sold by Chemists in Gel. and I/- tins and single packets. In tabletsâ��divided to suit children

of different ages. The right kind is spelt C.A.S.T.O.L.S. Refuse substitutes, which may be harmful.

SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER.-?" y^r" S3 ~Â£

T. KERFOOT & CO. (Dept. 253), The Garden Factories, Bardsley, LANCS.

L THE

53

UNIQUE

PIECES FOR

(Cold Finished)

Consisting ofâ��

SBkfit.OapÂ«tSi-ra.

8 Tea OupÂ« t 9crs.

'. Breakfait Plato

6 Tea Platra 1 6 Kgg

1 Teapot, Upt

1 Cocoa Jus, llpt.

I Slop Badn J

'

Jug

1 I>ish. 12in. | CupT I 1 CoTerc* Butterdish

THE CHEAPEST & BEST

Tea A Breakfaat Sorvlce ever offered. The

rtyle of decoration is an entirely Â»ew

departnr*. thÂ« Service being decorated in

rich IMPERIAL BLUB, the Lateifc

Art Colouring, which Rivea it a beautiful

effect when displayed.

The CHINA ST. POTTERY CO

47 DINNER

SERVICE

Gold Finished. 4 ad. extra.

OUR GOODS MAKE BEST g

XMAS PRESENTS. |

â�¢ORB TO PLEASE. You ihould tee |

OUR CATALOGUE, g

printed in Sfi Colours and Gold, which =

shows everything in Crockery and Qlau to =

suit all Households. Dainty Shapea with =

Lnvt-ly Design*. Tea Serrices from 3 3d. EE

each. Dinner Services from 0 3d. each. =

Toilet SarrioeB, etc., etc., POST FREE. |f

We puck teeurely arid xAin

to any part a/ th" world.

*Wian FEMTOH, Staffs.
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The (rrmt. advantage of these gar-

ments is that they always present

the Appearance of Ordinary Walking

Skirts. Made with our w-lf- ad justing " Mai-

turrius" Band, and RFQLIRK "to AJ.TFRATTO*

WHATEVER. TAILOR MADKto Measure. Black

Nitvr. Brown. Wine, Green, and Royal Vicuna

Clolh. Light and Dark Tweedi, also in flnect

quality Ail-Wool Serges, Habit Cloths. TweedH

etc. Our Latest Catalogue of other designs in

Maternity Skirts, with 'pattern!, post free. When

ordering, state length, back and front, waiit and

hip measurements of your ordinary skirt, alto

present tnfagitremtnts. Send for Illustrated

Catalogue - Everything for Baby. Enquiries

to the Manageress.

WOOD BROS.. 14. North Parade,

Drew Experts, MAM'H ESTER

\ 1

K

I

i[

=il

EVERYTHING BABY WANTS from BIRTH

Simple Downs from a/a to Elegant Hand-made

Outfits at 13 gns. Costumes, Sflil*. Robes. Coau. IHiy and

Night OoÂ«ns. Flannel!. PM-hw. MatinpM. fa|>9 Shawl,, l!llÂ».

Hinders, H.wtfcs, Bocks, Blanket* SheeU. Pillowi. Nipkinn

Markmtobh Good*, and all gundrfes. Cnrrmge paid to any

ftddrem in the Unite-l Kingiiom. Any arrii-le exchanged or

m"PÂ«?. .rÂ»''""1Â«l- tJaulogue, fret. Speciality for Mother

and Child. "Cot* anil Carriagea." aim designu of Maternity

Skirts and Costumes. Sociality .-â��Complete Layett*. Â£3 3 6

WOOD BROS.. Maternity Outfitters.

14. North Parade. Manchester.

Gold Jledal Mn.lels from 7 6 U 46 -.

jfi MAKE CHEERFUL HAPPY HOMES.

W No knowledge of Music required.

CAMPBELL&C?

THE WORLD'S MUSIC PROVIDERS

116,TRONGATE .GLASGOW.

*

s

*

f.

WRITE AT OSCK FOBâ�� [Eftablitthtil 1*40

FREE PRIVILEGE PRICE LIST.

Over Ifw illuBtrat'ons of

All kinds of Musical Instruments.

Â£ Campbeirs " Happebones " Chidden tbe Globe.

SUPREME AMONG

FOOTWEAR FOR THE

-OUTDOOR LADY.-

18/6

Is undoubtedly the BeBi-clasa Boot

made for Winter Service. Coif,

Hockey, Motoring, Ac,

Carriage pnuf to a//part* oftke

I'mttd Kit-yimn /â�¢'â�¢,> rvipr. r<of

tafff extra. Send Site for drair

outline of Foot} and P.O.

Black or Tnn Waterproof Leathers, AH

Sizes, narrow, medium, and broad fit-

iiiim. Order a pair now. and let th*

1 Fife prove i[Â« merit in the wearing.

Writffor Frr,e Catiiluatu, revering thf Family Poottttnr ,.'.-(*.

A. T. HOGG (No. 64 , BTRATHMIGI.O. FIFE.

FkBMt tuid Leadt-r of the " Boots by P<wt" trade.

-^ .â�¢Â£â�¢<Â»â�¢â�¢â�¢Â» *â�¢*Â» "fca=s,Aaa. X*exmsi cannot be excelled. They represent

^^ Pen iKjrfection. the results of 25 years' experience. Every bit British-

made, too. The ease and comfort derived from the use of a good

"* 3BÂ«Ts3iÂ»'fc'maLxa.Â«a " Pen is a revelation to all writers. Try

one. Nibs to suit every hand. Money back in full if not satisfied

This is one of 0'ir leading patterns, N 0.21O, at 5/8. 11 is equal

in every way to any other make at 10/6. Other patterns, 2/6 to

16/6. Obtain of your Stationer or send P.O. direct to the Manufacturers :

Burge. Warren & Bldgley, Ltd., 91 & 92, Great Saffron Hill. London, E.G. (sÂ« pp. lUus. Cat. on receipt of card.)

NO MORE ACHING FEET!

WHY SUFFER?

with Cornn, Runions, "Wei

Perspiring, and Inflamed Feet.

DR. HOGYES' SOCKS

frnndc of inipreÂ«naUd asl)CBUiBÂ» are gua

Three qualiticB. 6d., 1 -, anil a - IH/P |

rree. of all BrwtniakcrB and rhemia

nteed to relieve all foot troulilei

any Â»iie. Send for Pamphlets

r dirt-rt and post free from

Dr. F. HOQTE8 IDept. 7). 4. Domingo Street. London, B.C.

BY ROVAI.

APPOINTMENT.

CHARMING IRISH LACE.

OUR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST contains hundreds

of lorely articles suitable for Gifti at any timp.

May iÂ« wnd yon a Copy free t

Murphy & Orr, 1R1. Belfast, Ireland

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF A

MASTA PIPE

is not a. risky experimentâ��you have the

absolute certainty of presenting a pipe per-

fect in every detail, and one that will give a

DRY, COOL, and SWEET SMOKE. Â£

The only pipe a wet smoker can enjoy.

Moisture cannot enter the mouth. Enormous

sales prove its merits. Ask your tobacconist

to show you one at 2/6, 4/-, 5/6, etc.

Booklet explaining principle and containing \

illustrated price list frtf frvm

MASTA PIPE CO,,8), Milner Works, Barnsbury St.. N. ;
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Cheaper Cooking

= GAS or OIL. ==

You can cook a complete dinner in a

" DUCK " Oven with one gas ring, as

against two rows of jets and two or three

rings used by an ordinary gas stove. If you have not gas

available, use a " Novic " Wickless Oil Stove instead.

It will do the same work. â�¢

THE"DUCK"OVEN

only uses 1 Â£d. worth of gas to cook a complete dinner

(as shown) sufficient for 10 persons.

Extract from recent letter

ordering 2 " DUCK " OVENS

for friends :

" After a trial of 18 months

{ should feel quite lost without

it ... Moil satisfactory for

pastry. I have cooked two

Xmas Dinners in it

for nine people."

(hrigimtl <VMÂ» be, *ttn at

il'i'i I''** I" I'.'H .

Supplied by leading

Ironmongers,

Stores, & Gas Com-

panies. Price from

19/6

J. John Master A Andran,

Ltd., 106, Lightship Hous*,

GL. Tower St., London, B.C.

Model Makers to the Admiralty, the

Principal Railway Co.'s, etc.

MODEL RAILWAYS

Your Home needs "Domes."

"Domes of Silence" â�� invisible

castorsâ��protect your carpets from

the sharp edges of furniture. They

enable your maid, single-handed,

to move the heaviest and bulkiest

furniture without effort. They save

the expense of castor replacements

and strained legs. Test a set of

" Domes of Silence" on your

favourite chair, a table, or a ward-

robe, and realise their advantages.

"Domes" make furniture GLIDE.

ILENCI

AT ALL IRONMONGERS, FURNISHERS,

AND STORES 6d. for 4, All Sizes.

Itineratio

t nntonchi-1 f'huit

HA by dfligktfil eit

Fascinating and instructive Toy. Endless amusement.

Send to-day (or our No. 42

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (ju*t published).

containing full particulars and illustrations of Engines

of all kinds.

Locomotive. Vertical, Horizontal, Hot Air. Marine etc*

Seals Model Rolling Stock, Couches, Wagons, etc.

Rails and Points In Tlnplate. and our well-known

Rustless Steel.

British Railway Stations Bnglne Sheds. Signals,

Signal Boxes with Levers, and Bridges, etc.

Racing Electric and Steam Torpedo and Gunboats.

Electric Boat Motors. Dynamos, A Accumulators, etc.

FREE to "Strand" rtadtts on receipt ff 2d. for postage

CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD,

Argyll Arcade, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

COLLECTION

"H" OF

NEW ROSES.

Wonderful Value

'XE A UKM INK NuVKl.TV

Tlii.Â«iprrb collKllon. of the .PEST 18 NEW ROSESm

warf plant!. Tlif price of this wonderful collection i

arria(Ee an<l packing frrÂ« for cash with orc>r (with ^c

, 26 6>- The MM i.'ti.-s arc râ��

Arthur R. Goodwin. P.

Duchess of Wellington

H.T.

rquiB de Slnety. H.T.

s> A. de Rothschild, T.

Mrs. Alfred Tate. H.T.

Mrs. Amy Hammond,

H.T.

Mrs. Foley Hobbs. T.

Mrs. H. Stevens, T.

Mrs. W. Christie Miller.

Rayon d'Or, P.

Edward Mawley. H.T.

Kxcelsa. Cl. Poly.

JonKheer L. Mock. H.T.

Juliet. H.B.

Lady Hllllngdon, T.

Lady Plrrle. H.T.

Lieut. Chaure, H.T.

a; full i>f uitsrastlnff inf.>t
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BACKACHE, STIFF MUSCLES, SWOLLEN

JOINTS, RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, LUMBAGO,

GOUT,

are all mainly due to the over-formation of uric acid in the system. Nothing

is so efficacious in removing this poison from the blood as a short course of

ANTURIC BATHS

which stimulate the natural processes without any deleterious effects upon

the internal functions of the body.

ANTURIO SALTS, Lid., Oept. S.T., 379, Strand, W.O.

A'eto York Agentsâ��FOUOBRA A Co., 91, Beekman Street.

Send P. C. to-day for explanatory Treatise, FREE.

HILL'S

HONGROISE

FREE GI FT S COLLECTOIIS

To reaponiUilt! rullcrtora nndinK Id. for |x>sUge

tabroftd 4d.i uid BtotioBtllf Otfl vfiiy. we u ill pru-

aent either of thts following .irMuhl, packets

IOO DIFFERENT STAMPS

SET OF 10

Approval SelectionB 'of all Countries ao jier cent, di

(iiltlNmM'Catalogue Prices. Try tht-in! YuuicillJlHd irai**

SPECIAL XMAS OFFERâ��1,000 different stamps, i2-.cn.

J.WHEELHRJlCo., 124. Lennard Rd..BechÂ«nharo.Bnt'.

M., o, A MNB

off

IMPKOVKD

Knitted Corsets

Support without Pressure.

Good Unshrlnkahlu Saul lary Cotton and pure

Woollen rnden-lothing. Write for Illustrated

Ll>t free :Â»!Â«..Mir UNBREAKABLE "HER-

CULES" CORSETS IN COUTIL. 311.

SaÂ»uAf rietl free. iltntwH " Stntwl MiiwiiHt."

KSirrKBCOKSET* aftTIIIK CO.. 118, lÂ»nÂ«DÂ«ld K.I.. Soltiui:lnini.

STAMMERING

2/6

10 in. Double-sided, -packman Patent-Cut.

"THE RECORD THAT'S TWICE AS LONG.

Marathon Records are made under

an entirely new and unique process

of recording which ensures a much

sweeter, clearer, and more natural .repro-

duction and reduces the surface scratch

to vanishing point.

CAN BE PLAYED ON ALL GRAMOPHONES.

IVrite for foil List and name of nearest dealer to

THE NATIONAL GRAMOPHONE CO.. Ltd.. 15, CITY ROAD. LONDON. B.C.

MONEY USE THE

" Black Autocopy 1st,"

tin- best duplicating

H 1'n.itifi on Hi' mark'',

for reproducing CircuUr*.

ri.ini. Music. Sl-Â«ciftra

lion*, Kvirn. llaiÂ»TÂ«, i

Write for Price Lit* Â«M*

^ifi-nuta*. or call aitd Mf

APPARATUS CO., Ltd..

A. Dapt.. 123, Cannon Street, London. B.C.

Shorthand

Sloan-Duployan "High Speed" Short-

hand Lessons, as taught by the author,

are the only courses that have produced

the 250 words per minute Parliamentary

reporters. Illustrated booklet with spru-

inen lesson free.

Handbook Dept., SLOAN-DUPLOYAN COLLEGE. RAMSCATE.

GRATIS

TO LADIES-^.

HOSEZENE

WITH GIRDLE TO

FIT AMY

AIST .

^HOSEZENE G

NOTTINGHAM.

BLUSHING

A Speedy and Successful Cure Guaranteed by I.adyâ��

herself cuiedâ��Personally or by Correspondence. Pupils

received, resident or daily. Most successful. Testimonials

and paiticularsâ��

Mrs H. SOMERVIULE LODGE,

162, Holland Ra,, Kensington, London, W.

This miserable habit permanently cured. For either sex.

Sample of this harmless, inexpensive remedy sent privately,

under cover, for two penny stamps.

TAYLOR & CO. (Dept. D), 140, Fleet Street, London.

Tim < VitF HK4Nfi THt On

STAMP.
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Dirtct from ScoU'h Maker to IVeartr

Winterâ��

and the vogue

of the brogue

There is no finer, more trustworthy, and

protective type of winter footwear for

men, women, or children than Scotch-

made, hand-built brogues, made of

Scotch-tanned and hand-dressed leather.

rogues for Men. This

the shoe " par excellence"

>T ihc gulfing man, being

:ide from the finest selected

^iterials, handsewn and put

â�¢grlher by expert shoe makers

Our Kesi Ai .. 21/-

Nu. A2 ... 16/6

Bulh shoes absolutely de-

pendable.

Don't forget

to send size

ordering.

These illustrations are of the finest Scotch-made brogues

that are produced. They are sample valuf s in

"Pevih'&oots

The School Girl Brogue Shoe,

Mack or brown. This shoe is made

ihroushoul of solid leather. strongly

put together. Reliable, easy,

and comfortable.

Sizes 7 10 10 ... 7/-

to i ... 8/-

sizes ... O/-

Woney bach

if not

absolutely

delighted.

Send for our Catalogue of

Winter Brogue Footwear,

Post Free.

The "Perth" College Brogue

Boot, in black or brown water-

proof calfskin. Smart and taste-

fully made, flexible soled. The

ideal footwear for the wearer of

''tailor-mades" and for school

maids.

Our price, 18/6 2nd grade. 12 6

0. NORWELL & SON,

Perth, Scotland.

Eitakliihed ootr 100 Y'an.

Don't Wear

a Truss!

After Thirty Years' Experience I

Have Produced an Appliance for

Men, Women, or Children that

Cures Rupture.

I send it on trial.

If you have tried most everything else, come to

me. Where others fail is where I have ray greatest

success. Send attached coupon to-day and I will

send you free my illustrated book on Rupture and its

Cure, showing my Appliance, and giving you prices,

and names of many people who have tried it and are

extremely grateful.' It is instant relief where all others

fail. Remember, I use no salves, no harness, no lies.

The above it C. E. Brooks, who has been Curing

Rupture for over 30 years.

If Ruptured, write him to-day.

I make it to your measure and send it to you on a

strict guarantee of satisfaction or money refunded,

and I have put my price so low that anybody, rich

or poor, can buy it.

I send on trial to prove what I say is true. You

are the judge, and once having seen my illustrated

book and read it, you will be as enthusiastic as my

thousands of patients whose letters are on file in my

office, fill in Free Coupon below and post to-day.

FREE INFORMATION COUPON.

C. E. BROOKS, 3680, Bank Buildings,

(corner Portugal Si.), Kingsway, London, W.C.

Please send me by post in plain wrapper your

illustrated book and full information about your

Appliance for the cure of rupture.

Name â��

Address.

tvrite plainly.
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PHYSICIANS

AGREE

FOOTS BATH CABINET

IS THE BEST,

And recommend it for the prevention and cure of

Colds, Influenza, Rheumatism, Kidney, Liver,

Skin and Blood Diseases, Obesity and Stomach

Troubles. No other treatment i> so effective as

the combined HOT AIR and VAPOUR HATH.

There is scarcely a disease that can resist the

power of heat. It not only cleanses the outer

surface, but also opens the pores, eliminates

impure matters, and stimulate,1- a healthful flow of

â�� life's principle â�� the blood, clears the skin,

recuperates the body, quiets the nerves, ICMS the

tired, and creates that delightful feeling of

invigorated health and strength. It is an

ABSOLUTELY SAFE

Cabinet with which one can enjoy privately at

home the delights and benefits of either hot air,

vapour, medicated, or perfumed baths. A FOOT'S

CABINET possesses every desirable feature uf

efficiency, ind has several exclusive advantages,

including Improved Outside Heal and Vapour

Generator, Adjustable Seat, and Heat Regulator.

The bather is not fastened to the Cabinet : exit'is

easy and immediate ; no assistant required. C.m be

used in any room, and folds into a small, compact

space.

Prices from 35.-.

Write for " "Balk Book." B 3, lent free.

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd.

Dept. B 3.

171, New Bond Street, London. W.

is a delightful Chocolate

Confection, velvety and bland,

and quite different from any other.

"The Best we have ever tasted."

â��STRAND MAGAZINE.

J. S. FRY & SONS, Ltd.,

By Appointment to

H.M. The King.
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UTION! SEE TOM SMITHS NAME ON EVERY BOX.-q

PIPES OF

QUALITY

There is a real pleasure in possessing a

pipe of the best quality, and the name

alone of Bewlay is always enough to

vouch for the excellence of a pipe.

Best picked briar, perfectly made, silver

mounts, well balanced and symmetrical

designs â�� there is a di>/inflitÂ»i about

all Bewlay I'atent Pipes, which arc

splendid specimens of the art of pipe-

making. Moreover, the

BEWLAY PATENT PIPE

is the one through which no nicotine or

tobacco dust can reach the mouthâ��the

pipe that enables the smoker to have a

cool, sweet, wholly enjoyable smoke.

/list the thing foi a Xuias Gift.

In all the best and most popular

shapes, 3/6, 5/6, and 6/6. When order-

ing, please state shape required.

BEWLAY & CO., Ltd., 49, STRAND.

Kstatlishtd /7&X.

Send for our interesting booklet.

"PIPES OF ALL PEOPLES,"

â�¢plendidly illustrated. >ent port free.

BRITISH DOLLS

for BRITISH CHILDREN.

1/6

FOUR COMPLETE DOLLS FOR

Sn. your money nntl ;.â�¢. i the Life-size Baby

Doll (OVLT 2 feet high), together with her Three

l.iiii- Friendi. i, ,.,. . r "i,. the h.-;i|Â«nt net of

iniliieakitlrlr toys ever proinrfd. Dulli m>l Tnyi m L<I> from

DEAN'S RAG KNOCKABOUT TOY SHEETS are

KdmiltKllj first favourite* In the Nurnery nti<l ideal frir children.

T)iÂ«y :ire pndlUW on pruttally inde>trin tible cotton cloth. ID

bright wiuthatOc <t>louir and iirc certificil nml Kiuintnteod M

absolutely hygienir. T!,, I.iir size l; iM h-ll bproOOOKl in atrnly

life -likeMvlf. ind *i7e in full i-Moiir*: il Â»ill lut a lift-time and

Riv- remnant iileniure to n rhild. whcww .-n it drlifrlii. will he to

riresMuid nndresH it. again .MI.I JIIMIII \\\\\\ llahy'Â» r.i-i on*<"lollihig.

Ton iiit the fl(Tares out. ww (hfin together, and ittufTwith efther

ffranul.itfit rork or finÂ« wno>) WIMI), lÂ«.th liclntt hyaiVnu- niul <-hcnt>.

DEAN'S RAG KNOCKABOUT TOV SHEETS ran tw

ohi.iin. .1 from all dealer*, hut should yon have iny ditti'-ulty in

oblainiaif them in your neighbourhood, send u.-*Â«UmtÂ»or P.O.. imd

we will -ml them, tofrether with nn inttreiitiDg little llooklet,

free. Totttage on foreign r>rdera &1. extra. Oarufully keep the

iiiiiiiit-t of I'.O. Bent. Yuur mum \ will be retumetl in full if you

nrv not i>len.Â«ed v n ti the gootli.

4 DOLLS

for

1/6

Iiu fractions

given on each

sheet in

English. French

German, Italian.

and Spanish.

Life-size Baby

Doll, about

2 leet high.

Lucy Locltctt.

about 8 m. high.

King Cole,

about 5 in. high.

Little Dutchie.

about 4} in. high.

The above

4 DOLLS

complete

on 1 sheet,

1/6.

DEAN'S RAG BOOK CO.. LTD.,

a to 8, Newlngton Butts. London, S.E.

Oa-Hne

but Bkin deep. It depends upon a clear

OAT1NE aaiurea beautiful akin by

Beauty

healthy -kin.

ridding the porea of dirt.

A FREE SAMPLE

of OATINR CREAM will I-- sent on application, or for 3d. In

â�¢tauit* a box containing eight of the Oatine Prepnnttiona and

Book on i . - Mattsag*. â��The Oatlne Co.,

leoa, Oatlne Building*. Boro'. London, S.F.

By

HM. the King.

George Rowney & Co.'s

Pen-Painting Colours & Materials

according to the original methods

employed by the Nuns of France.

A Japinncd Tin Box. containing 19 Pen-Piinling Oil Coloun

in tubei. â�¢ tube of McGuilp, bottle of Jmma M.-dtum.

boltle ol Pen-Painting Powder. Mahogany Palelte, Palelle

Knife. Penholder. Pent, and 2 Brushâ�¢, including a

Guide lo Pen Painting. 10'6 complete.

U'tiiiftr GEORGE ROWNEY & CO.

/Â«// Pria (DepL S), 10 & 1 1. Percy Street.

List If London. W., England.
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IN SIDES ABOUT 46lb.

Unsmoked, 9d. per Ib. Smoked, 9 d per Ih.

Rait paiil anywhere in ike United Kingdom.

The advantages of dealing direct with the Factory

which guarantees quality at such low prices,

are obvious, islb. cuts of Streak at lod. per ' â�¢-

supplied carriage paid.

SEND FOR ILLUSTKATKD LIST.

EDWARD MILES & CO.,

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT,

Broadmead Bacon Factory, Bristol.

Doctors Highly Recommend

THERAPEUTIC ELECTRO DAMP PROOF

:: ;: SOCK AND BOOT FITTINGS . ::

GreaUst Galvanic Blood Circulator of the age. No more

cold hands or feet. An a cure and prevention against

Rheumatism. Gout, and all kindred Ailment*. Should

be worn l>y all Golfers. Goloehee not needed. Cu>li wiih

order. Ladies', 27 : Gentlemen's, 3/1; im'luiliugi>osUige.

Indented and Manufactured by

GEORGE'Wl LSON. 1. Preston St., BRIGHTON,

Sussex. Apentaattd (Jaiivauen Wanted,

DENNISQ

he

u

Dennison Quality Watch" Cases.

Most Jewellers keep them, but if

you have any difficulty, write to

DENNISON'S, BIRMINGHAM.

Look for the tmall D.Q.

\ WATCH BOW

Private Xmas Cards

19 Original and Dlstinc. *â�¢- - - â�¢-*

16 tlve Style Christmas

Cards, with your Christmas n

Oreetlnjt, Name <S Address

printed In Qold, & Embossed

Monogram, from 2s. post free.

JW All STUAXD MAGAZINE

READERS are aavised to write jf

postcard at once, and a most

charming Book o/ Specimens will be

seat tor Inspection post tree.

A CABINET containing 34) Sheet* Society Notepaper and

Envelope, beautifully ,irin(Â«l, PRESENTED FREE Â»ith

Onlere â�¢lue 88. Full Hit of HANDSOME Stasunsl.le

QIKTS TO ALL act-omituiy Iht BOOK. Write now.

MALCOLM McMEEKIN, Art Printing Works,

(Dept. S), 8 & 7, Rod Lion St., Holborn, London, w.C.

GREETING SACHETS

A Dainty Xmas Card and Sachet in one.

The Zenobia Greeting Sacketi truthfully reveal tke

i j slveetncss of the best loved JltKvcrs, and are kept and

t-herished for their exquisite fragrance and dainty

appearance lonf after other;

are cast aside.

Sweet Pea Blossom,

Night Sceated Stock,

Wallflower, Violet,

Red Rose, Carnation.

Sold by leading

Stationers, Peifumers,

Chemists, and Stores.

From 2d. to 2$ each.

ZENOBIA, Ltd.,

Tested for 14 Year* in a

Leading Glasgow Hospital.

SISTER LAURAS

FOOD

MAKES MILK DIGESTIBLE.

Manufactured under the personal

*u|K>rvision of an Experienced Nune,

The most delicate Inlantcanbe

reared on it with perfect safety.

Endoraed by !><ytoi-Â», Nurees.

Mothers, and Invalid" ~everywhere

aa the most strengthening awl

nourishing food oil the market.

Sold by Chemint* toerytrhere, I/- iwr tin. Samt>lt Tin ONC! 111**

trated Jivoktet port free 3d. stamp*. Agent* minted AbroatL

SISTER LAURAS INFANT FOOD CO., Ltd.,

156, St. Vincent Street. GLASGOW.

DELICIOUS COFFEE.

RED

WHITE

*BLUE

For Breakfast & after Dinner.
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A USEFUL XMAS PRESENT.

Guaranteed Waterproof

Golf

Shoe

The Best Shoe

on the Market!

22/6

(including trees), in Black and Tan, and in Half-sizes. Ladies' ditto

18/6

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, POST FREE, ON APPLICATION TO

THE SURREY ATHLETIC AGENCY, 6, Arthur St., King William St., London, E.C.

TELEPHONE: 1520 CITY. TELEGRAMS: EMVHIRST, LONDON.

Mother's promised to

buy some more.

Mil

The daily spread for children's bread.

It saves the butter bill.

Among all the food dainties known there is none so deliciously

appetising, wholesome and strengthening as Laitova.

The ingredients chosen from the purest of farm products are

rendered extremely easy of digestion by skilful manufacture, whilst

all their body-building properties are retained.

Laitova is the ideal food delicacy when eaten on pastry, bread or

in puddings. Try Laitova sandwiches for tea,

Your grocer sells it. In /nrsâ��64d- 3id., & 2d

SUTCI.IFFE fs BINGHAM LTD., CornbrooK. Manchester. <I>
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THE HOME

BEAUTIF1

Mwz/a can/tiro.

IGH CLASS ETCHINGS

ENGRAVINGS AND

PICTURES iMCOLOUR

ALBANY COURT "tARD London1

Cl<iro6trwtBR]5TOL.arp obtdina

from tfio cfof PRINTmiERineryi

A CATALOGUE conrainJntf o\itr I

ILLU5TKATION& mill be s

Is.(refunded if purrfTase be

Picas* noTc tfie name of the

fUBLBHERS OF ARTISTIC

â�¢TREASURES OHLY

SÂ»Â« tfiÂ«ir PUturei to oppr^iot'e

tfie truth of tfiis statement;

PAWNBROKER'S CLEARANCE SALE

PULL LIST OF 3.500 GENUINE BARGAINS

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION. POST FREE.

SAVES!

ni;

Â«â�¢/

â�¢ Worth Lady's well - made

Knitted Sports Coat; latest fashion;

quality; | length; unworn; genuine

bargain, 6s. 6d. Approval willinglv.

; Lady's Â£4 i- solid nld tfugliih hall-

/ marked Keyless watch; jewelled

movement; exact limekeeiÂ»er ; richly engraved ;

12 years' warranty ; week's free trial. 21ft.

Also Lady's handÂ«.me. solid gold IUMR

Watch Guard worth Â£4 4s.; tacrifice. 21s.

Approval willingly.

11 C Real Russian Purs, Â£2 lOs. set, latest style, magnifi

IZ O cent rich, dark sable brown, Hft, long Granvllle Stole,

shaped collar, richly satin lined, beautifully tiiimn.il 12 Itn â�� i-m

']V1- and Head&, snd handsome large Granny Muff matchiiiK,

th- set complete. 12 6. Approval before pay men t.

0 C Fashionable Curb Chain Padlock Bracelet. solid

O/O Hnkft, with safclv chain, Ifft gold ^tunn-ed- filled, in velvet

Â« )-â�¢ Great ban: UN 8S. 6d. Another, heavier. 1O 6. Approval.

04/ Vary Handsome 14 4s Real Coney Seal long Scarf

â�¢ â�¢ and large Hat Pillow Muff; latest Tachion; magnificent

quality ; quite new; gunnim- liariMin, 21s. Approval willingly.

AC/ Very Pine Old Violin. i>erfoct condition, 1.1.,-H.. I Peter

â�¢Â»/~ fJuaruerius, Ann" 171'j; rich mellow to,ic ; with bow and OSM;

â�¢nit profeÂ«*ioual or soloist; KM rifir-e, 26s.; worth Â£5. Approval.

6/fi Lady's 30s. Holid guld, I. ill rnÂ»rk'.1 5-stone Keal I'I.IM. m,|

/V -; i - i Gipsy Ring, very â�¢!â�¢.â�¢â�¢ design; * for engage-

ment ling Siu;rifi'-e a 6. Approrftl t*fore imymont.

9/47 Gent.'s Double Curb Albert, isatrat gold Wtsjnptoj

/v r 1. . solid links. 9s. 6d. Approval before payment.

19''ft Lady's very choice IH-carat Gt-ld ca.-wd Koylasi Watch

â�¢ * w Expanding Bracelet; finetu worknuuubf|i; most -'i.

cetsful ever in\tntÂ«<l; will fit any wrist; perfect lime keeper, Week's

free trial llarg.iin. 12s. 0d. Ajiproval before payment.

1O C Real Seal Musquash t>, hi- Mil. elcxanl ^Im. long

01 O Wrap or Stole .-,.i extra lar*ce Pillow Mufl p n. '

â�¢kins ; beaiitlfullr bilk lined . ucesdinfl} handsome : 1 â�¢ i- -t \\'eet End

siyle; together. 32*. 6d. Appmval.

OQ/C Magnificent Â£0 6s. Double Breechloader Gun:

***; W inlerchaugeiililc. 12 bore, top lever. pro-Â»f tested barrels, left

rhuke. nboandlDC locks, central fire; great sacrifice, 20s. 6d. Also

another, Hammer less, worth Â£10; sacrifice, 85s. Approval willingly.

AC/. Gent's Â£5 Double-breasted Winter Overcoat; 40in. hreÂ»Bt;

â�¢**/ mi-'ri'ir Duality iis.nv dark-grej frieze with iweed lining,

deep turned-down collar and strap cuffs; made for uiotorint by \\est-

Â£ii(i Utilor; never worn. Great n I.--HI.. 25s. Approval.

Me Service Al Quality Spoons and Porks; Rndoxn

/*Â» solid silver-iÂ»late.l. stamped E.P.N.S., Al ; 12 each Tahte.

DeKstert Spoons and Forks and Teas ; 60 pieces; sacrifice, 29S. 6d. ;

lixt price. Â£0 16s.; half quantitv, 15Â«. Approval willingly.

7(1 - Handsome Real Black Pox fashionable long Stole

â�¢ "/ aud MufT. Bilk lined, trimmed large toils and heada, perfectly

new; worth Â£10; accept Â£3 lOs. AppixÂ»val willingly.

T. H. DAVIS A CO., Pawnbrokers, Jewellers. Silver-

smiths, Opticians. 284, BKIXTON ROAD. LONDON.

PAGES

ThlÂ« Book I* tall of

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

SUITABLE FOR ALL

Mother - - Father â�� Sister â�� Brother â��

Daughter â�� Son or Friend.

Send for It To-day.

BAINBRIDGE'S

Is the Largest Drapery and

House Furnishing Establish-

ment in the North of England.

M.A.A.

FANCY

BOXES
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BOY (reading Honours List): "Hullo, Dad, I see they call you ' C.B.' now. How did they

know these boots of yours were polished with Cherry Blossom Boot Polish ?"

THE GENERAL Oust returned from Levee): "That 'C.B.' only means 'Companion of the

Bath,' Jack; but I wish It were half as useful to a fellow as the other."

DRINK .

AND ENJOY

By Special

?LIPTONS TEA.

Appointment

" Direct from the

Tea Garden

to the Tea PoL"

CEYLON.

The FINEST TEA the World can produce J/9

Leading Qualities, Delicious Blends !/()& 14

PERFECT PURITY & QUALITY GUARANTEED.

LIPTON

Ltd.

LONDON.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES EVERYWHERE.
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Sow

Ryder.

Seeds and

you will get

the richest

returns in

both flower

and kitchen

gardens.

Ryders Seeds

are perfect

i n pedigree,

quality and

vitality.

Ryders execute

many orders for

Foreign Govern-

ments for experi-

mental purposes,

and they cater for

garden lovers in

every quarter of the

Globe. Many Botani-

cal Gardens and

Public Parks are also

supplied with large

quantities of Ryders

Seeds in Penny Packets.

All Seeds in Penny Packets,

" from Orchids to Mustard

and Cress."

Only Addreit :

RYDER & SON,

Ltd.,

Seed Specialists,

St. Albans. England.

No Agents Anywhere.

Imitated but Unequalled. <t ^

*.*~fc>

TAKE CARE

of Your Eyes !

What is more precious than good eyesight ? Take

care, then, that you do not lose this precious gift.

If you suspect there is the least thing wrong with your

eyes, send a post-card to STEl'HEN GREEN, 210,

Lambeth Road, London, fora copy of a most interest-

ing handbook, "How to Preserve the Eyesight,"

which will lie sent FREE. It tells you all about

SINGLETON'S EYE OINTMENT

the marvellous remedy for all illnesses of the eyes,-eye-

lids, and eyelashes, cold in the eye, inflammation, styes,

ulcers, falling eyelashes, films or specks, weak and

watery eyes, and eye troubles following scarlatina,

meas'es, or influenza. All these troubles are cured by

Singleton's Eye Ointment, which has been working

almost miraculous cures for more than 300 years.

Singleton's Eye Ointment may be obtained of all

Chemists and Stores in ancient pedestal pots lor 2s.

HINKSMANS

ASTHMA.

A REMEDY OF LONO STANDTH3

Tried, true, and always to be f*T'Â«t an, gr*eÂ»

tntrintrcltei in ASthm.i, and iscf eraat Â».''JÂ«

in Bronchitis and Whooping COu^fi, i â�¢"#?â�¢', ft

from Chemists.or poMlre*l/frcni J. HUlKB-

, MAN, Cfaemikt Car.ok*. TriaJ

EVANS'

PASTILLES

Invaluable for

Throat & Voioo

Semf fenny f.-r Samfb

to the .^ott AfaiiufaetHtersi

EVAN8 SONB, LX80RE2 4 WEBB, Ltd,

LIVERPOOL and LONDON.

â�¢ \ :.-

FOR A REMEDY TO FLY TO

whenever an accident occurs we

think there is nothing better than

BURGESS' LION OINTMENT.

The museum of extraction* by tins remedy is most rctnark,\bJÂ«,

ranging from Tumours and Diseased Bone lo pieces of glass,

pen-nibs, needles, etc.,~also photographs of most serious cases

th.it have been cured. Mr. Burgess stales confidently ih^re

would be no deaths from Blood-poisoning by fish bones, rusty

nails, etc.â��as are so.often recordedâ��were this remedy promptly

applied. Where there are childrer. in the house a box of the

Lion Ointment should always be handy. "A stitch in time

saves nine." Wherrver there is disease silch as AbscevÂ»es

Boils, Whitlows, Fistula, Fatty or Cystic TumQurs, JRingworm,

Ec/rina, or any skin disease, or local inflammation, apply the

Ointment. Price ./.$ of any chemUt, or post free for P.O.

from E. Burgess, 59, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. Advice gratis
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A Cup of Vi'Cocoa for Breakfast

in the morning will "carry you

further" than anything else you

can drink or eat; it will enable

you to do more work, physical or

mental, and to do it better; it

will give you greater powers of

endurance; it will satisfy longer

and make you feel more fit. As for its taste,

The Court Circular says: " Vi-Cocoa is more than

palatable; it is simply delicious."

Don't ask for 'Cocoa1â��ask for 'Vi-Cocoa.'

Renewed Slrenoth to the Weak

Increased Vigour to Brain workers

m A Wealth of Health to Everyone
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MAZAWATTEE

TEA

Prices per Ib.:

1/6, 1/8, 21-, 2/6, 3/

THE PREMIER TEA

OF THE WORLD

Can be obtained from all

FAMILY GROCERS. Not from

Multi-shop Companies or

Co-operative Stores.

NORMAN & STAGEY, & us, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.G.

Tel* :-5297 Bank.

TRADE

HARK.

Founded

1879.

When FURNISHING a HOUSE or FLAT

WHY INTERFERE

With your Capital when you can Furnish out of

Income by easy monthly or quarterly Payments?

Send far our Catalogue. Business transacted over any fits tame.

NO-NICKO

Patent Pipe.

The

BUY THE BEST SEEDS

I and npncl at one* for the iplen4id NEW

CATALOGUE FOR 1B13 , V ; -> - , by 1

JOHN K. KING 6 SONS, I

pipe

e as ppe â�¢,Â» Â«

flrmt In the mornin

-iioinitcit.

(EYMER

â�¢ morning. Smart ilfiignW Enitlioh'mitrle. Rriiir* Silver

PoÂ«t Free a 6. Aliniuil extra. \Vritefortree pamphlet.

A 60. ,1'atentevB). 108, High Street. King's Lynn.

/THf Prtmirr Englifh Sffd Grtnrer*>, I

COGGESHALL, Essex; also Reading. I
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ARROW COLLARS

Copyright 1912

ASK

FOR

And see that you get themâ��

The " Mortlake"â��anew Arrow

Collar that is favoured by men

familiar with the trend of fashion.

The "Arrow" Brand is your

guarantee of quality, wear, fit

and collar comfort.

C. P. & Co., London

Imitated but never duplicated

Judged and accepted on their

merits by several thousand dis-

criminating retail hosiers who

guarantee Arrow Collars to

give satisfaction. We stand

behind their guarantee.

A Postcard to Cluett, Pcabody & Co.,iza New Union Street, London, E.C., will bring the style book of Arrow Collars post

free. Remember that every hosier can obtain Arrow Collars for you at the fixed price of sevenpence each or 2 for a shilling.

We will have them sent direct by post if we have no Agent in your town, and your hosier will not procure them for you.
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IMPERIAL HOTEL

Russell Square

LONDON

; _ 800 Roomsâ��Central

Position â�� Orchestra

in Winter Garden.

Room with

Table d'Hote

Breakfast and

Attendance fn.m

- for llluttrntfd Booklet.

of Wftt-

mi miter

Have it on Trial

â�¢nd judne for yourself thÂ»Â»

-

" During

ttfty-Bewfn yean

J hatv never bad

a ..'.!â�¢; a i Hi which

I tiuietrl no ."-/â�¢â�¢'â�¢. and

â�¢o well ai Arbent't. The

trtrrnitlv timjJe. guieklv

attafhrd. and moÂ»t effective Safety

Â»,Â»',,,/ u to nte of special value,

for I now Â»hivÂ« without anyftnr or --

of cutting myaetf. tu 1 totnttimei did."

AD. ABBENZ'S Celebrated

No. 10. with spare blade and RAZOR

PATENT SAFETY DEVICE,

which ensures safety from cuts,

while allowing proper oblique

stroke whtch outs the hair off

instead of dragging it

out. i' 30 day*' uBÂ«

does not oonvinn-you

that it in superior to

any ot her razor < >r

â�¢having implement

you run scud it bark

and have money returned in full. This 30 days'trial will owl you nothing,

hut will secure you shaving-com fort such as you never enjoyed More.

Price in UndmM lined owe, 1O/6 i<oet r .,

Descriptive Lint showiijR acts at various prices, with letters from user*

witliflve, ten. and twenty years' experience, free on request. Semi to-day

and don't delay your comfort. The Fre* Trial ensures you against !"**Â»â�¢

ARBENZ, Ludgate Hill, Birmmeh.im

(Headquarters for 30 years for Arbenz's Celebrated and

only genuine "Gem" Air Cunsi.

FOOT'S StLF-PROPELLING & SELF-ADJUSTABLE

WHEEL CHAIRS.

n new and improved principles

the occupant to change the in-

clination of the hack or

leg-rest either together or

separately to any desired

position, meeting every

demand for comfort and

necessity; also supplied

with single or divided and

eztensihle leg-rest*. Have

specially large ruMxjr-

tyred wneels, and are rm.nl

easily propelled. No oilier

Wheel (.'hairs are caiwhle

of so many adjustments.

WHEEL CHAIRS

of Various Designs

from 4Os.

Write for Catalogue F3

J. FOOT A SON, Ltd., Patentees & Manufacturers,

171, NEW BOND STREET. LONDON. W.

You can have Long:,

Lustrous Eyelashes

CORISANDE

EYELASHEINE

IS ENTIRELY HARMLESS.

It end TU is STRiR[Vo TESTIMONIAL :

' Anhhiirton.' Mill Gnp Road, Kaatbourne.

"Some time aijo I wrote you for n ]>ot of' Eyclasheine,' and I

wish to express to you my satisfaction at its results. I lost all my

cy-'lashes from Bt-rere Ulnesn, hut I have now, after six weeks, most

beautifully Ions laahes, ami they are atill growing. I have used

nothing but what you sent me, iiml am very onun with it.

"(Missi W. A. JACKSON."

The list price of thin famous naive IB 2/6. hut n.6 a special offer

wÂ« will send une FULL 2/6 8IZE FOR 1/6 if 7Â°n Bentl now-

Uon't-delnr. Write for ftuammt Oorisan<iÂ»''Â» hTlKE ITandl>oolc on

the Care of the Hair. Skin, anH romplexion.

E. J. MEVILL & CO., 5, Florence Terr.. Eating, London.

fr

Learn Advertising

AND Earn More Money.

ADVERTISING MEN & WOMEN

HAVING PRACTICAL EXPERI-

ENCE ARE WELL - PAID. The

KINGSWAY SCHOOL teaches

practical advertising, and

shows you how to earn as you

learn by publishing your work.

It offers valuable cash prizes,

and a month's tuition in a London

Advertising Agency.

Get the Knowledge

Which Brings Power.

<1 You can study this fascinating

business in your spare time, and

pay for your tuition by degrees.

4 There are always berths waiting

for advertisement writers, so

enter the one Profession that is

as yet uncrowded.

Write for full Illustrated Prospectus to-

day, and particulars of plan enabling you

to test your ability without obligation to

take the full course.

.â�¢icMrru llour letter to Uu Chie

The Kingsway School of Advertising,

Hampden House, Kingsway, London, W.C.

Coining ?

Long Le(ggings - ^2/9 /^f Souwesleri 1/6

Farmers' Strong " Nautical" Coal- - - 15/-

Lighlweight Raglan " Haydon ".Coat - 25,6

Tan, Green, or Grey " Haydon" Coat - 30/-

Ladies* Lightweight Raglan Coats - - 176

Chlldren'i Lightweight Oilcoati from - 8 b

Pure Silk Oilskins in several shades(!7oz.

weight) for Ladies and Gentlemen 42 -

" The OnJu Way."oureipp. citalvpuf. tcift ttifnf'yoit <><r .;',!,.:

you r*ed far rainy dayt. Get your pen and tmtt for it noic.

J. HARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.,

The Store for Wet Weather Wear

(Dept. E). SOUTH SHIELDS.

oin in. Follow along. Get the joyous " weather-free ''

ling yourself. Don't stay soaked and sodden when

Join

fCfli

Oilskins

will keep yon dry anywhere-always.

There's no rUk or speculation about your purchase. It

simply has to be right or we want it back again. That's

why Heacon Oilskins should be ypur wear this winter.

Order one to-day . . . before you gel wet again.

Men's Long Oilskin Coatl from
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Free from RHEUMATISM

and fit for work or pleasure

or sport, thanks to

Urillac

('loo good to escape imitation.)

THOUSANDS testify to the

fact that URILLAC and

URILLAC alone has forever

banished the pains of Rheumatism,

Gout, Lumbago, Neuralgia and

Sciaticaâ��swept the system entirely

free from diseaseâ��restored them to

perfect physical health.

Marvellous as this may seem, the reason

is that each of these painful ailments is

due to one common causeâ��an excess of

Uric Acid in the system (which URILLAC

absolutely eliminates).

Medical men definitely ascertained this fact years ago.

The virtues of this remarkable specific, the discovery of

a famous West-end London doctor, have been amply

demonstrated in private practice and in thousands of Uric

Acid cases. URILLAC has been proved a safe, sure,

scientific remedy. It is a potent solvent of Uric Acidâ��it

removes every atom of poison from the blood.

Distribution of 50,000 Free Trial Treatments

There are so many so-called " cures " which do not cure,

that the proprietors of URILLAC have determined to

distribute 50,000 Free Trial Treatments, and in this way to

prove its efficacy. Send the coupon below, filled in with

your name and address. You will then receive your trial

treatment, together with the URILLAC BOOK, which

contains much valuable information concerning Uric Acid

complaints, what to eat, how to make your cure permanent,

and many more other useful hints. Send TO-DAY.

URILLAC can be obtained at all Stores and Chemists,

or it will be sent post free from The Urillac Company,

38. Chandos Street, WC.,or from Heppell & Co., Fonign

Chemists. 164, Piccadilly, London.VV., on receipt of 1/1* or 2/9.

FREE SAMPLE COUPON

To The Urillac Company (Dept. S), 38, Chandos Street, London, W.C.

Not having previously tried URILLAC. I desire you to forward me one of your free trial boxes and your

treatise on Gout, Rheumatism, and allied ailments. 1 enclose 2d.in stamps for cost of postuge and packing.

Namt

A ddress
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LONDQNS BEST VALUE

Q)N! GLOVE CON

ARE ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE AS

Ladies1 Kid Gloves

Black, White, and Colours.

THE ANTONIA

3 Button*. 1/11 per pair.

11/4 per half doz.

THE CLARETIE.

3 Buttons. 2/0 per pair.

148 per !,;,il do/

THE LEBON.

PRESENTS

LONG GLOVES.

Superior quality real French Kid Gloves, in

White. Cream, and Black. 12 B. length

mousquetaire, 4/6 per pair. 3 pairs for 13/3.

I6B. length ditto, 6/6. 3 pairs for 19/3.

Men's White Dress Kid, I,/-, 1/4,1/8 and 2/4.

Ladies1

Suede Gloves.

French make, very superior

quality, in Black. While

and all Colours, 4 Button-,

3/- per pair, lilt per

hall doz. REAL GAZELLE.

Ladies' in Tan. Beaver,

Grey or Black. Z/ll

per pair. Men's in Grey

or Tan. 3/6 per pair.

A Boon in every Home

Check your weight

frequently ; it is a sure

indicator of the state of

your health. Regular

use of the

Jaraso Personal

Weighing Machine

4 Buttons. 3f' per pair.

17/6 per half doz.

11'rite for Detailed Price List of all Departments, Free by Post.

45 & 45a, CHEAPSIOE, LONDON, E.G. ; & 81 & 83, NEW BONO ST., W.

This style of chair was originally suggested by

William Morris, the artist-craftsman. Our model

has (1) Strongly-made solid oak frame. (2)

Back adjustable to three positions by a simple

moveable barâ��no complex troublesome devices.

(3) Comfortable back cushion, and spring-uphol-

sfered seat in green or red corduroy velvetâ��both

loose, thus preventing harbouring of dust. (4)

Flat arms, holding a book, etc. (5) Disappearing

sliding ash or pin tray (with loose centre) attached

to arm if desired. Ours is the only chair with

this combination of advantages. If not approved

l-wil.

6, Boyne House,

Highbury Place,

London, N.

will enable you to detect at

once consumption, obesity,

etc. Necessary in every

home, especially where there

are children. Easily port-

able. Measuring only Ilin.

x 7Am. X Sin. Automatic

in action. You simply step

on and your weight is indi-

cated by a dial reflected

in a mirror. Guaranteed

accurate and

Weighs from lib. toZOstone.

Invaluable in every Bath-

room. Gymnasium, School,

etc. Of great utility. Weighs

luggage, etc.

Price complete, from

22/6 each, carriage paid.

Of nil Htorcs, Iron-

ALBERT C. SHOPPEE,

4, Panoraa St,Tottenham

Court Road, W.C.

nhtstmlt'l finolctft Frw
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Reproduction of the famous Oxo Potter by Mr. Joseph Simpson.

Quite well Docton thanks togou and

Oxo is so much better than a meat diet because none of the energy Oxo creates is lost in the process of assimilation. Oxo builds

up strength from the first moment it enters the system, adding that EXTRA fitness required to resist winter colds and influenza.

Choose OXO - the Doctors' choice.
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A Message

If you are Anaemic.

However pale and tired you may be,

however breathless and exhausted when you go

upstairs, there is a palatable, inexpensive remedy

which your doctor would thoroughly approve

of your taking, namely,

Iron' Jelloids'

Favourably reported upon by the Medical Press, IRON

' JEI.LOIDS' are the most satisfactory form in which

Iron the universal tonic â�� can be administered.

Dr. Andrew Wilson wrote: that when "out of sorts "

but not ill enough to need medical advice, you

could not do better than try a fortnight's

treatment of IRON 'JELLOIDS.' Post free

for 1/2, of the 'JELLOID' Co. (1897).

76, Finsbury Pavement,

London, E.C
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of Hope.

If you are Weak,

your doctor would approve of your taking Iron

'Jelloids,' the tonic which does not constipate nor

disturb the digestion, nor injure the teeth, but will

improve your appetite, enrich your blood, and

give you new health and vigour.

Ironk Jelloids1

A fortnight's trial will convince you that the Medical

Press and Profession make no mistake in commending

IRON ' JELLOIDS' â�� the trustworthy tonic and

restorative. Your chemist sells Iron ' Jelloids'

in three forms. Iron 'Jelloids' for Children

(No. 1), 1/1J and 2/6. Iron ' Jelloids'

for Adults (No. 2), 1/1J and 2/9. ^1 ^o

Iron 'Jelloids' containing Quinine,

Tonic for Men (No. 2A),

1/1J and 2/9.

Se,

, e"rto

'Po/i

''â�¢ess
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The

NOISELESS and SMOKELESS

NAPIER

The proved Best Car

&

THE 1913 NAPIER

CHASSIS are the latest

and best the well-equipped

modern Napier Factory can

construct. The chassis have the

best workmanship and material

to be obtained for their different

purposes, and are kept up to

date in every particular. Will

you go for a trial drive in one

and then go to the Napier works

and see them made ? We wel-

come both, and appreciate your

interest, whether a buyer or not.

S. F. EDGE

14 New Burlington Street

LONDON

May we post you the NAPIER BOOK

of 1913 MODELS AND PRICES?
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FOR PRIVATE HOUSES

IF YOU VALUE YOUR COMPLEXION

you must use

W BEET HAM'S 1

la-rola

Chimney-

sweeping and

Drain-clearing

Machines. Specially

designed for Private Houses,

Country Mansions, Hotels,

Farms, etc. They are always

useful, and last a lifetime.

W. A 6. ASHFORO.

11, Lower Essex Street, BIRMINGHAM.

This Dsinty Toilet Preparation protect! the skin against

tke effects of Cold Wind.. Hard Water, and Frost, and

preventi Roughness. Redness, Irritation. Chaps, etc.

Will keep your skin In a perfect condition

ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

Renders the Skin Soft and While, and adds a charm of youth

10 the complexion. Bottles I/-, of all Chemists and Stores.

M. BEETHAM & SON, CHELTENHAM.
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ARE

Patterns, Price List*, Styles,

Measurement Forms, etc.,

sent to any part of the

world, post paid.

Commendable Clothing Fabrics,

made from the better kinds of Pure Woo), and therefore especially

suitable for Winter Costumes and Suits, because of their inherent

warmth-giving properties.

Prices from 1/llj to 12/11 per yard, double width, in many

qualities, weaves, and colours, suitable for Ladies', Gentlemen's, and

Children's Wear.

OVEiRCOAT

(as illustration), made to order in superior quality Blanket Over-

coatings which combine warmth with a minimum amount of

in refined styles and colourings, from 8O/6.

Fashionable Wool Velours,

Whipcords, Tweeds, Habits, Meltons, Venetians, Velveteens, Silks,

etc., for Ladies' and Children's Costumes.

" SHRINKNAUGHTS," Flannels, Winceys, Viyellas, etc.,

for Blouses, Shirts, Underclothing and Night Attire.

Superior Tweed Suitings, Trouserings,

Overcoatings, etc.

LIGHT WEIGHT FABRICS FOR WARM CLIMATES.

EGERTON BURNETT, Ltd.,

Dcpt., Wellington, Somerset, England.
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For Strong White Teeth

In use, Calox liberates purifying oxy-

gen ; an invaluable factor in securing

and maintaining perfect mouth-health.

Let the children use Calox night and morn-

ing from to-day. Soon it will be a clean,

useful habit, valuable through lifeâ��to the

childrenâ��and to YOU. Calox is a complete

"health-course" for the mouth and teeth;

sound, scientific, endorsed by dentists.

A BOX SENT FREE!

Send us the name of your little boy or girl, and wi

will send a box of. Calox FREE for a start. Calox

is sold by Chemists at l/'i (in non-wasting boxes).

The Culox Brush (t/-) is the best brush to use.

G. B. KENT & SONS, LTD.,

75, Farringdon Road, London, K.C.

"PLASMON

FOODS MAKE

BONE,

MUSCLE,

& BRAIN."

Analysis PROVES that

PLASMON OATS

STANWORTHS

UMBRELLAS

Omti'Dmbrellaiâ��O. Horn Crook.

A. KatUn Crook. D. Vluc Crook.

B. Furze Crook. E. Cherry Boot.

Make an Ideal Xmas Gift.

The Best 1O/6 Umbrella

in the world.

These Umbrella, are made on Specially

Selected Btloka OF Bteel Tubes, mounted

with Sterling Silver or Gold Pint.. Mount.,

Fux'Â» Frame*.and" Oeflanoe"BilkCovers.

With careful usage they will do good

â�¢ervlce for year*, and we guarantee every

oover for at l

least 12 months.

We are Ihe ACTUAL MAKERS,

and supply at FIRST COST.

A Postal Order foi_

securely locked in

your

IO/6

i ,i Colonial, I/- extra.

W* Money Returned with

pleasure if not approved.

A poitcard will bring you our Illuatrated Catalogue

of * Defiance " Umbrella* and patterns of BftNaaH

for re-covering Umbrella*, from 26 upwjinls.

J.STAN WORTH & Co.,

Roya^UmbreHa fiLACKBURN.

Wholesale Lilt of UmbivlliU and Fltttnm for the

Trade Hilt on receipt of TiuUe Curd.

contain 70 per cent, more nourishment

than any other Oats. â�� Vide Lancet.

Porridge In Perfection.

4 minutes' boiling

only. 6'l- PM.

Supplied to the

Royal Family

An ART M ETA L no X i-ontulnini

II luirket of I'Usmon. PUimon Cocoa,

I'i "tin'ii OaU, Platmon IM-. ,p.i -

Plasinon Custaril. I'hismon Ten, Jiml

I'Luimon Ohoroliit*. t<Â«etlier with

. booklet, â�¢* Diet, und Exerclw for

Trninine," by 0. B. Fry, will ho sent

for I/-, poet free, liy PLASMON. Ltd. IDept. 01. Farringdon

Street. London

will briiiR one

box Post P&ld to

door.

mbrrllaa- H. Ht

F. Vine Crttoh. L. PÂ»Â«.rl Outcl

. Partridge Crook. 31. Siivcr
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Write to the Keeley Institute for details of Case

XI. and Case XIII. Read how Keeley Cures are

certified by an Honorary Public Committee.

THE REELEY TREATMENT

for the Cure of Alcoholism and Drug-taking.

Whoever is personally or indirectly interested should rend

the Reports of the Honorary Committee of public men

formed in 1892 to investigate tb* work

of th*- Keeley Institute.

This Committee has no financial

interest in the Institute, and lias

made Fourteen Animal Reports since

its formation. Many past patients

of the Keeley Institute voluntarily

meet the Committee confidentially.

Shorthand notes of their evidence

are printed.

Two interesting patients, known

as Cases X J. and XIII., give

rather fuller evidence than usual.

Case X I. (age 52) has appeared

before the Committee five times

since his cure. He had lieen a complete wrtck; was

entirely cured of all craving^ and has brought

no less than 40 sufferers to the Instituteâ��one

Name* of Committee.

The following well-known public men

meet periodically. Their report! are

printed and will be lent on request.

being hi- own brother (age 41), and all of them have

been cured. Ca-< XIII., an elderly woman, was for yrars

an alcoholic inebriate; she reported

herself six years after her cure and

had never had a relapse or even

any sense of temptation.

The interesting details of these

and many other ca^es sent free of

charge to inquirerf.

Lord MONTAGU of BEAULIEU.

The Hon. H. W. FORSTER, M.P.

Rev. R. J. CAMPBELL, M.A.

RICHARD BURBIDQE. Esq.

Keeley Institute Methods.

Patients at the Keeley Institute

are under no restraint or restriction.

Whatever drink or drugs they desire

ire unhesitatingly supplied. They

walk in and out; many carry

on their daily business while residing at the Institute. In a

few days they cease lo ask for stimulants or drugs â�¢ the

craving is eradicated and the will-power built up.

The Treatment takes 4 weeks for alcohol, 5 to 6 weeks for drugs, and is

administered only at the Institute, or by special arrangement a doctor can be

sent to patient's own home or to travel with patient while giving Treatment.

All cases and inquiries Striclly Confidential. The Secretary alone sees letter* and receives callers.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE, 9, West BOltOn Gardens, London, S.W. TELEPHONE: 427 WESTERN.

"PRANA" SPARKLETS

C. With "Prana"

SPARKLETS

you can make pure,

fresh Sodawater,

instantly, from any

water supply at

a cost of 2^' per

/arge (40oz.) syphon.

C. You can make ANY

* COLD LIQUID

SPARKLING

in a momentâ��at homeâ��

Wine, Punch, Milk, Flips,

Lemonade, Fizzles, etc.

Aik your Grocer or Chemist for "C" size " Trana " Sparklet Syphon (4/-) and Bulbs (2/- Joz.).

Write for "The P.8. Book" (2nd Edition), containing now and original Recipes.

AERATORS, Ltd., 63, CRAIG'S COURT HOUSE, CHARING CROSS, S.W.
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"Fashions come and fashions go;

With ' Johnnie Walker' 'tis not so,

Born in 1820 he

Still is going strong, you see."

A WELL BALANCED TRIO

are the three guaranteed qualities of Johnnie Walker : " White

Label," 6 years old. " Red Label," 10 years old. " Black Label,"

12 years oldâ��the bottled experience of four generations in the art

of distilling and obtainable everywhere.

To safeguard these ages, our policy for the future is our policy

of the past. First and foremost to see that the margin of stocks

over sales is always large enough to maintain our unique quality.

JOHN WALKER & SONS, LTD., SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLERS, KILMARNOCK.
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A Welcome to your

More important than the holly on your walls,

more important than the good fare on your table,

is music â�� it is the The

very spirit of Christ- Â¥J * I

mas joy. Let it be K ISLlJiO ISi

not only music that

all can hear with enjoyment, but music that all

can play with equal skillâ��the music of the

Pianola Piano.

'''"'as'""' >b The Pianola Piano is a combination of the world-famous

Pianola with the Steinway, Weber, or Steck Piano.

THE ORCHESTRELLE

135-6-7, New Bond

K

, ",
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Christmas Guests.

The Pianola Piano plays an important part in

the Christmas festivities. Not only can you

entertain your guests

Pwith the greatest

^^ I ^J 9 musical works, but

you can also play all

the music that is seasonable â�� the jolly songs

and dances that recall the Christmas associations

of childhood.

Call and play the Pianola Piano at /Eolian Hall, or Â«, "

write for Catalogue F and list of Christmas music.

CO., AEOLIAN HALL,

Street, London, W.
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istmasProffeni

"qwQHM^jffi You are safe and sure to

please if you give him a

Clemak Safety Razor, the finest

safety razor the world has ever

known. The

is the last word in razor perfectionâ��every day in the year

it is ready to give him a surpassingly smooth, comfortable

shaveâ��he cannot get a scratch, much less a cutâ��he shaves

in half the usual timeâ�� one outfit will last a lifetime, there

is no constant expense for new bladesâ��there is no

grinding or honing expense either.

Remember the name CLEMAK â�� refuse

imitationsâ��the Clemak makes a real present

â�¢â�¢Made as well antl shaves as well as any Guinea Kazor. "

Clemak Rnzor and Seven

HUlcs 6,-

New Model Set with TweUe

.7/6

Combinatii n Outfit, Stiop-

pingM.ifhine, Velvet Hide

Simp, \\ith denude and

Twelve lilades. . . . 1C. 6

OF ALL STORES, CUTLERS. &c

01 ( OM tree from

CLEMAK RAZOR CO.,

17, BilliKr Street, London.
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A DAINTY CHRISTMAS BOX

FOR YOU FROM IRELAND

Colleen Soap is pure and mild because, unlike any other Toilet Soap

in the world, it contains no animal fats or caustic soda, but is made

from plant-ash and vegetable oils. It is used by all who value a soft,

clear and healthy complexion. More than 100 peeresses testify to

its excellence. This soap of perfect purity costs but 4.'-d. per tablet.

The Couniess of Liverpool writes: "/ The Countess of Kintore writes: " Colleen

always use Colleen Soap and retain mend il Soap is smooth and very pleasant louse, leaving

to my friends." a feeling ofveh-ety softness on the hands.''

HOW TO OBTAIN THE CHRISTMAS BOX.

Buy a box of three tablets for I/-. Send the three wrappers, with name and address of chemist

from whom you bought the box, and we will send you free an order on him for a I/" jar of

McClinton's Toilet Cream. Those who use this Soap and Cream cannot suffer from rough or

chapped hands, no matter how severe the weather may be.

McCLINTON'S COLLEEN SOAP

Of all Chemists & Stores, 4,'jd. per Tablet; 1 - Box of 3 Tablets.

McCLINTON'S, LTD., DONAGHMORE, IRELAND.
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HEART PALPITATIO

IS NOT HEART DISEASE

The writer of this advert, when a young Physician

wished to become an Assistant at a certain London Hoa-

piul for Diseasesof the Heart. He was told by the Chid

Physician of that Hospital that 9 out of every 10 of the

patients who came for treatment had Heart Palpitation

due to Indigestion, and he said

IT IS CAUSED BY

the pressure upon the Heart of the gases which are formed

in the Stomach an I Bowel through the fermentation of

undigested food. Instead of Heart Disease, those persons

had Heart Palpitation, which was caused by

STOMACH AND BOWEL

INDIGESTION

because in Stomach and Bowel Indigestion the Albumin-

ous food like Eggs, Meat,etc., is not digested in the Sto-

mach .and the Starchy tood like Brca-1. Potatoes.Bananas,

etc.. is not digested in the Bowel. The nourishment is not

absorbed because the digestive g1?nds have become weak

and defective. The food ferments, creating acriil acids

and foul gases, which press against the Heart, causing it

to labour and palpitate. The gases also press upon the

sensitive, tender nerves in that region, thus causinn

distress. Heart Palpitation ani shortness of breath, yet

this Indigestion is an ailment

WHICH IS ALWAYS CURED BY

because Cicfa is the only remedy containing all those in-

xrediems'and suffic'entof them) which Nature m isthave

toperfe"tlydigest both the Album-nous food an 1 Starchy

food arH to make the Bile Circulation perfect. Cicfa

causesall the nourishment to be absorbed an 1 assimilated,

fermentation cei<^. there are no gases formed, conse-

quently no m^re Heart Palpitation, but sie.iilily improving

digestion, v .. u< ml health of the heart, as well as of

every pnrt of the system.

Get Cicfa to-day (rum yourChemist. or direct. 1/14&2/9.

CAPSULOIDS '1909 . LTD.,

79. DukÂ«-st. GroÂ«JVÂ»nor-sa.. London. Eng.

No more Ugly Ears

Few deformities ate sn disfiguring as outgrowing ears. But

any tendency in this direction may be so easily counteracted

'.hat there is no reason why anyone

should i'r m-:..:'â�¢â�¢'. in this way. The

CLAXTON

EAR CAP

mproved

Patent

quickly corrects the tendency and

ensure*. Children having prettv ears.

Kasv and comfortable to wear.

Beautifully made in 21 sizes. Srnd

meaMirement round head just above

ears, and over head from lobe to lobe of ears. Price 4/Â»

l>ost free anywhere. Entirely British Manufacture.â��

S. M. CLAXTON, Castle laboratory, London, N.W.

\

HEAD OINTMENT

Kills all nits and

vermin in the hair.

Of all Chemists.

3d., 6d. and 1 -

RANKIN 6 CO.,

KilmarnocK.

/?

BsUb'Uhc.t over 100r

-Do sendâ��

for Free Trial of

Frazer's Tablets

the Famous

Blood Purifier

Frazer's Tablets are really

wonderful for constipation,

rheumatism, liver or kidney trouble.

Take them when you have head-

ache and feel bilious and out of

sorts. They purify your blood,

cure boils and breakings - out;

clear your skin of spots, and make

you feel healthy and vigorous.

The best medicine for children.

Of all Chemists and Stcrcs at i,'ii, or direct post

free for i/;. FREE TRIAL sent to all who

Sign this Form To-day

Enclose penny stnmp for postage, and get Free Trial from

Krazer's Tablets Co., Castle laboratory, London, N.W.

NAMK

ADURKSS .

Tuc STRAND MAQAKIXC, December. 1912.

Are Yoti Deaf?

If so, you can be relieved by using

WILSON'S COMMON-SENSE EAR-DRUMS

A new scienlific invention, entirely different in construction

tr.ini all '.ther de\ u-cv Assist the deaf when all other devices

Uil. and where medical skiM has given no relief. They are soft.

comfortable and invisible ; have no wire or string attachment.

WRITE FOR PAMPHLKT. Mention this Mapaztne.

Wilson Ear-Drum Co. D

I

MALDEMERA

THE GREAT SEA-SICKNESS SPECIFIC

A* t'wJ on !>â�¢â�¢â�¢'. I the li- â�¢â�¢>' Yacht* if Ocwu-frutnff Steanttra.

Thes* Remarkable Tablets arc u--il bntli us Â» preventatire

,ih'i. urf of I tun diÂ»t rvfthiug malady. Make Sailing a P)Â«aÂ«urÂ«.

>..;.i in I;. â�¢: 11.- at 1 9, 3 9, Ud 4 6 Â«ith ; by I'ost. 3d. extra.

J. C. POTTAGE A CO.. ChemUts, 116. Princes Street.

EDINBURGH.

OU STACH

Don't remain childish. Whatever

iNiraw is. â�¢ niOUSTA " thv liue,

ri?iual Uitmt-r. will (on* *"u *

manly mutis.t,M-bo very quickly.

Quit,- hum'..- CAII btiMdnifbtlp

Wit tn nit nl>servHtion or iK'Uvtimi.

NI \. i fuiU. ll-.\ -MI in i>..(! : cover

for <; I iiful M fir h' â�¢-' -i-'

now to Prnpi ieuir*. rt.

&CO.. 41. .Ii

'

u OrUert, J/-)

T. IÂ»IXÂ«Â»N

Ixndoo. N.

Exterminated by

"LIVERPOOL" VIRUS

without .ln'.ir T to other animal*

an.l without smell frum dead

I. ih---. Ill tills Ii-.nl> i'rt'i',1 rr.l

with the bait. Virus ' i I; .1-

28 aiul 6- for Mice. 16.

Of all Cbemiiu.

Write for parfu-idart toâ��

EVANS SONS LESCHER 6 WEBB. Ltd.

(l)ept. B.U.). 58. Hunaver Street. LIVERPOOL.

M^^^ Ex term i r

.^m â�¢ "LIVE

RATs
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When your Children

don't give them Castor-oil or any purging

medicine. Such medicines do more harm ihan

good because they weaken the digestive powers

of the stomach. FICOLAX cures pleasantly and

easily, and puts the system right. It is delicious

in taste and most economical in use â�� the

dose for children being only half a teaspoonful.

Nothing

Good."

There

"Just

FICOLAX is unique in its curative properties.

Doctors and Nurses recommend it because they

know that it contains no noxious drugs, but

is made from fruit and vegetable essences only.

Of all ChemiiU, 1/H; Family size, 2/9.

THE FICOLAX CO.

(Dept. S.M.), Graham Street, London, N.
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IMPORTANT to STRAND READERS

Who Live in the Colonies

or Elsewhere Abroad.

Never forget that to you who live far from England

"The Strand Magazine" is the shop window

in which you see displayed the scores of good things

you need in your distant home, and that "The Strand

Magazine " is able to see you are served as promptly and

courteously as you could be if you were here in person.

"Bear the following facts in mind:â��

A GREAT advantage to you lies in the advertisements in The Strand Magazine.

/x We want you to read every one of them very carefully and think what they

mean to you. You may require in your distant home articles of utility or luxury

which you cannot possibly purchase where you are. You know there is probably

nothing needed in the world which cannot be bought in England. One or the other

of these advertisements will apprise you of the whereabouts of the maker or seller

of the very article you most urgently need. \Yrite to that advertiser ; he will

supply you as quickly as mail or ocean carrier can bring the goods to you.

You will not be disappointed.

WE have the fullest confidence in making this request, and you will notice

we are offering a prize of 100 guineas to the reader who picks out the best

advertisement appearing in the October, November, and December issues of

The Strand Magazine. This is one of the means of ensuring straightforward,

truthful statements, as every advertiser knows that if anything in his advertisement

is open to the suspicion of deception he is disqualified.

WE can, however, help you to obtain the goods you may require from England

even if you do not find them advertised (though this is unlikely), or if you have

any other difficulty. For the assistance of our Colonial and .Foreign friends we

maintain THE STRAND PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. If there is anything you

require specially from England, all you have to do is to write to "THE STRAND

MAGAZINE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND,

LONDON," give full description of the goods you require, and send with all orders

an amount estimated to cover the cost of the goods, freight, and incidental charges.

Any balance remaining over will be dealt with as you may direct. But the chief

thing is that we shall make the purchase for you, see that it is good value and

duly forwarded to you wherever you are.
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Please think of the

9,000

Destitute and

Orphan Children

HUNGRY AND MISERABLE

IN

DR. BARNARDO'S HOMES

THIS CHRISTMAS-TIDE.

THEY ARE IN URGENT NEED.

%* Please mark Gifts "For Food Alone." Cheques and Orders payable "Dr. Barnardo s

Homes." and Parcels, should be sent to the Honorary Director, WILLIAM BAKER, Esq,,M.A,, LL.B.,

at Head Offices, 18 to 26, Stepney Causeway London, E.

Warm your room

not the chimney

Everyone knows, to their cost, the tremendous amount of

coal consumed by thÂ«- ordinary bur grate, and how little

heat is given out in proportion. The reason is that,

owing lo the old-fashioned construction of the bar grate,

the heat is wasted in the chimney instead of warming

your room. The " HUE " Fire is bnrless, will hum for

hours without attention, and is guaranteed to give out

more heat WITH ABOUT HALF THE COAL

CONSUMPTION. It can be adapted to any existing

stove without removing the mantelpiece, and your local

Decorator can supply and fix the " HUt

Fire from 15/- upwards.

lnÂ»lÂ«t upon having; a "HUE"

Bend a postcard to-day for our illustrated descriptive list,

giving details and prices, to

YOUNG & MARTEN, Ltd.

(Dept. S.M.), Stratford. London. E.

Excellent in appearance, and

of remarkable .excellence in

both exterior and interior

construction, the

STECK PIANO

is bound to commend itself

to all discriminating piano

purchasers.

Catalogue "B" gives full

particulars.

The Orchestrelle Co.,

/Eolian Hall,

135-6-7, New Bond St., London, W.

NO

HEATING

REQUIRED

OF ALL STATIONERS. CtCWSm STORES

NEW METALLIC PEN WITH CVERV BOTTLE

MCKEL LINEN muTCHEM WITH tACH lASIZE

COOPER, DENNISON & WALKDEN 13

749 STBRIDE STREET

LONDON E.C.
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THE

HONORARY JUDGES

whose names appear on page 2, are

going to select the Best Advertisement

in the October, November and December

" STRAND." We are going to give 200

Guineas to those who prepared and paid

for that advertisement. We are also

GIVING A PRIZE

100 GUINEAS

IN CASH

to the READER whose opinion most coin-

cides with that of the Judges. Pick out

your best " Ad." now. Read all carefully.

Write and tell us why you think one is

better than the others. It is easy to judge

if you consider first, does it attract you

quickest ; the?i, does it interest you and

does it make you want to try or buy. Tell us

in your own way, simply, and write clearly

please. Fill in the Coupon and post to

us to-night.

(Coupon on page opposite)
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PICK OUT

the "Best Ad." now

<*

You often say "that's a good

' ad? " Tell us why you think

so-you may easily win 100

Guineas. It's an education to

read Modern Advertising. It's

safe to deal with our

Advertisers. We are very

careful of the " Ads." we

accept. Try your skill to-night.

(The decision of GEO. NEWNES, LTD., is final.)

(Only Advertisements in Black and White are eligibleâ��not Coloured ones.)

Fill in and Post Coupon-COSTS NOTHING to COMPETE

GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. (Best Ad.).

Southampton St.. Strand, LONDON.

Sirs,

I am going to tell you on or before Jan. 15th, 1913, my reasons for

believing that a certain Ad. in the Oct., Nov., or Dec. "STRAND MAGAZINE"

is the BEST. If my reasons coincide most with those of the Judges I

win 100 Guineas in Cash.
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ROBINSON & CLEAVER

HANDKERCHIEFS

ROBINSON â�¬r CLEAVER

manufacture Handkerchiefs and

hold thousands of dozens in

stock ready to send off at a

moment's notice.

From now till Christmas we are despatching

these dainty trifles to all parts of the world.

The annually increasing demand fo' them is

evidence of good value, and also an assurance

that customers' requirements have our first

consideration.

Lowest BELFAST Price*.

Nn. Dl. Ladies'Linen Cambric Handkerchiefs, hand fancy.

stitched, as ihown in upper handkerchief illustrated. 1 Q Q

About 13in. square, with a J-in. hem. Per doz. " **/ *

Sample Handkerchief, poat fr,Â« 11

No. 862. Ladies' Shamrock Lawn Handkerchiefs. About

13in. square, hero-stitched and hand-embroidered â�¢! O Q

in the Dew and ejeclive design shown. Per doz. â�¢ ** Â«Â»

Sample Uandiarchiet. poat free 1/1

Littt and range of Sample* pott free.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER

Makers to Their MÂ«jeitieÂ«, Lt<"

42 R, Donegall Place,

BELFAST.

Official Organ of the LaJiet Kennel Auoclalion

<Jncp.)

Superbly Illustrated.

The Up-to-Date Authority

. . on . .

Sport, Fashio and Society.

Price

6d

Forthcoming Special Itnut:

XMAS DOUBLE NUMBER

(with Winter Sports Supple-

ment) ready NOV. 27.

DECEMBER-

7. Xmn Presents Number.

28. Sale* Number.
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"VIOTTO" fll

Soul of Violets!

per

1CC PERFUMES 1

Spirit)

"HAVANITA"

[All Floral 0<3ours. ^

3/9 per Vial.

WHOLESALE .

H.Bitmnlcy &<a Ltd. LONDOR

V

\

V

Music Rolls for Christmas.

Music plays such an important part in the

Christmas rejoicings that it is well worth while

to plan a programme of appropriate music.

You can easily do so from the 1,000

page, two volume, catalogue of

THE ORCHESTRELLE CO.'S

Music Rolls

For Pianolas and all Piano-Players.

In addition to the ordinary catalogue, a special Christmas

List has been prepared, and from this the following examples

are selected :â��

75Z85 .. Christmas Carols. Â£/_

Good King Wenceilai. Christians. Awake. "I

While Shepherds W.tched. Hart I The Herald Angels Sing.

7S2I7 Christmas Carols. .. 5/_

The First Noel. I Saw Three Ships. **/

Noel Noel. Noel. Mistletoe Bough.

LZ562 .. Sir Roger de Coverley. Jl_

Write for Catalogue F.U. aitd CArtirmÂ«s .Siippfctm-iil.

The ORCHESTRELLE CO.,

rEOLIAN HALL, 135-1-7. New Bond Street, London. W.

Ttate too vohmus.

WMial'Ml'llp t.fOOflOOtf

of piwiw roll KUO-

tiunl, jnlt free on

application.
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Cleanser and

Mouth

Wash

In One.

Polishes

the teeth

to dazzling

whi t e n e s s,

while its fra-

grant antiseptic

reaches every part of the

mouth â�� neutralizing all tooth-

destroying acids, preventing

discoloration and decay.

Strong's Arnica Tooth Soap

comet in a bandy metal boxâ��nothing to break

or ipill. A convenient cake that insures beautiful

teeth, healthy sums, and a Â»weet breath. At

your drugs lit. I/-.

Strong's Arnica Jelly

Keeps Your Skin Smooth.

No need to endure the discomfort of sunburn or

winter chapping. Apply with finger tips, rub

gently into pores. In collapsible metal tubes, I/-.

Of all ehfiiiMt. or jxM free from Tho*. Chritty <t Co.,

ilO, A12, Old Swan Lan*. t'nper Ttuimet fit.. Undo*,

C.; Wm. Robert* it Co., Spencer HOUM. nunry,

London. S.C.; Andre Wautrtt, Hntiwrp. MflMM.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drug Act,

June 3O, 19O6. Serial No. 1613.

C. H. STRONG A CO.. CHICAGO, U.S.A.

DROITWICH

BRINE CRYSTALS

are Concentrated Droitwich Brine,

containing all the Curative Salts

contained in the Droitwich Brine, and

have only to be dissolved for use.

BRINE BATHS AT HOME.

The undoubted benefit of Droitwich

Brine Bath* for GOUT, RHEUMA-

TISM, LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, and

the Uric Acid Diseases generally, can

thus be secured in your own home

by using Droitwich Brine Crystals.

The Crystals supply an ever-ready sub-

stitute for the natural Droitwich Brine.

Sold on Olumittt and Slant eurryvlitn, or

00,. Bag 0/7

ttQlD. for Â£if <J

Dtliterv free fo<">Â» Cotmlrs Station

A Yorkshire Clergyman

writes:â�� " I find them

an excellent substitute

for the Droiiwich Baths.

KmdlT send another

28lb BM of your Droit-

wich Brine Crystals.'

WESTON & WESTALL. Ltd.

<DÂ«pt 6), 18. EASTCHEAP, LONDON.

TRADE

MARK.

"How very strange! I smell a whole garden

and there is nothing but a bottle.'

SAMPLE BOTTLES OF

IROMA

are sent post

free on receipt

of ^d. in

stamps.

Address :

108-9,

FORE ST., E C

The Perfume

as illustrated,

2/6

per Ijoltle.

larger sire,

4/9

A perfectly

ravishing

Bouquet,

redolent of

ill the

charms of

old English

gardens.

Can be'had

at all

CH*mi*ti

and Stores-

THE CROWN PERFUMERY CO.,

LONDON and PARIS.

Hamtfaeturen alto of tia celebrated "Crovm" Lavender Salts

The CkVpru/e Manufacturing Com

T*inv i* thf mily jlrm AoMuiff tht Or-

tifleatf of the Inearporattd Inttitutt

of Hti'jtrnf for Mi/arm'* par

A PURE WOOL FABRIC

The vÂ«lue olChilpnife for Children

liei in the fact that it il a PURE

WOOL f.bric. but in Dopularity

it alto largely due to the tact thai

while garments made of it are much

warmer than the tame weight of

flannel, owing to its porous character,

they are much more eatily washed

and do not thicken.

VESTS, STAYBANDS.

PETTICOATS, DRAWERS,

BODICES, NIGHTGOWNS,

SLEEPING SUITS, and. in

fact, every necrwary garment for

CHILDREN from infancy

upwards.

You will avoid disappointment by

making your purchases at once.

OF ALL DRAPERS & OUT-

FITTERS, or addreii of nearest

shop on application.

PURE

WOOL

Fall a m<ulnittd Price List Post

AVÂ«, trhidi mm full details o/av

nnaeafLAhlSS O/UtJfKVrjL

THE CHILPRUFE MFG. CO,

Z(DepLlS). LEICESTER.
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Cut in the latest styles fron

the most fashionable malt-rials

AllTailor-made Smart Finish,

Fit Guaranteed.

LADIES' and GENTS

WATERPROOFS

In Fawn, 10/6 each.

In all Colours and

Styles, 12/6, 15/-,

16/6, 21/-

Stndfor P,it/t,-ns ami

Illustrations.

Ladies'and Gents'

RAINCOATS

No Rubber.

18/6, 21/-, 22/6, 25/-

I

Pocket

Money lor you

Don't hoard your old jewellery,',

etc.; turn it into cash at Frasers.

Highest (Bracelet*. Ch.ini.) Offer

Prices \ Brooches.Pendantt, r sent by

Given. (Rial*. A Valuable*.) return

R. D. & ]. B. l-'rjser, Goldsmiths, Sri:.

_ I " ak 12o, Prince* St.

IPSWICH.

OF IPSWICH

Thf mott rrnutrkabfa musical </i*cowrv of the age. . . . Will

cause aticiifir* revolution in piano-phi ytw.â�� Vide Public PitM.

PIANO IN 12 LESSONS

To learn to play the Plato hai hithorU

been a moat difficult task, occupying many

years, involving the most tedious study

and practice, and iu'evssitatUig consider-

able outlay for tuition. At last all thin is

altered; for, by the new method entitled

"Piano in 12 Lessons," anyone ran now

learn to play at right hundreds of nacred

and secular pieces, danc<-Â«, fantasias, oper-

litic selection s, accompaniments, etc.. from

ordinary muaic IN A FEW WEEKS

without the slightest previous kuowlt>]gf>.

and without the aid of a teacher. For both

adults and children it Is now the only satis-

factory methodâ��for adults, hecanw it en-

sure* a brilliant Â«t >le In nn extrt-mely short

i i:nc. and for children Iwcuusc It makes

the study a pleasure initead of a toil an I

Send for List, and say if

Ladies' or Gents' Patterns

are required. All post free,

British Empire & Europe.

Send for Catalogue

to-

â�� entirely docs away with all dndgrry and

tedioQH practice. It Is as cany as A B t'. and the reautU an> simply

maxTolloiu. It is equally suitable for either Piano, Harmonium, or

American Organ. Thousands of Testimonials, guccesn fniiirantt-ed.

Money willingly returo^d If not asttated. Post free. 3Â«. Id... ..tnpUti-.

per Postal OrdÂ«r. â�� THB IMPERIAL, PUBLISHING Cf

B I "-I-T t. 4ft, Paddcnswick Rd,. Hammersmllh, London, T
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Old Age

a

Thing of

the Past

Glorious discovery

marvellous hone

self-treatment that

works wooders-

everybody delightedâ��

be wilde redâ��people

crazy about itâ��the one

1 ai.d annihilated. Think of itâ��

no mnrr sickness no Bore painâ��no nore uifir-

â�¢ily. Grand Newsâ��never sickâ��always well, strong, hearty,

vigorous, full of vimâ�� lonÂ«-lived. happyâ��ensures splendid com-

plexionsâ��gives freedom from drugs, dieting, and doctors bills.

A Boon ta mankinil-a Godsend to ImmiUiitJ-alnoluUly curoa

and prevents all forma of acute disease-Hives new leaae of lifeâ��

diseaae imiÂ«Â»sible. At last ! The grand secret of health and

' d to the world ! Simple, marvellous, effective !

Full information given in Free Book, sent in

plain envelope to any address in the world on

receipt of two stamps to pay postage. Get

this piicelesfl knowledge to-day. Write now!

YOUNG MOOBE. Dept.S.M.. 158. Strand. London.W.C.

FREE

CURE FOR ANGINA.

For an effective, Â»ure, and rapid Cure

of Angina Pectori* and ArterioscleroiU,

apply to

Dr. G. MENARD, of 25, Rue de> Douves,

NIORT, FRANCE.

Particular* and teatimoniall tent on application.

WEST'S OILS

for Rheumatism, Lumbago, Sciatica, Sprains,

Bruises, Sore Throats, Neuralgia, Etc., Etc.

May now be had of A. E. NAI8H, I'ercy Street. Cardiff, to whom the

1: v .1 - of Mr. J. West, late of Llandaff Road. CarJilT. bar* transfrrred

all riijhuu Keconiiuended by doc-tor*. They are good. West S Oils ore

excellent Try them. Don t delay.

Price, Is. 3d. bottle, postage paid. Proprietor:â��

A. E. NAISH, Percy Street, CARDIFF.

l'irerti'*nn with eac'h lt<Â»[ll*-. ^

EVERCLEAN

LINON COLLARS.

ALWAYS CLEAN. ALWAYS SMART.

Tli-- Eve.rcle.an Llnon Collar can !Â»â�¢ wiped

white as new with a damn cloth. Htajn proof,

ink proof no rubber. Will last for months.

Great comfort. Saving of laundry billa.

2 Sample Collars, 2'6. 6 Samp/e Cotlart, â�¢/-.

Cv/t. 1/6 per pair.

The BELL PATENT SUPPLY Co., Ltd.

147, Holborn Bars, London, E.C

(7*ift) rfoqrs frmn ffrnv'l Inn Road i

IMPORT YOUR CIGARS DIRECT!

"Pearson's Weekly" says: "A TWOPENNY Oigar could be bought

for a HALFPENNY if there were no duty!"

JERSEY IS A FREE PORT.

So SAVE MONEY by importing direct from Ui.

Special Value-MARCUS 8UPBRBU8 ROTHSCHILDS.

Rumple Box of 25 sent, duty and carriage |>aid, to any part of U.K. for

P.O. 6 -. Equal to any l-l ctgar in Knylund. Price List on application.

J. F. BELFORD, Tobacconist, JERSEY.

Only Gold Medals. O.I. Exhibitions. 1898 and 1899.

Telnrranw-BELFoRIi. .1E11SEY. Telephone. No. 63.

MAKE MONEY BY MAGIC!!!

"Apt alliteration'^ artful aid."â��Churchill.

MANY MAOffTANS Â«AKE MINTS OF MONEY MANIPFLA-

TINO MAOIC'AI, MARVEW. MYSTIFYING MULTITUDES.

â�¢ tINHO'8 "MAOIC BY MAIL" MAGNANIMOUS METHODS

MAKB MANY MERITORKU'S MAGIl'IANS MAXIMI'M

MERITMA1.NTAINEUBY MCNRO'S MYSTICAL MONOPOLISTS.

Mark and Memorise Mystagogues* Mecca.

Ml... â��*_ sVI_Â«Â«_I M....I. (Where all the tricks and

iriunro s magical iwart , u,.i.H come from.)

B. DUKE BTRBET. ADBLPHI. LONDOM, W.C.

Whi not ot a .Waficin1.1 Awl*/or " Maga III Xaii" mtUvrli UKpt SI.

Newnes Sixpenny

Famous Novels.

Popular Volumes recently added to

this Famous List of Sixpenny Nouels.

INDISCRETIONS OF A LADVS MAID.

WM. LE QUEUX.

THE LADY OF THE CANDLES.

CLEVELAND MOFFETT.

The Gully of Bluemansdyke- A. Conan Doyle

Wroth. Agnes and Egerton Castle

Canadian Bom. Mrs. Humphry Ward

The High Toby. H. B. Marriott Watson

Houae With the Green Shutters. George Douglas

A Relenting Fate, etc. Charles Garvice

The Apache. Alice and Claude Askew

White Ro*e of Weary Leaf.

The Girl Without a Heart, etc.

Ezra, the Mormon.

Tereaa of Watlinz Street.

Revelation* of the Secret Service.

In the Service of Love.

The Clad Heart

The Drum* of War.

A Marriage Under the Terror.

(Â£m Prim t

Adrien LeroT,

Temptation.

Sailor*' Knot*.

The Hound of the Bmkervilles.

Fate.

The Mystery of a Motor-Cab.

The VeiL

Araene Lupin.

Fickle Fortune.

Mr Lady of Shadow*.

The Verdict of the Heart.

My Friend the Chauffeur.

A Coronet of Shame.

Sea Urchin*.

Violet Hunt

Charles Garvice

Winifred Graham

Arnold BeDnett

Wm. Le Queux

Richard Marsh

Madame Albanesi

H. de Vere Sucpode

Patricia Went worth

Charles Garvice

E. A. Rowland*

W. W. Jacobs

A. Conan Doyle

Charle* Garrice

Fergus Hume

E. S. Stevens

Jepson and I_e Blanc

Charles Garvice

John Oxenham

Charles Garvice

C. N. & A. M. Williamson

Charles GÂ«rvice

W. W. Jacoba

Price SIXPENCE each, of all Booksellers; or POST

FREE (inland). 8d. each. Three volumes for l/io;

six for 3/6 ; twelve for 6/7, from

QEOROE NEWNES, LTD.

(Dent. S), Southampton St., Strand.

London, W.C.
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DULGITONE

(Machcll's Patent.)

A Portable Tuning-Fork Piano.

NO TONING REQUIRED.

"The tone, though not loud, lisa great aweetneu and camrlnij

power, and if effective both for iolo playing and at an aorompani-

III.TI t to other instruments or the voice. These qualities and it*

portability an amougxt it* chief rrconimendatfonn."

â��Ctutttibert't Journal. March. 1909.

A delightful Holiday Companion, in

Camp, on Shipboard, or in the

Garden. Invaluable for use abroad.

Keys and Touch

exactly like a

good Piano.

Compassâ��3J, 4,

and 5 Octaves.

Prices from

Â£12 net.

Weight from

30-lb.

Write lor New Illustrated Prospectus to

TUK 8OI.K If AKKKI ;

Thomas Machell & Sons,

49. Great Western Road, GLASGOW.

AERATED

WATERS

GRANT'S

^CHERRY

BRANDY

10/6

Model 861.

Never before sold under 2i/-, this superb

Corset will be offered during the Sale at

ADVANCE NOTICE.

An event which is being looked forward to with keen

anticipation is

Peter Robinson's

SPECIAL SALE

-OF

Royal Worcester

Kidfitting Corsets

commencing January ist.

The Bargains to be offered nt this Great Sale will be

greater than ever before, as owing to the fact that the

Royal Worcester Company have lx*en compelled to remove

into larger premises, we have secured a very large parcel

at tremendous reductions. These we propose to offer in

addition to our regular stock, which we make it a rule to

clear TWICE EVERY YEAR.

In order to prevent disappointment to those nf our

customers who find themselves unable to call duiing the

early days of the Sale, we have laid aside a proportion of

each mudcl for Post Orders. If, therefore, you will send

along your order NOW, with si/e required and remittance,

your Bargain will be packed up and addressed ready for

despatch on the opening day of the sale. There will thus

be no doubt whatever of your obtaining your Bargain,

but you will also avoid any slight delay caused by the

rush of post orders, and the congestion of our Despatch

Room, during the fust days of the Sale.

PETER ROBINSON'S

Oxford Street, W.
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NEWNES'

RED CLOTH

SIXPENNY LIBRARY

31 Volumes Now Ready.

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

II

12

13

1-4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

The Woman in the Way

The River House Mystery

A Millionaire's Love Story

The Nancy Manoeuvres

Live Men's Shoes

The Four Just Men

The Golden Horseshoe ...

The Top Dog

Secrets of Monte Carlo â�¢ â�¢â�¢

SunK Island...

The Stage Door

The Jewels of Death

Cat's Eyes

Love and a Cottage

The Midnight Special ...

The Amazing Mr. Bunn

A Soldier of Fortune

The Terror by Night

A Million a Minute

The Isle of Dead Ships

The Case of Miss Elliott

The Second Lady Kendal

Life's Golden Web

Son of Judith

Long Odds

A Woman Snared ...

Wm. Le3.ueux

, \idney Warwick

Gay Boothby

Charles Gleig

Richard Marsh

Edgar Wallace

Robert Aitken

Fergus Hume

Wm. Le Queux

... J.B. Harris "Borland

Arthur AppJin

Robert Halifax

Sidney Warwick

Keble Howard

Burford J>elannoy

. Bertram Atkey

Reginald Hodder

... G. â�¢Saben

Robert Aitken

C. Marriott

Baroness Orczy

Meta Simmins

... J. B. Harris Borland

Joseph Keating

Vivian frior

Bertha Clay

The Mystery of the Clasped Hands Guy Boothby

The Devil's Ace Fergus Hume

Blind Man's Buff Alice Maud MeadoWs

The Chorus Girl Arthur AppJin

The Wife He Never Saw ... Max Marcin

SPECIAL OFFE/?â��â��'

A Handsome Wall Bookcase, as illustrated

above, and any eighteen volumes, supplied

for the inclusive price of 10/6.

BE SURE THAT YOU ASK FOR NEWNES' "RED CLOTH" LIBRARY.

SIXPENCE net each, of all Booksellers and Bookstalls, or post free 8Jd. (two for 1/3) din

from GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. (Dept. S), Southampton Street, Strand, London, VV.

ect

w.c.
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As Pure as Pure can be

That is the claim of PESCO Underwear.

That is what you know PESCO to be

once you examine it for yourself.

This purity comes of pure wool yarns, of perfect

manufacturing conditions, of perfect manufacture itself.

This purity promises the wearer of PESCO a greater

degree of warmth and comfort and a superior sense

of security and satisfaction than is possible with

Woollens of a lower standard.

You pay nothing extra for this purity. The only extra

trouble entailed is that of asking for PESCO by

name and making sure (by the trade mark) you are

getting what you want.

PESCO

UNDERWEAR

Shrunken Garments Replaced.

PESCO in obtainable for Ladles. Gentlemen and Children, in

all *izÂ«Â«. shapes, nod textures of Wool and flilk and Wool.

Hend to-day for patterns, booklets and numesof nearest Agents.

PETER SCOTT & CO., Ltd.

(Dcpt, 2), Hawick, N.B.

t h e

picture

Is always

a delight,

but " mak-

ing" it is a

process which

involves many

operations often

with many

difficulties.

Our new Bookletâ��

"Making the Picture"

â��will help you over-

come them all-

Is a real aid and tells

you all about the onlv

paper in the world that jb

irely free from stress

marks and upon which stress-

marks cannot possibly be made

â��the

Criterion

Let us send you copy.

Tae Birmingham Photographic Co. Ltd.

3> Stechlord, Birmingham,

BeautyPurity

and Health

Of Skin and Hair

Promoted

CuficuraSoap

and Ointment

To maintain the purity and

beauty of the complexion,

the health of the scalp and

hair, the softness and white-

ness of the hands and nails,

Cuticura Soap and Cuti-

cura Ointment are invalu-

able. Purest, sweetest and

most economical for toilet,

bath and nursery.

| Outicnra Soap and Ointment lold erÂ»rr-

j where. Sample of each with 32-p. book tret

I from nearest depot: Newbery, 27, Charter-

1 houae 8q.. London: R. Towns * Co.. Sydney.

I N.8.W. i Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town: Muller,

i Maclean t Co.. Calcutta and Bombay. Pot-

pvwvj terD. 4 C. Corp.. Bole prom.. Boston. U.S.A.

STICK I WTender-faoed men ahave in comfort with

1 I Cuticura SoauShatia? Stick. Sample fre*
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THE STRAND MAGAZINE.

A Pleasant Way

to Health

No special dietâ��no drugsâ��no loss of

timeâ��just a glass of sparkling,

refreshing, puiifying

I'S

'FRUIT SALT'

Before Breakfast.

THIS IS THE

NATURAL

WAY.

jgsman&r&imc*

This well-known

standard aperient

gently stimulates the

liver, the body's filter.

With this important organ

working properly the blood

becomes pure, the nerves normal,

the impoverished tissues restored.

Sound, refreshing sleep, a clear

brain, a hearty appetite, and a good

digestion are sure to follow.

Eno's ' Fruit Salt' never causes griping or weakening

effects. The safest and best tonic and digestive regulator.

Prepared only by J. C. END, Limited,

â�¢FRUIT SALT' WORKS, LONDON, S.E.

Sold by Chemists and Stores everywhere.



Pueci

Bird's Custard

You simply prepare the BIRD'S Custard

in the usual way, and serve at once

while HOT.

Try the Sauce to-day

with Apple, Fig, or Plum

Pudding, or indeed any kind;

you will be delighted. It

transforms the plainest

pudding into a delicious treat.

See how the Children like

it with Hot Stewed Prunes.

Wholesome '

Nutritious I

(

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS, SEE PAGES 2, 4, AND &

J
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

>

DO HOT REMOVE

OR

1ILATE CARD




